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TE6itorial
Hearty congratulations to Oaptain R. K. Dowse on his
recent engagement.
*

*

*

#

We are glad to hear that "The March" of the 10th Btn.
was a great success, and we wish you the best of luck in
your new station.
*

*

*

*

We should like to quote a few lines from the Editor
of the 10th Battalion; "While February is entering with its
news of victory in the East and its rumours and hopes in the
West, we live in great expectation for the months to come."
Wherever The Queen's Own may be, we wish them the ful
filment of all their hopes and great success.
*

*

*

*

We shall be pleased to be able to publish some news
of the 1st Battalion in the near future.
*

*

*

*

COMFORTS FUND.
Will all those willing to help this Fund please send
their donations and gifts to: —
The Secretary,
Comforts Fund,
The Barracks,
Maidstone.

PRISONERS OF WAR FUND.
Will all those willing to send donations to this Fund
please forward them to:—
The P.R.I.,
Prisoners of War Committee,
The Barracks,
Maidstone.
*

*

*

*

The Treasurer of the Past and Present Association grate
fully acknowledges the gift of £100 from the Estate of the
late Major O. G. Woodhouse. The amount has been invested
in Defence Bonds and the income will be used towards the
cost of Reunion.
There has been an almost complete falling off of sub
scriptions towards the funds of the Association since the
outbreak of war.
It is perhaps not realised that Regimental Sergeant
Majors of all Battalions are the Exofficio members of the
Committee and it is hoped that they will bring to the notice
of all ranks of their llattalions the details of the Past and
Present Association, which are set forth on the inside of
the back cover of the Q.O.G.
The Treasurer still functions at Maidstone and would be
glad to receive any subscriptions collected.
The Deptford Branch still keeps in touch despite bomb
ings and succeeds in forwarding subscriptions regularly.
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PRISONERS OF WAR FUND ACCOUNT.
Receipts.

Jtonou^
THE ROLL OF HONOUR.
Died of Wounds.
Cpl. W. F. Buck.
Cpl. C. H. Moxon.
Pte. D. A. Wickens.
Prisoners of War.
Pte. W. H. Appleton.
Pte. A. E. Bartlett.

OBITUARY.
MAJOR A. G. BALBERNIE, M.G.
All ranks, past and present, will learn with deep regret of
the death of Major A. G. Balbernie, M.C. on the 4th February
at the comparatively early age of 47.
Balbus, as he was known to many of us, joined the
2nd Battalion in India in 1913. In January 1915, he pro
ceeded with this Battalion to Mesopotamia where he served
with great distinction, being awarded the Military Cross and
performing the duties of Adjutant during the latter half of
the War. Shortly after returning to India he became
Adjutant of the Simla Rifles and Provost Marshal, Simla,
and during this period he managed to get attached to a
Ghurkha Regiment operating against the Afghans.
He was fond of riding and a fine
horseman, and on
rejoining the 2nd Battalion at Ballykinlar. Northern Ireland,
he got us all keen on Rugger, and many of us will remembei
his low, hard tackles.
He left us at Woking in 1924 with high hopes of making
a quick fortune in the City, but I'm afraid this was not to
be, and we next heard from him as a Staff Officer in the
Albanian Gendarmerie. The climate proved too much for
him after Mesopotamia, malaria started again and he was
driven back to business in London. He was beginning to
make a name for himself at home and in America as a wiiter
of short stories under the pen name of John Kent when
war was declared, and Balbus, as may be expected, was the
first to report for duty at the Depot. He did not remain
at home for long as he was ordered to France. He soon
tired of the inactivity there and got himself transferred to
Narvik, but he was a sick man when he again reported for
duty with the Regiment.
Balbus has left us, but we shall always remember his
deep voice, ready wit and apt criticism, and that he was
always the champion of the underdog; the more difficult attd
exciting the task, the more he revelled in it.
The sympathy of all those who served with him will be
extended to Mrs Balbernie and his two sons, Richard and
Barry, on the great loss they have sustained.
J
*
C.F.B.
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If you want your Evening Wear,
Sports Wear, or in fact anything
Laundered expertly, send to the

Maidstone & District Laundry Co., Ltd.
Loose Road, Maidstone.
Telephone : Maidstone 3020

Balance per last Account
November Subscriptions—
2nd Battalion
70th Battalion

10 0
14 16

December Subscriptions—
2nd Battalion
4th Battalion
8th Battalion
10th Battalion
70th Battalion

10 0 0
8 4 8
2 18 4
9 10 2
13 5 11

677

January Subscriptions—
1st Battalion
2nd Battalion
4th Battalion
5th Battalion
Depot Officers' Mess
Depot Sergeants' Mess
Depot Other Ranks

s. d.
9 10

24 16

3

43 19 1

10
10
8

13 12
2 13
2 10

H

0

58 2
13 14

Sundry Donations

3
0

£818 1 5
Payments.
Amount spent on parcels sent by nextofkin
Postage December Quarter
Balance in Hand

.

£ S.
43 4
2 11
772 5

d.
2
7
6

£818 1 5

BIRTHS, MARRIAGES AND DEATHS
MARRIAGE.
HASLOP—GRIFFITHS.—On 28.12.40,
Haslop to Dorothy Griffiths.

at

Camberwell,

Pte.

HISTORIES FOR SALE
THE REGIMENTAL WAR HISTORY.
Copies of "The Regimental War History," compiled by
Mr. C. T. Atkinson, may be obtained from The Adjutant,
Depot, Royal West Kent Regiment, The Barracks, Maidstone.
Price 7/ (by post 7/9).
THE 1st BATTALION WAR HISTORY.
Copies of "Invicta," compiled by Major C. V. Molony,
may be obtained from The Adjutant, Depot, Royal West Kent
Regiment, The Barracks, Maidstone. Price 1/ (by post 1/6).
THE 8th BATTALION.
Copies of "The History of the 8th Battalion" may be
obtained from Lt.Col. H. S. Brown, 80, Woodside, London,
S.W.19, price 1/6, for those connected with the 8th Battalion.
11th BATTALION.
Copies of "The History of the 11th Battalion," written by
Capt. R. O. Russell, M.C., are now ready, and can be obtained
from the Hon. Secretary of the.O.OA., 6, Bramley Way, West
Wickham, Kent. Price 5/9 post free.



MEDAL ROLLS.
There are still a number of copies of the Regimental
Medal Roll, Part I., 17931881, for disposal;
These wer*
originally sold at 4/ per copy, but in order to reduce TOD.
stock it has now been decided to reduce the price to 1/
Any reader who requires one of these Rolls should apply tc
Capt. S. E. Brooks, Treasurer, "The Queen's Own Gazette,'
and enclose 1/.

With full military honours
Balbernie.
Royal

West

M.C..
Kent

of

The

Major
Queen's

Regiment,

was

A.

G.

Own,
buried

at Maidstone Cemetery on Feb. 8th.

The

Union

Jack covered coffin

escorted

by brother officers and carried by N.C.O.'s
of

the Regiment entering the Cemetery.

r-
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LIVESTOCK IN BARRACKS
III.—PETER THE PERP.

Reprinted by kind permission of the Proprietors of "Punch."
Peter the Perp (which is American for "pup") was a dog
of ambition. He was a climber. In fact he may be said to
have worked his way up from the ranks.
He wandered into the barracks one day and began by
making friends with the sentry. The sentry, Private Sling,
standing at ease in a vacant but soldierly manner, was first
aware of a scrabbling at his foot. Allowing his eyes to fall
from the level gaze laid down by the drillbook, he observed
a small blackandgrey puppy chewing his boot to the accom
paniment of subdued but bloodcurdling growls, as from one
who would stand no nonsense whatever from an insolent
boot that passed remarks at him.
Private Sling looked first
to the right in the direction
of the guardroom and then to the left in the direction of
the Officers' Mess. Then he said, "Wot cheer, mate!"
The effect on Peter the Perp was galvanic. It was
apparently the first
intimation he had had that the boot
was not an empty one. He sat back abruptly upon his little
sitting area and gazed up into Private Sling's face.
Private Sling said, "Well, you're a funny little cuss!"
Peter, whose powers of stereoscopic vision were not good,
tried to lick his face, but underestimated the range by
several feet.
Private Sling bent down, and at that minute Corporal
Foresight, Corporal of the Guard, heralded by foul language,
attacked him on the right flank.
Corporal Foresight, a stern disciplinarian, spoke heavily
about duty, dogs, sentries and company office for several
minutes and then retired to the guardroom. Peter the Perp
followed him. At the door Corporal Foresight saw him and
ordered him picturesquely away.
Peter sat down on a
stumpy tail, scratched himself intimately and then moved
on unbashed into the guardroom. Here he feasted heavily
on what Private Rifle called "a spot of gyppo," actually
about a pintandahalf of stewgravy, and ended up by
falling into a profound slumber on Corporal Foresight's
stomach.
When Sergeant Haversack, the Orderly Sergeant, arrived
back at the Sergeants' Mess after visiting the guardroom he
brought Peter with him. Peter arrived dazed and tearful
but persistent. Deep down in his small bosom was an
instinct to follow to heel, which, since he hadn't had much
practice as yet, had resulted in a badly bruised nose.
He was given a place of honour on the rug, had a row with
the sergeants' Mess cat, and at once sought protection with
The Regimental SergeantMajor under whose compelling
glance the cat slunk away abashed. There is practically
nothing a Regimental SergeantMajor can't do with a glance.
Our R.S.M. indeed has been known to stop a clock by looking
fiercely at it.
Peter the Perp went the round of the barracks the next
day and was rescued three times from grimlooking cats and
once from a company advancing in line. He arrived event
ually in B Company office, where he attracted the attention
of higher authority, through nearly getting sat upon by
QuartermasterSergeant Fourbytwo whose chair he had
selected for a doze. Of course, had he been actually sat
upon by a Q.M.S., his colourservice would have come to an
abrupt end and he would have been of no use to anybody,
except as a table centre. As it was he was more frightened
than hurt, and proclaimed it for five minutes, at the end
of which time Lieutenant Swordfrog in the adjoining office,
trying to unravel a knotty point dealing with Private Trigger's
ration allowance, sent out an orderly with instructions to
use either arsenic or cold steel.
Peter did the only thing possible in the circumstances.
He came into the O.C's office to apologise handsomely to
Lieutenant Swordfrog, and in a short while he was sitting
in the "In Abeyance" tray on Swordfrog's table, trying tQ

A

kill a copy of the Army Act. Five minutes later Captain
and Quartermaster Ledger came in on business. Five minutes
later still he left, and Peter the Perp, still displaying a
taste for seniority in all its forms, accompanied him.
Peter the Perp lunched at the Officers' Mess. He did him
self well, and was altogether so engaging that several officers
wished to adopt him and played cold hands of poker against
each other to that effect. Lieutenant James won him, where
upon the Mess secretary, who had been eagarly hovering
round, instantly fined him halfacrown, in accordance with
the Mess Rules, for letting his dog come into the Mess.
James put Peter out on the verandah and for a quarterof
anhour kept him out by lurid threats. At the end of that
time the Mess secretary, a man of no principles whatever,
lured him in with a biscuit and booked up another half
crown. After this Lieutenant James paid ten bob for a
seasonticket.
Nevertheless Peter the Perp left the Mess the next day
and went to live In the Adjutants quarters. It may have
been the bath which James gave him (it led to the discovery
that he was a greyandwhite pup. not blackandgrey); or
it may have been that Lieutenant Holster tried to do a little
practical geometry according to EUCLID by "dropping a perp."
The probability however is that Peter was just learning the
different badges of rank.
Anyway he stuck fast to the Adjutant till, we presume,
one day he observed this officer saluting the Colonel, where
upon Peter shadowed the Colonel so persistently that his
nose wore the polish off the back of the Colonel's boots.
Peter stayed under the Colonel's segis for a week, even
though the Colonel of the regiment lying next to us was a
little the senior, till the day came for an inspecting General
to visit us, and we all said goodbye to Peter.
On that day Peter the Perp, as we had guessed, left the
Colonel. But he completely upset the whole barracks in so
doing. For, instead of adopting the General, he disappeared
completely and was discovex*ed later in the cookhouse, where
nothing would make him leave Private Butt, with whom he
has stayed ever since. We are all very offended about it,
and the Colonel thinks Private Butt should be courtmar
tialled for insubordination. Private Butt, on the other hand
has already applied to be put on the list of those to be
considered for a commission from the ranks.
A. A.
f

CONTEMPORARIES
The Editor acknowledges with thanks the
contemporaries:—
"The London Scottish Regimental Gazette."
"The Dragon."
"The Wasp."
"The K.S.L.I. Regimental Journal."
"The Sapper."
"The Journal of the A.E. Corps."
"The Royal Tank Corps Journal."
"Ca Ira."
"St. George's Gazette."
"The Royal Army Ordnance Corps Gazette "
"The Aldershot Command News."
"The Aldershot News."
"The Kent Messenger."
"Seventh Regiment Gazette."
"The Dorsetshire Regimental Journal.
"The Journal of the R.A.S, Corps,"
"The Tiger and Rose,"

"Our Rmoire."

following
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THE CAMPAIGN IN GREECE
The eyes of the World have for the last few weeks been
fixed on events in Greece, and it Is more than possible that
when the history of the War comes to be written these events
will in fact prove to have been of great importance in deciding
the issue. The failure of the Italian attack, now quite defi
nite and assured, is the first dramatic and potent setback that
the Axis Powers have yet had to suffer. It Is to be expected
that the Italian Dictator will frequently in future have occa
sion to rue the day when he decided, on his unprovoked at
tack on a little people who had never done him or his partner
injury and had no intention of ever departing from strict
neutrality.
What induced him to make this attack is not clear, and
may not be known for many a year; nor is the point of great
interest at the present tme. According to one theory, Musso
lini felt the need of increasing Italy's (martial prestige, some
what deflated by the patent failure of her fleet and air force
to make good their boast that they controlled the Mediter
ranean, and by the reluctance of Marshal Graziani in Libya
to get ahead with the much heralded offensive against Egypt.
The Duce, therefore, looked around for the nearest weak or
inoffensive neighbour whom he could either bully Into sur
render under threat or rush easily if she decided to put up a
hopeless resistance, and unfortunately for himself, made a bad
choice by picking on Greece. The alternative theory is that
Hitler was anxious for some new success to whip up the flag
ging zeal for War among his own people, so often promised—
but in vain—victory in the battle for Britain, and, considering
that his Italian friends had so far done little enough in the
way of fighting,
though quite a lot in the way of boasting
and asking for things, decided that the next move should be
theirs, and that against so feeble a foe as Greece, even Italy
could hardly fail to win. If this were so, it would appear that
Hitler had no very deep knowledge either of his ally or of
his victim.
In actual fact, the military problem set the Italians by
the operations in Greece was not an easy one. The configura
tion of Greece is curious. The country consists in the nortn
of a long strip of coastal plain and upland running for some
350 miles from the Turkish border in the east to the Adriatic
Sea in the west. Three countries in order from east to west.
Bulgaria and JugoSlavia, both at present neutral, with
Albania, for all practical purposes part of Italy, border this
northern frontier of Greece. The strip of country afore
mentioned has aa the southern border of its eastern half,
where It faces Bulgaria, thq islandstudded waters of the
^Egean Sea; but further to the west it juts out southwards in
a peninsular running far into the Mediterranean to form the
mainland of Greece proper.
This northern half of the Greek peninsula is itself divided
into three sectors by the rugged chain of the Pindus Moun
tains, which run north and south about half way between the
Adriatic and the ^Egean. To the west of the chain lies the
coastal plain of Dpirus; to the east the hilly and difficult
country of Thessaly. This latter however faces JugoSlavia,
not Albania, and the only route by which it can be reached
from Albania without infringing Jugoslavian neutrality
crosses the northern part of the Pindus range by way of
Koritza, south of Lake Okhrida. All this country has but few
roads and still fewer railways, and is difficult fighting ground
for ordinary troops not trained to hill warfare. Albania, to
the north, is equally illprovided with resources and communi
cations, though these are more plentiful in the western half
of the country, the coastal plain of the Adriatic, than in the
mountainous eastern half. The Italian army, starting from
Albania to invade Greece, is thus almost entirely dependent
for its supplies and entirely for its munitions and reinforce
ments on its lines of communication from its homeland across
the Adriatic to the three Albanian ports of Durazzo, Valona,
and Santi Quaranta.
When the Italians attacked, after a three hours' ulti
matum, they made use of all three sectors as route of in
vasion. To the east a force based on Koritza struck across
the northern Pindus, with the ASgean Sea and the great port
of Salonika as its ultimate goals. A second column of crack
Alpine troops moved south along the main Pindus ridge,
making for Metsovo to cut the only good road across the range
linking Thessaly with Epirus. A third advanced into Epirus

itself, parallel with the coastline of the Adriatic. The Italians
apparently expected that, if there were any hostile resistance
at all, it would be brief and trifling. Their forces numbered
some 200,000 men, more than the Greeks had yet had time
to mobilise, but quite insufficient to conquer her unless the
first victories were speedy and complete.
The Greek General Papagos, who was commanderinchief
of the Army under the Prime Minister, General Metaxas, him
self a soldier of great faime and ability, formulated and car
ried out a brilliantly successful reply to this simple and over
weening Italian plan of campaign. His left wing in Epirus
gave ground slowly, as did his centre in the Pindus Range as
far as positions just north of Metsovo.
Here the Italian
Alnine troops found themselves in a trap, surrounded on all
sides by Greek mountain troops, as well armed and trained
as themselves and with a better knowledge of the country;
after a good fight
they were practically destroyed. But the
main weight of the Greek counteroffensive, set in motion
the moment General Papagos considered that he had collected
enough troops to make it possible, fell on the Italian left
wing, advancing into the mountains eastwards from Koritza;
here, after a brief spell of battle, the Greeks showed them
selves easily the masters of their foes, whose advance was
quickly converted into a rapid and farreaching retreat.
Kordtza, their advanced base, was soon in Greek hands, with
large quantities of prisoners and booty, and the backward
movement quickly spread all across the Italian front from
northeast to southwest. It is still In full progress as these
lines are being written; in the southwest, where the in
vaders' furthest and most rapid advance had led them into
most serious danger of envelopment, the retreat has been most
pronounced, and has already led to the evacuation of Santi
Quaranta, one of Italy's only three reasonably good Albanian
ports. The large total of Greek captures of all kinds show the
hostile retreat has been anything but orderly or voluntary,
and the frequent changes in the Italian higher commands
culminating in the resignation of their famous and able Chief
of the General Staff, Marshall Badoglio, are conclusive proof
of how badly wrong for Italy the campaign has gone.
There will certainly be worse yet to come for her.
The
adhesion of Greece to the British Alliance has given our Navy
and R.A.F. bases in Greek mainland and island territory from
which Italian maritime and communications with Albania,
with Libya, and with the Dodecanese islands can be prac
tically severed, and from which attacks can also be delivered
from short range against the mainland of Italy. In fact, we
are now on Italy's front doorstep, and we shall be increasingly
able from now on to make use of that favourable situation.
The two brilliant exploits of the Fleet Air Arm at Taranto and
of Admiral Somerville's Western Mediterranean Squadron off
Sardinia have tipped, if not once for all, at least for a long
time to come, the balance of Naval power in that sea in cur
favour. It looks as if before long, perhaps by the time this
article appeal's in print, the greater part of Albania will have
passed into Greek hands, and the Italian area of occupation
will be confined to the coastal plain to the west along the
Adriatic seaboard. From this position it will be very difficult
for her to launch a successful offensive into the mountains to
recapture her lost territory there, even if her line of com
munication across the Adriatic were secure enough to allow
her to accumulate the means for it—which our seamen and
airmen will certainly see that it is not. It is indeed doubt
ful whether she will be able to maintain herself for long in
Albania under the difficult future conditions which assuredly
face her, and which she has brought upon herself by her own
greed, recklessness and folly.
The best chance of salvation for her would seem to lie in
German assistance, but it would not be altogether easy for
this to be given. A short while ago, Bulgaria and JugoSlavia
might have been easily persuaded to allow the use of their
territory for this purpose (Germany herself, of course, has no
frontier with Greece). But Greek resistance has inspired her
neighbours with something of her own heroic fire, and that
permission is unlikely now to be granted. If Germany had
to fight her way across either country, she would have a long
and difficult campaign before her in country highly unsuiteti
to her favourite blitzkreig methods. In short, Greece, by her
repulse of the dastardly assault made upon her, has already
proved herself an ally to be proud of, has done the cause for
which both she and we are fighting
inestimable service, and
will do still more in the months to come.
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THE HOME
Now that the Home Guard has become a fully recognised.
part of the British Army, a brief account of its inception aud
present position, may be of interest. It is a very remarkable
story, one almost without parallel in the history of our own
or any other country, and one of which we may justly be
proud.
The Local Defence Volunteers, as they were first
called
were formed in the critical days that preceded the evacuation
of the B.E.F. from Dunkirk, at the darkest moment of the
present, war, when we were facing a peril far more menacing
and formidable than any that had confronted us since the
days of Napoleon. One night in midMay the Secretary of
State broadcast an appeal for unpaid volunteers to enrol at
their local police stations andto form little companies in
cvei y village, town, and factory for defence against attacks by
parachutists and Fifth Column traitors, the pattern which
had just wrecked such havoc in Norway, the Low Countries,
and France. It was known that in the old officers and soldiers
of the Great War of 19141918 there was to be found a most
valuable supply of military knowledge and experience, the
bulk of which had hitherto been put to no use. The nuclous
of the new Local Defence volunteers (which from how on we
shall call, by their present title, the Home Guard) was in
tended to be drawn from these veterans, none of whom were
under 45 years of age, and most of them much older than that.
The response of those middleaged and elderly, men. was
spontaneous, instant, and overwhelming. Before the broad
cast was eyen finished, police stations were being called up by
eager, volunteers anxious to join the new force—of which,
unless they themselves had individually been, listeningin, the
bewildered policei officers had so far heard nothing, either offi
cially or unofficially. So swift and farreaching a response
to "the call had not been foreseen, and no instructions of any
kind had therefore been issued, nor had adequate preparations
been made to deal with thousands of applicants, all im
patient to be fitted out for the service they had so gladly and
unselfishly undertaken. Within a few weeks only of the first
call, those numbers had already passed the million mark,
although of course not all of these by any meaiis were fully
armed and equipped, or could be for some time to come.
Nevertheless, the Home Guard iri the critical Summer
and Autumn of 1940 played a role as invaluable as it was effec
tive. The existence of the force, judiciously publicised, must
have acted in no small measure as a deterrent to the German
intention to invade this country if it could possibly be done
with any chance of success. Proof enough of this, if proof
were needed may be found in the screams of rage omitted
by the German propaganda service on the news of the raising
of  the new force, and the horrible threats .of what would
happen to any and every member of it when they fell, as was
of course assumed for propaganda purposes to be inevitable,
into the hands of the victorious invaders. There can be little
doubt that in this, at least, the Germans were sincere, and
that membership of the Honie Guard would in case of defeat
have proved a swift and sure passport to facing a firingsquad
or inhabiting a concentration :camp;
Butas every Home
Guardsman was convinced that the surest way to pre
vent this was to defeat the Germans, should they
ever try an invasion, the effect of these menaces on the
recruitment was nil. Indeed, it was if anything flattering,
for
obviously the enemy were afraid that the activities of the
Home Guard might seriously imperil the success of his plans,
and that alone was a testimonial to its value.
The efforts and sacrifices called for from its members were
however considerable. Most of these were men in. full day
time employment, in work essential for our war effort, and
with hosme ties and family responsibilities. For such men to
spend their spare time hours by day, and many of their normal
hours of sleep by night, on miilitary duty, was no light busi
ness, and as there was no pay attached to the duty, many of
them were often actually outofpocket as well. True, the
time was Summer, when the nights 'are usually—though as
we all know, by no means invariably—short and warm, so
that conditions of duty were not too unpleasant. Yet, so high
was the zeal and so intense the enthusiasm of these elderly
soldiers, that for Most of them the greatest trouble was not
what they were called on to do, but the length of time it took
to fit them to do it. Delays in the supply of aims, ammuni
tion and uniform, and all else that these eager volunteers

GUARD
wanted to equip themselves for service, were far the most
irksome of their early experiences, and were the occasion for
some public criticism, motived by zeal untempered by a
realisation of the stupendous demands thrown upon our war
industries by many other equally urgent calls.
Nevertheless, the Home Guard set to work at once and
carried on with its job with the most praiseworthy enthusiasm
anq steadiness. So great was this enthusiasm that it some
times vented itself even on the innocent or ignorant among
pur own fellowcountrymen, many of whom spon found that a
vigilant and suspicious Home Guardsman was not to be trifled
with. From this it is easy to forecast what a warm reception
a real or disguised enemy would have met with had he simi
larly encountered one. Some of our own R.A.F. pilots, baling
out from their machines, could afford personal testimony of
the watchful omnipresence of the Home Guard, as could an even
larger number of the many enemy air crews who fell into
its hands throughout the days and nights of the battle for
Britain.
The duties of the Home Guard, however, were not con
fined to watching for and picking up hostile parachutists.
They had a definite role to play in the defence of the country,
one as arduous as it was important. This was to free the
Regular Army for active defence and counteroffensive work
against any enemy landing in force by relieving it of the tasks
of local vigilance and defence, which would have necessitated
Its being scattered in little isolated parties all over the coun
try, and "thus being weak everywhere.
The erection and
manning of local defences, the constant patrolling of streets
and roads and railways, the occupation of vantage points, the
safeguarding of Government offices, war factories, vital indus
trial and communication points—all these duties fell within
the Home Guards' sphere of responsibility. Though their per
formance was never put to the sternest of all tests, they were
fulfilled to perfection, if the force were to cease to exist to
morrow, the work done by it in those tense and critical days
of the latter half of 1940 wculd more than justify its
existence.
But it is not tc cease, for though the first acuteness of
the peril it was raised to guard against has probably passed,
it may yet recur, and even if it should not the bulk of the
Regular Army cannot for ever be kept at' home, on guard
against an attack that in the end may never materialise. Yet
some watch and ward here will always be required, and more
and . more as time goes on, the task of safeguard against in
vasion will be taken over by the Home Guard. For the purpose
Of fitting
it more fully and adequately for this duty a com
plete reorganisationhas recently been announced. The local
character of the force, one main source of its great strength
and popularity, is to be carefully preserved,; but a new central
system' of administration lias been set up under the control
of the new. DirectorGeneral, General  Eastwood, and greater
opportunities are to be given for the specialised training that
the force requires if it is to fulfil its new and enlarged roie;
Relaxation in the long and exacting spells of duty on guard
and* onpatrol,now possible with the diminution of the in
vasion menace, will allow of more time and attention being
paid to these matters. In addition, a proper hierarchy of
command, similar to that of the Regular Army, was set up,
and Home Guard officers were placed on an equal footing with
officers of the other armed forces of the Crown by being given
King's commissions. Financial reforms made it possible to do
away with calls on Home Guardsmen to pay their own outof
pocket expenses for transport or food and lodging when on
duty, which, cheerfully as they had been shouldered in the
earlier days, could no longer be reconciled with the claims of
justice or efficiency.
So the Home Guard takes its place—a recognised and
honoured place—aimong the armed forces of the Crown.
It
has and will have neither colours nor battle honours; it has
not yet had, nor perhaps will it ever have, any chance to show
its prowess in the field against the enemy. At the end of the
war all that the individual Home Guardsman will have to
show for his service will probably be a medal, which a million
and. a third of his comrades will also be entitled to wear. He
will also have—and that, we may. be confident, will be reward
enough for him—the consciousness of duty well done, and
the honourable knowledge that he did not fail his country in
her';hour of greatest peril and need.
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J : News from Battalions : |
4th BATTALION
Here is the January news, and this is the 4th Battalion
relaying it.
We have been pushing on steadily with our
defences on all fronts, and also on those ol the rears which
suffered from frozen pipes. A strange "ozone" has made a
brief appearance, with the result that for two days telephone
conversations were limited to: "Can you smell a smell?" Our
talk after the news will be on rationing.
ENTERTAINMENT.
Thanks to the P.R.I., the Battalion Cinema is now in full
swing. Performances are given every night, with a change
of programme every three days. All we want now are a few
programme sellers—volunteers should apply to the M/C Officer,
iccle girls!
R.I.P.
We regret to announce the death of Robert Company, who
survived birth by but a few short months, and we extend our
sympathy to P.S.M. Gilligan. We feel that this "despatch"
must have been in some measure due to the departure of
Captain Sir H. d'Avigdor Goldsmid, whose presence we all
miss, though fortunately he remains close at hand.
RATIONING.
There was none of this at Christmas, and though we have
no wish to initiate a lengthy correspondence on the lines of
the beslippered old fogies who fight their battles (of words;
did someone mention Oudenarde?) in "The Times," we do
take exception to the conclusion in the January Editorial that
the 10th Battalion "topped the fare."
Our menu was the same as theirs, except that in the
place of roast beef we enjoyed £lb. of turkey per man; in
addition everyone had a packet of chocolate; fruit and nuts
"capped" the feast.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Who operates the signals?
What is the price of warmth?

—

Headquarter Company.
THE " INSWINGERS."
A few months ago there appeared in this Gazette a photo
graph of the Dance Band.
Occasionally, in the notes of
"H.Q." Company we have seen short comments referring to
Tom Berry and His Boys. Sometimes, swept along in the
dally routine, one hears a stray appreciative comment, "The
Band was in form last night!" Was it? May I tell the world
right here and now that the Band is always in form.
This lethargic acceptance of its continuous service is poor
recognition of talent so freely given. Since last July, when
it was reformed after its return from France, the Band has
played and played. In "H.Q." Company a dance has been
run at least weekly during these months; at Christmas and
New Year special claims were made upon our musicians. The
other Companies seek them from time to time; so does the
Sergeants' Mess; so do local organisations; so do units for
miles around (absolutely, no kiddin'); so does everyone who
has heard them play just once. During one period of 12 days
the Band played on 10 of them, and on the 11th did. they

rest? No, gentlemen, they fixed their bayonets and watched
while the sun went round and came out somewhere else.
Cpl. Foster, Ptes. Berry, Hayden and Cook are the men
to remember. Their duty for them comes first,
but free
from that they are always more than willing to go here or
there, anywhere in fact, where a dance is on and a band is
needed.
They ask for no privilege—this burst of publicity is not
their doing but, if only to satisfy me, please don't take them
for granted. They are worth rather more than that.
"Chief Mixer."
Christmas Day! "Old Sweats" or other more hardened
individuals might raise a supercilious eyebrow at such a begin
ning. But to most of us this day has been an event; we
had laughed at "Christmas Day in the Workhouse," and then,
with a sudden shock, we were brought up against "Christmas
Day in the Army." It was hard to conceive a 25th away from
home. What would it be like?
Our Christmas Day has passed into history, and history
shows that the Army knocked out the Civilians in the first
course. For example, a certain household invited two men
for dinner and the day. Fate decreed that the men should not
arrive, and neither did the dinner! Corned beef (with apologies
to Mr. Fray Bentos) is a poor substitute for turkey and pork.
A n d . . . .
That word implies a satisfying more, don't let us hurry
over it. Our pennies, collected weekly over many a month, we
considered well spent. But were they? They had not been
spent, and an echo of Christmas was yet in store for us.
Then a fortnight later we had a Company Supper. Here
we offend those who do not feel that satisfying their animal
needs is all important, and no further reference will be made
to food. For while food was the axle round which these two
festivities revolved, yet it was very little without its coverings
—like a bottle without its beer. Which brings us to 2/Lieut.
M
and Sgt. B
. Too often an audience has eyes only
for Toscanini, who makes no noise at all, and the orchestra
passes unnoticed. Our error might be the reverse; we must
not neglect these two by dwelling only on the results—their
results. Nor should we omit the band, nor our local talent—
we omit "amateur" as too derogative.
Until our Balaclava helmets (with earholes) arrived from
home, we enjoyed a further echo of Christmas—snow. Here
the cynic will sneer "Enjoyed?" Yes, for what turned a drill
parade into a dog fight, a fight from which certain officers
returned looking the wdrse for wear, and in which "Muscles"
found his ability to walk on his hands a poor defence against
a wellaimed snowball.
Of course, the cynic was thinking of "StandTo." Does
not The Good Book say "They also serve who only stand to
arid wait?"
However, we can now daily avoid the drizzle with intellec
tual delights. To our weekly dance has been added a Battalion
Cinema, which is proving very popular.
The memories of these festivities are, however, darkened
by the loss of Orderly Room QuartermasterSergeant W. Pettitt,
whose duty has called him elsewhere. He is a man who has
always appealed to the tender feelings of one and all, for
beneath his military bearing lies a heart of gold; his kindness
and sympathetic understanding will be greatly missed
throughout the Battalion.
WANTED TO KNOW.
;
What happened to the R.Q.M.S.'s lanyard?
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No. 1 (SIGNALS) PLATOON
Hello, Signals answering.
Even though we are known to be inconspicuous by our
absence, through making good use of all cover and natural
ground formations, we like to be in the news, especially in
the "Buster."
We are still doing our best to please (or otherwise) all
and sundry, but we have one piece of bad news, and that Is
the loss of a great friend to whom we send our regards and
wish him all the best in the 8th. He watched over us carefully
and never failed to put us right when we went off the straight
and crooked path even though he never gave us a chance to
do so if he could help it.
Leave is still the main topic, marvellous how some fellows
miss their mothers, but the rest helps our tortured minds a
lot, saves many a nervous breakdown.
We have had rather a busy time on the last "Divey"
exercise, but the day was saved through our Signal Officer
being such a good Exchange Operator.
Congratulations to "our Jim" on his recent marriage—
hope his troubles will be all little ones, his pay at the end
of the week we mean, bet he's feeling the pinch. Still we
take this opportunity of wishing him all the best and a happy
married life.
When writing a Signaller's Diary, one is always brought up
against the ignorance of outsiders—people incapable of dis
tinguishing between the OHMN and the Volt, so Watt? We
therefore consider it fit to append a list of current terms:—
Barbed Wire.—An invention which the uninitiated think
a suitable embellishment for our lines.
Breezy.—A baby stormy.
Football.—A game which Signallers are banned owing to
too constant success.
Degeneration.—See FOo.tball.
Signal Line D.III.—As used for Wireless Aerials and "B"
Company's washing.
Maul.—A large tool obviously designed for missing stakes
and loosing equilibrium (especially on shingle).
Pioneers
please note.
Signal Office.—Where lines end and trouble starts.
Teeingin.—Has nothing to do with a place of public
refreshment.
Wireless.—A form of amusement for Officers.
A SHORT STORY.
The men lay panting on the verge. The officer approached,
" 'B' Company?" No, sir, 'A.
Well, push on."
THINGS WE HAVE SEEN.
A mobile farmyard.
HEARD IN THE COMPANY OFFICE.
Will someone 'phone the R.I.P.?
You're through, sir,

" Linesman."
MORTARS
Well, here, I am again, much to my surprise. Marvellous
what people will put up with.
We have been much to the fore this past month. What
with the Brigadier's annual inspection and, as usual, the
Platoon Billet was that chosen to be shown off.
The Brigadier spotted our windows could be seen through,
much to the Signal Officer's discomfiture. All the Somersets'
cobwebs were taken down and laid up for the day. Did I
say all? For further information on this point, all inquiries
should be addressed to the Signal Office.
Sorry, Signals. We know you tried hard and haven't quite
had our experience of this sort of thing.
After one or two disappointments we were allowed to use
our own particular weapon last week. Again the Brigadier
was pleased to honour us with his presence, together with the
C.O., 2ndinCmd., O.C. Company, and others. The Brigadier
was pleased to compliment the Platoon on its work.
Congratulations to our own Commander on his ranging.
Considering that he has not had a lot of experience with
the Mortar he did well to get into his target area with his
second bomb. Those who know the range will realise the
difficulties to contend with.
"R" Company is now "disposed of." Our Platoon has taken

into its bosom quite a number. We actually get some men
on parade, although it must be admitted never before 10,
as we have taken over certain road blocks, which make members
of the Platoon get up at unearthly hours of the morning.
Cheerio, everybody, until next time.
"A Mortar."
"ODE TO THE MORTARS"
With Apologies to Browning.
Oh! to be the Mortars,
Now that Steddy's there;
And whoever wakes the Mortars
Any morning unawares
Sees the lowest man and N.C.O.
Gathered round the washing bowl,
While the Company sings sweet songs of slumoer
In New Romney—now.
After washing, StandTo follows,
And then 8.30 and great big swallows.
Hark! where my blessed Mortars in the Cookhouse
Moan to Wood and then they grouse. '
And how they grouse—at the spent day's end.
That's their priv.—their grousing never seems to end.
Lest you should think they never could recapture
Their first fine
careless rapture.
And though they may look rough with StandTo's
All will be gay when noontide wakes afiew.
The StandTo's, the Platoon's own special ones.
Are forgotten, they've had their dues.
A.G.P.
During the past month we have been suffering a few
growing pains, but the only reaction has been a slight touch
of impatience and a certain amount of insomnia on the part
of the carriers themselves. We have solved the latter problem
by detailing one man each night who goes round to each
carrier in turn, holds its Bowden cable, and croons one verse
of "Memories Live Longer than Schemes."
Together with the MotorCycle and Mortar Platoons, we
had a very successful New Year's Party. It produced a certain
amount of hidden talent and a considerable amount of enjoy
ment. Sgts. Culver and Wakefield werd a distinct success.
From which of the gentler arts their talent was drawn, I know
not. Neither shall I enquire!
The arrival of snow provided ample opportunity for certain
"scores" to be reckoned. Opportunity was well taken—it hardly
knocked once. Ask the P.T. Sergeant.
We have also taken part in one or two exercises which
have been fitted in between our various other duties. No. 1
Section are to be congratulated on their new technique. It
consists of getting there before the "enemy" are ready to
play, and it is very successful. Unfortunately, it usually
results in being sent away and told to start again.
I'm not going to write any more. Leave is upon me and
its influence is unsettling—so goodbye! We shall be here
again next month.
" Toggles."

*

"A" Company.
Many important changes have occurred in the Company
since our last issue. First and foremost, we all extend a hearty
welcome to our new Commander, Capt. V. de St. C
, and
trust that his stay with us will be a long and happy one;
no doubt he will miss his M.T. Section after so long, but, as
the saying goes, "Time marches on," and he will have to keep
pace before'getting a Red Band. We have said farewell to
Capt. J. K. W
, M.C., who has left us to take over command
of the A/T. Company, which seems as near as he will get
to his beloved "Hundred Percenters" (The Carriers); still,
we all wish him the best of luck and we shall all remember
to "PUSH ON." We also extend a hearty welcome to Sgt. Bill
Humphrey and Cpl. Phillips to our merry fold, from "R"
Company.
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Well, It Is amazing how the chaps of Nos. 7 and 8 Platoons
are turning into "Matlows." It was strange at first for them
to be detailed for "Seaward Watch," but they are settling
down to it so much that they forget to have their night's
sleep guarding the shores of our beloved county.
It was
noticed last week that eyes were very much awake when a
100gallon barrel of sherry was washed up, and although it
had to lie there until the morning, many footprints were seen
in the sand leading from 7 and 8 Platoons; even the Sanitary
Man came forward with a lovely clean enamel bowl. No. 9
Platoon are more of "Land Lubbers" than "Matlows" (Can you
take, it Bob?); still, they are doing their bit with the others
"snaring for victory."
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
What is PASSIONATE leave?
(I wonder if the C.S.M.
could tell us?).
What is a Floating Patrol? Is it connected with the raft
that was washed up? (I hope not, No. 8).
Can B.C. tell me what a 45% scale 101 Stand to is?
No. 8 Platoon want to know who was the Orderly Officer
who, when stopping the Cycle Patrol could find
no faults,
checked them for dismounting on the wrong side of the cycle.
" Kismung."



"B"

Company

However hard one seems to try, it always seems to be
our turn to write the letter. Not, mark you, that writing the
letter isn't a very great pleasure—on the contrary; but nobody
ever seems to think about it until the last moment, and then
with all the typewriters in the office going full blast (and
full stop), paper streams from them as fast as fingers
can
bang the keys.
It Is with deep regret that we have to announce the acci
dental death of Pte. N. L. Crouch. Our heartfelt sympathy Is
extended to his parents on the sad bereavement.
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The daily fan mail has been so large that Messrs. Drage
and Sons have been approached to take away the answers in
a plain van, and the local undertakers have been sounded on
the subject of a retaining fee, in the hopes that some of the
writers will call personally.
Aunt Aggie, you will be sorry to hear, has had trouble
from the 'flu. We hoped at first that it would carry her off;
but she is now about again and hopes next month to answer
some of the enquiries she has received.
"Mother of Eight" must please stop writing. After that
number even our patience is exhausted—she just isn't trying!
" Busy Bee."



"C"

Company.

Each month seems to provide less news to write about—
I suppose it Is the penalty of being In the front line. We
hoped that our friend the enemy might take a trip in this
direction and so make a contribution unnecessary; now we
are wondering whether it was our preparations that stopped
him or the state of the weather, which, as everyone who has
been on Watch knows very well, has been unrelentingly foul.
We have become quite good at wiring. We could easily
put a D.A. fence with both hands tied behind our back. We
have always, of course, worked with both eyes shut. . . Who
was It who called us "The SleepWorkers"?
The most successful operation of the month was a
demonstration of woodclearing. The idea was to treat the
Jerries (ferociously represented by No. — Platoon) like rabbits,
and push them out towards the guns. Fine sport was had
by all. The spectators were most Impressed by the way the
rabbits fell dead. They must have been to the pictures lately.
In the early part of the month a great battle was held
between 13 and 15 Platoons, narrowly won by one side by
two snowballs to one. Several direct hits were scored. The
shooting was much better than on the range.
Talking of shooting, the Sergeants' Mess again triumphed
over the Officers at darts. Nobody was more surprised than
the Officers when they won the first leg, but the success was
shortlived. People who were in the Canteen at the time
celebrated their defeat in a pint of beer.
Of the Big Exercise at the end of the month, least said
the better. Company Headquarters, who generally know how
to make themselves comfortable, are still recovering from coke
poisoning. The people who kept (?) in pillboxes can laugh
last after all.
As for the future, It can be said that, like true Britons,
every bayonet is Keen, eveiy man just Longs for the chance
to Hunt a German, and Stammers in excitement: "Are they
cummings?" Every Knight Marks a chance gone. Somebody
is Mintern money, laying Evans on Clare nights that they will
come—the Skinner. Ilomewood suit some of us better than
this peace, and it has become an Abbitt to grumble. Some
of us may be Browned ofi". But still, when Hitler comes he'll
find our Gunns are ready.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
What happened to the Rabbit Pie?
Does the Storeman like Guard duties?

f
"D"

Company

Once more it is our duty to let you know about our
activities here on "this bleak expanse of stones, this mass
of wire, this row of shacks set in a dirty sea" (don't trouble
to turn in your grave, Shakespeare!).
Well, here we are still, thanks to the Battalion water cart
and the Company Plumbers who ministered most nobly to
our needs when, owing to the frost, there was "water water
everywhere, and not a drop to drink." Yes, we are still here
and have successfully weathered the blast of a N.E. gale, an
allnight scheme, and an annual Inspection.
Taking these
events in turn, we find
that the gale provided us with two
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casks of sherry and froze our water pipes; the scheme provided
some exercise for the Signals and made us wet and cold, and
the a.riniia.1 inspection provided the Company Office with a
NewYear scrubbing. The Company Commander, being away
on leave during this stirring moment in the Company's history,
has failed to appreciate the importance of the event and
refuses to allow us to count it as a Battle Honour.
The O.SM. now glorifies in a Daily Strength State, which
has transformed his office into a sort of Totalisator. Here,
by merely moving a card and hanging it on the appropriate
nail, Pte. Snooks may become a casualty, go on leave, go on
a course or be removed to hospital all in a day; so that
harassed Platoon Commanders thinking of wiring parties for
the next day, may see their likely starters at a glance. Nice
work, SergeantMajor! Does the first name to go right round
the board win a prize?
Company Office seems. to be in the news this month. It
"now boasts a sandbagged emplacement manned by intrepid
members of the Office Staff. Who said the pen is mightier
than the sword? In their honour we have written a short
poem dedicated to Company "H.Q."
"H.Q." provides a wondrous sight
If you within its walls will peep.
There's Jerry with the Lyon Light
And Wilf his mate, who vigil keep
And watch for Nazis in the deep.
Now Jerry makes the engine go
And Wilf the light swings to and fro.
While Titch with lightly tripping feet
Brings, petrol up the windswept street.
While Signallers, Strength—er Nine—er
Say their set is working fine—er
While. Arthur, quite unmoved by scares,
A Daily Ration State prepares,
And Bob, our future Air Force Star,
Think what poor fools all soldiers are,
And longs to spread his wings and soar
About the tollers on the shore.
But who is this, with downcast look,
Searching through the Ammo Book?
'Tis Edmund, with peculiar sounds,
Accounting for a thousand rounds,
Hoping 'twill not seem sensational
To say that they were "operational."
Whose is that voice with accent shrill
Calling for his runner, Hill?
"When those men have finished firing
Tell them they're to do some wiring!
And if they're late I won't half larn em!"
Is It? Yes, 'tis Captain M
.
" Nellie Dean."
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BATTALION
"A" Company.

The beginning of 1941 has seen "A" Company carrying on
its sea wall patrols and other coastal defence duties fore
warned and forearmed against any invasion plans that may
be brewing a few miles of water away.
We have, in fact, been working hard, with the result
that our Company area looks a far tougher proposition for
uninvited visitors than It did when we arrived three months
ago.
Adapting this Company to a different kind of work has
meant introducing several experiments, of which the most
drastic has been . the formation of a new Platoon. "A"
Platoon, drawn from the personnel of the three original
Platoons, has done an amount of work out of all proportion
to its size, living up to the old motto: "Little but good."
The new Platoon has been fortunate In its Platoon Com
mander, 2ndLieut. E. F. B. D
, who rejoined the Com
pany shortly after its arrival on the Kent coast. He has no.w
unhappily left this unit, and everyone wishes him the best
of luck in his future fortunes.
Company news this month is mainly personal. Sergt.
Mumford has gone to 8 Platoon as Platoon Sergeant, following
the departure of Sergt. Golder to an O.C.T.U. L.Cpl. Ring
wood has received his second stripe.
An innovation which has proved both successful and
popular Is the new practice of feeding in Platoon dining
halls instead of as one Company. This has meant not only
a considerable saving of time, but also that the meals have
been served more attractively. In which connection we
recall that on Christmas Day 8 Platoon was singled out for
congratulation by the Commanding Officer for having the
finest Christmas spread in the whole Battalion.
And Battalion messing meetings have been the scene of
paeans of praise Instead of hymns of hate, so far as this
Company is concerned!
Guards remain the question of the hour. Drawing on
our reserves of what Napoleon called "three o'clock in the
morning courage," we have battled with and been battered
by the elements — very often at three o'clock In the morning.
We have our consolations from the natives who tell us —
they always do — what a grand place this is In summer,
rather in the manner of the gardening fiend whose flowerbeds
are never so fine
as they were six weeks ago, or will be
six weeks hence. And we cannot help sympathising with one
of our N.C.Os. on leave who congratulating a soldier in Lon
don on his urban beat, just outside a publichouse, was
told: "Well, anyway, you are by the sea!" We didn't stay
to hear the reply.
4

Company.
There was no June in this January — snow, slush, more
snow, more slush, and that aggravating drip that threatens
to become an icicle on the end of one's nose; and finally
dark misty days — damp and enshrouding for these mysterious
men who refuse to halt when ordered by the gallant sentries
of a neighbouring unit. But the men from Dartford and
the others who have joined them from less civilised parts
of the country have conquered the weather — all their
activities hummed on — coldness was a goad, and the mist
enabled each man to do the work he wanted to do, rather
than that laid down by the Trades Union; there's not a man
who has not qualified for membership of the Wiredrawers
Company, and the speed with which we put up thousands of
yards of D.A.F. leaves the foolish dumbfounded.
The high spot of the month possibly was the Battle of
B
. We are by now very attached to our fortress (or
Nodal point as it has recently been dubbed) and it was with
genuine delight that we mowed down cohorts of the very
unwary enemy who came to conquer us as if to a picnic.
We believe we are impregnable. There are many strange
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things about our fortress — things which only come to light
on a prolonged occupation such as we had. Our Command
Post is so near a latrine as to share most of its conveniences;
our GJJ.C. is in the Vicarage where the gas casualty as he
waits his change of clothing may listen to Cpl. Simpson
chanting the scriptures — our decontamination goes deeper
than the skin — to the heart and soul of a man; and "C"
Platoon has its H.Q. in the tap room of the "Crook and
Shepherd" — fortunately this is our teetotal Platoon.
Ptes. Usher, Hurst and Jarman have all taken unto
themselves beautiful and attractive wives — as befits such
a Company. "Only the best" is our motto, and if we believe
the husbands they have the best. One of those, we're not
saying which, is a West Butterwick romance — it is good to
think that our pleasant stay in that place has been perpetu
ated by an entry in the Marriage Registry; may the children
be born there too, and we think "Invicta" is an excellent
name for a girl.
2ndLieut. H. A. L
, whom we watched grow up, has
left us for the Divisional Recce Bn., and 2ndLieut. G. R
has come to take his place. Our sorrow at losing the former,
whom we liked, and who, we think, liked us, is great and
genuine; to the latter we extend a hearty welcome.
As we have inferred already, the Company prospers —
and we wiU continue to try and make ourselves worthy of
our homes and towns which have had so much rougher a
time than we.


"D"

1

Company

Here beginneth the Fourth Epistle of St. William to the
Chathamites, and to those they learn to call their brethren,
according to the books of Joseph the Recorder who still
counts for he that commands, and to the Nominal Roll.
And it came to pass that they persisted in dwelling in
the Settlements and In the battlements that they had
learnt to call their own. And they encompassed them round
about with the .barbs, and the long angle pickets of the
Sapperites, and many there were among them who, at the
going down of the sun, were greatly wearied because of
much windlassing and driving in of pickets. And on the
great wall did they also labour because it is written in the
Big Book, that, wheresoever clay Is not, so shall the waters
be gathered, and, Wheresoever the waters be gathered, so
shall the great wall rot and crumble away; and so they
toiled that the waters might, of their own accord descend to
their proper levels, and those of the Chathamites who stand
therein (the pits I meant) shall not stand to their eternal
discomfort. And It was so!
And about this time the snows descended upon them to
the tune pf some twelve inches in places, and to a lesser
amount in other places, and white was the land and apparent
to the Intrepid airman were the tracks thereon, and blue
were the noses of the Chathamites and their brethren as
they stood sentinel upon the great wall, because of the
exceeding cold. But the heavens were grey and full of the
atmospherics, which discomfort the intrepid airmen, arid
they came not to see where dwelt the Chathamites (at least,
we don't think so!).
Now it was noised abroad, but never by the Chathamites
and their brethren, whose lips are sealed, that their days
in the land of the plains where the rivers run not at all,
should be numbered, and those that command conferred
among themselves and when they had conferred said: "Verily
these men shall be taken from the great wall and their
vigilance o'er the seas shall cease; they have erected battle
ments and fortresses wherein those less trained in the art
of sentinelship shall dwell, and for their reward they shall go
to the high' places where sixpence per night is paid for a
bed per soldier. And there were great rejoicings among the
Chathamites and their brethren, but only to the tune of
30 per cent, at any one time; and as we go to press so there
is much goingson in the matter of takings — over and
handings — over, and Davis the ColourBloke scratches his
head as he ponders over lists of accommodation stores and
the like. And the Bqffite who has descended that he might
take over that which we hand over, keeps on muttering some
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thing about new brooms sweeping clean, to the eternal joy
of the Chathamites, who have lots of new broom heads and
broom handles, troops, for the use of..
Now this scribe has but to record the sad incident which
concerns the death pf Pte. Hagger. To his relatives we offer
our deepest sympathy, knowing full well that we, as well as
they, have lost one who was always so cheerful and bright,
and always willing to do any job that came his way. He
had been "Percy" to all the Chathamites for nearly two years.



6th BATTALION
Our predecessors wax lyrical in their "Weekly" about their
"little grey home in the west," and while we are now more
at home, January has given us cause to appreciate the adjec
tive; rain and snow and ice have come our way, but even
chains have not held up the quickening speed of training,
which moves ever more swiftly. Otherwise, after the Christmas
and New Year spate of activities we have dropped to the normal
level.
Saturday Dances and Sunday Concerts add a little
colour, and although sport has been restricted, the Battalion
Soccer XI. has maintained its form with good wins against
neighbouring Units. The Officers' Mess has entertained the
County "at home," and is now hopeful of return fixtures.
Company Boxing has made some headway, and a Rugger XV.
may soon emerge from the growing pains stage.
We are glad to report Lieut.Col. B. H
's complete re
covery from a short, sharp illness; to congratulate Major
P. E. O. B
, Capt. C. H. T——, and Capt. J; H. D. S
on their promotions, and to welcome Major J. T. L
and
2/Lieuts. K. B. S
, D. M. K
and P. D
, who joined
us at the end of the month. We regret the departure to his
former Regiment of 2/Lieut. G. S. C
.

RESULTS; OF FOOTBALL MATCHES.
19th
21st
26th
11th
26th
1st

Dec.—Battalion
Dec.—Battalion
Dec.—Battalion
Jan.—Battalion
Jan.—Battalion
Feb.—Battalion

v. Milford Haven County School
v. 7th R.W.K.
v. Cardiff City
v. 256 R.A.
v. 181 Field Ambulance
v. Milford Haven United

F. A.
11—2
5—2
3—1
3—0
5—2
6—3
33—10



"A" Company.
The Grenadiers now feel worthy of their name, having
thrown their first grenades with some apprehension, and their
second ones confidently, and their third ones as if they ——
well meant it! There was one nasty moment when a man,
having thrown his grenade, found he was holding the ring,
but the pin had accompanied the bomb on its graceful flight
into the mud. Prayers were offered for the Company Com
mander'as he stalked the bomb, retrieved it and inserted a
new pin.
Our personnel has changed to some extent. We congratu
late Sgt. Hill on his promotion to 2ndLieutenant in the Royal
Armoured Corps, and wish him the best of luck. We shall
miss his philosophic outlook on life. We shall also miss greatly
2/Lieut. G. S. C——, who was snatched from us just as he was
to return to the Company from his Assistant Adjutancy. Good
luck to him, wherever he is at the moment.
We welcome to the Company 2/Lieut. P. D
from the
7th Battalion; Cpl. Wood and L.Cpl, Blackford from "C" Com
pany; some "H.Q." Company personnel; and Ben, the Company
Commander's retriever (?). We hope they will all have a long
and happy stay in the Company. Ben has still to be removed
from the room during Company Office, when he whimpers, but
we hope he will soon learn to behave in a smart and soldierly
manner.
We congratulate Cpl. Staff on his promotion to Lance
Sergeant, and L/Sgt. Laws on his marriage.
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We are glad to have our Company transport and drivers
With us now, and are rather proud of our burgees which dis
tinguish the transport.

"B" Company.
The last month has seen many changes in the personnel
of the Company. We welcome to the fold 2/Lieut. M
,
who has taken over No. 10 Platoon. The Company was for a
time up to establishment for officers, an unprecedented event.
This, however, could not last for long, and we were soon
to lose 2/Lieut. J. A. S
, who took over the duties of M.T.O.
The month seemed full of fond farewells, as some of our
noble, but unfit warriors were sorted out and Sent to look
after Camp Commandants.
Probably the saddest of all was that the head of the
famous line of dwarfs, who have made up our Company H.Q.
since the Battalion was formed. We wish him the very best
of luck in his new unit.
A short time ago the Battalion made a triumphal march
through the town. This magnificent parade of "handsome
weatherbeaten British soldiers" was carried out to impress the
local inhabitants and to persuade them to put their money into
War Weapons—it did both. "B" Company were honoured by
being given the task of forming a "Hollow Square," within
which the Drums were to beat Retreat. The only difficulty
was that the Square had to be a "Hollow" oblong. The Com
pany Commander and the C.S.M. are still suffering from the
mental strain entailed in working out a drill for this somewhat
unorthodox formal formation.
This was not the only strain that our gallant Company
Commander was subjected to. Owing to a battle between his
voice and the Drums he was changed from being a strong man
into being a strong, silent man.
"B" Company ended the month by being very nearly floated
into the attack on their last night operations. . . . We
hope Hitler will be jealous.

Company.
As our regular scribe has made himself up a big week this
week and taken a few days' leave, it has fallen upon me to
tell you of "C" Company's doings this month.
First we have to record the temporary and unwelcome
loss of our Company Commander, and welcome in hi9 place
Capt. J. S.
, under whose able direction the Company
proceeds along its eventful way. We welcome back also 2/Lieut.
L. T. M. and 2/Lieut. D. G. H
, refreshed and rejuvenated
by their most interesting Course in the oldworld town of
L
. With their aid the Company Is now bristling with the
most uptodate methods of organisation and administration,
and usually manages to acquit itself with some distinction
when the fog of war descends upon us once per week.
As regards work, the Company soon recovered from its
Christmas orgies and has settled down once more to the even
tenor of T.O.E.T.S, Gas Drills, and has even managed, despite
the wet weather, to dig a few very pretty holes in the ground.
"Shiny C" continues to prove itself a very sporting Com
pany, and has yet failed to lose a match in the InterCompany
Football Tournament. The boxing team has been .selected and
should prove worthy of "0" Company's athletic traditions.
That's all for this month, and if you complain of the
brevity, just think of old "Robbo" on leave, and commiserate
with the nonliterary.
" Hen."

Company
January for "D" Company has, like the weather just how,
been rather dull.
We have now completed our period of
"duties," and have again been congratulated on our Guards.
We are glad to be back again on the training programme!

Little has been forgotten, but much has yet to be learnt.
T.O.E.T.S are progressing favourably and most of the Company
have completed their firing course, which has, however, been
hampered a little by bad weather on the range.
The Company Commander, our usual writer, Is now enjoy
ing a wellearned leave, and 2/Lieut. R. J. M. B
a Course.
2/Lieuts. F. W. P. T
and M. H. P
are now back
with the Company after their Course, the latter to find he
has been appointed Battalion apiarist or bee master!! The
enlistment, accommodation and disciplining of bees may prove
rather trying, but we wish him success.
L/Cpls. Seamark, Stowers and Canham are to be con
gratulated on their promotions.
War Weapons Week gave the Company Commander the
opportunity to show again his vocal capabilities during a
march past through the town. The Lord Lieutenant of the
County took the Salute, and the Company marched exceed
ingly steadily over the whole route.
The latest results in the InterCompany League are:—
1st v. "C" Company
lost 0—2
1st v. "H.Q." Company X Group .. won 4—0
2nd v. "C" Company 2nd
lost 0—4
We look forward to showing improvement in the near
future.
THINGS YOU WOULD LIKE TO KNOW.
Should the S.M. have three Crowns on his sleeve?

7th

BATTALION

Headquarter Company
MARCHING SONG OF HEADQUARTER COMPANY.
Taken from the buzzer and the Bren,
Uprooted from the hammer and the saw,
Marching up tne hills — and back again,
We're certain that this contravenes the law.
Lifted from the easy office seat,
Mercilessiy taken from the truck,
Marching till our feet are just raw meat,
Cursmg at our foul and wretched luck.
Driven from the stewpot and the fire,
Taken from, our stores and dining hall,
H.Q. Coy. is marching through the mire!
H.Q. marches! Let the heavens fall!
Yes, strange as it may seem, Headquarter Company have
been marcmng again. In the words of one famous orator of
this Company, we have been ' Wnipped a Crip"! However,
in tne usual H.Q. Company style, we have shown Rifle Com
panies how it .snouid be done.
We still reside in our Chateau, and are making ourselves
quite comfortable.
Major D. G. A. S
has returned to us again, and we
hope ne nas a long and happy stay. As readers will remember,
Major S
was O.C. H.Q. Company when we were under
canvas, and we trust he will meet with even greater success
with Headquarter Company in billets.
The battalion Concert Party has put on another very
successful show, and bgt. Bloom, as compere, was excellent, but
we wish he wouid keep personalities out!
Well, the Company bias been keeping well up to scratch
in training and sport, and I will hand over to the Platoons
to give you the rest of the news. — Over to you — over.
"Elsie the Germ."
THINGS WE WOULD SIMPLY LOVE TO KNOW.
What price fish and chips?
Where does Sergt. "Fury" keep his scooter?
Who is. the "Blonde Bombshell" of Headquarter Company?
When will an asylum be instituted for exC.O. Sergts.?
When will the Band learn a new march?
What certain Sergt. is taking crooning lessons from a
syren?
—
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No. 1 PLATOON.
We heartily welcome back our two Sergeants, who have
just returned from a Signals Course, and congratulate "Abe"
on his "Q.I." They have returned stocked with information,
which Is being quickly devoured by the Platoon like a pack
of hungry wolves. Everyone has his shoulder to the wheel,
and even DaCosta has learnt to ride a bicycle! (Though he
still wants a bit of road sense.)
We congratulate Cpl. Limburn, now preparing for Cat
terlck. His ambition is to return to school — (apple for the
teacher)). Other promotions include Ptes. Manktelow, Veness
and Mitchell, all with one stripe.
We sit very prettily at the top of the Battalion Football
League. 6th Battalion also boast of their prowess on the
football field.
We hope to meet them and to show them
precisely how the game should be played.
Sorry, but that is all the news we have this time. Greet
ings from the Boys to Sergts. Gardener, Smith, August and
Horslem.
So long.
THINGS WE WOULD LIKE TO KNOW.
Is the Linen Room still standing?
Who said "Fatigues"?
"EddieUmpty."
No. 4 PLATOON.
At long last we have been considered by "those above"
to be able to express an opinion in "The Buster" without
supervision. We would like to take this opportunity of saying
"Hallo" to all other Carriers in The Queen's Own.
Main items of interest this month, both day and night,
have been (departing to other parts of the country to show
them how to use carriers and motor cycles, in the proper way
(we didn't teach them to swim!). This, combined with keep
ing the Battalion amused with Hiram K. Blossom, who wears
a worried look these days.
With which parting shot we leave you till next month.
PIONEER PLATOON.
Hi'ya! The AntlFreeze Gang is calling from one of their
many addresses. The report on progress and our residences
are almost the same — they both come under the heading "On
the move." We march — gee! do we march, and, having
arrived safely back at our billet, we do the "palsy guy" act
— i.e., pick up our beds and walk! We wouldn't mind so
much if our post would only catch up with us!
Our tame Fuehrer has been away on a holiday — at
least that is what his short stay with the R.A.M.C. seems
to have been. Mind you, he works very hard all the rest
of the time.
FLASH! "And now folks we bring you the latest des
patches on the Great Freezeup. Pioneers! Pioneers! The
drought is upon us, and my men are sick for want of water.
Go ye then, and, with a blow lamp light ye the way to
sanitation!" We did, for several days the night was made
hideous with the sound of Pte. Pullen, sitting on a frozen
waterpipe, singing (?) away and —well — blowing. How
ever, Pioneers never fail, and the water system is working
again correctly.
We regret to say that we have been much too busy for
football — even when we do get a moment off, the bright
spark in the Company Office shoves us on fatigues. Such is
life!
THINGS WE EARNESTLY DESIRE TO BE INFORMED ON.
Where did Pte. Wood get the timber to make his wooden
motors?
When will our address be permanent?
Will Officers want hot water laid on under canvas?
Where does the blacksmith get his tools?
S'long folks!
"Bert."
M.T. PLATOON.
After quite a long absence from the pages of "The Buster,"
the M.T. Section welcomes the chance of making its gentle
voice heard once again. After all, we have quite a lot to
shout about; we have survived both of the allembracing
Battalion rambles held on an everIncreasing number of occa
sions, and we are eagerly looking forward to the day when we
shall have worn ourselves down to the ears, and won't have
any sore feet to worry about. Furthermore, we are the proud
possessors of the only human plug tester In the unit. His
greatest joy is to stop a sixcylinder engine by "shorting" the
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plugs with his fingers.
He was last seen making for a heavy
eightwheeler with a determined gleam in his eye, only to
find it had a Diesel motor.
But to be serious for a moment. At the time of going
to press, our M.T.O.. 2ndLieut. V. A. T. Bignell, has left us.
owing to illness. We all wish him a speedy recovery, and
sincerely hope that he will be back "at the head of the
column" once more. Perhaps by that time every member of
the M.T. Section, and even the M.T. Sergt. himself, will have
his own utility car.
"Pickup."
No. 3 PLATOON (MORTARS).
After realising the certain something the Battalion cor
respondence lacks, we offer you our first contribution — the
advance guard to even greater literary efforts.
Despite the fact that training has been interrupted by'
courses, etc., during the past month, the "old hands" have
improved their alieady high standard, and are longing for
the day when the aiming mark is changed from "the post in
front" to the "Bosche in front."
The exTankhunters are also showing promise, and their
increased efficiency is borne out by the magnificent way they
operate their pick helves on Battalion schemes.
Well done, Mortars and Tankhunters, for the grand show
you have put up on the. football field!
The enthusiasm
shown by the whole Platoon has been the one and only
reason for our elevated position in the League Table, and
the great number of representatives in the Battalion team.
There is reason to believe that we are nursing a fifth
column school in the Platoon. Cpl. Shepherd and a few of
his hounds have already started on an important part of
their guise as Jerries, in preparation for their work. On
the other hand, it may be just a ruse to consolidate their
position as permanent enemy on Battalion Schemes.
Although Madame Zola and Billy Shepherd Bennett have
retired from the stage for the present, the Platoon Standard
is kept flying very high by the magnificent efforts of Toseanini
Granger, whose very high standard is doubtless due to some
very concentrated Bubble Chasing.
The scene Is a blasted old heath
(At least that was what I was told)
The boys are fed up to the teeth,
The Mortars are shiv'ring with cold.
The base plate Is carried by one,
Who doesn't seem pleased with the job,
He thinks that the thing weighs a ton,
But he plods on and stifles a sob.
The bipod comes next into view,
It is carried round somebody's neck,
Which job — and I'm telling to you —
Is just blinkin' awkward, by heck.
The drainpipe, or barrel, comes next,
Carried by honest old Tom,
Now Tommo — he says, though he's vexed,
"In my earhole you may find a bomb."
The rangefinder now gets to work,
The Mortar is ready to fire,
Then Bill gives the barrel a jerk,
And the whole lot falls into the mire.
That ends my tale of the boys
Who chase bubbles all night and all day,
If you think that they're making a noise,
Just wait until they've got their pay.
"Drainpipe."

+

"A" Company.
The New Year was ushered in by a grand Battalion Dance,
which has been followed by other dances, equally successful
and entertaining.
We seem to have "blossomed out" as a Musical Company,
and before the departure of our bandsmen to Headquarter
Company, It was a common occurrence to hear queer sounds
echoing round our billets.
In addition to buglers and
drummers we have also supplied two "fifers" to the Battalion
Band, which at present is making great progress. It is even
on record that when one of our buglers was practising "Tiger

&
Rag" the Orderly Sergeant dashed in . and wanted to know
"who the h
was playing Orderly Sergeants at the Double."
Everyone appreciates the efforts that have recently been
made with great success to provide entertainment for us. In
addition, to the dances,, there have been concerts, lectures,
musical and variety shows, and a weekly cinema entertain
ment. To all these we have contributed a full quota of
artistes and workers.
Some of us do not class as "entertainment" the weekly
Cross. Country Runs, but the spectators seem to find
the
muddied runners an object of great amusement and enter
tainment. Each succeeding race the course seems to become
.longer and muddier. We have provided several Individual
winners for this event, and we congratulate them on their
success and keen effort.
Despite weeks "of " practically continuous rain, route
inarches and Battalion' Exercises have been carried on with
enthusiasm. On January 21st we had another Battalion route
march in extremely unpleasant and unfavourable weather
conditions, In which everyone took part (even Colour Sergts).
No. 7 Platoon consider themselves the most unlucky Platoon
in the Company. They were the only Platoon to be called cut
at midnight to investigate some phantom lights, and rhetr
bad luck held when they were riding back triumphantly
from a Battalion Exercise; for their coach broke down and
left them with a long and hilly march back to billets.
During the month there have been a number of Regimental
courses so that the Platoons as Company parades have been
considerably depleted. On one occasion it is rumoured there
were more N.C.Os. on parade In one Platoon than there were
men.
We look forward with Interest to the spring, when we
think the hard training we have done will carry'us success
fully into action.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
1. If Sgt.
enjoys his daily route march?
2. Did the man who fired his rifle hit the tin can?
3. Who was the Corporal who suggested "Thelma" as
the password on a night operation?
"The Grenadier."


"B" Company.
Well, we arfe still here — the same only different.
We have welcomed a new officer, Mr. E. G
, who is
already one of the family. His wide knowledge of banking,
combined with, a natural thriftlness, marked him out for
his new appointment of Secretary of the Savings Association.
Mr. H. E. S
is still doing physical jerks.
The Company Commander has been mixing in such high
circles most of the month, that we have seen little of him.
What he has been doing is difficult to ascertain, but we
gather that the Corps Commander's remarks when he kept him
waiting for his bath are strictly security.
Another item of interest is our new C.S.M., S.M. Truss,
who, after 15 years' service, is still appalled at the rigours
of a night at Gupton..
The Company in the meantime has been absorbed in
digging a Maginot line. Sgt. Fantling has had considerable
experience In digging up and filling In again the same hole.
The whole process has taken some time, but the finished
article is now a show piece.
With reference to the unauthorised comments on a certain
officer's shooting in last month's issue. It is only fair to
state that he ate the woodcock.
Quite a varied month, for which the chronicler Is grateful.
J.E.C.
:
f

"C" Company.
. At the end of last month a large tank (decorated with
three stripes and "a crown) was seen rolling towards H.Q.
Company, "mumbling something "about "Diffles." And so our
"correspondent, "Tankie," left this Company In search of

"fresh fields and pastures new." May the "flowers" he finds
there smell sweeter than those he leaves behind.
We . welcome our new ColOurSergt. to the "Company of
Many Changes." and hope that his "reign" may be a long
and successful one.
Other changes include the departure of our Company
Commander for "far. far better things" — at least we hope
so — and we await the arrival of our new "Head Man," at
the moment "away on business." In the meantime, the
Company runs smoothly, as ever.
The month's duties began with an allday visit to the
Ranges; in spite of an icy wind, many a seagull found things
rather warm.
Unfortunately, the weather has not permitted any great
strides in the realm of sport. The first Company run was
in more than one sense a "frost," and the muchlookedfor
wardto sight of the Battalion's Officers sharing the "mud
and glory" was postponed. However, the men will have fresh
air, and so at least one Company (guess who?) made a trek
for the wide open spaces and explored Nature's manifold
beauties. A lull in the proceedings was occasioned by the
appearance of "AckAck" fire in the sky, and the drone of
highfiying aircraft, and dispersal was immediate. But all
was well, and we continued on our. way unscathed, as we
usually do.
Our second crosscountry and InterPlatoon affair, had
to be cancelled owing to the large quantities of "gentle rain
from heaven." Just another "washout.".
More changes — we welcome a small batch of new faces
to our "slaphappy" family. Their main worry seems to be
leave (whose isn't?), but we hope that their thirst for that
elusive fruit is soon to be quenched. Theleavelist, in fact,
certainly looks much more healthy these days than it has
been in the past.
A few "bouquets" before we close. Congratulations to
L.Sgt. Palmer, Cpls. Oseman, Reed and Wood, and L.Cpls.
Twyford, Vickers and Young on their promotions.
This month also marks the entry into the ranks . of
holy matrimony of 2ndLieut. A
. We wish him, on behalf
of the Company, most respectful end sincere wishes fcxr. a
happy marriage — and may all his little ones be troubles.. .
A couple of Unsolled Mysteries: Who awoke on New
Year's Day wearing a Cap F.S. and oneboot?
Who "shook" those seagulls down on the range?
"Shiny C."

" '

—

'
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"D" Company
After a fortnight of peacefulness and quietness in the
absence of all our Officers, we are now afraid that we must
commence work again. Captains and Subalterns have been
looking very efficient with notebooks, pencils and rubbers for
two weeks. They have just learned what our Junior N.C;Os.
go through on their Section Leading and Cadre Courses, by
being put through an Officers' Fortnight.
We ail regret the loss of so valuable and hardworking
an Officer as Mr. J. S. B
. He has risen to the higher grade
of intelligence in the Army Educational Corps. We all wish
him success in his new work.
We all welcome back Captain E. C. F. B
after a
month's course. It seems to have given him plenty of ideas.
The day after his return, lectures were arranged, sand tables
made, and blackboards ordered. He didn't even forget coloured
chalks.  "
2ndLieut. F. J. L
has now taken over the duties of
Brain Officer and Musl'c Master, not to say anything of P.A.D.
We look forward to the arrival of our new Subaltern,
2ndLieut. W. M. K
. His fame comes before — we have
enlarged our office and hidden our documents.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Has the cycling club been disbanded temporarily?
Who found the attache case?

~
'
"Lorenzo."
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Sergeants' Mess.

Headquarter Company.

Extracts from all papers: "Nazis study Weather Forecasts."
Let them! After our recent spells of snow; ice, rain and wind,
we don't care two hoots what the weather is like; we are
ready to dish out the dope'.
In the meantime, we still enjoy ourselves. Our first
dance, run during the month, was a grand show. Everybody
had a good time, and all were sorry we had to finish so early.
Members still come and go. Whilst welcoming all the
new members, wo regret that so many of the old faces
have to move on in their travels.
One of the queries heard these days Is: "What has
happened to the 1st Battalion?" "Why no Q.O.G. corres
pondence?" What about It. Fred or Wllkie; we all want
some news of you. Who is keeping the "Rat" In order? Tank
(now a C.S.M.) is making a fine Drum Major, and I am sure
P
's War Weapons Week total jumped pounds as the result
of our Drums' efforts.
Life in the Mess has been fairly quiet these days, but
we have managed almost to finish a darts tournament. Dark
horses look like winning the beer, which is just as it should be.
"Blossom" is to be congratulated on his performances in
the concert party, for he can really be funny when he likes.
Even his disappointments in local fan mail only help him
in his wisecracks.
Sergt. Perrett is our first
victim to that nasty enemy,
'flu; here's hoping he won't be out of mess over long.
1. A.T.S.
2. Sergeants' Mess or Dining hall.
3. Soda syphon baths.
AW.B.
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9th BATTALION
The Battalion has at last moved from the beaches, and,
from being distributed in Platoons on the desolate bays of
the South Coast, Is .now delighted to be concentrated again.
The weather on the day of the move chose to be particu
larly difficult, with snow and icebound roads, which made our
departure somewhat of an achievement. Troopcarrying lorries
were sliding about on the roads and being dug out of the
snow, whilst the electric light at Headquarters decided that
the appropriate moment to douse had arrived. The will, how
ever, to depart from the beaches was strong enough to overcome
almost anything, and the Battalion passed the starting point
well on time, by Company columns.
In view of the little training we have done in road convoy
movement, the move from each widely dispersed area into new
billets was excellently carried out by all concerned.
Our quarters now are In a wellknown racing establish
ment, and the Battalion lives four in a stable.
There was great competition for the stall of Windsor Lad,
the occupants of which are now understood to have become
undisputed authorities on all racing matters.
We have been selected for a new role, for which we have
been handpicked from a large number of Battalions of our
own age, and we look forward to the hard but interesting work
which lies ahead.
The whole Battalion turned out for a crosscountry run
two days after we arrived, and the creaking of employed bones
was distinctly heard on the downs. Our training gallops will
no doubt interest the trainers here, who will soon be out with
their stop watches.
Before leaving the beaches we took part in the Brigade
CrossCountry Run, and the Battalion Team are to be con
gratulated on obtaining third place out of five teams after
practically no training at all, due to the change of date of
our move. Pte. Crouch is to be congratulated on coming in
third out of 100 runners.
The InterCompany Run was held the day before and was.
won by "B" Company, Pte. Crouch obtaining first place,

Now that" we have established ourselves in billets of a
distinctly equine nature, we are considering changing the name
of this. Company to "Hindquarters." On arrival men were seen
to sample the fodder for their palliases with their masticatory
organs, and bolsters are now more familiarly known as nose
bags. When the Orderly Officer visits the Mess to find out
if there are any complaints, he is answered with loud neighs'.
Some of us are beginning to wonder if, like Pinnochio, we have
arrived at Pleasure Island.
Our journey will rank high as epic literature if your scribe
ever has sufficient time to commit the tale to paper. We over
came every sort of opposition except that of the enemy. To
start with we had to sprinkle early stages of the route with
liberalshovels full'.of ashes.
This was mistaken in some
quarters as being a sign of mourning at our departure, but
if the truth be known it would have been impossible without
it.
As it was, some Platoons had to march a considerable
distance before they could make contact with their transport,
which was already suffering from mechanical disorder. Once
our little convoy—left in the lurch by the main body—got
under way, it overcame all obstacles, which included a short
but violent encounter with an outsize in motor coaches, and
a helfty kick from a ferocious cow which was obstructing our
progress. However, as the journey proceeded the convoyed
mysteriously multiplied, and at one time included a large
ambulance and an unknown number of A.F.V.S. We finished
in a blaze of glory, as arrival coincided with that of the
Brigadier.
One of the Company's lordly pleasurehouse billets, which
was enjoying the usual peace and quiet expected of such
establishments, was rudely shaken out of itssomnolence a few
weeks before our departure, by the. arrival of the Cadre. From
then on it was like living in the Small Arms School, populated
by lunatics. The rattle of arms sounded all day, both within
and without the building, and the rooms were littered with
small but dangerous secret weapons being dismembered by
enthusiastic students of ballistics. We Lound it essential to
keep all windows open as a P.C.D. (Passive Cadre Defence)
measure, to save the fabric, when Lieut. B
and C.SJM. H
issued their powerful and alltoofrequent commands.
It Is now high time we hit the hay, so having given you
your oats we will give you news of our latest gallops next
month.
THINGS WE WOULD LIKE TO KNOW.
Which is Hogsnorton?
What coal?
Victor, who is Victor Victor?
.

«

"A" Company.
On going to press we shall have left the beaches and moved
to our new station. It is too early to say whether we have
any regrets, but whilst at West L
there were many happy
moments, and when taking a last look round before entering
the coaches for our new station we could not but be a little
sad In bidding goodbye. It is strange how, after staying in a
place for even a short while, one becomes genuinely fond of
it, and at each and every place new friends are found, only
to be lost again on departure.
Three very successful dances were organised last month,
and our thanks are due to Sgt. Inglis and his willing helpers
for all the time and trouble taken in arranging them. A
cinema, too, was a short distance from our billet, and we took
advantage' of seeing some of the best films
released. The
N.A.A.F.I. added to our enjoyment, and many an hour was
spent there in table tennis, darts, rings, etc.
I am unable to tell you much about our new station as
at the time of writing we have only been here a couple of days,
but I am able to tell you that we are billeted at some very
famous racing stables and we are now all feeling like thorough
breds! This afternoon we went for a crosscountry run, and
if the local stable lads could have seen us running out of tfc?
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stables instead of their beloved horses their eyes would probably
have popped out of their heads! However, we have promised
the horses not to treat the stables too unkindly! Rumour has
It that many of the fellows have started to pin their own
pedigree on the wall!
The weather here lately has not been too kind though,
and we are feeling a little cold, but I daresay we shall pull
through all right, particularly as I understand we are not to
be here long and perhaps by the time this issue appears in
print we shall be on the move again.
The crosscountry cup was again competed for and we
congratulated "B" Company on taking it from us after a hard
struggle. On other sports fronts all quiet.
DO YOU KNOW—
Who is "A" Company's Adolf Hitler?
Who is "A" Company's Bing Crosby?
Whose sisterinlaw sends .him fancy coloured envelopes
and parcels?
The answer to this last question will be found in next
month's issue.

+

"B" Company.
To start off on the left foot, we welcome 2/Lleut. H. T.
S
and 2/Lieut. A. J. S
to the Company. (It is an
encouraging thought that we are baffling the German Secret
Service by censoring the names of distinguished subalterns.)
We hope the former's stay will be a long and happy one (since
there is plenty of work to do); and, as the latter has already
gone to do a job of understudying elsewhere, we must, as they
say on the air, "presume that he is lost." Our loss is some
body else's gain.
We welcome Sgt. Saunders back again to our ranks after
a long spell with the Signallers, and welcome Sgt. Godsil and
Cpl. Foord from the Depot.
We extend our congratulations to Capt. V. R. S
on
his promotion, and also to Don Company on the acquisition
of a "B" Company officer.
Following our change of station, namely, from L
City
to the wilds of K
, our social activity was rather restricted,
but we made the best of a bad job, and, as the Angel said
to St. Peter: "It's no good ARPing on that."
Even K
had its compensations. In this connection
we may quote the Company Poet's latest effort, entitled "The
Young Soldier's Prayer," dedicated (without permission) to
2/Lieut. L. F. O
.
Alms for the love of Allah ....
King's Arms, Bankes Armes, but above all
The Scott Arms.
Nothing is permanent except change, and we now find
ourselves in a district where short, bowlegged men frequent
the "locals" and whisper out of the corner of their mouths.
The Company occupies stables which in happier days sheltered
two Derby winners—a good omen for the future.
We offer our sincere condolences to 2/Lieut. B. J. R
in the loss of the one and only Tickle Wee, who was buried
with full military honours beneath a fine spring cabbage, a
bit slugeaten, but nevertheless a cabbage. Our only con
solation was that people passing through the Company Office
into the hat and jacket room could do so without treading
on anything except the carpet. However, de mortuis nil nisi
bonum.
SPORT.
Congratulations to L.Cpl. Bateman and Pte. Thom#.s on
their good work in the Battalion football team.
The third Battalion crosscountry run was held on January
30th, and for the second time in succession the Cup is in
our possession. Congratulations to the team—2/Lieut. L. F.
O
, Cpl. Pinks, L.Cpl. Davies, Ptes. Collinge, Crouch, Field,
Jones, J., and Purcell. Special mention for Pte. Crouch, who,
after gaining medals for second and third place in previous
runs, ran a splendid race to win the Cup for first place.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
What is the date of the move?
yfho suffers from boozer's gloom?

Who said Tarantos were found in Mexico?
Who was it said that a cynic is where you wash your hands?
Who ran round the paddock twenty times (when no one
was looking)?
Who wants a haircut?
f

=

" C " Company.
This month we almost feel we could write a whole page
on enemy activity. Not the enemy, but one which interfered
with us far more during the past month—Mud! We slip and
slide and stagger, brush, wash and beat our clothes, screw
in pickets which will hardly hold their own weight upright,
bale out trenches and pillboxes, replace sandbags which slide
down cliffs in the night, and, one way and another, this sticky,
slimy soandso mixture around here has given us quite a
lot of trouble. How we envy the S.S. Squad, who apparently
are able to include a liberal plastering of mud to increase
an already malevolent and disgusting appearance. Also there
seems to be much to be said for the job of M.T. driver, for
he sits comfortably at his wheel, what time hoy polloy push
him out, our only reward being lashings of mud thrown in
our faces by skidding wheels, the tyres of which seem designed
expressly as mtid slingers. And whilst on this subject, who
was the Sergeant who, after a dance, seized some unfortunate
girl with the excuse of carrying her over the mud to waiting
transport, only to cause the complete downfall of both? Not
a pretty sight, and they say he was absent from Church Parade
next morning because his clothes were still oozing. Such is
the reward of chivalry (?).
And another complaint we have is about the double apron.
This apparatus when erected is designed as an obstacle, but
it is really a twoedged sword, colour being lent to this theory
by the fact that part of the contraption is called a knife rest.
At all events, it pretty effectively mutilates those who erect it,
and these ribbons which were once hands speak for themselves.
A pity when a chap can't undo a button because his fingers
are practically severed. One looks forward to the approach
of "unauthorised persons" in order to enjoy their antics trying
to get through the thing.
4

"D" Company
We are off again. Our pleasant stay on the beaches has
come to an end, and if one is permitted to judge from the
fondness of farewells it would appear that "D" Company has
entered the hearts of the "locals." This remark does not only
apply to the troops in general, but to the young officers of
the Company, with a special mention of 2/Lieut. N. E. R. B
and 2/Lieut. J. P. H
.
Our postbag at the new address will prove that the post
mark "S
" will compare favourably with that of "M
L
." (We wonder if the letters to the C.S.M. will be
augmented?)
The Company have worked hard on defences. Miles and
miles of wire—barbed and concertina—"have passed through
our hands." We sympathise with those who will have the job
of collecting it all up after the war.
We are anxious to know what L
has in store for us.
We feel that we cannot expect to look forward to such a
pleasant time as we have experienced in the past. A period
of hard training will be appreciated by us all.
The "beach" period has, of course, been beneficial inasmuch
as we have handled new weapons and had practical experience
of building defences and handling wire. The move from a
"defensive" to an "offensive" sphere will give us that extra
punch, and in a few months' time you may expect to hear
from us to the effect that we are the best Company in the
best Battalion, and fit to strike a blow that will bring us a
step nearer to the time when we may return to "civvy" life.
Brigadier G. W. R. T
sent us a Special Order of the Day
and we will live up to the opinion he has formed pf us,
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Now for a few personal notes. We regret the loss of
Capt. J. H. B
, whose work for the Company calls for
thanks from all ranks. 2/Lieut. I. M. H
has taken over
the duties of Signal and Education Officer in the Battalion,
aiid his high spirits and boisterous laughter has been missed
in the Mess.
. 'We welcome Capt. V. R. S
from "B" Company, who
has taken over the Company. Lieut. C. G. J
has joined
us, but we have lost 2/Lieut. R.
, who has taken over his
job as I.O.
Congratulations to Cpl. Worrell on obtaining a "Q.l" on
a recent Course.
Sgt. Gregory has left us to perform the duties of Regi
mental Police Sergeant.
THINGS
Who
How
Who
recruit?

WE WANT. TO KNOW.
sent, the card to the C.S.M.?
many hops did Leaping Lena take to reach L
?
is Cardinal Puff, and how did he gain his most recent
f

ioth BATTALION
Well, we are here to be with you once again. Time flies,
and by the time this goes to print, a large chunk will have
disappeared from the "New Year." Changes within the Bat
talion have been slight.
Probably our chief excitement has been the snow. We
spent some very exhilarating days "pioneering" to E
to
rescue "B" Company.
The boys are wondering, just like everyone else, what
the wily Hun is going to do next. They hope that whatever
it Is he would do it before the next issue of the Q.O.G.
The Padre, we hear, is fighting
a losing battle with
Major P. H. A
, Captain W
and Captain G
. He is
bearing up under the fray, but his resistance has weakened
considerably.
Perhaps the most notable (?) event of the month was
"The March." To the uninitiated this was a march, length
of which had to be a minimum of twenty miles. It was
decreed that everyone would carry out this exercise. At any
rate, the Battalion did carry out the march, and carry it
out well.
Various remarks were heard during the march.
One
unfortunate whose boots had not played the game and was
straggling, was greeted by another with "What have you
lost, sonny?"
Another man, hearing the galling experiences of the
Orderly Room staff, said "Those
should have done it
on their hands. Look at the amount of writing they do."
The Q.M., incidentally, looked very fresh after the ordeal.
We welcome 2ndLieut. C
who has now joined the
Battalion.
We have learned with regret of the death of 6349717
Pte. C. Downs, of "A" Company, who died serving his country.
Our sympathy to Captain G
who has had to undergo
a slight operation. We miss his signature.
While February Is entering with its news of victory in
the East and its rumours and hopes in the West, we live in
great expectation for the month to come. Wherever. The
Queen's Own may be, we wish them the fulfilment of all
their hopes and great success.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
1. Have the Q.M. toffees run out yet?
2. Who taught "Albert S
" to sing.
3. Where are C.S.M. Parks' goats?
4. Who tried to run away with D.A.D.O.S.?
5. Where was the Adjutant's batman when we reached
"A" Company?
SPORT.
Owing to exceedingly inclement weather, it hasn't been
possible to play much football.
We must, however, congratulate "A" Company on winning
the interCompany soccer, when they beat "B" Company in
the final
last Saturday, by 6 goals to 1; they thoroughly
deserved their win.

The Battalion have played the R.A.F. and the Balloon
Barrage twice. The game against the R.A.F. was very fast,
but the Air Force lasted rather better than we did. The
score was 3—3 after 60 minutes' play, and then the R.A.F.
managed to score 6 more.
We lost to the Balloon Barrage 5—2 the first
match,
but beat them 8—0 the second; they could, however, pro
duce only a scratch team.
Nearly every Company are making their own dart matches,
and H.Q. Company played the Working Men's Club at darts,
snooker and billiards. A very enjoyable evening was had
by all concerned, and we are looking forward to future
matches.
BH.V:
SIGNAL PLATOON.
Here we are again, folks, this is "The Platoon" calling.
The Platoon that delves in more duties than any other In
the Battalion, from communications, erecting electric lights
in cookhouses, running bell circuits, and last, but not
least, fatigues. We are very pleased to be able to perform
the abovementioned duties (except fatigues) for you have
to be a Signaller to know how proud one is to be a member
of the Platoon, that is the "Pride of the Battalion." We
hope you are proud of us (no rude remarks, please).
Many strange happenings have come to pass since our
last editorial. The hungry leave hunters have at last had
their lusts and prayers answered; even our Q.O.G. corres
pondent has had 7 days (leave, not C.B.). We hoped this
would stop the moans, but now they wonder when they will'
get their next leave
With all due respects to our comrades of the M.T.
(who attempted to bum their load in last month's Q.O.G.),
we would like to know who successfully stranded a line party
in the Wilderness, when the N.C.O. in charge of the party was
Guard Commander that evening? Why, the M.T., of course.
(Here's two toffees).
We would like to congratulate (if it is not too late)
L—Cpl. Gurner and L.Cpl. Thomson on their recent promo
tions that came to them at Christmastide (what an Xmas
present)! A great welcome is extended to Cpl. Epsley and
to L.Cpl. Dennis, who we know will help us in every way.
The long hoped for never to come route march has now
been sorrowfully completed, and we are pleased to announce
that the Sigs. came through very well. Even the poor
unfortunates who had to fall out carried on until they
dropped (viva la Siganels).
Congratulations to Pte. Lummes on becoming a father
(dada dada), also to Pte. Eaton on his marriage. May all
your troubles be little ones.
Well, folks, we must leave you now, as duty calls, and
we have to dash off, as always, immediately. So, with all
the best to Sigs. everywhere, we say Solong folks, see you
next month.
What Guard Orderly cooked for the Guard and made
them sick?
What is the attraction at Woolworths?
Who has a motorbike now?
,
Who blew the top off?
Why do two of our pals when off duty go to "A" Coy.?
Am I on Church Parade, Corporal?
Who is next for Guard?
Want some bwead and gwavy?
Where can I get some eggs?
What is a potential Signaller's dream?
Who fell in the mud for fun?
Where is the P.R.I, 'phone?
ANOTHER FALSE ALARM.
A Signaller's life is not a life of bliss.
Daily we hear the cry "Another line is diss,"
We gather our kit and do a bunk,
Taking with us the Human Monk;
He is as useful as can be,
For shinning many an awkward tree.
We wander the line from place to place,
Teeing in hopefully just in case.
The fault we just cannot find.
For there isn't one of any kind,
But to us this is not strange,
The fault's again at the exchange.
"Amigo."
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"A" Company.

No. 3 PLATOON.
Sorry we could not make last month's issue, but we have
been exceedingly busy — mainly on fatigues. No one can
complain that our training has not been progressive, as we
have just lately graduated from drainpipes, etc.
Despite handicaps, largely thanks to the enthusiasm of
2ndLieut. B. H. V
, we have got down to things, and we
are now to be seen handling our weapons quite expertly.
Three of our members have benefitted from courses quite
recently, and a fourth Is due to go shortly.
Our. congratulations to Sgt. AylwardMarchant on being
accepted for the O.C.T.U.; we wish him every success, and
hope that some day he will return to the Battalion.
THINGS WE WOULD LIKE TO KNOW.
.. 1. Does anyone now need a length of drainpipe? "Nick"
need not apply, although he probaby could do with it to
help him out with his "spare" time.
2. What Platoon was it that overlaid and said that
they hadn't had a call?
3. Who was the Orderly Sgt. whom a certain Officer we
know referred to as a scrounger?
CARRIER PLATOON.
Calling all Carriers!'.
Each morning from 10—12.30 we sit and freeze in Con
servative Hall, and, under the supervision of Sgt. "Buster,"
we. get down to the real thing. What he don't know about
Ackerman Linkages, Differential Distributors and Autovacs —
well, just ask the boys; they have all got a mechanical kink
now, and we will soon be like Cpl. P
; ask Cpl. H
how the clutch works.
We are sorry to say that we do not see much of 2ndLieut.
L
these days; he seems to be going from one mess to
another — I suppose that's why they made him Messing
Officer. We hope to see more of him in the near future.
We welcome with open arms our new Platoon Commander,
2ndLieut. M
, whom we all know very well as M.T.O.
He knows all the answers from M.T. to A.C.P., so watch the
results when we get cracking on these Carriei's, which we
hope will be here before the end of the wax.
So cheerio, lads, till next month. Good Beagling.
C.N.
It was Christmas Day in Minster,
That memorable day of the year,
The Carriers had met in the Workmen's Club,
Amid nuts, apples, and bottles of beer.
Then in came the Christmas dinner,
The greatest dinner of all,
We couldn't say anything to that one
About sticking it on the wall.
Then up spake the Carrier Sergeant,
You know the one all (W)right,
He kept the party going —
We wondered if he were tight.
We drank to all the Officers,
Then the Officers drank to the men;
They said we would soon be in civvy street,
But forgot to tell us when.
But now .that is all over,
And back to parades with no shirk,
For the voice of our Sarge was yelling again:
"Are you happy in your work?"

The keynote of our existence since last we appeared; j,n
these pages has been mud. Mud — we lie in it andrcfawl
through it, plaster ourselves and our rifles with ,lt, 'sleep m
it, and sometimes we feel like lying. in it. All thlfe, we
understand. Is called field
training — the troops; have a
word for it! Only once have we had a break from, this, and
that was when two feet of mud gave place tx> four; feet" of
snow, cutting off our transport. Tlie spectacle of ^men dig
ging feverishly not for victory, but for food, was a trifle
ludicrous — but we hope the local council appreciated our
cheap labour.
. . .
Our welcome last month to C.S.M. Horslem' proved a
little premature, but he has at last reached us, and It is
good to have him back with us again:. "2naLleut. C
,
whose arrival we reported in our last notes, is certainly
making his presence felt; his Hibernian ebullience* is sweep
ing all before it, and his ideas on street fightintg
arid
unarmed combat were a real joy to the Company." We fear,
however, that his idea of light exercise in the form of a
two hundred yard bayonet chargecumobstaclerace will not
prove quite as popular.
Talking of exercise, we reluctantly accompanied the Bat
talion on a stroll around our island home the other day.
Although we had no visual proof, we were assured that the
Provost Sergeant and his staff walked behind us to gather
in the unwilling; we certainly saW a lorryload of stretcher
bearers, and we regret that we could. give them no work —
they must have hated spending a complete day in idleness.
Most of us had dinner at the midday halt; the C.S.M. was
one of the exceptions, and, if one may judge from his
comments, an unwilling one: Still, he did get a slice of
bread. After dinner the road became a mudbath, and it
was only force of habit that kept us going. Or were the
leading Platoons trying to get out of earshot of 2ndLieut.
C
's singing? It was towards the end of the 21st mile
that we straightened our aching backs, sloped our arms,
stamped on our blisters, and swaggered jauntily past the
Brigadier. The transformation from wearily plodding round
shouldered flies
of men In uniform, to upright Platoons
marching with a snappy step was little short of miraculous,
and spoke volumes for the way in which our officers have
trained us.
"Acting Unpaid."
SPORT.
Our unconquerable football team has swept its way to
the position of Battalion Champions, neatly obliterating "B"
Company to the tune of 6 goals to 1. Congratulations are
due to Ptes. Archer and Keeling on securing the hattrick.
The darts team has played two matches against "C"
Company, and has been both times beaten by a narrow margin.
We are, however, still biding our time, although the alcoholic
refreshment down here is really too weak to operate our
Londontrained dartsters.
An unaccountable omission from last month's notes was
that incomparable sport known as "Beagling"; we feel that
this sport, consisting as it does in pursuing halfwitted dogs
across country that only a heavy tank could comfortably
negotiate, is well worth a mention. The beagles have given
us many an exhilarating and "voluntary" crosscountry mud
bath.
E.R.A.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
In whose tea does Joan put extra sugar?
Can anyone teach a certain Officer to play the bugle?
Has F
Battery really been taken?
Got any blacking?
!

One night snow fell in Sheppey,
The trucks they have stuck now,
But we have solved the situation.
Using the carrier as a plough.

f—

"B" Company.

Once again the roads are clear,
And Minster is on its way,
So once again the carriers
Have saved yet another day.
CN.

At the moment of going to Press the Beachcombers have
left their beach and gone hill climbing. We hope the other
Company will enjoy the sunbathing and pleasurehaunts as
we.have. 
 
Hut we arc sorry to leave E
, where we made so many
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friends,and. according to the speech given by an E
man,
we feel flattered.
But some people do say such sweet things.
One of our sentries halted some R.As., who told him the
West Kent's won't win the war. Why not? our fellow hotly
retorted. "Because you're always on guard," they replied.
By the way. what was the big mystery at E
? Why
was a wellknown detective masquerading in khaki?
Or
was it just a nobody masquerading behind his pipe?
In cooperation with various members of the Battalion,
two concerts have been given in E
and M
.
At E
the Commanding Officer gave a very interesting
speech, in which he revealed his satisfaction of pleasure and
conduct of the boys.
Oh, by the way, does anybody know who was the Com
pany Coimriander "and Sergt. Major who lost their Company
one day? Tuttut! Awful, don't you think?
Just imagine what would happen if the men lost them
instead.
Good luck "D" and may the sea keep calm for you.

—4

" C " Company.
Calling other companies and pals of the Regiment —
here we are again, the boys of the Shiny "C" making yet
another contribution to the Q.O.G.
it is regretted that our Correspondent "F.E.M." is away
on course, at which we wish him every success.
, . Well, during, the past month the Company has been
through some hard training, but, as we have always said,
the "lads of Shiny "C" upheld our name, doing the training
with great enthusiasm.
. Quite recently the Company went out on one of those
longroute marches, and I am pleased to say the Company
did well, only one man failed to do it. However, he gets
the "opportunity of trying once again (poor fellow) together
With those other people of the Company who were of the
opinion that they had "dodged" it — how are you feeling,
C.Sergt.?
Our hats come off "to' Pte. McAleece who kent going in
spite of the blood which was issuing from his boots, also to
the C.S.M., who I understand visits the M.O. each day now;
I think he asked for Att. "C" "Bed Down," but he had to
be satisfied with Att. "B." Hard luck Jimmie.
In the way of. sport there is very little to recount, but
"A" Company knows we have a good dart team, don't you,
"A"? We . beat them on bur own ground at the "British
Queen," and also duff eyed'them On their, own ground at the
"Plpugh," still; both'were good games, arid' were thoroughly
enjoyed. ;
 We welcome 2ndLieut. E. D. C
to the Company, and
hopethat his stay will be a long and happy one, although
at present he is on loan to "B" Company.
"
;Weshoulddike;to congratulate"Pte; Goudge on his recent
familyincrease, and wonder if there are "any to follow?
" E.E.D.W.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
.. *1. How did Joe P. manage to finish the march, and did
he get any blisters?
2. What does "Bunny" H. think of his crack dart players?
Is it true, they can play darts — if only they could cook???
.3. How was it "Jiihmie B" was not on the route march,
£nd where has he got his blisters. "On his ?????
E.E.D.W.
. .

"R" Company
* Well, here we are once more, another month gone, and
still no invasion. There is only consolation for the continual
waiting, and that is that leave keeps coming round so regu
larly for all coricemed.
  We. still continue with our training, and go out nearly
every day. We have come to the conclusion that whoever
makes out the weekly programme has shares in a'boot polish
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factory. Every time we leave P—— Hill, where we do our
training, it gets smaller, through the mud we take away with
us.
Our Company went on an all day route march recently,
and nobody fell out. Good work lads, keep it up.
With regards to sport, we haven't gone very far afield to
play our games, as nowadays transport is the main drawback.
With games we have played, we have done fairly well, because
we haven't exactly a large selection to choose from, as our
Company is split up. We saw the Battalion team play the
R.A.F. on the 22nd January at S
, and we are seriously
thinking of challenging them to a game.
We are going to hold darts competitions among the
Company in the near future. We are expecting the P.R.I.
to supply the dart board for these games, so the sooner Wfe
get it, the sooner the ball starts rolling. We are also trying
to arrange to have the N.A.A.P.I. billiard room for a couple
of nights, and run a billiard competition.
The darts and
billiards really come under indoor sports, and when the
cold, wet, and windy days of February and March arrive I
think they will be very welcome.
Where entertainment Is concerned, we ourselves have
not actually done a lot, we haven't yet found anyone to
enter into the Battalion concerts, with the exception of
C.S.M. Brewster, who is a complete concert party in himself
He keeps the company's, spirit up, and most decidedly keeps
them cheerful week in and week out. The E.N.S.A. have
supplied us with several good concerts, so with the Battalion
concerts as well, we don't do too badly.
IVANHOE AND PADDY DOYLE. N.B.
A certain guard in this Company who was standing out
side Brigade Headquarters was highly commended by the
Brigadier for his smartness at sentry drill. The C.S.M isn't
blowing his own trumpet, but Ivanhoe, take a special note
of this. We set the example, you do the rest.
"Alark."
4

70th BATTALION
We are very pleased to inform our readers of a major
success in the Boxing Tournament arranged by 12 corps.
We were requested to submit names, and being Y.S., were
rather reluctant to compete against Service BNs'
We
mustered 7 entries, and on Monday 13th managed to survive
the opening day with success. Tuesday 14th, and with
encouraging words we again had 7 competitors left! Thursday
the 16th, our boys still maintained the strength and aggression
required, (they donned the rampart horse loaned by the
I.T.C.) and came through with flying colours with only one
loss against six wins. Friday and the semifinals our team
showed plenty of grit and we were very pleased to see them
carry the fight
so well, not one of "them losing. Not bad
to have six finalists
from seven entries. Saturday was a day
of expectation,, and the results was as follows:
Final of Feathers.—Pte. Roach of "D" Company Q.O.R.W.K.
v. Pte. Welsh, R.A.O.C.. A very fast bout with Roach leading
on points up to the third round, when he went down with
a hard blow to the sola plexus. He put up a grand show and
received plenty of applause.
Final Bantams.—Pte. Welch Q.O.R.W.K. v. Pte. Morgan,
1st L.I.R. A fast thrilling bout with Welch the aggressor. Iri
the second round he almost took the count but the gong
came to his rescue. Round three he fought well and put his
man down with a terrific body blow, thus gaining a win for
the Queen's Own.
Final Welter Weight.—Pte. Suzuki Q.O.R.W.K. v. Fus.
Davies, R.W.F. A really first
class show, although suffering
from a slight cold Suzuki fought a stronger man and was
unfortunately knocked out in the third round after going
down twice.
Final Middle Weight.—Pte. Clark, Q.O.R.W.K. v. L/Bdr
Cahill, R.A. Clark did very well to win this fight on points;
it was a good bout.
Final Light Heavyweight.— Pte. Malioney, Q.O.R.W.K. v
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L/Opl.'Wilson, R.A.O.C. This was considered by most, the
best fight of the evening. Our man did good work with his
left hand and scored many points. After a great fight Mahoney
won, amidst great applause from the hundreds of spectators.
L/Cpl. Wilson was adjudged the bess loser of the meeting.
Final Heavyweights. Here we had to rely on an old stager
in O/Sgt. Mullender, who without training came in from "A"
Company to help the Battalion. He, as was expected, won
a good hard hitting bout, knocking Cpl. Jones of the L.I.R.
out true and proper in the second round. So it can be seen
we took four finals in the .Corps Boxing, against some really
tough opponents, especially the L.I.R. who had over twenty
entries.
Well done the 70th you upheld the honour of the
Queen's Own.
"Tara"
RUNNING.
. Our 1st Inter Company competition was held on Wednes
day 29th. The entries consisting of eight runners six to
count. It was pleasing to see "A" Coy. from W. M
with an old 2nd Btn. Runner Sgt. Hallett to lead his pack,
although they came last, they had the spirit to turn out and
run on a very heavy and waterlogged course.
The betting was on "F" Coy. but they were beaten by
Shiny "C" Coy. from P
, who packed well to take first
place. The remainder being "F" Coy. 2nd, "B" Coy. 3rd,
"E" Coy. 4th, and "A" 5th.
The first
three home were L/Opl. Heblethwaite, "E"
Coy; Pte. Godfry, "O" Ooy; and Opl. Swain, "B" Coy. We hope
to stage a monthly run now that the thing has been really
started. Major H
presented the Oup and Medals to the
winners and it should be mentioned that the Oup In question
was given by the sporting instincts of R.S.M. Baseley and two
old members of the Queen's Own
FOOTBALL.
Our Soccer team has resumed its winning way and is
piling up the goals again. Last Saturday we were asked to
play an exhibition game in connection with S
s War
Weapons week. We certainly gave an exhibition for our for
wards found the net 9 times. "Pullthrough" Cale signalised
his return to the team by scoring 4. By the way, it's not
true that he takes a ladder with him to reach those high
centres and nod them in as he does. Pte. (Dixie) Dean of
"B" Company is playing extremely well in the halfback line
having moved from outsideright and Pte. Solomans of "C"
Company who has come into the team is adding punch to
the attack.
RUGGER.
God bless you Merry Gentlemen,
Chelsea may win the Oup,
Our Rugger team might win some day,
Shut up, Shut up, Shut up.
"Nuff said."

*

Battalion Headquarters
Headquarters, these days, is indulging in manly opposition
to the fates, in that its staff is somewhat depleted, due to
the appearance of those latewinter Ogres "Colds and Flu'
etc." The writer of this meagre epistle is vainly endeavouring
bo make some despairing attempts at concentration amid
the moans and groans of some bewailing unfortunates.
I will let you into the secret: — A certain honoured and
very popular Officer attached to this Regiment has tempor
arily sacrificed his popularity on the alter of duty. Following
the.example of the mythical Spider he enticed some uninit
iated flies into his "Lifesaving" Parlour to provide them with
certain "Lifeprolonging" concoctions. Well! this stuff must
have a delayed action, for upon reports frcm the contaminated
they feel nearer death this morning than at any time in
their career.
After a week of prolonged suffering we welcome back with
open arms our morning "Teamakerincb ief" who has been
plying his profession in his own domestic circle. But, his

proteges! how my stomach rolls at this painful thought,
SUGGESTION, Army School for "Morning Teamakers."
We welcome to Headquarters L/c Giles and Pte. Glanfield
and trust that they will enjoy becoming members of our
happy band. Old regular readers of the "Q.O.G." may re
member the latter as "Incognito" the former "Buster"
correspondent of "A"Oompany, 1st Battalion.
The Regimental dance held on Wednesday, 29th January,
1941, proved a roaring success.
Our R.S.M. excellently performed the duties of Master
of Ceremonies. Who was the wag who proclaimed that every
time he passed our revered senior W.O. he expected to hear
"Pick 'em up there!" roared at him?
Oh yes, strains of harmony floated from a portion of
the platform occupied by a certain Sergeant whose duty
environment is one that certainly cannot be considered, to
say the least, har monious.
Our Commanding Officer set a good example in stamina
by outstepping most of the younger ones.
Our Officers turned up almost in full strength and made
a big contribution to the success of the evening.
We would like to register our thanks to the Adjutant
for his kind contribution towards the success of the evening.
("Good health, sir.")
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Who suggested an exclusive dance for the "Janker
Wallahs"?
Who was the policeman who pleaded a dance with
Mrs H
?
What is the Bren Gun rod trick?
Who thought the best way to pick up a shilling lying
on the floor in a room, was to get out of the window first?
Who lost the "Bob"?
Who threw a sandbag over the fence?
Why a certain N.C.O. on being wakened replies,
"Yes dad"?
So my dear bored readers, as my senior Niggerdriver is
bawling at me to get down to official business, I must love and
leave you. This is "Heckling Hector of Headquarters" ringing
off.
4

"A" Company.
We are so busy getting other people to do our work for
us that this will be a brief effusion.
Our Junior Leader Brtn has left us for a while. Peace
now reigns in the O.M. It was his wont to regale us in the
evening with song and dance, playing his guitar and
executing, or murdering, the Big Apple with Mr. Oks. How
ever he had a flair for organisation and thereby helped us
to fleece the R.A.F.
We also regret the departure of our biblical number
who used to starve us into submission by failing to produce
skates to convey us to breakfast.
We now eat all day to make up for lost time.
Pillboxes are the topic of the day. We do hope that
they too will not be made of the same material as our
Tarran Huts.
Living in the latter makes us hungry,
surrounded as we are by solidified but inedible food.
Round the posts we hear that Mr. Ots is wondering
what happy events will mature in Oronk's Cradle. He is
also recovering from shock sustained on learning that one
of his rifles had been cleaned three days ago.
No. 4 post is keeping up its reputation for waylaying
unwary motorists, its latest triumph being to bag a Major.
While No. 3 post is busy wondering what to grow in Mr.
Prcy's cavity, No. 2, stung by repeated shafts of wit at the
expense of its garden have gone in for crazy paving.
Our stationmaster, S/L Messerschmitt, who was rather
upset by our floors,
has now cheered up considerably. His
emu has returned to the nest and we welcome it or him.
Finally we must not close without mentioning that we
place the comfort of our troops before everything. Mr.
Frbs is having electric light and hot and cold water laid
on to one of his "Billets,"
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What more do you want?
We are obviously prepared for every emergency.
We should like to point out that we hate,
Being kept at our post by a skate,
That is usually lost,
But away from our post,
Why, we hope it will always be late;

SB"

Company.

Life in "B" Company is slowly returning to normal, as
a large portion of the men have now returned from Guard
duties in distant spots. The Company is now a more imposing
sight than the mere handful of men who supported it in
name a month ago.
Bad weather having handicapped our outdoor activities
fnost of our time has been spent by a series of lectures
given by the Officers on such subjects as:— Map Reading,
Military Law. Field Tactics and Use of Platoon Weapons,
etc. These lectures are followed by a number of Oral and
Written Examinations, which, we discovered to our regret,
were of a very searching nature. The final
results were,
however, very good on the whole.
As the majority of the Company passed T.O.E.T.S with
flying colours and reached the required standard in Range
Courses 1940, we were hoping to rest on our laurels having
received proficiency pay when Lt. B
brought to our
notice a very disturbing factor. It is that we have to qualify
annually for this extra pay and that each year the standard
required is slightly higher than that of the year before.
A very popular and instructive item in our programme
although it is at the moment limited to N.C.O's has been
arranged by 2nd Lt. T. M
and it is a weekly debate
on subjects such as "The use of Artillery", "The possibilities
of ArmyAirforce Cooperation", etc.
The very heated
arguments that follow generally result in some valuable
knowledge being gained by both sides.
Before I close I should like to do what I am sure all
the Companies will be doing this month and that is to
congratulate all the Battalion, especially L/Cpl. Mahoney,
J. D. and Pte. Clarke, O. from "B" Company, who took part
in that magnificent boxing display from which our Battalion
collected so much glory.
K.A.H.
4
( t

C"

Company.

Once again our contribution for the Buster is due, and
looking back over the past month, we justly feel that all the
Battalion must acknowledge, that our forecast in the last
Buster has come true, and that "C" Company has not only
arrived, but is looking round for "Fresh Fields to Conquer".
The Company Boxing team won five
contests in the
intercompany Boxing Tournament and as the boys were
represented by seven members, the result gave us great
satisfaction. Pte. Tanday won on a technical knockout,
and was in great form. Pte's. Crow, Taylor, Thomas, and
Godfrey winning on points, "Tiny" Harding and Solomon
lost their decisions on points, still, "Tiny and Sol" better
luck next time.
Football is still going strong, and a match with "F"
Company resulted in a drawn game 44, Pte. Naylor keeping
for "F" Company played a brilliant game.
Four dart matches were played in the last month, two
against the "Home Guard" and two v. "The Locals"; the
"Coy" lost each time on the last "Leg." Lt. J
winning
the highest throw in a knockout contest, threw a nifty dart.
"Dame Rumour" has it that once more we pack our
Old Kitbags, and move to a destination "Unknown" and 'tis
said that A/A Posts and Patrols don't exist, so we are looking
forward, Yes. In closing, we thank the Officers and N.O.Os
who worked to put "O" Company on the map.

THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Who's Kissy and why?
Where's the "Sgt. Majors" "Rompers?
"Spit and Polish."
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"D" Company

These are "D" Company notes, and what a Company!
I really believe that even the C.S.M. is getting to be quite
proud of them!
Since our last Q.O.G. effort, we have been on the move
again. Most of us were sorry to leave the hilltops of P.F.
and F.H. etc. However, we are now busy getting settled in
at our new post, and the men are feeling quite important
in this precarious corner.
The rations come and go, the mud is here and stays,
and the cleaning up goes on for ever!
During the past month things in general have been
quiet with us. We had a very good concert at the Village
Hall, H
, given by the "Rioters" of Chelsea, consisting
of four charming ladies and a spicy masculine compere.
The lovely soprano pleased everyone, especially when she
walked among the troops bestowing her gentle caresses and
affectionate gestures; our D.R. was generously favoured, and
the little cockney Sergeant had a good time.
Also 2nd Lt. D
returned to billets with a nice
decoration of lipstick!
Pte. O'Leary gave a good account of himself when
assisting in a short sketch, but why did he look so
embarrassed when requested to take his hat off?
A great item at cur new quarters is the inauguration of
an Officers'. Mess. This is nearly a success under the capable
management of our Company P.M.O., 2nd Lt. K
.
The Company en bloc here take the opportunity of
congratulating Lt. S.D. O
on his promotion, and wish
him the best of success in his ardous administration duties.
We are glad to retain the services of Mr. Bunning and
Mr. Knifton, and welcome Mr. Hopkinson and Mr. Todd in
our midst with the loan of other stalwarts of "E" Company,
and feel sure they will be happy with us.
At this point our congratulations are tendered to L/Cpl.
Roach and L/Opl. Birnie on their splendid report from the
recent Cadre course, also congrats. to L/Cpl. Roach and
Pte. Welch for their magnificent performance in the Corps
Boxing Tournament
We rather regret that more members
of our famous boxing team were not on view at this event.
Talking of sport reminds me that owing to our recent
emigration we were unable to send our Running team to
compete in the Battalion Competition. However, its rather
nice to give our friends in other Companies a chance to
shine occasionally. Look out you fellows at the next Run
ning event!
By the way, our sentries are getting good. Today the
Skipper was walking round, and' at one post the sentry
challenged him and asked to see his identity ticket. The
Skipper said, "Now what's the idea my man, surely you know
me!" "Yes Sir" says the sentry, "but I'll have a look at
your identity card, you might be a fake for all I know!"
Numerous lectures of interest have been given during
the past month by the Officers, O.S.M., etc., and the spirit and
tone of the Platoons at the moment, is to say the least,
quite gratifying.
L/Cpl. Wells and his section have worked jolly hard
and are to be congratulated on the work they have carried
out in here in getting the main stokehold cleaned out and
the hot water system in grand order. Lots of really hot
shower baths for all are now the order of the day.
I notice the art of Improvisation in effect. Today one
of the men was thoroughly cleaning his rifle with his
shaving brush! I rather expect in the morning to hear of
him shaving with a pullthrough and fourbytwo! ,
One of our new cooks isn't too good at the time of
writing. He was given a quantity of bone to make soup
with, and after boiling for some time, he threw the soup
away, and proudly exhibited the bones! They certainly
were clean!
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One of the things we want to know, incidentally, before
closing down, is why, when a certain warrant officer asked
that tide leave roster might be kept by somebody who had
less to do, his gaze alighted on Lieut. C. P. B
who
happened to be seated in the offing.
One word more, and only one, In case any of you readers
should wonder at the number of moves this Company under
goes, I must refer you to our Company motto: —
"It is cheaper to move than to pay rent."

"E" Company
Let us begin by congratulating our four .new Lance
Corporals on the excellent reports that they obtained on
leaving the last Cadre Course; we are all proud of them
These N.C.O's will go a long way! !
Certain unfortunate members of the Company have been
chosen by S/I B
to give a P.T. Display! If the weather
is as it is now we should find this a fairly cool job, and are
looking forward to it very much. Extensive training will
preceed the actual display I think, including. Leadership,
Boxing and Unarmed (described by one N.O.O. as Onearmed)
Combat.
We are still carrying on as best we can, but have not yet
learnt the art of producing "1 eff. 12 men" out of two Mess
Orderlies and a Company Olerk. but no doubt we shall
eventually learn the secret of it, and become past masters
of the game.
At present I am sorry to say that the Company is not
able to do a great deal in the line of sport. With all our
men spread all over the universe it is impossible to organise
any system of Soccer or Rugger matches. But when we
are all together again I hope that once more I shall be
successful in bringing the other members of the Sports
Committee out of the dormant state in which they at
present find themselves.
I think that closes the article for this month, so until
next time, "Cheerio, Everyone."
"Tom Follicul.

"F" Company
"FLASH" Great news scandal in the district of T
Editor of "F" Coy. column is at it again, why hasn't he
been sued for libel? Why is he not stopped? How can he
be stopped? I am sorry Gentlemen he cannot be stopped,
it's out of the question, it's impossible (I hope).
Once more I bring to you the news from "F" Coy.
as I see it, not as other people tell you. Some unknown
person has been saying that our Sgts. are unkind; it's not
true. Listen to me and' hear the truth; there is no propa
ganda served up from this Coy. We now have in our care
a bunch of very fragile P.T. experts. You people who read
this column know that I said we were nursemaids; this
instance proves it.
Another L/Cpl. has arrived back from a P.T. course, and
is awaiting his report, probably scared stiff. We entered our
team for the Battalion crosscountry run. Seven out of eight
came in the first fifteen,
I wonder where the other one was,
I did heax* he ran the course twice. "B" Coy. challenged us
to a football match and it ended in a draw, four each. A
Sgt. who played for our opponents said they could have
beaten us twelve to nothing; why they didn't is easily
answered. Our most talented artist Van Adam is not with
us this month, he has been put on guard or put out of the
way by one of his victims. Telephone operators are getting
popular lately. When the phone rings there is a sound of
galloping hooves, and a certain Sgt. answers the phone w
a very cute "Hallo". Well I must finish
this piece of liter
ature with a thing I would like to know.
Who is the man that sobbed on a woman's shoulder?
SpiKC.

"R" Company
We are still undergoing very Intensive Training and the
Arctic conditions by day and by night should qualify us
for Service in any Northern or Southern Arctic Region.
In the intervals of the rush and tear of our daily life,
time was found to play a Soccer Match between Officers
flnix N.C.O's and the Privates. Mr. E
, resplendant in
a very becoming white sweater obscured the goal and his
"natty" ultra shorts, showing off his figure to a "T", drew
the eyes of the Fans like a magnet. Needless to say the
inevitable Pipe was well to the fore. Lt. P
played
a dashing game at insideleft, his nimbleness, we are informed
being due to training activities in connection with mice
catching, at which sport (?) he is now most proficient. He
has been awarded Special Proficiency Pay on this account.
The kick off was taken by Volunteer R. J. P
.
A.T.S. the height of same being appreciated greatly by
the 22 lusty players. The game was fast and open, the
Privates being defeated by 5 goals to nil, due in large measure
to the fact that they hung on to the ball too long; also
some of their best players were unfortunately away ill.
Cpl. H
played particularly well, an offer for his
transfer to the Battalion Team being turned down. It was
noticed that the rightwing on the seniors side was starved
of the ball after the opening minutes, presumably as when
he had the chance of kicking the ball he either sat down
or violently kicked the air. We heard some peculiar remarks
from the touchline such as: "Don't hurt him or you wont
get any pay on Friday! The game was refereed by
, who with his eyeglass firmly tucked under
Capt. G
neath his brow, dashed from end to end of the field with
great agility.
A return game is to be played and the Privates should
win in view of the threats uttered by Sgt. L
, who was
acting as long stop to the "Vision in White". O.S.M. B
has threatened to play this time and it is felt that he
should, if anly to give the lads a chance of showing him a
thing or two.
...
Another Boxing Tournament is being arranged, and if
the standard of the previous one is reached, it should prove
to be very enjoyable.
From the foregoing it might be deduced that this
Company is only interested in sport. The fact of the matter
is however, that every one knows there is a war on and if
we gave details of our real activities, it might give useful
data to the enemy. Anyhow plenty of activity in chasing the
ball will make the troops fit.
Ask Musso, he should know.
INDISCREET ENQUIRIES
1. What Staff Tabs should the Officer i/c Mouse Catching
and Training wear. (White)?
2. Has Volunteer R. J. P
. A.T.S. (personal Typist
to O.C. Coy.) been granted proficiency pay for her speedy
typing with two fingers? (Ruthless!)
3 When is Central Heating not Central Heating?

Sergeants' Mess.
Greetings to all Messes of the Queen's Own. We have
at last secured an habitable abode as a Mess, small in some
respects but very comfy. It is rumoured that one very young
member has offered the Cook, extra pay for a second helping
daily.
.
Some members of the Mess are getting quite used to
the comforts now, as they are tired by the time they walk
from Coy. H.Q. to the M.H. Still I feel sure they will get
used to it. and enjoy life as one surely can in a Sgts. Mess
We trust all members who are fortunate to get leave ana
live near by will pay us a visit.
We welcome you to the Y.S. Btn. Sgts. Mess.
We trust a certain member will soon return from sick
leave. ' Full of the fruits of home comforts. This being his
first spell after nearly 9 months of hard? (What do you
drink),
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INFANTRY TRAINING
CENTRE
"C"

Company.

Digging, and still more digging—this has been the general
routine for the past month, and if the word Invasion spells
digging, then we have got a hellofalot to do yet, but I think
most of us welcome this way of keeping warm during this
cold spell. One other way is to get to grips with the Nasties:
maybe we shall manage to keep them very warm—the sooner
the better. (German papers and periodicals please note.)
Apart from digging we have had some enjoyable gatherings
during the month. Dances are run twice weekly; these are
becoming very popular. Whist drives are held weekly, and
last but not least are the boxing tournaments, which, I am
sure, are looked forward to with keenest interest.
By the time that this is in print we shall have bid adieu
to a considerable number of the Company. We wish them
the very best of luck and good hunting to wherever they may
be going. Maybe we shall meet again in civvy life to renew
acquaintances and enjoy a pint together, after we have put
paid to Adolf's account.
Congratulations to Sgts. Turpin and Davies; also to Cpls.
King and Cunningham on their recent promotion. Three of
our N.C.O.s have just lately returned from Courses; the results
of these are not yet known. We hope that all three obtained
D's. Joe seems to be looking rather intelligent since return
ing; his notes caused him to use up six pencils!
We regret the death of Major Balbernie, M.C., who,
although not actively associated with the Company, will be
remembered by a considerable number.
It is also regretted that the C.S.M.'s joy in life has now
been transferred to S
. We wish him good luck with his
new command in the 8th Battalion.
We are very pleased to see Lieut. D
about once again
and hope that his stay with us will be a long one.
BOXING.
Congratulations to Pyrenees Platoon on winning the Com
pany Novices; they were closely followed by Marne Platoon.
Some very good scraps were witnessed, the winners of the
respective" weights being as follows: — Bantamweight, Pte.
Delaney; featherweight, Pte. Parsons; lightweight, Pte.
Knowles; welterweight, Pte. Austin; lightheavyweight, Pte.
Plumpton; best loser, Pte. Carrett.
"C" v. "D."
Some splendid fights were witnessed in this InterCompany
Tournament, and a word of praise is due to all those that
took part. Ptes. Rose and Austin willingly fought heavier
opponents and came through their scraps with flying colours.
The final score was in favour of the Dons by 20£ points to
18J points—a very close affair. Watch yourselves very closely
next time, Dons.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Who was the N.C.O. who had his case abolished by the
O.C. Company?

4
"D"

Company

We are opening this month's Buster with the great news
of "D" Company's victory and fine performance of sportsman
ship put up by both "D" Company and "C" Company in the
Novices' Boxing Competition.
We must thank the O.C. Companies respectively for the
prizes and interest taken in the men, and also pass a vote of
thanks to Q.M.S.I.
and P.T. Staff for the coaching and
advice given to the contestants.
A very sporting gesture was noted and also appreciated
by the men when Capt. Trumper allowed the best loser of his
Company to accept the Cup from the Commanding Officer in
the ring.
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So much for the sporting event of the month. Now lor
the serious part of the business.
Most of the Company's time this month has been spent
in digging, and they tell me that Sgt. Seabourne now swings
that wellknown song in his sleep, DIG — DIG — DIG. Well,
all right. Well, all right!
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
What sergeant told his men after the dreaded T.A.B. to
keep moving about and swinging their arms, and when punc
tured himself had 48 hours' Atten. C. Bed Down?
Who put the silk garters in Sgt. Harrison's laundry? (Is
my face red?)
What young lady has lost all the sparkle out of her eyes
and all her charm since the P.O. Platoon has gone? (Bad luck,
Kate.)
Is it true that the ColourSergeant of this Company was
seen in Woolworths buying a packet of hair curlers the other
day? (O, Jimmy, how could you!)
Is it true that Vic? is applying for seven days' passion
leave?
What does Sgt. Jefferies think of the Greek position?
We congratulate Cpls. Often and Castro on their return
from what we hope was a successful drill course.
Beware, you N.C.O.s in the Corporals' Mess!
B.B.B.

*
"E" Company
COMPANY "H.Q."
Well, readers, here we are again with another batch of
Specialist news. I must apologise for our absence from the
Buster last month, but being on leave at the time of going
to press I was unable to oblige, and in my absence no one else
apparently thought anything about it. After reading this
excuse I'm sure you will ignore the rude remarks made by the
Signals about me. It is only jealousy in any case.
Since our last epistle we have had vast changes amongst
our officers. We regret to record the departure of Capt.
R. K. D
(not to mention John), and also 2/Lieuts. K. B.
S
. D. M. K
, D. P. C
. and C. E. B. B
S
.
We wish them all the very best, and hope they will be as happy
in their new sphere fis they have been with us.
We welcome to the Company 2/Lieuts. W. H. V. L
.
K. B
, and N. H. B
, and hope that their stay will be
a long and happy one.
2/Lieut. B
is already costing us a large proportion of
our week's money (which isn't a lot in any case) in aspirins,
as our heads simpTy ache with his games teasers.
We are very pleased to report that another of our trusty
little band has turned up "trumps," namely, Pte. White
("Blanco" to you), who is the proud father of a bonny
daughter.
Rumour also has it that Ken is taking the plunge shortly;
we hope that he makes it before leave is stopped, as it will
be a fine
excuse to have drinks on the "house." We are
considering wi'iting to his future wife to "spill the beans,"
if leave doesn't soon come our way. Anyway, we wish him
all the very best, and he can't say we haven't warned him.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Who rode the dead donkey to Ashford?
What is a Colour Bloke's mate's mate? We've got one.
Where does Shirley hibernate?
How many batmen has the C.S.M. got?
Well, for the present I leave you. and if I don't see you
some more, Hello!
" Keyboard."
SIGNALS.
Owing to a brief mental lapse on the part of the Company
Clerk, we regret to say that last month's correspondence was
lost, and, amongst other waste paper, placed in the "File for
Fire."
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We try again this time with more success, we hope, and
open up with the deeds and doings of the Platoon.
October Squad classified and all but two passed, which
was a good show on the part of themselves, and, of course,
their two A.I.s—Bill and Tug. Since, some have ISTt us, and
the remainder are settling down to more advanced work in
the shape of schemes, gaining experience from practical instead
of lectures and their notebooks.
January Squad are halfway. through their training and
getting in their stride. They struggle masterly through
Procedure, pause and ponder on MultiAdds with furrowed
brows, and generally talk in terms of "iddyumpty," AC and
BEER without batting an eyelid.
The new arrivals, under Sgts. August and Wilson, are still
in the stages when a Signaller thinks nasty thoughts about
Messrs. Morse and Vaill, but will soon grasp the Morse Code
and know the difference between AC and Z.
We take this opportunity of saying "Cheerio and all the
best" to 2/Lieut. K. B. S
, who has gone to "Somewhere
else in England," and at the same time welcome 2/Lieut.
J. M. W
, who is now our Signal Officer and is well known
for his energetic methods and is a very useful outsideright
in our football team. His lectures to the platoon on Gas have
been very instructional to all, and his notebook ardently
perused by the A.I.s.
Congratulations to L.Cpl. Harrisson on his promotion to
the "dizzy heights."
A card has been received from 2/Lieut. J
, who left us
some time ago to go to a place where the sun is hot, and we
are glad to say he is very well (had 4 cokernuts stoppages last
month).

QUERIES AFTER A.R.
Instructor: "Figures 1432—check back."
Pupil: "2341."
Sevenoaks—school children—grenades.
Does the old squad like meeting Sgt. Wilson at the dances
on Monday night?
The Barber—rifle oil and his reputation.
That's all!
R.S.
A.C.P. WHEELED.
Once again the M.A.D., M.M.R., or A.C.P. (Wheeled) salutes
its readers and apologises for the lack of correspondence last
month and for the shortness of it' this month. If the truth
be told, quite a lot was entered last month and it was seen
to enter the Censor's office. After that it seemed to disappear
and it is thought that it made its escape in the waste paper
basket disguised as a screwedup ball of salvage or something
like that.
A few days ago we had to say farewell to our wellliked
leader, Capt. R. K. D
, who has left us for somewhere else,
and in his place we welcome once again 2/Lieut. L
. It is
announced, with great joy that the injury sustained by a certain
person whilst playing table tennis has left him with no
deformity, and does not appear to affect him in any way in
his new job. All ranks of the A.C.P. (Wheeled) send best
wishes to all ranks of other units of the Q.O.R.W.K.R.
There is only one question I would like to ask before I
close—Who is Purple, the hero of small children at Sevenoaks?
Cneerio, readers, and best wishes to you all, with special
salutation to all my old pals (and Dicky Day's pals) in Malta.
" Chota Saweesh."
M.T.
Here we are again with the old "Blue Pencil" still working.
As speaking of troop movements is banned, we'll just
inform you that we have moved up one place in the Sports
League.
After a very interesting tournament we lost the
championship to the Signal Platoon. As we start another
tournament shortly, we intend to win this time. "The suppers
are on you, Sigs."
We are sorry to lose the "Wrecker" to.the A.C.P. and hope
he doesn't start taking carriers to pieces.
Sorry we are so short this time, more next.
" Ferdinand."

DIARY OF WAR EVENTS
DECEMBER 15th, 1940, to JANUARY 11th, 1941.

Dec. 15th.—British cross Libyan border on wide front in
continued pursuit of Italians. Widespread hostile night
activity over Britain.
Dec. 16th.—British occupy Solium and Fort Capuzzo. Heavy
R.A.F. attacks on Mannheim, Bordeaux, Bari, and Durazzo.
South and East African troops in Kenya raid El Wak.
Dec. 17th.—British advanced troops reach Bardia; total of
prisoners taken in Libya now 40,000. R.A.F. again raid
Mannheim. Greek advance continues all along front
in Albania.
Dec. 18th.—R.A.F. raid Mannhiem, Lorient, Milan, Genoa, and
Valona. Greeks occupy Himara.
Dec. 19th.—British close round Bardia, held by 30,000
Italians left behind as rearguard. R.A.F. attack enemy
targets in Germany, France, Italy and Norway. Heavy
fighting in Albania, where Italian counterattacks are
repulsed.
Dec. 20th.—R.A.F. bomb Berlin, Amsterdam and other targets.
Heavy hostile air attack on Liverpool at night.
Dec. 21st.—R.A.F. attack Ruhr and Rhineland and targets
in Low Countries, France and North Italy. Second
hostile air raid on Merseyside. In Albania Greeks make
further local advances.
Dec. 22nd.—Government changes announced; Lord Halifax
to be Ambassador to U.S.A., Mr. Eden to Foreign Office,
Capt. Margesson to War Office. Enemy night raid on
Manchester. R.A.F. raid targets in Germany and Italy.
Dec. ,23rd.—Mr. Churchill broadcasts to Italian people.
Dec. 24th.—Enemy night attack on Liverpool. Raid by Fleet
Air Arm on Tripoli and on Italian convoy in Mediter
ranean; two enemy ships sunk.
Dec. 25th.—Italians raid Corfu.
Dec. 27th.—Heavy hostile night raid on London. R.A.F.
attack targets in Germany and Germanoccupied territory.
Dec. 28th.—More R.A.F. attacks on hostile targets; no enemy
air action.
Dec. 29th.—Heavy air attack with incendiary bombs on City
of London; many fires and much damage caused. Attack
by enemy surface raider on British convoy in Atlantic
beaten off; raider damaged and supply ship sunk.
Dec. 30th.—Greeks score further local successess in Albania
despite bad winter weather..
Dec. 31st.—Government announce plans for more fire
service watchers.
1941.
Jan. 2nd.—Heavy R.A.F. attack on Bremen.
Jan. 3rd.—British attack on Bardia begun successfully.
Second R.A.F. raid on Bremen.
Jan. 4th.—Attack on Bardia makes good progress. Third
R.A.F. raid on Bremen. Enemy raid Bristol.
Jan. 5th.—Bardia surrenders after short attack, in which
Australian troops played leading part. 45,000 prisoners
and much booty captured.
Jan. 6th.—President Roosevelt promises increase of American
aid to Democracies resisting aggression.
Jan. 7th.—British occupy El Adem, aerodrome in Libya and
push to west of Tobruk. Small weekly losses of Allied
shipping reported.
Jan. 8th.—U.S.A. mobilises Navy to full war strength.
Jan. 9th.—German air raids on London and elsewhere. R.A.F.
attack Emden and Wilhelmshaven.
Jan. 10th.—Greeks occupy Klisura. Patrol encounters in
Kenya and Sudan. Revolt beginning against Italians in
Abyssinia. R.A.F. raid Naples and Messina and damage
Italian warships in these harbours. Daylight air at
tack on Pas de Calais carried out by R.A.F. with good
results.
Jan. 11th.—Heavy enemy air attack on Portsmouth; 6 enemy
aircraft destroyed. Men aged 36 register for National
service.
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"Gaza," "Defence of Kut A1 Amara," "Sharqat."
THE

GREAT

WAR

1917,

'18,"

"Gallipoli,

1915,"

BATTLE HONOURS—18 BATTALIONS :

"Mons," "Le Cateau," "Retreat from Mons," "Marne. 1914," "Alsne, 1914," "La BassSe, 1914," "Messines, 1914, '17,"
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"Le Transloy," "Ancre Heights," "Ancre, 1916,
'18,"
Arras, 1917, '18," "Vimy, 1917," "Scarpe, 1917," "Oppy,"
."Pilckem," "Langemarck, 1917," "Menin Road." "Polygon Wood," "Broodseirde," "Passchendaele," "Cambrai, 1917, '18,"
"St. Quentin," "Rosieres," "Avre," "Villers Bretonneux," "Lys," "Hazebrouck," "Kemmel," "Amiens," "Bapaume, 1918,"
"Hindenburg
Line,"
"Ep6hy,"
"Canal
du
Nord,"
"St.
Quentin
Canal,'' "Courtrai," "Selle," "Sambre,"
"France and Flanders, 191418," "Italy, 1917, '18," "Suvla," "Landing at Suvla," "Scimitar Hill," "Gallipoli, 1915,"
"Rumanl," "Egypt, 191516," "Gaza," "El Mughar," "Jerusalem." "Jericho," "Tell 'Asur," "Palestine, 1917, '18."
J "Defence of Kut al Amara," "Sharqat," "Mesopotamia, 191518."

£6itorial
Once again the Editorship has changed hands, this time
at rather short notice, and we must offer our apologies for
any shortcomings in the current issue.
*

*

*

*

We offer our heartiest congratulations to Captain R. V.
Dowse and 2ndLieut. Barber on their wedding, and wish
them both the best of luck.
*

Amongst the
to see during the
Bonham Carter,
BuchananDunlop,
D.S.O.

*

*

*

many visitors whom we have been glad
past month have been General Sir Charles
K.C.B., C.M.G., D.S.O., Colonel H. D.
C.M.G., D.S.O., and Brigadier N. I. Whitty,

x

*

*

*

Whilst regretting the departure of Miss K. S. Scott, who
has worked so hard and done so much over a prolonged
period, we offer a hearty welcome to Mrs. N. I. Whitty, who
has taken over command of "G" Company of the A.T.S.
*
*
*
*
We would like to draw the special attention of all our
readers to the appeal which is being made in these columns
for the Prisoners of War Fund.
*

*

*

*

There are a large number of prisoners belonging to the
Regiment, who must be looked after, and this is expensive.
*
*
*
*
We heartily congratulate Pte. H. Backhurst on being
awarded the George Medal in recognition of conspicuous
gallantry in carrying out hazardous work in a very brave
manner.

As we go to Press, news has just been received that
Captain Geo. Allen, Secretary, London Branch, and Chairman
of Deptford Social Club, died at Ewell, Surrey, on 18th March.
The details of his career will be published in our next issue.
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COMFORTS FUND.
We publish a further list of subscribers to the
above Fund, and should like to take this opportunity of
expressing our most grateful thanks to all those who have
— during the past months — contributed money and gifts
in kind. We have, since the return of the Expeditionary
Force in France, made every endeavour to build up a store
sufficient to bring comforts to all our Battalions when the
British Army again takes the field.
To provide each of these
Battalions with a good consignment of suitable comforts,
at a time when they may be urgently required, will take
far more than we at present possess. We are, therefore,
more than anxious to add to our stock. Some have perhaps
thought that we should this winter send comforts to those
of our men who are stationed in exposed places. To have
done so would have been to jeopardise our chances of being
able to provide comforts when the men really need them —
when they are facing the enemy in battle. We are hoping
very much that our helpers will not relax their efforts during
the coming months.
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Contributions, or gifts of woollen comforts, will be grate
fully received by:—
Tire Hon. Secretary,
The Comforts Fund,
The Barracks,
Maidstone.
Amounts previously subscribed
Anonymous
Mrs. and Miss Busbridgo
Mrs. B. Boulton
Major C. E. P. Craven
Per Collecting Boxes—
Mrs. Cawston
Lieut.Colonel A. Howe
Aylesford Knitting Party
Sheppard)

£ s. d.
1632 2 8
31 0 0
5 6
1 0 0
2 2 0
s. d.
5 0
11 0
(per

Mrs.
16 10

1 12 10

Mrs. Hewitt
Mrs. Hoad and friends
Brig. O. Y. Hibbert. D.S.O., M.C
"Kent Messenger" Shilling Fund
Miss Betty Leech (4 monthly subscriptions of 10/)
Mrs. Lynch White
The Old Contemptibles' Association (Maidstone
Branch)
The Queen's Own Past and Present Association (per
Mr. Stringer)
Mrs. Stiff
Mrs. M. Sutton
Mrs. E. A. Sharpin
By Sale of Wastepaper

5
1 0
2 10
1 11
2 0
1 1

0
0
0
4
0

1

0

o

13
2
0
7

9
6
0
0
0

1684 0
Amount already spent on Wool and Comforts . . 1086 12

7
3

7

5

Balance in Hand £597

8

0
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relatives are unable or not desirous of forwarding parcels,
this will be done by the Committee.
This, together with the collecting of comforts, makes a
great deal of work, which is most admirably performed, as
a volutary effort, by Mrs. Love and Mrs. Brooks, and various
Officers of the I.T.C.
In order that the work may go on, and especially as
more comforts will be needed when Battalions leave England,
it is desired to appeal to all who are interested in the Regi
ment, to make a special effort to support the fund financially.
Many subscribers have promised to give further sub
scriptions, and it appears to the Committee that now is the
time when more cash is required. Despite the many appeals,
it is possible that where these funds have been overlooked,
further subscriptions could now be sent to the Treasurer at
the Depot.
All Officers and other ranks serving with Battalions make
a monthly subscription from their pay to the Prisoners of
War Fund, and subscriptions from those who feel they are
able to help will be most gratefully received.
It is appreciated that financial
calls in these times are
many and varied, but there is an urgent need at all times
for the Prisoners of War, and in view of the likelihood of
more active operations with so many of our Battalions, lt
is essential that the Comforts Fund should be able to send
comforts to Battalions immediately they embark away from
Home Stations.
Subscriptions should be addressed to:—
The Treasurer,
Regimental Prisoners of War and Comforts Funds,
The Barracks,
Maidstone.

CORRESPONDENCE
Somewhere Abroad.
October 28th. 1940.

PRISONERS OF WAR FUND ACCOUNT.
RECEIPTS.
£

Balance per last Account
January Subscriptions—
1st Battalion
7th Battalion
8th (H.D.) Battalion
10th Battalion
70th Battalion

s. d.

0 0
3 6
3 12 10
9 0 2
11 10

February Subscriptions—
8th (H.D.) Battalion
Depot—
2

Sergeants' Mess
Other Ranks
Sundry Donations

£ s. d.
772 5 8

48

4

4

19
5
0

0
6
0

8

4

19 8 10
2 10 0
£842 12 10

PAYMENTS.
Parcels sent by nextofkin
Postage
Cheques
Balance in hand

£ s. d
27 1 5
2 0 10
16 8
812 13 11
£842 12 10

The Committee dealing with the Regimental Comforts
Fund and the Prisoners of War Fund has been reconstituted
under the Chairmanship of Colonel Cheale.
Much valuable work has been done by the Chairman,
and the Red Cross Society have now agreed to issue the
Personal Labels to the Regimental Committee.
The nextofkin have been addressed, and in cases where

Dear Editor,
Am very pleased always to get the Q.O.G., and please go
on sending it out, as there are several of the R.W.K. out
here, and it is about our only contact with the Regiment.
I was particularly glad to see the Roll of Honour, as the
"Times" could not supply sufficient information, and was very
sorry indeed to see, amongst others, the death of Marcus
Keane. His brother is not far away, and last year he was
secondincommand of the Battalion I was in.
There are five officers and two N.C.Os. of the Regiment
here, and perhaps it may be of interest to your readers to
hear about them.
"Tank" Western is Commanding a Battalion of Infantry,
and they have had a fair amount of skirmishing with the
enemy.
C. A. B. Brownlie is a Company Commander in another
Battalion, and is quite close to me, though I have not yet
contacted him.
Brian Hazelton is in another part of the world to me. I
hear he has written a text book on Section Tactics.
Willie Spurr, married, at the moment is an A/Major
Commanding their Depot. He missed S
, although his
Battalion was there.
While I was Adjutant of
we had a great time, and
almost a minor Dunkirk, but the Eytyes are no great shakes
at the war game, or I wouldn't be alive; we're now back in
the line.
C.S.M. Weston is also here in another Battalion. I saw
a lot of him earlier in the war.
C.S.M. Osborne, who the old prewar 1st Battalion Tpr.
Section will remember, was in
too.
He was in the
position where alone they held up
three Brigades of Eytyes for five days. I am told by Officers
of his Battalion he did extraordinarily well.
Perhaps you would publish this letter in your pages if
you've got the space, and you might tell me any news of
Kip Keenlyside, or "Boots," if you know it. I see my tennis
partner is a prisoner of war.
Yours,
Roddy Fyler (Capt. A. R. Fyler).
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IV.—MONTAGUE AND THE MAOHINEGUN.

Reprinted by kind permission ot the Proprietors of "Punch."
We heard it through the usual channels. That Is to
say, the General gave an order to the BrigadeMajor, the
BrigadeMajor's clerk told, in confidence, one of the orderlies,
who told a friend, who that night in the canteen met a pal
in the Army Service Corps, and our Adjutant heard it next
afternoon from the Quartermaster. Three days later of course
he got the official letter about it, but that's nothing; it takes
a priority telegram at least to get ahead of our Quarter
master.
The letter was about machineguns. I don't know any
thing about machineguns myself, but apparently somebody
had complained that the habit of carrying one's machine
guns on the backs of mules was all very well in theory, but
in practice it took too long to get into action. If, so to
speak, the enemy met you before you met him, he sat down
and picked you off at leisure, while you, I gather, up to the
waist in shavings and cardboardboxes and excited mules,
were trying to fit your gun together and wondering who had
borrowed the spanner and where your fool of a man had
packed the bullets.
The General had apparently been stirred by this com
plaint, and his letter suggested that our experts should ex
periment with mules and machineguns and devise some
means by which, if occasion demanded, the machinegun
might be fired
direct from the back of the mule. The
suggestion was handed to our Lieutenant Swordfrog to deal
with, and I made a mental note to be present at the result.
Three days later the Colonel was invited out to see what
Swordfrog had done. The cast at this dressrehearsal was
very varied. It began with Lieutenant Swordfrog, looking
very important and full of explanations; then there was
Sergeant Haversack, whom one suspected of having supervised
most of the real work; and two worriedlooking lance
corporals who had probably done it. There was also a driver
with a broad grin, and lastly Montague.
Montague is our oldest mule and has decided some while
ago that life holds nothing further for him. He is content
to meditate on his youth, and how hay isn't what it used to
be in his young days, or whatever it is that old mules do medi
tate about. In the intervals he browses peacefully on any
thing that comes his way, from stable doorpost to second
Lieutenant's tunic.
On the audience side were the Colonel, the Adjutant,
loaded with notebooks, B Company Commander, the Regi
mental SergeantMajor, myself, because I wouldn't have
missed it for worlds, and LanceCorporal Pouch, who has a
habit of butting in curiously on these shows to see what's
going on. I was the only one, however, who seemed to know
that he oughtn't to belong, but I couldn't say much as I
was too busy trying to look as if I belonged myself.
The stage was a vast open space on the ranges, lit by
the spring sunlight and surrounded by dangerflags; for
naturally we were going to fire live rounds, at targets which
our Private Trigger, hidden in the butts, was expectantly
watching.
Lieutenant Swordfrog explained his idea. I haven't the
vaguest recollection what it was all about. The only thing
I really remember is that there was a string to work the
firing apparatus of the gun.
We began.

Sergeant Haversack and the driver, still grinning, lined
Montague up facing south, while the two lancecorporals
stood at his side and tried to draw a bead on the target.
Swordfrog fluttered
nervously round. The audience got well
to the peacefvil end—of both the gun and the mule.
Montague began to eat a ripelooking button off Sergeant
Haversack's tunic.
Then Swordfrog said "Go!" One of the lancecorporals
jerked the string smartly and a few bullets sped off to the
butts.
The effect on Montague was curious. He first
threw up
his head, incidentally throwing up the driver's head with
his nose and removing the grin. Then he quivered from
stem to stern. Never in all his varied life had such a thing
happened to him.
The lancecorporal a little unnerved,
pulled the string again. This time Montague decided it was
no place for him and, despite the driver, began to stroll off.
As long as he kept direction it was all right, but when
he began to turn, thus bringing his broadside to bear on the
surrounding country, we realised the situation had further
possibilities. We had an idea we would lie down on the
nice soft ground.
At this point the lancecorporal did quite the wrong
thing, though it was to an extent very natural. He found
himself with a string in his hand, at the other end of which
was a mule walking away which oughtn't to walk away.
Instinctively he said "Whoa!" and pulled the string.
A burst of fire
swept the countryside. The driver lay
down; Sergeant Haversack lay down; and we lay further
down. Montague, puzzled at this inexplicable phenomenon,
threw up his tail and kicked playfully at the lancecorporal,
who let go the string and lay down too. The string there
upon became entangled in Montague's tail.
The next quarter of an hour was full of incident. I
don't think Montague was frightened, for he has never yet
been that, though he may have been a little perplexed. I
prefer to think that it was that feeling of spring in the air.
coupled with the sudden and unaccountable disappearance
of all human beings, which suddenly brought back his lost
youth. Anyway, Montague frisked. And every time he frisked
he twitched his tail, and every time he twitched his tail
he fired a short burst off into the blue, and every time he
felt his armament go off he frisked a bit more. The range
echoed to the noise; the neighbourhood was alive with
bullets. And in the middle of a deserted space Montague
played happily with himself and wondered where the noise
came from and what had happened to everyone. Throughout
it all the conscientious Private Trigger in the butts was busy
signalling misses with a flag.
When at last an intermittent clicking told us that
Montague had run out of ammunition wel emerged and
carried him with a determined rush.
We were all very silent on the way back, and Lieutenant
Swordfrog returned a different way.
I hear that the report to Brigade was on the following
lines : "Firing machineguns from the backs of mules has
great possibilities. In war, however, the most efficacious plan
would be to get the enemy to do it."
A. A.
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rendered such yeoman service in the battle of France by
[ sweeping the pathLble|u!\, fot the German panzer divisions, to
Some weeks ago we wrote in these columhs:  "The iSattle
 ' break into1 and' tnfough tfrie' Allied lines of defence. The
for Britain has begun, and Britain is winning it." Today,
Germans had loudly boasted that their Stukas would put
a third of the way through November, we can say that the
paid to the account of Britain, as they had already done
battle of Britain is to all intents and purposes over, and .,
to that of France, and one peculiarly fatuous broadcaster
Britain has won it.
remarked that "Goethe, had he been living today, would
That battle has been in progress : for pyer threemonths, ' ::chave:;seed.."Bfitaih ; from."jibe cockpit of a Stuka." In fact,
although the intensive hostile attacks against civilian targets,
had Goethe done so, it would probably have been the last
which have brought its realities home to us all in so great
tiling he saw, unless he had been fortunate enough to have
a measure, have been in progress only since the middle of,"
cipportunity for a yetelosfer view of: us through the "barbed
September. History will probably decide that Germany's*,
wire of one of our prison  camps. In the worst week of
resort to this form of warfare marked the recession of.:the.
Germanlosses, of the total "of':472machines shot down by
greater peril of military invasion and conquest, which .had.
the R.A.F., more thana' .tiiifd*consistedof those vaunted
been her former plan .of campaign, and which .would;, have,
Stukas, which, howevereffective'" weapons they may have
given her the swift and decisive victory promised, so .loudly
been, against tiroops on the ground, were thus proved to be'
and so often by Hitler to .his people. Save in the event —
easy preys to efficient and wellhandled fighters.
From that
unlikely in 'our . case —. of a sudden and overwhelming blow
time on, the Stukas rapidly began to disappear from the
from the air completely shattering civilian morale and "caus
skies, and by the end of .September practically nothing more
ing a panicstriken outcry for immediate peace on any terms,
was to be seen" of them." Their only subsequent efforts have
the process of impairing and. destroying, the will to1 war
been a few" singularly inglorious .attacks on convoys in the
of a country is baund to .be agradual one. Hitler .probably,
Channel in the early days of November," in one of which
had recourse to it less:from any great hope of successthan
the squadron taking part was practically' wiped, out.
because his only alternative ..would . have been ; an , open
lEarly' in "September "Ithe'/prermans finally
furned from'
admission of. defeat to his own people, whom,, so long as
military targets" to devote thepaselves to a whirlwind attach
the air offensive continues in some form or other, he can
oh the civilian population, particularly in" London.
The'"
still delude for some time to come with fables, of mighty
earlier" mass" onslaughts took place principally by day, the
blows struck at Britain, and horrific destruction "achieved.
first of them on'September 7th;' this cost'the Luftwaffe over
Our own High Command, in no such urge to secure
100 machines. A week later it made an even, more formidable
quick results that, if not actually of any real military import
raid; the result was that it suffered its heaviest'day of losses
ance, can Tie tricked out as being so, and conscious that oqr
in the war up to that date, 188 machines. A fortnight later
offensive air strength is on the rise rather than,.qff the wane,
came the third and last ofrJthese mass attacks, in which the.
has been able to throw its available resources into "attacks
German aircraft, casualties amounted .to133,. a third of them
on targets, the. destruction of  which will c actually serve
bombers. The. results of. .which these'. terrific  losses  were
definite military purpose and increase the enemy's great and
the price was .trifling;, whether from the. military point. of
growing difficulties, material and moral. The German civilian,
view or, from that. of. their effect ,on British civilian morale.
is certainly suffering less than the Britisher at the moment
.. Foiled, by day, the. enemy , .thereupon turned his atten
— though he, too, has probably had some nasty medicine. to
tion., to, night attacks. .The. history of these is fairly familiar
swallow from time to time, as must anyone who lives, in the
to .ps all. They. must be .expected to, continue,, spasmodically
close proximity to a military target —but Germany's war
and in varying intensity, for.some , time yet to come — so
potential is being injured far more rapidly and severely than
long, in fact, as it lies within the enemy's power to deliver
ours, and this process will be vigorously, accelerated. and
them, and so long as they serve the .purpose of bolstering
intensified as the months draw on, and our offensive power
up the weakening morale.of hispeople.. They will certainly
swells.
. .
.
. c

have, .nothing ,bqt a stiffening effect on the morale and will
The course of the hostile air attack on this country,
to war of the British people, who.;are. fully able, .to gauge
which has ended in so complete and discreditable a. military
from what Nazi Germany has tried to do to them in war
failure, may be briefly summarised. It began fin full blast
what' would be their fate' at its" hands' in case "of surrender
in the middle of August, with a series of heavy mass attacks,
to its tender  mercies by accepting' peace "on its terms, and
designed to crush the RIA.F. by sheer weight of numbers,
they are all the more firmly resdlved to carry on until the
and to sweep the skies clear, so that the Luftwaffe could
tyrant foe is destroyed; 
.
..
escort and assist, the invading forces standing ready, across
 During the few daylight attacks onwhich the enemy has
the Channel to deliver  the coup de grace. But itwas the
occasionally ventured lately, to observe or reinforce the
R.A.F., not the Luftwaffe, that swept the skies deaf; and
effects of his night operations, he has usually employed fast
it was thelatter that, reeled back shattered and demoralised
fighters, extemporised as bombers. In, this , .capacity.they are
from , thisfirstmighty aerial clash. The R.A.F's, greatdays
not; . .highly, ,efficient,„.but .they Lean .at:..least....hope ..to. run
awaX from, our fightexs.and.liye.to
in this incessant struggle were August 13th, whentheyshot
bDmb:andriin. another day..
Th§. RA.F,, howeyer. is graduaily...mastering .this:menace..too;
down .180 enemy machines, and  lost only 34, and August
10th,. when the respective figures
were 144 to.;22., But the
ft.
has inflicted, deterring^osspsvon, these^sneakthief jalders
table of comparative losses day by day. shows that throughout
°n, several occasions> and, .on njany morg .has turned them
the whole of the first month of this. intensive / air warfare,
back for. home before they: could get near, enough to London
when the Germans were directing their, efforts primarily
or other targets to do any,damage. The table of comparative
against military targets, with the strictly military purpose
casualties in these encounters is rarely so spectacularly favour
of clearing the way for an invasion by sea,. the same general
able to us as in "the great' air battles of the late summer,
ratio of" losses was maintained, and that ratio — three to
but .then the enemy was'fighting for a. decisive'victory; alnd
one in machines, six to one in personnel — stood most
<?e for our lives. Nqw; * by.day at f any rate,' we" are merely
satisfactorily in our favour. Before the end ofAugust;even,
deacling with an aeriai' ntrfsance,: and—dealingwith .it: more,
the German losses in machines had run into four figures;
and more effectively as time goes on.
and by September 7th, when the enemy's attack was com
. The problem, of the. night attack, by air still remains to
pelled to take a different form, this total had been heavily
be. .solved, gnd its solution, too, .which will probably be
exceeded. His casualties in personnel were, of course, much
composite rather than single, gradual:and cumulative rather
higher actually and relatively. .
"
.
than magical "and spectacular, will no .doubt in the endbe
All through this month of what may be termed' the
attained. Meanwhile from the moral point of view, the
strictly military attack on the part of the Luftwaffe, its
main and the decisive one, that form of attack has already
effort, delivered from the very first
at maximum strength,
failed of its purpose. When its material costs become too
had shown progressive signs of weakening as the days went
high in proportion to its material fruits, the enemy will
by. More, in the second half of this period, from August
it no longer worth his while, and will abandon it. That
23rd onwards, its tactics were radically changed — not, It
day, which cannot be expected yet, but will inevitably come
may be noted, with any more successful results. Hitherto ,.
at last, will mark the conclusion of the battle for Britain,
great reliance had been placed on the famous Stukas, "or~' ''
th"S"Tssue of which has already been irrevocably decided in
divebomber aircraft, the Junkers 87 and 88 which had
our favour.
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DIARY OF WAR EVENTS



January 12th.—Intense but short air attack on London.
. January 13th.—R.A.F. daylight raid on Fas de Calais and
night attacks on targets in Germany and Italy. Enemy
raid on Plymouth. Gen. Cavallero replaces Gen. Soddu
in command of Italians in Albania. Abyssinian revolt
against Italians spreads. AngloTurkish staff talks begin
at Ankara.
January 14th.—Attack on British naval escort to convoy in
j
Sicilian channel by German and Italian air force. Air
.
craft carrier "Illustrious", cruiser "Southhampton" and
destroyer "Gallant" damaged. Twelve enemy machines shot
down. R.A.F. raid air base at Catania in Sicily and
destroy 30 machines. Lowest total of Allied shipping
losses since May 1940 announced.
January 16th.—Government announce scheme for compulsory
fire watching services.
January 16th.—Cruiser "Southhampton" announced lost as
result of recent enemy air attack. H.M.S. submarine!
"Pandora" sinks 2 Italian supply ships off North Africa.
Heavy R.A.F. raid on Wilhelmshaven. Enemy raid Bristol.
January 17th.—Second R.A.F. raid on Catania air base.
Enemy raid on Malta, 10 enemy aircraft shot down.
R.A.F. attack Wilhelmshaven again.
January 18th.—Hostile air raid on Swansea.
.January 19th.—Italians retire from Kassala on SudanErit
rean border. Revolt in Abyssinia continues to extend.
Enemy raid on Malta.
January 20th.—Hitler and Mussolini meet at Berchtesgaden.
Heavy enemy air raid on Malta; 37 hostile machines
destroyed in two days. Five hostile machines brought down
in night raids on Britain. President Roosevelt takes
oath of office for third term. 
 January 21st.—Assault on Tobruk begins. Suppression of
Communist paper "Daily Worker" by Government order.
January 22nd.—Tobruk practically in our hands. Enemy. in
Kassala area fall back into Eritrea.
January 23rd.—Fall of Tobruk announced; over 30,000
prisoners and much material taken. Outbreak of dis
'
orders in Rumania.
January 24th.—Italian retreat continues on all fronts in
North and East Africa. Emperor Haile Selassie returns
to Abyssinia to lead revolt. H.M.S. submarine "Parthian"
sinks enemy supply ship in Mediterranean.
January 25th.—President Roosevelt goes in person to meet
new British Ambassador, Lord Halifax, on his arrival in
U.S.A.
January 26th.—In Eritrea British capture Biscia and patrols
enter Italian Somaliland.
January 27th.—General Wavell visit® Athens.
January 28th.—Free French force from Lake Chad raids
Italian air base at Murzuk in Fezzan.
January 29th.—R.A.F. raid Naples and Catania. Death of
Gen. Metaxas, Dictator of Greece. Enemy night raid on
London, first for ten nights.
January 30th.—Italians driven from Derna in Libya.
January 31st.—Several day raids on London.
February 1st.—Scattered air raids over Britain. :
February 2nd.—R.A.F. attack Brest and channel ports by
day and night. British capture Agordat in Eritrea.
February 3rd.—Britisli occupy Barentu in Eritrea.
February 4th.—Italians evacuate Cyrene in Libya.
February5th.—R.A.F. make day raid on St. Omer air base.
February 7th.—British occupy Benghazi in Libya, taking
many prisoners and much booty.
February 9th.—Navy bombard Genoa, Leghorn and Pisa.
February. 10th.—Britain breaks off diplomatic relations with
Rumania.
February 11th.—Navy bombard Ostend. Franco goes to Italy
to visit Mussolini.
February 13th.—Franco visits Petaln in France on his way
back frbm Italy.
February 14th.—Greeks resume offensive At various points and
take 700 prisoners. British parachutists land In southern
Italy. German raider attacks convoy off Azores.
February 15th.—R.A.F. raid western Germany and invasion

ports.
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TODAYS FORTUNE FEATURE
FOR THE TIRED SOLDIER
BY
TROOPER G. HALLETT.

BIRTHDAYS BETWEEN JAN. 20th and FEB. 19th.
Do not act impulsively, otherwise you will create a mis
understanding with a close associate, your R.S.M. Give care
ful consideration to propositions presented by him and be
prepared for a little criticism when you begin an argument
with him.
BIRTHDAYS BETWEEN FEB. 20th and MARCH 20th.
Strike out on your own initiative, but try and see that
your ambitions meet with the approval of Battalion Orders.
On no account point out to the Orderly Officer at breakfast
that the fish is not so fresh as it might be, he has already
found that out in the Officers' Mess.
BIRTHDAYS BETWEEN MARCH 21st and APRIL 20th.
Your plans to meet your girl friend at the flicks will
be held up by your being detailed for fire picquet. Do not
attempt to show your "browned off" condition else you may
be put on Guard instead.
BIRTHDAYS BETWEEN APRIL 21st and MAY 20th.
Unexpected incidents cause confusion and disappoint
ment. Your Postal Order from home does not arrive, and
the Squadron Pay Clerk informs you of various stoppages
you were blissfully unaware of. Pay no attention to the
cut on Captain Pippop's face. He is feeling selfconscious
about it and just itching to give you seven days' O.B. for
insubordination.
BIRTHDAYS BETWEEN MAY 21st and JUNE 20th.
Your thoughts will centre on making charges. This may
lead to heated arguments with the Quarter Master over an
issue of winter pants. When you Inform him4 they make
you itch and wish to swap them for a silk pair, his temper
ature will rise 10 degrees. If it rises 20 degrees call the
M.O. who can then inoculate him; something he has been
longing to do for months.
BIRTHDAYS BETWEEN JUNE 21st and JULY 22nd.
Ask favours and seek congenial company. Put in your
pass for seven days' privilege leave; ask to be taken off Guard
Duty; ask for a stripe. All your requests will be heard, after
that, of course, we can't say what will happen.
BIRTHDAYS BETWEEN JULY 23rd and AUGUST 22nd.
Your plans materialise and expand favourably. Best
time of the day is 17.30 hrs. outside the "Hare and Hounds",
when an attractive brunette will pass by; but caution is
suggested in this direction as the girl is the R.S.M's sister.
Turn a deaf ear to those who would borrow, like you do
the rest of the week. Exclaim politely "What!! On a
Thursday!"
BIRTHDAYS BETWEEN AUGUST 23rd and SEPT 21st.
New interests occupy your mind since the battalion
moyed. You will have to examine local possibilities, there
is a scarcity of "goods" in the village. Salute the M.O.
nicely, otherwise he will vaccinate you.
BIRTHDAYS BETWEEN SEPT. 22nd and OCT. 22nd.
You will wish to make greater headway than your S.S.M.
intends you to; your request for an Orderly Room job will
cause you to
become a Mess Orderly or a Sanitary man
instead.
Cultivate a friendship with 2nd Lieut. Bailey. As the
Battalion Gas Officer, he is preparing a new teargas for
you to
sample. Avoid N.A.A.F.I's tinned herrings for tea
should you unluckily be forced to sniff his creations.
{Continued on next -page.)
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SOME IMPRESSIONS OF THE ITALO
ABYSSINIAN CRISIS

The first time I realised that an international crisis was
imminent, was at Guildford, one morning in August, 1935.
I was spending a summer leave with my "halfsection" at
his home, when we both received registered letters recalling
us at once to duty. As we had only been able to enjoy three
days of the most precious of all leaves—the summer leave—
it was with ho small feeling of selfpity that we returned to
Blackdown. Let me spare details of no importance and skip
over the next few days. We found ourselves boarding the s.s.
Neuralia bound for "an unknown destination."
There was
quite a crowd of people—enthusiastic people too—to see us
off, and two aeroplanes were skywriting, drawing immense
kisses in the heavens, to bid us adieu. I thought of Rudyard
Kipling's apt words:—
"It's 'Tommy, this' and it's 'Tommy, that,' and it's
'Tommy, go away,"
But it's "Thank you,
begins to play."

Mr. Atkins' when the

band

The journey was uneventful—the sea was in a serene
mood all the way, and even the Bay of Biscay had an un
troubled bosom. Even so, many were sick, due mostly, I
think, to the Neuralia rather than to the sea. Her twisting
roll and sighing engines were with me for many moons to
come.
We stopped at Gibraltar, and gazed up at Britain's sentinel
of the Mediterranean. Then we saw Malta, and our boat's
vitals belched forth more troops—but we remained, still not
knowing where we were finally going to find ourselves.
Eventually, we slid into Alexandria Harbour, and not until
the boat had stopped did the word "Pack up and stand by for
disembarkation" roll round the decks.
To the uninitiated "sweepers" means little. To those
who have,undergone that trial it is a pain in the back. Upon
the blowing of "G" on a bugle, if you belong to the gang, you
leap like a young hart to the place wherein repose your emhlem
of office—to wit, very wide brooms. You all then proceed to
sweep the length of the deck, gathering in your train all the
discarded impedimenta of the troops which are the apparent
results of their solilquisations. It was such a job as this
that I was doing when the word to pack up arrived. I had
perforce to finish my job, and when I got back to my mess I
found to my horror that my boots had vanished.
What a
position! To one who takes tens there is hardly any greater
catastrophe. Because you have to wear gym shoes on deck,
it certainly does not follow that you are expected to parade
ashore in them with the company—if you are doubtful of this,
ask your C.SM. I was in despair until a Signaller came across
to me and said, "I have a pair of boots which you can have
if you can wear them. They are size 8. Give them back to
me if we ever meet again."
I never saw him again.
I
struggled into these boots and paraded ashore. Then, in the
heat of an Egyptian summer, we had half a mile to march to
the tram depot. To me, it seemed! like a twenty mile march
in bare feet on powdered glass. After watching my agonised
hobblings, someone sympathetically murmured "Anyway, we
have a Navy." However, at last we got on to the little open
sided trams and were whisked away to Mustapha Pasha Bar
racks. When we got there, the order "Pall in for dinner" was
given. The peace time battalion was the Royal Ulster Rifles,
and they told us joyfully and patriotically that "Irish stew"
was the order of the day. We felt more like ice cream, more
ice cream, and still more ice cream—in fact, anything but
Irish stew.
We had route marches every day headed by our popular
O.C., Major (now Lieut.Colonel) A. M. Cameron, R.E. Every
where the lads marched, they were headed by the O.C.
There was a day when we went out on a "stunt"—a wild
idea to teach Sappers infantry tactics—but it was never re

peated. We found a great deal of amusement in the whole
thing. Amongst other weird things we were called on to
attack a sand dune at the top of which was a defending
"platoon" of men. One of the attackers, on the order "Fix
bayonets and! charge," dashed up the hill and dug his bayonet
right through a defender's hand. That was the end of the
stunt for all concerned. After that, we waited for the ration
lorry to bring us some much needed tea, etc., as prearranged,
but it failed to turn up, and we had to march many miles
homeward feeling very thirsty and sore. At last we arrived at
Sidi Bishr, some miles from Alexandria, and we halted in front
of a canteen. Our officer immediately stood every man in the
company a cup of tea—the sweetest cup of tea I have ever
had.
We had other incidents and accidents.
A Sapper shot
himself accidentally; another one, smoking in his mosquito
net, suddenly found the tent was afire, and managed to
clamber out. In two minutes it was all over, even down to
the rifles chained to the tentpole. Then there were the ever
green happenings, i.e., lorries getting stuck in sand and sait
lakes.
There was the day when one of the Royal Marines was
sitting on his bed cleaning equipment, and suddenly a scorpion
jumped up on the bed and stung him in the tip of his little
finger
on the left hand. He immediately picked up his
bayonet and chopped off the tip of the finger concerned, and
dashed along to the M.O.'s tent. When it had been dressed,
he was asked by the M.O. what sort of scorpion bit him. He
replied that it was yellow in colour. He was then told that
the sting of the yellow scorpion was not fatal, and his action
was in vain. Well, I suppose the laugh was on him. How
ever, for all those things, they were great and jolly days.
Then home again, and the sight of old England, covered
in rain, but for all that old England, with trees and grass so
green and fresh. We "stood to" in the. Sound to let the
"Queen Mary" slip out of her berth, and what a sight she was!
Now we have another, and much larger crisis. No
one knows where it may end—God kindly veils our eyes from
the future—or where we may find
ourselves ere the world
again settles down to any uneasy peace.
However, there is
one beacon which shines through the darkness—the word
"UBIQUE." The Sappers will be there and will write another
page with glory in the history of the world.
No. 1870326 (E.C.) Sjt. R. H. Wood, R.E.

(Continued from previous page.)
BIRTHDAYS BETWEEN OCT.
Report sick today, there
Ycmr most popular number
A.B.k4 Part 11, there's a debt

23rd and NOV. 22nd.
will be an Adjutant's Parade.
is 252 and your unluckiest
in it of 12s. 6|d per Records.

BIRTHDAYS BETWEEN NOV. 23rd and DEC. 21st.
You will be faced with a Molo'tov basket tonight at
0300 hours. Get up like a willing lad and help put the
fires out. You may be rewarded. The Q.M. (in red pyjamas)
may leave his stores open in the activity. Sneak in and
pinch a pair of socks, replacing them with the shrunken
objects the Washemcleanandshrinkem Laundry returned to
you.
BIRTHDAYS BETWEEN DEO. 22nd and JAN. 19th.
A lorry will arrive for unloading at 1200 hours today;
at this time be somewhere else.
If you take a bus at the corner of the street, get out
at the crossroads, and take the second turning on the left.
You wiU encounter a lonely A.T.S. Take her to the pictures
quickly before Sergeant Watts meets her. On returning
sneak past the guard by the broken down hedge; the low
wall entrance is being watched by Sergeant Fisher who is
looking for a fatigue party tomorrow.
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OUR VICTORIES IN LIBYA
The campaign of General Wavell in Libya has continued
its steadily victorious course, and the two months since it
began on December 9th have brought us well within Sight
of a decision which will settle the fate, not only of that
territory itself, but of the whole of Italy's North and East
African Empire. This campaign has now been brought to a
triumphant climax by the capture of Benghazi, the most
westetrly town and harbour of Oyrenaica, Libya's Eastern
province. A few isolated Italian posts at various points are
still holding out, but their fate cannot be long delayed.
Thus, well before the close of good campaigning weather at
the end of March the Army of the Nile has crowned its
successful operations by driving the Italians from the whole
of Oyrenaica.

parry, and which might have seriously jeopardised our hold
on Egypt, the Suez Canal, and the whole of the Eastern
coast of the Mediterranean. Moreover it was impossible to
do much to make good our army's deficiencies at a time
when the victorious German hosts stood threatening Britain
at close range across the Channel, and every man, rifle, gun
and tank was required to bring the B.E.F. evacuated from
Dunkirk into fighting
trim again. However, what could be
done was done, and General Wavell was reinforced, partly by
way of the Mediterranean, partly by the longer route round
the Cape, despite the fact that everything thus sent to him
was useless either to him or to us in Britain during its period
of transit of several weeks in length. The decision thus to
deplete our defensive resources at home for his benefit at
a time of such imminent. and deadly peril was a bold one.
But it succeeded, and it paid in overflowing measure.

Oyrenaica, as is well known, is the easternmost and less
fertile province of the colony of Libya. The only other part
of the colony of any value is the westernmost province of
Tripolitania. But between these two lies a huge expanse of
almost completely desert land, along the southern shore of
the Gulf of Sidra, a great indentation, 300 miles from east
to west cutting deeply in between the two horns formed by
the provinces of Oyrenaica and Tripolitania. The Only con
necting route between these two horns is the 500 mile long
road, hugging the north shore of Libya all the way, with a
forbidding and waterless desert on its opposite flank. This
fine macadam road, with its. smootn fine surface, its numer
ous bridges, and its carefully laidout grading, is one of the
masterpieces of Italian engineering.
But for any army,
whether advancing or retreating, it is from a tactically point
of view a most dangerous and difficult defile of immense
length, only to be entered in at utmost peril without control
of the sea On its flank, and of the air above it. It will be
no easy task for General Wavell's troops to push forward by
it in their advance from Oyrenaica towards Tripolitania after
the capture of Benghazi, even though it may confidently rely
on effective naval and air support. It is at least equally
doubtful if such remnants of the Italian army as may get
away from Oyrenaica will be able to effect their retreat that
way without being dispersed or destroyed en route. It is
almost certain that no counteroffensive from Tripolitania
aimed at the recapture of Oyrenaica could possibly be under
taken with any hope of success, now that the latter province
is effectively in our hands. Its complete loss by Italy has
the widest strategical bearing on the whole complexion of
the Middle Eastern war. Of this more may be said on some
future occasion; it is enough here to note that it will solidify
our position in the Eastern half of the Mediterranean and
will practically guarantee the safety of our Middle Eastern
sphere of influence against any possible attack now within
the capacity of the Axis Powers.

Meanwhile the Italians were letting opportunity slip
from their grasp. Graziani pushed his advanced guard
forward very slowly and cautiously some 60 miles across the
Eguptian border, as far east as Sidi Barrani, and there halted,
for so long that the aid from home had time to reach General
Wavell. Meantime too it had become clear that the Italian
fleet, though on paper superior, was neither able nor ev.en
willing to attempt to dispute our control of the Eastern
Mediterranean, and this even before the brilliant strike de
livered by the Fleet Air Arm at Taranto had put it beyond
its power to do so for many weeks to come. In the air too
the R.A.F. had conclusively asserted its technical and moral
ascendency over its much vaunted but outmoded adversaries,
who had practically ceased their attempts to contend with
it even at numerical advantage. Under the circumstances.
General Wavell was soon in a position to welcome rather
than fear a continuance of the hostile offensive, and had
all prepared to riposte with a deadly counterblow. But
the opportunity for this never came, and it was clear by
November that it would never come. If General Wavell wanted
to hit his adversary hard, he would have to pass to the
attack himself. This he decided to do, and got ready to do.

In the last few days fresh light has been thrown on the
inception and course of our Libyan operations, which con
clusively confirms all previous views of its boldness and
brilliance. At the time of Italy's declaration of war last June,
our forces in Egypt were small, illequipped, and only partly
trained, most of our efforts having been devoted to the en
largement and fitting
out of the Expeditionary Force in
France. Grazlani's Italian army in Libya, estimated at
260,000 effeotive fighting
troops, was thus far superior, and
had an unrivalled opportunity to deliver a powerful offensive,
which it would have been difficult for General Wavell to

At this juncture there occurred the Italian attack on
Greece. Britain had promised Greece aid in this event
uality in whatever form she should most need it. She aSked'
for air support, and the R.A.F. squadrons in Egypt were the
only source from which this could be sent. With his air
support thus depleted, General Wavell had to defer his
attack until the deficiency could be made up. Even in early
December the R.A.F. in Egypt were still far inferior numeri
cally to the Italians opposed to them. It was, however,
reckoned, and rightly, that the technical and moral superi
ority, on our side would more than counterbalance this.
The story of the campaign itself is well known, and
indeed there is little to add to the account we gave of it in
our last issue, save to bring it uptodate. The attack came
as a complete surprise to the Italians, and Grazlani's dis
position of his numerically superior force in echelons along
the coastal road out of range of effective mutual support one
to another, enabled us to assail and overwhelm each echelon
in detail. The story of Sidi Barrani and Solium was re
peated at Bardia and Tobruk and Derna. For Cyrene and
Benghazi he could not even put up a fight.
In these
successive actions Graziani lost two thirds of his army, sacri
ficed his former numerical superiority, the only factor in
which he was the superior of his adversary, and had to
abandon the whole of Oyrenaica without hope of recovery.
The operations in Libya, besides their great material gains,
have had two vitally important moral results. They have
pricked once for all the bubble reputation of Facist Italy's
military might. And they have restored to the British army,
that selfconfidence and spirit of victory which will be in,
valuable to it when the time comes for it to measure itself
once more  against the hordes of Nazi Germany in the
decision struggle.
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THE OPERATIONS IN ITALIAN EAST AFRICA
General Wavell's brilliant campaign in Libya has lately
been engaging most of the world's attention. But the
operations in the great block of territory of Italian East
Africa, far to the south, are becoming of increasing import
ance, and the time has come when we can describe the
initial stages of a farflung series of offensives which bid
fair to settle the future of an even larger area than Libya.
Italian East Africa consists of the three colonies of
Eritrea in the north, Ethiopia, (the former kingdom cf
Abyssinia) in the centre, and Italian Somalilmd in the
south. Eritrea, the oldest of these—it has been Italian since
the latter part of the last century—is a triangular shaped
block of territory, stretching 250 miles inland from the Red
Sea, and measuring about the same distance from its narrow
northernmost corner to its former southern frontier with
Abyssinia along the Setit and Mareb rivers. In addition, a
long narrow strip of land, running Southeast along the. Red
Sea coast to the border of French Somaliland, which formed
part of the former kingdom of Abyssinia, was added to
Eritrea, when Abyssinia was conquered in 1936. The Italians
have done much work in Eritrea, which is a wellorganised,
wellrun and creditable colony. It has a good harbour in
Massawa, and the capital, Asmara, as well as the smaller
towns, such as Agordat, Barentu, Keren, Adiugri and Adicaie,
are admirable little outposts of civilisation.
Everybody knows the story of the conquest of Abyssinia
five years ago. It was a good achievement from the military
point of view, but even as such it has never been fully
completed, while as a colonising enterprise it has been little
short of a failure. The country, which is most wild and
inhospitable, has never been really settled, and many of the
fierce and warlike tribes that inhabit it have been only
nominally subjected to Italian rule. The land measures
7,000 miles from north to south, while its breadth from east
to west widens out from 500 miles in the north to more than
twice that distance in the south. Its eastern frontier runs
with French Somaliland in the north and then with British
Somaliland, which the Italians occupied last autumn, their
only success in the war so far, and a barren one at that.
Italian Somaliland, the third of the colonies, runs in
a strip 100 to 250 miles deep along the north western shore
of the Indian Ocean for 1,100 miles from north to south.
It is a poor land, sparely peopled, and of little value. . Its
only harbours, such as Mogadishu, Kismaru, and Port Durn
ford, are mere open roadsteads of small capacity, and it has
no towns worthy of the name.
Such is the Italian Empire in East Africa. Its actual
value is small, its potential value little more. Neither as
an area for the settlement of Italy's surplus population" nor'
as a source of trade and wealth can it really be worth
having. It is of importance to the Fascist regime more for
reasons of prestige and national pride than for its intrinsic
worth or its riches, for it has neither. From a purely material
point of view the mother country would probably be better
rather than worse off for its loss.
When she declared war on us last June, Italy had con
siderable forces in all these territories, with fairly large stocks
of munitions, stores, and war material. All these military
resources were however limited, and cut off as the colonies
were from the homeland by our command of the sea, there
was little prospect of their being supplemented or replenished.
Nevertheless, she assumed the offensive, both against
British Somaliland to the east, and on her frontiers with the
Sudan to the west. From Eritrea her troops advanced to
Kassala, on the railway running from Port Sudan on the
Red Sea to Sennar on the Nile and thence to Khartum
200 miles to the north; further to the south another force
occupied Gallabat, just across the border. All these gains
were hotly contested by our local forces, and cost the Italians
a high price in casualties. But they made good reading
in Italian communiques, and they were ominous of worse
things to come for us. But, as it happened, these worse
things never came. The Italians completely overran British
Somaliland, for what that was worth, which was only little,
since it merely brought them to the Red Sea, which. we
controlled. But on the Sudan border their advance petered

put at once. It was as well for us that it did so, for had
it been vigorously pressed, the whole situation for our
Middle East Oommand must have become increasingly diffi
cult. General Wavell, faced on the western frontier of Egypt
with the superior forces of Marshal Graziani threatening
an advance on the Suez Canal, had ho "troops to spare to send
to General Piatt, the commander in the Sudan, so that'the
latter would have had to do the. best he could with the.
small resources at his disposal to resist any hostile offensive,
from Kassala towards Khartum, some 300. miles to the west I
or from Gallabat towards the Nile valley higher up.
They were not to enjoy the initiative for long; "however,
for soon they found themselves severly harassed by the'
daring activities of our patrols, both in the Kassala and in
the Gallabat districts. These patrols, highly mobile and
knowing the ground well, quickly took
the offensive in a
campaign which, when it can be told in full detail, will be.
one of the most surprising and instructive of the war, arid
gradually manoeuvred the enemy one by one out of all their
strong positions, which had been fortified and strongly garri
soned, until by the end of January, a double hostile retire
ment both from Kassala and from Gallabat had been forced
upon him. The withdrawal, was in part caused by the out
burst of internal disorder in Abyssinia, which had been care
fully fermented by British officers and other emissaries ever
since Italy's entry into the war, and had been brought" to a
head bythearrival of the exiled Emperor Hailie Selassie on
the Sudan border to serve as a rallying point for bis former
subjects. At the same time the general strategic situation,
in the Middle East had been revolutionised by General
Wavell's brilliant offensive in Libya, the initial success oi
which enabled him to send down "to General Piatt the re
inforcements without which the latter could not1 have passed
to the attack..
For the last month (these words are being written in
midFebruary) that attack has been slowly, but.* surely, closing
in on Italian East Africa from many quarters. In the north,
following on the occupation of Kassala, four British columns,
are driving forward into Eritrea. Two of these, working
down the Red Sea coast from the north, are threatening
Asmara and Massawa from that flank.
Two more, advancing
from Kassala itself, have taken Agordat, on the railway
running east to these two places, and Barentu, 25 miles to
the south. As we write, the Italians are standing before
Keren, 40 miles "northeast of Asmara, but their southern as
well as their northern flank is insecure, for our column that
took Barentu is pressing the defeated hostile garrison thence
towards
Adiugri, forcing it to shed most of its transport
and material en route. It seems doubtful if the enemy will
be able to prolong his defence of Eritrea until the coming
of the spring rains make" campaigning in this area difficult,
though he is fighting weir and making our progress * slow.
" OUr  Gallabat" force meanwnile is heading for" Gondar
and Lake Tana; well within the Abyssinian border, and is
getting.useful help from the Abyssinian .patriots, who are
everywhere rising, to. carry, on. guerilla, warfare on .a .wide
scale against the Italians posts, convoys and lines of com
munications!
'
500 miles along to the south, South African forces are in
action. One column is operating between the Lakes Rudolf
and Stefanie; two more are pressing north and east in. the
reentrant angle thrust up by the Kenya frontier into. Abys
sinia on the one side and Italian Somaliland op the other.
More to the south again, South African troops are pressing
east across the Somaliland border towards
the middle Juba
valley and have captured the port of Kismayu at its mouth.
All are well within hostile territory, and all are advancing,
steadily, even if on the map their progress appears small.
Distances are enormous, the country rarely lends itself to
rapid movement.
Yet,, howeyer long the process of conquest,; it. is difficult
to foresee any end but one to the war in this part of the
world. Failing our loss of the control of the sea, Italian
East Africa is a wasting asset. Sooner or later she must
come to the end of her limited military resources, and re
sistance will fade and fail and gradually die out. A future
Gibbon will not need seven large volumes to tell the story
of the decline and fall of Mussolini's Roman Empire.
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2nd BATTALION
The New Year has certainty opened with a month packed
full of interest for this Battalion. No sooner were the festivi
ties of Christmas over, than "A" and "D" Companies moved
out on Detachment to live a more primitive life, and H.Q.
and "C" Companies then dispersed into their vacated billets.
After a few days spent in settling down, things began to
happen with a vengeance.
First of all, as all the world knows, a battle between a
convoy and the German divebombers occurred within sound
of these shores, and the "Illustrious" came limping into the
harbour.
Some days later the "Luftwaffe" arrived and
endeavoured to bomb the ship again. The barrage put up
by our batteries was a sight worth seeing, and the Germans
withdrew, only to find our fighters
waiting for them outside.
On three other occasions the "Luftwaffe" came. Each
time they met with a better reception. Since then they have
confined their activities to night raids.
The task of evacuating civilians and clearing debris fell
to this battalion, led by the C.O. and the Adjutant, and
assisted by the M.T.O. It was heavy work while it lasted,
and our men did it well.
Since then, the increased tension in this part of the
world has made necessary another move for "D" Company.
This time they have gone to one of the most deserted parts
of the island, and. for the first
two or three days, had to
rough it a little. The latest report from them, however, is
that they are comfortable again.
We are pleased to say that , Captain A. M
has re
covered from his serious accident, and will shortly be amongst
us.
Mails are very scarce these days, but we can, through
these columns, assure all our relatives and friends that we
are still safe and well. We hope they are.
H.D.C.

Headquarter Company.
SIGNAL PLATOON.
ODE TO A ROUTE MARCH!
Is it good to be out on the road, and going one knows not
where.
Going past barbed wire and rock — one knows not
whither nor why.
Through the sweltering heat of the sun, over goattracks,
cobbles and mire,
With redhot blistering feet, and a throat that is too,
too dry?
We are but little Signals weak,
And all we do is learn to knot,
When next "crosscountry" march takes place
The sick parade will be our lot.
There stood a hello, far, far away,
Flashing like soandso, bright, bright as day,
Notion entered Mitcham's head.
Sent a Jerry 'plane "VicEd,"
Now he's heaving coals instead.
Far, far away.

WANTED.
A reader of lieiroglyphics to aid with detail deciphering
— a knowledge of Chinese or Arabic would be helpful.
A "spotter" — one capable of picking out things in the
dark.
Linguaphone — to enable certain N.C.Os. and men to
converse with "f Lanes, lads."
Alarm bell for perfect ticking alarm clock.
BOOK TITLES.
"The Case of the Missing Penguin," A. E. Freshman.
"The Drains Came," W. B. Clippers and R. A. Tooting
(joint authors "pulling" together).
"Stand To," a comedy of the Moslem World.
"Haifamo," R. E. Gular.
"Time Marches On," Fanny Fortress.
"Let the People Swing," "Flats" Matthews.
"Brer Tortoise got there just the same," Eddy.
"Some fell by the Wayside," W. Ebb.
No. 2 A.A. PLATOON.
Now that there is a lull in Hitler's "Luftwaffe" I will
attempt to describe how we are still staggering along.
As you will have gathered, the Huns have come, and a
very large number stayed! The rest evidently think it far
more healthy to remain away from "Tire Jewel of the Med."
Since Jerry arrived we have been weighed down with
applications for transfers to this Platoon.
But we hope that the rest of the Battalion soon get
some targets on their sights — dressed in grey, and with very
Regimental hair cuts.
We are still training. This seems to comprise of route
marches, ready for the big push!
THINGS TO PONDER OVER.
L.Cpl. Green, hot rum, and sugar.
Platoon motto; "Men or mice?"
Saucepans, spanners, spuds for braziers.
Ours or theirs?

G.H.

No. 3 PLATOON.
At last our Platoon Commander has shown himself in
his true colours. Whisper it gently. He is a "Header and
stretcher" fiend.
Under his able guidance Post Construction
is made easy, and proceeds with a swing (swing it high).
But there is no truth in the rumour that his latest erection
is destined to be a Gin Palace (L.P.) complete with sherry,
banditry, etc. No, it's going to be a 100 per cent, bomb
store and "gambling den." So, if any time the Mortars are
required for fatigues in the future, all and sundry will know
where to look for them. Not, of course, that there i.<? any
likelihood of us being required for these tedious duties.
We are very sorry to have lost "Tug" (size 12, large)
Wilson and Professor Lloyd, who have left us for duty with
the "Curtains of Steel" merchants. The Platoon offers them
"happy huntings," and not too many "Prematures."
Congratulations to P./L.Cpl. Tidham on his promotion,
and to Charley (Hub) Hubbard on his appointment to Platoon
Commander's Bike Cleaner. May his supply of 4 by 2 never
run out.
The eagerly awaited Xmas dinner went off very success
fully, thanks being due to Cpl. "Towney" Walters and his
lads for their realty splendid staff work.
On Xmas morning a combined Mortars and A.A. team
played the Signals at hockey. We found the "Flagwaggers"
rather more used to handling hockey sticks than their flags,
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and we lost 2—0, after a clean, fast game. Nevertheless, the
"Men from the Outposts" gave a very good account of them
selves in their 'debut into the realms of sport.
We are still living very much in the "Wilds," but once
a week (pay nights) the lads "go to town" in good Wild
West manner and return with their pockets loaded with
shekels.
Tombola is the lure at the moment, and at this pastime
Hookie (Bing Crosby) Walker and Ethel (almost a lady) Frew,
have proved themselves past masters, bringing home the
bacon time and again. They're no mugs at this game. ,
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Where is Sgt. (Bollo) Jones's dog?
Where does Ethel go on leave?
M.T. SECTION.
Again we try to set our harassed thoughts in order, and
attempt to pen our monthly epistle, but, owing to the lack
of ever necessary material, we cannot promise anything
brilliant or even exhilarating.
Having passed another milestone of 1940, a practically
beerless,. but far from cheerless Xmas, we look forward to the
New Year with tremendous hopes/to see what events .the
Gods of Fortune have decided to favour us with, in spite
of ever increasing rain, everyone enjoyed a splendid dinner,
complete with all festive spirits, including a repeated cry
for more music, which was instantly forthcoming from an
able and willing Band, also less any unseasonable visitors in
the shape of old iron, bottles or bones, from over the way.
Congrats, to L.Cpl. Perrett on attaining his new rank,
also to Cpl. Maunton (Pop) for succeeding to higher realms,
in fact we are informed by our able secret service agent
that, on being offered three doubles, two Scotch and the other
tapes,, he immediately became a veritable fighting
fury,
savagely, assaulting an. innocent, harmless ham sandwich,
damaging "the" tusk badly.
We are sorry to hear of the sad death of Cpl. Moxon,
and tender sincere condolences to his family and large circle
of friends.
"Loftus."
FOOD FOR THOUGHT.
Prospective Bandmaster, the M.T.O.?
Latest Secret Weapon — periscope for the water cart;
why? Ask Bob. (Reply censored).
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW. "
What has the "Queen Mary" got to do with air raids?
Who said "Put me down for a new gate"? Ask Schnozzle.
"B" ECHELON.
Owing to unusual activity during the period of Christmas
festivity, we regret that we wereunable to contribute cor
respondence to last month's issue of the "Buster".
Under the circumstances, Christmas was heartily enjoyed
by; all ranks who comprise our .little, detachment, known as
"B". Echelon. For the . fare provided, the greatest of thanks
aredue. to Major and Mrs. C
, who worked very hard to
make our Christmas a huge success, and a huge success it
Really was. A word of praise must also be expressed to our
"Dolly," who cooked us a most excellent dinner. Entertain
ments were provided partly, by the Naval and Dockyard per
sonnel, and partly by ourselves. In all, we had a thoroughly
good *tlme.
Throughout the month the daily duties have been' pro
gressing just the same as. usual, with one exception, this
being the fact that the Coy. Storemen want to change their
"Badges, Crossed Ladles, Cooks" for "Badges, Crossed Potato
Peelers." .
The "Q"ests Concert Party, under the able direction and
management of Major A. J. C——, has only appeared In the
limelight once since we last went to press. We are beginning
to wonder if they are becoming shy; or perhaps it is because
they are afraid of a rival concert party, originating from Bat
talion Headquarters?
Sport this month has not been very plentiful. We have,
however, managed to scrape in two or three games of foot
ball. We played the Dockyard Apprentices, and won with a
spore of 3. goals to 2. We followed this, a few days later,

with a match against a team from St. Andrew's. The score
was "standing at 1—0 in our favour when we were rudely and
untimely interrupted by a visit from the Reich, thus causing
the match to be abandoned. We are hoping to see eleven
hpckey sticks and a whistle take an active part in our sporting
activities in the very near future. What about it, Sgt. Stone?
We hope next month to be able .to publish a list of our
successes.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
.Who asked Mac for the words of "My Prayer"?
Who is "The GoatGirl with a Commission"? Ask Sgt.
Perryman.
How did Mrs, Mac's pies turn out?
Does Daisy like toy trains?
"Chevalier dTndustrie."
4—

.

"A" Company.
Very little has happened again this month, apart from
the usual course of events. The year opened finding
us
still in the same place, but in a different locality; the billets
here are much more comfortable than in the past; the
only disadvantage is that we are out in the wilds, and
the only conveyance we have at present when going on
leave is a bicycle.
The Company still remains practically the same, with
the exception of L.Cpl. Rudge, our most recent arrival
from H.Q. Coy. We feel sure he has settled down by now,
as he was attached to us for some time. We welcome you
into our midst, "Bamey." We also have one departure,
namely Pte. Edmonds, who has gone back to H.Q. Coy.
(Carriers), where he originally came from. He had a very
brief stay in the Coy.; we hope he will soon settle down
to his new duties.
The militiamen are gradually settling down and adapt
ing themselves to Army life; they are also making good
progress with the old soldiers; but, as one militiaman says,
he sincerely hopes they don't get into the old soldiers'
habits. But the fact that they are militiamen must be
forgotten, because, after all, we are all in the same boat
now. A very familiar phrase I have often overheard is:
"When I was at Devizes, Geneva, Cape Town." They , almost
get us standing to attention at times.
Pte. Hatcher should be added to the list of new arrivals
mentioned in my correspondence of November.
SPORT.
Nothing has happened in the way of sport this month,
and I gather from the position in which we are situated
at the moment, our activities on this matter will be
restricted to an absolute minimum. The only sport there
seems to be any facilities for. Is swimming, but it is too
early as yet for this. And then, of course, we have bird
breeding (with wings, not skirts).
We congratulate Pte. Mandy on his recent. marriage;
keep going, Jack, and now you are married we wish you joy,
first a girl and then a boy. I bet the "Additional Pay"
will come in handy now, Jack, only maybe you will need
more zeal and ability, especially with the cooking of tins.
To Pte. Cross we offer our heartfelt sympathy and con
dolences in his sad bereavement.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
What Is a glorified Mess Orderly?
Who was the L.Cpl. who saw a biscuit tin floating
in
the sea and reported it as a mine?
FOOD FOR THOUGHT.
A wise old owl lived in an oak,
The more he saw the less he spoke,
The less he spoke, the more he heard,
I wish more folks were like that bird.
THOUGHT FOR THE DAY.
Judge not a man by his trousers, for the attitude of
prayer produces bagginess at the knees,

"Wal."
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" C " Company.
This month we have to report the death of two pigs
(local pattern) and the pulling of a number of potatoes
(unserviceable), the planting of a far larger number of
spuds, from which we hope to get better results because
they have been sliced before planting, and should,, there
fore be already chipped when we dig them up; and the
birth of a lot of poultry which are too small to classify at
present, and we are afraid they may be all cocks, If you
see what I mean.
i We also have a new Company canteen, where personnel
with time and money to spare can get anything from
eggs to oko, from buns to beer. All the wares are attractively
displayed in a show case protected by a. real counter with
wet paint on the front and green oil cloth on the top. There
is. a dart board and a radio, and a lot of feeding troughs
fcrr goats, but the goats don't go there any more.
On the sport front there is not much to report. We
play darts, and each post has its Ludo set, so we get bags
of exercise. We also play hockey and football whenever we
get the chance.
: ' Since the last issue we have been lucky enough to have
a'.read grandstand view of the alltime high in A.A. barrages.
We are all confident that it must have been the biggest,
brightest and best barrage ever put up anywhere in this
or any other war. And we weren't all mere spectators.
We made our own modest contribution, as Infantrymen do
op such occasions; You could see that Jerry didn't like it.
Nbr did the 'planes that were still above ground level after
passing through the "wall of steel" get away with it. They
were ' engaged by our C.S.M. holding his rifle in a vicelike
grip with his left hand and a correct grip with the right
hand, aiming off ' 12 degrees, and with his disengaged eye
firmly closed. This must have been the last straw. Though
it did not actually break the camel's back, it certainly set
black smoke pouring from his tail, and made him lose height
rapidly. In such circumstances no camel is likely to reach
home.
Here I sit writing this considerably before dawn on a
Sunday morning, with my steel helmet at the "alert," my
rifle on my head, and my respirator clean, bright and slightly
oiled — ready for anything. But the Germans won't play
any more, and the Italians seem kind of discouraged; so we
think of all our other Battalions probably doing just the
same thing, and we wish them all the best.
Once again it fell to the lot of 14 Platoon, of Charlie
Coy., to proceed to the danger area to assist the C.O. in
the evacuation scheme. It entailed many hours of careful
thought by the staff concerned, including the famous '.'Butch
Butch" Sergeant, who was for ever diving under fallen debris
in search of motor cycles and untold fortunes which never
materialised. The uncrowned King of the Isle is at present
recuperating from numerous headaches, brought about, by a
never ending floo$ of inquiries as to "May I have a truck to
move my bedsteads, iron, pans, frying, and dustbins, dustbin?"

EYES RIGHT SotTCEs
If you want your Evening Wear,
Sports Wear, or in fact anything
Laundered expertly, send to the

Maidstone & District Laundry Co., Ltd.
Loose Road, Maidstone.
'.'Telephone: Maidstone 3020

He was expected on more than one occasion to produce a
fleet of trucks or omnibuses from behind his cap badge, or
tucked away in his revolver holster.
On the day of reckoning, however, a. certain "Nobby"
stick spoke volumes, and should It return
! Apparently
the danger area air had an effect on .the detachment Mess
Orderly, opposite and on a balcony could be seen a fair (dark,
you mutt) maiden of Independent means, who threw coy
glances and whimsical smiles which shook him off his feet.
Whilst dishing up the Mincer Bob's efforts, he couldn't help
but look across at her, consequently we had a wax pudding (?)
in a mug, and tea in a plate. But it's a long war, and who
cares?
In conclusion, we should all like to congratulate "Tangle"
Medhurst on his recent marriage. Seven bob for the first one,
"Tangle"!
"Spud."

—
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"D" Company
After several days of toil and .turmoil, order and some
thing like old "D" came to light. Captain B
as P.M.C.,,
organised the Mess, with Buckingham i/c (which produced a
fight in the cookhouse). The C.Sgt. saw paintings, imagined,
stole and even bought pictures for the Sergeants' Mess. The
Corporals, being not particular, we content with the "Master
piece," or the Pioneers' age, and the enjoyments of the lower
element of the Coy. The Tin Town Bar, which for the un
initiated is the Coy. Canteen, where everything (if any)' is
on the book, was built in no time. Of course, some try a
big blxiff and ask to pay. So much for the Company's leisure
hours.
The remainder of the time is spent in watching the
"Maltese Blitz," looking for mines (even a petrol can is a sus
pect) and organising section messing. Harmer has been known
to scrounge rations tickets from the local police station; that
man has no selfrespect, only a self appetite. And since
taking over seaside villas, some of the Coy. have gone nautical.
Except for "Backsheesh" air alarms, the war here has"
developed into a game of patience. Everyone in the Coy.
can now distinguish a Spitfire from a Wellington. Even
"Bolo" sees things, if only the Convent lights.
Route marches, Machine Gun training, Section drill, P.T.
and last, but not, repeat not, least, unarmed combat, whfch
even when armed is ferocious. The route marches are easy
(they nearly caught me) eleven miles in two hours and
twenty minutes. M.G. training, ask Ken and Mick, they
know all. Drill parades, the great O'Grady is on parade, and
the scandal (ask Ludlow). P.T. consists of Knees Raise and
Arms Bend. The Unarmed Combat should read Unarmoured
Combat, ask Beckett and Softley.
Other than watching and waiting, the Coy. has done
nothing outstanding in the past month, which in itself is
miraculous, as for many moons the Coy. has always been to
the fore in work and sport.
After midnight' rumours and breakfast speculations, the
Coy. has once again moved.
The big question asked is
"Where can one buy a caravan?"
This effort has to be short owing to the move.
"Rags."
.

"E"
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Company

Since our last edition, Christmas has been and gone, and
we intend to give our readers a fairly detailed account of
what we did over the festive season. It is true to state that
the Company did get up at a time befitting to the occasion,
to find a day rarely to be met with here. It was a pukka
Blighty winter day. Everybody greeted everybody in the
approved manner, and the Company were left to themselves,
more or less. The final of the Pass Ball Competition was
played off, resulting in a win for the V.M.G. Section over
Cpl. Kemp's Section (19 Platoon) by 4 goals to 3. The C.S.M.
ably refereed this match, hiding behind abig cigar. Inci
dentally we would like to know where the cigar came from.
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Anyhow, well done the V.M.G. Section. The W.Os. and the.
S.Sgts. then retired to the famous Art Gallery, collected,
owned and approved by the O.C. Troops here at the "Sword
fish Arms." After a careful scrutiny of this famous "collec
tion," the O.C., on noting everyone's approval, allowed us a
fleeting glimpse of his famous volume, "Stag at Eve," in which
we saw some very big elephants, and water melons. Unfortun
ately, however, there was no time to linger over this famous
collection, owing to the arrival of the C.O., who came to
visit the troops whilst they were having their dinner.
The Company was unable to assemble all together for
the Christmas dinner, which was had in two sittings. This
was enjoyed by all, and our thanks go out to Lieut. B. A. P
for .his work as Messing Officer, and to the Sergeants of the
Company who very nobly rose to the occasion. We would
like to take the opportunity of expressing our thanks to Sergt.
Tickner and his merry band of cooks, who produced a really
first class dinner. For the occasion we had to instal a special
lobber outer of Christmas pud., and this honour fell to the
O.C. Company, Captain A. J. M. F—M.B.E. After giving
three cheers to everybody, right down the roll as far as Pte.
H. Pug, everyone went back to the guns feeling happily con
tented and ready for a dozen "wops" per man. Incidentally,
an article entitled "An Olde Ode to Pork" has been enclosed,
which should prove interesting reading to certain .members of
the Company, who spent the night running in and out of their
shelters thinking that they were back on the "Trooper." Our
final Christmas thanks to the C.O., who kindly allowed married
personnel to attend the Christmas party on the 27th with
their families, which I am spre was enjoyed and appreciated
by all, especially those who had a flip on the sliding "shute".
We sincerely hope that all our readers had as happy a time
as the situation permitted, and we wish them all a happy and
victorious New Year.
Now the congratulatory paragraph. First and foremost,
our heartiest congrats. to our O.C. Company, who has been
awarded the M.B.E. Also to our "Bertie," who dodged the route
marches nicely. Finally to all Platoons for having all "shot"
down "Junkers 88," at least that's what they say!
Then there is our own little "blitz" to record. Quite
recently, we were "at home" to the "Luftwaffe," and a wonder
ful reception was accorded them at about fifteen
thousand.
Having previously imbibed rather freely, or so it would appear,
they swooped upon us, and all we had to give them at 100.
Each presented the other with something else, and a merry
party ensued for a while. However, the pace being very hot,
our "guests" retired even more quickly than they arrived,
leaving to the merciful care of the "Med." and our rocks
quite a large number of their friends. We have every reason
to believe that they will refuse any more of our invitations
to spend a few minutes "ragging" with us.
Sport is at present confined to the more leisurely of our
fraternity, to wit. No. 19 Platoon, and since each of their'
sections have played each Other time and time again, we
cannot hope to be able tb record the results of all their games.
Which brings me "to the end of this month's effort. We
send our best greetings'to' all others in the Regiment, and'
assure them all that every one of us is "Hunky Dory."'
THINGS WE WOULD LIKE TO KNOW.
Is the writer of our correspondence a Colour Bloke, a
C.S.M., a Balloon Commander, or just a plain Sergeant? Ask
"Chunker,:' he knows.
S.G.H.
Oh, deal; an Olde Ode to Pork, as related to the M.O. on
Christmas Day, 1940.
(With apologies to Robert Burns.)
There's somewhat on my breast, sir,
There's somewhat on my breast,
I cannot take my rest, sir,
Tho' I would fain to do so;
A weary weight oppresseth me,
A weary weight of woe;

'Tis not the Christmas pud., sir,
'Tis not the Farson's beers;
Of them' I have no fears,
'Tis not the Sergeant's voice, sir,

That fills my labouring breast,
It's "Beer" and "Edward" Pork, sir,
I'veeaten,won't digest.
Potter '67. *
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CONTEMPORARIES
The Editor acknowledges
contemporaries:— _

with

thanks

the

following
. .

"The London Scottish Regimental Gazette."
"The Dragon!"'
'
. '" '
'
'" "The Wasp."
—
.
"The K.S.L.T. Regimental Journal."
.
"The' Sapper." '"
'
. . .. . . .
;
/
."The Journal,.ol the A.E. Corps"''""".'
""The Royal"Tbnk Corps Journal." " V "."'"".'V "
' "Ca Ira."
'
''
" '
"St. George's Gazette."
"The Royal Army Ordnance Corps Gazette." 
*
"The Aldershot Command News."
"The Aldershot News."
"The Kent Messenger."
"Seventh Regiment Gazette."
Z
{
"The Dorsetshire Regimental "Journal."'
"The Journal of the R.A.S. Corps."
"The Tiger and Rose."'
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"Our Empire."
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MEDAL ROLLS.
There are still a number of copies of the Regimental
Medal Roll, Part .L, 17931881/ for ^disposal:
Jbese we*®
originally ~ sold at 4/ per copy, but in order to reduce tiu,
stock lt has now been decided to reduce the price to l/«
Any reader who requires one of these Rolls should apply to
Capt. S. E. Brooks, Treasurer, "The Queen's Own Gazette,"
an<Tenrtbse f/'T'  
r..
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BATTALION

ROYAL WEST KENTS' VIGIL ON THE COAST.
FINE BODY OF MEN EAGER AGAIN TO COME TO GRIPS
WITH ENEMY.
"Of course, if the squareheadecl gentlemen over yonder
care to take a trip across irv their flatbottomed
boats we shall
do our best to accommodate them."
Tliis utterance by an officer of a Queen's Own Royal West
Kent battalion which is keeping vigil on a stretch of the
English coast reflects the confidence which is held by our
Army in their ability to meet any seaborne attempt at
invasion.
It is a tough job, the seawatching business. The batta
lion has been given the responsibility of guarding an important
sector of the coast, and the task is being done thoroughly, as
it is, indeed, by all units of the British Army.
in daytime soldiers keep a constant and sharp lookout
across the briny, and at night they peer into the darkness
lest there should he any suspicious movement.
I saw quite a lot of the preparations made to stem an
invasion—but not all, of course. What I did observe quickly
drew me to the conclusion that I would most certainly not
care to be one of the "Squareheads" from over yonder.
And one of the units I would he particularly anxious to
avoid would be this battalion of Royal West Kents, which, by
the by. was formerly part of the Territorial Army.

in an inn, for which (say the lads on Fridays) many thanks.
Hie Invicta Hot Rhythmsters are the battalion dance
band—Ptes. K. G. Cook (saxaphone and crooner), P. Foster
(saxaphone), T. Berry (piano) and L. Hayden (drums)—and
their services are in big demand in the neighbourhood.
Now, before dealing with the battalion's war feats, let us
harken back to the piping days of peace.
After serving in the last war in India the unit was
demobilised in 1919, and then reformed in 1923 with com
panies and drill halls in five towns in Kent.
In crosscountry circles the battalion made quite a name
for itself, winning the Territorial Army Divisional champion
ship three years in succession. Sergt. Roy Copper, of Sevenoaks,
whom I met, was a member of this team.
At Bisley, too, the unit always did well in the T.A. rifle
shooting competitions, while their annual boxing tournaments
were always a popular draw
Altogether a high degree of efficiency in all phases had
been reached by August 28th, 1939, when came the call to
arms.
THE BEGINNING OF THE BLITZ.
Now allow me to hand over the narrative to Capt. J. C.
Rietchel, the signalling officer, for he, assuredly, can tell it
better than I.
"After mobilising we carried out intensive training rot
several months before proceeding overseas in April last year.
Later we marched 100 miles in four days on our way to the
Belgian frontier, not a man falling out, a fact on which we
were complimented.

FOUGHT WITH DISTINCTION.
They have met the Germans in battle already
and with distinction. No other Battalion won
more honours, and few
experienced
more
casualties.
Yet they inflicted quite as many
as they suffered, and hold the view that 011 level
terms they would do even better.
My mentors on this visit were Capt. John
Winstanley and Captain and Quartermaster F.
Lambkin (to whom congratulations on his
recent promotion).
Capt. Lambkin, whose home is in Canter
bury, has been in the Army 27 years, and har
had experience with three battalions of R.W.K.'s.
These two officers conducted me on an
interesting tour, but regulations prevent me
from describing all I saw.

|

GOOD FOOD AND PLENTY OF IT
I was soon to realise the men have arduous
duties to perform, and back at headquarters, it
was comforting to discover that the "inner man"
is being well looked after.
R.Q.M.S. J. Beden, of Tonbridge, who that
day had just been awarded the Territorial Army
efficiency medal following 12 years' service,
showed me food supplies that were being sent
out, and there was both quantity and quality.
Don't forget that people used to spend quite
a lot of money to get a whiff of this bracing sea
air, which is a breeder of healthy appetites!
Ever tried pickled raw carrot? I saw some in
the Quartermaster's store. They were in vinegar
in jar. and I wondered what they were like.
Outside the store is the piggery. The batta
lion keep no fewer than six young porkers, which
are being fattened up for a dinner or two.
There is not much gaiety down in this part
of the coast nowadays, but the men try to get
the bet out of
a necessarily monotonous
existence.
TALKIE FILM SHOWS.
A friend has given the battalion a talkie film
apparatus, and shows are given nightly to those
fellows who are taking a little respite from the
—er—relaxing sea breezes.
Appropriately named. Pte. S. Ray is the
ciixematograph operator, and the shows are given
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THE SEAWARD WATCH that never ceases. A Private of the Royal West
Kents keeps his "weather eye" on the Channel.
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THE C.O. AND OFFICERS of a Battalion of The Queen's Own Royal West Kent Regiment, which is keeping vigil
on a sector of the South East coast.

'FRISKY," one of the six porkers which the R.W.K.'s are fattening up before R goes out of the months.
"Kent Messenger" photos.
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"Early one sunny morning we were disturbed by the sound
of ackack guns and airplane engines. The blitz was on, and
in the late afternoon we started off on a long journey through
Belgium to take up a position at Oudenarde on the River
Escaut. Here we steadily dug ourselves in to await the Hun.
"One Sunday morning the "Dornier Brothers" appeared
with the sun behind them and heavily attacked B Company's
position. B Company gave a good account of themselves in
this ordeal.
HELD UP ENEMY FOR SEVERAL DAYS.
"From this moment the attack grew in intensity, and
before very long we were fully engaged with the enemy. We
held them for several days, and actually they never moved
us from position.
"Our Bren gun carriers did magnificent work in this battle
and their platoon commander, Capt. John K. Warner, was
honoured with an immediate award of the M.C. in the field.
"Eventually came the order to withdraw and in the
ensuing battle we suffered heavy casualties, but we meted out
quite as much as we received.
"After a further week's fighting
we had to split up and
make our way to Dunkirk, and my own party covered the last
45 miles on foot in 24 hours. Most of us had no real sleep
for a fortnight.
"Our Commanding Officer of those days, who is now with
another battalion of the same regiment, was awarded the
D.S.O.
NOW READIER THAN EVER.
"We reformed and were brought up to strength by
intakes. After five months of more intensive training we took
up our present position on a coast sector, where we are eagerly
awaiting the arrival of our dear friends in order to give them
all we have, and then some!"
In addition to the awards already mentioned, the follow
ing decorations were won by the battalion:—
Military Cross: Capt. A. H. Taylor, 2nd Lieut. M. F. H
Smith (who died of wounds).
Distinguished Conduct Medal: R.S.M. A. R. Catchpole
(Tunbridge Wells), P.S.M. A. E. Gilligan (Maidstone), P.S.M.
A. Chapman (Tonbridge), C.S.M. W. J. Napier (Westerham).
Military Medal: C.S.M. R. Roriston (London), Sergt. A. F.
Jarvis (Sutton, Surrey), Sergt. G. W. Brooks (Edenbridge)
Cpl. V. A. Brook (Northfleet), Pte. E. T. Culmer (South
borough), Pte. A. Howard.
Mentions in dispatches were gained by Major E. B. S.
Clarke, Capt. Sir H. J. d'Avigdor Goldsmid. Capt. J. Winstanley,
Sergt. J. Steptoe, Ptes. H. Aitken. A. McDonald and A. Hay.
Among the officers I met during my visit were Major P.
Macklin, Major A. A. Eason (a war prisoner last time). Capt.
V. C. de St. Croix, Capt. J. H. HayDrummondHay, Capt.
G. E. C. Hudson, 2nd Lieuts. L. S. Willis, R. W. K. (!!!) Hinton.
H. Smith and P. M. KempGee.
COLONEL WHO LEADS SPLENDID BODY OF MEN.
The Colonel I had seen before. Son of a former Kent
rector, he used to take a keen interest in amateur dramatics.
He has been identified with the Territorial Army for many
years, and at the end of the last war was in the R.A.F. He
was secondincommand in France and Belgium last year.
It is a splendid body of men he now leads, and as one
officer said to me: "If the Jerries are as good soldiers as these
I take my hat off to them—but the fact is they aren't."
Mr. Churchill not long ago observed: "We are looking for
ward to the invasion, so are the fishes."
And he might have added: "So are the 'Dirty Half
Hundred.'"
A.W.C.
(Reprinted from the "Kent Messenger.")
4

BATTALION NOTES.
Our move to a new area during the last month was accom
plished with but little of the secrecy which accom
panied the previous move and consequently proved of little
interest until the time came to inspect the new quarters. It
then took the Padre no time at all to discover where his
"Dormy House" lay. and the Q.M., returning to school after
his seaside holiday, quickly registered as a dayboarder.
 We have said farewell to Brigadier J." S: S.
; many
many happy memories will remain with the "boys" for years

to come. We extend a hearty welcome to our new Brigadier;
also to our Battalion secondincommand on his return to the
unit after being, we understand, piped over the startline.
Congratulations to one Suffolk Officer—who said there was a
Field Marshal's Baton in every young soldier's battledress
pocket?
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
1.—Which private, at the R.A.F. interview, answered that
trigonomcntry was connected with the first and second pres
sures.
2.—How long will it be before our Don R. Officer gets
promoted to the organist at the BIG Church nearby?
3.—How will the Company Commanders manage now that
they have to bypass the shops and so. travel only half the
distance to get to Battalion H.Q.?
4

Headquarter Company
A.C.P.
Somebody said it was worse than Batcombe Down! That
was a rather chilly spot and our new billet certainly runs it
close in the icicle stakes. It's not a question of taking down
blackouts and opening windows. On the contrary, we stand
around with sacks and paper and try to keep some of the
fresh air outside—there's such a lot of it. But some straw
has arrived, and some stores are coming (we hope) and even
if the stores don't arrive, summer is coming (we are fairly
certain of that). Life has its compensations for although
we have oceans of mud here, it's much nicer mud than the
mud we had before, so we muddn't mind, mud we?
We feel mighty independent these days—living as we do,
away from the remainder of H.Q. Coy. We pace around our
orchard, jumping nimbly over puddles, tripping over carriers,
nonchalantly throwing somebody else's apples to somebody
else's small boys (at least we would if there were any apples
—or would we?).
Oh, it's a great life.
Funny thing this
Spring fever. A certain officer spent halfanhour trying to
start his car yesterday before he thought of putting in the
rotor arm.
There are worse things than Spring—much worse. Pte.
Kling has had a touch of something which can be little
removed from "Le Cafard" itself.
He was recently seen to
fling himself on the ground and bite savagely at the track of
his carrier. He was eventually hauled off and we found that
only three new links were necessary.
Ere long it will be Midsummer Madness—Roll on those dozy
days!
"WEARY."
SIGNAL PLATOON.
Once again the Signals are endeavouring to submit a few
phrases to let other Signalites know that we are still in
existence and still maintaining communication even though
the ride—posh de luxe—to our new station was rather up
setting, but we made! it and are looking forward to our stay,
Even though we were excited to get on new ground We
must admit how sorry we are to leave behind the friends we
have made and hope that we* will meet them again under
different circumstances.
Would like to add that our new
billets are very comfortable even though one Platoon scoundrel
was determined to take his bed, either iron or wooden, which
he did under very mysterious circumstances.
Having sampled once again the delights of Guards and
Fatigues, We find that they are still as cushy (when they are
finished) as In bygone days.
Looking forward to a spot of
training and we know we will have an enjoyable time, but
being rather superstitious we are afraid that the name of the
month is a bad omen—March.
We would like to take this opportunity of welcoming the
new class who have arrived in our midst—new to us no doubt,
but old soldiers to themselves and the Ack Ack. Hoping their
stay will be a happy one with bags of dots and dashes.
Seeing that ye are now in the position to partake in sport,
we are hoping for a few challenges 4o football, hoping some
of the champs will consider playing a poor weak team like
us!!!
We held a Classification recently and pleased to add that
seven of the candidates out of nine passed with flying colours,
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of the other two we are still wondering whether the Classifying
Procedure King is apt to confuse Wireless Telegraphy Pro
cedure with that as taught to the Infantry Signaller, we con
gratulate them all as they all certainly tried hard to pass in
more ways than one.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Where do all the tables and brooms go? Q.M. to see.
— NOTICE.—If the Officer, who is collecting electric light
bulbs, would call In at the Signal Office, we might be able
to add to his collection.
Who is too big and too heavy?
Will they make a bigger sentry box for Craig, or cut Craig
down a bit?
1

"A" Company.
Once more we open these notes with a new move. We are
doing our best to settle down, but so far it seems so strange
to many of the men to be able to have seven nights out of
seven in bed and no seaward watch to contend with. We have
been relieved after three arduous months of 30, 60 and 100 per
cent, stand to's and stand down's, so that now we shall have
many happy and rosy faces in our midst.

Every morning at 7 a.m., one can see the "push on's" and
"one hundred percenters" gaily dressed in P.T. kit, tripping
merrily around the countryside. I had to smile the other morn
ing when it was rather dark, when the Company Commander
came running out and cracked his shins on a stretch of wire.
I'm afraid it didn't make him run too well that morning.
.. Going back to last July it was "Push On" and "Dig for
Victory," then in November is was "Snare for Victory," but
now, oh dear, we are back to the days when one has passed
'off the Square and starts Field Training; still life goes merrily
on,even though there is a scarcity of electric light and gas.
I'm afraid that sport has not been in much evidence
lately, but we do hope to get some during our stay here,
xThe office staff were rather getting the wind up with this
hew move, as it was thought that the quietude of the office
Would once more ring to the C.S.M. calling "Runner" at the
top of his voice, but luckily the Company Commander brought
his office bell along with him and we still reign in peace.
.
We all extend a hearty welcome to 2nd/Lieut. C
, and
trust that his stay with us will be a happy one. He's lucky,
I'm sure that No. 9 won't let him down.
KISMUNG.
_
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"B" Company.
..RTrice "we last put pen to" the usual Army paper we'have
left "our posh billet, to do the usual Army move.
*~'t. RevaHy was at 2 in the bloomin' morn., course, we was
npt feeling like yours truly, espeshally when the corp. routs us
bfitto load the blooming truck. "Always us," we says. Corp.
glares at us all fierce like, "One more peep out of you," he says,
"and' you're for company office."
To cut a long story short, we gets on the truck. "Righto,"
we yells, and catches corp. a smacker in the pants as we slams
the tailboard up. We didn't say nothing, but oh, his face
"Your numbah correct, sarmajah?" says our officer.
"Sir,"
yells out sarmajah, fit to bust himself; lumme, he didn't arf
Sdtind narked.
. Orf we goes, and soon nods orf, and wakes up to find our
selves going tip over head through the air, with one atop of
the other. "Strewth, wot's happened now " You know, this
Army is full of blooming surprises." We gets out, all feeling
blinking browned orf. to find the truck neatly driven in the
ditch.
"Corks," says our driver, "the wheel slipped out of me
hands all accidental like." Well, we all helps to push it on
to the road again, and .orf we goes. Soon we stops. "Out yer
git,"" shouts corp. We does a bunk inside our noo billet and
gets down to a good kip, where corp. and the boys won't find
us,, neither.
" Quite a perlllus ride, you will say. Buij it has had its com

pensashuns, 'cos we have seen things we have been looking for
for months, as well, as having a pretty drop o' beer in. these
parts. Hoping this finds you. as it leaves us at present, so
cheerio for now.
BUSY BEE.. .
4

"C" Company.
Well, once again, "C" Coy. have left their epistle to the
Q.O.G. until the last possible minute, and by doing this they
are able to Include their very latest news of interest, thereby
avoiding the necessity of saving half a page for stoppress news.
February, which is natural enough I suppose, has treated us
very much the same with inclement weather, as Februarys have
done in the past. The continual drying of wet clothes,, and
the scraping off of muddy boots has come very much, as" a
matter of course. As the month wore on, visits to the "Virgin
intheBog" got fewer and fewer, and as a result the number
of cases reported of men getting up in the middle of the night
and erecting Double Apron fences in the centre of the room
decreased accordingly. One bright spot of entertainment was
provided by a concert given in the early part of the
month by men of the Company and of neighbouring Units arid
the Battalion Dance Band as usual put up a very good show,
which was very much appreciated, as also were the efforts of
the other artistes; we must add, however, that we were hardly
surprised at the rather nervous entrance on the stage of two
young lady artistes, suddenly confronted by the appealing eyes
of numerous soldiers, who for the past few weeks had been
"Dreaming of thee" with very little success. Still, to quote ah
old phrase, "a good time was had by all."
. .
The next item of amusement was a football match which
took place between the Officers, W.O.'s and Sergeants, versus
the men of the Company. In spite of noble attacks, counter
attacks and many a defensive battle by the former team, and
the good services rendered by the Company Commander's
"Ammo boots," the match ended with a score of 3—1 in the
men's favour. We cannot help feeling sorry for the Sergeant
who, unfortunately, stopped the ball in his "V.F.'s" and the
more so as the ball came from one of his own team.
And so we come to the great trek, when the gallant Com
pany said goodbye to the Kentish Shores and at an abomin
able hour in the morning, bravely placed its lives in the hands
of the R.A.S.C.
Needless to say, the last few hours before
our departure were the cause of many a pair of painful
housemaid's knees, and many a cry of despair from the
C/Sergeant weakly exclaiming from the midst of piles of
accommodation stores and packing cases, "For the nine
hundred and ninetyninth time, I haven't got any more soap
and I don't make Vim." However, the old tradition waskept
up and every man now feels fully qualified to take up domes
tic duties when he gets home, and let his wife go out to
work.
So mid pastures new, with terrible visions of Battalion
stunts. Brigade stunts, Divisional stunts, Corps stunts arid: any
other stunts you like to think of/lasting for anything'from
one to seven days, ws are now gradually settling down once
again to a further phase in our training. No doubt there
are arduous days ahead with many a weary battle
to be won, and many a weary mile to be trudged
(with the containers of tea still on "B" eschelon), but we feel
that out of it there will emerge just such another " C" Coy.
as that we were all so proud of a year ago.

THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
How much porridge is the Sergeants' Mess allowed?
What did "Chang" think of his first night of married bliss?
Is it Messing Officer or Missing Officer?
Is it the pastry or the Cook that gets "browned off?"
How many visits does it take to get a table cloth?. 
—

4

"D" Company
The icy blast, the tumult of the deep, and rumours: of
60 per cent, maiming are now :but ghosts of the somewhat
ghastly past!
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... . Our .roving, inscinct.lias again exerted itself and we now
.gaze., upon.new. and. more succulent pastures. 
Pebbles and double apron have, given away to the green
fields and fast budding hedges of civilised .village, which is
Utopian when compared with the wilderness that was for so
many weeks our home.
 It is a pleasure too, to drain our tankards in the knowledge
that death on a minefield will) not result from our indulgence!
Already we are Sure we shall dislike leaving our. new
station—for the kindly disposed inhabitants have provided us
with a rest room wherein it is possible to recline and dream
of those times we had "in civvie street/' The canteen, too, is
a welcpme addition—the "pickle paste Sandwiches" are the
rage of the hour.
Football is in full swing and "C" Company have already
discovered that our fort is difficult to storm, for the game
resulted in a draw, one goal each. Confronted by an almost
. entire Soccer XI. the following morning, the M.O. thought that
he was suffering from hallucinations, and had become a foot
ball referee over night. Platoon matches have also aroused
Interest, for several blushing exArsenal players have so far
been unearthed. Even Company H.Q. roused themselves from
their winter slumbers , to give 17 Platoon an enjoyable game,
despite the high winds.
We welcome to our Company, 2nd/Lieut. P. C. I. S
,
who comes to us from the 9th Battalion.
Sergt. R. C
has left us for the R.A.F., we hope he will
carry our traditions with him on his trips over Germany. We
shall miss him—all he best, Bob.
Item for Part II. Orders—Strength increase: We con
gratulate 2nd/Lieut. H. C. S
on the birth of a daughter.
We have been shorn of our Medical and Signals attach
ments," but we are glad to see Pte. Burgess back again^this
time as a driver.
.THINGS WE ARE CURIOUS ABOUT.
Who was the optimist who christened our former Coy.
H.Q. "Benvenue"?
Did Captain M
ever play for Chelsea?
Who is responsible for the following ditty:—
 Blanco, Blanco everywhere, of many a different hue,
. Oh, when, shall we start using Blanco red or blue.
Cakes of brown, tins of green—it all costs a tanner a time,
No wonder we are crying—Brother, can you sparea dime.
Finally, let us ask Fate to spare our "cawbeen and hackle"
relievers the rigours of southwesterly winds and all the evils
that beset us during our seaside holiday.
. NELLIE DEAN.
'

. '

—



—

.

Sergeants' Mess,.
We had become accustomed to the sea gale, which blew
in a clockwise direction around our former HoUse," causing
most members to rub their hands vigorously in front "of the
large, but empty grate. Even so, it was "with ho" great; regret
that we left for the mighty building which is now our place
of abode. Now, with central heating and hot and cold water,
even a certain P.S.M. arrives for breakfast almost on time—
and this although reveille is 30 minutes earlier and one extra
flight of stairs separates his bedroom from the Mess (possibly
lt is the bugle which stirs him!).
" The backchat of the carriers is very "conspicuous by its
absence" now that they are forced to form their own little
mess—with a landlady to bring them tea'each morning. Their
departure from the. central Mess has not made much extra
"space, however, because the M.T. have rejoined us and there's
no need to mention the name of the M.T. sergeant, "who occu
pies the space of three. .
"
Sssssh—but no wireless and so there's no ssh!—for a brief
space members may exercise their ancient privilege—freedom
"of" speech.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW:
1.—Did the cook really mistake the prunes for currants?
2:—It there a pretty nurse at "Alfonso's", dentist? 
, 3.—who won the argument about the NorthWest
Frontier.

v 5th
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"A" Company.
There is not much to be said for February as a month,
except that it is short, and i don't think "A" Company is sorry
to. see the back of it.
We seem during the month to have done little else but
move, first from the coast on foot, and then later, on by bus
to the new . Battalion area.
.
.
„
Since we left D
 the Company1 has been split up. No.
8 Platoon spent a fortnight guarding the bridge by a desolate
lock. "How," asked one of Its members in desperation the
day after, returning from there, "do you spell civilisation?"
The Platoon has moved to better quarters since then, but he
Still isn't quite sure.
The Company is still split up, with 8 Platoon. doing Bn.
H.Q. guards, and the other two platoons with Company H.Q.
at a village some half a dozen miles away, but it will ret
assemble it is expected before March is. out.
Meanwhile everyone is enjoying the respite from: tthe
rigours of sea.wali guards and filling in the time with much
polishingup of boots and scabbards and blancoeing of equip
ment

For the rest there is little to report except, to tender an
apology to Sgt Mumford for an inaccurate statement (not on
our part) which crept into a recent issue of the. Gazette, . .
 



4
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"C" Company.
Penetrating the pervading stench of sweating slaves and
bloodstained swords, Hitler sniffed. "Spring is coming," said
the. great man. Like many other wild animals, he was. waking
from hibernation; he had felt rather extended and uncom
fortable during the winter. Some of the things he had swal
lowed had been jabbing him in the vitals, his rest had been
disturbed, but Spring was coming, yes, he could smell it; and
he rememberered that a strong man. feels young in the Spring;
so. do young beasts. The Fuhrer, he thought, must he
eternally young, so spite the pain in the head, and those
terrible pangs in his belly, he bravely told the Germans that
he felt "so well." We feel "so well" too, and we've been out
and seen Spring coming. As readers of this Chronicle,knows,
there, was no. hibernation for us, no contended, digestion .of a
glut of good , things,,we have been awake night .and .day; but
in . one respect we.. resembled the animals, we. stayed ..put
during the Winter months, and now that .we have , seen.Spring
on:the hillsides, and in the woods we're on the move. Erom
the marshes to .the hills, and then in and .out . among them,
learning the country and the ways of the hunter.
If the sight of the Company, headed by the great mass
of the ColourSergeant, running up and down hills before
breakfast were insufficient proof of our feeling "so well," we
wish you could have seen us at the last Company dance. For
a while the Church Hall looked like Harlem, and it was only
the rosy cheeks of Sgt. Clarke and the very proper behaviour
of . 2nd Lieut. G. N. R
that brought us back to England. ..
As the stars foretold, men of "C" Company continue to
makP| love and then sometimes to marry. 2nd Lt. A. A. P—— *
tops this month's list of brave men—ranged beside him. are
Ptes. Durling, Rooney and Tyler. You lucky people and: you
luckier wives.
 . The new Brigadier soon discovered which was the best
Company; and other Companies we think must be rather
jealous of the long and pleasant visits he has paid to .us.
While some are still saying "What does the new Brigadier look
like?"—we know him well, and whatever he may think .of him.
We take a good view of him.
.
  
 
Today there came a rumour that the R.S.M. would be
coming to stay with , us a while; we would welcome him,: his
visits are far too few and we . think he would like our tow»
with all its wine, women and song. As. he is so .often only
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"making clean the way" for another, the young soldier
attaches some similar meaning to his visits—only a short
stay with us can put this right.
4

"D" Company
Here beginneth the Fifth Epistle of St. .William to the
Chathamites.
Now it came to pass that the Chathamites one day
gathered together their kettles camp, and their blocks
butchers, and their palliasses and bolsters and their lanterns
hurricane, and their cans water, and their vehicles requitioned,
and they betook themselves to the high places where sixpence
per night is paid per bed per soldier, and the fleshpots thereof.
And great was their joy and they forthwith took the mud off
their boots, and they did scrub their equipment that it might
shine as a new pin, and then they did bianco the same that
it might not shine anymore, and they otherwise prepared them
selves that civilisation and the War Lord who passed over
the Great Bridge should say, "Verily, these men from the
marshy places are the goods." But the Sapperites came down
to visit them, bringing others with him who were well versed
in the noble art of erecting dome shaped dwelling houses, and
when he had gone, the Chathamites fell to and emulated to
no mean tune those who had worshipped, at the Shrine of the
Great God Nissen. By day they laboured, as also did they
reconnoitre for themselves the battlements without the city
walls, lest, when the day of reckoning should come, the
Chathamites should be at sixes and sevens, or even at eights
and nines, to know where to—well, as he who commands is
wont to say, that is quite another story. But at the going
down of the sun, did they rest from their labours and betook
themselves to the Red Lion and to the Swan and there drank
ot Kent's best, and they also betook themselves to the Canteen
so kindly provided by the ladies of the village. But on Satur
day, garbed in their best suits of B.D.. did they go to the
village hall where they trod many a measure with the local
damsels to the tune of the sackbut and of the saxophone and
of the drum, and of the harpsichord. And many there were
who likened themselves to the wallflower and lined the sides
of the hall because of skirt there was not enough available, but
among them Watson A., bolder than the rest because there
was sixpence at stake, swept all before him, and when the
music stopped he and his fair one stood on the spot and won
the prize.
But in these places their life though a joyful one was
short lived, and once again Davis the ColourBloke, scratching
his head, not so vigorously this time, collected his cooks and
his weapons of administration, and his dean sheets of cleanli
ness. And the Chathamites, esconced in their three ton
wagons of war, journeyed forth in the path prepared for them
by AdvanceParty Robert and his roadside lanterns, for they
travelled by night lest the Jerryites got wind of; thesejourney?
lngs, and in the morning at 00. something hours .did they
arrive.
And when it became light they looked around and saw one
enormous mess and they thought to themselves and said,
"Surely it is written in the Great Book that wheresoever shall
ye dwell so shall the cleanliness thereof be likened unto the
before mentioned new pin."
And they fell to and they
swabbed and they scrubbed and they scavenged and they
scoured, and as they scraped so they said to themselves,
"Verily, this dump gets more like a house every minute."
And it was so.
Now about this time those that command, having looked
in the Great Book, said unto themselves, "These men of Chat
ham are, perchance, somewhat rusty in the art of the arrow
head, and of the bushy topped tree, and of the shady side
of the street, and of the field signal, and of the waving of the
red flag, and of the umpires mounted on motorbicycles, and
of the conference before and afterwards. It is meet that once
again they shall dabble in these things that their.' cunning
may be exercised to the full." And it was so.
The Chat
hamites went out in penny packets into the fields and into
the thickets, and they crept and they grovelled, and when
they returned Mott the Killer, who had recently taken \ip the

reins of colourbloking (we congratulate him and wish Him
luck), scratched, his head as he surveyed the tears and the
rends in the B.D. and as he thought of subsequent explana
tions required by the Q.M.
But they enjoyed these things and they enjoyed still more
the socials and the amusements which they sought (and some
times found) in the villages around them. For Spring was
upon them, but only to the tune .of 30 p.c. at any one time
(for it is written that all good things are rationed, and if there
is a war on and the danger of the parachute is always with
them, so shall these things be more than ever rationed).
Now during all this time, Davis, erstwhile ColourBloke,
was taken away from them that he might go and serve those*
that command; but his sojourn in the land of green bianco
and blackout stripes was short only and he returned to
follow in the footsteps of the Son of Mathew, who was taken
from them that he might rise to the ranks of stardom.
We take this opportunity of closing this epistle by wish
ing all success to him as one who Commands, though we
know full well at the moment that he rises at 00. something
hours, blacks his own boots and cleans his own brass and
rightturns and leftturns and aboutturns for the rest of the
day. He was a true Chathamite, and we shall miss him. To
his Successor, good luck and congratulations.

4

6th BATTALION
It is obvious that the reader wlil obtain a fairly compre
hensive view of this Battalion's activities from the notes sent
in by the various Companies. But certain points of general
interest do arise which are worthy of remark.
For instance, now that the weather is allegedly better, as
much training as possible is done out of doors and is naturally
much more interesting and in many ways profitable. Com
panies have carried out various forms of training which have
hitherto been a sealed book to most people; for instance, field
engineering, throwing live grenades, and at present Com
panies have either completed or about to complete field firing,
which the men have, in most cases, found very interesting and
instructive. There are now two Battalion schemes a week,
and a Brigade exercise lasting two or three days once a fort
night. The fire power of the Unit has been greatly improved
by the issue of Tommy Guns to all Section Commanders,
while the attachment of a Motor Coach Company, R.A.S.C.
makes the statement that the Battalion is ready to go any
where and do anything at a moment's notice, no mean
boast.
The "Slogan Competition" on behalf of National Economy
has aroused considerable interest in the Battalion, and some
of the entries submitted were really excellent and it will bo
most surprising if some of the prizes do not reach this
Battalion.

The Battalion, together with the Belgian Fusilier Com
pany, whose departure, by the way, has left a distinct gap,
took part in the H
War (Weapons Week Demonstration
March, when the Lord Lieutenant took the salute, and ex
pressed himself a& highly satisfied with the .Battalion's march
ing and turnout.
The weekly concerts still remain as attractive and popular
as ever. Though E.N.S.A. produced an extremely good show,
the palm for entertainment value must obviously go to the
Belgian Battalion for their superlative concert. Their two
orchestras, "Jazz" and "Classical," were both very fine, while
no one who has seen the inimitable Ettienne will ever forget
.his. deliciously audacious performance, though he spoke not
one word of English, more than "got across" to his audience,
and was perhaps the high spot of the evening.
Unfortunately, the results of the recent Battalion football
matches are not available at the time of going to press, but
It is safe to say that it has on the whole been extremsly suc
cessful.
OFFICERS' MESS.
When one lives in the unexpended portion of a rather
simall cafe a really lavish social life, even if time allowed, is
scarcely possible. But none the less the Mess does what it can
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to. reciprocate the hospitality of H
W
. Not so long ago,
a gigantic Sherry. Party was held in the "Gold Room" (sic) of
the .Market Hall, and proved, despite the absence of the C.O.,
a great success. Since then, though unable to entertain on
any vast scale, the Mess may be said to have had a finger in
several of H
W
's social pies; notably the Hunt Ball.
In passing, it may be noted that highly successful social con
tacts, particularly with feminine auxiliaries of other services
appear to have been made by the Company Commander and
subalterns of a certain company.
It is pleasant to see the C.O. back again, restored in
health and strength after his recent illness. Recently there
has been an influx of new members. Major L
had hardly
arrived when he was whisked off to hospital. It is to be hoped
that' his recovery will be speedy.
The Mess welcomes Messrs. S
, K
and S
. Capt.
and Mrs. D; B. B
are to be most heartily congratulated
upon attaining the proud distinction of parenthood. It was
with very great regret that the Mess said goodbye to the IJB.
Belgian guests, who had proved a real asset to the daily round,
the common task.
Apart from their social and military
talents, the Belgian Officers afforded a very valuable whetstone
for those who wished either to demonstrate or polish up their
French, "Parisian" or "StratfordAttyeBon" vintage; albeit
their command of English in most cases far outran the Mess's
French in fluency ! Anyway it was all very pleasant, and they
left behind them at oeast one song which will echo and reecho
in the hearts of many officers for many a year to come. In
the departure of 2nd Lieut. C
the Mess suffered a grave
deprivation. He returned at a moment's notice to the 12th
Foot, a not unfamiliar institution to sundry members, by
hearsay at any rate, whence he originally came.
In conclusion, the Mess would thank the Lord Lieutenant
for his very pleasant hospitality upon the morning of the
"War Weapons March."



—

Headquarter Company
Nothing much to report this month, no sensational pro
motions or demotions. Everyone up to their necks in work or
mud, on the manoeuvres, which are termed intensive train
ing, the most recent one of which was the 4 day stunt, and
everyone completely happy (who said "Liar"?).
Sport has rather gone to the dogs, and except for one or
two hastily arranged games of football, and a crosscountry
run or two, things are lax.. Come on H.Q., this is all wrong,
can't the league which was running soi well be continued or a
new one formed. Fatigues do interfere considerably I agree,
but lets all make a grand effort to get going, and while we are
at it, what about a team to challenge and beat the best of the
Rifle Companies.
It's rumoured that the reason for pencilled details is that
the Office Clerk (?) has had a mishap with his typewriter.
(Right, Jack?).
Have the coaches seen about with the Battalion now been
supplied because the C.O. intends to run day trips to IKent
when the weather improves?
SIGNAL PLATOON.
The Platoon are still going strong, and are making a great
effort to keep football going in the Company.
Frantic D.R.'s
rush about on R. training days looking for likely opponents.
Another Kent Battalion Signal Platoon were met last week,
but we went down 4—3 after a close game. A return is being
arranged, and watch the boys then. Revenge is sweet!
The Mortar Platoon, well represented by the Officers' Mess,
were met this week, and were getting a pasting 5—0 when the
game was abandoned. Lieut. S
had scored a good one from
the outside right position, Winsper (2) and Wenn (2) com
pleting the scoring.
Schemes are a great success now, and we are never hap
pier than when, tied completely in knots of cables, and our
Wireless Crews insist on carrying the sets.
DON V. WANTS TO KNOW:—
If Jeff is seriously considering transferring to the
Armoured Corps, with his khaki bicycle?

If the Regular soldier will ever become'an N.C.O. really,
or whether he is kidding?
What N.C.O. got extra pay for forgetting his gaiters?
Who else is applying for a transfer to the Pioneers be
cause it's so quiet?
4

"A" Company.
At the moment of writing the Coy. Commandant is sick
with a chill and a certain number of the Coy. seem to be feel
ing the effects of a recent night joyride in buses.
We congratulate Cpl. Barden, L.Cpl. Hallet, L.Cpl. Hewit
son and Pte. Leaney on their promotions.
We regret that Pte. Thrill has been discharged.
His
"civilian suit" was a symphony in bright green, which few of
us will not forget quickly.
Therci is little news, and we hope to have more next time.
4

"B" Company.
The inhabitants of Pembroke continue to assure us that
the winters experienced here are usually very mild. That may
be, but up to the present we have had snow, frost, hail, rain
and piercing cold winds. Whenever "B" Company have taken
the field they seem to find everything in the way of water
logged fields, rushing streams, acres of mud or manure dumps,
indeed, if any member of the Company sees a choice piece of
marshyground he charges forward in attack shouting his war
cry.
Lately the Companyy has been practising mobile schemes
as a change from footslogging, which caused the boot re
pairer a headache and the Quartermaster an empty stores.
It is strange how Schemes get blamed for wear or loss of equip
ment; wierd and wonderful are the tales told to the Company
Commander at inspection time.
One individual produced two dozen lace holes in exchange
for a pair of boots, and when asked what had happened he just
said "The Scheme, sir." A jug of cold water has been on the
Company commander's table ever since.
During the recent training, owing to the Quartermaster's
staff being temporarily out of action, the senior C.Q.M.S. took
charge of "B" Echelon.
After a false start in a quarry, it
travelled for some time through blinding sleet and country
lanes till it reached a certain town. Guess what town it was?
Needless to say, the convoy solemnly travelled round the
road island at the B.O.R. and proceeded back the same route,
and eventually reached its destination. It's very strange, but
very true.
There has been a competition for antiwaste and the Com
pany efforts were extraordinarily good. Company H.Q. staff,
have won the Company Commanders prize of 10s., much to
their great joy any "Sammy's" relief, but so far it's only on
paper.
4

«<C" Company.
Once again we have been Informed that "Buster" corres
pondence must be submitted by a certain very close date, so
it falls upon my shoulders to chronicle the doings of shiny
"C" during the last month.
Our Company Commander is with us once more, having
attended a Company Commanders' Course, and the Company
are already beginning to reap the benefit of his accumulated
knowledge.
2nd Lieut. N.H.E. has recently attended a Swill Manage?
ment Course, and on his return to us was immediately ap
pointed Bn. Messing Officer. .We hope to sea the already good
messing arrangements considerably . improved and the swill
and byeproducts account swelling.
This month has seen the Company engaged in training,
consisting mostly of getting in and out of buses, and taking
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long, trips., around:the snowbound country side. Two nights
have been spent in the wilds and "Q" Branch have performed
miracles in providing hot meals whenever required. A very
successful day was spent on the. Ranges, where the Company
proceeded to carry out field firing.
Our congratulations to Ptes. Eddington and Powell on be
coming "daddies" for the first time.
We sympathise witn
Ptes. Woodcock and Bircham, who have both taken the plunge
and been and got married. They can't say that we did not
warn them.
. Our. activities in the field
of sport have been neces
easily curtailed owing to prevailing weather conditions.
A
few football Platoon matches have been played however, and
judging by these games the standard of soccer in the Com
pany has not deteriorated.
I must apologise if my effort this month is not as verbost
as it usually is, but the fact that I have been rather out of
touch with the Company's doings during the last month makes
this necessary.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Who is i./c. "Swill"?
~
"Robbo."
—

4

"D" Company
' By a sin of gross omission, no contribution from this Com
pany appeared in the last issue of the Gazette. It is fully
appreciated what hardship this must have caused in the
hearts and homes of many "Constant Readers," abject apolor
gies are hereby offered, and it is hoped will be accepted in the
spirit in which they are meant. The said "Constant Readers."
may. rest assured that far from standing where it stood the
Company continues to advance slowly but inexorably.
with great rejoicing that all ranks of the Company
welcome Major B—— on his return to its midst from the rati
fied atrnosphere of the P.R.I.'s Office. 2nd Lieut. H—— has
left the Company to take up an appointment at the Command
W.T. School. His loss to the Company is a grave one, but will
Ao doubt be most adequately filled by 2nd Lieut. C—, whom
the Company, and particularly 17 Platoon, are glad to wel
come. By a curious coincidence, 2nd Lieut. C—— has just
vacated the position which 2nd Lieut. H
! has gone to fill.
Messrs. B
and T—— are recently returned from their
courses brim full of useful knowledge. The Company is, there'
?ore> 8t full strength in the matter of officers. Prom bitter
experience, one may safely assume that this blissful state of
affairs will not last unduly long! One of the "oldest inhabit
tants," in fact, an "Old Gunnertonian," 2nd Lieut. P
, has
left, the Company and migrated to "A" Company, where the
Company wishes him every succcess.
... YTri1 Christmas now in the middle distance, training of
ail sorts, arid sizes is now in full swing. The Company went
on the range during a particularly lavish and spiteful period
of snow and Ice, but despite the needlessly Arctic conditions
did not do at all too badly. Upon one occasion a certain light
relief was caused by a fishing boat which sailed gaily into the
bay while firing was going on and proceeded to fish with the
utmost nonchalance. Needless to add, that by the time a
harassed Company Commander had taken what steps seemed
necessary to his outraged mind, the said vessel had quietly
upped anchor and was away. Except when the weather is too
bad, all training is now carried out out of doors in the swamps
and quagmires which pass for terra, firma in this delicious
corner of the UK. When one referred above .to "bad weather."
one meant emphatically badi weather. For to anyone who has
experienced the chills and rigours of "Commerce House" in
winter, anything short of a hurricane or blizzard represents
merely "mild, seasonable weather." The Company is, in fact,
pretty tough, a statement which is justified by the way in
which, it snuggled cosily down in the snow drifts on: the night
of arecent Brigade exercise. There was, in fact, one casualty
in the Bhape of the wretched Pte. Coe, who developed append!':
Cltis. in the. height of the battle. But even the most critical'
can scarcely attribute this disaster to the Welsh climate! CO'e"
has been duly operated upon and is now doing well.
  .The Company now. has its own Transport allotted to Tt;

which is" very convenient and saves a great deal of botherand
fuss.. Though to accept a "P.U." as a 15 cwt. vehicle requires
a very high standard of faith and mental agility. The fact
that certain motor coaches are now available argues that the
standard of embussing and debussing will shortly be more
than creditable, particularly in the fact that that this grand
old sport has been this Compapy's forte since the dear dead
days' at M
. A sand table having been constructed with
tremendous mental and physical effort, a doth model built
with even greater heartburnings, is now used for all indoor,
tactical Instruction. That is life.
After a peculiarly inclement rehearsal, the weather on
the day of the "War Weapons Week" March was quite season
able. Though in no sense a long one, this march, carried out
at the slope with fixed bayonets throughout, was quite a strain
for troops, Who, owing to the urgent need of other forms of
training, have had sadly little ceremonial drill.
From the foregoing, it will be obvious that the Company
is daily growing more prepared to return the hound Hitler to
his basket should he have the impertinence to attempt a land?
ing in this part of the world. But it must not be assumed
that the lighter side of life has been neglected; fax from it.
When time and weather have allowed, boxing, football and
crosscountry running have all had their due share of atten
tion. While the Sunday evening concerts remain as popular
and successful as ever.
Certain "Agricultural Fatigues," however, made a welcome
break in the purely military routine, upon which pastoral note
this contribution ends, with the assurance to
"Constant
Readers" that never again will they be so shamefully treated
as last month.
''

7th

-

BATTALION

This month was memorable for the visit of the No. 1,
and the Battalion has been congratulated on its firstclass
show.
Summer (!) training has now started, and one mag
nificent threeday scheme put us right in the headlines:
"The Army's Tough."
We hear that the Canadians finished
up their winter
training with a 60miles route march in three days.
We congratulate them, but at the same time, feel fairly
satisfied with our effort of 80 miles in the same time, which
included a major action, and we covered the 36 miles back
to billets in 13 hours.
A wellknown London paper says: "Britain's Army is
now the toughest in the world."
Ever since the mass callups began, Infantry training
has been planned and carried out on the principle that the
British soldier must be tougher than the enemy.
We're very proud to know that they are referring to us.
Our" readers will probably be interested to
read the
following, week's programme as carried out by one of our
Companies:—
Monday: Ten miles to the range, fired the course, marched
ten miles back.
Tuesday: Marched eight miles for the "battle." Marched
 eight miles back_
. Wednesday: Just ordinary camp routine (and do you know
what that means?).
Thursday: Marched 25 miles to bivouac.
Friday: Marched 12 miles, fought an intensive "battle,"
then one mile on to bivouac.
.Saturday: Marched 36 miles back to
our station in 13
 hours.
Sport has necessarily taken something of a back seat
during the manoeuvres, but the Battalion is still able to
put up a firstclass
football team in the field,
and the
runnerscontinue to scatter the fields for farmers at irregular
intervals..
Fifteen football matchesa week are generally played.
Our own talkie has to give two performances every
Sunday evening, and stands up to the strain very well.
v': The concert party has developed into a firstclass
variety
show, owing largely to the tremendous amount of work put
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in "in this regard by Captain Field Service, P.B., and a certain
evergreen Sergeant who decided to bloom all the year round.
"These Foolish Things" lived up to its name, and our
concert party's reputation.
Our Friday night dances attract members of the Forces
of both sexes from miles around.
The Sergeants' Mess and the Corporals' Mess dances were
great successes, but with the longer evenings coming, I think
we shall have other pastimes to talk about in the next issue.
The Battalion flag flies
bravely over our Castle, for
which the local inhabitants are truly grateful, knowing that
when Jerry sees "Invicta" flying
in the breeze, he won't
dare to pay us a visit.
Over to Companies.



Headquarter Company.
There is one item of news which just cries for first place
in this month's correspondence, and that is "The March/
The Battalion marched 70odd miles in three days, and
38 of these were done in the last day, when we were on the
road for 13£ hours — most of the time in a snowstorm.
Of course, in letters to relatives and friends, this figure
grows enormously, and one member of this Company is
known to have stated that during the three days ". . . we
marched 100 miles." At all events, we consider it a very
good show.
We welcome as secondincommand of the Company
Captain V. A. T. B
, the exM.T.O., and hope that his
stay with us will be. as far as is possible in H.Q. Coy., long
and—hap. We also welcome 2ndLleut_ D. G. P
back
to the fold. Captain E. E. M
has "left us for a course
(very secret) and we hope he meets with every success.
The Concert Party has been entertaining the Battalion
with their version of "These Foolish Things," and this show
was quite successful. The name, at least, was apt.
Our "corpse" of drums has improved so much that 1
am forced to rescind any deprecating statements I may
have made about them.
The fact that C.S.M. Edwards is
standing over me with a nasty knotted cudgeon. No, quite
seriously, they have turned out to be quite an excellent band
— I know for a fact that they can play four marches right
oil' with only minor faults. They do insist, however, on
calling "Retreat" (with due apologies to Musso.) "Strategic
Withdrawal"!
That being most of the news from this quarter, your
humble chronicler passes readers on to Platoons for their
items.
Over to you — Over!
_
"Elsie the Germ."
THINGS WE  WOULD SIMPLY LOVE TO KNOW_
Are Asprihs curealls?
Who "has "taken" ""Maxle's" title of "The Blonde Bomb
shell"?
" Which" bugler' played "Defaulters'" "in such a manner as
to draw hordes of hungry men to the cookhouse?
Who considers a route march an ideal opportunity to
practice cycling?
Why blow "Lights Out" during an air raid.
Is "Petroxide of Castor Oil" supplanting "No. 9's?"
Who, by his activities during the long trek, was appointed
chairman of the "Bakers' Union"?
No. 1

PLATOON

"TO

(SIGNALS)

260"

By a member of M.H. Telegraphic (alias No. 1 Platoon) Staff.
With apologies to undermentioned.
The ancient town of
has lost its former charm,
Its proud and grand old castle is the scene of great alarm.
The reason for these changes is sad, but plain to see,
This picturesque old hamlet is full of infantry.
Around the town they scatter, disturbing solitude,
Shattering morning silence. That noisy multitude.
Washing in the morning when sleep is barely o'er.
Shaving in cold water, whilst flowery
(?) phrases soar.
Rattling round on cycles, belching clouds of smoke.
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And —
r's poor civilians must .go. inside — or choke!
Great camouflaged lorries haunt the, village street,
Daring all and sundry to come and be "cold meat."
The telephone, in constant use for many useful. (?) things,
Is old but always does its best when "Telegrams" it rings<
The Corporal at the other end (a conscientious man),
Gravely asks the G.P.O. "Is someone wanting Stan?"
The Queen's Own Royal West Kent lads. "Yes, lady, that
is us,
You'd like to speak to Hitler— — we'll bring him home
with Muss."
First of all, I would like to deny the rumour that we
take mud baths for beauty's sake.
Then we meant to tell you that we "whipped" the
Signals Platoon of the
Battalion a severe "cripple" on
the football field.
It was a grand game, and we had the
opportunity of meeting again lads we knew so well at
Maidstone and Blandford. We tried to arrange a game with
the "flagwaggers" at Maidstone — to be played at Maidstone!
Somehow the powers that be didn't like the idea. They
seemed to doubt our motive.
We congratulate Cpl. Limburn, who did well at Brigade
prior to going to Catterick. We also welcome Cpl. Powell
back to the fold from his course.
(
"Pippip."
C.D.W.
No, 2 PLATOON

(A.A.)

We are still unable to say that we have bagged a
"Jerry." We have stood in the rain and sunshine (?) of
the past month, and, up to the time of writing, he has not
put in an appearance. When he does come, let us hope
that it will be on a nice, sunny day — it would not be very
pleasant for him to be shot down in the middle of a rain
storm.
He might catch pneumonia!
Excuse, please, the
short item, Hope to give you more news next month.
"Vigilant."
No. 3 PLATOON

(MORTARS)

Mortars calling.
Despite the fact that our numbers seem to be dwindling,
the volume of our voices seems to be increasing. I am
sure that every inhabitant along the road from soandso to
soandso has had a sample of the Mortar Hounds Male Voice
Choir; ably led, of course, by Bert — our modern Pied Piper
— well done, the Bubble Boys!
This mouth lias been notable for several important
occasions. On "the" day, we slipped off on our ownsome and
had a marvellous time plastering imaginary Huns with
very live H.E.
Both detachments worked magnificently,
despite the fact that "Ritzy" wasn't quite sure which hole
to place the bomb into, direct hits were the order of the
day
We. are still going great guns (or great mortars) on the
football _ field, although the "Y" List has claimed one of
our' best boys.
Congrats, to Cpl .Sinunonds and . Cpl. Rudland on their
promotions. Long may they reign.
"Drainpipe."
No. 5 PLATOON (CARRIERS)

After seven months with us, 2ndLieut. K. G. S
has
moved on, and 2ndLieut. D. G. P
, whom we knew as
O.C. M_/C. Platoon, has taken his place. We hope that
he enjoys his stay with us.
Shanks' pony has been more in vogue than the petrol
engine of late, but that Platoon has shown that it can
march with the best.
There is very little news this month, so we will return
to our maintenance.
No. 5 PLATOON (PIONEERS)

". . . Taken from the hammer and the saw." This
phrase applies very much to the Pioneer Platoon I'm afraid.
We were strongly represented on the Battalion's epic march,
but, in our usual manner, put up a very good show. At
least, that is what we think. Gee! What a march!
The Platoon has been busy in its various occupations, and
recently gave an incendiary bomb fire fighting
demonstra
tion, which was voted a success by all. We have, however,
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found time for football, and we drew 3—3 in a match, against
the Carrier Platoon. Not bad for little 'uns, what?
I regret that there is very little news this month that
I can give you, but I will make my excuse for writing so
little — "Well, we are told to save paper." Cheerio, folks#
"Fretsaw."
M.T. PLATOON
We open the month of March with a blaze of glory —
and headlights — for one of those nice big mobile schemes
has come our way — we wonder if the Guardians of the
Fish will be glad to see us all again?
Like the rest of 'em, we still have the old lady, Dame
Rumour, on our strength — she has authorised more imagin
ary journeys than we shall even do rear ones. Wishful think
ing again.'
However, going back to the realities of life — we do
know that we have all had a busy month — we welcome
back to the Battalion our old M.T.O., Captain V. A. T. B—,
and congratulate him on his quick recovery from a "measle,"
his promotion and new appointment. Also we welcome our
hew "skipper," 2ndLieut K. G. S
, from the Carrier
Platoon, and we hope he will be able to use his influence with
his old "followers should there be any unditching to be done!
"Pickup "
4—

"A" Company.
February has a reputation of rain, snow and foul weather.
This . February has certainly, lived up to its reputation, but
despite climatic variations and appalling conditions, our
training has continued with a renewed and increased vigour.
Attacks, Patrols, Night Schemes, and every other form of
activity have been carried.on in rain, hail, snow and sleet.
We are sure that the hard work we have put into our
training will meet with the success it certainly deserves.
In our Company we  have welcomed new faces, and
were also surprised to see some whom we know very well,
but who had been away on courses. We welcome Mr. D. B.
M^— and Mr. D. C. O—— to our Company, and hope their
stay with us will be a long and happy one. C.S.M. Watts
returned from  a course .on February 16th, and he must
have found conditions more like soldiering when he returned,
for he arrived in time for a three day scheme, since when
he's been hobbling around with obvious difficulty; however,
it has not affected his voice.
. There .have been two events of outstanding interest this
month. One. was. the visit of. theNo. 1 to this Battalion,
and. the other was the three day. scheme. . Our. part in the
former consisted chiefly of "lashings" of scrubbing and
plenty of spit and polish. For the occasion, No. 7 Platoon
did a. strenuous invasion scheme, scrambling up the cliff
face like a herd of. monkeys.
Nos. 8. and 9 Platoons per
formed similar exercises, and to crown the day we got
drenched to the skin, and returned to find that; the No. 1
had not even looked at our scrupulously scrubbed billets.
He must have known that they were excellent.
The other, probably the most outstanding achievement
in the history of the Battalion since its being reformed in
June, was a stupendous three day exercise, waged up and
down, steep hills, across vales and bogs, and through more
mud and water than we thought could exist. We've always
looked on Wales as a wild desolate country, but never
realised ..it could look quite so inhospitable and barren.
Despite the miles and the hills, everyone in the Company
stuck it like a leech and finished
in fine style. The first
we rested in a small hall used as a school for evacuees.
After the day's march, the sight of Ernie Mott on the road
side beside a steaming copper, was as welcome as a well
in the desert. The next day yje captured our objective three
tyours before the expected time, and again at night revived
our memories of schooldays by sleeping oil the crowded'floor
of a school classroom^ The return home on Saturday in
the snowlooked like "the retreat from Moscow. Tfia" snow
blinded us, clogged our boots, and made the roads like
glass, but we" kept going, and had the satisfaction of know
ing that " 'A' Company did very well."
. Sport and recreation has second place in this increased

training,.. but we still maintain our high standard for foot
ball and running in our Company.
Almost, too late to be recorded comes the astounding
news and events of the night of February 27th. . Many men
were late, too, as they found to their. cost, and. amongst the
list of missing articles are pants, vests, trousers and tin
helmets.
Secrecy forbids the full chronicling of that night, but
it is * sufficient to say that records Were made. for hedge.r
hopping and crossing obstacles.
FAMOUS LAST WORDS.
"'A* Company did very well."
"A hot meal will be served."
"I take a very poor view."
"Stop the
bus."


"Tlie Grenadiers."



"B" Company.
This is a short month, any way, and the poor contributor
lias taken up his pen once again, almost before the ink
has dried from his last effort.
. We have had our changes again. Mr. P
is no
longer with qs, his place having been taken by Mr^ P
from "A". Coy. Mr. S
is now R.I.O., and 10 Platoon are
sorry to see him go after such a long association.
But in spite of our change of officers, "B" Company
is the same — we still have the same Company spirit. If
we had needed an example of it, we could have found no
better than our last Brigade exercise. This entailed march
ing on three consecutive days — 25, 15 and 37 miles
a
hard enough test of endurance for even the highest trained
troops. As the piece de resistance we marched through a
snowstorm for the last half of the third day, yet "B" Coy.
still went on singing. Every man in the Company completed
the march, although more than a few would have been
entitled to fall out. One man, when asked If he would like
to ride on a truck for the last ten miles, said: "I'll finish
this on my feet or not at all!" The best comment of all
was the C.O.'s "Well marched, *B' Coy.!"
This month has also been notable for the visit of the
No. 1^ Never have we seen so much red "tape" at the
same "time. Although 12 Platoon ran round the football
field in respirators — no mean achievement — they were
never even looked at. 10 Platoon's mill became a "military
objective" for that day at least, and the wave of enthusiasm
for cleaning even spread as far as the bottom floor, where
the usual lethargy of .the M.T. picquet gave place to an
active spirit of cooperation, and brooms and brushes were
wielded energetically.
Betweea these t\yo major events we have, been engaged
in rather more intensive training than of late, now that
the winter weather is passing — although on occasion we
still have* our doubts that Spring Is coming!
Recently our intensive training has developed into in?
tensive straining, when a "night op." became a" night hop
— over hedges! Altogether, it was a most uncomfortable
evening for everybody, in more senses than one.
In spite of the C.S.M. being on leave at the moment, and:
Sgt. Pantling's  recent marriage, we still manage to get a
coherent "detail."
  



  "jeep."
   
f

"

"C" Company.
Vast is the quantity of steel and leather scattered over
the neighbouring countryside since Shiny "C" last rendered
its contribution to the "Buster."
~
!
Calculations by inmates of this institution of the number
of miles covered/ are fabulous and various, although there
is no .truth in. the rumour that local roadmenders are "working
overtime.
Outstanding event of the month was; of course, when
the Battalion marched out and was not seen again far three
days. Many were the cakes that went awasting In the. local
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Services Club, and 'tis said there were weepings and gnash
ings of teeth in the local taverns.
However, all eventually arrived back safely — in one
form or another — and this Company, after a record "Paillasse
Bashing" managed to turn out eleven "good men and true"
for a wellearned game of football on the following day.
Strangely enough, the better team lost, but none can deny
the proud fact that Shiny "C," in its proper place, led the
Battalion on its recordbreaking march. However, even from
our exalted position, we turn to shower praise on the in
spired efforts of the Company's cooks, etc., who kept us
well supplied with food, which put to shame the meagre
efforts of the Savoy Grill.
Naturally, we are proud to stand aloof from the squalor
of a certain night march. Shiny "C" can still hold their
own in that respect, and there is 110 truth in the rumour
that the "hedgehoppers" are to change the colour of their
flag from green to brown. More kudos for our cooks.
In conclusion, we are happy to state that the success
of "These Foolish Things" was due in 110 small measure to
the efforts of our "diffiewangler," the "Charlie" with the
three stripes and a crown.
"Shiny 'C'."
UNSOLVED MYSTERIES.
What is this elusive thing called W.TP.P.?
Who is "Mo"?
Who put the paraffin in the Company Commander's cup?
Wood it be connected wi' t' Jum Fuctory?
Now that Summertime is here,
And fried bread is on the way,
With our hats straight and our backs straight.
We go marching all the day.
Though Platoon Commanders lose us.
When noone wants to play,
With our hats straight and our backs straight,
We go marching all the day.
With the coming of the 'buses,
And the flag upon the hill,
And some Officers to stay with us,
We hoped that we'd be still.
But no! This really cannot be!
Do nothing? It is wrong!
So we'll sweat and curse and blind and swear—
It's just to make us strong!
But when the war is over,
To our children we will say,
How the Army came from F
,
Walked the whole
way—
With our hats straight and our backs straight.
We went marching all the day.



"D"

Company

Many, many miles have passed under our feet since last
month.
In fact, in one week we covered 113 miles, or
198.880 yards, or 7,159,680 inches! On the Monday we marched
20 miles, during which we fired
a L.M.G. Course. Tuesday
7 miles by day and 7 miles in 1 hour 50 minutes by night.
Wednesday we repaired our hoots and then — "Ten, twenty,
thirty, forty, fifty
miles a day" — until we found that
between Thursday morning and Saturday evening we had
covered about 80 miles, including a battle up hill and down
Wales. We shall never forget the weather. Unfortunately
we cannot describe it to you (the censor is in the back
ground), however, we arrived back in good condition.
In the realms of sport our CrossCountry team showed
"B" Company it can run, and 16 Platoon are upholding their
footballing record. Last week we were top of the National
Savings in the Unit Branch
This was due to a certain
Officer who spends his spare" time bribing the Company to
be more thrifty! But! does he ever buy any stamps himself?
We all congratulate Mi, and Mrs. Morris on the birth
of a son. From reports and photographs, it already appears
to be rivalling Teddy Brown.

We welcome Mr. Stephens to the Company, and hope his
stay will be a long and happy one. The Office is even more
littered with cakes and chocolates now!
In conclusion we would like to extend our deepest
sympathy to the relatives of Pte. Hadnutt, who died suddenly
during the month. All will miss "Horace" very much.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
1. Are the C.S.M.'s trousers really worn out by cycling?
Who put the nail In his boot?
2. Does the gardening enthusiast of "B" Company wear
a special badge — if not we will be happy to suggest one.
3. Where does the Colour Sergeant get the money from
to send all these telegrams?
4

Sergeants' Mess.
Here we are again, folks, with the same old faces, except
that S.Sgt. Stafford has taken the place of S.Sgt. Dell as
our "jerks" instructor. We are sorry to have to say good
bye to Fred Del] and his wife, who helped to brighten many
an evening at the Mess for us. Anyway, here's success to
S.Sgt. Stafford in his job (though, at the time of writing,
I think the blokes have had enough exercise to satisfy them
for some time to come!)
We held our first
"Social Sunday" last week, and it
was such a success (thanks to "Tanky" and the inevitable
"Bloss") that we hope to continue these popular informal
evenings. We certainly didn't know that we had so many
"racing" men in our midst.
Congratulations to Sgt. A. Fowler and C.Sgt. Hill on
gaining first
and second places in our recent darts totirna
ment_
Better luck next time — all those who had rosy
visions of gallons 'n gallons of good old Bacchus after sur
viving the first
few rounds — of darts, not liquid refresh
ment, of course!
We are glad to see C.S.M. Watts back in the Mess again
on his return from the Drill Instructors' Course, and are
glad to say that he fully maintained the standard of the
Mess. We are also glad to welcome Mrs. Watts back again.
Congrats, also to our R.S.M. on at last being granted
his leave — though don't forget that one can never be sure
until actually on the leave train, as quite a few have dis
covered to their cost.
?????

Which Sgt.Major (on a certain Saturday evening) regretted
having been made up from C.Sgt. after having had to look
after feet instead of stomachs?
Who said it never snows in P
?
What is the difference between a mad caterpillar and a
doublebreasted earwig? Ask Darkie.
Why not appoint an official Weather Prophet to advise
us when not to go playing Boy Scouts?
Who said the Shiny Seventh gets the "wind up" when
out on night patrol?
4

9 th

BATTALION

The Battalion has again moved, after a short stay in the
Horse Lambitudes of our looseboxes at L
.
We have no
horsitation in saying that we were only too glad to get away.
Unfortunately the Companies are again spread about over a
large area and the Battalion is not what a Trainer would call
"well collected." Curiously enough, part of "B" Coy.'s billets is
the kennels of a wellknown Hunt; this does not mean the
Coy. is going to the dogs.
The move to tile new area signified that the Battalion
was taking over its new operational role, about which we
should like to say a great deal, but which modesty and the
Censor forbid us to say anything. We are now being rapidly
made up to the necessary establishment, both in men ai d
material, and will shortly be at full strength. The arrival of
our new Divisional flashes
is also imminent. Our own private
number Is still a matter of some dispute and we are wondering
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whether we are not going to be given, a different number for
each day. of the week in order to keep the Pioneers busy re
painting our vehicles every day
We are glad to say that our Divisional Commander has
rejoined the Division after a period or sickness and he recently
paid us a visit, when he appeared quite fit again.
Our weekly crosscountry runs have become well estab
lished, as a Battalion predeliction; in spite of the derogatory
remarks made about the employed staff in our last com
munique, they frequently seem to show the rest of the Com
panies the way round, the course.. Possibly writing shorthand
is conducive to finding short cuts. The Crosscountry Cup is
soon to b© competed for, for the third time this winter. .
Recently we had a football match with the 1st Battalion,
which we lost 2—4. Our moye has unfortunately prevented
us from having a return encounter. '"D" Company are to be
congratulated on winning the Football Cup, which they did
in no uncertain manner, beating "B"' Company 6—1.
The move to our new station, was made by rail and was of
such a circuitous nature that it rather resembled one o£ those
treasure hunts the railways used to organise in the days .be
fore the war. It is still a matter of some debate as to where
we did. pass through... As we. finally arrived in the small, hours,
we are. not even quite, sure from wljich, direction, we entered
the station.
We are glad to be. able to report that "Nigger," the. Mess
cat, who was recently indisposed, has now made a complete
recovery to good health: and may be seen any fine night dash
ing about in the undergrowth, or any fine day occupying the
best easy chair in the anteroom.

We cannot close this month's remarks without a reference
to the bathroom of Battalion Headquarters, which is displayed
to every visitor. ; It so resembles the wide open spaces of the
deeper blue sea, that every bather feels himself compelled to
keep an open eye for lurking enemy submarines.
.

r 

Headquarter Company
In. view of the variety of services which go to the making
up. of this Company with the consequent versatile interests
which: this entails, our Skipper has decided (without very
much persuation) to allow each Platoon to get up on its hind
legs and speaks for itself, and ®o the word is given to::—
No. 2 PLATOON.
Hello! here's the A.A. Beer, Beer again.
Bags of shiny,
shiny again, doing Brigade Guard.
We have all been spitting and polishing in our sleep at
night.
We have just left the Stables, after having a short stay
The P.S.M. had a kit inspection before we left and found
that Pte. Colbourne had' Windsor Lad in his kit bag.
Who was the Big Drummer that wasplaying and trying to
get the horses to do the high step? Who was the one on the
flute that caused the horse to rear up and throw the head lad?
(He's only 74).
'
Rather short this month—like the C.S.M.'s steps. Escort
and accused—SHUN.
More Beer?
3in. MORTAR PLATOON.
Upon the decision, and good advice of our trainers,, we
have now been turned out to grass for the. Spring, and this
month finds us once again in fresh quarters, this time, the
whole Platoon being together.
As is customary, the members of the Platoon found them
selves rushing all over the country gathering beds and camp
kettles before the arrival of the Battalion; however, when the
whistle was blown all were accounted for.,
Two of our members have recently returned from Mortar
Courses, and to suppress their endeavours and. their
enthusiasm to train the whole Battalion in the arts of Mortar
Bombs one has nearly blacked himself out, and the other, is
very nearly a permanent Guard Commander.
We are still very keen on our sports and had two repre

sentatives for the CrossrCountry .Run, but with boxing coming
along we hope to come into our. own in the lightweight class.
 We w.ere  very sorry to lose our beloved Rufus, who has
gone to "X" Coy. We shall miss his well calculated guidance
in. days to eome.but feel sure that the new Company will
.benefit by his presence amongst them.

CARRIER PLATOON.
Hating feft our equine quarters and journeyed afar to
fresh pastures, we have settled .down to taking new fences
(not too literally).
The move "from our last quarters was
Carried out with the kind cooperation of the railway; when
late at night we arrived near our destination, our machines
were severed from the main train and shunted into a desolate
siding far removed from any ramp, in consequence we were left
to the hospitality of the station staff, the result being that
very soon'a very appetisingsmell of steak and chips (being the
much vaunted unexpired portion of the day's ration) hung
around a deserted platform, very soon followed by resounding
male snores from both ladies' and gent.'s waiting rooms.
Early next morning an engine was found and our machines
were, shunted, and manoeuvred towards the ramp; off we came,
and by luck and good judgment arrived at our destination in
good order.
M.T, (No. 6) PLATOON.
(We feel very gratified that at last we are allotted a few
lines to ourselves, instead of being mixed up with correspon
dence from other Platoons of the Company that our voice was
hardly heard.
Shortly before leaving L
we suffered the pleasant
shock of witnessing the return of Sgt. B,
Shock, because
most of us did not expect so speedy a recovery (.We know our
Doc.).
L
now being past and gone, a fact which pleased all,
it was nevertheless the place where we first learnt to enter
harbour without porting helm; knowledge which has been
useful since, and will be again before long.
Our move up was again a good show, with an almost (?)
complete absence of "also rans." Why should there have been
after our weeks in famous stables?
We are immensely glad that football started with a swing
the other day, with a victory for us against the Pioneer and
Carriers. Why can't we have some more of this? "Roll up the
opposition"
T.W.W.T.K.: 1. Who is this Hognorton that we hear so
1
much about?
2. Where is all the meat stowed away?
3. What map reference. "Bog Hill"?
4. Why not stick to water, Gunga Din?

:r
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Company.

Since bidding farewell to the beaches you would doubt
less like to hear somehing of our activities during the past
month. Firstly, we were stationed at a village noted for its
Racing Stables, and from what we saw of the actual stables
In which we were billeted: the owner must have spent a con
siderable sum in equipping them. We made ourselves as com
fortable as possible during our short stay there and managed
to. play off an interCompany football match, in which E am
sorry to say we were badly beaten. Without wishing to make
excuses for our defeat, it so happened that, on the day in
question we were carrying out various Guard duties necessi
tating a drain on our regular players. Whilst we were at. this
Station the following tale was circulated; I cannot vouch for
it authenticity, but no doubt you would like, to hear it. Qne
of our Tads was in the local, hostelry when one of those horsey
gentlemen noted for their short stature, and bow legs,, got Into
conversation with him. Said the horsey gentleman, "Would
you like the winner of the Lincolnshire Handicap?" To which
our. lad replied, "No thanks, there's only just. room to. the
stable for. mej"
.
.
..
We. left. the /Racing Country to the. sound of'.equine
laughter, to our ears. to. make the, train, journey, to. our present
Station, and what a contrast!
Our Company was.fortunate
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enough to be billeted in the centre of the town, where every
amenity is afforded us for enjoying ourselves. AH the cinemas:
are within, close proximity and dances are a regular feature,
and we at least would be quite content To stay here for the.
duration!
We have already arranged a football fixture
with the
C.M.P., and I hope to tell you the result in the next issue.
We tender our congratulations to our skipper, Capt.
C.K.K. upon his recent marriage, and our best wishes are ex
tended to 2nd Lieut. F.W.M. upon his departure from the Com
pany to the 10th Battalion

f—



"B" Company.
For the fifth month in succession we begin by saying that
we have moved. This time we have undoubtedly moved in
the right direction, for we now sleep in real houses; with the
exception of one Platoon, which, having exchanged Stables for
Kennels (only temporarily, we hope), Is almost resigned to*
zoological accommodation. On. the whole, however, our new
billets are more comfortable, warmer and, what is important,
much easier to keep clean.
Our general surroundings are pleasant enough. Now that
Spring is in the air (careless talk?) the countryside beckons
to all lovers of nature; While amenities of another kind,
namely shops, cinemas and the bright lights of a largish town
(correctly blacked cut, of course) attract those of different
outlook.
.
'
We are going steadily ahead with training and really enjoy
our days out in. the field.
The . cooks work miracles with im
promptu cooking ranges, and their effcrts are visibly appre.
elated after the first ten miles of a route march.
.'
,
The local inhabitants are doing all they can to make our,
stay a happy one. Miss Wood's canteen is a popular
rendezvous in the evenings, and regular dances and whist
drives are promised in future weeks.

The weekly , cratecountry run is a popular feature of our
physical training.: We hope to win the Cup for the third time
in succession in the Battalion Run, which is to be held this
week.
In this connection we welcome back to the Company
Pte. Norman, who should strengthen our team.
We started off none too optimistically in the Football Cup;
Competition owing to the departure of several of our original;
team, but our hopes brightened considerably when we beat.
H.Q. Coy. by 2 goals to 1. Our second goal was scored by Pte
Thomas with as neat a header as one . could wish to see. .. We
came a cropper in the finai; however, when, we were , beaten.
by "D" Coy. 6—0. incidentally, our defeat cost a certairi mem
ber of the Sergeants' Mese his breakfast; but. this, ^s:Kipling
says, is. another story. Congratulations; to,"D" Coy, pn.n fine
team. 
. ^
;
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Since our January notes we have moved twice, each time,
for the better we are thankful to say. On leaving the Coast
the first thing was to shake the sand out of our boots and get
back to honest to God training, and most found it a welcome
change. Work has been at fairly high pressure, as not only
had we to retrieve a lot of the stuff we had forgotten/but there
is no doubt that our smartness had suffered, and this had to
be won back. So wewere back to drill, parades and platoon
training, and hard at it.
On our first move we had the novel experience of being
billeted iin Stables. We were a bit tight for room, but it
was very pleasant having the Company all together again and
under one roof. Pleasant, too, to be near a sizeable town, for
ifew of us had seen a shop or been to a cinema for a couple
o£ months
...
But surely our last move is best of all,, and is probably
the best we shall ever find.
The billet is good and we .are. sur
rounded by a magnificent park, and whilst leave passes, are*
rather tricky to get tliey are worth having for the amusements

which are so near. There .has been no airraid .warning ye.t,
but. we. view with some apprehension one of the original
"banshee wailers" clamped to our very roof!
.

.

+
"D" Company
—

*

.

.

At the beginning of the month we moved from the Coast
to a place of rolling downlands, famous as a training centre
for race horses. It proved to be an excellent spot for training
as far as our Coy. was concerned, and we feel we had the best
of the'deal in the matter of billets. Nissen Huts, , complete
with stoves and an abundance of fuel. Mud was our chief
bugbear, but then, after all, the powers that be did promise
us paths.
We trained hard. Route marchesi brought out the best in
us.
We are the best marching Coy.
We saw more of the
countryside than any other. Bayonet fighting
to develop the
offensive spirit ("I want no more sacks" is the daily cry of the
C.S.M.). It is grand to watch the fellows "go in" with a blood
curdling yell. Mothers would not recognise their quiet lads
in front of those Bocherepresenting dummies.
Section and Platoon training is proving to be very In
teresting. Congratulations to "B" Coy. on their demonstration.
(How did they train the dog? Surely it is not Wilfred, the
friend of Pip.?).
You will be interested to hear the results of .the Football
Final. Well, our opponents did manage to score; one goal, but
"D" Coy., fresh from Section in Attack, netted. 6. So the Foot
ball Cup comes .to us. Congratulations to the team—to the
immaculate football of Williams, ..to the boisterous tactics of
Haynes,. and to the efforts of Charlie, who received consider
able vocal, encouragement.
.
.
At the .end of the month we moved again. We. were taken
for a ride in the dark, and we take off our hats to. the chap
on the footplate for getting us here eventually.. Join the Army
and see the world...
.
.. .
A large country house is our new home, miles from any
where.
But we have a lake in the vicinity, and efforts are
being made to acquire piscatorial rights. The local W.V.S. are
to run a Canteen and Recreation Room for us. A Sportsman
in the Village is going to rejuvenate his 14seater to facilitate
visits to a neighbouring town, which boasts of a cinema, so
we are not so badly off. After all, who wants to live in a town
full, of cinemas, dance halls and places of gaiety? Let us re
main true to the memory of M
L
: (so says. QUr C.S.M.,
and he should know what is best for us). .
v .
_
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
*
~ Does the Q.Rf S. of the 1st require amy Bamber Oil for his
feet?
. .
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/I oth . BATTALION %
This month there is, I fear, not going to be as much of
us as there has been heretofore. Unfortunately, wehave all
been very busy at that particular time when we try to pre
pare for the Buster.. So "B" and "D" Coys, are not absent
without sufficient cause. Neither are you "H.Q." Coy., are
y o u ? . . . .

. . .
Things have changed to a certain extent since we were
last with you.
Whether they are for better or for worse,
remains to be decided.
 We have had comparatively little excitement of any sort
of late, but there have been one or two happenings which 
would be worth recording.
 Many of. us remember a very pleasant evening spent at a
place..called The Highlander recently. It was Well attended by
the battalion * and somebody has started a rumour ; that
CplJ'Byrne was there too.
: ;! In: surveying the companies during the past month "A"
seemed, to do a. considerable amount of marching and digging
in conjunction with "C." Even "B" managed to do a little,
tottering about,.'
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"H.Q." and "D" ought, after further practical experience,
to be able to pass a trade test as housefinderscumremoval
agents.
The shades of "R" Coy. still haunt the battalion in varied
localities, but they sadly miss their recent comfort and plea
sant little morning walks.
The Padre, as usual, is well to the fore. We are still won
dering what the attraction was in the Bon Marche.
Shrieking humour as Virgil puts it, declares that Major
"A" Is shortly to be sent on a hiking course, as it has been
computed that he walks approximately 760,320 inches in
coming and going to and from meals daily.
The Adjutant, too, has had his excitement of late.
It
must be extremely inducive to Morpheus to be able to admire
the universe around Us by simply lying in bed.
We shall
expect some poetic effort from him in the near future, if his
batman's feet have recovered sufficiently to bring it along
to us.
Short as our contribution is this month, we shall make up
for it next month as everybody ought to be able to produce
something in all the spare time which I see that we shall
have (??).
IF.
(With apologies to Rudyard Kipling).
TO D.H.G.
If you can write when everyone about you
Is shouting in your ear and asking why;
If you can 'phone while signals try to flout you
And switch you on to A instead of Y;
It you can shout and not get hoarse in shouting,
Or being shouted at don't lose your ground;
If you can deal with maidens meekly pouting
And hear their woes—which never are quite sound;
If you can deal with "Q" in peace and quietness
And never lose you temper with the Doc.;
If you can play with chaplains in politeness
But yet remain as firm as any rock,
—If you can do all these and keep your temper
You'll be an Adj. some day, perhaps.
a

"A"

Company.

We have still been walking in mud and pursuing imaginary
Germans across a landscape that has grown only too brutally
familiar.
Our reward, however, came when we staged a
demonstration of a company in the attack, that drew praise
even from the Brigadier and proved that our wearisome labours
in the field have not been entirely in vain.
As for the last
fortnight at the station we have just left we had a break that
was at first welcome, anddeserves a paragraph to itself.
There is a certain stretch of windswept beach that was
under our care where the indefatigable zeal of our predecessors
has planted miles of triple concertina wire in such a way that
time and—literally—tide had burled the lower coils beneath
the sands. A sixmile march took us to the spot every morn
ing and herculean labours succeeded In uprooting this wire
and replacing it where it will really be useful. Nor is this
an achievement to be lightly dismissed;, the sands were tena
cious, the winds icy and our feet weary.
But barbed wire
holds no mysteries and no terrors for the men who enmeshed
Dover in labyrinthe coils of concertina, and the job has. been
done.
The sudden and heartbreaking cancellation of our leave
just when that nebulous and almost legendary event seemed
to have crystallised Into reality, was followed by a change of
station—but not, alas, of scenery. Fourteen hours in a train
carried us to yet another part of Britain's coast line and
Windowless coaches landed us In a minute village, miles from
anywhere. Our old friend,, was, of course, there to welcome us;
rich, black and glutinous, it formed an ocean around the
isolated Nissen huts and church halls. We are rapidly
acquiring a knowledge of the local dialect, helped by memories
of radio comedians, and expect soon to settle down to our usual
placidly muddy existence.
We have to welcome 2nd Lieut. S
and 2nd Lieut. F
.

We hope they will make a lengthly stay with us and not
flitter away again as do so many of our officers.
Several N.C.O.'s and men of "R" Company have been
posted to us, and we are particularly glad to welcome back
Sergt. Parsons, who (on his departure a few months ago) was
sadly missed.
We hope that all these new members will find
themselves at home with us—after all, there is no better
Company.
It is with deep regret that we record the death by enemy
action of Pte. Downs, who only a few weeks ago volunteered
for special duties. Many of us will miss him for a long time.
During the past month there has been little sport to
record, but there is one event which, is well worth mention
ing, although this may be a sore point with "B" Company. I
refer to, of course, the demonstration given by this Company
in the noble art of tossing the feather, commonly known
amongst the low brows as darts. We hope they may improve
their game so that in the near future they may endeavour
to take their revenge. It is suggested that if this is to be
done they should arrange the fixture at such a time when "A"
Company is either on leave or pending discharge.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
What have rabbits to do with defence works?
4

(<

C " Company.

Having just returned from seven days' leave spent in
peaceful surroundings, I find that "Shiny C" has moved to
the grandeur of E— and that the comfortable billets we
enjoyed In the vicinity of the "British Queen," are also but a
memory.
We now occupy the billets which were once the homes of
the "Busy B's" and, had we known their splendour, are posi
tive we shouldn't have changed with them. However, that's
the situation, true we're lucky Inasmuch that our stay is only
of short duration—one week to be precise.
Dame Rumour has it, that it's situated in the middle of
nowhere, surrounded by water and seven feet deep In Show
and that its inhabitants get drunk every night—I wonder?
Of one thing I'm sure and that is, that we of this Batta
lion will not allow it to remain dull—If dull it is, for very
long, for we have the talent and the ability wherever we go
to make ourselves comfortable and to keep up our spirits until
the job on hand in finished
and done to our satisfaction
(Berlin papers please copy).
The whole of the Company having now completed a hard
earned leave, have already begun to settle down to some more
hard work.
In the realm of sport, I'm afraid that I have nothing to
say. This in spite of January's correspondence, but it there
is any Company who would like to be beaten up at football
or any other uncouth game, I'm sure "Shiny C" will be glad
to accommodate them.
We welcome into our bosom 2nd Lieut. F. w. M
, and
hope that his stay with us will be a long and happy one.
To conclude this rather poor effort of a contribution, I'll
relate last month's short story heard on parade. " Corporal you
have a stripe upside down"; a glance then to the other arm
and then "that one's the same, you must have been issued
with two left hand stripes," to which the Sergeant agreed.
In conclusion, I wish all members of the Regiment, past
and present, Good Health and Good Luck and more power to
the elbow.
.

«

MARRIAGES
FULLER—CHURCH.—At St. Mary's Church, Edmonton, on
8.2.41, Pte. R. Fuller to Kathleen Phyllis Church.
BROWN—KATTENHORN.—At St. Andrew's Church, Bethnal
Green, on 15.2.41, Pte. J. Brown to Elizabeth Ann Katten
horn.
BARKER—WILKS.—At St. Mary's Church, Hornsey, on 4.1.41, 
Pte. L. Barker to Beatrice Jane Wilks.
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70th BATTALION
AWARDS FOR BRAVERY IN FACE OF GREAT DANGER.
The following has been issued by the Information
Office : —
H.M. the King has been pleased to award the M.B.E.
(Military) to Lieut. (a/Captain) Anthony John Messenger
Flint, and to 2nd Lieut. Richard Hugh Lavington. both of
the Queen's Own Royal West Kent Regiment.
The following incident has occasioned the award :
A 'plane crashed on a house, partly demolishing it. The
house and aircraft were burning fiercely
and constant ex
plosions were taking place, caused by the detonation of
ammunition. On hearing cries from the house, 2nd Lieut.
Lavington climbed over a wall, and entered the burning
building.
He was joined shortly afterwards by Captain
Flint and together they succeeded in rescuing five children
from the wreckage. The work was carried out in face of
great danger, as the 'plane contained a load of bombs.
f

Battalion Headquarters
A distant change of atmosphere presents itself in Bn.
HQ. these days, for from merely being the "craftsmen" of
the Battalion the employed staff have assumed a distinct
military air; indeed so much so, that our good friends in
the Companies might be well advised, when wishing to see
real soldiers on parade to "come up and see us some time".
Even the sanitary personnel might be seen on their daily
rounds, and in such uncompromising environments, march
ing to attention, with their buckets at the "ready" and
brooms at the slope. Yes. it is recorded in military manuals
that a soldier's training will fit him to meet any eventuality.
I reflect upon the deep truths of this solid fact as I watcli
"Q" Branch throwing our laundry into the bag to—one
pausertwo pause—three.
It would be a deliberate omission of Battalion history
to pass on without reference to our "lire picquet". or dare
I touch this red hot subject and still retain my whole person.
But taking the bull by the horns—here goes. Tragedy
of tragedies, calamity has overtaken us, the highbrows of
HQ. have been relegated to the unbecoming duties of a
mouldy "fire picquet". The perpetrators of such a gross
waste of talent (?)—let's leave it at that
This morning—really you know its getting a bit thick
this soldier stuff—at the unearthly hour of 7.30 the whole
of Headquarters stood shivering on parade just so that a
very benevolent Senior of the Battalion could look at our
rifles and tell us they were dirty. Oh yes, one person thought
that the barrel should be completely blocked so that the
rain could not run down it. jam and pieces of ceiling being
the recipe for the blockage.
Many, many are the popular martyrs who have sacrificed
their popularity upon the altar of duty, and judging by
common comment I should say that at least two more have
beejn added to that never dying tradition.
Despite our
moans and groans we all know it's easy to smile
when all is smooth and comfortable, but it takes men to
make the best of a little bit of rough, and a soldier is no
soldier if he don't have a jolly good moan.
Heartiest congratulations to our revered Regimental
Sergeant Major upon an increase to his A.T.S. Section and
I am delighted to record that both mother and daughter
are doing well.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Who forgot to take his pyjamas off before going on drill
parade?
Wiry does Sgt. W
keep receiving a large amount of
ruthless letters?
Why does the staff morning tea taste like
? (Concess
ion to the maker).
Why must the ration lorry be prepared without fail at
8.00 hrs. on Monday morning?

"THE

DEBACLE."

T'was 011 a Saturday morning,
When all were bright and gay.
That the thunderbolt descended,
Which filled
HQ. with dismay.
T'was only a scrap of paper.
Pinned up upon the wall.
Signed by our gentle R.S.M.
That spread this awful pall.
But was such awful hardship.
That scrap of paper bade.
The cream of the Battalion.
To appear on Drill Parade.
Out came the gear and rifles.
In clouds of rising dust.
"T" and "Q" just whispered threats,
And the O.R. simply cussed.
With sounds so unfamiliar.
The awful day was born,
With arms and gear arattling.
At 6.30 in the morn.
"Right Marker" bawled the R.S.M.
And Corp. Vaughan almost dead,
At such responsibility.
Descending 011 his head.
With fingers
used to typing,
He strode out with the blues;
Its different slinging arms about.
To knocking out "Part II's.
The R.S.M.'s eyes glinted
As he gazed upon so few.
"This all the ruddy N.C.O's
Who drill, in this HQ."
With Staples feeling shaky.
And Waldron looking tough,
They all marched forward briskly,
prepared to taste the rough.
A little bit of arms drill.
That set some limbs asqueak.
Was done without much effort.
But "Now"—the poor old feet.
That "Blankety—blank—blank" R.S.M.
Had something in the bag.
For up and down that road we went.
—Oh' what a blooming gag.
But here, he caught us napping.
"Slow march" he bawled with pep.
Poor sweating. Tommy Staples sighed.
He's trying the ruddy "Goosestep".
Turning, marching, halting,
Changing the blooming stride,
Sweating like ruddy horses.
That had been 011 a 20 mile ride.
After making us all like grease spots.
His iron heart waxed soft,
"Parade dismiss" he bellowed out.
And called the whole thing off.
O' guardian of poor little soldiers,
Save me. I prithee thee.
Again from the hands of the monster.
Who would thus torture me.
"Heckling Hector of Headquarters."
4

"A" Company
H.Q,

We now miss our great Ivory artiste and social enter
tainer. who lias been transferred to other realms. Now
instead of being Frank and his swank, its Frank and his
tank.
We've heard of great disasters in the signals, but
a motorbike that falls to pieces.
We read on detail that our famous Abe is once more
in home sweet home. We thought that parting was coming
on a bit too well.
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Walk properly boys, there's the C.S.M's dog.
What's to do at OakenWood?
Who Is it says "This is Billy speaking"? Clr. Sergeant?
Who's the breakneck Romeo of W M?—"Yoop Heinkel."
Who's this expert at building up sandbags? Ask the
signals.
Are Oranges plentiful? There are plenty of pips about.
H;Q. No. 1 POST.
Since our last notes Junior Leader B
n has returned
to the fold, full of wisdom and the love of the night stalker
and super scout. His explanation of his running to earth
of a cyclist is most interesting. So is the plaster adorning
his nose! Mr. H—gg—t is now reseiving his fill of Junior
Leadership, but we hope he will prove more receptive. Our
Mr. W
r is also Company Commander. We shall be a
most able band in the near future.
We are pleased to announce (Censor permitting) that
our defences are in such a state of preparedness that we
spend our days pulling down and resiting our completed
pillboxes.
Congratulations to No 4 Post in winning the recent
relay race round . the p—r—m—t—r— of the a—r—d—o—e
(we didn't know how to spell these two anyway.) 
The runners showed that, despite the arduous guard
duties and pioneer work, if a trying winter; they have
emerged with a pretty clean bill of health. Welcome to
Padre G—i—f—t—s, here for a week's spiritual uplifting.
He bids fair to leave here a competent light and heavy A.A.
gunner. We note with pleasure that he is a "Jane" fan.
No. 2 POST.
No. 2 Post has departed from its traditional policy of splen
did isolation and in its demand for more Lebensraum is threat
ening the territory under the rule of Messrs C—t—s and
B—rt—n, so that it is now. in command of a greater area
than any other post. Nevertheless they have no further
territorial ambitions and their patience is not yet exhausted.
No. 3 POST.
We are able to assure the authorities that, with the
effective, if unsuspecting assistance of the cook, we are now
capable of throwing a smokescreen round the lodge at a
moment's notice.
This \ is occasionally done, being one
presumes, in the nature of a practice, at highly inconvenient
moments without any notice at all.
In the evenings, thanks to the initiative of Sgt. P
y,
we are now regaled by a song and dance from our own
private wireless, safely installed in the new hiut, which
Incidentally is much sought after by homesick Londoners
as it reminds them, in a mild way, of Piccadilly Circus
Station.
With reference to the last article in the "Buster" we
still have hopes of hearing Mr. B
n perform on the
guitar, a pleasure which has so far been denied us, his
performances being apparently confined to the . O.M.
We are well over the winter now and as we are contin
ually assuring each other:—"It's lovely here in the' summer".
No. 4 POST.
In between guards and slave driving parties. No. 4 post
is tossing and turning all night long, with arms that feel
as if they had been amputated, not inoculated. Mr. F—rb—s
has a suspicious mind and ordered that all things must be
taken from under the bed. Why? Mjr. M—1—s decided for
some mysterious reason that the guard shelter must come
down, and now the guards huddle themselves round the
lamp for warmth. Somebody swapped N.C.Os. and left us
with bewildered L.Cpls. who have not quite got the hang
of things yet. So far It has been quite a pleasant change.
How long will this last?
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
 :
Does O/Sgt. M
run his car on paraffin? If not,
how much is issued per day, per lamp, perhaps?
.
..When will No. 4 post get compliments instead ofcans?
Nobody luvs us,
. . .
1 '

"B" Company.
Since our last article "B" Company has left the pleasant
borough of
and has taken over important guard
duties at an aerodrome "Somewhere in England."
We mess with the R.A.F. and to our joy we. find the
food even better than we had been getting before.
.. .The Company warmly welcomes the arrival of Lt. —
,
who is an expert on some of the fearsome and lethal weapons
we have been given, but unfortunately . know very little
about at present.
It ig unusual for "B" Company's notes not to include
some sporting activities, .but this month must prove an
exception, for the simple tragic truth is, that with moving,
settling down,, etc., "B" Company has had no sport other than
a limited amount ofsuccess with the local W.A.A.F.S.
However we are confident of finding
facilities for some
. kind of, sport soon even if it is only shovehalfpenny and
so with: apologies for the limited news we sign off until
next month.
SOMETHING WE SHOULD LIKE TO KNOW.
Who is the man who remarked with an air of one who
knows much, that the bestmeans of dealing with hostile
aircraft is by the use of insanitary bombs?
,

"C"

4

.

.

Company.

"O" Company have settled down to their new station
. or what is left of them, but what few there are have been
busy. Football matches have been played against local units
(I won't mention scores here). The Company held their
first dance with the permission of the C.O. and was a great
success, mostly due to Lt. J
who managed to scrounge
a first class band which would have been far beyond our
pockets. Being a racing stable we had no difllculty in
obtaining plenty of fillies.
As to crosscountry runs, we do
them regularly before breakfast.
Congratulations to Lt. A
on his recovery from his
childish complaint. We are rather on thorns as to what
to expect next.
We welcome "R" Company Officers to our fold.
We are sorry to lose C.S.M. D
;, but hope that he will
be back with us soon and at the same time we welcome
C.S.M. B
.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Who took over the pack of hounds at P
?
What happened at the chicken Farm at S
?
"Spit and Polish."



"D" Company
Strange to relate, but we are still at the same place as
when we contributed to the last issue of The Queen's Own
Gazette. When I say we, I mean a large percentage are still
here; we lose a percentage who go away on various courses.
A few go away alone, but usually return bringing others with
them (escort duty).
Nothing very funny has happened during the past month,
but what we don't know about digging isn't worth knowing.
If it isn't the vegetable garden, it's gun pits. Our personal
cost of boot polish is now appalling!! However, a further
consignment of gum boots have at last arrived, so probably
the weather will be fine and dry at last.
It is rather noisy here at night; sometimes a bit of gun
fire, always a lot of damn cats and dogs. Why and where
they all come from is yet a mystery; we call this a camp,
but in reality it's a menagerie. With all the wet weather
we have had, we must mention that Lieut. C. P. B
is
just as dry as ever, and apart from many other duties, still
; doles out  the  leave with his accustomed gusto! No one
gets enough, but does one ever?
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Lieut. K
is heartily congratulated on his promotion
lay the whole Company, also on his work with the A.F..V.
section. Why does this section sing with such feeling that
popular song "Roll out the barrel"?
Sport has been largely held in obeyance during the last
month. We are hoping to get a soccer game soon with a
local squadron of night hawks, and the next lot of C.B.
fellows may have to roll the tennis court in preparation for
the summer pastime.
The C.S.M. has bought some cartridges and I believe
shot at a hare, but one of the privates says 'that he was
trying to hit the field near here.
You will perhaps remember that in our last month's
remarks we said that our Company motto was that "It's
cheaper to move than to pay rent." This has now been
altered, it is far cheaper to remain put than to move, move,
and move, and pay Barrack damages.
There was once a broth of a bhoy,
Who delighted in puffs of San Toy,
And no one could think
In the midst of the stink,
What made him exclaim "Well, here's joy."

!E"

Company

Since I wrote my last article, this Company has made
another move! Our new abode has one great advantage,
which partially outweighs any disadvantages it may have,
and that is, we are about 20 miles nearer London — much
to the delight of the majority of the members of the Com
pany. In fact only the other day someone journeyed from
Victoria to our new home in 50 minutes — a great improve
ment.
It was with the usual hustle and bustle that accom
panies a move that we left T
on the morning of February
12th. We made our way by comparatively luxurious 'bus to
our new home. The elongated faces of an advance party
that greeted us did not serve to give us a very good first
impression of the place, but now, at the time of writing,
everyone has settled down, and is quite acclimatised to their
new surroundings.
We have been divided up into six Platoons and one
"administrative" Platoon. This lastmentioned Platoon has
administered unto itself a system whereby none of its mem
bers do any guards. Competition to become a member of
same is therefore high!
The other six do a week on and a week off guard; that
is to say, three Platoons go on guard for one week, while
the other three do training, and then they change over.
Actually this is much better than the old "24 off, 24 on"
system, of which W£ have had so much.
Opinion on this
point is, however, somewhat varied! Naturally enough, after
a sevenday guard the men coming off are inclined to feel
somewhat tired, but after a good evening's relaxation tbey
soon forget all about their tiredness, and appear on parade
next morning like a bunch of twoyearolds.
Up to now I have not been able to arrange any sports
for the Company, but we hope to organise something very
shortly, and to show the R.A.F. just how good we are. We
have also here another Company of the Battalion, with
which, up to the present time, we have had no dealings
as far as sports are concerned, but we hope soon to meet
them in the field, to see what can be done.

Comnany
Before we start this month's scandal sheet, we regret
to announce the loss ofa .well known character of our " Coy.
He was loved by everyone, .so they transferred him so that
some other Coy. should get acquainted with him, and so
we say farewell to the one and only Sgt. ——.

Well, we are, now settled at our country residence for a
spell of rest. It is very nice down here, plenty pf time to
ourselves, and plenty of sunshine. In the afternoon the men
are given 10/ and the 'bus fare to town, not forgetting the
sleepingout passes. From what I have heard, I think the
lads would sooner be on guard — why, I do not know.
Crosscountry runs are very popular; even the Chief Mess
Orderly attends them. He holds the finishing
tape, and
wants to run, but he would probably spend all his time
filling in the holes for the farmers after the run.
We welcome three new Officeis. The lads say they like
them; the trouble is, which way? A prize of £5 is being
given to the man who shoots down the first
Jerry. There
will be quite a bit of competition, as the boys spend their
money on sports fund.
I understand there are a few broken hearts in T
;
it's a pity it was such a nice town, and nice girls, too.
Well, we must close now, so cheerio until next month.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Will any Jerry ever come our way?
"Spike."
TRAINING PLATOONS.

We read in the papers that, with the approval of the
"Ides of March," some tremendous event always takes place.
Well,"It has! "R" Company, the nursery of the Battalion,
has taken its final curtain and goes out with the knowledge
of a job well done.
We have had many vicissitudes and many changes in our
all too short history, but all good things come to an end,
and of course the "Good die young."
During the month two more drafts of young soldiers have
finished
their training and gone to join their Companies.
In each case the final
"passing out" was very good; and we
would like to congratulate the "training officers" and the
N.C.Os. who have been responsible for the results obtained.
Captain G
has left us, and we wish him all success
in his new post, and thank him for the interest he has taken
in the Company.
It is no good prolonging the agony of saying goodbye,
so that is all.
"And then came a carriage filled
with flowers."

Sergeants' Mess.
As the writer is a little perturbed today, I am afraid
the correspondence from the Parent Mess is late, and in
consequence snort. We were sorry to see our numbers so
badly depleted by extraordinary moves in the early part of
the month of February. One wonders where the heck the
Service Battalions are.
As young .soldiers I feel that we. are doing old soldiers'
work.
Nevertheless, as always, the "Queen's Own" can do it.
We. are sorry to say "goodbye" to the latest entries for
an O.C.T.U., and trust they will soon be doing good work
as young subalterns.
It is feared that a lot of good food had to be eaten
by the two senior members, owing to Sergt. A
failing to
turn up prior to his departure to the North.
At present we are just six members strong, but we
have Company Messes starting, and I hope they will endeavour
to make themselves as comfortable as possible in their poor
surroundings,
I would like to see some news from the 2nd Battalion
Mess,
You must be having a rough time out there.
Perhaps some members will recall R.S.M. Sivers, who is
a prisoner of war. The writer met his brother in T
,
and is waiting for Bob's address, so if members would like
to send a cheery word to him, I will be pleased to mention
names.
'Tara,
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Can O.C.T.U. candidates eat?
' Who found "the whiskey?
What price Mess Subs.?
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INFANTRY TRAINING
CENTRE

5/.—Lieutenant K. B. Scott, Lieutenant H. B. James.
2/Lieutenant J. H. West, 2/Lieutenant E. OwenJones.
The following also contributed ;—2/Lieutenant R. H. M.
Beattie, 2/Lieutenant W. P. Andrews, 2/Lieutenant E. D.
Crump, 2/Lieutenant E. G. Dykes.
OTHER CONTRIBUTIONS.

THE CHURCH HUT, INVICTA LINES.

By gradual stages the Church Hut at Invicta Lines has
been fitted and furnished and is now in regular use.
Primarily a place of worship it also serves as a lectureroom.
Curtains, dividing the sanctuary from the body of the hut.
readily convert the building from a Church into a snug hall
for meetings. A wireless set. at present in the hospital wing,
will shortly be installed.
The furnishing of the hut has been made possible by
the many who contributed either by gifts of money, or with
their labour and to them all, members of the I.T.C., present
and to come, are indebted.
The first
gift was a frontal sent from Canterbury Cath
edral by Archdeacon Sopwith, fatherinlaw of the Com
manding Officer. It is composed of a broad piece of tapestry
in two shades of crimson, enriched with gold thread, and
flanked
by two panels of crimson velvet. It provided the
colourscheme for the sanctuary and set a high standard
for the ornaments and furniture.
The pioneers have constructed an altar to fit the frontal.
They have also made a well proportioned cross in teak, finely
grained and of simple design, and a credence bracket. Two
oak vases and a pair of gilded candlesticks in oak complete
the ornaments of the altar.
The wall behind the altar is entirely covered with hang
ings of plain crimson, somewhat lighter in tone than the
frontal and relieved by two wide panels of tapestry In a
bold crimson and gold design. The side walls of the sanct
uary have been cleared of their original blue and are now
painted cream. Plain brown linoleum covers the floor of the
sanctuary and there is a carpet of brown, without design,
in front of the altar. The sanctuary has concealed lighting
which brings out the warm tones of the hangings and
tapestry.
The rest of the furniture was made by Messrs. J Wippell
and Co. It is in oak, and combines simplicity and dignity.
It consists of a lectern, prayer desk. Glastonbury chair and
two altar rails.
The pioneers have fitted
a vestry in one comer of the
hut and a fence outside. Thanks to the industry of Depot
Company the exterior will soon be gay with flowers,
shrubs
and fresh green turf.
Hearty thanks are extended to all who have in any way
helped the work forward.
LIST OF GIFTS.
Frontal (with Burse and Veil to match) from the Dean
and Chapter of Canterbury Cathedral per the Archdeacon
of Canterbury.
Lectern Bible, Altar Book, Psalter and Chant Book from
the Church Union.
Harmonium from Mrs. Lushington per the Vicar of
Boxiey.
Needlework, (Altar linen) by Mrs. B. Evans of St.
Augustine's College, Canterbury, and Miss Scarth and the
Canterbury Diocesan Church Crafts Guild.
LIST OF SUBSCRIPTIONS.
£1 1 0.—Lt/Col. E. S. Kerr, Commanding Officer, Major
F. Russell, Major de S. H. Lewis Barned, Major A. C. Hart,
Captain P. E. Cook, Captain R. K. Dowse, Lieutenant R.
Love, Lieutenant W. H. Pye, 2/Lieutenant H. B. H. Waring,
2/Lieutenant N. S. F. Douglass, 2/Lieutenant H. M. O. Knox,
The Rev. A. E. A. Sulston.
£1.—Major R. M. Lees,
15/.—2/Lieutenant St. J. M. Du Plat Taylor,
10/6.—Captain W. W. Stitt, Captain E. S. Curtiss,
Lieutenant H. F. Atkinson, Lieutenant J. McCutcheon,
2/Lieutenant J. D. James.
10/.—Major J. T. Leigh, Major C. F. Battye, Lieutenant
D. F. Hackforth, 2/Lieutenant J. M. Woolaston, 2/Lieutenant
W. H. V. Lovett, 2/Lieutenant R. J. Vile.

Miss A. Sulston £2 0 0.
Staff, patients and friends at Sandling Park Military
Hospital £5 10 0
Church collections at Sandling Park Military Hospital
£1 6 9.
Proceeds of a Dance at Invicta Lines £3 18 0
Proceeds of a Whist Drive at Invicta Lines £1 7 0.
GRANTS.
From P.R.I. No 224 I.T.C. £7 10 0.
From the C. of E. Soldiers. Sailors and Airmen's Institutes
£20

0

0.

Christian Evidence Society £5

0

0.

4

Headquarter Company.
With a roll of drams and a fanfare, "H.Q." company
make their entry into the "Q.O.G."
No doubt numerous readers are wondering what has
become of this illustrious Company, so this article will put
all minds at rest and let one and all know that the Company
still exists.
Seing as we are all busily employed personnel (?), somo
difficulty was found in finding
a correspondent, and on taking
over the job I hope that I have not caused an uproar in
Fleet Street.
As no doubt exmembers of the Company who have
either moved or strayed far from the fold would like to
know who still remains here, here are a few pen pictures: —
"Horace"—Chief organist.
"Dmr. Barney"—World's champion exponent at "shut
eye."
"Tolly"—The answer to a maiden's prayer.
"Harry"—Recently a little tough guy until he joined
the upper class.
"Taffy" (1)—"Bunker up of blackouts."
"Taffy" (2)—Mind my plaster.
"L/Cpl. Len"—P.R.Is. Clerk, etc, etc.
"Dmr. Weary"—"Casanova."
To all who have left us we extend hearty greetings and
wish them the very best of luck (Can you hear us, Sam?).
I will conclude this month's contribution with just one
query : —
Did Harry enjoy his antitexas needle?
4

" C " Company.
Having finished
for the time being our tedious duties
of digging, we are now indulging in a spot of shooting (some
very near misses have been observed going just over the
Butts). Flags have been very prominent, but we are hope
ful of better results later. Just a reminder, chaps : We of
Shiny "C" have at all times since the beginning of hostili
ties been top dogs at shooting of the I.T.C. Our present
O.C. Company as Weapon Training Officer will confirm this.
I should like to take tnis opportunity on behalf of the
Company in extending a welcome to Capt. H
and about
70 C.R's from the 8th Bn. We hope their stay will be long
and pleasant.
There's been quite a lot of gossip concerning leave just
lately and there are quite a few waiting to see the first
batch go. Speculation is very high as to who will be tho
last to go this time. Nobby. I am convinced, can supply the
answer.
Congratulations to Mrs. Terry, wife of Sgt. Terry, on the
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birth of a daughter. We were hoping to congratulate yet
another N.C.O. of the Company, but circumstances permit
us to wait another month.
Nothing in the way of sport has teen indulged in by
the Company this month, although it is just as well to
mention that we challenged "D" Company to a game of
football. For some very obvious reason they did not accept
the challenge.
THINGS WE SHOULD LIKE TO KNOW.
Leave how obtained—other than laid down in A.C.I.'s
Is Dicky Bird of Madras still a comfort for the Troops?
F.A.J.
-4-

"D"

Company

We open this month's correspondence with the glad
tidings that Captain T
has returned to us from what
was, by all accounts, a most successful and enjoyable course.
For further information regarding the course apply N.C.O's
on Cadre. His return marks the appearance of colour bands
at the "alert" position.
The Company has unfortunately lost one of its oldest
serving Officers with the departure to "B" Company of 2/Lt.
P
. We wish him every success in the future.
The activities of the Company have been somewhat
restricted this month owing to the exodus of a large pro
portion of the strength to other tinits.
We now have in the form of "Old Soldiers" the original
"Cherry Blossom Quintet", their signature tune being "Rise
and Shine."
We welcomed, and almost in the same breath, bid fare
well to 2/Lt. C
and 2/Lt. W
.
The I.T.C. Soccer XI suffered a loss with the departure
of some of its members to "Somewhere in England".
We congratulate an exofficer of this Company, 2/Lt.
B
, on his accession to the realms of wedded bliss. We
wish him every happiness and are sure that it is his best
match.
In this year of Grace we find
Little Vic and Bovril
jokes falling a little Flat, man. Buck up and Knocker few
new ones out.
FOOD FOR THOUGHT.
"D" Company on Parade, less "Employed"—move to the
right in two's.
"Old Soldiers never Die"—they come to "D" Company.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Why does "Killer" keep saying in his sleep—What!
Another Black?
Who is B.B.B.'s new Peacock?
Who are the Sergeants, who when told to hand in their
curtains A/G, immediately took down the adornments in
their bunks?
Is it true that "A" Company have formed an "Isolation
ist Party"?
ODE OR OWING.
Reginald Norman Cyril James
Has now gone in for skittle games.
His curly hair falls down the front.
Oh, Cyril James you are a chump.
At this game he's not so hot.
Snooker surely is his lot,
He likes more Colours with his games
Does Reginald Norman Cyril James.
"Pipe Dreamer."
4

"E" Company
COMPANY HQ.
Well here we are again bobbing up with the specialist
news. We look like making a record by managing to submit
correspondence two months running.
Since our last bulletin we have lost 2/Lt. H. B. D
.

who has been with us longer than most people, and we wish
him the best of luck in his new sphere.
We welcome to the Company 2/Lts. W. M
W
.
J. D. K. S
. D. J. A
and G. L. U
, and wish them
a long and happy stay.
We offer our heartiest congratulations to C/Sgt. Scott
on at last obtaining his crown. His promotion to most of
us is very gratifying and we consider he has well earned it.
Meair while there are strange happenings in the C/Sgt's
Office. Visiting hours have been restricted to 1# hours a
day. It is rumoured that the staff are suffering from night
starvation and are adopting this measure in order to catch
up with their beauty (?) sleep.
Flash
The hardest working Sgt. in the Company (?)
has at last found time to take his 48 hours' leave.
We have seen a very strange spectacle in the mornings
quite recently—Sergeants participating in crosscountry run
ning. We hope that
they don't get rheumatism through
the exposure of their knobbly knees to the March winds.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Who went sick with Drillparadeitis?
Where does the sword swallower get his razor blades
when we can only get one at a time in the canteen?
Who is the official stripeblancoer of the Alma Platoon?
Hoping this finds you as it lenves me. Yours,
"Keyboard".
SIGNALS.

If you don't turn over too quickly when you come to
this page—here we are again endeavouring to place beforo
the eyes of the world the doings and misdoings of the
Platoon.
First of all I'll just mention "one Sunday", I shan't go
into too much detail for fear of the Censor's "bluepencil"
blue pencil. Anyway I'll just say that it involved the vise
of too many drums of cable, phongrams as used by un
trained Signallers, Home Service Broadcasts, and A.I's groans.
Communication did get through eventually, because some
body realised that that was what they were there for. and
not to gaze at the Sunday morning scenery (female species),
guzzle beer (a gift from the wellmeaning public), or break
skylights.
One cableparty, after carefully studying a well thought
out cable route (specified time as well), discovered that
owing to the unexpected presence of a DA, they had to
make a detour which for their own personal safety was a
big one. and now L/Cpl. Steed says there is nothing about
DA's in ERTACLI or "How to cross over minefields and un
exploded bombs." Still I think that some experience was
gained by the Platoon before the day had passed.
October Squad have now evacuated the Platoon Lines,
except just one or two and these, believe it or not, were
placed on "Snowdrop hunting fatigue"—for further partic
ulars enquire from Ptes, Hore, Burroughs and Co.
January Squad is now Senior Squad and are working
quite well. Their procedure, on pairwork, is something to
hear to be believed. One may assume that perhaps they are
compiling a S.T.A.A. of their own. So far it has only given
their A.I. more grey hairs (hasn't it, Davies?)
2/Lt. J. M. W
has left us for a brief period, to study
of S
. C
. No doubt he will come back
at the S
with a D.
On the same course has gone Weary Williams. So the
other students will be able, like us, to enjoy (?) "My advent
ures in Gay Paree". "We got so and so for 12 francs over
there" and "How did I get this—I'll tell you, etc." Anyway
we wish him the best of luck and know he won't let us
down.
2/Lt. N. H. B
, will, by the time this appears in
print have taken unto himself a partner for life. We wish
them all the best of luck, not forgetting about "May all
your etc., etc."
QUERIES AFTER AR.
Inst;—"Righto—close down the distant station."
Pupil:—"What shall I put on F Method?"
Inst:—"Who invented the Morse code?"
Pupil :—"Sir John Morse. Sarge."
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We would like to congratulate the tough, W/T Operator,
who stuck to his set, while great big nasty hailstones were
going pitterpatter, pitterpatter on his nose.
FAMOUS REMARKS BY TRAINEES.
(1) "That's not blasted blocks."
(2) "Didn't hurt yer," "Murder murder", and "Here comes
the Bride".
To Ferdinand—The suppers ARE on us!
SPORT.
Football:—Versus M.T.I. Drew 3—3.,
Versus A.C.P.I.
Lost 5—3.
All the best,
R.S.
ALMA

PLATOON.

Hollo! Fellow readers, excuse the absence of news from
the tracked section last month, and at the same time pass a
hearty vote of censure on the Wheeled Section for the
absence of their contribution this month.
Since our last contribution we have lost 2/Lts. D. M.
K
and D. P. C
from our fold. We wish them the
best of luck in their new surroundings. In their place we
have 2/Lt. W. H. V. L^—. F. G. J. Q
and W. M
W
.
We all hope their stay with us will be a long and pleasant
one.
We have done quite well in the sporting world. In the
interplatoon Boxing we managed to scrape home by a
small percentage of points.
Our entrants for this competition put up a grand show.
One of the best fights
was the final
of the "Feathers"
between Sgt. Marsden and Pte. Oakford, both of whom had
won their previous fights
in the usual manner of the Platoon
<KO).
After a real dingdong scrap, each giving and taking.
Pte. Oakford was declared the winner. A real good scrap.
Sammy!! Other entrants who did very well were L/Cpls.
Davis and White and Ptes. Tomlin, Rogers. Curati, Harris.
Mathews. Delaney. Chandler. Grainger, Harrison, Wood, E. and
Smith. F. Well done, lads!
In the Coy. Football (Inter PL) competition we came up
against the Signal Platoon and this time yje had our revenge
and reversed the tables, beating them by 2 clear goals, 5—3.
Where's your goalie, Sigs?
On going to press we are sorry to hear that 2/Lt. G.
F. J. Q
is leaving us. All ranks of the Platoon wish him
the best of luck. We are sorry to lose him.
To all other A.C. Platoons in the Regiment we send our
greetings.
THINGS WE WOULD LIKE TO KNOW.
Who is the diminutive Sergeant who suffers from an
inferiority complex? And why?
Got your third tape yet, Cookie?
Will Jackie ever get tied up?
Did the chap who floored
Sammy, have a liorseshqe in
his glove? Cos Sammy's got a sore jaw.
What price our crosscountry team?
With any good
offer we'll throw the trainer in as well.
"BasePlate."
M.T.

SECTION

THE ADMIRAL AND HIS FLEET.
The Fleet is still sailing on its true course which was
selected and started by our great leader 2/Lt. D
. who
has left us to take up a new course, and we know that what
ever port he decides to reach, he will get there; but all
ranks wish him happy sailings. "Good luck Duggy" from
the Fleet.
Our new "Admiral" has taken up his duties and we feel
quite safe in his hands. The name alone conveys the strength
of his leadership—2/Lt. K. B
. We wish our "Admiral"
a grand voyage, and may all our sailings be successful with
out the use of rockets.
; v
"Mok" and his pal "The Ace" have left us. They should
do well on the course with all their pushing and shoving—
"I beg your pardon,"
The maintenance king is putting in some very hard

work. Up to now he gets through eleven vehicles a week.
Nice work, Sheriff!.
...
"Old Bill" still manages to get a few days' leave per
month, but we all waxit to know—how does he manage it!
Hammer and Tongs seem to be in the limelight these
days. How do they attain these  great positions? "Sparks"
and "Old Bill" will let you into' the. secrets—if you can ever
find them.
Well done "Mac", how did you manage it? Bang goes
another sixpence a week for white bianco. By the way,
"Mac", remember water is not rationed.
Tommy is still as efficient as ever. Ho wanted to book
out when "Jerry" paid us a visit.
They are still under the impression that George has
signed on for his twentyone. Being a fitter
must be a
racket!
.
WHO'S WHO.
Who was the D.R. who baled out from the top of the
Inspection platform, and his parachute failed to open?
Who was the girl who stopped our D.R's while on night
driving. and asked what they were playing at? The D.R's
answered that they were playing soldiers for her benefit.
Who was the D.R. of Junkers 927 who was nearly sum
moned for overtaking a horse and cart, and also complained
to a special constable about sheep overtaking him on the
wrong side?
Who is Bo, and why is he always moaning to Tiny and
Elley?
Who was responsible for the Blitz that hit the February
Squad?
Who thought the autovac was a new kind of contrap
tion for making tea and wads?—and still thinks so.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
What is Tiny's and Elly's secret weapon?
"Is there a knocker out of big end?" asked Jack.
Is it true that Swerver Junior has been promised a
motor cycle for his birthday, and that more Junior D.R's
are on the way?
SPORT.
BOXING.
We congratulate all competitors on their plucky attempt
to snatch the cup from the A.C.P.. but unfortunately we
lost by 13. Still keep the leather biting fellahs, and we will
have it yet. We congratulate the finalists
and those members
who won their weight. We wish Johno and Tiffy good luck
in the Command Tournament.
FOOTBALL.
We played the "Champs'" in the first
match of the
League and managed to draw three all. It's ten to one we'll
pull it off this time, now the Sigs. sprinter ie away.
CROSS COUNTRY RUNNING.
Nil return.
THE ADMIRAL'S GARAGE UNLIMITED
Cars and lorries, with or without drivers, supplied at
shortest notice.
"Drive as you please" car service.
Repairs to all makes of vehicle expeditiously carried out.
General overhauls a speciality.
Try our car valeting service.
Road haulage service over all main routes.
Day and night petrol and oil service.
Driving school staffed by experts.
Customers prepared for driving tost (pass guaranteed).
Sightseeing tours arranged.
Private fleet of fire engines available at all times.
Unditching (and ditching) expeditiously carried out.
Day and night express messenger service.
Extensive garage accommodation at cheap rates.
Large stock of secondhand cars for disposal at knock
out prices.
. Our motto "The. Customer is always right"—we get the
rocket either way.
T ? rr 
v.*
'Tiffjr." ' "
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HOME COUNTIES AREA.
"Quo Fas et Gloria Ducunt."
BATTLE

HONOURS

BORNE

ON

THE

REGIMENTAL

COLOUR :

The Sphinx, superscribed "Egypt."
"Vlmiera," "Oorunna," "Almaraz,"
"Ferozeshah," "Allwal," "Sobraon,"
"Nile

"Vlttorla," "Pyrenees," "Nive," "Orthes," "Peninsula," "Punnlar," "Moodkee,"
"Alma," "Inkerman," "Sevastopol," "Lucknow," "New Zealand." "Egypt, 1882."
188485." "South Africa, 190002." "Afghanistan. 1919."

BATTLE HONOURS BORNE ON THE KING'S COLOUR :
"Mons." "Ypres, 1914. '15, '17, '18," "Hill 60." "Somme. 1916. '18." "Vimy, 1917," "Italy,
"Gaza," "Defence of Kut A1 Amara," "Sharqat."
THE

GREAT

WAR

1917,

'18."

"Gallipoli.

1916."

BATTLE HONOURS—18 BATTALIONS :

"Mons." "Le Cateau," "Retreat from Mons," "Marne. 1914," "Alsne, 1914," "La Basade. 1914," "Messlnes, 1914, '17,"
"Ypres. 1914, '15. '17. '18," "Hill 60," "Gravenstafel," "St. Julien," "Frezenberg," "Loos," "Somme, 1916. '18,"
"Albert. 1916, '18," "Bazentin," "Delvllle Wood," "Poziferes," "Guillemont," "FlersCoureelette," "Morval," "Thlepval,"
"Le Transloy," "Ancre Heights," "Ancre. 1916, '18,"
Arras, 1917. '18." "Vimy, 1917," "Scarpe, 1917," "Oppy,"
"Pllckem," "Langemarck, 1917," "Menin Road," "Polygon Wood," "Broodseirde," "Passchendaele," "Cambral, 1917, '18,"
"St. Quentin." "Rosieres," "Avre," "Vlllers Bretonneux," "Lys." "Hazebrouck," "Kemmel," "Amiens," "Bapaume, 1918,"
"Hlndenburg
Line,"
"Ep6hy,"
"Canal
du
Nord,"
"St.
Quentin
Canal,'' "Courtrai," "Selle," "Sambre,"
"France and Flanders, 191418," "Italy, 1917, '18." "Suvla," "Landing at Suvla," "Scimitar Hill," "Gallipoli, 1915,"
"Rumanl," "Egypt, 191516," "Gaza," "El Mughar," "Jerusalem." "Jericho," "Tell 'Asur," "Palestine, 1917, '18."
"Defence of Kut al Amara." "Sharqat," "Mesopotamia, 191518."

^Editorial
We regret that the announcements regarding the awards
for bravery, won by Captain A. J. M. Flint and 2ndLieut.
R. H. Lavington. were published in last month's issue under
the 70th Battalion instead of the 2nd Battalion, and we
apologise for this error.
*
x
*
*
Correspondence from 1st Battalion would be appreciated.
No news has been received for some time.
x
*
*
«
Would all Battalion representatives please send in corres
pondence as early as possible each month, to avoid delay in
publication? All correspondence should reach the Editor by
the 6th of each month.
x
*
x
*
The Army Commander and Corps Commander visited
Barracks during the month.
*

*

PRISONERS

*

OF

WAR

#

FUND.

The following is a list of the articles which may be
senfc to prisoners of war. Hie Regimental Prisoners of War
Fund Committee will, in the near future, be despatching
parcels, and will be grateful for any number of the follow
ing articles, however small.
Blankets.
Boots.
Brilliantine in tins.

Brushes of all kinds.
Button cleaning outfits (.solid, not liquid polish).
Chewing gum.
Chocolate in slabs.
Cigarette filter
tips and cigarette rolling machine, but
not cigarettes or cigarette papers.
Clothing, including underwear, civilian or service shirts,
any footwear, knitted comforts or uniform, including
a uniform overcoat.
Coloured silks and cottons, plain linen or canvas for
embroidering.
Dentifrice (powder, but not solid or in tubes).
Frames with talc or unbreakable glass.
Housewife containing usual items.
Kit bags.
Knitting needles and wool.
Pencils.
Pipes and tobacco pouch.
Safety razors and blades.
Safety tin openers.
Shoe leather and nails for mending.
Shoe polish (solid, not liquid and not in tubes).
Small musical instruments.
Soap.
Towels, face cloths and sponges.
This in no way interferes with donations which will
be thankfully received.
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BIRTHS, MARRIAGES AND DEATHS

PRISONERS OF WAR FUND.

RECEIPTS.

£ s. d.
812 13 11

Balance per last account
February Subscriptions—
2nd Battalion
4th Battalion
5th Battalion
6th Battalion
10th Battalion

£10
£7
£28
£27
£8

March Subscriptions—
1st Battalion
4th Battalion
7th Battalion
Depot—
Officers' Mess
Sergeants' Mess
Other Ranks

0 0
19 8
10 5
16 4
10 6

£22

2

£8
£20

2 6
7 1

82 16 11

0

£2
£2

2
2

0
0

£7

6

0
62 1 7
8 8 0
14 12 3
6 0 0

Proceeds Oi Dance at Preston Hall
Part Proceeds of Corn Exchange Concert
Part Proceeds of Invicta Lines Dance

£986 12

MARRIAGES.

PAYMENTS.

£

s. d.
13 5 6
18 13 4
£954 13 10

Parcels sent by nextofkin
..
Postage — Circularising to nextofkin, etc.
Balance in Hand

£986 12

^ Tke Rcll

8

8

Non-Commissioned

P. Bacon.
R. E. Bishop.
R. G. Clarke.
E. Dawson.
P. A. Hagger.
W. M. Hanks.
A. A. F. Heley.
J. Hodgkiss.
D. B. Jones.

BARBER—WILKES—On 4th Jan., 1941, at Hornsea. Pte. Barber
to Beatrice Janes Wilkes.
BROWN — KATTENHORN — On 15th. Feb., 1941, at Bethnal
Green, Pte. Brown to Elizabeth Ann Kattenhorn.
COMEY—LALLY—On 19th Feb., 1941, at Battersea, Pte. Comey
to Kathleen Lally.
GREENAWAY—LAMB.—On 1.3.41, at Maidstone, Pte. W.
Greenaway to Amy Vera Sophie Lamb.
MILWAY—WHALL.—On 8.3.41. at Chatham, Pte. F. Milway
to Ethel Violet Whall.

Jt&rusmY

DEATHS.
CRACKNELL — On
Cracknell.

DIED.

Pte.
Pte.
Pte.
Pte.
Pte.
Pte.
Pte.
Pte.
Pte.

BIRTHS.
OLIVER.—On 9.1.41, to wife of Lieut.Colonel W. P. Oliver,
a daughter.
BLACKMORE.—On 12.3.41, at Epsom, to wife of C.Sgt. G.
Blackmore, a daughter, Joyce Elizabeth.
DAVIES.—On 24.2.41. at Hollingbourne. to wife of Cpl, G.
Davies, a daughter. Jacqueline.
HARTNET.—On 20.12.40, at Youghal, Cork, to wife of Pte.
M. Hartnet, a son, Mamice Christopher.
JEFFERY.—On 24.3.41, at Cuxton, to wife of Pte. A. Jeffery,
a daughter, Irene Daisy.
JENKINS.—On 5.2.41, at St. Andrew's Hospital, to wife of
Pte. I. Jenkins, a daughter, Sheila Ann.
KITCHEN.—On 25.2.41, at Hollingbourne, to wife of Cpl.
J. Kitchen, a daughter, Carol Norma.
SOUTH.—On 11.2.41, at Crayford. to wife of Pte. L. South.
a daughter, Pamela Elizabeth.
STRATFORD.—Oil 8.3.41, at Pembury, to wife of Sgt. H.
Stratford, a son, Jeffrey William.
TERRY.—On 26.2.41, at Hollingbourne, to wife of Sgt. J.
Terry, a daughter, Helen.

Officers

and

March. 1941, at Atwick, Pte. S.

KILLED BY ENEMY ACTION.

Men.

Cpl. R. W. Knight.
L.Cpl. F. C. Lashmar.
Pte. J. A. Mace.
Pte. F. G. Martin.
Pte. H. Mason.
Cpl. c. J. Monaghan.
Pte. K. A. Sheppard.
Pte. J. Young.
KILLED IN ACTION.

Pte. F. T. Stevenson.

CONTEMPORARIES
The Editor acknowledges with thanks the
contemporaries:—
"The London Scottish Regimental Gazette."
"The Dragon."
"The Wasp."
"The K.S.L.I. Regimental Journal."
"The Sapper."
"The Journal of the A.E. Corps."
"The Royal Tank Corps Journal."
"Ca Ira."
"St. George's Gazette."
"The Royal Army Ordnance Corps Gazette."
"The Aldershot Command News."
"The Aldershot News."
"The Kent Messenger."
"Seventh Regiment Gazette."
"The Dorsetshire Regimental Journal."
"The Journal of the R..A.S. Corps."
"The Tiger and Rose."
"Our Empire."

10th

following

With semimilitary honours the funeral took place at
Maidstone Cemetery on Tuesday, 25.3.41, of Mr. William Henry
Relf. second son of exSgt. C. Reif, of No. 20 Lushington
Road, Ringlestone Estate. Maidstone.
He was aged 44. and was a bachelor, living at Strood.
An old soldier, he enlisted in The Queen's Own Royal
West Kent Regiment, and later transferred to the South
Lanes. Regiment. He served in France with the South Lanes,
in 1914, and also saw service in the Dardanelles and Meso
potamia.
He was gravely wounded, and he returned to
England, and was invalided from the service.
He was several times mentioned in despatches, and was
one of four recommended for the Victoria Cross. One of
his prized possessions was a parchment presented to him by
General Lord Allenby in recognition of his gallantry.
On his discharge from the Army he took up employ
ment as a lighterman, and it was while engaged as such
that he was killed by enemy action. He was a member
of the Transport and General Workers' Union.
At the funeral six Sergeants of the Royal West Kent
Regiment acted as pall bearers, and the coffin was covered
with the Union Jack. At the graveside a bugler sounded
the Last Post and Reveille. The many floral tributes included
one from the Q.O.R.W.K. Regiment.

MEDAL ROLLS.
There are still a number of copies of the Regimental
Medal Roll. Part I., 17931881, for disposal.
These wem
originally sold at 4/ per copy, but in order to reduce cik.
stock it has now been decided to reduce the price to 1/.
Any reader who requires one of these Rolls should apply to
Capt. S. E. Brooks, Treasurer. "The Queen's Own Gazette."
and enclose 1/.
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LIVESTOCK IN BARRACKS
V—DUCK.

Reprinted by kind permission ot the Proprietors of "Punch."
All round our Mess we have a lot of Government land.
It has Government rabbits, Government wild duck and the
Government pheasant on it, and regularly every season we go
out and blaze off at them and pretend we have saved money
on our foodbills.
Last year, however, was one of the lean ones; not only
did we shoot hardly any rabbits and no duck, but Lieu
tenant Swordfrog, who was then new to the Army, went
and wounded the pheasant so severely that it was only under
the most skilful nursing that it recovered at all, and cer
tainly wasn't strong enough to get about; for the remainder
of the shooting. So we decided we would increase our chances
for next season and would supplement the very few wild
duck who are brave enough to inhabit the large shallow pond
in bur domains. Lieutenant James having given us to under
stand that he knew a man who dealt in wild ducks' eggs,
we appointed him Acting Unpaid Putterdown of Wild Duck
and sent him off.
He returned with eleven and twothirds dozen eggs, all
done up in a packet, and a third of a dozen loose in the
back of the car. It seemed more than enough; in fact we
thought he had rather overreached himself, but he explained
that, knowing this man, he had got a large number cheap.
It wasn't till only three dozen hatched out that we under
stood exactly what he meant by "knowing his man."
We realized when the great day of hatching was expected
because a hurriedlywritten order from Lieutenant James
suddenly appeared in the battalion workshop asking for a
special box to be made. I say "special," because, according
to James's specification, it had to be eight feet long by three
feet by "three feet and was to be a box without sides or ends,
top or bottom. It wasn't till Private Muzzle, a carpenter by
trade, had gone into hospital suffering lrom mental strain
that James sent down a further note to say he was sorry he
had forgotten to add on his original specification for "Runs,
Wild Duck.. 1" that the missing parts were to be made of
wirenetting, except the bottom, which still wasn't to be
there.
When the duckrun was at last made James took it in his
car to a lair in the woods which he called the Duckery and
where the eggs were busy hatching under the supervision of
a keeper. He looked very impressive as he passed us, because
the "box" projected (upside down) four feet out over the
baclf, and Bronx, James's outsize in cockerspaniels, who had
started in the front seat, had got inside the cage and was
running up and down its length like a squirrel on sentrygo.
After this there was a silence for several weeks while the
wild duck grew up. James used to drive out daily to see that
they were fed, and the spaniel used to play with them. It
was really rather delightful for a naturelover to watch Bronx
lying down while the wild ducklings came and necked at his
long ears, and James said "Billibillibillibilli" in a high
pitched voice and treated them to a biscuit.
When the time came for the ducks to be put out on
Thatchmere Pond, James was rather broken up. I under
stand that the farewell between him and Bronx of the one
part and the ducks of the other was very touching. And
when the day came for the' Mess to turn out for a little
wildduck shooting on Thatchmere, James was so upset that
he actually signed someone else's chit for a round of drinks.
That just shows you, doesn't it?
As a matter of fact we were all rather nervous, because
the Colonel had asked over a brother of his, a fearfully rare
Admiral and an experienced gun, who had many and many
a time shot duck up the Yangtse.
We reached the pond In extended order and soon a cloud
of ;duck got up. We gave them one round rapid, and those
really wildduck who were misguidedly U6ing Thatchmere
Pond too were at once en route for the next county. Our
own wild duck, however, brought up under military discipline,

were made of sterner stuff. They merely circled round and
round at a convenient height, quacking volubly and braving
our volleys with the utmost unconcern.
We brought down several while James covered his eyes,
and at last they began to circle farther away. At this point,
to our horror, we observed that the rare admiral, judging from
his language, had not yet got one. This was awful. We
knew the Colonel would consider it insubordinate on our
part if his brother went away duckless. Meanwhile the duck
moved still further away. The Admiral swore, the Colonel
glared, yet we could do nothing. And then James, the noble
James, sank his own personal feelings and saved the situation.
Putting his hand to his lips he gave vent to a shrill call :
"Billibillibillibilli."
The fast disappearing duck heard it and turned. Straight
at us they flew
with anticipatory cries, and the stoutest
among us quailed. Save the Admiral; he alone stood to his
gun and fired round after round, bringing down birds right
and left. Many fell to him; I even saw him ward off one
with a high parry and finish
it with the butt. They were
on us, circling our heads at a few inches, quacking over our
feet, sitting on our shoulders and guns. A few were playing
with the delighted Bronx's ears; quite a crowd were thrusting
eager beaks into James's pockets.
It is difficult if not impossible to shoot a duck sitting
on the end of your gun. It is dangerous as well as difficult
for the next man to do so. So we adjourned to the Mess,
the Admiral in high feather and talking about duck he had
shot on the PingPung or in the Paddyfields of ChongBang.
His bag was being brought along later/for we had both swept
and dragged the pond and taken out for him alone over a
dozen duck and one partridge. This last by mutual consent was
also attributed to him, but actually I think it must have
been one Lieutenant Holster had shot a week or two before
and had never been able to find
When the Admiral saw it
he graciously presented it to the Mess; and we passed it on
to the Sergeants' Mess, who I think don't often eat partridge,
as indeed I'm sure they don't, because Sergeant Grenade told
me some time later it had been "nice and tasty."
We only had one more duck shoot after that; but it
wasn't any fun, because, when we weren't poking ducks off
their perches with sticks, Bronx was letting them play with
his ears. It ended by their following us back to the Mess
and taking up a more or less permanent abode in the Mess
garden.
They are there still, living at the back with the Mess
Caterer's tame ducks. You can always tell our wild ducks
from his tame ones, because, when you go out and say Billi
billibillibilli," ours come rushing up to you while his run
away in terror.
A. A.

" IKent:

Mlesseitger "

Easily BEST for
6
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THE CONQUEST OF ITALIAN SOMALILAND
Italian Somaliland is the second oldest of Italy's African
colonies. It has a coast line of about 1.400 miles, 200 of
which face north on to the Gulf of Aden between the eastern
frontier of British Somaliland and Cape Gardafui, where the
coast line makes a sharp obtuse angled bend to run for
the remaining 1,200 miles southwest, fronting the Indian
Ocean to Dick's Head, where lt meets the border of our
Kenya colony. Inland from the sea the breadth varies from
100 miles in the north to 250 in the south, giving a total
area for the whole colony of 194,000 square miles. The
western portion of it, lying on the right or west bank of
the Juba river, was British
owned, until after the Great
War; it was then handed over by us to Italy in accordance
with a previous treaty arrangement. The colony had a
population in 1931, the date of the last census, of just over
a million, but it is probably considerably larger now. Cattle
rearing and agriculture are the staple occupations of the
people; the main areas of settlement and industry are the
coastal strip in the southern part of the colony and the
basin of the Webbe Shibeli river; along the lower course
of this river too are the principal Italian plantations.
Vegetable oils of various kinds, fruit, and bananas are the
chief exports. The Italians have built some motor roads and
a railway, only 70 miles long, from Mogadishu, the capital
and principal port, to the plantation of Villagio Duca Del
Abruzzi, on the lower Shibeli river. Generally speaking, the
colony is poor and unprofitable. The expenditure generally
exceeds the receipts by more than double, and the balance
has to be made up by a large State grant from Italy. The
ports, of which Kismaru and Mogadishu are the chief, are
only open roadsteads often unusable by reason of bad
weather. The population of Mogadishu, the capital, is 55,000,
of whom 8,000 are Italians. Like most of Italy's African
colonies, Somaliland is of value less for what it brings or
is even likely to bring her in the way of commercial profit
than for reasons of prestige. Indeed, from the purely
material point of view she would be better off without it.
Prom the military standpoint the colony may be divided
into three sectors of very unequal size and importance. The
westernmost, the nearest to Kenya, consists of our old
colony of Jubaland, 100 miles wide from west to east, and
250 miles long from north to south, to the west of the Juba
river. This river, which itself flows almost due south from
the highlands of southern Abyssinia, joins the bed of the
Webbe Shibeli—or what ought to be its bed—if that in
calculable stream did not fade away mysteriously just before
reaching the point of confluence—about Jelib—and then
continues to the Indian Ocean at Kismayu. Next to Juba
land comes the' area between the Juba and the Shibeli, a
rough square 250 miles of the sea at Mogadishu. Then it
course; starting like the Juba beyond the Abyssinian border,
it runs roughly southwards right across Somaliland till it
comes within 25 miles of the sea at Mogadishu. Then it
suddenly turns southwest and runs for 150 odd miles parallel
and close to the coastline until, as mentioned above, it
fades away into nothing just before the point where it
ought to join the Juba. An odd unaccountable sort of river
altogether.
Beyond the Shibeli to the northeast comes the third
area of the colony, far the largest in extent, but far the
smallest in importance of any sort. It is for the most part
sparsely populated desert, extending for 750 miles to the
north coast of the colony looking on to the Gulf of Aden.
The Italian forces in Somaliland, white and native
seem to have numbered some two divisions, probably more,
but they made no attempt to take the offensive during the
long period of uneventful hostilities between Italy's declara
tion of war last June and the end of 1940. Yet Narobi and
Mombasa, respectively the capital and principal port of
Kenya, lay only some 300 miles distant across the border,

closer to it, that is, than Mogadishu which fell into our
hands a few weeks only after we assumed the offensive in
January. It is impossible to resist the feeling that the
enemy missed a chance here of doing something which,
while not likely to be decisive, might well have considerably
embarrassed us.
Anyhow, the chance if such it was, passed unused, and
by January Gen. Cunningham, the British commander, was
in his turn in a position to attack.
He had forces at his
disposal which included British and South African white
troops, an Indian contingent, units of the King's African
rifles from Kenya and Uganda, and men of the West African
Frontier Force who had made the long journey from the
far side of the Dark Continent in the earlier days of the
war in preparation for the outbreak of hostilities in East
Africa. He also had strong and effective help from the
Royal Navy operating in the Indian Ocean and from a Royal
Air force contingent largely reinforced by South African and
Rhodesian squadrons. His numbers were probably somewhat
superior to those of the enemy, and from every point of
view he had far more effective force, well armed, high
spirited, fully trained, and acclimatised.
The results of this superiority were clearly made manifest
in the speed and completeness of our success. The enemy
frontier was crossed on January 24th on a wide front, but
with the main weight of the attack in the coastal area,
where full value could be got from the available naval
support. Afmadu, the principal town of the interior of
JuDaland, was the first place of importance to fall into our
hands on February 11th. Then came the battle for the line
of the Juba river. The Italian commander, possibly taking
warning from the mistake made by Marshal Graziani in
Libya of getting his forces beaten in detail by disposing
them in little packets over a great depth of country,
apparently decided to stake the fate of the whole campaign
on this first decisive battle. Two thirds of all his force was
deployed for the defence of the Juba, which had been power
fully entrenched at all likely crossing places, There was a
stiff battle, which raged for four days before the hostile
defence was finally
broken, all the fighting
taking place in
the area between the Juba mouth at Kismaru, of which we
had taken possession on February 15th, and Jelib, 60 miles
up stream. Jelib, Margnerita, and Jumbo were all in our
hands by February 23rd, and the greater part of the Italian
force that had vainly endeavoured to hold the river line
against us was either captured or dispersed. This for all
practical purposes ended the fighting.
Prisoners alone
numbered over 10,000 and the total Italian casualties ex
ceeded 21,000. Our own losses reached the absurdly low
figure of 200 only.
Hence forward there existed no further obstacle to our
advance, save the waterless and roadless spaces of the vast
country. Overcoming these as quickly as they had dealt
with the resistance of the Italians, our leading troops were in
Brava, 150 miles up the coast from the mouth of the Juba,
by February 24th and in Mogadishu, the capital, 100 miles
further on, on the. following day. As we write these lines,
flying columns are pressing up the Juba, where Bardera,
200 miles up stream, is already ours, and up the Shibeli,
past the Italian agricultural settlement of Duca del Abruzzi,
60 miles north of Mogadishu, which has been occupied, and
right across the colony's border into Abyssinia.
To these latest advances there has been no opposition
of any sort, the few isolated parties of Italian soldiery met
having been much keener on surrendering than on fighting.
Some of the enemy may have got away northwards into
Abyssinia, there to continue an ultimately hopeless struggle.
But Italian Somaliland is already virtually ours, and by the
time these words are in print, probably the whole of It will
have effectively passed into our possession.
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SOME FACTS ABOUT N.A.A.F.I.
MOBILES
By H. H.
With large detachments constantly on the move, as men
and weapons become more and more mobile, static canteens
must be continually augmented by others as manoeuvrable as
the modern army itself.
It is no longer fanciful to speak even of flying canteens,
now that N.A.A.F.I. canteen supplies have already been trans
ported by air. But it is indeed an order of the moment to
increase mobile canteens on the road and offer the fullest
possible service to units being moved from one isolated area
to another, so that they may enjoy certain of the amenities
and comforts of their static institutes when these have been
left far behind them.
N.A.A.F.I. has already built up a fleet of 150 refreshment
vans, now in service, an order for 300 having been placed
with motor manufacturers in various parts of the country.
By special zoning arrangements with philanthropic organ
isations running similar vans, there is no wasteful overlapping
of territory, and the greatest possible area is serviced by the
mobile canteens now operating.
Losses hi refreshment vans in France naturally led to a
big demand for replacements when the B.E.F. returned to
swell the steadily expanding army at home. This demand
could not be met immediately by voluntary organisations
alone, and the N.AA.P.I., which had for long foreseen the
vital part mobile canteens must play as Britain's military
tempo quickened, began accordingly to build up its own
fleet of mobiles, made possible, as with everything in the
Corporation, by the patronage of the Forces themselves.
The N.A.A.F I.'s service on the road virtually belonging
to and maintained by the forces themselves, is fast develop
ing into what may well be termed a unit of our mechanised
strength. Under the leadership of Lt. Col. N. V. Peters, M.Q..
who commanded Expeditionary Force Institutes in France,
193940, the N.A.A.F.I. mobile canteen service is being ex
panded into a vital force, distinguished by a special uniform,
covering zones In the most Isolated areas.
N.A.A.F.I.'s mobile canteens work to a fixed
timetable
in clearly defined areas. This is an important point, as it
has been found of benefit to Officers and N.C.O.'s in charge
of parties to Inow exactly what times they can expect the
mobiles to arrive and to fix their programmes accordingly.
The extent of the N.A.A.F.I.'s mobile operations today
may be illustrated by a few facts and hgures.
The 150 areas now serviced in Great Britain embrace all
the Commands, and the Orkneys and Shetlands. There are
two types of mobile canteens, the small refreshment van,
operated by one man, and the larger type, operated by two
men. Both offer identical service, although the larger type
naturally handles larger numbers of men. It is sufficient
to say, however, that the small mobile van can cope with
100 men or more on one call, carrying a six gallon thermot
urn of ready prepared tea, coffee, or cocoa. The larger mobile
vans .can cope with twice that number, and carry reserves of
water and calorgas stoves. Each van covers a daily tour of
around 50 miles, and can always draw fresh supplies, if
necessary, from static N.A.A.F.I. canteens en route.
With 150 vans on the road, there is always a percentage
of breakdowns, but the N.A.A.F.I. has guarded against falling
down in its service by maintaining reserve vans at central
transport depots which can immediately replace any vans
taken off the road.
The N.A.A.F.I. refreshment van staff Is encouraged to
take suggestions from the men themselves for variations in
beverages and pastries, and to try and accomplish every
service possible to isolated units, even to taking books and
magazines when requested. Free notepaper and envelopes
are supplied to the troops, stamps can be provided, and the
service in this respect is completed by a postbox In the van
itself.
A wide variety of everyday needs are on sale even in the
small mobile. Compactly fitted Into an incredibly small
space are popular lines in cigarettes, confectionery, boot and

button polish, soap, toothpaste, blades, laces, and other
articles, besides cakes and pastries.
How may isolated units not already served by a mobile
canteen obtain the N.A.A.F.I.'s service? The Commanding
Officer puts a request, through the usual channels, to
Command Headquarters, for the provision of the van, giving
particulars of various points at which the service is required
and the number of times it is required weekly.
This service is, of course, designed to cater for isolated
detachments at various points in the countryside, and. is not
meant for use in barracks and camps, where static Institute
service is provided.
—
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DIARY OF WAR EVENTS
Feb. 16th.—R.A.F. bomb Ruhr.
Feb. 17.—R.A.F. drop leaflets in Poland, and attack Brlndisl
and aerodromes in Sicily. Turkish—Bulgarian pact of
friendship signed.
Feb. 19th.—Australian troops and R.A.F. reinforcements
arrive at Singapore. Italians evacuate two posts in
western Abyssinia.
Feb. 20th.—Mr. Eden and General Dill arrive in Egypt and
Mr. Menzies, Australian Prime Minister, arrives in England.
Enemy air raid on Swansea.
Feb. 21st.—R.A.F. raid Sicilian aerodromes. Enemy again
attack Swansea.
Feb. 22nd.—Third hostile raid on Swansea.
Feb. 24th.—Successful British crossing of Juba river in Italian
Somaliland.
Feb. 25th.—Mr Eden and General Dill reach Ankara. British
in Somaliland take Brava.
Feb. 26th.—Fall of Mogadishu, capital of Italian Somaliland.
R.A.F. raid invasion ports.
Feb. 27th.—German armoured reconnaissance unit driven
back in Libya.

Feb. 28th.—R.A.F. in Albania shoot down 26 enemy machines
without loss.
March 1st.—R.A.F. attack Wilhelmshaven and Boulogne!.
 1 ' v Bulgaria signs Axis Tripartite Pact,
,
March 2nd.—Mr. Eden and General Dill arrive in Athens'.
German troops occupy Bulgaria in force. R.A.F. raid
Cologne.
i
March 3rd.—Soviet Government announces its disapproval
of Bulgarian surrender to Germany.
In Somaliland
British occupy Villegio Duca del Abruzzi.
March 4th.—Free French forces occupy oasis of Kufra in
central Libya.
 March 5th. Mr. Eden and General Dill leave Athens for
Cairo. R.A.F. shoot down 9 Italian planes during attack
on Italian warships in Adriatic.
March 6th.—Italians abandon Burye in western Abyssinia
after series of attacks by patriot levies.
March 7th.—Sixteen German machines shot down in attack
on Malta.
March 9th.—Italian commerce raider sunk in Indian Ocean.
Heavy Italian attacks begin in Albania.
March 10th.—Italian light cruiser sunk in Mediterranean.
R.A.F. raid Durazzo Tripoli and Boulogne.
March 11th.—U.S.A. Lease and Lend Bill becomes law.
Attempted assassination of British Minister to Bulgaria
in Istanbul.
March 12th.—Italian attacks in Albania continue, but
without success.
>(
March 13th.—Very heavy R.A.F. raid on Berlin, Bremen and
Hamburg. Enemy lose 9 machines in raids .on Britain.
British advance in Harar. in Abyssinia, progressing fast.
March 14th.—Enemy lose 11 machines in night raids on
Britain. R.A.F. make heavy raids on Hamburg, Rotterdam.
Bremen and Emden.
tylarch 15th.—Four enemy machines shot down over Britain,
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THE MIDDLE EASTERN CAMPAIGN
The face of military affairs in the Middle East has under
gone a sudden and spectacular change in the last few weeks.
Up till the end of November it seemed probable that we
should have to face a powerful Axis offensive against Egypt
and the Suez Canal, delivered by the Italian army of Libya
under Marshal Graziani, which was estimated to number a
quarter of a million fighting men. Our own Army of the
Nile, under General Wilson, who, under the supreme
command of General Wavell, was entrusted with the defence
of the Western frontier of Egypt, was known still to be in
inferior force, although strong reinforcements had recently
reached it from home. In the early Autumn Graziani's
advanced guard had thrust forward across the Egyptian
border and established Itself at Sidi Barrani, where it set
to work to accumulate munitions, stores, and material of
war, and to build roads up to the front, in preparation for
a renewed advance as soon as all was ready. Marshal
Graziani himself had a high military reputation as a com
petent and enterprising commander, with much experience
in desert warfare, and there was considerable anxiety, both
at home and abroad, as to the outcome of the expected
decisive battle.
Early in December events took a surprising turn. It
seemed that the Italians' preparations were taking longer
than had been expected, and that the more they examined
the problem before them, the less they liked the look of it.
In fact, the World had already begun to suspect that the
Italian offensive had "got stuck." even before it had really
begun. But few people believed that we could yet be In a
position to assume the offensive ourselves with any great
hopes of success. Hence the swiftness and completeness of
our ensuing operations were as astonishing as they were
gratifying.
These operations depended for their success, first and
foremost, on the most thorough and careful planning and
preparations; secondly, on the brilliant work of our mech
anised forces; thirdly, on the complete and constant co
operation afforded to our troops before and throughout the
whole of the offensive by the Royal Navy and the Royal
Air Force; fourthly, on the dash, enthusiasm and endurance
of all ranks of the fighting
troops; and fifthly, on the
splendid and selfsacrificing exertions of the rearward
services. In these history will find the causes of our victory.
The Italians had erected certain defensive works round
their advanced base at Sidi Barrani, but apparently nothing
was further from their thoughts than the possibility of a
surprise British attack. Yet one would think that the
possibility should have occurred to them. Their stereo
typed method, usual in desert warfare against tribesmen,
of pushing a small advanced force well ahead of the main
body, to form a forward base where munitions and supplies
could be accumulated ready for the next bound in the
offensive, laid them open to an effective counterblow unless
that advanced force guarded itself vigilantly and made itself
secure against surprise. Yet this the Italians apparently
neglected to do; anyhow, they were utterly surprised when
on the morning of December 9th our armoured division
suddenly burst its way through a gap in their belt of posts
round Sidi Barrani. That attack, swiftly followed up by
motorised forces and accompanied by heavy covering fire
from shore guns and from those of the fleet, was instantly
and completely successful. The assistance of the R.A.F.,
which In a series of nonstop raids on the enemy aerodromes
in the whole of the forward area kept all the Italian aircraft

on the ground throughout the first stage of the offensive,
was a powerful factor in our success.
Equally surprising and creditable to the British Com
manders, staff, and troops alike, was the speed and vigour
with which the first brilliant success was followed up. Its
completeness to some extent facilitated the task of our
mechanised forces and of the R.A.F., on whom fell the main
burden of the pursuit. But in view of the known difficulties
of keeping mechanised units in action over any extended
period, by reason of the demands of rest and maintenance,
and the problem of petrol supply, this sustained effort of
exploitation was a most remarkable achievement. The sur
prised and disorganised Italians, once set flocking
rearwards
In disorder, were given no rest or respite. Large numbers
fell into our hands as prisoners; those who escaped did so
for the most part as isolated individuals or as small units
only. The heaped up stores, ammunition, petrol and war
material of all kinds, which Graziani had been accumulating
for weeks in preparation for his invasion of Egypt, fell Into
our hands, and much of this booty was found useful in
enabling the pursuit to be carried on uninterruptedly.
Within a few days the villages of Sallum and Buk Buk
on the sea coast had passed into our hands, and our forward
troops had crossed the Egyptian frontier and penetrated on
to the soil of Libya. The total of prisoners taken could only
be arrived at by degrees, so numerous and so scattered were
they, but it eventually amounted to close on 40,000 In the
first stage of the campaign, while the material booty was as
large as it was variegated.
Meanwhile Graziani was desperately striving to regroup
his main body, echeloned in depth along the road skirting
the northern shore of Libya, so as to put a stop to our fur
ther advance into Italian. territory. His first and wisest plan
was to stand in front of Tobruk, the important seaport 150
miles west of Sidi Barrani, but second thoughts, or, as one
story has it, overriding orders from Mussolini, caused him to
leave a strong detachment of 30.000 men 70 miles further to
the east at Bardia. Here there was a further large accumu
lation of supplies and war material, which perhaps he hoped
in part to save, and he also no doubt hoped to gain some
much needed time to strengthen his main position of defence
around Tobruk. In the first of these aims he was unsuccess
ful, and whatever small gain of time was secured by the
resistance of the garrison of Bardia must have been more
than counterbalanced by its complete destruction after
a highly successful assault on January 5th. The whole of
the 30.000 defenders and all that the town contained then
fell into our hands. Once more the three services combined
with clockwork precision in this operation, in which, so far
as the army was concerned, the leading role was played by
the Australian troops. Our casualties wese so absurdly low,
well under 1,000, as to indicate that the Italian resistance
was but feeblO.
Here, at a most interesting stage, yet at the end of a
clearly defined first
phase of the operations, we must leave
our story of the victorious British campaign in the Middle
East. Our readers will already know the later developments
before this narrative appears in \ rint. By that time, too,
the influence of our success here on the general course of
the war should have begun to make Itself fully felt. It Is
already clear that the Axis plans against our lifeline of
Empire in Egypt and the Suez Canal Zone have been utterly
and Irretrievably wrecked, and that we now have the
possibility of dealing the weaker partner, Italy, a further
series of heavy and perhaps mortal blows.
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: News from Battalions :
4th

BATTALION

Whilst Europe appears on the surface to have passed a
comparatively static March, with politicians spending a busy
and (we hope) purposeful month, we have enjoyed on the
whole, a general lull, though the B.O.R. continues to be
inundated with catastrophic quantities of correspondence (in
triplicate) — we hope that there Is a purpose in this, too.
The Battalion is once again in the throes of the exercises
which became the bane of our existence last summer
and so remain. As one private soldier was heard to remark.
"But we found that 'Jerry' never did what we expected^
However, we must not criticise too harshly: they do form
valuable experience in extricating large bodies of troops
from (seemingly) hopeless .tangles.
There always seems to be someone away these days, the
majority of the 'courses,' however, are arranged, though the
Signal Platoon did seem to be extemporising slightly on
the way to the mortar range.
A hearty welcome to the newly joined subalterns — if
only a few more would arrive we could all be provided with
an understudy and have our work done for us!
REMARKS OP THE MONTH.
Orderly Officer asks Private why he Isn't eating his
breakfast (bacon and eggs): "I just wanted to sit and look
at it for ten minutes."
B.O.R. asks subaltern (proceeding on sick leave) his
address: "Maternity Home for Young Officers."
A TRIP TO LONDON.
Here is rather a garbled account of a trip to London to
attend an Investiture held by His Majesty The King recently
at Buckingham Palace.
Eight members of the Battalion were invited to attend
at Buckingham Palace to be presented with the medals
which they were awarded during the "spot of bother" last
May.
Each man was allowed to Invite two relatives or friends
to accompany him and, of course, each took full advantage
of the opportunity.
After a visit to the Quartermaster, the Tailor, and various
other people, the party paraded at the station at 0630 hours,
all looking spick and span for the great day ahead of them.
On arrival in London, they were met by their relatives at
Cannon Street Station, and they all made their way direct
to Buckingham Palace. At 1015 hours the Pearly Gates were
swung back, and in they all streamed, the relatives proceed
ing to the Picture Gallery, whilst the recipients were sorted
out according to the decorations awarded. One member of
our party (I will mention no names) instantly put his
military training into being and made a recce., eventually
finding his object hidden behind a screen. We gazed with
awe, not at the furnishings, but at the huge fire, and
memories of the fireless grates at New Romney came to our
minds. Whilst waiting, an orchestra of the Grenadier Guards
played in the Gallery, and a Naval Officer came and gave
us full instructions, whilst another member of the Court
hung a hook on each of our blouses.
At about 1100 hours His Majesty The King arrived, and
we being previously lined up, he instantly commenced to
present the medals as each man's name was called. We all
thought he looked very fit, considering the trying time througn
which he and all his subjects are now passing.
After the presentation, everybody went their different
ways, feeling highly pleased with themselves. They all felt

that they had had a wonderful day, and had got something
to tell their grandchildren about in the years to come.
The oldest member of the party has decided to get
married when he gets his credits from the Paymaster, so
as to have someone to tell the tale to. Chelsea pensioners
are very sceptical, and won't believe the story, so he intends
to try and fill the gap in his life, but he has got to buck up,
as he is getting very old, and if he has any grandchildren it
will almost be a miracle.
To finish up, a few words of thanks to the Colonel. for
allowing those concerned to remain on pass till 1200 hours
the next day, and to the Quartermaster for fitting
us out
so well. Here's to the next time.
"Wy Wurry."

»

Headquarter Company.
No. 1 (SIGNALS) PLATOON.
Hello, Signals answering.
Once again the Platoon 'is endeavouring to submit a few
notes which might be of interest to bur readers, assuming
that anybody does read them.
Life and things in general have been fairly smooth for
us. This may partly be due to the peaceful atmosphere which
exists between the Platoon and the B.O.R.
There have been few changes in the Platoon since our
last contribution. 2ndLieut. J. N. O. T
has now taken
up his regular duties with the Platoon after brief appear
ances during the last five months and "4 days" (Pay Office
and Orderly Room please note); we were getting rather
anxious about his health recently, but are pleased to discover
that it wasn't what we thought it was, but we hope he
enjoyed his sick leave, which came at an opportune moment.
We take this opportunity to extend him a hearty welcome,
and are pleased to see he Is fully restored to health.
Cpl. Sisley broke his journey to Catterick for a few days
(was he homesick, or did he want a pass to go on leave?),
and we are yet to learn his full flow of knowledge which he
will have attained at both Catterick and the Divisional Signal
School; we are hoping we will have no further need to refer
to the S.T.A.A.
Training Is now in full swing, which rather reminds one
of the good old days somewhere else in England, but a
noticeable addition to the training is a certain treatment
which requires muffling of the face and breathing through a
pipe; further enquiries on this subject should be forwarded
to Captain J. C. R
.
The map references of several suitable teashops have
already been noted by one long service "storeman" (who,
by the way, has fully recovered from the worry and strain
that he underwent during our last move), but he was rather
shaken by an order that placed them all out of bounds
(apparently this order only affects the Signal Platoon).
During a recent demonstration, the Signal Sergeant
proudly marched his men to the place of appointment as
per map reference, but found on getting half way there, he
was going the wrong way. We are satisfied that it was the
map that was wrong.
We had a pleasant surprise during the month by a
visit from Sgt. Warren, who was once the Signal Corporal in
the Platoon. We were very pleased to see him, and hope he
will come again.
The ban on sports now having been lifted, we are willing
to take on all comers in anything from tiddlywinks upwards,
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and have so far beaten everybody we have come up against,
in words as well as deeds.
Congratulations to Ticker Pope on his recent marriage;
the battle is now on to see if he can talk his wife into his
way of thinking as he tries to with everyone else.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Where does one attach the Remote Control on the No.
18 set?
Does the Merry Widow hold up the Battalion mail? Ask
Post Corporal.
Why is it a drawback to be classified?
On what Meter does strength Nina show?
Where does the Officei's* Mess train its football team?
Your through, sir, we hope.
"Linesman."
No. 2 (A.A.) PLATOON.
Once upon a time a certain number of men were banded
together by a great chief for the protection of his tribe
against the vultures of the skies. Searching for a short,
sweet sounding name, he hit upon the title of Ack Ack
Platoon, and that Is how this small body became known in
the official archives. After some stirring adventures in foreign
parts, they returned to their land again, minus a lot of their
equipment, which the vultures had forced them to jettison.
Now they long for the day when they can wipe off some of
the old scores, and in the meantime wait for an opportunity
to shoot down any stray vultures that venture near their
nest or billet. After being together so long it was a terrific
shock to some when they had to depart for another sphere
of activity, whilst some; newcomers to the Platoon filled their
places. Now one of these you have met before in this maga
zine, notably the jockey bloke of "R" Company fame. He
is just as elusive as ever, and his skin must be as tough
as a "rhino," judging by the effect of the rude remarks made
to him about his appearance and ways in general. Another
newcomer seems to be unable to keep still, and I am afraid
he won't ever make a successful A.A. gunner. The Platoon
Commander was ordered to learn to ride the Platoon's motor
cycle, and despite the pessimists and fortune tellers, he is
still sound in mind and limb (touch wood). Unfortunately,
Just as he is thinking of becoming a star rider on the dirt
track, he is being whisked off to a rifle company, and his
performance will be seen no more for a time. "Wy Wurry."
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Does "Grandpa" lose any sleep these days.
Who is "Moke"? Or should it be "Moe"?
Who is our prospective "glamour girl" and are his wings
showing signs of sprouting?
What causes the "jockey bloke's" toes to stick out of his
socks?
Is it gripping with his. heels does it?
Why does the word "chairs" cause a commotion when
mentioned.
INTELLIGENCE SECTION.
The Intelligence Section raises its head and begs a
place.
We quail before the experience and might of our
fellow Platoon scribes, but, an order was given. Hence, a
report of our activities is to hand.
Our signature tune, "All over the place," gives the lead
on our normal existence, but at present we're comfortably
settled in one of the area's largest shops. It's the usual
type of army billet — fires in the bedrooms, usual furniture,
running h. and c., with no servant troubles!
Schemes are once more warmly welcomed. What greater
pleasure that in passing the time by this means? Though
I'm afraid that as a holiday resort E—ne will not be
popular with us when peace breaks out. Those hills! Once
seen, never forgotten.
The rumour that two stretcher
bearers were carried home on their own stretcher is entirely
false.
And, still on the trail of truth, is it true that the
Signals cant get the Forces programme when it's raining?
And, can someone tell us the true and complete story of
the Officer who captured the two "fifth columnists" at
N—r—y? in the C.O.'s car?
We leave you on a note of optimism. Are we looking
forward to our new life? Well, that's why we've got to be
optiittistic.

"A" Company.
Well, once again it is time to drop a few lines for
insertion in the Buster. So here goes:—
Everyone seems to have settled down in our new station.
On a fine day it's beautiful, but on a wet — oh, dear!
there's plenty of mud and boot cleaning.
There has been plenty of foot slogging this month, but
there has been no one lining up to see the M.O.; it was
noticed, though, that a certain officer limps after these
marches, and he is seen about in slippers afterwards.
We held a jolly successful dance at our Canteen, although
I was not there, worse luck. I understand that there were
plenty of ladies present. Of the Regimental Dance Band
we were only fortunate in having the pianist, but Pte.
Vardon came forward with his trumpet, and Wallace on
the drums, and Newell on the piano accordion, so every
thing in the garden was lovely, and the dance went off well,
but we all give our hearty thanks to the local W.V.S. ladies
who run our canteen.
There is a saying: "Things may come and things may
go, so let us alter it to "Men may come and men may go,"
and put it in two categories. "Men may come": We all
extend a hearty welcome to Lieut. I
and Mr. Carey,
and trust their stay will be a long and happy one. "Men
may go": C.S.M. Napier, D.C.M., has left us to join the 6th
Battalion as R.S.M.; we all give him our heartiest con
gratulations and wish him all the best; we are very sorry
to lose him, and all of us will miss his nice quiet voice —
still, our loss is assuredly the 6th Battalion gain. We have
also said farewell to Sgt. Humphrey, who has gone to join
the 6th. We all wish him the best of luck.
This month has seen the Company blossom forth in
the football field
with the following results C.H.Q. 1 v
8 Platoon 0; 7 Platoon 6 v. 9 Platoon 0. Owing to "the fact
that it was a Platoon competition, C.H.Q. allowed 8 Platoon
to step in the finals,
but No. 7 were too good for them
beating them 5—2. Good old 7; we also have to congratulate
them on being the best Platoon in the Company on the
field firing
competition, and also coming off third in tne
Battalion. During the football, C.H.Q. v. 8 Platoon, it was
seen that the Coy. Commander's knees are not brown yet
STOP PRESS.
Will "B" Company kindly note their successes in Field
Firing were due to our snipers, Messrs. Hibbins and Slingsby,
who claim all the hits!!! However, we were glad to help
our old friends. No offence meant!
"Kismung."

'B" Company.
Glad to be settled In our new home; spare time during
the first week was spent in a somewhat fruitless search for
personnel (female) unattached to the local unit. To our
dismay, only a few children and the oldest inhabitant
remained.
However, undeterred by these reverses, the Boys of
Company B set to work with a will, and now personally
combined with good looks has placed the boot on the other
foot, much to the chagrin of our rivals.
Joking apart, tho', we are very "Busy Bees," and there
is no place here fora drone. Schemes are taking up most
of our time, and these are making and keeping us fighting
fit for the Boche, should he be so illadvised as to try and
pull a fast one. We have been on a Field Firing Course,
and at the time of gping to press we are top scorers in
the Battalion — which is, of course, no more than was
expected.
Recreation also plays its part, soccer being the main
stay, witn a weekly dance to round things off (Where's
that band?!!!).
We welcome to the Company 2ndLieut. W
, and bid
adieu to Sgt. Jarvis, who has left us to go to an O.C.T.U.,
thus becoming temporarily one of the lowest forms of life
in the British Army. We wish him the best of luck.
Appended below are Busy Bee's field
training phrases

%
If repeated in. stentorian tones, these are guaranteed to give
excellent results. The utterer of these words will probably
receive a welldirected clod of earth in the back of the neck.
"Don't bunch"!
"Get down"! (Often very effective in wet weather).
"Where's the
umpire?"!
"I will now paint the picture"! (No ponder there were
so many pavement artists after the last war).
That's all for now, folks; cheerio.
"Busy Bee."

4<D"

Company

'"Tis Spring; come out and ramble,
The hilly brakes around ..."
These are the words of the poet, though they may well
have been the morning thoughts of some superior Com
mander as he gazed on the daffodils. Doubtless they in
spired him to send his troops gambolling o'er the Kentish
Downs like so many frisky, but, we imagine, rather unwilling
lambs.
Yes, the rigours of training are indeed upon us, witn
all their fury, and many are the times we've sallied forth
with sullen eyes at dead of night to meet the foe!
The Company recently made a trek to the wilds or
Sussex ('twas a Corps exercise, corpse we fancied afterwards
would have been more appropriate). Travelling during the
shades of night, we arrived at our destination and tramped
many weary miles over what seemed to us to be a minor
mountain range. We dedicate the following poem to the
weary, wet and tired members of the Company who took
part in this Exercise.
When you want a quick drink,
And there's no time to think,
And all you can see is the Downs' bleak green,
And you feel desperation, 'cos of no information.
Push on, Nellie Dean!
The Captain he is calm as we skirmish around a farm,
And all the Section leaders are sublime,
But the situation's tense—there's enemy by that fence,
"Deploy, all in a line!"
"Is the contour line unsteady, or am I feeling heady,
Close in that lefthand Platoon!
They're all turned inside out, they've lost their
leading scout,
And I shall catch a rocket very soon."
On we went to battle, few of us came back,
We were all killed off like cattle,
When Marnham's Force attacked.
We had our fields of fire, we did the best we could,
But we lost the section rattles.
Fighting through a wood.
The battle done, nor lost nor won,
We stagger slowly back.
The convoy crawls along—the night is bleak and black.
You're wet!! You're weary! You're unclean!
But onward! Good old Nellie Dean.
Our natural beauty has been further enhanced by camou
flage nets for the steel helmet — we believe several of the
local inhabitants were much alarmed to see a young forest
suddenly spring up in their neighbouring marsn.
The Company football team has made a name for itself;
results to date are as follows: v. "C" Company, drawn 1—1;
v. Wickhambreux, won 2—1; v. "C" Company, won 4—1; v.
H.Q. Company, drawn 3—3 (Hayter 3). 16 Platoon beat 18
Platoon 4—1, whilst 17 trounced Coy. H.Q. by 4—1. Neverthe
less Coy. H.Q. were victorious when they beat 18 Platoon
by 7—1.
C.S.M. E. Sutcliffe and Pte. A. Logan have left us for
an O.C.T.U. We wish them both the very best of luck.
We are pleased to welcome to the Company, two new
Officers, 2ndLieut. B. B. B
and 2ndLieut. A. J. W
,
who have come to us from the Depot.
Our new series—
DO YOU KNOW THE ANSWER?
What makes the following noise? Whip! Whip! Whip!
What is a patrol?

Why do all the belles of the village wait outside 18
Platoon billet? (What about it Cpls. P. and O.).
Who thought T.C.P. was an antiseptic concoction?
"Nellie Dean."
1

Sergeants' Mess.
March has been an outstanding month in one respect
only — we've lost our cup (the beer drinkers' cup) to the
Officers. The contest was not beer drinking, however, but
football. The beauty of the game was enhanced by the very
muddy mud — and the way in which the Adjutant can fall
is really well worth seeing. The secondincommand danced
gaily up and down the touch line, but it was difficult to
determine whether it was enthusiasm or a desperate effort
to keep warm. The Medical Officer was particularly brilliant
for the Officers — it is practically certain that the cup
would still be the property of the Sergeants had he not
proved such a stumbling block.
The Battalion seems to continue to lose N.C.Os. at an
almost alarming rate — but to those Sergeants who have
already achieved fame and have now passed to even greater
heights; we wish the very best of luck.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Who does feed the pigs, any way?
Where is Sussex? And is everyone in Sussex a sheep?

5th

BATTALION
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Company.

"Look," said a friend the other day, "the Ides of March
have come and gone."
"You are referring to the Nazis' favourite date for start
ing things?" we asked.
"No," he replied, rather unexpectedly, "the C.O's. Inspec
tion. And really it all went off very well."
We agreed with him that it had. We couldn't help
regretting the incident of Pte. X.Y.Z., whose respirator
haversack, when opened, was found to contain somebody
else's F.S. cap, a piece of string, half a page of the "D
ly
M—rr—r" and a packet of biscuits. (The biscuits were ex
plained by the fact that the soldier in question thought
the whole thing was a scheme anyway, and he had laid in
a store.) He admitted afterwards that he was apt to forget
about his respirator from one Monday morning (gas) to
the next, and he didn't always remember lt then unless
under direct supervision.
Such mishaps — and they were few — apart, we agreed
that the whole thing had been a success. We also spoke of
other matters, the huts that are springing up at E
to
house the remainder of the Coy. when they join 8 Platoon
at E
; the new scale of rations and what Napoleon ("An
army marches on its stomach") Bonaparte might have said
to one of his marshals about it. What today's soldier says
about it not being considered as evidence.
We conclude — we should really have started — by
welcoming C.S.M. Cowlen back to "A" Coy. He takes the
place of C.S.M. Page, who has gone to H.Q. Coy.

Company.
Last month we said how the "wanderlust" was descend
ing upon us; we talked of the hills and the valleys about
which we were climbing, and beyond the hills there were
other hills and plains and trees, and we wondered then how
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long it would be before we knew all those, too, like the
palms of our hands. We have marched this March, and
there is little of the country within miles of our Coy. billets
that we don't know and cherish like a man his wife; we
can tell you — but who wants to know? — where the
primroses bloom the sweetest, where the violets lie the
thickest, where the woods are most inviting, where the
maidens are the fairest, where the maidens are the rarest.
Yes, that question of maidens is a most important one;
after months in the wilderness we have at last struck oil,
and never have Terpsichore and Mars been more happily
matched — not mated, for who are we to change mythology?
— than here in T
E
. There was a temple built
here once, to what God dedicated we cannot tell, but some
times the old fellow must think that time has slipped back
two thousand years, and once again his worshippers are
dancing before him; no doubt advancing years have im
paired his sight, and the battle dresses he mistakes for
wode. But even if the antics of some of us are rather
pagan, our spirits are not, and we have tried nearly every
Sunday to raise the roof off the church, and one day we
were privileged to provide a guard of honour for the Arch
bishop of Canterbury when he came to confirm the local
children; and so you see it isn't all as a rival scribe says —
the mysteries of the arrow head formation, the shady side
of the street and Part 1 orders, the confusion of the troops
for the use of.
During the month, and after rather a brief stay, we
have lost 2ndLieut. G. N. R
; we wish him good luck
with the 70th Battalion — as somebody said, it's the young
soldiers of today who are going to win this war, and
we think 2ndLieut. G. N. R
will be valuable in training
them.
We welcome to 14 Platoon 2ndLieut. T. v
and hope that he will stay to know and like us.

B

,

The wicked are reputed to prosper, but we are surely
the exception to the rule; we were second in the C.O's.
tests and inspection (first in what we think were the most
important subjects) and in the Platoon test scheme we had
two Platoons in the first three.
We won't want to brag about all this, but maybe our
families at home would like to know how "C" Company
flourishes.
Congratulations to Ptes. Proud and Huggins on their
marriage. The desirability of "C" Company men as husbands
is almost universally accepted; it's just a question of know
ing when to say "when."

+

"D" Company
Here beginneth the Sixth Epistle of St. William to all
who care to read these notes. Up to now these Epistles
have been addressed to the Chathamites, but this scribe
feels that the time has come when this title should be
dropped. But who were the Chathamites? They were the
forerunners of all that Don Coy. (so say the IddyUmpty
Boys) stands for now, and although many of them are no
more, and that many more are spreading the Gospel in other
parts, those that remain have taken unto them others who
have never graced the streets of Chatham, but who neverthe
less are the goods "isn't that so, Angell and Maddy and
Terry and Barker the Storeman and all ye others wheresoever
ye may come from? So we will no longer refer to the
Chathamites, but what the devil shall it be? The Shire
certainly will not do; neither will the Marine Avenue
Rangers, will it? No we will have no name at all. The
heading of these notes is sufficient reason that they be read,
that is the least we carl hope for; and any more balderdash
will mean that we shall lose even this minute reputation.
So stop! Hereafter we shall be the impersonal we
Now about this time we went out in the park in out
penny packets, and we studied the art of the worm and of
hedgemindedness and of Indication and recognition of targets.
And every now and again those that command said unto
themselves: "We shall have an exercise, and the Tinhattites

shall wage war against the Field Service Cappites, and after
wards we will have a conference to see which side has won."
And it was so. And the Cappites became the parachites, and
Paddy the Alrlander set forth in the early morning with
his seventeen Platoonists and brandishing his (never could
spell those comic words!) carried all before him, and when
the time of reckoning came, he had vanquished 2 carriers, 3
cannons, several Headquarters, and two Company Sergeant
Majors. And great was the joy of this lawless gang, and
greater was the joy of one Chittenden as he stuck his Tommy
gun into the more tender parts of one of these Sergeant
Majors. And so it went on. Scheme begot scheme, and one
day turned into a day and a night, and two days turned into
three days and two nights.
And in the middle of all this, he that commands said:
"These men shall be tested as they have never been tested
before, and we shall see what they can do with 12 parachites,
and we sha'll see if their boots are fully studded, and we
shall hunt the ever elusive cotton waste and ointment anti
gas, and we shall see their intercommunication within the
Platoon." And it was so. And on the day chosen, the
seventeen platoonltes advanced into the land of the waving
red flags
at such a speed that Maddy the Welshman aiq
outstrip even the fleeting
Williams the Trainer.
And on
other .days did the Sixteen Platoonltes and Basher and his
Eighteen Platoonltes sally forth in all their war paint and
Christmas tree complete.
Their respective performances
cannot be recorded in these columns, but if there Is one
man who did not learn something from this gallop in search
of a dozen parachites who seemed to be continually dying
and coming to life, then may he shrivel.
And so the month of March has passed away. In our
spare time there has been much football, and we are happy
to report that 17 and 18 will soon be playing each other in
the semifinal of the Battalion InterPlatoon Competition (no,
not Test this time!) The officers and N.C.Os. only just got
beaten by the men; while on this subject, we still cannot
understand how our outsideright collected a cut lip that
afternoon.
And as we go to press, Spring is upon us. In our park
we have young lambs who do not seem to be able .to get
used to the sight of our 15 cwt. trucks at all (after all, we
cannot blame them). In the hedges and thickets is heard
the sound of many birds and of twoinch mortar bombs.
It is the keen young section commander crawls through the
undergrowth towards the Danert with his wire cutters between
his teeth, and his bayonet sticking hard into his kidneys, so
does he realise that Platoon training is not too bad after
all — jolly sight better than organising sentries on the
blasted wall.
Finally, a word of welcome (and of warning) to our new
Officer, and a word of congratulation to all who now have
crowns or stripes upon their arms where before they had
fewer or none at all; Davies is now a real SergeantMajor,
and Mott a real Colourbloke; best of luck to them both,
and to all the others.

EYES RIGHT NOTICE
If you want your Evening Wear,
Sports Wear, or in fact anything
Laundered expertly, send to the

Maidstone & District Laundry Co., Ltd.
Loose Road, Maidstone.
Telephone: Maidstone 3020
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"Time marches on" — at times it seems as though it flies.
What with Corps, Brigade and Battalion schemes, time passes
very rapidly, and strange as it may seem, extremely peasantly.
All we wish and hope for is that it may soon cease to be
mimic warfare.
On the last Corps Scheme we got full points for captur
ing a town against what everybody thought was impossible
odds.
Among our other varied jobs we have 24 Home Guard
Officers arriving here on a course, to be taught tactics, etc. —
"Let 'em all come," we say.
Captain F. S. P
has handed over his duties as Enter
tainments Officer to 2ndLieut. M. H. F. H. S
, and we
are now looking forward to Mr. S
's Premiere.
Oqr dances are still very popular. There are SQ many
young ladies attend that they have to dance together —
it must be the Adonislike appearance of all members of the
7th that attracts them.
We have had several games of rugby with the R.A.F., etc.,
and we can still hold our own. 2ndLieut. A
must know
all about it, as his ribs are still in plaster. May he soon
recover.
We put a team of boxers up to meet the 5th Buffs, and
although we lost, we were certainly not disgraced.
We welcome the following new officers: 2ndLieut. G.
Q
and 2ndLieut. R. C. W. T
may their stay with
us be long and happy.
RUGBY FOOTBALL.
We have made a new venture in the realm of sport since
the last issue of Q.O.G. by organising a rugger side. There
are about forty members of the Battalion who are known to
have played before, and many others who are anxious to
learn. So we have plenty of material from which to pick
a side.
On Saturday, 8th March, we played a home match against
the R.A.F.C. It was a spirited affair. But we soon found
that our side lacked cohesion, which was rather natural since
we had not played together before. We were beaten by 18
points to 3. Towards the end of the game we were going
rather more strongly than our opponents, and looked like
starting to score.
The Battalion was represented as follows: Fullback,
C.Sgt. Dodson (A); threequarters, Pte. O'Connor (A), 2ndLt.
J. A. P
(B), Captain H. E. S
(C), Sgt. Taylor (A);
halves, Rev. D. Quinlan, C.F., 2ndLt. A. W. P
(H.Q.)
(scrum): forwards, Capt. J. W. K
(A) (captain), 2ndLt.
C. J. A
(C), Sgt. Hooker (D), 2ndLt. W. H. K
(D),
S.Sgt. Stafford (H.Q.), 2ndLt. K. F. R
(A), Capt. V. A. T.
B
(H.Q.), Capt. E. C. F. B
(D).
The following Saturday we decided to probe further
into the amount of rugger talent in the Battalion.. So a
practice match was held. Something useful was gained, as
on Saturday, 22nd, we played a return match against the
R.AF.O. and won 8 points to nil. The scorers were 2ndLt.
K. F. R
and Capt. H. E. S
. Sgt. Hooker converted
the second try with a splendid kick from near the touch
line. Our forwards played a magnificent game in the loose,
and to that may be attributed our success. But they still
have to learn how to wheel a scrum.
The team was as follows; Fullback, C.Sgt. Dodson (A);
threequarters, Pte. Lucas (H.Q.), 2ndLt. J. A. P
(B),
Capt. H. E. S
(C), C.Sgt. Ruddock (D); halves, Rev. D.
Quinlan. C.F., 2ndLt. A. W. P
(H.Q.) (scrum); forwards,
Capt. J. W. K
(A) (captain), 2ndLt. C. J. Akehurst (C),
Sgt. Hooker (D), C.S.M. Edwards (H.Q.), Sgt. Howse (H.Q.),
2ndLt. K. F. R
(A), Capt. V. A. T. B
(H.Q.), 2ndLt.
D. G. P
(H.Q.).
At present we are preparing to play the R.A.F.P.D., and
there are other fixtures
in the offing. (Another thrilling
instalment next month!).
D.W.A.O.

Headquarter Company.
And it came to pass that that band of men known as
Ye Seventh, being of good heart and strong in body, did
rest awhile in their camp.
And on the first day that they rested, and it was the
last day that they rested, an messenger, wearing the dress of
an Donnar, did appear before them that were at Beeaych
queue and the messenger spake to them as follows:—
"Hear ye, hear ye, ye men of Ye Seventh. Go and, being
enemy unto Ye Corr in battle, fight ye them and give them
exercise in the way of warfare1"
And the men of Ye Seventh, being of good heart and
strong, bore arms against Ye Corr and such was the quality
of some amongst them that they were praised and became
Headquarters Coy., which, being interpreted meaneth Finest
Coy.
And it came to pass that that band of men known as
Ye Seventh, having crossed the desert, did halt on the site
of a village that was known as Econbray, and this village
was in sooth so strong that whosoever dared to attack was
forthwith slain.
And the band of men known as Ye Seventh, being of
good heart, did turn unto their leader and say:—
"Shall we attack at dawn, when we are refreshed, or
shall we, being mighty, strike even now at 2459 hours?"
And their leader saith unto them:—
"Go ye now and strike deep into the heart of the foe.
Take with ye an Umpirus (which was brought with them,
bringing luck unto them, for they are mighty beings, like
unto propnets). Take with ye an Umpirus and go ye forth
into the town. Verily I say unto you, do this, and the battle
shall be yours."
And the men of Ye Seventh did take ye village of Econ
bray, and the inhabitants expected not this assault, and did
flee, wherefore the Umpirus waxed exceeding glad, and did
go unto their leader and did speak unto him saying:—
"Rejoice and be exceeding glad, for great is the name of
Ye Seventh. Thou hast this day won the battle. Return ye
then to camp, for thou art most blessed among men.
And that band of men known as Ye Seventh did return
again and dream of Ye Jerrle and all that he had coming to
him.
Careful survey of the above drivel will enable the (reader
to elicit the fact that we have been on a scheme. That in
itself is nothing at all out of the ordinary run of affairs, since
Platoon, Company, Battalion and Brigade Schemes are the
order of the day. We were, however, very successful on this
particular one, and, acting as a landing party, quite upset
certain other regiments. Headquarter Coy., of course, played
their part extremely well. Our modus operandi is usually to
get to our destination before the enemy considers possible
for us to arrive. It always works.
Our specialists are thinking of applying for the badge
of "Scrubbing brushes prominent, fatigues redundant, and
boxworkers recumbent." They are thinking of adopting as
their motto: "They also serve who only stand and wait." Never
mind, Sigs. You'll do some flagflapping
one day.
Our activities in the field of sport have been somewhat
limited. However, we are still going very strongly in cross
country races. One man was disqualified, however, for wearing
a "Facia" on his singlet.
It gave him quite an unfair
advantage.
HEARD IN THE BLACKOUT.
At M.T. Guard: "Halt! Who goes there?"
"Friend."
"Advance and be mechanised."
At H.Q. Guard: "Halt! Who goes there?"
"Ration party with rum."
"Pass ration party. Halt rum."
Same place: "Halt! Who goes there?"
"Who the —— are you talking to? I'll knock your ——
block off!"
"Pass friend."
There's only one thing we want to know this month, it
is: "Where's Brown?"
Pippip.
"Hlelo fha norm "
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No. 1 PLATOON.
We welcome back Sgt. Powell from Catterick, and con
gratulate him on his promotion and the results of his course.
We played our return match with the 6th Batatlion Sig
nallers, this time on our own ground. The 6th played a very
fast game, and we had a hard job to get the ball in the righ
end of the field. The score was 4—2 In our favour.
Woman Vile (?) has wrought havoc in the Platoon. Latest
reports show that Ptes. Marchant, Tremain and Joyce were
among the recent prisoners of wedlock. We wish them hick.
No. 2 PLATOON.
AckAck lads calling. We have to say ''Goodbye" to
"Tlches" Biddiscombe, Jarvis and Frazer. We wish them
luck in their new roles, as we do all the other lads who
have left us, while we welcome our newcomers. May tne
"rookies" soon be carving notches in their butts.
We have been training with Don Coy., and, with that
and manning our guns at various times, we haven't had
much time to write out our tale in full. However, well try
to do better next month. For the present
cheerio.
"Tripod.
No. 3 Platoon.
Mortars calling!
..
Many new faces have appeared this month, and tnere
is a noticeable absence of some familiar ones. In our efforts
to train a formidable "Battery," all personnel who have taken
a course have been recalled to the colours for a short period
to smarten up their "bubble chasing."
They soon picked up the stitches from where they left
off, and have now reached quite a good standard of training.
The rest of the Platoon are tolling in Rifle Coys.; we
hope to see them back very soon.
"Drainpipe."
No. 5 PLATOON.
Whoopsadaisy!
Pioneers calling again. We seem to
have settled down in a proper billet at last. But we still
reach for our kitbags when anyone with a list in his
hand approaches. Usually, though, it turns out to be a list
of requirements. Of course, he never gets what he wants,
but we look helpful — if you know what we mean!
Cpl. Youngs has been on a Bomb Disposal Course and
Is seen looking longingly upwards when a siren sounds. We
also saw him making for our clock with a gleam in his eye
soon after his return. Perhaps he wanted to make a D.A.
for himself.
Our P.S.M. also has been on a course — a P.A.D. Course
this time. What chance of a transfer to the A.R.P.?
Routine duties have filled
out time, and nothing very
exciting has happened. Will let you know when anything
startling occurs. Such as 28 days' leave.
Till next month.
"Buzzsaw."
No. 4 PLATOON.
The month has passed very quietly, but we have had
an opportunity to prove that we are adept as invaders —
and with our motto "B
or Bust," we certainly did not
bust.
I
Our Blossom has fallen a victim to D. and M., not as
we ho.... feared at first D.M.
As far as vehicles are concerned, rubber is our great
bogey!
"Tracker."
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Does Eric wear Wellingtons on Sundays?
M.T. PLATOON.
^
Things move so fast down our street that we might almost
suggest that the "Buster" be published as a daily bulletin
With a special earlymorning edition for the M.T. — or
should it be a 'late night final?
In the past month we have had our own "cabinet crisis"
— have lost one of the most prominent members of the
Union (may his feet never blister) and created our own
version of British Summer Time.
O, Watchman, what of
the night — all right — what of it? We like astronomy
before breakfast. However, there is no truth in the rumour
that the local skylark is getting an alarm clock to help
maintain his reputation.

In happy cooperation with the R.A.S.C. Juggernaught
boys we have really gone places. We could almost tell you
the names of some of them without letting on where we
are — peaks and all.
THINGS WE MUST KNOW (strictly for home consumption).
Previously we have regarded this feature as a lastresort
bungerupofspace — but this month we have some really
burning questions.
What sort of noise does a tank make?
Who appointed a regent for the Blonde Prince?
What happens to the swamp at six ackemma?
What "bird" gave "right dress" through a wire. fence?
Who thought the top billet was a cab rank?
What is the yearly interest on £l's worth of pressure?
Have you got any paraffin, please, Bert?
Must do some maintenance now, son — fancy it —
guns before butter — who said stomachs? See you in the
stables.
"Pickup."


"A" Company.
Spring has come to bring us an earlier reveille and even
more intensive training. We have spent the night in the
open on several occasions, and we would not have known
that it was spring without a calendar.
However, spring must be here, because Pte. Harbord has
been "Speeding the plough," and our Company back garden
bide fair to become an excellent market garden. A good
fence has been erected round this territory, but we think
Harbord will need a Bren to hold back the crowd when his
1
spring onions and green peas are ready.
We have had the usual battalion "invasions" and Com
pany ones on the days in between. These have been inter
spersed with Brigade schemes, the most notable of which
was the "B
or bust," in which we took our fair share
in the rush, even though we did not descend to boarding
any goods trains.
During the month we have said farewell to 2ndLleut.
j. t
, and we wish him well. In his place we welcome
2ndLt. D. C. O
. We hear that our 2ndinCommand is
to add Messing to his many duties.
No. 7 Platoon record their enjoyment of long marches
in which they have been able to indulge lately with success.
They record the departure of Tom Morris to the Pioneers,
and feel that maybe the Pioneers want a sanitary man.
In common with the rest of us, they are hoping that it will
not be long before exercises give place to the real thing.
No. 8 Platoon are bursting with pride at scoring top
points on the P
Range with the L.M.G. They welcome
personnel from "H.Q." Coy. who have come to be reminded
for a space of what a Rifle Company has to do. It is not
true that they are being made to carry the A.T. rifle on all
schemes.
In their place some of our members have gone to learn
about 3in. Mortars.
No. 9 Platoon tell us how much they enjoy the dark
nights when the siren goes between 2300 and 0200 hours.
The Platoon Sergt. is called, and he calls the fire watchers,
rescue party, demolition squad, and A.A. party; anyone left
after these have been provided (usually minus two) can
get dressed and return to sleep. What they call the siren
is nobody's business. No. 9 Platoon is pleased with its
efforts in firing rifles on the P
Ranges when they obtained
first place.
They record the departure of Ptes. Homard and Wheatley
to "H.Q." Coy., and Butson to join Morris, and wish them
all good luck wherever they may be.
"The Grenadier."

"B" Company.
The month of March has seen plenty of activity on the
"B" Company front, and a complete record of our successes
and news would about half fill
the Domesday book. The
chief points of note, however, will probably interest our
rival Companies, and servo to spur them on to further efforts.
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In the first place, our training has proceeded strenuously,
and our thanks are dqe to our C.Sgt. for his unfailing
resource in providing sustenance in the field
rivalling the
menus of the Savoy. He proceeded on welldeserved leave
during the month, and has come back ready, we hope, to
continue to inspire us with. his culinary efficiency.
Our worthy C.S.M. also left us for his seven days of
khaki pressing, and his voice beginning to show signs of
wear, and his tongue a certain rough edge, has come back
as fresh as the lilac in May. The wellknown cry of "Orderly
Sergeant," "Orderly Corporal," "Billet Orderly," "Private
Floyd," was hushed in his absence, and those answering to
ihese descriptions were lulled into a fool's paradise by think
ing that this "Sound of a voice that is still" had ceased for
ever to rouse them to action. They have come back to
earth with a jerk.
I
One notable achievement was our victorious entry into
the historic citadel of B
, and lt Is worthy of record that
we were chosen for this 120 mile journey as the spearhead,
to the Battalion's advance, and we are proud .to say that
Beer Company did not fail to carry out its tasks. Not
Without sweat and battie did we reach the objective; we
took on all comers, and from the variety of Regiments
Encountered, there must have been at least a Division on
our immediate line of advance, through which we battered
our way. The first serious delay was caused by an Enemy
M.G. Platoon sited to cover a perilous defile through which
we had to pass. No. 11 Platoon successfully evaded a fear
tome road block which brought the rest of us. to a stop, and
in order to remove the trouble we had to scale enormous
heights and drive the enemy out from the rear. This done,
we lost no time in proceeding, but before reaching the river,
the first
natural obstacle' to be overcome, we were sadly
depleted in other battles, and arrived on the river bank
some forty strong, including our Company Commander and
2ndLieut. R. T
. Then came our trial by water; we
shivered on the brink whilst the Company Commander tested
the depth of the river. To add to our troubles, enemy air
craft sighted our fording place, and reported it without' delay
to the Infantry. However, we dared the water element, and
arrived in good form on the north bank. Having reorganised,
we pushed on, slaughtered enemy on the canal bank a little
further on, and the position becoming somewhat hot for us,
and pursuit growing nearer, we jumped a passing goods train
and arrived in B
ready for further action.
However,
this was not apparently necessary, a strenuous day ended
with hot tea. buns, and sleeping rough under the hospitable
roof of a nearby clubroom.
We welcome 2ndLt. T
to our ranks, and are sure
that No. 12 will back him up as they have supported 2ndLt.
J. E. C
during his Command of the Platoon. 2ndLt.
J. E. C
has risen to the rocky heights of 2nd 1/c, and
we wish him success in his new task. 2ndLt. E. G
has
spent most of the month learning to stalk and snipe, and
is at present on leave. We are anxiously awaiting his return
to learn what new tactics will result from his course.
We extend to Pte. Flood our sympathy in his bereave
ment by enemy action, and we are looking forward to the
day when we shall be able in some measure to take reprisals.
The month closed in a welter of rain and wind, and we
are looking forward to the spring and summer in order that
we can get out into the open a bit more.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
1. Why, when the bugle blows a certain call at 2200
hours, is the Mill suddenly emptied?
2. Why, when the siren hums, does Corporal Parkinson
study nature so closely?
3. Why did Smiler belle his name en the last Brigade
Exercise?
4. When is Pte. Yankovsky going to test our water
after his recent course?


"C"



Company.

Other departments are still being decorated with flowers
from the greenhouses of Shiny "C.." This time Intelligence
has been honoured (?) with the presentation of a rare
"wisdorp" flower.
May his petals never wilt, and may the

light of his knowledge brighten their young lives, even as
ours have been brightened.
He has already created an impression. His qualifications
for the position of GasBaginChief have not gone unnoticed,
and he now bears that enviable title also.
His loss, we are happy to say, has been somewhat com
pensated by the arrival of our new O.C., Major S. L. G
,
and our new secondincommand, Capt. H. E. S
. We
hope that their efforts will succeed in developing still more
the flowers of our youth.
The Company has been doing its fair sl^are of training.
The Company Schemes in particular have proved highly suc
cessful. and everyone has obtained benefit from them. The
enemy (product of an imaginative brain), have on occasion
proved amazingly real, and seem to be equipped with vast
quantities of machine guns, which produce most peculiar and
varied noises when fired, the sound emitted being somewhat
reminiscent of someone being violently sick. It did not
take long, however, for the gallant troops of Shiny "C" to
eliminate these hindrances.
The most outstanding event of the month was the "B
or Bust" Brigade Scheme, in which the Battalion covered
itself with everlasting glory, and incidentally gave a higher
formation a violent headache. We are proud to say that
"Shiny C" took the slogan to heart and did not "Bust,"
hut "B
ed." Incidentally, we also managed to disillusion
the local Inhabitants who were under the Impression that
we were part of General Wavell's army, probably due to the
sand on our steel helmets.
Once again the Company has been visited by the Stork
(or was it the man with the little black bag?), and we
welcome 2ndLt. G. Q
who has joined us from the Depot,
and we hope his stay will be a long and happy one. He
arrives in time to win the much coveted and highly technical
post of Company Messing Officer. We wish him every success
in his new duties, and we have no doubt that his experience
with the M.T. and Carriers at the Depot will carry him
through.
Whilst on the subject of Messing, rumours have been
circulating that an organisation known as the R.S.P.C.C.
(Royal Society for Prevention of Cruelty to Cooks) is shortly
to be Introduced to the Company. Qualifications for admis
sion to this exclusive organisation include habitual wearing
of the hat at the correct angle, and the ability to shine old
pots and pans. Outstanding achievements are to be hand
somely remarded. e.g., any man succeeding in producing a
hole in a dixie will receive a magnificent silver medal
inscribed "For Valour."
As the expense of a new dixie will prevent the immediate
purchase of a silver medal, this will be bestowed posthu
mously on the lucky man by a weeping ColourSergt.
We trust that 2ndLt. D. CS
enjoyed his leave. No
doubt the effects have taken their toll, but now that he
has returned to his normal life of rest, ease and good food,
he should soon recuperate and be able to carry out his
invaluable military duties.
"Shiny C."
UNSOILED MYSTERIES.
What is conveyed the Cooks by the words "Swoop, Swoop"?
What has happened to the hairrestorer in this town?
Who sat on the saddle that slipped?
Who stopped the cooks from drinking powdered steel
wool as a short way out?

«

"D" Company
"It is better," said Robert Louis Stevenson, "to travel
than to arrive," but we of "D" Company have derived infinitely
more satisfaction from our arrivals than from our travelling
since our last communique appeared in these Martial columns.
Expressing matters statistically, if our astronomical
mileage for the last month were multiplied by Company
strength and divided by the number of stu.ds tapped home
by our troupe of supersnobs during the same period, the
result would prove somethingorother; and if. again, the
studs or snobs were halved, the result should show that the
$ou$h can march barefoot,
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By MAJOR W. M. HALL

How to obtain protection against

suffering and illness? That is the
,'8^1 question. 'ASPRO' is the answer.
It is the greatest protector because
7 of its great medicinal and antiseptic
qualities. For instance, after ingestion
„
in the system, 'ASPRO' is a germicide or
,)\
germ destroyer It is also a solvent of uric
' acid which is considered by many authorities
to be the main cause of rheumatism. Further
more, 'ASPRO' is an antipyretic or fever
reducer.
Then, again, 'ASPRO' tablets have
wonderful powers of banishing pain by a soothing
process. Used as a gargle 'ASPRO' is wonderfully effective,
banishing sore throats and keeping you free from infection.
It is a very important fact that 'ASPRO' has all these remark
able healing qualities yet it does not harm the heart—neither
q
does it cause gastric upset nor indigestion.

Foreword by
FieldMarshal Sir Cyril Deverell
G.C.B., K.B.E,

Jacket embossed in colour with the
medal struck to commemorate the
occasion.
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" F a ' c i n a t i n g a n d t h r i l l i n g " — Times Literary Supplement
"All the vividness of atruthful and sincere narrative"
—D..ily Telegraph
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RHEUMATISM
ALCOHOLIC

AFTER EFFECTS
PAINS PECULIAR

TO WOMEN
MALARIA
ASTHMA

COLDS
INFLUENZA

HEADACHES
SLEEPLESSNESS
OR INSOMNIA
NEURALGIA

SCIATICA
COUT
LUMBAGO

IRRITABILITY

NEURITIS

HAY FEVER
NERVE SHOCK

TOOTHACHE
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Dear Sirs,
University College, Galway.
In this letter I hope to show the indispensability
ol 'ASPRO' as far as my particular complaint was
concerned.
I sutlered severely from an attack o!
influenza, accompanied by paintui headaches. Rinding
the pain intolerable, I took a friend's advice and tried
'ASPRO'—two tablets and a hot drink at night. The
headaches became less numerous and less painful and
after a lew doses they completely vanished as did the
painfui symptoms of influenza. I am deeply indebted
to the manufacturers ol ASPRO" and I willingly admil
these tablets brought me untold relief.
Sincerely Yours, N. M. M.

NO RHEUMATISM NOW FOR
BAKER OF 87

Dear Sir,
'I'rlng, Herts.
For years 1 have been a sufferer from gout and
rheumatism, aiso sciatica. I was advised by a man
who kept a beerhouse to take 'ASPROS'. 1 started at
once and today I am free from pain
i am a baker
and I am 67 years old bul 1 do not feel so and I have
never had to give up drinking my beer. Your 'ASPROS'
have conquered all, but 1 am still taking them and shall
always do so. They are fine and worth their weight in
gold This is quite true.
1 am Yours faithfully, GEO. WRIGHT.
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PUTNAM & Co. Ltd., LONDON

BANISH THEM

PAINFUL 'FLO
SYMPTOMS VANISH

'ASPRO'
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A military drama without precedent, in
which British officers carried o u t a hopeless
task, and English women faced death bravely,
with its glorious sequel of 1935
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Why WRIGLEY'S Chewing Gum

is the greatest friend of
those in the services
The benefits and pleasure derived from Wrigley's
Chewins
Gum have made it a favourite of men and
C?
women in uniform wherever they may be serving.
Whether in the air (it is an official Air Force issue),
at sea or on the land,Wrigley's helps to relieve tension
and mves a sense of ease and relaxation.
Wlierever smoking is forbidden it helps to overcome
that craving for a smoke. A boon when meals are
irregular, Wrigley's tides
k. Al A A ^

Two
ASPRO
Tablets in
four tablespoonluls of water
make an excellent gargie tor
sore throac, tonsillitis, and
act as a deterrent.

you over the emergency.

flavours

— P.K.
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4SPRO consists ol the putAcelylsalicytic Acid that ha.- eVtn Lvcii ttnow>1 if Medicai .Scten,,
and its elaim. are based on it- superiority.

Made in England by ASPRO Ltd., Slough, Bucks.
No proprietary its-hi
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THE QUEEN'S OWN GAZETTE.
In short, the Company has marched hither and thither,
far and wide, up and down. In and out — yea, even round
and around — by day and by night, in fair weather and in
foul: withall, spirits are high, equipment is blancoed, brasses
are polished, and all's well with "D" Company.
It is difficult to withhold the trite observation that we
are now "comfortably settled," spring being in the air hard
upon what proved to be a providentially mild winter, spent
profitably in acquiring knowledge of matters which, as vital
secrets, must remain unspecified.
Of our erstwhile leisuretime it may he said that this,
too, has been well used by many on the playing field, by
some In the Tavern in the Town, wherein the Battalion
Debating Society foregathers for wordy combat, by others in
the comparatively cosy serenity of the Battalion Library, by
chacun a son gout.
All in all, we have worked hard, lived hard, and played
hard.
2ndLt. S
is welcomed to our intensive training midst.
We conclude these travla with a special "D" Company
Quiz, the answers to which can (but certainly will not) be
supplied at the bedside of an otherwise bedless billet.
QUIZ.
1. Don Juan is (a) a Spanish river, (b) an African lake,
into which Musso. will strategically withdraw, (c) a lovesick
Sergeant.
2. A roach is a fish.
Is it also a coincidence?
3. "Got it?" Who uttered these famous words, and on
what occasion?
4. Which one of these books was not written by the
C.S.M.? (a) "Cycling through the ages," (b) "Dancing self
taught," (c) "Bathing at midnight," (d) K.R's.
5. Complete this couplet:
Webb and Thompsett dug a garden,
Blushed, and begged the owner's P—;—.
6. Are our Cooptimists really a Concert Party?
7. Who is the N.C.O. who thinks that "Strip tease" is
the game played at Sunday (afternoon) School?
16 PLATOON.
Congratulations to Sgt. Keyse who Is now carefully
watching the "Colour Bioke" for a few weeks in the hope
of finding
out the difference between a G1098 and an N1483.
At the same time we welcome to our Platoon L.Sgt. Hooker
who Is taking overthe arduous task of Platoon Sergeant!
including all those picks and shovels, etc.
The bayonet assault course is now a great magnet which
draws to it a certain section in Its spare moments. It has
proved a great cure for sprained ankles, etc.
Why is it a certain, section always siiigs "Onward Christian
Soldiers" when it rains?
17 PLATOON.
Since last month many new areas of P
shire have
been added to our geographical knowledge, indeed, parts of
G
shire, B——shire and C
shire have also become
familiar, for which we are grateful to the R.A.S.C. for their
closest collaboration (or are we?).
But in spite of all these adventures, we are still alive
"en bloc," although Ptes. R
and S
have left us and
are replaced by Ptes H
and T
, whom we welcome
from No. 2 Platoon. We also welcome L.Cpl. S
, who joins
oqr ranks as an N.C.O,, and hope his stay will be a successful
and happy one.
Congratulations to Sgt. W=^ on his life saving achieve
ments, but .what, was he doing behind the Cdstle at that
tima" of day? Also to Cpl. N—— on. being so popular that
he is called after the late Prime Minister.
We congratulate Pte, T  ' oh successfully beating his
"Buff" on the ring.
18 PLATOON.
During the last month we /have travelled many miles,
seeing many places, .and still, we keep pushing on.
Although, our Platoon Commander has been away from
the Platoon on many schemes with "Persil washed" on his
arm, the Platoon Sergeant has carried on very well, and still
seems to be putting on weight. If we have many more schemes
whero we have. to.burst or crack, we will have grave teem
for our "Round Millstone Sergeant."

m

We still can't believe what a very nice place Wales is
although our Welshman will one of these days overcome the
discouraging remarks about the watery weather
Does he
still love his Welsh mountains?
Another question we would like to ask. Are the bones
inside the "Bank Holiday" man's feet now mended com
pletely?
What price would we pay in civilian life for our circular
tours? 15/ seems to be the popular price.. (I don't get it).
^
"Daring Don."

9th BATTALION
D"rinS the past month the Bn. has been pushing ahead
with Coy. and Bn. Training and we are now able to report
that we have cairied out three Bn. Exercises. The first
exercise was chiefly remarkable for the large number of hedges
the carriers managed to knock down and the extraordinary
bravery they displayed in charging down the most violent
opposition. We were rather disappointed to find
that a
common or garden ploughed field is an effective anticarrier
obstacle, which need not even be covered by fire.
The main item of moment in Exercise No. 2 was an acrid
discussion between Bn. H.Q. and "O" Coy. on the subject of
Map Reading, which came to an abrupt conclusion with the
message "We haven't got a map anyway."
The Third Exercise resembled a Tourist Trophy Race,
more than anything else, with bunches of officials standing
about with stop watches and dashing about with large flags
flying on their cars. The best heat of the day was that
between the Umpire's car, the O.O.'s car, our No. 1 D.R. and
the head of a rapidly retreating column. The Umpire won
by a short bonnet.
Compared with this, the Bn. Cross Country Run was a
very slow affair, but nevertheless "B" Coy. are to be con
gratulated on winning the Oup for the third time in
succession.
We now have a new chaplain in our midst and we should
like to offer him a warm welcome to the Bn.

Headquarter Company
No. 1 PLATOON, SIGNALS.
The signal platoon has now settled down in its new billets
and a further four men have classified since our arrival. We
welcome the. fine signallers who have recently arrived from
the Depot, and they are already, doing their stuff on
manoeuvres, etc. Recently we have taken part in a number of
manoeuvres which has given us all valuable experience. The
signal platoon are well represented in Company and Battalion
Cross Country running, our officer teing the "star turn". Our
contribution to H.Q. Company choir at Church Parade is
approx. 90%, so we consider our singing is as good as our
signalling. And so for the present we leave you.
No. 2 PLATOON, A.A.
First we all deeply regret losing our P.S.M. He is in
hospital at the moment, and we wish him a speedy recovery.
We have added to our ranks three newcomers from the Depot.
We felt sure that they will help us to maintain our repu
tation. We have been doing somj pretty intensive training
just lately. In fact, we are more than willing to challenge
all comers on I.A. Any offers?'
Who was the N.C.O. who was chased by the bull—and
congratulated on his speed in going into action??
Who is the N.C.O. the C.S.M. can never find?
(We can't
find him ourselves!)
No. 4 PLATOON, CARRIERS.
Does it rain, and is there mud, in. this our temporary
home? On a recent visit to the vehicle park, one of our
drivers after much searching was able to find the A.A. moun
ting sticking out of the mud like a periscope. What price

T he
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Shovels G.S.! In spite of what civilians would call inclement
weather we have taken part in a series of very interesting
schemes. In the Attack Scheme much hedging and ditching
altered shape: fortunately our noble band of pioneers were
on the spot and managed to put things back more or less as
they used to be. The Platoon has grown greatly In vehicles
and personnel, and of the future we expect much.
No. 5 PLATOON, PIONEERS
Hello,
Hello!
This is the Pioneers calling.
Some
people are of the opinion that we are a fatigue party, but
I hope we are convincing them that we are otherwise, and
that we are still making things out of nothing!
Unfortunately we are sleeping with the A.A.—but we don't
mind the bugle practice (or do we?) We notice witnout
comment that they make no mention of this side of their
activities in their correspondence this month!
A certain L/Cpl. would like to know if the divisional
numbers have been settled yet?
What certain L/Cpl. does not relieve in Platonic friend
ship—but prefers married life?



"A" Company.
This is one of the very few months in which I do not
have to report a move or an impending move. We have been
at K
for over a month now and I am sure I am voicing
the opinion of the whole Company when I tell you that our
stay here has'been the pleasantest of them all. The Town
is alive with entertainment and our lads have made full use
of it. I would not like, however, to give you the impression
that work has suffered as a result. Quite the contrary as
all training has been intensified and everyone has shown a
great keenness and interest in their work. I am not at
liberty, of course, to disclose the nature of the training lest
it is of interest to the enemy but 1 do know that when it
comes to the showdown the 9th will not be found lacking.
SPORT.
Our chief sporting feature is, at this time of the year,
football and we have had quite a glut of it. We have played
three midweek games against "C" Company in which they
won one and we won two. We have also played the R.A.'s
and C.M.P.'s. Against the R.A.'s we lost the first game 1—0,
but in the return game we won 8—2. We also beat the
C.M.P.'s by 7 to 2 and we feel there is no reason to be
dissatisfied with the results obtained.
With regard to entertainment; in such a Town as this
the lads usually find their own (?) but a really first
class
show was provided in our billet by an ENSA Company and
our thanks are due to the entire Company for their efforts.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
How "A'' Company's Robert Taylor is faring since leaving
"A" and does he still set the feminine hearts aflutter? —
Who lt was who asked the girl if she would like to take
"a bowl of chalk" down the "frog and toad" and she replied
she was not that sort of a girl?
What those heavenly twins, Sgt. E
and Sgt. U
are going to do.now they are seperated?
How Sgt. G
, late of the Gestapo, feels to be back
with his old Company?
1

"B" Company.
Training has gone forward by leaps and bounds this
month. We have become familiar with couhtless different
phases of infantry and other warfare. The countryside has
been haunted at night by silent uniformed figures—at
least
silent except for those of us who can't restrain our coughing.
Boating and bridging have been thoroughly mastered—and
we must admit, rather enjoyed by all; all except, that is, a
certain officer who .missed the boat entirely and fell in. Route
marches are becoming longer and longer and although wo

haven't at present equalled the 7th Bn.'s record of last month,
we are confident of being able to do so soon. This month
has seen a few changes in our officer personnel. We very
much regret to record the illness of Capt. M. J
and to announce that this will mean his departure from us.
He had been our Company Commander since the earliest
days, and he will be very much missed by all ranks of the
Company, and by countless others througout the Battalion.
May we wish him every happiness and success in whatever
sphere he may find himself, and above all a speedy ^return
to good health. We extend a hearty welcome to Capt. C. G.
j
(and wish to congratulate him on his promotion),
who has taken over from Capt. M. J
. We hope his stay
with the Company will be a happy one. Lt. J. A. T
is
now our loss and "O" Coy.'s gain, while 2/Lt. H. T. S
has left us for the 70th. We much regret their departure
but wish them all the best in their new ventures. Amongst
the N.C.O.'s we congratulate L/Sgt.'s Foord and Pinks on
their promotion. L/Cpl.'s Boddy, Dorrell and Stevenson have
gone to "X" Company.
In the realm of sport, Cross Country running takes pride
of place. For the third time in succession we are proud
winners of the Cup. Our victory was by no small margin
either, for over a hundred points separated us from the
runnersup. Congratulations to our team and particularly to
Pte. Crouch, F.T. and L/Cpl. Davies who were first and second
respectively, also to Sgt. Freeman, Pte. Dunn and Pte. Wood
gate for doing so well in their first Battalion run. 2/Lt. L.
F. o
and 2/Lt. H. T. S
and Ptes. Coilinge, Norman
and Purceli also helped to keep the points down. On Friday
March 28th a very enjoyable dance was held in the Parish
Schoolroom. Our sincere thanks to the organisers and indeed
to all those kind local inhabitants who have done so much
to make our stay here a pleasant one. We close our corres
pondence with a few words from our Company Storeman,
Pte. Turck.
THE STOREMAN'S LAMENT
I'm a sad and brownedoff storeman,
I wallow the long day through
Mid shovels and picks and training sticks,
And miles of four by two.
The blokes come swarming round the door,
Their questions drive me benny:
"Where's this?", "What's that?", "Will yer paint this
"at?"
Don't yer fink I luv the Army?
I've got a little syren 'ere
Wot people muck about,
Someday they'll run before my gur.
Wiv a bullet up the spout
I takes the can for everything,
It's a crying blinkin' shame;
Tell the colour bloke a bike's been broke,
And it's me that gets the blame!
I make out lists and book things in,
And sweat from every pore
'
But I'll never rest till England's best,
And Hitler's lost the war!
1—:—
e*C"

Company.

Another" month has rapidly slipped by since pen was
last put to paper to record the activities of "C" Company.
During that time we have been working at high pressure and
as a result the days fly by all too rapidly. The month of
March has not quite lived up to its usual reputation of
being forever windy, and there have been days when we have
thought that Summer was already with us.'
Training has gone forward with leaps and bounds, and
now important schemes are the order of the day. By com
parison a 20 mile route march seems like a Sunday afternoon
stroll. River crossings by day and by night and other little
intricacies of tactics have now been learnt by all. Sport has
by no means taken a back seat, for we have had three very
good football matches against our neighbours "A" Company.
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At present they lead by two victories to one. Cross Country
running in our palatial grounds has been a regular feature
of our recreational programme. On Saturday, March 22nd,
the Battalion run was held in and arcund our grounds, and
was won by "B" Company. This time we came second, thus
improving our result in the last run, when we came third.
We are very determined that on the next occasion the much
coveted Cup shall be ours. We bade farewell to Capt. E. S.
M
and Sgt. Sando who have both departed to "X"
Company. We wish them all the best in their new surround
ings. We welcome Lt. J. A. T
who lias come from "B"
Company to act as 2nd in command. 2/Lt. J. P. H
is
just back from an intensive weapon training course. "From
strength to strength" we feel is a good note to leave with
you until the showery month (supposedly), of April is through
and we shall be back again with more news about the
activities of "C" Company.

+

"D" Company
Yet another move on the alphabetical chessboard, from
L
to M
; and on settling down again we find
ourselves in something like a wilderness; but nevertheless
a wilderness admirably suited to military operations. If
civilisation seems far away, the lights a trifle dim, the paths
more than a trifle muddy, and the coal supply sometimes
precarious; the local lake provided a consolation which, with
the help of the R.E., has more than once been the scene of
exciting contests and regattas by night, with only three
watery casualties. Since we arrived, we have been working
to a very high pitch of concentration, and everybody is in
fine fettle. The chance of getting in some real training has
proved very exhilarating, and we are looking forward to the
business of getting to grips with something grimmer than
the usual (admittedlygrim) umpire; though it may come
to us as a bit of a shock to find that the dead really have
to lie down. We have had the unpleasant task of bidding
farewell to 2/Lt. J. P. H?
and 2/Lt. E. A. M
we
wish them luck in their new billets. Lt C. G. J
is
also lost to us temporarily; and we very much hope, only
temporarily. However we can welcome three new arrivals in
Lt. R. K. D
, 2/Lt. A. H. S
and 2/Lt. V. H. Y
.
They have all picked up remarkably after the first shock of
meeting M
. Congratulations to Sgts. Kadwell and
Inskip on their recent promotions, and good luck to Sgt.
Inskip in his new sphere
By the way, who brought Popeye to Church the other
Sunday?
1

"X" Company
We are a new Company. We formed very stealthily and
quietly one Saturday afternoon last month. Nobody knew
much about us, least of all ourselves . On Saturday we were
not, on Sunday morning we existed. Almost we went on Church
Parade to celebrate our formation—almost but not quite!
We grow and flourish
mightily in the mild and academic air
of this friendly little town. Our principal job at present
appears to be the receiving of new drafts, accustoming them
to the Battalion and its ways of thinking and passing them
on to other Companies. How we pass them on! We are not
altogether unsuccessful. The other day as we marched
through the streets a small ufchfn was heard to call to
another : "Oi, Bert! Come and look at the soldiers!" Praise
indeed! Our chests swelled and we marched on with a
lighter, swingier step. We take a wholesome interest in all
forms of sport. A football match against a neighbouring
school resulted in a defeat, but soldiers don't care. Any
Wednesday we may be seen streaming across country—officers,
or some of them, gallantly leading their troops, like the Duke
of Plaza Toro, from the rear. We cooperated recently in a
Home Guard Exercise. Their C.O, cays we were very smart
and soldierly, and who are we to contradict a C.O.?
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ioth BATTALION
Once again Spring is here, and unfortunately it must not
be a. carefree time for us again until we—the Englishspeaking
people now of the world—have completed our crusade against
tiiose men who are seeking to deprive men of their heritage.
But those days will come again, and it is to that end that we
must harden ourselves and train as we have never done before
in this Spring of 1941. Yet even Hitler cannot kill humour
and our Cook's existence lias been the butt of many a jest '
Life moves along in much the same way as it has done
oi a number of months now, although we are very thankful
that the weather is gradually growing more reasonable.
P"r Sports and Entertainment Officers have been hard on
the job again and have been very successful when the difficult
circumstances under which they have been working are con
sidered. Since they have provided their own notes, space will
not be taken up here in enumerating the various events which
have taken place.
Since we have been rather separated of late, there is really
not muchwhich I can add to the notes of the various Com
panies and contributors. However, we may reunite again in
the future and then it may be possible to record some of the
things which very often happen, and which are soon forgotten
if one is not on the spot to pick them and record them.
Congratulations to 2/Lieult. B
on his recent mar
riage.
We regret to record the death of No. 63— Pte Cracknell
of "C" Coy.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Now is 2/Lieut. H. H. B
going to manage the country
lanes on a motor cycle?
Who is Lionel the Luscious?
Is it still a question of transport—or just one of mud?
Why doesn't somebody murder the person who constantly
says Finished, finished, finished"—or
is it a record run bv
the Signallers?
How much to bury a Quartermaster; o.S. at that?
1

Headquarter Company
Time marches on, and so does H.Q. Company. Everyone
is becoming specialised to a higher degree of efficiency, which
is as it should be; the opportunities provided by the numerous
courses of instruction have been received with much
enthusiasm by the community, and we are now proud to say
that we are rapidly becoming a specialised Company that does
specialise.
We regret the departure of 2/Lieut. V
from the Com
pany and take pleasure in welcoming 2/Lieut. M
, who now
;
officiates in the Mortar Platoon. Popular C.S.M! Horslen
(ex "A" Coy.) now throws his weight about amongst us (God .
bless him).
The thing that amazes us most about those outoftheway
places is the high standard of intelligence displayed by local
shopkeepers. Go into a shop and ask for a packet of cigar
ettes, instead of the required articles, one is greeted with an
openmouthed stare.
When one is confronted with a situa
tion like this, the wisest thing to do is to beat a hasty retreat
to avoid being apprehended by the Mental Authorities.
I
know, I've tried it.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Who goes to bed with a dinky little water bottle in regi
mental colours?
Can Napper cook?
Who wrote this: "Voluntary subscriptions will be paid by
12.00 hrs. Disciplinary action will be taken against anyone
failing to do so" ?
Is the Orderly Sergeant the Company runner?
M.T. PLATOON
After absenting ourselves from these columns for the past
two months we think it high time we made ourselves* :on
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spicuous once .more by making some further contribution. We
hope in future that our literary abominations will be splashed
more frequently across these pages, so that you, gentle reader,
may read with delight or disgust details of our activities as
an M.T. Section. (Alleged!! Who said that?).
We are as yet undecided in our opinion of our present
environment®, for whereas the surrounding countryside is
enhanced by a day of gorgeous sunshine, a week of intense
rain immediately dispels any feeling of contentment we may
have enjoyed in consequence.
The M.T. Office, which has always been hitherto a verit
able den. of luxury now suffers ijts documentary entanglements
tq be housed within the sober interior of a Nissen hut situated
in closest proximiity to Company Office, the occupants thereof,
however, undismayed by this deterioration find
solace in
noting that even the Orderly Room Staff must wade ankle
deep in mud before reaching their execclesiastical establish
ment.
We are pleased to be able to find members for the Bat
talion Rugger and Soccer teams from our numbers; may tbey
continue to play a part in blazing a name for the Sporting
Battalion.
And so, in the process of ejecting forcibly both Sergts.
Kempster and Leven, who will keep worrying us about the
motor cycles they are supposed to be entitled to, we will say
Adieu until next month—Adieu.
"Spare Wheel."
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Where's Potter?
Where's the 30 cwt.?
Who misappropriated the current issue of "Razzle"?
Who saidi "Split the Diff." Just like that?
Who runs the M.T.?
Who is it that goes round collecting nails?
Who does the Company fatigues? THE M.T.!!
No. 4 PLATOON.
Calling all Carriers.
Here we are again, lads, calling from the Frozen North.
On our arrival here we found everythiug ready for us; yes,
everything ready to start building. They left us plenty of
stores, bags of cement, gravel, to say nothing of endless stacks
of bricks, which would make a good builder greeneyed with
envy. Then the fun started. Under the supervision of those
two wellknown contractors, 2/Lieut. C. A. M. M
and
2/Lieut. H. J. L
, with the assistance of a mixer which did
not mix, we got cracking with the job. Muck up, and away we
go. Houses built while you wait. If you can wait that long,
of course. We gradually finished
our task, having got the
crazy palladium laid out. Oi, rock gardens dug, carpets laid,
furniture on the Nevernever. We were all ready to move in,
when somebody began to think differently. We moved out.
Now we have to start all over again.
But despite all this
variety, we are still Carriers first and foremost, and we carry
everything from the C.O. to the Baby.
Though drivers may come, and drivers go,
The "C.'s" go on for ever,
Through fire or water, shot or shell,
We'll make them go like h
.
Cheerio, lads. Bags of maintenance for you.
 Carry on, Carriers.
"Chas. and Wex."
FLASHT.
./ Who is Sergt. Foster?
He's gonna, wonna parade with . the Mortars, not the
Singulars. Ta, ta!
Eye, Eye, Sergeant. (Congratulations).
I dreamt Blanco was being rationed.
Who's been to the Pictures lately?
Who said there wasi no promotion this side of the ocean?
Eavesdropping by our Guard at night in the billet. Who
said:
Pontoons only.
Two ones left.
This cocoa is too
sweet.
Whoa, Blind Bob.
She's saddled ,up. Sir.
Last hand.
I might get a stripe.

INTELLIGENCE SERVICE.
Having perused the "Q.O.G.," we believe we are creating
a precedent. Nowhere can be find contributions from Intelli
gence Sections.
Nevertheless, this Int. Sec. is no deadalive
affair, and we feel we are justified in making our presence
known. So this is the Int. Sec. calling all "Q.O.G." readers for
tile first time, and hope that it will be a monthly occurrence
henceforth.
Since our inception half a year ago our personnel has
undergone several changes. W& have had three different
I.O.'s and have been serving under the able command of Lieut.
G. O. C
for the past three months—or as near as demmit.'
We were very sorry to lose the angelio influence of L.Cpl.
Clarke (81, Sir.) a short while ago, but are pleased to record
that he has ascended to the heights of O.C.T.U., where we wish
him every success.
It did not escape our notice in last month's issue that
most contributors narrated the soldierly manner in which they
did one 20mile route march. Let it be known that one
member of the Int. Sec. did It thrice, and that nearly all did
it twice! PUSHING bicycles Into the bargain!! All in the
day's work.
We cannot close without mention of our Intelligence
Office. It was requisitioned from a Pacifist crank, and we work
amidst exhortations very incongruous to the nature of our
work. The view, therefore, is more of a stereotyped nature,
though—agriculture in progress, and all the usual appurten
ances of the farmyard—and of course the 10th must have its
seagulls. Here's to the next time!
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Who's swiped my candle?
What is a "good show"?
This is a "rough old turnout"?
Who went to breakfast one Sunday?
Was it Peter's thirst that drove him to a watertap?
What are iBertie's intentions towards Mellie?
:
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Company.

We may not be mechanised, but we ccrifinlv are mobile.
For the third month in succession our notes come fvom a new
station. We are now in the wilds among lamas and chickcus
and so forth.
Reluctantly we say farewell and good luck to C.S.M.
Horslen, and welcome, although we have not yet seen, him,
C.S.M. Brewster.
We have also to extend a welcome to
2/Lieut. S
, who has returned to us after a sojourn among
the Amalakites; and our best wishes go with Ptes. Jones and
Adams, who have been attached to the R.A.'s and the R.A.S.C.,
respectively. Finally, congratulations to Cpls. Ells and Baver
stock on the acquisition of a second stripe, and to L.Cpls.
Chapman and Gallon on their promotion.
Our nomadic existence has left us with very little news;
we have a blurred impression of kitbags and guns being piled
on and off trucks, of bunksi being put together and taken to
pieces, and of billets that were never given a chance to become
familiar. Parties of men going on and coming off leave (yes,
I mean1 leave) added "to the confusion, and through it all runs
a background of working (or walking?) parties. Our out
standing achievement" this month has been the acquisition of
doubledecker bunks; these have entirely done away with the
necessity of P.T., as only an extremely fit and active man can
possibly make and occupy & bed on the upperdeck—and only
a very lucky man can descend again without suffering grievous
bodily harm. And then, of course, there was the Bomb Guard
— strange as it may seem, men even volunteered for this
guard, but whether this was due to Audrey, to the piano,
or to the food is a mystery.
SPORT.
Is dancing a sport—or are we thinking of big game hunt
ing? Anyway, we have had several very enjoyable dances up
here in the wilds. There were those civilian dances with mili
tary bands at F——, and the Battalion dance at B
, where
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a good time was hadby all. It was atthis dance that a
General Excuse Me Quick Step degenerated into a series of
hilarious snatch and. grab raids — but why was a certain
Sergeant so annoyed? And was it entirely coincidence that
led so many Officers to have the same taste? And what, by
the way, were all the boys looking at?
In all other branches of sport, except those of hiking to
the seaside andi hunting for food, we must plead guilty to a
complete inactivity caused by our frequent moves. But our
darts team is still deadly, so don't crow too much "C."
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
What is the width of a halfpenny?
Why die the Col.Sergt. himself take the rations to the
Bomb Guard?
Was it worth while, Spilsbury?
Where is the Alexandria Hotel?
Will Paddy Doyle and Ivanhoe Join our Bugle Band) for the
purpose of blowing their own trumpets?

'B" Company.
We poke our noses into this Magazine once again to let
you know; or rather remind you, of our existence in these wide
open spaces, and some of the queer occurrences that happen.
Who would have ever thought of sleeping on one's back
with tin hat on and full equipment with a rifle at the slope?
Cups of tea to greet one on returning from the arms of
Morpheus; people shouting "Quick, plane identification," or
what is it before it comes into sight, and cheery voices answer
ing from the ranks, "A tank or a grenade, Sir." All strange but
true. Are men getting saner or viceversa waiting for Hitler?
But we suppose there is a reason behind it all. Anyway, ask
he knows.
SergeantMajors are thought of kindlier nowadays, or do
we touch the string of their hearts?
Our boys call Denim suits, Blenheim suits. Why? Are we
getting air minded. We can't see the point, can you?
The beer is damn good around here, rather! But we are
still looking for Y
pudding, Aye!
The sheep are lambing and the cows cawing, and the hens
clucking, the ducks quacking and ducking, the geese sounding
their motor horns, the hay making and the locals ayeing!
Hell, we shall be farmers when the war is won.
Well, cheerio for this month, and we hope the rest of the
Battalion find their lot of contented life in the country.

C" Company.
Shiny "C" calling; Shiny calling, calling the members of
the Regiment who will be pleased to read its notes for the
month of March. Let's go. Doubtless the notes of last month
are still fresh in the minds of you all. We've moved, and how!
Gone are the days on the
, left are the memories of
many happy times. Apparently Dame Rumour was right, as
far as Shiny "C" were concerned at least, In our present loca
tion. Both the inhabitants get drunk once a week any way.
As forecast, the personnel of the Regiment are able to
settle down anywhere, and no matter how drab or bleak a place
is, are quite capable of finding
entertainment. Now that we
are more settled, things are looking up. Congratulations are
due to the Officer i./c. Entertainments for the hard work he
must necessarily have done in organising the picture show,
E.N.S.A. concerts, to say nothing of the singsongs that are
being arranged at the moment for our benefit.
Here and now I'd like to state that should' anyone require
a Nissen hut (soldiers, for the use of; How's that, Colours?)
put up in double quick time, application should be made to
O.C. Coy
I hope no one will take us at our word.
You will have read elsewhere in this edition the doings of
the Battalion in the field of sport; unfortunately, except for
one game of football, which No. 15 Platoon played and lost, the
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Company have not had their challenge accepted.
What's the
matter "A, B, D, H.Q."? Why the hesitation? Surely "A" you're
not scared! Remember you beat us in the tournament, come
and try again; and you "H.Q;," weren't you a finalist?
Well
now's your chance to beat us again, and then we'll for ever hold
our peace. In the game against the R.A. (Searchlights No. 15
Platoon) we were unfortunately beaten 5 4 after a very good
game. We hope, however, that should we have a chance to
play them again we'll get our revenge.
In the Bn. match v. D.W. Regt. the Coy. had four represen
tatives, namely, L.Cpl. Concannon, Ptes. Moss, Saunders and
Browning, and in the Bn. Rugby match v. K.S.L.I. four others,
2/Lieut. B. O. B
, Cpl. Carrington, Macfarland, Pte. Crocker!
The results of these matches will have been seen elsewhere
We welcome into our fold Lieut. W. B.
, 2/Lieut. B. H.
7'
 2/Lieut. A. G. E.
, and hope that their stay will be a
long and happy one.
Congratulations to Corpls*. Pellett, Rowe and Wood on their
recent promotion, and we sincerely hope that the one step up
the ladder of fame will not be their last. Good luck Jim'mie
Tich and Lackrey. «
'
Lots of amusing incidents must have arisen since our move
either on or subsequently, but only one of them have come to my
notice. I should like one again to ask members of the Com
pany not to be shy about coming forward with anything that
has produced a laugh, as I feel sure that others would laugh at
them too if only they could hear about them. So don't forget
let's have them. Here it is. It concerns one Tony. Now Tony
is a bit of a character, and' of this you'll read later in this
article under the heading "company Cards."
The night was very dark and the wind blew in gusts from
the sea. Tony was on patrol along the cliff edge. He had been
informed that day, or so I thought, with a talk on how
to challenge, and this was the result: "Halt. Who goesa' there?"
Came toe reply "Friend." Prom Tony "Oh, thatsa different."
That I'm afraid must conclude this month's contribution
of Coy. Notes, so wishing all the very best of luck to both past
and present members of toe Regiment, we say "Au revoir" till
next month.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
It is true plates are being withdrawn?
Are bird baths being issued in lieu?
Is Slim really.a Platoon Policeman?
And can we use him for Duty?
What made Carrie think we couldn't?
COMPANY CARDS. No. 1.
Tony is a Greek. His real name is Chrysillus Mauromatis.
Born in Greece, he moved at an early age to Cyprus and spent
the early part of his life on a farm. Whilst still in his teens ne
branched out on his own, and soon had a good concern going.
The urge to travel was in him, however, and eventually he ar
rived in London, where he was employed as a pastry cook. Then
came "La Guerre," and Tony, along with others, came into the
Army. He joined the Bn. in D
; was in this Coy. when it
first formed, is still here. Nicknamed Tony on the first day,
toe nam® stuck. He does not understand much English, but Is
a born soldier, and took to soldiering as a duck to water.
Tony is a favourite among Officers, N.C.Os. and men of toe
Company, being obedient, willing, hard working, and good
hearted. His favourite saying being "Es everabodies happy,"
Tony is, and deserves a place In our "Company Cards" Roll.
SHIPS.
All o'er the seas ships pass at night,
With just a winking of a light
Asking each other "Is all right,"
Then passing on out of sight,
"Ships that pass In the night."
All o'er toe land soldiers will meet
Someone it is their luck to greet,
A new frend, someone hard to beat,
The band of friendship is.surely great,
"Ships that pass in the night."
Ships sail on, and so does man,
Until the light of life grows wain,
Helping each other all.they can,
Naught of Danger does friendship ban,
"Ships that pass in the night."
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"D" Company
With the first breath of Spring, 1941, the men of Kent
have strayed to "Somewhere 1n
Sounds like some
thing out of a book, doesn't it? But it's true. Here we are, dear
old "D," back in the "Buster" after a long layoff, sending our
best wishes to all from out in the "Wilds." It really is amazing
how "D" finds the "Wilds and the mud" so frequently (it must
be the Gipsy in us). In fact, some of the boys are beginning
to wonder if "D" stands for "Desert" and/or "Desolation."
Still, we love it (Don't we boys???).
We hadn't been here an hour before the boys were initiated
into the delights of "Stag," instead of the usual guard duties.
This is a rare game they don't play "Down South."
The
routine here Is grand, "Reveille" is a thing of the past, and
"Lights out" something to write home about. You work all
day, "Stag" all night, and if you can still stand up at the end
of the week you take part in the Company concert at the club
(our local). If you don't take part yoy watch instead, and
take something else! Our first effort was a very successful
affair, though at one time we were worried about our female
Impersonator, Pte. Lamb. "Miss Lamb" was almost kidnapped
by the R.A, A newcomer to our shows was Pte. Long, whose
monologues and songs made us wish for more from "George."
Space does not permit mention of all the artistes, but we can
not pass without a word of Pte. Tomkin's inimitable "In Town
Tonight" (much to the Col.Sergeant's amusement), and our
old friend Pte. Da Costa, whose "Yiddle" turn is really first
class.
* At the moment of writing we extend our best wishes to
Lieut. W. B
, who has left vis to take over 2nd i./c. of "C"
Company, and a warm welcome to Lieut. C. A. S
, 2nd Lieut.
K. R
S
and 2nd Lieut. R
; we hope that their stay
with us will be a long and happy one.
We have little to tell of sporting achievements this month,
but by next issue we hope to report on our Boxers, who, we
hear, are in training for a forthcoming setto. Until then,
Greetings and Salutations from "D."
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
What did the C.S.M. and O.Q.M.S. find so attractive at the
local Barn Dance, apart from "RingaRoses"?
Who is called "Black Eyes," and why?
Who was it that said "I've already had one Cook's course"?
Who's been to "Pyjama Parties" with all the West End
stars?
(Well! Well! Well!).
"Punch Drunk."
SPORTS NOTES.
The Battalion have been doing great things in the Soccer
world after rather a poor patch. Before we arrived here we
played the R.A.F. E
on a town ground. We won a very
good game by 6—2.
We have now been "here" for several weeks and have played
three matches, all of which we have won. The scores have
been 3—2, 9—0, 11—3. We have also played one rugger match,
but hope to get more.
We won that match 5 pts.—3 pts.
There have been no opportunities for having interCompany
soccer, but we liope to be able to arrange some in the near
future.
Now that the cricket season is approaching, we are desirous
that everybody who is keen on the game should»put their
names forward, giving us their Coys, and their qualifications.
Well, here's hoping for a good season—and an uninter
rupted one, unless we get the opportunities to have a crack at
those b
Jerries.
B.H.V.
ENTERTAINMENTS NOTES.
When I was asked to contribvite some entertainment notes
for the "Q.O.G." I had visions of going up to London each week
to view the Trade Shows of the latest films or, at the very
least, being excused parades in order that I could listen
in to all the radio programmes and write several pages after
the style of Collie Knox or Jonah Harrington. Upon further
inquiry, however, I learnt that the entertainments concerned
were only those which affected the 10th Bn. R.WJK., so that
confined me almost entirely to the Battalion Concert Party.

Our Concert Party has recently been named; "The Invictas," and
it is interesting to note that well over fifty performers have
taken part in the shows since the party was first formed at
"D" ("D" being a wellknown English coastal town which can
not be mentioned here, in case the Nazi have not already heart
about it).
After leaving "D" the Concert Party again got busy at "M,"
"S" and "E," and earned a two column writeup in the local
press for a show at the Y.M.C.A., which was described as the
first successful concert there since the war started (Heaven
help the others). 2/Lieut. A
was responsible for discover
ing some excellent talent in "B" Coy., a Company which had
previously kept its hidden talent too well hidden.
Some
"stars" were also discovered in "H.Q." Coy., and we hope to have
their services once again when their blisters have healed, and
when the Censor have thought fit to give them a "U" certifi
cate.
Incidentally, many people seem to be under the. im
pression that being in the "Invictas" excuses one from parades
and guards, but such is not the case while we are in the front
line, and the artistes do all their acting in their spare time.
(What spare time?). Practically the only parades the artistes
have been excused are the meal parades.
Since coming to our present location, a small Touring
Party has been formed, and despite the difficulties to be over
come in arranging rehearsals and shows when the performers
are so scattered, some very successful entertainments have been
put on in the "wide open spaces" (where men are men and the
West Kent's look like lumberjacks in their leather jerkins).
In addition to our Battalion Concert Party, a number of
Company shows have been arranged locally as well as several
dances, where the dance band under the supervision of 2/Lieut.
M
and Sergt. Isom, has been putting in some good wcrk.
A few film shows, provided by the E.N.S.A., have brightened
our lives from time to time, and, as I write, on E.N.S.A. "sing
song unit" is spending a week with the Battalion. Though
consisting only of a lady and gentleman, this unit manages to
provide a complete show of music, songs and stories. (Some
of the stories are at least worth a route march of 975 miles).
We are also obliged to the Luftwaffe for a splendid fireworks
and illumination display, so you see folks our existence is just
one round of entertainment (?).
Much as we should like to mention the names of all those
who have given their services in the field of entertainment
space does not permit at present, and we must be content with
thanking the P.R.I., Major E
, and our Entertainments
Officer, 2/Lieut. A
, for their energetic efforts. Also
2/Lieut. F., who took over duties of Entertainments Officer,
during the temporary absence of Mr. A
, and the M.T.O. and
drivers for getting us there safely, if a little windblown.
"Ben."
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HISTORIES FOR SALE
THE REGIMENTAL WAR HISTORY.
Copies of "The Regimental War History," compiled by
Mr. C. T. Atkinson, may be obtained from The Adjutant,
Depot. Royal West Kent Regiment, The Barracks, Maidstone.
Price 7/ (by post 7/9).
THE 1st BATTALION WAR HISTORY.
Copies of "Invicta," compiled by Major C. V. Molony,
may be obtained from The Adjutant, Depot, Royal West Kent
Regiment, The Barracks, Maidstone. Price 1/ (by post 1/6).
THE 8th BATTALION.
Copies of "The History of the 8th Battalion" may be
obtained from Lt.Col. H. S. Brown, 80, Woodside, London.
S.W.19, price 1/6, for those connected with the 8th Battalion.
11th BATTALION.
Copies of "The History of the 11th Battalion," written by
Capt. R. O. Russell, M.C., are now ready, and can be obtained
from the Hon. Secretary of the O.C.A., 6, Bramley Way, West
Wickham, Kent Price 5/9 post free,
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70th BATTALION
Headquarter Company
Continuing my review of the events in Battalion Head
quarters, the meteoric accession of the staff to the elevated
plain of being real tough soldiers, advances unabated —
with a little acceleration from the R.S.M. of course, backed
with the firm hand and gentle persuasion of our Orderly
Sergeant. Their latest form of torture, as one wag rather
aptly condensed, it, is called Physical Training. Believe me,
the physical part of it is very, yery apparent, for after only
three sessions lt has sorted out the ones who can take it,
and those that cannot. The way our R.S.M., with a dexterity
that is really marvellous, .twirls the lads in midair, I should
never be surprised at any time to find him in the middle
of the yard doing a juggling trick with Cushman, Skoglund,
MacMahon and Bolden as the balls. Oh yes, mentioning our
friend Cushman, I hear that he was so engrossed practicing
forward rolls the other day, that he forgot, until the lads
of the hut reminded him, to whitewash the last post.
I understand that George Brewer is now Instructing the
uninitiated in the complex arts of mechanics, and we know
that he will do a jolly good job of work, but let me add
that there are also lots more things George could teach
them.
We take this first opportunity of registering a hearty
welcome to our new Medical Officer, Captain R—r—, R.A.M.C.,
and one and all agree that we are indeed fortunate in
obtaining the services of this very able officer.
It being as usual, in Headquarters, to seeing nicely
blanco'd equipment and shiny brasses, as it is to see khaki,
we were all seriously considering the other day whether or
not our eyes were failing us. You see our aosent minded
medical orderly thought his equipment had had "an accident,
so he dutifully gave it antiseptic treatment, the result being
that in headquarters now men talk of a new colour for
ladies' spring fashions known as "Mathews Green."
We are sorry to hear of the petrol pump wallahs being
robbed of their beauty sleep the other night; trust that
next time the offender will receive his due reward. Sug
gestion: Soak him with petrol and set him alight.
I have decided to introduce into our "Buster" contribu
tion each month "Personality Parade," bringing to you
celebrities of headquarters — of course strictiy honouring
the old army tradition: "No names, no pack drill." So
for a kick off here are the first two:—
PERSONALITY PARADE.
1.

He's tall and some say streaky,
He's spent his life with nags.
He's handled Derby winners,
And he's loved by all the lads.
He always wears a service dress,
A greasespot in his hat,
And if you get out on the raz,
He'll have you on the mat.
He wears three stripes upon h'is arm,
And's meat for many a critic,
He seems to have so many names
When he puts, chaps on fire picquet.
He sometimes takes a drill parade,
And to tell a funny tale,
As well as bawling orders,
He can sing them up the scale.
He says that he's been In the Guards,
And that ou.r faults are many,
But you should see his pretty stroke,
When playing Shove Hapenny.
The lads who sleep quite near him,
Say, when the light h^s gone,
That by the sounds from ouf his room,
jQU/g think a 'Blitz" was pp.

HI
2.

This guy has a wrinkled face,
Which always wears a grin,
You'll find him with a bucket,
A broom, or brush, or tin.
He talks with a mixed lingo,
A touch of Yank and Erse,
And should you step upon his toes.
You'll get an Irish curse.
There's sure no flies on this guy.
"Tis meself that's telling thee,
This atom out of Erin,
Bejabers, and Ghiory be.
Although he lacks in stature,
This bhoy, he sure can talk,
In fact he keeps on yapping,
Till listeners take a walk
Sometimes when he gets going,
He takes us for a walk,
Through the streets of good old Dublin,
Or Clare, or County Cork.
I've painted you these portraits,
Just guess how if you will,
Who are these notorieties
On our headquarters bill.
"Heckling Hector of Headquarters."
f
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Company.

On Sunday, March 9th, a very pleasant shooting match
with the local Home Guard resulted in a win for the latter
by the narrow margin of 8 points. The issue was in doubt
when our last pah went down, but they could only find 3
of the 12 points needed for a win. The nrusksfry was of a
very promising standard, the winners averaging 67 per cent,
against our 65 per cent., not bad for a first effort. Scores:—
H.P.S. 85.
R.W.K.—Majpr R. H. Miles 70, Lieut. Coates 39, C.S.M.
Wickham 74, Sgt. Hallett 47, Cpl. .Smart 39, L.Cpl. Plowman
65, Pte. Cole 57, Pte. Hadaway 54; Total 445.
H.G.—Mr. Mercer 50, Sgt. Fiowright 36, Sgt. Weston 67.
Cpl. Costinu 71, Cpl. Mills 33. Cpl. Watson 71, Pte. Blunden
57, Pte. Underhill 68; Total 453.
On Sunday, the 16th March, we tried to efface the
above defeat by encountering the R.A.P., despite our
opponents' formidable reputation we had high hopes of
winning, but had to admit defeat by the narrowest of points,
one! When the last detail went down, we led by six points,
but the R.A.P. proved the steadier, and just snatched the
extra seven points needed. A very enjoyable fixture,
and
we are sorry we could not Just manage the necessary win.
as a sign of our appreciation of the C.O.'s presence. Scores:—
H.P.S. 65.
R.W.K.—Lt.Col. O. M. Pry, M.C., 46. Sgt. Cole 51, Lieut.
Coates 58, Lieut. Forbes 44, C.S.M. Wickham 55, Sgt. Hallett
61, Major R. H. Miles 50, Pte. Hadaway 38; Total 403.
Average 77.5 per cent.
R'A.F.—P.O. Goodridge 59, A./C. Bowen 58, F./O. Walford
44, Sqd.Ldr. MercerSmith 49. P.O. West 42, P.O. Elwig 52.
F.O. Cook 42, Sgt. WelYord 58; Total 404.
FOOTBALL.
Our first effort in this direction, on March 8th, v. the
Heavy A.A.. resulted in a draw, 5—5. We led by 5—0 at the
halfway mark, but In the second moiety, with the wind
behind them, and attacking down the slope, the A.A.
barrage proved too heavy for our lighter and younger team,
and we only just held out. Cavell, at centre, and Harle,
in goal, were outstanding for us.
A return on the following Saturday saw us routed by
six nil. despite the inclusion of our "heavies," in the shape
of C.S.M. Wickham and Sgt. Hallett.
After witnessing a very enjoyable boxing meeting between
our R.A.F. friends and the Royal Navy, we have branched
9U$ in this direction also, thanks to the kindness of the
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R.A.F. in the loan of their excellent liall and ring. In all,
some thirty bouts have been staged, and we hope to make
a weekly fixture,
although we hear that Ptes. Taylor and
Oswin, of No. 1 Post, have other ideas 011 the subject.
We welcome Lieut. W
back from liis O i/c C. Course.
full of wisdom and schemes.
A relay race on Sunday, March 16tli, against the R.A.F..
resulted in a win for the latter, although our first
team of
four came in three hundred yards ahead of the opposition,
our other two teams were right out of the picture, and the
three better balanced R.A.F. teams finished
in a bunch.
"Kotex."

Williams. R.W.K. So you will note R.W.K. were well repre
sented, the whole making an enjoyable evening, and so for
the present I leave you.
"Spit and Polish."

+
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Company.

This is "B" Company calling all over 600 ft. The news
this month must be of a purely domestic nature.
Split as we are into two sections, one at "rest" down
at the farm, and the other doing guard duties under service
conditions, attention 'naturally focuses on the miserable
beings who are doing guards at the aerodrome.
As to the latter, N.C.Os. and men are reported to be
well, although there are strange rumours of undefeated
soldiers walking about muttering sweet nothings, amongst
the more intelligible utterings being "Standto" and "I've
done my two hours," etc.
Two recent drafts of recruits have swelled our numbers
and we wish them every success with "B" Company.
We welcome back the boys from B
who went on a
course, and had to be restrained forcibly from stripping
the Company Col, and also Cpl. R
, who returned from
a Guards' course rather subdued, but very regimental.
We welcome the arrival of 2ndLieut. S
, and wish
him all the best with "B" Company.
Our sporting activities are still very limited, but we
are hoping for some future fixtures
with the R.A.F.. witli
whom we are stationed.
Some of the Company were lucky enough to go to a
concert given by the R.A.F. at "Astley House," and we
have yet to find the man who did not enjoy it. The most
popular turn was, of course, the striptease. We sincerely
hope another such show will come our way again shortly.
THINGS WE SHOULD LIKE TO KNOW.
1. Who was the janker boy who came out of clink and
said he wanted a haircut?
2. What price stripes?
3. Who was the officer who asked: "Where is the P.T.
Class?"
R.A.H.
4
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Company.

As already mentioned in our last issue, the Company
arrived at their new home, and have properly dug in
(emphasis on the digging).
Sport has been slightly curtailed, partially due to work
and weather.
Several darts matches have been played with the locals;
results unknown.
Our best piece of news is a dance held here. I do
not think the lads have quite got rid of their shyness.
Where the ladies came from, that is a secret, but we hope
to improve in this next month.
SPORT.
This actually applies to the Regiment, but as "C"
Company were responsible for pay, rations and accommoda
tion and the captain of the team, I think they shoujd
claim some of the credit.
The Kent Area boxing team won the team champion
ship at T
W
, on the 28th March. 1941, consisting
of Pte. Watts, E. Surrey Regt.; Cpl. Cowland, R.W.IC.; Pte.
Dyson, E. Surrey Regt.; L.Cpl. Marks, R.W.K.; Cpl. Birch.
r,W.K.: Pte. Clarke. R.W.K.: LCpl. Hunt. C.M P.: L.Cpl,

WHOSE

73CCTS ?
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"D"

Company

This Company has spent a fairly steady month since
last writing to the Q.O.G., and all our earnings have also
been spent.
April 1st has come and gone; quite a number of men
reported to Company Office at 0900 hours on the 1st,
without any apparent offence. I'm afraid some wag got
busy with the less unsuspecting members of this com
munity.
We managed one good soccer match last month against
a very good local Telegraphs Works Sports Club, and won
a hard fought game by 4—2. Cpl. Cale, Sgt. Mullinder,
Sgt. Boyle and Pte. Croft gave a good display, and were
well supported by the lesser lights in our team. Our team
appeared to be very fit.
despite the fact that they haven't
played much of late; maybe it's the intensive training of
digging our large vegetable garden. By the way, our peas
are up, also rhubarb (come up and see us some time);
it is rumoured that our garden fiend,
Lieut. S. D. C
.
is seriously thinking of camping out on the vegetable plot,
so that he can keep the early birds off the spinach.
We have recently been busy with most Interesting
manoeuvres. A certain Lieut. K
whilst in an armoured
car, had an imaginary grenade fall on his head, in the
form of a brick. The language was lost amid the noise of
the battle. Our role was defence, and believe me, proof
was abundant that this corner of England is secure. We
are very confident of our abilities, but I would like to stress
that we have no urgent inclination of being transferred
to the Italian Army or Fleet!
We welcome a new officer in 2ndLt. R——, who has
been allotted No. 2 Platoon. 2ndLt. R. M. C. D
is
expected back very shortly from Sports and P.T. Course,
so we look forward to expert help with these items on
his arrival, and hope lie will have improved in dart throwing.
Our C.S.M. has given up shooting; it's very expensive;
nothing to show for it. The local farmer is complaining
at the increasing amount of holes in the fields,
some of
which are about 40ft. x 30ft. The C.S.M. declines to accept
these as his doing.
The Adjutant has not yet paid us a visit in his new
(reconditioned) car; we wonder if there Is enough petrol
in the area to get it here.
It is now possible to reveal that the vigilance of the
sentries is such that quite recently even our skipper was
arrested, and was confined in "Clink" for 45 minutes.
Another officer who went on duty dfached from the
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main, camp, took some rashers of bacon (own procured)
which he put in his breast pocket for safety. Upon befog
asked for his photograph identity card by the alert cus
todian, he produced the said rashers of bacon in error. It
was all right, however, the sentry looked at him, looked
at the thin streaky, and said "Pass friend, all's well."
On inspecting some ovens recently, evidence was found
of the keen shortage of food. A pair, of boots was dis
covered cooked to a nicety, with the heels completely
gnawed off.
We're tough in "D" Company!
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Last week we had a special guard turned out — one
of the girls of the village was threatening to shoot a certain
officer's servant. Apparently he told her that he would marry
her, poor girl.
Well, readers (if there are any) I'm afraid I must close,
so hoping that all your Easter eggs are new laid ones, I
now give over to the sports section.
"Runner."
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.

Hallo everyone; well, let's see what news we have for
you this month — if any!
We have now, of course, quite settled down into our
new home that I mentioned to you in my last article. It
took us but few days to sort things out generally, and to
get everything once more organised into running order.
Of course our main Job of work — strqnge as lt may seem
— is guard duty, but we have a new system here, never
before used in this Company. Instead of doing the usual
"24 on, 24 off," we do seven days at a time. It has its
disadvantages, of course, everything has, but it has
its advantages too. We get seven nights in bed at a time.
The night we come off guard, Friday, pf all nights, there
are scenes of riotous hilarity in the camp, born of relaxa
tion, of pentup feelings after seven days "in the line."
Our nearest town, is, on Friday practically devoid of
civilians; they all go home to make way for us!
On the week off guard we do training of various types.
Only this morning we had a large scale manoeuvre. It was
very interesting, but lasted considerably less time than was
at first anticipated. In spite of the terrific resistance put
up by this Company, we were overwhelmed by the fact that
the attacking force were often killed, but flatly
refused to
lie dowa and admit this only too prominent fact. Because
of this, some members of the Company continued to fire at
point blank range, fully expecting to be judged successful,
only to be told that they were "out of action." For all
that, however, it was very interesting, and a useful ex
perience. Perhaps at a later date we shall have another of
these manoeuvres,. and be more successful, although every
one is quite firmly
convinced that had it been actual
warfare, the enemy would not have had a chance.
The Company is greatly indebted to 2ndLt. G. K. T
and 2ndLt. H
for the weekly dance that they have
organised for us. We have had two so far, and both have
proved themselves a roaring success; we sincerely hope
that these dances will continue.
That is all, that is all — for this month, anyway!
"Tom Pollicul."

Are H.Q. Staff allowed to wear kid gloves and mufflers
as part of a new Regimental dress?
BOXING.
Last night, the night before April Fool's day, was a
night of glory for "F" Company; our boys showed that .they
didn't intend to be made fools of by the R.A.F.
It was arranged that a boxing contest should take place,
and as usual the boys of "F" kept up the traditions of
the R.W.K.
The first contest was between Pte. Suzuki and an Air
craftsman (readers of the Gazette and followers of Battalion
boxing will remember Pte. Suzuski when he fought in the
Battalion). He was still in his old form, and after putting
up a grand fight,
he won his match on points. The next
of our boys to battle was one Pte. A. C. Hills, better known
as Arthur, or sometimes Hooker). This boy Is consistent,
and has a beautiful left. After being knocked down for a
count of three in the. first round, he came back with a
twofisted attack that completely flummoxed
his opponent,
and half way through the second round the bout was
stopped, and our Arthur was awarded the verdict, on a
technical knockout. "Nice work, Arthur."
Bout No. 3 was a loser for us, unfortunately. Pte. Pope
was beaten on points, but I think all will agree that it
was a very close contest; hard luck, Tommy, but keep it
up, and give us a win next time.
Ptes. Stannard and Moon, both of "F" Company, were
the next of our boys to battle, but Pte. Moon was both
outclassed and outboxed by "Jankers," as Pte. Stannard is
more commonly known, but it all helped to make the
evening interesting.
The Irish comes to the fore in the next bout, one
Paddy Sullivan, of "F," fought Pte. Boothby, of "C" Com
pany, and though Boothby made an extremely plucky fight
of it, he had to lose, but lt was certainly a good show,
with Boothby almost out on his feet, but still "having a
go." Credit to "C" Company there, hut the verdict went
to "F."
Well, all good things have to come to an end, and
naturally the evening had to close, with one of the RAJ"
Squadrons in the lead with 11 points, "F" Company second
with 10, another R.A.F. Squadron with 7 points, and poor
"C" Company with 4, but it was a grand evening, especially
as we were given an exhibition by Aircraftsman Pave
Crowley, one who you will remember as the lightweight of
our civvy days.
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"F" Comoany
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"E" Company

Well, all you people, it seems that after this week I
shall be short of friends, be'cause upon me has befallen
the unfortunate task of writing this month's scandal sheet,
owing to the temporary absence of "Spike," but worry not,
he will be back in time for next month's issue. The boys
all seem to like it here? I wonder why all ranks have taken
a liking to tea, but Linda is a nice girl; Sgt. B
seems
to think so, anyway. The transport is going strong on the
same dish, too (guilty party, please blush); but why worry,
tea is good for you.
Congratulations to a certain L.Cpl. for rescuing an air
gunner from a blazing 'plane — it was nice work.
The weather here is beautiful. We have all been out
trying to get "browned off in the sun," and all went well
until yesterday, when it started snowing.
We hear that one of our huge family got married while
on 48 hours' leave; it's such a pity that he had to borrow
the money from his'wife to pay for it. I didn't think lt
was worth it.

Headquarter Company.
Headquarter Company Calling: —
Well another month has flown by and here are a few
items of news of what has been happening in the Company
during the past month. H.Q. has teen somewhat enlarged
by the forming of a Band Platoon.
Quite a notable feature of the month was the Company
parading as strong as possible for a Gas Demonstration, and
quite a few members of the Company were heard to enquire—
"how do you form threes chum, as the last time we were on
parade we formed fours."
I am sorry that I cannot include any news of the
Company's activity  in the field *of sport as owing to the
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Company being split up on various jobs it has been impossible
to form any teams.
I have had numerous enquiries since last month as
regards "Barney's" title ("Shut Eye Champ"), so Barney
wishes me to broadcast the following statement :— "I, Dmr.
Barney, am willing to defend my Title against all challengers,
Stakes:— 1 Hoover, and 1 steel Helmet (soldier's for the use
of).
Horace seems very miserable these days and ho has
begged me to get the following letter published in the Q.O.G.—
Dear Chums,
I am riting a letter to you all and I am going to ask
them to print it in the Buster.
I wants to tell you all how I misses you and how lonely
I am here.
As I stand on gate duty waving to the traffic (and the
nice girls that pass by) I gets lots of memries of the appy
times we had together, I often wonder where my old pais
Alfie, Bob and Archie are now. lt makes me fink and brings
tears to my eys when I remember how they all deserted me,
If they woud only rite and tell me that they misses me to
it would not be so bad.
I want you all to rite to me as I wants a fan male like
Eing Crosby.
I am very unhappy there days as the organ needs mend
ing badly, but I says to myself "keep smiling Orris as evry
clowd as a silver lining and one day you will be able to play
the organ without it squeeking and groaning."
I am sorry if the spelling in my letter is bad but the
toys in barracks wont help me a bit.
No more news for now dont forget to rite to me.
So long chums fumbs up,
Your old chum,
Orris
THINGS WE WOULD LIKE TO KNOW.
When the sounding of reveille has been three G's?
Is it right that Bronco has to pay the Post N.C.O., E.D.
pay for delivering all his mail?
EVERY DAY SAYINGS.
Please I have left my drum sticks behind, (mind that
you don't send your drum on parade and leave yourself
behind, Harry).


.
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"A" Company
After a regrettable lapse of correspondence for two
months "The Grenadiers" once more blossom forth into the
world of journalism. I wonder if anyone noticed our absence!!
We began the month of March by adopting a policy of
isolation, our policy being dictated to us by the M.O. after
an alarming outbreak of sore throats. To us the isolation
was much more alarming than, the sore throats, a complaint
which can be caught anywhere through drinking from wet
glasses. However, a canteen was established in the Company
Lines, and thanks to the efforts of the Coy. Commander and
Cpl. Melson, who became a barmaid overnight, this was a
great success and registered a complete "sell out" within
haifanhour on opening night. Eoth indoor and outdoor
sports were organised and everything done to relieve the
monotony—including parades and digging. Altogether it was
not so bad except that we felt rather hurt when we later
learned that the real patients were allowed out daily from
hospital whilst we fretted behind oars (wet and dry).
Congratulations to all those N.C.O's. who attended
courses since our last appearance in the Gazette, like all
Grenadiers they passed with flying colours. I think special
mention should be made of Sgt. Egmore who obtained such
splendid results and outguarded toe
Guards on their drill
course. In future a small fee will be charged to watch him
bn parade, the proceeds being given to the "Greater Whitewash
Movement" or the "Blanco for Stripes" Fund.
We regret that we do not see more of the "Digger"
Platoons, those hardy sons of the soil who, herded by Lieut.
M
, spend their days digging and delving in the country
side and whose work is so secret that they wear earplugs

pnrt dark glasses. One of 'em must be a waterdiviner, they
always seem to strike it just belbw surface.
The whole Company recently attended a most interesting
demonstration on the square. I believe it was on spraying
gas by aircraft but we put on a really irteresting show, our
bantams in Capes A.G. It was quite impossible to tell
whether they stood at ease or attention, whether they were
in step or out, as these little mobile wigwams skidded across
toe ground. What a surprise for the Duce!
We held our Novices Boxing Competition on 31st March
and 1st April and an encouraging number contested, pro
viding fights
in seven weights. Even in this "Sharquat"
Platoon stole toe show, the little brutes, and entirely mon
opolised toe Fly and Bantam weights The first day produced
the usual amusing and energetic contests, but the semi
finals and finals provided some excellent fights.
Pte. Bottle and
Fleming staged a very spirited bout, the latter winning on
points, whilst Pte. Bullock won toe Light Weights by two first
round K.O's. The final of the Light Heavies was one of toe best
that day, and although Pte. Caulkett had to retire, he and
Pte. Birch had provided us with an exciting finish
to toe
competition. It was unfortunate that the C.O. was unable
to be present but Major O
kindly consented to give
away the prizes. Many thanks to Capt. W
, S.O. for
P.T., who refereed the finals, the P.T. Staff and the organ
isers who worked hard to ensure its success and to all those
novices who made toe competition.
The winners were as follows: —
FlyWeight, Pte. Dutton, Sharquat: BantamWeight, Pte.
Fleming, Sharquat; FeatherWeight, Pte. Hunt, Lucknow:
LightWeight, Pte. Bullock, Sharquat; WelterWeight, Pte.
Illing, Mons; MiddleWeight, Pte. Warwick, Ancre; Light
HeavyWeight, Pte. Burch. Lucknow.
Lucknow, 32 points; Sharquat 32 points; Mons, 25 points;
Ancre, 21 points.
Congratulations to .Capt. W
on his promotion.
Now we know why the discs were collected from the rifles!
Our absence from toe Gazette has been such a long one
that there has been far too many "comings and goings" in
the Company for us to enumerate. We can only say "Hail
and farewell". Good Luck wherever you are you "Grenadiers."
YOU TELL US! !
TTp« toe P.A.D. been appointed toe official for exercising
dogs?
Is Sgt. Finch still attached in Sittingbourne Road or is
he taken on strength?
Has the "Maulie Wallah" been appointed Minister of
Agriculture?
Who submitted a pass for Yalding endorsed "not via
London"?
Where did Sgt. Fisher get those kneehigh anklets



—

"B" Company.
The Stalwarts of "B" Company feared that we would
have to record in this correspondence toe
Death of their
proud formation of the men of the Orange Band, but we are
pleased to announce that a reprieve has been granted, and
by the time this appears in cold print toe Stalwarts will have
celebrated the fact at toe Tavern in the Town.
The Busy Bees have, unfortunately, not been where Bees
usually go to in toe winter time, but have been .flying around
"A" Company's lines and hovering near Cadre Rooms, only
returning at intervals with toe
information that someone
was fixing something somewhere.
But now they are back in toe hive, and production is
about to start on what is rumoured to be an "Ordnance Job",
and "Me Old Country Cousins" we will blind them with our
science.
We regret that we cannot record all toe
comings and
goings as we have been the Drafting Company, but we should
like to offer our best wishes to our late Company Commander,
Captain O. P. G
, D;C.M., who possessed the knack of
working with us, while at the same tone we welcome Major
E
his successor.
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Sgt. "Jock Ashby, wlio was at one time our one man
Fire Brigade.' and Sgt. Meads who had more service in tho
M.I. Room than
have both left us for other hunting
grounds, and we wish them all the very best in their new
positions.
Sgts. Bromley and Jarrett have arrived back from a Drill
Course at the Guards Depot and with good results. We are
glad they are back, that will be two more 011 our side at
breakfast time. We also welcome back our Colour Bloke who
had rather a long enforced stay in hospital.
It is rumoured that the most thrilling sporting event
in recent times, took place when C.S.M. Bird played C.S.M.
Nevard "PokeyDie" to find out which one stayed C.S.M. of
the Company. "B.B.C. please note" the game was fast and
furious until the latter took the lead by advising "Dicky" to
go for Aces. We don't know who turned out to be the winner,
but, however, we noticed that the colour bands have been
interchanged, and so we welcome C.S.M. Nevard back to the
fold, whilst consoling C.S.M. Bird that it is his "Dry Round"
next time.
COOKED FOR CONSUMPTION.
What is a Bint? Now don't get cross.
Who is Mr. Middleton's "platonical friend"
Who was the W.O. II who turned out the guard with
"Aces" on the right, "Kings" on the left. "Queens" in the
centre
Frankie and Winnie were Lovers. Any complaints?
How did the "Three Musketeers" stay in Barracks? Were
they good at gardening?

*

"E"

Company

COMPANY HEADQUARTEP.S.

Well here we are again, you knew us of course, the Special
ists of Specialists. We have very little to report this month,
training has been progressing favourably, leave has been
coming round regularly, and there is little to grumble about
as regards things in general.
We would like to offer our congratulations (though some
what belated) to 2/Lieut. N. H. B—'
and wish him and
his wife long life and happiness.
In the realms of sport our Company team lost to the
R.A.F. 5—2. The game started off at a great pace, with the
fast moving R.A.F. forwards giving our lads a lot of anxious
moments. In the first few moments the C.S.M. brought off
a grand save from the opposing centre forwards, but a few
moments later was beaten with a fine
cross shot from the
right winger
At the other end Sutherland put in a mag
nificent shot which was well stopped by the R.A.F. 'keeper.
However the pace soon told 011 our boys who were playing
uphill, and at the interval the R.A.F. were leading 4—0. In
the second half our lads had as much play as their opponents,
and after a goalmouth tussle Sutherland netted with a line
shot. The R.A.F. then scored again to make their total 5.'
After a fine movement starting in our own penalty area Sgt.
Marsden put a fine pass across the goalmouth for Morey to
come racing in from the wing to score from an acute angle.
Despite tremendous pressure from our lads in the closing
stages when Sutherland and Sgt. Marsden both hit the cross
bar with the goalie well beaten we could not increase the
score, and the R.A.F. came off the field worth winners 5—2.
Simmons and Dann worked hard in defence and Sutherland
was a persevering centreforward.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Who is the P.T.O.? And is he any relation to the R.T.O.?
Where does the runner keep his harem?
Will the Company clerk take any notice of all the good
aclvice(?) recently given him. or will he use his own initiative
on the 19th?
Well until next month I leave you, and if I don't see
you some more. Hallow!
"Keyboard".

1.15
A.C.P.

Another month has gone by aiid lierc we are" again with
the news of the "Carrier" Pin.
Since our last contribution we have lost ten of the old
squad who have since been posted to a Bn.. We. wish them
success in their new surroundings, and trust they will uphold
the traditions of the Pin.
Our "Jackie' has at last taken the first
step towards
"penal servitude" for life i.e. placed the banns in for matri
monial entanglement. Best of luck Jack !
Our Pin. Commander who is well known in the district
for his sporting activities, has managed to scrounge a new
area of ground for training purposes.
It certainly is good country "for manouvering the "carriers"
around on, and we are sure the driving ability of the lads
will improve.
A certain Officer thought that three Spitfires were making
for him when he saw them careering down the hill.
I have a rather interesting tale to relate concerning one
of our members who is a qualified driver.
Whilst he was on leave he hired a car and went for a
spin, during the trip the car suddenly stopped. He got out
and tried to remedy the trouble. After a couple of hours
tedious searching he gave it up as a bad job. He rang up a
nearby garage and had to be towed in.
On arrival at the garage the mechanic inspected the car
and found NO PETROL!!!!
Gosh!! I wonder 'if he had
any coupons! ! !
In the field of sport several of the lads have represented
the Coy. particularly in soccer spheres. We have not had a
great deal of success, but great keenness has been shown by
all, and we don't mind losing as long as we get a good game.
Well! Hark Ye All Brother Carrier Breakers. Best of luck
to you from the lads of the A.C.P. Infantry Training Centre.
THINGS WE WOULD LIKE TO KNOW.
1. When Is the little grey Messerschmlt going to take off?
Ask 2/Lt. W. H. V
he'll probably kndw.
2. Who is the best dribbler in the Pin?
3. I wonder if Dickie will follow in Jackie's footsteps?
To our Sammy we hand over the baton, to you old chap.
we know you will carry on the good work.
Cheerio! Till the next issue.
"Appy".
'
SIGNALS.

Signals calling—here we are again all merry.,and bright
full of knowledge and still working hard.
January Squad are due to classify. this moiith, so we
take the opportunity of wishing them all "the ,best,. During
the last week tliey have been working very hard and. then
instructor begins to see a spark of intelligence. atf last as
regards their old enemy procedure. Corny still seerhs to think
that his procedure is by far the easiest aricl looksindignant
arid hurt when his Al. jumps down Iris, fleiek.
The Junior Squad are very hard at ;it"ahd seem to be
forming a good hard working squad.
. By the time this comes in print another hew "squad will
have arrived so we say "welcome" aiuD may.ydu. enjoy your
stay .with "The PI. of the Coy."
We congratulate L/Cpls. Steed and Moores, Pte. Mcrralls
and Edwards who, representing the Coy., ht Water Polo, and
swimming, put up a very good show.

b.c
QUERIES AFTER AR.
Who is the little man with lots and lots of brains?
Who is the L, Cpl. with bags of "sex appeal" and an old
soldier complex?
,
r
We hear rumours of matrimony Between Steed the
unsteady and his fiancee (no names) and no remarks.
How many days is 48 hours leave?—ask Big Bill.
The acting S.O. who has a tendency for rising very choice
adjectives when describing his studies' of signalling.
Good Luck.
R.S.
M.T.

PLATOON.

We welcome to the Platoon a new batch of recruits,
who have now settled down to that lazy life of riding
wherever they want to go. We do hope that they will not
get sore feet.
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Baldy has taken to the open air; we woncier when the
last hair will go. Never mind Baldy ol :1 boy, keep your
patience and take care of your hair.
Dapper has left us for an unknown destination, but
wherever he is, or whatever he does, he has all our sympathies
and plenty of good luck. Keep the spanners working Dapper
boy.
We offer our sincere sympathies to Swerver in his sad
bereavement. During recent operations we find the "Admiral"
well protected by "Twinkle Toes", and they always seem to
be scheming on what course to take, and what ship to
charter. The port of interest seems to be Roebuck.
Well readers, this is a small epistle, but as I am about
to partake of 48 of the best. I shall have to leave, hoping
that we shall have some real news next month.
"Tiffy .



OldComrades'Correspondence
LONDON

BRANCH

AND SOCIAL CLUB,

DEPTFORD.

OBITUARY — CAPTAIN GEORGE ALLEN.
It is with deep regret that the writer has to record
the death of Captain George Allen, which occurred after
a very short illness, on March 18th. His passing will be
mourned by a very wide circle of old comrades of The
Queen's Own.
Especially so by members of the London
Branch and The Queen's Own Social Club. Deptford.
He was the popular and energetic Hon. Secretary of
the London Branch from its formation, and Chairman of
the Social Club. Deptford — also from its formation. The
writer had the great privilege of being associated with him
from the inception of both the Branch and Club, and can
testify to the enormous amount of hard work he put in In
the interests of them both.
No job was too hard or tedious for him to undertake
in their interests.
No matter how bad the weather, and
even during the long illness of his late wife he never missed
a meeting of either.
The only occasion on which he did
not occupy the Secretary's chair at the London Branch was
when he had to travel to Maidstone to attend a meeting
of the Parent Association. The London Branch Is indeed
faced with a difficult problem in the choice of someone
worthy to follow in "Old George's" footsteps as their Hon.
Secretary.
The chair at Deptford will never seem the same with
out his genial presence. Through blitzes, blackouts and the
difficulty of transport, he always somehow managed to reach
us from Ewell — and travel back the same night.
He was interred at Ewell Parish Church, and those
present included Majors S. E. Brooks and Craddock repre
senting the O.C. Depot and the Past and Present Association,
Mr. and Mrs. H. Elson, Mr. and Mrs. D. Steel, Mr. W. Snell,
of the London Branch, and George Alldis and Paddy Doyle
of The Queen's Own Social Club, Deptford.
Among the
floral tributes were wreaths from the Past and Present
Association, London Branch, Queen's Own Social Club,
Deptford, and "Tire Three Musketeers" (Messrs. Whiffin,
Rogers and Egan).
At a well attended meeting of the Social Club, held at
the Brown Bear, High Street, Deptford, on Sunday, April 6th,
the ViceChairman, Mr. R. Protz, and the Hon. Secretary,
paid moving tributes to our late Chairman. All members
stood in silence, at the end of which the ViceChairman
said: "At the end of this silent tribute may I just say this—
If the spirit of dear old Captain Allen is as happy at this
moment as he was when he occupied this chair, then we
need not regret his passing."
To his family we all offer our deepest sympathy in their
Irreparable loss.
PADDY DOYLE,
London Branch and Queen's Own Social Club, Deptford.

"THE NASTIEST NASTY

»»

BY
GERALD F. HALLETT.

Hitler is undoubtedly a nasty, but is he the nastiest
nasty? What I mean is just look at all the other nasties
about. The problem is, which one can claim the title.
To start with, there's the M.O. stealthily creeping about
the squadrons grabbing hold of innocent personnel, and
sticking needles in them. His delighted grunts of "Next
please!" His feline looks, as his eyes rest upon his victim;
his Fu Manshu glare which almost turns him into an Edgar
Allan Poe scowl; well, quite briefly. I class him as a horror.
Maybe not the nastiest nasty, but most definitely a nasty
who would come pretty near the top of the pol.
Continuing my survey, I feel bound to class the Q.M.
in this category too. Whenever you want a certain article
of kit, he seems to be cut of indent for it, and whenever
you ask him for a change of battle dress he always growls,
"good for another three years yet." As for trying to get
electric light bulbs out of him, one might as well try to get
gold! The Quartermaster then must be classed as a nasty.
The War Office comes under this description almost
automatically. Ever since they started a percentage system
to decide who should go on leave, they've been most definitely
a nasty. Apart from giving many sleepless nights to S.S.M's
and Squadron Clerks, who have tried valiantly to get at
least 331% of each Personnel home before the next "flap",
they've offended us in another way. They seem to delight
in haunting all our lives with countless Army Forms and
Manuals. Not content with an A.B.64, and a 252 now and
then, they trot out 1168's, 2954's, and 6259's. They are
responsible for such scenes as this: —
"I say, have you a 2694a, old man?"
"Can't say I have, but I've a very nice 95986 if
want it."
"Rather have a 2694a if you can find

you

one."

"Well, what is a 2694a?"
"Its a form to tell you how to fill

in Army Form 2694b."

This number business becomes more complicated every
day!
Nasty No. 4 is the Adjutant. He's the chap who delights
in shunning us to stand us at ease again a minute later.
I've estimated the Adjutant of my Battalion has shunned
me three hundred and four times and stood me at ease three
hundred and two times. I can't help thinking how much
trouble it would have saved him if he had been content
with shunning me twice and then leaving me alone.
The R.S.M. is another nasty. He's always telling you
to have a haircut, (when the barber is nowhere to be found),
to clean your boots and to bianco your belt. He seems to
spend all" his life telling 50% of the personnel to do things
and the other 50% not to do other things
I'm including the P.R.I, under my nasties, for they
arrange the laundry contracts. The President of the Regi
mental Institutes should see how my socks have shrunk.
I don't blame the laundry but the P.R.I, for talking so
long to the girls on the phone. He keeps them too long away
from their work.
I don't think we can altogether blame the Messing Officer
for N A.A.F.I, sending us Japanese tinned herrings as rations
two days following, but I do think it's a bit hard on us
when he expects us to tell the Orderly Officer in our usual
polite manner "All correct, sir."
But who was the chap who ever expected us to roll
up our gas capes tidily?
I think he's the nastiest nasty. And I hope he's listening.
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on chins,
But morning groans soon
change to grins
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HOME COUNTIES AREA.
"Quo Fas et Gloria Ducunt
BATTLE

HONOURS

BORNE

ON

THE

REGIMENTAL

COLOUR :

The Sphinx, superscribed "Egypt."
"Vlmlera" "Corunna." "Almaraz,"
"Ferozeshah " "Aliwal," "Sobraon,"
"Nile

"Vittoria," "Pyrenees," "Nive,"
"Orthes,"
"Peninsula,"
"Runniwr,"
"Moodkee,
"Alma," "Inkerman," "Sevastopol,'
Lucknow,
New Zealand,
Egypt, 1883,
188485," "South Africa, 190002," "Afghanistan, 1919."

BATTLE HONOURS BORNE ON THE KING'S COLOUR:
"Mons" "Ypres

1914, '15, '17. '18." "Hill 60." "Somme, 1916, '18," "Vimy, 1917," "Italy,
"Gaza." "Defence of Kut A1 Amara," "Sharqat."
THE

GREAT

WAR

1917,

'18,"

"GalUpoll,

1915,

BATTLE HONOURS—18 BATTALIONS:

Mens" "Le Cateau," "Retreat from Mens," "Mame. 1914," "Alsne, 1914," "La Basa6e. 1914." "Me«8lnes. 1914, '17.
"Yores 1914
T5
'17, '18," "Hill 60," "Gravenstafel," "St. Julien," "Frezenberg,"
Loos
Somme
1916
18,
"Albert 19ie' '18" "Bazentln," "Delvllle Wood," "PozUtres," "Guillemont," "FlersCourcelette
Morval
Th epval,
"Annre
HelKhts" "Ancre, 1916,
T8."
Arras, 1917, T8," "Vlmy, 1917," "Scarpe, 1917," "Oppy,
pnpkTm" "Laneemarck 1917" "Menin Road," "Polygon Wood." "Broodseirde," "Passchendaele," "Cambral, 1917, '18,
"St Quintln"Sre^"'"ire,""VUlera Br'etonneuxT "Lys," "Haaebrou,*," "Kemme!," "Amiens." "Bapauma. r818.
Tine"
"En6hv"
"Canal
du
Nord,"
"St.
Quentin
Canal," "Courtral,"
"Selle,"
"Sambre.
"Prnncp snd Flanders 191418 "' "Italy 1917, '18," "Suvla," "Landing at Suvla," "Scimitar Hill," "GalUpoll, 1915,
Rmnanl
"^ypt
Gaza,
"El Mughar," "Jerusalem," "Jericho," "Tell
'Asur." "Palestine. 1917, '18:
Defence of Kut al Amara," "Sharqat," "Mesopotamia, 191518.

"Editorial
We have received a severe reprimand for not noting
last month the arrival of Major C. E. P. C
, who has been
appointed 2ndinCommand of the I.T.C., and to whom we
offer at the same time our apologies and a hearty welcome.
*
*
*
*
We have also been very glad to receive a
Lieut.Colonel A. A. E. Chitty, D.S.O.
*

*

*

visit from

*

We are at last able to express our appreciation at having
some news to publish from the 1st Battalion, and feel sure
that many of our readers will also welcome this.
*

*

*

*

Some of the older members of the Regiment will learn
with interest that we have had news of A. O. Hyland. who
left the 1st Battalion in Calcutta in 1922, and entered the
Chinese Postal Service.
He is now in "Japanese occupied" Pekin, and his
letter, had much of interest in it.
*

*

*

*

Many Battalions are responding to the request to send
their correspondence in early, and we are grateful, and
would like to reiterate the request to those who are still
rather belated.
*

*

*

*

War Office approval has been obtained for the publica
tion of the names and addresses of those officers and other
ranks who are prisoners of war. in order that their friends
may know their whereabouts and be able to write to them.
We hope that those interested will let us have this
Information, so that we can publish it.

The following is the first list of names:—
Offi c e r s .
P.O.W. No. & Address.
Rank Name
2ndLt. Archer, M. G. M.. 33103 Oflag VIIC., Germany.
1171 Oflag VIIC., Germany.
47186 Capt. Bassett, D. V.
500 Oflag VIIC., Germany.
124174 2ndLt. Bunce, J. A.
234 Oflag VIIC., Germany.
Lt.Col. Clay, B. L.
Stalag XXID., Germany.
67438 Capt. Faulkner. D. O.
1600 Oflag VIIC., Germany.
53284 Capt. Haynes. P. F.
826 Oflag VIIC.. Germany.
52286 Capt. Moss, R.
334 Oflag VIIC., Germany.
P.7526 Lt.Col. Nash, W. M.
560 Oflag IXA Germany.
7519 Capt. ScottMartin,
P. M. C
Oflag VIIC., Germany.
Lt.Col. Sharpin, E. A.
584 Oflag IXA.. Germany.
P.88138 Lt. (Q.M.) Watts. A. E.

No.

Other Ranks.
8426 Stalag XXA.7, Germany.
6345758 Pte. Adams, C. S.
14201 Stalag VIIIB., Germany.
6346949 Pte. Bafton, R.
10956 Stalag XXA., Germany.
6347928 Pte. Cade. E. J.
2703 Stalag XXID., Germany.
6348012 Pte. Dallas, M. H.
Stalag XXA3A, Germany.
6340525 Sgt. Easton, J. E. A.
9849 Stalag XXA3A, Germany.
6345229 Pte. Fairman, W. A.
20355 Stalag XXA2A, Germany.
799144 C.S.M. Gaiflard, L.
We would like, on behalf of all ranks of the Regiment,
to express our grateful thanks to the Borough Surveyor of
Beccles. who has presented to us a bound volume of The
Queen's Own Gazette for the year 18761878.
We wonder whether anyone has a volume for 1875,
the initial year of this Gazette.
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I.T.C. CORRESPONDENCE.
We have to record with very real regret the departure of
our Commanding Officer at very short notice.
He was Commanding the Depot before the war and has
built up the I.T.C. to its present high standard of efficiency,
and we feel it may confidently be said that his departure
will be regretted by all and that he will be personally missed
by many.
He did have, at any rate one consolation, in that he went
away with a split lip and very stiff, and his activities on his
last night in mess were such that it is confidently expected
that he will be doing P.T. daily with the "under forties."
Our loss is the gain of others, and we can say the con
verse of this in welcoming his successor, wellknown to many
of us and universally liked.
May his tour be as long and as successful.

REGIMENTAL PRISONERS OF WAR FUND.
It has for a long time been the ardent wish of our
Colonel that something should be done by the Regiment
for our own Prisoners of War — and we are pleased to be
able to inform readers that last week we saw the culmination
of our long thought out scheme for sending (where next
ofkin are in agreement) the Prisoner's persona} parcel through
the I.T.C. here, when 300 parcels were being loaded into
the G.P.O. van on the first stage of their journey overseas.
As readers will already know — each Prisoner of War is
allowed a personal parcel every three months, and we have
devised a system whereby the Surnames A to G are sent
off one month (April in this case), the H to O names the
next month, and the remainder the month following —
thus ensuring each man getting a parcel every three months.
Where the nextofkin are unable to make up their parcel
to the full amount, we are doing this from here — and in
cases where they are unable to send anything at all, or
where the nextofkin cannot be traced — we are making
the parcel up completely from the I.T.C. In any case, we
are making sure that every parcel which leaves the I.T.C.
contains at least:—
1 large towel,
1 tablet soap,
1 shaving stick,
Razor blades,
2 pairs socks,
Vest and pants,
Housewife, and
Woollen comforts—
to which, of course, the Red Cross add one halfpound of
chocolate free in every parcel.
There has been quite a lot of work — seen and unseen
— in connection with the packing and despatching of these
parcels, and we should like to take this opportunity of
thanking the ladies who have voluntarily come along and
given their services — and have promised to continue to
do so.
We held a P.O.W. dance in the Lines last month, and
the useful amount of £12/12/0 was added to the fund. We
purpose — through the kindness of our Commanding Officer
— to have one of these dances on the last Monday of each
month — the next being May 26th — when we hope to
get even still better results for this good cause.
One last word — we are very anxious to include — if
possible — in our later parcels, blankets made out of 6 inch
knitted woollen squares (any colour) — so may we appeal
to our readers to send us as many of these squares as
possible — addressed to the Prisoners of War Fund, The
Barracks, Maidstone, and we will make them up into
blankets, as we find
these are very warm, and — which is a
very great asset — light in weight to pack. "A square a
day will keep the cold away."
R.L.

Receipts.
£ s. d.
954 13 10

Balance as per last account
March subscxiptions—
2nd Battalion
6th Battalion
8th (H.D.) Battalion
10th Battalion
70th Battalion
9th Battalion Subscriptions,
April Subscriptions—
Depot—
Sergeants' Mess
Other Ranks

£ s. d.
10 0 0
10 12 10
4 1 6
8 8 10
11 15 6
DecemberMarch ..
£ s. d.
2 3
7 10

Donations—
Archdeacon of Canterbury
Lady Alderson
Lieut.Colonel J. C. Petherick, M.C.
Mrs. M. E. Brock
Major D. TeichmanixDerville
....
E. C. Pine, Esq

44 18
26 12

8
4

9 13

6

6
0

5
2 10
10
2 10
5 5
1 0

0
0
6
0
0
0

Donations by nextofkin for personal parcels
Proceeds of Dance at Invicta Lines
70th Battalioxx, Proceeds of Dance

..

12

0

6

5 17
12 11
8 14

3
6
0

£1,075

1

7

Payments.
£
Towels, underclothes, socks,
personal parcels
Parcels sent by nextofkin
Postage and Stationery
Balance in hand

toilet

kit,

s. d.

etc., for
92 17
22 14
3 3
956 6
£1,075

1

7
7
4
1
7

THE (JUEEN'S OWN ROYAL WEST KENT REGIMENT
COMFORTS FUND.
As most of our readers already kxiow, the Regimental
Comforts Fund (as well as our Regimental Prisonei's of War
Fund) has been reconstituted under the Chairmanship of
Lieut.Colonel A. R. Clieale, who last month sent out an
appeal to subscribers asking for their further help towards
funds for buying wool to enable us to build up an adequate
store of comforts for such time as we may be called upon
to issue them to the various Battalions. We may say we
have had a marvellous response to this call, as wil] be seen
by the following list of subscribers — axxd we are indeed
most giateful to all those who have contributed once again
to the Fund, especially during these difficult days when
people have so many other calls upon them. Subscriptions
have been received from near and far, and it is very encour
aging for us to feel that although our friends in some cases
may have left the district, they have not forgotten us. It
gives us iresh heart in our efforts — which xxeed to be
doubled these days, as our workers have not only to knit
for our Comforts Fund, but are most anxious to knit com
forts for our Regimental Prisoners of War Fund, for we
are endeavouring to include some form of Woollen Comfort
in every parcel we send from the Depot to our Prisoners.
In addition to these subscriptions we have received many
gifts of woollen garments — one last month coming from
as far afield as the Burma Comforts Fund, and containing
many useful woollen comforts.
D.L.
LIST OF SUBSCRIBERS
Previously subscribed
Lady Aldei'son
Association of Men of Kent and Kentish Men
Mrs. N. M. Archer
Coloxxel H. D. Belgrave, D.S.O
Mrs. M. E. Bxock

£ s. d.
. 1684 0 7
2 10 0
.
2 2 0
10 0
5 0 0
2 10 0
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£ s. d.
The Rev. E. BestDalison
Major R. Brock, O.B.E.
The Archdeacon of Canterbury
Sir Herbert B. Cohen
Major and Mrs. Couch
Major A. M. Cohen
Miss Channer
Mrs. J. Carpenter
General Sir Charles Bonham Carter, K.C.B., C.M.G.,
D.S.O
W. P. Dickinson and Son, Ltd.
Mrs. I. Devas
Major C. Druce
Fremlins, Ltd.
Mrs. Hugh Fitton
Lieut.Colonel A. G. Fuller
The Rt. Hon. Sir Arthur GriffithBoscawen
A. J. GrollMason
Haynes Bros., Ltd.
MajorGeneral H. Isaacke, C.B.. C.S.I., C.M.G.
Mrs. Guy Keenlyside
Major J. Kay, D.S.O
Wm. Laurence (Maidstone). Ltd
Colonel Sir John Laurie
Mrs. F. G. Laurence
Mrs. H. Lushington
Mrs. C. BellocLowndes
Lady Leach
Miss Betty Leech (monthly donation)
Captain F. C. Lovett
Gerald C. Mercer
E. Mason and Co
Captain C. L. Norman
The Old Contemptibles' Association (Maidstone
Branch)
Lieut.Colonel J. C. Petherick, M.C
Colonel W. V. Palmer
Lieut.Colonel G. E. L. Pardington
Lieut.Colonel H. Peploe, D.S.O
BrigadierGeneral P. M. Robinson
Colonel H. I. Robinson
Captain H. G. Rogers
Lieut.Colonel Sir Albert Stern. K.B.E., C.M.G. . .
Brig.General Rodney Style
Mrs. Rodney Style
Mrs. R. Seymour
Major H. Smithers
Captain N. Smithers

10
5 0
5
1 1
1 0
10
4
10
15
1
2
2
2
3
5
1
2
2
5
1
5
2
2
1
1
5
2
2
2

1
1
2
2
2
10
2
10
2
1
5
2
2

6
0
0
0
0
0
6
6

0
1
2
2
2
0
0
1
2
0
0
0
5
2
2
1
0
5
0
10
0
0
2
10

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
10
0
2
2
0
0
0
O
0
0
0
2
2

0
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Miss Eva Smithers
Captain A. P. Stone
Captain H. W. Styles
Miss E. Stapleton
Mrs. E. M. Snelgrove
Mrs. V. B. Simmons
P. E. Shaw, Esq
Mrs. Stockweil and Mrs. Springett
Henry Taylor and Son
Mrs. Whitty (Wadhurst)
G. G. Watson
Lieut.Colonel H. Waring
Brigadier N. I. Whitty, D.S.O.
J. A. Graham Wigan
Mrs. Youngman

£1843 11 9
1114 13 10
£728 17 11

J

Tke

the first

consignment

DIED.
L.Cpl. W. S. Bell.
Pte. E. A. Brookes.
Pte. P. L. Cooper.
Pte. F. W. Cox.
Pte. S. J. Cracknell.
Pte. J. W. Divall.
Pte. J. A. Gould.
Pte. G. Horton.

West

Kent
in

Depot.
the

The

Regiment

men

month

to

of
now

subscribe

prisoners of

Pte. J. T. Mills.
Pte. E. W. Shilling.
Cpl. H. J. Theroux.
PRISONERS OF WAR.

Pte. C. W. Best.
Pte. H. Hayward.
Pte. F. H. Huggett.

a penny a week for parcels to be sent
once a

Cpl. A. Howell.
Pte. M. D. Hardree.
Pte J. J. O'Brien.
Cpl. H. J. Orpin.
Pte. W. V Slack.
Cpl. .S. F. Wickham.
Sgt. H. E. Wilkins.
KILLED.

Pte. F. G. Carter.
Pte. H. J. Daniels.
Pte. F. Lancaster.

parcels into a mail van at the Royal
serving

\

(4 TteneuY p

NonCommissioned Officers and Men.

PARCELS FOR PRISONERS OF WAR.
Loading

£ s. d.
2 2 0
5 0
2 2 0
5 0
1 1 0
2 2 0
5 0 0
1 8
1 1 0
1 0 0
10 6
5 0 0
5 0 0
3 0 0
1 1 0

war.

Photo by "Kent Messenger."

Cpl. A. E. Mann.
Cpl. H. A. Packer.
Cpl. G. J. Parsons.
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LIVESTOCK IN BARRACKS
VI.—MUZZLE THE MONKEY.

Reprinted by kind permission of the Proprietors of "Punch."
Of course there are some animals that are allowed in
barracks and some that are not. Without laying itself open
to the charge of being too pernickety the Army Council has.
no doubt wisely, decided that small monkeys come in the
second category.

over an electriclight wire and fell suddenly and unexpect
edly on to the exact centre of the cardtable, where he gib
bered angrily at the players for a second before disappearing
like a flash
up the chimney.
This caused a bit of a
sensation.

So Private Rifle was definitely in the wrong when he re
turned from weekend leave with a small monkey, which he
told Private Pullthrough he had bought from a cousin in the
Navy, after mendaciously explaining to the Corporal of the
Guard that it had followed him home because he had a nice
kind face.

It was not till next morning that the hueandcry be
came general, when Lieutenant Holster, while inspecting the
new guard prior to mounting it, saw one of the men looking
uncomfortable and finally observed that a small monkey had
just appeared on top of his helmet, having arrived there by
the back stairs. Now Holster was an easygoing officer, but
the rules about correct dress on guardmounting parades are
very stringent. And, though on certain occasions men are
allowed to wear official emblems in the cap, the nature and
scope of these emblems are rigidly laid down. So Holster
told the man off for wearing a monkey on guardmounting.
He then brushed the animal off his own cap. whither it tact
lessly leapt during his rebuke, and reported to the Adjutant
that an unauthorised monkey was occupying the roof of the
guardroom.

The monkey spent Sunday night in the barrackroom
tied to a bed, and during Monday was successfully concealed
from both the Orderly Officer and prowling sergeants by a
greatcoat, which very nearly removed it by suffocation from
the list of effectives.
Monday evening was a redletter evening in the history
of the regimental canteen. In fact there was such a crowd
round the bar that every man had to hold his glass in his
hand and dared not leave it on the counter for a moment.
In the centre of it was Private Rifle, by then well stricken
in beers, and the monkey, whom Rifle had attempted to name
Jacko, but whom public opinion had christened Muzzle in
view of a strong resemblance which everyone in the canteen
had noticed except Private Muzzle. The monkey shy at the
beginning of the evening, had now gathered beerage way and
had been prevailed upon to do a few tricks with a military
flavour, such as dying for the SergeantMajor, presenting
arms, saluting LanceCorporal Pouch and loving Private Muz
zle, which last brought the house down and sent Private
Muzzle off to bed, remarking, in language unfit for exact re
production, that some blighters considered themselves very
funny, didn't they?
In the midst of the excitement the Orderly Corporal ap
peared, to close the canteen. It was .Corporal Foresight, a
stickler for discipline, and so the monkey was hurriedly but
toned into Private Rifle's tunic.
1 Now neither you nor I would like to be buttoned into
Private Rifle's tunic; nor did the monkey. What he actualiy
did is not quite clear, but Private Rifle suddenly leapt into
the air, uttering eldritch screams of uncontrollable mirth
and jumped out of the window.
He arrived later in his
barrackroom, saying that he had lost the monkey and that
he had always been ticklish from a boy.
Where Muzzle the Monkey spent Monday night is not
known. That he was not bored, however, was proved by the
appearance next morning of "D" Company officecat, which,
looking as though it had had three rounds with a tornado
and its tail tonsured, crept into the office and sank into an
exhausted, slumber. At intervals throughout the morning it
woke up with a nervous start and immediately jumped three
feet vertically in the air, trying at the same time to face all
ways at once. The monkey himself was not seen till dinner
time, when he . made friends with Private Butt, who gener
ously shared Private Barrel's 'dinner with him. Thereafter
Private Barrel tried to recapture him, employing the lure 01
a pot of jam, borrowed from the cookhouse, to bring him
within reach. Both the monkey and the pot, however, dis
appeared considerably more rapidly than Barrel had counted
on, and he spent the afternoon explaining to;, a. sceptical
audience that he hadn't eaten the jam himself. It is only
fair to the monkey to point out that he did return the empty
pot, for Sergeant Haversack found most of it in his bed tbat
night, just before getting out again and bandaging his foot.
Muzzle the Monkey's next appearance was in the Officers'
Mess at about midnight. He entered by a window unob
served and crept along the rafters of the roof till he was
directly over a select poker party. At this point he tripped

The Adjutant, sitting at his office desk, ordered the
R.S.M. to have the monkey recaptured and find
out who
was responsible for bringing it into the barracks. Our Ad
jutant is pretty good at this sort of thing.

(

I don't know where the R.SM. got his ideas on monkey
catching, but he ordered out all the defaulters and armed
them with a rope, an empty sack and a halfpeeled banana
apiece. These last by the way, were requisitioned from the
canteen grocerybar, and eventually led to a correspondence
four months in length and three inches in depth between
seven different people as to who should pay.
Muzzle the Monkey evaded capture easily during the
morning. He only came down from the roof twice, on each
occasion when an incautious pursuer had put down his
banana for a moment in order to tie a slipknot in his rope.
In the afternoon, when people began to climb up on to the
roof, he flung
stones and moved to another roof. When
they threw slipnooses he caught hold of the ends till some
one started to pull and then he let go. This always got him
a laugh till the R.S.M. forcibly commandeered for his
captureparty anyone who commented audibly on the
methods employed.
At 4 p.m. the monkey was still at liberty.
He had
covered most of the barracks just ahead of a large crowd of
pursuers and seemed to be enjoying it. Private Rifle was
already under open arrest. Misjudging the R.S.M.*s intelli
gence he had remarked in his hearing once too often and
far too innocently, "Wonder *00 the little beggar belongs
to?"
At 6 p.m. nearly the whole battalion was enlisted in the
hunt, in consequence of illadvised laughter in front of the
R.S.M.
At 6.15 Miss SergeantMajor Magazine, aged eleven, came
past, held out her hand and said, "Ohupchupchup!" and
Muzzle the Monkey came and perched on her shoulder.
A; A.

*

MEDAL ROLLS.
There are still a number of copies of the Regimental
Medal Roll, Part I., .17931881, for disposal.
These wem
originally sold at 4/ per copy, but in order to reduce tu*.
stock it has now been decided to reduce the price to 1/.
Any reader who requires one of these Rolls should apply to
Capt. S. E. Brooks, Treasurer, "The Queen's Own Gazette,"
and enclose 1/.
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DIARY OF WAR EVENTS
March 16th.—President Roosevelt promises full and
aid to Britain, Greece and China.
March 17th.—British reoccupy Berbera, in
land. Hostile air raid on Bristol.

British

speedy
Somali

March 19th.—British capture Jijiga, in Southern Abyssinia.
Heavy enemy air attack on London.
R.A.F. attack
Lorient.
March 20th.—5 Italian supply ships sunk in Mediterranean.
Italian cruiser sunk in R.A.F. raids on Valona and
Durazzo. R.A.F. again attack Lorient.
March 21st.—Split in Jugoslav cabinet over policy towards
Axis Powers.
British and Australian troops capture
oasis of Jarabub in Libya. Enemy air attack on
Plymouth.
March 22nd.—Third successive R.A.F. attack on Loriont.
March 24th.—U.S. Senate passes the Aid for Britain Bill.
March 25th.—Marshal Graziani resigns command in Libya.
March 26th.—Two enemy supply ships sunk in North Sea.
Jugoslavian Ministers sign Tripartite Pact with Axis
Powers in Vienna.
March 27th.—Military and popular revolution in Jugoslavia
against proAxis policy.
Keren in Eritrea captured
after stubborn Italian defence lasting six weeks. Harar
in Southern Abyssinia occupied without resistance.
March 28th.—King Peter takes oath and assumes power in
J ugoslavia.
March 29th.—Naval battle in Eastern Mediterranean; seven
Italian warships sunk and five
more heavily damaged.
March 30th.—Brush between French coastal batteries and
British warships exercising right of search of French
convoy in Mediterranean.
March 31st.—British occupy Diredawa and cut Addis Ababa

Jibuti railway.
U.S.A. takes over Axis ships in har
bours to prevent sabotage.
April 1st.—British occupy Asmara, capital of Eritrea.
April 2nd.—Italian destroyer sunk trying to escape from
Asmara.
April 3rd.—Two more Italian destroyers sunk in Red Sea.
British forces in Libya evacuate Benghazi before strong
hostile pressure.
April 4th.—Two Italian destroyers in Red Sea scuttled by
crews. Protests by Axis Powers against seizure of ships
rejected by U.S.A.
April 5th.—R.A.F. raid Brest and bomb two German battle
cruisers docked there.
April 13th.—Greeks continue to hold front in Macedonia.
Germans in Libya occupy Bardia and press on to Solium.
Russia and
Japan sign
treaty
of
friendship and
neutrality.
April 14th.—Germans repulsed in attack on Tobruk. Allies
in Macedonia retire to new line of defence.
April 15th.—Light cruiser '"Bonaventure" sunk while escort
ing convoy.
April 16th.—Hostile convoy of five
ships with their escorting
Italian destroyers attacked in Mediterranean, all enemy
ships sunk for loss of one British destroyer "Mohawk."
Very severe airraids on London as "reprisal" for recent
R.A.F. raid on Berlin.
April 17th.—Allied line in Macedonia held against repeated
heavy attacks. Germans in Libya halted at Solium.
April 18th.—Allies in Macedonia fall back to
shorter line.
Heaviest airraid of war on Berlin, in which new types
of bombs and bombers were first
used.
April 19th.—Fighting still fierce
in Macedonia. British forces
land at Basra to control communications in Iraq, fol
lowing on recent coup d'etat there.
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THE VICTORY

OF CAPE

March 28th will in future rank with the Glorious First of
June ancl October 21st Trafalgar Day, as one of the note
worthy anniversaries of the British Navy. On that day we
definitely affirmed in battle our supremacy in the Mediter
ranean, and put it out of Italy's power further to dispute it
in arms. Our battleships at last got the chance for which
they have been waiting ever since the war began to measure
themselves on a fair field
against those of the enemy, and
though it is true that it was the less martial of the Axis
Powers that was opposed to them, the material balance of
forces was, if anything, an the Italian side. But the whole
course of the war at sea so far as shown that material
factors are stil today, asi ever in history, overridden by
moral ones, and this battle of March 28th was a shining
proof of the validity of this view. More ships and better
ships, higher speed, bigger guns and more of them—all these
elements of superiority are of value only if boldly and skil
fully utilised by men with the zest for fighting
their hearts
in their cause, and the resolve to endure punishment and
give as good as they get. It was in these qualities that the
Italians in this war have proved themselves deficient, and it
was this deficiency that on March 28th was to prove the
root cause of their defeat.
The scene of the battle was the area of the Eastern
Mediterranean bounded on the east by the island of Crete,
on the north by Cape Matapan, the southern point of
Greece, and on the south by the coast of Cyrenaica. The
forces engaged were on our side; the battlefleet of Admiral
Cunningham, consisting of the old battleships Warspite,
Barham and Valiant, the new aircraft carrier Formidable,
and a force of destroyers, and the light squadron under
ViceAdmiral PridhamWhippell, consisting of the medium
cruisers
Orion,
Ajax,
Perth
and
the
heavy
cruiser
Gloucester, with another force of destroyers. On the Italian
side there were at sea, though not all engaged, three battle
ships, the large new Vittorio Veneto and two of the smaller
and older Cavour class, eleven cruisers, of which at least
three were of the heavy Zara class, and fourteen destroyers.
We also had the cooperation of a force of Greek destroyers,
which however did not actually come into action.
The battle was brought about by the emergence of the
Italian fleet
from harbours on March 27th to attack our
convoys moving between Egypt and Greece. There is evi
dence to suggest that this was on German orders, there
were German oficers and ratings on board some of the
Italian ships, and it is known that Germany has now taken
effective control of all the forces of her partner. Since she
had every reason for dissatisfaction with the timidity and
incompetence of Italian naval operations prior to the battle,
she may well have decided that the time had come for try
ing some bolder line of action. The experience of Napoleon
in the Trafalgar campaign might have taught her that the
policy of driving unwilling Admirals and halfhearted crews
to sea is a sure road to disaster.
The Italian fleet
set out in two columns, the southern
one comprising the Vittorio Veneto, and six cruisers, the
northern one the two Cavour class battleships and five
cruisers; the fourteen destroyers were evenly distributed be
tween the two columns. The foxward cruisers of
the
southern column were first
seen by our air patrols about
noon on that day, while they were still off the southeast
coast of Sicilly. This was at once reported to Admiral Cun
ningham at Alexandria, who ordered the light squadron to
make contact with the enemy south of Crete, while he him
self moved out to join it with the slower battle squadron,
as soon as steam could be raised.
By midafternoon the
whole fleet
was at sea
and steamed north westwards all
night. Before dawn on March 28th our air patrols had once
more found the enemy's southern column 35 miles south of
Gavdo islands, 15 miles south of Crete, and this column was
observed to be joined shortly afterwards by two cruisers and
two destroyers from the north.
Our light squadron was
then 40 miles to the south, and our battlefleet squadron
100 miles again to the southeast of it.
The contending

MATAPAN

forces were thus rapidly converging. The second northern
most Italian column was then due west of Gavdo island,
more than 100 miles to the northwest of Its comrades.
ViceAdmiral PridhamWhippell's task was now to keep
touch with the enemy and if possible draw him forward
within reach of the British battlefleet, but after he had
been moving for an hour to the southeastward, for this
purpose, the hostile cruisers turned tail to the northwest
axxd retired at full speed. This was apparently In order to
tuxn his own trick oxx our ViceAdmiral, and lure him with
in reach of the big guns of the Vittorio Veneto, now coming
on to the scene of action. Our light squadron in turn fell
back, keeping out of range of the hostile battleship, which
followed hard after It.
It was at this moment, just before midday, that the
aircraft of the Fleet Air Arm from the Carrier Formidable
took a hand in the action. A series of bold and effective
torpedo attacks wexe launched against the Vittorio Veneto.
and she was hit so badly that she lost speed and turned to
flee.
At this time the second hostile column came within
our reconnaissances range to the north and the whole battle
picture was now clear. A new and most daxfing and effective
series of heavy bombing attacks followed; the Italian battle
ship was once more damaged, as were three of the cruisers
and a destroyer, and the speed of the hostile retreat was so
reduced, that our pursuit was able to close in on the
fugitives.
As dusk fell, more torpedo bombing attacks took place,
in which a hit was scored on another cruiser; and shortly
after dark the ViceAdmiral commanding our light squadron,
now once more close on the enemy's heels, let his destroyers
loose in an attack. Meanwhile our battlefleet had turned
to port to finish
off a crippled hostile cruiser, the Pola, re
ported in that direction. As it was in the act of doing so.
the second hostile squadron from the north suddenly ap
peared out of the night on its starboard bow.
A light
cruiser led, followed by two heavy cruisers and some des
troyers. Our battleships immediately opened fire
with their
giant guns and the Italian ships, struck as by a thunder
bolt, were crippled and set afire almost before their lookouts
could have had time to give the alarm. Survivors stated
that the crews were down below and quite unready for
action and that the effect of our fire
delivered at 4,000
yards range only, was overwhelmingly destructive. One of
the heavy cruisers blew up at once; the other fired
not a
shot in reply and soon afterwards sank.
An unsuccessful
attack by enemy destroyers was countered by similar action
on our side with better results, and this brought the battle
to a close. All that now remained for us to do was to sink
the two crippled Italian heavy cruisers, the Zara and the
Pola, and to follow up the fleeing
enemy.
Some of the
Italians, thanks to their superior speed, were able to get
away safely, but their fleet
losses had been extremely heavy.
In the first
Admiralty despatch it was stated that seven of
their ships had been sunk, three heavy cruisers, the Zara.
Pola and Fiume, one light cruiser and three destroyers.
Later reports made it probable that this was an under
estimate. It was highly unlikely that the battleship Vit
torio Veneto ever reached port; the last seen of her on the
night of the battle was that she was moving very slowly
and badly down by the stern, with 400 miles to cover to
safety, and next morniixg no trace of her could be found.
It also appeared probable that two more cruisers and three
destroyers should be added to the first
list of hostile ships
lost.
This would make the full total thirteen ships,—one
battleship, six cruisers and four destroyers,—out of the
twentyeight that set forth on his illfated expedition.
Full comment must of course await the more detailed
accounts that will no doubt be published in due course.
But one or two points already stand out clearly. If the
unusual venturesomeness of the Italian fleet
is to be at
tributed mainly to the more energetic impulse of its new
German controllers, it is possible that it was due in part tq
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northern enemy column, unsupported and blind, right into
the jaws of our battlefleet, and that placed it at our mercy
in a state of complete unreadiness for action and quite un
suspicious of its peril. To say that the Italians were out
manoeuvred and outfought is to put the matter mildly; in
fact, not a battle so much as a massacre. British seaman
ship, gunnery, and morale were too vastly superior to leave
the Italians any chance in the uneven contest, once it would
be joined. That it was so joined and that the result was
so annihilatingly decisive, was in no small part due to the
fine work of the Fleet Air Arm, which at the moment when
the enemy turned to escape reached out its long arm and
so crippled him and slowed him up as he tried to escape as
to enable our battleships to arrive on the scene and finish
what had been so well begun.

the belief, based on wildly erroneous reports of air and sub
marine successes against our Mediterranean warships that
Admiral
Cunningham's
command
had
been
seriously
reduced to interfere with the sortie.
It is amusing to
think of the Italian navy being thus hoist with its own
propaganda.
This would also explain the strange tactics
adopted, whereby the expedition set forth in two widely
separated columns, too far from each other for mutual sup
port, with the bulk of the battleships on the wing opposite
from that on which attack was most to be feared. When
the battle was joined, the Italian gunnery was as indifferent
as ours was excellent—the latter scored some 75 per cent,
of hits to rounds fired,
the former none at all, for neither
damage nor casualties were oaused to any of our ships. It
Is not easy either to understand the blunder which led the

%

GERMAN

ARMOURED TROOPS

Details are now available about the armoured troops,
which have played so large a part in the German victories in
Poland, France, and now in Libya and the Balkans.
As Is well known, Germany had few tanks and no tank
corps In the war of 19141918 and under the terms of the
Treaty of Versailles she was forbidden to possess any. But
her military authorities fully appreciated the value of the
tank as a weapon of war, and the achievement of Britain's
and France's tanks, and the technical development in these
and other countries during and after the Great War were
carefully studied pending the time when Germany would be
in a position to emulate them. Meanwhile special attention
was paid to antitank defence, and the action of tanks was
the subject of many war games and exercises without troops.
In some cases mock tanks, consisting of canvas models
mounted on. or towed by, motor cars, made their appearance
at manoeuvres.
The time for Germany to put into actual
practice what she had thus theoretically learned about
mechanised warfare came with the advent of the Nazis to
power, and the return to the large conscript army of pre
Great War days in 1935.
Shortly afterwards the German
Armoured Corps was formed. The former Austrian General
Eimannsberger was the great German tank prophet, though
much of what he preached he had learned from our own
British writers, Fuller, Liddell Hart and others, who were
held iir greater honour there than here. General Guderian,
the first
Chief of the German Armoured Corps, was a great
admirer of the French General de Gaulle's works and ideas,
and put many of these into practice.
Corps was the first
a corps
personnel, carefully trained,
and with a full and lavish equipment in vehicles, arms, spare
parts, and maintenance and repair facilities.
Not all the
first ideas that had been evolved from the original theoreti
cal studies of the immediate postGreat War years stood the
test of the practical experience to which the Germans were
fortunately able to subject them before the outbreak of the
present conflict. The unopposed advances into Austria and
Czechoslovakia showed up many technical defects in the
vehicles, and the insufficiency of the maintenance and re
pair systems.
The war in Spain made manifest the limit
ations of the light tank model then in use—a model which
was at once scrapped and replaced by an improved one. In
Spain too was tried out, practised, and perfected the close
cooperation of tanks and aircraft, which has proved so
potent an offensive weapon today. Thus when the second
Great War broke out in 1939 the German Army had in its
Armoured Corps a most powerful arm, unequalled by any
thing possessed by any other belligerent—strong, of high
technical and tactical standards, warexperienced, and master
of a new technique which combined all the advantages of
surprise, mobility, and fighting
power.
The

German

Armoured

d'elite, with specially selected

Nevertheless, brilliantly as the corps acquitted itself in
Poland, defects revealed themselves, which the Army Com
mand found it necessary to rectify before the next and more
severe test of the campaign in France nine months later.

Only four armoured divisions seem to have been used In
Poland, though probably one or two more, also in existence,
were retained on the Western Front, and it was decided to
double this strength by the Spring of 1940. It was found,
too, that the armour of the lighter models was too thin to
be proof against the Polish antitank weapons, and this too
had to be remedied during the ensuing Winter.
It goes
without saying that the lessons of the Polish campaign were
carefully studied and the methods of operations modified
accordingly where found necessary, and that reserves of
trained personnel, vehicles, and stocks of spare parts and
fuel were augmented.
Tire new armoured divisions were
formed by mechanising the existing S.S. formations, picked
troops of high standard and spirit. The enlarged and per
fected Armoured Corps was thus able to play in the Low
Countries and France as vigorous and decisive a role as the
year before in Poland. Today in Libya and the Balkans,
this same corps, now raised to a strength of fifteen
divisions,
—not all. probably employed on these two fronts—is once
more acting as spearhead to the German attack.
Each Panzer division is now a selfcontained formation
of all arms, organised and trained for swift and vigorous
offensive action. It comprises about 400 tanks of all types
organised in two battalion brigades; in addition it has a
threebattalion brigade of motorised infantry, a mechanised
fieldartillery
brigade, and special battalions of engineers with
bridging equipment, of heavy machine guns, and of antitank
guns. A mechanised reconnaissance detachment of motor
cyclist machinegunners precedes its advance, operating
swiftly on a wide front. Behind it is a complete ordnance
recovery and repair organisation to supplement the work of
the light aid detachment forming part of each of the four
tank battalions.
The division has also its permanantly al
lotted supporting air squadron hi constant wireless link with
it. The division as a whole is thus a most mobile and power
ful weapon, and is capable, as indeed often happened in
France of breaking up at need into a number of yet smaller
selfcontained units, each consisting perhaps of a tank troop,
with a section of antitank guns and an allotment of ar
moured cars and motor cyclists, operating separately with a
special task and objective.
Generally speaking, the tendency now in the German
Armoured Corps seems to be to reduce the number of tanks
in the division, so as to be able to multiply the total num
ber of divisions, and to increase the weight, armament and
armour of machines. The light tank is being gradually re
placed by the medium, and the medium in turn by the
heavy, or cruiser type, possibly with a super heavy model in
reserve for special tasks. So far there is no evidence that
the Germans actually used the 75 or 100 ton giants with
which rumour credited them in France last year; nothing
as heavy as 40 tons was identified there, though something
bigger may be in use now. Technically tire German tanks in
Fxance proved inferior to our own, but this inferiority may
now of course be remedied. It was numbers that enabled
them to prevail there, and this advantage they have up to
the present been able to maintain.
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BIRTHS, MARRIAGES AND DEATHS
BIRTHS.
HILLIARD.—On 17.4.41. to wife of Pte. F. Hilliard, a son, Peter
George.
HILLS.—On 21.4.41.
Douglas.

to

wife

of

Pte. Hills, a son,

William

IVES.—On 1.3.41, to wife of Pte. C. Ives, a daughter, June
Winifred.
NEAL.—On 28.9.40. to wife of
David.

Pte. W. Neal, a son. Robert

PAYNE.—On 24.3.41, to wife of Pte. T. Payne, a son, Derek.
RAY.—On 16.4.41, to wife of Pte. J. Ray, a son, David John.
STOLLERY.—On 18.3.41, to wife of Pte. G. Stollery, a daughter.
Vera Mary.
STORR.—On 3.4.41. to wife of L.Cpl. A. Storr, a daughter,
Shirley Margaret.
UPSTON.—On 9.3.41. to wife of Sgt. A. Upston, a daughter,
Jenniffe Lilian.
WILLIAMS.—On 1.4.41, to wife of
John.

Cpl. P. Williams, a son.

MARRIAGES.
BIRCH—MUNN.—On 29.3.41, at Maidstone, Cpl. A. Birch
Irene Elizabeth Munn.

to

BRAITHWAITE—HART.—On
5.4.41, at Stepney,
Braithwaite to Kathleen Agnes Mary Hart.

A.

ELLIS—FOSTER.—On 12.4.41, at Tunbridge
Ellis to Irene Harriett Foster.

Pte.

Welis.

Pte.

V.

FRIEND—PENDREY.—On 19.4.41, at Tonbridge, Pte. E. Friend
to Evelyn Per.drey.
GARRETT—GUNTRIP. On 26.4.41, at South Acton. Pte. G.
Garrett to Alice Mary Guntrip.
GILES—BATHO.—On 12.4.41. at
Marjorie Rose Batho.

Chatham.

SEABROOK—MARTIN.—On 26.4.41, at
Seabrook to Joyce Irene Martin.

Pte. L. Giles to

Teston,

TRICKER—MOORE.—On 14.4.41. at Maidstone,
Tricker to Renee Margaret Moore.

L.Cnl.

J.

Sergt.

C.

Irium, Pepsodent's extraactive ingredient^ not only puts a
good shine on teeth but dissolves away surface stains and
hidden food particles as well. If you want goodlooking teeth
Pepsodent's' your answer. 7§d., 1/3, 2/2, including tax.

PEPSODEXT
TOOTHPASTE AND TOOTH POWDER
Has everything — plus IRIUM
"""""BHPf

W h y WmGLEY'S Chewing Gum
is the greatest friend of
those in the services

<

The benefits and pleasure derived from Wrigley's

CONTEMPORARIES

Chewing Gum have made it a favourite of men and
women in uniform wherever they may be serving.

The Editor acknowledges
contemporaries:—

with

thanks

the

following

Whether in the air (it is an official Air Force issue),
at sea or on the land,Wrigley's helps to relieve tension

"The London Scottish Regimental Gazette."
"The Dragon."

and gives a sense of ease and relaxation.

"The Wasp."

Wherever smoking is forbidden it helps to overcome

"The K.S.L.I. Regimental Journal."
"The Sapper."

that craving for a smoke. A boon when meals are

"The Journal of the A.E. Corps."
"The Royal Tank Corps Journal."
"Ca Ira."
"St. George's Gazette."
"The Royal Army Ordnance Corps Gazette."
"The Aldersliot Command News."
"The Aldershot News."
"The Kent Messenger."
"Seventh Regiment Gazette."
"The Dorsetshire Regimental Journal."
"The Journal of the R.A.S. Corps."
"The Tiger and Rose."
"Our Empire."

irregular, Wrigley's tides
you over the emergency.
It excels

as a

thirst

quencher.
Two flavours

— P .K.

( p e p p e r m i n t )

a n d

SPEARMINT (garden
mint). Always carry a
supply with you — it can
be your greatest friend.
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BATTALION NOTES.
Before anything else we must welcome our new Com
manding Officer, Lt.Col. J. M. H. We all wish him the very
best of everything. Many of us have soldiered with him be
fore. Also welcome to the R.S.M.—to see him in H.Q. Com
pany Office reminds us of those balmy days before the
blitz!
Well, it is a long time since we contributed any Queen's
Own Gazette correspondence but we are doing our best to
remedy that now. It is hard to make any real Queen's Own
news, the awful tendency is to lapse into something like
this—"Ssh don't tell anyone I told you but, 2nd Lt. X.Y.Z.
has now gone to "B!"
The Battalion has successfully got through the winter
months and can look hack with satisfaction on the training
that we have been through, especially higher formation train
ing. Our late Corps Commander visited us recently and was
very pleased with all that he saw.
The Battalion recently held a boxing contest with an
other battalion of the Brigade which we lost by a narrow
margin. However, everyone enjoyed it and there were some
good scraps.
WANTED.
Something to keep the rat(s) under control.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Who rang that bell?
4

Headquarter Company
Good morning. Here is the news. Many have been the
changes since we last contributed to "the Buster." The old
"H.Q." marching song of "Roll out the Barrel" seems to have
lost its popularity. I wonder why? Talking of marching we
have had our fair share of that during the winter months
and the Company lived up to its usual hundred per cent,
standard—Copy to all rifle Companies!
The dances in the N.A.A.F.I. continue to be a great suc
cess. Many thanks to C.S.M. Wilkins whose powers of or
ganisation in this direction know no bounds and also to Sgt.
Ellis for teaching such a talented band of musicians. Talking
of dance bands the Depot band has paid the battalion several
visits and was a roaring success. Very many thanks to all
concerned.
The Signal office particularly appreciated their
performance the night the officers gave their sherry party.
Several of our bright type of N.C.O.'s have temporarily
gone to instruct in a County Battalion. What is more they
have gone to our old hunting grounds.
Who said "Down
Home"?
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Who calibrated our No. 18 sets.
And many Joe's make a mucko?
Who is Shanghai Lil? What is she?

Battalions :
"A" Company.
Many and varied have been the paths we have trodden
since our last report, and as it would be impossible to givo
a detailed account of our activities, we shall endeavour to
satisfy the curiosity of our fans and camp followers, by a
general summary of events.
Since last October, the executive body has remained
much the same. C.Q.M.S. Chattenden has taken over in "Q"
Branch, and has at long last solved the riddle of the socks
and shirts!
We were sorry to lose young "Snatch," who has risen to
greater heights, and has chosen Hop picking as his future
career. In his place, we welcome 2nd.Lieut. T. R., who by
now is well initiated into the arts and crafts of the Grena
dier Brotherhood.
On training, we have every reason to look back with
satisfaction, and to look forward with confidence. Our march
ing reputation is well enough known without additional
fanfares of trumpets.
Our weapon training is of a high
order, as was shown in recent competitions.
In Sport we have had equal success. At the time of
writing we are well on the way to winning the interCom
pany Soccer Competition, having earlier in the season, beaten
all challengers.
Our representatives in the Battalion Boxing team have
successfully blitzed every opponent.
"Soft Charlie," of
Cosham popularity, is again coming into vogue, and we hope
to defend our title with very much the same team as last
year. Provided we can obtain the impedimenta, we intend
to indulge in some form of light athletics during the sum
mer. And so:
As Shanghai Lil once said to her swain,
I'll see you tomorrow—so aufioscderschen.
But as tomorrow is rather too short,
We'll give you next month, a fuller report.
So. to past and present, from grenadiers tall,
We join in the chorus, "God bless 'em all!"



"B" Company.
It falls on my shoulders to chronicle the doings of
Busy "B" during the past month.
First of all we welcome to the "hive," Capt. C
, 2nd
Lieut. Ck— and 2ndLieut. R
, and congratulate Capt.
C
on his recent promotion.
Capt. C—— is at present on a Messing Course and one
can hear the cry. "Let's hope we benefit from his knowledge
on his return."
We regret to record the sad death of Pte. Gould and
offer our sympathies to his relatives.
Even though he was
only with us a short time his memory will stay with us.
During the past month the Company has carried out a
fair amount of marching, but "B" can do it as the record
for none falling out shows. Recently the Company gave a
demonstration on an Assault Course to certain Allied Mili
tary Attaches and were congratulated; Well Done "B." Apart
from one or two small schemes there has been little training
this month—But the Corps Commander told us at a recent
Battalion Inspection that wc were a tough lot—my. you
should have seen the chests around here.
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Sport has gone nearly to the clogs hut I hear that we
have a new sports officer. The last time I saw him he was
choosing a course for a crosscountry run. We hope to re
cord more next month in the realm of sport.
Pte. Amer (wellknown as "Tich"), has left us for "civvy
street" and no more will we be seeing him with rubber
boots and a bass broom.
Percy Wigg still insists that he knows all there is to
know about the "Dogs." We wonder, but say nothing.
"Shorty" our Welshman goes out for a walk every night
and we in the know ask, "How's Daisy?"
It is rumoured that a certain N.C.O. is about to ask for
yet another 48 hours Leave. No names! ! Just ask "Let's
Roll one Stub"! !
We heartily congratulate our Col.Sgt. on his recent en
listment to the realms of marital bliss. (We wonder when
we will congratulate again—don't forget that it's 7/ for the
first.
In conclusion, I hope that my effort is excused its
shortness as it is my first
attempt. Maybe I will eventually
finish
up with an article like my old friend "Ivanhoe" used
to write.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Did "Stub" find a difference in his writing pad one week?
When does our "Bill" finish
Orderly Sergeant?
Is it true that a certain person uses hairpins?
What will become of "Monica" now?
P. N.

<

" C " Company.
It is now so long since we last contributed to the
"Buster" that I do not propose to try to chronicle the events
since we last appeared in print so I will confine my remarks .
to our activities during the past month.
Our activities in the field
of sport have been almost
negligible only two items being worth mentioning, one is the
result of the interCompany football competition, which he
suited as far as this Company was concerned in a knockout
by "R" Company in the First Round by a score of 1—0. The
other item was the interUnit Boxing between the Battalion
and another Battalion in the Brigade, the result of the fights
between the two men of our Company were : Pte. Ireland lost
by a very small number of points and Pte. Jarvis who won
on a knockout in the First Round.
As the Battalion's Third Leave Period has now started
the question on everyone's lips nowadays is will I get my
leave before invasion and those who are a long way down
the roll are saying "I will get my leave after peace has been
declared" (what optimists).
Having finished
our Higher Formations Training for a
period we are now engaged in such pastimes as Section and
Platoon Training, Drill Parades, etc.
The Corps Commander has paid the Battalion a visit
and was very much impressed with our turnout and
apparent physical fitness.
We have to congratulate the following on the elevation
in the ranks. Pte. Pain of "H.Q." on his appointment to
L/Cpl. and his posting to the Company. We hope he has a
long and happy time with us and that he carries on to the
top of the ladder. L/Cpl. Willis our cook is congratulated
on his promotion to Corporal, also L/Cpl. Kinchen. O.S.M.
Beadle is at last promoted War Substantive C.S.M. We have
to congratulate Pte. Case on his appointment to L/Cpl. and
regret to say that he has left us and gone to "A" Company,
we also hope he prospers in his new Company. We once
again welcome Pte. Hayward ("Joe") to our midst this time
from "A" Company, and hope his stay with us will be a
permanent one this time.
H. P. Braithwaite.

"D"

Company

Before saying anything about the Company itself, we
have the honour and pleasure of expressing the welcome of
all ranks to the new Commanding Officer and of wishing him
the best of luck in his command.
A similar welcome and good wishes go to the R.S.M.
We congratulate Major D. H. A.
, M.C. on his promo
tion. With some envy the rest of the Company wish him,
2ndLieut. F
and a certain composite Platoon good luck,
good hunting and a happy revisiting of old haunts. At any
rate the fieldcraft
of some of them has benefited by the
knowledge of what part of the anatomy should be least in
evidence when crawling, and one certainly knows where is
the correct place to keep his change of underwear.
Now that the green in the woods, the daffodils, prim
roses and whatnot give reliable grounds for supposing that
spring is here, a general spring cleaning and spit and polish
have set in so as to get everyone looking as much like the
surroundings as possible.
Though it must be confessed
that the turned sods of the Company potato patch are not
yet properly in line with these developments.
Turning aside from these sterner matters we have found
time to play our part in sports. The interCompany football
competition ended for us in a hard fought semifinal, won.
in spite of the fine play and captaincy of Cpl. Rossiter, by
"A" Company.
We were well represented in the Battalion
Boxing team by Cpl. Heskett, Ptes. MacAlinden. Brown and
Adcock. Adcock was unlucky to lose a very close contest,
while the others provided three out of the seven knockouts.
It is said that the stores are flourishing like the green
bay tree under the care of Honest Tom; and, Joe, how do
you like your new job? Will your arm bear the weight of
a crown.
INTERBATTALION

BOXING

MATCH.

Tne match held on Thursday, 17th April, was won by 20
points to 18 by the Battalion. The thirteen fights in the
programme promised a full evening, and there was plenty of
variety and plenty of good boxing.
To give the spectators a taste for the game, the match
opened with three knockouts.
L/Cpl. Guns (Bantam),
though having the advantage of weight, was, in Pte. Mac
Millan of the Battalion, up against a very tough proposition,
an opponent much superior in expexience and hitting power.
Pte. Brown (Bantam), however, had little difficulty in bring
ixig the contest even with as decisive a victory, while Pte.
MacAlinden (Feather) put us into the lead with the third
knockout.
The xxext three fights
fell to the Battalion, and though
L/Cpl. Mitchell (Welter), in an exhibition of skilful boxing
ending in a knockout in the second round, did his share to
make matters even, the interval found the Battalion in the
lead.
It proved to be a lead which we were unable to reduce.
Pte. Irelands (Middle) was defeated on poixxts by Pte. Wilkin
son of the Battalioxx and Sgt. Webb (Middle) by a knockout
in the second round. A cool and polished pexformance by
Cpl. Heskett (Middle) brought us another knockout win.
But when ixi the next bout, after a stirring and close fought
contest, Sgt. Minter (Light Heavy) lost on points to L/Cpl.
Greenhorn of the Battalion, the match was in the hands of
the visitors, and the evening was closed with two victories
for the home team, a knockout by Pte. Jarvis (Light Heavy),
robust and hardhitting, and a win on points by Pte. Golden
(Welter).
Thanks are due, first
of all to the boxers who provided
so fine
an evening's entertainment, to the Brigade Com
mander for distributing the prizes and for his stirring
speech, to the indispensable officials, referees, judges, time
keepers. and finally
(how many people forget them?) the
hard worked trainers of the teams.
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BATTALION

to say they were posted in the other direction. We trust
their stay with Division will be a happy and instructive one.
"OUR SCOUNDREL."

Moves lvave now become such frequent events in our
lives that they are hardly worth chronicling any longer. We
might note, however, that we are all back in civilisation (as
modern standards go) once more; why no longer do we need
signatures and countersignatures, almost up to the Div
sional Commander, before we can go to the Cinema—we
don't even need a pass! All of us, that is to say, except
"B" Company, who, for the time being, are divorced from
us—except when we want to put on a real church parade
fullscale.
Our Signals Officer's leave last month to a somewhat
unusual address (see last month's issue) has borne sturdy
fruit; young G. J. T. weighed 7jlbs. nice work—our con
gratulations.
Fierce and fast Soccer battles between the Officers and
Sergeants are taking place with fortnightly regularity—the
former are just keeping the lead at present.
It was with the greatest regret that wc received the
news of Cpl. James' fatal accident. We extend our sym
pathy to his relatives and friends, of whom we know there
must have been many. We shall miss him.
4

Headquarter Company

Who spends the whole day in the Store?
Who always shuts up shop at four?
Who never sleeps upon the floor?
Our Scoundrel! !
Who wanders round the Dining Hall?
With mug in hand, that's never small.
Who always hears the Cookhouse call?
Our Scoundrel! !
Who wears two stripes upon his sleeve?
Who knows just when he's due for leave?
When there's no tea who does it grieve?
Our Scoundrel! !
Which Private gets the highest pay?
Who gains more cable every day?
Who makes tire Signal Master grey?
Our Scoundrel! !
Who knows procedure fairly well?
Who knows the tea shop by the smell?
Who knows a lot but will not tell?
Our Scoundrel! !
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
1. Has anyone got a spare typewriter?
2. Who is going to pay for those broken windows?
You're through. Sir.
"Linesman."
CARRIER PLATOON.

SIGNAL PLATOON.
Our arrival at our new station was heralded by extensive
purchases of hair restorers and kindred aids to beauty—ob
viously Signals are determined not only to play their part
in our new and strange life, but also to take full advantage
of the social amenities of the fair city and equally "fair
sex"—duties permitting, a sore point these days!!! W.A.
Signals—Fatigues!
Since arrival here a new and beautiful thing has entered
our lives in the shape of a weekly parade which takes place
every Saturday morning and is much appreciated by all—
or most.
We were pleased to have our Signal Master with us for a
few days again on his return from his course, full of the
pros and cons of the possibilities and impossibilities of what
he had learnt. We must now wish him the best of luck and
success in his new job. and would like to thank him for all
the good work he did for the Platoon. We commiserate with
the unfortunate Sentry who was called upon to explain his
action in the event of a fire in the Officers' Mess and no
doubt there was sense in his reply to the fact that if there
wasn't a fire in the Mess how could the Cooks cook. It is
sad to relate that he lias gone to "B" Company; good old
"B"—you lucky people!
The Platoon, in common with a great many of our com
rades. suffered the trials and agencies of the elements, on the
recent Corps Scheme. All sympathy is extended to those
unfortunates who attempted to emulate the feats of the
famous "packmule." with the wellknown No. 18 Set. Truly
the beauty of the Sussex Downs was never so much appre
ciated by so many for the benefit of so few!
Heard on the sports field
recently "Who's playing?" Sig
nals." "How many have they got?" Yes we are still supreme
in the arts of football and are proud to record that wc arc
still unbeaten. Up to date our latest successes have been
against the A.C.P. 10—4 (the wellknown man who breathes
on them must have been out of breath) and against 17
Platoon 5—2.
Our wholehearted congratulations to our New Signal
Master on his becoming the proud owner of the title
"Daddy." We Signals know our stuff and joy of joys it's a
boy! Congratulations to Cpl. Sisley on obtaining his Q.l. at
Catterick. Well done Reg! and to L/Cpls. Pavey and Miles on
obtaining their first
dogleg.
We have suffered grevious losses in losing several of oui
members who have answered the call to duty and higher
things—they volunteered with Home in view, but we regret

With great regret, we learned two days ago of the death
of Cpl. James. Our loss is no light one for, with his unas
suming efficiency and quiet, cheerful personality, Cpl. James
had become a valuable and popular N.C.O. in his Platoon.
Our congratulations to Sgt.Major Gammon, who has
now gone too far up the ladder to be retained by a mere
platoon—even the Carrier Platoon. We think "A" Company
are very lucky. Our thanks too, to Sgt.Major Gammon for
his services to this Platoon.
Congratulations also to L/Sgt. Kimmis on his promo
tion and to L/Cpls. Wing and Gibbs. Is it true that L/Cpl.
Wing has been seen to breathe on his stripe to keep it clean.
We are pleased to welcome several new comers from
Rifle Companys to the Platoon and hope they will all soon
qualify as No. 1 drivers.
These notes seem all "welcome!"
There is just one
more—to 2ndLieut. C
who has joined us from "A"
Company and has already had a puncture in his machine's
front tyre and a "short" in the fuse box of the carrier he
was driving! We are expecting big things!
I
relax once
more—once again
leave
is hovering
pleasantly ahead. It is 1.220 hours and a whole "mainten
ance" is indicated—quite "local" I assure you.
"Weary."
INTELLIGENCE SECTION.
This Section feels glad to be alive after the "Great
Scheme."
The inevitable rain and mud provided a very
pleasant 48 hours hike and the N.O.O.'s were conspicuous by
their obsence. Bomb guards and courses took both crippled
and fit.
Pte. R
. however, ably filled
the post of Acting
Unpaid Unintelligent Sergeant! !
The return journey home was marred by one or two
wrecks.
Our truck seemed to prefer Telegraph poles to
ditches.
Our new quarters are definitely not as comfortable as the
old.
Through sleeping on spring beds without mattresses
the section wakes up covered with crisscross marks. It is
not true, however, that Cpl. "Fresh air" M
D sleeps on
the balcony in preference to the floor. (Q.M. please note).
How many of us realise the hard work that goes on
behind the Organ on Sundays. If you're interested ask Pte.
"Infallible like the Pope" R
, what its like to supply the
necessary when the Organ is at full throttle.
Now that 2ndLieut. K
has returned to us wc arc
thinking of setting up an Enquiry Bureau. Should you wish
to know anything please enclose a 4/ P.O with your ques
tions. (We've got to make a living as well as the C/'Sgt.).
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THINGS WE'RE TELLING YOU.

H.Q. Guards supplied at reasonable charges.
Testi
monials willingly supplied by the R.S.M.
Map enlargements supplied overnight. (Or during the
night!!!)
There is only one way to extinguish an incendiary bomb.
That is the Army way. It takes three men (Numbered oil
1. 2. 3 or 3. 2. 1). Unless this is done the bomb positively re
fuses to extinguish. If you don't believe us. come and see
it done.

Congratulations to C.S.M. Lewis on his promotion. We
are sorry to lose him. but feel sure our loss is "D" Compnay's
gain.
Finally, here is Busy Bee's question time (no prizes for
correct answers).
(1) Will the officers' mess staff oversleep again?
(2) What is George's pedigree?
(3) Who found a mouse in his bed? And was it for
want of something better?
(4) Who'd be a scout in 10 Platoon.?
"Busy Bee."

4

4

"A" Company

" C " Company.

"Time Marches On" and so does the Company. Still one
more month rolls around and it's time to say Hullo to the
"Buster." Nothing startling ever seems to happen to "A"
Company, but this month we have been very fortunate, once
more on the move and into jolly good billets and excellent
surroundings.
This month once more "Welcomes go and Welcomes
come," we offer a hearty one to CsS.M. Gammon and hope
that he will turn us into a Grenadier Company (Blimey who
said that), Sgt. Renyard left us this month to be a Pilot in
the R.A.F. and needless to say everyone of us in the Com
pany wishes him the best of luck and hopes that he will
fetch many of them down. Talking about farewells it seems
as though I can go on saying it, many Corporals and Pri
vates have left us to take up their trades in the Army and
its really surprising to know that we have so many good men
in the Company, still good luck to them all, the only worry
is for the C.S.M. who daily looks at the Parade State with a
sad and heavy heart. No doubt Corporal Coulstock will be
sadly missed especially in the Drums.
Well we are jolly glad to welcome back to the Company,
Lieut. Murphy from the Suicide Squad (M.C. Pin.) but sin
cerely trust his injury will soon get better and that his
cheery smile will radiate throughout the Company.
And so Cheerio Cads until next month.

After a long spell of absence from the Regimental Mag
azine the Company has now woke up to the fact that they
must be heard as well as seen. First of all there has been
plenty of changes going on. Old hands departing and new
ones arriving. To all we wish success wherever they may be.
The late C.S.M. is now trying to earn his pips and we
hope he gets them, even if it only enhances his chances with
the fair sex.
As usual we have been busy planning different ways of
overcoming the almost invisible enemy and if the men would
only learn how to take cover properly, and advance with less
noise, things would improve a lot.
The marriage bug has been busy this spring and bitten
two worthy members of the Company with the result that
their wage packet doesn't weigh as heavy. Still, one can't
have sweets and keep your money, unless of course you steal
the sweets.
Although we have a nice square it only gets stamped on
at weekends and then the Battalion puts on a brave show
trying to imitate the Aldershot Tattoo.
We are having our late C.O. to visit us on Sunday, 4th
May, and we shall be pleased to see him and hope that he
will think well of the Battalion when he sees it on Church
Parade.
"Wy Wurry."

STOP PRESS
Many Lessons are learnt on Exercises. Before using an 18
Set—Stop, Look and Listen.
"Kismung."



"B" Company.
Once again it is time for me to take up my pen to write
of daring deeds by the Beer Boys, and once again we arc in
pastures new.
First impressions were that life in our new home would
be just about as hectic as life on the beaches, as we were
again surrounded by fresh air and Fanny Adams. However,
our able secondincommand, world's champion talent spot
ter, soon had the situation under control, establishing a very
fine intelligence system via the local schoolmaster and his
pupils. It is in that way, dear readers, that our dances at
tract the local glamour girls, elder sisters of the pupils.
Subalterns are rapidly losing weight owing to the dis
tance to .be covered between the Mess and the lines. At
crack of dawn (on occasions) they can be seen on bikes
hurtling through space at an incredible speed, giving a very
fine imitation of the last lap of an Isle of Man T.T. An
additional loss of avoirdupois has been caused by a P.T.
Course, which, strange to say, quickly brought on ailments
ranging from housemaid's knee to croup. Still, housemaids'
knees have always been a failing with junior officers.
An addition to the Company is George, who has already
made, his mark in most places, including the Company Com
mander's office. We are happy to note that army discipline
is having a beneficial effect on George's behaviour.
Schemes still play a big part in our daily life—some we
enjoy and some we don't. However, whether we enjoy them
or not we can always learn from them.

13 PLATOON.
The Platoon with the unlucky Number is still the
luckiest (?) bunch of hoys in our big family circle.
There are some congratulations to offer and we feel it
would be as well to begin our effort with them. Hearty
congratulations to our Platoon Commander, Lt.
on his
popular promotion. Ditto to Sgt. H
for getting spliced
and also to C/Sgt. M
for the same "crime." New stripes
are in evidence also, and to the recipients of these we tender
our best wishes for future success. L/Cpl. Gould of course,
is the one which sprang from our own little Platoon circle.
So many of the boys are leaving us that we begin to
wonder if there will be sufficient of us left to carry on our
part in the schemes and battles which provide knowledge for
all concerned, including the umpires.
14 PLATOON.
We congratulate Cpl. Gladdish on receiving his well de
served second stripe, and welcome L/Opl. Williams to our
Platoon and hope that being among the "elite" of "C" Com
pany will console him.
Having no Officer we can now manoeuvre through the
closest country without getting lost (unfortunately (. To
prove same, on our last exercise, we brought four enemy
tanks to their doom while the rest of the Company were
proceeding on their glorified route march.
Barrack life is certainly trying to make us soldiers smart.
Even in this room there is nothing but Blanco, Brasso, and
Boot Blacking.
It is most surprising when walking round the Barracks
at the amount of stripes there are. One wonders if we are
going to have Zebras in lieu of horses. Speaking of Zebras
prompts one to ask the question "Would we dare to use our
band if we were drafted to India?"
Regardless of nothing at all we have often heard of
Sword swallowers but never of the Bayonet disappearing
trick or is it the absentminded N.C.O.?
"Chang."
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15 PLATOON.
Once more we return to Barrack room life with a lovely
square to play on, this thing seems to please some of the
higher ranks more than It does the Privates.
Schemes are not so many but what few we do have
always get the same criticisms over the things we ought to
have done and the things we ought not to have done.
Stripes seem to be the general topic of life and quite a
lot have been flying about the square and some have landed
on the arms of chaps who have got in the way of them, but
good luck to them and may they rise higher.
"The Warrior."
STOP PRESS.
More news about the Jockey bloke. He is now with a
Rifle Company and I understand he is proving very useful
as a scout in thick woods, where his stature is of great
advantage in getting under the bushes, etc.
DEDICATED TO THE MOST POPULAR BLOKE IN THE
COMPANY.
In Part II orders one day
Was a notice which did say
That a young fellow called Thrift
Would to "D" Company shift.
His late section despondent grew
And said what ever shall we do
Nobody to wake us at break of day
Alas. Alack! and Alay!
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Is tpe Messing Officer trying to overtake Teddy Brown?
Will George ever become a P.T. Instructor?
Is it Stick Orderly or "Janker Waller?"
Where Oh! where has "Stumpy" gone?
How does one find a Grid Line on the ground?
Who is "My darling little redhead?"



"D" Company
There must be many a broken heart in the Village of
W
for "D" Company have moved. Just as spring was
coming, it moved from its rustic haunts to the bleakness of
a barracks, and hears, instead of the twittering of the birds,
the bark of a SergeantMajor on the barrack square.
Which leminds us. We welcome to our midst a veri
table pillar of strength, a military Hercules,..in.the shape of
C.S.M. L
who fills the gap recently left by C.S.M. S
.
He is well fitted
to guide us through the. intricacies of bar
rack life, which most of the Company have forgotten, or
never knew. We are sure he will get on well with "D"
Company, and take this opportunity of extending him a
hearty welcome.
Even in barracks nature cannot be surpressed.
This
was brought home to us most forcibly, when, shortly after
our arrival, the residential cat gave birth to a very fine
family, and on Sgt. W
's best trousers, too. Mother and
family are progressing well.
Sgt. B
is leaving us shortly, posted to the 168
O.C.T.U. C/Sgt. L
and L/Sgt. N
have both been ac
cepted for commissions in the R.A.S.C. They will all be severe
losses to the Company. VVe wish them the very best of luck.
"D" Company continues to do its duty to King and
Country. We congratulate,. 2ndLie'ut. P. B
on the birth
of a son and heir.
We celebrated Easter Sunday with the most gigantic
Church parade. A small boy in the street was heard to ex
claim : "It must be a whole regiment." There are few other
events of note.
A cadre course for N.O.O.'s and selected
Privates is going strong under the inspired leadership of
the R.S.M. Football has been going strong and here are the
results:
Coy. H.Q. beat 17 Platoon 2—1. 17 Platoon lost to Sig
nals Platoon 1—5.
Coy. H.Q. drew with a Battalion mixed team 2—2.
A "D" Coy. scratch team lost to Q.M.'s. 1—3.

"D" Coy. team beat an H.Q. team 6—2.
We congratulate the following on promotion: L/Cpl.
Garrett to Cpl. Ptes. Buckley, Matthews. J., and Martin; G.
to L/Cpls.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Why is the Officer's P.T. class so popular with other
ranks?
Who thought C.S.M.'s couldn't swim.
Will 18 Platoon miss their expert A.A. gunner and his
inevitable "dewdrop?"
"Nellie Dean."
4
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Headquarter Company.
Where, oh where are those magnificent articles which
used to appear in the Q.O.G. for our amusement? This is
a cry which has been taken up times without number by
that host of readers who used to follow them month after
month with so much interest avidity, and it will be a source
of great joy to these readers; there must be at least three
of them; to know that we are in their midst once more to
dazzle them with our brilliance, and divert them with our
undoubted wit.
So much for that. When last we wrote, we were at
D
, having recently arrived there from E—. From
there we went to W
, and thereafter to S
and then to
E
, a series of moves which, if it continues, Will soon
compare favourably with the peregrinations of the  Israelites
through the wilderness. We might, of course, continue in
the same strain with references to the Promised Land, but as
that still seems rather a long way ahead, we will not risK
delaying its arrival by premature optimism.
Life at our last port of call was quite pleasant. The
local population made us very welcome, and we managed
to fit in quite a few dances, football matches, etc., In
between training, and life where we are now, bids fair to
be equally nice, although here, instead of doing a lot of
training, we go down to the beach armed with spanners,
and erect things that look like grandstands, for the reception
of Hitler.
Congratulations to Mr. Dyas on his wedding on the 3rd
of this month. It was a very good party for all those of
us who were lucky enough to get away for it. and we wish
them both every happiness. By the way, the "News of the
World" has.been the. only one so far to take notice of this
auspicious event, but' we shall look out with interest for
the illustrated papers at the end of the month.
We wish Mr. Willmot and his dog every success in the
R.A.F. May he learn to fly his plane with care and drop
his bombs with great accuracy.' We welcome Mr. Marchant
to H.Q. Company, and also Mr. A. J. Martin.
There is no more news except to refute a rumour that
C.S.M. Loader has refused to form part of a chorus of wood
nymphs in a recent Battalion production, and also for
those who are lucky enough to secure a Q.O.G. for next
month there will be a detailed and very vivid commentary on
one of the recent large scale exercises written by one of the
umpires, so order your copy now and avoid disappointment.
Finally, we congratulate Colonel B
on getting his
Brigade. We are exceedingly sorry to lose him after all
these years, but few promotions could be better deserved,
and we hope it will not be long before he finds himself with
a Division.

«

"A" Company.
Shortly after the April Q.O.G. notes were written the
Battalion was on the move, and this Company's columnist
returned from seven days' leave to a station which even in
the gathering dusk looked less forbidding than many of the
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outposts in which he and his comradesinarms have formerly
found, themselves.
 At other times returning members of advance parties
have hinted at a village five hundred yards, from the cross
roads at the end of the lane, and admitted; when pressed
to tell, one shop. This time there is a different, happier
tale to tell. We are, In fact at Healthy H
B——, and
liking it. And since we have two cinemas and plenty of
cafes and dances at our disposal, this is a prohibited area
with a difference. 

There is also, as the jilted suitor is supposed to say,
always our work. That, too, is pleasanter in sunshine than
under snow (the only reference to spring the reader is going
to get from us) and beach work goes with a will.
We have said many goodbyes In the last month. To
2ndLt. R. G. L
, Sgt. Gordon — who, by the way, can
remember "A" Company without him? — L.Cpl. Deeprose,
and some others. All of these have gone to a recce bat
talion, and our very best wishes go with them. In Mr.
Lrrr's place comes 2ndLt. K. M. H—, and we bid him
a warm welcome.
Above all we join with every other Company in the 5th
Battalion in offering our congratulations to the Commanding
Officer, who has been promoted Brigadier.
Amidst all the changes these things remain: "A" Company
is still standingto at dawn and dusk, and still providing
Battalion Headquarter Guards.



"C" Company.
There's something different about our work — while
other.units are quite happy with weapon pits, we dig sub
terranean strongholds for soldiers, and while others shove
up a bit of wire here and there, we erect with exactitude
the;most;formidable fence; at any rate that's what we must
think"itmust be, for we are gradually passing around the
island,; making  it . impregnable. Apart from the benefit to
the country ofthis policy, our knowledge of our own country
increases/ and there may come a day when this will be
invaluable to. us, but the pity of it all is, that just as We
get settled and attached, we are rudely uprooted and thrown
out into the cold to make a new home and to find a new
heart. No doubt they are slandering us In the villages
we have left, there's wicked gossip about kissing and running
away, but they don't understand that we are driven on by a
higher power, and there are many of us who have left our
hearts with the whispered kisses caressing the lips of girls
of the South; fortunately we have abandoned the pen for
the sword, so we are saved a deal of writing and explaining.
 W6 are more separated here than we were at T
E
.
in fact 15 Platoon are some miles away from the rest of us;
they live on hallowed ground, where every civilisation has
left its mark — one is rather ashamed of one's own age when
here at least it stands simply for pillboxes, sandbags apd
barbed wire; there must be ghosts besides the twin towers,
but they avoid our vigilant sentries — perhaps their shadowy
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substance would be torn to shreds In the east wind that
has blown consistently since our.arrival, and they are waiting
in the tombs and dungeons for wlsrmgr nights. We shall be
glad to meet them/and with, their help~wemight have some
antiBosche practice; we might be able tcT^penmade some
unsubstantial spirit to act as a decoy for the enemylqfire.
* Two very important things have happened this month.
First, C.Sgt. Cunnell took all his credit out of the bank an<3>
got married. He deserves a good wife and we are sure he
has one, but we must warn her of his "making" habits —
she may think they have a nice bed and a couple of very
fine armchairs, but at the end of his next leave, unless un
ceasingly watched, they'll have two nice beds and at least
three fine
armchairs, and she'll never discover where the
addition came from. It's useful as a C.Sgt., but may prove
embarrassing as a husband.
Second great event, 13 Platoon won the InterPlatoon
football contest, beating 17 Platoon by 2 goals to one, after
extra time had been played. It was an agonisingly exciting
game, and both goalkeepers — Gapper possibly more often —
made some most spectacular saves. Major E. B. L
pre
sented the cup to Sergt. Clarke, and all the team got small
replicas. Congratulations to the whole side.
15 Platoon reached  the semifinal of this competition^
and were beaten by 4 goals to 1, by 13 Platoon after a terriffic
game in a gale. All of which only goes to prove what we
have been saying every month: "C" Company flourishes.
Sergt. Lywood has left us for L
, whence after 4
months he wilj emerge Just another b
y officer; well, he
knows what he is doing — good luck to him.



"D" Company
Here beginneth the Seventh Epistle of St. William.
Now about this time the battlements of the Baron Fred
began to take in their spring plumage, thanks to the scour
ing and scraping and scavenging of those who dwelt therein,
and the hutments without assumed a new coat of paint.
The daffodils and the crocuses doffed themselves in all their
yellowness, and the hour of StandTo became earlier and
earlier. Yes, as the scribe of "C" Company has already too
aptly put it, spring was upon them, and even before the
sound of the cuckoo was reported to Company H.Q., those
that command looked in their Big Books and said to them
selves: "We join the Army to see the sea; verily we shall see
It." And it was so.
A Straightway they forsook the village maidens that they
had learnt to love and tread many a measure within the
village, hall, and they partook of their final pint of Kent's
Best, and they gathered together their green signs, and their
weapons of administration, and their clean sheets of cleanli
ness and journeyed forth once again to the land of many
requisitioned buildings and the fleshpots
thereof, preceded
by Advance Party Robert and his gang. And when they
arrived there they found that the sea was blue, and they
found also that the ships that sailed upon It, disappeared
at times beyond their horizon, which proved that? the world
is still round. And they found also that there still exist
many hundreds of tubular pipes, the art of which they had
learnt in the wintry days beside the other sea, and that
there still exist many miles of wire, barbed, troops, for the
use of. But they were not downhearted. For the wind that
Blew off the mud flats
and off the sewage farm,: was, the
locals said, exceeding healthy, and the old mah of the
sea, who deals In thunderstorms, said so too. So they waxed
exceeding fat and fit, for they toiled by day and by night,
to the tune of sixty per cent, at any one time, did they go
into the big city and there found for themselves music and
dancing, and double browns and skirt — at least we think
so. for In a big city, man may hide his pleasures beneath a
bushell, unless'perchance he" has black rings under his eyes
the following morning). And it was so.
Now this, is but a short epistle. This scribe feels that
many and varied are the interests of his Company, but it is
not always possible to record in these notes these interests
qr man's reactions thereto, unless he has some of them
brought before him. So take notice all ye who tread thes^
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things, including ye who dwell In Ye Olde Poste Office, and
yc who dwell in Ye Olde Wireless Shoppe, take notice,
advertise in these columns and ye shall obtain full publicity.
And as we go to press St. William and all to whom these
notes are addressed would like to place on record their
congratulations to He Who Commands on his promotion to
the status of "Those That Command." No longer, we learn,
will he command us. but to him and to his successor, who
ever he may be, we wish every success.
4

6th BATTALION

was won by H.Q., that six places In the first
twenty home
were gained by "The" Mortar Platoon, Including first
place.
A few words set to the unofficial West Kent March go as
follows:—
We are "The" Platoon,
We are "The" Platoon,
We know our onions.
We get no bunions,
And are respected wherever we go.
When we go out on Battalion Schemes
We fulfil all Mr. W
's dreams,
And when "The" Platoon Is out,
Every man is heard to shout.
We are "The" Platoon.
SIGNAL PLATOON.

Now that winter's grip is relaxing, we begin to see that
our station has charms which it was difficult to imagine
a month or two ago. Spring comes early hereabouts, and
the sight of a primrose in the hedge seems to make the
bogs less sticky and the eternal streams less numerous.
Saturday dances and Sunday concerts (a weekly miracle
of improvisation) relieve the weekly round, supplemented by
E.N.S.A, concerts of increasingly high standard.
We regret to report the recent Indisposition of Lieut.
Colonel B. H
, but are glad to say he is now on the road
to recovery again.
We were sorry to lose Major C. H. T
, who received
our congratulations on his promotion, and regrets at his
departure almost in the same breath.
We congratulate Lieuts. R. S. A
, E. O. F. W
and
K. B. S
on their promotion.
We welcome 2ndLieut. G. K. D
who joined us during
the month.

4

Headquarter Company
COMPANY HEADQUARTERS.
This is H.Q. Company of the 6th Battalion giving a "How
do" to all H.Q. Companies of our other Battalions serving
Somewhere in England and other parts.
Well, folks, we are very pleased Indeed to welcome one
of our old friends to our fold. He needs no introduction
other than that he is an outstanding hockey player — our
"Nap."
He has taken R.S.M. in place of R.S.M. Bonwlck,
who has left us. In giving a welcome to R.S.M. Napier we
must wish every success to R.S.M. Bonwick in his new
Battalion.
We have been very busy during the month doing a spot
of training — hence the cry of give us what you like, we
can take it. Of course our M.T. Section don't agree, because
they have to leave their vehicles behind, giving the poor
old feet that horrible pins and needles feeling.
As regards sports I am sorry I have no news other than
that we are living up to our Company Commander's ideas,
which we all agree with. Plenty of sport Is just the right
thing for fitness.
We have a large cup which the Company Commander
bought for the InterPlatoon football.
We hope in our
next issue to say who the winners are.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
(1) Why does our C.Sgt. pay us short these days?
(2) Is it true
man is to take a bold plunge?
Cheerio for now.
"Cleg."
MORTAR PLATOON.
Yes, believe it or not, after a previous silence "The"
Platoon Is going to give all and sundry a pain in the neck
with a little news.
After a series of minor triumphs, in
cluding long carries — phew — and a completion of training
of exFighting Platoon men, under the auspices of a little
Somerset Sergeant (no names, no pack drill) we managed
to put over a concert at the County Cinema with no little
success, and were personally congratulated by the C.O.
We extend a challenge to any Platoon at football (in
cluding the Carriers, who are usually full of excuses) ind
may mention that in the Battalion Cross Country Run. which

Thronging crowds!
Barricades brushed aside!
Massed
bands!
A page from the memoirs of a Fleet Street
journalist? No! just the Signals mounting B.H.Q. Guard!
Word spread quickly that the Signals were on guard,
and down the High Street to the tunes of "Sheikh of Araby"
and "Roll out the barrel" the Signals marched to B.H.Q.
Women left their washing, and strong men their beer,
and all made their way to the square. The personnel were:
Fred (twice stick orderly), Jeffery (R.S.M.), Eaton, Quasimodo,
Gloria (with a perm, to mark the occasion), Bing, Sarah
(swopping rifle for violin) and Sid (last, but not least, as
it turned out) when he walked off with the stick, much to
Jeff's disgust.
On the square they marched, watched by many eyes,
including the C.S.M. with heavy heart.
A certain officer
(Hello Brigade) was proudly heard to remark to another:
"Have you come to see my Signals?" but It has never been
explained why he retired before the end.
Mounting over, the boys marched away to comparative
obscurity, the crowds drifted away, but wait! the lads are
doubling into the limelight again to stand proudly at the
slope for 15 minutes, whilst the band play "Retreat," etc.
Barricades have been taken down and H
W
has
gone back to work and play, but people will talk for many
a year about the Signals' "pukka" guard at B.H.Q
"DON FIVE" WANTS TO KNOW:—
Who is the ardent football fan who is often heard shout
ing "Up the Reds"? Good old Bolshle!
Who stares with dread at Routine Orders every night
to see if blancoing is going to stop? "I'll do your equipment
for 1/6."
Who fixes the "Fixer"?
Will Sarah's brother ever play his violin again after the
accident?
Who spoke the famous words: "I don't doubt it," when
told that he had brain under his curly locks? Up the T.As.
FOOTBALL.
The Signals were met and beaten 4—2 by the 7 th
Battalion, but hope to have their revenge another day, any
way it was a hard clean day, and we thoroughly enjoyed our
visit.
The Mortars were met and were beaten 6—3; they are
good sports these Mortars, they take it on the chin many
times and still come up for more.
. 
The M.T. were beaten 7—2, they evidently ran out of
petrol.
The remnants of the Platoon left here wish those chaps
who left for the R. Corps all the very best in their new
occupations.
Good luck, chaps, and we will all meet In
"Civvie Street."
CARRIERS.
So much to write so little space to spare we must indeed
be brief. Life has had its changes and disappointments since
our last belated effort.
Our PUatoon has been slightly
depleted some to M.T. Rifle Company's and R.A.O.C. we trust
they are all settled in their new spheres.
We've had schemes of One, Two, Three days duration,
and feel sure of our ability to give a good account of ourselves
when next we meet the
. It was with extreme regret
we had to bid farewell to 2ndLeiut. R. L. C
.,
Many
thanks, sir, for your extremely able leadership, and the
very best of luck and success in your new Company. Welcome
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is extended to 2ndLieuts. R
and K
; we trust their
stay will be happy and successful.
Congratulations to Sgt. Harding on his promotion, and
of a different kind to Cpl. Alexander who has entered the
state of matrimony.
Other romances are continuing very
well thank you. though periodically we have worried frowns
in the billet — I wonder why!!!
Sport has been rather neglected of late, though we suc
ceeded in "licking" Mortars 4—0 in the first
round of
Company soccer cup.
Now for the high spot.
Recently our motor cyclists
participated in a trial which included star performers from
the Corps.
In spite of "Rough Track" riders from M.T.
and Fitters who "turned up" for a week, our second team
put up a really fine
performance, and ably led by a dashing
figure
in cream breeches, finished
fourth out of 25.
With your patience exhausted, I say "Good hunting to
all." So au revoir till next time.
WHAT WE WANT TO KNOW.
Why does the new office boy wear Sergeant's stripes
(sorry, "Wink")?
Who wants to go to Wlgan on leave?
Does Sergt. "Buster" of the 10th still prefer a "Bedford"?
4

"A" Company.
The Grenadiers have recently been occupying their proud
and traditional position on the line of march. I.e., In front
of the Battalion, and we have consequently been seeing more
of the dog "Daylight." Nobody seems before now to have
chronicled the life of this immortal hound.
Briefly It is
a small, impudent, incredibly ugly mongrel, with the toughest
constitution any dog ever had.

Impression of "Daylight" rampant.
Attached to this Battalion for rations and accommoda
tion when in France nearly a year ago, "Daylight" followed
the Battalion back to England, and has since seen more of
England with us than most French tourists would see in a
lifetime. He Is quite unaffected by a 25mlle march, and
makes It 30 miles for himself by visiting sections up and
down the column : his usual position is, however, scout of
the vanguard Company, and Lieut. R. S. A
has been
known to say in his orders: "Order of March, "Daylight,"
7 Platoon, Company Headquartes, 8 Platoon, 9 Platoon."
Perhaps someone has a lot more information about the
dog, if so, please submit it to the Adjutant for Part II.
Orders by 0000 hours.
The Company 'Commander, Captain J. B. S
, is on a
course and will no doubt return to us brimming with know
ledge.
We have been running across country fairly earnestly,
and have had two enjoyable "friendlles" against "D" Com
pany. We have a creditable team of runners, and hope to
win the Battalion run on 13th April.
We were proud to beat "C" Company 2—1 at soccer in
the InterCompany competition, but we could not cope with
a very hot "D" Company side.
WE SHOULD LIKE TO KNOW.
(1) Where 2ndLieut. M. H. P
hides the Company
bicycles
(2) Whether there is any rough country the Grenadiers
can't get through, battle order and all?
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Company.
"Boggy" B continues its grim struggles on training
through the marsh and streams which we always seem to
find in our path. But just lately the mud has grown a
fittle
less — the Company returning from a scheme, lias
been distinguishable as a fine body of men, whereas previously
it might more often have been mistaken for a piece of well
trodden mud animated by some locomotive force.
Still, we are becoming attached to this station 111 more
ways than one. Our stay of the winter has made us many
friends here.
During the winter here. "B" Company has settled down
into a compact little unit, and has become so tough that
nights and days on mountains, in and out of rivers, leave
our spirits undamped, whatever may lie the state of our
clothes.
Incidentally, is it true that a certain officer is
about to write a firsthand
account of subterranean life in
the River Cleddan?
Company football has been active this month.
We
finished
second in the Company League Competition.
In
interCompany matches we drew against "C" Company, and
beat "Y" Group 3—1.
"Friendlies" were also played against us. "C" Company,
who beat us; against "A" Company, from whom we wrested
victory, and against us, "D" Company, who beat us soundly,
but left us with the firm resolve to have our revenge won.
We welcome to the Company 2ndLieut. R. L. C
, and
we were sorry to lose 2ndLieut. J. A. S
, who has now,
it seems, permanently left us to command the juggernauts
of the M.T., and 2ndLie\it. T. H. R
, who lias gone to
cope with the roaring monsters of the Carrier Platoon.

4
" C " Company.
Not yet being conversant with the amount 01" latitude
permitted to a commentator in this magazine, we intend
confining ourselves to facts, without recourse to gibe, male
faction or general criticism.
We will begin, then, with personnel, and extend our
congratulations to Cpl. Oliver, who has defied the national
pessimists and has achieved parenthood — we have it on
the highest authority that the babe weighs 90 lbs.
A certain amount of shuffling has been necessary in the
Company — 2ndLieut. L. T. M
and 2ndLieut. D. G. H
have accepted schoolmasters' jobs elsewhere, and 2ndLieut.
G. K. D—— is hoping to replace one of them adequately.
The Colour Sergeant — an exotic title for so mundane an
office — has joined Brigade, and we shall be denied his
cheerful optimism when the beans arrive cold and late on
exercises.
Other changes have occurred — too numerous
to record.
Company training has been subordinated recently to the
demands of Brigade, and to a lesser degree the Battalion,
but "C" Company have proved their immense worth by a
series of impressive actions fought against every conceivable
nationality masquerading as the common enemy. We have
pitched battles — "pitched" is the word — in Germany. Italy
and perhaps Africa, without even leaving our native shores
— a very fine
effort.
At football we continue to deliver crushing blows to
our various opponents, although it is only fair to record a
reverse or two of late.
This position will be speedily
rectified.
Some excellent bouts were witnessed in a Company boxing
competition, and there is a strong rumour that our team
has been selected to represent the battalion in a forth
coming match.

4
The sun shines brightly on us these days — and the
fogs, rain and marsh of midwinter training begin to seem
rather far away.
Now that winter is passed, we seem to
have come a long way from the days of reorganisation and
the Company training of last year. Week by week and montb
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by month the training of the Battalion has grown stiffer and
more ambitious, until now, twoday exercises are taken in
our stride, and even threeday exercises fail to shake us.
Though football is still very much with us, there is
much talk of cricket these days, and certain strange civilians
seen about the town turn out to be officers in mufti on
their way td' tdhnis.
Entertainment continues to flourish.
Our weekly dances
are an institution now and failure to continue them would
bring down upon us the wrath of all the girls in the Station.
Sunday concerts are almost as much in demand, and locaJ
talent cooperates loyally with the Battalion's own enter
tainers in serving an audience which rarely numbers less
than 900.
An outstanding event during the month was the dance
given by the Warrant Officers and Sergeants of the Battalion.
This was a brilliant success, and unquestionably a very
good time was had by all.
We have to congratulate Captain K. B. S
on his
promotion, and we welcome 2ndLieuts. B. K. K
, H. A. J
and L. R. E. S
to the Battalion.
FOOTBALL.
The Battalion's 1st XI. continues to acquit itself well,
and up to date only two matches have been lost during the
season.
In the second of these, against the 497 Battery.
R.A., our team was seriously weakened by the absence of
several players, including the captain, owing to sickness.
Results of matches played during the month are as follows:
12th April, against 497 Fd. Bty. R.A., lost 5—2.
27th April, against 308 Holding Battalion, Fishguard, won
3—1.
May 3rd. against Bde. R.A.S.C.. at Llandilo, won 3—0.
An amusing, but very enjoyable game, distinguished by
high spirits and dash, even if not by brilliant football, was
played between Officers and Sergeants on the 29th March.
Result was: Officers 5, Sergeants 3.
4

"A" Company.
We welcome the Company Commander back from his
course; he arrived complete with 110 large pages of notes,
which will be the Company's diet for many weeks to come.
Perhaps I should say tonic rather than diet, for we are learn
ing some interesting things.
We have enjoyed some good recreation recently, notably
an excellent game of rounders; during this, someone sent
a skier to midoff, Captain S
and Pte. Ball ran for it,
collided and dropped flat,
while the ball came down 5 seconds
later, laughing. The unfortunate Pte. Ball is still in the
R.A.P.
We congratulate L.Cpls. Gibson and Osborne on their
promotion.
TWO THINGS WE WOULD LIKE TO KNOW.
(a) What did Cpl. C
do with that cod he brought
back from Milford Haven? That'll cure him.
(b) Did 2ndLieut. H
and 2ndLieut. P
take
a good view of carrying that A/T. Rifle eight miles across
country when they got left behind in the withdrawal?

4
UB"

Company.

At the time of this contribution from the "Busy Bees"
We welcome 2ndLieut. A. H. J
to our fold and hope his
stay will be a long and happy one. It is remarkable how
the Company has always had splendid officers who, as soon
as their qualities are discovered by the powersthatbe, are
soon taken from us, and we are seriously thinking of erect
ing memorial stones "to those that have passed in the night."
The Company is not so strong in numbers as it was,
through so many transfers to the M.T., other units, etc..
but we still have our beloved "Mick" and "Bill," who struggle
so manfully on to keep pace with old "Expedite" and "Bilge"

that they are weary and haggard and can just about make it.
Cpl. Briridley has recently returned from his Gas Course,
and we congratulate him in obtaining a Q.I. and a good
report: also Sergt. Grubb, who is back again with us after
being at the Small Arms School, and it is good to see his
cheeky cheery face again, and L.Sgt. Cobb, who is back from
a Junior Leaders' Course, and from what we know of these
N.C.Os. wc can bet that they did not let the Company down.
The Company have indeed been "Busy Bees" lately, but
it is sure proof that all the training we have been given
has hardened and made us fit for when the time comes it's
our turn to give Jerry the hell he has been asking for.
The Scheme at
? in which "B" Company were the
chief actors for the benefit of the Home Guard, was very
well carried out (probably plenty of "that was wrong." "So
andSo should have acted," etc.. etc.), however, it was a
lovely day for us, and the food cooked and produced was
indeed excellent, and is a feather in the Cook Sergeant's cap.
The inhabitants of
? had an exciting day for an hitherto
quiet village, and they were provided with the Regimental
Band playing "Retreat," who have as far as we are con
cerned improved vastly, which is not surprising, as a lot
of ex"B" Company lads were well represented in its makeup.
2ndLieut. D. B. M
, who is also Entertainments Officer,
besides a lot of other side lines has up to the last two weeks
never failed us in getting up a concert, and he is indeed the
Last of the Mochicans, as he has been with us for a long
time. "Fill 'em up, landlady."
The Company Commander has decided to have a hair
cut. so cheerio, everybody, we will have to do likewise.
One more thing regarding crosscountry running, although
we were last in the interCompany run, "B" Company has
the makings of a fine
team, and in the future "D" will have
to look to its laurels, as they are due for a surprise, and
there will be wailing in the lodges and wigwams of that
Company. Pah! What a Company!
"Busy Bee."

4

"C" Company.
Well, here we are again after a most regrettable absence
from the last QG.G. We hope noone thinks that the 6th
Battalion has* completely disappeared from the pages of
history.
We haven't quite, although our numbers are few,
and the SM. has been heard to report "Six Sergts. and 15
men on parade, sir."
How lovely the country is at this time of year, but we
are afraid that it is not appreciated by Pte. Spinks, who
informed his Platoon Commander that we were out in this
country too
much, which only goes to show that
the somewhat lengthy schemes we have been having lately
don't please everybody.
We regret to announce the loss of Captain J. H. D, S——,
2ndLieut. N. H. E
to H.Q. Company. The former to
take over the duties of Company Commander, and the latter
to carry on with his duties as "Swill Tubbing" manager,
which, judging by the way the standard of grub has gone
up, he has carried out very well.
We welcome 2ndLieut. P. D
to this Company from
H.Q., and 2ndLieuts. L. R. E. S
and B. K. K—r from
the Depot, and wish them good luck in their stay with.us.
We heartily congratulate Cpl. Butler on his recent
espousement, and hope he will like it.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
When will "Destry" ride again?
Does he come from Arizona?
Who is the barber who gives you a hair cut with a hole in?
"Neddy."

4

"D"

Company

Back to print again after a seemingly long lapse; we
notice at once the absence of our usual scribe. The loss
of Major C. H
T
, who has taken over a command
of his own, is indeed a great one. Charles we will always
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remember by his unrivalled good cheer, which has helped us
home on many a weary march. We congratulate him on his
promotion and appointment, and wish him every success.
Hats off to "D" Company athletes. In the interCompany
football championship our team was unbeaten, scoring 13
goals for and one against.
Our long awaited victory over
"C" Company was the best of our run of wins.
The success of our running team was even more spec
tacular.
In the interCompany crosscountry run we won
with a total of 59 points, the runnersup scoring 164 points.
The eight of our team which counted were all in the first
twelve. "No win at all." So we have been providing half
the football team and twothirds of the running team for
the Battalion — a fair tribute to "D" Company athletic
prowess.
We now look forward to similar results in the
sports meeting, which is to take place in the near future.
In the training world we carry on under trying conditions.
The Company Is very depleted at the moment, owing to the
number of people on specialist training. There is also an
N.C.Os.' cadre in full swing. A lot of time has been put to
good use on the thirty yard range improving our shooting.
The results have been most satisfactory, and great progress
has been made under the able guidance of Sergt. Axten, our
Acting C.S.M., who is a master in such matters. We are also
fully trained fire
watchers — a task which will improve as
the nights get shorter. And then the picnic — but everyone
knows about the picnic.
2ndLieut R. L. C
's stay in the Company was all too
short for our liking, but we welcome in his place another,
2ndLieut. R L. C
, who is now permanently one of us.
Fearful visions arose of losing C.S.M. Landman, who had to
undergo an operation, but we are glad to hear that the Y
List has been cheated of a valuable victim and that the S.M.
is now enjoying well earned sick leave.
Ptes. Morris and Barker have left us for higher circles,
and we wish them every success in the Royal Air Force.
And finally,
a ote of thanks to O.C. Weather who has
been kind to us for the last week or tw. May ne keep It
up over the mammoth scheme which is looming up ahead of us.
f
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BATTALION

Headquarter Company.
A.A. PLATOON.
We are still reserving our energy for greater tilings to
come; at the moment, for a scheme (3 days) when it will be
needed mainly to permit the M.T. "to sleep at nights."
One
member of the gun team caused the R.A.F. moments of
anxiety, when he mistook their plane for the target he was
to fire
upon instead of the target it was towing. That's all
for now.
MORTAR PLATOON.
Mortars calling!
Once again this month we are sur
rounded by new faces—some agreeable—others passable. But
for one big day this month, the past and present of the
Platoon got together and indulged in a little harmless "bomb
slinging." It was grand training and grand fun for us all,
and what is more important, the results were most heartening.
The day was not devoid of incidents—particularly when
"Couz" could not decide who the misfire belonged to.
A final
word of greeting to all the "BubbleBoys" existing
In the outposts of the Battalion, hoping they won't forget who
they really belong to.
We are all sorry to miss Corpl. Simmonds owing to a knee
injury, and sincerely hope he wins his race against the "Y"
List Bogey.
"DRAINPIPE. '
PIONEER

PLATOON.

We have been called many things by our Commanding
Officer, but our new name "Snow White and The Seven
Dwarfs" is the best yet.
We now feel very safe as well as contented, as our P.S.M.
alias "Snow White"—has passed Q.l on his last one of many

courses, a P.A.D. Course. It is hard to imagine our P.S.M. as
"Snow White," but perhaps our minds are not pure. As for
the "Seven Dwarfs," we have a Goodcliilcl who is "Grumpy,"
and we hope Corpl. Youngs will be "Happy" when he returns
from his Gas Course. We regret that Pte. Pullen, alias
"Dopey," has mended his last pipe for the 7th and has been
sent to the R.A.O.C. on a course. Hold the line—Q.M. calling
—we must sign off now and carry on with "blackouts."
"SNOW WHITE."
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Will the Kentish Cob change colour again this month?
Why did we make a "Swear Box" for the Sergeants' Mess?
For what reason does the "Kiteflying" C.S.M. count the
balloons each day, and what would happen if one was "absent
off parade"?
For what reason did a C.S.M. barricade himself in on a
certain Rugby afternoon?
What is 'P.T. Staffs' reveille, and who makes out his
detail?
Has our Provost Sergeant a "cracked nut," and does he
need his patches "camouflaged"?
M. T . P L A T O O N .

Once more the sun shines kindly upon the P
Panzer
Boys, for we have some new toys to play with and some new
playmates to help us along in the great game of transport
(mechanical, vehicular, and of course, wheeled).
We are now in the happy position of being capable of dis
organising the entire traffic system for miles around, and we
can demand spares until the R.A.O.C. scream for mercy.
And now let us have a bit of poetry—for since the sad fate
of "Elsie the Germ" we have the field
to ourselves—so here
goes:—
"THE M.T. COURSE."
Private Snooks was! a soldier,
Private Snooks was a man,
He never fell cut on a route march,
His equipment was spotless and span.
For years he had served as a Rifleman,
Always cheerful and keen,
'Til he came on a course of driving
And they gave him a truck to clean.
They gave him a brush and a bucket,
He set to work with a will,
Until he cried out "Oh! botheration,
I'd rather go back and do drill."
Now Snooks was never a quitter,
But one thing made itself plain,
Each time he cleaned up the engine
We all made it dirty again.
But at last they sent him out driving,
The moment had come, for his test.
The only reward for his striving
"Was the Sergeant's "You've failed like the rest."
And now let us be serious for a moment. A bouquet for
Corpl. Bob Johnson upon getting his second stripe—two more
to Ptes. Allum and Woolterton upon taking the plunge into
matrimony—may their troubles be little ones.
A nice juicy bunch of roses to the Corporal who broke the
record for turning a stray convoy round—never mind who
caused it to stray, maybe it was dodging a swamp.
A big
bunch of stinging nettles to he who feeds us on schemes; come
clean now, who does eat our dinner? Last but not least, a
bunch of assorted spanners to No. 4 Platoon to save them
the trouble of borrowing ours.
"THAT MAN."



"A" Company.
This has been a month of field
exercises which have given
"B" Echelon a chance to shine. The ColourSergeant has now
passed his T.O.E.T.'s on the foot pump and we are all good
friends with the petrol cooker and its attendant insulators.
Sometimes the ColourSergeant has a hard task to catch up
with us and deliver the goods, but sooner or later there is
good food for all.
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We have had the "C
or crack" exercise in which we
tried conclusions with the Umpires, barbed wire and our
gallant allies, and achieved considerable success until we were
ruled out of action within sight of our objective.
Later in the month we indulged in a new kind of battle,
this time against the steel plates on the Field Firing range,
and severe casualties were inflicted on the* enemy without loss
to ourselves, except for a certain amount of breath on the
part of the safety officers..
To turn to the domestic side of our life, we do not even
in this out of the way spot seem to have escaped that influence
of Spring which, in happier times (or were they?), evidenced
itself in that annual upheaval known as spring cleaning. It
all started when the Company Roll Board was graced with a
new coat of paint of tire bright blue variety, upon seeing which
the SecondinCcminand', not to be outdone, sallied forth and
purchased "netting, curtains, window, yards 3" to replace the
sombre black material which, and until that time, protected
the sacred precincts of the Company Office from the prying
eyes of passersby. It is rumoured, however, by certain mali
cious persons that the new curtains were obtained at the sug
gestion of the ColourSergeant to enable him to continue his
studies of the local fauna from the comfort and security of
his office desk.
As a fitting climax to a. month of hard training, we were
engaged in a manoeuvre lasting several days, but "as yet few
details of these operations are forthcoming," so we will leave
it until next month to tell in what manner "A" Company "did
very well" in this battle.
"THE GRENADIER."

*

"B" Company.
Surrounded by a welter of orders, maps, kit, equipment,
subalterns anxious to help (!), and on the eve of one of our
famous Brigade Schemes, we pucker the brow to entice the
muse to settle upon our shoulders and guide our pen to a
flow of literature suitable to describe our doings during the
month. Many expressions crowd to our mind, together with
the occasions they commemorate, but. few make so lasting an
impression as that 'Well done, 'B' Company," spoken—it can
not truthfully be said in honeyed or dulcet tones—by our C.O.
as we march into barracks at the end of a major exercise or
into bivouac! for a meal hard won. Such praise has been ours
and we are proud to record it. Of other times, when different
terms have been used, our pen is silent.
Very early in the month we fought a battle against our
worthy allies the 1st B
Fusiliers, and found their tactics
such as to keep us on our toes; in fact, we had the greatest
difficulty to persuade a roving band of "enemy" that it was
"not done" to capture our Company H.Q. on their return from
captivity at: the end of their period of hors de combat. Many
lively encounters occurred during the night, and we were
thankful to see our sister Units come to our help at
"Sparrow's hop" to complete the rout of our gallant foes. It
was at the conclusion of this manoeuvre that one, Pte. Date,
very tired, somewhat disgruntled, but with a replete belly,
having been warned to keep awake by a watchful fellow ranker.
wanted to know how he could keep a
something wake
when he was a
something sleep. A definite point, we
thought.
Our field firing
practice, carried out on an ideal range
nearby, is worthy of special mention in Regimental History.
Despite setbacks innumerable, and with the unceasing zeal of
our W.T.O., 2nd Lieut. W. M. K
, we were lucky enough to
obtain the range, and from dawn till dusk the beaches echoed
with the din of our weapons punching holes in imaginary
Huns.
Some of us experienced our "baptism of fire,"
quite
literally, and one gallant officer, perched on a high pinnacle
in front of our weapons, was seen feverishly to be counting
his beads and heard to recite a peculiar prayer in somewhat
powerful phraseology as the bullets pinged around him; we
rescued him alive vowing vengeance. Shooting in the Com
pany has improved, as witness the increased consumption of
mild and bitter in the local, when proficiency pay is notified
in Orders Part 11.
During a recent exercise, when the Colonel commanded
the Brigade and Major N
the Battalion, we were horrified
to learn that we had been ordered to capture a mountain—

certainly one of the "Black" sort so far as we were concerned—
and the only one to enjoy it was our worthy O.C., who it
seems in the palmy days behind us spent his time leaping
from Alp to Alp. He left the peak with some reluctance and
many a backward glance, whilst we were only too anxious to
seek the less windy seclusion of the valley beneath.
One
last thought on training: our night advances and attacks are
now done without severe casualties, and St. Betroxitis is a
thing of the past.
SPORT.

,

Football, now normally excluded from our daily pro
gramme in view of hard training, now takes place at dewy eve,
and we continue to pursue the sphere with unabated energy.
The Battalion Rugger XV., of which Captain E. J. E
.
2nd: Lieut. J. A. P
and Sergt. Smith are ardent members,
continues to lose without apparent effort, but the season lags
and in Spring a young man's fancy turns to pastimes more in
keeping with the zephyr and sunshine. We shall look forward
to another year—but who knows where and against whom our
next fixtures
will be played.
Congratulations to the Battalion crosscountry team, under
2nd Lieut. P
, on their success in winning the inter
Battalion contest, particularly to our member, Pte. Fresh
water, on running second. Well done !
SOCIAL.
We welcome Lieut. L. W. C
as second in command
and look forward to seeing his cheery countenance in our
midst, and with the rations for many a moon to come.
2nd Lieut. J. H. C
has returned from his second spell
of leave slimmer than ever, and it is rumoured that his seven
days were spent trying to make up his mind whether the more
restful position for a kip is prone or with feet above head
level. His views, if printable, will be published in our next.
The gardens in P flourish
under his tender care. We are
looking forward to the harvest, hoping that wild oats are at a
discount.
2nd Lieut. E. G
has been playing Red Indians at a
StalkerSnipers school, and has returned full of respect for the
quality of good mud of the glutinous kind. Our abilities at
rabbitcreepingupbehind will doubtless improve under his
able direction.
Time flies,
and dawn having broken in the pale sky to
the East we will seek the seclusion of our tent till sunrise.



" C " Company.
The March winds have blown and the April showers have
descended upon us, and the members of Shiny "C" have
emerged with their backs straight and their "chinstraps" worn
in the correct manner.
Training has progressed with the same intensity during
the past month and Shiny "C" has lived up to the statement
made recently by a wellknown London newspaper, referring
to this Battalion, that the Army is tough.
No doubt readers will notice that the familiar phrases, we
welcome to the Coy. and we regret to lose, etc., etc., do not
appear in this month's epistle. We can only assume, in con
nection with the latter, that the Battalion has been able to
function satisfactorily without having to draw on the talent of
Shiny "C."
This happy state of affairs is not likely to last long unfor
tunately, as a certain subaltern of this Coy. has at last suc
ceeded in fulfilling his boyhood dream of becoming a police
man. It is for this, and no other reason, that numerorus mem
bers of the Battalion have seen him loitering outside the
local Police Station—not as some thought, in connection with
his clashes with the A.T.S. or W.A.A.F.
We would like to take this opportunity of congratulating
Sergt. Jackson and Lc.Sergts. Oseman and Reed on .their
recent promotion. We wish them every success in their new
capacities and hope they will soar to even more giddy heights.
Our congratulations also to Sergt. Motton on his recent
marriage, and we wish him every happiness.
We hope that
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this "happy event" (?) will enable him to return to the Bat
talion with a "D."
14 Platoon have been doing magnificent work recently, the
N.C.Os. in particular, who have all been made lifemembers of
the National Rat Catching Society. The Platoon Commander
has also taken great interest in purchasing a super rat trap.
The "catch" so far amounts to one large rat. which apparently
gave up the ghost a few feet from a pair of Sergt. Tuck's socks.
We suggest that in the future that worthy Sergt.'s socks be
substituted for the trap.
Since writing Shiny "C" has again gained more laurels,
this time in winning the interCompany crosscountry run. We
cannot say whether this is a second, third, or even fourth time
that Shiny "C" has won this event—as, .to be perfectly honest,
we have lost count.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
fire

1. Is the W.T.O. going to stop W.T.P.P. of all who cannot
better than himself?

2. How is the Company Gardener doing his sowing or
bakering?
SHINY "C."
4

"D"

Company

Since our recordings and observations last appeared in
these oft and universally scanned pages we have lost, for a
short while only we hope, oun official scribe, and it is difficult
to follow in his professional footsteps.
During the past month we have maintained our usual
standard on Brigade and Battalion exercises, and we remember
particularly one Platoon which managed to attack the rear of
another Battalion of this Regiment and which caused much
consternation to the umpires as a result. We also have recol
lections—these are not happy ones—of our "B" Echelon falling
into the hands of our gallant allies—and the fast that followed
it.
Soon we shall be thinking of discarding our winter woollies
in favour of the all holes variety, and already the spasmodic
and ever increasing heat of the midday s^.ii 1~ abcring the
complexion of the Company and reminding some N C'.Os. that
haversacks should carry waterbottles and not pack boards.
We regret to say that 2nd Lieut. F. J. L
has left us
temporarily. At the moment he is poised between being a
commissioned D.R. and learning how to "lob"' them over. In
his spare time he thinks of education and the Company's
National Savings effort. Sergt. Keyse is at present on a Drill
Course with the Guards, and we hope to see a "D" at the end
of it.
We have noted of late the aimless wanderings of a very
dismal canine quadruped, who invariably brightens at the
approach of Captain E. C. F. B
. We doubt if she can teach
us anything in the use of ground or cover, but perhaps the
is more experienced in the use of .trees.
Certain members of the Company are ardent consumers
of chocolate, and chocolate as we know is hard to get. Con
sequently if this is left lying about it is apt to disappear, and
we recall the fate of a certain box of "Black Magic" which
was left on top of the wireless and the wireless got hot! We
leave our readers to imagine what happened, and what the
owner of the chocolates said!
2nd Lieut. W. M. K
is still making tremendous strides
in everything he undertakes, and it is rumoured that on one
occasion when his Platoon were acting as vanguard they caught
up and passed the carriers. We repeat, it is only rumoured!
Our congratulations to Cpls.
Johnson on their promotions.

King. Ellis, Johnson and

THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
1. Why have Motor Cycle catalogues suddenly appeared
in the Sergeants' Mess? Can she ride pillion?
2. What is a young rat? Is it a mouse? Ask "C" Coy.
3. What does S.L. stand for?
Is it start line or still
lingering?
4. Why do all farms look alike, even on a map?
"DARING DON,'1
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70th BATTALION
Battalion Headquarters
We in Battalion Headquarters still continue being—well
there is hardly any need for me to mention the fact it being
so utterly obvious—I mean of course the premier example of
military perfection—leaving it in my modesty to the intelli
gence of the reader to gather the true implication of such a
halfhearted phrase.
We were invaded a couple of weeks ago by a happy little
band of newly trained soldiers and not wishing to revive any
painful memories in our revered orderly sergeant I will not
go into details too much. On the first parade they attended
he was enquiring after the parade if they had been trained
to swing their arms when marching with a football under
neath their arms, so perfect was the half circle that they
described when told to swing the straight from the shoulder.
Our R.S.M. has made himself very popular in inventing a
new game and do the lads like it—it is called Allin Football.
The rules of the game are : 1. To get Goals, 2. To get
Goals. 3. To get Goals and so on until the end. The "hows."
"whys" and "wherefores" don't come into this gentlest of all
sports—oh no—just get the ball into the goal and you have
occomplished every object and rule of the game and if you
have not broken your neck doing it, you are a very lucky
fellow. But do the lads enjoy it, the more bruises they get
the better they like it.
I am seriously thinking of suggesting that by way of a
gentle diversion we play a sort of cricket, using an iron ball,
our bats being our bare hands and only catching the ball in
the mouth just to maintain our Spartan standards.
I append Nos. 3 and 4 of "Personality Parade" for you to
puzzle out under the same age old slogan—"No names, No
pack drill."
No. 3.
His voice some say is golden.
As gentle as the breeze.
A soldier's heart would miss a beat.
To hear his "Number Please."
As pearls are found in oysters.
This, as far as I may knock.
But if the listener could but see,
He'd get an awful shock.
For blue eyes and rosy Hps,
Nice curves, and waist so slim.
He'd find
a cultivated "Taz"
Above a pointed chin.
His one outstanding ornament.
This with such pains and care.
He coaxes, combs and cajoles,
That beautiful "Quiff" in his hair.
This guy is the 70th's version.
Of "Tarzan of the Apes,"
Though normal by every standard,
He has such funny traits.
His hair stands straight upon his head.
His face is pale, His temper—Well.
He's on the tallish side and straight,
His name begins and ends with "L."
He could earn his living on the stage.
At mocking sounds and noises,
He renders "The Hunchback of Notre Dame"
And other peculiar poises.
He's master at the Bren Rod Trick,
At times "Nuts in the locker'
But if you need to tame him down,
Have halfanHour's soccer.
He works in Army Woolworth's,
Mid kit and 2x4,
I11 that elevated mystery,
The Quartermasters' Store.
I strongly recommend this bloke,
For any tumbling act,
For give him anything to do,
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He'll finish
on his back.
I've painted you these portraits.
Just guess now if you will.
Who are these notorieties.
On this Headquarters' bill.
"Heckling Hector of Headquarters."

4

*'A" Company.
The major item of our monthly news is called B—rn J—t
for some reason, and the major item at B—rn J—t is in
dubitably the Dance Hall, where on other days we eat, but
where, on Thursdays blonde bevies of B—rming beauties
gather round waiting to share the terpsichordian achieve
ments of L/Cpl. Jitterbug D—cks, or partake of a Palais
Glide with 6347698 Pte. Bry—nt.
Incidentally, ought the
Padre to cut in and does the C.S.M. like curls from PR—ST—N
H—LL? We have heard something too about a Cadre Course
and I suppose in a way that's news, especially as it seems to
we onlookers quite a roaring success, frequently visited by
Lieut. W
himself, together with other enthusiastic subal
terns rushing from their breakfast bangers to don their P.T.
glad rags. The only sad news about it all is its impending
loss —the departure of its handsome Irish bicycling Sergeant

Instructor, who, we are told, is climbing one more rung in
that ladder which ends in a FieldMarshal's knapsack. And
then of course there's our canteen, a very elegant canteen,
with a ladies' changingroom, where the corporals go when
they're good.
However, women aren't everything, so the
other side of the wall we are going to shoot at them with
22in. butt or no butts, if that wall gives way.
! Yes,
under our wizard hand B. J. is improving. True, there aren't
any windowpanes come off in your hand, and the boilers
burst at washing time, and the hurricanes disappear. But
what do young soldiers care? We are humanising B
J
and will defend it to the last with our small stirrup
pump which doesn't work. What's that? Aren't we defending
an aerodrome? Well, yes and no; but he who stops a nice
long way away lives to fight
another day, and lapped in the
luxury of B
we train in ease and comfort, while He who
has done it all falls off the ladder as the final
nail goes in.
But to news again :what else?
A mechanical corporal has arrived and a hearty vote of
thanks is passed by all; trading falsely on the family name,
another corporal is made LanceSergent to mind 'the pease
and "Q." The tennis court has given birth to a boxingring;
Lieut. F
has opened his silencer and gone, and who is
called "Hoo Flung."
Enough; there are a lot more things we want to know,
but we have got to go out for a bit.
"Why."
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the High Street.
The "West Kents" are gaining quite a
reputation with the general public here.
THINGS WE WOULD VERY MUCH LIKE TO KNOW.

The sun, at last, is beginning to show itself ancl one can
feel that summer is coming. In our rural surroundings the
effect is very noticeable, even the Company typist now types
in rhythm with the bleating of the sheep and the mooing of
the cows in the nearby iields.
Unfortunately most of the Company has now been posted
to other companies and we now have a ? Platoon. What
exactly they do at the moment is unknown but it will all
probably come out in the wash.
Congratulations to Lt.Col. A
on becoming our new
C.O. We wish him the best of success in his new sphere.
Lieut. J
the organiser of our canteen and also our
dances has now left us for a month's course. We wish him the
best of luck and hope that he has learnt the language of
those "foreigners."
It is noticed that a running team is to be selected for
an interCompany sports meeting in May. It is to be hoped
that at the close "C" Company will be at the top.
A miniature range has now been completed under the
capable instruction of Lieut. J
, M.M. Other companies
requiring notes on "How to make a Miniature Range" please
apply here.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Who is the H.Q. Corporal who says " 'C' Company again?"
Who is the N.C.O. who goes on so many P.T. Courses?
Who is the typist at our detachment that uses so many
typewriting ribbons?
What Company sends all its men on Guards' Courses?
Who is it that tries to knock the hands off S
H
clock
Who, is it that shoots partridges? Revolvers must not be
mentioned—of course!
Who is the Sergeant who is learning to play the violin?—
Cats on the top floor!
"Spit and Polish."

+

"D"

Company

How time flies, yes, the first
day of May is Labour Day,
nothing to write home about that, however—the other 29 or
30 days are almost the same—not that we mind a bit, and
now that the trees are almost in green leaf and the Rhubarb
is up, everything is "Oky Doke" as the C.S.M. says. Its grand
to be up and out on "Stand To" at 04.45 hours each morning
when on duty.
We welcome a further addition to 'the Company in 2nd
Lieut. P
who has been appointed Gas Officer amongst
other duties. We also welcome to our midst a bunch of
"those men from M
" who have beefi given all the best
jobs, and who seem to acquit themselves well whatever the
task.
The Company sincerely congratulates our genial A.F.V.
Officer, Lieut. K
on his recent matrimonial venture with
a very charming lady, and wish him joy! !
We have played another game of Soccer during the month
against our friendly neighbours the Telegraph Works Sports
Club. Also twice during the month they have entertained
some 25 of our sporting celebrities in an evening of indoor
games—billiards, snooker, darts, table tennis, shoveh'penny,
etc., and we made a very creditable show each 'time! We
were also entertained at a Dance by these same friends and
now we are preparing for a clash at cricket.
In the very near future we hope to run a pretty useful
team and get a full fixture card. In this respect we are very
fortunate in having a good ground placed at our disposal,
and we hope to entertain most of the Company teams of the
Battalion. 2ndLieut. D
has returned from a Sports and
P.T. Course, and despite a slight accident sustained at Rug
ger seems now to be fairly fit
and is supervising "Tabloid
Sports." etc.
Units come and go from the town, but the boys of our
detachment still stand out when one takes a stroll through

Why is the line Platoon always loath to return to the
Camp even if it means a week off guard?
And who is the man who did a 35 mile route march on
his own?



"E" Company
I am not really sure that I have a great deal to tell you
again this month, but I have no doubt that something will
come off the end of the pen as I go along, anyway it usually
does.
With the coming of spring months, everything here has
taken on a much brighter aspect.
The incessant rain to
which we have been subjected since we first
arrived has now
been superceded by a considerable amount of dry and occa
sionally sunny weather. Of course we sometimes have a rainy
spell but as it is April I suppose that is only to be expected.
The wind is very strong at times, and sometimes some of our
taller N.C.O.'s can be seen swaying gently in the breeze
which often reaches hurricane force.
I think that I can justifiably say chat we have all now
undergone our "Baptism of Fire" two weeks ago. one quiet
evening the Alert sounded, ancl instead of passing over in the
usual fashion, the "Flibberty Fly by Night" paid us a rather
long and noisy visit. He dropped practically everything—not
all at once—but from dusk till dawn we had incendiaries,
mines and all the other little novelties that Jerry has devel
oped. literally thrown at us. In some cases we caught them
and threw them back, but in the main we just let them fall
and listened with great joy to the music of their contact with
Mother Earth. Dawn came, ancl with it the sweetest music
of all—the All Clear.
On surveying the damage done we
found it to be almost nil. A few blades of grass had suffered
slight abrasions but that was all. Throughout the night we
were comforted by the fact that Jerry was aiming at us, ancl
would in consequence never hit us, and he, however, aimed
at Lands End or John O' Groats we might have had some
cause for concern. Some of the members of the Company
were stranded in B
all night, ancl returned next morning
looking very battle scarred and weary, but 'they had been in
valuable in helping the local A.F.S. in dealing with numerous
(Ires. The incident was repeated three nights later with the
same amount of damage.
The Company played a soccer match against B
A.F.S..
ancl although the result was 3—2 in their favour it was an
extremely good game. We are looking forward to more ath
letic activity as time goes on.
We are sorry to have to say Goodbye to 2ndLieut. G. K.
T
, and wish him every success in the Battalion to which
he has gone.
"Tom Pollicul."
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"F" Comoany
Once again, the boys of "F" are in the limelight of our
boxing world.
Unfortunately, two of our team of boxers were com
mandeered by the R.A.F. Owing to the shortage of one of
their teams, and again unfortunately they were two of our
best, but all the same it was quite a good contest.
Bout No. 1 was a good scrap while it lasted, our one ancl
only "Paddy" Sullivan proved altogether superior to his op
ponent. The fight started quickly and ended just as quickly,
in the first round Sullivan landed a beautiful right to his
opponent's solarplexus, the towel being thrown in approxi
mately 10 seconds after the opening gong. It was hard luck
that Sullivan was lighting for the R.A.F. .
Bout No. 2 was, one might say rather tame, Pte. Waldock
versus A/C. Green, each man tried to finish with a knock
out but it proved unsuccessful, but during the last round.
Waldock concentrated his blows to the body, and was awarded
the verdict on points.
Bout No. 3. In this fight
between Pte. Reilly ancl Pte.
Pope. Pope was fighting
for the R.A.F. and had he been
fighting
for us the contest would certainly been won by the
R.W.K., because although all will agree that this was a very
good scrap with Reilly doing most of the attacking, Pope
proved himself to be the more experienced boxer, and was
not caught napping, but was awarded the fight
on points.
Bout No. 4 Pte. Stannard versus A/C Potts. Stannard
put up a show worthy of the best traditions of the Regiment,
his opponent being altogether bigger both in length and
reach, he took a lot of punishment did "Jankers" and un
fortunately lost on points, but I think we should credit our
man on his plucky fight.
Bout No. 5. This was one of the most exciting fights
of
the evening because Pte. Suzuki was at a disadvantage owing
to the length of his opponents reach. But in the end he
proved to be the best man. attacking very violently and gain
ing many points with his left jabs, winning on points.
The last of our boys to light, was L/Cpl. Looker versus
A/C. Rutherford. Being a light heavy weight bout this fight
was eagerly awaited. L/Cpl. Looker proved much faster on
his feet and with his punches but although his opponent was
much slower, he possessed a very hard punch, and if Looker
had got in the way of a few more of his punches, the fight
may have finished
differently, he dodged them ancl Looker
finished
the victor on points.
Result of the whole contest was as follows: —
R.A.F., K. 11 points; R.W.K.. B.H. 9 points: R.A.F., G. 9
points: R.A.F., B.H. 8 points.
On the whole it was not a bad show, but it would have
been better if we hacl had our own full team.
Once again all you people, "F" Company scandal sheet is
on the news, ancl readers (we hope) once again they have
caught me and forced upon me the job of compiling it. The
last month seem to have been rather quiet or else everybody
is keeping their scandal to themselves. We have to announce
the opening af a new "Cafe" in this rest home of ours . . . .
ancl it is a wellknown fact that one Pte. R
a cook of sorts
is very much in demand there. Perhaps the young ladies can
tell us why, we don't know, but maybe it is because he is so
good looking (maybe).
One of our Corporals got married a few weeks ago, good
luck to him I say. but we are all rather surprised to hear him
comment "It isn't 'alf warm" we presume that he meant the
weather.
\
Dances are very popular at the moment, the W.A.A.F.'s.
simply flock
to them, and needless to say most of the boys go
dancing too, but they must get very warm dancing, because
they often go out to get a breath of fresh air. One of the
boys wants to join the Parachute Corps he is constantly
worried by a sky blue uniform with wings (take that which
way you like) but the person concerned, will know what I am
alluding to.
I am afraid that this village, is getting the better of us
all, we see women in trousers and men in skirts, but of
course I cannot mention any names, that would be unfair.
Well I am afraid that I much close, as there isn't any
more scandal to shout about.
"Runner."

INFANTRY TRAINING
CENTRE
4'A"

Company.

Many moons ago one, Orderly Sergeant "tugging" franti
cally at his hair, gave the Company Strength as 892. Need
less 'to say he'd let his feelings run away with his figures.
But nowadays it is all we can do to reach the halfcentury
mark on parade. As Sgt. Finch says "We always seem to be
going and coming."
We were all sorry to see Capt. H
depart, although we
shall long remember the "threat of darning parades" which
he held over us. Capt. W
has returned to the Company
fresh from his Course and ready for the fray. We all extend
our welcome to him but one member of the Company Ofilce
is particularly relieved. We extend our welcoming "paw" to
2ndLieut. H
and to 2ndLleut. W
. The former has
already given us good service on the soccer pitch, while the
latter should be of great assistance to us when the willow is
wielded once more.
While in this mood, let us also say
"What Ho" to Sgt. Lewell who has rejoined us after a pro
longed absence: not long enough, however, to forget how our
present C.S.M. when a Sergeant once adorned him with a
"crown" of boot polish. We wonder what the future has in
store.
Early one morning last month, "A" Company lost its
bantams. It was a sad day for us. Cpl. Smith, indeed, who,
it is said, thought of them as his own "tiny tots" wept to
see them go. Their last parade in full marching order will
long be remembered. It was difficult to believe that so much
could be crowded on to so little. Tliey were a grand lot of
chaps, bubbling over with energy, and we wish them all good
luck in their new job. The Q.M. whose stores and ingenuity
were taxed to the full much have heaved a sigh of relief,
though.
There's a new "sport" in the Company. It's called Hose
Reel. This is not another name for the "Highland Fling"
although many of us do "fling" ourselves into the air over
it. The bantams, before they left, came out easy winners in
this. Their record effort of 28 seconds easily outclassed the
team of Officers, even though the bantams were rumoured to
be handicapped by carrying a ladder in order to reach the
hosereel box. A couple of men returning from sick parade
were injured by these "flying phantoms" and have since been
discharged as unfit.
Another "invention" in "A" Company is the "moving"
parade. This consists of moving the whole Company from one
hut to another as often as possible with as little warning as
possible. We have now become so resigned to this that our
kit bags are now permanently "at the alert" while some men.
filled with the joy of the chase are even begging to be moved
to a certain hut so as to "complete their set." If it does
nothing else, it certainly gives us plenty of variety and
exercise.
In the legitimate field
of sport the Grenadiers recently
distinguished themselves by a riproaring victory over the
"Signals" at soccer. Honourable mention must be made of
Sgt. Reid and Pte. Whipps who helped greatly towards knock
ing up the dozen goals obtained. The fine
team was greatly,
if vulgarly, assisted by some real "Yankee" cheering led by
Sgt. Fisher. In spite of the mammoth score 2ndLieut. S
seemed a little unhappy and even when the score was 12—0
he still insisted on yelling "sotto voce." "Come 'on "A" Com
pony, lets have a goal." At the end of the game Sgt. Reid.
who said he felt old age creeping on had to be carried back.
We have been a happy and hardworking Company, this
month although we were more than a little surprised to hear
that Capt. H
and the M.O. thought us overworked. Won
ders never cease. That's all for now.
"Tiddler."
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Why should Cpl. Hudson get all the dirty work?
because he's always "Soapy?"
When is Sgt. Simper going to get a size ten hat?

Is It
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Is Tuesday still the C.S.M.'s cleaning up day?
Who started the rumour that Sgt. Phillips was training
his dog to yap "Alt. OneTwo?"
Who is the Senior Sergeant?
Who came on parade with his belt upside clown?
Is EggMore Fish the Simpler combination?
Why is it that Sgt. E
having spent the night with a
certain blonde cannot participate in Breakfast the following
morning?
4

" C " Company.
Very little of note has happened during the past two
months. We bid adieu to a large number of the Company
during the latter end of last month and we take this oppor
tunity of wishing them well in their new surroundings.
It appears that other companies at the Park are taking
a leaf from Shiny "C" book for they are concentrating on
making their mark as gardeners—Flower Beds and Lawns are
beginning to look very nice and some very useful ground is
being used for vegetable growing—we shall—if Mother Nature
is kind to us be independent of rabbits' food and spuds for
quite a considerable time. High praise is due to Wharram
lor his gardening abilities "He certainly knows his Onions."
Special mention must be made of the Versatile Three, their
sense of smell must be very acute for from each of their
outings they never come back empty handed—after such
outings the office takes on the appearance of a Florist shop.
Congratulations to Mrs. Blackmore the spouse of our
Colour Bloke on the birth of a daughtex. "What's this
George" another volunteer for the A.T.S?
We were very pleased to welcome to the Company a few
of the old Boy's during last month and hope that they will
soon settle down—from what I learn their greatest bugbear
is the paying of "V" stoppages. Pay up and look pleasant
chums it is all for a good cause.
Nothing to report as regards sport this month for the
Company—quite a number have asked for trials in the cricket
teams that are being run in the I.T.C. this season and under
the tuition of a wellknown Kent and England Cricketer, we
are hoping for a good Company side.
F. A. J.

IN THE NEWS.
A.T.S. sews Red Tape.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.

Who is M.R.—can Cpl. Jones tell us?
Theme song of the C.S.M. and P.S.M.?
Is a Parade State really a nightmare to Orderly Sergeants?

4
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It is true that—All our N.O.O.'s have been on Cadres.
It is untrue that—They are now stamping their feet when on
drill—they are placing their feet down firmly.
It is true that—We have ixot yet played "C". Compaixy at
football.
It is untrue that—We are waiting for an intake of the 1840,
class before challexxging them. We feel they would have
a better chaixce with men of their own age.
It is true that—Sgts. Jeffcries, Killick and Beasley. Cpl.
Stevenson have returned from successful Courses. (We
Hope).
it is untrue that—They refused ofl'ei's of remaining at the
various schools to become StaffInstructors.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Why is it that Skittles is agaixx becoming prominent in
the Sergeants' Mess. Is it because the "Killer" has returned?
How did C/Sgt. Hale's hands become blistered.
Did
someone mention Sheltexs?
Which C.S.M. is offerixxg to sell his furniture at a very
low piice?
Why our Skipper has become so modest that he now
puts screens in front of RoadBlocks?

4

"E" Company
COMPANY HEADQUARTERS.
Once again we bring you news of the happenings in the
Specialist Company.
We have lost some of our Officers during the past month
2ndLieuts. P. A. D
S
. D. J. A
, L. R. E. S
,
have left us for other units, and 2ndLieuts. W. H. V. L

and W. M
W
have gone to join other Companies in
the I.T.C. We wish them all the best of luck in their new
sphere. At the same tixxie we extend a hearty welcome to
2xidLieuts. L. K
and K. E. J
and hope that 'their stay
with us will be a long and happy one. We also welcome
C.S.M. G. Johnson to our midst, and hope that he will enjoy
his stay with us.
The N.O.O.'s recently played the Privates and suxprisingly
lost 9—2 despite the valiant efforts of "Big Bill" in the
N.O.O.'s goal to let the Privates reach double figures.
Every
time the Privates shot the exrailway guard thought he saw
a green light and let it go by. The N.O.O.'s were, however,
handicapped by the fact that C/Sgt. Scott was called off the
field quite early in the game, and were playing one man
short for the rest of the match.
Our Ken duly got married, and those of us who were
fortunate enough to attend the "hitching rites" spent a
thoroughly enjoyable afternoon and evenixxg and finished
by
nearly missing the train. Anyway we wish them both every
thing they wish themselves axrd may they have a long and
happy life.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.

It is true that—The majority of the Company have been
posted to other units.
It is untrue that—The Company are now leax'ning to form
twos.
It is true that—Cpl, Castro, and L/Cpls. Hawker and Withers
have been attached to other units.
It is untrue that—These N.C.O's wanted a change of
countryside.
It is true that—Our A.T.S. clerk has gone to "B" Company
temporarily and we wish her the best of luck in hex
new Company Office.
It is untrue that—The Company typewriter misses the femi
nine touch.
It is true that—The Sergeants are making a garden outside
their quarters.
It is untrue that—This is to be a HopGarden.
It is true that—An "Employed" Church Parade is a small
one.
It is untrue that—They were mistaken for the Company's
right markers.

What is Sgt. Smith expecting?
Who nearly had his head knocked off by a railway bridge?
And why?
Who is Brenda? Ask the Chota .Saweesh.
How much did Ken make on the empties?
Who got a lump on his chin? Axxd was it really his wife?
HEARD AT THE WEDDING.
Bridegroom :—What am I supposed to do, then?
Sgt.Major:—Tell him, somebody!
Well for the present dear readers, I leave you, and if I
don't see you some more. Hello.
"Keyboard."
A.C.P.
Greetings my readers. After you have read this article
you are quite in your rights to turn back to the front of the
Buster and read the remainder of the contents. Obviously
yoxi want to read the best first,
so here you are. You will
have noticed in last months' issue that the Chota Saweesh
has taken over Big Cheese of the A.C.P. Yes, he made such
a success of the Wheeled Section that he has now being
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given both sections, ancl is Dicky mad? He is absolutely rav
ing. He now goes around singing "Give me back my Bren
Gun Carrier" to the tune of "Take me back to Dear Old
Blighty."
Another thing we hear quite a lot now comes from our
Horizontal Champ Davo, who is heard mumbling to himself
"I've done it. yes. I've done it this time alright." Your and
our congratulations arc due to L/Cpl. Seabrook for taking the
plunge into married life, and to Pte. Delaney on being a
Daddy to a bouncing bonny boy.
A cordial welcome from all ranks of the Platoon was
given to our new Officers who have now taken over the
Platoon. 2ndLieut. L. W. E. W
has taken over from
2ndLieut. W. H. V. L
as Platoon Commander, and is
ably backed by 2ndLieut. L. K
who has taken the place
of 2ndLieuts. W. M.
VV
and L. R. E. S
 To the
Officers who have left us we send our best wishes, and to
those who are with us we hope their stay will be a long and
pleasant one.
Wc have not had much sport lately, but the one game of
football we have had proved that we are still the best team
in the Company. We successfully beat "A" Company 4—1. It
should be noted that this same "A" Company team met and
trounced the Signals to the tune of 14—1. Poor old Sigs.!
I'll bet Smudger was wild! Well readers to conclude we send
our best wishes to all other Carrier Platoons of the Regiment.
And so until next time.

Cheerio!

"Chota Saweesh."

THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Who is the C/Sgt. who carries a
him?
Who is the "Ditcher?"

bucket around

with

M.T. PLATOON.
Switch on, start up, clutch out. select your first gear,
clutch in, release handbrake, and away we go: and now
that we are on our way, chums, let us be prepared for the
"Admiral's" final
instructions.
First we must congratulate "Spitt" on his recent promo
tion to the "Married men's Club," and so "CooEm" has to
fall out.
"Johnny" has gone in for big business, as the "Fitters'
Staff" needed enlarging, due to the fact that their time
must be taken up with their own repairs.
The "Fitters' Staff" has been kept very busy lately, not
only with mechanical work, but with firefighting services,
and "Old Bill" did get annoyed the other day, he would not
play firemen
because they said he couldn't hold the nozzle.
"Alf" has finished
— we wonder why.

with the "Purity League" these days
Aren't there any hopes at all?

The new "Gang" under Johnno is well on the way to
becoming efficient drivers, and it is also said by his "Gang"
that St. Vitus dance on the clutch gives more m.p.g.
The D.Rs. are now once again in action, under their able
leader "Swerver," who has just completed his vacation.
Molly, of this Section has just been promoted to L.Cpl..
and also dear old "Ned." We wish them all the very best,
and may they go a long way.
A new intake is shortly expected in the Platoon, and
we are getting ready for young "Tiffy." who is well on the
way.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Who lost something and found it with the extra duties?
Who wants a Convoy Drive through Canterbury?
Who owns The "Flying Bedstead"?
Is there a big enough Defect Report, for the little B.S.A.?
Who wanted to play with the "little dears" In Mote Park?
Why has "Swerver" got a shake on? Ask "Rear Wheel"?
What Officer (when double summer time came in): "Just
my luck to lose an hour at night this weekend." And, by
the way, why did he say it?
Well, chums, we bid you adieu for this month.
"Tiffy."

SIGNAL PLATOON
Quite a lew things have happened since our last corres
pondence. First and foremost the very successful climax to
January Squad's training. Every man passed — 12 with a 100
per cent, reading result. Well done. They worked exception
ally hard, especially during their last stages of training, and
deserved that result. Since some have left us. and we wish
them the best of luck wherever they are. (We know really,
but we mustn't tell, see.) The remainder are getting down
to serious practical signalling under Sergt. August and L.Cpl.
Williams. Such work as wireless operating on a full scale,
cable laying and intensive map reading. The latter is in the
form of maprides (shades of the past). These prove very
successful, for the simple reason that, if they didn't, mem
bers of the Squad who become lost, or stray, will most
certainly bust for dinner. To avoid this disaster they ardently
study the map, ensuring their speedy return to camp. Cable
laying in the vicinity of the Running Horse (for the A.I's.
benefit) was carried out during their training. One scheme
in particular proved very instructional, although the cause
of much criticism on the part of the S.O
Haversack rations
were taken, and it is rumoured that the doughnuts were
used to cover the metal road crossings. The imaginary C.O.
stated that lie wished communication to be established in
half an hour. He got it, only they were about six hours
late. I mean, after all a man must rest for meals, and the
programme of work does say 1230 Jast period in the morning
finishes,
and that formidable road block. The Running Horse,
caused some delay.
February Squad are hard at it, as their Classification is
not far off, and we take this opportunity of wishing them
the best of luck.
We welcome to the Platoon a new Squad, under the
instruction of Sergt. Smith and L.Cpl. Steed. So far their
progress has proved very satisfactory, and already some of
them are showing signs of becoming firstrate
signallers.
Captain J. McW
has returned from his course full of
knowledge, and is now pursuing his duty as S.O. with a
great deal of interest. The A.Is. and members of the Squads
congratulate him on his recent promotion.
We know he
deserves it.
"Weary Williams" too we are glad to see back, and is
now qualified to instruct all on his own. (He can now use
that sanctuary for Signal Sergeant's lost souls, the Signal
Office, without being scorned as "one of those ££!?! L.Cpls.
At the same time L.Cpl. Cavey has left us for the same course
and taken his "Oomph" with him. We know he won't let us
down, and feel certain of the result.
On several occasions we have had the pleasure and honour
of a brief, but I am sure interested visits from Major C
,
who himself lias excelled in the noble art of signalling.
Being Officer i/c Training, no doubt he will endeavour to
improve on the establishment of our signalling equipment.
In their usual chivalrous manner the "Sigs." welcome to
the Company our new C.S.M.. and wish him all he wishes
himself.
Also good luck to Pte. and Mrs. "OO" on the
occasion of their wedding and — well, you know what, happens
after that! Any way. keep your chin up "OO".
SPORT.
After a long lapse, the Signals again took the field
at
Soccer, and lost to Ack Company 12—0. It is rumoured that
owing to a useful centrehalf and an equally useful outside
right backing out, this colossal calamity occurred.
Better
luck next time, Sigs.
QUERIES AFTER AR.
Who are the two Don Juans of the Platoon? (No names
and I won't get sued for libel.)
Why does Sergt. Smith carry a worried look these days
and keep murmuring July, blast it; July, blast it? Is the
strain too much?
Who couldn't step over a 2ft. stream?
Little man you had a busy day.
Did the A.Is. enjoy their dinner on the cable laying
scheme? What's yours. Weary?
The Cable, the Foden. and Me.
AH the best.
>
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"Quo Fas et Gloria Ducunt
BATTLE

HONOURS

BORNE

ON

THE

REGIMENTAL

COLOUR:

The Sphinx, superscribed "Egypt."
"Vlmlera," "Oorunna,"
"Ferozeshah," "Aliwal,"

"Almaraz," "Vlttorla," "Pyrenees," "Nive,"
"Orthes,"
"Peninsula,"
"Punnior," "Moodk«e,
"Sobraon," "Alma," "Inkerman," "Sevastopol," "Lucknow," "New Zealand," "Egypt, 1882.'
"Nile, 188485," "South Africa, 190002," "Afghanistan, 1919."
BATTLE HONOURS BORNE ON THE KING'S COLOUR:

"Mons," "Ypres, 1914, '15, '17, '18." "Hill 60," "Somme, 1916, '18," "Vimy, 1917," "Italy,
"Gaza," "Defence of Kut A1 Amara," "Sharqat."
THE

GREAT

WAR

1917,

*18," "Galllpoli,

1915,'

BATTLE HONOURS—18 BATTALIONS:

"Mons." "Le Cateau," "Retreat from Mons," "Marne. 1914," "Aisne, 1914," "La Base^e, 1914," "Messines, 1914, '17.'
"Ypres, 1914, '15. '17, '18," "Hill 60," "Gravenstafel," "St. Julien." "Frezenberg," "Loos," "Somme, 1916, '18,'
"Albert, 1916, '18," "Bazentin," "Delvllle Wood," "Pozi6re6," "Gulllemont," "FlersCourcelette," "Morval," "Thlepval,'
"Le Transloy," "Ancre
Heights," "Ancre, 1916,
'18,"
Arras, 1917, '18," "Vimy, 1917," "Scarpe," 1917," "Oppy,"
"Pllckem," "Langemarck, 1917," "Menin Road," "Polygon Wood," "Broodseirde," "Passchendaele," "Cambrai, 1917, '18,'
"St. Quentin," "Rosieres," "Avre," "Villers Bretonneux," "Lys," "Hazebrouck," "Kemmel," "Amiens," "Bapaume, 1918,'
"Hindenburg
Line,"
"Epehy,"
"Canal
du
Nord,"
"St.
Quentin
Canal,'' "Courtral,"
"Selle,"
"Sambre,'
"France and Flanders, 191418," "Italy, 1917, '18," "Suvla," "Landing at Suvla," "Scimitar Hill," "Galllpoli, 1915/
"Rumani," "Egypt, 191516," "Gaza," "El Mughar," "Jerusalem," "Jericho," "Tell
'Asur," "Palestine, 1917, '18/
"Defence of Kut al Amara," "Sharqat," "Mesopotamia, 191518."

^Editorial
l!
We regret our inability to include the correspondence of
the 9th and 10th Battalions last month, as we got it just
too late, but we are including two month's correspondence in
this issue,
*

*

*

*

We would once again earnestly request that correspond
ence may be posted in ample time to reach us by the Gtli
of the month.
*

*

*

*

The Inspector of Infantry, MajorGeneral D. G. Johnson,
V.C., C.B., D.S.O., M.C., carried out van inspection during the
month and we have been officially informed of his satisfac
tion with what he saw.
*

*

*

*

We publish in this issue a letter from the Bursar of
Clifton College, which will be of interest to many old
Cliftonians, who were or are in the Regiment.
*

*

*

*

We very much regret to announce the death of Colour
Sergeant E. A. Smith, who served for many years in the
Regiment, and in the latter part of his service with the 1st
Battalion.
*

*

*

*

It is with much regret that we have to record the
departure of Captain E S. Curtis, R.A.M.C. who has been our
M.O. for over twelve months, and who must be wellknown
to many of all ranks now serving with the various Battalions.
We wish him the best of luck wherever the fates may
take him, and at the same time offer a hearty welcome to
his successor.
*



*

*

*

We would like to draw the attention of all our readers

to the new address of General Sir Charles BonhamCarter,
G.C.G., C.M.G., D.S.O.. which is: Bui'ley Grange. Nr. Ring
wood, Hants.
*

*

*

*

*

We have just received news that Lt.Col. N. H. S. Lowe
of Portsmouth, died some two months ago. The details of
his career will be published in our next issue.
*

*

*

*

.

We publish in this issue a second list of names and
addresses of those Officers and Other Ranks who are
Prisoners of War.
We hope that those who know the whereabouts of pris
oners will let us know so that we can publish it, in order
that their friends may communicate with them.
OFFICERS.
P.O.W. No. and Address.
No. Rank.
Name.
Offlag IX A/H
Germany.
68877 Capt. Cooper, P. T.
Stalag XXA
67438 Capt. Faulkner, D. O.
Stalag XXID
. „
A/Capt. Keenlyside, C. H.
OTHER RANKS.
6344297 Pte.
Hackney, A.
2305 Stalag XXIB
Germany.
6347210 „
Hales, A.
2105
„
XXA B
6346726 A/Sgt. Ingram, L.
10964
„
XXA 3A
6018910 Pte.
Jackman, J.
..
XXA 3
5571357 „
Kett, D. J.
11725
„
VIII B
6092355 „
Lacey, G. D.
„
XXA M
6018865 „
Mann, M. N.
3994
„ " XXI 13
6346739 „
McCarthy, D. T. D.
„
XXI B
6342515 „
Napier, E. H.
15543
„
XXA
„
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PRISONERS OF WAR FUND.

THE QUEEN'S OWN ROYAL WEST KENT REGIMENT
COMFORTS FUND.

Since our last month's contribution to the "Gazette"
we have sent off to our Prisoners of War the personal
parcels due in May—and we are now busy on the June
consignment.

LIST OF SUBSCRIPTIONS.

From correspondence and conversations we have had
with the nextofkin of our Prisoners of War it is very
comforting to learn that parcels and letters are getting
through much more quickly to the men—and judging by
the letters and postcards which the relatives have received
—and, in many cases, brought in for us to read—the men
are in good cheer.
We have been most fortunate last month in receiving
a further splendid gift of woollen comforts—consisting of
Pullovers, Socks, Scarves, Helmets, Gloves and Mittens—sent
to us through the kindness of our Chairman's wife—and
friends. This is the third lot they have handed over to
us for the Fund, and for which we are extremely grateful.
We are also receiving knitted six inch squares for blankets
in response to our appeal in last month's "Gazette," and we
are hoping these will continue to come in, notwithstanding
the difficulties of obtaining wool at the present time.
We held a second Prisoners of War Dance at the Lines
on the 26th of last month, and this was quite a success—a
sum of £9 17s. lid. being added to the Fund. Our next
dance will be held at the Lines on Monday, June 30th—when
we hope to improve on this figure.

Previously Subscribed
Dr. M. B. Baines
Capt. W. H. Darwall
Major Norman Edwards
Mrs. Ffincli
Lt.Col. A. Howe (Collecting Box)
Mrs. Hewitt
Miss Betty Leech (Monthly donation)
Miss E. N. Whitty
Brigadier T. T. Waddington, M.C
Mrs. Lynch White

£ s. d.
1,843 11 9
3 3 0
1 0 0
10 6
10 0
1 8 2
5 0
10 0
10 0
2 2 0
3 0 0

Amount spent on wool, etc

1.856 10
1,159 11

Balance

£696 18 11

Tke ft©££

5
6

3t©n©u^

NONCOMMISSIONED

OFFICERS

AND MEN.

KILLED.
Receipts.
£ s. d.
Balance as per last Account
April Subscriptions—
4th Battalion
5th Battalion
7th Battalion
8th (H.D.) Battalion
10th Battalion
70 th Battalion
Depot—Officers' Mess

7
12
12
3
7
11
3

£ s. d.
956 6 1

8
2
1
1

12
1
1
1
5
4
5

1

8
0
0
0
2
10
5
10
10
3
1
10
10
1
0
13
5
10
10
0

4

L/Cpl. T. V. May.
Pte. A. E. Neale.

PRISONERS OF WAR.
Pte. S. J. Sharp.
Pte. C. F. Ward.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Clifton College,
Erdiston,
Bude,
N. Cornwall.
June, 1941.

47
8
32
9

£1,113

10 6
19
10 0
17 11
5

7

Payments.
Underclothes, toilet kit, etc.. for personal parcels
Postage, Stationery
Balance in Hand

DIED.
Pte. L. F. G. Lewis.
Pte. C. Wade.

DIED AS PRISONERS OF WAR.
C/Sgt. A. E. Davenport.
Pte. C. W. J. Wilmot.
Pte. G. E. Dale.
Pte. R. A. Young.

0
0
0
0
6
0
0
6
6
6
0
0
0
0
0
6
0
0
0
0

Donations by nextofkin for personal parcels ..
Proceeds of Dances—70th Bn
Proceeds of Dance at Invicta Lines

Pte. D. Forbes.
Pte. F. G. Martin.

Pte. L. A. Errington.
Pte. J. A. Goulds.

14 3
13 9
2 11
16 10
12 8
18 11
0 0
58 19

Donations—
British Legion Village
W. L. Coombs, Esq
Mrs. C. Diamond
Miss Gilroy
Mrs. Hankin
Mangravet Youths' and Girls' Club
Mrs. Mewes
D. G. Elphick
Anonymous
A. W. Pine, Esq
E. H. Rand, Esq
G. E. Pine
B. Craddock
..
C. W. Kerrison, Esq
H. W. Leslie, Esq
F. W. Hinch, Esq
President, Sgts'. Mess (70th Bn.) ..
President, Sgts'. Mess (7th Bn.)
Mrs. Ralph
Mrs. Williams

Pte. R. H. Crouch.
Pte. R. R. Breeze.

£ s. d.
136 6 8
12 4 4
964 14 7

£1,113

5

7

Dear Sir.
You probably know that for a great many years a large
number of boys have left Clifton to go to Woolwich, Sand
hurst or Cranwell.
A number of scholarships were founded at Clifton after
the last War for such boys while at Woolwich, Sandhurst
or Cranwell.
As no boy now enters the Army or the Air Force in this
way. certain funds are now at the disposal of the Council
of the School.
Empowered by the new Act of Parliament, the Council
have decided to offer scholarships or grants for boys enter
ing the School who intend to take up a military career
after they leave School. Preference will be given to sons of
Officers who are serving or who have served in His Majesty's
Forces.
The intellectual standard required in the candidates for
such scholarships or grants would be that of a normal can
didate for Woolwich, Sandhurst or Cranwell in prewar days.
If you know of any Officer in your Regiment who is
likely to be interested in such scholarships or grants, would
you ask him to communicate with me at Bude?
Yours truly,
A. D. IMLAY,

Bursar.
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Photograph by kind permission of "Country Life" Nov. 2nd, 1940.
BRITISH OFFICERS PRISONERS OF WAR AT OFLAG IXA. GERMANY.—Thanks to the many letters received from re
lations. and friends, some more of which we publish below, it is now possible to identify the greater number of the officers in
the above group, which appeared in "Country Life" of October 5th. In the following list a question mark is inserted after
names where some uncertainty exists. We shall still be glad to hear of further identifications, in the hope that all the
faces may eventually be named. The numbers in each row should be read from the spectator's left to right.
(Top Row)—(1) Capt. N. K. Denham, Royal West Kent Regt. (2) 2nd Lieut. I. Hunter, The Black Watch. (3) Lieut. Hugh
Tait, R.A.M.C. (4) 2nd Lieut. Ian K. Hamilton, R.A. (5) Capt. M. C. M. Athorpe. Sherwood Foresters. (6) Capt. P. Scott
Martin, M.C., Royal West Kent Regt.
(8) 2nd Lieut. Terry ThorpeWoods. Royal West Kent Regt.
(9) Capt. W. E.
Edwards, Royal West Kent Regt.
(11) Capt. F. Murphy Adjt.. 1st Bn. Tyneside Scottish, The Black Watch (with
black moustache). (12) 2nd Lieut. P. S. Pugh, 6th Royal West Kent Regt. (or 2nd Lieut. J. H. Walker. Sherwood Foresters?).
(Second Row)—(1) R. R. Calkin, Toe H. (4) L. Har.wood Renton (West Surreys?). (5) Major C. E. Feneley, R.A. (6) 2nd
Lieut. R. H. Pepper, R.A. (in pullover).
(7) 2nd Lieut. Ian de la Mare Kennedy, Royal West Kent Regt. (8) 2nd Lieut.
J. Fentiman, R.A. (10) 2nd Lieut. John FitzHerbert, 8th Sherwood Foresters (?). (11) Rev. S. Austin Williams, Toe H chap
lain. (13) 2nd Lieut. J. M. O. Turner, 7th Royal West Kent Regt.

(Third Rotv) seated—(1) 2nd Lieut. R. G. H. Dunn, The Black Watch. (2) Capt. E. C. Stubbs, Queen's Royal Regt. (3)
Capt. J. W. Mansel, Queen's Royal Regt. (4) Major G. R. Roddam 6th Durham Light Infantry. (5) Lieut. A. Taylor Smith,
R.A.M.C. (6) Major C. H. R. Gee, M.C.. D.L.I. (?). (7) Major C. W. Clout, M.B.E., 7th Royal West Kent Regt. (10) Lieut,
and Q.M. A. Watts, Royal West Kent Regt. (11) Lieut. andQ.M. Shortman, 1st Bn. Tyneside Scottish, The Black Watch
(at end of row)
(Front Row)—(I) 2nd Lieut. R. B. Smailes, K.O.Y.L.I. (or 2nd Lieut. B. C. Phillips, Royal West Kent Regt. (?). (3) 2nd
Lieut. L. H. Garrett, Royal Northumberland Fusiliers.
(4) 2nd Lieut. M. B. C. Feilding, R.E.
(6) Lieut. A. H. Bishop,
R.A.O.C.
(7) 2nd Lieut. Barton, R.A.S.C.
(9) Lieut. Husband. D.L.I, (at end of row).

THE

WHITE

HORSE

1 pray to God each night like many other:
Whose dear ones are fighting
far away:
And there is someone else I say a prayer to,
Someone else who watches o'er him night and day.
The little horse that pranced from the flagstaff
And stands so bravely there upon his cap.
For it has guarded many generations;
From Corunna to Dunkirk it brought them back.
So, White Horse of Kent, I ask your blessing
On every man of Kent who fights
the Hun,
And send them safely back to us—their women,
When every foe is conquered and at last the work is done.
By the daughter of a Queen's Own Officer.

BIRTHS, MARRIAGES AND DEATHS
BIRTHS.
DELANEY.—Oh 5541 at Darfield to wife of Pte. C. Delaney,
a son, Daniel.
MARRIAGES.
MONAHAN—WOOD.—Pte. Monahan
(6351250)
Elizabeth Wood, at Hackney Town Hall.

to

Caroline

EVERED—JAMES.—On 10541 at Maidstone, Pte. B. Evered
to Vesta Tilly James.
MITCHELL—RAWLINGS.—On 24541
Mitchell to Emily Rawlings.

at

Stepney,

Pte.

A.
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~ A PALESTINE INTERLUDE
BY "FUMI."
In February,: 1939 the 'activities of the Arab rebels in
Palestine had been greatly, reduced by the constant raids
and searches carried out by the British troops and the
Palestine Police.
But the' majority of tKe . gang leaders, both major and
minor were still at large, and until they were disposed of.
trouble could always be 'expected. Every Battalion had a
list of the local leaders, some of whom had prices on their
heads, arid it was a matter of course that every effort should
be made to capture these, men who were responsible for
keeping the rebellion alive. .By this., time even the Arabs
were weary of the. long state of unrest in which they had
been living, and seeing the success of the military forces
and the dispersal of the large armed gangs, many were act
ing as informers against their fellow countrymen who had
done them far more harm than. the troops.
So much information was in fact available, that It
became difficult to sort out the probable stories from the
improbable, and .though chances were undoubtedly missed,
it was quite impossible to follow up every piece of
information. '
Stationed in Haifa at that time was a Battalion of the
Regiment, which had spent 12 months in the country and
was due to move to Malta in two months time.
This Battalion had been constantly operating against
the rebels, and had had, many successful encounters, but
all ranks were anxious to improve the bag by the capture
of one of the more important leaders before leaving Palestine.
The Assistant Superintendent of the Haifa Police, who
cooperated with this Battalion was a Jewish Officer of
great experience and tremendous keenness, whose informa
tion had on several occasions proved to be reliable and
accurate.
From him on a Monday morning in February, 1939 the
Officer Commanding. the Battalion received the following
message :
"I have received information from one of my informers
that Sabri el Mahdi will visit the Mosque at At Tireh for
prayers at 12 noon on Friday next—February.
"This information is in my opinion 100 per cent, reliable.
"Owing to the difficulty of troops approaching this vil
lage without being seem. I suggest you send a small party of
troops, dressed in Arab clothing, in taxis to surround the
Mosque at this hour."
Now this was the type of operation which appealed to
the Commanding Officer,. who had in his Battalion certain
Officers and other ranks specially trained for such work, and
it seemed an opportunity too good to be missed.
But it was not an operation which could be carried out
without considerable study and preparation. At Tireh is a
large Arab village, situated about 61 miles South of Haifa,
tucked up against the foot of the Carmel hills. Between the
village and the main Haifa Jaffa road, a track runs for half
a mile through olive groves and cultivation, and during the
rainy season this track is generally deep in mud.
Behind the village on the East, the Carmel hills rise
steeply, divided in the centre of the village by the deep
Wadi el 'Ein, which leads eventually over the crest of Mount
Carmel to another large village, BaladeshSheik on the
Haifa Nazareth road.
At Tireh itself and the road and track leading to it
from Haifa are overlooked from the hills and any movement
of troops off the main road would at once be signalled
to any Arab Gangsters in the village by lookouts posted for
this purpose, and a quick getaway up the Wadi el 'Ein was
open to them.
To try and approach this place by day from other
directions without arousing suspicion was impossible, and a
five minute warning was ample time for any nervous Arab to
hide himself in one of the many underground caves known
to lie under the houses, but never found by parties of troops
on several previous searches.
At Tireh was the home in normal times of over 600
males, and it was' strongly suspected of housing many armed
gangsters and Haifa assassins.

It was also fairly certain that Sabri El Mahdi would not
visit the Mosque without a personal armed bodyguard and.
look out posts on the hills. So that to surround the Mosque
at noon required not only guile, but a sufficient force to
deal with a possible Arab gang of 1520 men supported by
an unknown number of villagers. The suggested use of taxis
was not sound, for the A.S.P. had overlooked the fact that!
outside the Haifa Urban area not more than two Arabs were
allowed to be conveyed in a motor vehicle, and the arrival
of a number of taxis in a village where motor traffic has
practically ceased was certain to be regarded with suspicion.
It was also more than probable that the cars would be
bogged as sooil as they left the main road. The proposal
that the troops <to cordon the Mosque should be disguised
as Arabs was a sriund one, indeed it appeared to be 4he
only possible way of getting them to tho spot in daylight., 
The Battalion had a stock of Arab clothing and men who
had worn it on previous occasions. The problem, therefore,
was how to get a party of 12 to 14 soldiers dressed as Arabs
from" the outskits of Haifa to At Tireh so as to arrive un.
suspected at 12 noon, supported a few minutes later by a:
full platoon of infantry complete with a mortar detachment
and wireless set.
There was nothing illegal in assuming Arab clothing for
the job, for the majority of the xebels did not wear a dis
tinguishing uniform, and fought in the usual Arab flowing
robes, in which they wexe indistinguishable from the or'
dinary fellaliine.
The situation was a novel one, and xxovel methods were
necessary, to deal with it. Taxis were ruled out, and  very
short consideiation also ruled out the idea of walking. The
average British soldier disguised as an Arab may deceive in
the dark so long as he is silent, but in broad daylight his
dress, gait, and hidden rifle or Bren gun were unlikely to
disguise him for long.
The only other possible form of transport available was
the Arab country cart, a vehicle not unlike an English four
wheeled hay wagon, though much lighter in construction
with openwork sides. Every village had many of these, and
diawn by two weedy looking horses they were to be seen in
large numbers on the roads with cai'goes of farm produce or
men and women sitting on boards laid across the sides. It
was therefore decided to use country carts and the 2ndin
Command, whose duties included the preparation and in
sti'uction of special ambush or patxol tasks was ordered to
make all arrangements for this operation. He was instructed
that the disguised cordon party of 1 officer and 12 other
ranks was to arrive in the carts at the village at 12 noon, the
support platoon was to reach the junction of the At Tireh
track and Haifa main road at 12.05 by M.T., then to drive
straight to the village and take up positions from which to
cover the cordon party while they were in the village.
Any Arabs found in the Mosque were to be searched fox
arms axxd identified, all known to be in any way implicated
in rebel activities were to be apprehended and brought back
to Haifa.
The whole plan had naturally to be carried out with the
utmost secrecy. The 2nd inCommand who loved woxkng out
plans in gxeat detail got down to his task with zest, this was
a job after his own heart. The most uxgent problem was
how to obtain the country carts, so the Regimental Coxx
tractor's Agent was sent for. This man, an Egyptian, super
vised the various Battalion shops, the laundry men, tea and
fruit sellers and was able to produce any article froxri' a: '
carpet to a camel at short notice and bazaar prices. He
given instructions tohire two country carts complete with'Q
drivers and horses, and to have them at the Guard room at'"1'
8.30 a.m. on the following Friday.
,
 '''
Next the exact position in the village of the Mosque was'
ascertained from the Police and a large scale sketch pre
pared. The officers selected to Command the cordon party
and the support platoon were let into the secret, and the
former told to select 12 other raxxks who could reasonably
pass as Arabs from a distance when dressed in Arab cloth
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ing. One of these men had to be capable of driving a pair
of horses.
«
The A.S.P. was asked to provide two English speaking
Arab policemen, in Arab clothing, one of whom could drive
horses.
No one but the officers was to be told where the opera
tion was to take place before they actually got into the
carts on Friday morning.
The Cordon
party
was given detailed
instructions
concerning tire task in hand, and full "dress" rehearsals
were carried out.
The plan finally
decided on was as
follows :—

On the arrival of the carts at the Guard room at 8.30
a.m. the drivers would be persuaded to step inside, and in
formed that as only their carts and horses were required,
they had better remain in the Guard room until they were
returned to them.
As it was known that traffic and movements in and out
of Barracks were generally watched by rebel watchers, it was
decided not to start the cordon party from Barracks in their
disguised state, but to send them in their normal state by
motor transport to a police check post on the Jaffa road at
Khayat Beach, a point about 3£ miles from At Tireh. Here
they were to assume their Arab clothing in a conveniently
situated blockhouse, and to await the arrival of the carts.
The O.C. the cordon party was responsible at this point
for moving off at 11.15 hours. The 2ndinCommand was
responsible for seeing that the carts left barracks at the
necessary hour and for ensuring that they arrived safely at
the check post. Having done this, he was to proceed to the
village with the support platoon, taking with him an in
terpreter and two informers able to identify Sabri el Mahdi
and other gangsters.
The 'O.C. Support platoon was ordered to leave Barracks
at 11.50 hours, to reach the junction of the At Tireh track
with the main road at 12 noon and from there to drive
straight to the village and take up the covering positions
which had been pointed out to him on the map.
The mortar detachment was to take up a position just
West of the Mosque from which it could cover the hills to
the East of the village. The wireless set would be established
in the same localty, where the 2ndinCommand would
establish his Headquarters.
The time factor in this type of operation was always a
difficult one, and successful results depended on luck more
than judgment. The information was that the "Big Chief"
would attend the Mosque for prayers at noon, the normal
hour for midday prayers and it had to be assumed that he
would be inside the Mosque at this hour. If he was late he
would miss his prayers, but he would see the trap being set
and avoid capture.
The time he would spend in the Mosque was pure
guesswork, but was immaterial provided the cordon was set
while he was inside.
So it was deeded that the cordon party must be in
position at 12 noon, not before and not more than 5 minutes
after, and it was obvious that the success of the whole
party depended on the punctual arrival of the carts, whose
reliability could not be judged until they arrived in barracks
on Friday morning.
x
*
*
Came Friday morning, fine
and dry and at 8.15 a.m. a
small and expectant band was gathered at the Guard room
to see what the Contractor was to produce for this day's
party.
Presently through the gate in the perimeter wire fence
came two fragile looking vehicles each drawn by a pair of
decrepit and emaciated Arab horses. The drivers were re
quested to dismount and were then told that their services
were no longer required for only the carts and horses were
needed. Until they were finished
with, the drivers were re
quested to accept the poor hospitality of the guardroom.
But that was impossible, they volubly explained, for the
carts and horses were their personal property and sole means
of earning a living, and "by Allah" where the horses 'went
they went also.
The 2ndinCommand regretted the necessity of parting
them from their beloved animals, but their presence with
them was quite impossible and the horses and carts would
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be returned to them safe and sound, in a few hours' time.
A word to the Provost Sergeant, who was to be their host,
stopped any further argument and ensured their entry into
the Guardroom, for the Provost Sergeant had a wonderfully
sympathetic manner in handling Arabs.
The carts were then led away and handed over to the
soldier and policeman detailed to drive them, who thus had
a short while in which to get to know their charges.
At the appointed hour the 2ndinCommand having in
spected the drivers to see they were correctly dreaaed and
understood their orders, gave the order to start, a simple
command but one not so easily complied with. The horses
being country bred and Arab owned, knew only one language,
Palestinian Arabic, and though the pair controlled by the
police constable set off at a steady amble, the others re
mained firmly
halted. Pte. Atkins tried verbal encouragement
and persuasion in English and made frequent use of his only
two words of Arabic—"Imshi and Yella"—but neither had
the least affect on the stubborn pair.
Such a contingency had not been foreseen and delay
being fatal to the success of the operation, the 2ndinCom
raand
had to do some quick thinking.
Onlookers were
hurriedly put to the wheels, the driver plied his whip lustily
and by dint of much pushing and pulling the refractory pair
were at last encouraged to break into a trot. A quarter of
a mile from barracks the road crosses a railway line, and at
this point one of the horses decided it had done enough, the
cart stopped and the horse lay down showing every sign of
complete exhaustion.
Leaving the driver .to deal with the situation the 2ndin
Command who was following in his car stepped on the gas
and drove off to the check post in order to make new ar
rangements for getting the whole party to the rendezvous.
On arrival he found the second cart ready to move, and the
passengers for the absent vehicle stepping it some way off
down the road so as not to be late. He also found another
cart being examined by the police, which he hurriedly re
quisitioned, unloaded and sent off to catch up those who had
gone on.
The two cartloads of mock Arabs thus joined
forces and all was set for the short road journey to At Tireh.
and in spite of some further delay in pushing the carts
along the muddy track near the village, the two parties
arrived only five minutes late at 12.05 hours.
The sudden appearance of this armed band on the
outskirts of the village caused alarm amongst the women,
who ran screaming from what they imagined to be a band
of gangsters.
Hastily "debussing" the troops surrounded the Mosque
and throwing off their encumbering Arab clothing, waited for
the worshippers to come forth, a Bren gun at the main door
being a deterrent to any attempt to break through the
cordon.
Shortly after the 2ndinCommand and the Support
Platoon turned up and did not have to wait long for the
emptying of the Mosque. It was doubtful who was most
surprised, the Arabs at finding
themselves bustled off for
examination by the "Askars" or the 2ndinCommand at
seeing over 300 men emerge from a building in which a
hundred men would have been a crowd.
The Mosque was at once searched by the Arab Policeman
in company with the village Mukhtar and amongst shoes
and other articles of clothing was found a revolver, which
raised hopes of successful search amongst the men.
Now the examination and interrogation of 300 men is a
long process, and it was not until 15.00 hours that the 2nd
inCommand had to reluctantly admit that Sabri el Mahdi
could not be identified amongst the crowd that had been
searched. A number of real bad men had been recognised
and apprehended, but the big "blood orange" was either
absent or so well disguised as to be unrecognisable . And so
once more the carefully prepared and executed trap had
failed to snare the quarry, but a most entertaining day had
been enjoyed by all who had taken part, and several lesser
"oranges" were deprived of their liberty for some time.
Whether the original information was correct and Sabri
had failed to keep his appointment no one could tell, but
it was distinctly annoying to the 2ndinCommand to learn
during the interrogation that there was another Mosque in
the village, of which the Police had not informed him.
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LIVESTOCK

IN

BARRACKS

VII.—PACKDRILL THE PARROT.

Reprinted by kind permission of the Proprietors of "Punch."
I don't know what the something is about our Private
Muzzle which attracts the lower forms of life, but there it is.
First it was his mongoose and then his monkey, and now,
only last week, there is this parrot.
Private Muzzle, when questioned by anyone in authority,
swears that a sailorbrother of his brought it home from
Shanghai and thrust it into his hand at Waterloo just as he
(Muzzle) was returning to barracks from furlough. That is
as it may be; we are none of us sufficiently versed in avicul
ture to know if they have parrots in Shanghai, and we only
have Private Muzzle's word for it that he had a sailorbrother
at Waterloo, which sounds unlikely. The one thing that we
find really easy to believe is that someone gave away the
parrot to Muzzle, and gave it away moreover at a moment
when it was too late to return it; for I should imagine that
parrot is tile most evilminded, scurrilouslyabusive and foul
tempered bird one could find between Shanghai and the
East India Dock Road.
Travelling in a kitbag did not improve his looks or his
feelings; in fact as a parrot he was very nearly spoilt for
good. He lay low next morning in Muzzle's barrackroom till
after morning parade, when he revived and held a convales
cent reception of all Muzzle's friends. Most of them, I regret

to flutter

slightly."

to say, spent more time and patience over improving his
mind than a conscientious Education Officer does over a
party of biscuitbrained ThirdClassCertificate men.
The
parrot, on the other hand, displayed an antitude for acquiring
knowledge only commensurate with that of a FirstClass
Certificate candidate thirsting for promotion. Unfortunately
his main tendency was towards the acquisition of novel
verbal forms rather than more usual information. He also
passed a few remarks of his own with a rousing nautical
flavour that brought down the barrackroom.
By dinner

time he had been christened "Packdrill" from a habit of
murmuring bad language to himself In an undertone without
moving his beak.
That afternoon Private Muzzle, helped by Private Trigger,
who is of an ingenious turn of mind, constructed a thor
oughly military perch for Packdrill the parrot. It consisted
of a rifle slung from Muzzle's shelf by two equipment braces,
with a canteen lashed to the piling swivel to hold drinking
water and a steel helmet above as headcover. The parrot
himself was tethered by the leg with the cord of a pull
through, and was fed at intervals with army rations on the
point of a bayonet. There could be no doubt about the
military flavour
of his new home.
During the course of the evening Packdrill paid his first
visit to the canteen, where his comments were highly appre
ciated. He supped loyally on beer, a large portion of welsh
rarebit and a small portion of Private O'Jector's right ear.
Private O'Jector. during a spirited remonstrance, taught him
some new words, and Packdrill was carried triumphantly to
bed.
He soon proved that he had a very sound memory,
particularly for wellemblazoned phrases.
In a couple of
days he had acquired many of the somewhat mottled re
marks current in the barrackroom and was being instructed
in military commands. Displaying himself an apt pupil he
soon passed with honours in squad and platoon drill and
began to be made the recipient of scandalous confidences
about the senior N.O.O.'s and officers by some halfdozen
imaginative privates, who hoped it would go further.
It did. For at this stage, considering himself, I presume,
fully equipped for military life on a wider scale, Packdrill
broke loose.
Most of the troops were delighted at this turn of events.
It seemed to them full of possibilities. Private Muzzle, how
ever, instantly assumed the innocent expression of the man
who doesn't know what a parrot is, but thinks his aunt once
told him it was a kind of an Eastern bird, and went about
hoping Packdrill would not be noticed.
This of course was a vain hope, A gaudy green parrot at
large in a barracks does not pass unnoticed; and when that
parrot proves to be both foulmouthed and distressingly
personal about higher authority's foibles and appearance it is
apt to excite comment.
Lieutenant Swordfrog noticed him first
when drilling
his platoon.
He had just given the command to "Trail
arms!'' when Packdrill materialised from a tree and alighted
on Private Muzzle's rifle, having by then got the impression
that all rifles were perches. Swordfrog blinked incredulously
and questioned Sergeant Haversack in a rapid undertone,
Sergeant Haversack stolidly agreed that he saw something
too, and volunteered that it might be a green pheasant. Or
again, he added after a moment's tactful thought, it might
not. The discipline, however, of the platoon was perfect,
and no one appeared to notice anything unusual, Private
Muzzle in particular being completely unable to see the
bird at all. The command "Slope arms!" caused Packdrill
to flutter
slightly, but he retained his, balance throughout
this and three subsequent exericses. With some ingenuity
Lieutenant Swordfrog at last dislodged him by the order
"Fix bayonets!" Pausing but to mention, quite veraciously,
to the world that Swordfrog only needed to shave once a
week, he departed towards the orderlyroom, cursing fluently.
The Adjutant, hard at work on a new scheme to relieve
unemployment amongst subaltern officers, heard a flutter
by
the window, but took no notice. A moment later he happened
to look up at the ceiling for inspiration.
He got it all right. Swinging 011 the electriclight pen
dant was Packdrill, who, in the affable tones of one initiating
a round game, said " 'Oo fell orf 'is 'orse on parade?" The
(Continued at foot of next page.)
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BEATING OF RETREAT BY THE I.T.C. BAND
During the early days of the war, the I.T.C. Land was
in its infancy.
It was largely composed of infants—i.e.,
Band Boys of the two prewar Battalions.
Nevertheless, the Band, which at that time was barely
a dozen in strength, valiently performed for route marches,
church parades, concerts in barracks and on occasions seren
aded the officers whilst at dinner.
But music at that time had to take a back seat, and it
was'nt until J. B. Priestly delivered his famous broadcast on
"Letting the People Sing and Letting the Bands play" that
the higher authorities sat up and began to ask questions
about the activities of Military Bands. Prom that moment,
we became "Band Minded."
Every man who could make
music was roped in, and Company Commanders shied when
they saw the Bandmaster coming along to upset their Parade
States and so forth. So the Band grew, even if it was
largely a spare time occupation.
Then came the day when our recently departed Colonel
thought that the Band could resurrect the old peace time
custom of "Beating Retreat." Our old friend, none other
than "Tim" Healey, when not passing us through the Gas
Chamber, could occasionally be seen furtively sneaking down
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the ELack Field for a little mace swinging practice. By this
time the strength of the Band was almost two dozen, this
including a couple of side drummers, ah occasional Colour
Sergeant, a dining hall orderly and a cook. Throughout the
winter the Band "Beat Retreat" once a month in S
P
and B
respectively—and so our fame grew.
Our big moment, was when Lt.Colonel
got in touch
with the civic authorities and arranged our first
public
appearance on May 28th.
Trousers were superpressed,
white card cases dug out and worn, blue side hats pur
chased, but the crowning achievement was the DrumMajor
resplendant in the most opulentlooking sash that ever a
DrumMajor could hope to wear.
The show was undoubtedly a success, quite a large
crowd rolled up, and M
suddenly woke up to the
fact that it possesses a real live Military Band.
So now the band (40 strong) plays, and the people sing
(if they so desire) once a fortnight in L
M
.
But the Bandmaster who is never satisfied, still haunts
the various Companies looking for musicians, and the old
soldiers still say that the Band is not "what it used to was"
but they attend all Band parades and watch hopefully for
DrumMajor "Tim" to drop his mace.

B A R R A C K S — Continued.
turned the regimental guard out three times in five minutes,
dismissed a fatigue party which had just fallen in, and in
the temporary absence of LanceCorporal Pouch gave "About
turn" to a small body of men on the high road, with the
result that discipline and a somewhat bovine lack of initia
tive took them back to the next barracks whence they had
just come.
It was the second in command who finally
cleared up the
situation, luckily before Packdrill came to the Colonel's ears.
No Major likes to be called "a bandylegged son of a sea
cook" by an unauthorised parrot in front of privates, more
particularly when that parrot passes the remark in the voice
of one of the battalion's habitual defaulters. Major Saddle
flap, a man of action, turned and hurled his cane at the
offending green streak, and with remarkable luck caught
Packdrill somewhere about the back axle.
It was too much for the bird. With an indignant squawk
and a flow of perfectly leprous abuse he winged indignantly
into the blue.
I bear today that the First Blankshires near by, with
whom we have never been on the best of terms, have caught
him and are appointing him regimental pet. They have just
sent over to say that his intimate conversation about our
A A
officers is so stimulating.

Adjutant, who keeps his head if not his seat under the most
trying circumstances, merely rang the bell for an orderly.
When the orderly. Private Rifle, entered, the Adjutant, in the
calmest possible manner and without looking up, said, "Take
away that green parrot sitting on the electric light, and if
possible find
out to whom it belongs."
Altogether an admirable exhibition of coolness. Unfor
tunately Packdrill had apparently anticipated something of
the sort and had left by the window a second before Private
Rifle entered.
Private Rifle gulped, went close up to the light and
inspected it narrowly, then saluted twice and backed with a
scared face out of the presence, to be heard later suggesting
to the other orderlies various theories that had occurred to
him, none of them complimentary, to account for the Adju
tant's obvious indisposition.
Packdrill's next appearance was in the cookhouse, where
he gave Private Butt a fit
by exclaiming in his ear in per
fect imitation of the Colonel's tone and manner, "Fourteen
days C.B."
It took two friends ten minutes to convince
Butt, whose conscience was not so spotless as it might have
been, that he was not confined to barracks after all. and
that he need not report in the next Defaulters' Parade.
Thereafter Packdrill, finding
military remarks so effective,
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THE

BRITISH

CAMPAIGN

When it was realised that the possibility of an attack on
Greece would have to be taken into account as part of the Axis
Spring offensive, Mr. Eden, the British Foreign Secretary.
General Sir John Dill, the Chief of the Imperial General Staff,
engaged in various discussions with the Greek and Turkish
Governments, as well as General Wavell, as to the best way
of meeting it. Greece having notified her purpose of resisting
even if she had to do so without help from anyone, it was
decided by the British Government, in consultation with the
Australian and New Zealand Governments, that she must be
assisted up to the limit of the resources at our disposal for
the purpose. Accordingly an Expeditionary Force, consisting
of an Australian Division, a New Zealandi Division, a British
armoured brigade and the necessary corps and force troops,
with an R.A.F. contingent, in all some 55,000 men under
General Wilson, was sent from Egypt during the course of
March and had reached Greece complete by the end of the
month. The despatch of further troops, which had been
intended, was prevented by the rapid and unexpected success
of the Axis attack in North Africa, which in a fortnight re
covered from our weakened army there the whole of the
province of Cyrenaica conquered by us a few weeks before,
and renewed the threat to Egypt which that conquest had for
the moment removed.
Not only was the Imperial Force thus weaker than had
been intended when the German blow fell in the first
week
in April, but the strategical situation of the Allies in the
Balkans was not that for which their original plans of opera
tions had been assigned. The revolution in Jugoslavia had
unexpectedly brought that country in on our side, but, as it
happened, that event, however advantageous from the moral
point of view, turned out to be a military misfortune both for
her and for us. Jugoslavia, betrayed by her former proAxis
Government, was quite unready for war, and the Germans
had little difficulty in defeating her half mobilised and badly
distributed army and overrunning the whole country within
a few days. Unfortunately,, on the news of her adherence , to
the Allied cause, the Greeks had remodelled their strategic
dispositions, and had left undefended their frontier with Jugo
slavia north of the Monastir gap, sending the troops thus
made available to strengthen the garrison of Western Thrace,
the long strip of territory on the northern shore of the
/Egean Sea, which connected Greece with Turkey.
This move
was probably unwise, for that territory was not defensible
against any serious attack. In any case its consequences were
disastrous, for the Germans in the first
rush of their offen
sive, defeated the Jugoslav troops north of Monastir, and
broke the Allied line there. Thence they swung down to the
south to reach the .ffigean Sea at Salonika, which they occu
pied' on April 8tli, and thus cut off the three Greek divisions
in Western Thrace to the east of that city. Some of these got
away by sea, but the bulk of them, after a gallant resistance,
were destroyed. At the same time other German forces, con
tinuing their westward drive into Jugoslavia, reached the
Vardar Valley and threatened to break through the Monastir
gap by a wheel to the south, which would bring them in be
tween the bulk of the Greek army, which had for months been
victoriously lighting the Italians in Albania, and General
Wilson's small force, consisting of the Imperial troops and two
Greek divisions, in position facing east along the line of the
lower Vardar. It was to meet this peril that on April 8th a
mixed Australian brigade, under General Mackay, was sent
west to hold tire mouth of the Monastir gap at Fiorina. The
British armoured brigade, which was carrying out demolitions
east of the Vardar, was ordered to complete them and fall
back behind the Australian division holding the river line.
On April 9th the expected German attack on the Fiorina
gap began in great strength. It was two days before General
Mackay's force, after taking a heavy toll of the enemy, had
to fall back through the gap in the south, but this retreat
when it was finally
compelled, involved also the withdrawal
of the whole Allied line, not only to the east of the gap, but
also to the west, where the main body of the/ victorious Greek
army in Albania was now dangerously exposed.
General
Wilson ordered on the 11th a retreat to the line running from
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the /Egean Sea coast north ol Mount Olympus southeast along
the Haliacmon river to Grevena, while the Greek army of
Albania also began its withdrawal towards Janina.
The Germans now swung the main weight of their attack
southwestwards and westwards with the object of driving
a wedgo between the Allied wings before these could join up
on their line, and in this purpose, thanks to their great
superiority in numbers and armament both on the ground and
in the air, they were only too successful. The two Greek
divisions holding the left of General Wilson's front were so
heavily hammered as to be practically destroyed as a fighting
force, and the road through Janina, the only really practicable
line of retreat for the Albanian armies, was cut, so that these
hitherto undefeated but warweary troops were thrown back
into the Pindus mountains, where it was impossible for them
to live or fight
for long. Their capitulation, unauthorised by
the Greek Government, but probably inevitable in the cir
cumstances, followed a few days later, on April 23rd.
Two
days previously the Greek Government, recognising that the
powers of resistance of its armies were virtually at an end,
requested the withdrawal of the Imperial Force, for the sake
of the common cause, while there was yet time.
Meanwhile that Force, after holding the Mount Olympus
Haliacmon river line for a few days, in face of incessant and
costly attacks by the enemy, drew back yet further to the
south to a new front running southwest from the historic
pass of Thermopylae to the Gulf of Corinth, the deeplycut
arm of the sea dividing the mainland of Greece from the
peninsula of the Peloponnesus to the south. This with
drawal was completed by April 20th, and involved much
difficult and dangerous rearguard fighting
under severe and
unrelenting pressure, maintained by the enemy regardless of
the high cost to him in casualties. But in view of the request
of the Greek Government it was now impossible to continue
the hopeless fight
further, and it only remained to carry out
the evacuation of the Imperial Force with the maximum of
swiftness and completeness. This evacuation began on the
evening of April 24th. It was an even more difficult operation
in some ways than that from Dunkirk, for though the Force
to be got away was much smaller, and the possible points
of embarkation was more numerous, the enemy, thanks to
the greater distance of our air bases, had a more complete air
superiority, the necessary transit before the force could reach
safety was far longer, and all the major Greek ports had been
rendered unusable by enemy bombing.
The main points of embarkation for the first
stages of
the withdrawal were Raphti, east of Athens, and Nauplia, on
the eastern shore of the Peloponnesus, and from these 13,500
men were got away on the first
night.
5,500 more were
evacuated from Megara in the Isthmus .of Corinth on the
second night, and 16,000 from these and other small ports on
the third night, that of April 26th27th.
At this stage the
only serious losses of ships were incurred, two destroyers, the
"Diamond" and the "Nryneck," being sunk by bombs after
rescuing a number of troops from a damaged transport off
Nauplia. Three other troopships, previously lost, had fortun
ately been empty. On the following night another 4,500 men
were got
away, leaving a balance of 8,000 to be embarked
on what was intended to be tire final
night, that of April
28th29th.
But it was found that Kalamata, in the Pelo
ponnesus. where the bulk of these had been ordered to col
lect, was already in enemy hands, and all that could hence
forward be done was to pick up parties of stragglers in naval
boats as and when opportunity offered. In this way about
6,000 more men were rescued up to May 1st, when it was
decided that it was no longer worth while facing the risks of
persisting in the dangerous operation in the faint hope of find
ing and getting away further survivors. 45,000 troops had
already been withdrawn with the loss of only two destroyers
and' four transports, three of which were ompty when sunk.
As the battle casualties of the Imperial Force of 55,000 men
were estimated at 3,000 to 4,000, this meant that the enemy's
maximum haul of unwounded prisoners could not have ex
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ceedecl 6,000, though he also reaped a large harvest of heavy
war material, most of it rendered temporarily or permanently
unserviceable before he got it. The casualties inflicted on
him by the Imperial Force alone, against which he is known
to have engaged three armoured and four nonarmoured divi
sions, were probably at least three times as large as the
maximum total of 10,000 Imperial casualties.
Some authori
ties put them much higher and say that we inflicted' almost
as many losses on the enemy in Greece as the number of
troops we landed there. Germany's strategical victory in the
Balkans, which Is undoubted and1 which it would be foolish
to deny or minimise, was therefore dearly bought, and be
cause of her failure to entrap and capture even the bulk of
the Imperial force, was only half complete.

DIARY OF WAR

EVENTS

April 20th.—British evacuate Mount Olympus and Allied line
in Greece withdraws. Hostile attack on Tobruk repulsed
with loss. Heavy hostile air raid on London.
April 21st.—Allies in Greece take up new front.
Economic
and financial agreement concluded between U.S.A. and
Canada.
April 22nd. — Heavy bombardment of Tripoli by Navy and
R.A.F., much damage done on shore, seven ships hit, and
five enemy troopcarrying planes shot down.
Germans
attack new Allied line in Greece. Raid on Plymouth.
April 23rd.—Greek army of Epirus, cut off from its base, lays
down its arms. Greek King and Government leave Athens
for Crete. U.S.A. hand over twenty fast .torpedo boats to
Britain.
April 24th.—German attack against Allies in Greece continues.
Evacuation of Imperial Forces begin.
In Abyssinia
Italians defeated south of Dessie.
April 25th. — Germans occupy island of Lemnos in iEgean.
Another attack on Tobruk repulsed. President Roosevelt
announces U.S.A.'s intention to extend warship patrol area
in Atlantic.
April 26th.—Allied withdrawal from Greece continues.
April 27th.—Germans occupy Athens. Enemy cross frontier of
Egypt near Solium.
April 28th.—Dessie in Abyssinia occupied. Enemy advance into
Egypt halted.
April 29th.—British withdrawal from Greece continued suc
cessfully despite difficulties.
April 30th.—Heavy hostile attack on Tobruk penetrated outer
defences. Evacuation fi'om Greece continues.
May 1st.—Outbreak of hostilities between British and local
troops in Iraq. Enemy driven from his foothold at Tobruk.
Evacuation of British Forces from Greece completed.
May 2nd.—Fighting still continues at Tobruk. New outbreak
of fighting
in Iraq.
May 4th.—13 German bombers destroyed in raid on Mersey
side.
R.A.F. raid Cologne.
In Iraq British destroy 22
rebel aircraft.
Enemy attack on Tobruk repulsed with
loss.
May 5th.—Heavy enemy raid on Ireland; seven bombers shot
down.
May 6th.—Speech by Mr. Stimson, U.S. Naval Secretary, advo
cating convoy for American supplies for Britain. R.A.F.
deliver heavy attack on Hamburg. Nine hostile machines
shot down over Britain at night.
May 7th.—Ten enemy aircraft destroyed by day round Britain.
Emperor Hallie Selassie returns in triumph to Addis
Ababa.
May 8th.—24 hostile machines shot down by night and 14 by
day. Iraqi rebels defeated at Habbaniya.
May 9th. — R.A.F. raid Hamburg and Bremen; enemy attack
Humber area and North Midlands, losing 13 machines.
Mercantile shipping losses for April announced (106 ships
of 488.124 total tonnage). Enemy losses in last six weeks
total 600.000 tons.
May 10th.—R.A.F. raid Mannheim, Ludwigshafen and Berlin.
Heavy hostile raid on
London; 33 hostile aircraft
destroyed.
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There's always good news in the 'ASPRO' mail
bag—news of nerves soothed—sleeplessness

o v e r c o m e — p a i n banished—colds, r h e u m a t i c
twinges, neuralgia, etc., dispelled. Every day
we get letters that make us feel proud that
' A S P R O ' i s r e n d e r i n g s o m u c h s e r v i c e — giving s o
much comfort to the people—helping to keep
the wheels of industry turning full speed. Pub
lished in our advertisements their good news is
conveyed to a vast public. Many are helped by
reading them. Encouraged to try 'ASPRO' for
t h e m s e l v e s t h e y find n e w h e a l t h , n e w h o p e

and courage to GET ON WITH THE JOB
in S e r v i c e s , in f a c t o r y , in field o r t h e h o m e .
We suggest you
They contain :—

read

these

letters

yourself.

atWmagefnYOU!
Sergeant on Overseas Service
Praises 6ASPRO' for Colds
E. H. B. (Sgt.), Army Post Office, writes :—" The last time I wrote you
regarding the use of my testimonial for 'ASPROS' I was residing at Wood
Green, but since then I have come away on Active Service. When I left
England 'ASPROS' went with me and they have stopped me
having many colds out here, where it is suddenly hot then bitterly cold
and more rain than I ever thought possible. May I take this opportunity
of thanking you and all your staff for producing such a wonderful commodity."

TRY 'ASPRO'
INFLUENZA

HEADACHES
SLEEPLESSNESS
OR INSOMNIA
NEURALGIA
SCIATICA
GOUT

COLDS
LUMBAGO
IRRITABILITY
NEURITIS
HAY FEVER
NERVE SHOCK
TOOTHACHE

(J
'ASPRO' consists of
the purest
Acetylsalicylic Acid that has ever been
RHEUMATISM k"own lo Medical Science, and its
ALCOHOLIC
claims are based on its superiority.
AFTER EFFECTS
Made in England by
PAINS PECULIAR A S P R 0 L T D . , S l o u g h , Buck«.
MALARIA
ASTH MA

No proprietary right is claimed in the
method of manufacture or the formula.

OBTAINABLE FROM YOUR

N. A. A. F.I.

CANTEEN
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: News from Battalions
ist BATTALION
BATTALION NOTES.
 Summer has arrived, only to look outside one would
hardly think so. However, we can look forward to some
good games of cricket and we have managed, to procure a
grodnd which ought to be in good shape before the season
is over. Already many have been answering the call pf the
yiliow by knocking a ball about and in fact H.Q.' Company
have Jiad one or two imoromptu games on the M.T. field.
^ We .have temporarily lost Major H. J. S. B
from
"6ur midst and Wish him the best of luck with his new
; found seat of learning. Major R. H. M
has taken over
the duties of 2ndinCommand.
Exactly a year ago we came back from Belgium and we
can look back, remembering with sorrow those fine fellows
we left behind and at the same time with satisfaction to
think that we are once again ready to meet the Hun and
; feel confident that the result will be entirely different.

Headquarter Company.
'
On the whole a fairly quiet month. An exercise there
'.and a route march here you know, but we have managed
( to. get in some useful individual training. The sport of rat
"hunting seems still to be a favourite pastime.. Various
engines of war having been mobilised to deal with this
menace, from catapaults to traps, rat, back, breaking MK.
 II. I heard the other day the Company Commander ac
 counted for three before breakfast; /nice work sir!
The Tuesday and Friday night dances continue to be
a great success and the band gets better every week. Talk
ing about dances one continually hears snatches of conver
sation the gist of which is usually "Cabaret" and "Cafe de
Paris." I feel confident a good time will be had by all in
this direction.
CARRIER PLATOON.
Hicketyhoop, bags of dash, burnt off rubbers and steer
ing that won't, are now almost things of the past—in fact
,1 believe we did a route march the other week.
  Even the M/C Section has difficulty in finding a "killer"
/and the thrill of death defying rides on oil burning
 chargers is no more. Who said imprest?
YTQ ' Though 'tis said at midnight that these venerable old
s'teeds 'still haunt the tent of their birth—some in search of
. missing gears, others in search of tyres, clutches and valve
1 springs and from them all the screeching wail of "whose
stole my compression."
The reader will gather that No 4 is now newer and
better than ever. Even Sgt. Ellis has been attracted by all
this glamour, and given up his high position of "Friday's
puzzler." Apart from understanding Nat Gonnella we wel
come his return to the Knights in Armour.
To absent friends Cpl. Padwick, "Pug." Wilson and others
 we say "Hello! and good luck,"

'A** Company.
Since our last entry, we have unfortunately said fare
well to 2ndLieut. R. J. P—— and all wish him luck in his
new Battalion.
In the sport line we are enhancing our reputation for
having carried off the football competition by beating our
neighbours 4—0 in the final, we are still unbeaten at Soft
ball and are confident of winning thiscompetition fpr the
second year in succession. Cricket seems to be taking a
back place owing to the limited Kit, hut the netball pitch
is becoming more popular. Our dig forvictory campaign is
Well in hand and we shall soon be thinning' out. The as
sault course is being used dally and the Miniature Rifle
Range which we share with our neighbours will soon be. in
use.
We have made several journeys into the wilds on train
ing and on one exercise, thanks to the absence of Umpires,
a good fight was had by all, even if one Platoon did arrive
back four hours late.

'B" Company.
Now that summer has come we begin to see the delightful
charms that this station has. We all are becoming deeply
attached to this place especially those commonly known as
"Down Homers."
 "Busy Bee" as usual is carrying on with that well
known enthusiasm despite "Intensive Training" and soon
hope to display to all and sundry their prowess.
We all wish 2ndLieut. C
good luck on his future
Course and hope to welcome him back soon brimming with
more knowledge for the Company. There has been no time
for sport during the past , few weeks but plenty of work has
been put in on "Our Range."
"Spare Time" digging fatigues are plentiful but I'm
sure that soon our markmanship will reward these hard
working parties. Why, even the fame of H.Q. Wing's Indian
marksmen will fade if all I hear Is, "Ssh T'ls said nobody
has hit anything yet!"
Crowds were seen recently outside a certain building
watching a demonstration of "overhauling." Long after it
was over many bits were found. Oh Harry!
By the time this appears in print we shall have lost
one of our most "spectacular personalities" (ouf Jack),. Cpl.
Burrldge our supreme loss 16 the R.A.F.'s glamourous gain.
He is to be a PilotObserver and we all hope to see him
soon diving In and out at the ME's just as he used to in
the Company office. Cheerio Jack we will all miss you and
if ever your Squadron Leader wants you; well our tip is,
look amongst the W.A.A.F.'s!
"Paddy" has been on leave and we all hope he had a
good time. T'ls murmured that the Sergeants' Mess are
longing for his return or are they? "Stubber" that little
bloke will insist on calling out "achtung!" Is it because he
wants us to know that someone is "on the road?" Inci
dentally we wonder if it is really true that a. certain Officer
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is turning author and the title is "How to inspect by
Moonlight."
We are sorry to say farewell to Smith 93, and wish him
all the best in H.Q. Capt. H
has gone on leave and is
going boating. We hope the boat doesn't rock like a cer
tain car we know of.


^

" C " Company.
We have two important items to report this month, one
the departure from the Company of Major R. H. M
who
has taken over the duties of 2ndinCommand, we are very
sorry to lose him but glad he has gone up one more step.
The second item is the return of Capt. E. D
as Com
pany Commander, after spending a period of four months
in Headquarter Company we hope he stays with us a long
time. :
After a period of about two months during which time
alterations have been made to a garage, many queries have
been sent and received, the N.A.A.F.I. have at last condes
cended to supply the Company with a canteen which is
moderately well stocked with the necessaries of a soldier—
tea, cigarettes, chocolate and cakes. Of course there is a
Dart Board and a few other games.
2ndLieut. B
has been on an Administration Course
and came back full of knowledge about various things
chiefly other ranks accounts, and Sgt. Wilkinson who has
just come back from a ColourSergeants' Course and ap
parently knows all about Officers' Accounts so between them
the pay problem ought to run smoothly.
The highlight of the month is the fact that the C.S.M.
had 48 hours leave to arrange for his wedding which is to
take place on the 21st June (he hopes). So he has one
more month of freedom, and then!
There have been no sporting activities in the Company
this .month owing to the amount of training.
By the time  this goes into print the Battalion will have
been back from France and Belgium for one year. Many of
theN.O.O's and men who returned from that place have
gone to other units and to those as well as those with us
now I should like to say cheerio and hope they never go
through another period such as those last few days of May,
1940. Many men of the Company when the subject is
mentioned give a sigh and mention some French or Belgian
girl's name and reaffirm their intention of visiting such
and such a place after the war; such is romance!
FOOD FOR THOUGHT.
What was an important man in the Company doing
in the woods on the road when he thought the Company
was on training?
"Curly."

*

"D" Company
We hear with great regret of the R.S.M's unfortunate
accident and wi&h him the speediest of recoveries.
Our" congratulations and best wishes for the future go
to Cpl. Rivers on his recent marriage.
Encouraged by the riot of cowslips, bluebells and green
leaves and unprecedented hours of daylight the Company
looks forward keenly to its period of intensive training:
turning its eyes, as it were, to the hills and considering as
a possible alternative title "The Queen's Own Rocky
Mountaineers." Along with this there are other outlets for
energy being provided: the extending potato patch and
healthful body building before breakfast. Will our sym
pathy with one of our Sergeants who is going to indulge
his taste for these things elsewhere be increased or dimin
ished by our enjoying the same thing here?
Not that we come to such things altogether unprepared,

we who on an exercise have dealt with the enemy Company
Commander who was dead but wouldn't lie down, and who
saw later in the day, the gallant conduct of one of our
officers who visited the enemy in a truck captured by Com
pany Headquarters. We have not heard yet whether, this
action earned a mention in despatches. Their then has
grown up a taste for such things as Soft Charlie and the
rigours (is "brutality" too strong a word?) of Hand Charlie.
These responses, however, to the urges of the season don't
prevent us from looking forward to the Whitsun visit of the
Glamour Girls (exCafe de Paris).
Meanwhile we welcome back with congratulations on
what has been called a "damned good show," those who
have been on duty in "foreign parts." Now they are back,
perhaps we shall have a fuller explanation why these same
parts have such a reputation as a leave Paradise.
. PUZZLE CORNER.
1. How can one cut out Radio Luxemburg on a No. 11?
2. Who carried the nickname "Gunner" and how?
3. Then there is the problem of how best to congratu
late the Company buglers on their aopointment.

«

Company
Reinforcement Company's
Entry for the Q.O.G.
In this tetter may you find
Nothing that will grieve your mind
For the will that makes us write
Other purpose has than spite.
Recent changes, new arrivals
Comings, goings, all these trivials
Earn for us without a doubt
'Mongst other things, the name we flout.
Exactly why are we accused 
(No names, no pack drill) and abused
To whit—This Company's a camp of crocks?
Consider this, and take the shocks
Of recent days 'twas heard suggest,
"Your guard turn out's by far the best."
In the early days after our reformation there was much
ground work and organisation to be done but such was. the
spirit of our officers and men that in a very short time we
found ourselves to be a very happy family who worked and
played together with real comradeship. After two months
we suffered, as obviously all reinforcement Companys must,
by the loss of many of our men to other Companys in the
Battalion, and although we have now got used to the idea
of seeing new faces who stay with us but for a season, such
was the value of those early months that we feel rather
like a Public School whose traditions go on and are handed
down to each succeeding group of fellows.
Our work during the last six months consisted of much
intensive though varied training. Many schemes have been
carried out with profit, many miles marched, and cross
country events run and if at times the outdoor activities
have seemed strenuous all ranks have become more fit there
by. Nor have our activities been confined to outdoor events
for we have had regular lectures by well informed people on
the present day political and strategical position which have
been both instructive and interesting as well as being a
pleasant change from the normal routine.
One honour we had a short time ago was that of sup
plying the Guard for .Corps H.Q. and if this event caused
our local bianco suppliers to become temporarily out of
stock the action was more than justified by their excellent
turnout.
In conclusion we thank all those in authority for the
excellent N.A.A.F.I. we now have. It has supplied a much
felt need and will materially help to foster and preserve the
team spirit so necessary in the present struggle.
"R. and P/'
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INTELLIGENCE SECTION.
The famous or notorious Wandering Jew has nothing on
us.

Our budding M.P. has produced the opening paragraph
this month in the following shortened form : "During May.
certain readjustments in our positions, resulting in a further
withdrawal to a not nearly so strategic outpost of the dis
trict, took place with a short halt of 10 days' duration in
surroundings which had not long previously afforded us a
pleasant habitation." See what he means. Buddy?
To continue (in less technical language) : we are now
ensconced miles from the bright shops and glittering lights
of the busy cities in which we commonly dwell; to paint the
picture more crudely, we might quote the soldier who
wondered why we bothered to clean up the mud inside our
billet when there was so much outside that could be dealt
with just as well. And—talking of white ties and tailcoats
—have you seen "B" Company's Mess?
In view of our many and frequent moves, there is grow
ing up a belief that variety may perhaps be the spice of
life—some say that this idea is responsible for the order
that respirators now be worn from 10.00 to 10.30 hours on
Tuesdays instead of on Mondays. But we prefer to agree
with the Higher Command that we shall be far more men
tally alert, if wc are always kept guessing as to the next
novel innovation in our life. Yes, we too leap out of bed
with a—(no! Dear Reader)—with a joyous shout, at 06.00
hours, to do a few arms bend in the long wet grass.
SHORTS.
May has indeed been an historical month. But in May.
1942 I somehow doubt whether we shall want to remember
where we were and what we were doing "a year ago today."
Congratulations to Lt.Col. A. A. E
on his promotion
and move. He had been with the Battalion for nearly a
year—a period which we all wish had been much longer.
We also have to mourn the departure of our Padre to
the Field Ambulance; wo hope he will keep his cheery
optimism in check a little when comforting the sick.
Our sympathy to those contributors to the Q.O.G. who
pride themselves on their subtlety and wit. The pungency
of their remarks always seems to suffer slightly when it is
more than a month late.
Heard on the last move (in May) : a little Q stretches a
long way!



Headquarter Company
No. 5 PLATOON, PIONEERS.
Hello folks! We've just got time to get out an article
before the Q.O.G. goes to the press, so here goes.
The Platoon has been very busy lately, and have left
their card in one particular garrison town by digging ail
the defence works. Here we give some credit to the mortars
who handle a wicked shovel.
On completion of the digging most of our time has
been taken by handing over and taking over billets (Rats
included) but now having settled down again, we find
our
selves once more being surrounded by work.
During our few leisure hours there has been started
what is known as the "Togo movement" putting it in the
Baron's own words, to become a Togo one has to be a comic
or funny man (one can also become a Togo by standing
him egg and chips in the Enterprise). He has chosen for
the chief Togo, an old and trusted friend of the Battalion,
but there I can't give away information, but if you really
want to know, watch where our eyes settle on the P.T.
parade.
Before this article is brought to a close we would like
to inform all Companys, that we have no timber for beds,
no spare hammers, and no money, and thats the answer to
that.
"Spokeshave or just a Togo.

The writer moved, packed, went home for a week (All!
is this not happiness), returned, unpacked, and next day,
packed again. We daren't open our kitbag now.
The new quarters are, at the moment, being tried. And
are in danger of being found wanting. Half of us are in a
wigwam, and the others are placed in the great white man's
house. (Wipe your feet!).
The tent has its advantages.
Running water! runs down the path into the tent!
The open air is doing us all good. Everyone is getting
nicely browned (off).
The only item of personal interest this month is the
news that L/Cpl. M
was found in the park one night
striking matches, to find
his way.
We feel we must congratulate our I.O. on his cycle drill.
Half sections right (or left). Walk march, Prepare to
mount. Mount. Or is it ride?
The result of this training is that Pte. Martin (H) made
his latest ride with only one puncture. Instead of, as is
usual, ending the journey on foot carrying the bell in one
hand and a bundle of spokes in the other.
We were sorry to lose one of our members to the Q.M.
recently.
We always thought that the Q.M. only took all the best
rooms.
CARRIER PLATOON.
I read our last month's notes with horror; L/Cpl. Wing
does exist. That such a wellknown and infamous N.C.O. as
L/Cpl.
King
should
be
so
insulted
is
beyond
my
understanding.
Our moves are so frequent now, and our lectures on
concealment and camouflage so effective, that it is said that
the C.S.M. of H.Q. Company has been unable to find
the
Platoon. The consequences is that no fatigues have been
done in the Company.
In our latest move, when the remainder of the Battalion
had settled down the Platoon was still to be seen camping
down.
We have come to the conclusion that our new ComDany
Commander (to whom we extend a hearty welcome) is a
mind reader, and that he dislikes walking sticks and any
one Platoon having too many marquees.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
1. Does Whiskyface like the M.C. because of the spirit?
2. Is it true that Apeman cuts his own hair as well
that of others?
3. Is it true that OneHorse power machines are to be
attached to the Carrier Platoon for maintenance?
"Weary, Carefree and Spike."


4 4A"

Company.

Once more, sad to say we are back to where we started
from six weeks ago, and after a fine
time resting and city
gazing, we start training all over again, but still we shall
soon settle down to it especially as there will be a scarcity of
R.S.M.'s Parades and Grade A. B, O, Church Parades. We
were all very pleased to see our late Commanding Officer,
Col. Chitty, D.S.O., pay us a visit. A Grade A Church Parade,
with a Capital A formed up and what a swinging of arms and
beating of drums as we marched by and gave the salute.
Many of us that came home with the Battalion had the
chance of shaking hands and having a chat with him and it
was amazing what a marvellous memory he must have when
he spoke to individuals by name.
Sport this month has not been much in the limelight
but a scratch team played H.Q. and drew 3—3. P.T. is much
in evidence these days, first
it was at night, now first
thing
in the mornings with a cup of cocoa. Many moans go down
with the Gunfire.
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TIT BITS.
It was noticed that the Adjutant required Subaltern
Officers to have Stocks on his parade of May 2nd, we regret
that this Company could not comply with the order, but we
had a very nice line in Cravats and Spats. What comprises
a BDS., ask the Sergt.Major.
The other evening he had
orders to go out and bury a Cannon Shell, so with all haste
he gets a truck and 6 men with picks and shovels, and a
certain Sergeant makes a Danger sign for him 4ft. by 3ft.
and off he goes.
About an hour later he returns to the
office and was asked "Did you find
it alright," he replied
"Yes" and calmly takes it out of his pocket (size 4ins. by
lin.). What a peal of merriment went up at. his expense.
A certain officer came dashing in and gave him a book of
instructions of what to do with a Cannon Shell.
More
merriment.
After some pretty explosions the other night, it was
discovered that the stew was clone very early for dinner, ancl
the cooks got their early morning call by a Cook (4 a.m.),
so things we want to know, was he in a stew?
"Kismung."

4

"3" Company.
Well, Well, well, chase my aunt Fanny round the War
Office! we've done something which must stand out as an
alltime record. We've actually returned to the place from
which we started our hectic tour of the hot spots of Kent.
This tour has been conducted at an ailAmerican hustle from
start to finish,
and I've a sneaking suspicion that it isn't
finished
yet. No sooner had we unpacked our gent's natty
suiting in khaki, with side hat to match, than Hey Presto!
we were off on the magic carpet to our next port of call,
usually about fifty
to one hundred yards away. Boy do we
see life!
Still we were warmly welcomed by the civilian populace,
who immediately hung out bunting and kept their daughters
indoors—merely a precautionary measure we were assured
and one that was immediately relaxed when they realised
that it was "B" Company, whose good behaviour is known
throughout the length and breadth of Kent, returning to the
fold.
We have just completed a Brigadier's inspection which
cost us a fortune in polish and several pints to replenish our
saliva supply. Still, it was a great turn out and we shone
like the constellation.
Before we close this month's newsflash of Beer Company,
we should like to wish Major E. B. S. C
everything of
the best in his new post as O.C,. H.Q. Company. Our loss is
their gain. As our new Company Commander, we welcome
Capt. R
and wish him happy days with the Beer Boys.
Another new face in our midst belongs to 2ndLieut. J
,
who has come to us from the Depot.
We much regret to announce the loss of our blueeyed
office boy. No longer will "B" Company's war cry be "Where's

Pink." He has gone to assist the Q.M. (hoping to wangle a
couple of new suits). We might mention that all the Beer
Boys are looking forward to the time when a miscalculation
in the Q.M's Stores occurs and they are able to sport new
suits before the village maidens.
P.T. has now found a permanent place in our curriculum
and has been said by local inhabitants that strange noises
likened by many to the withdrawal of the plug from the bath,
have been borne into their windows at the crack of dawn.
Can it be the lads doing their gargling exercises?
To round this bolderdash off, appended is Auntie Bee's
quizz.
1. Where do tents go in the winter time?
2. Who said "Action Stations?"
3. Is any time question time for "Jeep?"
"Busy Bee."

f
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C" Company.

We have just received the current issue of the Regimental
Magazine and at the same time, a call for next month's
notes. First of all let us remark that the Wandering Tribes
of Israel have got no flies on us. We certainly don't let the
grass grow under our feet. We feel that the reason Jerry
keeps sending over his planes is because he can never keen
touch of us. We have finished with the Barrack Square for
a time and are now trying our best to enjoy the walks
through this beautiful part of our country. We have just
had a Brigade Commander's inspection which caused a tre
mendous amount of spit and polish mixed with some military
vocabulary, and the result turned out quite a success except
for minor details. We welcome an addition to our Officers
strength in 2ndLieut. H. S
, may he have a good time
with us and enjoy his stay, be it long or short.
We were welcomed back to our late station by the locals
who were very pleased to see us return, but they are again
saddened by our impending departure which will be a fact
by the time these notes are printed. We have hopes, but
very faint ones, that the mechanisation of the Army will at
last affect the Rifle Companys as we have just received a
nice 3 tonner which has seats for troop carrying, but it will
probably be used for anything else but that purpose except
on very special occasions. If we get many more moves half
of the Company will be suffering from "Housemaid's knee"
trying to keep up our reputation of always leaving a billet
cleaner than we found it.
Well, I have managed to fill
up a little space but I
apologise for the lack of real news and hope to do better
next time.
"Wy Wurry."
13 PLATOON.
It seems to us that the world has gone giddy the way
we're moved around, but we believe the last move was a
popular one as it allowed all ranks to escape the eagle eye of
the R.S.M. The Platoon still dwindles and a certain Ser
geant's face gets as red as his hair when making out a
parade state, but eventide brings consolation and a blissful
hour with F, H, and C. To 15 Platoon we extend our con
dolences on their recent very wet night hop. To us on
Terra Firma their gurgles and curses sounded really funny.
Also to the ladies of I
on their losing one of the "Lily
Whites" as prospective soninlaw, and also to Pte. K
on
the annoyance caused to him by the birds at meal times.
14
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PLATOON.

Let us start this month's note by welcoming back to the
fold our esteemed Platoon Sergeant after a lengthy absence.
We came through the Brigade Commander's inspection
with our heads unbowed and not even bloody, even if the
language durirrg the preparation for same was of a rather
crimson hue. The curse of the "Wandering Jew" seems to
have alighted on us, for once more we are in the throes of
yet another move, this time to a locality even more "truly
rural" than the present one according to hairraising reports
that have reached us from the advance party. The month's
outstanding sports event was a match against 15 Platoon in
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which we managed to reach double figures,
just. If 15
Platooncould only hit targets with bullets, as they can
wickets with cricket balls, the war would be as good as over.

15 PLATOON.
' "After a short spell of barrack life, we return to our little
home of solitude, but not for long—it must have been for a
short rest cure.
The chief topic of our short stay here was the Brigadier's
inspection, which took place in the vicinity of Battalion
Headquarters and it started a system of borrowing and re
turning to stores after use, but as everything went off O.K.
that is all we worry about. We welcome once more the
return of our long lost Platoon Sergeant after being absent
on leave and Courses for quite a long time.
We have once more a new Platoon Commander who not
only returns your compliments but gives you a sweet little
smile as well. We hope he will stay longer than some we
have had.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Is it true Sgt. H
produces pawn tickets on kit
inspections?
Who lent the basin for hair cuts?
What is Pedlar's "Aspirator?"
 Who saw a Kipper swimming in the River Stour?
Are shot down Spitfires counted as barrack damages?
"A LAMENT."

'

"

The 4th Battalion moved again
The Authorities, to please,
. .
And landed in a lovely dump
 All puddles, mud and trees. .
We . get turned out at midnight
r
And taken miles away,
Where each man cooks his breakfast
At Dawn, the following day.
.  Our Quarter Master Sergeant
Has issued out new. boots,
"Civilian clothes are rationed
 So we can have more suits.
The Brigadier inspected us
We stood in fine array,
Rearing kit that was specially. issued,
And afterwards taken away.
A Private these days can't be artful
Or as lazy as. he'd like to be,
Because nowadays even the Drivers,
Must get up at Rev. for P.T.
"M.T. Wallah."



"

"D" Company

continue to lose the old stalwarts. The ColourSergeant and
L/Sgt.G. N—— have left us , for the R.A.S.C. for training
before going to. ah O.C.T.U. We tender them both our best
Wishes and feel. sure . that wherever Colours goes he will
always find a. dart board. V
"
"TenGuardNobby'.' has gone from the Office to the
B.O.R.. We hope that he will use his influence to get us
a little extra leave .... and. hope, he is very happy. .
One great event has.been the ENSA. Concert in Barracks.
Some, .two hours. after the. end of. the show, Cpl p
was
still wandering, round the Barracks .looking for the. stage
door! .
Our football season has ended, '.'Swede" is looking for?
ward to his next game so that he may develop his tank
tactics. His tactics at the Tank on the eve of departure
from W
were much more appreciated.
.. We hope that in our next notes we . may be, able to
record some cricket scores. We are still looking for a piece
of ground which has not been inhabitated by sheep for
several years. , The. Company Commander was a fine, sight
on our .first, day in camp as" he went round with a shovel
clearing the "floor of the Officers' Mess.
We shall soon settle in, and with dart boards on every
tree to remind us of home we shall probably enjoy our stay
here.
We would like' to have W
returned to us from the
M.T. Section as we miss his vocal efforts very much. All
we' require to make' us really happy is "a jug of wine," and
our own particular "Thou." We have the loaf.
"Nellie Dean." 
'
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5th BATTALION
"A" Company.
The first and most important thing to say this month
is that, we are under canvas and have l'eft our comfortable
billets beside the seaside. I don't think it is the first time
for any of us; some have memories of T.A. Camps and others
of their" militia days in the summer of 1939. The present
writer, remembers drifting vaguely and cheerfully about in
alarge and rambling place near Oxford in search of meals
and blankets.
But here in Kent two years later it is quite a different,
story. We get up soon after the lark to the sound of the
bugle and almost catch up." with his flight
while we are
doing P.T. We are getting used' to the same bugle's other
less familiar calls and setting our own words to its music.
We "are battling with nature * in all sorts of weather "arid
coining out right side up, arid we are learning by degrees

not to cross the field but to go right round.

" Why do these things happen to us? It is so very, recent
that we returned from the Barracks to our little, place in
the' country, and now, here we are in tents. For most, of us
teiits were things we saw on the coast, but we had never
realised that it was possible for anyone to live in one. We
are still doubtful whether our present existence can. be
called "living." If the sun ever shines again, we may take a.
betterviewof our present situation. It has all been a little
sad. A triumphal reentry into W—— and a very wet and
miserable departure.
—
Since our last notes appeared we have had a Brigadier's
Inspection. This seems to have given rise to a new slogan—
"Ten minutes to wait—mine's a Blanco!!" "D" Company
covered. itself with glory. Although we always knew we
were the best Company, we are very glad to have this fact
noted.. Congratulations to 16 Platoon who* were picked out
for special mention as the steadiest and smartest platoon in
the Battalion.
There have been quite a few changes in our ranks. Mr.
H. F. J. G
has left us to go to the 70th Battalion—we
wish him the very best of luck. We are pleased to welcome
Messrs. G. V. D. S
, P. R. K. T
, and G. K. T.
and
we trust that .their, stay with us will be very happy. We

 t Intensive training is "the order of the day and we are
out on bigger scale schemes than we have had for hiany
months. Weather conditions "unlike those in "the song have
been mostly January in June but we are putting up with
that too.. And I even hear , that No. 9 Platoon is. reconciling
itself to be sacrificed in our Company warfare, and the other
tyro platoons and Company Headquarters wnt to know why
maps are issued.

i
/
vTo..th£ .Command of No. 7 Platoon we welcome 2ndLieut.
v. R. Re—' iri plarie,6f,Mr. B',„ . Also to our M.T. L/Cpj.
£entley, his predecessor, Cpl. Evans having gone to No. 9
Bltoon.
f;
f
Our motto for the month is "D
n the mud and keep
1
^our powder di'y,"
,
*'
V
i
|

< ' H
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"B" Company.

 '

j

j

The despondency'.of our many admirers is at last changed
to joy at the appearance, once again, in print of word of
"B" Company.
L..._We. .emerge..from the sea of. "mud"—commonly., knojsvn
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by another name—in which we are firmly embedded in our
tents, G.S. Mk. IXO, to spread tidings amongst our friends
(and enemys (if any) ) of our goingson.
Know ye, then, that we have moved, and moved, and
still yet moved again until we know not whether we are
blancoing our boots or dubbining our equipment. Not that
it matters a great deal, as during schemes we don't.
. Concerning moves, one or two small points are deserving
of mention. One, for instance, is the sudden and mysterious
disappearance of certain nailholes taken over by us at. one
station, and on moving and handing back, to the unit we had
taken over from, were handed over irieficrientiGi.There. is great
concern over as to who should pay for othem land; no doubt a
Court of Enquiry will result. Capt. '.Y—and:2nd;Lieut.
S
can no doubt shed a certain amount .oflight', on the
subject as they spent quite twelve hours looking for ,.them.
Another small point, is the vital .query "When, is a;broom,
sweeping, llins. .not a broom, sweeping, IIins.?" and where
did our brooms, sweeping, llins., handles .33 that, we never
received, go to?
.
.
However, we have survived all these:.minor .trials,, and
are now (figuratively) under canvas. "Figuratively" because
whilst part of some nights are spent under that mythical
material, the rest of the time is spent under the canopy of
heaven, and our kits (stacked ks laid down by H.M. the
R.S.M.) are cunningly arranged underthe trees In order to
catch as many drips as possible. Incidentally, wfio said gas
capes will not be used as waterproofs?
Our greatest entertainments these . days are Brigadiers'
inspections. They "are our one bright light, and the boys
are delighted when they hear of One pending and set to with
a will, polishing up their brasses, (including pullthrough
weights) and pipeclaying their pullthroughs. And bianco!
Well. At 6d. per bottle it usually costs' about 2s. 6d. to get
their equipment as they want it—and do they want it?. My,
my.
.
..
/!^J;

But enough of pleasure. Let us speak about otheOttiirior
things. Our Company office, for instance. We have" four
corners, and four walls. "D" Company has also four corners
and four walls. But strangely enough, we have but one
roof, and one floor between us. We are inclined to believe,
through this intimate arrangement, that it should not be
the "Epistle of St. William" but the "Epistle of St. Maxwell."
Or should it?
Let us on to other and remoter things; Who  is that
elusive .sylphlike figure, wearing a large smile and a resplen
dent costume, appearing at our Company dances,. known as
"The Duke"—or to be vulgar—"Duky"? and what does he
know about tramcars anyway? Who is the "Goon .chief"
and what is a "Goon stick"? What was. the name of the
dance band that got soaked going to H.Q. Compny dance but
remained perfectly dry on the inside? Who wasn't on the
R.S.M.'s drill parade, and did he' find' them all?
We would like to welcome to the Company, rather be
latedly 2ndLieut. R. E. S
who has provedto us that one
pint is as good as another. 2ndLieut. A. J. M
for whom
a nickname has yet to be found ("Tonny" and "Algy" being
the only two suggestions so far). It would be rather inter
esting to know what the attraction is these days'at Black
pool. We know that it is noted for fresh air and fun, but
it is a moot" point as to what direction the "fun" takes so
far as it concerns the last mentioned. gentleman. We hope
that the blonde baby likes it anyway.
We are still gathering news of the many places at which
we have been stationed, going as far back even as. Bridport.
Whether or not our popularity at these places is engendered
by the. little "West Kents" left behind, is a matter for con
jecture. However, Bridport is. still missing us and still re
mains "all for it," to say nothing of Haxey. In fact one
certain Acting Unpaid Provisional, etc., etc., decided to go
back to the latter place to do the right thing. We would
like to congratulate L/C Vousden upon his attaining the
ranks of the elite and hope that his new wife is not quite
so Acting Unpaid Provisional as her husband. Similar con
gratulations are due to Pte. Cowburn, who whisked away his
attraction from her little grey home in the West to London.
Perhaps in a few weeks (it seems rather, indelicate to
mention months) we shall be in a position to offer our
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felicitations to these gentlemen as we do now to Pte. Carey
who is now the proud possessor of a daughter vide B.O. Pt.
II No. 95/4.
You will all be pleased to hear that Lieut. "Zulu" is now
well on the way to the place of his birth and is evidently
enjoying his new phase of life, though we now he misses his
old company.
Congratulations are extended to Pte. Neville ("Tosh") on
his success in fracturing his hand. It is wellknown that
for some time he has been endeavouring to getrid of his
staff job that had assumed colossal proportions during his
spare time, that of Company dustman. Pte. Howes too has
risen inthe world, being "Dan" to.three Companies all at
once. He now has the gigantic task of strangling, not only
in this Company but in "A" and "D." We hope that he will
hold out under the strain.
"Knocker" Knight is now the proud possessor of a 3ton
pram, and plays with it for hours. Maybe one day he will
be allowed to drive a 15cwt.
Talking of transport, one hardly likes to mention that
once again "B" Company tops the bill for maintenance, nor,
in connection with the P.O.W. Fund, do we like to brag
about still being the largest contributor. We will, therefore,
notmention either of these.
Now, the bugler having sounded a call that, might be
"Orderly Sergeants" is probably "Rations," but is, in actual
fact, "Lights Out," we must subside amidst a welter of
applause.
"Nightingale."
4

"C" Company.
We dreamed,. It was the day of Victory, Hitler and all
his filthy
gang were in flight;
as one. we left billets, the
workmen their workshops, and the laundry girls their wash
tubs and made for the sea shore and the scaffolding. With
the.unusual ease of Victory, every man. swung himself up on
to. the top rung, and every woman occupied the second;
from one end of Kent to the other and. then on along the
coast, England was dressed like a manofwar, man and
woman proudly facing the sea—steady but tumultu.ousiy
happy. We awoke. We dreamed again. Our little grand
child Genevieve said, "Let's go down to the scaffolding." So
we. packed our bathingsuits, buckets and spade and flew to
Heme .Bay. We awoke. It was scaffolding on the brain—
"When will the d
d thing be used?"—"How long will the
whole show last?"—We have been hearing this sort of ques
tion for so Jong that tubular steel was disturbing our sleep.
But now its farewell to. that sort of thing once more , we
have left the sea and all its joys and .are back in the: valleys
and hills of T—E
. Many of us _ are. glad , to return—
Sgt. Chick could not believe it was true; but his.:joy was
shortUved for he had no sooner returned . than he . was
whisked away on a Fields Works Course. Will it be "out. of
sight out of mind" or"will absence make the hear" grow
fonder?" Personally we don't .mind, for either way the
Company will be happy.
.
: But we fancy .we are here to work with all our might
and there is going to be more stopping out than stepping
out these June nights. We will master again the ways of
the hunter moving silently and our eyes will be ;so keen
that when we report "No enemy in sight" the. Company
Commander like the King in "Alice" will remark "I. only,yrish
I had such eyes. To be able to see nobody and at .that
distance to. Why, its as much as I can do to see real people
by this light." We are determined to outdo all others :in
cunning.
.
:
"C" Company was chosen to demonstrate to Brigade, a
Platoon approach march and attack : and the composite
platoon that carried this out is to be congratulated, on: the
day, the: distance was covered three times and each time the
mountain at the end was scaled at' increasing speeds—this
was due to the weight each one of us lost during the
Battle. The Army Commander viewed the final effort and
expressed himself satisfied.
2ndLieut. A. A. F—— has left uS for higher realms of
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Intelligence. 13 Platoon and indeed the whole Company will
miss him. We had scarcely recovered from the blow than
we were told that 2ndLieut. R. de C. A
had also been
elevated—i.e., to a motor contact officer at Corps. The
powers seem to be very hard on us at the moment, but
good men must rise and we have always known that we
had good men. These two were for nine months the "En
fants Terribles" of "C" Company and a constant source of
anxiety to the Company Commander. We wish them joy
and safe riding—as both seem destined to cover thousands
of miles on motor cycles in the next month or two.
We welcome 2ndLieut. P. C. T
; he has already become
famous as the unscruplous leader of the Bosche in the
aforementioned demonstration.
There was an unfortunate oversight in our last month's
contribution—Lieut. A. A. C
, venerable and learned gen
tleman, a pillar of the original "C" Company has just re
minded us that he was not welcomed back to the .Company
on his return after five months at Divisional School. The
reason of this oversight is obvious; we have never considered
him lost for ever at some 40 miles distant we have felt him
working for the good of the Company by an extra zealous
instruction of the N.O.O.'s we have sent to learn at his feet.
It is very good to have our "Groucho" back and after a
month with us we are more than ever happy.
1

"D" Company
Here beginneth the eigth epistle of St. William.
And it came to pass that those who had been chosen to
do these things continued to dwell by the sea and by the
Sewage Farm and the mud flats thereof, and great was their
vigilance as they stood sentinel over the approaches to the
great river. And William the Trainer came down to see
them bringing with him many spanners and instruments of
the steel scaffolding and he did wander among them instruct
ing them in the noble art of erecting same. And those that
command came down to visit them and to inspect these
wonderful things and they marvelled at their skill and
aplomb as they sang "Yo, heave Ho, Yo, heave Ho." And
Paddy the Oirlander brandished his shillelagh to a hitherto
unprecendented enormous height and exhorted his gang to
superior feats of strength to the eternal joy of those that
looked on, including Joe the Thunderstorm King and Stella
the Land Girl. And one night those that dwelt by the sea
did for the benefit of those that came down from the high
ground play with the fireworks
to such an extent that the
Sewage Farm was likened unto Brocks Benefit Night. And
many more incidents of a like nature took place but the
greatest one of all was that he that used to command has
been taken away from us and in his place there has come a
new one. To him, Welcome. We that sit in more lowly
places are glad that he is with us to order our comings and
outgoings and to tell us when we shall bianco aud when we
shall groven in the undergrowth clad in our canvas and our
new respirator haversacks. And we are glad to, that Major,
the President, is still with us to administer to our needs
and to buy us still more bootlaces and razor blades (if he
can)..
And when the time for their sojourn by the sea came to
an end they departed once, again to the abode of Baron Fred
to their eternal joy, but not without leaving a broken heart
or two, although Clement the Dark one has recently put that
right and what is almost more important, Mott the Colour
Bloke, is also seriously thinking of putting that right too
we hear. And of course it is old news that Parking the
Batman and Twinn are saddled with the burden of marriage
and consequent entries in their A.B. 64's.
And the Bairon Fred in all his spring plumage received
them and harboured them, but hardly had they settled down
when those that Command conferred and having conferred
said "These men are tough but we will make them tougher.
They will arise at .00 something hours and do P.T. and we
will send them to live in tents where no cobwebs exist and
where billet floors
need not be scrubbed because they do
hot exist." And straightway there sallied forth gangs of

tent erectors and gangs of drain diggers, And the rains
came and made everything wet, but it is written in the Big
Book that wheresoever do the big trees grow there shall
their tents be pitched so that even in the finest weather the
' trees shall drip continuously. And it was so. And their
comings and goings became as before by day and by night
and in the mornings when it is neither day nor night, but
just a bloody nightmare—scheme begot scheme and inspec
tion begot inspection but they survived all as it should be.
Finally we have to record the comings and goings of
F.hig Company.
Palmer and Samways have, departed to
dabble with Mortars and Paddy the Oirlander have gone to
administer to the needs of the Pioneers. All these we shall
miss particularly Paddy and we who remain shall not forget
his enormous enthusiasm. In his place we have B—— he
who we understand is an offspring if not in fact, at least in
military matters of "Le Petit Corporal." We welcome him
as we also Aram of the Carriers and "Swede" Rowland.
Their return to the best Company is by way of compensa
tion to the many excellent men who have become specialists.
And it was so.

+-

7th

BATTALION

Headquarter Company
No. 1 PLATOON (SIGNALS).
Little has happened in the course of the past month and
training has proceeded along normal lines, but a promise of
a better time in the near future has done a great deal to
quicken interest in the Battalion efficiency.
2/Lieut. F. M. —— returned from h.is Gas Course only to
leave us for theIntelligence Section. We are sorry to lcse him,
but we give 2/Lieut. H. O. R. L
a hearty welcome and
hope he enjoys his stay.
A section of the Platoon are beginning to look quite beau
tiful as the result of a mud bath each morninfg between 0.600
and 0.630.

THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Where is the top lefthand corner of a towel? Can "C"
Coy help us.
Where as Leslie's vest?
Is Stan's marriage bureau a success? Ask Bert.
Why did Steve put his leave back a week?
"Charlie Don."
A.A. PLATOON
We still continue to look for the very elusive enemy and
still hope to bag a Jerry. The only departure this month is pte.
R7—, who goes to the exalted position of the Commanding
Officer's batman. The best of luck to him in his new sphere.
Our biggest ''bag" this month seems to have been eggs, of
which there seems to be a plentiful . supply on the "Big
Scheme." That seems all for this month, so "Cheerio" for now.
"Searcher."
MORTAR PLATOON.
This month has passed quickly, being aided by a full wtek
in the wilds, during which we had much fun in spite of the
unseasonable "weather.
We are losing our Platoon Commander, 2/Lieut. R. W.
:, and we wish him all the best with his Rifle Coy. Platoon,
p
and hope that he doesn't wait for their "on" before giving the
order to fire.
A certain section of the Platoon has developed a singing
complex, but in the present stage it can hardly be called a
choir. We wonder whether it was originally inspired by the
Air Raid Warnings.
THiNGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Would we be allowed to have a "char" to do some of our
fatigues for us?
"Biped."
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CARRIER PLATOON.
An eventful month for many of us. Leave is proceeding
peacefully. We have lost our "Fury" on a Maintenance Course
(not for scooters). "Bloss" has returned with a Q.l and much
interesting information re a certain Midland town.
The highlight of the month was our participation in a
fiveday scheme in which we covered ourselves in much glory
and mud. Some departments seemed to think it was an en
durance test to see how long we could go without food, but
we came out smiling, and the sentence from the "powers that
be"—"Well done. Carriers" was reward enough for us all. We
will close with greetings to all carrier men of the Regiment
wherever they may be.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
When is the next lecture on "My Thrills Abroad" by a
certain Captain?
What is camouflage?
Why reverse 600 gallons into a mudhole?
Why are dryweather motorcyclists so wet?
What exactly is "spineless"?
"Natterer."
PIONEER PLATOON.
Hello folks—pioneers here again. Sorry we haven't a great
deal of time for this issue, but we are far too busy, and too
tired after our big scheme. Of course we can't really grumble
about the Scheme, as we had quite a lot of fun, what with Pte.
Everett panning for gold. I still don't know if he found any,
hut it has been Players this week instead of Woodbines.
Wc are all very glad that L.Cpl. Sunderland got over his
accident so quickly. Perhaps that will teach him not to try
Swimming down waterfalls. That's all for now.
"BuzzSaw."
M.T. PLATOON.
Pretty soon somebody is going to run out of superlatives
—for this month's commentary tells of the Biggest Ever. For
six whole days we hit the trail—and through the nights—until
the cold hard hills gave way to the rolling plains of England—
and a truly great time was had by all.
We cannot let the month pass without our usual crack at
the "notables," so here is our brand new feature—absolutely
pure and warranted free from "colouring matter."
NEWS IN BRIEF.
1. A daily newspaper reports that when Rudolph Hess
landed in Scotland he was found to have manicured nails and
polished toenails. A certain N.C.O. is expected .to take imme
diate reprisals.
2. A remarkable new ray giving invisibility to 15 cwt.
trucks is believed to have been discovered. The inventor—
Herr Kaanmer Flargenett—is now a refugee from irate drivers.
3. In addition—this unit—for reasons we cannot disclose,
has become concealment conscious.
There are still drivers,
however, whose methods of selfconcealment have yet to be
improved upon.
4. It is rumoured that in future vehicle inspections will
be held at night by the light of an inspection lamp.
"That Man."
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Company.

"If you're waking, call me early,
Call me early, batman dear"....
We have pleasure in setting down that the majority of
these May' mornings have given us some weather which makes
early rising worth while, and "C" Company has shown its
appreciation by bounding into its daily tasks with a supply of
energy and zeal, alike the envy of its neighbours and pride
or its Commander.
Now, this aforementioned energy and zeal is all very well
and has been responsible no doubt for many staunch feats of
Empire building, but the fact remains—it can be overdone.
Lest we be too hastily criticised for this remark, let events
speak for us.
During the past month. Shiny "C" has had a multitude of
minor military engineering works to perform and has beyond
doubt acquitted itself well, even unto the ultimate end of
hiding its light under a bushel, or, in fact, camouflaging the

completed tasks.
But, on one occasion, tins was carried out
so brilliantly that on returning to the site some days later
the work could not ho found. No trace of it having appeared
since, certain nameless scandalmongers have even been heard
to whisper that it was never performed at all.
"C" Company, however, can afford to treat such absurd
calumnies with the contempt that they deserve, for it has
proved its valour in terms that all men can read.
On one
scheme, for example, it was officially noted that "C" Coy.
carried out a withdrawal with such speed that the enemy
completely lost touch, and the rumour that it had received
a message that hot dinners were being issued in half an hour
three miles away can be confidently denied.
Speaking of hot dinners, may we, en passant, pay tribute
to the untiring efforts of "Widow Twussey" and his staff, who
have kept the "interior economy" of Shiny "C" in firstclass
condition, often in very trying circumstances.
On one scheme, in particular, they filled
a role which
might well be ranked among the great episodes of ous island
history. For when at dawn they were feeding by instalments
the company who were holding a long defensive line, and a
message came that the enemy had broken through to the
right of "C" Coy. and were menacing its rear, then it was that
"Widow Twussey" and his gallant fellows downed ladles and
sprang to arms. And though they cannot, alas, be said to
have turned the tide, which by then had risen pretty well
above the Company, they did at least and in every truth, save
our bacon!
We have already noted that the majority of May mornings
behaved themselves in a fashion highly creditable to a much
malinged English climate. Alas! England has always suffered
from energetic minorities, and this applies to May mornings
as well as politics. Doubtless our contemporaries have written
much upon this subject so we will refrain from comment
other than this. A gentleman named Mussorgsky once wrote
a highly descriptive piece of music entitled "Night on the Bare
Mountain." He should come to us.
We could tell him a
thing or two!
The fiveday
Scheme has come and gone without any more
disappearances cf "B" Echelon, although it was touch and go
once or twice. It was chiefly noteworthy, however, for the
fact that almost the entire Company had a free bath—(or was
it just a shower?)—and one of our more notorious members,
namely "Just Jake," had a very special one to himself?
In conclusion, we welcome 2/Lieut. D. A
to Shiny "C"
and hope he will enjoy his stay with us.
We have to say
"Olierio" to Lc.Sgt. "Pedlar" Palmer, who has been posted to
"Y" List, and we hope he will soon recover from his complaint
and that some day he will be able to rejoin us.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Who is the hooded phantom that struts about Coy. Head
quarters on Night Hops? Is it a Bat of a "Flybynite"?
Who are the "Scribons" kids and how did they get their
name?
Is it true that 13 Platoon are getting together a brass
band?
"Shiny 'C'."
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Company

At the outset, your chronicler must confess that sickness
has rendered him hors de combat for some time, and a report
upon the activities of "D" Company has had to be compiled
from the "usually reliable sources," "military correspondents"
and "eyewitnesses" in which the Company abounds and from
a mass of hearsay which would bring a blush upon the pallid
cheeks of the ghost of Baron von Munchausen.
Notwithstanding, it can be authoritatively stated that our
mileage chart (like the prospect viewed from the peak of one
of our marvellous mountains; shows a distant drop, and it
cannot be denied with any less authority that the sock
knitters and darners have invited suggestions for an alterna
tive direction of their talents; the chiropodists, on the other
hand (or is it other foot?) maintain a discreet silence. And
by the way, isn't it ironical that our shortpace, nagandbone
merchant studied the nature and habits of carriers during our
mobility?
During interludes, of course, the umpiredotted country
side has been viewed from varying heights and angles, and it
is understood that the Company was on one occasion so en
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raptured bythe panoramic view afforded by the vantage point
of snowclad pinnacles that it stayed up all night oblivious of
all meteorological adversities. (Aaah, I've known it to be
-much colder,«ir." Himalayas?).
Delightful days, too, have been spent by the seaside
perfecting pick and shovel drill incidental to an obvious task
in the execution, of which it was apparent that the subject of
concealment had not been overlooked. At such times, it' Oc
curred to an1 orderly sergeant that parade states should allow
for O.R.'s "on parade—subterranean;" It is astonishing to se'e
who and what emerge 'on the blowing of the dinnertime
whistle.

Outstanding among our recent successes is the prizb
winning. effort made by one of our many formidable bayonet
assault teams. Congratulations to sectionleader and men Upon
theirperformance.
(And, while on .this subject/sympathy
must be extended to the team that was prevented from' show
ing its mettle!).
. ..
Individual platoon activities! appear elsewhere, and if this
report has to appear at all'—the clock has to be beaten—it is
perforce concluded with only one question: HowOn earth Are
we going, to provide all those billet orderlies at T—?

+

—

Sergeants' Mess.
After emerging from a heated fiveday battle, we are glad
to be able to greet our readers once again, yqu will; see by the
signature below that the correspondence has been taken over
by another party, as our Ben has succumbed to "Quarteritis."
The last month lias seen, much activity .in the Mess —
social nights on Sunday, both official and. otherwise, are still
going with a great swing, and we are pleased to note in this
issue that recent "acquisitions" have changed, the interior, .of
the Mess for the best.
We should like to extend a hearty welcome..to the new
arrivals to the Mess; Lc.Sergts. .Lander, Oseman, Reed and
Cruickshanks.
We regret to announce that since our, last
correspondence we have had to say goodbye to S.Sgt. Stafford,
our "jerks" instructor (who did .so much in helping, to runtthe
Mess entertainments). We understand that he.is new training
little boys..(. (?).
 
Cupid has scored many bulls, in the Mess, and we hope
to be able to announce in our next issue several new members
eligible for married quarters. (Dare .we hope
?).
We close with best wishes to all Messes of the Regiment,

"BlossWink Ltd."
SOME DEFINITIONS. OF MILITARY EXPRESSIONS. 
"Under .Consideration."—Never heard of it.
"Under Active Consideration."—Will have a shot at finding
file.

. 
.
;
"Snowed Under."—Unable to take more than one and ' a
half hours off for'Lunch.
"Have you any Remarks."—Can you give me an idea of what
this is all about."
"An Expression of Public Opinion."—Favourable comment in
the Press.
"Putting him in the Picture."—A long confusing and in
 accurate statement to a newcomer." '
"The R.E. have it in Hand."—You had better thy to do the
  job yourself.
.. ..

"Rather in the Air."—Completely " ignorant of the whole
  subject.
.
"
"You will Remember."—/You have either forgotten or you
never knew.
"D.A.D.O.S."—Greek word meaning unobtainable.
"Concur 'Generally."—Have not read the documents and do
jaot want to be bound by anything I say.
"Passed ±o you."—You try nursing this baby. I am bored
with'.it.
/'Yes, I tliink that is the Answer."—A sudden inspiration from
.
High authority nullifying your previous suggestion.
"Will have it Laid On."—Will ask a different department to
.
do my job for me. 
"Kindly :Expedite, your Reply."—For God's sake try to find
.
the papers, the General is creating. .
.

pth BATTALION
BATTALION NOTES.
Regular, divisional exercises each week, (usually includ
ing a night away, have kept us busy, during the month.
 The most noteworthy time, perhaps, was =a river
Grossing late at night, when one'of the boats' sunk and an
other' drifted  downstream, and once across, in the vague
light' of beforedawn, we had to negotiate a swamp.
'
At the time of writing, we are having a "rest" from
bigger exercises and are concentrating on' intensive 'training
by Companies and platoons.  Besides "moppingup" exercises,
each company has gone out alone, complete  with tents, arid
spent two nights out. In the daytime, each platoon went
through a vigorous attack firing
live ammunition from (rifle
and tommygun.  

. .
After a fall, the C.O. was rather "suddenly whisked away
to hospital, and is suffering from an internal injury. We
wish him a speedy recovery.
'.
'W® h^ve become very sportsminded, and football,
cricket and athletics flourish.
We competed in a, village
sports, arid are shortly having a battalion meeting in.,pre
r
pafatlqn for greater things.
The officers played the sergeants;  who it, ".hided1 the
R.S.M./andL R.Q.M.S., at football on the first really perfect
day of this strangely changeable weather. The officers made
a good start by scoring two "goals in the first' five minutes,
but thesergeants had thg score up to 2—1 before halftime.
The first
goal after halftime was to the sergeants, which
made, them level, and encouraged them further to prove
superior by a . final, score of 4—2.
The 'E.N.S.A., taking pity On our rather limited lqcai
entertainments provided" Us .recently with an absolutely
firstclass show, which was much appreciated.
..

.

..







Headquarter Company
No. 3 PLATOON, MORTARS.

(


weeks ;a£o. there swept through the ranks of our
Platoon a mild epidemic of that curious complaint "browjaed
offness." There were; two main reasons for this. The. first
was that we had lost our. Platoon Commander, 2nd;Lieut.
Q. W. T. _ Nrrrr who .was. liked .and respected by all. Qur loss
is the M.T.'s gain. The second was of course, the moye, .that
meant, the breaking, of .many .tender hearts. . AIL is now
remedied as. we welcome..2naLieut.. M..N..L^ to hold the
rein's,, besideswhich we have now settled down in our new
abode and the future, outlook . promises well.
We were
visited by Royalty recently and after watching our training
1
practice, one and all were very impressed' with the keenness
and efficiency of the Platoon. Carry on, Mortars!
No. 5 PLATOON,^PIONEERS.
Hello, once more, Pioneers calling! We regret having
been unable to contribute to this journal recently, but; like
the 'man who owes" fiis rent we are continually on the move.
And when the Battalion is moving the' Pioneers are very
.busy indeed/  We are now getting^ settled,down, to a*iqpehi
air' lffe," and' although some would "call it healthy we h'ave
a different name"' for it on a cold morning. We feel sure
that our Royal visitor, the other day, must have noticed the
fruits of our labours all round the camp. .


THINGSWE WANT TO KNOW.
Who were the two Pioneers who bathed in a billycan? .,
.'.Why. does a certain newlywed L/Cpl. always look down
when addressed?
Who is the Pioneer who only drinks Port and Sherry? .
. . So; long, everybody!
 \
;'
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"A** Company.
It was with heavy hearts that we said goodbye to K—. .to
move to our summer camp, for everyone voted the former as
our best station as far .as.entertainment_v. as concerned. But
being under canvas has its compensations. Upon our arrival
the camp looked very, bare in Comparison to the billets that
we had just vacated, but we are now settling down very
nicely and although no canteen is available at present, a
huge affair, is in the, cpurse of erection and. our craving for
the. elusive chocolates and cigarettes should soon be satisfied.
* Prior to our arrival at S——the Battalion participated in
exercises of great extent,, and all showed very great keenness.
Similar schemes have been held, with regularity since.
We were somewhat surprised to hear the other day that
we were to be favoured by a visit from H.R.H." The Duke; "6f
Gloucester. His ' Royal Highness displayed great interest in
the training and duly conveyed his congratulations' to all
ranks.
This was a very memorable day for the Battalion and.we
very much appreciated the. halfholiday awarded uS by "the
Commanding Officer. .In. the; neighbouring city of C
the
shortage of barbers is "most noticeable, or is it that there
are no C.S.M.'s to chase the students around? .
We are looking: forward to a great season .of summer
sports now that once again'we are all together as a Battalion.

„

"B"~ Company.
The chief item of interest this month is the recording of
yet another move. This time from the billets' of M
El—
to'the wilds of S——. We are now occupying those curious
conical Canvas coverings commonly called tents. After 'ithe
central heating of our fprmerabodes, we find it ratheron
the^ chilly side now especially first
thing in the morning:
We are anxiously looking forward to the warmer weather
When we feel that once again as at M

camping shall be

oiir joy.:i :
.
'


  Training is proceeding by leaps and bounds and we can
truthfully say that we really do know themeaning of the
words "embuss" and "debuss." We have aiso learnt the noble
art of being able to sleep in all  sorts' of odd places—and
sometimes to do without a night's sleep entirely and still
put ahundred per cent, energyinto the schemes.
n 2ndIiieut. Pi H. S—has arrived to take charge -ot-10
Platoon and we hope his stay w'ith us will be a 'long arid
h a p p y o
n
e
.
.
L/Sgt. N. V. Pinks and L/Cpl. L. V. Helmrich have left
us for O.O.T.U. and we wish them all the best  of luck.
Owing to the move and intensive training, sport has
father taken a' back seat, but various unorganised (or should
it be disorganised) games seem, to get going in our odd
moments. Weare all looking forward to recommencing our
friendly rivalry with other companies at football, running,
etc.
—

<<D"
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Company

 j Who said M
was a h
of a place? We found that
the little village, miles from anywhere, was very much to
our liking, for it was certainly said that what was lacking
in the smartness of . the billet, was more than made up in
the surrounding countryside.
.
The villagers welcomed us with open arms, and "it must
be said that our cinema shows proved to be red letter days,
at which all and sundry rolled up in full force. The fact
that our first attempt to. put on a concert proved "to be a
bit of a failure didnot affect  the attendances at future
shows..
.
 Training went merrily on and we were becoming .quite
accustomed to our new work, when lo and behold we were
transplanted somewhere else to growstill, better ,at our jobs,
to a place with plenty of fresh air "and Aplenty of sunshine,
later, we hope.
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: How we missed our fires,
around which , we would sit
after a hard day's work! Still, the sunshine will, no doubt,
come to brighten up our new canvas abode, and then I
suppose we will be, ere long, saying "Give me the freshness
of camp life everytime."
S——, like M
, seems to be a little  isolated, and yet
so near to civilisation. Still, that difficulty will be overcome
once we settle down. Here's to fine weather.
In closing, good luck to Lieut. R. K! D
and 2ndLieut.
V. L. B
, who have left the .Company, and congratulations
to L/Cpls. Haynes,r Relf, Troak'eand Weatherhill.

,



"X" Company

Since our last report we have moved once again—this
time to our summer camp. The camp is here but we are
now waiting the arrival of summer. It was with much re
gret that we left our last station, for we were very comfort
able and well treated and respected by the local people. It
is to our credit that we left behind in O
a far better
n,ame than our predecessors did.
It fell on this Company to prepare the Camp for the
whole Battalion. When we arrived all" we saw in our field
was the;cookhouse shed and the other very necessary shed!
.It all looked very dismal at first and the cold snap did not
assist matters. But what a transformation in a short time—
the Cooks had the fire alight before the last lorry of the
Convoy had stopped, and hot tea and sandwiches were forth
coming in no time at all. Tents and marquees arose from
the .earth with the same rapidity that our Yorkshire Pud
ding on Sundays use 1jo rise in O
. Long before dusk the
whole Company was firmly .established, and ;those fortunate
to. be, off duty were soon to be found in either of the two
"locals"  sitting, in front of a huge fire and dreading the
thought of spending the. night under "canvas. However, as
always, after the first day or two we soon settled down, and
it. was with much amusement thatwe saw the remainder of
the Battalion move in a few days later from their comfortable
billets to "Summer" Camp! We knew what was in their
minds as the  convoy passed our field;
their thoughts were
running in the same channels as ours were on our first day,
but like ourselves they quickly settled down. All that .is
lacking is a ray of sunshine.
"X" "Unknown Quantity."

'

"

—

*
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Headquarter Company.
MORTAR PLATOON.
. .The. cream of. the Battalion,... otherwise, the Mortar .Pla
toon, have been, well in the limelight during.the last* month.
One Rifle Platoon, and the Mortal Platoon, were selected
to give a demonstration of a Rifle Platoon in the "attack;,
supported by the 3in. Mortar. The Mortar Platoon laid down
a smoke.screen in. front of the attacking Platoon, and then
switched, .tp. a . new position and engaged an imagiiiary
machinegun* Post. This resulted in. scoring direct hits on
the target. .
The Brigadier and Senior Officers present congratulated
the mortar team at the end of the display'on the accuracy
of. th;eir' shooting. Needless to say this compensated for the
months , of routine training we have had.;
. !
With "renewed zest, we have continued .our .training, and
the results have been staggering.. All of us are now awaiting
as a matter of course a grant of at. least three weeks' extra
leave..
".
..
.
We have also figured, in the local village War Weapons
Week/with other units of the Army and Royal Air Force.
Poised on. a truck with our Mortar,, facing a battery of*re"
marks from an 'adjtniring crowd, it made us realise how lucky
we were to be in the.Army; or at least, something like that.
.'The month closed full of impending changes. More men
and' 3in, Mortars" were"' on the way. But whatever changes.
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take place, you may be certain that you will always have the
best in this exceptional Platoon.
QUERIES.
Which Mortar member refused to carry the Banner?
Who is the Snodland Peril?
Who Is the Great Jumbo?
"Shepreth."

4
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"A" Company.
We regret we were unable to send in an effort for the
May issue, as once again it has fallen to our lot to move.
Needless to say, it was with a certain amount of sadness in
our hearts that we bade farewell to K
. and once again
returned to the wilderness. S
our new abode is very
antithesis of K
, in that it is miles from civilisation.
boasting only two small pubs.
Nevertheless the hoys are getting used to rural life once
again, and are rapidly becoming sports conscious. We in
"A" Company are very proud of our efforts 011 the football
field since our arrival. We have recorded three wins out of
three against other Companies having scored twenty goals
for, and only four against.
By the way, a great deal of the post received here had
been observed to bear the postmark of K
, so it would
seem that the time spent there was not altogether wasted.
In the battalion, it has invariably fallen on "A" Com
pany to start the ball rolling whenever there is anything on.
and last week it was olir pleasure to start the first
of the
dances to be held in the local hall. The music for dancing
was provided by Sgt. A
of "H.Q." Company, and a good
time was had by all.
Capt. K
went off on the range the other day and
evidently put in some shooting in his spare time, as the
next news received of him was a request for another thou
sand rounds, accompanied by a very junior rabbit, which had
obviously died of shock. In spite of this, he is responsible
for the introduction of rook pie in the Officers' Mess and
also for lifting 2s. 6d. off Lieut. T
of "C" Company in
quick time during recent range firing.
Flash!
"A" Company have just recorded their fourth
successive win at football. Victims—"H.Q." Company, beaten
3—2.
THINGS WE WOULD LIKE TO KNOW.
After hearing pronunciation of "Junkers
started talking about "Tanker Wallahs."

88."

who

4
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Recently a hardfought battle between the officers and
sergeants of the Battalion took place on the soccer field,
the
sergeants being the victors. Needless to say, "B" Company
was well represented on both sides.

Company.

This is the first
time for many months that we are in
the happy position of not being able to report a move. In
view of this, we have been able to make connections of a
more lasting nature with the local inhabitants. With the
help of our very able and enthusiastic Chaplain, Capt. B
,
who has organised countless grand dances in the local village
hall, we have been able to make the acquaintance of many
a delightful village maiden.
We were very glad to see our Company Commander,
Capt. C. G. J
, back again, after his short illness, looking
particularly fit
and well. It has been whispered, or, as the
War Office has it, "on dit." that his fourteen days' sick leave
contributed in no small measure to this speedy return to
health and vigour.
We were very sorry indeed to hear of the illness of
Lieut. J. A. T
, who was. a short time ago, a member of
The Company. We were all very glad to see him hack ancl
hope that his fourteen days' sick leave will do as much for
him as it did for Capt C. G. J
.
Physical Training and Sports play a large part in our
daily lives. Every morning the whole Company begins the
day's work in shorts and slippers and every evening one sees
many a hectic game of basket ball and soccer being won and
lost on the playing fields.

C"

Company.

We have now settled down in our new camp, looking
forward to the warmer weather, and thankful that an early
morning frost is a thing of the past—we hope! However.
we still miss the bright lights of K
, and find
the nine
miles to the nearest town a long trek, though the hitchhike
service is extremely good. We welcome 2ndLieut. D. J. A
and 2ndLieut. K. E. J
to the Company.
The intensified field
training has eased for the time
being, and we have had a chance to revise our W.T. What
a peaceful sight Sgt. Wilson makes on the assault course.
Now the Battalion is together, we have greater opportun
ities for sport, and the Company is looking forward to a
successful football season—football apparently being an oll
theyearround sport in the Army.
We were interested to
see three of our officers taking part in a basketball match
against the sergeants. They haven't played against a Com
pany team yet.
4
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The dawn of May saw us in yet different quarters. This
time we had gone to grass, to the insubstantiality of flap
ping canvas at S
, in weather that seemed positively
Siberian. However, by dint of various improvisations in the
way of clothes (especially at night), we managed to stagger
through the worst.
At first
the absence of any local training ground pre
sented a slight ray of hope to the less stalwarthearted of us,
soon to be disappointed by the selection of one slightly
further afield, exclusive (as is the hospitality of the owner)
to the use of the Dons.
But indeed, the nature of our role
makes almost the whole countryside our training area.
A long series of widespread exercises ended temporarily
in the third week, and we are now in the throes of individual
training, not to mention the delights of our new assault
course. It is all a welcome change from nervously fingering
rifles and tommyguns on bridges at dead of night, awaiting
the attentions of Martin's Thugs, and it gives us an oppor
tunity of finding
out our weak spots and polishing up on
them.
During the month, 2ndLieut. P. A. D. S
arrived in
the fold. We give him a big hand. But is it true he is one
of the first
fruits of the Lease and Lend Bill?

^
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Company

There was once a Company so good, so very good that it
set a standard to which all other Companies aspired, but
none attained. Each soldier was a model of soldiers, each
of the three Platoons all that a Platoon should he. Its
guards guarded with unguarded vim and vigour, its fatigue
parties fatigued with a zeal and energy that was a perfect
delight—Yes indeed, it was a Company of Companies. Eye
ing critically the perfection of all its manoeuvres, the Com
mander could not refrain from now and then giving voice to
the congratulations which the Company so well deserved
"You have done splendidly. I do feel proud of myself."
Now it came to pass that other Company Commanders—
realising that here was a criterium beyond their wildest hopes
—cast covetous eyes upon this giant of regimental perfec
tion, and whereas the good Company's Commander thought
"This is too good to he true," and the others said "This can
not last!" It was! And it didn't!
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This Company started clamouring for men. good men,
that Company needed a few soldiers to taring
it up to
strength.
This specialist Platoon, that Platoon of better
grade fellows, all wanted, have needed more manpower, more
brains, and so, the very good Company, kind as well as good,
sent first this man, then that, and the poor Company
dwindled. .  . dwindled ....
And now, the Company Commander stands disconsolately
watching the fast disappearing Company going through its
paces, and is concerned at the now very poor appearance
which it puts up when 011 parade.
Three men lined up don't look half as good as a hundred
and twenty!
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.

Who was the L/Cpl. who used the expression "spud
peeling" on an official document?
Who says that moles don't like gas capes? Ask the Q.M.
f

Sergeants' Mess.
Greetings Q.O.. Gceers., and as newcomers to the
Gazette we should like to say "How do" and trust our little
monthly epistle will not put you off form. Talking of form
(not 6ft. barrackaccommodation) on the 4th inst. a very
memorable and honourable game of Soccer was arranged
between the officers and the sergeants Mess and duly played.
Result: Sergeants' Mess 4, Officers' Mess 2; and a very fair
result, too, as the match was very hotly contested, even
though the score doesn't say so. There were several Old
Masters taking part such as Q.M. Benbow, R.S.M. Hayward.
the inevitable Jack Munday and many other notables, whom
old readers of the "Buster" are sure to recognise as terrors of
the Sports Field in days gone by.
In addition to this we have played the officers at Netball,
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and, of course (Hum.) won on two occasions.
What else
could be expected when Old Masters like Boz, etc., are push
ing them through the hoop. There is of course one game
that I am sure the officers are going to challenge us at in
the very near future, and Oh Boy what a shock we shall
receive. As to the name of the game in question I think it
best left in the words of Syd Walker : "What do you think,
Ohums?"
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Who is Tosherino? Is he any relation to Snipe?
Has Boz got any tonsils?
Who's got his own Corps of clerks?
What about a few clobber coupons!
Who is the "Duff" Champ?
"Chisel Nose."



ioth BATTALION
Summer is here again, and don't we know it! In spells,
of course, when it is not raining.
At present we are enjoying a pleasant little "rest" and
doing the ockl spot of training but nevertheless, though the
boys have never walked quite so much before they seem to
be enjoying themselves.
We arrived "here" just in time for War Weapons Week
and have done our little share in the matter of parades and
exhibitions of equipment, etc. Congratulations to "H.Q."
Company for their part in the procession and to the Carriers
for their patience.
We had the first
Battalion parade in our history this
month and it is good to be able to say that it was a success
—although the R.S.M. they say felt slightly nervous in the
course of the morning.
Another important event has also taken place this month
in the formation of a corps of drums, which have acquitted
themselves very nobly considering the limited time they
have had together.
Where sport is concerned, cricket and swimming are
now in full swing and at the moment of writing the first
Battalion cricket side is in action against the town sports
club. We use the local baths for swimming and already a
notable relay race has been run between "C" and "D"
Companys.
The Dance Band has been making a name for itself and
is making numerous appearances. 2ndLieut. C. A. M. M
seems to be the inspiration behind the music at present.
Welcome to 2ndLieut. J. G. B.
and to 2ndLieut.
J. H. K
. We wish them both the best of luck.
Congratulations to the Adjutant's mascot on the birth
of triplets. Well done, D.A.D.O.S.!
WE WANT TO KNOW.
What does the Adjutant mean by "nutritious and suc
culent comestibles?"
Who caused the Padre's downfall?
Where did all the cycles come from?
Who said that the Baron looked ugly on a bicycle?
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We have great pleasure in announcing the arrival of
three fiery
new members of the Company, namely Lieut.
C. A. S
and 2ndLieut. R. H. B. P
and 2ndLieut.
D. P. C
and we wish them a long and happy stay.
Things have been rather humpty dumpty the past few
days, plenty of pack parades following showers of compli
ments, somehow to me both seem to be far apart or perhaps
the dictionary is wrong.
The Company are now nicely getting into their stride,
and in fairness to all I can only warn other companies to
look after their laurels because it seems as though they will
lose them in the near future.
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:One doesn't hear much about "Datestone" these days,
has "he gone.  into retirement or has he taken the good
advice offered by "Beadle," and "Ambition." "Beadle" of
course, can be seen daily snooping around with a screw
driver in one hand and a hammer in the other, nothing
appears, to be immune from his attacks, so why worry about
locking up. the cookhouse.
We note with great concern the new suits of battle dress
worn by a certain member of the Company. You may not
believe that anyone could get a new suit of battle dress but
alas you arewrong, for this said member can be seen nightly
at the "George" with elbows rested. Now talking about
rested elbows there is a special art in this, firstly on enter
ing the aforesaid "George" you slide up to the appointed
position (the position having been noted on the advance
recce) and then you slide first the left and then the right
elbow into position. You might say what is all this leading
up to, well people—19.00 hours the following evening, or
didn't she turn "up, still,' noone likes him.
There are several things we would like to know namely :
Have the office staff gone In for Kit inspections?
Why do they persist in having early calls?
is K;K. really going on a route march?.
Who is next for "Violetting:?"
"Anon."
STOP PRESS.
In the interests of economy a new. subject has blossomed
forth, namely darning. Now some people may think this is
a leg pull but I can assure you that it is not. Now this
darning has a noble art to it and classes are to be started
in the near future undex. the eye of the Quartermaster. I
suppose one will hear "Pass me the bodkin Queenie" and
"Darn this sock, Beadle" and a multitude of others. Won't
their wives be pleased. A circular letter is being sent to all
wivesof our fortunate soldiers, asking for quotations in the
betting for the next knitting race.
It has been suggested by P.H.A.' that darning should
first be started with a small circle for the newlyweds and
advancing later to a knitting class. One thing we can feel
very sure about and that is whatever the interests of
ecqnomy are a certain person will still persist in having one
of . everything for each day of the week, no names, no
"RQ'ji.". . 
/M
No. 1 PLATOON (SIGNALS).
Hiillo folks, Hullo folks, Signals calling, Signals calling,
to report our recent happenings. Once again we packed our
goods and chattels and ventured forth on another short
tour of our  Mother Country. We are all very pleased with
our new location, especially as the Platoon is once more all
together, just like' a large (happy?) family. The new early
morning parade has given us an idea just how happy we
are. ' This early start and the fine concession of all men of
good character being allowed out until 23.59 hours reminds
a good many of us of the I.T.C. days. I have no real need
to inform our readers of the fact that the entire Signal
Platoon may be allowed out until this hour should they be
desirous.
We are looking forward; with great interest to the in
tensified training in the near future (including drills, etc.),
and hope soon to have the smartest platoon in the Battalion,
bar none (Carriers, please note). Our new potential sig
nallers are progressing very favourably and we will soon
make something of them. They will soon be as crafty as
the older members.
We have just passed through a grand War Weapons
Week, during which we proudly took part. Our wireless sets
were' on view to the public, who were invited to make calls
and pass messages to their friends on other sets which were
situated at different locations in this fair town. The public
were very interested but most of them seemed a little scared
of speaking over the air. Those that did pluck up the cour
age? however," were mostly of the fairer sex, who doubtlessly
thought Carol Levis might discover them. They enjoyed the
novelty quite as much as the operators and a good time was
had by all. The Carrier Platoon again followed the Signal
Platoon in their unique originality and gave children rides
in their Iron GeeGees (we lead and others follow). I did
hear a certain .Carrier PlatoonN.C.O. tellinganother N.C.O.

in this Company about the fair damsels that had ridden in
their carriers. The only fair ones that I saw were still, at
tending school. However, we raise our hats to the carriers
in their grand effort for the War Week (anyhow they did
collect a little more than us). Cricket season will soon be
in full swing and we hope to supply a few Battalion players
from our Platoon, so we wish the cricket XI a very successful
and happy season. We regret to report the loss of Pte. G.
Smith from our Platoon, who has taken over duties of Com
pany clerk. Not too many fatigues and guards, George, and
don't forget our leave, we wish you all the luck in your new
job. We must sign off now folks, so with all the best to all
signals and see you in the next Q.O.G.
POOD FOR THOUGHT.
Does the Company runner still require & Re&Vsteel
helmet?
Who was late for a date?
Where's the greengage jam?
Who calls the signals, daily?
Who made Gaunt's bed?
Why did Bates buy that book?
What is profile and do you really have to pay for it?
Wanted. A new version bn the Wyndham aerial. Did I
show you my "D."?
Did the C.S.M. really get a Q.I.?
What does he know about signalling anyway?
"Amigo."
No. 2 PLATOON (A.A.).
Here we are again after our move from our happy
hunting ground at H
only to find an even happier one
at our new abode.
When informed that we would provide A.A. protection
for troops and train before moving off we had high hopes of
a spot of action, but Jerry declined to pay us a visit, perhaps
someone had informed him that Kid O'Connor (the court
jester) had returned from his "brief" leave.
Our new billets are very select which we think is as it
should be for so smart a platoon.
It made our chests swell with pride when we learned
that H.Q. Company had been selected to represent the bat
talion at the opeining of War Weapons Week. Local opinion
seems very favourable to our effort, in fact our "eaves
droppers" report that the locals were quite impressed.
We are now settling down to some hard platoon training
which has been very successful, we have succeeded in giving
one better than our usual high standard of smartness.
I think this is .a favourable opportunity to welcome
Cpl. Waters to the Platoon and I am sure "we all hope he will
settle down to a long stay.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Who is this man called "Beadle"?
f
Where do Jerry aircraft go in daylight? 5;
Who is "parachute head"?
-,r
Can Smoky Joe have a chigaco piano? '
No. 3 PLATOON.
Dear Friends,
Accompanied with the hecessary apologies for the brevity
of this article, is submitted "the plea of nothing happening
—except taking up our hew abode.
It. was .extremely gratifying to realise this Platoon is
still popular/ for nearly all pur members were,, shall we say
fortunately, escorted to the* station by at least one of the
fairer sex. Soldiers discoveries, what—but some, so deeply
appreciated to rate fan mail following. However, all in a
day's toil and ,w„e leave it far behind until the day that we
return (if ever):
.
We will $ttemRt'something better for the next issue, but
for now, we bid you adieu. Best wishes for the future.
 ~~ 
V t
No. 3 Platoon.
 No. 4 PLATOON.
Calling all Carriers,
'
,
Hello lads.!' Once " again We greet you, and also once
again since we were with you last we have made yet another
move. "Oh where is my wandering carrier tonight?" its
the gypsy in us "and all that." I think our next move will
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be Hampstead Heath, for we have now started a sideshow
business. This is certainly a change from our usual routine,
but all for a good cause—assisting in the local War Weapons
Week. We took the town by surprise by taking the local
inhabitants for a ride in the carriers for a small fee. They
also took us by.surprise by turning up in hundreds for a
buggy ride : we were the main attraction of the day. and a
good time was had by all. I think a lot to do with the
successful day's takings was due to the presence of those
three irresistable glamour boys, 2ndLieut. C. A. M. M
,
2ndLieut. R. J. L
. and 2ndLieut. D. P. C
. who were
taking the fares as good as any conductress and generally
cutting us out with the young ladies, their fatherly instinct
came out in full and every mother was quite confident in
handing her precious bundle over into the strong arms of
the trio. We expect them to change arms with the baby by
numbers, so that when they come across our C.O. their
saluting will be more effective and militarylike. "Big stuff
own up."
We are sorry to see that 2ndLieut. R. J. L
has left
us : good luck in your new venture, sir. We welcome in his
place 2ndLieut. D. P. C
and we hope your stay is long
and happy. Congratulations to L/Cpl. J. E
and L/Cpl.
M. M
on their promotions, "important work and all
that."
We must change gear now for we are still doing "a
couple of lying loads and a butt stroke" and of course still
bags of maintenance to do for our coming schemes. So for
now the carriers will sign off, wishing you all the best of
luck especially the 1st Battalion whom we hear so much
about. Good maintenance, lads.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
1. What is 2ndLieut. C. A. M. M——'s walking stick
made of?
2. Has the Corps of Drums been signed up for a Holly
wood contract?
3. Is selling cigarettes very effective?
4. Who's "bone idle and won't own up?"
5. Where is B
Nora these days?
6. What does Barber Shine do in "air raid red?"
7. What is Sgt. Foster's name now he has moved?
8. What would happen if "killjoy" wanted to go to bed
at 8 o'clock, Saturday night?
9. Have enough carrier crews gone back to duty yet?
10. Is Pte. Powell's signature tune "Now that I'm caring
you've gone" (To be a batman)?
11. Who has got saluting mania?
12. Who got excused guards for a month when there
were not any to do?
No. 5 PLATOON (PIONEERS).
Great pride was felt by H.Q. Company at being selected
and privileged to march through the streets with fixed
bayonets in the War Weapons Week parade. The Pioneer
Platoon stood out like diamonds in a pile of coke, although
of course the C.O. congratulated the whole Company.
We are rapidly getting into our stride with maintenance
work which is as varied as a ColourSergeant's temper. One
of our chief difficulties is getting suitable tools and materials,
still we get the jobs done despite this. Don't look now but
we expect our trade tests any year now.
It is nothing in our Platoon to be wiping a joint, lay
ing a brick, or painting a lorry one minute and doing rifle
drill and night ops. the next.
Versatility, thats us.
We
have just made our M.O. a Serbian Barrel (no duckie, it's
not to keep all his malingerers in) its for decontaminating
vermin from blankets. Its a pity really because mine come
to meet me every night.
"Henry."
M.T. SECTION.
We are wondering whether we should write the corres
pondence for this month under the heading "M.T. Section"
or "Auxiliary Drill and Fatigue Squad," for goodness knows,
we seem to do more of the latter than of the former, not
that we object, mind you, oh no, but we do sometimes wish
we had not the burden of our M.T. duties to contend with
also that we may tackle our appointed war winning efforts
with the utmost enthusiasm and zest with which the Section

are wont to display in every such aforementioned effort.
(Huh! "Turning to the right by numbers
" Bah!).
We find
the greatest pleasure in congratulating Sgt. Bell
and Cpl. Butson upon their recent appointments. Our wel
come is extended to L/Cpl. Washer who since his arrival is
rapidly becoming a "Queer fellow" like the rest of us.
A spot of fault finding
by night a short while ago.
served to confound many of our number in the most brutal
fashion, some people in fact upon finding
that their vehicle
would not start bravely sat in the driver's seat pressing the
selfstarter button in the hope that the engine would take
pity on them, but no such luck, our transport is particular,
everyone of those vehicles insisted in having their full com
pliment of airtight washers ancl adequate insulations and so
consequently at 01.00 hours the following day many a weary
starter motor continued reluctantly to rotate, but in vain.
(Confidentially, 2 or 3 lorries were still "dumb craft" by the
time dawn was busy chasing the black shadows from the
sky).
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.

"Spare Wheel."

Who is it that has no fear?
Who thinks the motorcycles are flying
machines and
loops the loop on them?—Ask scar face.
Why did Pte Morris get in the way of the highpressure
hose? The twirp.
What made , the Signal Sergeant so huffy about his push
bike? We only borxowed it.
Who is it that can see no ships?

—

"A" Company
As usual, we write from a new station, but this time we
are being given a taste of civilisation, the town where we
are billeted boasting no less than three cinemas and forty
eight public houses—ancl an innumerable feminine popula
tion. But this change has given us no relaxation of our
intensive training, hunting for not so imaginary paratroops
is our latest pastime, and mobility our watchword. We may
add that 2ndLieut. C
's interpretation of the Nazi men
tality is so realistic as to be almost suspicious.
Despite our civilised surroundings we look back with
longing to our disturbed nights and sleepy days in the 'buses
and caravans of our last station. No doubt we shall grumble
when we return to that spot, but the absence of ^the sea is
making us homesick, ancl we do not appreciate' this ever
present rain as a substitute.
Nor do twentymile route
marches compare with eightmile patrols for popularity.
But we have our War Weapons Week, and we have our
band. This latter acquisition has endeared us to the hearts
of the local people, and the War Weapons Week has given us
our first
Ceremonial Parade.
(Including a display of sema
phore for our Sergeants).
In the brief interval between
schemes and marches we indulge in a little spitandpolish,
which the rain immediately ruins.
Leave is now within a week of becoming a reality, and
the whole Company has its fingers
crossed and its ears closed
to the inevitable rumours of postponement and cancellation.
Next month, weather permitting, we shall have had our leave,
but we find
it difficult to visualise.
These notes are short, but so is our time, and apart
from greetings and farewells we have no more news.
We
have said goodbye to O/Sgt. Streeter and Sgt. Bolton, who
have left us for Division and Brigade Headquarters, and we
have welcomed 2ndLieut. B
and C/Sgt. Young. We hope
their stay with the Company will be long and happy.
Happy parahunting, folks.
"Acting Unpaid."
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
When is a German airman an English Major, Cpl. Lodge?
What is a "downhomer?"
Has 2ndLieut. W
discovered the real use of a Bren
Carrier? or was it just the paternal instinct?
How many gaiters make a paratroop?
So what?
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Company.

First things first
: so let us begin by congratulating
Bren, our Company Cat. who has been with us ever since
those faroff days when we helped to defend D
, on
achieving her first
family of kittens. The christening, how
ever, has not yet taken place, because the choice of suitable
names for the children is causing some difficulty. "Tripod,"
"Magazine," and "Carrier," though logical enough, are too
cumbersome for everyday use. Any suggestions!
We fear that "B" Company will have developed a com
plex about pearshaped objects. And talking of guards, we
would like to mention that this Company has toy now gained
the widest experience imaginable of this type of work, in
cluding Blenheims (for air not for wear) and seamines, so
that the only ambition we can have left is to guard a
stranded battleship. Then we could fairly say that we have
helped to do the work of the R.A.F. and the Navy as well
as our own.
Soon the Company will be commemorating its first
birthday.
It would not, perhaps, be altogether tactful to
wish ourselves many happy returns, for the sooner the war
is ended, and the Company is told it may go home for good,
the better we shall all be pleased.
But, until the final
victory, let us wish that every return will he a happy one.
This may be the last, as well as the first
time, that the
writer of these notes will have the honour of contributing
an account of his Company's activities to the Q.O.G., so, in
consequence, he would like to take this chance of saying
farewell to everyone in the Company, and of wishing them
the very best of luck and Godspeed.
"Ted. L/C."
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C" Company.

Shiny "C" calling. Shiny "C" calling all members of the
regiment both past and present, who are pleased to read
the monthly notes of the Company's doings.
Once more a move has taken place, and the members of
the Company who left good friends behind, won't. I hope,
be backward in finding
new ones in our new station. Re
garding our new station, I think that it will be unanimously
agreed, that, in spite of the hard work attached to it, the
facilities it affords compensates us generously.
Now about the Company, first
let me say that the train
ing done up to the time of writing has been most interesting,
and I venture to say that all have derived keen satisfaction
from it, knowing that they tried to reach a high standard,
and that they succeeded in doing so.
In the field
of sport, nothing very spectacular has been
done, but the whole Company congratulate football team,
who, in spite of many difficulties reached the Final of the
interUnit Company Knockout, only to be beaten after a
very hard game and with two casualties. Well done "C."
At the moment one half of the Company are on leave
and this has rather cut down the material for long notes
this month, however, there has been heard some very funny
remarks, and I hope you too will read and enjoy the jokes
as much as we, who were actually present. On one occasion
a certain sergeant was talking about the striking power of a
.45 bullet. "Yes," said he, "Were one to hit you in the
centre of the forehead you would turn a complete somer
sault," came a voice from the back "And I suppose sergeant,
that if the bullet did not kill you, the somersault would!"
On another occasion (on training this time) a platoon
sergeant gave instructions, that owing to there being no
name of a house on the map, for the purposes of the exer
cises, it should be called "Crow Lodge." After the attack the
sergeant found that one section was missing, and when
eventually they came in, the section commander was asked
where he had got to, "I could not find
it," he replied. "I
made enquiries of a local inhabitant, however, but he told
me that he had lived for the last twentyone years in this
district, and he had never even heard of it."
Congratulations to Sgt. MacDor.ald. Cpls. Haynes, Ogborn
and Goodison, L/Cpls. Craft, Alexander, Allen, Denton and

Knight on their recent promotions, they deserve it and the
whole Company hope that these steps up the ladder of fame,
won't be their last. It it with regret that we say goodbye
to L/Cpl. Gay and Pte. Southern who have returned to their
duties in the A.F.S., and Pte Williamson who has gone to
the Royal Engineers and also to Ptes. Wolf and Burden who
are, we gather, going to look after some of our Nazi friends.
Congratulations are due to Cpl. McFarland, Cpl. Jones and
L/Cpl. Smith who have been posted to an O.C.T.U. All are
sorry to lose these members of the Company, but our loss
is someone's gain.
That must conclude the note for this month, so wishing
good health, success and more power to the elbow to every
member of the regiment, both past and present. I lay down
my pen until the next month.
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Company

Once again we are sending in our contribution to the
Q.O.G. Unfortunately, owing to two moves and the Company
going on leave, it is rather a small one.
Our first
move was from H
to W
a small village
somewhere in Yorkshire. We met a few of the villagers, but
we understand that the emptiness of the main street at
night, was due to Sgt. C
having the monopoly. It was
also noticed that Sgts. V
and K
were very seldom
seen at night. There may of course, be some very simple
and harmless explanation of this nocturnal disappearing act
on the part of our key men.
The C.S.M. and C.Q.M.S.
shocked everybody one evening by going into the "local" and
ordering two grapefruits. I think they shocked themselves
by drinking it.
While at W
the Battalion concert party gave a show
and at the end. a request was made for anybody in the
audience wishing to do a turn to come up on the stage,
for some time no one moved or said a word. Then a voice
called for Pte. M
to do his "Death defying leap." This
was taken by all and sundry, until the whole room was
clamouring for Pte. M
. At last he consented, and amid
a deathly hush and a loud rolling of drums, he did his dar
ing, dangerous, terrible, terrifying leap. To say the least, I
think everyone was startled, I might even say amazed. Pte.
M
by the way rounded off the programme by singing a
song which I think was about the Germans. It was a great
success anyway.
Talking of Germans, a little excitement was caused at
W
by two prisoners escaping. The lads had to search
for them. We have been told, that an enraged farmer is now
looking for the man who killed one of his chicken with a
bayonet.
About this time it was generally understood that we
were moving again.
For several days there were heated
arguments as to whether we would walk there or have
transport.
One half of the Company thought they knew
what they were talking about, and the other half did. and
stood by the poster which says "'Join the mechanised Army."
We eventually went by train!
FOOD FOR THOUGHT.
Cigarette Holder! Matchstick parade!
Nutritious and Succulent.
We approve of the R.Q.M..S's best B.D.
That's neither Brigadier nor there.

Field Dressing!

THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
What was the mystery about Sgt. U
's camp bed?
Who is Teddy?
Whose signature tune is "Gas gets in your eyes?"
Who says "Gissa?"
COMPANY CARDS No. 2.
"Uli" is a Lithuanian.
His correct name is Kazis
Ulizavidz, but as that is rather a tongue twister to most
people, henceforth we will call him "Uli." Born in Scotland
of Lithuanian parents, he went back to Lithuania at the age
of 4, At the age of 16 he started work on a farm where he
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remained for 5 years. He was conscripted for the Lithuanian
Army, and attained the rank of full Corporal.
Having
finished
his term of service, he came to England where he
was employed " as a Skin Dresser, and after one year was
called up into the army. He joined this regiment at D
,
and was posted to this Company. Before coming into the
army he could not speak English but now has it well in
hand. He is a good willing soldier arid is generally liked
throughout the Company.
He is quite happy to play his
part in ousting Jerry, and although he was at a disadvantage
011 joining he has overcome this, and I am sure will acquit
himself well, when the time comes. Food luck "Uli."
F. E. M.

+

If one had to write with one's feet, these notes would
never be forthcoming. The reason—Oh, we've just been in
reserve for a "rest." Apart from the exaggeration of the
first sentence, wc have just put in a month's extremely good
and hard training ancl marching has now become a natural
instinct.
Summer is upon us again—and we don't have to go far
to smell the ozone either.
The month has been a very eventful one hut with it goes
a stalwart of the Battalion whom although he does not belong
to the Queen's Own. had almost grown into one. Having had
him with us for nearly a year, we said goodbye to Capt. S
our Q.M., the youngest and most mischievous soldier who has
yet entered the Battalion. However, we have to welcome an
other stalwart in Lieut, ancl Q.M. Lieut. F
. We welcome
him and wish him the best of luck, but to refer to him as
Capt. S
's shadow would be rather unbearable for one or
the other.
We also welcome Capt. G
, M.C. ancl Capt. R
, M.C.
and to them also we wish every good fortune.
We would also like to make mention of 7 PL. who won
the Battalion interPlatoon drill, and turnout competition by
a good length and crowned that by doing extremely well
whilst finding
guards for Div. H.Q. Well done "A" Company.
Congratulations to 2ndLieuts. A
, E
, A
and
V
, and Sgt. Baverstock who have done extremely well on
Courses of late, and also to those who have received
promotion.
The padre we regret to say has fallen on evil days. Ho
had the audacity to remark in front of several witnesses that
a certain F.A.N.Y. was quite pleasant, but that she used too
bright a shade of lipstick!
Major M
has decided that it is 110 longer a question
of transport, and that it isn't even a question at all now.
Well we must get ready for "stand to" now. Did "B"
Company say that they didn't know what it was?
Never
mincl "B," "C" don't know what "defence works" are.
We must leave you now, so until next month then, au
revoir.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Who is Lord S
?
Who played tabletennis with a F,A,N,Y.?
Who said "Is there anything else you
me?"
What is "Cottage pudding?"
Who breaks water mains?
Can the "Carriers" take it?

haven't shown

*

Headquarter Company
SIGNALS.
Howdy folks, I must apologise for the much noticed
absence of our famous obituaries. The last of our recordings
were made on the Mud and now we are on the Moors. For
the first
time in our experience we have been split up ancl
issued to Companies for the use of. However, let me tell you,
we still maintain our good name and morale (well our
morale anyway). We did, however, find
a little difficulty in
trying to understand the almost foreign brogue of our Y
shire friends, I suggested that when in doubt say Aye. It at
least pleases them.

I would like to let our fellow Signallers everywhere,
know that way back in February this Platoon had 16 mem
bers classified. Soon we hope to have a fully classified war
strength Platoon. We have just taken on a few more poten
tial Signallers, and if we can't get them through it won't
be our fault.
We would like to congratulate our S.O. on his splendid
result on his Course and if anyone hasn't yet heard, he was
blocks 011 distinguished blocks off. Let there he 110 mistake
about this. Well clone Sir, we knew you could do it. Also
congratters to Cpl. Epsley (the Signalling expert) or haven't
you heard, Cpcl. Dennis also must be congratulated on get
ting his second stripe, and we wish him luck on his Course.
Congratulations also to me, how I can write this stuff and
get away with it beats me.
We were all recalled during April for a fortnight's
(smartening up) training and believe me we did some nifty
work 011 the schemes that happened along. Yes Sir, I think
the good old Sigs. showed the rest of the Battalion that we
will see them through as regards eminns, This information is
repeated to 2ndLieut. C. A. M. M
for information only,
that our wireless sets do work. Now that we have moved
forward again, we once more go out to Companies and just
to show how well liked we are, all Company Commanders
have asked (very nicely) for the same personnel to rejoin
them. (Aren't you other guys jealous?). Wc would like you
to know, however, that the present state of Commands that
now exist is not our fault, but I bet you we smarten them
up before we are finished.
Summer draws on ancl we are looking forward to cricket
season (if we have any spare time) and hope to have the
Signal Platoon represented in the Battalion ide.
We gave
you the Skipper of the Soccer XI and look what happened,
you only lost one game, now watch for the cricket team.
Well folks, I must get this along to the Q.O.G. chief so
that he can get busy with his jolly old Blue Pencil, so until
next time good luck Signals everywhere, especially to the
good old May Squad, remember it blokes and clear old Sgt.
Dick Smith (and Blondie) how is the clock going?
FOOD FOR THOUGHT.
Show them the Huddersfield way.
Who said you could wear Brass Flags?
Who ought to be an Exchange Operator?
Can I ride the Motor Bike?
Why worry if you've got your Health and Strength?
Who gets out of all the Route Marches?
Y.B. here?
I wish I could go back to Huddersfield.
Has anyone seen a Black Cable?
What happened in a certain Shelter?
How many cells you got on your set?
"Amigo."
A . A . P L A T O f f N , N o . 2.
Air defence now ready. Sorry folks there was 110 corres
pondence last month owing to training, our time was fully
taken up. We are now settling down to do a few weeks'
individual training, plus patrols.
There are one or two new faces in the Platoon, namely
Ptes. Venes and Willett who we hope to make good A.A.
gunners, of course they could never hope to take the piece
of Pte. Winters in the Platoon whose ability at recognition
of aircraft, well, there's nuffink in it, it's a bit of cake. Our
sympathy goes out to poor old Smokey Joe who was good for
a 20 mile trot in the good old horsey days but things have
altered a lot now and Smokey has to watch his step.
Well folks, it's not like me to poke my nose into other
people's affairs but I'd certainly . like to know and I'm sure
a lot of other sergeants would like to know why a certain
N.C.O. in 3 Platoon suddenly left the dance? We all agree
that things could have been Ruffer but not much. Before I
conclude this correspondence there's a few things the rest of
the Platoon would like to know.
Was a certain individual really hanging his washing out
or was he signalling to enemy aircraft?
Also what is that big red glow that shines from Winter's
pillow after lights out?
And was it worth the price of an eyeshield Nobby?
"Rock."
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6339136 Sgt. Knight, J., would like to get in touch with
6339113 Pte. King, A., last heard of in 1st Battalion.
M O R T A R P L A T O O N , N o . 3.
Sorry we could not make last month's issue, but we have
been extremely busy, guards, patrols, etc., and regular pick
ing up of paper, not really all ours but somehow Mr. M
seems to smell it, even from beneath bushes and then, out
go the paper hounds, "us." Of course we are still labouring
under a severe handicap for. even after repeated indents we
still haven't got our spiked sticks. Doubtless our readers
have seen these things used by park keepers ancl grounds
men in Palace Gardens and we feel certain, we can assure
you that directly they do arrive in our possession we shall
clean these areas with far more speed, so to the brighter
days ahead when our picking up problems will be solved.
However, in the face of this, the lads appear to be
enjoying themselves immensely. Since arriving in this de
lightful town, numerous members of this gang have managed
to get their feet well under the table, some even so well
established that socks have to be darned and feet washed
before departing to various special functions, but in the face
of these enjoyable and sometimes profitable evenings, wo
must congratulate the lads on the stroll of a few weeks ago,
not one falling out, which is rather good really, and some
even going to the jazz at night. What spirit, or what was
the motive behind such actions, who knows?
THINGS WE WOULD LIKE TO KNOW.
What Platoon was it that overlaid and said they hadn't
been called?
Who was the N.C.O. who stood guard on two mines all
night and didn't know it?
Who was the N.C.O. whose face lost all colour when in
formed that a certain person from the Isle of Sheppey was
in Yorkshire?
Reference the Sergeant's Mess. Will the "Old Soldiers"
allow us two young soldiers to share their tables or will they
provide one small one. If the latter they must remember
to bring their own snacking irons and cups.
CARRIER PLATOON, No. 4.
Calling All Carriers,
Here we are again pals m the best of spirits, after a
nice month's rest. That is apart from a scheme or two.
Nevertheless we proved that the Carriers were tops in every
way.
The schemes proved a great success. We advanced
with such rapidity, that it made you think it was the
Italians instead of the Home Guard who were the enemy.
Everything was taken seriously, with an earnestness and a
true spirit that is common amongst all us Britishers. Ignor
ing the chaff we get from the footsloggers, the pride of the
boys in there iron steeds is very high. They treat the car
riers like prize horses. Under the sunervision of Sgt. G
(congrats. Sarge) grooming is carried out on a very high
scale.
Everything is cleaned and inspected ready for the
road. In fact they are talking of blancoing the tracks just
to he different. All the same we are having a grand time,
when we get the time. We are sure that when the time
comes, the carriers and their crews will excel and he looked
upon with pride. Don't forget, whatever the job is, we can
carry anything from the C.O. to the baby. Now that the fine
weather is here we expect to have bags of training, with just
a little maintenance thrown in. We would like to say we
were sorry to lose 2nd Lieut. L
, but hope he will come
back as soon as he has done his fatigue. So for now we
will say cheerio to you all, and Good Luck to all carrier
personnel. Keep your chins up and your tracks tight and
don't let us down. Don't forget to do a guard or two just
to help the infantry out. Carry on Carriers.
"Standateasy."
P I O N E E R P L A T O O N , N o . 5.
Well, here we are struggling along under our double load
of drills and specialist training for which there is no finan
cial remuneration (knock, knock). We boast 1 plumber, 1
bricklayer, 2 signwriters and a small army of carpenters not
forgetting "typhoid" our blacksmith. We have in our midst
the battalion champion dart players, snooker, football, cricket

and tennis player, and by the way I'm the battalion's cham
pion liar. Our work covers a good many spheres of army life,
painting lorries, building walls and steps, repairing vehicles
of all description, and wiping a few joints (wncn we can get
the metal).
If we had our way we would :
(a) eliminate "hindustani lingo."
(b) be paid for our additional services.
(c) like to know if we could be allowed to clean our
teeth with "soldier's friend."
P.S. Our signature tune is "Who walks in when I walk
out."
"Henry."
MECHANICAL TRANSPORT.
Spring is here. Tralalala, wake me early, Mother dear,
and all that rot, with a Heynonnynon.
And with that off our chest, so to speak, we will com
mence. We (The M.T.) still do a spot of driving occasionally,
that is of course, providing we haven't any Guards to con
tend with.
The Section is unanimous in forwarding their congratu
lations to Sgt. N. Whiting who has recently been accepted
as a candidate for an O.C.T.U. We wish him success in the
future and may good fortune always he with him.
Grease, paraffin and oil is splashed about in plentiful
quantities these days as the lads endeavour to maintain the
fleet and to make this M.T. the best in the Brigade, nay the
Division.
A pile of nuts, bolts, springs and washers—a pair of
legs protruding from something that resembles a vehicle
together with plenty of:— . . ! ! x x *??! indicates the
execution of the sixteen maintenance tasks. Anyone wish
ing to view this phenomenon may do so any day between
0100 and 2359 hours.
(We sleep the rest of the time Mr.
Signals)
It's a pity we have to rush, but we are at present
engaged in giving the Signal Sergeant lessons on "How to
ride a motor cycle." Poor fellow, somebody ought to tell
him!
"SpareWheel."
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Who said "Split the Dif.?" just like that.
Who indented for "Dinger?"
EXTRACT FROM A RECENT COY. DETAIL : —
"AH N.C.O.'s and men who have not yet paid their vol
untary stoppages will do so by
. Severe disciplinary
action will be taken against anyone failing to comply with
this order."
Comment on the above—Grrrr!
4

"A" Company.
Once again our notes emanate from a new station; we
now live in converted 'buses and caravans, and it is reported
that unsteady roisterers returning from the town have been
known to miss their 'bus. But we are quite comfortable,
and the change from Nissen huts is very refreshing—particu
larly now that summer really has arrived. We've been busy
of course; schemes of vast scope and lengthy duration, un
pleasantly long routemarches, and now posts and clifftop
patrols.
Our only outstanding piece of news has been the final
proof of an already wellknown fact. We refer of course to
the general superiority of "A" Company as demonstrated by
No. 7 Platoon in the great drill competition. The glamorous
pictures painted before the competition of a fortnight in
H
, toned clown to a fortnight's hard work in the heart
of the loneliest part of Y
, but No. 7 Platoon certainly
had their amusement. Seven mile country walks were very
popular (weren't they, Toddles?) and counting telegraph
poles was another common form of amusement. All the
same. No. 7 Platoon did very well for itself and for the
Battalion, and returned to the Company covered with glory.
A lot of the credit must, however, be given to 2ndLieut.
C
, whose enthusiasm for work achieved the impossible,
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and was only diminished by his own curious interest in the
Major's car—or was it the driver?
Last month we welcomed C.S.M. Brewster in anticipation;
he has now arrived (so what, son?), and has proved as
popular as a. sergeantmajor can hope to he. We only hope
he will manage to stay with us a little longer than did our
last two C.S.M.'s. We have to congratulate Sgt. Baverstock
on his speedy and wellearned promotion, and wish him the
best of luck with "C" Company.
And we welcome Sgt.
Harper, who left us to occupy the perilous position of
ProvostSergeant, back again to the Company.
And that seems to be all the news for the month; our
nights are now spent in prowling and patrolling, and our
days in that mysterious pastime known as defence work.
This seems always to consist largely of the correction of
blunders made by our predecessors, and the work at the
station is no exception, although it is varied by a little
beachcombing—rumoured to be a profitable hobby these
days! And, of course leave is just around the corner.
"Acting Unpaid."
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
How many telegraph poles between B
and Div. H.Q.?
(Ask Spiller).
Who presented arms to the F.A.N.Y.? And why?
Why is a certain sergeant so fond of the fieldglasses?
Where was Company H.Q. on the big scheme?
4

"B" Company
As the Beachcombers are well aware, our usual scribe is
now finding
his wings (he hopes!), so this month's contri
bution is written with a new pen although the brain is less
cultivated. Once again we marched down the roads with
our spades and buckets—off to the beaches, where men are
men and women are scarce, leaving behind us our luxury
hotel with canteens outside our bedroom doors.
It was with great difficulty that we moved the grinding
stone from our previous place of abode but "W.H." insisted
upon its removal as his darts would be in constant use at
the "locals."
Even now his name is a household word
amongst the inhabitants of the village. Proud members of
the village darts team may be seen sneaking quietly out of
back door whenever he enters for refreshment—at their
expense.
Training during the past month has been intensive, and
the men made so hard and tough that they eat Bren car
riers now. They have not, however, started to shave with
blow lamps yet.
Towards the end of April, we were called upon to carry
out a twenty mile route march which was enjoyed by all.
No. 12 Platoon being on leave at that time were surprised
on their return to learn that such a thing had been done
during their absence and promptly volunteered to go out on
the following morning. So. with Jampot to lead them, they
set off promptly at 0840 hours.
But from some of the
whispers that have come to my ears since, they wished they
had never set foot on a road, although the mighty Jampot
came in full of sore feet, but able to stand up. This was
rather discouraging to some of the lads, as they fully ex
pected to see him crawl back—as did one or two other
members of the Platoon.
Our Storeman. better known as "Signhere" just managed
to stay the course. He would have done better no doubt,
had he not have had feet purchased at Woolwortli's Stores :
I've always been against cheap feet, they never seem to get
one far without showing signs of trouble, in fact, they always
remind me of the earliest Ford models.
We welcome amongst our midst 2ndLieut. K
and
hope his stay will be a long and enjoyable one.
Our congratulations to L/Cpl. Baystring for joining the
Marriage Market. May all his troubles be little ones—and
never come in pairs!
We also congratulate 2ndLieut. A
on the results
obtained on his Course, also the various N.O.O.'s who set
such a fine standard. Well done, keep it up!
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FOOD FOR THOUGHT.
Leave—and long faces.
Hull attractions.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Who is the mighty Jam pot?
Who is the barmaid King?
How does Ted always manage to get his feet under the
table?
What are "Credits?"
4

"C" Company.
This month we extend a hearty welcome to our new
Company Commander. Capt. D. B. R
who in the few
short weeks he has been with us has amply demonstrated
his tactical abilities.
We have just completed a month's
"Rest" during which the Company has greatly improved its
physical and tactical abilities and we can certainly lay claim
to be the most enthusiastic in our training, which is the
explanation of our allround success.
Work has commenced again and we bask in the sun and
salt sea breezes appearing like Bats at the commencement of
dusk, retiring like blushing violets in the dawn.
We regret to announce the departure of our Actors and
wish them every success in their new Company and hope to
he present when they give more of their very excellent shows.
Our footballers have done very well and we congratulate
the Battalion players on their unbroken winning spell in the
North and the Company players on their reaching the Final
of the InterBattalion Company Competition. Much of this
success, has been due to the untiring efforts of 2ndLieut.
V
whom we hope will lead us to fresh triumphs on the
cricket field
during the summer months.
We conclude this month's article with the knowledge
fresh in our minds of new training schemes, designed to make
us fast and untiring enough to overtake the Panzer divisions.
This may be an exaggeration but I am sure that the
Company will prove its fitness
and emerge triumphant from
its work to complete the final
job.
C. F. M.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
1. Who was the visitor from Minster?
2. Who was the Section Commander who said "Prepare
to Advance." "Retreat?"
3. Who couldn't clean his M.G. as he hadn't any four
by one and a half.
4

"D"

Company

How's your feet boys, or am I stepping on a sore point
there? I may come back to this subject later on. but from
your mutterings at present I think the less said about the
better.
When we left the beaches at U
we were informed
that we were going to H
!!
The Company was agreed
that our informants were correct.
This month we must welcome our new Company Com
mander, Capt. M. R. L. G
and we wish him an extremely
happy and long stay with us. While welcoming the Company
Commander we must not forget that 2ndLieut. R
left us.
and the Company as a whole regrets his going, and wishes
him all the best at his new station. No doubt, our C/Sgt.
will breathe a little easier now!
We understand that "A" Company won the drill com
petition. but this of course was comparatively easy for them,
as the Platoon from our Company could not unfortunately
compete. C.S.M. of "A" Company please take note. So what!
I don't think it is necessary to say very much about the
routemarch, as it wasn't a very stiff one. I expect that will
bring a storm about my ears. Anyway most of the Company
finished
quite comfortably. Everybody will be glad to hear
that the C/Sgt. did go on the march, and that he finished
the course without the use of the ration truck.
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We have done one or two short little schemes lately, and
I hear that a lot more scheming is done before the schemes,
rather than on them. I can't understand it. as I thought
schemes came under the heading of "Entertainments," or
"How to jump ditches in the dark."
With regards to entertainment. I think we have been
rather lucky, as quite a few very excellent concerts have
been seen by the lads. Dances also have been pretty fre
quent. H
is now within our reach, as arrangements have
been made for the Company truck to take parties there after
returning from rations.
As far as sport is concerned we have played a couple of
games of football. We beat the
by 10 goals to 1. and
lost 3—0 to "C" Company of our own Battalion. The Bat
talion entered a team in a crosscountry run recently, and
one of our team (from our Company) came second in the
Battalion team. We are all wondering how he did it. at his
age. He's going on leave shortly, and we hear that he has
refused a railway warrant, and is going to run home. We
have been indulging in another kind of sport, namely minia
ture range firing. A Company team has been formed, and wo
have had several shoots with other teams, including the
Home Guard, and up to the present have been very success
ful. This last sentence is not written in the form of a
challenge, but we would like a little more competition in
future. Sorry. Intelligence Section, but we just couldn't re
sist putting that in.
Before I close I would like to mention that "All is quiet
on "D" Company front." This is probably due to the fact
that we haven't been taking so many cans back lately.
Obviously the lull before the storm.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
1. Now we have moved who misses Doris most?
2. What Company, after a scheme, lost themselves, and
blazed a trail from C
to H
! ! Oh! and who
was the C.S.M. who led those pioneers?
3. What is Red Tape?
4. Who in the Signals has at some time or other won a
"Daily Sketch" Sands Competition?
5. Who ran 200 yards unnecessarily on a routemarch?
0. What are the four B's and 3 T's, and' has anyone a
suggestion for the fifth
B?
7. Who comes to attention when giving the command
"Stand at ease?"
"Alark."
"ATISHOO!"
Said Bill Ruder "I'm a boxer of extraordinary prowess,
When I'm finished
my opponents look a poor and bloody mess."
And you simply must believe him, his tale must he true,
'Cos you know Bill Ruder and h e certainly knows y o u .
Yet it makes you think, don't it?
When you remember the day,
That Bill Ruder went afighting,
It was round Tonbridge way.
He says he didn't strike a solitary blow
He was there brother; he ought to know.
But you can't help thinking when you hear him say
"I was beaten by a fever induced by hay."
"Tiddler."
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70th BATTALION
Battalion Headquarters
We have now moved our residence to that popular and
exclusive resort "Somewhere in England," or .perhaps it would
he nearer the mark to say "Somewhere in the Country." and
everything and everyone is settling down very comfortably. It
is quite pleasant to get away from the humdrum of Town
life and live peacefully in the country.
By the way, it is regretted that in the last issue of the
"Queen's Own Gazette" no mention was made by way of wel
come to our new C.O.. Lieut.Colonel C
, D.S.O.. neverthe
less, he is heartily welcomed to this Y.S. Battalion, and every
one wishes him the best of luck and all success.
The undermentioned officers are also welcomed to our
midst; 2/Lieut. H. F. G
. 2/Lieut. R. ,J. F
. 2/Lieut. B.
O. B
, and 2/Lt. W. L. D
. who is attached to this unit
as Educational Officer, so now one may expect to hear new
recruits inform each other that they are a "Don" of the Queen's
Own Royal West Kent University.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Who is the Lc.Sergt. who broke all records in running,
whilst being chased by a bull?
Who is the W.O. who receives letters addressed "Mrs."?
PERSONALITY PARADE, 7 and 8.
This guy is 011 the chubby side.
He's cockney, through and through.
He's a washerout of basins,
But cleans other things too.
He's very fond of running,
He told me so "Sartrnoon,"
Until, when told to do so.
He fell into a swoon.
He's got a funny kind of knee,
That locks, just like a door.
"Yua mate, y'u ort ter 'ave it,
It don't arf ruddiwell gnaw."
His name begins with letter "L"
And ends with letter "E."
Give him some darts and half a pint,
And he's happy as can be.
He's been away out on a course,
But to exercise discretion;
I'll merely say, to learn a job
That knows 110 trade depression.
This guy's "I.T." in the M.T.,
And knows and tries the wrinkles,
He's a bit old to clo P.T.,
Having long since lost his dimples.
He's got black hair that's going thin,
And a bit on round the waist.
By jingo you should hear him "cough,"
If all's not to his taste.
I'll bet that nine times out of ten
East, West. North or South,
You'll find a Woodbine hanging
From the corner of his mouth.
He seems so very, very shy,
And in the background shade.
For Noone has him as yet
Upon a drill parade.
He wears two stripes upon his arm.
And walks in Service dress.
And if you try a drinking bout.
You'll finish
hi a mess.
"Heckling Hector of Headquarters."


44A"

Company.

This is "A" Company, here is the news for May, and th.'s
is "Kotex" giving it.
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There has been unusual activity in the "B
11 J
t"
area. The earlier part of the month saw almost continuous
action by the Cadre tribe, under the leadership of Fulirer
W—y—ss, known to the inner members of his circle as Guin
ness. This force has now been withdrawn in comparative
order, taking most of its equipment and a good deal of ours.
We learnt many lessons during their occupation, and hope
that one day their nomadic existence may cause them to pitch
their tents once more within our battlements.
Talking of occupation, reminds us that we have remained
in a state of nervous tension for several weeks in anticipation
of a visitation from the other travelling circus, the socalled
Battle Platoon. So far the only likely sign of their proximity
has been two visits from the M.O., with dire consequences,
and a highly suspicious call by the Padre, nursing a badly
battered pate—a primitive method of tonsuring we under
stand. Congratulations to the Sergeants of the Company on
being the first
to accept the challenge of the Cadre Basket
Bailers to a very early morning game, the first
Company we
are told to do so.
They did not win, but who expects a
sergeant to be at his best before breakfast? Our weekly dance
continues to be popular, and during the period under review
we added a very enjoyable concert by 76 (C.W.) Coy., R.E., to
our activities. The canteen is still in full swing, and we hope,
showing a nice fat profit.
We thank the R.A.F. for including us in their lectures on
"Aircraft Recognition"; these have proved mcst interesting and
instructive. One on "Enemy Paratroops" by Flt.Lieut. W
was of particular value. We cannot learn too much too soon
about this particular menace.
We repeat the following authentic happening as a warning
to all Aerodrome Stations. A certain R.A.F. Intelligence Officer
halted by a sentry, produced on demand his A.F.B. 2606, into
which he had carefully pasted an excellent photograph—of
Hitler! He was enthusiastically instructed by the sentry .to
"Pass Friend."
THINGS OBSERVED THIS MONTH.
1. The gallant rescue from drowning of Pte. Elkins by
approximately a full platoon. We ran ember Elkins sitting
down in the middle of the read some few weeks back with
comparatively little result, but you can't sit down in the
middle of the Medway, Elkins, and get away with it easily.
We understand that you will in future be known as "Bismark."
2. The improvement in the M.A.D. since M.T. H
took
over. We warn him, however, that the elephant never forgets.
3. The appointment of Lieut. P
as Company Educa
tion Officer.
Questions for general knowledge for his con
sideration;—
(a) What, is .K.A.M.P.?
(b) Who is the Rutga expert?
PUZZLE CORNER.
(1) What is Mickey?
(2) Is 2/Lieut. B
going to Eritrea to "forget"?
(3) Did Sergt. P
improve his ability to "fix it" at the
recent course?
(4) What do they think of beds and bottles at Anglsey?
And finally,
the thing you all want to know: Why do they
give the writing of these notes to
"Kotex."



"B" Company
"B" Company has just completed a very busy month.
Firstly, every man in the Company fired
a full course on the
range. We were favoured with fairly good weather, although
strong crosswinds made things a bit difficult. The Company's
average of 70 per cent., therefore, speaks very well of the
musketry lessons received.
The competition * between the
Platoons was keen and the shooting very good.
In individual scores Lieut. B
easily led the field
with
a 124 out of a possible 130; a fine
performance. Congratula
tions also to Pte. McKie, Pte. Shaw, Pte. Davis, Corpl. Cripps,
Sergt; Payne, Pte. Tibbie, Pte. Hitchcock, Pte. Howlett and Pte!
Patmore on their respective scores of 110, 109, 105, 105, 104, 103,
101, 100 and 99.
We regret the departure of Capt. M——, who leaves us to
take up duties elsewhere, but warmly welcome in his stead
our new O.C;, Major A
.

We arc very sorry to lose 2/Lieut. T
M
, who has
been transferred .to another Battalion. We all wish him the
best of luck.
We also extend a hearty welcome to Lieut. H. and 2/Lieut.
P
, who have recently joined us.
"B" Company has always claimed that it is a hard nut to
crack, and last week we had a chance to prove it. The Battle
Platoon at S
H
issued a warning that they would
attack
and occupy our Headquarters between midnight
Thursday and midnight Friday.
"B" Company immediately
declared a state of siege.
Late 011 Thursday night we had two visitors in the shape
o: Capt. M
and the Padre.
They were immediately re
garded as spies, confined to barracks, and placed under escort.
After several attempts to escape they gave it up as a bad job.
By next morning no attack had materialised and we waited
a full hour at our action stations before "C" Company, who
had been seen in the vicinity, attacked. With the help of wire,
smoke bombs, lead tubing, life preservers and other weapons
we devised, we proved far too strong for the opposing force. I11
fact they hardly entered the courtyard of our Headquarters.
The ensuing scrap, such as it was, was enjoyed by both
sides, and we hope very much to pay a return visit to "C" Coy.
shortly.
The Coy. did not do quite so well as was expected in the
Battalion sports, but Corpl. Swaine did very well in winning
the 440 yards, and we also won the interCoy. relay.
Congratulations to Corpl. Whitaker, Lc.Corpl Halliwell,
Lc.Corpl. Pearce and Lc.Corpl. Braham 011 being posted to an
O.C.T.U. We all wish them every success in their new sphere
ltfe.
.
*
K.A.H.

+

"C" Company.
Since our Corporal Clerk wrote last month's instalment
it is not surprising that the views 011 the Battle Platoon were
conservative. Within a fortnight of its arrival it had driven
its commander to Att. C bed down, to say nothing of exhaust
ing every employment in the Company.
The Platoon Com
mander must have found it more difficult than he had antici
pated, for, on recovery, he immediately went on seven days'
leave and. not content with that, broke his wrist. During this
period 2/Lieut. P
commanded it with more success. Under
him Battalion Headquarters, Company Headquarters ancl any
thing else in sight (Including the Padre) was attacked and
generally captured, though casualties were sometimes heavy
and the defenders often deferred. Now 2/Lieuts. H
and
P
are commanding it jointly.
Prior to the arrival of the Battle Platoon, a sand table was
built to scale for its use. since then cats and mice have played
on it and—it, is 110 longer to scale.
The whole of the Battle Platoon have now fired
on the
miniature range, built for them last month. Pte. Dcgan got a
possible and there was no bull left< That Company will now
accept any challenge for firing
011 their miniature range.
After a reconnaissance it was decided that the only method
of constructing a bombing range in the Company area was to
dig two trenches beside a pond, one as priming bay and the
other as throwing bay. the target being the middle of the pond,
which was surrounded on its other three sides with trees.
The night before it was first
to be used Lieut. J
and
2/Lieut. H
went to examine the completed range and
found that both trenches were full of water and in the throw
ing hay there swam nine ducklings.
Lieut. J
, with the
help of the C.S.M., who drove them towards him and stirred
up the water with his stick, captured four of the ducklings and
took them home in a sandbag. The other five
dived under
the stick and eluded all the C.S.M.'s attacks. They were left
till a, fatigue party came next morning to bale cut the trench.
Here there is a gap in the story, for they were not seen again
that day. They must have been diving or hiding in the weeds
when tlie first
bombing party arrived, for the next day they
were floating belly upwards on the pond — killed by con
cussion.
The actual throwing was without incident until the
Colonel came to watch, someone immediately threw a bomb
into shallow water and metal whistled over his head. Then
there was a blind. Next day someone hit a tree, and a bomb
which exploded unexpectedly caused some amusement. But
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the climax came when the employed men were oil the range,
a cook threw a bomb right over the trees on the far side of the
pond; it landed in a field full of cows.
There were no
casualties.
The Battle Platoon also enjoyed themselves firing
2in.
mortar bombs at R.A.F. M.G. targets in the sea; the firing
was very accurate, but there were no exciting moments.
On returning from his course Lieut. J
's first move was
to organise another dance for the Company; the attendance
was rather smaller than before, our utility van being fully occu
pied searching the highways and byeways for willing partners
of the fair sex. But as a dance it was a great success, there
being more room and less noise.
I have written this account of the Company's activities in
mere or less chronological order, hence no mention until now
of our new Company Commander, Lieut J
, who we wish to
congratulate, and under whom we look forward to a very
happy and successful era for "C" Company.
WANTED.—A .22 pistol.—Please write to "C" Company.
When is someone going to run out of .25 ammunition?
How many 2/Lieuts. will have to postpone their engage
ments through moving into barracks?
Who sent a copy of "Allure" to the prisoners?
Who plays his violin to the defaulters—and in the woods?
The C.S.M. has officially denied the rumour that he had
bigamously married the telephonist.
Has the Brasshot in our prison got promotion?

he is hatching. Anyway wc hope that he will continue the
good work which will undoubtedly be to the ultimate benefit
of us all.
The Battalion Sports Meeting is causing feverish activity
here. A certain N.C.O. claims that he has done more work in
this connection than he has for months past. He can be
seen during the day erecting basket ball goal posts, digging
long jump pits, and wandering around in a distracted manner,
with an expression of intense worry and responsibility on his
face; he eats nothing, and sleeps not at all. He was unlucky,
in that one morning when he was indulging in one of his very
infrequent five minute breaks, the C.S.M. came cut and made
a rather cryptic and not particularly complimentary remark.
I told you a while ago that we had dances here quite
often, but last week saw the first—and
we hope by no means
the last—of a combined dance and party. The whole affair lasted
from 19.30 until 23.50 and it was a roaring success.
Great
credit is due to 2/Lieut. J. P
, who, as M.C., put everyone
in a genuine party mood in an amazingly short space of time
The games were very amusing, and in one ease, as some of us
learnt to our detriment, quite painful! but nevertheless we all
enjoyed it and look forward to many more of the same type
Flash !! The result cf the Sports Meeting is now at hand.
This Company scored 27.J points, and came second to Det.
Recruits, who" had one point more. Everyone in the Company
congratulates the team on their magnificent effort, and wish
them better luck next time.
"Tom Pollicul."

4



"D" Company

"F" Comoany

Amidst the turmoil of yet another move we snatch a few
moments to pen some words as to our doings.
The past month has been one of bereavement, as in addi
tion to the departure of Lieut. S. D. C
, our "Gay Lothario,"
and regular contributor to the "Q.O.G.," to keep a fatherly
eye on Kentish cabbages, Lieut. (Here's Joy") C. P. B
and
Lieut. C. A. K
have returned to their own Battalion. We
are sorry to lose them all, and wish them the best of luck.
Of our doings there is not a lot to tell. We have played
two darts matches against the local Home Guards, winning
both very decisively, and we have provided the band at a fare
well dance given for us by our very good friends, Messrs. W. T.
Henley, Ltd.— We must say how grateful we are for all their
kindnesses to us during our stay at G
.
Nevertheless, we are not sorry to be leaving and we are
looking forward, at last, to some real training and to recover
ing from the fortnight's hard digging which we have done.
Perhaps next time we shall let you know how we fare.
To close, we are pleased to record that our Guard of
Honour to the Army Commander on .the occasion of his
visit here was complimented on its drill and turn out. :

Since our last issue, lots of people have been clamouring
for more news and not so much scandal, so I hope that this
will satisfy all, as at the moment no other news is at hand.
First of all, we welcome to our bosom one Sergt. D
,
Acting C.S.M.; so far we are not used to one another, but we
hope to be soon. Tell me how you feel about it, boys, and we
will air our views.
We lost two old favourites and two young ones; we hope
that they will be happy at their new abode. Gocd luck to
them all, and we hope that they read "F" Company's litera
ture and remember us as we remember them. Well, apparently,
comrades of "F," we have an unknown warrior in our midst,
because rumours of great heroism has come to our ears, a
tale of deeds equal to those of Nelson and other great warriors
of our dim and distant past. This great man of ours is of
course not a private, but one of those beings with three stripes.
From mybwn special M.O.I, comes this tale of how one night,
one of our guns went wrong somehow, and by great presence of
mind he saved the lives of sixteen men; we do not know who
they were, because it has not been mentioned.
And how,
another time, when all seemed lost, he went up in one
of our aircraft, in place of the airgunner, and kept the
"Jerries" at hay.
Congratulations Sergt. S
, but why hide your light
under a bushel; I'm sure that everybody would like to know of
your courage.

4

"E" Company
This month we start on a note of "Hallo" and "Good
bye."
It was with regret that we bade farewell to Captain P. G.
T
on May 16th. He had been our Company Commander
since the middle of .ast year, and we have many memories of
some very happy times with him; we wish him he best of luck
on his appointment to B.H.Q. At the same time we welcome
to this Company our new O.C., Lieut. A. E
from Maidstone.
Is is our fervent hope that he will find
his stay with us a
happy and enjoyable one. We are proud to have him as our
new O.C.
We are proud to have him as our new O.C..
We also welcome to this Company 2/Lieut. J. G. P
,
Works Officer, who has as his A.D.C. a certain N.C.O. for
whom, in view of his conspicuous absence when work is at
hand, we consider the title of "Works N.C.O." to be hardly
apt.
2/Lieut. H. G
is now with us, and is doing splendid
work in connection with Sports and P.T. His efforts to put
these on a firm footing are watched by members of the Com
pany in fear and trepidation, due to the fact that they are
afraid that they, poor youths, will be the victims of the plots

THE LEFT HALF COMPANY.
Nowadays our two Platoons have adopted a tune from the
"Seven Dwarfs" as a signature number.
Something about
digging the whole day through 'cos we've nothing else .to do.
Our chief "jankerwallah" opines that he will have to return
to detention to get a spot of rest.
Talking of jankers,
we must warn Pte. Legg. our "Sweeney Todd," against being
overenthusiastic with his clippers. Even the local civilians
know what a difference fourteen days "without the option"
makes to one's coiffure.
Certain gentle souls have recently decided that they object
to being shouted at by the Platoon Sergeant; we are pleased
to report that a hearing of this, the N.C.O. concerned signed
the pledge, murmuring something about the D.T.'s having
got him at last. (We would not be surprised at that, either).
Congratulations to Pte. Harding, our A./T. rifle expert, who
has grown so much recently that he now fires
from the hip
pocket. We shall consider transferring him to the Guards
(Home variety).
We learn that the Lc.Corpl. in charge of messing has again
been getting leave on the strength of approaching nuptials:
In case it is no longer a false alarm, we think someone ought
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to tell him that the yarn about gooseberry bushes is all
boloney (We ought' to know). A reward is offered for any in
formation leading to A.F.N.252 for the crook who purloined his
Platoon Commander's helping of black currant pie.
COURT CIRCULAR.
One of our antilassenach subalterns have been regalling
the Officers' Mess with a new set of Grimm's Fairy Tales
about the W.O. who lived on custard buns. We like the one
ending "And the Fairy Queen waved her one pip, saying 'It's all
very simple, I shall put him on a charge.' " The junior sub
alterns will be "At Home" any day, any time, anywhere, for a
debate on the relative merits of ReillyFoull and Jane.
It is suggested that 2/Lieut. R
should cease to enter
tain hopes of promotion if he will persist in "whitewashing"
the senior subaltern at darts. Telegraphic address, "J—ns—ns,
Unlimited."
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
What was Phoebe's theme song? Was it "Here we are, out
ol cigarettes?"
Why secondhand oars were used in the boat race?
"Maloney and Runner."

Headquarter Company.
I regret that there was no contribution in the Gazette
from this Company last month.
This month has been a fairly active one especially for
the Band who have an exceedingly busy time, what with
helping to swell M
's War Weapons effort and the "Beat
ing of Retreat" at M
.
All the Company are sorry that we have lost Capt. L
as O.C. Company but extend to our new O.C. best wishes and
the hope that his stay in the Company will be a long and
happy one.
Another departure this month has been that of Harry
who has left us to do a spot of training with one of the
companies. No doubt he will be returning to "H.Q," so until
then All The Best Harry, and all hope that when you go on
parade you will never have to say "Please Sergeant I have
left the Bren Gun behind."
FOOD FOR THOUGHT.
Do early morning P.T. and Hops mix
Sergeant).
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INFANTRY TRAINING
CENTRE
CRICKET.
v. R.A.F., DETLING.—At Mote Park on May 12th.
This was our first official match of the season, and every
one was very much out of practice and stiff; even so, it was
no excuse for us being beaten after we had got rid of half
the Airmen for 19 runs. P.O. Sutton and P.O. Davies stopped
the rot for the R.A.F., who were ably supported by L.A.C.
Wilkinson and L.O.C. Greenwood. When the I.T.C. hatted, L.A.C.
Lyons and Sergt. Parsons bowled magnificently and we had to
admit defeat by 30 runs Scores: I.T.C. 75; R.A.F. 105.
v. PRESTON HALL.—At Mote Park on May 18tli.
Preston Hall brought over a very good side, including
C. C. Clarke, the West Indian slow bowler, and having pre
viously beaten Detling R.A.F. we knew that we were up against
it. However, they batted first
and we got them out for 127.
thanks to some fine bowling by Askew, who bowled unchanged
and took five for 41. Asbome played very well for his 49 for
Preston Hall. We started badly, but thanks to a fine innings
of 69 by Murray Wood we were able to get the runs with three
wickets to spare. Scores: I.T.C. 141 for nine; Preston Hall 127.
I.T.C. v. THE R.A.F.. SNODLAND.—At Mote Park on June 1st.
This was a rather onesided match, and but for some good
hatting by P.O. Sutton the Airmen would have put up a sorry
score, as it was they reached 62, and we knocked the runs off
for the loss of three wickets. Scores: I.T.C. 74 for 3; R.A.F. 62.
v. THE BUFFS.—At Mote Park on May 25th.
We had a whole day match with The Buffs, and as usual
there was a great deal of excitement. Unfortunately our op
position was not as strong as was expected, and although we
looked like being out for a small total, C.S.M. Johnson came
to our rescue with a magnificent knock of 58, and some fine
bowling by Sergt. Killick and Cbrpl. Waller saw The Buffs
out for 41, thereby giving us an overwhelming victory. Scores:
I.T.C. 154; The Buffs 41.
I.T.C. v. TOVIL.—At Mote Park. Saturday, 10th May.
Tovil 114 (A. Waller 41); I.T.C. 128 (Murray Wood 37).
Won by 14 runs.
I.T.C. v. 44th AMMUNITION COY., R.A.S.C.—At Mote Park
on May 17th.
44th Amms. Coy. 81 (Fryer 26); I.T.C. 87 (2/Lieut. Robbins
35). Won by 6 runs.
I.T.C. v. SHELDWICK.—At Mote Park on May 24th.
Sheldwick 88 (Carter 34, C.S.M. Johnson 4 for 22); I.T.C.
92 for six (2/Lieut. Murray Woods 29, C.S.M. Johnson 28).
Won by 4 wickets.
I.T.C. v. LINTONS.—At Linton Park on Saturday, 31st May.
Linton Park 136 for 6 declared (Fenner 45); I.T.C. 110
(Sergt. Killick 54) .Lost by 26 runs.
I.T.C. v. CORBEN'S C.C.—At Penenden Heath on May 24th.
Corbens C.O. Ill (Austin 35. Askew 5 for 21); I.T.C. 87,
Lost by 24 runs.

(ask the Colour

44 A"

Company

I can't begin this correspondence without a little
melancholy reflection.
You know the kind of Christmas
present that some generous aunt sends you — the one that
is concealed in layers and layers of paperwrapping, which,
after seemingly endless unwinding proves to be a quite useless
tiepin or some other unpleasant surprise. Well, "A" Com
pany nowadays reminds me of that. The more we go on,
the less we have, and to complete the parallel, now that we've
come nearly to the end of the Company, there's an unpleasant
surprise, too. The men are so heartily "browned off" with
having two N.C.Os. to one man, that they have handed in
a petition to the C.S.M. begging that the Privates might be
allowed to take the N.C.Os. for training! However, my spies
inform me that, although it is believed that the N.C.Os. might
benefit from this changeover, the Company Office views the
project with considerable suspicion.
Officers come and go with such bewildering rapidity that
the only constant thing about them is their "pips." How
ever, we were all genuinely sorry to lose 2ndLieut. H
and 2ndLieut. B
J
, both of whom have left us
recently for an unknown destination.
We all wish them
good hunting wherever they may be.
And now let's turn to more pleasant features of the
past month. The one that has given the men the most joy
is the spectacle of N.C.Os. and Officers going on P.T.A.; great
writer once reflected that a man looks least dignified when
he is undressing, and reveals his shirttails, his pants, and
his socksuspenders. Be that as it may, in the Army it is
an astonishing sight to see how rapidly the badges of dignity
and authority disappear when once shorts and vest are put
on by our leaders. The A.T.S. girls seem keenly interested,
and find
it a wonderful joke. One Sergeant, seeing their
amusement, went hot all over, and scalded himself. Believe
it or not, he's had to get medical attention for liis left knee.
It's a fact! It makes you wonder how long Hitler would
last if he addressed his crowds in P 'T. shorts!
To return to "A" Company: Our main work now is
digging, although I did hear one bright spark say it shouldn't
be "digging," but "shirking." (It must have been the voice
of his conscience.) It's amazing what a multitude of things
is covered by "digging" though. It includes gardening, tree
planting, lumbering, plumbing, woodwork, wiring, a little
shovelwork too, and even cleaning the Company areas comes
under "digging." My spies, who all get special proficiency
pay and tradesmen's pay, tell me that one post where "dig
ging" goes on, the work is largely concerned with "signalling,"
although "E" Company might not recognise it as such. In
these digging expeditions Cpl. Hudson acts as master of
ceremonies, and throws himself about with extraordinary
vigour and noise. It's wonderful what P.T. will do, although
my agents tell me that the "PipvanWinkle" Cup, previously
held by Cpl. Brownridge unchallenged, is now being eagerly
fought for by "Lofty" and "Pinocchio," of the "Acting Unpaid
Association" (A.U.A.).
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WHAT MY SPIES ARE FINDING OUT.
(1) Why is Cpl. Dunning worried about his "bestman"
and why his "bestman" is worried about Cpl. Dunning?
(2) Is Cpl. Melsom going to take up Signalling as a career
in the Army
(3) Why didn't Sgt. Finch like the road walk and run?
Was the water too wet?
(4) Why doesn't Sgt. Fisher like cherry brandy any more?
(5) Why was Pt.e. Yates puzzled when he found out that
Sgt. Simper's hat was only 6 38ths?
(6) Who sent a telephone message saying "meet mc in
Piccadilly"?
(7) Who is the Sergeant who does his courting before
Reveille?
(8) Can a baldheaded Sergeant tell a hairraising story?



"B" Company
Buzz, Buzz, here the Buzzy.
Bees once again telling the story of deeds untold, but
nevertheless which will go down in the history of the Regi
ment.
Firstly, we take the advantage of welcoming 2nd
Lieut. A
and Capt. C
to its hive and hope their buzz
will be long and enjoyable, we also greet and bid a farewell
to the officers who came to us at the crack of dawn, but left
for hunting grounds further afield before sunset.
We had some very good games of football, playing the
N.O.O's at the P.T. Course, it was an education for some of
us to watch such a man as L/Bdr. Lewis (of the Arsenal)
making rings round our defence until he came to Cpl.
Eldridge who hung on to him the whole match which
was drawn 2—2; a return was played which we lost 3—2,
2ndrLieut. ?
has been having a worrying time just lately,
what with weather and fixtures,
not forgetting the last
minute (Sorry, on Duty).
His cricket fixtures
have gone
fairly well, the Company has been represented in the teams
by Sgt. Rapley, L/Cpl. Grainger, Pte. Williamson and Pte.
Grace (R.A.O.C.).
We take this opportunity of wishing all the men of the
R.A.O.C. who have left us for pastures new, the very Best of
Luck, and hope their work will continue as well as when
they were with the Company, and keep up the tradition of
the hive.
WANTED TO KNOW.
Is the sand table being used for cricket manoeuvres?
What is the correct way to draw pay, does one help one
self?
Ask O.C. Company.
What is the meaning of the
phrase (It's all go). Does Daisey know?
Does the C.S.M. act as swimming instructor?
Why does Wiliamson whistle "Little Drummer Boy" to
a certain N.C.O.?
A. W.


"E" Company
SIGNAL PLATOON.
Here we are again with more news of the Platoon. Con
gratulations to February Squad on their classification result:
again every man passed with 100 per cent.—the second in suc
cession. Pte. Dutton passed with a "very good." The result
was due to the untiring efforts of their Squad Instructor,
Sergt. Wilson, who put in seme very hard work, assisted by
Lc.Corpl. Moores.
April Squad are working hard to obtain the same result.
Their old pal "Procedure" still causes many headaches, but
they are gradually mastering: that subject. Of course, there is
t ,e same old urge to run the S.T.A.A. their own particular way
hut after thinking it over (with the help of their A.I.) they
decided to use the official methods.
The Squad participated in a route march one very warm
afternoon just as a refresher. They sang lustily for the first
200 yards, then an absolute silence descended upon them—a
silence which would have done credit to a night march. The
only voices that were heard were those of "Granny" Wicks
discussing the countryside, and "Father" Caulkett discussing
the quality of the beer at the Malta Inn (we were miles away
from any "pub" incidentally). Summing up. there were no
blisters ancl everyone enjoyed it (I think).

We welcome to the Platoon two new Squads, one from the
70tli Battalion and one from the East Surrey Regiment. We
hope their stay is a happy and interesting one — may they
return to their units full of knowledge.
Lc.Corpl. "Weary" Williams has left us, and we wish him
the best of luck. At the same .time we congratulate Pte. King
on his rise to the "dizzy heights." The first
rung is always
the hardest.
The S.O.A.I.'s ancl Squads of the Platoon extend their
greetings to our new Commanding Officer, and may he find his
duties with us both agreeable ancl pleasant.
QUERIES AFTER AR.
Instructor: "What is a photograph?" Pupil: "I've never
seen one, Sarge.".
An event. which the members of the Squads find
very
funny—the Instructor doing P.T.
Did Chote Saweesh really think it was an accident. "Eye.
eye."
SIGNALLERS' HOWLERS.
A.A.: "Unknown signal?" M.L.: "Have left as you face me."
Good Luck.
"R.S."


OldComrades'Correspondence
LONDON BRANCH AND
QUEEN'S OWN SOCIAL CLUB, DEPTFORD.
OBITUARY.
It is with deep regret that the writer has to record the
passing of another old comrade of the Branch in the person
of Stephen Hapsted. Old "Steve" and his wife met their death
through enemy action in London on Saturday, May 10th, when
their house was destroyed by a bomb. He was a wellknown
personality of the Branch. He ancl his whistle—an which
he was no mean performer—will be remembered by all who
have attended the annual dinners of the Branch. "Steve"
was 85 years of age and one of the very few survivors of the
Queen's Own who served in the Boer War of 1881, in which he
received an assegai wound. His wife has been described to
the writer as a "brave and noble woman," for although she
was terrified during raids, she insisted on staying with. "Steve,"
who was too feeble to he moved. It was thus that they passed
out together.
ACTING HON. SECRETARY.
It has been decided that to fill the place of Hon. Secre
tary, rendered vacant by the death of Captain George Allen,
Mr. W. Snell. the Hon. Treasurer, shall fill both offices tem
porarily until such time as a meeting of members can be called
to elect new Secretary.
Any member wishing to pay sub
scriptions or to make any enquiries should write to Mr. W.
Snell. 3, Malta Road. Leyton, E.10. The Officers of the Branch
are: Chairman, Major A. S. Breton; ViceChairman, W. Elson;
Hon. Secretary and Treasurer, W. Snell; Auditors, C. Guest and
D. Cummings.
QUEEN'S OWN SOCIAL CLUB. DEPTFORD.
MEETING.
A well attended meeting of the Club was held at the
Brown Bear, High Street, Deptford, on Sunday, June 1st. Mr.
R. Protz was in the chair. A hearty welcome was extended to
a new member, Mr. T. G. Perkins, late of the 2nd Battalion.
Meetings of the Club are still held regularly on the first
Sunday in each month, and all exmembers, or those on leave,
are cordially invited to come along to spend a hour with us.
Before closing I should like .to congratulate Corpl. Birch
(P.T. Inst.), of the I.T.C., on the splendid fight he put up at
the boxing tournament arranged by "A" Coy., 57th Bn. County
of London Regiment (Home Guard), at their headquarters re
cently. Your humble and a few more of the old 'uns wero
there to give him a cheer.
It was a, night of clean, clever
"scrapping" and brought back to us many memories of other
nights of yesteryear.
GREETINGS.
To all our comrades, Pasti and Present, wherever they may
be we sent our fraternal greetings. May we old 'uns soon be
listening to the young 'uns in discussing at our Reunion, over
a cheering glass or two, their experiences in this "do," as wo
have so often done over ours in .the 1 st. Cheerio, all!
PADDY DOYLE,
Social Club, Deptford,
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22, WEEK STREET,
MAIDSTONE

Maidstone 's Safest Milk ! !
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for
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Infants and Invalids
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EDITOR'S NOTICES.
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Special Edition
by post
Ordinary Edition
by post

12 months.
8/
9/
4/
5/

Single copy.
8d.
9d.
4d.
5d.

Subscriptions will be acknowledged in the following
number of the "Gazette." Acknowledgments are not sent by
post unless a stamped envelope is enclosed.
Subscribers are requested to notify at once any change
of address.
Subscribers whose subscriptions have expired will be
notified by a communication sent with the "Q.O.G." Should
the subscription not be paid within one month after such
notification, it will be assumed that no further copies of
the paper are required, and the name will be struck off the
books. In the event of a subscriber being stationed abroad,
three months will he allowed.

Irium, Pepsodent's extraactive ingredient, not only puts a
good shine on teeth but dissolves away surface stains and
hidden food particles as well. If you want goodlooking teeth
Pepsodent's your answer. 7*d., 1/3, 2/2, including tax.

PEPSODENT

All contributions for insertion should be addressed to:
The Hon. Editor,
"The Queen's Own Gazette,"
The Barracks, Maidstone, Kent,
and must reach the Editor not later than the 8th of
month to ensure publication in that month's Gazette.

the

The "Queen's Own Gazette" is published on the 15th of
each month.

TOOTHPASTE AND TOOTH POWDER
Has everything — plus IRIUM

All letters, articles, etc., must be clearly written in ink,
or typed, and on one side of the paper only, and should be
signed. The signature is not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith.
All advertisement copy and blocks should reach the Editor,
by the 25th of the month previous to insertion.
BINDING COVERS FOR THE "Q.O.G."
Binding covers are supplied in two styles:

" xrient

y&zsstng©r

Light blue cloth
Light blue cloth and half leather (dark blue) ..

9t

price 3/
price 4/

Both types have the Regimental Crest stamped in gold
on the front, and gold lettering down the back.
Extra charge for binding your copies in either of
covers 2/6

Easily BEST for

these

HISTORIES FOR SALE

Advertisements

THE REGIMENTAL WAR HISTORY.
Copies of "The Regimental War History," compiled by
Mr. C. T. Atkinson, may be obtained from The Adjutant.
Depot. Royal West Kent Regiment. The Barracks, Maidstone.'
Price 7/ (by post 7/9).
THE 1st BATTALION WAR HISTORY.
Copies of "Invicta," compiled by Major C. V. Molony.
may be obtained from The Adjutant, Depot, Royal West Kent
Regiment, The Barracks, Maidstone. Price 1/ (by post 1/6).

MEDAL ROLLS.

THE 8 th BATTALION.
There are still a number of

copies of

the Regimental

originally sold at 4/ per copy, but in order to reduce tiiv,

Copies of "The History of the 8th Battalion" may be
obtained from Lt.Col. H. S. Brown. 80, Woodside, London,
S.W.19, price 1/6, for those connected with the 8th Battalion.

stock it has now been decided to reduce the price to 1/.

11th BATTALION.

Any reader who requires one of these Rolls should apply to

Copies of "The History of the 11th Battalion," written by
Capt. R. O. Russell. M.C.. are now ready, and can be obtained
from the Hon. Secretary of the O.C.A., 6, Bramley Way. West
Wickham, Kent. Price 5/9 post free.

Medal

Roll.

Part

I.. 17931881, for

disposal.

These

we»~

Capt. S. E. Brooks. Treasurer. "The Queen's Own Gazette."
and enclose l .
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HOME COUNTIES AREA.
"Quo Fas et Gloria Ducunt."
BATTLE

HONOURS

BORNE

ON

THE

REGIMENTAL

COLOUR :

The Sphinx, superscribed "Egypt."

Ferozesnan,

..Nlle

i88485." "South Africa. 190002." "Afghanistan. 1919.

BATTLE HONOURS BORNE ON THE KING'S COLOUR:
"Mons" "Yores 1914 '15 '17. '18." "Hill 60." "Somme. 1916. T8." "Vimy. 1917." "Italy.
Mons.
Ypres. 1914.
.
"Gaza." "Defence of Kut A1 Amara." "Sharqat.
THE

GREAT

WAR

1917.

'18."

"Galllpoli.

1916."

BATTLE HONOURS—18 BATTALIONS:

"Mons," Le Cateau.; Relrea, =
"Ypres. 1914. To. 1'. 18.
'
., "pozl6r'es 
"Albert. 1916. '18," "Bazentm," DelvWe Wood.
Pozieres,

"Guillemont."
uuine^

W
"FlersCourcelette." "Morval."
Thlepval,
_
.<Scarpe> 1917„ "0ppy/
igi7/.

S'"Menin
"Le Transloy."
"An"®
Road" "Polygon Wood." "Broodseirde," "Passchendaele," "Cambrai. 1917 T8/
"Pllckem," "Langemarck, 19".
.. vmers Bretonneux" "Lys." "Hazebrouck," "Kemmel." "Amiens." "Bapaume. 1918
"St. Quentin." "Rosieres.
Avre.
Vlllerg Bretonneux^ ^
y
courtrai."
"Selle."
"Sombre.
Quentin
Canal/ .
"Hindenburg
Line.
Epehy,
'
"Suvla" "Landing at Suvla." "Scimitar Hill." "Galllpoli. 1915.
France and Flanders,19 418/; £aly.
.?Jerteho>.. "Teil
'Asur." "Palestine. 1917. T8.'
"Rumani.
Egypt. 191516/.Defe°ce Qf Kut al Amara." "Sharqat." "Mesopotamia. 191518."

Another change has taken place in the Editorship of the
"Buster," our late Editor, Major Dc S. H. LewisBarned, M.C
ha? been posted away, and we wish him the very best of
luck in his now surroundings, wherever they may be.
*
*
*
*
On Wednesday the 2nd July the I.T.C. Band "Beat Re
treat" at the Barracks and we congratulate Bandmaster J. R.
McKenna A.R.C.M. and D/M. "Tim" Healey on a very ex
cellent show. Also there was a Physical Training Display by
the Physical Training N.C.O's of the I.T.C. under the leader
ship of Q M.S.I J. A. Chapman. A.P.T.C.. which was airanged
between the Band performance. A full report is published
on another page of this issue.
*

*

*

*

News has just reached us from Captain C. S. Durtnell
that his brotherinlaw. 2/Lieut. A. j yv^ini^who is a pnsonci
of war. has written a very cheerful letter. His addiess is.
2/Lieut. A. J. Wallis,
P.O.W. No. 632,

Britischeskriegsgefanen.

Posen, Poland.

*

*

*

We publish below two letters received by the Officerin
Charge Prisoners of War Fund. By these letters you will see
S parcel get to prison camps safely, and also that the
men are well and cheerful.
From Mrs. Stehr, 56, Suffolk Road Gravesend.
Re : L/Cpl. S. Stehr, 6346340,
Stalag XXA. (3A), No. 5190.
"Thank you very much for prompt reply, re parcel to
our son L/Cpl. S. Stehr. This is a small one owing to the

rationing of clothing, but the previous ones sent should
still be serviceable, as he is in the tailoring dept.? "patch
ing shirts and trousers" so can repair any that needs it oi
"All parcels we have sent have reached him up to date
including books, now cigs. and the blanket and shoes, etc.,
sent early in the year should be. we hope nearly there also
the games, etc.. that has been sent by your fund, the lads
will feel they are not forgotten.
Yours faithfully.
(signed) Mrs. F. STEHR."
27441
Dear Mother and Father.
"As you will have read from my other letteis I have
received your letter dated 9141. Your letter has cheered
me up a lot and I look forward to hearing from you again
soon. Everything is as much as ever. I have a good job and
never in need of food. The last eleven months have passed
very quickly and it hardly seems possible that I have been
away from you for a whole year. I am glad my sister is do
ing so well and that she is always happy and caiefree. That
is everything in life.
Well, this is a wonderful experience
being a Prisoner of War and it has taught me many things
that will be useful to me in future years. I am still fit as
ever and in perfect health so please don't worry about me.
just keep on as ever. I shall be writing next month.
From your loving son,
From : Sgt. R. Pierce 6346429,
No. 37139 Stalag XXICZ.
To  Mr and Mrs. Pierce. 31. High Street. Snodland.
*

*

*

*

A further list of names and addresses of those Officers
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and other ranks who are prisoners of war is published below.
Will all those who know the whereabouts of prisoners,
please let us know so that we can publish it in order that
their friends may communicate with them.
OFFICERS. N.C.O.'s AND MEN.
No.
Rank.
Name.
P.O.W. No. and Address.
A/Capt. Keenlyside, C. H.
Stalag XXA. (5) Germany
844842 Sgt.
Lake, A. L.
9804
,
XXA.
6344870 Pte.
Message, E. T. 12073
,
VIIIB.
6340584 Pte.
Oliver, E. S.
VIIIB.
18237
.
6347001 Pte.
Pack, A. S.
13068
,
XXA.
6335314 P.S.M. Spencer, E. T. 5190
,
XXA. (3a)
..
6346340 L/Cpl. Stehr. S.
15891
,
VIIIB.
6087569 Pte.
Williams. J. C. 2477
,
XXI.D.

PRISONERS

OF

WAR

FUND.

Although summer is with us in earnest at the moment
— we. at the Prisoners of War Fund, are busy purchasing
consignments of winter underwear, etc., for inclusion in our
next month's personal parcels. We were very fortunate in
having procured a large quantity of knitting wool just before
the 'coupon' system came into force, and our knftters are now
busy working overtime — forsaking their gardens — in order
to make certain that our boys get their pullovers, scarves,
socks, gloves, etc., etc., for the coming winter.
Our very
grateful thanks go out to these unseen helpers. We were
rather shaken at the news of coupons for clothes and wool,
etc. — but as a result of a flying visit to the British Red
Cross Society, London, they have come to the rescue, and
our difficulties in that direction have been overcome. For
readers who may not be aware of the procedure in regard
to the purchasing by nextofkin of articles requiring coupons
for the Prisoner of War personal parcels, we give below an
extract from the latest British Red Cross pamphlet.
Nextofkin must use their own coupons for the
purchase of any new articles, but on the receipt of the
parcel at the Packing Centre, at 14. Finsbury Circus. E.C.2,
coupons will be returned to them to replace those used
in this way.
The nextofkin when sending in their parcels must
Include a receipt from the shop stating the number of
coupons used for each article, and a stamped addressed
envelope, so that the coupons used may be replaced without
delay if the claim is in accordance with the regulations
issued by the Board of Trade.
When prohibited articles of clothing have to be returned
to the sender it must be clearly understood that no
coupons can be issued for these.
It is appreciated that nextofkin may run out of
their own coupons towaids the end of the year, but it
is hoped that this difficulty can be overcome by pooling
coupons amongst the family.
In cases where the nextofkin send through our fund,
we have, by an arrangement with the British Red Cross
Society, taken full responsibility for the return of coupons
to the nextofkin. This, of course, entails an extra strain
on our staff — but it is all in the day's work. The main
object of our Fund is to see that our boys get as 'bumper'
a parcel as possible. We would like to take this opportunity
of thanking all those who have sent us in the knitted six
inch squares for blankets — as a result of which we have
been able to make up almost a dozen blankets for inclusion
in our winter parcels, apart from gifts of complete blankets
which we have also received from many kind folk. As the
majority of these blankets have weighed under 3 lbs., we
have still been able to include underwear and other woollen
comforts.
We would also like to here put on record our grateful
thanks to all Battalions for the prompt way in which they
send their subscriptions to us — and which is a great help
to us in our efforts.
Through the kindness of our Commanding Officer — our
usual monthly P.O.W. dance was held at the Lines on the
30th June. when, despite the heatwave, the very useful sum
of £7/11/8 was added to the Fund. Our next P.O.W. dance
will be held at the Lines on Monday, July 21st.

£ s. d.
964 14 7

Balance per last a/c
Subscriptions for April—
9th Battalion
£

Subscriptions for May—
4th Battalion
7tli Battalion
8th Battalion (H.D.)
9th Battalion
10th Battalion
70th Battalion
Depot Officers' Mess
Depot. Pres. Sergeants' Mess

2

54 11

3

7 12 9
9 7 2
3 9 4
9 9 4
8 2 10
11 16 10
2 9 0
2 4 0

Subscriptions for June—
Pres. Sergeants' Mess
1st Battalion (April and May)
6th Battalion (April and May)
2nd Battalion (April. May and June)
5th Battalion (May and June)
Depot — Other Ranks (May and June)
Donations—
The Misses Amos and Styles .
Mrs. Briggs
Mrs. Collins
Major Druce
Colonel H. D. BuchananDunlop
Mrs. Mills
Colonel Pardington
Mrs. Proctor
Mrs. Relf
Mrs. E. P. Stevens
Mrs. Tripp
Mrs. Utting
Mrs. Vandenberg
British Legion Village
Joint Tuberculous Council

9 15
s. d.

2 10
20 0 0
17 6 6
30 0 0
21 9 2
15 0 0
£

5
2
5
1
3

1
1
5
2

s. (1
6
5
0
2
0
1
0
2
10
3
10
0
5
5
12

6
0
0
0
0
0
0
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2

0

0
2 4
7 4
7 11

0

£1180 19

4

Sale of Dental Cream, etc. (not allowed in parcels)
Personal Parcel Donations
Proceeds of Dance (per Major Miles))
Proceeds of Invlcta Lines Dance

28

1

£

PAYMENTS.
Wool, toilet kit, etc., for personal parcels
Postage
Balance in Hand

s. d.

91 19 114
rj 1Q 0
1081 9 44
£1180 19

4

THE QUEEN'S OWN ROYAL WEST KENT REGIMENT
COMFORTS FUND.
LIST OF SUBSCRIPTIONS.
£ s. d.
Previously subscribed
1856 10 5
Mrs. Beecher
2 0
The Chelsfield Knitting Party (per Mrs. M. E.
Waring)
2 0 0
Colonel C. F. Hltchens
2 2 0
Association of the 11th (Lewisham) Battalion
The Queen's Own Royal West Kent Regiment
(per Captain R. O. Russell, M.C.)
15 0
Amount spent on Wool, etc

£1861 9
1199 15

5
6

Balance £661 13 11
We would like to extend our sincere thanks to all those
kind people who have during the past month sent us gifts
of woollen comforts, stationery, and Penguin Novels, etc. The
former have been such a help to us in building up our stocks
for the winter months — and as regards the two latter items,
we have already made good use of these, and have, as a
matter of fact, received grateful acknowledgements from the
recipients.
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OBITUARY.
£Tke

Jtc^aou^ ^3
OFFICERS.
KILLED.

2ndLicut. M. A. Causbrook.
DIED.
2ndLicut. G. A. Appleton.
WOUNDED.
Capt. B. E. Hazelton.
NONCOMMISSIONED
Pte.
Pte.
Pte.
Pte.
Pte.
Pte.

K.
G.
D.
P.
W.
W.

A. Beasley.
A. Clay.
A. Chapman.
Cragen.
H. Edwards.
D. Hadingham.

Pte. C. Blundell.
Pte. H. A. Hadnutt.

OFFICERS

KILLED.
Pte. G.
Pte. G.
Pte. G.
Pte. E.
Pte. G.
Pte. H.

AND

MEN.

V. Hanvcod.
E. R. Hollands.
E. Meads.
Shorter.
T. Smith.
C. Waters.

DIED.
Pte. A. C. Higgins.
Cpl. G. D. James.

DIED AS PRISONER OF WAR.
Pte. E. Hayes.
PRISONER OF WAR.
Pte. S. J. Sharp.

BIRTHS, MARRIAGES AND DEATHS

LT.COL. N. PI. S. LOWE.
It is with deep regret that we have to announce the
death of Lt.Col. Noel Herbert Strode Lowe, who passed away
on the 12241 at Hambledon, Hants.
Born on the 141262 at Plymouth he obtained his first
commission in the 4th Battalion. Devon Regiment (Militia)
on 1781 and was appointed Lieutenant in the R.W.K.
Regiment on 23585; Captain 1293; Major 8503; Lieut.
Col. 19809. He commanded the 2nd Battalion from 18809
—13312.
He retired from the service through illhealth
on 20913.
Lieut.Col. Lowe served on the N.W. Frontier, 18978.
and was slightly wounded; awarded Medal and Clasp. He
also did service in S. Africa, 190002.
His death has caused a gap in the ranks of past Com
manding Officers which will be keenly felt by his few
remaining contemporaries.
His genial and kindly personality gained the affection
of both officers and other ranks who were privileged to
serve with him. anrl his absence from regimental gatherings
of the future will be noted with sorrow
He was known by all as "Daddy" Lowe, presumably
because of
the essentially parental benevolence of his
character, and partly perhaps because when young he ap
peared to be old, and when older he seemed to remain the
some age.
He made no enemies and had many friends, and the latter
will be sad to realise that never again will they hear his
chuckling laugh, or mark the twinkle in his eye. Even in
these days of death and slaughter there must be many who
will pause in their daily task to give a regretful thought
for the passing of "Daddy" Lowe and to hope that he rests
in peace.

BIRTHS.
ABRAMS.—On 24541 at Farnborough to wife of Cpl. T.
Abi'ams, a son—Alan, Maurice, William.
GOODSON.—On 23341 at Sliecrncss to wife of Pte. J.
Goodson, a son—Maurice, Albert.
PURDY—On 11641 at Langley to wife of Cpl. J. Purdy, a
daughter—Maureen, Olive.
MARRIAGES.
DUNNING—MAN WARING.—On 7641 at Maidstone, Cpl. R.
Dunning to Nora Gwendoline Manwaring.
GOWER—BAILLIE.—On 30641 at Maidstone, Pte. D. Gower
to Winifred Marie Baillie.
HUGHES—HASSELL.—On 21641 at Hackney, Pte. T. Hughes
to Mary Hassell.
LINFOLD—PATEMAN.—On 21641 at Bedford, Pte. D. Lin
fold to Lily Mabel Pateman.
MEDHURST—ABELA.—On 311240. Pte. Medhurst to Maria
Carmela Abela.
READER—DEBONA.—On 19241 in Malta, Pte. M. Reader to
Carmela Debona.
RUSHMORE—DEAKIN.—On 18641 at King's Lynn, Pte. E.
Rushmore to Ethel May Dcakin.
STRONG—BUTTIGIEG.—Oil
27241
in
Malta,
Pte.
C.
Strong to Carmela Buttigieg.
SMITH—WELLS.—On 8641 at East Ham, Pte. E. Smith to
Jean Wells.
WHITLOCK—CREMONA.—On 261240 in Malta, L/Sgt. C.
Whitlock to Mary Cremona.
ENGAGEMENTS.
DAY—CROWHURST.—The engagement is announced
be
tween C/Sgt. R. Day (late 2nd Bn.) and Phyllis Crow
hurst of Maidstone.
GRAINGER—PARKER.—The engagement is announced be
tween L/Cpl. B. Grainger. R.W.K. Regt. and Pte. M.
Parker. A.T.S. Also we congratulate Pte. Parker, who is
attached to this Regiment, on her attaining the age
of 21.

'MICKEY THE GREEK."
Sergeant Rccd,
Docs a mysterious deed.
Daily in "A" Company.
He states he has cause
To believe that the Stores
Is the place to instruct musketry.
So he locks himself in
With a sly knowing grin,
And nobody knows what ensues,
But up on the square —
He should have been there —
The employed sling their rifles — "va
And so that is why
If you're on musketry,
And you go to the Mobile Store,
You can turn the key hard,
But you'll find
the way's barred.
By Mickey with his back to the door.

ON THIS
NOTICE.
If you want your Evening Wear,
Sports Wear, or in fact anything
Laundered expertly, send to the

Maidstone & District Laundry Go.,
Loose Road, Maidstone.
Telephone :

Maidstone 3020
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LIVESTOCK IN

BARRACKS

VII.—THE. RETURN OP PACKDRILL THE PARROT.

Reprinted by kind permission of the Proprietors of "Punch."
Last week I told you about Private Muzzle's green parrot,
Packdrill, a bird of foul mind and evil tongue, who for some
days roamed scurrilously through our barracks. I also told
you of his flight
to the next battalion, who. being traditional
enemies expressed delighted approval of his scandalous con
fidences
about our officers. But I didn't tell you that he
returned.
Well, he did. It seems that the officers of the 1st Blank,
shires spent two days teaching him the phrase, "Condemned
Greatcoats!" in various tones of offensive" amusement, vitu
peratory sarcasm and shocked incredulity. After which they
had him conveyed secretly into our Officers' Mess to deliver
his message by word of beak.
Rudyard Kipling once wrote that certain phrases, spoken
into the barracks of certain regiments, would bring the men
out with belts and mops and bad language. He was quite
right; though in the old days, of course, it used to be re
marks like "'Oo lost the colours in 1854?" or "What about
your attack at Isandlaagtefontein?"
Nowadays, however,
since the experience of the Great War, there has sprung up
a new generation of officers and men possessing a different
sense of values and agreeing with the poet that—
"Greatcoats are more than bayonets
And daily food than mud and blood;"
or, as the book puts it. "The value of ancillary troops in
campaigns, which consist largely of periods of position war
fare, cannot be underestimated."
The phrase, "Condemned Greatcoats," therefore, which to
you may seem perfectly innocent if not childishly domestic,
has for us a deeper significance. We are in fact just as
sensitive about it as if it had been something about Isand
laagtefontein. I can't possibly tell you the full story here
in public; it has to do with our Quartermaster being given
a lot of condemned greatcoats instead of new ones, while the
Quartermaster of the Blankshires, who had just stood him
a drink, got away with
However, it is all too painful.
Anyway you can understand that, when just after
lunch a sepulchral voice from the anteroom ceiling sud
denly croaked out "Condemned Greatcoats!" it produced
the same sort of effect as would favourable mention of Mr.
Baldwin in one of the best Moscow salons. Everyone reached
for the nearest weapon and glared angrily about, foaming
at the mouth.
Packdrill the parrot was then discovered
clinging to the picturerail and preening himself in a de
liberately offensive manner.
Apparently observing that he was now noticed, he looked
up. remarked wearily to the Colonel, "Closin' time now
rcely, gentlemen please!" and took flight. Everyone hit out.
and everyone missed, except Lieutenant Holster, who scored
an unintended outer on Captain and Quartermaster Ledger's
ample person, a thing which it is not difficult to do at any
time. Packdrill, with a final
"Condemned Greatcoats." pre
fixed by a malevolent oath, winged out of the door and took
up station in a tree outside, where he began to cast asper
sions, taught him the previous week by Private Muzzle, on
the character of the Regimental SergeantMajor.
A phase of great activity supervened. The Colonel said
briefly through his teeth and The Morning Post, "See to it!"
and Captain Bayonet at once ordered a captureparty to fall
in outside.
The Adjutant, knowing who was responsible,
departed to his office to write a stiff note to the Blankshires.
beginning, I believe, with "I am in receipt of your imper
tinent parrot of even date
" Lieutenant Swordfrog, who
is overenthusiastic, telephoned to the guardroom to say
that the sentry was to arrest and detain all unauthorised
green parrots seen on or near his beat. Everyone was filled

with the utmost determination. It was generally felt that,
should Packdrill start touring the barracks with his warcry.
it would take several armoured cars, ambulancevans, mili
tary police and Garrison Orders to separate our men and
the Blankshires.
Captain Bayonet brought a landingnet; Lieutenant
James had secured a tin of what he called parrotlime, but
which turned out to be simply treacle and glue in equal
quantities; Holster had an enormous bag of mixed nuts of
an early vintage and of various unexpected shapes.
Packdrill watched these preparations from an adjacent
tree, occasionally using the forbidden phrase and occasion
ally exhorting the party to "Meewve totheRoightinFouah"
in a good imitation of SergeantMajor Magazine's veryearly
morningparade voice.
Under Bayonet's able generalship
the attack
was
launched.
James was deputed to parrotlime all probable
perches in the neighbourhood, and to do it in such fashion
that Packdrill would be unlikely to notice. This achieved
so thoroughly that few other people noticed either. In fact
one was only discovered yesterday by the Adjutant, who had
to have the bough sawn off befoxe he could move his hand.
Holster distributed his mixed nuts as bait near these peiches
and all over the lawn; and Bayonet gave himself a roving
commission with the landingnet. Swordfrog stood by with
a sack and a toastingfoi'k.
The first
phase of the attack was not very successful.
Waiting till Bayonet axxd his net had climbed nearly up to
him, Packdrill flew down on to the lawn, selected a ripe nut
and repaired with it to the messroof, even as Swordfrog
made a swoop at him with his sack, after the manner of an
earnest but unskilled retiarius. All Swordfrog succeeded in
doing was to upset the paiTotlime tin over James's foot.
After this setback there was a pause for quiet consider
ation, broken only by Bayonet trying to get down the tree
and Packdrill dealing disgustingly with a Brazil nut. Then
James had an inspiration. Picking up a nut—it looked like
a cob except that it was the size of a healthy walnut—he
aimed it at Packdrill. He missed the bixd and cracked a
chimneypot; but it gave us all a new idea. Within a minute
Packdrill was being subjected to a very hot fire
of mixed
nuts, which completely stopped his comments on greatcoats
and sent him cuising from tree to tree all round the lawn.
James was the first
to hit him with a nut that looked like
a fine
Nigerian groundnut; then Bayonet equalised with a
shrapnelled handful of peanuts. Shortly after this a well
directed horsechestnut from Holster met Packdrill in mid
night. He stalled madly, made a forced landing near Sword
frog, who threw the sack over him, being himself caught a
moment later by Bayonet's landingnet. We were only just
in time too, for we had run right out of ammunition, owing
to James during his rushes over the lawn having attached
most of it immovably to his parrotlimed boot.
Sentence of death for uttering remarks dex'ogatory to the
legiment was passed by the Colonel, but it was later com
muted to penal servitude for life, and Packdrill was sent as
a gift (anonymous) to the woikhouse (male wing) in a town
twenty miles away.
We consider the whole incident quite closed now, even
though we are occasionally reminded of it by a certain je ne
sais quoi about the Sunday puddings, due, I believe, to
James's tin of pariotlime having being picked up by a con
scientious messwaiter and placed in the messcaterer's store
cupboard.
A.A.
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News

from

ist BATTALION
Well the Summer has come with a rush and we are all
wondering how to keep cool. It is funny how some of us
are never satisfied with the weather!
On the 11th the Colonel of the Regiment, General Sir
Charles BonhamCarter, G.C.B., O.M.G., D.S.O. visited the
Battalion and dined in the Officers' Mess.
The Duke of
Gloucester also visited us the same day and inspected those
men who were in France.
We should like to take the opportunity of officially
welcoming 2ndLieut. D. H. N. W
who joined us this
month. He has of course been "on the strength" for a long
time being born at Jalapahar in 1921. Some members of
the 1st Battalion will remember the occasion.
Recently the Battalion cricket team had a very enjoy
able match against a team of Masters at Marlborough Col
lege. Our first
six wickets barely put on 30 runs. However.
with the advent of Capt. E. D
who made 71. this placed
us in a more promising position.
The Marlborough side
went in and scored 81 for the loss of 7 wickets until stumps
were drawn.
On the 29th we played the Divisional N.C.O."s Tactical
School. Here we scored a moderately easy victory, getting
them out for 58 and making 128 ourselves.

Headquarter Company.
My first
duty is to welcome our new Company Com
mander, Capt. J. C. W——. Also C.S.M. Preston who came
at the same time. We wish them the best of luck and
success.
Little of interest has happened since our last contribu
tion. Last week the officers left us to look after ourselves
whilst they had a study week. I might add we quite en
joyed ourselves!
I will now leave you in the capable hands of those
platoon scribes who have, this month, summed up enough
energy to put pen to paper.
SIGNAL PLATOON.
It is a very long time since the 1st Battalion Flappers
published their activities, but a scribe has now been ap
pointed (detailed) and henceforth we hope to be in print
regularly.
Although many of the old lads have been posted away
to add colour to newer battalions, a fair amount of Indian
jargon is still to be heard in our Platoon, and even our
youngest member knows by heart the details of that epic
march from Hyderabad to Secunderabad that took place in
nineteenthirtysomething.
The head of our happy family is Lieut. M. E
who
is well liked despite his frequent lectures on the Theory or
Electricity and Magnetism. Sergeant "Pat" Murray is our
SecondinCommand. The Platoon is pleased to hear that
our Sergeant's wife now lives locally. We are thus spared
the trouble of ascertaining from the radio each morning
whether Liverpool has been bombed the previous night.
Corporal Lalley is at present improving his signalling at
Catterick.
Corporal Johnson improved his some months
ago.

Battalions
Everybody's favourite. Joe Rose, still officiates as Chief
Mucko. He was brought back from his catering duties re
cently for a short refresher spell in the Platoon. Joe says
the only new thing he learned was how to carry a san
guinary wireless set across the crimson countryside on
bloodthirsty fourdays scheme.
The Platoon is pleased to report progress in the use
and mastery of the No. 18 Wireless Set. When first
intro
duced the set was looked upon as an unfathomable novelty.
Later it was discovered that the set could be used for the
excellent reception of B.B.C. News Bulletins.
Constant
practice during the recent months, however, has decided us
quite definitely that the set is a means of communication,
and we hope to be of everincreasing value to all Company
Commanders. "Signals for Service" is our mot«o, and we
give our service unstintingly.
The only recognition we
would like for our services is recognition of the fact that
our wireless sets are heavy instruments. Very.
"Amp."

"A" Company
The past month has been almost completely taken up
by training. A great deal of our effort has been concen
trated on lower formation training, which in the past has
not been too evidently brilliant. However, the position now
is very greatly improved, and gives cause for satisfaction.
There has of course been the usual odd exercise, designed
for the purpose of amusing the higher command.
The advent of summer has been universally welcomed,
and has added much to the enjoyment of our off duty
activities.
It is much regretted, however, that the weekly
programme does not allow for an afternoon "siesta."
It is with regret that we bade farewell to three of our
Company, Captain T. E. S
, 2ndLieut. R. J. P
and
2ndLieut. G. F
. We wish them luck in their new life.
and we hope that the Grenadier Battalion, peculiar in its
visible sign, will stand them in good stead.
We welcome in their place Captain A. W. C
, 2nd
Lieut. A. M. G. D
and 2ndLleut. D. H. N. W
.
Apart from these changes, we remain the same, plodd
ing hither and thither, back and forth across the River
K.. and finding
light relief in fighting
battles against the
A.T.S.

Company.
Vaguely from schooldays we remember that England has
a temperate climate; yet in the course of a few months we
have trained in Icelandic and practicably Libyan conditions,
and continuing the progression from Greatcoats to shirt
sleeves. It is wildly rumoured that drawers, cellular, Short
are soon to become the official dress for Divisional exercises.
Early in the month, however, the fourday Platoon
marches were hampered by no such extremes, and each
Platoon of "B" Company has an unshakeable conviction
that its exoloits and performances on that particular scheme
were quite" without parallel among the others. If a certain
platoon claims perhaps not extravagantly, a fantastic num
ber of miles covered, the others have an irritating manner
of stressing stunts carried out after a modest 20 or so. or
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their total marching strength at the end of the day. What
ever be the truth of these rival assertions, what none would
deny was the never flagging
perseverence of the humourist
as doors and windows of the towns on our way appropri
ately opened wide or provocative strollers in blue, eyed cur
progress, and the defiantly unbowed air with which 10, 11
and 12 marched back into billets.
About this eventful time, command of the Company
ceased to be denoted by the initials "B.E.H." and instead
passed to the equally cryptic H.P.B.. but knowing more than
security consciousness prompts us to tell, are very pleased
to welcome Capt. B
and 12 Platoon their new Com
mander, Mr. T. M
.
12 Platoon, in fact, decided to advertise their well
known independence of spirit and liking for selfcontained
roles by spending most of one day during the next Divisional
Exercise on their own, returning to the Company's tem
porary home only early enough to be sure of a hot meal
before night time; a type of manoeuvre falling within the
honoured category of "not losing one's grip."
On the same occasion 10 and 11 Platoons maintained
theirs quite successfully too. as their Platoon areas included
a village and a stream respectively, and it is difficult to say
which was more appreciated.
Of the Company animals, Mick the Terrier distinguished
himself by participation from start to finish in the four
day march. Rudolph (the owl) does so by his mere pie
sence, and the kittens by their increasing skittishness and
stature. We are pleased to record that no attempt at a
transfer has yet been made.

a really Long—Happy one for all of us. Unfortunately he
came to us just when we were exploiting the Company's
ability to take it and we were glacl to have him amongst
us. even though he did spill the beer, or should I say beers.
Now chums, believing in that old saying "Walls have
ears" has lead to certain rumours; why is our Colour
Sergeant continually pruning himself clay after day? Can it
be that cupid has scored another hit Oh! these poor men.
And then again we have our old Joe saving up, why these
sudden changes for a rainy day they tell us.
It is a very pleasing task trying to write these few
lines especially when we are able to ail'er our Heartiest Con
gratulations to L/Cpl. Abrey and L/Cpl. King (I bet some
mother's proud, eh) and hope that they will continue to
climb the ladder of Success (with us if possible).
We of this Company would like to take this chance of
offering congratulations to Capt. B
and wish him the
very best of luck in his new Company.
I think I have made enough noise this time, especially
for a Wee small lad. So here's wishing all our Brother
Kents the very best of everything for the future.
Yours,
"DonJuan."
THINGS WE WOULD LIKE TO KNOW.



*

44

Who is the Hero of the Milk Bar?
Bomber?).
What will our Sgt. F. B. do now?
Why can't we all go 'omc?
How it feels to be well Married?
What C.S.M. has a weakness for tea?

sympathy for him.
Brenda is one of those mysterious female persons who
even Our Obie can't resist. I will now leave our Romeo for
a while and try to give you some idea of how one, Private
r
imagines a Regimental Wedding. SergeantMajor F.
Beadle is on leave at present getting married.
"As a long suffering Private whose ears have frizzled
before scorching blasts of withering sounds. I see the wed
ding as something really superRegimental with the smart
est Bridesmaid well blancoed and Bluebellecl for which
Freddie will undoubtedly hand her the stick. And I see
those poor little Bridesmaids if they're late on parade (God
help 'em) advancing down the aisle in arrowhead formation
and if one doesn't get bowled out for not having her chin
strap down—well thats not my Idea of a sergeantmajor's
wedding, but maybe I'm a little biased."
So much for Pte R
's impression, who I am sure we
all appreciate.
Now it is my happy task to welcome into our midst
2ndLieut. H
and we sincerely hope that nis stay will be

the Brown

2nd BATTALION

C" Company.

It has fallen upon my already weary shoulders to sub
scribe a few for "The Buster."
Although not having any professional writing abilities
I will try to oblige, chums.
So here goes everything—
Whoota. The past month has been one of big events some
so big that even Jerry himself has been completely for
gotten and, rightly so.
The, first
interesting subject must of course be the
Company's doings on training (outdoor and indoor).
As
usual the whole bunch of lads came out
with every credit
to themselves. In fact the weather was so kind to us that
by the time we were back in billets everyone was well and
truly browned off.
The most important personage, i.e., "Our Obie" was
missing (once again). The reason being that having fallen
asleep one morning it needed a sandy road ancl a cycle to
bring him back to earth again, with the result that he is
to be seen any day now, walking about billets giving all
and sundry a General Salute; with one arm in a sling, how
ever even Obie has changed now; he Is much better at
shaving with one hand and this is becoming a regular habit
too.
Of course he is trying to find
who has the most

(is it

I expect my readers are getting somewhat bored by all
this continual talk of air raids. As they form a large part
of our life here however, it is very difficult to get away
from the subject.
Daylight raids are now scarce, but there are many night
attacks. When there is no moon, the raiders drop flares
in
large and brilliant quantity, by the fight
of which they
find their targets. When the moon is big, the targets are
easily picked up. And so. on most nights, interesting battles
are waged between attackers and defenders.
The latest
craze is the collection of the parachutes by which the flares
are suspended. Our score is mounting. A report recently
received from one post at the end of a night attack typifies
our astonishing life. It was : —
"No parachutists, no casualties, but plenty of bombs."
Training in all its usual forms goes on more strenuously
than ever. Brigade exercises. Company schemes, sand table
T.E.W.T.'s and platoon and section commanders' courses are
all keeping us fit
and busy, and our time is very usefully
and fully occupied.
Athletics and cricket on a minor scale have been started,
and, in a few days, we hope to be swimming again. For our
more sedentary amusement there are still several cinemas
as yet undamaged in unhappy but undaunted Valletta.
Several mails have recently come and gone; and we have
all been cheered by news of our ueople and our homes. Let
us hope our news arrives as successfully in England.
H.D.C.

*

Headquarter Company
We congratulate our Company Commander. Capt. R. M.
on being promoted to the lank of Major.
New arrivals to the Company include Lieut. E. F
and 2ndLieut. M
.
We welcome them into our midst,
and hope their stay in this Company will be a long and
happy one. We are sorry to lose Lieut. G. E. F
who is
leaving us for the Carrier Platoon.
We wish him every
A

success.
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We congratulate Pte. Brown on his addition to the
family. He is now the proud father of a daughter.
We
understand that both wife and child are progressing favour
ably. Well Done, Broncho!
Pte. Sullivan, we understand, has got a great inclina
tion to become a "Flagbasher." Pte. Gower is the newest
arrival we have to this Platoon. I don't think there is any
need to say any more about old "Swede," he is too well
known. Pte. S. Johnson came back off leave just recently.
We wonder what is in the wind.
8 PLATOON

We congratulate Pte. Hearn on his addition to the
family. Well Done, Albie boy!
Pte. Floyd has now left his Platoon for a permanent
rest.
"Pickles" would like to know what a regimental hair
cut is like. Pte. Cheesman is the newest arrival to the
Platoon; we understand it did not take him long to settle
down.
9 PLATOON
Pte. Kennaugh makes the third one we have this month
to become a "Daddy." Well Done, Kennaugh!
I hear from good authority that Pte. Oliver will soon be
getting married. I hope to tell you something more official
next month.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
How long is Cpl. Danes playing his Gramophone?
What are "Mickersmiks" and Who is Sgt. Heinkel?
How many "Jankers" make a plot?
Who is the Champ boxer of No. 7 Platoon?
Where does "Dinkie" keen his paint?
Who lost their trousers down the Gut? Ask Harper.
Who put his shirt on back to front during an "Air
Raid Warning? Ask Wal.
Who couldn't keep a red flag flying?
Ask Elliott.

£A"

Company.

At very short notice I have been cajoled into writing
these notes. About time, too! We know it—it's a long time
Since we contributed any news to the "Buster," but, even
so, news is very brief and uninteresting again this month,
owing to the fact that apart from our usual activities very
little of importance has taken place again.

B" Company.
Heads are bowed, and eyes are dim—our regular scribe
"BlackOut" is asking me to say "au revoir" for him, and
continue the "Bee's" correspondence in his place.
I am
sure that everyone has enjoyed reading his articles, and no
doubt we will be hearing from him again, in a very short
time. It is rumoured that the Company clerk, refused to
supply him with any more "Paper MKJ WD PAH" for the
monthly news. But although it is an established fact, that
Company clerks carry the unofficial rank of O.S.M., I feel
sure that they will make up, and once again "Blackout"
will carry on.
In last month's Q.O.G. we welcomed Capt. R
M.C.,
our new Company Commander.
There is just a chance,
however, that the correspondence may. have been lost
W.O.A.S. So I will take this opportunity of repeating that
welcome.
This month we welcome to the "Bees." Lieut.
G
. All Mortar and M.G. personnel will agree that we
have collared a very capable officer. Lastly, but not least,
congratulations to P.S.M. G
Grant, our A/C.S.M., on
his promotion to W.O.II.
Now a word about the Present "InterTribal Conflict."
Malta Front—In spite of much attention from the Axis

Corporation, we still live to see them come, and, some of
them go. I can honestly say that the Jerry and the Wop
airmen have a helluv'a time when visiting us. I won't bore
you, however, by dweling on the subject of air raids, which
are fast becoming monotonus. So on to the brighter side
1 .
of life.
:
It is notified for information, that we have a stoneman,
popularly known as "Handlebar Charlie." Boy, what mous
tachios! They stand out firm
and ridged in the breeze, and,
it is rumoured that he used antidim to wax the ends—who
knows? Charlie also has a cat, who answers to the name of
"Jingle," Its funny, but all exIndian wallahs call their
pets by that name, why? Can it be they too are "Jungle.?"
Now we come to the delicate bit. That cat of "Handle
bars" has just had kittens. These kittens strange to say,
also have very fine
moustachios—just like Charlie's.
Now
dear readers, I put it to you—It is only human nature, for
the male of the species to get annoyed when people ma,ul
the expectant female pussy about. But what we want to
know is, why did Charlie, get so wild with anyone who
touched his "Jungle?"
Can it be—???
No
!!
I read
Battalion Orders every day, and there is nothing about
Charlie ' coming on the married establishment.
Well dear friends, one and all, young and old, summer
draws on—and bare knees are to be seen everywhere, and
we are living in hopes of a good swimming season.
We
can bank on the weather O.K., but other things, may crop
up to stop our sporting activities. The celestials, can, and
will deal with them, come what may.
I will now sign off, hoping to produce a better and
longer article next time.
Best wishes to all at home, and in other stations abroad.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Is Ambete
What is a
What is a
Who pays

drunk at Maltese weddings? Ask Skelly.
Hot bath like?
lightning withdrawal scheme?
for air raid Blues?
"Dutchy.''

Company.
13 PLATOON 
As iff any months have passed, and correspondence has
been scarce, we now put to you our feeble effort for your
approval; but after all there is a war on, as most of us
, realise, especially us. Since the last Q.O.G. was submitted,
many things have haopened and many changes have taken
place. Now that Musso has quietened clown and Goefing's
Luftwaffe has paid us many visits in a much stronger form,
most "of us have got" over our "Blitzflu."
Well, from air raids we pass on to some brighter news.
First of all we are pleased to announce Cpl. Bidmead's new
job as Platoon Sergeant. He has taken over these duties
from Sgt. Dowsing, who has left for a Platoon Commander's
Course. I'm sure you all join me in wishing him the very
best of luck.

We are sorry to say that L/Cpls. Castle and Skinner are
in hospital, and we hope that they will make a speedy re
covery ancl may they return to the fold in the very near
future.
" '
'
As regards sport, we have not been able to do much.
We are all rather isolated. But a few days ago, we, feeling
very energetic, turned out quite a strong representation of
the Platoon running team. Although the course was not a
hard one, we had to combat such obstacles as mud and
wire; hence, the varieties of the dress of the team were
quite amusing. But though' the competition spirit was not
too strong, everyone made the course, and except for a few
stiff joints; we are feeling much fitter.
Well, I think this is all for the time being,so until the
next time, we will say "Salia."

THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Who was the bloke, whose wife wrote to him from Eng
land, asking him when he was coming home on leave, as
he had been away for 8 months?
"Bomp.er." .
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14 PLATOON
Once again the Platoon will try to inform other platoons
of some of it's activities during the past month.
Apart
from the day and night "Blitz's," the Platoon has carried
out it's duties and work with the same ability and gusto
that it has always shown whatever duty it has attempted.
Duties have been mainly A.A. sentries and night patrols,
The work has consisted chiefly of wiring and salvaging. As
the "Platoon is still spread out over an extensive area, these
duties do not leave ipany men for work. We try to counter
act this by working longer and harder.
During the month, Adolf has been paying us quite a lot
of nocturnal visits. We have had more night Blitz's than
ever before. Our spirit though, still remains the same; and,
judging by the epithets thrown at the marauders, I would
quite definitely desire not to be in Adolf's shoes should lie
condescend to pay us a visit.
Two of our N.O.O.'s recently attended a short refresher
Cadre. We congratulate them on their excellent reports. We
filid that another of our N.O.O.'s is on a Section Leading
Course.
We sincerely hope that he will uphold the good
name of the Platoon and return brimming with knowledge
and an excellent report.
Without giving away secrets, 1
think this is all we can tell you this month. So until the
next issue we bid fellow Platoons adieu.

D.L.BI

of...

;

15 PLATOON

For the, last two hours I've sat here trying to put my
thoughts on this chunk of "goggins," also the doings of the
month. Oh yes! it's there alright. But that rhan is sure
handy with a Blue Pencil. Anyway here goes.
For the last month we have shot at them, dodged them,
handled them! There is a lot of talk about eating them,
guess what? Just drop me a postcard to....?
Coming down to earth, life's top 'ole with bags of time
to walk about with pliers and screwdriver (not forgetting
the bloke who looks but).
Now to all who may read the
above ft may not be understandable, but it's quite simple if
you use the correct code. Which is C.S.M./S.J.T. and juggle
them about a spot using the letters J.U.M.I.W., and between
me,' you and Company Headquarters it's made life an ad
venture.' So if this get's by that bloke with the B.P. we
have fish
for tea.
Sport these days has come to a standstill, but the spirit
is still there; and the men are keeping fit in their own way
by using the shot and passball, with a little impromptu
football, so they won't be stale when the big game starts.
And are their fingers in good condition? I'll say they are.
We have lost a fine
Platoon Commander when P.S.M.
Woodcock left us to take up his new job as C.S.M. of "D"
Company. It's their great gain, Good luck; to you Sir, and
I'm sure the Platoon will miss you.
Well toffs, I think that's about all for the present; but
just one thing more I'd like to clear up. Can anyone tell
me just how much of a "Kite" goes into the making of an
Elephant shelter?—Mark the envelope "Wimpyville."
A.E.J.



"D"

Company

V
We are sadly depressed at leaving ovir last "delightful"
area, where all reports official and unofficial testified that
the Company lived up to it's great name and "popularity."
The local inhabitants are very friendly to us, and being
c:
Don Company we are so used to moving that, once we are
in, toe are in. Not like these young Companies. We can
move at a second's notice and not turn a hair.
Where we are now there are no pictures, but the Ambete
shops are very cheap (so I am informed). . But, same as
everywhere else, the beer is rationed, so is the sugar. (No
Gunfire for either the T.T.'s or the D.T.'s).
While the question of Baths, Billets, Beer, Blackouts,
and messing are important ones, we, being seasoned cam
paigners, and used to going three days on a tin of Bully,
don't say that we find
messing a problem.
If any of the old hands, if they were here in prewar
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days, were to visit certain spots now they would think that
there had been an earthquake or the Company all on leave
together with big weeks. Still you oldtimers don't worry;
until going to Press, the "Gypo" down the Gut is still there;
although unless one is on leave on Ration Day one has to
drink short one's or go dry.
I think that the correspondence from "D" Company 5th
Battalion (Christmas Number) is a bit thick, seeing as how
the author has not even seen a Ohipati; or, if he has, why
doesn't he declare himself and not hide under his "Nom de
Plume." Let him up and face his accusers.
CONGRATULATIONS.
We heartily congratulate Lieuts. T
, F
and G
on their commissions. Old Gunners will be glad to hear of
this as they are very old members of the Company. Lieut.
T
, until gaining his commission, was our O.S.M. In his
place we have O.S.M. Woodcock, who we hope will enjoy his
stay in the Company.
"Rags."

*

"E"

Company

For the first
time in our brief history we must open our
correspondence with an apology. This is due to the fact
that we were unable to submit correspondence in time for
March; however, we shall endeavour to make up for lost
time. First we must place on record the fact that we have
lost our O.C. Company who has left us for other haunts. We
wish Capt. F
, M.B.E. a happy time in his new surround
ings. Captain B. A. P
has now taken over the Company
and we should like to offer him our congratulations on his
promotion. Sgts. Stubbings and Wood have temporarily left
us. "Ohunker" we hope to see back with us soon, and we
understand that "Bertie" will be away for some time.
We are how comfortably settled with the pigs, both
large and small. The sentries at night often argue as to
where the snorts are coming from, either the piggery or the
Billet. Anyone wishing to know the answer apply to the
C.Q.M.S. The rattery is now occupied and we should like
to know if our Sid has a high opinion of stoves sawdust.
Cpls. Fox and Swaker have established the fact that they
are Midgenoon; as one has only to look round to see the
many stupid devices erected to catch the rodents.
Mail, tons and tons of it, arrived, and for a fe\V minutes
the Company Office resembled a rugby pitch with a scrum
in full progress. Prom beneath piles of letters our "Colours"
emerged triumphantly waving a solitary letter and with the
enthusiasm of a schoolboy shouted "This one is for me." As
a striking contrast the C.S.M. gloomily turned the corner
and said "There's
??! / & )" for me!!.'
During this month several games of sport took place but
we regret that we are unable to place on record the results.
However, we intend to keep the Company up to an A.l. stan
dard. So, March, marched on and we emerged into April.
We are not now where we were, but where we haven't
been before (work that one out Adolf). We are in fact some
where else. Anyway no matter where we are, the "Buster"
must go on. The O.C. Company decided to take his Kiki
for a picnic so here we are looking around the country—a
very limited view—finding out among other things where
beer and gaspers can be had in the greatest quantities.
That did not present many difficulties, as Kiki was a very
willing partner. We spent many happy days doing all sorts
of exercises—the get fit ones I mean—and, after a few weeks,
having bought all the beer, we decided to return to the fold.
Whilst we were on "vacation" one or two events took place
which are certainly worth placing on record.
First, our
O.C. Company obtained his Captaincy, our C.S.M. broke his
wrist and obtained his commission—not for breaking his
wrist, and P.S.M. Hallett was appointed W.O. II. our
heartiest congratulations to them all.
After our return to the piggery, we were able to settle
down as a Company and we are now in the throes of
wrestling with training.
Several of our N.C.O.'s are on
Courses of various natures and we should be the most
efficient Company in the Battalion. Others will no dou'otj
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dispute this, but it is a fact. Quite recently. Pte. Whiting
has been elevated to the heights of a P/L/Cpl. and we wish
him every success in this capacity.
Sport this month has not been quite so frequent but
we are doing all we can to keep the Company up to its
present high standard of physical fitness.
We hope to be able to produce a better effort next
month as time is rather against us at present. We must
hurry to hand this over to the Censor.
S.G.H.
4

Headquarter Company
No. 2 PLATOON
Gentlemen, you must excuse us for not contributing to
the Q.O.G. very frequently, but when one gets film
censor's
fever, deleting things, especially the pieces that would in
terest you, well you can bet your bottom dollar that there's
not much left! But for all that we do like our "Buster."
because one can pick up the old friend lost long ago.
The Platoon is kept rather busy alternative weeks, with
training, which is rather different from that which people
an expert cat burglar wall scaling. By the way, I have an
are doing at home. Those who know this place know it's
characteristics, and to be up to scratch one needs to be
opinion that during the mating season of this year many
birds have not escaped the net and now all we are won
dering why there is so much activity in the furniture re
moving. It is not a wonder now, its fully explained. Can
any person reading this give me any news of our late Ben?
He left us a considerable time ago, but no news has been
heard from him since. Ben Boy! one of the three musket
eers enquiring
Here is an example of familiar sayings by our M.
brothers bombed but not beaten; also scathed but not
scared. One of our "shoot 'em down" men has given me an
extract for publication, so here goes.
Often the siren starts to sound; we look at one another.
The Bugler makes us rush around by blasting out "Take
Cover."
The siren sounds again to say the raiders have Passed
Over
A penny to a pinch of snuff the fools think this is
Dover.
We were all very sorry to hear that oyr Platoon Com
mander had to hand his Binoculars into the stores, hence
no propaganda, but we notice he returned his cycle, which
is so useful after a night Blitz. Promotion in the Platoon
is very rapid these days, i.e.. Section to Platoon H.Q., on to
Company H.Q. and then into the office polishing Sam Browne.
It must be that Brighton smile.
We welcome back our
Nobby, who was selected as a Hello Girl, but as usual a
failure. The M. Section appear to be going O.K., in fact
very matrimonial. Can we blame Jimmy, or is it the other
drummer in No. 2 Section who is always in trouble? What
is it, Spagetti or New Bread? Pte. Martin is now back with
us after a short stay in hospital with German measles, ap
parently this Section are not, neutral.
Now folks,, before I close, here are one or two things we
want to know.
1. The cause of Bertie's eye?
Was it Battle Dress or
Battle On?
2. Why did a sailor visit a certain Section?
3; Why did Pte
transfer from No. 2 to No. 4? Was
it Easy Street or the Blank?
4. Has Pete achieved his ambition yet?
5. Why does a certain individual avoid visiting No. 4
Section?
This I am afraid brings vis to a close, so cheerio all.
"Pull Back and Carry on."
MEDICAL PLATOON
Hello Readers,
Once again I have been asked to put pen to paper and
to try and let our readers know what is happening in this
part of the world, Well, at times things are very exciting.

but somehow we try, and do manage to keep to our normal
routine.
Anyhow, firstly,
dance band and weekends seem
to be very much to the fore, but even with all these "Buds"
and "Ups and Downs," I am sure we are still performing
at a 100 per cent. The personnel of the band have con
tinually changed, and once again we have into our fold,
the one and only Col./Sgt. "Pete," who has come along to
do his stuff, and certainly is a great help. Tombola is now
played with "Sweet Music," and with the coordination of
our "O.S.M.," who will insist on suddenly shouting out—
"Amount of House"—Number of tickets sold, etc., quite an
enjoyable evening is spent.
Before I bore our readers with the dance band. I would
like to mention that we played at the Opera House two
nights in succession in the month of April, and also broad
casted on the "Local Air." According to results, it was very
successful, and we sincerely hope that our "B.M." will
eventually hear about this.
Stretcher Bearers, I'm afraid, are rather in the rear,
but I'm sure they are doing their stuff wherever they are
attached. I know that "Frosty" and our "John" are proving
themselves very useful, and even our "Tom," who somehow
has blossomed out to a fullblown "CompanyStoreman."
Lastly, who are the "S.B.'s" who have been abroad? Maybe
"Old Bill" will give us a fireside
talk on his experiences
overseas.
And now very last of all, wherever Mrs. Jackson and
our "B.M." are, we all wish them the very best of luck, ancl
await the day when we will play that "Victory March
down the "Kingsway."
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Bandmaster, and "New Dance Music."
Signature Tune, and "Cheerio."
MORTAR

PLATOON

J SB

Once again we welcome the opportunity to let our
comrades past and present, and our friends and families
know how much we are enjoying life with all its ups and
downs. I must add that there are more downs than ups at
present if you take the number of bombs that come down
but don t go up and add to that the number of times we
go down into Mother Earth and still we don't go up; then
add to that the number of battles—when we can obtain
them that go clown, you can see that, compared to the
number of times we go to the Company Office, or the other
Rooftop Billets there really isn't any comparison at all. Of
course this up and down business is simply a lead to the
burning question of the moment and that question Is—
"Did he turn up at the wrong church, or did she let him
down? Maybe she let him down by not turning up. Any
way its a complicated business so we will just say "Thank
heaven he did the sensible thing, ancl another girl in Eng
land won't have a broken heart.
Sport!
Our ^porting activities this month are of a
similar magnitude to that of the Mighty Atom. Our time
has been occupied by sports other than team events. For
tunately there is a large open reservoir quite close to our
Billet and we have been making full use of this blessing in
our efforts to keep cool.
An amusing episode occured in
this respect. On one occasion, "Our Mick" came along and
seeing us happily engaged in keeping cool decided to follow
suit. The fact that he did not have a bathing costume did
not deter him. He quickly stripped to his Birthday suit and
climbed on to the wall prepared to demonstrate a perfect
poise and dive.
Unfortunately the cheerful and musical
laugh of a female at hand, at that moment, caused him to
make hasty entry into the water. It was not until he had
been assured by at least halfadozen of us that the female
was playing tennis behind a screen of trees that he was
enticed to leave the covering of the water. Since then he
has his Bathing suit with him when he passes the pool.
Another of our pastimes is Bayonet Fighting and Un
armed combat. This is, as you know, actually a parade but
we have turned it into an enjoyable sport and have had
quite a little bit of fun throwing one another about. So
look out Jerry, the boys practice Bayonet Fighting as a
pastime and enjoy it!
We deeply regret to announce the death of "Percy,"
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"Minny," "Bobby." and "Usetace." The first three by enemy
actioia and the fourth by suicidal acts.
Let me explain
more fully. "Percy" was one of Ted's Buck rabbits, "Minny
and Bobby" were a Hen and Cock respectively and all three
were killed by enemy action. One night by the action of a
hungry dog or dogs.
So woe betide any mongrel that
happens to wander near our Billets when Paddy is about.
I must not forget to mention "Usetace." He was one of the
brood of five chicks that "Henrietta" had presented to
"Paddy" after she had sat on eighteen eggs for nearly a
month. Poor old "Usetace" drank a drop too much and was
found drowned in his own drinking tin one sunny afternoon.
He was buried without honours in a suicide's grave. Let
that be a lesson to all you heavy drinkers home and abroad.
The burning question of the moment is what we are to
plant now. We have just dug our patch of potatoes ancl
were rewarded with three sandbags filled to the top. Now
we wish to have a change and, among the suggestions of'
what next, there have even been things such as bananas
and even pineapple, but we have at last agreed it to be
melons and tomatoes, lettuce and cucumbers. So will any
one caring to make us an offer for a two pound salad, if
we can obtain the seed.
There are one or two congratulates to be sent out this
month. Firstly to our old Platoon Commander on obtaining
his Commission; I am now talking of Lieut. W. G
. Next
on the list is our more recent Platoon Commander (P.S.M.
Hallett) in his new sphere of life as a C.S.M. We offer our
heartiest congratulations to both.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Can dogs Ay or was there a hole in the wire?
Is Dicky a C.S.M. yet?
Will Johnny pay for his suppers?
Is the Brown Bear still standing?
"Deptford."
SIGNALS
The men of the last draft took their classification test
recently and passed with very creditable results.
Morse
reading results reached a particularly high standard. Both
the instructors and those who classified are to be con
gratulated on this performance.
Heard at a certain "quisling" gathering: —
Who, whilst delivering an oration on "Worms and their
habits" caused a certain AckAck battery to stand to?
It being said that one member of this Platoon had had
little success with the fair sex, did lie buy a budgerigar to
justify his reputed success with "birds?"
Who manages to be on a line party "whenever a certain
Fortress call is put through?
Is there a secret formula whereby a member of Signals
always wins the football sweep?
Who suggested "Hiyah, pal" instead of "Exchange
speaking, Sir?" And who was the daring fellow who gave
voice to "Spitchered, spitchered, spitchered?"
THE INITIATION.
(Pure poetry, undiluted art—by a lowbrow)
I sit with head and breastplate, I stare at plugs and
keys.
The indicator's dropping, won't someone help me please?
I gasp; my fingers
tremble; my heart is beating fast;
I summon all my courage, and take a plug at last.
I stare at indicator, which flaps
as in the breeze,
With one fell swoop I send plug home and ponder o'er
those keys.
Now which one do I alter? I push forth two or three.
Can't hear a thing!
I can't he right! Oh! someone
set me free!
With quite a bit of plugging I hear subscriber speak.
I'm goggleeyed and wild with fear, yet murmur very
weak,
"Er—Exchange on the line, sir."
I splutter, hiss and
spit.
"At last" he roars, "You're half asleep!" I nearly throw
a fit.
I wait in fear and trembling, a minute or a year?
I leap with joy. I'm as bold as brass—
"The time?" is what I hear!
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Headquarter Company
No. 1 (SIGNAL)

PLATOON

Hello, readers. Signals calling. Report my signals. Blimey,
who said that? Before delving into the why's and wherefores of
recent events I must apologise for our absence in the June
issue of the "Buster," due to technical difficulties beyond our
control, i.e. fatigues, guards and schemes in galore.
Now if the operator will stop twiddling the knobs on the
set, we will try and pass this month's news. We take this
opportunity of welcoming L/Cpl. Henderson back to the fold
on his return from Catterick and we are confident he has at
least a Q.I.. thus upholding the tradition of. the platoon. We
have had a Brigade Signal exercise which has earned us some
congratulatory remarks from the commanding officer. ' even
though our signal sergeant finished
the exercise on foot.
Officers have paid us such frequent visits to pay their tele
phone accounts (?) that we are getting to know them very
well. In fact we address even the most senior officers by their
christian names—over the ether.
I
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW?
1—Does the Storeman Blanco his shirt or is it a 1919 issue?
2—Somebody's motor cycle broke down again—whose or
Hughes?
3—Who heard the Signal's had a secret weapon and on
investigation found out it was an antitank rifle? (alright
sergeant, we don't want it).
Your through, sir.
"Linesman."
No. 2 (A.A.) PLATOON
Here we are again after a short absence owing to the writer
of these notes always being just too late to get them in on
time. We are still in the throes of "bags of stunts" and we up
to now have acquitted ourselves rather well (I don't mean as
regards "organised rest"). At times, though, our Platoon Com
mander has to be rather nippy to prevent this occuring. Ai
the moment we are enjoying canvas, and the Platoon as a
whole are findng
that the back to nature busness isn't at all
bad. Owing to the bags of trees in the neighbourhood several
of the Platoon are going back to the Darwin theory and the
Platoon Commander is seriously thinking of sending their
names in as Battalion Snipers.
Well. I must be off now (I don't mean to be late this time),
mere next month.
"Dravel."
THINGS WE WANT TO .KNOW.
Has our glamour girl taken to tree trapeze to get used to
the tricks performed in a plane?
Who is it always likes to get to our Action Station and
what is the reason?
Did our late P.M.O. always sleep on the job or was he
really tired that day.
No. 3 PLATOON (MORTARS)
Once again the Mortars cease for a moment from their
endless labours In order to make a small contribution to the
magazine. In last month's issue the A.C.P. intimated that as
they were temporarily lost after the last move, no fatigues
were carried out in H.Q. Company. On the contrary, we assure
them that all fatigues were carried out very efficiently, and
by whom?
The Mortars of course, who took it all in their
stride, so the shortcomings of the A.C.P. were not noticed at
all.
It is very noticeable that the Platoon maintains its high
standard of cheerfulness and high spirits. We wonder whether
eagerness for rising promptly at Reveille for early morning
P.T. has anything to do with this? The boys have their own
opinion of that quiet but insistent voice that urges them on
to such inspired heights.
The next most popular features that we look forward to
are the schemes, especially after waiting for late dinner /supper
at 23.30 hrs., to be awakened at 03.00 hrs. to partake of break
fast in truly rural surroundings, followed by that peculiar
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form of enjoyment known as "Standto." We do enjoy life,
chums!
We havq pleasure in announcing that Pte. Atkinson has
attained the proud estate of father. Congrats., Geordie. Wc
idly wonder what will be the first words his daughter utters.
It has come to our notice that many soldiers' wives (and
ethers) wish to join in the War Effort by blancoing their
shoulder straps and other equipment to the same extent as
their menfolk. As in "civvy street," this commodity is prac
tically nonexistent; this may partly account for the sudden
rush on bianco in the canteen.
The only difference is that
those at home probably do not have to parade their efforts
quite so often for inspection.
We regret the departure of Sergt. S
to the 7Gth. Good
luck, Johnnie. In his place we welcome Cpl. W
from
the Pioneers. After a, little time to get him acclimatised, we
are confident that he will appreciate the difference in the
standard of work between Nos. 3 and 5 Platoon.
C'DE OF THE DAY
Ye'll tak' the barrel and I'll tak' lie bipod
And I'll mount the Mortar afore ye;
If No 1 gets shot we'll drop the blooming lot.
And I'll be back in billets before ye.
WHAT WE WANT TO KNOW.
Who first suggested "Cricket on the path?"
When is the R.A.P. going to be moved up amongst the
huts?
What happens to all the stale bread when there are no
schemes on and no haversack rations?
What exactly "Lights Out" really means?
No. 4 PLATOON (CARRIERS)
In the absence of "Weary and Carefree," I am detailed to
write this under the threat of Lc.Cpl. Kling, who is gunning
for me with pistols (Very Light). Will Editor please note the
name is Khug, capital K, and let peace reign, once more. The
month has been full of "stunts" large and small; we have
learnt to cook over tommy cookers, and we enjoyed it in spite
of being dug out at the crack of dawn. "Hi Fling" cannot
overcome the mystery of tea making, i.e., is the tea put into
the water first
or viceversa. Lc.Cpl. Kling has been promoted
to driver elect, and it has been noticed how fresh he looks on
"stunts."
The weather was kind to us on our big "to do"
ancl we returned much browner for our open air treatment.
We miss Busselle Crouch these days, and hope he will come off
his course refreshed.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Was "Weary" listening in to Children's Hour when cap
tured, or just living up to his name?
Is "Hay Fever" controlled by "Stunts"? "Carefree" please
note.
What makes the Gen. "Vamoose"?
Has the Navy got the widow?
What does "Hi Fling" mean when he mentions 21?
"Spike."
No. 6 PLATOON (M.T. SECTION)
Have you seen the Q.O.G.? That question has often been
asked of the M.T., but always the answer has been one of in
difference. Why? is there something in it about us?
A careful analysis shows that the interest maintained by
the Regimental Magazine is related to the individuals own
particular Section or Company.
Therefore the duty of the
contributor is not to present the M.T. to the M.T. only, but
to present the M.T. .to all who read the magazine.
Since, however, this is the first
contribution of .the 4th
Bn.'s M.T. Section to the Q.O.G., then the first
task is intro
duction. So firstly,
without wishing to cause offence, we intro
duce the General.
Incidentally have you seen
Our motorcycle going queen
Magic wands a detail pen,
Can I have a dozen men
To feed the thousands in the hall?
Cookhouse? Yes, sir, take 'em all.
Flitting here and flitting
there.
Leaves us not a chance to share

The fitters'
simple morning joys
Of drinking tea with other boys.
My truck out there, 'tis sad to see
It's nearly always over me.
Incidentally day by day
This is how we earn our pay.
Oil and grease and other things
To smear ourselves and then our springs,
And up above us all so high
The General keeps his weather eye.
Don't complain and don't despair
You can't all have the Big Wolf's share,
Your job is to keep and drive your trucks.
One day you too will have the luck
To drive across the motor bike,
Then will our wizard have to hike.
IT IS RUMOURED:
That now mechanisation has been introduced with such
vigour into Military affairs, the Battalion is going to have a
series of lectures on "Handlebars Moustaches." These will be
given by an M.T. Corporal.
That after the thunder of War has ceased to roll and when
the mighty armies of Germany and Russia have silenced their
guns, then this Battalion will stroll into the Eastern plains of
Europe to pick up the paper and match sticks.
That the originator of phrases such as "Ears like Lettuces."
"Adam's Apple like a big end,' "Ooman Swillbin" is being
transferred to the War Office. This in order to pep up Army
Council instructions."
"Taxi Driver."
INTELLIGENCE SECTION
The exercises ot the last few weeks (and I don't mean
P.T.) have produced some interesting results. One is that the
Section is considering an entry in the next, six clay cycle race.
And a new expression seems to have arisen, "Cheer vip, it's only
another two days!"
The weather was good to us, though. Or was it? This sun
has its disadvantages. We now have to clean our brass every
day and keep up to scratch.
On the subject of brass, did you hear about our Pte. (.Kerr
Von) who, while on leave, went to inspect the brass of THE
Guard at Buckingham Palace. And the result? Well, just ask
us quietly.
And yet another.
L.Cpl. M
d has left us for the
higher glories of the P.R.I. We all hope that it is only a tem
porary loss. Cap badges have not risen to 6gd.
We have noticed that when Cpl. K
n is absent, it takes
two (2) men to sound "Retreat."
Thus each man suggests the origin of that phrase " 'Arf
a mogg!"
And did you hear of the two officers who went to C
without respirators and found a "gas attack" in progress! No,
it wasn't 2nd Lieut. K
or 2nd Lieut. W
, but you
(m)ortar be able to guess!
Now, to the Carriers every respect, but please remember
our cycles haven't the protection your lumbering sleeping cars
have. (Bet that raises a storm next month!).
f

4 4 A"

Company.

Once more it is time to take up the pen to say "Hullo,
Cads."
Last month I was talking about City gazing, but
as the saying goes "Time marches on" (and so do we) and
here we are amongst the trees and beautiful green pastures,
some are lucky in huts and some under canvas, hut we are
thankful we are still in
Well, nothing startling has happened this month, except
for a few schemes and "bilges," I'm afraid I have made a great
mistake as something did rather startle us all,, we trooped the
Colours and marched past our Colonel of the Battalion, and
it was a jolly good show, we were all very pleased to see our
Colonel looking so well, it was the first
occasion that many
of the men had seen the Colours.
We had a jolly good E.N.S.A. show the other night, the
charming lady vocalists after singing, asked for three hand
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some men to come on the stage and sure enough "A" Coy.
came to the front and what beauties they were (the men I
mean).
During our last bilge some of our boys were captured by
Capt. J.K., he discovered them hiding in a chicken run, but I
really cannot make up my mind whether they were hidng or
looking for something.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW?
Why was a certain Corporal so bashful when the charming
vocalist wanted to kiss him. especially when a certain L/Cpl. E.,
the handsomest of them all, could take it. Was he afraid of
those lovely red lips and the mark they may have left on him?
It is true that the Q.M. is going to teach us how to put on
patches and how to darn?
"Kismung."
4

"D"

Company

It makes you think, doesn't it?
First we live in seaside bungalows, then in country villages,
then in barracks, and finally
in tents, and all in the space of
five months. Join the Army and see the world!
Well, anyhow, we have now become thoroughly hardened
dwellers in tents and think nothing of entertaining moles, ear
wigs, caterpillars and spiders under our canvas at all hours
of the day and night. We slash the bristles off our chins with
a cheery laugh as we stand knee deep in lush grass in the early
morning light and, thanks to a spell of really hot weather, our
complexions now resemble those of Red Indians.
So really our gloomy forebodings of last month have not
come true; many of us have grown fond of our present form
of existence and have no desire to move again.
Our numbers continue to decrease. We supply men for the
Carrier Platoon (the Carriers need a little toughening up with
some real soldiers); we supply men for Battle Patrols, O.C.T.U's,
R.A.F. and now we hear of one of our number who wishes to
become a parachutist! Soon the Company will consist of six
officers and a C.S.M. and will do drill parades with lengths of
string!
Cricket has started with a swing. We lost the first match
with a weak side against Barham by 20 runs, but won a glorious
victory against a colliery team by one run.
With great sorrow we have to say goodbye to 2/Lt. F
.
who leaves us to become an' instructor at the Corps School.
We hope he will not be away from us for long and at the
same time wish him every success in his new job. Incidentally,
the Company 2 i/c notices that his supply of shaving soap and
razor blades lasts much longer now he no longer shares a tent.
Bub he misses that comb.
We have had the usual number of schemes, but "shirt
sleeves order" has made them bearable. Exercise "binge" which
has loomed on our little horizon for so long has come and gone.
We made a successful enemy and all the "rockets" went to
Generals and Brigadiers so we feel quite pleased with our
selves for our humble part in the big battle.
No we look forward to "more binge" at some future date
(I don't think).
HEARD ABOUT THE CAMP
Pte. George Worsell :
over."

"Now I'm schoolgirl complexion all
"Nellie Dean."

An old farmer went to the Dentist to have an aching
molar removed.
The operation was completed, and the
patient then instructed the Dentist to remove the next one.
"It isn't necessary," explained the Dentist.
"That one only aches in sympathy."
"Yank it out then," growled the farmer—"Darn such
sympathy as that."
Any of you lads know anything about Shorthand?" said
the Serjeant to a bunch of Recruits.
There was a quick response. Six of them fell out at once.
"Right Ho. They are short handed in the Cookhouse,"
so the six of them spent the morning peeling potatoes.
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5th BATTALION
"A" Company.
"You're dead," said the man in the Tin Hat, bobbing up
from the other side of the hedge and obviously brimming
over with the offensive spirit.
'"M. perhaps," I replied. "Anyway I don't think there's
an umpire within call, so we won't quarrel about that."
"Oh, won't we? I say, what mob are you?"
"Turning colder, don't you think?" said I, subtly, if I
may say so, for we in "A" Company can be as evasive as the
next man when it comes to dodging fatigues or enemy
interrogation. (Whenever one of the enemy searches us dur
ing a exercise the only things he ever finds
are a bar of
ration chocolate and our Field Dressing, and he's sometimes
lucky if he finds
the Field Dressing).
"Talking of umpires," the man in the Tin Hat went on.
realising quickly that it was futile to look for an A.B. 64 or
an identityrevealing letter. "Why do they so often go about
with rolls of fourbytwo for ami bands?
I mean if you
want the stuff for the purpose for which it was originally
intended you'll probably have to produce your coupons these
days, but if you are an umpire you apparently get it dished
out to you as though the Q.M.'s was a draper's shop. It's a
hard world."
"Yes, and a hard scheme. It's no fun being a casualty
now, either, for if you are you'll almost certainly have to
hike for miles in search of the R.A.P. and if you're labelled
as I was last time, as having a "lacerated right arm, bleeding
freely," that, to say the least of it, is no joke."
"You'll miss the Company's hot meal, too as you natur
ally ate your haversack rations as soon as you decently
could after breakfast, you won't get any more to eat for
twelve hours."
"Cheer up. By that time the scheme may he over. In
any case neither of us is a casualty yet."
"Too true. You're either dead or my prisoner—I'm not
quite sure which, so come quietly or else
"
But just as the man in the Tin Hat said "else." the
outline of his figure
seemed to grow dimmer, and then to
disappear altogether to the swelling strains of a bugle.
And please don't tell the Orderly Sergeant or whoever
wrote last month's "B" Company notes in the Q.O.G. that
the bugle call which banished my dream scheme was not
Reveille as it should have been, but Cookhouse.



"D"

Company

Here beginneth the ninth Epistle of St. William. And
it came to pass that the tent dwellers continued to dwell in
their tents and the rains descended upon them, but, because
they were pitched beneath the trees, as it is written in the
Big Book, the rain did not wet them; instead the trees
dripped upon them making everything wetter than it might
have been, had not the tents been beneath the trees. But
fortunately the clouds rolled away and the damp mist of
the mornings failed to turn up and the sun shone, and
everything and everybody became dry and scorched. And by
night they slept beneath the stars and breathed the dewey
atmosphere, so much so that never were they late for P.T.
—no Never! And those that command conferred and hav
ing conferred said, "These men shall cast off their blouses
B.D., which shall be carried in Section Bundles on the
wagons of war, and their arms shall be bare that the sun
may penetrate almost to their skins; but their braces shall
not the blancoed lest the supply of bianco in the country be
exhausted." And it was so. And on the First Day they
journeyed forth so clad to wage war against the Soft Cap
pites and sometimes on the Second Day did they return, and
sometimes on the Third Day. and sometimes even on the
Fourth Day did they return; for those that command said;
"Those who lead shall organise the rest of those that fight
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and those that fight shall eat and rest when they are not
fighting and. whei£ .they tire not eating and resting, whether
by day or by night, they shall fight, and those that do not
organise these things in the right manner shall qualify for
the everelusive bowler hat." And:those to whom these
words were addressed, and they were legion, practiced like
hell lest the before mentioned headdress, or'as they say oh
ceremonial. parades in "C" Company "hats" shall be brought
to them.. And it ,was so. .
And as the sun shone so they played the noble game of
cricket (not always  successfully, as Williams the fast on
could not always be spared by the Regimental Sergeant
Major and his gang who so frequently answer the bugle) and
they swam in the. Duke of York's waters and they dallied
in the hostels of "C" and of "D." and on their return from
these pastimes they slept beneath the stars, getting into
trim, as they said, for these b
y schemes! But on one
day hotter than the rest, they gathered themselves together
dressed as athletes to see who could win the largest num
ber of cigarettes, the day being Thursday, and the average
pocket accordingly very empty. And Aram it was, followed
closely by Dennis the Vast One, and by Tizzard of Dorset,
who was the champion and what he did with the cigarettes
that evening is nobody's business!
Good men have come and gone from this Company since
the Eigth Epistle. First and' foremost is AdvanceParty
Robert, who has left us, temporarily we hear, to dabble in
pounds of tea, spring onions, eggs (we 'ope) and twopence
halfpennies. Long may he serve our stomachs, but he is a
big miss to the "Shires" (2ndLieut. H
who has taken
his place, is welcome, and we wish him luck; already he
has been baptised with the undarned sock, and with Field
Firing to no mean tune). Many more have left us to be
come Snipers and Intelligensia, but we understand that they
too are coming', back to us when they have fully trained all
their temporary comrades.. There are no reports and rumours
of marriages and other happy events other than those heralded
last month, and so this wellreddened scribe with his vari
cose vein will now close down.
'



6th BATTALION
We apologise to the Editor and our readers for the blank
space last month, and can only say that it was not altogether
the fault of the poor scribe.
Since our last contribution, the outstanding event has
been the visit of the Colonel of the Regiment, General Sir
Charles BonhamCarter, G.O.G., O.M.G., D.S.O. When we were
told of this honour, great were the discussions of halffor
gotten ceremonial. Luckily we had fair notice, and so had
time to do ourselves justice.
Battalion Drill Parades were
added to our many duties, and soon we recaptured Parade
Ground smartness and voice.
On the evening of July 3rd the Regimental Band beat
the Retreat, and the distinguished visitors were, pleased to
pay high compliments to the DrumMajor and the Band on
their smartness and performance.
Later, General Sir Charles BonhamOarter dined with the
Officers,/ and his speech with Its wise advice and good wishes
was greatly appreciated.
The following morning the Battalion paraded and were
inspected by thei General, and afterwards he .took the salute
at the march past. Once again we were pleased to receive his
praise for the general efficiency and smartness of the men.
This event has loomed so largelyin our eyes that we make
no apology for upsetting the chronological order of the last
two months by putting it first.
Looking back, the following Items stand out in our memory.
Major W. M. K—1—'s departure, complete with tuckbox and
pocket money, to the Senior Officers* School for a wellearned
course brought Major H. O. L
from H.Q. Company to take
over 2nd  in Command and P.R.I. On the former's return,
Oapt. J. H. D.S
has succeeded to H.Q. Company, a tall order,
but not beyond his abilities. We regret the departure of
E, O, P, W—and wish hhn all the best in his new

wwork. We welcome to our midst captain B. E. H
from
7$he lst Battalion, and 2/Lieuts. I. F. J. K
, W. F. P
,
the latter has taken over command of "C" Company. Captain
A' C. W. K
, and B. J. G1
. It is also pleasant to have
2/Lieuts. P. R. H
and W. T. A. D
back in the fold.
The Mess is now being run by Coys, in turn, and "A' are
to be congratulated on the best party yet arranged for the
delight of the friends we have made here. Such parties are
not to be blamed for pale breakfast faces; early morning
gambolling in Bridge Meadow is the cause.
Generally, it has been a strenuous period since our last
contribution, and the high spots in training were a Battalion
field firing scheme which took us up nearly 2,000 feet, arid
our first six days' exercise, which were not half so bad as anti
''.ciputed. An incident' in this exercise inspired our tame poet
thus;—
You've heard of Julius Csesar
How he crossed the Rubicon;
And of other famous generals
Who've been and come and gone!
But have you heard of Mr. T
How he found a canvas boat,
And tried to cross the River Teme
But found it wouldn't float?

MARRIAGES
April 23rd.—Pte. J. Garrett to Florence Emily Hughes, at
Maidstone.
April 26th.—Pte. C. Illmani to Peggy Mary Crouch, at Limps
field.
April 26th.—Pte. T. Morris to Olive May Humphries, at Lyn
combe, Bath.
May 10th.—Pte. P. Cooper to Margaret Curtis, at Addington,
Surrey.
May 10th.—Pte. J. Carter to May Wright, at StokeonTrent.
May. 17th.—Pte. E. Morris to Agnes Beatrice Davies, at St.
Paul's, Deptford.
. J
June 2nd—Sergt. R. Brown to Marjorie Peggy Thorribury, at
Emmanuel Church, Malvern.
June 5th.—Pte. F. Jones to Elvira Catherine Jones, at Haver
fordwest.
June 5th.—Pte. W. Paton to Doreen Gwendoline Davies, at St.
David's Church, Haverfordwest.
,
June 7th.—Lc.Corpl. A. Webster to Anne Catherine Gallaghan,
at Rotherhithe Parish Church.
June 7th.—Pte. T. Broadbent to Beatrice Lilian Vera Ward,
at Dagenham Parish Church.
June 9th.—Pte. L. Cook to Joyce Mary Caley, at St. Mary's
Church, Millmead, Middlesex.
June 10th.—Pte. G. Baker to Brenda Margaret Williams, at St.
Michael's Church, Maidstone.
June 11th.—Pte. S. Robinson to Rose Nellie Hobbs, at Camden,
London.
June 12th. Corpl. W. John to Lilian Maud Ccndon, at the
Methodist Church, Bower Park, Southgate.
June 12th.—Pte. M. Beckler to Queenie May Raven, at Stoke
Newington.
June 14th.—Pte. E. Watson to Irene Mabel Shilling, at All
Saints' Church, Merston, Kent.
June 14th.—Pte. L. Vandepeer to Hilda Service, at All Saints'
Church, Merston, Kent.
June 14th.—Pte. F. Harlow to Rosalind May Tinnis, at St.
Mary's Church, Selling, Kent.
June 14th.—Pte. G. Condron to Irene Turner, at St. Saviour's
Church, Walthamstow.
June 14th.—Pte. A. Merchant to Doris Elizabeth. Sharman, at
Barking Parish Church, Essex.
June 14th.—Corpl. E. Jones to Elsie Deakin, at St. Saviour's
Church, Eltham.
June 14th.—Pte. L. Waters to Jennie Kelvie, at Maidstone.
June 14th.—Pte. W.' Doodney to Joan Phyllis Gastard, at St.
Alban's Church, Dartford.
June 17th.—Lc.Corpl. H. Pearsall to Kathleen Nora Brown, at
St. John's Church, Yeovil.
June 17th.—Pte. A. Middlewick to Edith Blanche Manchee, at
, Millbrook Parish Church.
June 21st.—Corpl. A. Underwood to Irene Caroline Jenkins, at
St. isseU. Church, saundersfoqt,
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M.T. SECTION
Firstly, we must preface this with air apology; this is our
first
entry for some considerable time, the reason for this
must be obvious to all—work comes before pleasure.
Recently, many changes have been noticed and over 50 per
cent. of our original drivers have removed themselves else
where, and for the past few weeks the Section has been turned
into a super "British1 School of Motoring," which from results
has proved a great success.
Although we miss many of the old faces, we feel confident
that our new friends will fill
the gap both efficiently ancl
socially, for they are all keen men.
We consider ourselves very distinguished these clays, since
the Brigadier very kindly gave his permission for us to wear
peaked hats.
Of course this has caused much controversy
throughout the Battalion ancl a certain Sergeant of very high
authority and great "friend" of this Section., was seriously
considering asking for a transfer to the M.T. in order that
he may join the ranks of the privileged few.
We wish to congratulate L.Opl. Murray on his promotion
to Sergeant R.A.O.C.. and pleased to see that his hard work
is recognised.
STRANGE AS IT SEEMS—
Our bad boy "Fido" has left the Battalion with permission.
The fitters
are concentrating so much on "Black Bess"
that jobs such as decoking seem of minor importance!
An N.C.O. member of tlie office staff was seen having
breakfast at 07.00 hours!
The M.T. Sergeant was seen walking!
"H.M.J 
MORTARS
The Platoon calling again!
After several months of
having a small platoon we have now made up our strength
from the various Rifle Companies and are licking them mto
shape.
,
We mentioned before our startling contribution to tne
Battalion concerts. After great pressure we modestly agreed
to walk the footlights again, and "Janker" Dyke and Dick
Chappell scored no mean success, while Sergt. Dunn very
nearly brought the roof clown.
That must have given him confidence, because we have to
offer him our very best wishes upon his recent marriage, and
members of the original Platoon welcomed the chance of cele
brating the happy event in good style.
We were glad to have 2/Lieut. P. D
in charge during
2/Lieut. G. U. W
*s disappearing acts on courses and his
visit to hospital; refreshed in mind and body the latter is
with us once again.
We know that you must all have longed to see as well as
hear about us! You will rejoice to know, therefore, that we
are having a Platoon photograph taken; send stamps with
the order.
When this war is over it will be a reminder of
good fellows and happy times.
Most of the Platoon have done a lot of swimming lately,
and Opl. Love's "swallow dive" is sensational.
We have yet to
announce the advent of Opl. Lerpeniere's entry into the water,
though we have assured him that three feet of water will not
be over his head. One of the Platoon wants to know if Drum
Major Snare's favourite tune is "When I'm. Busting Blisters";
well, chums, the things I'm asked, perhaps you know?
So.
til! next month's issue, when we may be able to show our
photo. Cheerio!
A.A. PLATOON
This is our first
venture, and we hope that it won't be
our last. New readers may like to know that as well as pro
tecting the Battalion from the menace of the skies, we also
rend them with our tuneful airs. In other words, the Regi
mental Band is largely recruited from this Platoon, and our
billet resembles a B.B.C. rehearsal study, except that it is not
soundproof. In fact, the Storeman, who has a (an) ear for
music, and has to bear with it all and every day, has been
seen on many occasions looking over the bridge into the river
with a far away look in his eyes. Now he has to have an
escort every time he goes out,

Joking apart, the Platoon has been working very hard at
both its jobs.
We put in solid work on the schemes and are
training hard on our own.
The Band, under the able leadership of DrumMajor Snare,
is now fully equipped and has attained a high level of per
formance. On schemes we often go home ahead of the Bat
talion and come out to meet them and march them in the
last few miles. And the first
week in July, after great pre
parations, v/e had the honour of beating the Retreat before
the Colonel of the Regiment and other distinguished visitors,
all of whom expressed their great satisfaction with our turn
out and performance, and congratulated the DrumMajor on
his efforts. The following day we played through the Cere
monial Parade, and once again did our stuff. We hope that
the Editor will find
room for the photograph which we are
sending with this contribution.
We welcome to the Platoon Sergt. Heaslewood and Ptes.
Wood and Rew, and here are
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Who has the easiest job in the British Army?
Who said that they would rise half an hour before Reveille
and go for a crosscountry run?
Who said "Jank's" hair was growing?
Can we obtain a box to enable Ferdinand to reach the
muchcoveted Top G?
"Nobulus Supremus."
4

Company.
We welcome to the Company Captain B. E. H
from
the 1st Battalion, who becomes 2nd in Command, and 2/Lt.
J. A. M— , who takes over 9 Platoon; also the new draft—we
hope that they will have a happy stay with the Company.
We congratulate L.Cpl. Pearsall, Ptes. Baker, Harlow,
Beckyer and Merritt on their marriages; there is now a strong
contingent of staid married men in the Company.
We congratulate ourselves in general on being the winning
Company in the Battalion in a recent Brigade Marching and
Shooting Competition. Those who took part worked very hard
and thoroughly deserved their success.
Without mentioning the weather. It is safe to say that
we have been very grateful recently for the permission to
train in shirtsleeves and occasionally .to take P.T. shorts for
a hatlie.
Leading the Battalion in the Parade for the Colonel of
the Regiment was something of an ordeal, but we think we
acquitted ourselves worthily.
There is only one tning which we should like to know,
and that is: Whose was the lady's bicycle which was brought
back from fire
watching at. M
H
?

Company.
Greetings everybody! Sorry we failed to oblige last time,
but with so much to do (so much undone) and so little time
to do it in. things have been pretty hectic lately.
Well, that's the first
paragraph. Now the weather! This
has been very kind lately, and most of us are browned off
literally. This, combining with the leave which we have had
recently, has left only our "credits" in a sick state.
We welcome Captain K. S
. and 2/Lieuts. R. J. M. B
and B. J. G
to the "Hive," and with regret say goodbye
to 2/Lieut. D. B. M
, the last of the Mohicans, who has
gone to the "Drones." 2/Lieut. R. L. C
, who has recently
been everything from Coy. Comdr. to a sort of Information
Bureau, and who shudders at a Map Reference, such as "1483,"
is now recuperating, and we hope that he will soon regain that
lustre for which he is famous.
Although the "Bees" did not win the Brigade Marching
Competition, they can console themselves that they were the
best marching Platoon, congratulations to 2/Lietit. R. L. C
and Sergt. Grubb and their merry lads.
For nearly a fortnight we have been on ceremonial drill
parades in preparation for the visit from the Colonel of the
Regiment, ami on July 3rd we turned out very smart indeed;
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the Company was a credit to all concerned and the recent
additions put up a good show. We hope that the latter will
settle down happily with us and keep the "Bees'" reputation
well to the fore.
The Company has at odd times managed to get in some
recreational training, and the high spot was a match between
the Coy. Officers and N.C.Os. versus the. Rest of the Coy. After
leading in the first half the former were soundly beaten by
8 goals to 2. Was the presence of the M.O. on the line an
accident?
Since our last contribution there have been many changes,
and we were sorry to lose Sergt. Jennison to the Sergts.' Mess,
Sergt. Marshall to hospital, Sergt. Fisher forced on the sick
list, and, above all, we lost the ColourSergeant's voice.
We offer our warmest congratulations to Pte. E Morri3.
Pte. L. Vandepeer, Pte. E. Watson, and Corpl. W. John upon
their recent marriages..
"Busy Bee."

+

"C" Company.
After a regrettable lapse for two months, Shiny "C"
once more blossoms delicately into the Tariffed air of
journalism.
First we extend a hearty welcome to Major H. O. L——,
who has taken over from Captain R. K. M
, and we hope
that his stay with the Company will be a happy one. It was
with great joy that the Company learnt that Captain R. K.
M
was remaining with them as 2nd in Command.
After much excitement we are now back to normal, and
training is going forward again in leaps and bounds.
That,
last phrase accurately describes the speed of . our route
.marches, which, like the brook, go on for ever, though some
times they lead us to the sea.
There has not been much time for sport, but we are
hoping to produce a firstclass
cricket eleven. So far we have
had two matches with our old rivals "D" Company, and won
convincing victories: Soon we hope to find further talent
through Platoon matches in the evenings.
. . We congratulate Lo.Corpls. Miller, Goodall, Bibb and
Keene on their promotions, and Corpl. Haigh on becoming a
"daddy" for the first time.
Strange but true, after writing the above we have just
heard that the C.S.M. has become the father of a bouncing
girl, and we offer him and Mrs. Cannacott our congratulations,
j
Congratulations (this is growing) also to Pte. J. Carter
and Pte. S. Robinson upon their recent marriages.
Idle Thoughts; i8 the O./Sergt. a Company runner? Who
is the Killer? Who had a haircut wlith a hole in it?
"Bomber.".


r

Sergeants' Mess.
I believe I am right in saying that this is the first con
tribution from this Mess since the Battalion was reformed 12
months ago. Without a doubt we have neglected to fulfil our
obligations to other W.Os. and Sergeants in the Regiment.
From now on we hope to do our little bit.
Members welcomed into the Mess since last summer are
far too numerous to mention, but I must say how pleased we
all are to see an old face at the head of the table, R.S.M
Napier has settled down among quite a few old friends.
Our social activities have been somewhat restricted during
the last few months, but we did manage to run a really suc
cessful dance. The show was proposed, approved, etc., all In
about five minutes and a band pulled out of the R.Q.MB.'s
hat in the last second. Despite the hurried arrangements the
hall looked magnificent and everyone had a terrific time. The
highlight of the evening was the R.S.M.'s parade, which closed
the bar. We hope that this is only the forerunner of better
things to come.
We have been well and truly tripped by the Officers at
football. Without being impolite to the Officers, I must say
that this takes some understanding, because we have quite a
lot of young fiery blood in the Mess. C.S.M. Little will have to
take our sportsmen into strict training.
Now our touts tell us that it would be indiscreet tp ghal"

lenge the Officers at cricket. Personally I never did believe in
red hot favourites. In next month's issue I hope to be able to
record that the Officers were chased off the field.
In future contributions to the Q.O.G. I will give little bits
of news about members of the Mess. It would be greatly
appreciated if other Messes did the same. We all have friends
in other Battalions and would like to know how they are
getting along. You will be hearing from us next month.
"Taff."
4
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BATTALION

"Flaming" June has passed, and although other activities
within the Battalion have somewhat restricted our normal
training, we have still had opportunities of enjoying this
beautiful countryside in real summer conditions.  Our
longest marches through such country are a pleasure and
with the excellent weather we have been enjoying the entire
Battalion are looking very fit and nicely tanned.
Organised bathing at a very delightful nearby watering
place Is very popular and all to the good of the general fit
ness of an already extremely fit Battalion.
Proof of what can be done, even in wartime, in the
way of Ceremonial Parades, was very evident on the occasion
of the recent visit of The Colonel of the Regiment, General
Sir Charles BonhamCarter, G.C.B., C.M.G., D.S.O.
Arriving just before lunch, the Colonel of the Regiment
inspected a very smart Guard of Honour, drawn from all
Companies under the Command of Capt. El
, and was
afterwards introduced to all Officers by the Commanding
Officer.
A Battalion Parade followed lunch, when the Colonel of
the Regiment took the salute and delivered a short but
wiselyworded address. The Battalion then "marched past!'
after which the Colonel of the Regiment ended a busy day
meeting the members of the Sergenats' Mess, to whom he
chatted about their service and exoeriences.
,
Our Brigadier and Brigade Major were present at the
Battalion parade.
Everyone on parade put their very best into an effort to
show the Colonel of the Regiment what we could do, and a
large number of local inhabitants, who witnessed the parade,
were very impressed by everything they saw.
On this occasion we also had the opportunity of wel
coming the visit of Major Brown, who has very close
associatiotn with the Regiment by virtue of past service and
with this Battalion by virtue of Family Associations—we
trust he enjoyed his stay with us.
We wish the Colonel of the Regiment good health and
good wishes, and look forward to his next visit, by which
time we hope to have added to the Honours of the Regiment.
Our 'fitness in Marching and Shooting stood us in good
stead in a recently held Brigade Marching and Shooting
InterBattalion competition, when we won the highest aggre
gate score. All the rifle companies did well with "D" Com
pany obtaining the highest score of this Battalion.
We welcome among us 2ndLieuts. G
, W
, JS——,
and M
, and trust their stay with us will be a happy and
successful one
To those men who have recently joined us from other
Regiments we extend a specially hearty welcome. They have
undoubtedly left very fine
Regiments, and we understand
how they may feel, but we are sure that they will be happy
among us, and know they will be well received by their
brother soldiers of The "Queen's Own."
No. 1 PLATOON SIGNALS.
Since last month, work has been rather strenuous, some
of us preparing for Classification, others for reClassification.
We hope that our results are good.
During the month of June a new intake arrived. The
Signallers who came with them are busy "resting" in Rifle
Companies. But they will be pleased to know that the
R.S.O. has his eye on them, so, one day these lads will come
back to their "Ack Ack Beer Beer," It's always a pleasure
to welcome "fellowworkers."
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Signaller Eddy, who for the past 13 years has been
courting strong made a lightning decision on his last leave
—he became engaged.
Will he name his first son Victor
Eddy?
DEFINITIONS.
Teeingin—Afternoon meal in Billets.
Temporary Joint—Present Station.
Permanent Joint—Jock's Bar or "Y" List M
.
Operators' Jack—Telegrams.
Bight—N.A.A.F.I. 10.15 hours.
Q. ii.—G.F.S. 5 minutes.
Collective Call—"Whattle you 'ave boys" (Seldom used).
Offer of a message—Here you are chum.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Has Cyril usurped Stan?
Who is Joe?
Who recently became addicted?
Where is the village of Grumbleham?
"swedebashers" can help us.

Perhaps one of our
"CharlieDon."
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No. 2 PLATOON

(A.A.)

Firstly, we hope our ExSgt. P
will be as happy.
B (Nigly) doing his new job as we made him. At last we
have a Platoon Officer—2ndLieut. R. C. T.
. who joined
us this month, and we hope that his stay will be a happy
one.
The Platoon are hoping nobody will regret having
started cricket on the grass? which appears on the Parade
ground. As the Mortars will tell you, we are "tops" in the
cricket line.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Are camels rationed?

"Sky Searcher."

No. 3 PLATOON (MORTARS)
Hello! Mortars Calling.
During the past month we
have welcomed 2ndLieut. F. J. L.
and 2ndLieut. A
to
the Platoon and we wish them a long and happy stay with
us. Life still pursues its even tenor here in P—— and we
are still busily engaged in lowering the record for "mounting
mortar" both as detachments and individually. We'll back
Cpl. T. S
against anyone in the Regiment for the "long
carry"; L/Cpl. Nobby unfortunately became engaged recently.
Congratulations to L/Sgt. Randall and Ptes. Bingham
and Ford on their recent marriages. Sgt. Fowler is also to
be congratulated on the return from a Course with an A.l.
Cricket is now coming into its own again. If the green
was a little more "green" what a peaceful sight it would be.
The grand words of that beautiful ballad "The green grass
grew all round" are true, but what about the centre?
Cheerio for now.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
What happened to Rit's jolly sixpence?
What is a "Spararsy "Addick?"
Who is "Dogend?"

"Baseplate."

No. 4 PLATOON (CARRIERS)
Another month has come and gone—very swiftly this
time despite no outstanding event. Eleven of our "super
flous"
brethren have left to. learn about M.G.'s—and our
"Darkie" on a three months' Course in surroundings more
familiar than of late.
"Fury" has come back without his scooter but with lots
of information, especially valuable wc understand to this
two predecessors at H
. L/Cpl. V
has also joined us
and we welcome him, hoping his stay will be a long one.
There are a few footsore and weary among us. for the
heat on a recent route march was. to say the least—blister
ing. especially our "Bloss" who had to march 161 miles
without warning.
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THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Why have the Signals got a "rabbit hutch?"
Who—met a dame—In a train—No surname—Never
again! ?
Who is the ghost in the Sergeant's tower?
"Caterpillar." '
M.T. SECTION
After long weeks of arduous toil and preparation, the
M.T. has almost resumed its normal habits, and if it wasn't
for numerous parades and inspections under which we are
bearing up remarkably well, the word "almost" could be
erased and "denitely" substituted. We were sorry to see two
of our leading "lights" given a month's "rest" in a rifle com
pany for technical offences which pleased not the "powers
that be." We have no doubt that they will have benefited
by this rest and will return to the hurlyburly of the M.T.
with a renewed zest and a considerably refreshed "brain
box."
We are also deficient of some of our lesser lights includ
ing a "heavy" driver, who have "volunteered" to sacrifice
themselves for a good cause. No doubt we shall miss them,
but then, who are we to stand in the way of this noble
body of men.
We are happy to welcome back, after an absence of six
weeks, on a successful Course, our respected Platoon Com
mander, whose smiling face was missed.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
What N.C.O. has been having words with another N.C.O.
as to who is the N.C.O.
"The Other Man." ..
+

"A" Company.
Our river still flows merrily by and we still watch this
marvellous piece of nature with awe and wonder. We have
now, at last, obtained permission to swim, and believe it or
not we actually do swim when we get the opportunity.
This week we have been honoured by a visit from the
Colonel of the Regiment, which made a great change from
the usual routine and our cheers are still echoing round
the Mountains.
In
the Shooting
and
Marching
Competition
held
throughout the Brigade, we were able to compile the second
highest score in the Battalion, who obtained the best aggre
gate in the Brigade, and so we feel justly proud. Our team
was ably led by 2ndLieut. A. W. P
, who is quite a
newcomer to this Company.
Among our many and varied jobs may now be included
the task of towing a wrecked aeroplane from the sea. Until
we started we hadn't realised just how much an aeroplane
could weigh, but the men enjoyed it, especially the swim
afterwards.
We have taken on another role as 'well, that of training
centre for H.Q. Company. Every time they have a man who
needs rifle training, they send him down to us. We can take
it so send them all along and we will make them good rifle
soldiers.
We have recently said goodbye to Lieuts. S. D. B
and
D. B. M
, who have left us for what we consider much
lower spheres, the former to Brigade and the latter to "D"
Company. We welcome in their stead, Capt. F. S. P
as
SecondinCommand. 2ndLieut. J. A. M
from Brigade
and 2ndLieut. A. W. P
from the Mortar Platoon. In a
very short space of time we have had three SergeantMajors;
number one. C.S.M. Watts decided that two pips would look
better than his crown and laurel (good luck to him on
being selected from O.C.T.Y. No. 2. C.S.M. Dodson. after
a short spell of duty with "A" Company, was trans
ferred to the newlyformed M.M.G. Platoon; number three.
C.S.M. Tuck from "C" Company, who we welcome and
whose stay, with us we hope, will be a long and happy one.
Before we leave the realms of C.S.M.'s we would like to take
the opportunity of congratulating C.S.M and Mrs. Watts on
their new son and heir. Keep up the good work. Sergeant
Major.
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Sometimes of an evening loud noises can be heard in the
neighbourhood of our billets, which oil enquiry only turns
out to he our newly acquired gramophone; the men join in
with all the records, whether they know them or not and
the resulting noise gives the poor civilian the impression
that there has been an invasion, or at least an air raid
warning.
We would like to congratulate ,C/Sgt. Taylor 011 his pro
motion to that exalted rank, also Sgt. Ling and L/Sgt.
Cruikshank.
THINGS WE WOULD LIKE TO KNOW.
Who is 'Dungarees?"
Which batman takes a very poor view of being relieved
of his job for two weeks intensive training?
"The Grenadiers."

*
4<B"

Company.

As we write on this glorious June day, only one un
pleasant thought is uppermost in our mind, and that con
cerns that useful and essential animal the domestic cow.
In common with (and with apologies to) the poet we feel
like sighing "Oh Mary : Come and call the cattle home and
call the cattle home across the green parade ground" and
we feel sure that the words of the immortal Gray might well
be adapted to our predicament"—the lowing herd winds
slowly o'er the lea." It is a matter for regret that they do
not content themselves simply with winding. If only these
beasts were better mannered we should be saved the need
for special fatigue parties working in shifts throughout the
24 hours and if Mary were better disciplined she would not
need to he twice told.
We are to be honoured by a visit from the Colonel of
the Regiment, very shortly and our march past—a thing of
beauty and precision—must not be marred by any unfor
tunate slips.
The month in prospect has seen stirring events of
importance to us, of which we may write in detail at a later
date. For the moment, suffice it to say that we were never
in better fettle to brush the Hun. and sweep him off the
face of the earth no matter where he might be found, and
we shall welcome the chance.
We must extend a welcome to 2ndLieut. J. A. M
from the 1st Battalion and 2ndLieut. P. R. S

The
latter has left us for a short time to study the intricacies of
feed blocks, locks and water jackets.
We are again in the throes of educating a new draft
to our ways of thinking, and are pleased to report progrss.
Some of these newcomers although big hearted are more
than usually short in the leg. We are considering the form
ation of a pygmie platoon and the introduction of grass
skirt and blowpipe in place of Trousers. B
D
and
Rifle. The only question is would there be sufficient wind to
reach the end of the blow pipe?
During a period of leave, 2ndLieut. E. G.
decided to
tie the knot and having met his lady we  extend our con
gratulations to him and wish him the best of good fortune.
Number Ten has its own way of expressing these wishes—
"Null said Ten."
Privates Connor. Fisk and Harris also leave the ranks of
happy bachelors and are to be congratulated on their quick
work.
Sport has been at a discount recently owing to other
preoccupation, but we manage to have an occasional bathe
in the sea on a delightful beach and we, having erected the
defences, are amongst the few knowing the secret avenues
through the barbed wire.
As we write news has reached us of the Battalion s
success in the Brigade Marching and Shooting Competition.
We extend to "D" Company our congratulations upon ob
taining the highest score in the Battalion.
Heigh ho till next month.
"The Old Crow."

t <

C " Company.

Once again the time has come for the Company scribe
to settle down in a quiet corner and endeavour to complete
a record of Shiny "C's" activities during the last month.
One of the most remarkable achievements is the ability
of the whole Company, with the exception of a few dis
tinguished people, to whom this is impossible, to keep their
backs straight, shoulders back, hats straight and tummys
in. Apart from this effort, which incidentally has been a
great test of "guts" and perserveranee on the part of all
ranks, peace and quiet have prevailed.
(That should fool
the 5th Columnists).
We are now allowed to disclose to the whole Battalion,
and to the whole world, that another "secret weapon" has
been conceived. The authorities consider that this imple
ment will shorten the war by at least ten years, reduce the
use of paper in this country by at least 90 per cent, and
stimulate the morale of the whole Battalion and of the
entire Britih Army. For weeks rumours have been circulat
ing as to the possibilities of this "weapon" and now the
truth is disclosed.
This implement is a weekly return which the author
ities consider will reduce Administration alone, to nil.
It
consists of 50 pages of foolscap paper on which there are
2.572 items; each requiring an answer of at least three lines.
As the reader can well understand these answers have to be
submitted on a further 50 sheets of foolscap.
From the foregoing it does not require a highly intelli
gent mind to grasp the fact that the amount of paper used
will be decidedly reduced.
This return is on Platoon lines, and as already stated,
has to be submitted weekly. As It requires 168 hours to
complete the answers, it can be seen that there is very little
else that can be done and little else to occupy one's mind
and thus the question of morale does not arise.
This system at the moment is being tried out in Shiny
"C" and if satisfactory it will be applied to the Army in
general. We would like our readers to note that this mag
nificent idea was first
conceived by a noted member of
Shiny "C."
We lost 2ndLieut. C
S
a few weeks back and
if he should read these few lines we wish him all the best
for the future.
We welcome 2ndLieut. G
and 2ndLieut. W
to
this Company and hope that their stay with us will be
happy and long. We also welcome all members of the new
intake and are confident that they will uphold the tra
ditions of the Battalion and of Shiny "C."
Congratulations to 2ndLieut. Q
and the Competition
Platoon on their fine
effort. I understand that when the
Platoon came in sight of the sea they eminated their ancient
counterparts the Greeks and shouted "Thalassa, Thalassa."
As we close this epistle there is a hustle and bustle in
the Company Lines in preparation for Thursday's Ceremonial
Parade, during which Shiny "C" will distinguish itself once
again.
We would like to take this opportunity of congratulating
Sgts. Jackson. Oseman, Reed, Cpl. Wood and L/Cpls. Perrin,
Prowse, Owen, on their recent promotions.
We congratulate Capt. E. F. C. B
on being presented
with a bonny son. As he will follow in his father's foot
steps by joining the Army a vacancy is being kept for him
in Shiny "C."
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
1. Is that right that each man is to be issued with a
Spirit Level?
"Shiny 'C' "
4

"D" Company
We continue our contribution to the war effort in an
atmosphere heavy with reminiscence and rumour—of what
has come to pass and of what might, may. shall, will, might
not, may not, shall not, will not, come to pass in the future.

THE QUEEN'S OWN GAZETTE.
In reminiscent mood, your scribe preserves nebulous ancl
kaleidoscopic recollections of the occasion on which—for the
greater part of a week—"D" Company, reversing its accus
tomed role, assumed the embarrassing insecurity of an
invading force which was gloriously annihilated by the com
bined efforts of the enemy and an English summer. With
chagrin, it is to be confessed that we were mobile—right to
the water's edge, in fact—but the journey in no way in
duced a coma, and our patrols and sentries were on the
qui vive as never before, despite the distractions afforded by
a certain farmstead since famous of it's cider and singularly
unproductive hens. And, of course, we acquitted ourselves
with some distinction in the spontaneous streetfighting.
Billets varied, improving progressively from hencoops to
railway coaches, and. Anally, a comfortable sojourn was had
in "ye olde farmhouse"—complete with running water—
where "D" Company, like one big, happy family, indulged its
penchant for P.T. and debating.
Happy days they were,
marred only by a mobile return!
But, we have marched, and as this is being written
reports arrive to announce that our composite crack Platoon
has hustled somewhat and fired with some accuracy in the
Brigade Competition. The matter being sub judice, 110 more
can be said at the moment.
We continue too, our coastal expeditions, still perfecting
our pick and shovel drill, with the added social attraction
of bathh\g of the inadvertedly mixed variety.
Among routine, our drill parades justify mention 011
account of the nowfamiliar headdress removal command.
This. too. cannot yet be discussed further. May it be hoped
that' of "D" Company it can be said : "They were of good
cheer!"
As the "Colour bloke" and the hardpressed Company
storeman (not to mention the Company Office Staff) will
readily confirm, life has been far from humdrum of late;
even our painters have been working, overtime.
For the
weather prophets the situation represents a "bake."
And so to our arrivals and departures. We greet Lieut,
and Lieut. W. P
, wishing them a happy stay
D , B. M
with us. With regret, we have had to say farewell to 2nd
Lieut. W. M. K
; may he flourish in his new capacity.
We have also waved our handkerchiefs to the departing
figures
of the W.O.'s storeman (who has joined the "Ladies
from Hell") and our tenderfoot "Bob" who leaves a fond
antitank rifle mourning its master. May those hones inside
his feet never grow less!
Apart from the one unanswerable question, there are, this
month, lots and lots of things we want to know; to mention
only a few :—
1. If the razorblade shortage continues, will a special
constable recognise "Father Christmas" with a beard on?
2. Who is the 2ndLieut. who now sings "You're the
one 'eye' care for?"
3. Did the O.S.M. abbreviate his leave from the start in
a spirit of selfsacrifice?
4. Why does 16 Platoon do its springcleaning before
breakfast?
5. Should umpires walk?
6. Is Delilah Company employed?
7. Does tea stain?
8. Are our "Jankerwallahs" responsible for the present
beer shortage?
9.  What is the secret of our scribe's success?—Ladies?
"Daring Don." '
4

Sergeants' Mess.

,t

This month we must begin with a welcome and a fare
well.
A farewell to our "Father" and BENefactor. R.S.M,
Bennett, who has now attained the position of Quarter
master. May we extend our heartiest congratulations to him,
and may this be the first
step towards the rank of Quarter
masterGeneral !
And now our congratulations to his predecessor, R.S.M.
Case, on his new appointment.
We trust his reign as
President of the Mess will be a jng and happy one.
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Talking, of promotions, congratulations to C.S.M. Tuck
and C.Q.M.S. Taylor on their recent appoTntments. And a'
hearty welcome back to L/Sgt. Howes, whom, at one time,
we thought we had lost for good ! We also wish to extend
a. hearty welcome to a new member to our Mess—Colour
Sergeant Vinson, who must be wellknown to all the old
soldiers of the Regiment.
There is very little else to report this month of Mess
activity, as we have been "much too busy" lately to attend
to social activities
However, last Sunday we held a very
successful "Social," and the Mess Committee are to be con
gratulated on such an enjoyable evening.
Congratulations to C.S.M. Watts on attaining the rank
of A/U/Father. We understand that young Nigel's name has
already been entered for this Regiment!
We must close now, with our usual salutations to other
Sergeants' Messes in the Regiment.
.
1
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Firstly—Where—When—How ? ??
What certain Sergeant considers he only works when out
of the Army?
(We calls it spineless, we do!)
Who is the lucky W.O. who is getting so much fanmail
lately?

Why has Maxie got such a worried look lately?
18 miles for a Shoot—but what a Shoot!!
"BlossWink. Ltd.""" 

4
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BATTALION

BATTALION NOTES
Before we embark 011 our rather dubious literary effor.t
of the usual stereotyped succession of interesting training pro
gress and foi'cfd heartiness, we wish on behalf of everyone in
the Battalion to express deep regret at the departure of ou.;
late C O., Lieut.Colonel G. I
, who did so much for" this
Battalion. At the same time, we would like to (*ive a sincere
welcome in writing to our new C.O., Lieut.Colonel M——, and
to wish him every success.
I think we are all rather glad to be back from "chez
Bulldog." As was to be expected from such a large exercise,
we were hardly in the front line all the time, but we certainly
benefited from the war with Southland.
A bird has whispered—he maybe a liar—but rumour has
it that this bird when flying
near our gunners, saw them en
gaging what they fondly imagined to be the enemy with a
fierce
barrage. The "enemy," says the bird, was our own
elucive "B" echelon in reality!
Earlier in the month we took part in the Support Group
Spbrts, and came second to the R.H.A.
The astrologer who forecast that the' rains would cease oil
the 16th was so right. We are becoming deeply bronzed itt
our shirt sleeves, and are very grateful for the pool in the
Quarry across the road.

 "q:.

44 A"

.

Company.

In our last issue we told you of the change from Billet
to Camp life, and we are now enjoying it to the full.
Summer is now in full swing, and the weather simply
glorious. Small wonder then that the fellows can be seen
sunning themselves at every available opportunity, but the
main attraction, however, is swimming. We soon discovered
that adjacent to the Camp were a number of pools where bath
ing. could be carried out safely, and it was not long before
swimming events were organised. The first
was the 100 yards
relay, consisting of 6aside and the 50 yards 4aside.
Here
again I am pleased to report that "A" Company were success
ful in both events. Sergt. R——, the last to swim for "A" in
the 100 yards relay, interrupted his swim to go to the rescue
of a fellow swimmer who was in difficulties, and then went in.
to win the race, but not before Pte. H
, who had already
done his 100 yards, dived in "fully unclothed" and reached
the man first,
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"A" Company were also well represented in the Brigade
Sports, and congratulations go to Corpl. Seath and Corpl.
Longhurst in winning the three miles and one mile respec
tively for the Battalion. Cricket has also had its following,
taut even here we find it hard to muster enough energy, to play
owing to the hot weather, and I am afraid the Lido has first
call nowadays. 
I should not like you to assume that.our training has
fallen short by these attractions, because we had one parti
cularly long and interesting scheme, which made a Cook's Tour
look like a day's outing! We traversed miles of country, and
our M.T. Section are to be congratulated in bringing us
through without mishap. We are just oft" again, and in our
next issue I hope to tell you more, and provided Jerry is
not knocked out by Uncle Joe in the meantime, it may be one
more step in learning how to deal with them if, and when, the
time comes.



.. 

"IS" Company.
During this month longawaited summer at last arrived
in all its glory, bringing with it the freedom of "shirtsleeves
order" and the unsolicited attentions of gnats and mosquitoes.
Life under canvas, which in the couponless days of peace,
many of us used to enjoy for a few summer days snetched
from the office or factory, is now ours to enjoy ad lib.
Swimming,, with the advent of the fine weather, is now a
popular pastime, due to the proximity of two natural pools,
and every evening budding Weissmullers are to he seen in
training. Organised swimming parades now take their place
in the programme, and we hope, in due course, that every
man in the Company will be able to swim.
Exercises, from which recently we had had a short respite,
resumed their joyful course during this month, and revealed
themselves as even bigger and better.
We regret to announce that in a recent titanic struggle on
the football field between "C" Company and ourselves the palm
of victory went to the former, who achieved mastery to the
tune of 5 goals to 3. However, it was a grand match, well
fought, well won, and well lost.
4
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C" Company.

Though rumour has been rife, and our destinations
many, July finds
us still at S
, and we are gradually be
coming convinced that we are destined to remain here for
some time yet. In view of this, we would respectfully suggest
that the "topees" in the Q.M. Stores be issued to take their
place with "valise straps" in combatting the rays of the sun.
W. would like to welcome Captain M. G
as our new
Company Commander and wish, him all the best. We are also
pleased to have Lieut. J. A. T—— back with us again and are
glad he made such a speedy recovery from his illness.
The Company was not very successful in the Inter
company Sports, though we were very unlucky in having
most of the Company out on the Divisional Training Area
removing rabbit wire. We did however, win the 4 x 200 yards
relay, and congratulate the team on their magnificent effort;
Perhaps somebody told them what the prize was?
In ihe
Brigade Sports, Pte. Clarke, having been awarded two "no
throws" in the ""throwing the cricket hall" event,
in his
last attempt managed to throw the ball about 10 yards further
than anyone else, and so won the event for the Battalion.
At the same meeting we were fascinated by 2ndLieut. D. J.
A
. who spent some time stepping over the high jump
stand. We think the encouragement from the spectators was
well merited.
An imposing array of Sports Committees has just been
thrust upon the Company.
They raise high hopes for the
future. Under the able hands of Lieut. J. A. T.
we have
little fears for our budding pugilists, though we suggest the
M.O. gets a goodly supply of first
aid equipment for the other
Companies.

44D"

Company

Continuing our respite (?) from big exercises and career
ing around the country on wheels, we found ourselves at the
beginning of the month being transported to the delightful
open spaces once more.
We camped out away from civilisation and practised field
firing,
during which, having nearly shot up each other, wo
learnt a little about the noise of battle.
It was a useful
lesson and will be remembered.
With the coming of beautiful seasonable weather, we had
plenty of recreation, culminating in the Battalion Sports,
during which we distinguished ourselves as usual
We later
did our little bit to help the Battalion put up a good show in
the Support Group Sports. Swimming became popular too,
and is still very much enjoyed.
As the days went by we spent many hours perfecting our
individual training and making a name for ourselves as the
Company to be admired on the assault course (so it is
whispered)!
Finally came the great day when we resumed our real
jobs; that is, we took our place in. the Big Convoy again.
Join the Army and see the world. It was a pity it was night
time when we drove over half of England on that great exer
cise.
We certainly would have seen a great deal of our
country.
However, as the B.B.C. put it, we gained much from ex
perience, and heaven help the enemy if toe are around should
he attempt any monkey tricks on our island. That con
cluded the month's training, and with the weather still kind
to us we entered the month of July, looking forward to still
greater achievements by our Company in every sphere.
QUIZ.:
Do the three officercyclists of "Don" Company go out on
recess, every evening?
Which officer attends the O's. and S's. Church Parade?
So he says?
After Charlie discovered the three "sticks of corn" did
it take him all night to get the water?
4
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Company

Tlie Company is still keeping its head above water, but
only just. The "posted to other Companies" fever, which
set in some time ago, has now ceased, and the few remain
ing men are struggling valiantly to keep the Company flag (in
truth we have only a pole) flying.
Life under canvas has been very pleasant of late, due to
a long uninterrupted period of sunshine, and good use has
been made of the swimming facilities nearby.
We had an InterCompany Sports recently, and although
this Company did not shine particularly well, it was gratify
ing to see so many exX Coy. members achieving successes.
At the moment several of our men have become tem
porary farmers, and their enthusiasm for their new task is in
keeping with their huge appetities on return to Camp.
An open boxing tournament is under way, and doubtless
several will take advantage of this excellent opportunity .to
avenge themselves of any "enemy" within the Camp.
ff
this tournament is successful, why not an "allinwrestling"
competition? This has great possibilities.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Who was the SergeantMajor of another Company who
had the wrong bolt in his rifle for nearly three months?
No. 4 (CARRIER) PLATOON
Since our last, contribution the Carriers have turned
from iceboxes into furnaces. We are still wondering what
sort of climate they are intended for; anywhere between the
North Pole and the Equator seems either too hot or too cold,
But when out on manoeuvres we peep inside tanks and con
solo ourselves that we are not quite so badly off.
Our technical training has been extensive recently. A
valuable experience was an exercise in armoured and dis
mounted action, using live ammunition. The Brigadier was
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present and greatly encouraged us by his criticisms, praise,
and above all enthusiasm.
As a side line we now run a
regular taxi service for Umpires; and once a certain courteous
crew were the star turn of a local War Weapons Week, their
carrier acting as a sort of combined bus and switchback.
Now that we have concluded an "Anschluss" with the T.C.
Section (our patience was exhausted—they had annexed a
pair of combinations) the Heavenly Twins are reunited.
Finally, sincere congratulations to our Platoon Com
mander on his recent promotion.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
We were recently decorated with red banners—what is the
meaning of this?
Who is the driver who gave a lift to a W.A.A.F.? (just for
the thrill of it.
INTELLIGENCE SECTION
We have now put our office truck tent so many times
that foundation members of the Section are even beginning
to wonder whether the time may not he approaching when
the I.O. will have finished
his courses, or when the rest of the
Battalion will tire of the pun on our name. However that
may be, it is pleasant to have reached a season not so un
suited to lying in an O.P. waiting for those men in soft
caps who hardly ever come, and, when they do, prove to have
nothing to do with the exercise. Nor are the hours so many
when, with planes overhead and the wind disturbing the
blackout, the man in the office has to read elusive brown
contours by a hurricane lamp.



i oth BATTALION
Well we're still "here"—at least, we're here again after
our short rest "there" and really we're not sorry.
At any
rate everybody looks fit
for any contingency, for wherever
one goes, one can see tanned faces peering at one.
Excitement has been scarce but the Signals have pro
vided us with occasional amusement. Don't ask how, though.
Well, to be serious, during our stay at S
. the
Battalion did some really firstclass
work and the gratifying
part of it was the powers above recognised it. Whilst there,
we formed our Corps of Drums which, however, for opera
tional reasons, cannot function at present.
Whilst on the
subject of music, the Dance Band also put in some good
work.
2ndLieuts. B. H. V
and J. E. P. F
, have got to
work on the cricket team, and so far the results have been
very satisfactory. Unfortunately, 2ndLieut. B. H. V
is
laid, up at present but we hope he will soon be fit
again.
Carry on with the good work boys.
We are glad to welcome 2ndLieuts. J. G. P
and
g. r R
_, and we wish them the best of luck. At. the
same time we were very sorry to say goodbye to Capt. G
,
M.C. and 2ndLieut. L. G. S
. May they have good luck
wherever they go.
Congratulations to Capt. C. A. S
on his recent
promotion.
Well, lets hear what the lads in the Companies have got
to say for themselves. They have the "dope" on everything,
you can bet.
4

Headquarter Company
MOTOR TRANSPORT SECTION.
Having thrown off my tunic, adjusted the electric fan to
my satisfaction and placed by my side a huge glass of spark
ling—ahem!—I will endeavour to place at your disposal all
the scandal (or news if you like) with which the MT. has
been connected during the past month.
We are happy to find
ourselves once again operating on
that delightful little town H
, and judging by the huge
welcome we (the M.T. only) received from the fair sex who

turned out en masse in the process of doing so, we are ob
viously "happy to be had" if you understand me.
At 06.30 every morning we get up. We've got to, its
Reveille! We always have done to tell you the tr
; Well
we do now anyway, we then parade at 7 for a swim or
paddle (according to our abilities) in the sea, in the hope
that everyone of us may one day learn to swim, who knows
when we might have to swim the Danube with a 15 cwt.
truck or possibly a 3tonner poised gracefully on our backs?
Tlie sea, as you know, is not included in the 1098 scale,
and therefore not on the Q.N.'s charge and so we may, if we
wish, swim to our hearts content in all our leisure hours,
cut chunks out of it  if we want to.
Let us, dear readers, pause a while in silence while we
pass our reflections on those recently married, to whit, Pte.
Davison and Pte. Dingwall "alas poor yorrick" and Pte. Start
up and Cpl. Sharman "Ah me" they were good lads too. The
least we can do, however, is to wish them every happiness
and may all their troubles be taut
that's got whiskers on
it.
Congratulations to Sgt. Bell and to Cpls. Butson and
Sharman upon their recent promotion and welcome to L/Cpl.
Washer who joins the M.T. staff.
"Spare Wheel."
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Who was the Officer wishing to repair a punctured tyre
who extracted the tube by cutting it in half and sent it to
the Armour Sergeant?
When will we have to make a return of all the returns
rendered?
No. 3 PLATOON (MORTARS)
Once again we live in hopes of being surrounded by new
faces and after numerous attempts, appear to have a really
good chance of realising our ambitions. The whole Platoon
(both of them) are anxiously waiting to greet these new
members.
We are pleased to welcome to our midst 2ndLieut. F
and hope his stay will be longer than any of our previous
commanders.
Does the Post Corporal still think that the whole of the
Company took their cousins to
.
No. 2 PLATOON (A.A.).
Well folks, quite a lot of things have happened since I
sent in my last correspondence, the first
thing is that we
are back again at dear old H
and quite settled down
again after our intensive training at S
where I think
the Battalion made quite a name for itself.
The second thing is that No. 2 Platoon was disbanded
this week in order to rearrange H.Q. Company. The Platoon
now is comprised of "drums" so platoon training will have
to start all over again in order to teach the new members
the mysteries of aircraft recognition, etc.
"Rock."
THINGS WE WOULD LIKE TO KNOW.
Could the Q.M. let the Platoon have some blank tracers
for training?
No. 4 PLATOON (CARRIERS)
Calling all Carriers,
"Once more unto the beach dear friends, once more."
Well here we are again back to the good old sea shore, after
a brief and happy spell inland, where we enjoyed a well
earned rest. The main events of our holiday were a three
day army manoeuvre (pukka stuff) in which the good old
10th made quite a name for themselves, followed by a two
day brigade scheme, which needless to say was an equal
success. The Carriers excelled themselves on both occasions
by keeping all carriers on the road from start to finish,
which under the circumstances was quite an achievement, as
our running repairs at the same time were; the changing of
three bogey wheels at 1 o'oclock in the morning by the crew
under Sgt. "Buster," and repairing the ignition at the same
time. ..It was suggested to jack up the track adjusting bar
and slip a new carrier under it. but Sgt. "Buster" took a
very poor view of that crack. Another slight mishap occurred
to our Platoon Officer 2ndLieut. D. P. C
who, when on
a recent patrol asked his runner the best way to cross 'a drop
of "poini." The answer was "walk." On stepping forward
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he found himself up to the waist in the mirk. Do you know
now. sir? Then to finish
off Sgt. C
thought things not
quite hot enough had to set Are to the camouflage net in
i.his carrier, but soon "all was under control," and the scheme
went on uninterrupted. Now we find
ourselves back to the
beaches, and with a new intake to the Platoon, back to
serious training once again.
i
"Carry oil, Carriers.''.
THINGS WE WOULD LIKE TO KNOW.
Where does the fun fare Romeo get his technique?
Is Tich Tomlin still Colour bloke?
Is Mick still "saying his piece and all that?"
. Does Sgt. Buster still like Bedfords?
Is Harris' nose sunburned?
Ts Sgt. G
going into the cafe business?
4

"A" Company.
Profit and loss must be dealt with first
this month; we
have lost 2ndLieut. S
. whom, with one brief interval
we have known since D
days, and 2ndLieut. A
. We
hope they will both achieve equal popularity in their new
jobs, and offer them our good wishes for the future. And on
the profit side we are glad to welcome 2ndLieut. P
who
is already becoming a popular addition to the Company. We
have been joined by several N.C.O.'s and men from other
companies—we congratulate them on their fortunate change
of surroundings, and hope that they will settle down with us.
There was, of course, the fourday scheme, where men
were men and feet were blisters, but we'd prefer to forget
those long hours of waiting followed by equally long hours
of frenzied activity. And there was also leave, which most
of us have now enjoyed and forgotten sufficiently to look
forward to the next lot. Naturally, we've moved again, and
we are back in rural surroundings to which we are accus
tomed; we have a local tavern that opens twice a week if it
has any beer, and we have a N.A.A P.I.
(Some people have
Lorna as well, of course). With some of the Company still on
leave. Battalion H.Q. Guards have fallen on us so frequently'
that it is rumoured that several people have applied for
season tickets to and from W
Hall.
We almost forgot to congratulate 2ndLieut C
on his
enlistment in the ranks of the married men; but wc hope
that his brief honeymoon did not provide him with future
ideas for
his
longcherished
bayonetchargecumobstacle
race....
And that's all our news for this month, folks, so here's
to the next time.
"Funf."
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Which lancecorporal pushed a perambulator for miles,
made up a feeding bottle—and all for love?
Have you tried Milton for that nettlerash, Cpl. Brunger?
When is a batman better than the best man?
Why does Taffy like the guardroom, Lorna?
Can the Killer change his stripes?
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Company.

Once again an amateur scribe is born for a few minutes
to relate the joys and woes of this Company. Fortunately,
they have been well mixed and equally shared
"Woe"betide those who's laundry label does not agree
with the contents of the bundle.
"Joy" to those who receive back a buckshee shirt!
It is murmured amongst the unintelligent that the
C/Sgt. now wears three shirts, but this, of course, is impos
sible—the two Blouses B.D. won't allow for this extra packing.
Apart from the mysteries of the Laundry and a months'
intensive training, nothing unusual has happened, except

perhaps for 10 Platoon receiving a good amount of tear gas
in the early hours of the morning
"The Phantom"
threatened reprisals, but Company H.Q.'s latest bulletin
shows—"Nothing to Report." This, I understand, is due to
the kind heart of "The Phantom" who does not wish the
Company's mascot. Bren and her three kittens to be injured
in the melee which is sure to follow an attack on Company
H.Q. In the meantime, it may be safely stated that Hitler
had no claims on "W.H's" popularity the morning following
the gas attack, and on last meeting "The Phantom" he was
heard muttering something about skinning, scalping, and
boiling oil!
I have been requested by a certain N.C.O. to place on
record that, although he questioned C/Sgt. as regards a
Family Allowance, it has nothing whatsoever to do with Bren
and her youngsters.
Let us congratulate L/Cpl. Ted for acting the part of
midwife so successfully. At the same''Time, it is regretted
that this N.C.O. has now left us. later iib'doubt to be known
as Sir Ted.
The Company's Annual Dance was a great success. Many
thanks to the members of the Battalion Band who are now
held in high esteem by local inhabitants.
Congratulations to 2ndLieut and the future Mrs. E
.
May their married life be a happy one.
An interesting firing
competition was arranged with the
local Home Guards. The first
match was won by only a few
points by this Company, but the second meeting proved to
he a complete "Washout" for the Home Guards. Nice work
"W.H." for selecting and coaching such a competant team,
although it is said you received a nasty "shaking" when a
"new recruit" played some very nice shots!
Once again we must finish
and complete our packing, for
the air reeks with rumours of leave and Travelling Warrants
—if you're lucky!
FAMOUS SAYINGS.
What is in Room 504, 10 Platoon?
. . . . and as for the question of Leave....
No Blatch. Uncle Joe did not invent Red Tape!
What shook who?
What's I done to yous?
Are you Jeer.
An absolute shower.
W.C.F.
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C" Company.

Once again the time lias come along for me to Lake up
my pen, and record the doings of gallant Shiny "C" over the
last month.
At the time .of writing we are again on
the beaches, but although it .never took long to write that,
a host of things have taken place in the time it covers,
which will be recalled, with many a laugh and sigh by the
Company as a whole, for many a day to come. Some of the
laughs have been recorded, but I am under the impression
that the biggest of all was because of the sighs of love lorn
swains (who are they, Sgt. G?) and the promises that were
made to be broken. However, we are back again, as one of
our contributors said, appearing like bats at dusk, and re
tiring like blushing violets at the dawn.
The majority of the Company are beginning to look like
chestnuts and after duty hours the Adonis's of the Company
can be seen sauntering among the fair maidens, who recline
on the beaches in languorous attitudes, displaying shapely
limbs to the rays of King Sol.
Congratulations are due to 2ndLieut. A. G. E
on
obtaining a "D" on his Course, well done, Sir.
It was with reluctance that the whole Company said
goodbye to C.S.M. J. Parks. I take this opportunity of wish
ing him good luck on behalf of the whole Company, our loss
is someone's gain.
In the realm of sport we have again nil to report, except
that of swimming. In this the Company again showed its
superiority and won quite easily a relay match against
"A" Company.
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I notice in last month's "Buster" about the general
superiority of the Grenadiers, as demonstrated by the drill
competition. I refrained last month from blowing our trum
pet (this being a wellknown "A" Company accomplishment),
but I should like to mention that No. 14 Platoon under
2ndLieut. A. G. E
did very well, considering that they
were only beaten by 11 points and that being on the beaches
the opportunity for drill was not such as that in reserve,
incidentally any time "A" Company like to tackle us at drill,
and not at the production of rabbits out of hats (which
appeared' to the humble spectator to be the extent of the
previous competition), we shall be glad to accommodatc
them.
That must conclude the notes for this month, so wishing
good health, success, and more power to the elbow, to every
member of the Regiment, both past and present, I lay down
my pen till next month.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Does Sgt G
really live at No. 1, Streo.tv.nm HiTT.
Streatham?
Why is "Wee Jock" called "Duncan?"
Is it true that the "Marine" was closed one night?
Is Pte. Fenton's initial 1201.
COMPANY CARDS No. 3.
They call him "Slim."
His name is Pte. Fenton O.
(Oliver). Born in Eltham, Kent, 1914, he moved at the age
of two, to East London. By trade he's a porter at Covent
Garden Market, having worked there ten years. He joined
this Regiment at D
and was posted to this Company. He
won fame in the Company as No. 14 Platoon "Policeman?"
One of the bestliked men in the Company, Slim is a good
and willing worker, having no moans, groans, or "Bolo's" to
make, says he's here to do a job of work, will do so, and
then hopes to get back to his normal life in Civvy Street.
Fond of dancing, Slim can shake a pretty fetlock, and al
though not exactly a "Don Juan" is generally liked by all.
We all wish Slim, Good Luck.
F.E.M.
"OUR CREST."
We're proud of the cap badge we're wearing,
The Rampant White Horse of Kent.
Bestowed oil us by a conqueror,
When his invasion hordes he sent.
We're proud of our Motto "Invicta,"
And the meaning it does convey
To us, and to all of "Old England."
Unconquerable to this  very day.
We're proud that we should wear it.
We'll never haul down our Crest
Until the Boche is beaten, and
The remainder of the world is at rest.
F.E.M.
It was just such a day as this, warm and sunny with
the sea looking it's best, that brought us to D
and the
start of our army career twelve months ago. In the space
of a few lines it is impossible to set down a tithe of what has
happened to us since then. Of our original strength many
have left us for other Companies, some for other Battalions,
but as we see them in the course of our daily work, some on
motorcycles, some on carriers, some as plumbers, some as
policemen, we still think of them as "C" Company. The
drain on our resources started with the formation of "D"
Cbmpany and this has gone on steadily ever since; many
have been longer in their "New Company" than they were
with us but we still think of them, and we hope that they
have not altogether forgotten Shiny "C." We have learned
much in our first
year, yes, and we have memories, good and
bad to look back on. One thing, however, stands out above
all else and  that is the Company spirit, which has grown
until today it takes a real place in all that we do. Those
of us who have been privileged to be. members of the Com
pany throughout this time, have formed friendships which
interCompany postings cannot break, and though none of
us are anxious to celebrate many more birthdays in battle
dress. we know that until the final
"all clear" sounds, that
spirit is going to see us through, So to all the original "No.
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3". from. D
, wherever you may be now, greetings and
good wishes from your old friends and those who have
joined us since then.
On Its first
anniversary Shiny "C
shines brighter than ever.
, .
"Charlie."
;
>

"D"

Company

Having, in the absence of our usual scribe (stop larking
Reggie), been "chosen" to write these notes, I immediately
sought collaboration with my partnerin(whatever you like),
Reggie.
This month of June has been rather eventful for the
Dons. It opens In that City of bright lights on the border
of East and West R
amid that hustle and bustle and
general efficiency which overwhelms all Battalion schemes.
During the last two weeks of the previous month we had
worked our way up from scouts and patrols to battalions in
attack and lots more big stuff.
So when June, flaming
June, overtook us, we were "unfit
for nothing." Anyway after numerous stunts in which we
played the part of the defence, there dawned a day when we
sallied forth, complete with forage caps, in order to play the
part of airborne troops of the "invincible" German Army in
a Command Scheme.
After many starts and even more stops, our convoy
arrived at the assembly, point, and we heard that horrible
word "debus."
We debussed.
The next evening we were lucky enough to have a little
practice at embussing. Had any army seen us that night,
approaching in trucks at about 60 m.p.h., they would have
fled (or would they?).
Progress was good. We goose stepped our way. led by
our gallant Captain, o'er hills and dales until finally,
at the
summit of one lofty mountain, which we scaled amid cries
of "Excelsior," we stopped.
It was midnight (No, not in Mayfair, Reggie). "Q" Branch
were valiantly (heating our dinner over cookers, petrol. We
ate. We ate stew. We've always 'ated stew. We washed it
down with tea and were ready to continue our great advance.
Once more trucks were brought from nowhere. We climbed
aboard (sorry Reggie) embussed, and away we went.
Our next stop was at F
L F
D. Unfortunately, \Ve
lost our gallant Chota during the attack on this fortress.
He and Cpl. L
larked about until they lost their lives
(and their chances of numerous cups of tea from the more
charming, of the female population), hut they "died" bravely,
arguing with the umpires to their last breath.
Their return .from the "dead" was unheralded and un
sung (no,, not unwanted Reggie), and not much help anyway
because we'd won that war, capturing innumerable D.R.'s,
armoured columns, carriers and sundry other units. Then
we were detailed to relieve a nearby village held by a Com
pany of another famous regiment.
We" took over. (We'd take anything over). The remainder
of the scheme passed without much incident, and at  last,
when the armistice had been signed, we set out for home.
No longer did we hear that welcome word, although rumour
produced enough buses to transport an Army. But our feet,
faithful old dogs, dutifully performed their task and ye had
marched halfway home when Capt G
thumbed a lift for
the entire Company on a R.A.S.O. convoy. (Reggie wonders
whether he learned the technique in Palestine or in London
Road, Maidstone).
Schemes, no matter how big, were chickenfeed after that.
We even discovered a cert, method of stopping the C.O.'s .car.
(Blank—Blank).
The end of the second week in June saw us departing
once more for the beaches.
Weeping women filled
Scott
Road. However, the motto of "D" Company seems to be "Off
with the old, on with the new," because we noticed many
pairs of open arms on our return to the sea. and they weren't
all mermaids or even maids, come to that.
But it matters not to the Dons, whether with pips, crowns,
stripes or just blue flashes.
Their warring and their wooing
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are on the same scale (six of one and halfadozen of the
other).
Now, unfortunately, Reggie suggests that perhaps
we ought to stop for breath, so we'll finish
with personalities.
Before leaving, however, we must offer our sympathies,
on behalf of the Company, to Pte. Ainsworth, who met with
an unfortunate accident on the scheme. Also our farewells
to 2ndLieut. J. E. F
whom we miss sadly, and our
welcome to Messrs. A. and P. who have joined us.
QUIZ.
1. What is Lofty's outstanding attraction?
2. Why does a gentleman prefer blondes while a subal
tern prefers redheads?
3. Is Dorothy really as tired as he appears?
4. When will platoon sergeants stop taking cans?
5. Is it the crown that attracts them. Colours?
6. Why does everybody question the "activity" of Q.?
7. Isn't R.Q.M.S. the steppingstone to R.S.M.?
8. Who is the subaltern who always confuses "standto"
with "questiontime?"
9. What will be the result of the second round, J. E. F.?
10. How did "laughing" get his name?
11. Which Private pinched a subaltern's girl, and why?
12. Who, on the Command Scheme, swore he heard a
Lysander singing "If I only had stub wings?"



70th BATTALION
Headquarter Company.
Thus the "Holy Dido" is passed on.
The literary talent of Heckling Hector being no longer
ours to command, the task is passed on to the present re
corder who possesses but mediocre qualifications for such an
onerous position.
Our activities for the past month have been confined to
more or less general routine matters with an odd night stunt
or two thrown in to give an added fillip
to affairs and rre
vent our wits from becoming stultified.
Experience counts for much as the writer well knows.
When sleeping out in the fresh balmy "great outdoors"
o'nights. it is surprising to find
just how much of this fair
land of England is the personal property of ants who spare
no effort to make known their resentment that we should
trespass upon their domain.
Other insects also violate all the rules Of decorum and
invade one's outdoor boudior.
Our Orderly Room Corporal, Charlie, can vouch for this,
for on the last night stunt Charlie's beauty.sleep was rudely
disturbed by a pertinacious mosquito that did its very utmost
to ensure that his steel helmet would not slip down over
his ears, by raising a large bump on the back of his cranium
upon which that helmet could safely rest.
Other night marauders also invaded Charlie's somewhat
cramped sleeping quarters despite the fact that there was
the rest of the field in which they could gambol.
A hiccoughing enquiry as to who was he, and this in the
neighbourhood of one o'clock in the morning strained
Charlie's hospitality to breaking point.
However, the night, with all its attendant horrors and
perils eventually passed and an excellently prepared break
fast, cooked in the field, did much to compensate the incon
veniences thus experienced.
The sense of fulness from the excellent fare adjusted
our perspective of this place, and we eventually retraced
our steps home, to commence another day's duties.
"Incognito,"

"A" Company
The end of the month saw many changes in "A" Com
pany. Major M
and our own Pin Point have gone, to be
replaced by Capt. C
and C.S.M. S
who it seems, have
made good impressions on all ranks. No more, alas, do we
fall over that fourlegged creature that sometimes responded
to the call of "Mick." The one consolation we have is that
the Q.M. and staff can often, and we mean ojten, be seen in
the Company Office smiling at that piece of good nature with
the crown and laurels.
According to reports, sleep can only be purchased in
"A" Company with coupons, most of it going towards, the
War Effort in night patrols* and guards. A certain Corporal
swears that he had a half coupon's worth while at B
J
 They say there is nothing so exhilirating as staying
out to the early hours to go tiptoeing around strawberry
fields and finally
creeping past a sentry to steal guns from
the Company Stores.
Lieut. C
is missed by all and we wish him every
success in his new Company. Lieut. W
also goes, taking
with him that immortal question that frayed even the
strongest men's nerves "But Why?"
We welcome the new arrivals in the shape of seven
N.O.O.'s and we wish them everything that they wish us.
Some of our more mutinous members were delighted with
the arrivals of Sgt. D
having made his acquaintance
when holidaying in his care soon after the birth of the
Company.
Having included the most important items we close with
two things we would like to know—
(a) Who was Pin Point?
(b) Who was the relation of Uncle Bob?
(Signed) "Stores."
4

<<B"

Company

The most important event for "B" Company this month
was undoubtedly the Battalion Competition to decide the
best Company and Platoon. The results of this competition
were very creditable to "B" Company. We had the honour
to be regarded as the best Company and in addition to that
Nos. 5, 3 and 2 Platoons deserve every praise on being 1st,
3rd and 5th Platoons in the Battalions.
However, for those who hoped to sit back and rest on
their laurels a rude shock was in store. "B" Company has
been working very hard lately the aim being, not only to
be the smartest and most efficient Company in the Bat
talion but also in the Regiment.
Although we make no
extravagant claims in this direction we fell, confident that
by the time we have finished
our period of intensive train
ing we shall at least be in the running. Again "B" Com
pany has changed hands and this time the Company warmly
welcomes Captain W
who has returned to us as our
Company Commander. Capt. W
has been associated with
this Company a long time and under his command the
Company is making rapid strides towards its goal, complete
efficiency.
We are very sorry to lose Lieut. H
, Lieut. B
and
2ndLieut. A
, C.S.M. Colley, Sgt. Payne, Sgt. Hatton, who
have recently left us for unknown destinations, wherever
they may go we wish them good hunting.
We welcome the arrival "of Lieut. R. M .S
, 2ndLieut.
H
. 2ndLieut. M
, 2nd Lieut. D
, C.S.M. Parks,
Sgt.'s Fisher, Tingley, and Corporal Eldridge. We wish them
all the best of luck with "B" Company.
Up to date we have had three cricket matches with the
R.A.F. hut on all three occasions they proved too strong for
us although we were unlucky to lose the last match against
them by only one run. We shall hope to obtain an in
creasing number of fixtures
during the season.
K.A.H.
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"C" Company.
Our first
duty this month is to congratulate Lieut. J.
W
on his promotion to Captain, and in the same breath
to bid him "au revoir" as he leaves us to fathom depths
of another Company office, from which we hope he will
emerge periodically shaking A.B. 64's Part II and A.F.'s 122
from his feet to see us, before sinking once again into a
sea of V forms and 252.'s
At the same time, and as warmly do we welcome as our
new Company Commander the advent of Major M
. May
he remain with us long and may we flourish while under his
leadership.
Our next honours must be paid to Lieut. J
who has
left us for a Course, having during his long stay with us
driven away all wild life and most tame and human ele
ments from our surroundings by "near misses" and "exten
sive demolitions."
It is rumoured that distracted by his
sorrow at parting he accidentally put a stick of dynamite
in his new pipe, or was that sabotage?
Also 2ndLieut. P
must he congratulated on his promo
tion to Captain. May none of us find ourselves in debt during
his term of office.
A further loss to the Company is C.S.M. D
whose
popular smile would weather anything, in his stead we
welcome C.S.M. W
; some of us with confidence, but
those with black records stand in awe and speculate on
their prospects.
And now we pass on to the events of the past month.
The employed Platoon have returned, to the fore by coming
2nd in the Battalion Drill Competition, and firing
daily on
the miniature range, while the new Battle Platoon, apart
from bivouacing one night, have been unusually silent of
late, waxing strong and steadily.
Embryonic Engineers have done much to undermine our
complacence lately with their digging and have shattered
our peace of mind by continuous explosions comparable in
intensity with His Majesty's Gun "Bomb Buster" and re
sulting in the destruction of trenches and hurling tree
stumps across the landscape.
In the field of sport there is more news. The local team
beat the Company earlier in the month (what at?
cricket of course!) and more recently the Battle Platoon
beat the employed men.
In both matches the bowling
averages were exceptional, in neither did anyone in the
Company bat into double figures.
About the last Company Dance it has been justly said :
"At the "C" Company farewell dance 'Osey' sawed through
his 'G' string when 'Buddy' sang his Irish Air and when the
strings broke there was a good deal of 'sorting itself out'
appertaining to certain ranks."
The prisoners have been very active lately and have
built two vaulting horses which they use daily and a basket
ball ground which is much in use on recreational afternoons
and in the evenings.
4

44D"

Company

Since our last contribution we have changed our place
of abode and now find
ourselves in the midst of the rural
beauty of Kent. Soon after our arrival we were very sorry
to be deprived of our Company Commander, Capt. L. L. B
who has left us to join another Battalion. We should like
to take this opportunity of wishing him the very best of
luck and every success in the future.
In his place we
heartily welcome Capt. H. B. H. W
who, coming from our
excellent Training Centre has launched us headlong into an
intensive training programme.
The latter is being thoroughly enjoyed by one and all
whilst considerable assistance is being lent by the Clerk of
the weather whose kindness is particularly appreciated in
our night operations during which Mother Earth becomes our
bedcot and the sky our canopy. We are wondering what the
T.O.E.T. is for erecting a bivouac for we feel sure that we
could pass it blindfold.

We are keeping very fit thanks to our daily ration of P.T.
and additional items such as crosscountry running, games,
etc. Swimming too is very popular and indulged in right
merrily, for we are very fortunate inasmuch as we have not
only fairies at the bottom of our garden but a river as well.
Congratulations to our Colour Sergeant who recently em
barked on the sea of matrimony.
May his passage be a
smooth and happy one.
In the realm of Sport the men having challenged the
officers to a game of Darts proceeded to spend the next three
weeks testing the beer in all the "locals" of the villages for
miles around! It was thought at first
that this Darts match
was really only an excuse for setting in motion this other
excellent sport of "Filling up with Benzine." At long last
these pioneers came back one night with the news that the
beer at the "Bat and Ball" close by was well up to the stan
dard. Thus one fine evening, both officers and men could be
seen making their way to this now famous "pub." The whole
evening went with a swing and "a good time was had by a(l,"
the final
result being that the men beat tne officers by four
games to three. Truly friend "Revenge will he sweet."
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Company

"E" Company "Cupwinners" calling.
Once again the
L
G
glamour boys have brought home the goods. The
Battalion shooting cup fell to the roar of our mighty P. 14's
(We have not yet seen the trophy). The R.S.M. seemed con
siderably shaken but he managed to choke out a few words
of congratulation. Such praise is worth far more to us than
the cup—or is it? We are very, very sorry to say goodbye to
O.S.M. W
who won the respect and confidence of the
whole Company. Goodbye and good luck!
We welcome in
his place C.S.M. H
who has already made his presence
felt in more ways than one. We have also lost C/Sgt. P
.
Sgt. O
, Sgt. M
(who, by the way, put our boxers on
their feet) and Cpl. H
alias "Sailor." We wish all these
N.C.O.'s the very best in their new Battalion.
The P.T. staff are still running around with worried looks
and pieces of paper, but a telephone call from B.H.Q. made
them run even faster!
No sword of Damocles hangs over
their aching heads but instead the vision of crossed swords
is constantly with them. Amongst our greetings we must not
forget C/Sgt. B
from the I.T.C. who is going to straighten
out the tangled finances
of the Company (There'll be some
broken hearts on Pay days!). With due modesty we call fur
ther attention to our sportsmen. Our boxing team put up a
good show against the Guards, Pte. Mahoney boxing quite
brilliantly. A match against "F" Company resulted in a draw.
15 points each. In a sports meeting with "F" Company and
the R.A.F. we emerged easy victors. "F" Company occupied
second place. The unfortunate R.A.F. must have developed
a "tailspin" at the last minute. A crosscountry run with
"F" Company and the R.A.F. saw us a close second.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
1. Can a motor bike get into a speed wobble at 30 m.p.h.?
2. Which Officer is quickest on the draw?
3. Where has the shooting cup gone?
(Uncles!).
4. Who stopped up all night, remarking that the time
between lights out and reveille wouldn't provide adequate
rest for a fly.
"Benbow.
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Company

Since our last issue, many changes have taken place.
Summer has at last blessed us with some fine
weather, and
all the boys are looking brown, sunburn I presume.
But dear friends?.... many other things have happened,
we have lost many old friends (and othersl and it is with
long faces, and teardimmed eyes, that we say goodbye to
Sgt.'s H
. and B
, Sgt. B
, and our one and only
Sgt. S
known to all, and loved by many (we hope). He
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is still trying to find
the identity of your correspondent, and
we did hear something about a "suit for libel." We also
regret to announce the loss of two Cpl.'s, who have left us
for an "Old Soldiers' Battalion."
Of course several new
comers have taken their places, but as yet, they don't know
us. they call "Reveille" at 06.00 hours.
Our Drill Parades have progressed admirably, owing to the
continued efforts of a certain person, but I'll mention no
names, otherwise I may be accused of "crawling."
We regret to say goodbye to a very popular 2ndLieut.
one who helped in every way, and who I miss very much, as
an extra Correspondent.
After continued worrying. I have at last managed to
compile a programme of the boxing match that all are wait
ing for, the match between "F" and "E."
The Flyweight bout was the first
on the list, and one of
the most interesting. Pte. Parkin, put up a grand show, and
Won his fight
in the second round, with a knockout.
No. 2. was a Bantamweight contest, between Pte. O'Leary
of "E" and Pte. Lindsay of "F." . There was not very much' in
this fight,
being a very well matched pair, they put up a
grand fight,
but Lindsay won on points.
The Featherweight bout was actually a walkover for our
man, the opponent tried hard, hut had none of the skill that
gave Waldock the verdict, the fig'ht
being stopped in the
second round.
 '
No. 4. on the list, was a very close fight,
Pope of "F" v.
Pte. Crowe of "E." This was another good fight,
but for
tunately our man won on points.
Cpl. Cale of "E" Company was matched against Pte.
Suzuki in the Text fight,
and in this, we lost badly", Suzuki
putting up a very bad show, we are still wondering whdt was
wrong.
.
Pte. Andrews was the winner of the next fight,
and it
was a fight,
the two opponents just went in and scrapped,
and Andrews was the winner.
Of course, the renowned "Battle Platoon" had to have
someone in it, and Pte. A. C. Hills was tflc unfortunate, we
expected great things from "Arthur" being an old "F" Com
pany boy, but, he lost, it was a pity though.
Pte. Mahoney fought Pte. Latto and came oil" best one
more to "E."
Next came Pte. Bennett, of "F" and after
putting up. a grand show, the fight
was given to "E"
Company.
The Heavyweight match was of course an easy win for
Sgt. Mullinder, of "E" although Pte. Harding did his best
(you ought to take that A/T Rifle with you next time
"Tiny"),
Finis :—"F" Company 5.

THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Why the C.Q.M.S. has two holes in each sleeve?
Who is Rootin, Tootin?
Result of crosscountry run between "F" Company and
"E" Company 70th Battalion Q.O.R.W K.; 78th L.A.A. (R.A );
R.A.F.: —
1st—"F" Company "A" Team.

10 points.

2nd—"E" Company "A" Team.
3rd—"F" Company "B" Team.
5th—("F"
85 points.

41 points.
45 points.

51 points.

Company

CRICKET RESULTS FOR MAY, 1941.
I.T.C. v. R.A.F. Won.
I.T.C. 74 for 3 wickets.
R.A.F. 62 (Sgt. Killick 7 for 25).
*

"C"

, 7th "E" Company "B" Team.

Team)

(78th

L.A.A,

(R.A.)
' '

89 points.

"F" Company scored the least possible number of points.
Their 1st Team : Pte. Hollands (Finishing), L/Cpl. Riches,
Cpl. Roscoe, Pte. Sprules.
1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th places
respectively.

*

X

I.T.C. v. Sutton Valence School. Won.
Sutton Valence School. 69 (Capt. Lenton 5 for 21).
I.T.C. 121 for 3 wickets.
*

*

*

I.T.C. v County Police. Won.
County Police. 151 (C.S.M. Johnson 5 for 46).
I.T.C. 185 for 5 (Lt. Robins 70).
*
*
x
I.T.C. v. Sheldwich.
Lost.
I.T.C. 95.
Sheldwich. 140.
x
x
*
I.T.C. v. Borough Police. Won.
I.T.C. 145.
Borough Police. 116 (Askew 4 for 13).
*
*
x
I.T.C. v. Bearsted. Won.
I.T.C. 74 and 126 for 7 declared.
Bearsted. 44 (Askew 6 for 24) and 39.
(Capt. Lenton
6 for 14).
*
x
:<
I.T.C. v. The Buffs. Won.
I.T.C. 265 for 8 declared (C.S.M. Johnson 62 not out.
Lieut. Robins 60).
The Buffs. 109.
*

*

*

I.T.C. v. Lloyds Paper Mills. Won.
I.T.C. 168 for 8 declared (Ephgrave 79 not out).
Loyds Paper Mills. 90 (Baker 5 for 29. Askew 4 for 28).
*
*
*
I.T.C. v. The Somerset Light Infantry. Won.
I.T.C. 200 for 8 declared (Lieut. Robins 128 not out).
S.L.I. 58 (Killier 8 for 40) and 95.
(Capt. Lenton 7
for 31).
4

"E" Company 5.

Well this is the end of "F' Company until next month,
so.until then I am,
Yours, "Getting Organised,"
"Runner," ...

4th—R.A.F. Team.

INFANTRY TRAINING
CENTRE

Headquarter Company
"H.Q." Calling!!
Once more the time has arrived for recording the affairs
of the Company during the past month.
Again it has been a very busy month for all concerned
especially the Band" and Drums who have spent many hours
practising for "Retreats," etc.
It was like the peaceful prewar days to see the Band
and Drums beat "Retreat" on the barrack square, the public
were allowed to come into barracks and fully appreciated the
show especially the Physical Training display that was put
on.
We have had several General Inspections during the past
month, it reminded one, of the past palmy days with plenty
of "spit and polish."
News seems rather scarce these days so I must close this
contribution with the usual queries :
Did Len enjoy his 55 minutes wait, what drove him to
drink? was it the "Love Bug?
Can George tell us if the prevailing winds are stronger
by night than by day?
STOP PRESS.
Best of luck to Ptes. Burrows, Carrano, Gold, Self, and
Allen (77) who have left the fold for fresh lands of conquest.
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I.T.C. BAND AND DRUM NEWS.
The outstanding event of our Band since last month's
news, was, undoubtedly, the "Beating of Retreat" in M
Barracks.
Hitherto, this Parade has been held in L
M
, but
it was decided on this occasion to give the Band a tryout
In Barracks, invite the Mayor, Senior Military Commanders
and the public, for which seating accommodation, was ar
ranged, in fact, produce the kind of show that you would
expect to see during the days when uniform and military
music were only thought of in a glamourous sort of way.
(At this point, the inexperienced writer takes refuge in
brackets, apologises for the long breathless sentence just
miscomposed, and takes a deep breath for the next spasm!).
Well then, in spite of the Band President's anxieties, a
summerylooking public rolled up magnificently, so that by
now, the ultimate success of our Parade was assured.
You now of course, expect to be bored by such musical
journalese as, "Handels famous Slow March was tastefully
rendered and so on." You know the kind of thing, its dished
up quite frequently in Country Weeklies, and if it concerns
you, you cut it out, keep it in your wallet, and proudly ex
hibit it to your friends, very much to their private annoyance.
Sorry for the digression, but even so, a word of praise
must be given to our Cornet Soloist, Cpl. Lansell, who (dare
I say it)"—tastefully rendered, and delivered his solo out of a
Barrack room window.
R.Q.M.S.I. Chapman, A.P.T.C. with his bronzed band of
athletes who. midway through the Band performance, did
all manner of gymnastic and tumbling acts, deserve very
special mention indeed. But the writer must not dwell too
long on this episode, for very soon he must prepare for his
own Physical Training,—Under "40's" you know!
And so
much for our Retreat.
Other Band activities were chiegy ceremonial parades for
the Royal Corps of Signals, Royal Berks. Regt., and a very
enjoyable day spent with the 70th Battalion.
It is rumoured that there are further interesting en
gagements coming along: news of these will he found in our
next issue, Editor permitting.

CONTEMPORARIES
The Editor acknowledges with thanks the
.contemporaries:—
"The London Scottish Regimental Gazette."
"The Dragon."
"The Wasp."
"The K.S.L.I. Regimental Journal."
"The Sapper."
"The Journal of the A.E. Corps."
"The Royal Tank Corps Journal."
"Ca Ira."
"St. George's Gazette."
"The Royal Army Ordnance Corps Gazette."
"The Aldershot Command News."

following
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EVENTS

May 11th.—Heavy raid on London; much damage and casaul
ties; Westminster Abbey, Houses of Parliament and
British Museum damaged—thirtythree enemy aircraft
destroyed.
May 12th.—Hess, Deputy of Hitler, lands by parachute in
Scotland.
Nine enemy bombers shot down in night
raids.
May 14th.—Daylight attack on Heligoland by our bombers.
May 15th.—German aircraft stated to be using Syrian air
ports with connivance of French authorities, in pursu
ance of plan announced by Marshal Petain of collabor
ation with Germany.
Attack on enemy convoy near
Frisian Islands.
May 16th.—German aircraft on Syrian aerodromes attacked
and damaged by R.A.F. Our forces in Western Desert re
occupy Solium area after brisk fight.
May 17th.—R.A.F. attack on Cologne.
May 18th.—Duke of Aosta. Italian CinC in Abyssinia, asks
for terms of surrender for garrison of Amba Alagi. Suc
cessful local attack by our mechanised forces in Capuzzo
area in Libya. R.A.F. attack French coast ports.
May 19th.—Surrender of Italian forces at Amba Alagi. R.A.F.
raid Kiel.
May 20th.—Attack on Crete by enemy parachute and air
borne troops begins. In Iraq British capture Falluja.
May 21st.—Hostile attack on Crete continues, despite heavy
losses. Surrender of Duke of Aosta with 18,000 Italian
troops completed.
May 22nd.—Enemy ships with troops attempting to land in
Crete destroyed at sea. All other attacks beaten off ex
cept at Maleme, where enemy secures foothold. Mr. Eden
announces that Britain will act to nullify effects of Vichy
Government's expected cooperation with Germany.
May 23rd.—Second attempt to land hostile troops by sea in
Crete defeated.
German losses estimated at 5,000.
Enemy destroyer and three other ships en route for
Libya sunk by our submarines.
May 24th.—Enemy attempt to gain new footing in Crete
defeated; fighting
at Maleme continues.
May 25th.—Naval action in North Atlantic; H.M.S. "Hood"
blown up, and Germany's newest battleship "Bismarck"
damaged. More German airborne troops land in Crete;
King of Hellenes and Greek Government go to Egypt.
Large Italian force surrenders near Addis Ababa.
May 26th.—"Bismarck" hit by torpedoes of Fleet Air Arm.
British forced to fall back West of Canea in Crete.
May 27th.—"Bismarck" sunk in central Atlantic after being
repeatedly hit by torpedoes and engaged by our light
and heavy ships. Further British retirement in Canea
area of Crete; two cruisers and four destroyers announced
as lost.
May 28th.—President Roosevelt declares unlimited national
emergency in U.S.A. and declares American purpose to
resist Hitlerism anywhere where it may become danger
ous and by any means, and to push through aid to
Britain.
Submarine successes against Axis convoys in
Mediterranean reported.
May 29th.—In Crete enemy occupy Canea and shores of Suda
Bay.
Italian ship seeking refuge in Sfax harbour in
French Tunisia bombed by R.A.F., protest by Vichy
Government. In Iraq British forces approaching Bagdad.
May 30th.—Rashid Ali, Iraq's usurping Prime Minister, flees
from Bagdad to Iran. British occupy Ur, above Basra.
Fierce fighting
in Crete continues.
May 31st.—Germans bomb Dublin. Evacuation of Crete be
gun. Iraqi rebels ask for armistice.
June 1st.—15.000 British troops get safely away from Crete.
Armistice concluded in Iraq and rebels lay down arms.
June 2nd.—Enemy air raid on Manchester. U.S. Troops oc
cupy Greenland.
June 3rd.—Hitler and Mussolini meet at Brenner Pass.
June 4th.—British occupy Mosul and oilfields in North Iraq.
Successful R.A.F. attack on enemy convoy in Mediter
ranean. Death of exEmperor of Germany at Doom.
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THE DESTRUCTION
On the morning of May 27th the newest German battle
ship "Bismarck." on her maiden commercedestroying voyage
into the Atlantic, was sunk by the British Navy after a five
days' chase, in which had led our ships from the northerly
Denmark Straits between Iceland and Greenland as far south
as the approaches to the English Channel west of Brest, and
had involved, the combined efforts of forces as far apart as
the Northern part of the North Sea and the Western Mediter
ranean.
It was an impressive demonstration of the over
whelming and farreaching might of our sea power.
The "Bismarck," the last word in Nazi naval power and
pride, had been launched in the presence of Hitler himself
in 1937. She was a vessel of 35.000 tons, carrying eight 15
inch, twelve 5.9 inch and sixteen 4.1 inch guns, heavily ar
moured, closely compartmented against under water damage,
and boastfully said by her designers to be unsinkable. Yet when
she was finally
brought to bay, on the morning of May 27th
by our battleships "Rodney" and "King George V.." an eye
witness declared that "we shot the guns out of her and left
her a smoking, lurching, black ruin. It made one a little
sick to see such a mighty, powerful vessel brought to the
state of an impotent hulk, like a dog that had been run
over."
As soon as news was received at the British Admiralty
that the "Bismarck" in company with the "Prince Eugen," a
cruiser of the 10.000 ton "Hipper" class, had sailed from the
Norwegian port of Bergen, where they had been previously
located, our naval net was spread to catch them.
The two 10,000
ton cruisers, "Norfolk" and "Suffolk," posted in the Den
mark Straits, were the first
to catch sight of the two hostile
raiders. This was on the evening of May 23rd; weather and
visibility were bad. with thick snow and fog. and the range
of the quarry when first
seen was only six miles. All that
night our two cruisers dogged the enemy, while other heavier
ships were speeding into position to encircle him. As a result,
next morning. May 24th. near the southern mouth of the
Denmark Straits, the battlecruiser "Hood" and the battle
ship "Prince of Wales" brought the two enemy ships to
action. The battle was a fierce
one and resulted in a serious
loss for the British, the "Hood" being hit by an unlucky
shot in one of her magazines and blowing up instantly;
practically every man of her crew of 1.400 was lost with her.
The "Hood," though an old ship in years—she was built at
the end of the last war—had since been modernised and
brought uptodate, and was the largest warship afloat, fast,
and heavily armed, and good to look at.
No doubt some
defect in her construction, irremediable by modernisation,
was the cause of her destruction, but it was a marvellously
unlucky chance that led to her being hit in that fatally
weak spot.
Neither her consort, the "Prince of Wales," nor the "Bis
marck" escaped unscathed from the battle, but the German
ships were able to make off to the southwest for the open
Atlantic, still dogged by our two shadowing cruisers. The
"Bismarck" was limping a little and leaving a wake of oil
behind her. and on that same evening the "Prince of Wales"
once more brought her to action at long range. She sheered
away, first
to the west and then to the south, and in the
small hours of May 25th she for the moment eluded her
immediate pursuers. But it was only to fall into the clutch
of others now closing on her from all sides.
The Home Fleet from the North Sea was coming in from
the northeast; the battle squadron from the Western Med
iterranean was steaming up fast northwestwards from
Gibraltar; and the battleships "Rodney" and "Ramillies," on
convoy duty in the North Atlantic, had left their charges to
join in the hunt. These were the heavy forces; many light
craft, as well as aircraft of the Coastal Command from Great
Britain and of the Royal Canadian Air Force from Newfound
land. were also cooperating in their several areas. The two
enemy ships could not for long escape this intensive search,
and on the morning of May 26th an Americanbuilt machine
of the Coastal Command came across them in the mist 550
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miles west of Land's End.
The "Prince Eugen" now or
earlier parted from her consort and made off for Brest, where
she eventually found refuge.
The aircraftcarrier "Ark
Royal" was in the vicinity and flew off her torpedo aircraft to
the attack, and by the afternoon the cruiser "Sheffield" from
the Western Mediterranean squadron arrived on the scene to
take up the task of closely shadowing the German battle
ship.
A few minutes later a second attack by the "Ark
Royal's" aircraft got two torpedoes home and apparently
damaged the "Bismarck's" steering gear, for she turned two
complete circles before she could be got under control again,
and was only able to go ahead at seriously reduced speed.
Late that night surface torpedo craft took up the chase, and
two more torpedoes struck the halfcrippled giant, causing
a serious fire
on her forecastle, and eventually bringing her
to a complete stop. Her position was then 30o miles west
of Brest, and the chase had already proceeded 1.750 miles.
Before dawn came on May 27th she was once more slowly in
movement, her speed having sunk to eight knots, but as our
destroyers found when they tried to close in, her guns were
still capable of heavy and accurate fire.
The "Norfolk," now
once more on the scene, took up the action, and shortly
after daylight the "Rodney" and the King George V." came
within range, and the "Bismarck's" doom was sealed.
By
11 a.m. she was so crippled and helpless as to be unable
either to flee
or to defend herself, and the cruiser "Dorset
shire" closing in, put torpedo after torpedo into her until,
with her battle ensign still flying
she sank. Only about 400
out of her ship's complement of some 2,000 could be saved.
Eye witnesses have described the great battleship's last
hours. The "Rodney's" stokers had used the last ounce of
their energies to get their great ship on to the scene, many
of them collapsing as the result of their exertions, and
"King George V.'s" officers saw the opening of the engage
ment with "the shells from the orange flames
of the Ger
mans guns taking seemingly about two hours to fall ancl
falling wide," and the "Rodney's" first
salvo producing "great
white columns of water 120 feet high that would break the
back of a destroyer and sink her like a stone if she steamed
through one of them." Then the British shots began to
hit. "boring their way through the Krupp armour belt like
cheese, and both the "Rodney" and the "King George V."
closed the range, the "Bismarck" turning and twisting, writh
ing. it seemed, under the most merciless hail of high ex
plosive armourpiercing shell that any ship has ever faced."
"Before many minutes had passed the majority of the "Bis
marck's" guns were silent, ancl a steady trickle of men were
seen jumping from her into the sea." "Her hull and upper
works showed frequent coppery glows from our hits and
great columns of flame
shot up as high as the spotting top
ancl the mainmast. She was reduced to 'a slow wallowing
speed, with a heavy list to port." before the last of her guns
ceased to speak, and the 'Dorsetshire' steamed close in for
the death blow.
Receiving it, 'she turned over to port,
floated
for a little bottom up. and then with a lift of the
bows was suddenly gone.' " Such was the gallant ancl tragic
end of the mighty "Bismarck."
4
Fall out on the right any musicians, said the Instructor.
Six recruits fell out. "Go down to the Drill Shed," said the
Instructor, "ancl carry the Grand Piano back to the Officers'
Mess."
When the train stopped at a station, the guard came
round the carriages, calling in at the windows, "Is there
anyone here with a box in the guard's van?"
A clergyman answered that he had. "And in it" he saicl
"are some valuable books containing very useful information."
"Well." said the guard. "You had better come along,
your information is leaking."
"Canny Crack."
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HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS THE DUKE OF KENT, K.G., K.T., G.C.M.G., G.C.V.O. (Personal AidedeCamp to H.M. The King)
ColonelinChlef, The Queen's Own Royal West Kent Regiment.
PRESIDENT:
GENERAL SIR CHARLES BONHA MCARTER, G.C.B., C.M.G., D.S.O.
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CHAIRMAN:
COLONEL H. D

BUCHANANDUNLOP, C.M.G., D.S.O.
HON. SECRETARY:

LIEUT.COLONEL A. A. EASON,
Officer Commanding Depot, The Barracks, Maidstone, Kent.

TREASURER:
CAPT. S. E. BROOKS,
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Barracks,

Maidstone, Kent.

COMMITTEE:
Branch Representatives:
Bromley.—Mr. S. G. Lewis, 89. College Road, Bromley, Kent.

Tonbridge—Mr. W. Pollard, 20, Windmill Street, Tunbridge

C h a t h a m — Mr. J. E. Wright, Prince Alfred, Fair Row, High
Street, Chatham.

WeUs' Kent
6 t h B a t t a l i o n — Mr. L. Pyrke, 121. High Street. Bromley, Kent.

D a r t f o r d —Mr. W. W. Couchman, 11.
Shepherds Lane, Dartford, Kent.
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G r a v e s e n d — Mr. G. H. Rich, 21a, Southhlll House. Southhlll
Road, Chatham.

B a t t a l i o n —Mi*. R. B. L. Hill, M.C., 32, Garden Road.
Bromley.

8 t h B a t t a l i o n — Mr. A. E. Scrase, 12, Falcon Street. E.C.I.
1 0 t h B a t t a l i o n —Mr. Stanford. 10. Bramble Close, Maidstone.

London—Mr. W. Snell, 3, Malta Road, Leyton, E.10.

Kent.

M a i d s t o n e —Captain A. C. L. Thomas, Quarry Farm, East
Farleigh, Maidstone, Kent.
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S h o r n c l i f f a —Mr. J. Hayley,
Road, Folkestone.

2 0 t h L o n d o n R e g t . O . C . A.—Mr. G. D. Draycott, 7 0 . Belling
ham Road, Catford, S.E.6.

M.C.,
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49,

Surrendcn

B a t t a l i o n — Mr. L. W. Dawson, 6, Bramley Way, West
Wickham, Kent.

Other Members:
Mr. M. R. Audsley, 54, Spur Road, Orpington, Kent.
ExOfficio:
Hon. Secretary. O.C. Depot, Treasurer, and the Regimental

Sergeant Majors of the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 5th Battalions

and the Regimental Depot.
OBJECT—To

foster

"esprit

de

corps" and

keep

past

and present members of the Regiment in touch with one another

To meet at least once a year and renew old friendships.

To render mutual aid to one another In any way feasible

MEMBERSHIP—The following are eligible for membership:
All ranks who have served or are serving in any

Battalion

which

has borne or

bears the designation

"The

Queen's Own Royal West Kent Regiment," and affiliated Battalions.
SUBSCRIPTIONS—Annually,

on 1st

Tanuary;

Officers

5/:

Other Ranks 2/.

Of Life Membership at: Officers £2/10/0; Other Ranks 10/ (or two payments of 5/ within 12 months).
The Annual Subscription is payable on the 1st of

January each year, and covers the ensuing 12 months only

Subscriptions should

possible after, that date

be sent. on. or

as early as

Maidstone.
It

is

hoped

that

all

members will

become

Life

Members.

to: The Treasurer, Tlxe Barracks,

Ttl: REGENT 6915.

'Grmmi: ANNANDALE, LONDON.

J.B.JOHNSTONE,
/IDllttarg ant) /ICmftt {Tailor
aitft Breeches /iDafter * *

^0

34 SACKVILLE ST., LONDON
AND

32 MOLESWORTH ST., DUBLIN

Maidstone's Safest Milk ! !
PEDIGREE GUERNSEY
HERD

8$ Hen 2) alkies
Ltd.

Infants and Invalids

TCLBPHONB

Phone 2610

3838 MAIDSTONE

BENNITTS LTD,
TftHftoleflaic anb IRetatI {Tobacconists
6 and 63a, HIGH STREET
AND

14, MARKET STREET,
MAIDSTONE
All Orders promptly executed.

FARMER & BROWN ALES
KENTISH CYDER

| Price List on Application. All goods delivered.

Aiso holds special appointments to many other Regiments,
and is extensively patronised by Officers in every branch
of His Majesty's Service, both at home and abroad.

EGGS & CREAM

^

Wines, Spirits & Mineral Waters of the
choicest brand.

Specially Appointed to the
1st and 2nd Battalions The
Queen s Own Royal West
. Kent Regiment .

for

NOTED

'Phone Maidstone 3090

22, WEEK STREET,
MAIDSTONE
Why WHIGLEY'S Chewing Gum
Is the greatest friend! of
those lea the services
The benefits and pleasure derived from Wrigley's
Chewing Gum have made it a favourite of men and
women in uniform wherever they may be serving.
Whether in the air (it is an official Air Force issue),
at sea or on the land,Wrigley's helps to relieve tension
and gives a sense of ease and relaxation.
Wherever smoking is forbidden it helps to overcome
that craving for a smoke. A boon when meals are
irregular, Wrigley's tides
you over the emergency.
It excels as a thirst
quencher.
Two flavours
— P.K.
(peppermint) and
SPEARMINT (garden
mint). Always carry a
supply with you — it can
be your greatest friend.
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This Branch of Lloyds Bank, in which is
incorporated the businessof Messrs.COX &CO.,
Army and Royal Air Force Agents, is
specially adapted to meet the banking
requirements of Officers and Cadets.
RETIRED PAY AND PENSIONS
All classes of Retired Pay and Pensions collected
and credited to customers' accounts.
SPECIAL DEPARTMENTS ARE OPEN AT
THIS OFFICE
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1.
2.
3.
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Stock and Share
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INDIA and
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Cutler Palmer & Co.,

CALCUTTA. MADRAS, LAHORE. BOMBAY, COLOMBO
Forbes Forbes Campbell & Co., Ltd., KARACHI

BURMA,

Barnes & Co. Ltd.,

RANGOON

F. M. S., Wm. Jacks & Co. (Malaya) Ltd.,
SINGAPORE

and

PENANG

C H I N A , J a r d i n e M a t h e s o n & C o . L t d . , SHANGHAI
Dodwell & Co. Ltd.,
HONG KONG
MAURITIUS,
J A .MAICA,
BERMUDA,

PORT LOUIS

Scott & Co.,

Bryden &

Evelyn

Gosling Bros.,
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HOME COUNTIES AREA.

"Quo Faa et Gloria Ducunt:'
BATTLE

HONOURS

BORNE

ON

THE

REGIMENTAL

COLOUR :

The Sphinx, superscribed "Egypt."
"Vlmlera," "Corunna." "Almaraz." "Vlttorla," "Pyrenees," "Nive,"
"Orthes,"
"Peninsula,"
"Punniar," "Moodkae,"
"Perozeshah." "Aliwal," "Sobraon," "Alma," "Inkerman." "Sevastopol." "Lucknow," "New Zealand," "Egypt, 1882,"
"Nile, 188485," "South Africa, 190002," "Afghanistan, 1919."
BATTLE HONOURS BORNE ON THE KING'S COLOUR :
"Mons," "Ypres. 1914. '15, T7. '18." "Hill 60." "Somme, 1916, '18." "Vimy. 1917," "Italy,
"Gaza." "Defence of Kut A1 Amara," "Sharqat."
THE

GREAT

WAR

1917,

'18,"

"Galllpoll,

1915,"

BATTLE HONOURS—18 BATTALIONS :

"Mons." "Le Cateau," "Retreat from Mons," "Marne, 1914," "Aisne, 1914," "La Basefie. 1914," "Messines, 1914, '17,"
"Ypres. 1914. '15. '17, '18," "Hill 60," "Gravenstafel," "St. Julien." "Frezenberg," "Loos," "Somme. 1916, '18."
"Albert, 1916, '18," "Bazentin," "Delville Wood," "Pozi6res," "Gulllemont," "PlersCourcelette," "Morval." "Thlepval,"
"Le Transloy," "Ancre
Heights," "Ancre,
1916,
'18,"
Arras. 1917, '18," "Vlmy, 1917," "Scarpe, 1917," "Oppy,"
"PUckem." "Langemarck, 1917," "Menin Road," "Polygon Wood," "Broodseir de." "Passchendaele," "Cambral, 1917, '18."
"St. Quentin," "Rosieres," "Avre," "Vlllers Bretonneux," "Lys," "Hazebrouck," "Kemmel." "Amiens," "Bapaume, 1918."
"Hindenburg
Line."
"Epehy,"
"Canal
du
Nord,"
"St.
Quentin
Canal.'' "Courtrai,"
"Selle,"
"Sambre,"
"Prance and Flanders, 191418," "Italy, 1917, '18." "Suvla," "Landing at Suvla," "Scimitar Hill," "Galllpoll, 1916,"
"Rumanl," "Egypt, 191516," "Gaza," "El Mughar," "Jerusalem," "Jericho," "Tell
'Asur," "Palestine, 1917, '18,"
"Defence of Kut al Amara," "Sharqat," "Mesopotamia, 191518."

TEditorial
Among the many visitors who have been to the I.T.C.
during this month are Colonel P. N. Anstruther, D.S.O.. M.C..
Lieut.Colonel Lovell and Major D. E. B. Talbot.
*

*

*

We send our congratulations to Major and Mrs. D. E. B.
Talbot on the birth of a son.
*

*

*

We are very sorry to announce the departure of R.S.M.
Hayley, and we wish him the very best of luck in his new
surroundings.
K
*
X
The Officers, I.T.C., beat the Ladies at a very interesting
cricket match during the month. The Ladies' team consisted
of some of the A.T.S. who are attached to this Regiment.
Cpl. N. Bearsby, A.T.S.. who was captain of the team, gave a
good account of herself. We also congratulate her on obtaining
some firstclass
civilian players to make up the team.
,*
*
*
Hearty congratulations to S.M.I. J. A. Chapman, A.P.T.C.,
on his recent promotion.
*

*

*

We very much regret to announce that Lieut. Gerald E.
Combe, of the 5th Battalion, who was reported missing since
27.5.40. has now been officially reported killed, and was buried
in the Forest of Nieppe.
*
x
x
We regret that in our July issue we published Major C.
S. Durtnell's rank as Captain instead of Major, and we
apologise for our error.

We would again like to remind the Battalions to send in
their correspondence not later than the 6th of each month.
Most Battalions are responding to this request, and we are
very grateful, but there are still one or two who are rather
belated.
x
x
*
A further list of names of those Officers and other ranks
who are Prisoners of War is published below.
Will all those who know the whereabouts of prisoners
please let us know, so that we can publish it in order that
their friends may communicate with them.
OFFICERS, N C.O.'S AND MEN.
No.
Rank
Name
P.O.W. No. and Address.
121207 2Lt. BristowJones.
219 Offlag VIIC., Germany.
R. S.
561 Ofllag IX.A., Germany.
P.26558 Capt. Edwards, W. E.
407 Offlag VII.C., Germany.
108197 2Lt. Elgood. P. N. .
6345806 L.Cpl. Abbott. R. A. 2856 Stalag XXI.B.2.H.,
Germany.
6341948 Cpl. Allbeury, E. A. . 3398 Stalag XXI.B.H., Germany.
538 Stalag XXI.A., Germany.
6341326 Pte. Bailey, E. H.
5572055 Pte. Coffin. W. W. 16355 Stalag VIIIB., Germany.
13388 Stalag VIIIB., Germany.
6340736 Pte. Davis. E
512 Stalag XXI.B., Germany.
6345955 Pte. Eely, S. G
5857 Stalag XXI.B.H.56,
6198946 Pte. Emery, J
Germany.
6346057 Pte. Failbrass, V. .. 12881 Stalag XXA.5, Germany.
15202 Stalag XXB„ Germany.
6344072 Pte. Golding, A. K.
2Lt. Waters. A. J.
682 Brlticsheskriegsgefanen,
Posen. Poland.
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PRISONERS OF WAR FUND.

THE QUEEN'S OWN ROYAL WEST

KENT REGIMENT

COMFORTS FUND.
This month we are busy packing the Personal Parcels
with winter underwear, shirts, pants, also pullovers, socks,
scarves and the usual knitted woollies — which latter have
been flowing
freely from our kind helpers. We have not.
of course, forgotten the Cleansing Department, i.e. towels, soap
(washing and shaving), razor blades, etc, and the usual
"Hussifs," as we have trained our boys to do their own darning
and mending, and from letters we receive, they seem to be
making a good job of it.
We would like our readers who have friends prisoners of
war to write to them now and again, as we have numerous
enquiries from the other side asking us the whereabouts of
their old pals. So now then, Battalions, do your stuff.
If you have not got the address, write to:—
The Hon. Secretary,
Prisoners of War Fund,
The Depot, Maidstone
(enclosing a stamped addressed
pleased to answer any enquiry.

envelope)

and

we

will

be

Once again we would like to thank all those who have
sent us parcels of six inch knitted squares, and which we are
having made up into blankets for our Prisoner of War
parcels. We are also most grateful for all the knitted gifts
received during the past month, and the generous response
to our enquiry for Penguin novels.
£ s. d.
Previously subscribed
1861 9 5
Major Moulton Barrett
5 0 0
W. W. Couchman, Esq
5 0
Colonel F. Jasper Henson
2 2 0
Miss Betty Leech (monthly subscription)
10 0
Old Contemptibles' Association (Maidstone Branch)
110
Mrs. M. L. Pedley
1 0 0
1871

Amount spent on wool, etc

Our usual monthly Prisoners of War Dance was held at
the lines on July 21st, when a pleasant evening was enjoyed
by all, and the Fund was the richer by £8/18/5.
£
Balance per last a/c
Subscriptions for June—
6th Battalion
7th Battalion
9th Battalion
10th Battalion
70th Battalion
Depot Officers' Mess

s. d.

8 0
10 0
9 14
7 15
11 4
1 18

Subscriptions for July—
70th Battalion
8th Battalion (June and

Donations—
Mrs. Davies
Mrs. Fowler
Mrs. Burrows
Benevolent Fund (per Mrs. Kerr) ..
J. Drumbrell
Mrs. Briggs
O.C. 15 Platoon, 56th Battalion H.G.
R. C. Ridley
W. L. Coombs
Mrs. G. Giles
A. E. Reed and Co
Master D. Pierce
Mrs. Blomfleld
Mrs. Hankin
Mrs. Matthews
Mrs. Pool
Mrs Best

5

5
1
2

6
5
o
4
2

17
1 o

2
11
11

1
2

48 12

6

11 14

6
6

o
o
0
4
0
6
0
i
0
6
2
o
o
6

10

o

5
10

o
o

From Omsk to Minsk a thousand miles,
From Plonsk to Plinsk is furder,
From Plinsk to Plonsk you can't go wronksk,
Though all the way it's murder.
They have no trams from Tomsk to Omsk,
No taxis up to Plopski.
The trains are bad to Leningrad.
And Petrol not a dropski.

CONTEMPORARIES
1
6
5

£ s. d.
lg 19 8
29 18 6
"'

MOSCOW.

So Heil to Omsk and Tomsk and Plonsk,
And Heil to Plinsk and Plonski.
From Plinsk to Plonsk you can't go wronksk.
So now we shan't be longski.

£1176 13 101
_
Postage. Stationery, etc
Wool, toilet Kit, etc., for Personal Parcels
Balance in hand

ROAD TO

The road to Moscow goes through Urnsk,
Through Dumpsk and Umpskidumpski,
And all the way from Omsk to Plonsk,
You're marching on your tumski.

13 18
4 4
8 18

Personal Parcels Donations
Proceeds of Invicta Lines Dance

7

£529 10 10

THE

7 16
5

5

£ s. d.
1081 9 4j

4
0
6
4
4
0

July)

7

1341 16

1127 15

8'

£1176 13 10,1

MEDALS.
We have been able to add to our very interesting col
lection a Sutlij Medal that was won by John Charles
Constable, late of the 50th Battalion, at Alswal. in 1846.

The Editor acknowledges
contemporaries:—

with

thanks

"The London Scottish Regimental Gazette."
"The Dragon."
"The Wasp."
"The K.S.L.I. Regimental Journal."
"The Sapper."
"The Journal of the A.E. Corps."
"The Royal Tank Corps Journal.'"
"Ca Ira."
"St. George's Gazette."
"The Royal Army Ordnance Corps Gazette."
"The Aldershot Command News."
"The Aldershot News."
"Tiie Kent Messenger."
"Seventh Regiment Gazette."
"The Dorsetshire Regimental Journal."
"The Journal of the R.A.S. Corps."
"The Tiger and Rose."
"Our Empire."

the

following
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BARRACKS

I X . — cows.

Reprinted by kind permission of the Proprietors of "Punch."
The trouble began on the regimental allotments. Close
to our barracks is a railway, and close to the railway are
several little patches of garden owned by the regiment.
Tradition has It that these allotments belong to the members
of the band and were given them in the early days of our
sojourn here, presumably to amuse them in their spare time
or at least to prevent them practising hymns for Sunday
churchparade. There are few things more disorganising to
companydrill than a band very much within earshot practis
ing "Art thou weary, art thou languid?"
For some while these allotments were; a hive of industry;
after that they became an infernal nuisance. To begin with,
company commanders never knew whether, when a bandsman
mentioned the word, he was speaking of an allowance of ten
shillings per week to his wife or his "little bit o' garden.'
This of course led to confusion and angry letters from
soldiers' wives. Also the system of landtenure was rather lax,
as we discovered when the railway company complained one
day, in the verbose way that railway companies have, that
vegetation on their permanent way was impeding the rapidity
of their trains, and that the vegetation in question had been
reported to emanate from the military allotments bordering the
track. Inquiries by the Adjutant at last traced this particular
nuisance to Private Trigger's nasturtiums. Now Private Trigger
does not belong to the band, never has belonged to the band,
and, in

the general consensus of

unbiassed opinion, never

will belong to the band. Also Private Trigger comes from
the EastEnd of London, and the idea is that he doesn't
know what a garden is, except as a receptacle for bottles ancl
uewspapers.
So, when the nasturtiums had been abated, inquiries as
to the origin of his ownership were set on foot, and it was
discovered that he had woh this allotment olT a friend, who
had bought it from another friend, who had swapped . . .
Well, when we had traced it through five owners we began to
wonder whether we wouldn't find the original holder mentioned
in Domesday Book. Not one of these consecutive proprietors
was in the band, and when we investigated the other allot
ments, we found that only one of them was at present held
by a member of the band at all, and that only because a pet
dog was buried there.
The Adjutant therefore took steps and abolished private
ownership without compensation, and took over the allotments
in the name of the community. Then he had them planted
with vegetables for the use of the troops' cookhouse.
At this point the cows entered into the story, and the
real trouble began. The cows belonged to a small farmer,
who grazed them in a field
on the other side of the railway.
On two occasions already they had crossed the line and
entered our allotments, now under the Adjutant's tegis, where
upon he had solemnly warned the owner that if they came
again they would be impounded.
One morning, a week later, the Adjutant, on his way to
the office, noticed them once again on Government allotments.
They were festooned with runner beans, and one cow was
wearing a vegetable marrow on the left horn, and looked
rather raffish. He immediately summoned Sergeant Grenade,
the orderlysergeant, and said, "Go and impound those cows."
Sergeant Grenade saluted and said, "Very good, Sir," in a
knowing manner. Having then asked SergeantMajor Magazine
what the word "impound" meant, and learnt that it was
something between "Detention" and "Confined to Barracks,"
he collected a party of men with sticks.

After a most exciting chase to the strains of the "Toreador
Chorus," the cows were rounded up, not without some
casualties to the impounding party, LanceCorporal Pouch
having been severely trodden on by what he called a brigade's
beef ration, while Private Pullthrough was laid out for ten
minutes by an uppercut from an oversize tail.
The animals were then impounded in a spare loose
box next the Colonel's stable. Hearing of this, by the way,
Private Butt from the cookhouse instantly got together a
party of cooks' mates, and, armed with messtins, firebuckets
and empty beerbottles, they set off on a milking expedition,
during which Private Barrel, who was both shortsighted and
townbred, got badly kicked by the Colonel's charger.
At midday the Adjutant got a note from the farmer
demanding the release of his cows. This demand he refused.
He said he had given due warning of his intention to
impound, and that the cows were now under military disci
pline until "replevied." He also — for our Adjutant is like
that — attached a map showing in detail the presumed track
of the cows into the allotments, beginning at the point in
the field
where they had advanced in column of cows from
the right and ending at the point in the allotments where
they had at the halt on the right formed cows.
The farmer ignored the subtler points of this com
munication. He merely replied that he wanted his cows back.
To the Adjutant he thus showed himself a man of one Idea
and totally unable to conduct a correspondence on official
military lines. He hadn't even "acknowledged receipt of map
herewith." So the Adjutant opened a file called "BX/423/2.
Cows — unauthorised entry of into Allotments," and spent
the afternoon composing another letter to his opponent on
the subject of mutinous fauna, "replevin," rations in bulk
and destruction of military property, ending up in the best
tradition by asking for his remarks, please.
He got them all right.
About a page, many of them
wrongly, though forcibly spelt.
The tirade ended with a
claim for milk alleged to have been stolen and drunk by
soldiers during the cows' incarceration. This the Adjutant
hotly denied in a note sent late that night. He admitted
that there were many things a soldier would steal, but milk
for drinking purposes was unlikely to be one of them. He
also put in a counterclaim for sundry vegetables consumed
or damaged (including one partworn vegetablemarrow).
The Adjutant went to bed that night with the conscious
ness of duty well done, having detailed a sentry to be mounted
on the imprisoned cows, an order which puzzled the R.S.M.
exceedingly until he realised it was not meant literally.
Early next morning the cows were released uncondition
ally. The Adjutant when questioned replied in a stiff parlia
mentary manner that circumstances had arisen which made
such a line of conduct desirable, but that it was not to the
public interest to disclose the reason. The circumstances, it
transpired later, were that the farmer concerned was the
regular purveyor of milk to Mrs. Adjutant, and indeed to all
the ladies of the officers' married quarters, including the
Colonel's wife. . . .
The Adjutant was not on speaking terms with any of
them lor a long while, and Is still prejudiced both against
feminine interference In military matters and against cows,
farmers, sutlers and all other campfollowers.
AA.
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DIARY OF WAR
June 5th.—Discussions by French cabinet at Vichy as to
future FrancoGerman collaboration plans begun. Eleven
enemy raiders destroyed in day and night operations
over Britain.
June 6th.—U.S.A. takes over foreign ships lying idle in
American ports. Announcement that three enemy supply
ships and an armed trawler were sunk in Atlantic soon
after destruction of "Bismarck."
June 7th.—Vichy cabinet discussions continue.
June 8th.—British and Free French forces enter Syria to
drive out Germans. Successful R.A.F. attack on enemy
convoy off Dutch coast.
June 9th.—British occupy Tyre; numerous French troops join
invaders. Loss of antiaircraft cruiser H.M.S. "Calcutta"
and destroyers H.M.S. "Hereward" and "Imperial" during
withdrawal of our troops from Crete reported.
June 10th.—Allied advance in Syria continues.
June 11th.—Attack by French destroyers on Allied column
moving up Syrian coast repulsed. Heavy R.A.F. attack
on naval docks at Brest.
June 12th.—Meeting of Allied leaders in London proclaim
resolve to continue war till victory is won. Heavy R.A.F.
attack on Ruhr.
June 13th.—Enemy pocket battleship torpedoed off Norwegian
coast. Second and even heavier raid on Ruhr by R.A.F.
June 14th.—Ten hostile machines destroyed in small scale
night raids on England. Third heavy raid on Ruhr. Seven
enemy aircraft shot down by Australian Air Force in
Syria.
June 15th.—British in. Syria occupy Sidon.
U.S.A. freezes
Axis and Axisoccupied countries' assets.
June 16th.—President Roosevelt orders closing of all German
consular offices and other agencies in U.S.A. by July
10th. British attack in Solium area in Libya with success.
2,000 Italian troops surrender in Soddu district of
Abyssinia.
June 17th.—British continue to advance in Solium area.
R.A.F. carry out offensive sweep over Northern France,
and bomb Ruhr and Rhineland at night.
June 18th.—British break off actions in Libya after inflicting
heavy losses on enemy.
R.A.F. again sweep Northern
France, destroying nine enemy machines. Turkey signs
treaty of friendship and nonaggression with Germany.
June 19th.—Reports that Germany is massing troops on
Russian border increasing. Allied forces in Syria close
in on Damascus. Another offensive move in North France
carried out by R.A.F.; twentyfive hostile fighters
shot
down yesterday and today for loss of fourteen British
machines.
June 20th —Merchant shipping losses in May officially given
as 461,000 tons; enemy losses since May 20th, 350.000
tons.
June 21st.—Allied troops occupy Damascus.
Twentyeight
hostile aircraft destroyed for five
British in offensive
operations over enemy occupied territory.
June 22nd.—Germany declared war on Soviet Russia and
opens offensive on whole front from Baltic to Black Sea.
Rumania and Finland also take part in attack.
Mr.
Churchill announces that Britain will assist Russia by
all possible means.
In Syria Vichy troops evacuate
Damascus. R.A.F. on patrol over Northern France shoot
down thirty enemy machines for loss of only two of
our own.
June 23rd.—Despite heavy fighting,
Germans make little pro
gress in Russian fronts, but occupy Brest Litorsk in
Poland.
Nineteen enemy machines destroyed for loss
of five
British in offensive sweep over France. In Syria
British column invests Polmyra.
In Abyssinia 8,000
prisoners captured in Jimma area.
June 24th.—German offensive in Russia continues with severe
tank and air battles. R.A.F. lose two and destroy nine
machines over Northern France; Western Germany raided
by night.

EVENTS

June 25tlr.—German offensive in Russia still held everywhere
except in centre, where some progress made towards Minsk.
R.A.F. again attack targets in Northern France by day
and in Western Germany by night; losing six machines
to thirteen enemy.
June 26th.—German progress in Minsk area accentuated; else
where attack held. Russian air force raid Rumanian oil
fields
and ports. In R.A.F.'s daily sweep over Northern
France, nine hostile machines destroyed to three of ours.
June 27th.—Heavy fighting
rages on Russian front. British
mission arrives at Moscow.
Successful air attack on
enemy convoys in North Sea and Mediterranean. R.A.F.
continue day attack on Northern France, and night raids
on Western Germany.
June 28th.—Russians take up new defensive positions in
central sector of battlefront, and hold last on both
flanks.
New R.A.F. day and night raids on occupied
territory in France and on Western Germany.
June 29th.—Germans claim 40.000 prisoners in Russia, and
many thousands of enemy tanks and aeroplanes des
troyed.
Unopposed R.A.F. flight
over Northern France.
June 30th.—Germans claim capture of Minsk
Vichy Govern
ment sever diplomatic relations with, Russia.
R.A.F.
attack Bremen by night and day and carry out another
day sweep over Northern France, destroying six enemy
fighters
for one.
July 1st.—General Wavell, C.inC. Middle East, and General
Auchinleck, C.inC. India, change places. Mr. Lyttelton
goes to Middle East as Minister of State. Germans in
Russia claim to have captured Riga and reached Beresina
river.
July 2nd.—German progress in Russia slowing down. R.A.F.
destroy eighteen enemy machines and lose ten in Northern
France sweep.
July 3rd.—Stalin calls on Russian people for guerilla warfare
and "scorched earth" policy against Germans.
British
forces in Syria occupy Palmyra. Eleven enemy fighters
to six of ours lost in today's attack on targets in Northern
France.
July 4th.—Russians claim German casualties 700,000; Germans
say 500,000 Russians killed, wounded and captured;
Germans continue fierce offensive all along front. R.A.F.
night attacks on Bremen and by day on Northern France;
German losses sixteen, ours eleven.
July 5th.—Germans and Roumanians cross Pruth into Bes
serabia; little progress made elsewhere.
Three enemy
bombers destroyed in night raids over Britain.
R.A.F.
raid Brest, Lorient, and targets in Western Germany.
July 6th.—Battle in Russia continues, German progress
slowed down by Russian counterattacks. Italian cruiser
"Gorizia," merchant cruiser, and three supply ships sunk
by our submarines in Mediterranean, and a Vichy French
supply ship off Turkish coast. R.A.F. sink five
German
patrol ships off Dutch coast and raid as far as Magdeburg.
July 7th.—United States troops and naval forces arrive in
Iceland to take over occupation from British. R.A.F. hit
five Italian merchant ships in raid on Palermo. Eight
German ships sunk in Channel. Heavy R.A.F. raid on
Western Germany.
July 8th.—Battle continues to rage in Russia. Heavy night
raid on Western Germany and day attacks by R.A.F. on
Wilhelmshaven and Northern France.
July 9tli.—French High Commissioner in Syria asks British
for armistice terms. Russians report repulse of German
attack all along front.
July 10th.—Armistice negotiations opened in Syria.
Heavy
air attack on Cherbourg and Brest; six enemy ships
reported sunk; thirteen enemy fighters
destroyed against
eleven of ours.
July 11th.—Lull in fighting
on Eastern front. Attacks by
R.A.F. on Naples, Libyan and Syrian ports, and targets
in Northern France and Western Germany.
July 12th.—Hostilities cease in Syria during continuance of
negotiations. Lull in Russia continues.
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INDIAN

T R O O P S IN

Some interesting details have now been published of the
splendid work done by our Indian troops against the Italians
in East Africa in the Spring of this year. Although the cam
paign there is now to all intents and purposes over, the story
is well worth retelling, for the somewhat bald official accounts
have not fully brought out the difficulties encountered and
overcome by our troops, or the
sterling nature of their
achievements there.
The 5th Indian Division, which arrived by sea at Port
Sudan in the winter of 1940. was then sent to help the Sudan
Defence Force hold the 500 miles of frontier between Egypt
and the Sudan on the one side, and Eritrea and Abyssinia
on the other. In the course of its voyage up the Red Sea, a
heavy attack by Italian aircraft was successfully repulsed by
the gunfire of the naval escort to the convoy of 37 ships,
all of which escaped damage.
Early in January the force was joined by the 4th Indian
Division, and the advance into Eritrea began on the 19th.
The Italians had 30.000 troops in garrison in that colony,
and our forces were only about half that strength. But as
soon as it was known that the enemy had begun to with
draw from his forward posts on the frontier, the smaller
British force was at once launched in pursuit of him. There
after he was steadily and incessantly pressed and harassed,
allowed no rest, and given no opportunity to reorganise or
mount a counteroffensive. After three weeks our advance
was brought to a halt before the immensely strong position
of Keren. Here the Italians had planned to hold up our
main body along the railway, and to strike back hard on
both flanks so as to cut in behind us from north and south.
But so fiercely
had their retreat been hustled that they
got no chance to do so. Indeed they were unable to get
back in time all the great wealth of transport and material
which they had accumulated in the forward area, and much of
it had to be abandoned. At one point our pursuing columns
came upon a collection of 300 vehicles, a line of guns
standing wheel to wheel across the valley, like a picture of a
battle of a hundred years ago in a Christmas coloured sup
plement, and great numbers of machine guns and other
weapons. The state of the road beyond, and the hotness
of our pursuit had forced the enemy to leave the whole
of this great mass of valuable war material behind.
The Italian positions at Keren were sited on the crest
of a great mountain range rising 7,000 feet above a wide
valley, which it dominated from end to end. Our men had
to fight
their way up its bare precipitous slopes against an
enemy more numerous than they, who showered bombs
down upon them, and swept their ranks with a deadly rifle
and machine gunfire. Yet they overcame all these formid
able obstacles, and the fierce
and tenacious hostile resistance
— for the Italians here fought very well and skilfully —
with a stubborn irresistible valour that was beyond all praise.
Particularly noteworthy was the feat of a battalion of
the Cameron Highlanders, which reached one precipitous
and almost inaccessible spur, 1,500 feet up the ridge, where
no food or water or ammunition could reach them save
what could be brought up by hand, and from there launched a
second and equally daring attack to the crest of the ridge,
another 1,500 feet above them.
The spirit of the Indian
troops was equally fine,
and a story is told of three men
of the Garhwai Rifles who, with their Bren gun, remained
close up to the enemy's lines for three days after an un
successful attack, harassing him from close range until
shortage of food and water compelled them to return to
their unit.
The capture of Keren took seven weeks to complete, and
in the course of the fighting
the 5th Indian Division lost
2,000 men killed and wounded, out of a total of 2,500
casualties in the whole campaign.
After the battle was over on March 26th, the force
moved on to Asmara, the capital of Eritrea, and from there
part of it continued eastwards to occupy the Red Sea port
of Massawa.
The main body, however, went southwards
towards Amba Alagi, whither
the Italian
Viceroy and
CommanderinChief, the Duke of Aosta, was known to have
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withdrawn with the bulk of his forces alter our capture
of Addis Ababa. The Gondar road, along which one column
had been sent, was found to have been so effectively destroyed
by the retiring Italians as to be impassable and beyond any
possibility of quick repair. But a curious incident took place
during the pursuit of the enemy in this quartet. A squadron
of our mechanised cavalry, entering a town, found it occupied
by a large body of Italian native infantry, some 600 strong,
which, with a column of 30 large lorries, was about to evacuate
it. Though our troops numbered only 100, the squadron
commander demanded the enemy's surrender.
The Italian
officers invited ours to an excellent lunch, which "\tfas served
in conditions of great comfort and luxury to which the
guests were quite unaccustomed; here the matter was dis
cussed, and terms agreed on. and by the time the meal was
over, the lorries, each with an Italian officer in charge, were
found turned round headed towards Asmara, ready to drive
back to captivity, and the 600 Italians with them.
As the Gondar road was unusable, our force had to take
the more direct route to Amba Alagi, which beyond that
mountain runs into Dessie and Addis Ababa. This also had
been obstructed, but was still practicable. In midApril our
forces reached the narrow gorge six miles north of Amba
Alagi, and came out through it into the valley beyond.
Thence the road rose sharply in a series of hairpin bends
for about 2,000 feet, and then in a gentler slope to the
Tosselli Pass, 10,000 feet high. Amoa Alagi, a great square
block of mountain, dominates this Pass by some 2,000 feet,
the last 300 feet consisting of a steep pyramid crowned by
a small chapel. The lower slopes of the mountain radiate
out in a series of ridges like spokes, the whole formation
resembling a starfish. This extremely difficult fortress took
us two weeks to capture; the weather was bitterly cold,
with continuous heavy rainfall, and conditions were most
trying and wretched.
Our plan of attack was to feint at the Talaga Pass to
the east, and also from the north at the Tosselli Pass,
and to deliver the main blow from the west. South African
troops, coming up from the south from Addis Ababa, would,
it was hoped, be able to cooperate in the capture of the
mountain fortress.
The garrison was deceived by the two feints, and utilised
the bulk of its strength to oppose them, so that when our
main attack was delivered it came as a surprise and got
ahead fast, despite the tremendous difficulties of the ground.
The 6/16th Frontier Force carried out a remarkable advance;
an approach march of seven hours in the darkness brought
them thousands of feet up the mountainside to a position
just in face of their objectives as dawn broke.
Pushing
forward along the crest, they caught the Italians completely
unawares, and some of them showed the white flag,
but
when the Indian troops came out of cover to accept then
surrender, showers of bombs greeted them.
They replied
with a bayonet charge, which forced the enemy back, but
he was able to regain some of the lost ground under cover
of a mist which came on shortly afterwards. At this stage
in the battle the South African forces from the south
came on the scene and set to work to shell the enemy posi
tions with 60 pounders at a range of five
miles; these had
only the narrow peak of the mountain as their target, and
the shooting had to be most accurate, for any shells that
missed it would pass over to fall among the Indian troops
on the far side. However, there were no accidents. In all
this part of the campaign the incessant rain made the
supply of our forces almost impossibly difficult. Everything
needed by them had to be brought up by pack mules, which
had a journey of five
hours each way. Had the Italians held
out for another fortnight, we should have had to withdraw
to Asmara and wait for the end of the rainy season to
resume operations.
During the battle for Amba Alagi a patrol of an officer,
an N.C.O. and eight men of the Worcestershire Regiment,
operating two miles away from any support, affected the
capture of 250 of the enemy by putting a bold face on
their own weakness and bluffing them into surrender. Twenty
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five Abyssinian patriot levies, when the Italians had captured
and disarmed, were given some of the surrendered prisoners'
rifles and helped to escort them on their fivemile
march
back to captivity through the mountains, where other enemy
troops were at large in strength.
When Amba Alagi finally
surrendered, the 4th Indian
Division took 5,000 prisoners, nearly all Italians, a very large
proportion of whom were officers of native regiments whose
men had deserted or struggled.
The Division itself had
only 4,000 men engaged in the battle from first
to last. The
prisoners were in a wretched state when they defiled past
the British General to lay down their arms, and presented
a pitiable spectacle. Even the cleft in the rocks, in which
the Duke of Aosta had his headquarters, was a miserable
place, without any of the signs of luxury described in some
reports.
The great success of the campaign was attributable first
and foremost to the high state of training of the Indian
troops, their confidence in their leaders, and in one another,
and their knowledge of and reliance on their weapons.
Toughness and selfreliance are essential in a war of this
kind, waged at high speed over vast distances, and on a
great scale, often by small parties of troops, whose officers
and N.'C.Os. must be ready and competent at any moment
to take action on their own initiative. In East Africa it
was these qualities that enabled our forces, never more than
20,000 strong, to beat many times their own number of
Italians.
Long and thorough training and experience on
the North West Frontier gave them that quality which
triumphed here, as it usually will everywhere, over quantity.

4
SPORT

AND

THE

SERVICES

(By H. H.)

Throughout the war of 19141918, there were not more
than halfadozen professional boxingrings available for use
by the Forces. Up to the present moment, in this war, over
300 boxing rings—championship models—have been sup
plied to the Services.
This single detail indicates what a vast difference exists
between the last war and this in the matter of the provision
of sport and sports equipment to the Navy, Army and Air
Force.
Army units stationed in Britain may have taken with a
grain of salt stories emerging from the Middle East of
cricket played between spasms of defensive or offensive
action.
Yet it is a fact that every facility, as far as the
supply of sports goods is concerned, exists in both the
Middle and Near East, from Baghdad to Mersa Matruh. It
is true to say that no matter in what country a B.E.F. finds
itself, sports equipment is today always at hand to lighten
those monotonous periods of inactivity for which
this war
is so oddly notorious.
Britain, although a sporting nation, has, paradoxically,
never become OlympicGamesminded. She has not. in all
truth, fallen in line with the many nations which in recent
years have linked athletics with sociological progress—or, in
some cases, unhappily, with the building up of a war
machine.
Men in the Forces, however, soon perceive the import
ance of that quickness and coordination of eyes, hands and
feet which active sport of any kind imparts to the player.
Such sports as archery have been revived among servicemen
and new games and new apnaratus have been designed for
service use; indeed, sport is now looked upon as a segment
of our armed strength—a weapon, but not a secret one, for
we have had to learn much about its application to modern
armies from others.
The bulk of the work connected with the supply of
sports kit to the Services and the design of inexpensive,
easily adjustable apparatus is handled by the Sports De
partment of N.A.A.F.I.
Here the popular allmetal boxing
ring, capable of speedy erection and needing no floorfixing,
was designed with the aid of Meccano; in this department
also a new hurdle, incorporating steel uprights and new

adjustmentdevices, has been designed, passed by the A.A.A..
and is already in use in the Forces.
N.A.A.F.I.'s gigantic sports machinery at home and over
seas called for an organiser with profound experience in
Services requirements. So, as Sports Supervisor, they chose
FlightLieut. A. J. ("Bill") Adams, who organised the R.A.F.
Football and Athletic Association, sponsored sport behind
the lines in 1918, won the R.A.F. Middleweight Boxing
Championship and played centrehalf for the R.A.F. soccer
team, and ultimately became Hon. Secretary of the Olympic
Games Association and Middle East Sport Control Board.
The first
big job to fall to FlightLieut. Adams and his
staff of experts in this war was the supply of £40,000 worth
of sports kit free to the B.E.F. in France. Some of the
equipment was sent by air for the first
time, to expedite
delivery. Within a few months the troops in France were
in possession of 12,000 footballs, 60,000 football jerseys, 4,000
cricket bats, 14,000 cricket balls, 9,000 pairs of boxinggloves,
5,000 dartboards, 500.000 darts and vast quantities of other
types of equipment.
Testimonials reached N.A.A.F.I. Head
quarters from France telling of the incalculable benefits
derived by the Forces, of the Keep Fit spirit fostered by
these deliveries, of a very much healthier outlook among
men who awaited action that never seemed to come.
The Sports Supervisor of N.A.A.F.I. has worked untir
ingly to build up reserves of sports kit in all the countries
where our Expeditionary Forces have operated or arc oper
ating. and to replace, in the face of limitations of supplies,
the equipment lost in British withdrawals.
With the experience of France to aid them, N.A.A.F.I.'s
sports experts have organised the most thorough games
facilities in the warzones of Africa, in Iceland, Irak, the
Faroes, the Mediterranean stations and elsewhere. The re
pair and maintenance of sports kit affected by torrid heat
is an incidental service. And in these difficult and hazard
ous centres of trading, the same generous terms of rebate,
or return of surplus profits, exists as for the Forces at home.
To date, the N.A.A.F.I. Sports Department has been
called up to handle some 75.000 pairs of football boots, over
40,000 footballs, some 20,000 dartboards and 1,000,000 darts,
over 20.000 hockeysticks, over 3,000 tabletennis tables,
nearly 1,000.000 sets of gymclothes, over halfamillion pairs
of football shorts and football hose, a quarterofamillion
football
jerseys, and items in other sports to similar
proportions.
Another incidental service by N.A.A.F.I. are the Sports
Lectures attended by appropriate officers, and the latter,
though famous professional sportsmen are numbered among
them, freely admit that even they can acquire much know
ledge from N.A.A.F.I. regarding Sport and the Services, and
all agree that in any kind of warfare it is literally the sur
vival of the "fittest."



HISTORIES FOR SALE
THE REGIMENTAL WAR HISTORY.
Copies of "The Regimental War History," compiled by
Mr. C. T. Atkinson, may be obtained from The Adjutant.
Depot, Royal West Kent Regiment, The Barracks, Maidstone.
Price 7/ (by post 7/9).
THE 1st BATTALION WAR HISTORY.
Copies of "Invicta," compiled by Major C. V. Molony.
may be obtained from The Adjutant. Depot. Royal West Kent
Regiment, The Barracks. Maidstone. Price 1/ (by post 1/6).
THE 8th BATTALION.
Copies of "The History of the 8th Battalion" may be
obtained from Lt.Col. H. S. Brown. 80, Woodside, London,
S.W.19, price 1/6, for those connected with the 8th Battalion.
Ilth BATTALION.
Copies of "The History of the 11th Battalion," written by
Capt. R. O. Russell, M.C., are now ready, and can be obtained
from the Hon. Secretary of the O.C.A., 6, Bramley Way, West
Wickham. Kent. Price 5/9 post free.
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One only has to have the job of writing these notes to
appreciate how quickly month succeeds month. I think the
most amusing and historic event of the month was the
Officers v. Sergeants cricket match. The score was : Officers
all out for 82. Sergeants 135. I l'eel there was more to it
than good play on the part of the Sergeants. The R.Q.M.S.
supplied such a magnificent tea that the majority of the
officers were not as agile in the field
after the interval as
they might otherwise have been!
We should like to take this opportunity of welcoming
our new R.S.M. We wish him the best of luck. Who said
mind my motor bike?
Many have been the comings and goings of late. If all
else fails we can all get jobs as navvies after the war driving
roads through the dense jungles of our farflung Empire!
Which reminds me of a remark I heard the other day as one
of the men was hacking at a tree stump obstructing the
path. "I 'eard that a white man was seen around these
parts yesterday!"
Well I must finish
now or as members of No. 1 Platoon
might say. "Finish please, finish
please, finish
please." Thank
you.
4

Headquarter Company
As I put pen to paper I have an awful feeling that I
shall find it rather difficult to continue for lack of something
to say! However, here goes.
We have been busy. In fact I would go so far as to say
we are still extraordinarily so.
Our outlook is a sea of
mud. and driving roads through sticky morasses is one of
our many pastimes. However we carry on with our usual
cheerfulness and as someone once wrote "All's well that ends
well."
SIGNAL PLATOON.
Not a great deal of matter of military interest has
happened here since our last commentary, although full
length novels could be written about the lovelife of the
Platoon.
We must apologise for not previously mentioning the
birth of a daughter to Toffee McWhatname Forster (wife of).
It is understood that having broken his duck Toffee intends
to go all out for the record.
He estimates that by 1961
onwards the aggregate income accruing from his devoted
offspring will keep him in reasonable comfort during his
declining years, and, moreover, will enable him to bank his
Post Office pension.
A tailoring genius is in our midst. Nightly the vibrant
hum of a sewingmachine reverbrates round the hut while
a procession of gentry files neatly in one door and out the
other.
Each link in this procession either enters empty
handed and exits with a pair of trousers battle dress serge
draped over his arm, or enters with a pair of trousers battle
dress serge and exits emptyhanded. For it is within our
hut that Private William Charles Dean sews creases into
trousers at one shilling the pair. So remunerative is our
Dixie's business proving that he is said to be considering
opening branch establishments in other battalions.
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Battalions :
The 30cigarettesaweek ration from our canteen has
caused an upheaval of habits.
Certain haughtilydisposed
members of our Platoon who a few short months ago would
have professed ignorance of the existence of cigarettes
cheaper than 10 for 9d. may now be observed furtively "roll
ing their own" in quiet corners.
LanceCorporal Mcdonald caught the .Catterick train
recently, while Corporal Lalley returned from the School only
a few days ago.
Three promotions have taken place. ExCorporal Johnson
is now LanceSergeant, and exPrivates Forster and Pocock
are lancecorporals.
Joe Rose wants to know if it would be considered as
being in bad taste if he asked the A.A. Platoon who it was
recently saluted the R.S.M.

+

"A" Company.
"A" COMPANY.

REFLECTION.

I've had a request
To atteriipt in my best,
A review of the month's part gone by.
So I sat down and thought
If whether I ought,
To betray our real feelings, or lie!
But lying is evil,
And so like a devil,
I tried the alternative course;
But I thought of the letter
Confidential, you'd better
Explain, so here's my recourse.
For full thirty days
We've trodden our ways,
Through fields,
woods and 'long road.
Building our muscles,
In grim heated tussles
Whilst still carrying all our lull load.
P.T. in the morning,
Just after dawning
To kill all the parrots and mice.
Which the evening before.
For two bob or more,
We won with a couple of dice.
But not till we've fed
Are we usually led
Our ceaseless tasks to be done.
T.O.E.T.S. with a rifle,
Which seem such a trifle.
When we would far rather kip in the sun!
Then bayonets assault,
For the maim and the halt,
Is all we can possibly bear.
For after each round.
We're as tired as a hound,
After chasing the crafty old hare.
So on to concealing
Ourselves, like a peeling
Of orange, or flourishing
bush.
We play hide and seek.
Till we're half through the week,
And the other half comes with a rush!
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We try to hunt tanks.
And other such pranks.
And the latest is called a "Schemes Test"
We don't really mind.
Hard work of this kind.
But we should so much like a "Schemes Rest!"
And then for a treat.
We are given a heat
Of twelve miles or more for a walk.
Marching like this,
Is absolute bliss!
Its as well that you can't hear us talk !
And now a huge think!
Its time for some drill.
Some arms and some foot galore.
Turning and swinging.
Orders keep ringing
"I'll be keeping you here for some more."
Really they must
Think we are just
The stupidest nit wits alive.
But we wonder if they,
Feel just the same way
As the rest of us here in the hive.
Maybe they do.
But what about you
Private Snooks, and, yes you my friend.
There's a war to be won,
And its got to be done.
And there's going to be only one end.
Secret codes flash,
Treble dot dash.
All over Europe'e soiled lands.
These troubles of ours.
Are nothing to yours.
Who are faded by evening hands
We are sure you are greeting,
For soon we'll be meeting
As men free from tyranny's sway
Take heart with a song.
We'll be with you 'ere long.
As we'll drive these mad gangsters away!
But not without sweating
Our guts, and by letting
Our betters, take hold of the reins,

Will we ever dispel
All these evils of hell
And bring you relief from your pains.
Now let us take heed
For we are out to succeed
As we think of those miserable men
We'll make doubly sure
To complain no more
And get on with the job like men.

>

"J?" Company.
July has witnessed more live bullets and bits of grenade
flying
lightheartedly about than any recent month.
Not.
of course that the invasion occurred unbeknown to the
general public in the vicinity of our billets and was un
ostentationaly repulsed, but simply that the range has had
a good deal of our attention in the endeavour to make
everyone as acquainted with the cracks and explosions as the
more expert already are with mechanisms and drill.
Too often the word "range" has inalienable associations
with cold, muddy and prolonged misery, preceded by com
fortless journeys in packed 30 cwts. and followed by lengthy
cleaningup processes, so that actual firing becomes anything
but the dominating purpose it should be. This summer we
have had an opportunity to challenge the traditional dullness
with pleasant open ranges quite nearby, and tommy guns and
grenades to vary the L.M.G. and rifle practices. Even those
members of the Company who had not performed too well
with dummy grenades showed a remarkable ability in throw
ing live ones the full 30 yards away—except for one too
ardent believer in the value of height to the trajectory, who
caused some apprehensive moments in the throwing bay.
It is with 110 approach to the earlier consternation that
we now hear of the approach of a multiday scheme, indeed,
it is hardly more than poetic licence to claim that by com
parison with memories of winter snow a summer stunt has
almost the appeal of a holiday from more routine training.
Be that as it may and not denying the value of the marches
we know so well, it was a pleasant surprise to discover that
the organisation of M.T. movement and quick sorties to
meet airborne troops are still part of our battle repertoire.
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and. it was universally agreed, a part in need of more
practice yet.
With the return of 2ndLieuts. C
and R
from a
strenuous yet strangely appreciated month in a South Coast
Town our prospects of becoming a Company trained in the
very last minute refinements of tactics have improved to a
quite unmeasureable extent. The first
appearance of 2nd
Lieut. C
in the capacity of instructor and demonstrator
after his return certainly fulfilled the requirements that
training to be sound must be interesting. Our knowledge of
working No. 69 Grenade improved considerably.
We await new developments with speculation and interest.
4

" C " Company.
Another month has rolled by and here wc are trying to
write of all the exciting things that have happened since we
last contributed to the "Buster."
As usual the Shiny "C's" have been doing more than their
share of duties but in spite of intensive duty they still keep
smiling through it.
The "C's" have managed to play two really enjoyable
games of cricket. Both against "D" Company. The first game
was a nightmare affair to us as we were well and truly
beaten. The second match, however, we had our revenge and
thanks to "Lofty" Sparkes, Nattering Mahoney and Privates
Stevens and Ross everything came off alright. Of course I
must not forget our Skipper, 2ndLieut. F. E. S
who in
spite of the fact that he does not play much, was a great
inspiration to us all. All of us are eagerly looking forward
to our next match. (All are welcome—Come on).
Obie Dyer, our wellbeloved brother runner has returned
to the fold after having had 14 days scrounge. Of course he
is now looking forward to his leave.
By way of interest we now have in our Company office a
new toy in the shape of a typewriter. All we hear now is
one budding typist trying to work up a speed of 10 words per
minute; but no doubt even Wily Wilmshurst will conquer
it eventually. We hope so for his sake. So much for the
brains of the firm.
By the time these lines appear in print we will have had
two new officers posted to us. 2ndLieut. S—— and 2ndLieut.
M. B. W
. On behalf of everyone in the Company I wel
come them to our midst and sincerely hope they will have
a long and enjoyable stay with us.
Well having now exhausted all the news about the boys
of Shiny "C," I will leave you all with the same old wish to
all the chums of the Battalion. Cheerio and good luck.
"Don Juan."
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
How our Company Commander enjoyed his leave?
Has Brenda made a catch yet?
Why do they call me "horseface" in this office?
When will "Old Bill" return to permanent duty? And
we repeat: —
Why can't we all go 'ome?

+
"D"

Company

All ranks welcome to the Comimny 2ndLieut. A
and
'2ndLieut. S
who have recently joined us and wish them
the best of luck.
We are grateful, editorially that is, to people who get
promoted, because it always gives us a good starting point.
This time accordingly we congratulate C/Sgt. Saunderson
and L/Sgt. Donaldson on their promotions and wish them
the best of luck.
There is, further, the story of another appointment,
given here in its true form so as to discount any alarm and
despondency caused by rumours on the subject.
It is a
common thing for evacuees to disagree with their hosts. In
this case a mother cat with four children was billeted in a

pigsty and the presence of the family was so much resented
by the pigs that a fierce quarrel broke out with fatal results
to the poor mother and two of her children, who it is
reliably reported, were actually swallowed by an enraged sow.
Happily "D" Company were on the spot, and further tragsdy
was averted by a heroic rescue of the remainder of the family
literally from the jaws of death.
Nourished by milk and
gyppo, protected from the attached canine personnel by their
faithful guardian the two youngsters flourish happily and
that's how Pte. Blake came to be appointed i/c Spit and
Polish.
We have shown considerable energy this month, one way
and another. Two legs of a test against "C" Company have
been played, the first a glorious Victory lor "D" Company
and the second a grave defeat. We look forward keenly to
the third and decisive match.
The InterPlatoon Sports meeting was won by 17 Platoon,
a success owed mainly to Pte. Starbuck, who in pants
shorter than most, tossed the caber with such force and
inaccuracy that it broke in two and had to retire hurt.
We have also had time to hold a shooting match, washed
down with cooling draughts from the hospitable bottles,
against the Home Guard. We feel our defeat by 7 points
keenly and would very much like to hold another and more
searching test on the open range.

+

md BATTALION
The arrival of a convoy here is always an event of
considerable interest.
The last one was particularly so.
Not only were the shops refilled with necessary articles, but
luxuries such as cigarettes and butter also came. In addi
tion, the German divebombers appeared again.
The "Luftwaffe" attacked the harbour twice with very
little success.
Their losses were greater than ever.
The
battle was exciting while it lasted, and was finished
off by
magnificent work by our fighters.
Since then we have been
troubled only by night raids.
Training continues as much as possible. Two Refresher
Courses have been held for N.C.Os. with the usual keen
ness and accompanying humour. Two Snipers' Courses have
also been run. Brigade Exercises, Demonstrations, Lectures,
and Sand Table T.E.W.Ts. have all helped to keep us up
todate and well occupied.
Major W. H. G. G
has
left us temporarily to be
Commandant of a Young Officers' Training Centre.
Major
j m. D. B
T
and Captain A. J. M. F
have been
seconded to another unit here. We all hope that they will
be content in their new jobs.
The Battalion is fit,
well, and happy.
H.D.C.
No. 1 PLATOON.
Hullo everyone, "Sigs." calling.
As this is my first
attempt at writing the Section's correspondence, I hope the
censoring officer will make a few allowances.
Nothing very startling has happened this month, except
that we had a short vacation in the form of a short signal
scheme. This only lasted for five days, but it was thoroughly
enjoyed by all who took part. The first
night was spent
under the stars, but we were up with the larks the next
morning, and "buzzed" our way to
.
We spent
two days and nights in this area, and finally
brought the
scheme to a successful close at
. We spent the night
here, and the following morning started the great trek back
to Battalion H.Q. This march was accomplished in record
time, for we arrived back in time for lunch. Unfortunately
L.Cpl. Bushnell met with a serious accident on the way
back, and is now in hospital. We all wish him a sale and
speedy recovery.
Pte. "Chick" Chandler has also rejoined
us after a brief spell in hospital.
Sport has been at a standstill lately, as the hockey
ground has been put out of bounds owing to the wet weather,
but we managed to get a couple of good games in. We
played the Mortars and won 4—1. Another good game was
played against "E" Company, but after a very fierce
struggle
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we were beaten by 4 goals to 3 in "E" Company's favour.
Darts and cribbage seem to be the latest craze now. so if
there are any offers, we will accept all challenges. It seems
that people wonder why the section Is so well represented
at Tombola these days, but after all we have to keep up
the old traditions and show that the "Sigs" can still take
it (the winnings). We also join in with the rest in thanking
the Band for doing their bit.
Before bringing this to a close, we would like to know if—
(a) "Bert" is really on the moss?
(b) "P" is a woman hater?
(c) How many blankets does a man require?
"Howcol."
No. 1 (A.A.) PLATOON
Hullo Folks.
It is my great pleasure to be able to keep you all well
informed of local happenings, so without any delay I will
get mobile and break the good news. This is. incidentally,
my first
time of writing for the Platoon, so if you find
this dull, please excuse me. as my mother always told me
I was not "cut out" to be a Press Reporter, so here goes.
Now. since you last heard from us. various changes have
been made, which are as follows: Sgt. Ellis, of saxophone
fame, has left us. and the Drum Major, who is an expert
at telling jokes, has returned to his original Section. How
ever, what is to be will be. and may both these N.C.Os.
get on well wherever they be.
Congratulations go to Pte. Reader, who has just recently
got married, and may all his troubles be little ones.
Outdoor sport, I am afraid, lias more or less come to
a standstill, owing to the Platoon being comparatively small,
and men always being on duty. However, if anybody cares
to challenge us to a game, we will try our hardest to arrange
a team, and chance getting a tanning.
One of our "Shoot
'em down" men has kindly given me something for general
information, so I will bid you all goodbye for the present
until the next time of writing. The following is titled—
A QUISLING'S VERSION.
I offered myself to the Army,
But they didn't seem to care;
I offered myself to the Navy,
But they didn't want me there;
I offered myself to the Air Force.
But there wasn't any room In the ail
So they interned me.
I offered myself to Churchill,
Told him my brains he could use,
But the information bureau said it's wartime
And I may give away news.
So tliey interned me.
I offered myself as a scarecrow.
Keeping Huns off the Maglnot Line,
They called me a National Hero.
And said I'd do the job fine.
But when this got to Hitler's ears
He said Heil, Heil. what's this I hear?
So they interned me.
Right from the first
they did me well,
I even had a special cell;
Tliey must have seen my family tree.
As I'm Lord Muck, the Internee.
You won't find
my name in Bowk or Abrett.
The College of Heralds don't know me yet.
But I have the honour surely to be,
Lord Muck, the famous Internee.
There's other chaps here who have to scrub,
But I the brasses lightly rub;
It's much more fitting
work for me,
As I'm Lord Muck, the Internee.
Of course you know I'm very ill,
The other day I made my will;
They sent a doctor to see me.
But one's no good, I need quite three.
As I'm Lord Muck, the Internee.
The other chaps when they are ill.
Just go on a special and get a pill,
But I have a modern pharmacy.
As I'm Lord Muck, the Internee.
Some folks say I have a light,

Others say a bonfire is more the sight,
To signal to the ships at sea.
As I'm Lord Muck, the Internee.
Most people eat just what is served.
But since my back is rather curved
They have a special diet for me.
As I'm Lord Muck, the Internee.
On visiting days I have such fun.
I often watch the lovers come.
You can guess what they all say to me,
As I'm Lord Muck, the Internee.
Now if I escape they would not shoot.
The Colour Sergt. would salute.
He'd send my luggage on to me.
As I'm Lord Muck, the Internee.
I'll spend my time in joy and glee.
Until the day they set me free,
And then I'll live and always be
Lord Muck, that famous internee.
"Quisling."
MEDICAL PLATOON (BAND).
Once again I am trying to contribute some sore of news
to our readers, but as usual our news is very scarce, owing
to our services being so much needed with the Companies,
such as Mess Orderlies. Dining Hall Orderlies, and even
Sergeants' Mess Waiter and Caterer, but I must say that our
"Nobby," "Tom" and "Sarwish" have been fairly busy just
lately putting over "FirstAid Lectures" to the "Battalion,"
and by the result of these lectures, we are hoping that the
Battalion will prove efficient, if ever the occasion arises.
The Dance Band. "Invicta Swingers," are still swinging
it in their usual style, especially under these very difficult
times, and even to our unfortunate loss some months ago.
the Band still continues, and I must mention about our
new "find," who has proved his ability in a few weeks, he
possesses the name of "Matthews"; keep it up, "Matt." boy!!
Hope to hear more of you in the near future, even to playing
"SwaggerSwing," but I reckon our "Nobby" considers that
"Swinging Piece" as "copyright reserved," if "Cheerio,"
isn't.
Lastly, we hope that our B.M. reads the "Buster," as he
might suddenly decide to send some new dance music out:
believe me, sir, it would be very welcome; how about doing
your stuff, Bandmaster?
And very last of all, wherever Mrs. Jackson and our
B.M. are, we all wish you both the very best of luck, and
hope to see you both on the "Victory March," even if you.
have a "Boys' " Band.
"Sarwish" (J.B.).
MORTAR PLATOON.
Friends, comrades. Englishmen, give me your attention
for a few moments of idiocy.
Yes, the Mortars are here,
always scrounging something — sorry — my mistake, not
scounging, but "salvaging."
It's a different word, but has
the same old meaning. This, of course, only applies to the
Army; the Air Force have another name for it, as a certain
salvager discovered when he found — pardon — "salvaged"
some corrugated iron.
Good chaps the R.A.F., but they
just can't understand that salvaging is salvaging.
Just
the same as a spade is a shovel, or Is it?
At least one
of the gang tried to say so, but the Colour Sergeant has
too much service to swallow that, and he soon proved to
that poor deluded Mortarman that a spade was not a
shovel.
He even went as far as to almost convince the
fellow that his name was not, repeat not, "Mick." That was
eventually forgotten, and all was forgiven until the Colour
Bloke saw a saw at a certain billet, and told the N.C.O. to
return it to the Stores. The outcome of that was that the
Colour Sergeant got very sore because his saw did not go to
the Store. Instead, the N.C.O. saw the saw in the wrong
Store, and he also became sore because he saw that he
would have to pay for a saw, taut
another saw was found,
one that had not been lost, so all the soreness was for
nothing, although a lot of saws, and sores, and swores
were Involved.
Writing about saws reminds me of the greatest game
of the month. Those unfortunate people who saw it must
have been absolutely chilled — sorry, I meant thrilled. It
was positively the greatest contest, the very best game of
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the month. I refer to the hockey match the Morters v. the
Signal Platoon. It certainly was a great game, some of us
actually hit the ball once or twice. Our "Old Bill" turned
out, but despite that, his efforts as well as the efforts of
the remaining ten of us, who were there just to make the
number up, we lost with a score of 2—1.
Nevertheless, it
was the greatest game of the month, for us, our first and
last game that month.
I must now tiead very daintily over the toes of our
censorman, in much the same way as we very daintily trod
over the doorsteps of our strange billets. Enough to say
that whereas some like it. others don't, but in both cases
we still prefer what we call our old Home — Sweet — Home.
Since we have been here the weather has changed,
and might now forecast as being a little bit unsettled in the
north, with lots of wind and squalls, a little thunder, but
do not expect any real storms yet. Permit me to change
the subject, despite the cold showers that are cast upon
us through the splashing of the water, caused by the
enemy pills falling into the sea, we still continue to con
centrate on the centralising of the elusive bubbles in the
shortest possible time, and feel proud of the fact that in
ten years' time we may possibly be able to call ourselves
fully pledged bubble chasers. Of course, ten years is only
an approximation, but as one of our instructors often explains
"It all comes in time." Yes. even peace! So keep trying.
Our Ted has recently been refreshing his memory on
things he never knew anything about, and is now returned
full of energy and a jargon of new ideas
I should hate to
see what really would happen if someone did as he asked,
i.e., "Come at me with a knife." Fortunately he knows that
none will do so. I only wonder what would happen if they
did and forgot the rules of "Charmed Combat."
"Mick" was once again called upon to use his talent of
imparting knowledge he does not possess to others; and in
all probability will be called upon to do so again until
someone finds
him out. Then, of course, it will be too late
or too bad.
I must not forget to mention our inventive genius, that
is our master of all trades; he that is as able with a type
writer as he is with a hammer and saw or a pot of paint,
and a brusher even with blocks of stone and mud.
One
day — who knows — lie will build his own house, paint
it, make his own furniture, grow his own potatoes, and then
sit down to his homemade table on a homemade chair
and type out a report how to do it, on a borrowed type
writer. The one great question that we ask now is "What
next?" We have posts, houses for dolls, wheelbarrows, hurri
canes with eight guns, bomb stores and rocket projectors,
but "what next?" Not, we hope, buckets for the catching of
gas when released by the enemy. That would be too much,
for you must give these detectors a chance to do their stuff.
Writing of gas reminds me of the perfect answer to a
question that was asked of one of our "happy family." When
asked to describe the action of Lewisite he replied: "It smells
of Germans and turns dictators red."
I wonder if he is
right after all?
THINGS WE WOULD LIKE TO KNOW.
1. Where's Dicky?
2. Is it true he has plunged?
3. How many "Junkers" did Taffy bag with his 5 mags?
4. Do our four Romeos know the difference between
cupidity and stupidity?
5. Romance, cocoa, chocolate? Ask Ted and Johnnie.
"Time Ex."

^

"B" Company.
They say that a change is as good as a rest. Agreed.
We have recently had a change: a change of scenery, a change
of dress, a change of work, a change of food, and a change
of Company Commanders.
Dealing with each subject separately, the change of
scenery is for the better. The blue waters of the Mediter
ranan confront us, and the gentle swish of the breaking
waves helps us to sleep the sleep of the just. On warm,
sunny days the sea is like a faintly shimmering mirror dis
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turbed occasionally where a seagull alights on the water,
or a fishcake
pops out of the water, or a Junkers pops into
it. On rare occasions an object like a jellyfish, but much
larger, black, and with horns on it, comes floating merrily on
the crest of a wave, and starts bouncing on the rocks, and
all people living within a mile or so of this particular object
vanish in a cloud of dust. Peace loving creatures, are we not.
The change of dress has come at the wrong moment.
Last winter we shivered in our shorts, and our blue knees
were quite a sight to behold wobbling in the breeze on
guardmounting. Now the sun shines forth in all its glory,
and we sweat and toil in battle dress complete with anklets.
'Tis a shame indeed to have to clean dixies and frying pans
and things in a brand new suit straight from the 50 boh
tailors.
There is nothing to write about as regards the change
of work, or rather, there is a good deal to write about, but
the censor's blue pencil would be worn away, and that would
be a major disaster of the war.
As regards the change of food, it can hardly be called
a change, for it is becoming a habit. The rations have been
cut down . . . the food itself, however, undergoes various
strange experiences before it is devoured. Inexperienced cooks
attempt omelettes, fishcakes,
pancakes, pastry, and all sorts
of funny things, with all sorts of funny results. Omelettes
appear with bits of sawdust, and particles of coaldust
sprinkled over them; fishcakes
appear on the scene, only
they happen to have been made with bully beef; pancakes
sometimes arrive, but rather out of shape, having obviously
come into contact with the ceiling on being tossed. However,
cooks will be cooks, and the boys survive and thrive.
And now the change of Company Commanders. Major
J. M. D. B. T. has steered the Company through a dangerous
period, for many exciting months, without a single casualty.
Until very recently we have been billeted in the most
constantly bombed portion of the Island. High level bombing
attacks, low flying
machine gun attacks, and concentrated
dive bombing attacks have been our lot ever since Italy came
into the war, and through it all Major B. T. has emerged
with his Company without a scratch or pimple. It is with
gratitude indeed that we thank him for all he has done for
us. It was with sorrow indeed that we saw him go, and it
is with sincerity indeed that we wish him all success and
happiness in his new position.
Captain R
, M.C.. is no stranger to us, having spent a
considerable time with us, and faced the same dangers as us.
Now we welcome him gladly as Company Commander, feeling
confident that come what may, "B" Company will come out
on top under his supervision and guidance.
Sport has come into the limelight rather more, thanks
to our George. Our George has arranged several friendly
football matches against the R.As. and a neighbouring unit,
with varying results. Once we lost 4—1, once we drew 1—1,
once we won 8—1, and the team looks like winning some
more. Considering the amount of training they have had,
which is nil, the team is extraordinarily good, and promises
to become better with every game played.
Our George is
also arranging hockey matches for the very near future, and
doubtless we shall prove our worth.
At the moment, a few brave persons have ventured into
the sea, others have got undressed, shivered on the brink,
and got dressed again. But the majority have merely thought
about swimming and wondering whether it is hot enough,
knowing all the time that they will decide it is not. But
swimming will be indulged in before long by nearly every
one. Possibly by the end of the season there won't be a
man in the Company unable to swim.
HEARD OVER THE 'PHONE.
The Sergt.Major had been giving out detail to all Post
Commanders, and generally smartening them up.
Sgt.Major: "That's all I've got to tell you. Post Com
mander, and if I have any more trouble, watch out. Any
questions?"
Post Commanders: "No, sir."
Sgt.Major: "Very well, you can ring off now."
Post Commanders (all together): "Good bye, sir, bye bye
lovvy, wotcher mate, so long chum, bung ho laddie."
Sgt.Major:
(not printable).
"Black Out':"
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" C " Company.
13 PLATOON
Company Headquarter personnel have become cavemen,
and grow more like the missing link with every day that
passes. The rest of us have a fairly rustic life, too, but are
not as backward as all that.
We keep poultry, pigeons,
canaries and rabbits. Breeding is encouraged, and all over
the Company area anxious faces are to be seen as the
critical time approaches.
The usual procedure of building posts, taking them to
pieces, and erecting them again 100 yards left or right, con
tinues unabated.
We are also preparing an exhibition of
sculpture. AH ranks have been notified that the C.S.M. is
available for sittings from 1700 to 1900 hours every weekday.
An intersection Maypole dancing competition is also under
consideration.
German activity is very spasmodic. We still have a good
supply of ersatz metal tubes and plates left over from then
last visit.
Very useful for making drains and covers for
urinal buckets.
We congratulate L.Cpl. Firminger and Ptes. Eighteen
and Taylor on taking the first three places on the recent
Battalion Snipers' Course, also Pte. Kay on playing football
for the Battalion.
How do you train a canary to sing "Roll out the barrel"?
14 PLATOON.
As well as normal soldiers' duties, much activity can be
seen in the Platoon. It takes the form of building and de
molishing. Did I hear someone ask why the demolishing?
Surely it is a known fact that when a part of the Company
is settled, another and better position has been found for
them. The new position is therefore built, and I have no
need to add that it is built with good old Maltese rock.
Although this building, rebuilding, and reinforcing takes
up a lot of our time, we manage to keep ourselves up to
standard, with some lessons in L.M.G. Training.
At present, we do not have much opportunity for collective
sport in the Platoon.
We do our halfanhour P.T. first
thing in the morning, and for the rest of our sport we rely
on indoor games that have recently been procured for us.
From these indoor games lots of fun and cheerfulness is
derived.
We do not have to remind the other Platoons that for
work and efficiency they have only to come for some instruc
tion to 14 Platoon.
D.L.B.
15 PLATOON.
Since we last wrote the Platoon has moved to a new
locality, and we find
ourselves at L
. Soon after our
arrival at our new position, the Nazi "Blitz" restarted, and
each and every section had a crack at the German Junkers.
No. 7 Section had the nerve to claim a 'plane.
On a recent kit inspection held by O.C. Company, a
certain bloke whenever asked to produce items of kit could
only reply: "It's down home, sir."
Who was it that entised young Winkle Chad wick to
drink rum? Maybe Summers knows.
W.J.S.
"C" COMPANY HEADQUARTERS.
It's a long time since I edited either the Company or
Company Headquarters correspondence, but after reading
through the drafts of Platoon correspondence I felt that, as
the blokes pay for their "Busters" they might just as well
get value for their coin. You notice how modest and retiring
I've grown.
There are several subjects on which I could write at
great length, ranging from "Crime doesn't pay" to "How I
saw the light": but as there is no crime in Company Head
quarters, and they are all converts, there'd be no point in
it, so I'll save it for the Sunday papers when I'm a Mister
again.
I feel that 13 Platoon's allegation that they are of slightly
higher clay than we, needs challenging. I'd remind them
that we have had at least six of their number staying with
us for seven days or so. or would a week sound a little less
suggestive of Surfdom?

At Company Headquarters we keep poultry, and maintain
a vegetable garden, though on a grander scale than the vassal
states (the Paltoons). Apart from the cabbages having all
been eaten by caterpillars, and the hens not yet being in
lay, the farm is doing quite nicely, thank you.
The field
of sport has been sadly neglected, my own
roommates have refused my kindly offers to teach them
either "Stud" or "Draw" poker, any Friday evening.
Now
that the pressure of work has eased somewhat, there will be
more opportunities for sport, we even have a natural tennis
court in a quarry, and if someone can induce the P.R.I, to
loosen up and supply halfadozen racquets, we might find
some Wimbledon stars, especially among the new draft, who
are still rather dark horses. Just recently a number of items
of sports gear has been delivered at Company Headquarters,
among them a tugofwar rope, and rumour has it (and
this, mark you, from a reliable source) that the C.S.M. is
skippering a team of other undesirables, against a representa
tive team from the Company.
It's to be rather a novel
match, the first
mentioned team will be stationed at the top
of the quarry, while the rest will pull from the bottom.
It should be interesting, and the results gratifying. It is
hoped that the match will receive the wholehearted support
of the Company.
In answer to the query how to train a canary to sing
"Roll out the barrel," might I suggest smuggling it into
the Sergeants' Mess on pay night?
Finally, as L.Cpl. D. Bullen hadn't the gall to welcome
himself to the Company, and other correspondents lacked
the good grace, I, as High Mogul, extend a hearty welcome
to our Doug., with the usual Gup about his stay being a
long and happy one. So far he has only been pinched once.
OBITUARY.
All of you who have ever known Bandsman Sammy Small
will. I know, share my deep grief in announcing that he will
be married, and therefore lost to us, probably before this
appears in print.
WANTED.
An old khaki billiard table cover suitable for conversion
to suit of battledress. Apply in writing in first
instance to
C.S.M. Silvester.
"Doughy."
4

"D"

Company

The job of writing this correspondence becomes more
difficult at each attempt.
The most important thing this month is that we have
lost our O C., who has been taken for a higher command.
We all regret to lose him, but he will still, I am sure, keep
his eye on the Company.
Our new Company Commander
was with the Company in the hectic Palestine days, so he
does not have to be introduced. P.S.M. Greenyer and Sergt.
Stedman are on "foreign service," so we'll have to look out
for more gaffs when they return.
With the arrival of the convoy, the Nazis tried some
halfhearted divebombing, but, at usual, they came off
worst.
The Company took over the duties of stevedores,
but only during the early evening, so that their amateur
efforts could not be compared with the regulars.
As I did
not take part in the operations, I am only surmising.
The "Olde Soldiers' " Platoon has left us to glorify their
long service with "C" Company. Let us hope that "C" can
bear the strain.
There is great talk in the Company of various foreign
alliances, and there is many an argument on foot about various
local females "Mooey" has gone proGreek (she used to be
German). "Buck" swears his is English (enough said), and
the Hamrun Road of a night sees many a member of the
Company patrolling arm in arm. Some of our attached have
other sources of amusement (ask Thornton and Crowhurst).
The N.C.Os.' Refresher passed quite favourably for the
Company N.C.Os., but it is to be doubted whether unarmed
combat should have been included in the programme.
SPORT.
The only sports possible are hockey, football and firing
the 2in. mortar. We have yet to have our deciding game
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with H.Q Company, although they claim to have beaten us,
this was only by strategy, as most of our team was 011 leave.
16 played 17, but it was more like a stoneage combat than
a game of hockey.
FOOTBALL.
The ground resembles an African Jungle, but we played
one game, which was good entertainment if not good football.
Cpl. Jones had queer notions as to which part of his body
he heads a ball with.
Various members of the Company fired the mortar for
the first
time, and though this is a new weapon, some good
shooting was seen. L.Cpl. Thomsett and Ptes. Gurr and Curtis
were well on the target, the only casualties being the potato
field, one derailed car, and the hockey ground.
CADRE HOWLER No 1.
How many "Maternity Pouches" does No. 2 carry?
Why aren't Ack Ack batteries marked on the map?
M.T. INSPECTION.
Who inspected a truck in best S.D.x. and then congratu
lated the driver on the cleanliness of half a plug?
"Rags."

4 th

BATTALION

Headquarter Company
A.CP.
This month No. 2 Section offer a few words to Q.O.G.
Here it is, start — up.
Firstly we extend a hearty welcome to 2ndLt. G
.
who, with "Weary," will conduct all A.C.P. affairs.
We have altered our address again, this time to com
parative comfort. Of course, we still exist on gunfire, P.T.
stunts and standto's.
We all offer our sympathies to Spike, whose duties con
fine him to the Company office all day. But. oh dear! how
we miss his cheery, sharp on Reveilee, "Wakie, Wakie."
LCpl. G
has added a little more personality to the
Platoon, for with his new tailormade teeth, can now flash
us an Odol smile
We're sorry to lose Sergt. J
to "A" Company, and
we all hope his duties don't involve too much m
g. How's
you're poor old feet. Sarge?
Weary is on seven days' leave. We all hope he has a
grand time.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
The N.A.A.F.I. says a man's rations are 27 cigs. per week,
how can we manage?
Who's pinched "Eill"? Or did he fall down the pit shaft?
Poor dog.
We learn that the clocks are to be put back an hour. Will
that be an extia hour's "crouch"?
Will Captain D
return from leave just as browned
oif as ever?
"No. 2."
No. 2 (A.A.) PLATOON.
Well, another new location, but this time not canvas,
but Nissen huts, and real spring beds (G.S. Pattern). The
Platoon keep feeling. the springs in wonderment, and the
saying goes round: "Well, lads, we'll soon be moving." Being
near to the "briny." we think we shall like our stay (if only
the words "Stand to" could be forgotten). There is no doubt
our living in the wilds for a time so toughened us that we
now fire Brens from the shoulder at aircraft. We have asked
that our tripods be taken from us. "The Tough Guys" please
note. We are awaiting our novel A.A. shoot at balloons, and
intend to show some scoffers some shooting, and we don't
mean Barrage Balloons, either.
We were proud to he picked to provide A.A. protection
for a massive demonstration a short while ago. The Luft
waffe must have known, because not one darkened the sky
to enable us to enhance our reputation.
Well, there were
a few Spitfires about it's true.
More of our doings next
month.

THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Were the Sigs. surprised to find
their "secret weapon"
actually fired
Shall we get "Farmer" to blow up those balloons
Judging from the picture gallery, is "Granfer" really
waking at last
What does S.W.A.L.K. mean
(No prizes).
"Chief of the Crouch Tribe."
No. 1 PLATOON (SIGNALS).
Hello, Signals calling.
Once more to pastures new! We are still trying to make
up our mind whether it is for better or for worse. Our
sorrow at being parted from some of the other Platoons who
always volunteer to do our guards and fatigues for us is
counterbalanced by our joy at being back in civilization
again.
We have suffered a nasty setback in losing Cpl. Sisley and
L.Cpl. Henderson within a week; we can ill afford to lose
two good instructors. But we wish them all t r best, and
are sure they will cover themselves with glory on their course.
We have all lost our "turns" and one or two others, but
hope that this is not permanent, and that we shall be seeing
them again.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
1. Did Charlie's face fall when he was taken off N.A.A.F.I.
fatigues, and why?
2. Who is the ballroom champion of 1941? Surely one
at least of our Platoon must be in the running?
3. Who wanted a D.R. to fetch him a beer?
4. Who creases the R.S.M.'s trousers, and why?
EXPLANATION.
One moment, if you please, sir.
Please don't be cross with me,
I'll have to call you hack, sir,
When the line is free.
It really won't be long, sir.
Pray do not get enraged.
The reason merely is, sir.
The tieline is engaged!
"You're through, Sir."

4.

"A" Company.
Once more on the move, and gone are thp parks and open
spaces. At last we are Townies again, let's hope for longer
than six weeks, and gone (we hope) are so many of the
great days spent on schemes; we are already familiar with
"stand to" and "stand down."
Well, it seems that sport has really had no chance this
month, unless one can call unarmed combat sport, and Uvre
has been plenty of that.
SHORTS (OR PANTIES).
1. Other Companies please note (especially one).
We
do not supply guides to take you to the map reference we
have given you.
2. One worthy Company second in command frequents
the D. Hippodrome. Does he take a box?
3. To the other frequenter of D. Do you go for the
D. soles, or the D. souls?
4. Who was the man who saved his opponent from col
lapsing with a K.O. on unarmed combat, held him up and
said "Sorry, old pal." and turning to the Officer, said "What
shall I do with him. Sir?" (The thing is, what did the
opponent do when he came to?).
HEARD SAID.
No. 8 Platoon is the real cream of the Company — I
suppose that's why their action stations are on the Town
heap.
"Kismung."

4.

"B" Company.
How we do hop about! A few days after our last notes
were written we moved to a still more rural area, where
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we lived under canvas beneath thick beech trees. When we
were at home — which was not often, we had so many
expeditions and "Binges" — those interested in insect life had
first rate opportunities for study, for never was such a place
for earwigs, flies, midges, gnats, caterpillars of all sorts, and
things that go bomp in the night. Those with more normal
pursuits found their pleasures in the "Cafe outside the gate,"
a really excellent canteen in B
m, where dances were held
twice weekly, and — last, but by no means least — Mr.
Questead's Half Way House.
As to sports, there was one very exciting and successful
cricket match against the Addisham C.C., in which the Padre
and L.Cpl. West distinguished themselves, a certain amount
of football, and a lot of table tennis. On a fiveday excursion
to a wellknown forest, we managed to get some bathing, and
nearly lost our beloved Hallas. It was a near thing, but
artificial respiration brought him round, so we still have his
bones on the march.
Deciding that we needed a holiday (perhaps?), the Brass
Hats sent us to the seaside for our next move — the fourth
in three months. We have not been here long enough yet for
more than half the Company to acquire girlfriends. No. 10
Platoon, we hear, are keeping to beer, which is conveniently
laid on for them on the spot. For those interested, there is a
golf course with new hazards of a strictly military nature to
give added zest to the game. Those who slice their halls on
to the beach are strongly advised to leave them there, or, well,
Bob's your uncle!
We welcome to Beer Company our new Company Com
mander, Captain L. F. W. J
, the Padre (the Rev. H. A.
B
), and Messrs. G. R. B
and T. D. P
.
Our congratulations to L.Sgt. F. Osborne and Pte. F.
Pink (now only with us in spirit) on their recent marriages.
"Busy Bee."
AUNTIE BEE'S QUIZ.
1. Who asked the C.S.M, for permission to turn over a
new leaf?
2. Does the C.Sgt. enjoy his morning P.T.?
3. "Piper! Piper!" Is this a paper, a person, or just a
warcry?
4. What did the 2nd i/c say when he woke up and found
a lamb in his tent?
5. Can it be that the storeman and boot repairer are
tea deviners?
6. Is "Smokey Joe's" .still as hot as ever?

*

"D" Company
Once again the Company is on the move, but the Com
pany does not seem to mind, as moves are so frequent these
days; they are almost a part of the weekly training programme.
Very little happens here to break the dull solitude and
silence of the camp, with its desolate park and dusty tracks,
except perhaps the raucous voice of the Orderly Sergeant
shouting so early in the morning, "Get on parade for P.T.!",
and we stagger from our earwigridden couches to the
appointed place of parade.
Once a week at least, the Company goes out on some
training exercise, such as Binge, with its attendant hangover,
but not even the threat of "More Binge" can really dampen
the spirits of the Company.
One night, Paddy swore he had been attacked by sheep
in the night, but on closer investigation it was found to be
that peculiar invention known as the "Battle Patrol," engaged
on some even more peculiar night operation.
The idea of going to the seaside to spend our summer
holiday has pleased everyone. Apparently our stay will be a
long one, enlivened by sea bathing and cinemas; every man
is looking forward to meeting a blushing Nausicaa or another
Cleopatra.
Lieut. R. W. K. H
has joined the Company as our new
Second in Command. We hope his stay with the Company
will be a long and happy one.
It is with sorrow that we bid farewell to 2ndLieut. H. C.
S
, to whom the Company owes so much, and who helped
to form the newlyresurrected "D" Company last year. Rebus

in arduis. He it was who wrote in the "Buster" under the
nom de plume of "Nellie Dean." Each month we used to
admire his quiet humour and gentle sarcasm. "Farewell, a
long farewell to all your greatness."
4

5th BATTALION
"A" Company.
The Battalion circular tour has been on again since
last month, and we are back on the coast again, though
in a new area, for the third time in this nine months.
We are just settling down to it in W
, and catalogu
ing the virtues and shortcomings of our situation in something
of Robinson Crusoe's philosophy. We may chalk up on
the credit side excellent billets; yes, "balcony, full view of
sea," and everything, and a little town which retains some
thing of its peacetime nightdress.
On the other hand, our Company has seldom been so
small — there are a whole crop of courses for one thing,
that means that guards are Inevitably spread a little thick
for everyone. Nevertheless we are managing to keep our
end up, and as time continues shall probably manage better
still.
Our sojourn under canvas at W
n, reached its climax
with an inspection by the Divisional Commander at the
beginning of July — when we were told that we had good
material amongst us — to our satisfaction.
In the same afternoon (July 12th) the Battalion sports
were held, about which I made the following notes;—
People may grumble — people do — at living under
canvas in a small village, but even the stubbornest moaners
won't deny that it is just the place for a sports meeting
on a fine July day.
The Battalion sports — I nearly wrote "A" Company
sports, for reasons which will appear — were an unqualified
success. The Brigadier paid us a visit during the afternoon,
and by the time of his arrival we were already elated by a
very strong feeling that "A" Company were running off with
it, in every sense of the word.
Not only did the Company succeed in winning or gain
ing a place in every event of the afternoon, but in one of
these — putting the weight — two "A" Company men, Ptes.
Shotbolt and Crandon, were winner and runnerup respectively.
We also won the tugofwar against "C" Company, who
had already defeated H.Q. Company. This, despite the fact
that Cpl. Bate, a former "A" Company man, was in the team.
Special bouquets in connection with sports to: The Com
pany Commander, 2ndLt. V. R
, 2ndLt. M. W
, C.S.M.
Cowlen, Cpl. Cohen, Cpl. Mason, L.Cpl. Vessey and Ptes.
Mascall, Rayner, S. Lingard, Crandon and Shotbolt.
Tailpiece.—Before we close down for another month, we
want to know whether a Private of No. 8 Platoon is still in
doubt about the result of an aerial combat between a Jankers
252, and the Jewish plane A.B 64; and secondly whether any
one has discovered the time of the last train from Action
Stations?
We welcome to "A" Company 2ndLt. McJ
and 2ndLt.
R
W
, and say "au revoir" with regret to 2ndLt. W
who has left us for a Specialist Platoon.
-4

MEDAL ROLLS.
There are still a number of copies of the Regimental
Medal Roll, Part I., 17931881, for disposal.
These wen*
originally sold at 4/ per copy, but in order to reduce tn*.
stock it has now been decided to reduce the price to 1/.
Any reader who requires one of these Rolls should apply to
Capt. S. E. Brooks, Treasurer, "The Queen's Own Gazette,"
and enclose 1/.
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6th BATTALION

B. H
b. Sgt. Killon 0; Lieut. O. B
b. Sgt. Beech 52;
Capt. W. M
lbw. b. Sgt. Marshall 40; 2ndLleut. E. M
b Sgt. Langdale 8; extras 10; Total 9 wickets 224. 2ndLieut.
F. T
and Major H. O. L
did not bat.

Midsummer finds the Battalion in a mood of high
adventure. The long arduous winter training over—rumours
of one kind and another stir the heart—and the Battalion
is on its toes.
Meanwhile these laughing summer days have seen a
succession of pleasant events, culminating in the entertain
ment given by the Sergeants' Mess to the Officers when the
usual success of these functions was heightened by the de
lightful presence of the wives of Sergeants and Officers; and
in the cricket match, details of which follow and speak for
themselves.
We welcome to our midst 2ndLieuts. E. M. M
and
A. J. G. L
.
Looking further back this month, memory records the
speculation occasioned by the SecondinCommand's struc
ture in C
Wood. The explanation most widely accepted
is that it is a cage for the bears trapped in "D" Company's
pits. A minority report has it that it is a trap for horseflies.
We were officially assured that the fourday route marches
were part of the toughening process, but we really suspect
that they were foraging expeditions for cigarettes, the local
N.A.A.F.I. (Never 'ave any fags in) having been exhausted more
quickly than usual.
All the Companies kept as near to the sea as they could,
and "A" Company seemed particularly concerned with our
sailors' safety : Skipper J. B. S
looked very snug under
his upturned boat. One SecondinCommand said that the
whole show reminded him of a coasttocoast pickup!
With the usual apologies we should like to borrow D. B.
Wyndham Lewis' favourite word "Slogger" to describe our
juggernauts 2ndLieuts. J. A. (Slogger) S
and I. H. (Slog
ger) R
, who, assisted by Major H. O. (Slogger) L
,
certainly deserved their titles recently.
Officers' Mess v. Sergeants' Mess Cricket Match.

SERGEANTS' XI.
Sgt. Killon c. 2ndLieut. R. C
b. 2ndLieut. G. D
19; Drum Major Snare b. 2ndLieut. R. C
1; Sgt. Beech
b. 2ndLieut. R. C
0; C.S.M. Iveson b. 2ndLieut. R. C
0; C.S.M. Hayward b. 2ndLieut. R. C
0; Sgt Marshall c.
Major H. O. L
b. 2ndLieut. G. D
16; Sgt. Langdale b.
Lt.Col. B. H
1; C.S.M. Theroux c. Lt.Col. B. H
b.
2ndLieut. G. D
0; Sgt. Brown st. Lieut. C. B
b. 2nd
Lieut. G. D
10; Sgt. John b. 2nd.Lieut. G. D
1; Sgt.
Barden st. Lieut. C. B
b. 2ndLieut. G. D
2; Sgt.
Chambers not out 1; extras 24; Total 75.
Bowling: Sgt. Beech 1 for 16; C.S.M. Iveson 1 for 32;
Sgt. Marshall 3 for 38; Sgt. Killon 1 for 27; Sgt. Chambers
2 for 34; D/Major Snare 0 for 38; C.S.M. Hayward 0 for 7;
Sgt. Barden 0 for 12; Sgt. Langdale 1 for 10.
Capt. K. S
0 for 16; 2ndLieut. R. C
4 for 16;
Lt.Col. E. H
1 for 13; 2ndLieut. G. D
6 for 6.

OFFICERS' XI.
2ndLieut. G. D
b. C.S.M. Iveson 10; Lieut. R. S. A
b. Sgt. Chambers 20; 2ndLieut. R. C
b. Sgt. Chambers
12; Major P. B
c. and b. Sgt. Marshall 11; Capt. K. S
b. Sgt. Marshall 8; 2ndLieut. R. L. C
not out 53; Lt.Col.

4

Headquarter Company.
No. 1

PLATOON (SIGNALS).

A certain N.C.O. was seen walking briskly (?) up the High
Street and entering a military outfitters' shop. "25 pairs of
flags please" he said. Yes, someone had classified. 25 sat, 25
hatched out; "A d
good show. Sir" rumour has it, and
"The best Signals in the Brigade."—can you hear me, 7th?
The lads who classified are to be congratulated on their
splendid show, notification of classification tests coming so
late and necessitating lots of hard work and many voluntary
parades.
The Platoon have had a very hard and interesting month,
the peace and tranquility at the beginning being rudely
interrupted by the overzealous officer returning from the
North with a Certificate and lots of brilliant (and some not
so) ideas. Thank you. Catterick!
The outcome was that
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the "Old "uns" (namely the new boys), whom we are very
pleased to welcome, and the old stars, were bundled out
under canvas to an ideal place in which to get fit physically
and mentally, * the river affording good swimming and the
surrounding country fine signalling.
Our zealous officer's
ardour still undamped after many setbacks, and with the
help of our D.R.'s and the M.T., we managed to arrange for
driving instruction as well, with the result that every other
man fancies himself as another Kay Don or Lionel Van
Pragg. P.T. at 05.45 hours was very much appreciated.
Many new instruments of intricate nature have come
bur way and captured our imagination; it is rumoured that
the "fixer" was trying to signal the "Three Crowns," Middles
borough at 04.00 hours the other night. What a thirst!
DON V. WANTS TO KNOW.
Who said "Shut up, I can't hear Day" at the
classification test? See the light?
Is the Platoon attached to Blondie's for rations?
Whose jacket, have the moths, been at?
Is the S.O.'s name Phillips or Wills? One cigarette for
a Charlie
Congratulations to L/Cpls. Bucksey, Muggridge and Stowe
on their promotions.
Poem in Commemoration of the Mighty Deeds done on the
Glorious 21st July, 1941.
The sun was shining merrily,
Signals laughing nervously.
The classifying officer
Was running things efficiently.
Chorus :
"Brown of the dirty hat. Big Boots Bingham.
Lancelotte the respectable and snake hips Guy:
Oatcall Ray (whose a devil in the May)
And little Bertie Jeffries who's always very sly."
The 5th and 7th Battalions
Had not fared so doutily
As Bucksey and his stallions
Or Bowdler on His Majesty.
Chorus :
"Morgan of the music scroll, Tommyinatrance,
Garrett the enormous, Lintern the minute:
Hellflre Jones, the D.R. with rubber bones,
And Dutton (or is it Wilson?) the astute."
Timothy O'Brien
Told Eunice all his troubles
Which she . dispersed like, bubbles
And made them fly away.
Chorus:
"There was Ronald known as 'fixer.'
There was conscien
tious White:
Creasey the omniscient, Mr. Wicks procedure bound :
And Corporal Hunt of whom 'tis said he only needs four
hours in bed,
And Davidson the dauntless and Rubery the sound."
Signals all for Britain's sake
Honour be yours' '&nd fame.
Honour so long as the flags shall wag
To the Queen's Own Peerless name.
"Bolo."
No. 2 PLATOON (A.A.).

Another month has passed and we find ourselves in
much the same position as the last few months. When the
programme of work is not band practices it is A.A. work, and
also t'other way about.
We are sorry to lose 2ndLieut. N. H. E
from the
Platoon and we wish him every success in his first love.
There is no fear, however, of losing Cpl. Brightwell because
he has been an' gone an' signed on for another nine years.
Two men represented the Platoon in a boxing contest
between "D" Company and the rest, and upheld the tra
ditions of the Platoon. Whilst on the subject, we must not
forget the.four gallants who took part in the Keep Pit Cadre.
They say that they felt fit, but the question is, for what?
The Platoon welcomes back with gusto "Simple Symp" and

we trust that by the time we are demobilised he will know
the difference between the breech of a Bren and the recess
for the barrellocking nut.
As for the musical lads, in addition to the important
task of assimilating medical knowledge in private, the Drums
have made several appearances in public during the past
month, and we are hoping that at long last our kind readers
will see in the Q.O.G. what we look like. Special prepara
tions were made for the visit of the Colonel of the Regiment,
and details appeared in last month's issue.
An innovation has been the presence of the Drums to
greet the Battalion on their return from schemes, marches,
etc., some three or four miles out of town; we then lead
them home. We hope that when the Companies at last
recognise the tunes they will all join in. We believe that
our efforts are appreciated; we like criticism, but don't be
too crushing.
For final
words, our congratulations go to Pte. Bill
Neville on becoming a. proud father. . Now. sound the fanfare,
lads, as we sign off until" next" month.
"
QUERIES.
What was '"arry's" greatest mistake of his life?
Whose socks turned red, white and blue when washed?
Who in the Drums is expert at unarmed combat?
When will Ferd come out from behind the bush?
"Nobulus Supremus and The Moth."
No. 3 PLATOON (MORTARS)

As no issue of the Q.O.G. would be complete without an
article by The Mortar Platoon, hold tight everyone, for here
it is.
We congratulate Ptes. Chappell, Dyke, and Steers, on
their enthusiasm in following in the footsteps of the Women's
Health and Beauty League by joining the "Keep Fit" cam
paign run by Lieut. R. S.. A . .Their boundless energy,
'keenness and bulging muscles are a joy to behold and the
pride and envy of the Platoon. How nice to hear them plead,
"Please let me carry yours too?"
No longer let it be said that the Mortars ride whilst the
rest of the Battalion trudges. During the fourday marches
not one of the Platoon fell out. This definitely shook the
morale of the Rifle Companies.
As usual we are still working hard; if there are any
unbelievers let them try lumping the best part of a half
hundred weight about for themselves. News is very scarce
so we finish with this one question; Who is the LewiSham
Cowboy? Cheerio.
No. 4 PLATOON (CARRIERS)

Once again the magic name of Carriers (shades of Water
meadows) appears in these notes, and I crave forgiveness if
in writing I fail to live up to their high standards. Please
imagine this Scribe feverishly grabbing for pencil and paper
to dash off these hurried lines; the reason? Well, haven't
you heard?
Training has been varied of late with too many route
marches to please us, for ten weary souls still ask hopefully
if "P— to P
" will be on the Battle Honours. Never
the less, there has been a lighter side to life, enjoyed by all,
including several trips to the coast organised by Carrier,
Ltd. How the locals at B
H
gaped to see the motor
cycles careering down the sands, especially to see one rider
clad only in trunks. We have alsp enjoyed ourselves on the
tennis courts.
Falls have been to the fore of late, and we are glad our
esteemed Platoon Commander recovered so quickly; it will
not be so easy for Ptes. Marshment, Jones and Taylor to
escape from their tumble into matrimony. We wish them
all the best. We wonder what she did say about it Bill?
Farewells have been said to Ptes. Risden, Goodman, and
Marshment who have gone spanner wagging to the 7th. Long
faces can now be seen in the Motor Cycle Section who have
visions of footslogging—'tis Indeed a blow, and to none
more than to yours truly.
Carriers are now resplendent with names of Battle Hon
ours, and impromptu lectures occur often under that well
known old soldier, Sgt. Thompson—helped of course by his
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history book. Time is short, so, till
Maintenance everybody!

next month. Bags of

THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Do Stripes bring Storks or viceversa?
Who'd rather be a Nark than a Motor Cyclist?
Any guesses who has the biggest cold in the nose?
The Pioneers have again had a very successful month.
No 5 PLAT (PIONEERS)
The Pioneers have again had a very successful month.
Field Engineering at C
Woods has been the predomin
ating feature of our Training programmes. 2ndLieut. R. J.
C
our Platoon Commander eagerly seized the opportunity
that the woods offered and led us into the fray (shades of
the "Drop Redoubt" and the "Bird Cage") everyone is now
bursting with knowledge of revetments, breastworks, drain
ages, etc., and a general feeling of satisfaction is prevalent
throughout the Platoon at the thought of a job well done.
A proud reecho of our exploits in the woods was parading
and being complimented by the Commanding Officer in
public for the work we had done out there.
In spite of all this, we have still carried on with one
of our many jobs, that is, running a builder's business. Note,
if anyone's packing cases fall to pieces they were not made
by the Pioneers.
Amidst all this we welcome to our ranks, Ptes. Barber,
Cooke, and Tose, late of the 4th Battalion, we hope that
they will all be happy in their new home. Pte. Tame re
turned to us from his hibernation with the M.T. we are glad
to see him again and hope that these irregular habits will
cease.
Congratulations to many, primarily Pte. Brooks on the
addition to his demesne; he is now a proud father for the
third time. L/Cpl. (Spitfire) Steer on his recent promotion,
long may they fly.
In the realms of sport, to Ptes. Coombs
and Pender, they won their fights in grand style at the
Market Hall on Sunday last; keep it up Pioneers; Hard luck,
Cash! Better next time, though.
This is all the news, Malvern postmarks are still regularly
arriving on many letters. "Now Ted you are only young
yet." Now we give you a further selection of our boasts
and a few "Things we want to Know."
OUR BOASTS.
The loudest voiced N.C.O. in the Battalion.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
How did the Blowlamp blow up?
Is S.W.J.C. any relation to N.S.P.C.C. or M.C.C.?
Is it true that Destry wears spurs with his P.T. kit?
What is a Spiv, can Spider tell us?
"Cantiana."
4

"A" Company
7 PLATOON
Well this is the first
individual appearance of the leading
Platoon of "A' Company in the Q.O.G. and we make our
entry with our heads still high after our fourday scheme,
when the Platoon entered the town with, as usual, all its
feet on the ground.
Life for us has represented much the same routine as
always, except we have had seven or eight more kit inspec
tions a week than usual.
We congratulate Ptes. Miles and Thomas on receiving
their Lance stripes and are glad to welcome back one of the
"A" Company "old hoys," to wit, Cpl. Hallett.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
What is the answer?
When are we going to darn the HoleintheWall.
8 PLATOON
This is the first
time of writing as a Platoon and we
hope to be a regular contributor. We can boast with a fine
start by saying we were the best Platoon on the fourdays

march and we thank our Company Commander for our prize.
The pictures we saw were enjoyed by all.
7 Platoon had better watch their step in the near future.
We congratulate Cpl. Leaney on his promotion to L/Sgt.
and welcome to our fold. Cpl. Staff, having just returned
from a M.M.G. Course and bursting with knowledge. Was it
noticed that the majority of M.M.G. gunners of "A" Company
came from this Platoon?
We were sorry to lose "Fearless" Fill to 9 Platoon but
there, we must have "some" competition.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
1. Why is it some Sergeants like "Firewatching?"
2. Who is "Chinny?"
9 PLATOON
Congratulations to Pte. Harwood a new member  to 9
Platoon on appointment to L/Cpl., also congratulations to
L/pls. Blackman and Gibson on appointment to Corporals.
We also are pleased to have Sgt. "Bronco" Brown with us from
Brigade.
Great enthusiasm is shown by our new Platoon
Sergeant, "Fearless" Fill.
The old Platoon wish to congratulate the new draft on
their marching on the fourday scheme. Although suffering
from "Petrol Feet" they stuck the 75 miles march extremely
well.
The Platoon was sorry to lose 2ndLieut. M. H. P
, on
the other hand we welcome his successor, 2ndLieut. J. A.
M
, who is full of new ideas.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
1. What does Bddy Getty mean?
2. Who was the man who forgot his holt?
3. What has happened to "Cigs?"
4. Is it true if you want anything ask "Fearless?"


"B" Company.
"B" Company extends a hearty welcome to Mr. A. A
,
and hope his stay will be long and happy. We record with
regret the departure of Mr. H A. J
, and wish him future
success in the M.T.
Our congratulations to Cpl. W. John, upon "hitting the
bull" twice in succession, i.e., firstly
his marriage (for further
developments watch this column) and secondly, upon his
promotion to L.Sgt. We hope the Sergeants' Mess fare will
not invalid him with gastritis, or their frequent Bacchan
alian orgies give him a "hangover."
Congratulations also to Pte. Will' Sleep upon his pro
motion to L/Cpl.
We accord a hearty welcome to "Alcatraz" who is re
leased on parole from "SingSing." He is visibly shaken, but
recovering from his ordeal under the attentions of Mr. R.
A
and the A.P.T.S. Sergeant.
"D" Company beat us at cricket by a negligible margin,
never mind.
The past month has been an eventful one crowded with
multifarious activities.
Our new draft are settling down
speedily and are failing into line with the Battalion's differ
ent and rather perplexing customs.
And even the older
sweats are somewhat puzzled too, for we change our role
with the same facility as the chameleon changes its colour.
One day it seems as if we were in the peacetime Grenadier
Guaids, then, at the whirl of the kaleidoscope, we appear
more like Major Roger's disreputable rangers. We find
our
selves inspected, exhorted, castigated and finally
exhausted
in breathtaking startling rapidity. Ah, well, the day will
dawn when we will revert to "status quo," the soldiers become
civilians, the officers Company directors and stock brokers
and the SergeantMajors—LanceCorporals or cinema com
missionaires.
The big event of the month was the fourday's route
march. Days before "Der Tag" we overhauled our old battle
scars and weak ankles with a wistful nostalgia, alas with
no practical results. The light of a sober grey dawn dis
covered us
aligned in echelon awaiting "zero hour," when
the fortunates mounted the P.U., and the rest hit the trail.
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The modern army in it's battledress is a drab colourless
affair resembling a convention of furnace stokers, but, thanks
to ministrations with "Bluebell" and "Blanco" under awful
threats of decapitation, we did in some degree resemble the
knights of old in their shining armour, but at times we
envied them their horses.
Despite all handicaps, let it be said to our undying glory,
and as an example to all other "B" Companies that not a
man fell out, and we teturneS to the lilting rhythm of the
Band, lean, hardy and sunbronzed.
Let there he neither heroics nor false modesty.
We
groused like merry h
, that's the one indisputed privilege
of the O.R.'s (Ref. C.O.'s letter dated 25741), but when the
last sanguinary expletive had been exhausted and the last
blister squeezed it could be Honestly said that we had enjoyed
it all.
"Vet."
THINGS THIS BOY WOULD LIKE TO KNOW.
When does one address a sergeant as "Sir?"
What time will the "Colours" arrive with that cocoa?
Is there any connection (logical or pathological) between
route marching and gastritis?
Who ambled out at the trail on an R.S.M.'s Drill Parade,
thereby gaining the N.C.O.'s extra drill parades?
Do any of the Company H.Q hold controlling interests in
Blanco, Bluebell or Dubbin?
Will the recent craze for motor cycles and sports clothes
be superseded by one for bulletproof waistcoats?
4

"C

,#

Company.

Another month has rapidly slipped by since pen was
last put to paper to record the activities of Shiny "O." Dur
ing that time we have been training at top pressure and as
a result the days fly by all too rapidly. The month of July
has fully lived up to its reputation, and we are now having
"Shirt Sleeve" parades, by way of a change.
Training throughout the Company has gone forward in
leaps and bounds, and route marches are becoming the order
of the day. Shiny "O" did particularly well in a grand scale
route march of about seventyfive miles, whilst the Colour
Bloke enjoyed himself with the Swill Tubbing.
Sport has by no means been neglected. Our chief sport
ing feature during this time of the year is cricket, and we
have defeated our friendly rivals "D" Company in two suc
cessive matches. We are very keen to challenge any Company
throughout the Battalion (and beat them). Do we hear any
challengers? P.T. is in full swing and our "Drummerboy"
has a squad of his own, and the way in which he thoughens
his squad is a closely guarded secret. We are expecting to
see several firstclass crosscountry runners when the Course
has ended. Swimming is another sport which is very popular
in the Company, and we are glad to see that Pte Obbard is
becoming quite an otter with his underwater swimming.
Several members of "O" Company distinguished them
selves as a result of a recent Machine Gun Cadre, and we
take this opportunity of offering our congratulations to them
all.
We extend hearty congratulations to O.Q.M.S. Wells,
C.S.M. Cannacott, Cpl. Haigh, and L/Cpl. Lee on becoming
''Daddies" for the first time. We also congratulate Ptes.
Wood and Robinson who have taken the plunge in getting
married, despite the warnings of the Colour Bloke. A.P.N.
17002's are becoming quite popular these days! We regret
the loss of C.S.M. Cannacott, and hope that "Our Destry"
will have every success in his new town "Somewhere in
England." In his place we welcome C.S.M. Iveson, the very
efficient exO/Sgt. of "A" Company. We all hope that his
stay with the Company will be highly successful.
We must offer our congratulations to the Officerin
Charge Entertainments, for the hard work he must necess
arily have accomplished in organising our Sunday Concerts.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
1. Is Pte. Obbard taking a Course in HairCutting?
2. Who is L/Ppl. Machine Gun Nobby?

3. Is the Sergeants' Cricket Team for sale?
4. What is the secret of L/Cpl. Dormer's coffin?
A SHORT THRILLER
"BLOOD LUST"
Way down under in H
, the jungle lies near the
"Hole in the Wall" (in the vicinity of the Q.M.'s Store).
Three fierce pigeons snarled at the tropical downpour of rain.
Up the narrow trail, very dangerous under foot, crept two
intrepid officers ("A" Company), Capt. H
and 2ndLieut.
H
armed to the teeth with .22 rifles. Suddenly they were
faced with the blood curdling sight of the now thoroughly
roused pigeons. Were these heroes dismayed? Two rifles
spoke as one (distributed fire) a pigeon lay struggling in the
throes of death, and our two heroes retired to select a place
of honour for the hide in tne Mess.
CHAPTER II.
The fierceness and tenacity of the wild pigeons in H
are unequalled. The dying pigeon savagely claws the air
(dying now for at least ten minutes) and at last tumbles
from its lofty lair to the dense undergrowth. Two N.C.O.'s
(? Company), stray savages in this part of the jungle, armed
with boots for exchange, hold a hurried discussion in their
native language: —
Question : "Should a pigeon's neck be pulled or twisted?"
Answer: "Cut its throat."
Avoiding the dangerous talons with care, one savage firmly
grasps the massive neck in both hands, whilst the savager
savage with great skill (Sweeney Todd's understudy) neatly
severs the throat from ear to ear. The red blood spurts,
the massive body trembles and Is still. Amidst the thrill
cries of more of the tribe now assembled, these two worthies
retired to quench their unquenchable thirst and burn joss
sticks before their totems; Pray to Allah that the next trail
will lead to the Great Beast of Berlin.
"Victory."
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Company

This has been a very busy month for everyone. So busy
in fact, that the fiveyearold son of an officer sent the fol
lowing message to the O.C. Company, "Dear Major B
.
Please don't keep my daddy away from home so much." The
lad was referred to the manager of "The CasRe!"
The taking in of new drafts has taken up quite a lot of
time. Men have been coming to and going from the Com
pany so swiftly that a special traffic control had to be set up.
Company rolls have looked as though half the Company have
been "doodling" on them. We are now more or less settled
but would not he surprised if the Specialist Platoon Com
manders attempted a further blitz.
2ndLieuts. W. T. A. D
and E. M. M— and Sgt.
Oliver are welcomed into our fold. We hope their stay will
be happy, if not long.
2ndLieut. D. B. M
, Cpl. Felton and L/Cpl. Mockett
have attended a M.G. Course and are now bubbling over with
the wonders of that weapon.
Sgt. Axten is slowly but surely recovering from his oper
ation and we all wish him an early Issue of a discharge
sheet.
Cpl. Payne has found time to get married and through
the medium of the Q.O.G. we convey the usual felicitations.
Sgt. Oliver and Pte. Crowley have also found time to
become fathers.
Pte. Semark is to be congratulated on obtaining his
eighth consecutive stick on Headquarter Guard mounting. No
guards at all!
Training must head the survey of the month's activities
and from this point the most successful event was the four
day Company march. The march back to billets was some
thing to be seen. We marched in with such vigour that
several of the locals thought we were going out instead of
coming in. On two evenings the Company was allowed out
of the bivouac area to visit the local. This of course, went
down well, particularly with O.S.M. Landman and Sgt. Lang
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dale who took everything before them on the dart boards and
everything that came over the bar.
I must say that the farmers who gave us the use oi"
their barns, etc., were most kind.
As an appreciation of
their kindness. Regimental handkerchiefs were disbursed
among their tiny tots. The granddaughter of one farmer has
sent a most charming note to the O.C. Company.
Special mention must he made of the excellent spirit
which was maintained throughout the march. A few blisters,
one or two sore heels and a lot of rain failed to damp the
men's enthusiasm.
A few days after the march the officers gave a party for
the N.C.Os. It turned out to he a rollicking affair. As it
was given on a Thursday the free beer was more than wel
come. Darts was the most popular game of the evening and
the C.S.M. and O/Sgt. Theroux were unbeaten. The Com
manding Officer and the Company Commander were beaten
after a very tight game, but later in the month at a
Sergeants' Mess function they well and truly trounced the
wearers of crowns upon their sleeves. After a magnificent
feed the guests were entertained by Pte. Morris (H.Q.).
Morris's mimicking of Max Miller is superb. Some of his
jokes certainly fall in the "ripe" category.
2ndLieut. R. L. C
and 2ndLieut. E. M. M
sang
a couple of songs and the evening was rounded off with a
singsong. The only disappointment of the evening was that
the beer ran out before Sgt. Langdale could be persuaded to
sing.
The Company challenged the Rest of the Battalion at
Boxing, and after a good evening's sport we were all pleased
to see the match end in a draw, It was indeed a fair result.
Great credit is due to Sgt. Langdale and Pte. Soloman who
coached the team in professional style.
Pte. Helm K.O.'d his
opponent in the 2nd round.
"Hawk" Bryant was unfortunate in that he fought a man
whose arms were three or four times as long as his body.
"Curly" Copeland put up a rattling performance against Sgt.
Bowden (H.Q.). Cpl. Rolfe's fight
with Pte. Fissenden (H.Q.)
was probably the most thrilling of the evening. They cer
tainly possess that "aggressive spirit." All the fights
were
good and as nine out of ten of our boxers came from one
platoon we must say "Well done 16."
We have also had a match of fourteen fights
with "C"
Company, and again the result was a draw. The standard of
fighting
was high and we were privileged to witness some
exciting bouts. Pte Semark, although losing his fight,
put
up a magnificent show and promises to be one of our stars.
Pte. Allen K.O.'d his man after about thirty seconds of
terrific punching.
A special contest between Capt. J. R. N
and O.C.
"C" Company, proved to be a splendid exhibition of Army
Boxing. Capt. N
won but only after taking some hefty
punches on the jaw.
All the contestants deserve mention but time is against
me. Perhaps next month I shall be able to tell you about
great successes in the fistic
art because we have become fight
conscious.

ON THIS
NOTJCE.
If you want your Evening Wear,
Sports Wear, or in fact anything
Laundered expertly, send to the

Maidstone & District Laundry Co.. Ltd
Loose Road, Maidstone.
Telephone :

Maidstone 3020
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The officers and N.C.O.'s have played cricket against the
men and after a good game the exalted ones won by six
wickets. 2ndLieut. R. L. C
knocked up 60 and Major
P. E. O. B
36. The most creditable performance was the
25 put on the board by "Tiny" Mitchell. This was done in
record time.
More next month.

7 th

BATTALION

Headquarter Company
These few lines come straight from the whitehot type
writer of Company Office to let you know that we still read
the Q.O.G. here
We thought you would like to know that the recent free
issue of beer at the Sergeants' Mess tested to the full the
capacity of our "Tank" and the stability of "Blossom" who,
the following morning, struggled with his Parade State sur
rounded by icepacks and Aspfos.
"Colour" found that his recent supply of bootlaces were
made of Licorice, but the curses of the purchasers were
nothing to the language of our new paybloke when he had
to make all those red 14d. entries in the pay books.
Well, duty calls so we must sign off until next month.
"Penpusher."
SIGNAL PLATOON.
Hello Signals, ahem! ahem! That horrible thing called
work must be very fond of our Company, for it has given us
little peace this month, yet for some unknown reason there
have been no complaints.
Classification is over and with excusable pride we an
nounce "No Failures."
New flag
wearers plus some new
arrivals make our Platoon full strength now.
It is reported, but not confirmed, that the chief worry
of Ptes., or should I say Signallers, Eddy, Davidson and Eborall
on visiting the photographers the day after Classification was
that the photographers should "get these flags in."
Owing to the success of a Battalion Sports Meeting, our
O.C. organised an interPlatoon meeting. The friendly rivalry
and excellent sportsmanship shown oy all, made the meeting
"Recreational Training with a difference." Signals took third
place to Mortars and A.A. We were pleased with that, but
intend to improve on third place the moment the opportunity
come our way.
DEFINITIONS.
Message in Plain Language—Where? — ? & ? been?
Message in Cipher—I say old chap where have you been?
Addressee—Last person to receive the message.
F. Message—Do I have to tell you?
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Did the M.O. take a No. 9 before he started on his j.mile
dash?
Who despite prayers still walk about?
"Charlie Don."
A.A. PLATOON
Hello! Hello! Bren boys calling. No aircraft in sight.
This month has been another tour of the garden of W
62 miles on foot. It is surprising that having walked so far
our feet still touch the ground, though we must admit that
towards the end most of us were walking on water (blisters).
)We can still give a good account of ourselves, however.
Congratulations to Mortars for winning Headquarter Com
pany's Sports. May we congratulate ourselves on running a
very close second ably assisted by B.H.Q.? Welcome to Pte.
B
and Pte. P
we hope to make them good "hair"
gunners.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Why does "Blossom" want a knife?
Who is looking for a sailor?
Who wants a camel?
When shall we get a customer?
"Spotter."
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MORTAR

PLATOON

Over the hills and far away, the Mortar Platoon are out
at play.
Detachments here, detachments there, what a sight to make
you stare.
Barrels and baseplates, bipods too, from G
B
to old
From P
C
to the Waterman's Arms, along the road
and through the farms.
Are carried along with cheerful songs, that sound to some
like resounding gongs.
Cpl. S
has a voice so free, but if it's a groan it's Taney
Lee,
Whose voice reminds you of a gathering snore, 'though Pte.
Gibbs will make you roar.
When he tells you that "It's a Great Big Shame," that the
mortars aren't a little more sane.
"Cease Firing."
CARRIER PLATOON.
Another month has passed of fine
weather, some swim
ming and much hard work. It leaves us very much on our
toes, but otherwise no great events have taken place within
the Platoon.
"Fury" has returned from D. and M. and is busy fitting
a sidecar to his "scooter" so that he can carry all his kit
about with him.
"Blossom" hag found other blooms in other fields,
another
Sergeant in teaching his brother to fight,
and yet another
saving up to throw a coffee party. Corporal What'shisName
has been sunbathing and is done to a "frazzle" closely
followed by two Privates.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Who
Who
Who
Who
Best

had a complete kit?
wants the carriers shaved?
slept under a cape A/G?
is afraid the house might run away?
wishes to all Carrier Blokes—Happy Tracking.
"Galloping Annie."
PIONEER PLATOON.

Pioneers calling! (not the Q.M.). At long last we have
decided that we know why the clocks are put back two hours.
We now work until 0000 hours with no stop for refreshment,
in fact the strangest complaint received to date, is one from
the local cinema which reads "Why oh! Why have the
Pioneers boycotted all our shows of late?"—as if we could
help it. I shall have to dry up now—if I don't get back I'll
be in the guard room—probably repairing beds.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Why Cpl. Youngs wants to play cricket?
Why has T.K. ceased playing at engines—there must be
a solution.
Why our P.S.M. gets home early after a slight increase
in pay?
"Workworn."
M.T. SECTION
As usual this popular Section of the Battalion is still
"running smoothly," although, of course, we have our trials
and tribulations—or should we say tribulations and then
trials?
We were sorry to lose two of our bright sparks, but it
only goes to prove that "Crime Doesn't Pay" eh! boys?
However, they were not alone in their fate, as all the Rifle
Companies have increased their strengths as a result of the
recent shakeup in the M.T. Someone was heard to remark
that he had never seen the lads so subdued as on that Fate
ful Day. Was that someone laughing up his sleeve?
Was
he? I wonder.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
What secret fascination does the Orderly Room hold for
the M.T.?
What was the mystery behind Exhibit "A"?
Has our Maxie got Blossom trouble?
"The Other Man."

"A" Company.
""A" Company calling and very much 011 the "qui vive
despite the rigours of early morning P.T., of strenuous route
marches and schemes.
We started the month with the recordbreaking three
day march.
We left our billets early one Monday morning and arrived
at our first
bivouac area about 18.00 hours the same day.
After an enjoyable meal provided by our 2ndinCharge,
ColourSergeant and henchman we bathed our weary limbs
in the cool water of a Welsh mountain stream and were
greatly refreshed. The most hardworked man of the day
was Pte. Woodcock who lab(5tTr6u long into the night, cutting,
bathing and healing the tortured feet. Reveille was early
the next day and dawn found us tramping northwards into
the heart of the mountains.
Amid jeers and cheers we greeted our fellow sufferers,
"B" Company and exchanged views on the toil ahead. We
then turned southwards and struggled over the mountains
which brought back vivid memories of an icy night scheme
performed there some time before.
Our second night's slumber was disturbed by "raiders"
which were, however, driven off with very heavy casualties,
but with slight loss to ourselves. The whole of our patrol
returned safely.
The following day we arrived back at
none the
worse for our harrowing experience. In fact we felt that we
should all reap the benefit of it at some future date, not
too far distant we hope.
Our next great event was the Battalion Sports Meeting
which was a show of determined sportsmanship and good
organisation. During the Company heats, held the previous
evening. 8 Platoon were the victors by a narrow margin from
the other two. On tlie great day itself we were rather un
fortunate to be beaten by "B" Company by a few points for
the Battalion Cup.
Our heartiest congratulation 011 their
tremendous success. We hope that they will keep it in a
clean and bright condition ready for the Grenadiers to take
it over next year. The most exciting finish
of the day was
when Sgt. Cruickshank won the medley relay for us. Every
man in the Company pulled his full weight and there is
nothing else to say but "Well done, 'A' Company."
We still experience minor troubles, not the least of which
is our laundry problem.
Noone, not even the Colour
Sergeant, seems to be able to solve the mystery of the van
ishing shirts and towels, but he always manages to get re
placements before the next kit inspection.
Congratulations to LanceCorporals Bearman and Bullock
on their recent appointment to that hardworked rank. We
welcome 2ndLieut. P. R. S
and Sgt. Oseman to the
Company and hope that their stay with us will be a long
and happy one. Sgt. Sanders, whose name has so long been
associated with "A" Company, has unfortunately had to
go into hospital and has been struck off the strength.
We
all wish him a speedy recovery from his illness.
Time is scare and we must away to our various and
sundry occupations.
Before we leave you this month we
would like to know the following : —
Who gets all our shirts and towels?
Which Company SergeantMajor does not like his T's
crossed?
Does the old unwritten law still stand—"In bed or out
of barracks?"



"C" Company.
Once again the world we're telling.
Tales of toil; Our feet are swelling.
Once again we voice our woes,
Breathing vengeance on our foes.
Many miles this month we trailed,
Many times our strength near failed,
But with "Guts" which all have shewn
We have "made it" all are home.
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successor. 2ndLt. G. G
, who has just come to us from
the I.T.C., and we hope his stay will be a long and happy
one and that he will enjoy the "ups and downs" of our train
ing ground.
The mornings now are shattered by the sound of bugles,
and at reveille the Platoon, instead or being awakened gently
by the crooning voice of an N.C.O., is roughly shaken by the
sound of the "brass."
We are now being toughened up. not only for mounted
action, which we, of course, excel at, but for physical dismounted
action, under the supervision of Cpl. "Jungle" C
who, if
allowed to have his way will land those personnel of the
Platoon, who are not on fatigues, in hospital. We are hoping
in the very near future to challenge one of the other Platoons
to a round of "unarmed combat."
Since we moved from our hotel we have missed our daily
swimming and sunbathing, no doubt the belles of the beach
have missed us, too.
In a big "battle" that recently took place, we regret to say
"B
Norah" was the first to be knocked out, but that action
was continued under the leadership of our very able Platoon
Sergeant, who chased an enemy carrier for two miles, and then
led his men through a gas attack. We must congratulate our
men in fighting
to the very last, although five of them were
"missing." and, after, we found they had been taken prisoners
and had to live on one corned beef sandwich each, supplied
by the "enemy."
We must congratulate the Signals on the fact that for
once we were not out of contact on the last scheme, because
they managed to have their wirelesses working, a thing never
before known.
Unfortunately for us, our very able writer to the Q.O.G..
Cpl. N
. is on leave, and we all enjoy his remarks, but we
hope he will approve of our effort.
Signing off now, with the best of luck to all "tough guys."

it sufficient buoyancy to enable it to float
quite dry in the
sea, lake, river, stream, or what have you?
Another scheme served to arouse our interest to a certain
extent, in fact we got perfectly thrilled after having travelled
a distance of about a hundred yards, parked the vehicles,
removed the petrol feed pipes, retired into somebody's
cabbage patch, turned up our coat collars (because the night
was dark and the cold winds did blow), and listened to the
awe inspiring detonations which, we were told, were repre
senting bombs, shells, grenades, mortars, or anything else that
anybody liked to pretend they were, but in actual fact were
merely fireworks
(Umpires, for the playing with).
Dawn
broke, we watched the local farmer milk the cows, we watched
the farmer's wife milk the cows, we watched the farmer's
daughters milk the cows. We saw the pigs fed. we saw the
bull fed, and we saw the chickens fed. The long hours slipped
by. more detonations, by this time the severe strain began to
tell upon our wearied bodies, we began to scowl horribly at
one another muttering incoherently the while, and ducked
instinctively as every nerve rending crash rent the air.
Eventually somebody came and informed us that virtu
ally we were all sort of wiped out, and that we just didn't
exist any more.
Now. it is a strange fact, but when we
received this information we suddenly became as alive and
as wide awake as we had never been before. On the whole
the scheme was most instructive, very enlightening, and
definitely the most interesting we had ever taken part in
hitherto.
That's all for now. Cheerio and "V" for Victory.
"Spare Wheel."

THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Who said they had to go and bianco their pigeons?
Who are the marching section of No. 4 on schemes?
Whose kit is "right marker."
Who collects cap badges?
"M.S.M."
No. 5 PLATOON.

THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.

Well, here we are again, the "Jacks of all trades" of the
Eattalion. Incidentally we are the Battalion "scroungers" too.
Every time we get a job we have to organise a "material hunt"
through the local town or village for stuff to do it with, we
have to do this for several reasons, mostly monetary.
Having made perfect soldiers of us physically, the powers
thatbe have now decided to treat our minds and souls, so
we are to undergo a series of debates and discussions on various
subjects, with a view, presumably, of making us budding
Aldous Huxleys.
The first
effort was a debate on whether "mechanisation
generally has improved modern warfare." Many were the argu
ments brought up on both sides, both for and against the
motion. Opinion swayed to and fro for a time until a masterly
speech by a rising young novelist settled the issue. The
motion was passed unanimously. Why not try it with your
boys, it provides plenty of fun, if little enlightenment.
We are losing one of our trade tested carpenters, who is
going to bless the 1st with his presence. Their loss is our
gain. Another of our boys is expecting to become a father; I
must ask him the secret of his success, as I am now in my
sixth dormant year.
As I gaze out of my window, I can hear the tap. tap
of the hammers, the friendly noise of a saw going through
very inferior wood, and the Corporal's asthma.
What's
that?
There's a pipe burst at Gr
Ct
.
Ah, well,
alas, alack, I must away to the rescue of the "perishing,"
with the Sergeant's bootlace, so good luck and goodbye until
the next time.
"Henry."
M.T. SECTION.
Sorry, readers, but if you thought we would allow this
month's issue to be printed without a word from your old
Uncle Nuts, you're jolly well mistaken.
There is not anything exciting to report, except perhaps
that we have recently been shown how to wrap up a vehicle
in a gas cape and ground sheet in such a manner as to afford

SOMETHING THAT PUZZLES US.
Why go out to the front' at midnight to witness a rocket
demonstration, when the M.T. office will provide a far superior
show at any time to order?

Who put M.160 in his gear box?
Who got hit on the head with a bottle in a brawl, and
said that a home guard did it?
What did they find
in Lobber's respirator?
Why does our 'phone never work?
What's on Swan Island. Sergeant?
What does Mr. L
mean by making a certain guard
commander make a fool of himself in front of the Major at
the commencement of "Ajax"?
Who censors "Spare Wheel," and why?
4

"A" Company.
We have a rather pleasant month behind us; days of
sea and sunbathing intermingled with topspeed wiring, and
nights of patrols and posts. We find ourselves dumped among
the most friendly people we have yet met, and time has passed
very sociably. True, the Company has been scattered, but this,
we feel, is all to the good: and the exercise undoubtedly suits
the Sergeant Major.
Apart from minor invasion, during the course of which
practically the whole Company died fighting,
we have no news
to give. We have lost 2ndLt. P
, but we are assured that
this loss Is only temporary, and H.Q Company has mulcted
us of many good men and true to look after such widely
diverse Interests as mortars and pigeons. But we still have
our Sergeant Major — so what.
And that's all. my lucky lads, for the time being.
"Acting Unpaid."
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Who said Spitfire wing?
Why the black eye. L.Cpl. Prentice?
What profits did Massey and Co.. Housepainters, acquire?
Where did Brinkman get that tea?
Is it true what they say about Bertie?
Who said "Well. I had some corns, sir"?
Where did Cpl. Carrington leave his respirator, and why?
Intelligence, Cpl. Lodge?
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UD"

Since our last contribution there has been very little
to report, as the one and only topic of interest has now
come to an end — leave.
We are. however, settling down to routine matters such
as Guards, which seem to come much too regular, as all in
the Company realise only too well.
They have, in fact,
been forced to realise what the letter "B" really stands for:
Buttons, Blanco. Boots, Bluebell, and one other "B". guards,
for the use of.
One other point since our return from leave, is that
we have been subjected to some very weird noises. These,
we are told, are caused by our buglers trying to sound
Reveille — but what a noise! It is a well known fact to
us soldiers that our buglers are all novices, but I'm afraid
quite a number of civilians have a far different name for
them.
We welcome to the Company Sergt. Bennie, and hope
his stay will prove a happy one. We also congratulate Pte.
French on his appointment, even if it is only a local one!
Only two catastrophies occurred
during the month.
Firstly, the "locals" ran dry far too frequently; secondly,
one man returned from leave 24 hours too early. Apart from
this, everything has been plain sailing — "sailing" is the
operative word, or rather floating
our kits on H
Mere!!
THINGS WE WOULD LIKE TO KNOW.
1.

Who is Snowball?

2.

Does the top step creak?

3. What is the attraction in the Par?
Company can answer.

Perhaps "H.Q."

4. Who told the sentry to dismiss and the Guard
stay where it was?
5.

Who got jealous of the Guard Commander?

6.

Who's go!, a pair of lips, Clitherow?

to

4

" C" Company.
"Shiny C" calling all friends.
Hullo, friends, meet a
new correspondent who is endeavouring to take the place
of that wellknown scribe "F.E.M."
We are still enjoying our sojourn on the "Golden Sands"
of this little resort, and everything is going "swimmingly."
Now let's welcome to our midst C.S.M. Growns, and con
gratulate him heartily on his well earned promotion.
We
also extend the hand of welcome to Sgt. Close. Cpls. Chandler
and Draper. L.Cpl. Lock — the last three old members of
our Company. We now say goodbye to two stalwarts — Sgt.
Morey. who has gone to "H.Q." — good luck. Frankle, it
won't be long now. and Sgt. Bennie. who has been claimed
by "B" Company. All the best. Andy, in your new sphere
of work.
With tills regrettable loss. "C" Company has quietened
down considerably, and has become most reserved — "luvvely."
We were initiated in the art of swimming with full kit
iu the "M." last week, and naturally we had our laughs.
Some of the boys were thoroughly disgusted when, before
their eyes, their precious bundles slowly submerged into the
dark waters of this goshdarn lake. Just Imagine their feel
ings when they thought of the trek home in sodden clothes,
or, worse still, in "Drawers, Cellular." What happened to
Sgt. G. and his rescue boat? He just "drifted" away.
Well, friends, that's all lor the moment, so good luck
to you all until next month. Cheerio everybody.
THINGS WE WOULD LIKE TO KNOW.
Who is Meg?

Ask C.Sgt.
"Caledonia,"

Company

Readers must forgive me if my notes for this month
aren't up to scratch, but since my best girl friend is on
holiday in Scotland, her standin seems to favour Commis
sioned ranks, and my faithful old friend, Reggie, is on guard,
I have reason to be a little off colour — any way, to business!
As months go in this Battalion, July has been rather
uneventful, it has begun and ended with "D" Company keep
ing a watchful eye on Jerry's probable landing points, even
though that did necessitate an aboutface in the middle of
the month. To be perfectly honest, we don't know whether
we turn our backs to the sea because he's not coming that
way, or whether it's to fool him into thinking we're not
looking!
The main topic of the month, as in every third (or
fourth) month, has been leave, and now. with the great day
almost upon us, we can hardly restrain ourselves.
We've had two wonderful field days on the cliff, when
everybody was either firing
rifles, Brens, T.S.M.Gs.. A./T. Rifles,
E.Y. Rifles, Mortais, or just plain throwing grenades, and I
assure you, it was real fun.
One innocent seagull which
haplessly crossed our front at about 500 yards gained the
impression that it had run into the London A.A. Barrage. At
the second of these heydays, one Private tried his hardest
to wipe out half the Company while firing a Bren from the
hip. Fortunately (or unfortunately) he did not succeed, and
in consequence there was no alteration in either strength or
administration. Still, I think he should go on record as
having tried his hardest to improve (?) matters (what do you
think, Mitson?).
One omission from last month's notes is almost unfor
giveable. That was my neglect to register the sorrow of the
Company at the departure of Captain M. R. L. G
e, M.C.,
who, during his brief stay in the Company made friends with
everyone. Personally, I miss very much his cheerful "How's
the blonde. Corporal"? and I wish him, on behalf of the
Company the greatest success and happiness in his new station.
Another loss, which has again been somebody else's gain, is
that of Captain T. S. L
g, or "Laughing" as he was fondly
known to O.Rs. We miss him keenly, and, knowing our luck,
wonder what is in store for us. Best wishes Captain L
g,
wherever you are. In the same breath we welcome our new
Company Commander, 2ndLt. F. W. M
1. and deny all
rumours that he has any interest whatsoever in either Picker
ings or Mills, and also we welcome 2ndLt. L. J. ("Legs")
D
d, who, strange as it may seem, has always considered
the palette to be mightier than the submachine gun.
Incidentally, readers may be interested to hear that Pte.
Ainsworth. who, as reported in last month's issue, met with
an unfortunate accident, is slowly recovering, and every hope
is held that he will completely recover his sight once more.
About the middle of this month we participated in another
four day scheme, this time as British Troops. It. was much
more satisfactory really, because we were wiped out after
about 15 hours, the only real grudge we had was that the
relieving troops did not expect to man our posts, but left
we poor "dead" ones to carry on.
There's nothing else left now, but to finish

with our usual

QUIZZ.
1. Why did Signals reel in our line and then spend two
hours discovering why the 'phone was "dis"?
2. Who is the "Bianco King?"
3. Whose "arrow" pierced Dorothy's heart?
4. What is the official definition of "Civvy attached"?
5. Are Norwegian Fjords still icy cold?
6. Are ycu charged for twofivetwos, Ted?
7
Who removed an inner tube by cutting it in
And to finish,
my only original story, about a
a girl:—
He: "My artistic instinct demands that you pose
She: "What, do . ou paint' ?
He: "No. I'm a taxidermist"!
"One of the two

half?
boy and
for me."

Rs."
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70th BATTALION
Headquarter Company.
Time again to place the record oi our activities in the
archives of the Gazette which would not have been recorded
for this month, unless, of course, in the Obituary column,
had it not been for the quick eye, or perhaps to be nearer
the truth, the inquisitive eye. of a wellknown sergeant.
Yea! verily, the quick or inquisitive eye of the varlet
let the reader choose for himself the choice of explanation,
saved us all from an untimely end at the hands of a cook
who apparently could in all justification claim family con
nection with the famous poisoners, the Medicis.
Silversand in the fishcakes.
Ye Gods that's ersatz food with a vengeance.
As a suggestion to that sadistic soul of a cook, why not
quicksilver; it's quicker.

However, by the caprice of Fate and the coincident of
the quick or inquisitive eye, we'er still alive.
During the month we participated in an exercise with the
Home Guard, on a night stunt.
The excitement of that evening was heightened by the
fact that our Stanley was accredited as a spy.
In an endeavour to apprehend Stanley it is not clear to
me whether he was supposed to be a spy or a racehorse. At
any rate he certainly gave a remarkable display of agility in
the latter respect when in one desperate dive for freedom he
stretched himself to the full and with nostrils distended,
foam flecked and flanks heaving, very nearly succeeded in
making a break for freedom.
"Once more into the breach dear friends, or fill up that
wall with our English dead!" The valour inspired by that
phrase must surely have inspired Pte. Greaves who became
a casualty when, in a noble, but forlorn endeavour, he
attempted to hold the fort against untold numbers (unseen)
and was left in the roadway battered, bleeding, and insensible
(naturally), having been smitten hip and thigh with a huge
lump of nothingness delivered with a true and deadly stroke
by noone out of nowhere. Pte. Greaves valour was matched
by Sgt. Leigh who was taken prisoner when he, with one noble
henchman, valiantly attacked the whole of "C" Company.
The final
attack on Headquarters culminated in two or
three of the attackers mistaking L/Cpl. Knight for a doormat
and fairly wiping their boots all over him.
One other item worth passing comment was L/Cpl.
Harrington's ingenious attempt to disguise himself as a
horsedaisy, or something similar, when, in order to complete
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his disguise, he planted himself up to his knees almost in a
spot where sufficient evidence was left that some cows were
wont to frequent that area.
"Little rose in a garden of weeds."
"A rose, by any other name, smells just as sweet."
However, none of our casualties were serious enough to
merit entries in Part II Orders much to the relief of Sgt.
Leigh whose life is governed by the latter and, aside, I am
informed by night as well as by day.
That's all for the present folks.
"Incognito.



"A" Company.
Again they give us new faces to remember and we wel
come in 2ndLieut. M
and Lieut. I
. it is with regret
that we say farewell to "Hell's Bells" H
and Lieut. P
.
£>ut taking it all with a stout heart we wish them every
success in their new Companies.
Taking it for granted that we have settled down for a
while, we are making like home, our new positions.
Every
one working like new men. "Spud" says it makes him tired
to watch them. Even that body of men, picked wreckers
of phones, headed by that King of Don V.'s, Sgt. A
, are
installing a foolproof line around the drome.
When this
line is in action, they even promise to stay awake to answer
calls.
A new step has been heard coming from the Company
Office tap, slither and boomp. And who's stick was it any
way? Sgt. H
.
Unfortunately the cream of our collection have been
transferred to another fortunate Company.
However, we
make do with the men we have left, and just weep large
tears at the parting.
We aren't religious maniacs but we are praying night
and day, for a most important member of Company Office,
the man who earns the most money. At least we are praying
that he gives up smoking or buys some of his own.
We extend a welcome to 2ndLieut. Flussey B
, who
has just returned from a P.T. Course and although we know
P.T. is good for us we are not sure that we want to be done
"good to." Perhaps a few lessons in the Big Apple or in
Trucking, accompanied by him on his guitar would be more
welcome.
"King Hill."
QUESTIONS.
1.

Who is Fuzzy Wuzzy? and does he want a skate. Pte.

2.

Has anyone heard of Aldershot?
"Stores."



"B" Company.
For the first
time in our history the Company is to
gether and not split up by Guard detachments and suchlike.
There have been many changes in the past few days,
the guard duties which were rather excessive have been
considerably reduced to the satisfaction of everybody. The
Company has also turned itself into a form of "Labour Corps"
few parades as most of the time is devoted to digging, wir
ing, and cutting down trees, etc.
Two days before the rains came, part of the Company
moved under canvas. Although being under canvas in sum
mer time is by no means unpleasant the perpetual rains
managed in more than one way to damp our enthusiasm,
many a man was seen to dive off the duckboards and swim
gamely around the tent to rescue his equipment for morn
ing parade. However, the tents are only a temporary arrange
ment and taking it all round they are quite comfortable.
Field events and interPlatoon sports organised by Staff
Sergeant Baxter and Cpl. Harvey are very keenly contested.
Congratulations to all who passed their P.T. Tests Second
Class and obtained colours for same.
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Up to date we have not had many sporting fixtures
other
than interPlatoon events, but we hope to arrange some
cricket and possibly tennis matches in the near future.
Congratulations to L/Cpl. Ford and Pte. Crouch on the
excellent results they obtained on their Courses they recently
attended.
K.A.H.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
R

Who is the Private that would not dare to venture down
Lane anymore?
f

"C" Company.
This month we have lost no officers but 011 the contrary
gained by the welcome arrival of Lieut. F. H. G. P
and
2ndLieut. S. A. J
may we not lose them for a long time.
The activities of "C" Company during the early part of
last month have been overshadowed by the events of the
past week, but it is safe to state that sometime or other the
Battle Platoon left us after a very successful and enjoyable
month's training. They were replaced by an N.C.O.'s General
Cadre which was joined the following week by a W.T. Cadre.
Both have been kept on an extra week to provide a Demon
stration Platoon for the Home Guard, who have massed here
in large numbers for training over the Bank Holiday week
end. In addition, the cadres' ability at night operations was
tested and proved on Thursday night, when a planned attack
on a bridge involving the wading of a river ended after
three hours' exercise in the capture of a considerable objective.
Casualties were low until an allied section opened fire
011
our own troops and they wiped each other out. This, however,
failed to damp the ardour of the remainder of the Company
who went from strength to strength and captured strong
point after strong point. Volunteers who had sacrificed their
boots and socks to join in the fray were not disappointed.
This weekend the Home Guard have claimed everyone's
attention or has the Company claimed all theirs? What is
certain is that both the Company and their guests have
greatly enjoyed themselves and both have learnt an equal
amount from their experiences. The keenness centred mainly
round the demonstrations the Company had staged 011 numer
ous subjects and on the range and bombing pit which have
been used at full pressure each evening. A Y.M.C.A. kindly
catered for the wants of the Home Guard.
The part the prisoners have played in preparing for the
weekend demonstrations should also be put 011 record, to
gether with the construction of a field
kitchen improvised
for the cooking of the whole of the Company's food for the
two days.
In the field
of sport the Company, aided by the R.S.M.
played a neighbouring aerodrome and lost by three runs, for
which we have to blame our own umpire. In the entertain
ment world we must record three dances, two over this week
end in which the Home Guard joined. For the band in the
latter we have to thank a neighbouring R.A.S.C. unit. But
please, girls do turn up, we want to see more of you.
The present writer wishes, for his own personal safety, to
disclaim any responsibility for what the Company has wanted
to know for the last two months or may ask this month.
Who is Captain J. "Warmly," please censor?
What makes C.S.M.'s so popular, is it their dancing?
Who blindfolded his Platoon Commander, and who stuck
a bayonet in his back?
Who is the "Silly old so and so" anyway?

>

"D" Company
Once more the pen is hastily put to the paper as we are
reminded that another monthly contribution is due to be
forwarded to the Editor in 24 hours.
We are pleased to report that we are more firmly
installed
in our new surroundings, although shades of our previous
station have been recalled by operational digging, which has

(we hope only temporarily) replaced our intensive training
programme daring the latter half of last month. Relieve it
or not, even digging has its humourous moments—our best
example to date being that of a certain individual having
camouflaged his weapon pit so well, became so ignorant of
its existence that he fell into it three minutes later!
We heartily congratulate 2ndLieut. R. M. C. D
on
his promotion to a Captaincy and warmly welcome Lieut.
H
who has recently joined us.
We also welcome the Battle Platoon who have returned
to the fold.
One of the chief sporting events of the month was the
Sports Meeting held against "C" and "F" Companies. We
regret that, has so often happens on these and similar occa
sions, rain almost stopped play and most of the time was
spent making tactical use of cover "from very heavy con
centrations of moisture."
We should like to congratulate "F" Company 011 the
performance put up by 2ndLieut. H
in putting the
shot; C/Sgt. Day, quartermile and halfmile. On our side
we were proud to have 2ndLieut. P
who excelled in the
220 yards and L/Cpl. Dixon for his notable performance in
the long jump.

+

"E" Company
Once again the time lias come for me to pen my humble
contribution to the Magazine.
Since my last epistle the
whole Company has been working with a will, on wiring and
construction. The vicinity is rapidly taking on the appear
ance of a concentration camp.  A certain platoon sergeant
even claims that his men used 80 rolls of wire in one day.
There is, of course, not official confirmation 01 this.
We welcome to the Company, EndLieut. S
and we
hope that he will soon settle down m our midst. Turning to
sporting matters, there is not a lot to report. Once again our
boxing team had the pleasure of meeting the "F" Company
counterpart and once again the result was a draw with 16
points each. Pte. Bacon, a recent arrival, proved himself an
able scrapper. Cricket on the green has been much in favour
of late but the loss of our only ball caused this to be aban
doned.
Byethebye. the P.T. staff wishes to extend its
heartiest congratulation to Sheila and Jimmy 011 their en
gagements. may all their troubles be little ones! Our friends
of the slacks and jersey also wish to point out that the
various contraptions on the green are not tank traps but are
merely the forerunners of an obstacle race. In passing, our
last dance must not go unmentioned. This was an occasion
for much merriment. Too much in fact, as certain of our
sergeants will readily admit. In closing there are certain things
WE WANT TO KNOW.
1. What is the weight of a revolver holster?
2. What does the R.P. expect to do with his stick?
3. Who invented barbed wire?
4. Why did "F" Company have halfday 011 Bank Holiday
and "E" Company didn't?
5. What is a regular soldier?
"Benbow."



"F" Company
"Hello" Readers. "F" Company calling from the wilds
once again. News this month is like cigarettes (vexy scarce).
The duties of O.C. were taken over during the month by
Capt. H. B. J
in the absence of Major H
011 a Course.
Newcomers to the fold are 2ndLieut. J. P
, Sgt.'s Simper
and Seabourn, Cpl. Parker and O./Sgt. Day; we hope the
Colour Bloke will be generous with his "Big weeks." In the
sporting world the Company has kept up its good reputation.
A Boxing Tournament between "E" Company and ourselves
ended in a draw (16 points each). A really excellent show
was witnessed by spectatois, one of the finest fights
of the
evening taking place between L/Cpl. Riches ("F" Company)
and Pte. Bacon ("E" Company). This was a grand scrap.
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OFFICERS v .SERGEANTS.

ATHLETIC STARS

SERGEANTS.
1st Innings.
Sgt Adams lbw b 2ndLieut. R
Sgt. Davies lbw b 2ndLieut. R —
Sgt Bull c and b 2ndLieut. M
W
C.S.M. Johnson c and b 2ndLieut. M
Sgt. Killick b 2ndLieut. R
Sgt. Turpin run odt
Sgt. O'Shea c and b 2ndLieut. M
W
S.M.I. Chapman b 2ndLieut. R—
P.S.M. Kingston run out
R.S.M. Hayley not out
B/M. McKenna b 2ndLieut. R
Extras

10
1
' 1
VV—
6
4
1
.... 10
0
9
0
0
2

Total
Bowling ;
2ndLieut. R

5 for 16. 2ndLieut. M

W

44

4 for 26.

2nd Innings.
Sgt. Adams c 2ndLieut. B
b Capt. L
Sgt. Davies not out
Sgt. Bull b Capt. L
C.S.M. Johnson b Capt. L—
Sgt. Killick b Capt. L
Sgt. Turpin b Capt. L——
Sgt. O'Shea lbw b Capt. L—
S.M.I. Chapman b Capt. L
P.S.M. Kingston b Capt. L
R.S.M. Hayley b .Capt. L— 
B/'M. McKenna b Capt. L——
Extras

Bowling.—Capt. L

2ndLieut.
Capt. L
2ndLieut.
2ndLieut.
2ndLieut.
Capt. L
Capt. B
Capt. P
Major C
2ndLieut.
2ndLieut.
Extras

5 for 29; Capt. L

....

8
8
0
16
1
4
3
0
5
3
1
4

Total

53

5 for 20.

In these days it is difficult for our best men in the athletic
world to find time for training. When it comes to our Wooder
sons. our Pells, and our Penningtons, training is not just
a matter of fitness,
it means specialised training such as our
Derby winners are given, a careful preparation for big events
ahead.
It is even more difficult for the public to see these stars
when they are able to keep fit
and carry on with the few
events being held in wartime.
A special effort is, however, being made to bring all the
best men in the country down to Maidstone at the end of
this month to help swell the R.A.F. Benevolent Fund, which
has had so many calls on it that it is unable to do all that
it might for the many cases of extreme hardship arising from
the splendid efforts of our R.A.F. boys.
On Saturday, 30th August, a fine
programme is planned,
the main events being in the form of a match between an
R.A.F. and Army team and the Police and Medical Services.
It is anticipated that amongst those taking part will be Sidney
Wooderson. world record holder; Alan Pennington, the Olympic
runner and English record holder; Dennis Pell, who gives
promise of being even greater than Wooderson; A. Littler, the
International and Northern Counties record holder, who has
beaten "our Sidney" this season in great style, and many other
internationals, record holders and county champions.
The
Athletic Ground, on the London Road, is the venue, and
bills will soon be on view. Given a good day. the racing
should be witnessed by a great crowd, and greatly assist a
most deserving cause.
4

BIRTHS, MARRIAGES AND DEATHS

OFFICERS.

BIRTHS.

1st Innings.

AVELING.—On 2741 to wife of L/Cpl. J. Aveling, a daughter.
Florence Annie.

B

c Davies b Turpin
b Johnson
L
lbw b Johnson
R
b Johnson
M
W
lbw b Johnson
b Killick
c Davies b Johnson
hit wicket b Johnson
not out
B
c and b Killick
G
b Killick

6
2
18
19
21
2
1
0
0
7
3
5
Total

84

Bowling.—Johnson 6 for 44; Killick 3 for 32; Turpin
1 for 3.
2nd Innings.
2ndLieut. B
b Davies
Capt. L
b Turpin
2ndLieut. L
lbw b Killick
2ndLieut. R
lbw b Killick
2ndLieut. M
W
b Johnson
Capt. L
not out
Capt.. B
b Killick
Capt. P
did not bat.
Major C c McKenna b Johnson
2ndLieut. B
did not bat.
2ndLieut. G
did not bat.
Extras

3
4
28
34
22
23
0
5

9
Total 128

Bowling.—Davies 1 for 39; Turpin 1 for 18;
3 for 19: Johnson 2 for 25.

Killick

BEASLEY.—On 26641 at Tunbridge Wells to wife of L/Sgt.
E. Beasley, a daughter, Ann.
CANNACOTT.—On 5741 at Maidstone to wife of C/Sgt. C.
Cannacott, a daughter, Ann Joyce.
HUDSON.—On 3741 at Milton Regis to wife of Cpl. S.
Hudson, a son. Sidney Victor.
SMITH.—On 16641 to wife of Sgt. R. Smith, a daughter.
Joyce Dorothy.
MARRIAGES.
FRANKLIN—LIDSLEY.—On 10741 at Leeds, Pte. G. Franklin
to Cissy Lidsley.
JOHNSON—YEATES.—On 16741 at Maidstone, C.S.M. G.
Johnson to Ivy Emma Yeates.
JUDGES—NEWMAN.—On 13741 at Blean, Nr. Canterbury,
Pte. W. Judges to Cissie Alice Newman.
KENSETT—WARD.—On 12741 at Croydon. Pte. G. Kensett
to Beryl Joan Ward.
PIKE—PORTLOCK.—On 19741 at Croydon. Pte. L. Pike to
to Francis Rosa Winifred Portlock.
REGESTER—CATON.—On
14741 at Lewisham. Pte. G.
Regester to Ivy May Caton.
RICHARDSON—ATKINSON.—On 27741 at Waltham Abbey.
L/Cpl. S. Richardson to Mabel Irene Atkinson.
STUBBS—EWING.—On 31741 at Fareham, Hants. L/Sgt. W.
Stubbs to Mary Ewing.
WIGGETT—BOYD.—On 15741 at Large Ayr. Pte. J. Wiggett
to Jean Duffy Boyd.
ENGAGEMENTS.
PEASE—NIOHOLLS.—The engagement is announced between
2ndLieut. A. W. Pease and Miss Jose Nicholls, only
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. H. Nicholls of Pembroke, South
Wales.
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"Quo Fas est Gloria Ducunt."
BATTLE HONOURS BORNE ON THE REGIMENTAL COLOUR :
The Sphinx, superscribed "Egypt."
Vimiera" "Corunna." "Almaraz." "Vittoria." "Pyrenees,"
"Nive," "Orthes," "Peninsula,"
"Punniar." "Moodkee,''
Ferozeshah" "Aliwal," "Sobraon." "Alma," "Inkerman," "Sevastopol," "Lucknow," "New Zealand,
'Egypt, 1882.
"Nile. 188485." "South Africa, 190002." "Afghanistan, 1919."
BATTLE
"Mons,"

"Ypres,

1914,

'15.

'17,

HONOURS

BORNE

ON

THE

KING'S

COLOUR :

'18," "Hill 60." "Somme. 1916. '18." "Vimy, 1917." "Italy, 1917, '18." "Galllpoll. 1915.'
"Gaza," "Defence of Kut A1 Amara." "Sharqat."

THE

GREAT

WAR

BATTLE

HONOURS—18

BATTALIONS :

Mons," "Le Cateau," "Retreat from Mons." "Marne, 1914." "Aisne. 1914." "La BassCe. 1914." "Messines, 1914, '17/
"Ypres. J 914. '15. '17. '18." "Hill 60," "Gravenstafel," "St. Julien," "Frezenberg," "Loos,' 'Somme, 191b,
"Albert 1916 '18." "Bazentin," "Delville Wood." "Pozieres," "Guillemont." "FlersCourcelette," "Morval,
JTbiepvap
"Le Transloy." "Ancre Heights." "Ancre. 1916.
'18,"
"Arras, 1917. '18," "Vimy 1917," "Scarpe^ "
Pilckem," "Langemarck, 1917," "Menin Road," "Polygon Wood," "Broodseinde,
Passchendaele
C^braa, 191'7, 18.
"St. Quentin," "Rosieres," "Avre." "ViUers Bretonneux," "Lys." "Hazebrouck," "Kemmel ' Amiens.
Bapaume l918,
Sa'"
e',
"Hindenburg
Line,"
"EpChy."
"Canal
du
Nord," "St.
Quentin
Canal '
CourtraL
_ sGlle
"France and Flanders. 191418." "Italy. 1917. '18." "Suvla." "Landing
at Suvla.
Scimitar Hill.
Galhpoli. 1915. _
"Rumani." "Egypt. 191516," "Gaza," "El Mughar," "Jerusalem," "Jericho."
"Tell
Asur,
Palestine, 1917,
"Defence of Kut A1 Amara,"
"Sharqat." Mesopotamia. 191518.'

~£6itorial
We are very pleased to have heard from Capt. R. F——,
E.A. Force during the month, and we congratulate both him
and Mrs. F
on the birth of a daughter. Below is an ex
tract from his letter and I am sure this will interest both
Officers and Other Ranks of the Regiment who know him.
"Things have moved a bit out here since I last wrote and
we have had a very successful campaign though it was
made much the easier by the miserably poor resistance put
up by the Iti's. Until practically the end when they were
fighting
in isolated groups south of Addis Ababa they hardly
stayed to fight
at all on any position although the positions
they chose were usually of great natural strength.
I know of very few casualties and none among the
Regiment, though Capt. Hazelton had a bullet through his
thigh, just missing the vital point and necessitating a spell
in hospital. He has now got a job as Instructor at the
OCTU. out here, which will keep him quiet for 8 months
and he has celebrated it by getting engaged to a F.A.N.Y.
and intends to get married as soon as possible.
Willie Spurr lias been up in front most of the time and
I'm afraid I haven't heard much about the others. Tank
Western is still Commanding his Battalion as far as I know.
I don't think there is anyone extra of the Battalion out
here since I last wrote.
I have just completed a 6 months job as O.C. of the
African Regimental Signalling School. They had never had
Regimental Signallers in African Battalions before but after
British Somaiiland last year they had to alter their ideas and
they started a school in Nairobi and roped me m to run it

It was nice in a way .to get back from the bush for a spell
of home life but annoying not to take part in the great
advance. However, I am now going back to British Somali
lang in a few days time to be G (3) to the Military
Governor. It will be odd to go back to the place I was only
too pleased to get out of last year.
There is a rumour here that they may allow the regular
officers to rejoin their Battalions if in the Middle East, which
is interesting.
I had a letter from Mrs. Keenlyside telling me all about
Kip.
I had a letter from Willie the other day saying the
QOG. had turned up so I should imagine the organisation
is working well. I got 3 copies for distribution yesterday."
*

*

*

A further list of names of those Officers and Other Ranks
who are Prisoners of war is published below.
Will all those who know the whereabouts of Prisoners
please let me know, so that it can be published in order that
their friends may communicate with them.
No.
Rank.
Name.
P.O.W. No. and Address.
5571980 Pte. Downes, R A. 9986 Stalag XXB
Germany
Hackney, A.
2305
..
XXCZ
6344297
VIIIB
Haywards, J. 10484
6013489
VIIIB
Innes, G.
6345458
XXIA
Jefferys, D.
1022
6344883
XXA
March, H
9430
6345637
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We publish below extract from a letter received from
Mrs. Watkins.
Mrs. Watkins writes:—"I have received a letter from
my husband, and he asks to be remembered to all Comrades
of the 1st and 2nd Battalions. He has recently met C.S.M.
White and they are now together at Stag IXC. He tells me
that both himself and 'Nobby' are now on the 'dole'—By
this, I take it, he wishes me to know that at present they
are not working. He mentions that there are 200 in each
room of different nationalities, Poles, Norwegians, Belgians.
French, Dutch bu says no Russians yet.
"Should any of his comrades care to write to him he
would greatly welcome letters.
He says it is their one
bright spot—letter day. His address is:—C.S.M. L. C. Wat
kins, British Prisoner of War No. 3772. Stalag IXC, Dulag,
Germany."

PRISONERS OF WAR FUND.
RECEIPTS.
Balance as per last Account
Subscriptions for July—
4th Battalion
6th Battalion
9th Battalion
10th Battalion
Depot—Officei's' Mess
Depot—Sergeants' Mess

£ s. d.
1.127 15 8i
8
10
9
7
1
1

2 3
11 10
11 8
1 6
17 0
18 6
39

Subscriptions for August—
6th Battalion "E" Company
8th Battalion
9th Battalion
10th Battalion

2

9

1 2 4
3 16 5
9 3 10
12 11 4

This month finds us still busy getting off more woollies,
etc., to the boys for the winter season—and in this respect
we would like to take this opportunity of once again thank
ing all our helpers for the way they have knitted up the
wool we have sent them for pullovers and scarves, etc. Our
aim is to see that all our boys "over there" are given a good
issue of woolies for the cold weather, and the way in which
these have oeen coming in is a great encouragement to us.
We are running a cricket match this month in aid of
the above Fund—and have been most fortunate in securing
many prominent personalities in the cricket world. We hope
to be. able to tell you more about this in our next month's
Q.O.G.
May we appeal again to all readers who have friends
Prisoners of War to write to them now and again—as we are
continually receiving letters, which the nextofkin send on
to us from their relatives who are Prisoners of War, asking
for news of their pals. If you have not got their address,
write to : —
The Hon. Secretary.
Prisoners of War Fund.
The Depot, Maidstone.
(enclosing a stamped addressed envelope) and we wHl be
pleased to answer any enquiry.
We had a most welcome Surprise this month in the form
of a splendid cheque for—£29 Is. 2d.—collected by all ranks
of the 28th (1st S.R.) Battalion of the Home Guard, Orping
ton. Well done—H.G.s!
Our monthly Prisoners of War Dance was held at the
Lines on August 25th when £10 14s. 3d. was added to the
Fund.

R.W.K.

IN

GERMAN CAMP

26 13 11
1st Battalion Subscriptions, June
and July
Donations—
Gravesend Cricket Club
Hon. Treasurer—St. Martin's Youth
Club
Mrs. A. M. Roulston
Mrs. M. M. Rogers
Major Durtnall
R. G. Birch (Fishers' Arms Darts
Club)
O.C. 28th (1st S.R.) Battalion Home
Guard
R.L. Arrow Smith
Mrs. Vandenberg
Lieut. A. K. Medhurst
Mrs. Tuffnell
Mrs. Relf
Lieut. Kennard
Mrs. Atting
Mrs. M. Rice
Mrs. E. Williams
Lieut.Col. G. C. Petherick
Mrs. M. E. Brock
Lady Alderson
N. Edwards. Esq
Colonel and Mrs. Hitchens
Personal Parcel Donation
Proceeds of Invicta Lines Dance

20
5

5

0

0
3
10
3 0

0
6
0
0

2

0

0

29

1
10
7
2
4
10
11
5
10
0
10
10
10
10
2

2
6
0
6
6
0
6
0
0
0
6
0
0
6
0

1

1
1
1
2
2
2

0

0

FIT BUT HOMESICK.
"You will be glad to get this picture, to see we are keep
ing well. The whole camp had them taken in groups; I
gathered the few Royal West Kents who are here
"Send it in to the 'Kent Messenger,' as not everyone is
permitted to send home. Their relatives will recognise them.
"Well, I hope you are all keeping well. I am fairly lit.
but so terribly homesick. I try hard to keep interested in
various activities here, but there are many hours I spend
thinking of you and the children.

55 3
2 10
10 14
£1,282

0

8
0
3
3i

PAYMENTS.
Kit for personal parcels
Postage and Stationery
Balance in Hand

Do you recognise anyone in the picture on page 237?
All are men of The Queen's Own Royal West Kent
Regiment who are prisoners of war at Stalag XXI—D.I., Ger
many and the photograph was sent home by Regimental
QuartermasterSergeant George Lyons to his wife, who lives
at 39. Ingle Road. Chatham, together with the following
letter : —

£ s. d.
20 17 5
11 9 5
1,249 13 5^
£1.282

0

34

"We have a good band now. A piano is the latest ad
dition, and on Sunday we had a violin and piano recital. We
have some very good talent. We get 70 ffennigs
a day when
working, and the instruments have been bought as the re
sult of raffles, etc.
"Did Art. do any more about the R.A.F.?
Naturally L
would like him at home when I come back, but don't want
to stand in his way when he chooses his career. Mr. Clark
may advise him to stay at school. I got no mail last week,
but I know that it is not your fault.
BOOKS CONFISCATED
"Thank Walker's White Horse for the book parcel, un
fortunately confiscated (Penguins).
Interpreter was good
enough to forward card and outside label to prove they had
arrived, but orders are orders.
Received three parcels all
from Mudies, London. Contained 62 packs cards, three crown
and anchors, and books. Someone knew I like a gamble—no
name."
In a letter to the Editor, Mrs. Lyons hopes that the
picture will give great comfort to relatives to see men of.
the Royal West Kents looking so well.
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A GROUP OP OFFICERS OF THE ROYAL WEST KENT REGIMENT at Camp Of lag VII C.. Ger
many, received by Mrs. Haynes, mother of Captain P. F. Haynes. They are (left to right) back
row:
, Captain H. J. Langdon, Captain R. E. Moss.
. 2ndLieut. R. G. Bensted, Captain
T. T. W. Stanyon, 2ndLieut. Lee. Front row: Captain P. F. Haynes. Captain D. H Andrews,
Lieut.Colonel E. A. Sharpin, Lieut.Colonel W. M. Nash. Lieui .Colonel B. L. Clay, Major I. Pilditch,
Captain C. B. SelbyBoothroyd.

A GROUP of The Queen's Own Royal West Kent Regiment who are prisoners of war at Stalag
XXI—D.l. This photograph has been received by Mrs. Lyons, of 39, Ingle Road, Chatham, from
her husband, R.Q.M.S. G. Lyons, of the 7th Battalion.
Reprinted from the '-Kent Messenger."
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LIVESTOCK IN BARRACKS
THE CATi
Reprinted by kind permission of the (Proprietors of "Punch."
It began, as most of these things do begin, after dinner
on Guestnight at about I a.m. Captain Bayonet started it
by remarking, in the course of a narrative about somebne
who had just got a good job, that he always fell on his feet'
like a cat. Lieutenant Holster, who was at the moment hav
ing a fearfully learned conversation with the Adjutant about
internal stresses in latticegirders, but didn't let a little thing
like that stop him, instantly said over his shoulder that cats
didn't always fall on their feet; and, all in the same breath,
what did the Adjutant think of the Mff formula for rough
calculations? .Captain Bayonet at once repeated that of
course they always did; and the Adjutant, who isn't good at
more than one conversation at a time, remarked plaintively
that he had never calculated, even, roughly, the internal
stresses of a cat. Lieutenant James had to be called in at
this point to restore conversational close column, during
which operation the Adjutant went thoughtfully to bed. ..
When things had settled down there emerged .a hot argu
ment between Captain Bayonet and Lieutenant Holster as to
whether cats did or did not fall invariably on their feet when
dropped. By 1.30 ajn. the Mess had become >So heatedly
divided over this controversy and Holster . was drawing sqch
weird diagrams of imaginary cats' supposed passages through
space (with and without gravitational attraction) that the
whole question was adjourned till after lunch the next day
for proof by experiment.
At 2 p.m. next day therefore there were assembled on or
about the lawn the following: —
(1) Captain Bayonet and his supporters (who had spent
the morning making bets against the opposite or antifootfall
theory).
(2) Lieutenant Holster and his supporters (who had been
taking them).
(3) Lieutenant James, the judge, with pencil, notebook,
fieldglasses, plumbline and camera.
(4) The Colonel, reading a paper on the verandah and'
pretending not to notice.

(5) The Adjutant, still a bit puzzled about internal
stresses.
; 
.
(6) .Private Trigger, messwaiter, holding a droppable black
tomcat.
'
. :
(7, 8 and 9) Privates Sling, Pullthrough and Rifle, each
with two reserve cats, which they had been detailed.to; oh.
tain from the barracks and bring up to the Mess.
The proceedings began in slight confusion, owing to
Lieutenant James having omitted to tell Private Trigger
exactly what the idea was; so that when Trigger haying ad
vanced under direction to the centre of the lawn, holding
the cat at arm's .length, was told to drop it, he was visibly
surprised.
"Pardon, Sir,"
"Drop that cat!"
Trigger stared at the cat, which purring loudly, was
hanging from his hands with its legs in all directions and
its shoulders hunched up under its ears, looking, as only a
cat can, thoroughly comfortable in an extraordinarily un
comfortable position.
"Drop it, Sir?" he inquired respectfully.
"Yes. On the ground."
Trigger's hesitation in letting go his grip was communi
cated to .the cat, which, thus warned of Impending danger,
was instantly galvanised to action. Running swiftly and
lightly along Trigger's outstretched arm on to his face, it
galloped over his head and down his back, did a few yards
on the flat, a few yards up the side of the Mess and came
into view later on a chimneystack, where it proceeded to
lick itself all over in a calm and offensive manner.

There was a silence, .broken only by Trigger's apologising
and explaining that "the blighter , was too quffck, sir."
."Never mind" said James cheerily; "ther^aire six more."
This might have been true a few seconds'hfef ore. At the
moment, however, a panic had set in sm^r| the reserves,
initiated, by the black cat's getaway. Like :gi$>bms wrestling
with nqrvous chargers startled by the' sudden strikingup of
the (band, so were Privates Rifle, Pullthrough and Sling
struggling' each with. their, two cats.
Now two excited cats, composed principally of voice and
claws, are not easy to hold, especially' if you are a rather
awed private in the Officers' Mess precihcts and feel you ought
to'stand as nearly to attention as your burden will let you;
so that during the.excitement two more cats4 had ambled up
the side of the Mieste and were no#, with the black torn on
the roof..
 '
'G ,

Private Pullthrough, who alone, had his full burden, was
hurriedly summoned and told to drop his struggling bundles
one by one.
At this point another hitch arose. The cats refused to
. be dropped. They hung on to Pullthrough as though he
owed'them /money. James tried to disentangle them and only
gbt entangled as well: Beihg.'less restrained by discipline
than Pullthrough (who was with difficulty confining his re
marks to a respectful "Ouch !") he expressed his feelings well
and methodically, while the rest of the Mess laughed till
they cried, Captain Bayonet being so overcome that he had
to lie down.
At last James, to whom both cats were now clinging
and who was having as much success in getting rid of them
as a child trying to throw away a flypaper in a high wind,
did manage .to hurl one off' fairly cleanly. It described an
arc, and fell all anyhow, on Captain Bayonet's face as he lay
laughing on the grass.
Holster swore it fell on Its left side, while Bayonet had
positive reasons fotf asserting it fell oh its feet—with claws
out. \James; the judge, making a despairing grab at his
second  cat' as? it escaped down his leg, had been too occupied
'tb: see anything and was pniy. glad it had'fallen after all, no
mattCT . how or; '.#herel So'  that the question was still
hjndemded:, :,' Z'

v , *: Pylvate Pullthrough  at this point saluted and asked re
. spect^Uy lfjvthat whuld be all for him that afternoon.
' . v Halfitime^was called and our dwindling stock of cats was
soothed down'.on the ridingschool command to "make much
of your bQrsfcs!"

Private"; .Sling's cat was next declared well and truly
dropped, " chiefly because Sling, profiting by previous experi
ence,  hadL^ttite' four. paws."grosped  in one enormous fist till
the veryZl^i^ momerit. , The'qager onlookers saw it leave his
hand oh Its'downward course; but how it fell no one knew.
j For barely had it reached the ground before it shot back
wards between Sling's legs like a streak of lightning and
nothing but a quivering of the bushes at the side of the'
lawn'" told what had happened. Bayonet, a billiard player,
accused Sling of putting a screwback on it on purpose.
Great care was taken with the last cat. It was petted
and .soothed; even while suspended, like Damocles' sword, by
Private Ride's finger. And it fell definitely on its feet. But
the .trouble ; was that it bounced. It bounced twice. Once
from the. pbint of impact to the  verandah; once from the
verandah through the Colonel's newspaper.
It is annoying to have a fullblown cat "appear at you
through a leading article on China, and the .Colonel did not
hesitate '.to say so. . . .
The subject of cats is now avoided in .the Mess almost
 as carefully as the Mess itself is now avoided by all the
barrack cats.
. . A.A. .
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: News

from

ist BATTALION
BATTALION NOTES.
For the past few months very little of literary interest
has occurred. The few items of news which would have
been interesting would in all probability be censorable. Early
in the month the rifle companies left us to go into a
promised land or lands with fine buildings and spring beds!
Our normal routine existence is no\v and then interspersed
with exercises, etc. Some to test our powers of endurance
and others when the weather is not so good to find out how
we can stand up to a deluge!

$

Headquarter Company
Perhaps the most outstanding event of the month was
an impromptu concert organised by 2ndLieut. R. D
.
Much local talent came forward and on the whole the stand
dard was very high. Anyhow, everyone enjoyed themselves
very much which after all is the main thing. Recently we
also had an ENSA Concert party down and here again, this
proved good value.
SIGNAL PLATOON.
There's been a slight outbreak of
in our Platoon re
cently. so these notes are being written from a
ward in
military
.
When the writer was with the Platoon a few days ago
everything was going swimmingly (excepting .the few cases
of
). Sgt. Murray was on ten days' leave recuperating
from a Course at a Tactical School; L/Sgt. Johnson was
taking his place; L/Cpl. McDonald was still at C
, and
Pte. Dean was still splitting his time between his sewing
machine and the local dancehall. Incidentally, Dixie has
extended his tailoring connections—mentioned in the last
issue—to include the N.A.A.F.I. female staff and .the R.A.F.
A proposal to change the title of the Platoon from
"Signals" to "Signals and Electricians" has been mooted.
This is in view of .the Platoon's achievements in installing
electric light in the Company Office and the Sergeants' Mess,
together with some praiseworthy efforts with electric bells
throughout the Company area.
It gives us great pleasure to announce that our DR's. are
satisfied at last. They cover a daily circuit of over 100 miles
and consequently claim immunity from all other duties.
They must still take part in early morning P.T., however,
and we extend to them our deepest sympathy in this respect.
It is hard to keep Joe Rose's name out of these notes.
His greatest achievement during the month under review
was to bring the house down with an impromptu remark at
the recent Company talentspotting concert. Those present
will remember the occasion and the remark. It would pain
the Intelligence Section if his comment appeared in print
for ail to see.
"Amp."
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Company.

Now it has been told how that the Children of Kornskill
journeyed from Lowdim unto the land of Mudd; and how
they pitched their tents among the ancient forests and dwelt
overlong under leaky rooves and suffered grievously from the
rains, that had created the land of Mudd; for God had long
since forsaken it.
And when the people were beginning to murmur gently
among themselves at the injustices of the world, a messenger
arrived hotfoot from the land of WO and said "Ye people
of Kornskill who have dwelt overlong under leaky rooves and
suffered grievously from the rains, I bring you tidings from
my Lord and master the great and good King Brarsat. It
repenteth him that ye have sojourned so long in Slush,
therefore let it be known that four of your tribes shall go
unto the land of Birds, to dwell among them and to defend
them against the world, the flesh, and the devil."
And so it came to pass that the Mannerites and the
Percivites and the Ernites and the Davites all went their
ways and allied themselves to the Birds.
Now the Mannerites were sent into the land of Dignity
Upp, which being interpreted is; "Milk and Honey." Ancl
when they came with their young men and their chattels and
their charriots to Upp, they found that it was wellnamed,
and that despite many night watches and early risings and
that stuff which men miscall Blanco—it being exceeding
green—yet the land was indeed good.
The people therefore with one accord (except the Child
ren of Janker who have sinned) shouted with an exceeding
loud voice and praised the name of Brarsat of Wo saying; "It
is well done." and the Chief of the Mannerites answered
them and said "Yea, my Children it is, as you have bawled
into my ear, well done, and this being so, hearken unto my
words."
"We find
that we are esteemed above others who have
gone before us, and that we have lifted the name of Brarsat
of Wo out of the mire, for his name is no longer a hissing
and a reproach among the birds of the air. Therefore we
have great honour and we must strive to retain our good
name that the dwellers in the land of Upp shall say"—"Be
hold we must look to our laurels for we are surpassed."
Then the Chief of the Mannerites told the people how
that the Great God of Brarsat must be polished and the
Temple of Pooch be made as a green field,
and how that
there must
be saluting in
roads
and
erectness
on
Quarterdecks.
Thus the Children of Kornskill lived and filled
their
bellies and pitied their brethren who were left in the land
of Mudd, for they said; "Let us eat, drink and be merry for
the Great and Good King Brarsat of Wo is a man whose
ways are not the ways of other men and whose mind does
not work as other men's minds work. And it may be that
before we can tell, we will find
that we shall make our
exodus unto the land of Mudd, which is a Promised Land ana
a land that does not promise well."
So the Mannerites defended the people of Upp and re
joiced that the Goddess of Plenty smiled upon them—if only
for a season.
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"B" Company
It is our misfortune that we derive enjoyment from
certain activities only when we have the choice of rejecting
them. Should the wider interests of the nation, or Similar
deep purposes, require us to spend a week or so of pleasant
English summertime camping, in the country, we do not
accept the prospect with quite the same enthusiasm as those
who spend their holidays in the same manner. ' Somehow
the spontaneous gaiety is lacking when a return to solid
roofs and walls is not exactly a matter of individual whim.
When all this is said, however, no one need believe that the
members of "B" Company wasted overmuch time in discuss
ing the beetle statistics of a certain copse or the peculiar
istics of the August rainfall figures;
rather we set ourselves
to improve upon the primitive if painstaking beginnings of
the dynamiters by the construction of mistic bedroom suites
and Roman roads.
These pioneer activities in fact, required most of our
attention and efforts, and it cannot be said that we were
loth to cut short our return to nature for sterner duties,
upon which we are wholeheartedly engaged at the present
moment.
It would be wrong to conclude from these indefinite
hints that our preoccupation with barbed wire and machine
guns extends throughout the twentyfour hours. There have
occurred one or two notable evenings during our—special
mission, let us say—where more than one prominent per
sonage among us has revealed unsuspected talent for enter
taining the remainder. The village hall of C
in fact, has
other attractions than its whist drives, and it has been
found unnecessary to go further than our own dining hall
to discover them on occasion. The Corporals' Club too, may
remember one particular evening of gaiety, when, it is fairly
safe to assert, the presence of the Queen's Own was unmis
takable, and possibly the display of certain gentlemen, a
trifle indiscreet.
It is a welcome innovation that our reputation with
certain neighbours can be fortified by a best behaviour church
parade, when we increase by at least 100 per cent, the con
gregation of the parish church and by at least 200 per cent,
the musical volume of the parishioners.
Individual recognition must be afforded to the arrival
of 2ndLieut. C. C. C
, who takes over the glories (and the
shortcomings) of No. 11, while Mr. C
trains the more
needy Hampshires; and we await with a little apprehension,
but rather more interest, the return of Capt. B
and his
pile of New Ideas, from the Company Commanders' School.
In the meantime we hope we have sufficiently convinced our
visitor, Capt. E
that he has missed considerable oppor
tunities by not joining a rifle company earlier.

4

" C" Company.
Like the proverbial penny, I have turned up again to
try and scratch a few more lines for the "Buster."
It is a change of environment that we have been look
ing for, and so far we are enjoying our new billets to the
fullest extent.
We leave old friends to make new but we always stick
in the mud—or is it the mud always sticks to us—no matter
where we move to.
Since subscribing to the previous issue a lot of interest
ing and sometimes funny things has happened.
The writer has returned off leave, feeling somewhat full
of good feeling of comradeship! Why?
When we settled down here it was, we thought, the next
best thing to home, eweet home.
But of course, some have more than one home.
We
have to bear in mind, so often do we see fresh faces that by
the time these lines appear in print even the writer has
perhaps left us.
We take this opportunity of welcoming to our midst.
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2ndLieut. H
and sincerely hope that his stay will be a
very pleasant one—I wish I could say a long one but un
fortunately everyone seems to be coming and going.
We are all very glad to have Capt. E. D
back again,
this time we hope he will stay put.
So much for the interesting things in life. As I said
before, funny things also happen to some people, for in
stance, why one man should decide to walk from B
when he could catch a bus.
Of course, no doubt, he believed in the old saying—
That a thirdclass ride is nothing, compared with a first
class walk—with a lady of his choice (we hope).
Cupid's work never seems to be finished
as far as these
particular people are concerned.
The chief topic of conversation here is still the same old
thing—leave. Some can look forward still to having a well
earned rest.
A most interesting thing to all of us here was that we
have renewed aquaintance with Lt.Colonel I. R. L
(Lt.
Colonel, Commanding Regiment).
The time is drawing near when I must bid you adieu,
but there is just one more thing.
Brenda has been making herself heard from a not far
distant place. Beginning with B
.
And it is a place that has some rare attractions—both
for officers and men.
Well I will leave you all to carry on the good work of
the Battalion, wherever you may me.
Time, Gentlemen, please.
Yours, "Don Juan.''
THINGS PEOPLE SAY.
Roll on that big bit—and want to know.
Miss?
Where do we go from here?
Who'se taking her out tonight?

Do you know

4

"D" Company
This month we have quite a number of congratulations to
make. First of all Lieut. P
on the acquisition of his
second pip.
Then Sgt. Brazin and Pte. Standen on the distinction of
being awarded prizes for distinguished action in recent
schemes. Then we have the pleasure of welcoming to the
Company, 2ndLieuts. S——, P
and M
.
Finally we
have difficulty in deciding whether first
to congratulate Sgt.
Smith on his new job or to express our regrets at saying
goodbye to him. Anyway he has our best wishes for success
in it.
Before leaving this subject, it is quite possible that,
when the SergeantMajor comes back from his leave, we shall
owe him some congratulations.
We learn that before he
went he borrowed some hairoil from the ColourSergeant.
Unless he has discovered a secret for which science has so
far searched in vain, we can't imagine what he wanted It for.
During our brief period of luxurious living, we have been
active in quite a number of ways.
Apart from a general
tendency towards much increased airmindedness, we have
taken steps to get ourselves better lined up in the War Sav
ings campaign. We look forward to watching progress on the
chart.
At football our airmindedness was incidentally not
sufficient to stop us being defeated by the R.A.F. However,
we can set against that a successful encounter at cricket
with a crack Cavalry Regiment.
HEARD IN THE COMPANY OFFICE.
"And what makes you think you'd be suitable for the
Mortar Platoon?"
"Well. Sir. I was a bricklayer in civvy life."
To the infantryman in the air: —
"No. that's not the bombrelease.
It opens the trap
door you're standing on."
The classics brought uptodate: —
Oliver Twist; "Any bucks?"
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2nd BATTALION
In the midst of a somewhat warmer summer than usual
we are carrying on with a good showing. We have weathered
a long Command Exercise, and enjoyed it, and have entered
upon a perfect orgy of sport. In fact, all g<5es well.
We greatly regret to announce the departure of Major
and Mrs. A. J. C
to a quieter and more amenable ap
pointment. Major C
has thirtyseven years service, most
of it in this Battalion. He can remember the present C.O.
joining, and two of our Captains as puling infants in arms.
We wish them both the best of luck and we welcome as our
new Quartermaster, Captain B. A. P
, who is of course
110 stranger to this Battalion either.
A successful Boxing Competition has just been held. It
consisted of an interCompany Novices Competition and six
Belt Contests. "D" Company are congratulated 011 adding
yet another victory to their list. They scored thirtyseven
points. "Z" Group put up a magnificent performance in
obtaining second place with thirtyfive points.
"A" Com
pany were third with thirtyone points.
The Belt Contests produced some very good fights,
only
one holder retaining his title. This was DrumMajor Watts,
who knocked out L/Cpl. Donnelly in the first
round. The
only other holder who defended his title was Sgt. Dowsing
in the lightweights. His opponent, Pte. Softley, "D" Com
pany, put up a very good fight
against a much more ex
perienced opponent, and won a close contest on points.
"Anno domini" fought against Sgt. Dowsing also. The re
sults of the Belt Contests were: —
BANTAM.
Cpl. Danes was the only entry.
LIGHT.
Pte. Stephens beat L/Cpl. E. Smith on points.
Pte. Softley beat Pte. Stephens, who was disqualified for
holding.
Pte. Softley beat Sgt. Dowsing (holder), 011 points.
WELTER.
L/Cpl. Perrett beat L/Cpl. Butcher, who was disqualified
for hitting low.
L/Cpl. Gibbins knocked out L/Cpl. Perrett.
MIDDLE.
Cpl. Howlett beat Pte. Beale 011 points.
LIGHT HEAVY.
Pte. Peters was not challenged.
HEAVY.
DrumMajor Watts knocked out L/Cpl. Donnelly.
The results of the Novices' Competition were: —
BANTAM.
Pte. Booker "B" beat Pte. Merrey "Z.''
FEATHER.
Pte. Murphy "D" beat Pte. Bown "D."
LIGHT.
Pte. Bowden "Z" beat L/Cpl. Robertson "D."
WELTER.
Pte. Home "Z" beat L/Cpl. Christensen "Z."
MIDDLE.
L/Cpl. Snellin "D" beat L/Cpl. Brassell "D."
LIGHTHEAVY.
Pte. Rooney "D" walked over L/Cpl. Lowrey "A."
Before presenting the prizes the Brigade Commander
said that the fighting
had been hard and clean. There was
only one thing he was frightened of.
When The Queen's
Own went into battle against the Germans, he knew that
they would fight
hard, but the trouble was they might fight
clean. This would never do against the dirtiest fighter
the
world had ever seen.
H.D.C.
CRICKET.
The first
match of the season was played on 18th May
against 4th Battalion The Buffs. Several matches have been
played since then and a very useful team has been formed.
There is virtually 110 tail to the hatting and the howling is
adequate, but the fielding is not yet nearly good enough.
There are five or six players in the side who have joined
us since the war began and tliey have all done very well.

The results of matches played so far are as follows: —
May 18th v. 4/Buffs.—4/Buffs 99 (Pte. Haysman 5 for
23). The Queen's Own 100 (Bdm. Hunter 57). Result—won
by 1 run.
May 21st v. H.M.S.
.—H.M.S.
29 (Pte. Rea 4 for
16). The Queen's Own 128 (Pte. Rea 55 not out). Result—
won by 99 runs.
June 1st v. 1/Hamps.—The Queen's Own 160 (Pte. Hays
man 66, Sgt. Harden 37, Pte. Rea 32). 1/Hamps. 109 (2nd
Lieut. C
4 for 4). Result—won by 51 runs.
June 8th v. 2/'Devons.—2/Devons. 93 (Pte. Haysman
for 42). The Queen's Own 135 (Pte. Haysman 28, Capt. B
25, Capt. S
20). Result—won by 42 runs.

6

June 11th v. H.M.S.
..—The Queen's Own 126 (2nd
Licut. C
42, Sgt. Harden 34. H.M.S.
87 (2ndLieut.
C—— 5 for 18, Pte. Haysman 5 for 43). Result—won by 39
runs.
June 18th v. St. Edward's College.—St. Edward's College
131 (Pte. Wilson 5 for 22, Pte. Reeves 4 for 15). The Queen's
Own 138 for 8 (Pte. Elcombe 54, Pte. Reeves 27). Result—
won by 2 wickets.
June 25th v. H.M.S.
.—The Queen's Own 158 for 6
declared (Pte. Elcombe 52, 2ndLieut. L
53). H.M.S.
117 for 7 wickets (Pte. D. Wilson 6 for 35). Result—drawn.
June 29th v. 1/Hamps.—The Queen's Own 211 (Capt.
S
54, Capt. R
28, Bdm. Fisher 28. Pte. Cutter 23, Cpl.
Howlett 21). 1/Hamps. 51 (2ndLieut. C
7 for 30). Result
—won by 160 runs.
In addition a Battalion "A" Team played H.M.S.
011
3rd June. Scores—The Queen's Own 87 (Pte. Reeves 34, Bdm.
FiSher 26). H.M.S.
109 (Cpl. Hedges 5 for 18). Result
lost by 22 runs.
On the 19th June a combined Team of "D" and H.Q.
Companies played 13th Heavy A.A. Battery.
Scores—13th
Heavy A.A. Battery 95 (Capt. S
7 for 20). "D" and H.Q.
Companies 70. Result—lost by 25 runs.
At the same time 2nd XI's from the above teams played
one another.
Scores—"D" and H.Q. Companies 135 (Cpl.
Bathurst 29, Pte. Laming 23). 13th Heavy A.A. Battery 37.
Result—won by 98 runs.
Battalion Trial Match—2ndLieut. C
's XI v. Capt.
S
's XI. 14th June. 2ndLieut. C
's XI 161 (2ndLieut.
C
97, Pte. Haysman 33) (Pte. D. Wilson 7 for 54). Capt.
S
's XI 172 for 6 (Capt. S
49, Bdm. Fisher 22 not out,
Pte. Reeves 21, Pte. Cutter 21). Result—Capt. S
's XI won
by 4 wickets.
H.Q. COY CRICKET
We have played a number of matches againt "E" and
"D" Companies. "E" Company have not defeated us, and
after "D" had twice proved victorious we at last had our
revenge by beating them by one wicket in a most exciting
finish.
Capt. S
and Pte. D. Wilson putting 011 34 runs
for the last wicket.
The Scores in all matches are as follows : —
Company Trial Match, 24th June.—Capt. S
's XI
v.
Lieut. T
's XI.—Capt. S
's XI 142 for 2 (Pte. Rea 56
retired, Capt. S
52 retired). Lieut. T
's XI 60 (Pte.
Haysman 37, Pte. Halford 5 for 9).
25th May v. "E" Company.—H.Q. Company 144 (Bdm.
Hunter 54. Pte. Haysman 27, Pte. Halford 27 not out). "E"
Company 95. Result—won by 49 runs.
2nd June v. "D" Company.—H.Q. Company 44. "D" Com
pany 173 for 4. Result—lost by 129 runs.
7th June v. "D" Company.—H.Q. Company 63. "D" Com
pany 139 (Capt. S
4 for 19). Result—lost by 76 runs.
16th June v. "E" Company.—"E" Company 100 (Capt.
S
6 for 21). H.Q. Company 145 (Capt. S
36, Lieut.
T
30. Pte. Chilmaid 24. Pte. Rea 23). Result—won by
45 runs.
28th June v. "D" Company.—"D" Company 137.
H.Q.
Company 139 for 9 (Capt. S
76 not out). Result—won
by 1 wicket.
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Headquarter Company
MORTAR PLATOON.
Hello everyone, once again I am given the honour of
being the Platoon chronicler and will endeavour to impart
news to you all; most important is the news that at the
beginning of the month "Old man M
" migrated to the
South and is now nesting among the birds and eggs. Never
theless he is still to be seen dodging around his old haunts
with a hangdog look of devotion on his angelic face.
At the beginning of the month we had rather a heavy
"Blitz" which was met with great enthusiasm, sport was
hurled at us from all angles and judging from the Scared
looks on the faces of some, it was evident that some at least
did not know the meaning of the word Sportor, else they
knew what it did imply. This Blitz of course did not scare
our veterans of many fields,
who immediately took to tn=
reins and commenced .to put our stalwarts through then
paces; Our Mick could be seen every night—Tombola nights
excepted—from five
to seven, flicking
that mighty atom, the
shot, and endeavouring to assist others to correct style and
distance. But did he stop there? No, No, a thousand times
No. Did he not stand at the .top of the dressing room to
ensure that everyone ran a mile every night, and did he not
use his energies to greet them as they finished
the course
and did he not lead them to the long jump and explain to
them how to jump 16 feet. But then what else could you
expect; he is one of the original Mortar men, and can tell a
tale or two about the 1st Mortar Platoon that was born way
back in '35, when all mortar men had a second and were all
above average size and strength. Those were the days, gone
but not forgotten. And now, before I forget, let me tell you
about the sports we were to play—a knockout at football,
passball and a competition at athletics wherein everyone was
to run a mile, 440 and 100 yards and put the shot, and do
the long jump. So far the passball and football have been
played to a close, and despite high hopes we fail to become
victors. However, here are the results, and you can see for
yourself that we put up a show of sorts : —
FOOTBALL.
Mortars v. Signals. 3—0.
„
v. Administration. 2—1.
„
v. 16 Platoon. 0—0.
v. 16 Platoon. 1—2.
PASSBALL.
Mortars v. A.A. Platoon. 3—0.
„
v. 18 Platoon: 0—3.
We are waiting the opportunity to show our abilities in
the athletic field
but as this will take place next month I
will say no more about it until then. Even in war N.C.O.'s
Bogey still rears his hand—Courses! N.C.O."s sweating, swat
ting. and swooning. Yes and that as well, Sgt. V. W. F.
(Our Mick again) has recently been away for a week's train
ing in the gentle art of bone breaking and strangulation and
took his training so seriously that he returned with a broken
nose and three fractured ribs. We are now looking forward to
the time when he is fit as he has promised to demonstrate to
us exactly how it is done. After all a scrounge is a scrounge
even if it means a little pain, and it cannot be a great deal
more painful than digging. We are digging and have been
digging for a long time now but we still go on. If we are
really digging for Victory then we have won this war and
the next, and what is more we are now experts in the art of
leaning on shovel and pick handles and, some day—who
knows—our graceful attitudes may even be exhibited in
London's famous Piccadilly Circus—If Piccadilly is still there
To give us a change of scenery and occupation we are now
permitted to spend three days or maybe four on a hiking
tour of the island and it certainly is a pleasant change to be
able to stroll along the pleasant country lanes bordered on
both sides by high stone walls with the fragrant smell of
the goats and shoats to remind us of the beauty of our
English country.
Of course, all these pleasurable occupa
tions have their drawbacks and our discoveries are equip
ment, speed, flies, fleas,
heat, dust, mozzies and beer, but
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these can be waived aside when one considers that it isn't
everyone who has the opportunities of strolling around the
"Gem of the Mediterranean" and being paid to do so. I am
practically exhausted, so don't give in—read on .to the bitter
end—I must write something. Other than the usual, nothing
has happened, so nothing to write about
method
of
correspondence.
In conclusion, permit me to introduce the "Believe it or
not" titbits or Gentlemen don't die.
Our Ted has been
spending his leave around a local village pushing a peram
bulator. complete with accessories. He informs us that he
only do.es it to prevent him becoming homesick.
GENTLEMEN DON'T LIE.
Our fishy
friend is in love with a girl. He says she is
twenty years old and found only her beauty makes her look
fourteen years old, and gentlemen don't lie.
The gallant ladies' of laundry fame ore entertaining
troops at home. "Happy" says they are not husband hunt
ing or anything else and, as I have said, "Gentlemen don't
lie."
I brought down a Junkers 88 with one round from my
rifle and as you know Gentlemen don't lie, but I'm no
Gentleman.
"Mick."
f

"B" Echelon
Since our last contribution to the Gazette a few changes
have taken place in "B" Echelon, with the result that I have
been asked to write our correspondence as my predecessor
has ventured into the wilds to try his hand at big game,
i.e. : Junkers, Heinkels, etc.
Well, this being my first
attempt, I hope you will make
allowances.
The first
thing I would like to mention is the change
over on the Q.M. Staff. As you all know, Major A. ,J. C
is leaving to take up an important appointment elsewhere,
and I am sure I am only voicing the opinion of many* when
I say it is with deep regret we shall watch him go. He lias
done a lot for us in one way and another, especially in the
matter of entertainment (what about some more concerts
Q'eSts?) and we only hope he will be as successful in his
new appointment. Anyway, their gain is our loss; so con
gratulations, Major C
, and the best of luck.
In saying goodbye to our old Q.M. it is only right to say
a few words of welcome to our new Q.M., Capt. P
. The
"Q" Branch is very complicated in some respects and Capt.
P
has quite a task
on his hands before he becomes
really settled but I am sure all those concerned will give
every assistance they can to enable him to overcome any
difficulties.
Congratulations are also due to our R.Q.M.S. and Mrs.
Payne for their contribution to the war effort in the way of
a baby daughter.
Our dances are still being run with success and a lew
substantial subscriptions to Regimental and Naval Charities;
taut sport, especially football and cricket, has not been in
dulged in of late for reasons obvious to any visitor to our
barracks.
Billiards seems to be the main pastime and we have had
matches with the Navy and Dockyard against whom we put
up quite creditable performances.
Any challengers?
As I
cannot think of any more, this will have to suffice for my
first attempt so cheerio everybody and the best of luck to
all ranks of the Regiment wherever they are. Roll on M
and the Reunion.
THINGS WE WOULD LIKE TO KNOW.
What public school did Piccolo Pete graduate from?
Where is Froggy's romance?
Did Fritz win the championship?
FOOD FOR THOUGHT.
M. and V. Lord Jeff.
Typists. Daisysleepless nights.
Don't 'urt our 'Arry.

"McSnooks."
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"A" Company.
The month of June has been one of great activity for
us in the way of "Route Marches," "Tests of Endurance," etc.;
and Company Headquarters have found themselves right
markers all the time. We have been up hill and down dale
on these "Route Marches," and no stone has been left un
turned in the way of "Intensive Training."
Skin inspections have also been very much to the fore.
Why these are so prominent I do not know; surely we have
not so much bad skin as all that in the Company.
In case it might be of interest to our readers at home, I
am publishing a composition of Company Headquarters at
my time of writing, and should any change occur I will in
form you from time to time.
First of all we have L/Cpl. Brett, he has come to us
from 7 Platoon in place of Cpl. Nichols who has gone to 8
Platoon. L/Cpl. Brett is a very busy N.C.O. from what I can
gather, being M.T. Provost Corporal, etc. Pte. Bates comes
next in alphabetical order. He is a member of the last draft,
and is Officers' Mess Cook, and I am sure he did not poison
Mr. M
. Next comes Pte. Brookes perhaps better known
to some of you as "Emma." he is our able cycle mechanic,
he believes in the theory that wheels are better than
"Shank's Pony." Pte. Daughtrey is our Company Storeman.
and a veteran from "Pongo," and timeexpired, he has done
one exercise this month, but I overheard him saying. "It's a
Cake Walk to the Pongo Days."
Pte. Farley another boy
from "Pongo" and a Cook is in hospital at my time of writ
ing, we all sincerely hope he will soon recover, and come
and give us a demonstration of "Cooking." Pte. Gill, an
other member of the last draft, he comes to us all the way
from Aldershot, he has now reached the dizzy heights of
N.A.A.F.I. Manager. (Well done, Stanley Hicks). Ptes. Hern,
Honey, and Loveden, are officers' servants, the two former are
members of the last draft, Pte. Hern came to us recently
from "D" Company. Pte. Honey is also a member of the
Company Concert Party, he has given us some very good
turns. (Keep going, Maurice we all very much appreciate it).
Pte. Mandy is another of our Cooks, each month he per
forms his duties with zeal and ability. (Sez You).
Pte. Waller is our Company Clerk, not a fulltime job I
should imagine, nothing much to do but use cosmestics to
keep the appearance up. (Not much) but perhaps this could
be better worked out in practice rather than in theory. He
is still of the opinion that this war will finish
up on paper.
SPORT.
Swimming has by far taken the lead this month, and
twelve members of the Company have passed the 100 per
cent, test, apart from those who have already passed. C/Sgt.
Milton gave a very interesting lecture on "Life Saving" which
I am sure we all appreciated.
Football and Basket Ball have also played their part.
We have had some very exciting games. I have not got the
scores at hand, but I am sure we derived much benefit from
these games.
"Wal."
7 PLATOON
7 Platoon calling with the news for June. The Platoon
after a spell of action has been sent to a rest camp, where
all we appear to do is to take the tops of the hills away,
thus making them far less steeper than they were before we
arrived. I think we have done quite well in this respect as
even our "Timmy" can ride up them at least half way with
out any bad language.
The Company has started a Pass Ball League and the
competition is fast and furious.
The way everyone gets
stuck in, is a sight for sore eyes, even the men who "can't
play pass ball, Corporal" are dragged on the field,
and find,
much to their surprise, that they can play. We have one
or two "stars" in the shape of G. A. Morris, Ben, Nobby. Wee
Willie Horrocks, etc. So far we have not won the League,
but we hope to under the leadership of Lieut. M
. We
have started a Company Concert Party, and we are told it
is a great success, anyway the Company enjoy every show put
on. The talent is varied, from singers to tap dancers; and

we still haven't sorted all the talent out in the Company.
So come on you guys, .the more the merrier.
"The Four Lancashire Lads" were in great form at the
last concert.
They sang several songs, quite in Mills'
Brothers style. We want to hear more of .them.
Swimming plays quite a part in our training these days.
I believe it has been added to the list of kit a soldier should
have, something like this "costume swimming for soldiers
use of." Anyway down to the sea we troop and there the
nonswimmers wet their hair (don't tliey Benny) and the
milers do their miles. The amount of energy used is amaz
ing, and several of our nonswimmers are well on the way
for a place in the next Olympic Gaines. We want to see
Les. Willy, Benny, and all the other learners with the 100
yards to their credit.
Well, this being my first
effort for the Platoon I must
say cheerio blokes till we meet again.
THINGS WE ARE PUZZLED ABOUT.
What does "Tea on T'hob" mean?
Can a Lancashire man speak English?
Why do flies
bite in G
?
"You aren't the only one who knows—all about the Brcn
Gun!
"Cpl. Red Rufus."
8 PLATOON
We are still training hard; hills; hills! millions of them!
The Platoon are very fit
and find
that marching is second
nature to them lifter treading around the country side on a
cycle. In all competitions the Platoon have been to the fore,
and are to be congratulated on putting up a good show. We
now have Cpl. Nichols from Company Headquarters and Cpl.
Bathurst from H.Q. Company in the Platoon. We all hope
their stay will be a long and happy one.
Gunner Moore has joined the land of dancing ladies. Is
he preparing for the end of the war?
He may become a
torch singer. We believe Ambeet is good for singing.
We are very sorry to find
three of the Platoon in hos
pital. We hope they will soon be well and rejoin the fold.
The whole Platoon are confident that after the Company
Test Exercise a tin of Bully and a packet of Biscuits will last
for a week.
SPORT.
We were second to 9 Platoon in the interPlatoon cross
country run. Next time we will he first.
The whole Platoon
ran very well.
Basket Ball is still going very strong and there is plenty
of go put into all the games.
Swimming is very much on .top these days, nonswimmers
striving and straining to pass the 100 yards, also shipping
plenty of salt water. I think we shall reach that coveted
90 per cent, before long.
Congratulations to those of the Platoon who have repre
sented the Company at Soccer.
QUESTIONS OF THE HOUR.
Is "Crash" being issued with a Parachute?
Did he die when falling over the cliff?
And his spirit is still marching in the Platoon.
9 PLATOON
This Platoon seems to have come out on top in practi
cally everything, but they have at least one mere subject to
learn and that is to submit Q.O.G. Correspondence.
We have two members of the Platoon in hospital at
present, we wish them a speedy recovery, and a subsequent
return to the fold.
Pte. Boorman is getting a lot of "Jungle Letters" lately,
we hope he is keeping on the straight and narrow.
Pte. Saunders did very well as "Adolph" in the Company
concert, we hope to see more of him.
Pte. Oliver still remains the undefeated Company cross
country runner. It's wonderful what these old married men
can do. Keep it up "Ollie."
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Has Freddie really got a "Goat Girl" or does she wear
shoes?
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Company.
Well friends young and old. for a change there is 110
lack of news from "B" Company.
We have all been leading a very busy life, but for all
that, we still haven't had as much to cope with as friend
Hitler, "The Rat." We all feel sure that he will be having a
lot more to deal with in the near future.
It is not true, however, that we are drinking Vodka, or
that the Regimental march is now the "Balalaika."
A short time ago, we went 011 a drive round the Island.
Really it could have been compared with the "Lord Mayor's
Show." Let me draw to your minds eye a picture of that
great trek.
Firstly, came sections of that smart and upright body
of men, known to us as 10 Platoon. With them marched
George.
Then the transport, local pattern.
Now a word
about these carts, yes carts! just in case you thought I
meant superstreamlined trucks. I'll endeavour to describe
these 'ere carts. Firstly, there is the pony, probably a pukka
sahib's polo pony, in its younger days, trying to stage a
comeback, by its very presence in our convoy. The cart itself
is a small twowheeled affair with struts of wood, constructed
like a gate, hence the name "Gate Cart," There are no sides,
back or front to these contrivances.
New on these carts, laid out in all their splendour, were
—stoves, field kitchen Mark I, kit bags, latrine screens, latrine
seats, latrine buckets, the ColourSergeant, and lots of other
things all poised there, in their glory.
To see the C/Sgt., arrogant and proud, standing in a
latrine bucket, clutching the handle with one hand, and his
nose with the other—Why—the Ancient Britons, with Boa
dicia in her chariot, couldn't have cut a more imposing spec
tacle than "B" Company and the "Colours" 011 the line of
march.
Next, lagging his head, came "Bill"—Bill is the C.S.M. s
dog, and the scourge of all Maltese drivers—then more sec
tions of "Bees."
"Monty" with the antitank rifle, carried on his shoulder,
as though it were a billiard cue, his back straight and up
right, only to be excelled in smartness by "Spud" also one of
the old school. Now, a fanfare of trumpets, and all the dogs
of Spinola, Siberia, now more sections of the boys—a slight
break in the line, and head up, chin in—came the mighty
Newmark. Sgt. John—with his cohorts of 12 Platoon behind
him—Gad Sir—what an array, never anything like it since
Poonha '87 what!! The C.O. took a march past, and we
were thereby strengthened in our resolve to beat the Boche
and any others.
SPORT.
A word of thanks to Major C
who, despite all other
work, has found time to arrange interPlatoon football, pass
ball, etc. And thanks also to Capt. R
, M.C., our Com
pany Commander, for getting us as fit
as we are. Thereby
winning—interPlatoon passball—Well done, 11 Platoon, and
coming "runnersup" in the interPlatoon football—Well
done, 10 Platoon.
More successes are impending, as our announcer would
say. so look out for more results soon.
SWIMMING.
Nowadays its a common sight to see all ranks of the
Company, gambolling together in the water, like so many
Dolphins.
Then there is P.T. every morning—yes we are
certainly getting lit. I did hear a rumour that "B" Company
were considered the fittest Company in the Battalion. That
remark should bring howls of rage from other Companies, so
—Heigh Ho! lor interCompany sports.
GENERAL.
We have to watch our food supplies, just like anyone
else.
So imagine P.S.M. Bushell's amazement when he
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nearly tripped over a fat "porky pig" which was lying in the
road—visions of roastpork for lunch, came to P.S.M. Bushell.
he paused, looked a little closer, and found that it wasn't
to be. That which had succumbed to the heat was only
our one and only, Davies, D, (Sigs. 2nd i/c). Thereupon the
disillusioned P.S.M. smote the cause of his vision and told
him to—"keep moving."
As to the war. The air raids hove slackened off con
siderably, and we should like to remind readers that there
is a "post card" service to M
which is reasonably quick.
so don't forget the "boys" like to hear how you are getting
on. We want to hear from "Fan Dancers, Oomph Girls! and
dear old ladies, who spend all their lives in sending parcels
to lonely squddics. More next month.
"Dutchy."

+
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Company.

13 PLATOON.
We are glad to see L/Cpl. Castle hack with us after his
holiday in hospital, and to learn that he has only been
temporarily stolen. Sport is worked in where and when it is
possible. "Where" is the hardest question. In a knockout
Basket Ball competition we managed to beat the other teams
in the Company in spite of a vigorous propaganda campaign
in favour of Company Headquarters, and were finally
beaten
by 20 Platoon of "E" Company who had a very good team.
We want to play baseball but haven't done so yet because
we keep losing the ball, and though summer is nearing its
height and everyone is going through the annual process of
being baked or burnt and there is no grass anymore, we still
play football. Tough eh? Training is also being given in the
gentle art of fisticuffs,
and we now have a team lined up
for the novices who don't look like novices at all, thanks to
their trainer, Sgt. Dowsing, present lightweight belt holder,
and his assistant, Cpl. Bidmead, who is getting so ambitious
that he wants a "Wimpey" for a sparring partner. All these
activities cause a general craving for some stuff you buy in
a bottle with a "Blue label" 011 it. Nobody seems to know
just what it's made of but it goes down in a big way. Pte.
Finch would like to know who's the guy with a corkscrew
punch? Ask Pte. Rixon, the Signaller, who has just entered
for bigger stakes in the matrimonial world. We wish him
all the best.
14 PLATOON.
During the past month, activity in the Platoon has been
fairly large scale. Besides extra work that we have
found in our Platoon area, the following notice appears 011
detail every day:—"All spare N.C.O.s and men report to
Company Headquarters at 09.00 hours for wiring." We would
like to point out that "All spare N.C.O.s and men" means
every N.C.O. and man with the exception of 1 N.C.O. and 2_
or perhaps 3 men per post.
With such a sadly depleted
section, it is only to be expected that Platoon area work will
take longer, and the chaps work harder. Still, the work is
clone, with a complaint now and again, but we are informed
that to complain is a soldier's only privilege, if the work is
done.
We welcome to the Platoon. Cpl. Fox from 15 Platoon,
and Pte. Fainton from 13 Platoon. We know their sojourn
with us will be a happy one.
We have had to say cheerio for a while, to our "Jock,"
who has left us to instruct some of the unfit in the intri
cacies of P.T. We miss you Jock, but we are proud to know
that one of 14 Platoon was chosen for the job.
Quite a large gathering may be seen at Platoon Head
quarters, every evening these days, dressed in P.T. kit. the
reason for this being:—6 mins. for the mile, 13 sees, for 100
yards, 20ft. shot, 13ft. 6ins. long jump, etc., etc. In Short,
the Platoon is in training for the interPlatoon athletic
meeting, which, being the fittest
Platoon, we shall win hands
down.
During the month an intersection athletic meeting was
held within the Platoon which proved to be very interesting
entertaining and also very amusing (ask Bassett and Bell)
although No. G Section had almost a walk over it was very
011 a
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keenly contested. Beer was issued at a very cunning time—
ten minutes before "Stand To" which only allowed of one
person getting bosseyed, and then a double to the Post. Wc
all hope that another of these competitions will take place
soon.
SERVICE.
15 PLATOON.
As usual, during .the past live months there is very
little to report owing to the fact that we are (Jtill a static
Company. Within the Platoon there is a very good cricket
team quite capable of taking on the remainder of the Com
pany with high hopes of success.
Matches against our sister Platoons have given us this
confidence.
Nine N.C.O.s and men have responded to the
new savings scheme, besides those who are saving with the
P.O.S.B.
A.B.P.

+
' 'D"

Company

in not been able to buy real "Blues" with the invisable cash
yielded up at the point of a youknowwhat by the "just
pretend" banks.
Apart from the sporting side the Company has not done
anything else of note, so I will have to close with the results
of all matches played during tne past month.
FOOTBALL.
16 Platoon v. Pioneers, won 4—0; v. A.A., won 1—0; v.
Mortars, won 2—1.
17 Platoon v. M.T.A., won 2—0; v. 18 Platoon, won 2—0;
v. 16 Platoon, won 3—0.
18 Platoon v. M.T.B., won 5—0; 17 Platoon v. 10 Platoon,
won 2—0.
PASSBALL.
Company Headquarters v. M.T.B., won 3—2; v. Battalion
Headquarters, lost 2—3.
IS Platoon v. Battalion Headquarters, lost 2—4.
17 Platoon v. Administration Platoon W.O.; v. Mortars,
won 3—0; v. Battalion Headquarters, lost 2—3.
18 Platoon v. Signals, won 4—2; v. M.T.A., lost 2—3.
CRICKET.

Sounds of cheering, clapping and barracking filled
the
air; the players looked tense and very determined, when
suddenly—but what outstanding incident can I mention
out of so many. In spite of lack of practice" all games were
played very well and what was missing in skill was made up
for in sheer grit and determination. So far Honours are even
in the football and passball competitions between us and
our coresidents of this charming area, H.Q. Company. So
as the Athletic Competition seems just as far off as ever, our
eminent sports officer will have to devise some other means
of settling the rivalry that exists between us. I suggest a
darts match in our canteen, but it must be played on a
Monday (Ration day for beer) so that our champs may be
sure of giving of their best. To get back to the present, or
rather the past, we secured the football prize before the
final was played by having 16 and 17 Platoons emerge vic
torious from their respective semifinals. 17 Platoon played
a very good game with the "Gunners" and succeeded in
beating them 2—0. Hard luck 18 Platoon, though it is a
pity that only two were required for the final
otherwise I am
sure that you would have had your say in that. 16 Platoon
played a nogoal game with the Mortars and then beat them
in the replay which let them into the match of matches
against our Strong Tank Chasers. Once again they were en
gaged in a goalless draw, but it was without a doubt a good
clean hard fought game and worthy of the result.
Con
gratulations are due .to both teams here for what was con
sidered the best game of the series.
Unfortunately the
replay missed fire;
16 Platoon had an off day, for though
they had the same willtowin, they just couldn't get the
ball there.
17 Platoon won by consistent good play through
 out the competition and added to .their successes by beating
No. 10 Platoon in the final.
Well done 17, you proved you
are "la cr6me de la Creme."
In the interPlatoon passball we failed ,to live up to our
good reputation. 17 and 18 Platoons managed to get as far
as the semifinals but were beaten by Battalion Headquarters
and the M.T.A. respectively. Battalion Headquarters went on
to be beaten by 11 Platoon in the final,
so we have nothing
to say about that.
I nearly forgot about cricket until reminded by one of
our star players, and as we have played three matches with
Headquarters, winning two and losing one, this gives us the
lead in sports. Cheer up Headquarters, you're sure of second
place at any rate. Our old timers played as well as ever
before, while unexpected talent was discovered in Ptes.
Reeves and Elcombe. A match with "E" Company was also
played which we won in grand style as the scores show. I
am told that it was mainly through good fielding
that we
won our games and if that is true I'm sure the rest of the
Company will join me in congratulating the men who man
aged to pull out that little something others haven't got.
Owing to the fact that some thingamebobs have been
issued to certain members of the Company they are trying
to develop a nice, brand new nasal accent, but, although we
arc at present in a state of "Imaginary," they are unfortunte

The following men represented the Company thereby
bringing even greater glory on their heads
L/Sgt. Lamb,
Cpls. Hedges, Ovens, L/Cpls. Knight, Laslimar, Ptes. Elcombe,
Reeves, McSweeney, McGarry, Norman, Lowman, Hine, Lam
ing and Bown.
SCORES.
"D" v. H.Q. Company—"D" 173 for 4 (Reeves 60, Laming
52 not cut). H.Q. 44 (Elcombe 5 for 18)—won by 1299 runs.
"D" v. "E" Company—"D" 108 for 4 declared (Reeves 45
not out)). "T" 1st inns. 44 (Elcombe 5 for 11), 2nd inns. 24
(Norman 5 for 9)—won by innings and 40 rims.
"D" v. H.Q. Company—"D" 139 (Elcombe 48, Cpl. Hedges
42). H.Q. (Reeves 5 for 14)—won by 76 runs.
"D" v. H.Q. Company—"D" 138 (Cpl. Hedges 33, Lowman
26. Laming 26). H.Q. 139 for 9 (Capt. S
76 not out)—lost
by 1 wicket.
The much awaited Boxing and Concert are still very
much in the air so I will have to refrain from any further
mention of them. May next month bring us news.
"Moo."
4

"E" Company
"Has long been talked of 'til at length 'tis thought a
monstrous bore."
Theodore Hook, 1825.
Hitler is still
pounding away at us, Musso has fallen out on the left, Haw
Haw has used up a million 'mikes, Joe Stalin has put his
gloves on. Franklin D. won't play, the Vichyites have gone
"hay wire" and Mr. White has at last fired
his Verey pistol
and cancelled the operation, on top of which, our normal
scribe is at present receiving various points and cutting
legs, etc., off hither, whither and thither.
(That isn't good
grammar, but it will suffice). He is therefore up to his ears
in umpires arm bands and it has befallen the unhappy lot
of an acting, unpaid, unwanted Platoon Commander to
officiate as writer of baloney to the Company, with emphasis
on THE Company (compositor, Capitals on the please).
Highlights of .the month are really few and far between,
except that we might mention as such the interPlatoon
Passball and football competition, of which our fighting
20th
were the "champs" of this area, and although they lost to
a better team lower down the valley, something can be said
for the d fine
show cads, throughout both competitions.
On the actual day they did not conclude their working
period until 16.00 hours and they were on the field
of
battle immediately after. The teams were as follows:—Pass
ball—L/Cpl. Billet, Ptes. Allison, Beale, Hurley, Smart.
Football—Ptes. Smart, Hamilton, Hurley, Cole, Hawker, Wat
kins. Beale. L/Cpl. Billet, Cpl. Smith. Pte. Allison, and the
worlds worst goalkeeper (I can vouch for that statement)
Sgt. Williams. Incidentally, his inclusion in the team, pro
bably accounts for them losing the match. Under the cir
cumstances, it was a very good effort, but coming from THE
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Company, one can easily imagine it as being an every clay
occurance. In our next contribution, wo hope to bo able
to record the results of the Novices and Belt holders boxing
competition. The Company has entered the noted "Basher
Bull" the Company nightingale. "Biffem Beale." the Stepney
Sicle stepper, one round Stephens and last but not least.
The Southall Savage, Scrapper Salvage. Go to it blokes—
or cads—and bring 'em back alive. Little time has been
available for the old school tie game, cricket, but we have
been able to get in one game against the formidable H.Q.
CompanycumBattalion team. Although we lost by a nar
row margin, we did at least prove to these antiquated pieces
of soldiery (copyright C.S.M.) that we are not exactly "old
rope." We feel sure that had our O.C. Company contributed more
than his customary "fowl" score, we should have licked our
opponents easily.
The following N.C.O.s of the Company have recently at
tended an antigas Course and naturally they are literally
bursting with knowledge on this dry but necessary subject—
L/Sgt. Wood. Cpls. Kemp and Allen. These gents have now
been invested with the following order by Mr. Dowsing, A. G.
"Knights of the A.G. Order."
THE LIGHTER SIDE
1. Private making a complaint; "Sir, do you consider
that threequarters of a bean and 11 dogs sufficient for a
soldier's breakfast?"
2. Our Joe to C.S.M.; "I'm a janker wallah again Sir.
Shall I report to the usual place?"
3. As a result of a recent bombing raid; "Acute
dysentry."
4. Won't that man Carlisle ever leave us?
5. Who is the most popular dhobie girl; Kitty, Nina or
Sylvia?
6. Is it true that the Q.M. has taken on charge the
following item. Powder Talcum, fine
grade, for the use of
C.S.M.s.
That's about all for the present folks. Cheerio and all
the best to all ranks of the Regiment.
N.S.W.
S.G.H.

>
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BATTALION

SPORTS NOTES.
On August 4th a Battalion relay team competed in the
R.M., Deal Sports Meeting.
Circumstances had made it
impossible for the team to get in any serious training, but
they put up a very fine
show, being beaten on the post by
5th R.W.K. The Battalion team consisted of Sergt. Brent,
halfmile; Pte. Banks, quarter mile; L.Cpl. Culmer and Pte.
W. Pooley, 220 yards.
After more than one unsuccessful attempt, a Battalion
Sports Meeting was finally held on the morning of August 17th,
on the Colliery Sports Ground. The weather was not very
kind, and considering the conditions, the competitors pro
duced good times. As usual the highlights of the meeting
were the interCompany tugofwar and interCompany relay
race. "A" Company fully deserved their win in the tug —
they appeared to be the only team who had really trained
for the event, though "B" Company deserve a word of praise
for a very gallant effort. The interCompany relay race, con
sisting of a team of four, each running 220 yards, was won by
H.Q. Coy. (S.), or shall we say by the A.C.P., as all four came
from this Platoon; they ran really well, and won with many
yards to spare.
RESULTS.
100 yards.—1 2ndLt.
, "D" Coy. 12 15 sees.; 2 Pte.
Veness, H.Q. Coy. (S,).
220 yards.—1 2ndLt.
, "D" Coy., 29 15 sees; 2 Pte.
Banks. "C" Coy.
440 yards.—1 Pte. Banks, "C" Company, 1 min. 2 15 sees;
2 Sgt. Ward, "A" Coy.
880 yards.—1 LCpl. Bun, "D" Coy., 3 mins, 2 2ndLt.
"C" Coy.
One mile.—1 Pte. Stopes, "A" Coy., 5 mins, 54 15 sees.;
2 Pte. Jaggs, "D" Coy.
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Alarm race.—1 Sgt.. Jezzard, "A" Coy., 1 min. 21 45 sees.;
2 Sgt. Brooks, "A" Coy.
Sack race.—1 L.Cpl. Culmer, H.Q., Gt. Mongeham, 32 25
sees.; 2 Pte. Bates. H.Q., Gt. Mongeham.
Cricket ball.—1 Pte. Lambeth, "D" Coy., 8G yards 7 ins.;
2 Pte. Stewart, "A" Coy., 34 yards 7 in.
Tugofwar.—1 "A" Coy (Capt. St.
, 2ndLt.
,
Sgt. Brooks. Sgt. Jezzard, L.Cpl. Ellis, L.Cpl. Macdonald, Pte.
Ryder, Pte. Stewart); 2 "B" Coy.
Relay race.—1 H.Q. Coy., Sutton (Ptes. W. Pooley, Veness,
T. Smith, Whitter); 2 H.Q. Coy.. Gt. Mongeham.
Pinal result.—Winners, "A" Coy. 49 points; "D" Coy. 48
points; "C" Coy. 35 points; H.Q. Coy. (S.) 27 points; H.Q. Coy.
Gt. M. 20 points; "B" Coy. 13 points.
No Battalion cricket matches have been played as rain
has washed out all fixtures,
but we still hope to have one
match against 5th R.W.K.
4

Headquarter Company
It is felt that H.Q. Company is represented too often
by Platoon notes alone. Company H.Q. especially has shown
some feeling in this matter, and so H.Q. Company appears
in this issue as a Company, in addition to the individual
contributions of its Platoons.
I feel that this desire for
expression is not unreasonable. There can be few Company
offices living In such an atmosphere of aggression, in such
a threat of immediate retribution, for above the heads of
our A/C.S.M. and also the C.Sergt. there hang — by day
and night — "The Gloves." These are inspected every morn
ing for horseshoes and nails.
We also dust them every
day in case anyone ever raises the guts to want to use them.
Last week we answered a local darts challenge on the
local pitch. I think we won. Not that the result mattered,
for our interest in darts was overcome by more inspiring
things — the trumpet, whether blown by Avery, Sergt.
W. Wood or Mr. White — the conquest achieved by Sergt.
Spike — and the Voice of Veness, and what a Voice! It
was a grand evening.
Officers come and go; occasionally an officer goes and
only half an officer comes back, as in the case of Mr.
.
What a man! That is to say what half a man! His belt
goes round him twice, and he is so tough he can hardly
talk. We wish he was.
THINGS TO KEEP DARK.
(1) Who is the busy Signal Officer who has time to
cycle to the range and fire
two shots (one over the bank!)?
(2) Where does the Mortar Officer go when he isn't
Duty Officer? (Where does he go when he is Duty Officer?!)
(3) Why (since his leave) does the A.C.P. Commander
want to be a Spitfire pilot?
No. 1 (SIGNAL) PLATOON
Hello, Signals calling.
It's amazing how time flies;
it seems only a few days
ago that I was submitting my entry for the August Q.O.G..
and now I have this month's due, perhaps because of losing
count of time through so much work!
Life nowadays seems to revolve in a small circle commenc
ing with guards and finishing
with fatigues, with a trifle of
schemes, standto's and instruction crammed in, which leaves
very little of interest to write about.
Not a month passes without our seeing the usual phrase
"We take this opportunity, etc.," which we are taking now of
welcoming 2ndLt. J
to the Platoon as an understudy to
the S.O. We are wondering deeply how long it will take for
the bewildered expression to wear off. and what will happen
when the mysteries of the "net" tieline and such jargon have
been solved.
(It's wonderful how the prendo experts corner
one with the words "Can you net yet?" "Is the tieline
engaged?" and other phrases which are to be expected only
by a layman). Pte. Parris has left us for a tour of duty at
Brigade; we know he will uphold the traditions of the Platoon
and forsake S.T.A.A. for the Vol. V. as used by R.C.O.S.
Congratulations to Lieut. "Juno" on his obtaining his
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No. 4 PLATOON.

second pip; we hoped it would be three, but that will come in
Bv the time these notes are printed L.Cpl. Miles will be
studying hard at Catterick learning the whys and wherefores
of the "antiside tone" and signal procedure. We are fully
confident that he will return with at least a Q.I., and con
vinced that the "choke coil" is not the noose at the end of
a hangman's rope.
The most popular form of amusement here seems to be
executing the light fantastic, at which the Signals seem quite
able to hold their own — and somebody else's. We hope the
girl who changed partners every few steps during an excuseme
foxtrot will fully appreciate that the Platoon ahvays looks
after their own interests and G. 1098 articles must be guarded
even from the "Victor Sylvester" dance fiends.
During the two days' Divisional rest period the champion
ships for crouching was easily won by the Ack Ack, the Carriers
being disqualified for practising too much before the event
took place. In an odd period of wakefulness, a Battalion
Sports Meeting was held. H.Q. came near the bottom of the
list, but that was only to hold the remainder up
a
terrible habit we seem to have acquired. Our sympathies to
the LanceCorporal who obtained most points for the Company
only to have his shoes pinched at the end, perhaps it was
because an ardent supporter wanted a souvenir
When we are feeling depressed, we watch the B.O.R. and
Q.M. Staff at P.T. for a really good laugh!
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Who was the Signaller who went out to take the hum
off the line and returned with a "Jews' Harp"?
Has Juno learnt to "twirl" yet?
Will the A.A. get a coconut or lollipop for every toy balloon
they manage to shoot down?
What is that thing sprouting on "Sonny Boy's" upper
lip?
Has a certain N.C.O. fathomed out how many messages
are required when sending lamp.
Is it six reading two
messages each, twelves messages or six?
Your through. Sir.
"Lineman."
No. 2 PLATOON, A.A.
Here we are once again, and this time we are pleased
to report that we are now well and truly settled down in
our new home. . The few members of the Platoon who really
yearned for the wide open spaces have now taken it for
granted that they must forsake the trees, if not for ever,
at least for the present.
During the past month the Platoon had an A.A. Shoot,
and although perhaps not so many balloons were brought
down as in "The Shoot" (of which the older members of
the Platoon are never tired of talking), some really good
shooting was seen.
Proof.
Why did the R.S.M. call the
shooting off when he saw the approaching Spitfires, etc.?
Did he think we would get a bit over enthusiastic?
We
are now looking forward to another "basinful."
Although the "Stand to's" are not as numerous as they
were in our other seaside residence, there is plenty of work
being done.
We are glad to be able to state that the Platoon upheld
their honour by getting in a few extra hours of crouch
during the recent Divisional Rest. But why did they have
to have it while "Dogger" was on leave?
Look what he
missed.
With reference to the efficiency of the Platoon, why is
it that guns for the range have to he supplied by us?
Perhaps a certain other Platoon is still experimenting with
theirs to find
out how they work.
Well, this will have to suffice until next month, so until
then I will say cheerio.
THINGS WE SHOULD LIKE TO KNOW.
How does Gloria manage without her trapeze?
How much longer before "Gummy" obtains his "Ivory
Castles"?
Who is "Clip, clip," and why does the sound bring
distaste to Gloria's mouth?
Who was it, when wearing his steel helmet nearly got
picked for a mushroom?
"Scorfer."

The Carrier Platoon is happy — we have got some mud.
It is lovely mud. much "squelchier" mud than we have had
for two or three months. The drivers are once again walk
ing about with that swashbuckling air which had been rather
dimmed by a few weeks' sunshine.
L.Cpl. Kling has
recaptured that devilish gleam in his eye; Day is once again
going in for iron railings in a big way. Oh yes, gentlemen,
we love our mud — it's such fun getting the ruddy stuff
off again.
Congratulations to H.Q. Coy.'s victorious relay team —
Veness; W. Pooley. Smith and Whitter — all carrier men.
They ran very well and won with yards to spare. Veness
also ran 2nd in the 100 yards, and others who did well in
open events were Burnett, Pooley, Smith, Cpl. Dolton and
L.Cpl. Kling. The two lastnamed distinguished themselves
in the sack race, if not by success, at least by the spirit in
which they entered (or were they detailed for it?).
THINGS IT IS BETTER THAT WE SHOULD NEVER KNOW.
(1) Who is Spike's cousin, and where is the table under
which he puts his knees?
(2) Who are the three noisy Sergeants at "The Boot"?
Culver, Culver and Culver?
(3) What is the matter with L.Cpl. Kling's big end?

Company
Hullo Battalions one and all, not excluding the I.T.C.,
once more it is time to write a few lines for the "Buster."
Well, here we are, properly settled down "down beside the
seaside"; the only trouble is there is too much khaki, and
vary little of the female species to go around, although we
are very grateful to the few that make life so happy down
here (especially the few and the D
souls or sole wallah).
Dances are in great evidence, and it appears that all
the marching we have done in the past helps ones feet
a lot, as "A" Company is in much evidence at these shows,
especially Sgt. W. and Sgt. P., although the latter is in
debt, and is reputed to have asked a lady to have a drink
and found he had only got threepence farthing in his
pocket (what luck, she refused).
One great thing occurred this month. We had a Divvy
Break, and during that period held a Battalion Sports Meet
ing. and the Grenadier Company was on top, hearty con
gratulations to the winning teams; keep it up and remain
on top always. (Sorry, Don Company, for the recheck). Other
sport was a cricket match versus "D"' Company.
A very
enjoyable morning was spent. Scores:—
"D" Company.—Scudmore b Ward 2; James b Hibbins 43;
Lt. B
c Watts b Wooster 23; Crawthorne b Hibbins 30;
Sgt. Wakefield c Capt. St. C
b Hibbins 5; Hayter b Ward 0:
Capt. M
c Brooks b Hibbins 4 Hill b Ward 0; Knight
not out 2; Inch c Styles b Ward 1; Jenklnson b Hibbins 0;
Extras 21; Total 131.
"A" Company—Capt. St. C
b Wakefield 1, 2ndLt.
W
b Wakefield 35; Sgt. Brooks b Wakefield 0; Sgt. Jezard
b Wakefield 0; 2ndLt. C
lbw b Jenkinson 1; Styles b
Wakefield 0; T. faymons
b Wakefield 4; Stewart b Inch 0;
Hibbins lbw b Inch 13; Wooster not out 1; Sgt. Ward c
James b Wakefield 1; extras 10; total 66.
It appears that they have been doing some sorting out
at the Depot, and we extend a hearty welcome to Sergt.
Phillips, Cpls. Jenner and Flegg.
Well, readers, before I close these notes I feel that mention
must be made of the gallant action of Ptes. Worthington,
Carter and Marsh in swimming out to sea to rescue a Spitfire
Pilot Officer who had been wounded and shot down. The
officer sent his wings to the two men who managed to reach
him. They tossed who should have them, and so now we
are wondering whether Carter will wear them. We all heartily
congratulate them.
SHORTS.
Did Sergt. P. realise that on being posted to this Bat
talion that we kept a chain gang?
In the light of recent experiences, efforts are being made
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to provide steel helmets, white painted, "Cooks for the use of"
during emergency operations — will the A.R.P. be jealous? —
also before it is too late we would remark that if the wearing
of Cooks' clothing is carried too far, cooks may find themselves
drawing a different kind of fire than usual. (What about it,
Don Company, want any coats for umpires?).
WANTED.
Knitting needles, old socks and any type of coloured
woollen garments. This may sound strange, but as members
of the Sgts.' Mess have started what is to be known as
"Nannies' Knitting Guild." you may take pity and help. Two
new members are expected to enrol within a day or two,
therefore as one has just entered the matrimonial circle, and
coupons being hard to obtain, maybe in the near future we
will see a few small garments taking shape. It is very interest
ing to hear the Nannies talking and knitting over "bread
and cheese" and "cocoa" of times when they were abroad.
Anyone wishing to learn how it is done in India should get
in touch with "Barasahib." Time will not permit a report
of our social evening as it will take place later this month.
P.S.—Bruno will go into action with us, and he has passed
out on Field Firing (Atta Boy).
THINGS WE WOULD LIKE TO KNOW.
When will a certain Sergeant be able to pay for his denim?
(Shall I ask Sgt. P.?)
Is it true that the C.S.M. has bought a pair of spiked
running shoes?
Who was it that, coming in from a Standto, ran around
the room in circles knowing that a Jerry was under the bed?
Whether to get pink or blue ribbon for the baby clothes?
"Kismung."

"B" Company.
Now that we are spending our annual holiday by the
sea, many of us find
that the air goes to our heads. We
have not as yet taken a census of the number of girl friends
acquired by the Company — no doubt the attachments are
growing extremely fast. Our congratulations to Ptes. Bur
rage and Hallas on their particular romances. Perhaps, in
the case of Ack Ack it was the letter of Cpl. O'Nion's that
did the trick.
The Golf Course which has been used by certain mem
bers of the Officers' Mess is being turned over by the iron
for next year's potato crop!
Besides being a source of
enjoyment, the course has produced a large number of
mushrooms which have been enjoyed at the breakfast
table by a select few. It seems a case of the early bird
catching the. worms.
We all enjoyed the rest on the Divisional break, and
especially our motoring tour round the various playing fields
in the locality looking for a view of "C" Company's cricket
team. At the Battalion sports we did not excel, but con
gratulate those who did. Wait for the football season. Beer
Boys.
We wish to bid goodbye to the Padre (Rev. H. A. B
)
and Messrs. M. F. J
and T. D. P
, and wish them
the best of good fortune in their new surroundings.
We
welcome to our midst the new Padre (Rev. B
) and
Messrs. P. E. K. T
and E. C
.
Congratulations to Pte.. Freddie Vaughan on his mar
riage, we notice that he has already applied for 48 hours'
leave.
"Busy Bee."
AUNTIE BEE'S QUIZZ.
1. What was the reason behind Pte. Pink's request
to borrow the 2nd i/c's typewriter?
2. What is the "Dunbar Castle"?
Perhaps Pte. Hallas
will be able to help.
3. What! No Company Office? Can it he that Winkle's
barges have sunk?
4. Is there any more scrim, Sergeant?
FOOD FOR THOUGHT.
No Blenheim — no 48 hours' leave!
I know seventychew boogie calls.
Jim! Yon are hack! !
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"Black shed, sir?" "No, sir" — "must have been The
Buffs, sir."
New signals calling code — Jeep — Jeep.
"B" Company Sigs. replying: The ballroom champion
ship is in the bag — Joan says "hands off" — or you will
be through.
4

" C " Company.
After an absence of two months from the Regimental
mag. we again send a few notes.
After various moves,
exercises, etc.. we find
ourselves once more within easy
reach of the sea.
We were very fortunate in our back to nature exercise
in Sussex, not a drop of rain, and lovely weather for creat
ing a thirst.
The tanks greatly assisted in this by the
amount of dust they kicked up.
The Battalion gave a
demonstration to lots of important and unimportant people
of working with tanks, and the fellows gave of their best,
with the result that everybody showered bouquets on us.
Whilst on the back to nature exercise we found a large
pond which was very much patronised, despite a slight
film of smuts on the water.
We have a wonderful position where we are now. and
we don't have to be there long before we resemble the
surroundings — black all over.
We held some Battalion Sports here and despite some
of our competitors being absent from the various events,
they had entered for, we put up a very good show with
our limited numbers.
Our original Company continues to decrease, and we
are only a shadow of our former selves.
We welcome to the Company Cpl. Lea, who has joined
us from the Depot, and we trust he will enjoy his stay
with us.
M.T, SECTION
Owing to the lack of sufficient time and inspiration,
the best I can do for this month's issue is to dig up.
revise and censor my first
"Military Masterpiece," and as
the subject of it has now left us. it is safe to publish
it. so here goes:—
THE DOWNFALL OF THE C.S.M.
The West Kents were stuck in Gt. M
The morning was windy and wet
When our Sergeant Major, nice fellow.
Said "Aren't those M.T. blokes up yet?"
He marched straight 'way up to their billet,
And charged through the door with a frown.
"Get up you young blighters," he hollered,
But the drivers preferred to lay down.
Off he went for the Company Commander
In order to show him the mob,
But when they returned to the billet
All the drivers were "out on a job."
The O.C. looked really astounded.
And said to him right there and then,
"How dare you make false accusations
Against Harry, Jack, Dennis and Len?"
Ser'nt Major he got proper flummoxed,
Stammered and spluttered and said :
"The last time I saw those B drivers
The tripehounds were lying in

bed."

The O.C. then looked very sternly,
"Don't lie" was the next he did say,
"Those chaps all get up at Reveille,
They have to work hard all day."
"Work hard all day" said Ser'nt Major.
"Those fellows don't do any work.
They sit down all day by the fire.
Thinking up jobs they can shirk."
"M.T. Wallah,"
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No. 13 PLATOON.
As it is some considerable time since we were last in
print, we feel that it is high time to reassert ourselves and
tell the world just how we are progressing. We are still
travelling! Moving from slag to mud and back again has
provided us with additional training in mobility, and also the
former has certainly taught us a little of the conditions that
a miner enjoys whilst he is burrowing into the bowels of
the earth. By this you will readily see that we have been
digging in coal dust and other byproducts of the coal
industry. During these operations we were astounded to find
traces of ancient flowers
and vegetation in pieces of half
formed coal, much to the delight of our Platoon Commander,
Mi. S
, who developed the true instinct of a geologist, and
could be seen at all times of the day and night gleefully
handling more specimens in the hope of finding
a prehistoric
monster embedded in one of these ancient prisons of black
slag.
Everybody joins in our hearty welcome to Mr. S
, our
new Platoon Commander. We wish him every success whilst
he leads "lucky 13"? and we hope that his reign will be a
long one.
The Dons claimed our former Officer. Lieut. R. W. K
,
whom we were sorry to lose, and we wish him all the best
in his new surroundings. (Query: Does their Platoon Sergeant
have nightmares about walking, wire cutters and other G.1098
kit).
Congratulations to L.Cpl. Stammers and L.Cpl. Fancett
on their new stripes, and we hope they will go far. Our
greetings to the many staunch men we have lost to specialist
jobs. We always knew that 13 could produce these specialists
with their steady hands and keen eyes, and we get glimpses
of them quite often in and around "Great Munchin," and it
delights to see that they stiil have an eye for beauty as well
as difficult targets.
"The Angel."
No. 14 PLATOON.
Since our last entry in the Q.O.G. we have had our share
of excitement. We had a few days at A
F
working, or
should we say playing with tanks? It was warm work, but
the boys didn't mind, owing to the nearness of the "Local,"
but much to our sorrow the barrels were soon emptied. A
few of the boys were lucky to have a few bumps as they were
given a ride in the tanks; perhaps we were wrong when we
said they couldn't take it.
Some weeks later we gave a demonstration at D
to
all the big noises of a Company in the attack supported by
umpteen tanks, and our Platoon was very prominent, they
all thought it was a very good show, but we had our own
ideas on that subject, as the excitement was caused by the
Artillery throwing over smoke shells, one of which resulted
in the grass catching alight. Incidentally, on the scheme,
who made the tea, and did they forget to put the tea in?
After this we moved to D
. and are now enjoying the
sea air, our one delight being to go to the Slag Heap where
guards and work go hand in hand.
We have just had a night stunt marching on the compass,
and much to our surprise we all managed to arrive and wipe
out the enemy. So now, owing to shortage of paper we will
close down until next turn.
No. 15 PLATOON.
With threats from certain people, of withholding valuable
information, we find
it impossible not to write an article this
month, so here goes.
From our usual routine of avoiding growing crops, we
are now turning our hands to harvesting. When in the past
we have heard sung the old song "All for a shilling a day."
little did we ever think it would come true, but no moans,
we are quite enjoying it, and by way of a change from digging
we don't have to do it by numbers.
One week in three in imprisonment digging in coal dust,
in precisely the same manner as we used to dig in the sand
way back in the good old "90's" is enjoyed by all, at least
the solitude is a welcome change.
Since our last contribution great things have come to pass
in the way of a whole weekend of freedom, which was appreci
ated by all, with the exception of one poor hardworked
Sergeant who was offered his 48 hours' leave at this period,
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and the sucker fell for it. Another advantage was the fact
that we were not rudely awakened at the break of dawn by
the sweet voice of a certain person who has since left the
Coy. shouting at us to get on parade for P.T.
Owing to the lack of knowledge in Company H.Q., we
hope that the length of this contribution will make up for
the absence of anything from them.
"The Indispensables."
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Who was the certain W.O. who worked voluntarily during
the Div. break?
What is the name of the man with camouflaged teeth?
Which Sgt. thought lie was good enough for Bisley?
Who was the Private who was warned that "They would
get him hung" and is now walking about with the noose
round his neck?
Who was the girl who cycled from Ick
, and why?
Who was the M.T. wallah who got up at reveille — was
he going on leave?
How many coupons did the Q.M. get during the recent
clothing exchange?
What attracts the "Maidstone Angel" to the dances?
4

*'0"

Company

The long awaited September 1st has dawned a glorious
day. and as Jerry has not paid us his almost expected visit,
we might as well get down to the monthly contribution to
the "Buster."
Before we start on the usual list of departures, arrivals,
and "things we want to know" we must record our deep regret
at the departure of 2ndLieut. F. B
. who has been whisked
away to another Battalion of the Regiment.
18 Platoon
especially will miss him. and we all extend our best wishes.
So far, our sojourn in D
has been an expensive one.
There are too many cinemas and other places of sustenance
to make a ten bob note look healthy at the end of the week.
There has been a blitz on National Savings this last week or
two. but until we get back into the wilds again it would seem
that Myrna Loy and Boris Karloff come before the Savings
Stamps.
We rejoice in being able to state that we beat up "A"
Company at a most enjoyable game of cricket during the Div.
break. We knocked up a score of 131 runs, of which James
and Cawthorne took the honours with 43 and 30 runs
respectively. Mr. Bell gave us a quick hard hitting 23 runs,
while Sergt. Wakefield did the usual by taking 7 wickets for
only 22 runs. Thanks, "A" Company for an enjoyable morn
ing — may we meet again some time.
Whilst on the subject of the Div. break we should like
to say that we think it a good thing and ought to be repeated.
Needless to say, guards went on just the same, but the general
rule was "into bed or out of barracks."
Congratulations to the members of the Company sports
team. We gained second place in the Battalion, despite the
efforts of the Orderly Room staff to help us out. If only Nobby
had been in the team we feel sure we should have won easily!
And whilst on the subject of achievements, we'feel that a
few other members of the Company could do with a spot of
limelight. Three beers to the M.T. and odds and ends for
their almost Grenadierlike guard mountings.
We extend a welcome to the three N.C.Os. from the Depot
who are a welcome addition to our depleted numbers. May
their stay bo long and enjoyable.
2ndLieut. J. C. M
has also joined us, and has already
put in some good work in his own particular sphere. Wc
give him a welcome, and hope he stays longer than most of
our officers have been able to.
2ndLieut. P. R. K. T
has left us to join "B" Company.
We shall not be the only ones to miss him!!
And. as usual, we end up with—
THINGS WORTH MENTIONING.
Hello. 1st Battalion H.Q. Company:
Who is Joe Rose, any way, and how is his oxometer getting
on?—Signed: "Pop."
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Who was the Sergeant who bought a bottle of lavender
water, and why? And What did he have to pay for it, and
what was the result?—Signed: "Nosey."
A message for you, Slgs No, Charlie's face did not fall
wjhen he was taken off N.A.A.F.I. fatigues, because he soon
knew that he was coming out to Don Company. His only
grumbles now are that he is always worrying about fixing up
a certain date, and that he has too much to eat.
To all those who remember our Titch: He has now got a
jacket with, buttons down the front and a peaked cap. He
is very well, but misses the boys.

»

5th BATTALION
Headquarter Company.
"I do like to be beside the seaside"—Old Song.
". . . . To be a Farmer's boooy"—Even Older Song.
Take your choice gentlemen: those who do not wish to
paddle, Imitate their—can we be wrong?—ancestors by climb
ing on the scaffolding, or gaze sadly at the empty mockery of
an even emptier icecream kiosk, can try their hands—and
muscles—at bringing the harvest home, hoeing the turnips
and if these be too exacting, emulating the humble scarecrow!!
In plain English, we are getting the best—special wartime
quality—of both worlds (of course you can't really take your
choice—that phrase was just a throwback to preSeptember,
39) you will be detailed to go to the beach and the brlney by
the full authority of the C.S.M. you will not be invited to say
"But, Sergt.Major .... the sea air at ... . was always too
bracing for me").
The Company scene continues to vie with the once
popular "Dissolving Views" in the changes it presents to the
admiring—we trust—onlooker.
2ndLieut. W
has re
linquished the Carriers and gone back to his first love. New
hands control the destinies of 1 and 3 Platoons, while to
2ndLieut. R—, M.M., we would but say ">Ave atique Vale"
for after a sojourn of some 10 days with us, he has, like
Bottom in the play, been translated to the rarer atmosphere
of Brigade Headquarters as yet another M.O.O. Also we have
had .to say goodbye to C.S.M. ("Crime doesn't pay") Loader,
removed from us by a cruel Medical Board: his mantle has
descended on C.S.M. Cardlen whom we welcome with all good
wishes.
Everybody we have asked for news tells Us "nothing at
all this month old boy" so we are thrown back on our own
sacrilous resources.
The M.T. have secured a Bigger and Better Garage, but
the M.T.O. has been heard complaining sadly that Fire in
surance rates are getting ridiculously high. Anyway he may
be heard reciting permanent Order No. 6. at any .time of the
day or night, without charge (Small Silver Collection to buy
him a false moustache .to wear between sevenday leaves).
Cpl. R
, also of the M.T. has gone into the Fur business—:
no doubt under the able tuition of the M.T.O.—and has
Invested in.a pair—or is it a brace? of rabbits. If Cpl. R
's
Information re the Sexlife of his rabbits is as good as his
acquaintance with the internal combustion engine, and if
the war goes on long enough, it is hoped to supply enough
ufr to make coats for the first Expeditionary Force to Russia.
The pioneers have been very busy: their signs adorn
nearly every building in the Company Area, no longer Is the
dull, though discreet) shade we have known so long, but in
all. the glory of .the regimental colours. They are so busy, as
Paddy told the Adjutant the other day. "Sure sir, your
little box Is nearly made, we only want the top, bottom and
sides."
We can't think of anyone else's character to take away,
so we will conclude in a rather sad note.
Our Company
Commander dashed all our hopes the other morning when
we saw, as he sat at table, those oftadmired breeches. Alas,
things are not always what .they seem—as he rose puttees
appeared instead of the once , familiar—need we go on—we
fear the order of the boot!

BOY SCOUTS
Well, having raised the old "cottage" from the table and
using a; couple of matchstlcks for eye props I'll endeavour
to submit this, the child of my brain. We have been formed
to protect those who count, from their enemies (and. they
have quite a few) yet somehow all have got the impression
that we are real tough guys. Well we're not, we're the nicest
lot of lads who ever swung a club and just because we
practise a few unarmed combat holds on a few of our
"friends" it creates a false impression (L/Cpl. Tebbutt please
note)—he walked about like an Indian for a walk, with his
turban of bandages. We have settled down to training with
a will, the thing at which we excel better than anyone else
so far is in falling out for a blow, the same standard has
been acquired by all, but at present Paul is just a little
ahead of ouf Ted, but .with a little more practice things
should level themselves out. We have joined the R.M. for
a short period and are becoming very vulgar boatmen, under
the personal supervision of the "Arozonian Kid" who has
forsaken his horse but not his 44's. Rumour is rife that he
intends to shoot it out with the "Cisco Kid" but both boys
shake their heads when interviewed (.will the Sheriff of
Colne Valley please note). It is suggested by some, that
leave should be on a voluntary basis, and not detailed, as
at present, who wants to be detailed to go on leave anyway,
will blonde Algy and Buzzer Bradley second this? Algy, by
the way, now has an allotment, and a fine row of hairs he
has, he knots them, to prevent them from making a with
drawal, strategic or otherwise. Whether it will be of the
"Handlebar" or "Old Bill" type still remains to be seen.
When asked what it is he remarks "its Skanes fault." Well
things seem rather blurred at present, so In wishing you all
the best, will now unprop the old "glimmers" and rest the
old cottage.
THINGS WE WOULD LIKE TO KNOW.
Did Di. Williams really swipe Maddy's whippet?
Who gets up first in "R" Patrol?
Just what Smoky Joes?
Does the whole Patrol use South Sea Blue ink?
Where does the "Arizonian Kid" keep his horse?
Why do we get the blame for anything that's missing?
Submitted with best wishes.
' Mins Old Man."
4
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Company

W
is now just a memory. A vague confusing dream
of tents, "Dannert," and track discipline. Before we de
parted, we said farewell to our favourite beetles, "earwigs, and
cockroaches, who, during our sojourn in the wilderness, had
become quite attached to us.
Arriving in the vicinity of D
a spectre of the pas.t
loomed up. "Steel Tubular" "Troops for the use of" and
lashings of wire dannert, and wire 103. Naturally, the orig
inal layout proved, as usual, ineffective, the "St. Mary's Bay
construction Company Incorporated" have now taken over,
and .the operations are proceeding according to plan. We
have encountered few difficulties; our main cause of worry
is a friend of ours, who will persist in rolling Dannett into
"Section Bundles." Getting him out of .the messes and
spikes, of wire is like removing flies from fly paper. We can
not understand why he will persist in trying to crucify
himself.
Almost every day now, one hears weird, discordant melo
dies belching out from Company store. Do not be ashamed
comrades, "Casanova C" Is learning to croon since he met
a "croonette." Oh yes, charming girl, one of those red hot
Mammas you've heard of. Apparently she swings it at the
local Palais de Danse? and swung our identing expert (?)
off his feet at the same time. According to unconfirmed re
ports, the affair is reaching a critical stage. His colleagues
are doing their utmost to push him still further into the
mire, while remaining strictly neutral .themselves. Mean
while he goes blissfully on, tip toeing through the garbage
bins, and swill tubs.
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According to history, past and present (and to various
stories told us by beautiful blondes and brunettes) the
Marines are a fast lot. Unfortunately they were not quite
fast enough to pass our Battalion Relay team who competed
in the R.M.'s Track Meeting. It was by far the high light of
the afternoon. The 5th Battalion just breaking the tape
ahead of the 4th Battalion who also sent an excellent team.
"A" Company is rightly pleased in having three members,
(Pte. R
, L/Cpl. Veasey and 2ndLieut. R
) in the win
ning combination, also a past member (Pte. Mascall) a very
worthy effort. Our only critisism is this.
Where was the
support from the touch line?
THINGS WE'D LIKE TO KNOW.
Is it true? That one of our Platoon Commanders has
been seen hurrying away in a furtive manner from Company
Office with bundles of maps under his aim. Can we hope.
Nay? dare we hope or is it beyond all hope that one day in
the near future, the entire Company, will R.V., at .the same
time, same place, same day?
That our Playboy No. 2, still receives little gifts and
vague promises from Lincoln?
That our revered "Skipper" visits the D
Hippodrome
frequently.
We've never seen that screen fall down yet.
Have you?
That the R.S.M.'s new suit is a gift from the "Queen oi
Sheba" How many coupons?
"Kilbeg.

4

"B" Company.
You can chalk one up to "B" Company as far as our
last move was concerned. Your favourite band oi warriors
has been up to its battle dress collar, in cliil" chalk since it
walked out on one convoy of girl friends and walked into—
one most respectfully hopes—another.
Billeted in what were once holiday houses, Platoons are
spreading themselves and appreciating the bricks and mortar,
windows, stairs, doors and the pleasant luxury of Usual
Offices.
The boys are comfortable and as keen to get a
smack at the blokes who keep us from our eggs and rashers,
steak and onions, blinds up and the lights full on, as the
next man, probably more so.
Messing by Platoons, the gang is happy and lit, and as
tough as an Adamson pancake, "and boy" that s saying
something.
The other Saturday afternoon our dashing Company
Commander did a spot of organisation that would make a
welcome amendment to many an instructional manual. He
arranged for the Company to see how the wheels of a
Brewery go round. And they go round, I'm telling you. In
fact, the darned things don't stop going round until a kip
has brought them to immobility. The visit was refreshing
in more senses than one.
An interesting lesson.
If only
there was a T.O.E.T.
All they have to put up with now is
2ndLieut. S
asking if they couldn't go over the Brewery
again as he didn't quite understand what made the hops
hop.
In sport—the only recent piece of news to report is tne
way in which that laddie can hold his breath! Young Long
hurst is the name, of 11 Platoon. At the Battalion Swim
ming Gala in August, he held his breath long enough to
make us all go red at the neck waiting for him to pick up
the plates and come upstairs for a breather. Seconds dragged
slowly by until, to our great relief he popped up above the
water surface—only to be hauled downwards again by his
bravely won booty. Holding on to the heavy tin plates, like
a rugger champion on a magazine cover picture, he fought
to keep his head in God's good fresh air, determined not to
release his prize, but he couldn't quite get away with it. As
he sank, willing, gleaming bodies arrowdived through the
bluegreen water to his aid. As they helped him back to the
side of the bath, applause from everybody greeted the plucky
effort to capture a win for "B." ("Rucldybee" has at certain
Warrant Officer Mark I, so affectionately calls it).
Marches, R.S.M. parades, field
engineering, night alarms
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and excursions keep us up to the mark. The Company swing
door continues, like the music, to go around and around.
Out go 2ndLieuts. G
and R
in come 2ndLieuts.
R~
find I
(a couple of new 'uns). In dashes our
Lieut, s
. then out again through the other side, and
then, returning from a Course, he's in once again.
This
time we see that he has that faraway look in his eyes. The
gallant bridegroom whom Duty Calls Away. Subtitle "From
the Boudoir to the Barracks." Needless to say, despite the
cracks, we all wish him the happiest of alliances and offer
our most sincere congratulations.
Well, as the sun goes down over the horizon and the
Company wends its merry way down to the local houses
of mental amelioration, we don't see why we shouldn't be
going too.
So cheerio. We'll be seeing you.
F.I.
4

"C" Company.
During August it has been not only the weather which
has, womanlike., asserted it's privilege of changing its mind
at frequent intervals. "C" Company may well be said to
have done the same. There has been a veritable flood
of
comings and goings.
Firstly, we lost the redoubtable Capt. S
who went to
the Land of Tewts and Schemes, c/o. Corps School.
We
mourn the departure of such a welltried friend of "C" Com
pany and we wish him every success in his new job. In his
place we have Major E
whom we all wish the best of
luck : we feel assured that "C" Company will continue to
flourish in its accustomed style under his command, and
he has already "divebombed" his way into our affections.
We are also glad to welcome 2ndLieut. A. M
into our
ranks from the Mortar Platoon; he is not only a desirable
addition to the Company, but, we note, a decorative member
of the Battalion Dance Band as well, and no mean player
at that. Lieut. B—— has left us to go to the 8th Battalion,
and we send him our felicitations, trusting that he finds his
new Battalion to his liking.
We have a new 2ndinCharge in the person of Lieut.
S
and, finally, 2ndLieut. P
arrived a few days ago
to take over command of 15 Platoon.
The Company misses the "organising" ability of "Mick"
Cunnell, who is now A/C.S.M. of "A" Company. Whilst con
gratulating him on his new appointment, we should like to
add a timely warning to his new colleagues to keep their
hands in their pockets while he is around. Sgt. Perkins of
H.Q. Company now grips the reins of quartering with vigour
and determination.
The Company has clone much work this month with
picket, wire, paint and shovel, besides lending a helping
hand with the harvest. Nor have we neglected to persevere
with our training and T.O.E.T.'s are upon everyone's lips;
in fact we are in the midst of a myriad of different activities,
diverging vastly in themselves; but all aimed at one cen
tral target—Victory.
A certain subaltern has been promising, rather rashly,
to supply the whole Company with ftsh
for breakfast; from
the size of his catch to date, he must be prepared to repeat
the miracle of the loaves and fishes!
The amount of tackle
he has lost during these operations, we are informed, is out
of all proportion to the number of fish
caught. In fact, ho
rather reminds us of the man who, when asked how his
business was progressing, replied that it was dreadful; he
had lost a £1,000 one year, £2,000 the next and £3,000 the
year after. Being questioned as to why he carried on with
so unprofitable a concern, he answered "Good Lord, I have to,
it's my bread and butter." It is only fair to adcl that, if
his catch of cod and pouting has been small, he has more
than compensated for this by his gallant action in rescuing
three of the crew of a Bristol bomber from a choppy sea in
a small and leaky boat.
"Woofter," "C" Company's disorderly dog, marauds mur
derously over the hills and dales of the countryside, causing
alarm, despondency and sudden death in the domestic ani
mals of the neighbourhood. It is understood that 2ndLieut.
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T
is to write a book alter this war, entitled "The Corpse
in the Cabbage Patch, or Where's Woofter?"
Meanwhile, "C" Company stands alert, waiting, watching
and yes. hoping perhaps a little too, proud in the knowledge
that they are guardians at the gate of England.
"Stooge."

+

"B"

Company

Here beginneth 1;he Ninth Epistle of St. William.
And it came to pass that when the summer came and
nearly went, they handed over their tents in a clean and
tidy condition and they betook themselves to the Village on
the hill.
And great was their joy when they beheld the
hutments and the beds and the bunks double and the mat
tresses, and they set to and they wrote in little white stones
and they blancoed and polished and when those that com
mand came down to inspect them they marvelled and ex
pressed their joint and several pleasures to no small degree.
And at this time he that commands the Village was
taken from them that he might get his legs repaired, and
in his absence Capt. D
came up from Beer Company to
order their comings and goings. And he dwelt with them
and organised the wiring and digging of holes in the ground
and on Sundays he lead them to Church and he lead them in
singing and he read the lesson in no uncertain manner.
And those that command conferred among themselves,
and having conferred said : "We will encompass ourselves
round about with wire and with pickets and those that
dwell upon the hill shall labour for us, that we may see how
good they are." And it was so. And when the "magnum
opus" was completed those that command were pleased and
handed out the bouquets in no uncertain manner, but they
did never know how many cigarettes were at stake.
And the rains came and washed away the little white
stones and the mud was something awful, but when the sun
shone again the farmers came to them saying : "Give us the
men and v/e will produce the oats." And straightway they
Sallied forth in their two's and three's and their dozen's and
fifteen's and they laboured and they sweated and they
wielded the prong in no uncertain manner—Campbell and
his gang working far into the twilight, and "Swede" Rowland
it was who milked every cow within sight.
And on Sundays they cricketed and many teams there
were who came to battle against them in the long grass 011
the Village field—first
the noble men of Cheshire who were
defeated by an innings and hundreds of runs, then "A"
Company the Champions who were put out for 22 runs and
beaten by 10 wickets, thanks to the marvellous catching
by the Company SergeantMajor and others, who couldn't
possibly iiave seen what they did catch. And it was so too!
And since it is months since the eight Epistle was put to
Press, the comings and goings in the Company have been
numerous.
D
, the Captain and 2ndLieut. W
are
certainly welcome, and have by now qualified for a place in
the Company cricket team. Cpl. Reed now looks after the
vehicles and to him welcome, too. There have been many
more who have left us, whether it be to join the hordes of
H.Q. Company or to dabble temporarily in the shingle with
Charlie Company.
To them all we wish Good Luck and
better hunting than there is in our Village! We are sorry too
that the Charlie Company scribe has left the Battalion, if
only temporarily.
We liked his notes and thought them
only a little inferior to this dribble.
4

MEDAL ROLLS.
There are still a number of copies of the Regimental
Medal Roll, Part I.. 17931881, for disposal.
These were
originally sold at 4/ per copy, but in order to reduce the
stock it has now been decided to reduce the price to 1/.
Any render who requires one of these Rolls should apply to
Capt. S. E. Brooks, Treasurer, "The Queen's Own Gazette,"
and enclose 1/.

6th BATTALION
This month's news is dominated by "The Move." After
being in our last station so long that we had begun to feel
like oldest inhabitants, and to welcome newcomers to the town
with a patronising air. we executed a sudden move to entirely
new surroundings and a new type of training. Moves are
pleasant because of the excitement of the unknown. A new
station, new country, new faces. But there's no denying that
there were a lot of sad faces when we left, both among our
men and among the girls they left behind them.
So far our new station has yielded us much magnificent
scenery, a vast amount of rain, a whole bagful of new and
strange experiences on training, and precious few girls. The
frequency with which we ford rivers and climb enormous hills
has given rise to dark rumours that the beginnings of webbed
feet and wings have been discovered on sick parade. Still the
Battalion has survived all these changes, and a certain amount
of discomfort with its usual resilience, and spirits are as high
as ever — and all the higher for the prospect of a little leave.
We welcome to our midst 2ndLieut. S. S
, and are
sorry to lose that pillar of the Battalion, Lieut. R. S. A
,
who has gone to join the gilded staff at Brigade H.Q.
It would not be fitting
to close these notes without an
expression of gratitude to all those residents of our last
station who helped to make our stay there one that will
always be remembered.

4

Headquarter Company
No. 4 PLATOON.

CARRIERS.

Here we are again after an unfortunate period of absence
from the "Buster."
We are sorry to say the Platoon has
decreased this last month, due to new arrangements, and we
greatly miss the M./C. and Carrier personnel who had to leave
us. We hope to see them back very shortly, if this can be
arranged. We are pleased to say that the Carriers lived up to
their standard of tough efficiency during the recent training,
despite many soakings and wet feet. We are now convinced
of where the fags are all going, but we managed to get our
hand in.
There were quite a few tears when we left
, and we
think the Carriers had quite a hand in this, but it can safely
be said that we lived up to our very good name during our
stay! We also appreciate the hospitality shown to us by the
Welsh folk.
Congratulations to Sergt. Thompson, Cpl. Alex, and Ptes,
Aland. Burchall, Hurst and Marshall for the splendid way
they represented the Platoon in the Battalion sports. We
could have done better, but the sportsmen in No. 4 are too
modest. We are pleased to note that, although the Carriers
are never down, everyone is much brighter at the prospect
of leave. Really must close now, folks, wishing Carriers every
where "Happy Days" till the next time.
THINGS WE'D LIKE TO KNOW.
Who are the three JoeC's?
Why did Winkle suddenly come back to the fold?
Who is Willie?
Where are our wandering boys tonight?
What did "The" Platoon think of the boat race?
"Old Joe 3rd."
No. 5 PLATOON.

MORTARS.

After what must seem an eternity — but is, in fact,
merely a month — I'm sure everyone must be gasping for
news of our far flung
fame. One has but to scrutinise the
intelligent expressions in our Platoon photograph to gain an
insight into the true worth of such a fine body of men! Among
them are Cockneys, "Swedebashers." "Zummerzets," "Geordies"
and other "furriners" — truly a cosmopolitan crowd. You
married men!  be careful of allowing your wives to gaze
too long upon one of the central figures
with the magnificent
hirsute adornment of the upper lip. Also, I might add, the
growing of moustaches has become prevalent among our
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senior N.C.Os. since leaving their wives temporarily. Many
things have happened during the last month since we have
changed our abode. An inclination to webbed feet is becom
ing noticeable since coming to such a damp atmosphere. As
a matter of fact, one man has been suffering from duck's
disease for a good many years! I have been enlightened as to
the identity of the 'Lewisham Cowboy" — much to my surprise,
he informed me himself, and incidentally appeared quite
annoyed at my ignorance, although flattered
by seeing his
popular nickname in print. He raised a point that I should
write a few things about myself. These are some of them.
I am:—
1. A swedebasher.
2. The untidiest person on parade in the Battalion —
Sergt. Dunn being second (according to the authority of 2ndLt
G. U. W
).
3. A lot of. other things best left out of print.
And here are a few more hints to my identity:—
My first is in man
According to plan;
My second in "leave."
Oh! grant me that please!
My third is in all.
Although I'm quite small,
My youth is in seed
(I'm a genuine "Swede");
My fifth is in Leicester
(The pub that I pester);
Five letters in all comprise my name,
While my father's a poet of "Moonraker" fame.
Farewell till next month.
4

"A" Company.
No. 7 PLATOON.
Following up our maiden effort in the last Q.O.G., we
present, after much head scratching, the following epistle.
The leading Platoon were again at the front in the Com
pany boat race. Lashings of work with lashings of results!
We regret the loss of
L.Cpl. Thomas, who has been Y
Listed. He was only with us for a short time, but we shall
miss him a lot.
Walking through the lines the other day we saw lying
on the sodden soil a steel helmet. Attempting to pick it up,
we found "Destry" underneath taking his daily mud bath.
Although good for the complexion, we wonder if it will make
his hair grow.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Who got stuck on the ladder?
When are they going to issue stilts to PI. Headquarters?
Does "Starvo" ever smile?
No. 8 PLATOON.
The most important piece of news this month is the loss
of our Platoon Commander, Lieut. R. S. A
. We will all
miss him greatly, and wish him every success at Brigade.
In the last two months we have strengthened No. 9 Platoon
with two of our Sergeants, and we seem to be becoming an
"Efficiency Training Centre." No humility at all.
Our new intake has so far taken the form of Sergt. Oliver,
who comes to us from Shiny "D." He is no stranger to "A"
Company, and receives a warm welcome
SPORTS.
We did very well In this sphere this month, winning the
interPlatoon Sports Competition by the comfortable margin
of 18 points, and the individual winners received some very
handsome prizes from the O.C. Company. Well done, 8, but
stick to Field Sports, not boat races.
Sergt. Laws has recently been talking about the patter
of tiny feet and chubby pink hands._ What does this indicate?
We congratulate Sergt.Major Norman for his increase to the
Platoon. We didn't think he had it in him.
"Fearless" is in dock; wonder if it's Love Sickness again?
He probably misses his Elsie.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Who is the Sergeant who found three cousins at H
Who found a £lb. tin of tobacco?
Who ia the Playboy of "A" Company?

?

No. 9 PLATOON.
Here we are again after another month of having our
noses to the grindstone.
Our work has been strenuous and, at times, trying and
of course we have had one or two grumbles. But what is
life in the Army ^without its proverbial grouse.
There are rumours that we may be going to Bruce Bairns
fatlier's "Better Hole."
Any way. here's hoping for better
times
Now let us congratulate ourselves and Pte. West for
winning respectively the tugofwar and 100 yards in the inter
Platoon sports.
Maybe they were the only events we won, but we did try,
and we all can't be winners.
We are sorry to have lost "Fearless," but to compensate
us for his loss we have a good substitute in Sergt. Laws, L.Cpl.
Styles from Colourless "C" is a new member to our congre
gation, we welcome him, too, to Active "A".
L.Cpl. Harwood has at last proved himself a man. Speak
ing of proving, we should prove to be a very healthy unit of
the British Army after our courses in brine and mud baths.
But what is a bit of mud to a soldier? For heaven's sake
don't ask this Battalion. The reply might be too startling.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Who is Old Starver?
Is the "Smiling Boy" still smiling?
Did a certain sentry have more titles than the ones on
his shoulders when he challenged the Duke?
What  was Sergt. Laws doing in the Q.M. Stores? Don't
tell us, the boys know.
What makes "Gibby" shake?
COMPANY H.Q.
Dear Comrades,
(The Grenadiers calling) or should I say Active "A"?
Firstly, did you all take advantage of your first
and
only week of Paradise. It is an uncommon word in war
time. but the week we spent at
was a week of heaven
for all of us. Contrast our present lot: Rain for breakfast.
Rain for dinner. Rain for tea and supper, and if it has
time. Rain while you sleep.
No music while you work at
all.
Anyhow, we did have some luxuries, even matches!!
By the way. we Privates have good Mess Order in "A"
Company now. If you want a good ration of grub, come
up and see us some breakfast time for sweet tea and "sour
grapes." His promotion only lasts while we are in Slushv
Village.
Who said this one morning cav sick parade?
"We
climbed a mountain about 15.000 feet high — I mean 1.500
Anyway, twice as high as that tree."
Well, pals, I must finish
up now, as I am seriously
thinking of one minor detail — leave.



"B" Company,
This month has seen some familiar personalities depart,
and others fill the gaps.
We bade "Farewell." or should it be "au revoir" to
Sergts. Marshall and Jennison. Cpl. Letchford and L.Cpls.
Blundell and Howard.
In their places we welcome Sgt. Heaslewood and Cpl. Staff
from the "Grenadiers."
We hope that their stay will be
both long and happy. We also welcome with joy some old
friends who forsook us for the M.T., but have returned
with the unerring instinct of the Homing Pigeon. Our joy
is not reciprocated if one can judge by the dolorous visage
of the "Human Swill Tub," as he disconsolately trudges along
with his antitank rifle.
Various factors have combined to frustrate our athletic
activities, so as yet we have many sports champions who
must remain embryonic.
This month has been a curious medley of activities.
Who will forget the day when we visited the cinema,
ostensibly to see "Platoon in the defence," and. to our
surprised delight saw "The Roaring Twenties." At. least, we
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were enlightened us to the late of Sergeants "Apres le
guerre" (and it seems that they don't all stay on for 7 and 5).
Our O.C. Company, together with the C.S.M. and Sgt.
Grubb. paid a week's visit to the mysterious North, and
returned armed, with pamphlets and note books. Tliey pro
ceeded to construct a strange new engine of war out of
barrack room benches and boards, blackout. This miracle
of engineering was built under the pious supervision of the
Padre and the somewhat blasphemous ministrations of the
Sergt.Major.
However, it worked.
At the moment we are in a wild and remote fastness,
neck deep in unfathomable depths of primeval slime, living
the hard life of troglodytes.
Our Company is established
in a jungle, where the rain deluges upon us daily, and we
behold not the face of the sun.
Alas, all our cherished traditions of "Shake and shine"
have been incarcerated beneath the mire — nevertheless the
pessimists suspect a resurrection to be imminent.
When
we supplied an H.Q. Guard which resembled a nightsoil
fatigue party, the C.S.M. was seen to wipe away a falling
tear — he is a stricken man.
Still, each cloud has its silvered lining, and in this
place chocolate and cigarettes abound in such a plenty that
one youth, upon release from durance vile was heard to
ask: "What, has Joe landed here?
Of course, we cannot
tell you our whereabouts, for security reasons; lest when
we leave the other Battalions of this Regiment descend
upon this earthly paradise and jeopardise our hardly earned
spoils.
It must be recorded that despite all hindrances or
setbacks a spirit of enthusiasm and cooperation abounds
amongst us, and that "B" Company is still maintaining its
usual high standards of hard work, and cheerful efficiency.
4

" C " Company.
Once again pen goes to paper to record the activities
of Shiny "C." There is not a great deal of correspondence
to record this month, owing to an unforeseen movement of
the Battalion. It was with great regret that we had to leave
H
, and the many friends that we had to leave behind
us.
We should like to take this opportunity of thanking
all the many friends of H
who looked after many of us
so well. As usual the training is still intensive, with Shiny
"C" having more than its share of duties to perform, but
in spite of this we all manage to come out on top, still
smiling.
We welcome back to the Company the exSwill
Tubbing Manager, Sports Officer, etc.. etc.. 2ndLieut. N. H.
E
, and hope that this time his stay with the Company
will be permanent.
We also welcome Cpl. Povey to the
Company, and hope that his stay with us will be a happy
one. We congratulate Pte. Villette on his recent promotion
to L.Cpl.
After "D" Company had drawn with the rest of the
Battalion at boxing, it was left to us to challenge them to
an InterCompany contest. Although we had only two days
in which to train for it, we did remarkably well to draw,
after losing the first five
bouts. Our "Nobby" won in con
vincing style, and "Dickie" Catchpole brought off a knock
out blow with a terrific left hook to the jaw, which could
not have travelled more than six inches. No punch at all.
It was left to our "Joe" however, to pull the result from a
lose to a draw, as we needed to win the last fight
of the
evening. Both he and his opponent put up a magnificent
fight,
which went at a terrific speed throughout each round,
and it was with great rejoicing that "Joe" was acclaimed the
winner. We should like to thank Captain R. K. M
for
his very valuable hints, and Cpl. Dossett for the way in
which he "slashed the towel."
. The Battalion sports meeting was rather marred through
wet weather, but this failed to damp the spirits of the
competitors or the spectators. Shiny "C" proved to be suc
cessful in winning the Battalion cup, although "B" Company
gave' us a very stiff time. The Company relay team were
unbeatable in the quarter mile, half mile, and one mile
relays, and we congratulate Cpl. Dossett. L.Cpl. Keene, Ptes.
Bonwick and Cranwell in achieving this distinction,
Apart

from the relays individual honours go to Cpl. Dossett for
winning the 220 yards, L.Cpl. Keene 100 yards, Pie. Bonwick
Ml) yards, and Pte. Cranwell throwing the weight.
Since we have been at I
the weather has been none
loo good to us, but the training has been enjoyed by us all,
and many laughs have been caused through many "duckings."
We ali agree with Pte. Beaumont that the stay for No. 6
Section has been very "profitable."
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
1. Which N.C.O. is known as the "Natterer"?
2. Who says "You're the Kiddy"?
3. Who are the "Swede Bashers" in 13 Platoon?
4. Who is Buster Keaton? Oh! Colours.
5. What certain Pte. in Company H.Q. thinks he's an
old soldier?
"Victory."

4

"D"

Company

Looking back on the events of the month we feel
extremely proud of what has been achieved.
Little can be written of our training because of its con
fidential
nature, but it must be recorded that we have con
tributed in no small way to the good reputation the unit
has earned iir its new station.
Probably the most outstanding event of the month was
the Battalion Field Firing Exercise which was served up in
the middle of a 30 mile march. This took place during the
most appalling weather, but we finished
the day in excellent
style. The way in which we marched in to billets brought
us congratulations from many sources.
Sport has had to take a back seat, but we are looking
forward to a very active September. Time was found for a
cricket match between the married and single members of
the Company. The way in which the Single Men tanned
the daylights out of the Married Pads had to be seen to be
believed. We also managed to hold a few boat races. 18
Platoon (2ndLieut. D. B. M
, cox) proved too good for
the other Platoons.
One Platoon put forward the excuse
that they were constantly dive bombed by seagulls, and the
other that the boat allotted them was last used by Noah
to land his animal friends.
Football is the topic nowadays, and we are faced with
the task of proving ourselves worthy of the reputation
earned last season. Fortunately we are able to place on the
field practically the same team that won for us the Inter
Company Football Competition.
"C" Company are to be congratulated on winning the
InterCompany Athletic Competition, but as we were "Some
where in Scotland" getting exceedingly wet at the time, the
athletic crown is resting on a very shaky head. They are
fairly confident of keeping the crown because immediately on
our return to H
they flung
the gauntlet at us. Unfor
tunately the move prevented the match which was arranged
taking place.
Nevertheless, we are intent on taking their
boots off. Maybe it will be made publicly known in next
month's edition.
Very few changes have taken place this month.
We
are sorry to have to announce the loss of 2ndLieut. W. T. A.
D
. Sgt. Oliver and Pte. Rogers.
Rogers, who was the Company painter, has left us to
take up employment in civilian life. His efforts to depict
the morals of the Company by paintings on mugs can only
be described as superb. The cap shown on the Major's mug is
a far more reputable affair than the one that adorns the
fair head.
Visions of "cap off" may have deterred Rogers
from painting a true picture.
C.Sgt. Theoux has been attached to Brigade H.Q. for a
fortnight, and appears to be enjoying his scrounge. His under
study (Sgt. Smith) has been inundated with applications for
big weeks. These have been received written on A.F. Blank,
cigarette packets, and various other types of bumph. Under
the eagle eye of Captain J. R. N
they have mostly been
deposited in a latrine bucket converted by Pte. Scudds and
Brown '72 into a baskets, waste paper.
The whole thing
reflects the utmost discredit on all concerned.
A few M.T, drivers have been posted to the Company.
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and they have acquitted themselves well. With the exception
of Cpl. Underwood they have all completed a 30 mile march.
He did a ten miler, and apart from a few blisters on his
knees, he was in quite good condition at the finish.
"Curly" Copeland is the subject of much speculation these
days. He is absolutely certain that his hair is growing, but
we are all convinced that his pate will soon be used by the
remainder of his Section for shaving in. No curls at all!
Our budding poet. Pte. Coe, has given us something with
which we will end this month's contribution.
NO MOVES AT ALL!
What! Off again tomorrow? That's no surprise to us,
We're getting used to all these things, and just don't care a
cuss.
It's all for our experience, and after this old war
We need not hire removers to move the family store.
In fact we love the packing of boxes and of crates,
We ought to keep them always packed, we never know the
dates,
For just as we get settled down in some big muddy space,
Some high above again decides to shift us from the place.
In fact we're just about fed up with shifting all the stores,
It's ten times worse than going through fifty
ruddy wars.
The C.S.M. goes raving mad, and Pte. Scudds we fear
Will soon be going off his head, or going on the beer.
His name is heard from morn to night, his store becomes a
curse.
And every move we have to make, makes things a damn sight
worse.
And what with this, and married life, small wonder 'tis we say,
He raves about it in his sleep (we'll soon be all that way).
f

7th BATTALION

Seemingly
fault.

that L/Corporal

was ambitious.

'Tis a grievous

HINTS TO FRANK.
Try connected earphones before assuring all and sundry
that the No. 18 is Diss. Also, a flagpole
clone is no good
for signalling. It must have a flag
attached.
DEFINITIONS.
OIIU—Girl friend at home.
D—Girl friend at present station.
Earth PI.—Snatclier 'Arry's Bagging 'Ook.
Knowl Method—Hyar! Toots going soifie place.
Signal Platoon—Small group of efficient men surrounded
by N.C.O.s.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Did Miss Milford really take Cyril to church regularly.
And did it really affect his general line or direction?
No. 2

PLATOON.

All hail to our brother gunners throughout the Regiment.
We have at last bidden a fond farewell to (Sunny) S. W
.
leaving the population of a certain village very forlorn. Our
new home of rest being a mountainous part of Bonny S
our new theme song is "Kents Wha Hae wi sore feet bled."
During the past moIYth we have had the opportunity of
firing at a target towed by an aircraft. Needless to say the
pilot felt quite safe.
Time is short and space limited, so cheerio until next,
month.
"Spotter."
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Is Blossom still in Bloom?
Who's going on leave?
Does "Scotch Mist" come out of a bottle?
No. 3 PLATOON.

Headquarter Company
Leaving the Leave List for the moment we pause awhile
to give you the latest "dope" from the Office. Old friends
of the C.S.M. may be interested to hear that, in their interest
of economy or from a desire to look as fierce
as a Captain,
lie is developing a very fine
specimen of homegrown tooth
brush. Colours's main worry these days is that we shan't get
enough points to win the cake and someone's obviously told
him that one about "Anything hanging, etc."
Once again the writer has been "whipped a severe
cripple" in more ways than one, by the waywardness of a
route march and "excused boots" has been the order of many
days. However, his hands are still fit and .... oh! there's
another man wants to know when lie is going on leave so
cheerio until next month.
"Penpusher."
No. 1 PLATOON.
The beauties of our new surroundings have taken up
too much of our time for us to think of the "Buster"
correspondence, but rather than be left out here are a few
last minute lines.
2ndLleut. F. M
took over the Platoon again early
this month and he brought with him tons of work. One of
the first
jobs allotted to him as R.S.O. was to find
10 volun
teers to accompany him on a 48 hours endurance test With
out difficulty he had 10 signallers ready for anything.
They set off with a maximum amount of enthusiasm
and a minimum amount of food. They returned some 52
hours later with, we must admit, a few blisters and a weary
look, but their chinstraps were far from frayed. They have
modestly refrained from saying whether they reached John
O' Groats or not, but official figures
state that in 31 march
ing hours they covered 80 miles. Over rough country and a
few Scottish hills this is no mean feat and the Battalion
says "well done."
We see much of the 6th these days and one of their
Platoons has been forcibly ejected from the "Bakers' Union,"

The heavy Platoon seems to have earned for itself a
reputation for lifting and shifting during the past month
and as usual fatigues have figured
largely in our training.
However, we have managed to put in a couple of good
"shoots" the second of which was carried out under difficult
conditions with "Couz" and "Rit" tobogganing on the base
plate after every round.
We've heaved our Mortars and
Ammo, over some of the worst country ever discovered ana
all we want now is a chance to show Jerry the funny side
of our bombs. Eddy tried to drown himself in a bog after
doing 7 days but the baseplate held him up, and the
sight of Darkie fishing
for a case of bombs with the water
up to his chin disorganised the whole affair.
We send greetings to 2ndLieut. A
and L/Sgt. Rand
all and to Stap. and Gid. We're still waiting to hear from
you.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Is it true what they say about "Dixie?"
Who's knattering Dan.
Does Reg. get his full ration.
No. 4 PLATOON.
Greetings everybody.
In the absence of "Galloping
Annie" the task of writing or rather compiling this literary
masterpiece has fallen upon my shoulders. Much could be
written about the activities during the last month—of heart
rending partings, tearstained female faces, as they bade us
farewell,.and last but not least of a grand reunion with our
other 50 per cent, who had been away to far distant places
for so long. The Platoon in its usual spirit has settled down
to its rather unusual home without a murmur. All we would
like to know is are there such things as "Airbound Carriers"
—if so lead us to them. Our regular readers by this time
must be raising an enquiring eyebrow and wondering where
our usual reports on last month's schemes have got to. Alas,
I must be very careful not to give too much awry and all I
can say is that it has been great fun while it lasted. Well, I
must away for I hear the sound of "Jankers." Ouch!
"Honest Bloss,"
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THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW, THINGS WE DO KNOW,
THINGS WE ARE ENTITLED TO KNOW .... INFORMATION
PLEASE.

Move Orderly Sergeant.
Is Fury expecting a happy event—another one in
coffin business?
Has "George" found his sailor?
Seven course dinner right through the menu?
16 miles for a lecture—what a lecture.
Moustaches for W.O.s.
Oh! Maxie what gorgeous pyjamas.
WANTED.
A cure for nasty tempers.
Towels for the Sergeants' Mess.
P.S.—Has Murphy put a chain
"Weasel's" neck?

and

collar

round

the

the

No. 5 PLATOON.
Hello! everybody—Pioneers calling.
We have not got
much to say this month being as things don't alter so they
have to stay as they are. Here is wishing Wally Ward success
in his fuure Course—we are sure he is pleased to offer his
services elsewhere. Well, must ring off now as things are
moving fast. Cheerio. More next month—leave is the latest
rumour.
"Work Worn."
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
What is the difference between drinking out of a pump or
a waterbottle?
Who had "Pinkie's" boots and anklets?
Has Pte. Wood finished
his story?
Is Pte. Everett a fit man after his P.T.?
Is a Sergeant entitled to an attack of cramp on a route
march?
No. 6 PLATOON.
Salutations from the Platoon which does all the work in
the Battalion and receives none of the credit—no not even
credit vouchers as one muchindebted Private complained.
Our efforts are largely unappreciated however. For ex
ample—should there be a shortage of battle dresses for dis
posal, the Q.M. Staff are accused of possessing suits for every
day of the week. Most unjust—they only have a different one
for alternate days. And if the food, just once in a while,
fails to come up to Ritz standards, the Cooks are indicted as
taking part in a conspiracy to demoralise the Companies by
way of their stomachs.
Turning to the Sanitary Squad—well perhaps not. We
have said enough to show our unhonoured position in the
scheme of things, but this is all
to be changed for at last
we have an audience, a public, who although unwittingly, will
gradually be forced to 6a. consciousness. We will wait and
see.
"Prudence Pry."
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
If any enlightened person can explain to a certain So
andso why army boots wear out much more quickly than
civilian boots?
What is the total strength of 6a?
Will the Cooks be a little more kind to the Mess Or
derlies now?
4

4'A"

Company.

At last, after many moons, this contribution is being
written in a different locality to that of former months.
There must be many broken hearts in that little corner of
W
which has been our home for so long. Many tearful
partings there were as we steamed out of the busy terminus
not the least of which was that between a certain C.S.M.
and his little bit of local colour.
As was expected the journey was a very long one. We
say "expected" because we knew that, according to tradition,
we would not be going nearer to home.
Haversacks were
packed full of rations at the start. Were they?
'Course
they
weren't. After many hours' travelling, the order was
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given to eat half of the ration. Mucu controversy arose as to
which half the order referred. The matter was finally placed
before higher authority.
Our journey's end brought us to a delightful residence
where trout fishing
and mud baths were the order of .the day.
It was soon found, however, that eels were much better
game for us. The reason being, as is wellknown, .trout are
very easily scared and in this case not without cause. The
vision of Pte. Kerr at midnight one night in his birthday
suit jumping into a trout stream for a bathe would be
enough to put even the most hardy off his food.
Training has been continuing much as before, but with
bigger and better hills.
We have now returned to the correct establishment of
Company SergeantMajors, i.e., two have been transferred and
only one remains. O.S.M.s. Watts and Tuck were posted to
the depot, the former pending an O.C.T.U., but the latter
has since returned to the fold to take over in "B" Company.
C.S.M. Dodson is now our permanent Company SergeantMajor.
We also had to say goodbye to 2ndLieut. D. C. O
and,
whilst we are sorry to lose him we wish him .the very besit
of luck. Sgt. Luxford and quite a number of "Grenadiers"
have also gone and to them we extend the same good wishes.
There has been very little opportunity for any sort ol'
organised sport during the last month so I regret that l
cannot give any details of "A" Company's prowess in that
direction. However, we are looking forward to the winter
programme when once again we hope to be at the top of the
tree.
In conclusion we have quite a number of: —
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Where do the officers get their "elevenses" now .that Mrs.
—— is no longer on the strength?
Why do ColourSergeants prefer blondes?
(porkpies?)
Where do the pubs open on Sundays?
Did somebody lose something?
Has anybody go.t a fag?
"The Grenadier."
4

"B" Company.
After a regrettable Igp'se of one mouth owing to old age
and infirmity of our typewriter (P.R.I, please note) a further
account of yet another period of "B" Company's life is brought
into print. At long last after many wild rumours we have
actually got on the move from P
, a .town full of associa
tions, happy or otherwise, made during our long stay there.
Memories of marching through .the town at all hours of the
day or night, route marches, church parades, drill parades
and even guards of honour, even such things as these will
long be remembered by us in days to come.
We marched away from P
with mixed feelings one
Saturday night; searching for fresh fields
and hearts to con
quer, leaving behind a collection of aching hearts which wc
knew would soon cease to ache after our successors had got
"Dug In." At the time of writing we are in a semisettled
state apprehensively (like Mr. Micawber) waiting for some
thing to turn up but finding
ourselves fully occupied in the
meantime.
We can say little, but hope that the censor will allow us
to say that we are in the land of the thistle and can now
fully appreciate the meanings of such terms as highland, low
land, loch and Scotch mist.
Although no previous mention lias been made of our
threeday tour over the Welsh Mountains we will just pass
over that event to say that "B" did it in its usual style.
Thanks to the help of a local farmer, a fighting
patrol
managed to penetrate "A" Company's bivouac area; .thunder
flashes were set off in Company H.Q. and inside the cook's
truck. This was a fitting end to our three days sweat and
toil.
Talking of marching naturally leads us on to the subject
of our pygmies, some six in number, who were very much
in evidence on our marches. They would start cheerfully
performing the duties of forward scouts and finish not quite
so cheerfully as rear scouts. (Nuff said!).
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The Company won the Battalion Sports by a wide margin
thanks to the good team work shown in the various events.
Those worthy of mention are Sollis and Tout in the halfmile.
Simmons in the quartermile and Freshwater in the Cross
Country Race, not forgetting our organiser and coach
2/Lt. J.E.C.
It was a most enjoyable day which ended in
a climax as our Company Commander went forward to be
presented the cup by his wife.
It came as a great surprise to learn that our dear "Percy,"
(C.S.M.) was to leave us. The absence of his detail which
holds a record oof 5 sheets of foolscap, will no doubt give
us a bit more spare time. We welcome in his place C.S.M.
Tuck, and wish him the best of luck during his stay in the
Company.
We also welcome back Sergeant Port after his
brief sojourn first with No. 2 Platoon and then with the
Royal Marines.
Perhaps the saddest farewell we have had to say has
been to "Dover," Regimental dog for the past 16 months.
No shirker of route marches was "Dover," the hardest march
or the stillest scheme was a mere bagatelle .to him. Mem
bers of "B" Company will probably remember Dover as he
was, at his best during our recent threeday march, trotting
along up with the forward scouts all the way, came the
tenminute halt and Dover would be nosing round the bushes
for rabbits, though he never caught any. The fallin whistle
would blow and he would dart up to the head of the column
as fast as his little blacklegs would carry him. We had all
hoped that Dover would have been with us for a long time
to come—and there had even been discussions as to who
would have him when the war was over. After such a brief
career in this Regiment it was indeed tragic that Dover
should meet his end under the wheel of a bus. Beloved by
every man in the Regiment he will sadly be missed by all.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Is it true that a certain C.S.M., late of this Battalion,
has been posted to H.M. Stationery Office for the purpose of
supplying punctuation marks for training manuals?
Can the rumour be confirmed as to whether a certain
Sergeant, also late of this Battalion has reached his coveted
position of C/Sgt. at the Depot, or has he obtained an ap
pointment at the Ministry of Misinformation?
What has happened to the Subtle Aroma. So wellknown
to the Company Orderly Sergeant?
How is it that Moonlight paddling has become such a
popular pastime.
"S(inki)."


"C" Company.
Well, here we are once again endeavouring to let our
many friends know how we are faring, and, needless to say
cannot think of what to write with that word called censor
ship in our midst. Anyway, here goes.
As no doubt many of our readers are aware of the fact
that we have moved from our very comfortable quarters, and
also from the many very good friends we had made during
our long stay. As to our new quarters, although we find
them very comfortable, as yet we have not had time to
really decide whether they are as good or not as the last.
After considering the fact that we had marched (or
nearly) over every square inch of W
we find
that in our
new station the noble feet of Shiny "C" are having a well
earned rest.
After a highly successful, even if somewhat heated at
times, debate on "Should there be Conscription after the
War" we are seriously thinking of forming a "Shiny C" De
bating Society. As a result of this debate, keen observers
will notice small groups of the Company, with heads together,
and occasionally a loud babel of voices, will eminate from
that small collection accompanied by much arm and hand
waving. "As one noted member of Shiny "C" put it, "It makes
yer fink
mate, don't it."
We wish to extend our heartiest congratulations to Sgt.
and Mrs. Jackson on the birth of a son and heir. This must
account for his fatherly attitude of late.
It is with regret that we announce the death of our
mascot, "Dover," who followed the Battalion from France

and has since been a very welcome companion on our long
marches.
Congratulations to L/Cpls. Padwick, Nayler, and Thorpe
on their recent promotions.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Who is the Corporal who went
boots?
Who is Shiny "C's" admiral?
What is meant by the expression
Who is the Corporal with the .torn
worn out through long service?
Who takes notice when a popular
What was the attraction at a
Sergeants? Was it tea or just Billie?

on

parade with dirty

"Lost again"?
shirt who claims it is
fruit is mentioned?
certain cafe for two
"Shiny "C."

4

"D"

Company

Whatever else we may say or think concerning our activ
ities of the past month—we cannot deny that we have never
lacked variety—even "Ensa" has made a few contributions in
this direction. Believe us—we are just burning to tell you
where we are—how we came here—what we are doing—and
even where we hope to go next—but we can't—which is too
bad because we have been, seen and done plenty.
However, there are still some tasty morsels which wo
hope will satisfy all but a burning curiosity—and one of
them is that we have made a great deal of contact with water.
Now previously, water was to us, stuff that flowed
out of
taps—was used for applying to the hands and face half an
hour after Reveille—and was never drunk at tenminute
halts.
But all that is changed now. Water is now, "one of .the
relentless forces of nature"—it is an integral part of .this
stark, dramatic countryside—it showers upon us from the
heavens without quarter—it cunningly conceals itself beneath
innocentlooking tufts of grass—it fills
our boots—it literally
surrounds us—it provides a medium for even more devilishly
subtle schemes—and it is turned off at 18.30 hours daily.
Nevertheless, our creative comforts are still with us—we
sleep warm and eat well—soup and china crockery are much
appreciated—and we spend a lot of our time in some of the
most magnificient scenery to be found in the land.
What more could the artistic souls of "Don" Company
demand than these.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
1.
2.
3.
4.

What games do they play at the Colour bloke's party?
Where are the bakehouses in this joint?
Does the Orderly Sergeant us a tinopener at Reveille?
Who holds the key to the "lock"?
"That Rifleman."

Our usual correspondent is at present "hors clc combat"
as the "vet" has punctured his arm with the usual results.
Many, many things have happened since our last notes were
written, but unfortunately the censor is hovering in the
background with the Regimental tailors largest scissors in
his hand.
However, we can safely say that after several
attempts, we have at last left P
where we spent several
happy months, and we are now engaged in touring the land
of heather, bogs and mountains, especially the last two.
During the last month we had to say goodbye to Sgt.
Mills and several more old "D" Company men who we hear
are now living in the land of luxury and real bathrooms.
Good old M
r
Although our training has taken on new forms in the
last three weeks, we are still able to show the flag and keep
the boot repairer in his job. A short while ago we marched
14 miles out, did a field firing
exercise in which 2ndLieut.
K
and 18 Platoon found it necessary to diTmb a 2,000
foot mountain, and then by way of a change we marched 14
miles back.
Leave is the one topic of conversation at the moment,
and with the thought of leave, comes that mental arithmetic
to see if the credits will stand the fate. Pencilled figures,
very
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optimistic ones, are prevalent in A.B. 64's, but the O/Sgt.
takes no notice, and still works on the Paymaster's ones, how
ever hard we try to convince him.
We were sorry to say goodbye to Lieut. D. B. M
and
2ndLieut. M. H. F. H. S
, both of whom had been with
us for sometime. We wish them all the best in their new
Battalions.
In conclusion, we would like to congratulate "C" Com
pany on climbing the wrong hill and living up to its
traditions.
THINGS WE WANT' TO KNOW.
1. How to get a free warrant to P
2. What is a "humdinger"?
3. Who trod on the false teeth?
4. Who wants to join the Marines?

via L

?



xoth BATTALION
The sound of rain on corrugated iron, and the wind
buffetting the trees about is the rather solemn musical ac
companiment to these notes. There is no doubt but that
old Autumn is here with a vengeance — and what a vengeance!
Nevertheless, life in the Battalion proceeds very much
according to programme, for at present we are training pretty
strenuously, and if we felt proud of ourselves before, we
feel doubly proud now. for we can not only "take it" but
"give it." These principles combined are poison to Jerry.
With the exception of inoculations, there has been nothing
"shaking" to report of late, but there are all sorts of schemes
for the future. There is. for instance, to be a new drive
on Sports conducted by 2ndLieut. M
, a War Savings
Campaign by the Padre, and also, we hope, that we shall be
able to form a dramatic society for the winter real.
We held a very successful tabloid sports meeting on 21st
August, in which "A" Company and "D" Company obtained
first and second places respectively.
We unfortunately have lost the Company Captain R
,
M.C., lout we congratulate and wish him the very best of
luck in his new appointment.
At the same time we should like to welcome Major de S.
H. L
B
, M.C., 2ndLts. B
. G
. P
. W
.
D
.
Congratulations to the M.O., Lieuts. H. L. E
, J. W
,
and D. C
on their recent promotions, also to Captain S
,
who, though he is not with us, is still in our thoughts.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
1. What kind of literature does the Padre read?
2. What is the Foreign Legion?
3. Who wore the Old School Tie?
4. Why does the Padre not like cats?



Headquarter Company
No. 1 PLATOON.
This is the latest communique from the Signals, and (as
the B.B.C. would say) "this is Benny F. writing it," in the
temporary absence of our regular "political correspondent."
Firstly, let us congratulate our "Sugar Orange" on his
recovery from his recent illness. He is still the best dirttrack
rider in the British Army (chocolate). Also we must spare a
line to congratulate L.Sgt. Epsley on his promotion to the
"untouchables" (you never could touch him for anything,
anyway). Cpl. Dennis and LanceDitto R.R. "stand at easy"
Thomson are at present attending a course at Cttrck. As
there is a racecourse there, we presume it is the one referred to.
Cheerful Sammy F. has just returned from "H" with a know
ledge of wireless which makes Marconi look like an amateur.
He has nov no difficulty in separating the "Home" from the
"Forces" programme.
We beg to announce the inauguration of our new pigeon
service, Our two pigeon wallahs are busy trying to cross a
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pigeon with a parrot so that we can send verbal messages.
So many fatigues have been coming the way of the Signals
lately, it has been suggested that instead of wearing "crossed
flags" our classified blokes should wear a badge representing
"two crossed brooms with a pall and swab rampant."
PUZZLE CORNER.
Who detailed the pigeons to be blancoed up by 0900 hrs.?
Who's got a "shake on"?
Who said that the Eighth Wonder of the World is "Lvn"?
Who called Cannon a "son of a gun"?
Who mistook the Corporals' Mess in the N.A.A.F.I. for some
thing more personal? What a screen!
Who is the "jildyfive" King?
Who called Llewellyn a Welshman?
Who pinched 500 yards of the enemy's cable and then
found that it was our own?
Who tried to teach the pigeons to "dive bomb"?
Who refused to attend Company Office without being ac
companied by his lawyer?
Who asked me to write this stuff?
In conclusion, we should all like to extend our sympathy
to George Carter and "Tich" Cannon on their recent unhappy
experience in a road accident. A.R.
"Benny F."
No. 3 PLATOON.

MORTARS.

After firing
this drainpipe looking object on the sands at
H
and watching its effect I think a little more notice
will be taken of No. 3 Platoon. After all, it is the most
effective single weapon the Battalion has. We learnt a lesson
though, when firing
at the extreme range, a firm
base is
necessary. The bomb was dropped down the barrel (I dropped
it same time), then I turned to look at the muzzle.
I
couldn't believe my eyes, I knew Levy's father was advertis
ing a new line, but I did not think Levy would choose a
time like this to put it in the maiket. Then I saw the
bipod legs stretched out, and realised that the mortar had
collapsed. Oh. boy! were we mortified? My next thought was.
where is the bomb? Then I saw a splash 1.600 yards out
at sea, and once more breathed easy.
I can find
no evidence whatsoever that Mr.
is
related in any way to snuff boxes, lace cuffs or kneebreeches.
However. I must admit he does carry the air of a village squire
with him.
And who is this elusive Sergt. whose name doesn't appear
on the nominal roll? A certain young lady who has been
out with him assures us that he is real. Is it someone lead
ing a double life? It is said that "still waters run deep." I
think that is how the old saying goes, perhaps I have got
the wording wrong. Is it "Still waters"?
We all wish Mr. F
a speedy recovery, and hope that
he will be back with us shortly, even If he did make us
double up that cliff side with the mortar wrapped round us.
No. 4 PLATOON.

CARRIERS.

Calling all Carriers.
Yet another month has passed, and the shower is here to
greet you all once again. Business has been veiy good in the
Carrier line, with the addition of five
new Carriers to our
credit.
(Who said there wasn't a Santa Claus.)
We have
charged forth into scheme upon scheme, and then some. In
fact we have so many Carriers on our hands, we have assisted
the Mortars by lending them two to play with, which incident
ally are both off the road, but we regret the loss of Ptes. B
and (any complaints) P
, also Sgt. C
who went with
them.
We have moved once more to a delightful town, the
inhabitants (both of them) turned out to greet us as the
Corps of Drums in all its glory escorted us in. We would
like to take this opportunity of asking anyone who wants
to get in touch with a lonely soldier, a letter would be appreci
ated by one and all.
We regret the loss of Cpl. M
and Pte. Barber Shine,
who were unfortunate to meet with an accident. We wish
them both a speedy recovery.
A hearty welcome to 2ndLt. G. G
, we hope your stay
is longer than your predecessors. Also to the lads from the
Depot and Companies who have come to strengthen our
Platoon. With this new intake we can look forward to better
results on our future schemes. Watch out Home Guards.
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That is all for now hoys, as we have some sewing to clo.
and it is raining for a change.
Cheerio, lads of 4 Platoon. Carry on Carriers.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
How is your Grannie, Flamiagan?
Is 2ndLieut. M
's new stick one of our old ackack
mountings? (6/4 the field).
Who rides horses and likes tennis, but is still a Pte.?
Count up boys.
Which Officer couldn't work his wireless set so had
to use the Gunners'?
Who was the Company Commander who thought he was
in the Tank Corps when he charged the road block.
Who is that nice man who writes for the M.T.?
I am
sure lie would find
no difficulty in transferring to the A.T.S.
(Queer hawk).
Does the Officer of "the" best? Platoon who thinks the
cinder path is a dirt track know liow to ride a motor cycle?
What Mucko takes a ball and chalk up the frog and toad
to the rubber dub? Has a pint of pig'sear, then complains
he has a sore nannygoat when he goes to unclelied. (Oxford
and all that).
If he doesn't know, his better half will.
Could we have a scheme without rain?
"Chas. and Nes."
No. 5 PLATOON.
PIONEERS.
This is "Henry and his Pioneers" abroadcasting from
the wilds of the woolly west. Once more we lay down our
flints
and stones to portray our recent experiences.
As
things are now  here at our Hermitage, we are very busy,
learning the craft of boatbuilding
we certainly have the
water to scuttle it in. We also have a practical skipper,
who spends his time, his leisure time, on his house boat.
As usual we await the trees to grow more to get the timber
required for the use of. The talent still increases in our
band of boys, but the vacancy still exists for a "fiddler."
All contracts are carefully undertaken, the latest was trying
to put a nail in the end of our hut. The tradesman had
his hammer and labourer whilst the remainder of the gang
took the strain by pushing the end of the hut back. But
recently our duties have been of a varying nature, for we
had to lay aside our instruments to take part in great
schemes.
On these we were gallantly led by our bargee
skipper with his beautiful warbling CHARGE as he
pushed onwards singing Ms lullaby.
The weekly auction still gets great receptions, three fag
coupons to the highest bidder. Our harmony trio is still
hitting the high spots, their signature is the same, "If I
only had wings," followed by the "Vulgar Boatman" by
request.
We have just traced our missing bath tub, it was found
along with two homemade paddles moored alongside the
canal loaded with "contraband" fresh from the latest
"blockade." Perhaps our skipper could explain it more in
detail.
We find
P.T. quite entertaining these days; a nice run
in the glorious morning air, whilst our Sgt. carries on with
his communication drill, i.e., "Moocows, shun." "Mushrooms,
stand at ease." The next thing we know he'll be after agri
cultural leave.
Well for now, with our sleeves rolled up and our backs
bent, we must get back to the grindstone and prepare for
the next parade "rifle inspection." So as we return to our
caves we bid you "Good hunting." This is Henry and his
Hermits signing off with that famous old song "Underneath
the Arches."
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
How many cruches make a Goround0
"Cross Choppers."
M.T.
We had looked upon moving to our present abode
with a certain amount of foreboding. The knowledge of our
having to rough it "back on the farrrm" presented itself to
us most unfavourably, but to our surprise and delight we
find ourselves rather enjoying the life. Don't misunderstand
me when I say we are enjoying the life, I do not mean to
imply that we are having an easy time, on the contrary,
our work has become increasingly difficult owing to the

large amounts of mud which is continually churned up
"underwheel," and as you know, our vehicles are always
clean (maintenance you know).
Early morning mushrooming parties can be seen loping
across the dew spangled meadows in search of the elusive
fungus, we consequently enjoy having an Army breakfast
complete with this rarity.
We are surrounded on all sides by cattle, com and farmers'
daughters (take your choice), whilst far across a neighbour
ing meadow one can spy a certain "hole in the wall" where
XX can be obtained in immeasurable quantities.
We are having the unique experience of witnessing the
gathering in of a bumper harvest. Pte. Cutts tears madly
around the oatfield (at the amazing speed of 30 roods to
the sennight) driving a tractor with a reaper thing in tow.
Thugs armed with cudgels, walkingsticks and mallets await
impatiently with 'orrible scowls on their faces for the appear
ance of small inoffensive rabbits.
Unripe apples and plums leer at us from numerous fruit
trees as if we are not already aware of the fact that possibly
by the time they obtain that rosy hue we will be conspicuous
by our absence.
Take no notice of the many rumours which have been
circulated concerning our billet (a derelict farmhouse). It
is not haunted! Be assured that the many queer noises that
can be heard during the night have no connection with the
supernatural.
It rains on occasions ( a l l occasions), but in spite of this
we do manage to indulge in a spot of the good old English
pastime (No! Not what you think — I am talking of cricket).
Some georgette patches inspected the fleet,
and as far
as we know found everything to his satisfaction. Strange,
but true.
The interPlatoon sports competition gave us the oppor
tunity of providing a team of experts to compete.
We
were selected to be included in the Company team after
having proved our worth by coming first
in the preliminary.
In the final
event, however, we could only romp in at 7th.
despite the fine
struggle the team put up.
Last but not least, we have the greatest pleasure in
congratulating both L.Sgt. Butson and Cpl. Washer upon
their promotions.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Is the meat shortage so acute as to necessitate the
practice by Aberdonians of placing their false teeth out to
graze over night?
Who is "Stropper" and why?
What dark deeds take place in the barn?
Why did Heasman emerge from the duckpond draped in
waterweed and clutching a milkbottle?
Is Alice still in Wonderland, or has she come to her
senses? (This is the second time of asking).
Is Doris applying for a transfer to the Signal Platoon?
Why the hell do I write all this tripe?
EXTRA.—Buck Ryan rides again, but not on the M.T.
"Sparewheel."
M.I. ROOM.
M.I. Room calling.
We have been very busy during the last month owing
to the mud and the sick parade increasing in direct propor
tion to one another. We would place on record the exceedingly
poor view, which the Medical Sergeant takes of a 7 o'clock
sick parade. This, of course, necessitates rising at 6.30 a.m.
Other Sgts. please note. In passing, we wish to inform the
Battalion at large, that owing to recent inoculations our
supplies of Att. B's and Att. C's (bed down) are running
disasti'ously low. Stocks of M. and D., on the other hand,
are increasing rapidly.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
When will the senior N.C.Os. of the Battalion present their
A.Bs. 64 part 1 for inspection by "The Great I"?
When is "Nortinski" going to contribute to the swear
box?
When will the Q.M. tire of visiting H
?
Where did the C.S.M. got his lumbago from — Sgts.' dance?
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Company.

Back again from our seaside holiday, we have spent a
dreary month of wet and muddy training. We have sallied
out at all hours of the day and night, cheerfully marching
miles to oiler ourselves up as a willing sacrifice for the blood
thirsty Home Guard. There is scarcely a village in
shire
where we have not laid down our lives, dying one day as
brutal Huns beneath the British steel, and falling the next
as British Troops before the Jerry onslaught. A varied life,
but somewhat bewildering.
The gathering in of the Battalion in one spot for the
first
time since the D
days is at least a change. But
many of us found the once familiar bugle calls echoing
strangely in our ears at first
— but we soon remembered
cookhouse, even though our bugler persisted in swinging it.
There was, of course, the interUnit Sports Meeting, at
which the Battalion team — and "A" Coy. was naturally well
represented — gained fourth place in spite of their lack of
training. And the Tabloid Sports at which "A" Company
inevitably carried off the first
place — after a morning's route
march, and entirely without training: we have been promised
a repetition of this event.
Our usual welcome is extended to 2ndLts. Y
and
S
, and also to 2ndLieut. B
who unfortunately will
not be with us long. Officers' visits to this Company have
been so evanescent recently that we feel sure that they'll
have gone again before this appears in print.
We should also like to take this opportunity of con
gratulating Lieut. C
011 his very recent and welldeserved
promotion.
SPECIALLY RECOMMENDED THIS MONTH
Chips — for stealing the C.S.M's. sweetie.
Tubby and Taffy — for donating (involuntarily) to the
B
children's fund.
Bill — for giving up Nellie.
B.B. — for parading the Company to pick mushrooms
for his tea.
The R.S.M. — for thinking of the N.C.O.'s convenience.
"Acting Unpaid."
4

"B" Company
"No news is good news." Well, we have no news — but
even so, life has not been too good.
Our lives has consisted entirely of Nissen Huts, mud,
schemes and the blowing of bugles. If you find
any of the
above mentioned items interesting, and can write an article
about them — you're a better man that I am G
D
.
It has been very noticeable of late that several members
of the Company have been seen trekking toward the canal
bridge, but one has yet to find
out the real reason. It is a
well known fact that the Canal contains a fair amount of
fish, but as the people in question are not keen on fishing,
one is left to wonder if there are any mermaids to be found
there. Perhaps our brilliant young C.Sgt. and his bashful
young storeman would be kind enough to supply the answer.
We take the opportunity of congratulating Lieut. E
on his promotion, also L.Sgt. Sadler, L.Sgt. Levell and Cpl.
Coath; may you all live up to expectations and forge still
further ahead.
We extend a hand of welcome to Pte. Cox who has just
joined the Company, and hope that his stay will be a happy
one. I will not say a long one, because that, to my mind,
is hoping for this war to last for a long time, and that is
the last thing any of us want to happen.
It has been noted of late that our Subalterns apparently
cannot read their maps, but I am in a position to state
that when the wrong road has been taken whilst on the line
of march, this has been entirely due to W.H., whose on'e
ambition to march through our last station of W
k, where
a table is waiting for him to get his legs under.
A most unusual occurrence is noted throughout the Com
pany. Instead of men going 011 "Y" List. "Y" is now 011
the men. Our C.Sgt. is now awaiting instructions to draw
Gin more of sleeve, blouses B.D. for each man, and a new house
wife.
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THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
What are your rights, Wright?
Will Triuich ever rival Fumph?
What does a haircut look like, Ted?
Who wore his eyebrows out saluting?
Does Guy really love horses?
Who is "'O" Group?
"O" Group.
4

44

C" Company.

Shiny "C" calling. Hullo everybody. Here we are again
with more news of our "doings" during the past month.
Several changes have taken place. We have left the sunny,
sandy, shores for wet, muddy, fields.
Not a very pleasant
change, but we are still smiling and taking things as they
come — trust Shiny "C."
The order of the day is training and still more training,
but recent exercises have brought us into close contact with
the H.G. and provided the usual "lighter" moments that these
exercises never fail to bring forth. Unofficial "baths" have
become quite frequent, but are hardly to be recommended!
Tabloid sports were held recently, but the results were
not quite up to Shiny "C" previous standard. However, all
contestants report having enjoyed themselves, so next time
wc can promise a very different result.
Congratulations to L.Sgt. Row (Tich), L.Sgt. Goodison
(Electric Whiskers)) and Cpl. Merry 011 their recent and well
deserved promotions.
We welcome to the Company 2ndLieut. B
and 2ndLt.
P
. May their stay be a long and happy one.
We regret the loss of Capt. R
and 2ndLt. V
, also
Lt. W. B
. and wish them the best of luck in their new
sphere of work. Our loss is somebody else's gain.
Our leave period is with us again. It is a well known
fact that leave is one of the most important features in a
soldier's life, and we are more than grateful for the regularity
with which our last two or three periods have appeared. Long
may it last. It has been whispered that this regularity has
been envied by some officers!
This concludes our literary effort for this month, but we
hope to bring something of interest to all past and present
members next month.
Cheerio everybody.
"Caledonia."
4

44D"

Company

This month has seen many changes in the personnel of
this Company. We have first
to welcome Major de S. H.
L.B
, our new Company Commander, who has just come
from M
, and of course is well known to many in this
Battalion, also 2ndLt. J. P. W
; we wish them both a
long and happy stay with us.
We regret that 2ndLt. W. E. S
has been whisked
away from us, but wish him all the best in his new Company.
Congratulations to L.Sgts. Ireland and Byatt and Cpl.
Lane on their promotion.
Well, with welcomes, regrets and congratulations all
dealt with, let's carry 011 to the Company.
We've been having a grand time at "L
on the mud."
The locals inform us that it "B'ain't 'arf as wet as it's going
to be" and "Old Joe" simply wallows in it to his heart's
content. It has been rumoured that "Old Lev." would make
a good mate for "Old Joe." We reserve our opinion on that
matter, as it's rather personal.
A suggestion was made that landing stages should be
built at all Companies, and that Orderly Sergeants should, 011
their call being blown, row like H!!l for R.S.M.'s detail. We
regret though, that this suggestion is impracticable as naviga
tion lights would be necessary, and also most Orderly Sergeants
like their supper before getting detail. Air raids of course
prevent the use of lights.
Unfortunately the mud at the I.T.C., "L" does not stop or
even hold up the arranging and carrying out of numerous
interesting, instructive and damp (very) schemes. We don't
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worry, though, as a plentiful (?) supply of coal is issued by
the Q.M. for drying purposes.
We are wondering, and in fact there has been much
speculation as to whether we are likely to have a N.A.A.F.I.
installed here. These N.A.A.F.Is. are really essential, as one
can buy many useful articles such as razor blades, tins of
boot polish (very necessary here), laces and other articles
which assist a soldier to keep himself up to I.T.C. standards
of smartness.
Much to the Battalion's amazement recently, it was
noticed that the Signals were doing a Guard. We have taken
it for granted that the Guard Commander was in com
munication with the sentry by wireless, listening for those
dreaded words "Stand to the Guard."
What would have
happened if such an unlikely thing as communication be
tween the Guard Commander and the sentry had broken
down?
With regard to sport, I think the Company can show a
clean pair of heels to the rest of the Battalion, although we,
in the Battalion sports, only took second and third places,
those two places, I think, really give us the authority to
say that we were the winning Company. "So what," "A"
Company?
I think we should note that the C.Sgt. recently went
on leave. He is now smiling again, and is issuing cap badges,
socks, gaiters and other necessaries (on charge) with reck
less abandon.
Three prominent members of the Company 011 arrival
at this "puddle" made solemn vows that for their stay here
they would remain hermits, shut themselves off from the
outside world, and never go out. I think their object was
to save.
Anyway, we regret to inform all whom it may
concern that one of them has failed, utterly and miserably,
whenever he can get out he does, and can be seen on these
occasions at B
wantonly spending money on wine, women
and song. It's disgraceful! The other two, though, are con
firmed
hermits, and are sticking to their guns with real
stoicism. Well, I think we will leave things here for this
month and make a further report on these two stalwarts
next month.
All the best to the West Kents everywhere!
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Who is now taking the strain?
Who cut Sgt. D's hair?
Who said "I was demolished"?
What is a Brigade Tarnation fatigue?
FOOD FOR THOUGHT.
Mind my bike.
"Eeeeh! by gum!"
Corporals' Canteen!
Everything comes to him who waits.
Take this honey for the bitterest cup,
There is 110 failure save in giving up,
There's no defeat in truth, save from within,
Unless you're beaten there you're bound to win.
Anon.
"Alark."
4

Sergeants' Mess.
"Any more for the Mud Lark?" After spending many
happy hours watching the sea, we are now miserably paddling
in mud; who was it said "Rain, why you have never seen rain
until you go to Poona" (or something like that)? Will the
same gent, pay us a visit? I am sure we could show him a
thing or two.
I would be very pleased if some of our friends in our
other Battalions could inform me, through the "Gazette," how
our old friend "Paddy Doyle" is getting on. If Paddy himself
should cast his eyes on this contribution perhaps he will
let us know, as I am sure that we all miss his valuable
monthly contribution.
Does anybody know of a certain old friend of the 1st
Battalion Sergeants' Mess commonly known as "Pliebie"?
We hear that he is a C.S.M. of the 70th.
Come, come,
"Phebie," what about giving the members of all the Messes
the "lowdown" on how to "gargle with a pint glass," or

instruct us in the noble art of "Got a fag, mate?" We
certainly need the latter advice.
The "health resort" at which we are now staying consists
of a diminutive village containing one pub, that sometimes
sells a beverage it proudly calls beer. There are crops to
the left of us, crops to the right of us. in fact crops all
round us. but we have a field where we hold our parades, even
if it makes a fine obstacle race course.
Recently we held a dance, and an excellent time was had
by all. You should have seen the lovely "sisters" the members
brought along. There must be something in this brotherly
love stuff by the way they were received.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Why did handsome Harry have his photo enlarged?
Who is it who sings "That coal black mammy of mine"
every time he visits H
?
What are air raid shelters really for?
What is the definition of "Platonic friendship"?

I

A
ENTERTAINMENT NOTES.

Although the activities! of our Concert Party ("The
Invictas") have necessarily been somewhat restricted of late
owing to operational duties, we have managed to put on a
few shows. These have been very successful, especially at our
last station, where the local Floral Hall made an ideal theatre,
and our comediansinchief, Ptes. M. da Costa, Murphy, Lamb
and Tomkins had no difficulty in getting the laughs. C.S.Ms.
Brewster and Haylock never failed to "stop the show," and
Cpl. Olsen's acrobatics always got a "big hand," as did the
numerous other artistes. On the musical side the dance band
has been working very hard under its director, 2ndLt. C. A. M.
M
, and its enthusiastic leader, Pte. Brace. The usual
lineup of the combination is as follows: Pianos, Ptes. Filkins
and Powell: Saxophone, Pte. Brace; Guitars, Cpl. Beart, Ptes.
Jelves and Volkart; Accordians, Cpl. Harris, Ptes. Crimmins,
Freeman; Violins, Ptes. Jones and Whitehorn; Drums, L.Cpl.
Good: Vocalist, Pte. Richardson. For stage purposes the band
is conducted by yours truly. Pte. "Benny" Furst, whom some
dance band fans may remembered used to feature his band
leader impressions with Joe Loss and his band. Our "hot"
trumpeter, 2ndLt. B
, also joins us when duties permit,
and he is ever ready to give us the benefit of his musical
experience.
By the way, we are badly in need of certain
instrumentalists, and if anyone can play any instrument
whatsoever (whether he possesses one himself or not) we
do hope he will give his name to the Entertainments Officer.
The same applies to those who can do any entertaining as
vocalists, comedians, acrobats, musicians, etc. Don't be shy.
In appreciation of their services, the Concert Party and
Band were recently treated to a day's outing in a nearby
town, which concluded with a visit to a theatre. A good time
was had by all, thanks to the untiring efforts of our Enter
tainments Officer, 2ndLt. H. F. A
, who was in charge of
the party.
We must thank our Commanding Officer for his encour
aging support. He is seldom absent from any of our dances
and concerts. Also, we are grateful to the P.R.I, for his hard
work "behind the scenes." His clerk, too, deserves a mention
(in despatches) for his penpushing on our behalf. (I'll have
a double whisky, thanks, Pte. Daltrey).
We have had some E.N.S.A. concerts which have been
well up to standard, and our new Bugle Band has also
cheered us up considerably, during parades.
P.S.—Reference the above request for musicians, only
skilled navvies need apply. State wage required.
"Benny F."
4
"OF INTEREST."
In March, 1941, No. 6343859 Pte. A. Kent volunteered from
"A" Company of this Battalion to go as a machinegunner
afloat. Ho had already served with the B.E.F. but as readers
will soon discern, since adventure would not come to him, he
went in search or adventure. From Canada in June. 1941. he
wrote to the Commanding Officer for personal reasons, and
in his letter gave us some news of himself which will certainly
be of interest to those who knevy him and ought to interest
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those who do not. Here are some excerpts from his letter
dated 21st June, 1941.
"As regards my new work. I have experienced moments of
danger, as you warned me, but this life also has its good
points as well. My first few months were spent on coastal
ships. Hardly a day has gone by without some enemy activity,
but I think I can honestly say his air attacks were either
useless, or that he came off worse. There are, of course,
some exceptions. At night there is always the danger of
Eboats. These are very speedy boats that come right alongside
to do their work and speed away. These can be dealt with
by our guns as well as our escorts.
After being on the coast for a few months. I decided that
I would prefer the deep sea. I am now on my way to Canada.
I have heard talk of the "Battle of the Atlantic," but so far
I have not seen any enemy craft of any description, and I
must say that although to a certain degree I was disappointed,
it is indeed good to know that "Britannia still rules the
waves."
So far. I hope this is the type of letter you asked for,
as there are the "blue pencil" people to consider. I am very
happy and contented here, and my only regret is to lose my
friends in the good old 10th. If you could convey my best
wishes to "A" Company, and in particular L.Cpls. Morgan,
Matthews and Dow, and Ptes. Bitmead and Hyatt, I would be
greatly obliged.
"
Then from a letter in August:—
"As you can see from this letter I have arrived back in
dear old Blighty safe and sound, and I must thank you for
your letter. It came as a great shock to me to change my
cap badge, as I am now in the R.A.s. As you are probably
aware, I am a regular soldier, and my father served ten years
in the 'Royal West Kents' and I can assure you that he is
as bitter about it as I am.
"I expect you would like to know how I fared on the
homeward journey. There was an item in the papers a few
days ago about the largest convoy ever to cross the Atlantic.
Well, that was the convoy I was in. I am not at liberty to
quote the number of ships, but I do know that it was one
of the greatest achievements of the war. As you know, nothing
was seen or heard during the whole trip. I suppose they
must have cancelled the "Battle of the Atlantic" for the
summer holidays or something. It is strange that we didn't
want to see any action during the trip, and yet when we
arrived in port we were disappointed at not seeing any.
"As we work in pairs there is no chance of getting pro
motion unless we get a soft 'shore' job. such as I am doing
now in the Orderly Room until my leave falls due. and as I
came on this job with the object of 'going to' it,' more or
less, I don't intend to stop there after my leave. I have
been transferred to the R.As. so. as far as I am concerned
I might as well be anywhere, so I have volunteered to become
an Air Gunner in the R.A.F. If I am successful in getting
in, I hope to be able to give the Jerry's some of the hell he
has given so many in this country, including my own wife,
child and home."
Well, here's luck to Pte. Kent, and may he get the Jerries
he's after. Good luck. "Kentie" from "A" Company and the
10th.

>
BREAKFAST AT THE MESS.
0815
0816
0817
0818
0819
0820
0821
0822
0823
0824
0825
0826
0827
0828
0829
0830

Arrive at Mess dreamily.
Remove raincoat.
Dry rain from face with handkerchief.
Struggle manfully to do something about water running
off hair down back.
Swear.
Give up.
Consider a whiskey.
Look at Mess a/c.
Decide against.
Enter dining room.
Slight hysteria fearing blindness.
Swear to sign the pledge.
Thank God it's only the lamp out.
Sigh with relief, grope for unoccupied chair.
Collide with hysterical waiter.
Sit down.

0831
0832
0833
0834
0835
0836
0837
0838
0839
0840
0841
0842
0843
0844
0845
0846
0847
0848
0849
0850
0851
0852
0853
0854
0855
0858
0857
0858
0859
0900
0901
0902
0903
0904
0905
0910
0911
0912
0913
0914
0915
0916
0917
0918
0919
0920
0921
0922
0923
0924
0925
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Find place has already been used.
Find unused place and sit down.
Waiter arrives.
Shout for porridge.
Discover waiter is not the deaf one.
Embarrassed. Whisper for porridge.
Porridge arrives.
No milk.
Order milk.
Bacon arrives.
Send it back.
2ndLt. M
takes sugar to another table.
Milk arrives.
Sugar returned — empty.
Order more sugar.
Reach for milk.
Elbow in porridge.
Sugar arrives.
Porridger now U.S.
Order bacon and tea.
Walter reports bacon lost.
Swear. Tell him to find
it.
Bacon produced.
No knife.
Get one from C.O's. table.
Bacon gone on return.
Decide on tea and toast.
Teapot empty.
No toast.
Decide on tea and bread.
Order same.
Teapot arrives.
Milk gone again.
Harrassed waiter waves two kippers in room,
out hysterical.
Decide on clear tea.
Bread arrives
Butter missing.
Decide on dry bread.
Teapot empty.
Decide on bread alone.
Bread gone.
C.O: congratulates P.M.C. on breakfast.
P.M.C. decides to raise messing 3d.
Hysterical feeling in the throat.
Look at watch.
Scream.
Abandon the whole idea.
Rush on parade.
Find Coy left 30 minutes ago.
Under close arrest (neglect of duty)

runs

"

BIRTHS, MARRIAGES AND DEATHS
BIRTHS.
FYLER.—On 21641 at Nairobi to wife of Capt. R. Fyler. a
daughter.
KING.—On 13841 at Lambeth to wife of Pte. King, a son
Kenneth William.
MARRIAGES.
CORKE—COLEMAN.—On 23841
to Dorothy May. Coleman.

at

Tollbridge.

Pte.

Corke

EVANS—RICHARDS.—On 23841 at Isleworth, Pte. Evans to
Doris Muriel Richards.
OWEN—DAVIDSON.—On 4841 at Hildenborough, L/Cpl. W.
Owen to Adelaide Davidson.
WEST—SPICE.—On 16841 at Maidstone, Pte. West to Mar
garet Jean Spice.
ENGAGEMENTS.
HAZELTON—KIND.—The Engagement is announced between
Capt. B. E. Hazelton and Miss Kind. F.A.N.Y. of Rhodesia.
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70th BATTALION

"A" Company.
BOXING.

Headquarter Company.
The month of August has been somewhat hectic, with
various Schemes and Cadres in full swing, and now the Bat
talion is verging on to some intensive training during the
Autumn and Winter months.
With the threat of the Spanish Invasion in 1588 (correct
mo if I am wrong) Drake played Bowls.
Drake's contemporaries, however, do not believe in any
thing so staid and dignified, as bowls. With the threat of the
German invasion hanging o'er our heads, some of the mighty
"Powers that be" were found in the Officers' Mess to have
quite discarded their "dignity" (for the time being) and were
scrambling all over the floor cn all fours thoroughly immersed
in a game of "TiddleyWinks." However, I am pleased to be
able to state that the "Masseur" was not required the follow
ing morning, although it is rumoured that one or two were a
bit "cut up" owing to the fact that they were performing all
sorts of contortionisms with their spurs on.
A famous English poet once said that "Mad dogs and
Englishmen stay out in the imidday sun." That may be so, but
there are two Englishmen, one a R.S.M. — never mind the
other—who apparently care not whether it be the midday sun
or a regular downpoxir late at night, these two worthies,
having been left stranded at a nearby town late one night
even found some elation in walking some four miles back to
billets in the dark, and in the rain, it mattered nought to
them.
"Incognito."
That filthy
machine,
Needs a jolly good clean, 
It's the duplicator, I knew;
So into the room
With rag and a broom 
Comes Orderly Room Clerk, name o' Glew.
"This part seems to hit,
So pull it to bits,"
Was the sound that gave him his clue;
So into its bits.
Now none of it fits.
It's the duplication. Where's Glew?
Covered in ink.
His face all turned pink.
This lad finds
the bits, not a few;
But put them together
Is a job that could never
Be done by a clerk, name o' Glew.
Together it is.
It goes with a whizz
Just as though 'twere new;
But how does it go?
It doesn't, oh 110,
'Cause 'twas fitted
by clerk, name 0' Glew.
Holliman's ccme.
The orders to run,
An expression that doesn't seem new
Is frequently heard,
Not an uncommon word,
When applied to a clerk name o' Glew.
Now in comes old Mace,
A grin on his face
To think of something in lieu;
But it all comes to pass
It turned out a farce
It's together now. Get out Glew.
Now on H.Q. gate.
Awaiting his fate
Stands an exO.R. clerk, name o' Grew,
The passers just) smile
And think all the while
Of an expert machinist, name of Glew,

Even the furthest corner of the globe heard the echoes.
What fights!
What a galaxy.of crowns were there to watch
(including two W.A.A.F.S.). and even the R.A.F. awakened
from their slumbers to do us honour.
The Brasshats are
still in a dither over "H." Oh! that left of our C.S.M.'s! and
I thought he abhored boxing; another sweet kiddie gone to
ruin.
Joking apart, chums, it was a rattling good show.
The
two C.S.M.s' fight
was worth a 2 guinea ringside seat.
Our
lads did splendidly. Result: Draw 6—6 "A" Company versus
5th Hampshire Regiment.
"The dreams" have now taken over the Signals.
We get all posts (Together).
"Beware." Mr. B
n is scouting round for gassy tilings.
Sgt. Mi
y, who is now in charge of weapons, has been
going around yelling his latest warcry:."A Bren—A Bren—a
kingdom for a Bren." We regret to announce he is now in an
infirmary. The Stores gave him an inch cf 4 by 2.
We are still waiting for Chico and Harpo.
"Who is C.S.I.C."?
"Ah! that man again!" by the Orderly Corporal.
What we must know is: "Is Mr. Murphy Irish?"
Was
K.M.A.P. ever settled? Has the Quarter Bloke his own bank
ing account?
"A Q.M.'s LAMENT."
A Battle Dress blouse; a slipper,
Were lying just outside the door.
When came round the corner "Three Pipper."
And stood blinking in at the door.
Three men stood within who were quaking,
And they all saw the Pipper's eyes gleam.
They all wished at once.
And hoped they were waking—
Up from a 'orrible dream.
When out irom cookhouse (adjoining the store) came
creeping
A young man with a sickly grin.
Who advancd on the Pipper—half weeping,
To tell him his 'orrible sin.
"I've made my books up, yer Honour,
I11 a terrible state they be.
They're not in alpha-betical order.
Course I've forgotten me A.B.C."
(Our regrets to the uninitiated, for it will be hard to
follow).

"The Tail That Wagged." or our Boxing Match versus
5th Bn. The Hampshire Regiment on Aug. 27th.
A packed hall saw many spirited contests and a grand
rally by our boys to carry off the match, after being 5—2 down
ar, the interval. A pep talk and our nversaydie spirit, saw
us win four of the last five
bouts to make it 18 points all.
but a win for us as we won the last fight.
A fine
show was put up, and it is hard to criticise indi
vidually, but C.S.M. Stannard deserves special mention.
At
a time when most of us are content to relate how we used to
do it, his sortie was a lesson and inspiration to all present;
fought in the finest
traditions of Services' boxing, his bout
was anything but a hugging and tickling affair (unless a visit
to the M.O. can be caused by tickling). Congratulation to
both he and his opponent, C.S.M. Pearson, for an excellent
example of clean hard fighting
and sportsmanship to their
men. Corpl. Collins, showing a nice line in underwear (How
many coupons?) gave us our first
victory with a clever dis
play. and Lc.Corpl. Burroughs was our other victor before
the interval.
Corpl. (Southpaw) Jones mustl have been inspired by the
music ably put over by our opponent's dance band, for he
sent his opponent back a sorer and saner man. Pt. Harrison
won closely against a clever opponent.
One fight
to go with "A" Company one point down, but
Corpl. Plowman brought it off and the match was ours.
Lc.Corpl, Bush, Lc.Corpl. Freestone antf Pte.
BalKham
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all put up a great fight.
Lc.Corpl. Freestone showed us that
his opponent's experience, reputation and dressing gown had
n j fears for him.
Congratulations to the fighters
for an
excellent show and to the R.A.F. for their kindness in loan
ing us the hall, the ring, and helping officiate, and to Sergt.
Inst. Baxter, A.P.T.C., for his most valuable assistance. We
hope to send more good news after our match v. R.A.F.
shortly.
"FUZZY."
4

««B" Company
August and change are synonymous as far as '"B" Com
pany are concerned.
Privately and confidentially we inform you that there
has been a change in the weather. Ages ago, it seems now,
we lived at C
M
Farm, which has almost become a
nudist colony. Most of us have developed a tan that would
have been envied at any seaside resort. Instructions in a
cherry orchard with fruit dangling just above us! Then we
moved into Arctic conditions and "some" rain. We learned
the value of belltents on picture postcards but not to live
in.
It is not always true that "a change is as good as a rest,"
In fact in our Company to say "No" would be risking
"arrest." Some would more readily believe you if you said
August days and "Dogs' Days" was nearer the truth.
The fruit season has been in full swing and many wise
people are preserving fruit for future use. Someone who
should know has suggested that "B" Company have spent a
great deal of time bottling "raspberries."
Last month's correspondent remarked that the Company
is now together. He should have to visit the Platoons each
morning without transport.
THINGS WE WOULD LIKE TO KNOW.
Who invented pressing the "self starter" with the knee?
Who said "Love knows no barriers"?
Who thinks it wise to count three before throwing a
"four second" hand grenade?
T.W.G.

4

"C" Company.
We welcome another officer in 2nd Lieut. R. W.. B
,
and also 2nd Lieut. J. G. B
, who has returned to us after
a sojourn with "B" Company, only to disappear from our
midst once more to his native wilds.
Our attentions are still unselfishly devoted to the well
being of the Cadres and the Home Guard, who look upon S
H
as their spiritual home rather more than we do our
selves; in fact, the Home Guard, after spending some of their
time here under canvas, are quite disappointed when the
time comes for them to return heme. Incidentally an Orderly
Officer is always delighted to hear their enthusiasm for the
messing, and the cooks receive praise but never complaints.
2nd Lieut. J. H
disappeared on some mysterious ad
venture and returned with his old world graciousness un
diminished, and, in addition, a very worldly look in his eye.
In the realm of sport, we defeated the Home Guard by
320 points to 280 in a .22 match; and hope to have more
matches in the future.
A cricket match against the local
village of A
resulted in a defeat by 60 runs.
Our weekly dances continue to be most successful, and
we have occasionally been treated to individual entertain
ments of different kinds by our own local talent.
Who tried to take a short cut from the attic
Cadre definitions: D.A.D.O.S.. "an extinct bird."
Adjutant. "The Officer paid to do the C.O.'s work."
4

"D" Company
"Once more into the breach, dear friends," or more appro
priate still for the past month would be "Once more into the
defence
'D' Company."

Digging, digging, digging, has been the order of every
day, and each morning has seen a procession of noble toilers
with the implements of torture upon their shoulders or
otherwise draped about the body, making its way towards
the scene of operations.
At the end of the day, that same Army, now very ex
hausted, can be seen wending its way back to the place
whence it came, hoping that the cook has performed absolute
wizardry with the hot meal, for haversack rations are cheer
less comfort, although the arrival of the ration truck is the
high spot of the day.
As always, the greatest danger is slacking off after the
initial enthusiasm, but this has not happened and things
have proceeded at a cracking pace inspired by a magic date
forever before us, with which we believe the Prime Minister
was associated.
By far the greatest effort was an extremely well organised
demonstration to our comrades in arms—the Home Guard—
in order to show that the lessons of Crete have been learned
—we hope!
Everything went with a swing and our thanks are in no
small way due to the R.A.F. for their excellent cooperation.
Later on in tlhe month two Platoons were to be seen
setting forth at a very late hour in charsabanc to maraud on
another Company's territory and to fight
its way through the
night. Came the dawn and the worthy "parachutists" were
in possession, only to be driven off by a successful counter
attack.
Breakfast time, however, was drawing near and a
"strategic withdrawal" was duly made in that direction.
Our strength has been increased during the past month,
and we take this opportunity of extending a hearty welcome
t> the personnel of the drafts responsible. We are also very
pleased to welcome 2nd Lieut. B. H. D
, who has recently
joined us.
It is regretted that sport has had to give way fairly con
siderably to the important tasks in hand, but we hope to re
instate it more fully in the future.

+
<<E"

Company

The smell of light ale pervades the air as I send you
our news hot from the back parlour of the K
A
. We
have been very busy of late passing our P.E. tests and conse
quently we are taking on the appearance of supermen! It
is even rumoured that Sgt. B
r has done a record mile
(his time being 10 minutes approx.).
We welcome a new decoration to the Company, viz., a
pair of crossswords which adorn the arm of a certain Lance
Corporal. This N.C.O. has been looking a bit off colour for
some time, and we wish him a speedy return to duty.
Turning to matters nearer and dearer to the hearts of
mere privates, mention must be made of our supreme efforts
in wiring and construction (these words have a familiar
ring!). The surrounding countryside is now covered by a
vast network of barbed wire and finding
one's way back to
camp "becomes increasingly difficult, and wc hope it will be
come even more so.
Here is a real titbit of news! In a recent demonstration
the main guard was highly commended. By whom? Not the
O.C. or even the C.O.. but none other than the C.inC. H
F
.
Nevertheless the "Daily Mirror" still insists that
will not b e . . . . ? So what are we to do? Incidentally
in the abovementioned demonstration one of our sentries
had the misfortune to "present arms" to the local milk lorry.
His salute, however, was completely ignored.
Before writing
finis to this inspiring article there are one or two things
WE WANT TO KNOW.
1. How is it that the Coy. Office is rapidly taking on
the appearance of a 2d. library?
2. Who departed suddenly from his motor bike one wet
morning not so very long ago?
3. How many miles does the Coy. runner do in a day?
4. How did a certain Platoon Sergt. get his lip skinned?
5. Is the range of a .22 as far as the nearest tin can?
6. Where does the Col.Sergt.'s clerk disappear to?
7. Who leads a fairhaired W.A.A.F. astray nightly?
"BENBOW."
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Company

"Hello," Playmates, the Battalion Top Company calling
from the depths of our trenches. We are now getting used to
being together again, and the "Boys" are thinking of buying
Pioneer Hat Badges. The? pre really enjoyingthe good work
that is being done, and 'are: also finding .time to "Spit and
Polish."
We congratulate the N.C.Os. ("Bless 'em") and men for
the show they put up against the R.A.F. at football, the
, score in the first match was "F" Coy. 7, R.A.F. 2. In the
following game "F" beat them again 9 to 4. This mjist have
taken some of the cream out of the Brylcream Boys.
We
congratulate the "Officers" for the splendid show against the
Tank Corps at indoor hockey, where the "spectators" lost
count of the "goals."
The Company is certainly taking the highest honours in
the sporting world. They put up a very good show at B
,
and also took high awards at Ml
; in fact we reckon to have
one of the best athletic sides in. the Fighting 70th/.
Our
A. I C.S.M. is a very prominent member of the team..
One of our favourite officers, 2nd Lieut. H
, has left
to go to Aldershot. No reason to get alarmed, fellow
sufferers, he is attending a P.T. Course; we hope he returns to
us with his crossswords up the right way. Well, "Playmates,"
I seem to have run out of scandal, so here's "F" Company
signing off.
EDY.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Why does a certain Platoon have nights off to go and
find Blanca?
Who is the Sergeant who is applying to pay half messing
fees after his visit to the dentist?
Who is Fanny?
Why does an Officer and a Sergeant go around knocking
fire buckets" over? '
Who is the Private who stops in at night, since a certain
W.A.A.F. was posted away?
—

of different words used by most Sergeants, this is obviously
a gross exaggeration.
COLOURSERGEANT.
He is responsible for a soldier's paysheet. He is most
harshly thought of and spoken of when one's furlough money
does not reach the sum expected.
COMPANYSERGEANTMAJOR.
Immortalised in song as "NickNack, ScallyWag, Son of
Old Nick." Is seldom referred to as such by the men in his
Company.
DRUMMAJOR.
Is the most gorgeously attired member of a Battalion.
He leads the Band on parade where he swings the mace with
reckless abandon. It is whispered that the mace was once
dropped on parade when the Regiment was stationed in
India. Whether this occurred before the Mutiny or since,
is not known.
THE BANDMASTER.
A unique rank in a Battalion He has the he.artbreaking
job of transforming small, untidy and apparently tuneless
boys, into smart and able bandsmen. Is at his best when
conducting the band', in all its glory, at an engagement. Then
he is really happy, his brow serene, save perhaps when some
wretched cornet player falls to observe a change of key. His
face then becomes distorted. He gibbers. Covered by the
noise of the whole band, he says things against the offender,
which he must, in his quieter hours, regret. He wears a harp
on his sleeve. The War Office has shown some forethought
here, as it is highly improbable that he will attain to such
an instrument in the better'life.
REGIMENTALSERGEANTMAJOR.
The Major Domo of the Battalion. The terror of young
subalterns. An acknowledged master of the BarrackSquare.
He wears the Royal Arms as his badge of rank and guileless
rookies can easily be persuaded that he is a member of .the
Royal Household, such is the awe he inspires.

4

INFANTRY TRAINING
CENTRE
THE ARMY: OTHER RANKS.
PRIVATE.
The backbone of the whole army. The rank at which
most soldiers start. This being the only one In which you
cannot enjoy an acting rank. There are no acting/Privates,
either one is a full Private or one is fortunate and is not in
the army at all. A lot of Privates refuse promotion because
they consider their position most enviable—no fatigues or
parades or guards, etc. Each Private carries a FieldMarshal's
baton in his equipment. It is reported that In one famous
regiment a man was awarded seven days C.B. for falling to
have one in his pack whilst on parade.
LANOECORPORAL.
The penultimate position in the army. Them are several
varieties, as, Actlng/LanceOorporal; Acting/Unpaid/Lance
Corporal; Provisional/LanceCorporal and just plain Lance
Corporal. In the Royal Artillery this species Is known as
Lance/Bambadier. There is also an unofficial designation;
LanceCorporal, Unpaid, Unwanted. There Is, however, no
apparent difference, they all wear one stripe.
CORPORAL.
He wears double the LanceCorporal's stripe and readily
admits that he does about ten times as much work. I.t is
no secret in the army that .this, is the best job the Service
has to offer. It is practically impossible however, to find a
Corporal to confirm this, . >
SERGEANT.
The most maligned N.G.O. in any army. He is .reputed
to have . a "large and varied vocabulary. fFronr tlienumber

4

HISTORIES FOR SALE
THE REGIMENTAL WAR HISTORY.
Copies of "The Regimental War History," compiled by
Mr. C. T. Atkinson, may be obtained from The Adjutant.
Depot. Royal West Kent Regiment, The Barracks, Maidstone.
Price 7/ (by post 7/9).
THE 1st BATTALION WAR HISTORY.
Copies of "Invicta," compiled by Major C. V. Molony.
may be obtained from The Adjutant, Depot, Royal West Kent
Regiment, The Barracks, Maidstone. Price 1/ (by post 1/6).
THE 8th BATTALION.
Copies of "The History of the 8th Battalion" may be
obtained from Lt.Col. H. S. Brown, 80. Woodside, London,
S.W.19, price 1/6, for those connected with the 8th Battalion.
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If you want your Evening Wear,
Sports Wear, or in fact anything
Laundered expertly, send to the

Maidstone & District Laundry Co., Ltd.
Loose Road* Maidstofte.
Telephone:

Maidstone 30120
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A VISIT TO THE OLD HOME
In company with Mr. Audsley, the oldest Committee
Member of our Past and Present Association, we recently
paid a visit to our old home town the "Home of the Regi
ment." Arming ourselves with Special Permits to enter a
prohibited area, Identity Cards, and tommy for the day, we
boarded the coach at New Eltham to find
our two seats
booked in advance were the only one's vacant, so business
appeared flourishing.
We only got .to the "Bull." Birchwood.
about three miles out when our progress was barred for
scrutiny of credentials, etc. We passed the test although the
police seemed to have a suspicious squint at us. As there
were other coaches and several cars held up for examination,
this delayed us for nearly half an hour. Proceeding without
further incident and on debusing at M
met our old
comrade. Jonathan Gould, a member of our M
Branch.
who like ourselves is rapidly anvancing in years. Being market
day we also met others in the town. On reaching barracks we
were attracted by the handsome new gates which have been
installed and are a very worthy introduction to the "Home of
the Regiment." the name of the regiment being beautifully
worked into the castings of the gates; the old gates which
had stood since the barracks were built had outlived their
usefulness when present day traffic, tanks, etc.. has .to be
considered; we reflected that it was nearly 59 years ago that
I first
passed through them. Audsley coming along a few
months later, he delayed to pass an examination for which
he had entered, and then being informed that a Course of
military training was an additional advantage joined up and
remained to do twentyeight years with the regiment. No
wonder he has it in his bones. We were disappointed with
the barracks which seemed to be deserted, compared with out
own great war experiences, when .the barracks was crammed
and the square covered all day with squads in training, but
this was explained away when we were directed to "Invicta"
lines, where we found a very expensive and uptodate camp
had been built. Here we were fortunate to meet Lt.Colonel
E
. Commanding, Major B
. Captain S
and others
that we knew. We returned to barracks where we had our
lunch and a chat with Drummy and others and then on to
"All Saints." We were anxious to see if any damage had been
done; happily the church has escaped injury as well as our
beautiful regimental memorial windows, although quite close
by. in M
S
considerable damage has been done and
many buildings obliterated. I have vivid personal recollec
tions of O
M
S
for it was here I was conducted
by a Sergeant from the Depot to be sworn in by Mr. William
Page. J.P.
At
that
time M
S
was cottage
property and Mr. Page's office was in an antiquated wooden
building, and reached by a rickity winding staircase, and
stood by the side of the stream on the site now occupied by
a
Sj and I suppose was a part of the old water mill from
which the street probably takes its name. Mr. Page impressed
me as a kindly old gentleman about seventy or more, one of
the old school. The swearingin process over, the Sergeant
tendered the shilling attesting fee which he told him to
keep, he then asked me several questions and spoke very
nicely of the West Kent as a good old regiment. Whether he
had any connection with the regiment I could not say. but
he seemed to know it very well. A year or so later, Com
manding Officers were designated as J.P.'s, for the purpose of
attesting recruits, thus saving the revenue many shillings,
and later this authority was extended to all commissioned
officers, as is the rule today.
We visited other interesting parts of .the town, viewing
raid damage and on the whole concluded that the damage
was not too bad compared with others that we have seen,
some quite close to us here at home; after tea in the town
we returned, as we had went, after passing a very pleasant
day which served to remind us of the Reunion days which
we hope will soon be revived.
We had hoped to visit our old friend and comrade.
Lt.Colonel Richard Knowlden (Dicky to his friends), but to
our regret was informed that he had died and been buried

the previous day. It was nice to learn that so much respect
had been evinced at. his funeral, especially by the officers of
the Depot. I served with him for over eight years. He was a
good old friend of the West Kent and always attended our
Reunion parades, he was a fine
Old Man, a grand Old
Soldier, and a loyal and very worthy Old Comrade, an ex
cavalryman, he had served in the 11th Hussars, Dragoons.
5th Lancers, and West Kent Yeomanry, as a Quartermaster.
He was incomparable for getting things done. During the
Great War whilst serving in Egypt with a remount Depot the
Commandant sent for him one day, saying 200 horses are re
quired to be sent to C
as soon as possible. "They must be
well shod and with a spare set of shoes for each horse—now
when can they be ready?" "Tomorrow night." replied the
Quartermaster. "Don't talk rot man." replied the Comman
dant, "more like a fortnight." "Very well." said Knowlden, and
set off for the job. He commandeered all the native shoeing
smiths, readymade Shoes and shoe iron to be found in the
bazaar, and with his own staff they worked through the
night, and to the agreeable surprise of .the Commandant, the
horses were ready and despatched in good time next evening.
Old hands who knew him will feel sorry to hear that
Jimmy Carter, late ColourSergeant, has been bombed out.
and his house demolished. The family were at home at the
time, but fortunately, beyond bruises and scratches, escaped
without serious injuries.
"The Watchdog."


DIARY OF WAR

EVENTS

July 13th.—Alliance between Britain and Russia concluded at
Moscow; each Power to assist and support the other by
all possible means and to conclude no separate armistice
or peace treaty.
Battle in Russia resumed all along
line. Armistice terms in Syria initialled at Acre.
July 14th.—Air attacks on enemy shipping damage five ships.
British submarines sink three Italian supply ships in
Mediterranean; two more sunk by air raid on Benghazi.
British air raid losses for month lowest since raids began
last summer.
July 15th.—Terms of Syrian armistice include surrender of
country and all military stores, installations, guns and
transport to Britain—French forces allowed honours of
war and those unwilling to join Free French to be re
patriated.
Heavy R.A.F. raid on Bremen and Hanover.
Successful Russian air raid on Rumanian oilfields. Heavy
fighting
continues in Russia.
July 16th.—Battle continues in Russia.
Australian troops
enter Beirut in Syria. Successful daylight raid by R.A.F.
on Rotterdam; 150,000 tons of shipping sunk or damaged.
Three other enemy
vessels sunk
in Channel and
Mediterranean.
July 17th.—Fierce fighting
continues in Russia.
R.A.F. at
tack enemy shipping in Channel.
July 18th.—Germans claim capture of Smolensk. Polotsk, and
Kishinev. Successful British raid at Tobruk.
July 19th.—German attacks all along front in Russia con
tinue, but make little progress.
July 20th.—R.A.F. destroy 48,000 tons of enemy shipping in
raids on convoys in North Sea and Mediterranean.
British Ministerial changes announced.
July 21st.—Russians withdraw from Bessarabia.
July 22nd.—Germans raid Moscow for first
time.
July 23rd.—Vichy Government cedes to Japan air and naval
bases in IndoChina.
July 24th.—Heavy and successful R.A.F. raid on German
pocket battleships in French ports; both hit and dam
aged. 33 enemy fighters
shot down for loss of 22 of our
aircraft.
Successful attacks on hostile convoys in
Channel and Mediterranean.
July 25th.—Britain and U.S.A. freeze Japanese assets. Heavy
fighting
in Russia with little change In situation. Enemy
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THE GERMAN INVASION OF RUSSIA
With the unexpected and inexplicable attack on Russia
by Germany, in the third week of June, the war entered upon
a new phase, which will powerfully and probably decisively
influence the final result. It is as yet too early to say what the
outcome of this latest campaign of German aggression will
be, for asi we write these lines in the third week of August, it
is already in full course. But some account may now be given
of its opening stages.
The reasons that induced Hitler so wantonly and suddenly
to fall upon Soviet Russia will not be fully known for many a
year, if at all. It was of course obvious that if Naeism continued
to dominate Germany and Europe, conflict with Russia was in
the nature of things sooner or later inevitable. There is a funda
mental contradiction between the ideologies of the two great
Powers which no pact of friendship and nonaggression,
however temporarily useful to one or both sides, could
nullify for long.
But why did Hitler choose this particular
moment to tear the pact up and march his armies on
0
Moscow
The reasons were certainly complex, and some of them
can easily be conjectured. Growing dislike for the prospects
of an invasion of this country—dread of the increase of dis
content at home—fear of the rising offensive power of the
R.A.F. — the tightening grip of our naval blockade — German
failure in the battle of the Atlantic—anxiety about his future
oil supplies—the failure of the attempted antiBritish coups
in Iraq and Syria — all these may reasonably be counted
pymong the motives in Hitler's mind inducing him to do some
thing spectacular to compensate for the failure of his at
tacks both on Britain and in the East. He no doubt felt that
a clash with Russia was inevitable sooner or later, and that
he must attack her if he did not wish to see Russia attack
him when it suited her best and him least, at a time when
his hands were no longer, as they were for the moment,
fairly free in the West.
There could therefore be no tame
more favourable than the present, and the longer he waited,
the more would his chances of success deteriorate.
Moreover, he apparently fancied that these chances were
reasonably good. His military advisers had a low opinion of
the efficiency of the Russian army, not so much of the fight
ing power of its troops as of its leadership and organisation.
In the German view it would be easy by a swift and
violent attack, to catch the Russians only partly prepared for
defence, for it was known that it would take them five
or
six weeks to mobilise and assemble their maximum forces in
concentration areas in the West. Before they could do so
it was expected that the German armoured troops, supported
by his Luftwaffe, would have penetrated so deeply into the
heart of the country that its whole plan and system of
defence would be thrown out of gear. If the invasion could
reach Leningrad, Moscow and Kiev, the campaign would be
virtually won, lor though strong Russian forces would still
be in being, they would be in no position to retake what
they had lost for many months to come, nor even if they could
dc so, would tliey be any serious danger to Germany herself
for even longer.
But all this turned 011 whether or not
Hitler's armies could really gain the rapid and complete
victory in Russia that he expected. If not. if they got en
tangled in long drawn out, expensive and inconclusive opera
tions, Gennany would find
herself begged in that very war
on two fronts which has always haunted her strategists and
which it was her main purpose in this new campaign to
avoid. So far as can be seen from the incomplete information
at present available, this is in fact what has happened. Swift
and complete victory has so far eluded Germany; Russia has
survived the first few perilous weeks, in which she was fight
ing to gain time to muster her mighty strength for war, and
though Germany has inflicted and suffered heavy losses, and
has bitten deep into her adversaries territory, she lias neither
won nor come within sight of winning any decisive success.
It must be admitted, however, that by reason of her
flying
start and the great superiority of the forces she was
able to utilise in the first
few weeks of the campaign she
was able to make rapid and deep progress into West Russia.
That period of extensive advance is now at an end, but it
has carried the German armies forward from the. Western
frontiers of Russianoccupied territory for a distance of close

011 500 miles at their deepest point of penetration. But some
idea of the magnitude of the task yet before them may be
gathered when it is realised that they are still 200 miles from
Moscow, nearly 100 miles from Leningrad, and not yet within
striking distance of Kiev, though the fall of the last named
city in the near future—possibly before these lines appear in
print—would not be unexpected.
It seems that at the
moment the advance in the centre of the long 1,500 mile
battle front between the Baltic and Black Sea has come to
a. standstill, and that the Germans are now massing the bulk
of
their forces
on
both
wings, for
the capture of
Leningrad and the conquest of the Ukraine.
This would
indeed seem to be their best policy, for their prospects of
achieving at this late stage anything like the complete de
feat and destruction of the main body of the Russian army
are remote, and the rich prize of the Ukraine would at least
be tangible and valuable.
The harvest of its fertile corn
fields has now been reaped and carried off or destroyed, but
the coal and iron of the Don and Donetz basins, 100 miles
east of the Lower Dnieper river, still beckons them on, while
another 500 miles away to the southeast lie the chief prize
01 the whole campaign, the oil of the Caucasus. Meanwhile
the season for large scale fighting
is drawing to Its end, and
the Germans will have to move faster than tliey have been
doing in the last few weeks if they are to win their race to
their objectives against time, and against their own wasting
strength and impetus.
Where so little detailed and reliable information is avail
able, speculation as to the forces engaged on either side and
tlie losses each has suffered, may well be seriously wide of
the mark.
The Germans with their allies, the Finns, the
Hungarians, and the Rumanians, to whom must now be
allied a small Italian contingent, probably number between
200 and 250 divisions, of which at least 30, possibly more,
are armoured divisions. This would give them a total strength
of from 2J to 3 million men, with perhaps another million
employed in various auxiliary and noncombatant work 011
the long lines of communications and in the vast back areas
behind the battlefront.
The Russian forces available to
oppose them are probably more, rather
than less numerous.
These were the numbers that the Germans had when the
invasion started. Estimates of how many are now left will
vary with the supposed figures
of casualties. On these it is
impossible to arrive at any finality,
but totals of a million or
more for either side are patently exaggerated, for anything
like a general percentage of losses up to nearly or over 33
per cent, would have obviously have brought the fighting
to
a close before now. Possibly a figure
of threequarters of a
million for each army would still be on the high side, but
it may well be reached, perhaps passed, before winter ter
minates active campaigning for the year. For the material
losses in tanks, guns and aeroplanes there are no reliable
figures
worth giving.
The Germans habitually go in for
exaggeration, and admit it. as a matter of high policy, and
the only doubt is how far that policy is being pushed—an
other words, not whether their claims are false, but just
how false tliey are. The Russian figures
as to German, losses
can be only approximate, for no army which is continually
retiring can have any but very general ideas as to how
many of the enemy have fallen victims to its fire
before it
withdraws from any one battlefield.
It, is fairly clear from the whole course of the operations
to date that the Germans have not yet succeeded 111
crippling either the Russian's tank arm or the Red Air Force,
and it is on their superiority in these two fields
that their
long run. of victories in Western and SouthEastern Europe
has been founded. Unless and until tliey can achieve sucli
superiority again, that victorious career is unlikely to be
repeated in Russia. Everything seems to indicate, in fact,
that they have at last encountered a foe able and resolved
to meet them on more or less equal terms, and that the
battlefront in the East will gradually stabilise as the cam
paigning season draws to its end with the coming of winter.
For Germany this would be equivalent to a defeat, and a
defeat with farreaching consequences, for only a rapid and
complete success, leading to the elimination of Russia from
the war this year, could justify the new military, adventure
into which the overweening cupidity and ambition.of Hit'rr
has thrust his people.
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"Quo Fas at Gloria Ducunt."
BATTLE HONOURS BORNE ON THE REGIMENTAL COLOUR :
The Sphinx, superscribed "Egypt."
"Vimiera," "Corunna." "Almaraz." "Vittoria," "Pyrenees,"
"Nive," "Orthes," "Peninsula,"
"Punniar." "Moodkee,"
"Perozeshah," "Aliwal," "Sobraon," "Alma," "Inkerman," "Sevastopol," "Lucknow," "New Zealand," "Egypt, 1882,"
"Nile, 188485," "South Africa, 190002," "Afghanistan, 1919."
BATTLE
"Moils."

"Ypres,

1914,

'15.

'17,

HONOURS

BORNE

ON

THE

KING'S

COLOUR :

'18," "Hill 60." "Somme, 1916, '18." "Vimy, 1917." "Italy, 1917. H8." "Gallipoll, 1915."
"Gaza." "Defence of Kut A1 Amara," "Sharqat."

THE

GREAT

WAR

BATTLE

HONOURS—18

BATTALIONS :

"Mons," "Le Cateau," "Retreat from Mons," "Marne, 1914," "Aisne, 1914," "La Bass6e, 1914," "Messines, 1914, '17,"
"Ypres, 1914. '15. '17. '18." "Hill 60," "Gravenstafel," "St. Jullen," "Frezenberg," "Loos," "Somme, 1916, '18."
"Albert, 1916. '18." "Bazentin," "Delville Wood." "Pozieres," "Guillemont," "FlersCourcelette," "Morval," "Thiepval."
"Le Transloy," "Ancre Heights," "Ancre, 1916,
'18,"
"Arras, 1917, '18," "Vimy, 1917," "Scarpe, 1917," "Oppy,"
"Pilckem," "Langemarck, 1917," "Menin Road," "Polygon Wood," "Broodseinde," "Passchendaele," "Cambrai, 1917, '18."
"St. Quentin," "Rosieres," "Avre." "Villers Bretonneux," "Lys." "Hazebrouck," "Kemmel." "Amiens," "Bapaume, 1918."
"Hindenburg
Line."
"Ep6hy."
"Canal
du
Nord,"
"St.
Quentin
Canal,"
"Courtrai,"
"Selle," "Sambre,"
"Prance and Flanders, 191418." "Italy, 1917, '18." "Suvla," "Landing
at Suvla," "Scimitar Hill," "Gallipoli. 1915,"
"Rumani." "Egypt, 191516," "Gaza," "El Mughar," "Jerusalem," "Jericho,"
"Tell
'Asur," "Palestine, 1917, '18."
"Defence of Kut A1 Amara," "Sharqat," Mesopotamia, 191518."

Will all those who know the whereabouts of Prisoners
please let me know, so that it can be published in order that
their friends may communicate with them.

Once again we have a new Editor for our Regimental
Magazine; this is due to a general reorganisation, and it
makes the fourth Editor, so far, this year.
*

*

*

No.
Rank
Name
67175 Capt. Stanyon. T. T. W.
P/121840 2Lt. Turner. J. M.
6348011 Pte. Haydon, L. J.
6346199 Pte. Head. S.
5727301 Pte. Holmes, C. J.
6346425 Sgt. Hall, R. E.
6347292 L.Cpl. Jeffrey. F. C.
6340789 L.Sgt. Kennett. H. A.
3965793 Pte. Laurenson, D. L.
6345060 Pte. Mannering, E. E.
6341188 C.S.M. Parker, J. F.

In consequence of this reorganisation we regret the de
parture of Lieut.Colonel A. A. E
,
A Regimental Depot Party*has been approved and formed
to look after the Regimental property, etc. This Regimental
Party is commanded by Major S. E. B
. who was well known
as a Quartermaster.
*

*

*

We were all very pleased to receive a visit from General
Sir Charles BonhamCarter. G.C.B., C.M.G., D.S.O.. during the
month.
*

*

*

We heartily congratulate Major Charles Tuff on his attain
ing the appointment of Deputy Lieutenant of Kent. He served
as a Captain with the Regiment during the last war. He is
also a life member of the Association of Men of Kent and
Kentish Men.
*

*

PRISONERS

*

Major Tuff is the donor of the Tuff (Cricket) Trophy,
which is competed for annually by the British Legion Branches
of the County.
*

x

*

We congratulate Major R. O. P
*

*

on passing S.C.
*

A further list of names of those Officers and Other Ranks
Who are Prisoners of War is published in next column,
.1

\

P.O.W. No. and Address
Offlag VII.C, Germany
Offlag L.X.A., Germany.
Stalag XXI.B. Germany
43904 Stalag VIII.B, Germany
4069 Stalag VIII.B, Germany
Stalag XXI.C/M, Germany
2641 Stalag XXI.A, Germany
10565 Stalag VIII.B. Germany
587 Stalag VII.C. Germany
P.N.15545 Stalag XX.B, Germany
20270 Stalag XX.A.3.A.. Germany

OF

WAR

FUND.

We feel very pleased in this month's issue to be able to
tell readers the result of the cricket match played at The
Mote last month in aid of the above fund. The weather was
most favourable — the ground and pitch looked good —
and there was a record crowd. We were most fortunate in
securing many "County" players, mostly now in the Services,
and many of whom had come a long way to play in the
match. The Kent side was very strongly represented. One
almost recaptured the joy of the good old days of Cricket
Week at The Mote,
The Military Band played selections
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during the afternoon. Great excitement was caused during
the tea interval, when winning tickets were drawn from
the Victory Drum, and later three autographed bats were
auctioned by Major Griffiths. The day was voted a complete
success by all. The spectators had a great day of cricket
— the players certainly enjoyed the game — and the fund
was the richer by £312.
We have had a further most welcome surprise this
month from the Home Guard, In the form of a cheque for
£93/16/0 from the 20th (Sevenoaks) Battalion, made up of
contributions from all ranks. We do appreciate this splendid
gesture. Once again our grateful thanks, H.Gs.
We are again this month sending off warm underwear
and woollies in our parcels, and are this week making the
necessary arrangements — through the correct channels
for the despatch of books, games, etc., to the various camps,
in the hope that they will reach the boys in time for Christ
mas. It was very gratifying for us to learn that the last
consignment arrived safely, and was much appreciated.
We held our usual monthly Prisoners of War Dance at
the Lines on the 29th September, when £11/13/4 was added
to the Fund.
Receipts.
£ s. d.
Balance as per last Account
1249 13 5j
August Subscription—
10th Battalion
7 19 2
September—
4th Battalion
7 16 4
6th Battalion
10 0 0
9 th Battalion
9 3 10
70th Battalion
11 14 6
38 14 8
4th Battalion. August and September
16 0 0
2nd Battalion, July, August and September ....
30 0 0
7th Battalion, August and September
20 0 0
Other Ranks, I.T.C.. August and September ..
11 5 3
Draw and Cricket Match, net
284 19 4
Donations—
Mrs. Milton
2 0
Mrs. Tripp
1 0 0
J. H. Outten, Esq
1 7 o
Mrs. K. BrookHollingshead
2 0 0
Mrs. E. Vandenberg
5 o
Captain Sharp
4 0 0
Mrs. Edmonds
10 0
Mrs. O. G. Woodhouse
6 6 0
Miss M. Neate
2 0 0
Mrs. J. G. Austin
5 0
Colonel G. E. L. Pardington
3 0 0
Mrs. Dukes
6 Q
Officer i/c Church Fund, I.T.C. ...
1 0 0
5th Battalion
16 g 4
20th Battalion (Sevenoaks) H.G. .
93 16 0
St. Michael's Parochial C.C
8 0 0
"B" Company Home Guard. Horton
Kirby

2 18

Deptford Social Club
6th Battalion

2
13

Personal Parcel Donations
Proceeds of Dance

2

3

9

0
g

' ^'

NONCOMMISSIONED

£

59

MEN.

Died.
Pte. J. D. Perham.

Pte. N. W. Lunnon.

Wounded.
Pte. C. M. Goldsmith.

BIRTHS, MARRIAGES AND DEATHS
BIRTHS.
HARWOOD.On 15th August, 1941, at Neath, to the wife of
L.Cpl. Harwood, a daughter — Julie Anne.
LANSELL.—On 2.10.41. at Maidstone, to wife of Cpl. Lansell,
a son, Gordon William.
NORMAN.—On 30th August, 1941, at Redhill, to the wife of
Pte. Norman, a daughter — Patricia Yvonne Gladys.
MARRIAGES.
ELLARD—WILKINSON.—On 27.9.41. at St. Mary's Cray. Pte.
Ellard to Ida Wilkinson.
HALL—WARE.—On 4.10.41. at Burham, Pte. Hall to Evelyn.
Dorothy Ware.
HALLETT—SHARPE.—On 25th September, 1941, at Leysdown.
Isle of Sheppey, Cpl. F. Hallett to Grace Sharpe.
HARBORD—SAINT.—On 27.9.41, at Ide Hill. Pte. Harbord to
Elsie Lorraine Saint.
SHOEBRIDGE—YOUNG.—On 21.9.41. at Osterley. Sergt. Shoe
bridge to Mary Nina Elizabeth Young.

AISO LONDON, ALOERSHOT.COLCHESTER . SHORNCllFEE.
TIDWORTM . PORTSMOUTH . CATTERICK AND BELFAST.

AGENTS
GIBRALTAR, Saccone & Speed Ltd., G I B R A L T A R
MALTA,

Captain A. Caruana, Valetta,

CYPRUS,

Spinney's Ltd.,

MALTA
NICOSIA

Spinney's Ltd.,

HAIFA

EGYPT,

4

SUDAN, Buildmore Co. (Sudan) Ltd., KHARTOUM

0

91

s. d
0 0
4

AND

7

Payments.

16

OFFICERS

Killed.
Pte. G. D. Keep.
Pte. F. N. Scrace.

Pte. A. S. Barnett.
Pte. P. Duffy.
Pte. F. G. Funnell.

PALESTINE,
158 10
3 2
11 13

£1831 17

,
Kit for Personal Parcels
Postage
Balance in hand

fTke Hell

6

175s 13

3,

£1831 17

91


ENGAGEMENTS.
BROOKS—BATES.—The engagement is announced between
Lieut. J. E. WyandBrooks. only son of Major S. E. Brooks,
and Hilda, only daughter of Mr. and Mrs J. G. Bates, of
Malvern House, West Mailing,

McEwan-Younger Ltd.,

ADEN,
INDIA

CAIRO

Pallonjee Dinshaw & Co.,
and CEYLON,

Cutler

ADEN

Palmer

&

Co.,

CALCUTTA, MADRAS, LAHORE. BOMBAY, COLOMBO
Forbes Forbes Campbell & Co., Ltd., K A R A C H I

BURMA,

Barnes & Co. Ltd.,

RANGOON

F. M. S., Wm. Jacks & Co. (Malaya) Ltd.,

SINGAPORE and PENANG

CHINA, Jardine Matheson & Co. Ltd., S H A N G H A I
Dodwell & Co. Ltd.,
HONG KONG
MAURITIUS,
JAMAICA,
BERMUDA,

Scott & Co.,

Bryden &

Evelyn

Gosling Bros.,

PORT LOUIS

Ltd.,

KINGSTON
HAMILTON
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LIVESTOCK

IN

BARRACKS

XI.—NOT ON THE STRENGTH.

Reprinted by kind permission of the Proprietors of "Punch."
No one in the battalion ever attempted to say what
breed David was.
Indeed, there was a school of .thought
which held that he wasn't really a dog at all. As a matter
of fact he appeared more like a mixture on an enormous
scale between one of those weird carved figures on Notre
Dame Cathedral and something which a toymaker had
found left over after finishing
a Noah's Ark and couldn't
trust himself to duplicate.
David first
appeared, of course, during a routemarch.
All dogs do. This fact is well known. You have only to
march a battalion through an apparently deserted village
to bring to the surface fifty
children and about a couple of
hundred dogs. The children you leave behind fairly soon,
but most of the dogs come for miles. Two or three nearly
always stay with the regiment for the rest of their lives.
So it was with David. We marched through a village;
we emerged at the other end, and there was David shambling
monstrously along with No. 9 Platoon.
Captain Bayonet, hearing freely expressed comment, turned
round, saw David, and said quite simply, "Good Lord!" then
he looked away, crossing his fingers
and shuddering.
David certainly came as a bit of a shock. He stood about
twofootsix at the shoulder and threefoot further aft. He
had a tail that looked like a wornout shaving brush. At
some period there had evidently been a decided 'Mesalliance'
in his family, for David had a distinct touch of the hearth
rug.
Lieutenant Holster of No. 9 Platoon said "Shrr away!"
and Sergeant Haversack, No. 9 Platoon Sergeant, said " 'Op
it. you—!" but Private Trigger, who was righthand man
of a section of fours and had it up against Sergeant Haversack
rashly said under his breath, "Come along then, good boy,"
in an encouraging voice; and David promptly came.
He came for miles, always keeping station next Private
Trigger, into whose stolid face he gazed anxiously most of
the time.
He appeared to be hopefully expecting another
kind remark, but Trigger, now rather aghast at what had
happened, kept silence. The men simply laughed at David;
nevertheless he padded steadily along. He got on everybody's
nerves at last, but even at the halts he couldn't be driven
off. He ran away just out of range, plumped down on a set
of haunches about tire size of the seat of an armchair and
waited expectantly for the march to be continued. When
wc fell in and moved oil", David took up his position once
more. The officers soon began to be humorous at Captain
Bayonet's expense, and all the other sergeants pretended out
loud that it was Sergeant Haversack's loving little heart that
had attracted David. Private Trigger, who was conscious that
attention would soon be focussed upon himself, began to wish
he had never opened his mouth. When we marched into
barracks David was still with us.
While going up to my quarters I saw Lieutenant Holster
talking severely to Private Trigger in the presence of Sergeant
Haversack, while David, in close attendance, scratched himself
happily on the back of the neck, looking something like an
enormous mop in action. I assumed that David was being
definitely discharged. Yet two days later, coming round a
corner in "C" Company lines, I was run into by what I thought
at first was a charge of cavalry, but proved simply to be David
again. A moment later Private Trigger appeared with a deter
mined expression and a large stick.
He stopped, looked excessively nonchalant, and saluted
when I came up. I could see that he was very angry. I asked
him what was the matter, and why the dog hadn't been sent
away.
Trigger instantly poured out his woes to me. He had. it
appeared, been considerably talked to about it already, and
was finding
life rather hard.
" 'E won't go, sir.
Nobody can't make 'im go. 'E just

sits and looks at me lovinglike. I ain't said a wbrd to 'im
neither since that first
day, except to curse 'im. We all chase
'im away and throw things at 'im, and he just stands and
wags that blooming little shavingbrush of his at us. 'E won't
understan' that he's not on the strength . . ."
1Ie saluted jerkily as I went away, then picked up a stone
and hurled it violently at David's head, which in a sort
of loving anxiety had peeped round a corner.
During the next week David became a thorough nuisance
in the barracks. He was not even a nice dog. He fought other
and betterbroughtup dogs. He disorganised drills by follow
ing Private Trigger through thick and thin, from extended
order to close column. He ran down the line barking when
the men fixed
bayonets.
During lectures on musketry he
scratched himself continuously with a loud rustling sound.
He raided the Sergeants' Mess larder. He had low brawls
with cats during churchparade inspections. Everybody talked
about him, and Private Trigger went about, almost with tears
in his eyes, saying it wasn't his fault.
Captain Bayonet had Trigger up officially in the office
and told him, without much inner knowledge of the real
problem, that he was afraid he must dispose of his dog, as
it appeared to be becoming a nuisance. Trigger luckily was
marched out of the office by the tactful SergeantMajor Maga
zine before he was able to reply properly. Then the cooks
were told that on no account must they feed David: but no
discipline in the world will stop an Army cook giving food
to a homeless dog. Sergeant Grenade, on having some im
portant Musketry Records masticated, fired six rounds of
revolver blank just behind him, and David only thotiglit it
was a game. The harassed LanceCorporal Scabbard, on
finding
that David had mistaken his bed for a private bone
yard of his own, threw a bayonet at him, and David brought
it hopefully back. An orderly was even sent over to the village
where we had picked him up, but the inhabitants wisely denied
any knowledge of ownership. Everybody cursed David and
threw things at him whenever they saw him, and his life
must have become a misery. Yet he would not go. He hung
persistently about, trying to look into Private Trigger's averted
face, as if he hoped to find there a solution to his troubles.
He only found foul language.
At last the Adjutant, whose wife had last three of her best
hens and suspected David, said definitely that Something Must
Be Done. He was backed up strongly in this by Lieutenant
James, whose foxterrier had been attacked and badly bitten,
apparently for merely wagging his tail at the jealous David's
Private Trigger.
Next day the Adjutant interviewed the Colonel, letters were
written, permissions were given, strings were pulled, and wc
all waited. At last came official approval for the transferring
of Private Trigger to another regiment.
Private Trigger, on learning the news, was heard to say
that Thank Heaven,
he'd be shot of that
dog at last.
This, we all pointed out, was not at all the idea. A large party
saw him off at the station and saw that David went too, his
ticket being paid for by a whip round, heavily oversubscribed.
A.A.

MEDAL ROLLS.
There are still a number of copies of the Regimental
Medal Roll, Part I.. 17931881, for disposal.
These wore
originally sold at 4/ per copy, but in order to reduce the
stock it has now been decided to reduce the price to 1/.
Any reader who requires one of these Rolls should apply to
Major S. E. Brooks, Treasurer, "The Queen's Own Gazette,"
and enclose 1/.
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!! : News

from

2nd BATTALION
CRICKET.
July 2nd.—The Queen's Own v. Royal Air Force Head
quarters. Result—won by 9 wickets.
This was rather a disappointing match as R.A.F. Head
quarters, which last season had a very strong side, on this
occasion, produced a very weak one.
Score.—R.A.F. 59.
Pte. Chilmaid 2 for 13. 2ndLieut.
C
2 for 22, Pte. Wilson 4 for 10, Pte. Elcombe 2 for 3.
The Queen's Own.—306 for 2 wickets. 2ndLieut. C
45,
Pte. Haysman 101 (retired), Capt. S
58 (retired), Sgt.
Harden 61 (retired), Capt. R— 27 not out.
July 5th.—The Queen's Own v. The Nomads. Result won
by 9 wickets.
This match, too, was won comfortably, although wc
eventually lost 6 wickets for 162.
Scores.—Nomads 118.
Pte. Chilmaid 1 for 12, Pte. El
combe 2 for 14, Capt. S
2 for 6. Pte. Haysman 3 lor 25.
The Queen's Own 162 for 6. Capt. S—— 70 (retired), Pte.
Haysman 21, Bdm. Hunter 30.
July 19th.—The Queen's Own v. The Dorsets. Result
lost by 5 wickets.
Against the strongest bowling side on the island, our
batting was very poor and wc were all out for 70. However,
our bowlers, especially Pte. Chilmaid, were so successful,
that we had 5 batsman out for 68. and one of these had
made 25 after being dropped at 3. Had this catch, which
was an easy one, been held, anything might have happened.
As it was the later batsman were able to hit with a clear
conscience.
Scores.—The Queen's Own 70.
The Dorsets 153.
Pie.
Chilmaid 3 for 20. Pte. Wilson 3 for 38, Pte. Haysman 3 for
37, Pte. Elcombe 1 for 11.
July 20th.—The Queen's Own v. The Bulls. Result—won
by 5 wickets.
Our bowling was the deciding factor in this match.
Scores.—The Butts 77.
Pte. Chilmead 2 for 14. Capt.
S
2 for 6, Pte. Wilson 2 for 25. 2ndLieut. C
3 for 21.
The Queen's Own 113. Capt. S
38. Pte. Haysman 21.
July 27th.—The Queen's Own v. The Devonshires. Re
sult—won by 62 runs.
Our batting was more consistent in this match and wc
were able to declare at 178 for 6 wickets. Pte. Chilmaid
again bowled well, and we won with 10 minutes to spare.
Scores.—The Queen's Own 178 for 6 (declared).
Pte.
Reeves 46, Pte. Haysman 35. Pte. Cutter 24. Lieut. T
24
not out. The Devonshires 110. Pte. Chilmaid 5 for 25, Pte.
Wilson 1 for 31, Pte. Elcombe 2 for 10.
August 2nd.—The Queen's Own v. an R.A.F. Station. Re
sult—won by 5 wickets.
Our bowling was very steady in this match and the R.A.F.
batsmen took 2 hours and 20 minutes to score 115. when
they declared, leaving us 1 hour and 20 minutes to bat.
Thanks to some excellent batting by Bdm. Hunter and Pte.
Reeves, the runs were made with a quarter of an hour to
spare.
Scores.—R.A.F. 115 lor 6 wickets. The Queen's Own 125
for 6 wickets. Bdm. Hunter 44, Pte. Reeves 36. Capt. R——
21.
HEADQUARTER COMPANY.
We have only played two matches during the past month,
but most ol' the Company team have participated in matches

Battalions : |
Results were as follows: —
July 12th.—H.Q. Company v. "E" Company. Result Ii.Q.
Company won by 8 wickets.
"E" Company 82. Bdm. Hunter (lent by H.Q. Company)
52 not out. Pte. Wilson 9 for 30. H.Q. Company 158 for 9.
Capt. S
72.
July 19th.—H.Q. Company v. "D" Company. Result—H.Q.
Company won by 7 runs.
H.Q. Company 148.
Bdm. Hunter 59, Capt. S
43.
"D" Company 61. Pte. Wilson 4 for 23. Pte. Carter 3 for 17,
Capt. .P.
3 for 10.
July 18th.—H.Q. Company and "D" Company v. "C"
Company and "E" Company. Result—"E" and "C" won by
59 runs.
"C" and "E" Companies 197 for 8 (declared). 2ndLieut.
C
95. Pte. Haysman 46. H.Q. Company and "D" Company
138. Capt. S
33, Pte. M. Cutter 31. Pte. R. Rea 25.
July 26th.—H.Q. Company and "D" Company v. "C" Com
pany and "E" Company. Result—H.Q. Company and "D"
Company won by 6 wickets.
"G" Company and "E" Company 128. Pte. Haysman 39.
Pte. Wilson 7 for 33. H.Q. Company and "D" Company 131
for 4. Capt. S
37, Pte. Reeves 26. Lieut. T
26 not out.
4

Headquarter Company
No. 1 PLATOON.
Signal Platoon calling,
Once again I find it my job to compose the Signal
Platoon's correspondence. Quite a lot lias happened since wc
last appeared in print. Some of it is blue pencil stuff, the
other I can talk about so that some of our doings can be
recorded.
Firstly, training. Wc have done very little in the way ol
signal training. An odd lecture here and there and a num
ber of visual schemes. Unfortunately the Platoon is widely
dispersed and we find it a difficult job to get the Platoon
together. The visual schemes have helped to keep the train
ing going and the men from becoming too rusty. We hope
for better opportunity for training in tlic future. We have
a class starting in a fortnight, and already there is much
scurry and bustle to get things ready to start. Our tame
signal storeman lives in hopes of seeing a lively time in the
near future.
We are sorry to say "goodbye" to our Signal Officer, Lieut.
E. E. N
, who has left us for another Company, although
we welcome with open arms, Lieut. A J. T
, who replaces
him.
SPORT.
We had two entries for the Novices' boxing, which took
place recently, Ptes. Merrey and Howlett. Neither of them
won, but both put up good clean lights.
CRICKET.
There have been a couple of games of cricket recently,
one of which we won.
S I G N A L S V. 1 9 P L A T O O N .
In this match we beat 19 Platoon by a very narrow
margin of four runs. A good, close game.
S I G N A L S V. M .T. " A . "
In this match we were not so lucky, and were beaten by
one wicket.
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HEARD IN THE SLIT TRENCH.
"No more Victory breakfasts for me. Three beans and a
dog is not enough."
"King of Sparks."
No. 2 PLATOON.
Events are great, but time is very scarce, now you will
understand why there is such a small edition this time.
We are right in the midst of our training and seem to
get things pretty even. Of course there is one thing that
probably will never alter, and that is. we still get that rotten
question popped at us, "How is your poor old feet?" (there's
plenty more in the Q.M.'s store). So much for the training
part.
Now we will go into the sporting part of the programme
which seems to be spreading like a fever. First of all, came
the Boxing.
I, and everyone, saw some of the best and
cleanest fights for a long time; every bit of energy was put
into it. We congratulate the N.C.O.'s and Men that took
part in it, they were good winners and jolly good losers.
Well boys keep the show going, this is not the last.
Cricket. We have only played one game against No. 21
Platoon, but with a struggle, we came out on top. We won
by 33 runs. We are expecting to have a few more games
like that.
Winners of the Boxing—L/Cpl. Gibbins, L/Cpl.
Christensen, Pte. Bowden. Well, cheerio folks, we wish you
all a jolly good time and to avoid us being late—A Merry
Christmas.
S.S.S.
M.T. PLATOON.
As our usual scribe of our small piece of "Buster" corres
pondence is in hospital, this month's effort will be even
smaller.
Once again we have a new M.T. Sergeant and M.T.
Corporal. Sgt. Whitlock for P.gt. Copestake, who has gone to
"E" Company, and Cpl. Button for Cpl. Bathurst, who went
to "A" Company. We wish the old M.T. N.C.O.'s good luck
in their new Companies and hope the new N.C.O.'s will carry
on the good work. Most of the N.C.O.'s of the Section are
now on Gas and Unarmed Combat Courses. It lias been
suggested that a "Nursing Course" be held in the Section
for all husbands, with the M.T. Sergeant as Chief Instructor.
We have had some time for sport lately. M.T. "A" played
very well in reaching the final
of the Passball competition.
In the Cricket competition, first round, M.T. "B" lost to
18 Platoon. M.T. "A" beat 12 Platoon and in the 2nd round,
beat the Signals in a very exciting finish,
by six runs.
There's just one more thing. To "Len," "Sammy," "Les,"
"Dutchy," who were once in the M.T. Section of the 2nd
Battalion. We wish you all the best, and all hope to see
you "Bahdin."
"Anon."
f

" B " Echelon
I am afraid our "Buster" correspondence is very short
this month, owing to the fact that very little has happened
since our last issue.
Capt. P
has now settled down to his new job as
Q.M., and our old Q.M. has gone to teach the youngsters how
the job should be done.
Daily routine has been the order of the month and there
is nothing to report, not even in the way of organised sport;
true we have our share of swimming and tennis, but we would
like some organised games with any one who would care to
take us on. We can accommodate any challengers in foot
ball, cricket, hockey, billiards, etc.
I have heard whispers that the "Q" Ests. are intending to
make a comeback in the next month or two. and I am sure
they will bo welcomed by all those who heard them last year.
That is all for this month folk.*;, but I will try and dig
something up for you for next issue. So cheerio everybody,
and the best of luck to all members of Ibe regiment.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
1.

How does Lew manage without his tin of blacking?

FOOD FOR THOUGHT.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Frogg's Pip.
Pebble's Backhand.
Mac's heartache—7d. a bottle.
"C" Major, Smudge and Mac.

*

R.W.M.M.
GOMPANY H.Q.
During the past month we have moved to another locality;
of course this is nothing uncommon, in fact we begin to
wonder what is wrong if we stay in one place more than a
month at a time, and we stayed at our last place six weeks.
We are now back once again with our M
brothers,
helping to hasten the day when we can put paid to this
business, once and for all.
An interCompany Novices' Boxing competition took
place this month, we had no entries from Company H.Q., but
the Company took third place throughout the Battalion;
this result was achieved at very short notice, and subse
quently very little training ensued.
8 PLATOON
We are now, again, amid the dust and cactus, after a
few weeks hard training. We are now feeling very fit
and
ready for anything. Onions seem to be the fruit of the
season. "Pickles" states they are very good medicine when
fried; ask Gunner, he knows. Our black man, Jim Hussey,
has found his missing brother; we heartily congratulate
him. He nearly took his brother's place, but managed f
crawl back home, after a night on the tiles. "Terrier Whit"
has passed out at blanket pressing and moaning.
Life is
very dull. Musso does not like the daylight hours, so we do
not get much fun.
We are sorry to lose Ptes. Champ and Lindsay, who left
us in a hurry for another clime; we wish them the best of
luck and bon voyage.
G
seems a place of romance; ask Mills and Nick. They
are both going strong, and will soon be going without their
footwear.
SPORT.
The Platoon football team won tlie Company Football
competition. Results—v. Company H.Q., won 4—1; v. 9 Pla
toon, won 2—1. The final
against 9 Platoon was played in
very hot weather. We congratulate 9 Platoon on playing such
a good game; it was touch and go.
Members of the Platoon are to be congratulated on put
ting up a fine
show in the Novices' Boxing competition and
helping the Company to get third place. We are now look
ing
forward
to
the
Battalion
interPlatoon
Cricket
competition.
We wish to congratulate all tliose who took part in the
Novices' Boxing competition, and to Cpl. Danes in winning
the Featherweight belt.
Bot, Wal and Co., Ltd.

+
" C " Company.
13 PLATOON
"C" Company shock troops have surprised a lot of people
this week in various different ways. This surprise has taken
forms ranging from horror to admiration on the faces and in
the voice of many important personages. The Platoon Com
mander is running round in everdecreasing circles, and the
day when the Platoon Sergeant puts iiis respirator on, inside
out, cannot be long postponed. No one could possibly com
plain that we have not enough to do; that we miss anything,
or that we are in anyway neglected. The only possible mur
murings would come, not from the fact that we have a lot
to do, but that it has all to be done at once. If T.O.E.T.'s
have to be passed. Platoon cricket and physical efficiency
tests trained for. guns manned, kit, drawn from stores, sand
bags filled
and ammunition shifted, all at the same time, do
we worry? Do we Hell! We just put 30 rounds in a sand
bag, fill
the magazines with dirt, and bowl a 16 lb. weight
at the O/Sgt's leg stump. And appreciating this spirit, it is
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to 13 Platoon that people turn when beset by difficulties.
Do you want an antigas Course? Are you short of rabbit
food?
Would you like to brush up your knowledge of the
A/Tk. rifle? Has your sow got diarrhoea? 13 Platoon will
fix it for you.
We congratulate Cpl. Bidmead. and Ptes. Crutchley and
Dodds all of whom did well in the Battalion Novices' Boxing
competition, and we particularly congratulate Sgt. Dowsing
on training all the Company boxers most successfully and
on putting up a magnificent fight
against a much younger
opponent in the belt competition. Which reminds me that
Cpl. SwafTer and L/Cpl. Bravery have made themselves such
experts at unarmed combat that not even the most broad
minded allin wrestling gang would willingly have anything
to do with them.
How much have I left out? Quite a lot—but it will
keep.
No. 14 PLATOON.
If one were to look back through the daily details for
the past month, it would be found that quite a considerable
amount of training has been done. For instance, Cpl. Fox
attended an Instruction Course in unarmed combat, returned,
and forthwith commenced to try and break as many N.C.O.'s
bones as possible, the N.C.O.s in their turn, trying to do trie
same to their sections.
Incidentally, fellow Platoons, it is
rumoured in the Platoon, that since returning from this
Course, our "Bert" has no sense of feeling.
Another and very important item of training has been
carried out, namely, a "Gas Course," the representatives from
the Platoon being, L/Sgt. Jordan, L/Cpls. Donnelly, W. Bullen
and Matthews. Officially, we have heard no reports of this
Course, but we don't worry, we know that our representatives
will have good reports.
Quite recently we found it necessary to despatch two
members of our Platoon to join others in a course of train
ing in the 2in. Mortar. Needless to say, Ptes. Budd and Tay
lor are showing other Platoon representatives just how
Mortar training should be done, thereby keeping up the
traditions of the Platoon. At the same time, we decided to
let Pte. Hose attend a short Course in the A/Tk. rifle, at
which he also is upholding the traditions of the Platoon.
Athletic training is still going ahead despite other sport
ing activities that have arisen. "All available will," etc., etc.,
may still be seen on the Platoon detail daily, and it is sur
prising how many can be mustered. Passball is still played,
but games are not so numerous as they used to be, owing to
other interPlatoon competitions, namely, cricket. With but
very little practice, we played and won our first
match. Our
opponents were No. 11 Platoon—hard luck. No. 11. maybe we
will let you have your own back some other time. We are
now waiting to win our second match with the winners of
the "Carriers v. Battalion H.Q." At the present time the re
sult of this match is unknown.
Strange things happen during cricket practice. If you
don't believe the scribe, ask "Charles"; he could tell you of
quite a lot of strange happenings.
Our worthy Platoon
Commander, P.S.M. Jode, could tell a tale or two about some
Sunday morning practice.
Things he could tell include,
"Stance at the wicket. " "How to hit and play a ball," "How
to bowl a ball." etc., etc. Some very funny sights if one could
only see for oneself.
To end our short narrative, we would like to say that
we are looking forward to our turn at track and field
events
in the competition. We are quite confident of winning.
FOOD FOR THOUGHT.
"E llah Q?"
Mufti—Xmas, 19?
Fruit—Edgar.
Gem of the Med'.
No. 15 F'LATOON.
Since last writing, much water has passed under the
bridge, any bridge will do, so long as water runs beneath it.
and it's possible to swim in it. Yes! we glory in the water
when we get near enough to it. and just lately oppor
tunities have presented themselves; just how is still a State
secret and cannot be disclosed, but we have been very thank

ful of the chance of having a nice swim when the sun has
been enough to roast one.
Your attention is now called for. I am about to present
to you "Henry," the one and only human policeman. We of
No. 15 Platoon, welcome him into the fold, he having retired
from the force after so many years good and faithful service
as Provost Sergeant in the Battalion, to take up his duties as
our Platoon Commander. Those who know " Emy" know that,
when there's a job to be done, it gets done. With "'Enry
nothing can stop him (except his feet), for as we all know,
you can tell a copper by his feet. And here's luck to him
and may his stay be a long and happy one. Before I leave
the subject, I want to share the joke that was circulated just
before he arrived on the Battlefield. Someone in the mess
asked why he had not yet arrived, and the wit said "Give him
a chance, he has yet to dismantle his Anderson." Get it?
Sport this month has not been too bad.
We entered
three men in the Company Boxing team of novices, and a
good job they made of it too. L/Cpl. Smith and Ptes. Dring
and Kenny, throughout their training showed keenness and
guts, and would have got right through to the finals
if they
had had a little more experience and ring craft. Still they
put up a darned fine
show, which was a pretty sight to
watch. Better luck next time. Cricket has seen us turn out
a firstclass
team and in the Battalion competition we met.
and beat. No. 17 Platoon, who were going to run through the
list like a knife through butter. Do they mean next year's
competition?
And, we were playing on their ground, and
with our two best men absent. Watch your local rag for
sensational results on our forthcoming matches.
Over to you. Over.

>
"D" Company
Hello chums, here's our monthly contribution again, and
not wanting to disappoint our sports fans we have some
more trials of strength to rllace on record. This time the
interest centres around the square ring, namely, the Novices'
Boxing competition. Of course, we won it, and also took the
Lightweight Belt into the bargain. For this the praises go
to Pte. Softley. who beat Sgt. Dowsing in what was considered
the best bout of the series. Well done Jim, that "Shiner"
was wellearned and now you can give "Tich" a few lessons,
but don't let him challenge "Dodo" right away. I'm sure
he will appreciate some help because he seems set on reliev
ing Cpl. Ready of his crown. Hard luck Perfect, that was a
very close fight
and drew the applause it deserved from all
who watched it.
Well, someone has to be eliminated in the opening fights,
and our unlucky ones were Ptes. Kent. Clayson and Forwood
who, though they lost, still managed to get us a few points.
The rest of our representatives succeeded in getting into the
finals
and gave quite good accounts of themselves.
The
Feathers was an allDon affair with Ptes. Bown and Murphy
full of tearing energy and both after first place, which "Spud"
eventually filled.
Our next was L/Cpl. Robertson, who be
came runnerup in the Lightweight class. Then came two
more L/Cpls.. Brassell and .Snellin. in the Final of the Mid
dles. L/Cpl. Snellin deserves an extra clap for winning this
fight
after having one eye closed for him in his previous
bout. Pte. Rooney. in the Lightheavy's, was a refugee; he
only had one fight
and then, his next opponent being unfit
to fight,
he finished
up as winner of his weight. These men
between them got us first with 37 points, two in front of the
next Company; and I'm sure they felt quite proud when
they heard the cheers that came from the supporting section
of K. Don as the result was announced.
Somebody keeps on popptng up and saying "Ah! what
about au interPlatoon
Competition." with the result
that the Company now has to show its prowess at Cricket.
How about Lefthanded Table Tennis, two entries per
Company?
Being just in time to watch the start of the Athletic
competition, we haven't much to note except to say that
most of 16 and 17 Platoons and onehall of 18 Platoon have
done their stuff, while the rest are in training to try and
raise their various Platoon averages.
Wellinformed circles
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report that "It's as goocl as in the bag," and this is expected
to be confirmed in our next month's issue.
The interPlatoon Cricket Tournament has also started
and so far all three of our Platoons have played one match
each, but I'm sorry to have to say that only 18 Platoon re
mains in the contest. Still, 17 won the football, 16 supplied
most of the boxers, so now we are confident that 18 will add
another win to the Company's long list.
The Company boat has been brought through minefields
and submarine infested waters by a V.C.deserving crew, and
finally
tied up in the Creek; but I'm not sure whether it's
to be used for Oxford and Cambridge stuff or a ferryboat
service to "V."
Mention of the war. stunts and routemarches are
barred for the sake of peace, so I am afraid that there are
no more highlights of the month to be noted. Rest Camp
and local leave are very much in the news, but for the rest
it is just the same as usual.
"Moo."

+

"E" Company
The past month has proved a particularly busy one for
us in many respects and our normal training has had to be
put off for unavoidable reasons. However, we were able to
get in a few days serious training and those who took part
no doubt benefited by it.
Some three weeks prior to writing this correspondence,
the Company had the good fortune to be visited by a per
sonage from the Victorian era, at least, the face was of that
time, although the remainder was quite obviously from the
present period. Try and picture a strapping fellow of today
with sidewhiskers—mutton chops!—Such was the apparition.
In keen competition with his friend Roy, our O.C. Company
took unto himself these whiskers; but we regret that having
seen a certain "Agony" in the Local Rag. the whiskers were
removed, presumably for all time, and to our sorrow we will
not see "Cheerio's" abandoned for gentle bows from the hips,
etc.
At least one of our N.C.O.s has been cramming his nut
with knowledge, as our "Chunker" nee "Lackery" has at
tended both a Gas and Unarmed Combat Course within the
past month. Reference the Gas Course—to quote "Chunker"
himself—let bygones be bygones—but reference the Unarmed
Combat—he cheerfully awaits the day when he can confront
the Tripartites himself. Having heard him give the "gaff"
we wonder we keep our Fighting Forces, as they seem so
unnecessary now. One other thing, reference the socks. Any
one wishing to wear out socks before their correct life has
expired, please apply to "Chunker."
We have been fortunate enough to indulge in a little
more sport this month, and practically the whole Company
with the exception of our "Colours" and "Sgt. ExM.T." have
taken part in a Physical Efficiency test. Although no out
standing performer has been discovered, the efficiency of
the Company has been well maintained.
An interPlatoon Cricket competition has been held and
Nos. 19 and 21 Platoons have already bid adieu in the first
round. However, No. 20 Platoon are still pegging away and
wc look to them to be the first to win a Competition for the
Company. Good luck 20 !
Cpl. Pellatt is again with the Corporals after a lapse of
several months, whilst others have been more fortunate.
"Chunker" is now a fullblown "Sliaweesh" and L/Cpls.
Hawkes and Barhesley have been elevated to the Paid Rank
of the "One Stripers."
We take this opportunity of welcoming to the Company.
Sgt. Copestake and wc hope that he continues to be happy
on fatigues.
Whilst there has been little activity here, we have been
able to show the "Spaghetti" merchants where to get off
when they have ventured too close. One thing which we do
very strongly object to, and that is the "Wops" attempting
altitude records over here from time to time.
We have
reason to believe that they are meditating adopting the
popular theme song "How deep is the ocean, how high is the
sky." as their National Anthem.

So far now. we wish our readers "cheerio" and next
month we hope to be able to record the full results of the
various competitions that are taking place within the unit.
All the very best to "Eeites" throughout the Regiment.
S.G.H.
4

5th BATTALION
BRIGADE SPORTS MEETING.
In beautiful sunshine on September 24th, the well
organised Brigade Sports were held, and some very keen
competition was witnessed by a large crowd.
We were all very jubilant about our Unit coming out
top, the 2nd Buffs coming a close second.
Our runners followed up their success of a month ago
at the Royal Marine Sports at Deal.
Perhaps the most spectacular performance was "Paddy"
McStraw's fine
win in the mile, we also gained 2nd place,
through 2ndLieut. W
.
Other representatives in the running events were : 2nd
Lieuts. W
and R
: Cpls. Cohen, Danks and Ives;
L/Cpls Veasey and Dennis; Ptes. Wells, Mascall, Matthews.
Aram, Fey. Rayner and Bradstreet.
Cpl. Ives and Pte. J.
Collis gained first place in the high jump, the latter making
the highest jump of the day.
Cpl. Cohen and L/Cpl. Olbrechts had hard lines in the
obstacle race, being the first pair into the tank by a "street"
but last out through not being able to find
their disc in
the "not too clear" water.
For team work I hand it to the TugofWar team, who
beat the 2nd Buffs by two clear pulls in the final.
They
were trained to near perfection and admirably coached by
Cpl. Faram, and captained by L. M. C. Williams. Reading
from the "anchor" the team was as follows : Cpl. Reed,
Capt. W
, Pte. Etherington, C.S.M. Cunnell, C/Sgt. Clarke,
Pte. Hackwell, L/Cpl. Dillon, Pte. Crandon.
Our thanks are due to Capt. H. J. D. C
, "A" Com
pany, for the work he put in in organising the various
teams. Quite a fair sprinkling of "A" Company amongst the
above names too. Oh well, they justified his confidence and
after all they did make a runaway of it in the Unit sports at
Wootton.
He thoroughly deserved the rousing cheers he got as he
received the cup.
"P.T."


"A" Company.
Over the channel, hangs a misty haze. A few yards off
shore a few dinghys and a small sailing craft are at anchor,
the occupants are busily fishing.
Children paddle in the
water, others are swimming, their happy laughter fill?
the
air. Local inhabitants lounge on the beach, watching the
efforts of their offsprings with pride. Smartly dressed men
and women stroll casually along the sidewalks and should
you listen, one hears the melody of sweet music wafting
through the ether, from a radio, around the corner of the
street.
Many cars are on the roads, 'buses are more often than
not filled
to their capacity with folk on pleasure bent. Abovo
all this the September sun shines down on Britain at war.
All this I see, and more as I gaze thoughtfully over the
channel, towards C
. Then, out of the blue, comes that
familiar sound. Yes there they are. returning from another
"sweep" over F
. diving, banking, climbing, and rolling.
all over the sky, until they disappear from sight, back into
the blue.
We often look over tii.e channel, and wonder if and when
the Boche will come. The Powers that be have done, and
are still doing, everything they can, to discourage Jerry from
visiting us. by amongst "other things," erecting, you know
what. In spite of all this we remain hopeful. Not that we
want the devastation of war brought to this island, but
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just to sight one's rifle once more on something other than
a Service target, just to watch with some sort of fascination,
an Artillery barrage creeping over the ground, to hear again
the rattle of machine gun fire.
Weary yet cheerful troops,
punching along the roads, shouting defiance, and rude words
to the Luftwafte, hovering overhead.
We remember all this, as wo go out on our "Schemes"
which no doubt as the weather gets worse, so the stunts will
increase and multiply. But it is up to us all to learn all we
can. Don't let the local atmosphere lull your senses, or give
you false impressions, because our turn will come again.
We have had a very quiet month, and apart from dash
ing five miles over rough country, in "Slash" Order, Casanova
C
P. 87, has been our only headache; he is very
worried.
Apparently the "croonette" threw him over in
favour of a bosom pal of his, Sgt. C
3939. Now as P.87.
has relinquished all territorial rights, does he or does he
not, hand her over intact (wc hope) on a 1033 and receive a
signature for same.
In conclusion, we welcome back to our Company, C/Sgt.
C
who is A/O.S.M. At the same time we say farewell to
C.S.M. C
, who has now left us.
We wish them both
luck in their new jobs.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Is it true : —
That owing to the influx of Subaltern Officers the rank
of Corporal will become extinct?
Til at "Quackquack" was dazed the other morning, when
asked by the Duty Officer to get the "Intelligence Dept." on
the 'phone?
We only wanted to know.
"Kilbeg."
4

"B" Company.
When a C.S.M. marries it's news. And C.S.M. Helmore
hit the local headlines this month, as rival photographers
vied to record for eternity the picture of the happy couple
on Matrimonial Parade, with 2ndLleut. M. M
and
Madame, cheering them on to victory.
The R.V., by the way, was Beckenham, and the weather
turned up trumps.
Curbside comment suggested by Sgt. Tata is, though
complimentary, unprintable!
Soccer has come in again and "B" Company started off
with a bang, beating "A" Company 3—2, although at hall
time the score was one all. It was a great game. The win
ning goal was scored by Faulkner. Fletcher captained the
winning eleven.
10 Platoon, unlucky in its representation in the Com
pany's footer, had it's own game the other Saturday, and
although the ground was rough, they had fun. With eleven
on one side and only eight on the other, the larger side,
captained by Williams, had to fight to win, which they did,
5—l. The Platoon intends to pick a good team and chal
lenge all and sundry. They're a jolly good footer platoon.
Blackberries have added to the variety of "afters" this past
month. Some of the cooks have done wonders with the
pounds of blackberries men have brought in from the
countryside around.
The Company is gradually improving on its weekly
crosscountry, fullkit, 6milesrun. Although we began with
moans and groans, we now complete the course together in
platoons in great style.
The swingdoor of the Company is, of course, still whiz
zing round and round.
2ndLieut. S
has gone out,
Lieut. M
and 2ndHeut. H
and 2ndLieut. R
have come in. We should have recorded in an earlier issue
that Capt. D
left the Company—with his radio, dammit!
Captains Y
and S
have just returned after um
piring the Big .Shots. They've probably authored a few new
A.C.I.'s in their spare moments, if there were any spare
moments. Our guess is that there were some Big Moments,
too. during their trip into the Great Beyond |

Headlines :—
HYDE SPOTS NASH IN NIGHT Ol'.
"If he saw me he can sec round corners," irate Corporal
replies!
PERRIN. HANK NAMED KIP CHAMPS.
SHERRIFF SCORNS CROSSCOUNTRY HOPS.
"Gimme a horse," he cries.
WEBB DABS FACE IN THRILLING GAS COURSE.
SPUDS GONE!
M.O. ACCUSED.
F.I.

>

" C " Company.
The most exciting interlude to our peaceful existence on
the K
Coast was our recent charabanc trip into the wilds
of K
 This was exciting because of the somewhat ancient
transport, with rather doubtful engines, and even more doubt
ful brakes. More perilous still, was our magnificent advance
through virgin forest at great risk of life and limb, to at
tack an enemy who had long since departed.
The only other notable event, was the Brigade Sports,
in which "C" Company contributed in no small way to the
winning of the cup by this Battalion. A half holiday was
granted for the occasion.
We are all very sorry to lose Major E
, who in the
short time he was here, gained our affections, and we wish
him the best of luck in the future. Instead, we are very
glad to welcome Capt. D
, from "Don" Company, and we
are quite sure "C" Company will continue to flourish under
him. Into our ranks, also comes 2ndLieut. M
, a very
desirable addition to the Company, and last but not least,
2ndLieut. G
and 2ndLieut. W
, who though they are
only attached, are still welcome.
Some of our M.T. personnel have distinguished them
selves by catching large numbers of fish,
in the past few
week, while a certain officer has fished
the same number of
times and caught one small, and very sicklylooking plaice
about three inches long.
It is understood that the book which was to be pub
lished, entitled "The corpse in the Cabbage Patch" will
definitely be called the "Corpse in the Cabbage patch"
owing to the departure of Woofter to what we hope will be
a better world. (At any rate it should be free from cats).
The weekly "crosscountry movement" as it is lightly
described continues with unabated vigour, and it is only a
question of time before we will be able to leap over five
barred gates and double over ploughed fields,
as if it was an
afternoon stroll.
Bathing has been taking place on weekends and even
ings, for those who wish ,to brave the ocean waves, and cer
tain hardy people have even bathed during the P.T. period.
It is regretted, however, that many people got as far as the
Beach, and then turned back in shame and disgrace unable
to face the E
C
at 7.15 a.m. However, while the sun
still shines, we all want to make the best of "the Sunny
S
C

+
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Company

Here beginneth the tenth Epistle of St. William.
And it came to pass, that about that time, there came to
dwell with them and be attached in Part II Orders, that which
is known to military experts as a Draft. And straightway
they were received into their midst and were welcomed and
became numbered with them, according to the Books of Hall,
the Colour bloke, who looks after these things. And they
waxed, and they trained individually, and they did train by
Sections, that they might walk and behave in the manner of
those to whom they were attached. And, when they had
done many of those things, but by no means all (Oh, No), he
that commands said. "Let there be leave" and straightway
they whistled off on leave—at least most of them did.
Now about this time the summer was going fast, and
Buonaparte le Petit Corporal, was running around with foot
ball shirts, and Paddy the Oirelander was holding Sports
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Meetings—as I say, about this time, those that Command
from an enormous distance away, came down to inspect them,
in an improperly dressed manner (for fell it hot in Gath2
He wore on Gaiters). And inspect them he did. and in spite
of having seen many bleeding corpses hurl themselves at the
barbedwire fence, said "Let us be lit and straightway—at
least as far straightway as the training programme would
permit—they dressed themselves up in the Christmas Tree
complete, and sallied forth in the heat of the Sun at high
speed over roads, fields,
woods, and green pastures. And ac
cording to the aforementioned programme, so did they run.
ever in search of (a) an elusive bit of paper; or (b) a still
more elusive packet of fags. But they survived all, and it
was so.
And in the Village on the Hill did they continue to live,
and in the Huts and amongst the little white stones did
they dwell and go about their daily tasks. For their tasks
were many and varied—at one minute they were crawling on
their bellies, and cntting the wire up by the Windmill, and
another time, they dallied in the Chamber with Capt. D
and his Capsules; at one minute they were erecting many
miles of fencing, wire, enemy for the holdingup of. and in
another minute they gathered in the Harvest, and threshed
same, they crawles as the bushytopped tree crawled (does
it?) and they swam in the sea. and they betook themselves
to the night life of the local city, and on one day, early in
the morning, they went off in the 3ton wagons of war to
the land of hutments, roadways, wheelbarrows and spuds.
Oh what a time they had. spuds for breakfast, work, spuds
for dinner, more work, spuds for tea, no guards, spuds for
supper, and so on. And on the third day they returned very
thirsty and didn't all five
bells echo to their thirsty shouts
that evening. And, it was so.
Now once again, the comings to and the goings from the
Company this month have been varied and numerous. The
Draft we have already welcomed, as also do we welcome
2ndLieuts. R
. S
and S
. Pat the wizard ol' lay
out fighting
has left us. and we are sorry. Capt D—— has
risen to higher spheres and now has. we understand, three
cookhouses to look at instead of one. 2ndLieuts. C
and
.H
are in the precincts of he that commands, and to them
we wish good luck. Lee and "Swede" Rowland have gone,
also to carry on their civilian jobs, and the number who
have left us to join tli'e hordes in "H.Q." Company is once
again enormous. Mott. the Killer, is temporarily in the land ol
the Blackout stripes, instructing all and sundry. Weller the
Corporal has ceased to be an antitank merchant and his
cheerful smile is to be seen again, and we take this oppor
tunity of welcoming Sgt. Atkins, who has come here to learn
to be a Colourbloke. We'll larn him.
Finally, there is news of a Company dance in the offing.
The maidens within miles are agog with excitement—so more
of this in next month's instalment.
We have played our
first league football match and the Boys in yellow won 5—1.
good work, keep it up. We had the Drums to our Cliurcli
Parade the other day to give the village a little amusement.
An elderly lady remarked that she had lived here for 60
years and it was the first
time she had seen a military band
in it—what a reputation we must nave. We commiserate
with 2ndLieut. B
, who is at home with a fractured wrist.
having slipped up early one morning on a treacherous piece
of dew; and we welcome 2ndLieut. W
back after his
Course—they say he's tough now. And. it was so.
BOY SCOUTS
Well, raising the "Old Cottage" once again, it is into the
breach once more, dear friends, as friend "Buzzer" puts it.
Many things have been successfully combated and we are very
proud that our Ted now rules the roost as far as falling out
for a blow goes. Paul has fallen out for a big blow; we hope
the I.R.A. hasn't blown him up (or do we?). I'm glad to
say that leave is now on a voluntary basis and "Shapes" was
the first to take advantage of it. I'd like to welcome him, our
new scoutmaster, with that famous old Welsh hunting song
"Roll out the Barrel," he certainly is "one of the best" : What
a combination! "Stinker" and "Shapes," with Ted in very
close support, it is noticed a certain "Oirishman," who con
trols the manufacture of Seats : Latrine, has certainly drawn
into the background. We have with our many other accom

plishments taken to flag wagging and are progressing very
rapidly. This is good news for the signals; they can soon be
demobbed! The most popular message flagged from distant
hilltops, is as follows : Fioprstsmrktln and several others; it is
a code of our own and we think it means, we hope, "Fall out
for a blow." or at least, that's the usual opinion. We did
very well in the Jamboree, that was held recently (Chief
Scout's permission), and Rover MaoStraw ran a very good
mile. When being complimented on his very magnificent run
he remarked "It's Skanes fault"; poor Skane. we get the
blame for anything that's missing from the outside, and
Skane gets the blame from the inside, still, he's a good lad.
good for
? Big Chief Maskail also ran a very good race
and helped us along; he was offered a transfer and .£5,000
but turned them down lor "four skins." Every Thursday he
decks himself out in his tribal kit, and goes courting. "Is it
'Betty or Julie?'" we are waiting for the M.O. to find
out!
Algy I'm sorry to say has since left us, but his allotment has
been taken over by "Mad Maddy." We do know the shape of
this ore. its square, with welcome in the centre—but he
gets quite niggly if you attempt to wipe your boots on it.
We were all very pleased, and surprised, to know that "Dave."
chief goon man of slimy Bee got married. We married men
can now talk in front of him. without any embarrasment on
bis part. He's lobbed in a pass for 48 hours alreaciy. and that
reminds me!
So long, best wishes.
"Miss Old Man."
4

6th BATTALION
Once again "the Devil has been Driving" and we needs
must go — in other words, we have been on the move again.
In fact we are fast becoming experts in packing and unpack
ing. getting out schedules to move and scrapping them again,
and so on. However, we hope now that our troubles are over
for a while, at least, in this direction. Our new station has
promising aspects; not the least of these is the proximity —
for the first
time as far as we are concerned — of trams
and 'buses, cinemas, dance halls, football grounds, and all
the amenities of a great city. These delight the heart of the
many townsmen among us.
During the last week before we arrived here, there was a
welcome holiday from hard soldiering, and a vast programme
of sports was launched in the form of an interPlatoon com
petition. Most of the final
events remain to be decided, but
the grimmest battles were fought in the foulest of weather
on the football field,
at tug o' war or rowing and kindred
sports. The degree of Platoon spirit aroused was astonishing,
and the Battalion has been enriched by the development of
this fierce
spirit of sporting competition.

^

Headquarter Company
M.T. SECTION.
Since our last contribution to the Q.O.G. much water
has flown
under the bridge — and over our boots.
While the remainder of the Battalion were, at times, liv
ing under conditions comparable with the luxury of an
hotel, we were enjoying the freedom of the great open spaces,
where it stops raining for a few minutes each day. At one
time we were seriously considering consulting the O.M.E. to
enquire it is were possible to modify our vehicles for sub
marine work. We are now back in civilisation, and living in
those beautiful buildings which remind us of No. 3 Platform.
Piccadilly Underground Station.
We have just welcomed back old faces who. owing to
circumstances, have had another snell in the Rifle Companies.
H.P.F.
CARRIER PLATOON.
Everybody is now quite happy in our new surroundings,
and already some have got their "feet under the table." We
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would like to congratulate "Old Soldier" Sergt. Thompson (ex
Band) on his recent marriage, and hope that his married life
will be long and happy. We say farewell to "Porky" Hogg,
who has gone to the I.T.C. Farewell.
"Slim."
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Hannah wants to know if the coe still kicks.
How are all at Newbury? Ask Peggie.
Do barmaids eat their young?
This Is the creed of the Carrier Platoon, and always we make
it plain.
Send not your weak and feeble, send us your strong and your
sane.
Strong for the red rage of battle, sane for we harry them sore.
Send us men thirsting for battle, men who are grit to the core.
Swift as the tiger in triumph, fierce as the bear in defeat.
Sired of a bulldog parent, and steeled in the furnace heat.
Lend us the pick of your breeding, lend us your chosen ones.
These we will take to our bosom, these we will call our sons.
These we will gild with our treasures, these we will glut with
our meat,
But the others—the misfits, the failures, we trample them
under our feet.
"Aryan."
MORTAR PLATOON.
After several weeks of varied activities, we have, at last,
left the wilds for more civilised parts.
At last it is no
uncommon sight to see some sign of habitation, nor does
the sight of feminine charm evoke expressions of surprise
and delight as it has previously done.
We have yet to
settle down in our new surroundings, but we view the future
with equanimity.
The Mortars have reason to be proud
of themselves, if only for the fact that they have qualified
for the semifinals of the interPlatoon football competition
by beating 15 and 7 Platoons 2—0 and 4—0 respectively.
Considering that at least half of the regular team were
unable to
participate as they were on leave, the reserves
acquitted themselves mightily well.
We also gave a good account of ourselves in the rowing
and tugofwar, although in the latter we had to how to
the superior weight of a team from "D" Company.
We announce with regret that "Daylight,'! pet and
mascot of the Battalion, and beloved by all, has passed
to a much better world. He was fatally involved with an
Army lorry. No one ever saw "Daylight" drop out of a route
march, but his paws must have been sore on many occa
sions.
Perhaps Drum Major Snare can inform us as to
whether he ever pricked any blisters for him?
Sergt. Bowden left us for a brief period to take over
the duties of Chief of Gestapo, otherwise Provost Sergeant.
No doubt he has furnished Lord Haw Haw with many details.
The number of "Janker Wallahs" in his concentration camp
peeled many worthy "spuds."
"The Platoon" had a few bouts with the gloves amongst
themselves the other day, and one fight in particular
aroused much enthusiasm. This was the Manning v. Wiggett
engagement, the first
named a Yorkshire Tyke, and the
other an exfiy weight champion when on Boys' Service
abroad. Believe me, nothing can equal a Yorkshireman's fury.
We have lost the services of "Just Jake," who retires
to the Depot with a groggy knee. His "dot and carry one"
gait has already been missed. Our newcomer to the Platoon
Is Dicky Hill, ex M./C. Platoon.
Some of us were unfortunate in being billetted near
Company Office — the things our C.S.M. could find
for us
to do before breakfast was amazing.
I have a few questions to ask again this month:—
Who was it that got very upset when awakened by a
"little" cold water?
Who was the volunteer Batman?
Why does Cpl. "George" like being B.O.S. (S.)?
From whom does the expression arise  "Away you go"?
Is it easy to ride a bicycle, carry a cane, and salute,
all at once?
Who is it who is much addicted to the squeezing of
pimples?
Is it true that a certain man was nicknamed "Butch"
because he slept with his tommygun?
What is a "faggot?"

"A" Company.
Once again the Grenadiers. are settled down in new
quarters and can stand and gaze at houses, houses, and yet
more houses. The marked absense of steep mountains, fast
flowing
rivers and bogs is most refreshing, and there really
is 'no scenery at all.'
It is the first
time we have been near a big city since
the Battalion was formed, and everybody seems to be taking
advantage of it. judging from the number of people who
are in camp after 18.00 hours!
Our Company Commander is unfortunately sick after a
few strenuous days in
charge of boat races. His presence
was, however, invaluable to the Battalion, and most officers
have now learnt the difference between a warp and a cleat.
We welcome to the Company 2ndLieut. A. C. W. A
,
and wish him every success in his new Platoon.
SPORT.
Although we did not carry off any events in the Battalion
InterPlatoon Sports Competition, "A" Company was well
represented. 7 Platoon, flushed with recent victory over a
Platoon of "D" Company, were beaten by the 3in. Mortars at
soccer, but continued to keep the flag flying
as far as the
finals of the boat races' in some exciting finishes.
8 Platoon were not so fortunate at soccer, being beaten
by a strong "D" Company side after extra time in a very
close match. They have since recovered sufficiently to over
come the other two Platoons in the Company, but are never
theless awaiting the arrival of the running season.
9 Platoon's strong point was their tugo'war team, and
great excitement was caused by their efforts. This rose so
high that the night before the semifinals, the Platoon Com
mander could be heard muttering in his sleep "Heave . .
Dig in . . Heave . . etc."
WHAT WE W£NT TO KNOW.
Who were the two Sergeants who were marked 'U.S.' after
a night out?
Who started the rumour about the C.S.M. after his
first visit to hospital in 22 years' service?
"The Grenadier."
4

"B" Company
For a brief spell, the sun shone forth upon our jungle
prison. We yawned, stretched our rheuing limbs, and stirred
into action.
This action mainly consisted of attacking imaginary pill
boxes. demonstrating tactics to the Higher Command, blaz
ing away thousands of rounds, and getting our feet wet.
The spell of fine
weather enabled us to appreciate the
rugged beauties of I
. and caused the mud and nuisance
to abate, enabling "B" boys to shine once more in all their
ancient glory—on ceremonial parades, guards and church
parades.
We have been amusing ourselves on dawn attacks. These
have been somewhat chaotic, being something between ' a
firework
display and a paper chase. Upon "consolidating."
Platoon Commanders have been driven almost berserk and
greyhaired trying to ascertain : —
(a) Who were casualities through umpires, Verey pistol
and enemy action, and (b) Who were under close arrest.
However, all concerned survived the peculiar jests played
upon us by the weather, and the army. Many of us were
severely shaken by the great and memorable blitz, and
numerous Privates have since been seen anxiously scanning
the blank faces of their entrenching tools for traces of iron
oxide. At the moment it is even being discussed whether
we should obtain a Company microscope, through the P.R.I.
We have enjoyed the field firing
exercise. The element
of realism has been exciting—although we were blazing away
at imitation enemy posts only—nevertheless this training
will stand us in good stead for the future.
We also witnessed the demonstration of two explosives,
which were impressive if grisly, and came away suitably
ivwed.
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During the latter part of the month, it was decided to
grant us a brief respite from our arduous training. We moved
into a palatial abode, and lived like lords.
For a short
period we felt as if we were residents at the Savoy, or the
Waldorf Astoria.
Our activities were sporting in the main, comprising
football, and boat racing.
We wiped up our friendly rivals, "D" Company, at foot
ball.
The beating too. was exciting, especially when one
Platoon Commander put the helm harduport, instead of
starboard, and his men returned wet and blasphemous an
hour after the rest.
Anyhow, for a brief moment, some imagined they were
once more rowing their eight on the Isis, and some working
their barge 011 the Thames or Medway.
Rope climbing too. has claimed its votances. who at this
late date still glance apprehensively at their hindquarters to
make sure that a tail is not sprouting.
Now we have moved to civilisation. If one does not ac
cept proffered whiskies, one is apt to be slashed from ear to
ear. Sensitive youths are fingering their throats apprehen
sively, and rumour states that Ptes. "Galston and Hulliver"
have signed the pledge!
But our new quarters are quite luxurious, the food is
above reproach. Leave is proceeding merrily, and in short,
at the moment. "Everything in "B" Company's garden is
lovely."
THINGS THIS BOY WANTS TO KNOW.
1. Who said "Ignorance is the lowest form of wit"?
 2. What wise guy remarked "a propos" of the food. "I
don't mind quality as much as quantity as long as it's good '?
3. How many buttons does the other rank need oil' his
trousers to forfeit his leave?
4. Has anyone found a lost voice?

4

" C " Company.
Here we are once again endeavouring to record a little
of the activities of the past month. Actually there is not
much to relate. Alter several times being on the verge of
leaving the mighty city of I
, we have at last bid that
fair and pleasant land of mud and water adieu.
Actually
during the latter part of our stay the weather was a whole
lot more kind to us.
The outstanding events of the past month has been the
four days sports meeting, in which the Platoons of Shiny
"C" performed with creditable success.
Unfortunately, the
weather during these four days played its usual knavish
tricks, and the football matches only reached the semifinal
stage. But nevertheless 13 Platoon are still left in. and 110
doubt No. 14 would have been as well, had it not been for
the fact that they met No. 13 in the second round.
In the noble art of rowing, No. 13 Platoon again covered
themselves witli glory by beating 7 Platoon well and truly
after a very good race. They were unfortunately prevented
from winning the Tugofwar through coming up against
a very strong team from "D" Company in the final. But
when the football semifinals and finals
are played, they
will 110 doubt have then revenge..
We have just moved into our new quarters at P
,
and everyone is excited at the thought of being once again
in reach of cinemas and other forms of amusement (Sergt.
Beech and Co. please note).
Another, and perhaps by far the most popular, innova
tion, is that leave is now in full swing once again, and the
words on everyone's lips now are "When do you go, etc.?" or
"Did you have a nice leave?" Nearly half of the Company
have now been, and are already looking forward to the next
time.
There have been 110 changes in the Company since our
last notes. 2ndLieut. B. K. K
has just left us for a
month's Weapon Training course, and L.Cpl. Miller has also
left for a P.T. Course. Here's hoping that they will both
do well, and that L.Cpl. Miller will come back with muscles
like Popeye.
In a day or two now. training will undoubtedly be in
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full swing once again. During the two or three days we have
been here I have noticed many likely places where training
could very easily take place, and which have most surely
been noted by others in a more high station in life. But as
long as there are schemes, "C" Company will take them
in their stride, with a good heart.

4

"D"

Company

Our activities during the month of September have been
completely dominated by a state of preparedness which has
probably not been excelled in the history of the British
Army. Training, sport, and even our leisure time has had to
jog along with the rhythm 'Pack up — Unpack.'
The indecisiveness of the powers who ordain that a
unit shall move has given 11s many a headache, but we have
at least derived some benefits from their dillydallying. Officers
and N.C.Os. have received first
class experience in the rapid
organisation of training. This is the sort of conversation
frequently heard: "What! Cancelled again? What the devil
are we going to do today?" "Oh. So and so" — "Excellent."
"Then what shall wc do?" "Ah! What about doing so and
so?" — "That's magnificent." And so on.
Then the constant handling of packing cases has taught
us that they must be of a manageable size. They are now
reduced to the size of attache cases.
Now, after being long overdue, the move has at last
materialized. P
itself is nothing to write home about,
but at long last we can go to a cinema and have a glass
of beer in any one of a hundred pubs. Life at this place
must remain the subject for next month's contribution, so
wc will continue with the events of the last few weeks at
Sport played a very important part in relieving the
monotony of waiting for the great day. The one and only
football pitch was in use by this Company during every spare
second.
Our first
team promises well, but we are not so
fortunate with our second side.
Specialist Platoons have
claimed practically our entire second team of last season.
Nevertheless, we shall continue to scout for talent within
the Company, and hope to produce a side second to none in
the Battalion.
Severa* intei Platoon competitions have been held in the
unit, and we are already in possession of our fair share of
the spoils. 16 Platoon won the tugofwar hands down. 17
Platoon, who were the losing finalists .in the rope ladder
climbing are in the semifinal of the football.
We are
expecting them to win their next two games.
We apologise for the shortness of this effort, but security
forbids the mention of numerous interesting events in which
this Company played a prominent part.
Look out for a bumper edition next month.

4
Ser gears is' Mess.
ODE TO DUNKIRK.
You've heard of the roaring forties.
When men were men — and how!
But there's a bloke you can guess
Who looked after the mess.
He's the toughest guy we know.
Each morn he was there to greet us,
When we all trooped through the door.
With a radiant smile
On his ginger dial.
And food for each gaping maw.
He had stories galore to enthral you
Of his glorious deeds in France,
How day after day
He kept Nazis at bay
And gave Jerry "arnts in his parnts."
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The Froggies they heard he was coming,
When told the glad news, with a smixk,
They decided to go,
Name a place after Joe
So they did — and they called it — Dunkirk.
His glory will live on for ever,
And when people ask of his name,
Without any distorting,
Hear what battles he fought in.
For England, for Glory, for Fame.
In a few little rhymes I've endeavoured
To build up a picture of Joe,
To show what a blessing
He was with his messing,
And so with these last words — adieu.
We're coming ....
We're coming
If 'twas not too late w^'d know,
We'd hear a gentle voice abawling,
— from Dunkirk Joe.



7th

BATTALION

Once again we have survived the worries of another move.
After a fortnight of living under canvas, most of the Battalion
retired to the warmth and comfort of billets. One Company,
however, have tried to prove themselves "tough", but at the
moment they show every sign of giving up this idea.' We
have settled down veiy quickly in our new surroundings,
both training and sport being in full swing. A football knock
out competition has already reached the third round, and
most companies are still represented. Crosscountry running,
of course, Is still a strong feature of our recreation (the short
cuts have not yet been found — or have they?). Boxing,
too, will soon become a regular weekly activity.
Leave is now causing great worry and headscratching
to those who have lost the knack of making out a leave
roster.
We all congratulate Lieuts. J. A. M
, D. G. P
and W. M. K
on receiving their second "pips."
4

Headquarter Company
Well, here we are once again, typing this monthly epistle.
Things in the Company are certainly looking up, and Platoons
are striving hard to beat each other to reach that standard
of tiptop efficiency everybody seems to desire. We have
quickly settled down to our new and comfortable home, and
aie fully prepared to "dig in" for the winter.
Our entries for the interPlatoon football competition are
playing well and hard, and it is a "dead cert." that the
trophy will be resting on our Company Commander's mantel
piece — other Companies please note.
During the obsence of our C.S.M. on his "well earned"
leave we gave a "likely youngster" a chance. Judging from
the rather "packed houses" on Company Office each morning,
he's certainly making the most of his time.
Welcome to Sergt. Bloom, who has joined the ranks of
the "blackcoat workers" — not to be confused with "box
workers." Perhaps the C.Sgt. will have a bit more time for
his guitar now.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Did the Company Clerk have "inside information" on the
leave question?
Where did Da Costa put the torch?
Are rumours of a libel suit against a certain "Honest
Bloss" correct? Is "Fury" nervous of a certain "young" lady
learning the truth?
"Penpusher."

GAZETTE.

SIGNAL PLATOON.

Here we are again with some small items of news which
may be of interest — we hope. First of all we must record
that L.Cpl. Veness has left us to specialise in operating for
the R.C.S. We miss him already, but we say "Good luck," Les.
Secondly, with reference to the 4th Battalion Signals
enquiry — who is Joe Rose? Abe Mitchell would like to
inform the 4th that anyone not knowing Joe Rose of the 1st
ought not to be in the Regiment.
From L.Sgt. Powell —: congratulations to L.Sgt. Johnson
and L.Cpl. Pocock on their recent promotions. The Platoon's
best wishes are extended to all "newlyweds." Even little
Fred — all the 5ft. 4in. of him — has braved the dangers
of matrimony.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Who, because the Platoon took his glasses, paraded the
A.A. Platoon for several hours before he realised his mistake.
Is Ernie a successor to Les? Ah! me — lovesick yotxth.
Who stole the kitty?
"Charlie Don."
A.A. PLATOON.

We have lost quite a few of the lads in the last month
or so, including Cpl. Brand, and we should like to take this
opportunity of wishing them all the very best of luck in
their new surroundings. We should also like to wish Pte.
Sheppard, who is in hospital, a speedy recovery, and may he
be back with us in the near future.
Turning to sport, there is a Platoon Knockout Football
Competition, and we and B.H.Q. have produced a useful side,
so we are hoping the final will read "A.A. and B.H.Q. v.
Mortars."
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
What does 2ndLieut. R. C. T
want a pin for?
What attraction is "an "old scrubber" to a Mortar Cpl.?
What man in the A.A. sleeps in hayricks?
MORTAR PLATOON.

Since we last appeared in print, we have had another
move, and are now settling down in what really seems to
be the "Promised Land" at last.
It is good to see doubledecker buses and the cobbles
and tramlines again after our spell in the wilds. There was
a rumour that we had moved to a rest centre, but training
programmes soon appeared to dispel that lovely dream.
Talking of lovely dreams, we put up a really good show
at the Battalion Dance, and it was obvious that the Mortar
Boys had not been slow in putting their "feet well under the
tables" here. Taney's "Judy" was a thing of delight.
Will toll you all about the football cup that we've won
next month — when we've won it. At the moment we have
got to the stage where the next win will put u's in the final,
and we are very confident of victory.
Special greetings this month to fellow Mortars of the 2nd
Battalion whose article in the September "Buster" we have
just read and enjoyed. We wish you good shooting, and the
best of luck with your "gallant ladies of laundry fame."
"BasePlate."
CARRIER PLATOON.

Greetings, Carriers! Another month has flown, and this
time Galloping Annie is able to relieve "Honest Bloss" from
his somewhat arduous duties. We welcome a visit from mem
bers of the M.T. Section — we hope they know by now why
the CaiTiers have the greatest "esprit de corps" in the Bat
talion, as well as becoming useful reserves to the Platoon.
Our "Fury" has been Acting C.S.M. during the leave
period — we await his return with some anxiety — he knows
why. Happy tracking, Carriers, wherever you. are.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Does "Blossom" know what Checkmate is?
Who held George down?
Has a certain Sei'geant joined the Balloon Barrage?
Where dicL Eric find that pipe?
What is an intelligent driver i/c?
Does "Fury" get Charge Pay?
Was Biown Jack windy?
"Galloping Auxxie."
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PIONEER PLATOON.
Here we are again, adopting the "On Guard" position —
another revival of old times, in fact our storeman is the busiest
person in the Platoon. He has a job to keep our tools from
going rusty — we feel very much "stood off" this mouth.
We like our very "Precarious" billet — very warm and
roomy. The married men feel well at home, creeping upstairs
with boots in hand — however, we like the billet.
We miss our Platoon Commander's gentle voice in the
early morning. Perhaps he now rests in Company office having
obtained a "separation" order from us.
On behalf of the Platoon we extend our hearty congratula
tions to Pte. Ward on his marriage.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Who spends all his time polishing up?
Why does Pte. Pink always limp before a Scheme, and is
the Schoolboard man after him?
What is the difference between a bloke "on his knees"
and a bloke on ice skates?
"Workworn.
M.T. PLATOON.
The last month has been full of great events, the greatest
of them all being that the most elusive but much discussed
matter — leave — has at last been resumed. This fact has,
quite naturally, gladdened our hearts and made the day less
irksome. Again, our move to a civilised and well populated
area has done much to still further brighten our outlook.
By gad, sir! Just look at that dainty Ally on the offside!"
After our section has been bisected. trisected, and in
general cut to pieces, we have now gathered up the remnants,
and are once more a happy and united party.
To those who have left us to "return to duty" we extend
our best wishes, and trust they don't "crash their gears" on
the Bren. They will also have had to change their methods
of I.A. for "stoppages."
Well, we must skid to a halt, so polish up those toecaps.
These lassies are so particular — or are they?
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Is the "cold shoulder" a term in iceskating?
Do a certain couple of Cpl. Mechanics know the meaning
of "platonic"?
Who is Susan?

4

"A" Company.
The time has again come when I must once more set forth
the gallant deeds and misdeeds of this, our longsuffering
Company. I say longsuffering not without just cause and
reason. Who but the Grenadiers would have to stay and live
the Spartan life out in the wilds while our fellow men revel
in the luxuries of central heating, hot and cold water taps,
and all the usual conveniences, with a fish
and chip shop
just round the corner? Yes, everyone, with the exception ol
us. are now in their winter quarters, but our time will come.
Until the time of writing it has only been deferred three times,
which, as anyone who knows anything at all will tell you is
quite usual.
However, the outlook is not so bad as it appears to be
at first sight. For the first
time since many of us were called
up. we are witnin easy reach of a big town. For the modest
sum of "tuppence ha'penny" on the 'bus (unless you make
eyes at the conductress, when she will refuse to take your
money) one can taste all the delights of a modern metropolis.
Whilst dwelling 011 these facilities, we must not forget
that there is still a lot of training to be done, and so once
a week we all sally forth to awaken the countryside with the
sound of marching feet, and the call of those weird birds
commonly known as "Sarnts" and "Sarntmajers."
Cadre
courses, specialist courses, T.O.E.T.S., and an occasional night
"op." pass away the time pleasantly enough. If you don't
think it a pleasant occupation, ask Pte. Poynter if he prefers
swimming with an antitank rifle to "Lying Load."
Leave, a word which a couple of months ago would
have needed explanation, is now in full swing. Many smil
ing faces have returned to our midst — obviously glad to
be back to a settled life once more! Others dread the day

when they will have to desert their comrades for a week
or more.
Congratulations to Lieut. J. A. M
on receiving hLs
second pip.
No Platoon Commander thinks more of the
comfort and well being of his Platoon than he. The Colour
Bloke's office is continually being besieged by members of
No. 8 asking for new suits, new anklets, new boots or re
placement of a chin strap, worn out on the last route
march. Naturally they are not always supplied, and the cry
comes forth "There'll be trouble."
A Battalion Dance was held 011 Friday in the Town
Hall at P
. Quite a few faces emerged from obscurity.
and "going to town" was the order of the evening.
Cpl.
Dale and L.Cpl. Strudwick went to town in no uncertain
manner, and for the early part of the evening at least they
Look a very deep interest in all that was going 011. It is
regretted that their interest waned as time wore 011.
By the time this contribution appears in print, always
providing that it is accepted, there should be a lot more
news.
Until then I am afraid that I must finish
in a
querulous mood.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Do Field Officers really bath between the hours ol 0530
and 0630?
Are coupons issued for Humdingers?
Semolina?
Which is the lesser evil? On the water, in the water, or
under water?
Does a 2in. mortar fire
with a brush in it?
Ask "C"
Company.
"The Grenadier."

4

"B" Company
Here we are again, back to civilisation. After moving so
many times since we left P
, we are all hoping to stay
here amongst our new friends all through the winter. And
what a change cinemas, theatres, hotel, pubs., Y.M.C.As.,
canteens, cafes, and an ice rink. Why must there be a catch
in it, what with guards every third day. Duty Company 'in
between Night Scheme?, and a few days' Jankers here and
there, well, it's all in the day's work, anyhow, leave has
started again "We hope."
Wc are very comfortable in our new billets, especially
after being under canvas, so we are making the best of
them.
In the Platoon Soccer Knockout Competition 12 Platoon
lost to the Mortars 4—2. 11 Platoon beat the Pioneers 13—0.
but lost to the 14 Platoon 2—1. 10 Platoon have not yet
played the Carriers — "Best of luck to them."
While returning from a route march, our Company passed
through a town. The rear scout was 300 yards away, when
an old lady who was watching said to him "That's all right
sonny, they are only a little way in front, catch this bus
and you will catch them up." We live and learn.
THINGS

WE

WANT TO

KNOW.

Who thinks an oblique wind is a cold one?
Famous sayings: "9 times out of 10. still more, 11 times
out of 17S" Really?
"St(inki)."

4

"C" Company.
At last the waggon wheels have stopped turning, the
rolling stone has stopped its rolling, and it is with a sigh
of relief that the writer picks up his pen and commences
to write the monthly epistle.
Turn where we may. we see the face of nature changing.
The very sound of the falling leaves makes us thoughtful.
As the leaves career around us we cannot help thinking
and endeavouring to pry into the future to see what is in
store for us. Autumn is here, and winter is just around the
corner, and as we approach that uncomfortable period,
memories both pleasant and unpleasant come into our
minds of the winter 19401941.

OWN GAZETTE.
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What travels are ahead of us? What long roads have
to be marched? How many nights are to be spent under
hedges or in ditches? Who knows?
But let us forget the memories of the past and the
uncertainty of the future; what of the activities of Shiny
"C" during the month that has just passed?
True, the amount of marching has been a little less
than previous months but. none the less our days, and often
our nights, have been full. Many are the times that the
members of Shiny "O" have watched the first
grey
light of dawn light the darkened sky and many are the
times that they have stretched out their arms and long
sighs passed through their lips; not at the beauty of the
sunrise, but at the vision of boiled fish with its wonderful
taste that awaited them on the Breakfast Table. How
they( loved that fish.
As regards sports, Shiny "C" has added further laurels
to its name. At a recent Sports meeting the Company came
out top—tying for first place with H.Q.I—and congratulations
to all those taking/ part.
Another smashing victory for Shiny "C" was made at
the last crosscountry meeting, when the Company obtained
first place, with "D" Company second.
Football has started again, and two Platoons of Shiny
"C" have ploughed their way through to the third round
of the knockout competition. Maybe we shall see an all
"C" Company final.
We all extend our congratulations to Cpl. Owen on his
recent promotion.
"Shiny C."



"D" Company
Yes, it's happened; we're back to earth once again —
metaphorically and literally — having forsaken our volup
tuous crockery for mess tins. We have also, in the process,,
accomplished the happy task of sorting out our kits according
to rightful ownership; deficiencies are surprisingly negligible,
which leads us piously to hope that a like report may be
made by other Companies. As for our G. 1098 stores, the
sole deficiency would appear to consist in "fruit, tinned, cir
cumspect, for the use of," which must surely has disappeared
by now.
Having proved that we are the neatest and cleanest
Company in the Battalion (or was it the Colour Bloke's con
ception of "design for living" which secured the prize?), we
are settling down very happily in our country seat, growing
daily more accustomed to the civilised comforts which it
affords. We are, of course, by no means losing sight of our
primary function — soldiering — in the exercise of which
an inspired enthusiasm prevails; indeed, zeal has grown to
such proportions that a voluntary flying picquet (nocturnal)
issaid to be under consideration, though a deputation has
not yet got so far as Company Office. In any case, our semi
voluntary evening drillparades provide sufficient recreative
training for such as deride the wearing of clean fatique by
night.
Your scribe has reluctantly to turn gossipwriter in
reporting that, according to all accounts, feet are finding
their way under new tables, while such familiar terms as
"individual training," "night ops." and "immediate action"
are being stolen from the military vocabulary and endowed
with a novel and slightly sinister significance. In passing, It
is understood that a knowledge of Home Rule will break the
thickest ice and, conversely, a knowledge of iceskating will
break the thickest home rules. The intricacies of local
dialects have yet to be mastered, but an "aye" for an "aye"
goes a long way.
Continuing the social side of activities and ascending
from generalities to personalities, we have with pleasure to
congratulate our indefatigable W.T.O., Lieut. W. M. K
,
upon his recent promotion, and Cpl. Wagstaff upon his having
settled'down at long last. We'll keep an eye on him, Mrs. W.
This bulletin must not overlook a commiserative reference
to our studentCorporals who have magnanimously sacrificed
their freedom and even deferred their leave in the sound
cause of military science. (Orderly Sergeant and Billet
Guard Commander, please note)

If the "Buster" still reaches Lieut.'A. C. M
, we hope
he will see that "D" Company has not forgotten him, and we
all hope tliat he will soon be with us again.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
1. What's the difference between a bath parade and a
route march?
2. Does 17 Platoon think that it can play football?
3. Who's Sadie?
4. Has anyone in "D" Company not heard about the
"target for tonight"?
5. Who's got "Apples Be Ripe" now?
6. Who wants to be a batmanslave? (O.K. Pte. M.)
7. What's the grand total, Pte. Whitehead?
STOP PRESS.
We don't want to know the answer to question 3 above:
"Sadie
Is a lady."
Thus spoke
The Colour Bloke.
"Daring Don."
—

"

Sergeants' Mess.
After an absence of one month, for which we must
apologise, we appear once again in print. Readers of the
"Buster" will have already gathered that this Battalion  has
once again changed its "tactical situation." This time we
have excelled ourselves In finding Mess accommodation, and
It appears that we shall certainly be comfortable for the
winter. Last Sunday marked the opening of the Mess Social
Season, and we were honoured by the presence of the Com
manding Officer, the 2nd i/c, P.R.I. and the Adjutant." I
have been asked by many members of the Mess to congratu
late those members of the Mess who worked so hard to make
the evening such a great success. The fair members of this
city were well represented, and a great credit they are to their
respective "clans." It is obvious that Mess members are not
letting the "grass grow under their feet." It is hoped that
by the time the next "Buster" comes around we will have
collected a small bookful of news for your interest.
Greetings to all Messes of the Regiment, and the best
of luck wherever you are.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW...
Where will "Doc" spend , his leave, M
or P
.
Who's taking whose girl home.
Sgts.' Mess Annexe — Ye Olde Townc Cafe.
Will the Mess be fitted out with mooring posts for barrage
balloons?.
Has a certain C.S.M. found his "H" yet?
Was it a long walk home — "cause it 
was,
"BlossWink, Ltd/'

EYES RIGHT ftiES
If you want your Evening Wear,
Sports Wear, or in fact anything
Laundered expertly, send to the

Maidstone & District Laundry Co., Ltd.
Loosee Road, Maidstone.
Telephone : Maidstone 3020
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9th BATTALION
We regret that exercises have prevented the normal flow
of contributions from this Battalion. As we have probably
mentioned before, the last six months for us have been
months of constant and strenuous training, and it happens
frequently that we arc engaged in long exercises of this kind
at precisely the time when contributions are sent in. We
only arrived back from our last scheme yesterday.
We should like to congratulate Major C. K. K
. Major
M. R. G
. M.C.. Capt. J. A. T
and Capt. G. W. T. N
,
on their recent promotion, and wish them every success,
while hoping it does not give them the pip!
The past month has witnessed the climax of the football
season. In other words, the final of the interCompany cup
competition between "C" and "D" Companies. As the teams
were almost evenly matched, the game provided a really ex
citing spectacle, and the result, in spite of 15 minutes extra
play, was a draw. A replay was fought out on the following
night, giving a welldeserved victory to "D" Company.
Life in the open air certainly makes one conscious of
the changing seasons, and the lengthening of the nights
stirs us to go "Hibernis" (as one of our junior officers would
say). The leaves already begin to change their colour, the
morning dew seems wetter, colder, and more abundant, the
swallows have flown, and it is time we also were gone, before
the fogs and dankness of November catch us unaware with
out our fire and buttered (?) scones and tea.
With that
teasing thought we leave.

+

i oth BATTALION
No. 1 PLATOON.
Hello, folks, Signals calling.
Once again it becomes my
pleasure to write a short episode on the recent happenings
of our beloved Platoon. I must confess that I have not had
the pleasure of experiencing a very long stay at that
sr delightful camp,
but while I was there I noticed
that the boys were beginning to get that rat look about them,
pink eyes and shifty glance around. This was undoubtedly
due to being couped up in sort of cages, but this has in no
way cramped their style. I cannot say so much for our very
good friends the Carriers, who most definitely excelled them
selves on our recent day's firing.
Maybe you have heard
rumours of this, but I give you here a first
hand true state
ment from an eyewitness. The Carrier Platoon were pro
vided with, as usual, wonderful communications and every
thing was going fine,
apart from their usual blunders, but
quite good for them. When the scheme was in full swing,
the mortar carrier was required. "Oh. where is the carrier"
the cry rang out. Back came the pleasant reply so casually.
"Stuck in a bog on the moors." "Send back another to pull
it out" said a friend we all know well. Another was sent to
retrieve the wouldbe retriever, and so it went on, until jour
suffered the same fate. To my dismay the close down cf the
scheme came through. I had a good idea in the morning
when we started that something like this would happen.
Alas, the Battalion left in convoy, leaving behind the very
despondent Carrier Section. We were almost resigned to a
night on the moors when a real track vehicle arrived, a
"Valentine" tank. This made very short work of the mess
our friends had made, but for that we would have still been
there.
We eventually arrived back when the rest of the
Battalion bad been asleep for hcurs. Nothing is left but for
to say thanks for the ride. I am sorry to report that our
training has been cut down very much lately, but we hope
to have a fully classified platoon of fat'gue men soon. Who
is next for a course of "spud peeling?" Congratulations to
the M.T. I hear they pull their vehicles through now. No.
fellows, 4 by 2 in the tanks isn't a very good idea.
We are
beginning to wonder what has happened at Richmond;
letters used to arrive regularly, but this has now suddenly
ceased. Perhaps someone else is on a signal course, "She was

only an innocent barmaid, but she served you all the same."
Befcre I close I would like to wish our pal Cpl. Smith all
the best in his new surroundings, from all the boys.
This
is all for now, but: keep your eye open for next month's
"Buster!" All the very best to my pals of the old May Squad
in the 2nd.
FOOD FOR THOUGHT.
Can Wooldridge present arms?
Bunt knows hew to right form.
Mrs.
and cherubs.
Where was the "Lobber" innoculated?
Who are the G.C. men?
Pigeon pairwork.
C.S.M.'s flag
drill.
Are we really going to get a free issue of flags?
Major Beddown.
"Amigo."
No. 2 PLATOON
It is with much regret that we have lost 2/Lt. C. A. M.
M
, who has been of great service to H.Q. Coy. Musically
minded, one can imagine his making C.S.M. H
lead the
Coy. with a triangle, and the guard at the entrance to "B"
Coy.'s lines with a set of bagpipes. We hope that this change
will not make any difference to C.S.M. H
's popularity,
and we hope that he will still retain his famous nickname.
Still, joking apart, it is "B" Coy.'s gain and our loss, and we
with 2/Lt. M
success with "B" Coy.
"Drum and Fife."
M.I. ROOM.
Here we are again, folks—up to the usual M.I. standard
(C.S.M. please note). We are glad to report that most of the
senior N.C.Os. have produced their "Part Ones.." It has been
rumoured that a certain trio, who put in a tardy appear
ance last Sunday were "carved up." The "carving" would have
been more serious had the abovementioned trio put in an
earlier appearance. No doubt certain members of the Bat
talion Concert Party have learnt this to their regret. We are
pleased to announce that the long promised chiropody course
has at last materialised—to the delight of Pte. Norton and
Sgt. Isom (We wonder—6d.)
"A" Coy. is to be congratulated
oii Pte. Bishop, who makes just as efficient a medical orderly
as he did a section leader or scout. We should like to call the
attention of the Signal Platoon to the fact that it is no longer
necessary to use devious means to obtain the table tennis
table. The bats, however, are still unrepaired. Since "Stone
a Mouse Blind" has now returned from his seven days'
recuperation (?) some action on this matter may be taken.
Reverting to the painful subject of inoculation (for which we
apologise) hew did a certain Cook Sergeant manage to get him
self evacuated to the A.D.S. on the day he was due to be
"stuck"
We would like to draw attention to the new
"Stan Oullis" of the Battalion, whose performance in the last
Battalion trial match (24.9.41) rather let the side down. We
are sorry to learn that 2/Lt. C. A. M. M
has left H.Q.
Company and hope that he will be just as popular by the
Canal as he was with us. In passing, we would place on re
cord that the "Big I" is very pleased to see that the A/Colour
Sergeants' Office is shewing signs of approaching the M.I.
Room standard. We have no doubt that the C.S.M. will
notice this improvement and take the appropriate steps.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
1. Where does the M.O. obtain his morning tea?
2. Why did the M.O. want the band to play "Johnny
Pedlar"?
3. When will George get married? or is there no need
for this now that he has a new friend in "Darkie"?
4. When is the M.O. going to hit a pigeon?
5. Who were the members of the quartette who caused
unnecessary noise in a field
at 23.00 hrs. one night last
month?
6. Why is the M.I. Room Corporal always delving into
past Part 11 orders?
MORTAR PLATOON.
And so each month we hope to bring you more news of
this mobile unit. It is said that one learns from experience.
I think we all learnt something from our last scheme whjcU
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took, us to P —. Our Albert certainly did. although lie didn't
satisfy liis inquisitive mind. He was endeavouring (o find
out what type of engine propelled the tanks that accom
panied us. This he failed in, but lie did find
out where the
officer in charge of this iron monster resided. He also found
that this same person resents being approached with the
preliminary greeting of "Hi, Joe."
Wc all hope that Cpl.
Waters will soon be back to his old form that he was in before
an unfortunate incident. Talking of stripes, we have arrived
at rather an odd situation : in our Platoon, we actually have
more men than N.C.Os. Most of the lads have recovered now
from that strenuous march to H
. I know it is not far,
but one has tc remember we are a mobile unit. One cf our
members will remember that eventful day for quite a while.
Fresh air is O.K.. but when mixed with iron it can become
very distasteful. How is your ear, Wally?
PIONEERS
Once more I recall my fiddlers
from their various duties
to submit our monthly episode.
Some come out of the
neighbouring woods' heavily laden with "material," while
some of us straighten our backs from the benches.
The
woods are now taking on an autumn appearance as the trees
lose their leaves, boughs and trunks in our quest for material.
We are still searching for the tree that sprouts 3ply and sheds
paint when tapped, but still we search.
Once more the
Pioneers have shewn their hidden talent, for out of the dust
and the grind of the workshop lias sprung yet another occu
pation. For our twotcol plumber has laid aside his tools
1 pause 2, and has had a spell of farming. Our farmer's boy,
alias Henri, has been sadly missed by us and we all missed
his "taptap," but I am sure he has been most welcomed way
down on the farm. He has had a busy time with the wheat,
barley, and especially his cats. We must add the farmer has
a charming daughter, and can believe Henri when he tells us
the overtime he has put in.
Also there is news from the
"shipping front," for we have heard from a reliable source
that H.M. houseboat "Pleasant" has been in action in the
L
Canal and has suffered slight damage. Henceforth we
welcome Skipper Tew home for his spell cf shore leave, but
note how he insists on his hammock to sleep in.
He is
beginning to lose his "roll" now.
We must welcome to our midst our new Officer, and only 
hope he will look the right way as we gather in our material!
but, I am sure he will find
our scrounging quite useful. The
cows and rabbits in the meadow have had a peaceful week,
no parades for them, but cur Sergeant has now returned
from his seven days, so: "Cows, shun"; "Rabbits, mark time."
Well, once more we must get our scouts out as we collect
material and get our backs bent to
the benches, so for now
the Pioneers sign off.
"Mack."
M.T. SECTION.
Unfortunately it is net possible to call upon our special
correspondent, "Spore Wheel " for his usual contribution in
this month's issue of the "Q.O.G."
A certain amount of
scandal was heard in the lines, but it really was trouble with
an "innertube" that actually landed him in hospital—quite
a nice hospital we understand, and the nurses!
Well, vou
ask him
He is now sweetly reposed at his local "Recovery
Section," but all the boys leek forward to seeing him back
again soon "in good running order" and wish him a speedy
recovery.
To quote "Our loss is somebody's gain," but also to state
our sincere feelings, when we express that we have indeed
lost a good friend and colleague in Sgt. Whiting, who has
now left us to join the O.C.T.U. He was extremely popular
with everybody and we all wish him every success in his new
venture. Of course, a farewell party was held at "The Bay
Horse."
What a binge!
Ptes. Butlin, Ennever and Taylor
shewed their talent and obliged in a most melodious manner.
Wc have also discovered a poet in Pte. Larwcod, who wrote
a poem specially fcr the occasion and dedicated iti to Sgt.
Whiting. Light refreshment and beverage., as only "Tlie Bay
Horse" can offer, were participated in and a good time was
had by all.
These appear to be the two main events of the month
"down on the farm." The plums have come and gone; In
fact they went far more quickly than they came. The corn

has been reaped and the fields
have been ploughed, and as
strange as it may seem to some, cars still break down, but
flic M.T. still carries on.
A good show was put up by our section in the inter
company sports, in spite of their terrifying experience a few
days previously. It was whilst on a practice run in a nearby
field
that a party of spectators intervened.
These frisky
young stallions took a fancy to Pte. Heasman (I don't know
why). They paced him for about ICO yards, but I believe he
just got home by a short head. Pte. Morris, deciding to take
a short cut, was seen frantically endeavouring to scale a haw
thorn hedge, but with disastrous results. Anyway no harm
came to us, and we all returned safely to our fold in good
order.
Time and space is limited, so cheerio for now.
WE WANT TO KNOW.
(1) Who is Snoops?
Does lie ever wake up. and what
water dees he shave in?
(2) Where are our new motorcycles?
(3) Does a certain Platoon know that sarcasm is the
lowest form of wit?
"SpringWasher."
INTELLIGENCE SECTION
Now this is a new venture, and like all new ideas we must
faster it very carefully—as a foreword I would wish it to be
noted that we will accept "whizzbangs," subtle remarks and
even wisecracks as to our parentage; they will, I can assure
you, be taken in the same spirit as .they are given. Firstly, I
would like to give tc all and sundry the dictionary explanation
of the word Intelligence. I quote Chambers, "the faculty of
thinking and reasoning—having good intellect, etc., etc."
I think that the above interpretation will clear all thoughts
that might be naughty from your virginal minds. Now down
to business; we deeply regret the loss of Lt. C
. You are
a lucky Company "D." We welcome to cur bosom 2/Lt. A
,
and will help him to keep the "I" flag flying
high. Well that's
all this time, boys and girls (be there any of the latter in
camp let them now speak or for ever remain silent). Cheerio,
with thanks in anticipation.
P.S.—If any of you lads can knit socks, sew cm buttons or
patch seats of saddleworn trousers, please write to us and wo
promise to answer all letters in next month's "Buster" (space
permitting). Should there be any Fans who would like our
autographs, please call any time between 0300 and 0500 lirs.
daily.

+

"A" Company
The age of miracles is not past—we are still where we were
when last we burst into print.
But we have suffered many
and grievous changes—the local farmers have borne off all
our swedebashers, arid H.Q. Coy. has been stiffening its back
bone at our expense. Indeed, there have been times when the
N.C.O.s. had outnumbered the privates, and the Company has
fallenin in file.
Nonetheless, we can still scrape up enough
men to do guard.
Our SergeantMajor, whose belligerent "So what?" has
shaken so many of us. has left us for a spell in hospital, and
he carries with him the good wishes of the entire Company.
We have had many C.S.Ms., but only one Bill. We have wel
comed 2/Lt. G
, and hope that his stay will not be as brief
of these of so many officers, and we must congratulate Capt.
C
on his recent promotion.
For ourselves, we have, as usual, been demonstrating our
undoubted ability to demolish an imaginary enemy with
imaginary bullets; imaginary mortars and that Charming myth,
the imaginary platoon truck, have always been with us.
If
only we could imagine the ploughed fields
across which we
doubled! But for the undoubted reality of the mud we could
almost believe ourselves to be imaginary—there are, indeed,
some who maintain that our Officers could easily imagine a
whole campaign without rousing us from our beds
We
hope!
Defence works, involving the carriage cf not at all
imaginary sandbags, over incredible distances, have taken
up much of our time, and we have now successfully destroyed
and rebuilt all the posts at which our predecessors laboured.
Nor must we pass over the cinema; there was a film which.
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amid unaccountable roars of laughter, showed us the Army
as it undoubtedly should be—but never is! And there was
tiic delightful, if highly moral, story of Sister Mathilde....
A library established by the Battalion is helping us to
while away our leisure hours (3 per month approx.) and the
first lectures in the educational series promise much for the
future. Altogether, much is being done to relieve the mo.iotony
of ditchcrawling and hedgehopping—for this relief much
thanks!
What will our hero do no.v? Read next month's gripping
instalment!
THINGS WE WOULD VERY MUCH LIKE TO KNOW?
How's your father?
How aces one materialise a bicycle pump, Mr. G
?
Is a rusty rifle necessary for a Stick Orderly?
When w;'3 Phyllis a Stick Orderly?
Where docs Cor pi. C
gel to when lie's wanted?
And why didn't Carrie finish the roadrace?
Whc is this Sgt. Haversack and what's he got that most
others haven't?
What is the Racecourse really for, Col.Sergt.,
"Funf."
4

"B" Company.
Before we commence expanding our lungs on our recent
happenings, I must apologise for the lateness of the news for
the month; it so happened that our usual scribe has left us
altogether, and his relief has unfortunately fallen sick at
home. Not that we have a great deal to write about, as all that
lias happened is very much the same from day to day. It has
been said by some that our badge should be changed from
the Rampant Horse to that of the Defence Workers" Badge,
with a scroll of red tape encircling the implements used.
Although quite a large amount of work has been carried
cut, quite a large number cf the Company has found time for
amusement, some ol" which took place in the early hours of the
morning, when certain of our members decided that the C.S.M.
and cthers might look very nice as kippers. So at> precisely
U4.30 hrs. they committed themselves to attack, much to the
annoyance of the C.Q.M.S., who apart from being new to the
Company had only returned from leave the night previous;
however, as a joke it was taken in quite good spirits, although
we were all blowing smoke from our bodies for at least four
days afterwards. This, of course, had the effect of cutting
down our cigarette bill, and alsc caused the C.Q.M.S. to
change his lodgings.
(The poor lad just couldn't take it).
The next act of aggression was committed against the Officers.
This in seme respects was not quite the success that it might
have been, owing to their taking special precautions.
But
what a pity they just couldn't get up afterwards. I really
think that someone in the Company must have it in for the
Officers, as it has been brought to notice that yet another
raid was made on their place of rest, which was far more
effective than the first; but not being conversant with the
details I cannot say a great deal about it.
Congratuaticns tc Captain H. L. E
on his promotion;
keep going. Sii. the top rung is a long way off. We welcome
to the Company 2/Lt. C. A. M. M
and hope that he will
soon settle do.vn to our routine. We all wish 2/Lt. E. O. C
the best of luck on his being posted away from us, and hope
that he will occasionally allow his thoughts to stray back
to the fold.
B.M. or W.II.
4

" C " Company.
We are writing these notes on the eve of our departure
from the swamps of L
to a far better 'ole.
However, the impending move to town seems to be
making everyone cheerful, so wo will say no more of that,
Officers come le the Company in such numbers now that
wc can scarcely recall who has been officially "welcomed" m
the "Buster" and who has arrived since our last notes, but
we welcome them all anyway.
Much of our time this month has been spent in the usual
way—digging, wiring and guards.
One Company protested

that they couldn't, manage all three duties and got away
with it. After two or three days on defence works they
couldn't even cope with that, so Uncles Charlie and Don caught
a packet. We no longer believe that "Beer is Best."
In the field of sport the topic of the moment is the'Bn.
Football League.
With a very depleted team (due to star
players being on leave), we kicked off against "D" Company
with a 2—2 draw. A very meritorious performance in the cir
cumstances.
We congratulate our friends in "D" Company on the result
of the "Darby," particularly the instigator cf this modern
marathon. Shiny "C were runnersup and are locking for
ward (?) to an opportunity for improving on this result
later on.
Thanks to the efforts of 2/Lts. R. D. J
and F. E. L
.
a very interesting talk on "France" was arranged during one of
those "Confined to Billets" evenings. The lads shewed great
enthusiasm for this form of entertainment and it is hoped it
will be continued.
We have lost one or two more of our original members,
including "Muscles" Haslop and "Mousey" Asliton, to say
nothing of filling
some more vacancies in the Orderly Room,
the Officers' Mess and the Mortar Platoon. We wish them all
good luck.
Our late correspondent has dug himself in at "H.Q." Com
pany and we are expecting verses on the subject of "1098 and
all that" from that quarter, so it only remains for us to close
by signing ourselves
THINGS WE WOULD LIKE TO KNOW.
Who gave the C.S.M. a black eye?
Is "Chota" truly leaving the ranks of bachelorhood?
"Johnnie Charlie."
4

"D"

Company

Our contribution this month may, I'm afraid, cause a
little comment, as I intend to be as sarcastic and pointed as
possible. It may be that the hints or points in some cases
may be lost, and if this is so. I sliall be very disappointed.
Before I go any further, I would like to say that we regret
the loss of Majcr de S. H. L.B., who had such a short stay
with us as Company Commander. We were extremely happy
under his leadership, as in the short time he was with us we
noticed many changes, as also I think did others. We wish
him all the best in his new station.
We take this opportunity of welcoming Lt. G. O. C
,
our new Company Commander, and sincerely hope he has a
long and happy stay. Also 2/Lt. T
, who recently joined
this Company.
Congratulations to Lt. F. W. M
and Lt. R. H. B. P—
on their promotion.
This month for the Company has been fairly eventful.
Events of note include firing
on the ranges, field firing
on
the Moors, an interCompany road race, defence works, and,
last but not least, guard mounting (very eventful).
On the first
of the month the Company went to R
n
Ranges for a couple of days. We regret to say that during
our first
evening there our two remaining hermits, who were
mentioned last month, broke their vows and sneaked out to
Li
a I do not speak from hearsay when I mention that
they were seen in H
a, because I personally saw them.
On being confronted, their excuse was that they were only
going for a supper, but I doubt if a supper would account
for the expressions on their faces.
To return to the firing, we had an exciting day, the Section
Competition arousing quite a lot of enthusiasm. Firing had
to be stopped for cows at one time, and L.Cpl. Pemble caused
some amusement by chasing them away by waving his arms
and uttering weird cries (obviously professional, being a
"Swedebasher").
The highUight of the day though was
Chunkie's firing.
Strange to relate, every shot he fired
pro
duced a flag;
his mind must have been on buckets, not
bullets. On the way back some words were spoken, here they
arc. "March to attention." Now that in itself seems very
trivial, but wait till you read the facts. We had had quite
an exciting and very tiring day, someone suggested a short
cut home across country; it turned out to be very rough
going, and as to how much shorter it was, well, no comment
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need be made. We were some distance from the camp, it was
pitch dark (here I might add that the time was 23.15 hours),
when a voice from ahead was heard uttering these shameful
words we have already mentioned. We would like the culprit
to know that the mighty "Dons" of "D" did not appreciate
that remark.
Everybody enjoyed the firing on the Moors. It is the
first time that ball ammunition has been used on any of our
training. I think the whole tiling was very, very successful.
The total bag for the attacking Companies were three old
rams.
We have this month, I think, proved our boast of last
month that the Company could show a clean pair of heels to
the rest of the Battalion; I am referring of course to the inter
Company Road Race.
The course was approximately eight and a half miles. Out
ol the first six runners home four of them were from "D"
Company. This was indeed an excellent show, and we con
gratulate them for their magnificent performance.
Our first
four were; Pte. Mitchell 1st, C.S.M. Toop 2nd, Pte. Routledge
5tli, and Pte. Russell 6th. Well done! The Company is proud
of you.
Much credit for this foregone result goes .to 2/Lt. T. E.
D
, as he worked extremely hard to organise this run. He
was in the race himself and set a good pace right from the
start and until L
n Road block was reached he had been
i .i the first three all the way. It was thought before the race
that he, being an excellent runner, had the race in his
pocket. Those present at the finishing
point were astonished,
and indeed very sorry to hear that 2/Lt. D
had to go
out of the race so very near home. Hard luck, 2/Lt. D
,
you at least have the satisfaction of knowing your work
was not in vain.
With football the Company is doing pretty well, having
drawn one match and won the others.
We feel that we should make a note of the departure of a
very distinguished person from our ranks; we refer to one Pte.
Walder, commonly known as "Chunky." He has left us and
gone to the Pioneers at L
1. Wherever he goes, whatever
his job, may his cup be fcr ever brimming.
Well, I'm just about played out now, so let's wait and
see what next month brings forth.

bicycles is getting too much for him. or is it that he has been
chief of the Gig Club too often? Keep to your Bren carrier,
Sgt. Cooke, your poor old feet won't stand the strain. Should
you receive a chit from C.S.M. H
never worry, some people
have strange methods of letting off surplus steam, but beware
that you keep enough pressure to ensure smooth working.
Sergt.Major. Wo regret to announce the departure from our
happy throng of Sgt Vobe to the M.P'.S.C. Now a few things
that we should like to be enlightened about:—
Why so many dogs on the menu?
Who has the shares in the sausage factory?
Britain is making beautiful bombs, but what about some
beautiful) batteries, R.Q.M.S.?
What price antidim, Sgt. Morey?
Well, lads, how did you like your drill parade? We will
smarten them up, EEEEEEE by gum.
Pleasant dreams, and we hope L
Camp is put out of
bounds for ever
anyway tc the R.W.K.
"Young Soldier."

_4

Corporals' Mess
It has fallen to my lot to write the "Q.O.G." contribution
for the Corporals' Mess. As this is the first
time from this
Battalion for a considerable period, please don't expect too
much.
Our first
meeting was held on September 14th and wc
regret that so small a gathering was present, but owing to the
numerous duties, fatigues, etc., the small number was ac
counted for.
As we are moving shortly nothing is really
settled, and we hope to be able to get things moving with a
swing in our new quarters, as we understand there is quite
a good mess there. (Corporals' Mess, of course).
"InEffective."

FOOD FOR THOUGHT.
Adjutant, Coy. Commander, Orderly Officer, Platoon Com
mander, R.SJVI., Cigarette holder.
"Wicket Henry; Black Miunba."
Old Lev., Old crock.
Stick Orderly Pte. Jack H.
Provost Staff, B
y.
The Modern Army.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW..
Who is the fingernail
king?
Who sucked "Wicked Henry" out?
Who said 24 hours was enough to clean up for guard
mounting?
Who is Benny F.. and would tiro B.B.C. be interested?
Does Hoare Belisha weep?
Who wrote "Breakfast at the Mess"? '
"Alark!"

4

Sergeants' Mess.
Ladies and gentlemen, and others, pray silence for your
President—I give a toast to all loyal members of the "Gig
Club"! May they keep their spirits on high and may they
dodge tlie consequences (Drink, boys, drink). A second toast
to tlie chief "Gig" whoever he may be to the time of this
"Buster" going to print. May he reign long and pay for his
beer regularly; Now for some news brought to you exclusively
by an underpaid reporter straight from the Mess (and what a
mess). Have you noticed that our Great I has lately adorned
his stripes with a .morsel ol" white bianco; did your injection
hiU't you very much, C.S.M. Horsletn?—careful boys, two and
two still make four. May 1 draw your attention, folks, to the
worried and drawn look on the face of our A./Col.Sgt. Morey;
is it thai the job of looking after the spares of the Int. Section's
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good shine on teeth but dissolves away surface stains and
hidden food particles as well. If you want goodlooking teeth
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Has everything — plus IRIUM
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70th BATTALION
BATTALION SPORTS.
InterCompany sports were held at T
on Sept. 25tli.
It was an excellent afternoon in every way.
The weather
was perfect, the grounds in splendid condition, and an ex
cellent course had been set out under the supervision of S.I.
H Baxter. A.P.T.S.
The Battalion was well represented.
The Commanding
Officer and SecondinCommand were keenly interested, and
each Company Commander had with him all who could be
spared from regimental duties.
Each event was very keenly contested and fought out
right to the finish.
"B" Company jumped into a leading position 011 tlie
scoreboard in the first
two events, recorded by taking first
place in the mile and first
and second in the 100 yards, and
from then on were never seriously challenged.
The excellent times put up showed the keen nature of
the competition with the mile run by Cpl. Harvey in 5 min.
15 sees., and the combination of "brawn and skill" of "A"
Coy.'s tugofwar team outstanding.
The whole* programme was 'carried out with splendid
cohesion. Capt. S
as chief judge did fine work, and
R.S.M. Bazeley as starter, with his two "sawnoll" shot guns,"
was a formidable and very businesslike looking individual.
Thanks are due to all who contributed towards making
it a most enjoyable afternoon. Much good talent was to be
seen with chief honours going to "B" Company—a fitting
reward lor the hard work they put into their training. Other
Companies should benefit by the experience.
Heartiest congratulations are offered to Capt. W
and
his Company or. a really excellent performance.
Company placings were as follows : 1st "B" Company, 44
points; 2nd ' A" Company, 25 points; 3rd "F" Company. 13
points; 4th "D" Company. 9 points; 5th "E" Company, 7
points.
Individual winners were : High jump, 2/Lt. P
, "D"
Company; one mile, Cpl. Harvey. "B" Company; 100 yards. Sgt.
Jackson. "B" Company: putting the shot. C.S.M. Stannard,
"A" Company; 440 yards. Pte. Hollands, "F" Company: 120
hurdles, Cpl. Walkinshaw, "B" Company; obstacle race, Cpl.
Standerwick. "B" Company: long jump. Pte Cavell. "A'
Company; tugofwar. "A" Company; intercompany relay.
"A" Company; medley relay, "B" Company.
4

"A" Company.
"A" for Ack calling, "A" for Ack calling—Well, pluguglics.
another month has passed away, and with it a number of
familiar faces. These have exchanged for a new line in dials
which would make Darwin squirm with delight.
However, being imaginative birds, we feel that hearts of
gold lie behind those rough exteriors.
Despite these rather
rude comments we welcome them one and all and wish them
luck with the Company.
Unemployment is 011 the decrease, but not here—Oil! 110.
Many "employed" men are now out of jobs and can only
pick up a meagre living doing guards and working with
their platoons. How are the mighty fallen!
The M.T. is now undergoing a spot of reorganisation
under the eagle eye of 2ndLieut. "B
S
" R
. Gone
are the days when a skate was an easy thing to catch late at
night.
Now the voice of the Office Sphinx informs us in
dulcet tones that all except one are immobilised and that
one is in use. With some of their pristine beauty regained,
the skates look frightfully fetching in their new autumn
coats.
Battalion Sports were a great success, and we managed to
pull off second place. Congratulations to all concerned. I
have no space to discuss football prospects which is perhaps
just as well—Cheer up soccer fans, the tide will turn.
From W
M
, the hub of the universe, come the

following whitehot news flashes—Flash—From He who must be
Obeyed comes the news that Cliico and Harpo can't make it
Flash—Eminent scientists are carrying out research work in
connection with the hibernation of barbers in autumn—
Flash—Having "fixed" himself a new bike out of O's and S's,
our tinkering tycoon was heard to exclaim that he didn't
mind having his previous velocipede whipped, but it was the
principle of the thing that mattered—Flash—Rumour has it
that a high officer of the Company has a contract with boot
lace and blanket label king—Flash—Our London correspon
dent says tugofwar team has won a contract with a demo
lition firm.
AUNT FANNY'S HOROSCOPE.
For those about to go on leave—A wonderful surprise
awaits you when you return.
Have nothing to do with
storemen.
To all who would be goalkeepers I say—Lookie, lookie.
lookie, here comes cookie!
A warning to all—3 G's for Gas and 4 B's for kit
inspection!
Finally, our old friend : —
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Who invented the pianoaccordion?
What does O.C. stand for?
Is it true that Sgt. F
sings "You are my heart's
delight" to G
gs?
What to spend our pay 011—Whiffs or Waal's?
What evil genius is behind the assault Course?
The brand of lubricant used by Sgt D
to obtain
those resonant tones?



"B" Company.
The most outstanding event of the month lias been our
successful participation in the Battalion Sports. The Com
pany is to be congratulated on a really fine
performance in
"topping the bill" with 44 points—19 points ahead of the
"runnersup." The success was tlie result of wholehearted
"teamwork" and for that reason it is perhaps a little unfair
to mention names.
We should, however, like to record our
appreciation of the outstanding part played by the follow
ing :—2ndLieut. M
and Sgt. Jackson (100 yards). Cpl.
Harvey and Pte. Turner (mile), also the good work of Cpls.
Jackson. Standerwick and Walkinshaw.
Neither must wc
neglect to mention the gallant fight
put up by tlie Tugof
War team who. sustained six heavy "pulls" before capitulat
ing in the final.
A heavy blow has befallen us recently. The "long and
short of it" are 110 longer with us. We refer, of course, to
the loss of Sgt. Baxter. A.P.T.C. and Sgt. Garrett. A.E.C. Their
popularity was universal and we miss them keenly. O11 be
half of the Company we wish them every success and happi
ness in their new spheres of activity.
We welcome back C.S.M. Parks and Sgt. Dytcli from their
Course at B——.
Are we correct in understanding that
they have been duly "smartened up" by their Course?
Strangely enough all enquiries as to whether tliey had en
joyed it met with most ungracious reception.
Somebody must have spread the rumour that there is
buried treasure in these parts. Every day sees us sally forth,
armed with pick and spade, to launch a renewed and vigorous
offensive 011 the "blasted heath."
A Field Firing day at B
H
was greatly appreciated
by those who had the good fortune to participate.
The football season has opened auspiciously for us with
a 3—1 victory against "A" Company. We are looking forward
to a successful "season" of interCompany matches.
THINGS WE WOULD LIKE TO KNOW.
1. What is the C.S.M.'s new and rapid method for losing
weight?
2. Is there any truth in the rumour that peashooters
may be issued by the ColourSergeant to replace rifles 011 the
Miniature Range?
3. Who has distinguished himself by his partiality for
cheese?
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"C" Company.
After at one time having as many as ten officers in the
Company (including three Home Guard) we are now reduced
to a minimum, since Capt. P. P
has gone to another com
pany and is now on a Company Commander's Course. Lieut.
F. P
is on a Gas Course, and 2ndLieut. J. B
on a
M.T. Course.
Calling all cadres.
Nothing of moment has occurred this month, though the
following are worthy of note : in addition to our P.T.. W.T..
Signal and General Tactical Courses we now have a M.G.
cadre and a backward men's squad; the former seem to think
that they, like the cavalry, are intended to give tone to what
would otherwise be a vulgar brawl, and the latter certainly
have the unintentional effect of lending humour to our other
wise earnest training, whether they be on the parade ground
or on W.T.
The Assault Course, fleeting targets and "mural paint
ings" of degrees and targets for the W.T. cadre were just
completed when wc were honoured by a visit by the Army
Commander; this was tlie event of the month.
An exchange of personnel between ourselves and "A"
Company was accompanied by mutual exchange of goodwill.
The Company staff are now in Nissen huts and the cadres
will join them there shortly.
The Home Guard have again availed themselves of our
Sunday specials which, this month. Included unarmed com
bat. bayonet fighting, J.D. stalking, nightwork, patrols and
road blocks, with the use of our miniature grenade and field
firing
ranges in the evening.
Our football match against "B" Company was fast and
exciting, resulting in a 5—2 win for our opponents, although
we consider it a lucky one.
The weekly dances have again been well supported by
the fairer sex and the Allegro band has obliged with its usual
high standard.
Who took his iron ration on Night Patrol?
Who's the civvy in the road block dems?
"Eyewash."

4

"D"

Company

Yet another month has rolled by and we find
ourselves
midst the rapidly growing autumnal tints racking our brains
for the noteworthy events of that period.
Having of late been employed either on intensive train
ing or very, very intensive digging, we spent the past month
mixing them and finding that variety is indeed the spice of
life.
We are very proud to report the honour of a visit from
the Colonel of the Regiment. It was a great pleasure to see him
again and our only regret was that his visit was so short,
but wc hear that he was moving on to visit our "brothers in
arms" from overseas.
Last month we expressed the hope of reinstating sport
more fully and we are very pleased to say that since then
we have "dabbled" (because we came fourth) in the Battalion
Sports Meeting and have had greater success in the Battalion
Football League, beating "C" Company by five
goals to two;
not to mention the victory over the "locals" with nine goals
to their one. If it wasn't for the excellence of the village
"copper" in goal our score might have been greater.
We regret to announce the departure of 2ndLieut.
H. J. B. P
, who has been with us for some time now and
wc are therefore, very sorry indeed to lose him. We have
since heard from him however, and are glad to hear that he
is settling down quite happily in his new surroundings. We
are thus deprived of our best highjumper as his victory in
the Battalion Sports Meeting testifies.
On the 26th of September the walls of the Company
billet swayed to the rhythm of liot music and shuffling feet
—the first
Company dance was in lull "swing."
In all. approximately 250 people attended and 112 of the
fairer sex were kindly "imported" by the R.S.M. To say that

"a good time was had by all" is an understatement ol' fact
and our thanks are in no small measure due to Lieut. "Hell's
Bells" H
. who spent an enormous amount of time and
energy to make a success of the event which we plan to make
a monthly feature of.
Scene.—A chilly autumn evening outside B.H.Q.
Time.—Approximately 20.00 hours.
Sentry. Halt—Who goes there?
Voice. Friend.
Sentry. Advance One and be recognised.
Voice (plaintively). We've got to come together 'cos we're
carrying a bed.

4

"E" Company
To bring enlightenment to this mad world I am penning
another of my articles entitled, "From the ridiculous to the
sublime and back again to the ridiculous." Well, here goes!
As sweet music to the weary, as a challenge to the fear
less we send you our news from this the Company of Com
panies ! With deep regret we bid farewell to our O.C., Capt.
A. E
.
We welcome in his stead, Lieut. T
, whose
guiding hand already lies firm
upon the helm! We also bid
farewell to our chubbyfaced friend, Lieut. H
s and wish
him the best of luck in his new company. (I daresay there
will be a few sobs from the K
M
area)! !
At last we are in a position to announce a rather inter
esting item of news. In recent contributions to the magazine,
mention has been made of wiring and construction. This
little labour of love is now practically finished
and apart from
dark mutterings of "dannert" and "aprons" nobody talks of it.
Occasionally, a man may be seen carrying a roll of barbed
wire, but this has now become the exception and not the
rule!
In matters of sport we are as ever, very much to the
fore. The football season has now begun and our Company
team is already stepping out. To prove that this is no idle
boast, here is a list of our successes:—
"E" Company v. R.A.F. Won 6—3.
"E" Company v. "F" Company. Won 8—2.
"E" Company v. R.A.F. Won 4—2.
"E" Company v. "F" Company.
Draw 3—3 (Battalion
Football League).
Apart from these matches outside the Company, inter
Platoon games are being hotly contested, so much so in fact,
that some of our middleaged N.C.O's are trying to regain
some of their lost youth.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
1. Who is the gunman with the blonde moll?
2. Who played goalkeeper for the administrative Platoon
and thought he was playing centreforward?
3. Is it true that administrative Platoon receive gland
treatment before proceeding onto the football field?
4. Who is the gent that knows Blackness Lane very
well?
5. Why is the C/Sgt. always digging (or scratching) for
victory?
6. Who is the new girl the Company Clerk has been seen
with lately, and why does she wear a cross around her neck?
Cheerio Playmates!
"Benbow."

4

"F" Company
"Wliat'chcr, Chums, 'F' Company on the air."
We are
sorry to announce the loss of three great friends, 2/Lt.
E. L. H
, 2/Lt. J. J. J, J
who have gone hack to their
old Units, and 2/Lt. T
, who has joined the "Umbrella"
Corps.
We wish them the best of luck in their respective
Units.
We welcome to our midst Lt. II
, late of "E" Company.
1 made a great discovery of late, the Employed Stall' can play
football; we hope to see more of them now they have such a
good player, none other than "Bastin," our star left winger.
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Congratulations to our Company Football and Boxhv
Teams on their recent performances. BotHii teams took a big
part in the Local Salvage Drive. Our Company was also asked
to send a detachment to represent the "Battalion" in/ a march
through O
on tlie final
day of the Salvage Drive.
The
turnout was good and congratulations being plentiful.
The Home Guard in this area now consider themselves to be a
part of the "Fighting" 70th, as they seem to spend most of
their time watching vis, and have now developed "hawklike
eyes." Now for the latest "soandjal."
Some of our new
Sergeants are progressing very well
with the W.A.A.F.S.
Future progress will be noted with great eagerness. We are
pleased to hear that Pte
. W.A.A.F., has been posted back
again to this area; so now he does net need any more week
end passes. I wish P —y P
great sucpess on his course;
I hope he comes back with a "D." "Well Chums" this all
for now, so here's "F" Company signing ofT.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
What is the attraction in the A.R.P. Girls?
Who changed the saying of "Mind my bike" to "Where's
my Bike"?
What does our "Q" Branch do with the ration money?
Who was it who was looking for a white eat in the dust
bins?
Who is it on every Saturday night has to put his boots
in his kitbag before he goes out?
What is a Brylcream Boy?
"Scandalmonger."

4

INFANTRY TRAINING
CENTRE

Someone lias lost a cap. A torch is flashed,
and the missing
cap is discovered, amidst shrieks of laughter, on the owner's
head.
Round tlie room there are caustic cries of: "Pipe
down!" "Put a sock In it," and "I'll be fixing
some of you
perishers up in a minute." The ribaldry dies a sudden death
at this last. All is silence. One sleeps.
A further noise invades one's sleeping brain.
The
bugler is sounding the Reveille.
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OldComrades'Correspondence
LONDON

BRANCH

AND QUEEN'S
DEPTFORD.

OV/N SOCIAL CLUB,

APOLOGIES.
We regret our absence from the "Old Comrades" page
for so long, and hasten to assure our members and friends
in the Regiment that the omission is not due to lack of
interest.
Nor does it mean that we are not carrying on
the good work here in London. Home Guard and other duties
take up so much of the writer's time nowadays that somehow
the 6th of the month gets overlooked, and so the O.C.A.
page becomes conspicuous by its absence.
LONDON BRANCH MEETINGS.
The Branch have not yet been able to fix
up another
meeting place. As soon as this can be arranged, members will
be notified by the Acting Hon. Secretary. Mr. W. Snell. Should
any member require information re tlie Branch, and will write
to him at 3, Malta Road. Leyton, E„ lie will be only too
pleased to answer.

MEETINGS.
ON GETTING TO SLEEP (1941).
At 22.15 hours the bugler sounds "Lights Out."
The
babble in the room is momentarily hushed, only to break
out again with increased violence. Tills gradually dies down,
leaving a wireless set (from some neighbouring Sergeant's
bunk) alone to keep the wouldbe sleeper awake. This Is
eventually switched off. just as one is hearing (for perhaps
the fourth time that day) a daughter asking lier mother's
advice about life. Usually,, prior to this, one or two men
enter the room like a tornado, and continue an animated
conversation whilst disrobing. These, in turn, weary at last,
and then enters someone who has evidently lost something.'
He ransacks his locker, opening and closing all the drawers
several times, and occasionally dropping a messtin or mug
or knife, fork and spoon.
As one lapses into that delicious world betwixt sleeping
and waking, a terrific crash brings one back to earth. Courage
brother! this is not a bomb: it is merely a freshair fiend
attacking his window.
Once more one dozes, voices are raised in bitter anger.
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Q O. SOCIAL CLUB. DEPTFORD.

Meetings are still held regularly on the first
Sunday in
each month, at the Brown Bear. High Street, Deptford, com
mencing at 12 noon.
Since our last notes appeared we have held our Annual
General Meeting. There was a good attendance of members
— many travelling long distances to be present. We had a
very welcome surprise visitor in Mr. W. Snell. the Secretary
of the London Branch. It will be remembered that he suc
ceeded tlie late Captain George Allen at tlie London Branch.
As the chair of the Social Club was rendered vacant when
"Our George" passed over, it was decided by the members
that Mr. Snell be asked to honour us by presiding at our
Annual General Meeting.
He willingly consented, and so
well did he carry out the job that when the election of
officers took place he was asked to carry on occupying the
chair at our future meetings for the duration of tlie war —
or until such time as a representative meeting of members
can be gathered together again.
Mr. J. Robert Protz was reelected Hon. Treasurer, while,
for his sins, the writer was very forcibly ordered to carry
on as Hon. Secretary.
PRISONERS OF WAR FUND.

"1Kent

5ltesseitger "

The writer suggested sending £1 to the Fund. Umpteen
members popped up as seconders of tlie proposal.
The
one who caught tlie Chairman's eye said "Make it £2, and
I'll second the proposal," to which our worthy Hon. Treasurer
replied "Let's make it guineas — it sounds posh" — so
guineas lt was — and posh we are! We hope to be sending
some more along soon.
VISITOR FROM CANADA.

Easily BEST for

Advertisements

At our meeting held on Sunday. October 5th, we had
the great pleasure of having with us young "Buster" Dade, of
The Queen's Own Rifles, of Canada.
A great number of
readers of the Q.O.G. will remember liis father, "Micky"
Dade, late Pioneer Corporal of the pre1914 2nd Battalion
Many interesting letters from him in Canada have appeared
in these notes in the past. Although "Mick" knew that lie
stood a very poor chance of ever attending a meeting he
became a Life Member of the London Branch at its inception.
Young Dade is a true chip of tlie "Old Block"—in looks
manner nncj affection for tlie old Queen's Own
He says that

THE QUEEN'S OWN GAZETTE.
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ever since lie can remember Tlie Queen's Own lias been held
ui)
bim and his young brother as "The Regiment." He
could not join us. but lie has done the next, best tiling
and is with The Queen's Own of Canada. He lias one wish
;l burning one too — he wants to see the barrack square
old "Mick" is always talking about, and of which he —
tlie youngster — has read so much of in the Q.O.Gs. the
writer sends out to them. I am looking forward to bring
ing him to visit our "Spiritual Home." and to his meeting
more of his father's "old comrades."
All the members present at the meeting autographed a
copy of the current "Buster" which young "Buster" is send
ing' home with all our best wishes, and tlie news that tlie
toast of the Branch was "To our old pal 'Micky Dade'."
PAST AND PRESENT ASSOCIATION.
Quite by chance entered into conversation the other day
to discover the man I was talking to was an exC.S.M. of
the 5tli Battalion, to wit. No. 240017 F. Harman. ExSergts. of
the old 2nd Battalion and 5th Battalion should remember
him. He went out to India with the 5th. on mobilization in
1914. and later served in Mespot.
He is doing very well,
and is on full time A.R.P. He sends liis salaams to all Old
Comrades. A very pleasing feature of our meeting is that I
gained another Life Member for tlie Parent Association.
AND FINALLY.
To all our comrades — past and present — wherever they
may be. we send our fraternal greetings, hoping that tlie time
is not too far distant when we shall all foregather again for
our good old annual chinwag — and a few wines. Thumbs
and chins up everybody.
"Paddy Doyle."
4.

DIARY

OF WAR

EVENTS

July 25th.— Britain and U.S.A. freeze Japanese assets. Heavy
fighting in Russia with little change in situation. Enemy
attacks 011 Mediterranean convoy beaten off; H.M. des
troyer "Fearless" sunk.
July 26tli.—Britain denounces trade treaties with Japan.
R.A.F. raid Berlin. Hamburg and Hanover.
July '27tli.—Attack by Italian small craft on Valetta harbour
in Malta repulsed with loss of 13 vessels.
Russians
check hostile advance in all sectors.
Japanese begin
landing in IndoChina.
July 28th.—Sharp hostile air raid on London. Finland breaks
off relations with Britain.
July 29th.—R.A.F. destroy 35 hostile machines in raid on
Sicily.
July 31st.—Fleet Air Arm lose 16 machines in two heavy
" raids on Petsamo in North Finland. Successful raid 011
enemy convoy in Heligoland Bight.
August 1st.—Third Canadian Division arrives in England.
Battle in Russia becoming stabilised. U.S.A. bans export
of oil to Japan.
August 2nd.—More Russian local successes on battle front.
Britain extends blockade to Finland.
August 3rd—R.A.F. raid Berlin. Hamburg and Kiel. British
submarines sink Italian cruiser and merchant shipping in
Mediterranean. Germans begin new drive in Ukraine.
August 4tli.—U.S.A. promises economic help for Russia.
Fighting in Ukraine continues.
August 5th.—Arrival of reinforcements in Singapore.
R.A.F.
"raid Sardinian and North African ports and aerodromes.
August 6th.—R.A.F. raid Mannheim. Frankfurt and Karlsruhe.
Russians continue stubborn defence in Ukraine and in
North.
August 7th.—Second R.A.F. raid 011 Mannheim, Frankfurt and
Karlsruhe. Fighting in Russia continues fiercely.
August 8th.—Russian air force raids Berlin. Successful sea
and ah attacks on hostile convoys in North Sea and
Mediterranean.
August 9th.—R.A.F. raid Kiel. Russians raid Berlin again.
Germans claim success in Ukraine and capture of
Koresten.
August 10th;—New R.A.F, raids 011 Northern French targets;

18 enemy fighters
shot down.
Fighting at Uman in
Ukraine.
August 11th.—Germans thrust towards Odessa and Nikolaev.
August 12th—Britain and Russia guarantee Turkey against
aggression. Heavy daylight attacks by R.A.F. on targets
in Western Germany and Holland.
August 13th.—R.A.F. night attacks on Western German
cities and 011 Berlin.
August 14th.—British Prime Minister and President of United
States, after meeting on board ship in Atlantic to dis
cuss future war policy, issue eight point declaration of
peace aims.
Russians evacuate two towns in Ukraine.
R.A.F. sweep over Northern France
August 15th.—Britain and U.S.A. offer all possible help to
Russia, details to be arranged at joint conference in
Moscow.
300 R.A.F. machines raid Western Germany.
Heavy fighting continues in Ukraine.
August 16th.—Russia accepts British American proposals for
Moscow conference.
August 17th.—Russian withdrawal in Western Ukraine con
tinues.
Cologne. Dusseldorf. Duisberg and Rotterdam
bombed by R.A.F.
August 18th.—U.S.A. announces new ferry service to West
Africa for delivery of airplanes to British Middle East
forces.
August 19th.—New German attacks against Leningrad and in
Gomel area. Russians completing retirement to east ol"
Dnieper in Ukraine. German attempts to land on Black
Sea coast repulsed.
August 20th.—Premier of Canada arrives in Britain.
August 21st—Germans continue pressure towards Leningrad
and in Gomel sector.
August 22nd—Lord Halifax arrives in Britain from U.S.A.
German advance towards Leningrad checked.
August 23rd.—Germans claim to be closingin 011 Odessa.
August 24th.—Successful Russian counteroffensive in cen
tral sector.
August 25th.—British and Russian forces enter Iran to en
° force expulsion of German agents. Russians in North
evacuate Novgorod, but continue advance in centre of
battlefront.
August 26th.—Allied advance into Iran continues; little re
sistance encountered.
Germans occupy Luga in North
and Dniepropetrovsk in Ukraine.
August 27th.—Allies continue to make progress in Iran.
R.A.F. raid targets in occupied France.
August 28th.—New Government in Iran orders cessation 01
resistance to
Allies. Russian advance in central sector
progresses well.
August 29th.—New Russian offensive in North but Germans
capture Tallinn and Baltiski in Estonia. Hostilities cease
in Iran, but Allies continue unopposed advance.
August 30th.—Fighting rages all along battlefront in Russia.
August 31st.—Russians withdraw to old frontier line with
Finland North of Leningrad. R.A.F. sweep over Northern
France.
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"Quo Fas et Gloria Ducunt."
BATTLE HONOURS BORNE ON THE REGIMENTAL COLOUR 
The Sphinx, superscribed "Egypt"
"Vimiera," "Corunna," ."Almaraz." "Vittoria," "Pyrenees,"
"Nive,'
"Orthes,
"Peninsula,"
"Punniar," "Moodkee,'
"Perozeshah," "Aliwal." "Sobraon," "Alma," "Inkerman,"
'Sevastopol," "Lucknow," "New Zealand," "Egypt, 1882.
"Nile. 188485," "South Africa, 190002," "Afghanistan, 1919."
BATTLE
"Mons,"

"Ypres.

1914.

'15.

'17,

HONOURS

BORNE

ON

THE

KING'S

COLOUR :

'18." "Hill 60." "Somme. 1916, '18," "Vimy, 1917," "Italy, 1917, '18," "Gallipoli, 1915.
"Gaza," "Defence of Kut A1 Amara," "Sharqat."

THE

GREAT

WAR

BATTLE

HONOURS—18

BATTALIONS:

"Mons" "Le Cateau," "Retreat from Mons," "Marne, 1914," "Aisne, 1914," "La Bass6e, 1914," "Messines, 1914, '17,'
"Yores'
1914
'15
'17
'18," "Hill 60," "Gravenstafel," "St. Julien," "Frezenberg," "Loos." "Somme, 1916, '18.
"Albert 1916 '18'' "Bazentiii," "Delville Wood," "Pozieres," "Guillemont," "FlersCourcelette." "Morval," "Thiepval,
"Le Translov" "Ancre Heights," "Ancre, 1916,
'18,"
"Arras, 1917, '18," "Vimy, 1917," "Scarpe, 1917," "Oppy,
"Pilckein" "Lansemarck. 1917," "Menin Road," "Polygon Wood," "Broodseinde," "Passchendaele," "Cambrai. 1917, 18.
"St Quentin " "Rosieres," "Avre." "Villers Bretonneux," "Lys," "Hazebrouck." "Kemmel," "Amiens,'; "Bapaume, 1918,
"Hindenbure
Line"
"Epehy."
"Canal
au
Nerd."
"St.
Quentin
Canal,"
"Courtrai,"
"Selle,
Sambre,
"France and Fianders, 191418," "Italy. 1917, '18," "Suvla." "Landing
at Suvla," "Scimitar Hill" "Gallipoli, 1915,
"Rumani" "Egypt
191516," "Gaza," "El Mughar," "Jerusalem," "Jerrcho,"
Tell
Asur,
Palestine. 1917,
18.
"Defence of Kut A1 Amara." "Sharqat," Mesopotamia, 191518.'
m

"Editorial
We regret the departure during the month of our Padre.
Captain A. E. A. Sulston.
*

*

*

We regret to announce the death, at Hambledon, ol
Major J. C. Chillingworth, late of the 8th Battalion, The
Queen's Own R.W.K. Regiment.
*

*

*

We congratulate Major C. A. de B. B
the M.C., in Africa.
*

*

*

We also congratulate Major C. E. P.
Senior Officers' Course.
*

*

on his award of

on

passing

*

It gave us great pleasure to have news of Lieuts. A. G.
C
and D. J. H
. also Captain E. C. S
from Africa.
They wish to be remembered to all friends.
*

*

*

Mrs R. Moss writes to say that Robert, Prisoner of War
No. 828. has moved to Offlag VI.B. He thanks all those who
have written and asks that they will write again.

Sir H. Garrard TyrwhittDrake was installed as Mayor of
Maidstone for the 9th time. The Regiment offers hearty con
gratulations and best wishes on this unique occasion.
*
x
*
The Editor would appreciate news of those away from
Battalions, and would be delighted to pass on through the
Q.O.G. any items received.
x
*
*
A Book of Poems presented by the Lord Provost of
Glasgow has been received from Lieut.Colonel H
, and
will find a place in the Regimental Museum, and remind the
6th Battalion of their famous march.
x
x
*
Wreaths were laid on the M
War Memorial and on
on behalf of the Regiment botli
the Cenotaph in
Past and Present.
The Editor acknowledges with thanks a cheque, value
£5. received from Colonel R. J. WoulfeFlanagan. D.S.O. This
cheque has been passed to the Prisoners of War Fund.

L i e u t .Qolonel W. P. O
. who commands the 70th Welch
Regiment, wrote a few weeks ago and asks all old friends to

keep in touch.

*

*

'*

We go to Press on the day after the installation of the
Lord Mayor of London. This year s Lord Mayor is Sir John
Laurie who commanded the 2/4th Battalion. The Queens
Own during the War. 19141918.
We would wish him the
best of good wishes for his year of office, and offer our
heartiest congratulations.

PRISONERS OF WAR.
A further list of names of those Officers and Other Ranks
who are Prisoners of War.
Will all those who know the whereabouts of Prisoners
please let me know, so that it can be published in order
that their friends may communicate with them.
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No.
Rank.
Name.
6345806 L.Cpl. Abbott. R. A.
69920 Lt. Axford R. A.
6347248 Pte Baker, A. J.
6347928 Pte. Cade, E. J.
6345699 L.Cpl. Dalton. D. V.
6340525 Sgt. Easton. J. E. A.
6346056 Pte. Fairbrass, R. J.
98818 2Lt. Henchie Barry
36359 Capt. Langclon. H. J.
68037 Lt. Thomson, A. B.

P.O.W. No. and Address.
2855 Staiag XXI.B.2.H.,
Germany.
492 Offlag VII.C., Germany.
1082 Stalag XXI.B., Germany
10956 Stalag XX.B., Germany
Stalag XXI.B., Germany
10951 Stalag XX.A.3.A..
Germany.
7792 Stalag XXA. 34.,
Germany.
358 Offlag VII.C., Germany.
809 Offlag VII.C., Germany.
Offlag VII.C., Germany.

We have pleasure in publishing a copy of a letter re
ceived from Mrs. Si vers, whose husband is a Prisoner of War:
"My husband, R.S.M. Sivers. 7th Battalion R.W.K. Regi
ment, who is a Prisoner Nof War, wishes me to write and
inform you that he continues in the best of health and
spirits. I hear frequently and judge by his letters that he
and all the boys at Stalag XXA. (3) are anything but
downhearted."

+
PRISONERS OF WAR FUND.
We are pleased this month to be able to tell our readers
that we have now despatched to our boys two suits of woollen
underwear,' pullover, scarf, socks, helmets, etc., in addition,
of course, to the usual articles we always include in the
parcels, such as towels, razor blades, soaps, etc.—and it is
most encouraging for us to have heard from several of the
nextofkin that these articles have actually been received
by the men. As mentioned in our last issue, we have also
sent off a large consignment of games, playing cards, etc., to
the various camps for distribution to our men—and are hop
ing these will reach them at an early date. In this respect
we have airmailed a number of the men in the various
camps to expect these parcels. We do hope they will arrive
safely and give some pleasure.
We helcr our monthly P.O.W. Dance in Barracks last
month—on the 31st ult.—when the useful sum of £7 7s. 10d..
added to the Fund.
Receipts.
£ s. d.
Balance as per last Account
1.756 13 31
September Subscriptions—
£ s. d.
2nd Battalion
10 0 0
7th Battalion
10 0 0
10th Battalion
7 13 0
Depot, Officers' Mess
1 13 0
Depot, Other Ranks
3 16 6
33 2 6
Victory Draw Tickets—Balance
13 19 0
Donations—
Col. G. E. L. Pardington
1 0 0
Mrs. S. Smart
2 6
E. Walker
3 3 0
Mrs. Briggs
5 0
O.C. 20th (Sevenoaks) Battalion.
H.G.
$
1 8 0
Mrs. L. Ulting
1 10 0
Mrs. Manser
10 0
Mrs. N. Milton
2 0
Mrs. Cowburn
10 0
Gravesend Past and Present As
sociation
1 1 0
Mrs. Robinson
2 0
Mrs. Gorringe
2 6
Mrs. Vandenberg
2 6
2nd Battalion
5 0 0
14 18 6
Personal Parcel Donations
2 13 3
Sale of Waste Paper
 1 15 6
Net Proceeds of Dance
7,710
£1,830

9 10i

Payments.
£ s. d.
93 4 o
18 8 8
1,718 17 21

Kit for personal parcels
Postage. Stationery and Insurance
Balance in Hand, cai'ried forward

£1.830

9 10i

C0MF0RTS FUND.
We would like to take this opportunity of thanking all
readers for the sixinch knitted squares which they are still
generously sending to us and which have enabled us to make
up quite a number of blankets for our Prisoners of War
parcels. In spite of the "coupon" value of wool, we are also
still receiving many welcome parcels of woollen comforts from
our helpers—and for which we are most grateful.
Might we again remind readers that we are always glad
to receive "Penguin" novels, as we have a great demand for
these.
£ s. d.
Previously subscribed
1.871 7 5
Miss Channer
2 6
Miss Betty Leech (two monthly subscrip
tions)
1 0 0
Mrs. Partridge
2 0 0
1.874 9 11
1.282 11 3

Amount spent on wool, etc
Balance

J

Tke

£591 18

RoM,

8

Jt&iteuY j/j

NONCOMMISSIONED OFFICERS AND MEN.
KILLED.
L/Cpl. W. S. Bell.
L/Sgt. F. C. Carwardine.
Pte. W. C. Fox.
L/Cpl. N. C. Grove.
Pte. D. V. Jenner.

Pte.
Pte.
Pte.
Pte.

J. F. Miller.
A. Newman.
W. A. G. Ralph.
A. Woollastow.

DIED.
Pte. E. A. W. Treleaven.

BIRTHS, MARRIAGES AND DEATHS
BIRTHS.
FYLES.—On 14tli October, 1941, at Battersea, to the wife o!
Pte. G. Fyles, a son—David John.
MARRIAGES.
FILL—GOODRIDGE.—On 16.10.41. at Haverfordwest. Cpl. T.
Fill to Jane Goodridge.
GATES—FELL.—On 12.10.41. at Deptford. Pte. D. Gates to
Lucy Mary Fell.
HEARN—BAKER.—On 14.6.41. at Edmonton. Pte. J. Hearn to
Daisy May Baker.

An exQuartermaster went to a sale of animals, etc., he
bought an elephant for £10, a lion cub for £15. and a parrot
for £30.
A friend said to him "You paid a lot for the parrot,
didn't you?" He replied "Yes, it was rather dear." The
socalled friend said "Didn't you know it was the parrot
bidding against you?"
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XII.—PIGEONS.

Reprinted by kind permission of the Proprietors of "Punch."
A short while ago Division decided that they would have
Minor Operations. Minor Operations, as distinct from Major
Operations and Manoeuvres, generally mean more paper from
Division and Brigade and more work for us. In this case.
however. it meant more fun too. for our battalioxx for some
inscrutable reason had had attached to it for the week a
Brigade Signalling Officer, complete with a Mobile Carrier
PigeonLoft. ,
That pigeonloft was an object of great curiosity to us.
We wanted to go over it and investigate it thoroughly, for
we always loere fond of animals and birds and so oxx ixx our
Mess; but. owixxg to the Operations, we never seemed to get a
chance. Also there were about seventy other people display
ing a curiosity in the pigeons, too. from the Brigade Major,
who wrote every day to kxxow if they were still all there, to
the battalion cooks, who tried to steal them for pies every
night. In fact the only person who didn't seem to care
about them was the gentleman in loco parentis, the Brigade
Signalling Officer. But then he. poor chap, had just got en
gaged, and eveiyone knows what that means—telephone mes
sages in feminine voices all day. a preoccupied look when at
work, total absence from 4 p.m. to midnight, and his sleeping
quarters littered with ciumpled white ties—"some of our
failures," in the words of the beau's valet.
_
,
... ..
_
..
,,
For a week, while the Operations were on. we could, not
investigate the loft and only saw the pigeons on duty. Oxx
Saturday our battle ended: on Monday the loft was to return;
therefore on Sunday morning we went down en bloc to see
the pigeons unofficially for the first
time. The Signalling
^
...
„ .
Officei, poor fool, had gone away for the day with a fatuous
,
,
,
,
„ . .
_
.
,
smile and new lavender spats: so Captain Bayonet, whose
aunt has an aged and foulmouthed parrot, and who therefore
~ 4. 4. ,

4
 4 , i i
,<
affects to know everything about all birds, appointed himself
.
.
fa
 

I tried my pigeon next. Unluckily I forgot about the
tennis net. I disentangled it and claimed a second seivice.
as my first
had not got over. This time I managed to put a
leg break on it, and it went off at a sharp angle. This sur
prised it. It rose vertically like a helicopter, circled the Mess
twice in startled fashion, aixd finally
sat on a chimneypot,
where it began to preen itself. A welldirected pebble re
called it to the path of duty, and it went on its way, carry
inf to James the message, in imitation of the Brigade Major's
daily query : "Please report by carrier pigeon how many car
rier P>Scons y°u have. '
^ was some while later, while Holster s pigeon, a stout
wellfavoured bird, was being retrieved from the Mess kitchen,
where it; was discovered being heavily fed by the waiters, that
a private appeared
bearing in his hand a pigeon with a
message round its leg. He saluted, and presented the bird
to Bayonet.
It was James' answer:
"Yours received.
Total strength
of
carrier
pigeons
39
Made up as under:
Pigeons seated in loft
Pigeons on duty
1
Pigeons on leave
1
. Pigeons absent without leave
3
Pigeons
flving
round me and dashed difficult to
b
.„
io
hl
. c°u^ ' pre°"™a y . '''.
*'
* y,,,*
RePN « being sent by carrier pigeon as requested
but or
derly accompanies, as am in oime
s
way pigeoiis.

we stooped after that. We felt that if we were reduced
..
,
,
tQl„„v>r,na
to sending
about by hand we might as well telepnone
B pigeons
"
° "
»
and have d°nf
1
,
The mobile pigeonloft returned to Brigade the following
°
,
...
.
„
day
The three pigeons absent without leave turned up a
short while later and looked rather startled—and quite rightly.
^
M u dQes rather strike at the basic idea of carrier
work if their home is a mobile one.
^°
A.A.
.

The first
person we saw (after, of course, the sentry.
placed day and night over the loft with instructions to shoot
any approaching cook on sight) was a signaller, armed with a
long pole with which he was beating rojmd the top of the
loft, sending the pigeons oxit for tneir morning exercise. We
were rather impressed by this: it looked like a combination
of lacross, getting apples from high boughs and tossing the
caber. Our Lieutenant Swordfrog, who is young and enthusi
astic, was permitted to have a try, and at the first
drive
brought down several ripe pigeons who hadn't properly woken
up yet. One large fat sleepy fellow came down oxx to Captain
Bayonet's cap. dropped into profound slumber and had to be
pxcked off by hand. This gave us an idea. We decided that
we would ourselves test these pigeons at their job by taking
a few over to the Mess and sending messages /back to the
l0ft'

A moment later Bayonet and Nolster and I were on the
Mess tenniscourt, each holding a somnolent pigeon. James
and Swordfrog awaited us at the loft. The signaller had told
us that the way to send off a carrier pigeon was to hurl it
along just above the ground. Bayonet led off.
He unfortunately had the sleepiest pigeon. It hit the
ground almost at once, bounced twice and rolled to a stand
still in a clump of grass at the edge of the lawn, where it
tucked its head under its wing and dropped off to sleep once
more. Bayonet got it out of the rough into the fairway with
his second, and managed to launch it with his third. Flap
ping languidly, it just cleared the bushes at the far end of
the aerodrome and winged heavily off. Then we remembered
that in the excitement of getting the bird away we had for
gotten to send any message. I may say here that James and
Swordfrog subsequently spent several minutes searching
this pigeon all over for any remarks. James eventually decided
it must have eaten them, while Swordfrog was of the opinion
it had committed them to memory.

i^/^xXTTT? \
ADTT7C
UON 1 JlMrUK/\.I\.ljlO

The Editor acknowledges with thanks the
contemporaries:—
..The
ScottiSh Regimental Gazette."
"The Dragon."
"The Wasp."
'

"The K.S.L.I. Regimental Journal."
"The Sapper.'
"The Journal of the A.E. Corps."
..The R
^nk
g Jmirnal/.
^a ^a"
"St. George's Gazette."
"The Royal Army Ordnance Corps Gazette."
„The Aldershot Command NeWs."
"The Aldershot News."
"The Kent Messenger."
"Seventh Regiment Gazette."
"The Dorsetshire Regimental Journal."
"The Joxmnal of the R.A.S. Corps."
Titrer and Rose "
"Oxxr Empire."
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DIARY OF WAR EVENTS
September 1st.—Russians successfully continue offensive in
central sector, fighting continues before Leningrad and
on Dnieper line. Armistice signed in Iran.
September 2nd.—Battle continues all along Russian front.
Russian and British forces effect junction in Iran.
September 3rd.—Russians drive back Germans in central sec
tor.
Germans continue attempts to encircle Leningrad
on South and East. R.A.F. bomb Frankfurt and Berlin.
September 4th.—Unsuccessful attack by German submarine
on U.S. destroyer "Greer" in North Atlantic. Successful
naval and air attacks on Axis shipping in Mediterranean;
H.M.S. cruiser "Hermione" rams and sinks Italian
submarine.
September 5th.—German attacks in Leningrad area and
Russian counterstrokes in central and Southern areas
continue. British submarine torpedoes Italian cruiser in
Mediterranean.
September 6th.—German and Roumanian attacks on Odessa
repulsed with heavy loss.
SEPT. 7th.—German pressure continues heavy against Lenin
grad. Two Axis ships sunk in Mediterranean and two in
North Sea.
SEPT. 8tli.—British and Canadian troops land in Spitsbergen
to remove inhabitants and destroy coal mines and plant.
German submarine captured in Atlantic by our aircraft and
naval forces. Russians in centre of battlefront recapture
Yelnia. Heavy R.A.F. attack on Berlin.
SEPT. 9th—Three Axis ships sunk in North Sea, three in
Channel and one in Mediterranean.
SEPT. 10th.—Russian counterattacks in centre of front con
tinue to progress.
SEPT. 12th.—President Roosevelt announces that U.S. warships
have been ordered to sink at sight any Axis warships
operating in American defensive waters. U.S. ships sunk
in North Atlantic. Germans intensify attacks on Lenin
grad. R.A.F. attack Restock and Kiel.
SEPT. 13th.—Germans begin new offensive in Ukraine.
SEPT. 14th. — Russians evacuate Knemerschug in Ukraine.
R.A.F, wing arrives in Russia. Successful R.A.F. attack on
Mediterranean convoy.
SEPT. 15th.—Five German ships sunk in unsuccessful landing
attempt on Osel Island in Baltic Sea.
SEPT. 16th.—Shah of Persia abdicates. German offensive at
Leningrad and in Ukraine continues. 200 R.A.F. aircraft
rSd Hamburg and other German ports.
SEPT. 17th.—Heavy R.A.F. day and night raids on German and
Germanoccupied territory.
SEPT. 18th.—Russian counterattacks check German advance
en Leningrad. R.A.F. successfully attack hostile shipping
in Channel and targets in Northern France.
SEPT. 19th.—Heavy fighting on outskirts of Kiev. British enter
Teheran.
SEPT. 20fc.h—Germans claim capture of Kiev.
Heavy R.A.F.
raid on targets from Norway to Cherbourg.
Sept. 21st.—Russians admit evacuation of Kiev.
Germans
claim to have reached Sea of Azov east of Crimea. R.A.F.
in sweep over Northern France lose 13 fighters and des
troy 24 enemy machines. Eboat attack on one of our con
voys beaten off in North Sea.
Sept. 22nd.—Two large Italian liners and three supply ships
sunk by our submarines in Mediterranean.
Germans
claim large captures in Kiev area. King and Govern
ment of Greece arrive in London.
Sept. 23rd.—German attacks in Leningrad area repulsed with
heavy loss. British Government send warning note to
Finland.
Sept. 24th.—Allied Government's conference meets in London
to declare adherence to terms of Atlantic Charter. 10
enemy supply ships and transports bombed and tor
pedoed in Mediterranean.
Sept. 25th.—R.A.F. wing takes part in actions in Russia.
Russians successfully effect withdrawal of bulk of forces
from envelopment east of Kiev.
Sept. 26th.—German attack on Crimea beaten off.
R.A.F.
damage four enemy ships in Channel.
Sept. 27th.—Germans renew attack on Crimea without suc

cess.
Wolchefir, largest remaining Italian garrison in
Abyssinia, surrenders.
Sept. 28th.—British and American missions arrive in Moscow.
New German terrorist campaign begins in Checho"
Slovakia.
Sept. 29th.—British convoy in Mediterranean beats off Italian
attacks with loss of one vessel and 12 enemy aircraft shot
down.
Heavy R.A.F. attacks on Western Germany,
Northern Italy and Sicily.
October 1st.—Allied Conference in Moscow concluded. Rus
sian counterattacks gain ground in Leningrad area.
R.A.F. raid Hamburg and Stettin.
October 2nd.—3 German aircraft destroyed in raids on
Britain.
October 3rd.—Hitch in proposed exchange of German and
British wounded prisoners.
October 4th.—Russian counterattacks  to relieve German
pressure on Crimea.
October 5th.—Great German offensive on Russian central
front reported In progress.
October 6th.—Germans make progress on Smolensk and
Moscow roads in Briansk area. R.A.F. successfully attack
enemy shipping in Channel.
October
7th.—Arrangements
for
exchange of
sick and'
wounded German and British prisoners break down.
Submarines and Fleet Air Arm sink 13 enemy ships in
Mediterranean. Continued German advance on Russian
central front.
October 8th.—Russians evacuate Orel; heavy fighting con
tinues around Vyasma and Briansk. Germans claim en
circlement of large Russian forces in both areas.
October 9th.—Heavy fighting in Russia continues unabated.
British trawler "Lady Shirley" captures German sub
marine.
President Roosevelt asks Congress to amend
Neutrality Act to allow arming of U.S. merchant ships.
October 10th.—German advance towards Moscow slowed down,
but new advance begun along north coast of Sea of Azov.
R.A.F. and Fleet Air Arm attack enemy shipping off
north Russian coast and in Mediterranean.
October 11th.—German attacks in Russia again slowed down,
but continue to make progress both in centre of battle
front and in Ukraine.
October 12th.—Russians evacuate Briansk.
R.A.F. raid
Western
Germany
and
sink
three
Axis ships
in
Mediterranean.
October 13th.—R.A.F. raid Nuremberg and sweep over Northern
France, losing 13 machines to 20 of the enemy. Russians
evacuate Vyasma.
October 14th.—Germans reach Mojaisk and Kalinin. R.A.F.
raid hostile shipping in North Sea.
October 15tli.—German advance towards Moscow from three
sides continues.
October 16th.—Foreign Embassies leave Moscow.
Russians
evacuate Odessa.
October 17th.—German progress in Moscow area slowed down,
U.S. destroyer "Kearny" torpedoed near Iceland. Japan
ese Cabinet resigns.
October 18th.—New Japanese Cabinet appointed with pro
Axis and antiAllied leanings. Fighting continues fierce
in Moscow area.

ON TH3S
NOTICE.
If you want your Evening Wear,
Sports Wear, or in fact anything
Laundered expertly, send to. the

Maidstone & District Laundry Co., Ltd.
Loose Road, Maidstone.
Telephone : Maidstone 3020
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BATTALION

BATTALION NOTES.
Since we last appeared in print we haven't allowed the
grass to grow under our feet.
We came back from that
large scale exercise without mishap, although at one period
it looked like a case of "Last man last round".
The weather is now on the cold side and we are thankful
that most of us have huts to live in, and perhaps a stove
to gather round. Those of us with an eye for the future
will lie making the most of this.
The Battalion has been engaged in a Brigade Soccer
Tournament. At present I am unable to give any results.
However, there have been some very excellent games played,
even if a certain officer has had several bad headaches trying
to arrange them !

Battalions :
Commander: dead, he was—but his guiding spirit lived on
and he is now safely resurrected in a doubtful heaven.
Tlie gipsy in us was roused again, and we tramped
to our present hide out of tin huts and stoves.
A new
verse in that popular ditty is now being sung:
If you want the Platoon Commander,
I know where he is,
Sitting on the old wood stove.
Being here has its problems.
At first much talk was
heard of resection and backbearings, but apparently we
have now been satisfactorily located.
We were all sorry to lose 2ndLieut. T. R. C
, and
we wish him all success there. C.S.M. Ellis has joined us,
and added an additional ray of sunshine to this Company.
Sport has been confined to the Brigade football competi
tion, and both 8 and 9 Platoons have beaten their opponents
— so far.
In the assault course competition (doubtfully
classified as "sport") no honours were gained, although Cpl.
Hawkins very nearly screamed his section to success.

Headquarter Company

A

NSE.

PIONEER PLATOON.
"Hullo everybody."
It is quite a long time since we
were represented in the Buster and we thought it was about
time we had a bundle. As this is my first attempt at this
kind of thing don't lie hard on me if I blunder. We are
very pleased to welcome to our fold our new Platoon
Commander, 2ndLt. W
, and we hope you will stay with
us, Mr. W
.
The burning question of the moment is
where is our (Colonel) P.S.M. Brock going? We also welcome
our old pal (Nick) Sgt. Nicholls back to our happy band
of working men (we are the only Platoon that 'does' work
all day and every day !).
We are very sorry to lose our friend Bramwell, and we
wish him the best of luck in his new job.
Our sporting activities are not very much at present,
but we hope to be in the limelight shortly. In the inter
Platoon football competition we were amalgamated with the
A.A. Platoon, but after a tough game we lost 4—2. Better
luck next time, lads..
We congratulate the following on an increase in their
families: Sgts. Ball and Nicholls, Ptes. Pike, Waghorn. Keep
it up, boys, they can't say you're not doing your bit for
the war!
„
Well, this is all for this month, so if this copy passes
O.K. I may (if I am not lynched!) write next month. So.
until then, cheerio all.
"Scruff."
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'A" Company.
What must be. must be — and one dark night we all
set off on manoeuvres.
Most of us now admit that the
coach seats were fairly comfortable, and the technique for
avoiding seatsoreness, easy to acquire. We all learnt much
about road blocks and what an imaginary one should really
look like. We also anticipate an A.C.I, re road blocks and
the siting thereof in relation to establishments for the sale
of beverages: although it is found from experience that these
latter have everything that makes an admirable and con
vivial Platoon H.Q. Most of us really enjoyed the manoeuvres,
although the thought of it had caused nervous strain. Half
way through we had the misfortune to lose our Coihpany

liupcs.
And now. too. the blackberry season has passed—where
do blackberries go in the winter time, anyway?
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INTERPLATOON COMPETITION.
The final
31st August.

M.T. SECTION.

of the above competition was concluded on the

The match was between No. 7 Platoon ("A" Company)
and No. 18 Platoon ("D" Company) and most worthy final
ists they proved to be.
No. 18 Platoon were known to have a strong and well
balanced side, who reached the final
as much by good field
ing than anything else.
No. 7 were a different side, relying almost exclusively on
three players—2ndLieut, M
, Pte. Hatcher and Major
A
 an<t bow well these three carried out their task is
shown by the fact that they got all the wickets between
them (Pte. Hatcher got 2) and all the runs from the bat
except 25 (Major A
made 23 in the two innings).
2ndLf5ut. M
and Pte. Hatcher, who. curiously
enough, each made 34 in the first
innings and 94 in the
second, batted with great skill and determination, and en
abled their Platoon to be the "exception that proves the
rule," that the best fielding
side invariably wins the inter
Platoon competition.
The scores were:—No. 18 Platoon 131 (Pte. Laming 43)
and 206. Cpl. Hodges 54. Sgt. Field 45, Pte. Norman 44).
No. 7 Platoon 99 (Pte. Hatcher 34, 2ndLieut. M
34) and
239 for 7 wickets (Pte. Hatcher 94. 2ndLieut. M
94).—
Result : No. 7 Platoon won by 3 wickets.
HEADQUARTER COMPANY—BOXING.
Congratulation to "Z" Group on finishing
a very close
second in the interCompany Novices' Boxing Competition,
and especially to No. 2 (A.A.) Platoon on providing nearly
the whole of "Z" Group team.
Congratulation too. to all the other members of the
Company who boxed. All fought hard and really put up a
firstclass
show.

Headquarter Company
No. 2 PLATOON

(A.A.).

Well Folks, we are here again to give you some idea of
what has been going on in the Platoon during the last month
First of all. we must congratulate the personnel concerned
who entered for the Battalion Novices' Boxing Competition.
I. was a worthy effort on their parti and one to be admired,
considering they were able to do very little training (only A.A.
training), A lot were surprised to see the Group runnersup
m this competition, and once again we take off cur hats to*
the winners. Of course, we did hear a rumour that the reason
we did so well was because the PI. Comdr. threatened us with
an extra long route march and that he would set the pace in
front, but we know this was impossible as there are always
so many other things for a PI. Comdr. to do on route march
nays. We did not do so well in the Cricket Competition, but
we did show one certain Platoon where the boundary was. and
after all one cannot be good at everything.
Tlie Platoon is still waiting its chance to have a crack at
the low flying Aircraft, but, alas, they decline to come near us
We wonder at times whether it is (his) moustache or haircut
that keeps them away, or would it be that equipment.
A funny thing happened the other day; the Platoon were
due to go on a Compass March., but when everything was
planned it was discovered that we were due to land in S
,
so tlie Coy. Comdr. cancelled it, much to the annoyance of a
ccitain member of the Platoon. Well, Folks, before we close
our little epistle we would all like to say goodbye to Cpl.
Green, who has left the Platoon and joined the "Mortars" to
show them how it is done, and he didn't take long either.
(Congratulations, Bert, on your splendid effort in the Mortar
Competition). We welcome to the Platoon one of the "gentle
men" of the Bn.. namely, Cpl. Wheeler. "Hail, Nobby," may
your stay with us be long and happy; you will not feel lonely
as there are one or two other "gentlemen" In the Platoon, and
we still remember cur Scales, chromatic or otherwise, he will
show them on the Victory March that the old saying is a true
one.
Once a Bandsman always a Bandsman, and it doesn't
take six months to make one. And so, Folks, we say "Cheerio"
and best wishes to all A.A. Platoons in our various Battalions.
Bring 'em down.
S.R. and the Boys.

Again another month has passed and arrived, whichever
it pleases our readers to choose. This month, however, wc
are rewriting an old favourite:—
THE "10."
1. Thou Shalt not scrounge or try to swing the lead: lest tby
resting place be the trough at which the horse and
ghari ponies quench their thirst.
2 Thou shalt nob take the name of thy SergeantMajor in
vain, or thou shall have t h y name enscrolled on a 252
and undergo a. course of Jankers.
3. Honour thy paybook and thy Quartcrbloke all tlie days ol
thy service, that thy credits may be even as the sands
of Egypt.
4 Thou shalt not take unto thyself thy comrades' kit, neither
shalt thou borrow thereof when the owner thereof is
nob present, or thou shalt have thy sins thrust upon
thee by the quickness of the hands that blacketli the
eye.
5. Thou shalt not fill
thyself to overflowing with beer, lest
by Royal Warrant thou loosetli much pay and the Pro
vost Sergeant wilt number thee amongst his staff. For
it is written "lie that drinketh shall pull the roller."
6. Thou shalt not fritter away thy worldly goods by playing
banker, nap or pontoon, lest the Provost Sergeant be
heard to say: "Render unto vie your navies and lei the

money remain where it lies."

7. Six days shalt thou labour and do all thou iiast to do, and
the seventh day thou shalt do twice as much!
8. If the cook grieveth tliee, thou shalt not strike him, hip
nor thigh, but go unto the Big Noise and crave audience
of him. He will open his mouth and spout words ol
wisdom, and the next time it shall be twice as bad.
9. And if it comes to pass that by thy zeal and the sweat ol
thy brow that thy name appears in Regimental Orders
as being raised to the dizzy heights of U.A.P.L. Corporal,
thou shalt present thyself at the dwelling place of the
Big Noises known as the Junior N.C.Os. club and crave
that all therein will partake cf liquid refreshments at

thine own expense.

10. And when it comes to pass thou art timeexpired
thou shalt travel the waters until thou reach the shores
ol "Blighty." There thou shall take unto thyself strange
clothes and study the dole and the drawing thereof,
and Lo! for many moons shalt rest from thy labours,
rest, thy weary bones and be known as a civvy.
What is the finest
view of ?????? Ask anybody !!!!!
"Loftus."
SIGNALS.
Signals Freedom Station Calling.
Back once more, the original K.O.S. showers greetings to
friends old and new. and begin by welcoming to the Platoon
a class of "budding flag
waggers," and we hope that their
stay with us will be a long and happy one.
Tlie return of L.Cpl. Moss to the Platoon was a pleasant
surprise, and we can definitely state that the rumour that
he failed to pass the exam, as Brigadier is false.
We wish L.Cpl. Pilcher. alias "ChinChin," many D's, fame
and glory on his course.
Sport lias taken a back row seat this month, wliilc such
phrases as "Get ready to read" or "Check! paste up" lias been
to the fore: but we managed to get two games of cricket.
Against 19 Platoon we won by the odd run (score 5455) and
lost to M.T.A. by a. wicket and one run.
The Signals could also be seen on sunny afternoons head
ing out to sea in a boat, but that was before Howlett
scuppered an oar on a coal barge—exit Signals in disgrace.
The whole Platoon did their stuff on a ride, which had
a happy ending in the sea for a well earned cooler.
That being all for the time being. I'll sign off with odd

dots and dashes.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Where did the spot batteries come from?
Does Archie Cass need a hair restorer?
Russell! "Ain't love wonderful?"
Strong wind still blowing, Archie?
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STOP PRESS.
Back to the "Intelligentia," Bill?
5. John George busted for "Mungee!"
"King of Sparks."
Cads calling.
As we. the above, offer our first
effort to the "Q.O.G." we
prepare ourselves for a host of blue pencils and an abun
dance of local sarcasm.
With a fanfare of peculiar buzzes and noises, notebooks
and pencils, we were welcomed into the Signal Platoon, and
after a few weeks of training "iddies" and "umpties" have
made quite an impression upon us. Particularly on our hands,
and we find
that there is no finer
way to produce blisters
than one period of flag drill. However, we have great hopes in
the future, and feel we shall eventually be the proud pos
sessors of a pair of flags of our own.
Writing of flags
now brings us to our next point—the
A.W.T.C. For the past week we have been busy firing
our
rifles and Brens, and the red and white flag was observed on
several occasions. May we submit a suggestion with reference
to this, that the flag should not be held over the target for a
period longer than two minutes, as it is apt to cause em
barrassment to the firer.
But joking aside, we can modestly
say that the shooting was of quite a high standard, and at
least two persons in tire Platoon managed to win cash prizes
in the Company shoot. Before we leave the range we would
like to offer our sympathies to the person who tried to sleep
011 two bed boards instead of three, particularly when it was
the centre one that lias been borrowed (No names—no Cpl
King). Offenders caught and debedded.
The Platoon is now in possession of new wireless sets, ana
although we, as beginners, have had 110 dealings with them
we have already calculated that we shall be absent on many
pay parades, when the time comes for us to use these instru
ments. Question: How much do valves cost9
NEWS IN BRIEF.
L.Cpl. Bushell, we are pleased, has returned to our midst
and is well on the road to complete recovery.
Tlie presence of Cpl. Linden, who is at present in hos
pital, is greatly missed, and we wish him a speedy recoverv
from his illness.
'
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Who offered to make a temporary joint to the "Whi'z
Bangs" violinist's string?
Who lias a cardigan chest?
Did our dog Jungle really steal the lady's negligee?
"Chub." '



"A" Company.
Hie month of August finds us once again on the move
This makes about the twelfth time since the commencement
of hostilities, and I think I can justly say we are well ahead
of any other Company in this respect.
We welcome to the Company our new Company Com
mander. We hope his stay will be a long and happy one.
Pte. Loveden has left us for "H.Q." Coy. (Mortars) after
a very brief period with us. We are sorry to lose him. but
hope lie will soon settle down in his new surroundings.
Pte. Hake has recently joined us from "H.Q." Coy.
He
is an exGrenadier, and wellknown throughout the. Bn. for
his athletic aspirations.
Lc.Cpl. Brett is in hospital at the present time.
We
hope he will soon be well, and subsequently return to the fold.
SPORT.
The finals
of the P.E. Tests took place this month. Every
one did their best, and are to be congratulated on the results
obtained.
Cricket and swimming have also played their part; I have
not the results of the cricket matches at hand, but hope to
publish them at a later date. New talent has certainly been
found.
The Company Concert Party is still in full swing. Col
Sergt. Milton and Ptes, Farley and Honey are to be congratu
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lated 011 the excellent; performances they have given. Every
one appreciates this and the hard work entailed in their
spare time.
7 PLATOON
Well !
Well !
Well ! Once again the peeping of "Key
hole red" has been on the prowl with all the "Info" for July
AugMst. I must admit last month I missed the "Q.O.G.," but
I tilthk I must blame "Wally" for this. He forgot to tell me.
So now, you lucky blokes, get two months' news in one. You
lucky people!
After arriving back from "Picnic Island" the powers that
be decided to send us to a place called
. 1 mean that's
not the place called "Dash."
That's only me catching the
censor bloke. Anyway this place was as gocd as any school;
I bet not many blokes can make five go into six and still have
two left for leave.
Our "Dinky" can answer any questions 011
how to work out this simple form of mathematics for a small
sum, or a set of new guitar strings.
After leaving this truly charming place we went to join
the Battalion, and now everything in the garden is great.
Plenty of sport, route marches, T.O.E.T.'s; and if we have
any time to spare you can always do Company Orderly
Sergeant, or some such spare time job.
The Platoon has done quite well in summer sports. After
several good games of cricket we have reached the final,
and
up to the (time of writing have managed to get our opponents
all out for 165. This happened to be "D" Coy's crack team.
The Platoon team consists of Major A
, Lt.
, Ptes. Vine.
Hatcher, Holden, Beach, Burrows, Brown, Green, Corpl.
Lowrey, and Sgt. Cook.
We must congratulate the team in
general for the way1 they have played.:
A Novices and Belt Holders' Boxing Contest was held in
July, and the Company sent in a very sporting team.
I say
sporting team, as the entries were mainly men who had very
little idea of boxing but made up for this by their spirited
fighting.
We came third, which on the whole was very good indeed.
The team wish to thank Lieut. F
for the time spent in
getting the team together,
and for the excellent supper pro
vided on the final night. The team consisted of the following:
Ptes. Vine,, Mills, Horrccks, Green, Grover, Davis, L.Cpl. Low
rey, Cpl. Danes, L.Cpl. Finzel.
Well, you lucky blokes, I must say Bonjor—Bonsewer; ch, ,
d
it ! Cheerio.
8 PLATOON
Writing for the first time in the "Buster" is rather a diffi
cult business, but once a start has been made things seem to
.go with much more swing than some of our training has done
of late. Although Lieut. E. P. F
said that we had not
really started, we only hope this is another white lie.
During the clays of our strenuous training at
a foot '
ball knockout was organised, which I am pleased to say 8
Platoon won by 2—I, although our opponents. 9 Platoon,
were very unlucky by putting the ball in their own goal in
the first
few minutes. P.S.M'. Botting, L.Cpl. Carter and Pte.
Mills played a great game, which brought them victory. The
team was: Pte. Parsons, Cpl. Bathurst, Ptes. Cresswell, Dring,
Mills, Ellis. Turner, P.S.M. Botting. Sgt Whittle, L.Cpl.
Carter.
P.S.M. Botting has leflti usas an instructor. We miss him
very much, and will be glad when he returns. We welcome
in his place Lieut. C. M. K
and hope his stay will be a lcng
one.
We welcome L.Cpl. West back to his old Platoon and hope
he will stay with us this time.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
1. When a certain chap turns his kit bag out every morn
ing, what is he looking for? Perhaps he is looking for rules
on how to ride a bicycle? (,Keep going, Crasher).
2. Did all the Coy. pass the 200 yards (sorry 100 yards)
swimming test?.
3. How long can a soldier live under the present condi
tions without food or water?
4. Did our new PI. Comdr. enjoy his first
night Op.? He
must learn to jump over walls, even 10ft. walls.
5. Is L.Cpl. Bill West really a good singer? Cheerio. Bill
and Stickey, ex50th,
"Wal,"
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Company.

Dear Readers, — Readers I might say of very spasmodic
articles from tlie very busy Bees. Once again I must apologise
for missing two months' correspondence, my only excuse being
that of a novice and 11a relation to G.B.S. So having thanked
you for accepting my apologies I will continue. In my humble
position as "B" Company's scribe I aim able to bring the fol
lowing names before you, in their various roles.
There have been quite a few changes in the Coy. during
the past two months, and these cannot pass without a written
record being made. We say farewell to Captain M. R. R
.
M.C., who has left us to take over the administrative duties
of the Battalioi« We all remembtr him for his keen interest
in the Coy.'s life whilst near the sea. , In his place, as Com
pany Commander, we are lucky enough to have Lieut. G
.
and hope that his stay will be a long and happy one.
The next welcome on the list is 2nd Lieut. C
 who
recently arrived from
. It is rumoured that he presented
Monty with a Spanish guitar, but cannot confirm this.
We
also have a new Col.Sergt., new to the Company that is, but
not new to the Battalion. We welcome Col.Sergt. Hayward.
who has taken over from "Tibcol." and all look forward to
"Winter Rum Ration" and big. big weeks. We congratulate
him on being a cypher expert and it is 110 longer necessary
to send "B" Coy.'s files
to "Intelligence" for readjustment; is
ID Skelly?
Congratulations to Lt. R. H. L
, M.B.E., on his recent
promotion. We should like .tol take this opportunity of asking
him if it is right for all Lieutenants to wear a moustache?
Congratulations also to all ranks of "B" Company who
took part, in the recent 2in. Mortar Competition with such
good results.
So now, friends, we come to the departures. Great is the
sorrowing and wailing. "Tibcol," our "Colours," has left us
for the land of Green Trees, Roast Beef, Clean Sheets and
Home?????
Everyone, from the O.C. downwards, down, down,
right down to me, wish Col.Sergt. Tibbies "bon voyage" and
all the very best of luck. A farewell note comes especially
from all your friends in the Sergts.' Mess (both past and pre
sent) members, and from everyone else in fact. "Skelly" is
pining rather a lot.
Every time he hears the sound of
machine gun fire it brings tears of remembrance of "Tibcol"
on the !?44/:&/ (typewriter) to him. However, things will
come back to normal one day, and the troughs will flow
with
the very best XXXXX. So once again "Au Revoir."
Another old friend to the Battalion, and terror of all
the shopkeepers, is the mighty John, in private life J. R.
Newmark, Esquire; to us Sergt. Newmark, and many other
things. With him went Cpl. Jenkins. We wish them both the
very best and a safe arrival there; "Spike" especially wishes
to be remembered to Cpl. Jenkins.
Last but not least we say goodbye to Curly Wilby, the
nevertobeforgotten SeaEgg King.
He hasn't been lucky
enough to go home, but just reside in a different Company.
So, Blokes, who's next to go? Some of the Old Lags perhaps.
Maybe Wally, Spud, Boo, or Ginger Cossom (the Bucks' Up
Leader).
Anyway time marches on, and so do we.
Our
summer residence has been vacated and we now spend our
time cleaning and polishing, doing T.O.E.T. and trying to
qualify for the coveted claim to Public Enemy No. 1 by becom
ing marksmen on the Tommy Gun.
A great deal of space has been taken up with welcomes
and farewells, so this epistle will have to be closed. These
War Editors are great space saving wallahs, and no doubt
there are a number of Battalions writing in the "Buster."
The boys send their love to all A.T.S. personnel (under
30). No colour bar, and best wishes to all at home.
What is: The Tree?
A.F. G.L. /Bronco /1/  / ?
"Really Bucks."
"Satiric."

"B" Echelon
Hello Folks! Once again the "Silent Workers" send their
greetings to friends everywhere. Like the war. we still go on
from day to day.

There is little to report again this month, but we would
like to congratulate the "White Horse Revellers" and all con
cerned for the jolly fine show they gave to the families here,
and . all thanks is due to everyone who gave their assistance,
not forgetting our own R.Q.M.S. Payne and his "Silent.
Workers," i.e., Coy. Storemen, Regimental Policemen, etc.. who
wqrked very hard to make the show a success.'
It was the first
time we had heard young Ernie play his
tinwhistle since St. Paul's Bastion days and we enjoyed it
very much. Well done, Ernie!
The festive season is nearly upon us once more, and we
have commenced to fatten our livestcck in anticipation of
a bumper Christmas. Indeed, we have one chap here who has
started to fast already. Am I right, Daisy?
Fritz is looking down in the mouth lately. Can it be
that he is feeling homesick cr is it just "Downhomeritis?"
We know Beechnut goes serenading every week, as we
have trailed him as far as the "Empire," but once inside he
just disappears. Can you enlighten us, Jack?
I am afraid we must bring this correspondence to a close
now, and I hope I have not taken up too much of your time.
Cheerio and best regards to all our friends.
"Mac."
THINGS WE WOULD LIKE TO KNOW.
1. What does M.O.B. mean? Who is chief?
2. Who is saving all his toys for his second childhood?
FOOD' FOR THOUGHT.
Bren Instruction.—I.As.

+
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C" Company.
13 PLATOON

Air raid warning just sounded—breakfast late—inspection
this morning—sandflies in char—and "Q.O.G." correspondence
will be rendered at 0900 hrs. sharp.
Two things come through August's haze of memories:
The Platoon's boxing and snake eye 2in. Mortar work. Many
deserve a special mention in the boxing, but one page and
one envelope is the regulation. "A.G." lost his belt after a
good performance against Pte. Softley. and' now :s badly want
ing another one; while the 2in. Bn. Mortar Competition was
won by 13 Platoon, under Cpl. Bidmead.
We have done our best to forget the P.E. Tests, which are
over now.
However, the Platoon got a good average and
L.Cpl. Skinner was runnerup for top points in the Bn —
possibly from training in catching his rabbits each night. His
farmyard has had its own "Blitz" and the cockerel has battle
scars, nob from bombs, but from dogs. L.Cpl. Skinner receives
far more help in his farm now that the Platoon has seen
winter and December approaching.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
1. Are rabbits born or hatched?
2. When is A.G. going to tie the knot and what day?
3. How about, a draft from the Windmill Theatre chorus
"Charliearry.
14 PLATOON
The past month has proved quite a busy one in mere ways
than one.
To begin with, any stranger in the camp would judge by
the unusual activity with rifles, Bren guns, aim correctors
and aiming discs that something was in the wind; and some
thing is in the wind. Beginning at the end of the month we
are informed we are to fire
our A.W.T.G. I expect we shall
have to show the other Platoons how to shoot as usual. .
We have recently completed a week's Platoon training,
and would like to take this opportunity of thanking both 13
and 15 Platoons for their assistance in looking after our
Platoon area for us whilst we carried out our training. On the
whole training was quite a success, beginning and ending
with a short route march.
Your humble scribe is informed
that the last route anarch was enjoyed much more than the
first.
Section and Platoon exercises were carried out 011 other
days, and proved to be quite a success and were enjoyed by
all who took part. Despite this increased training, we have
found time for 110 small amount of sport. Tlie Platoon cricket
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team are to be congratulated on getting so far as tlie third
round in the interPlatoon Knockout Competition and sym
pathy should be offered on their bad luck in losing to No. 11
Platoon by so small a margin. Our previous victims were No.
IV Platoon "B" Company and Bn. Hdqrs. May we be per
mitted to congratulate the winners of this tournament.
We have also competed in the interSection Knockout
Passball Competition. Here again we suffered bad luck; Nos.
5 and 6 Sections losing their match in the second round, and
No. 4 Section losing in the semifinals.
We would like to
point out here that the conquerors of No. 4 Section were the
ultimate winners, so there is no stigma attached to No. 4.
Well done, Coy. Hdqrs. "P" Team.
If we were to write down all we actually do during the
month readers would not believe that we were such a hard
working Platoon, so we will be content with what we have
recorded above, and ring off until next month.
Ex "Q—Est."
FOOD FOR THOUGHT.
Grapes ????
R.F.A. ????
Platoon runners ????

'

15 PLATOON
Having had this task placed upon my already overbur
dened shoulders, it has taken all the joy out of my blighted
life. I've been sitting here in front of this paper with the
pen poised for hours, thinking just what kind of bedtime
story I can tell you. but no! it won't come out. Never mind.
I'll tell ycu seme other time.
Into the Platoon we welcome L.Cpls. Bowers and Gtinn,
but even they will agree that they do not replace the N.C.O.
wc lose in their place, Cpl. Perry, who's gone to the Provost
Stair. So to the three of them we say welcome and farewell.
Not a great deal of sport has taken place this month; what
has will appear in the sports columns. But as wc go to Press
a cricket match is in progress between us and the L.F.'s So
look for the results hi our next issue.
Well, blokes, there's not much more than I can tell, and
Henry is not much gcod at helping me, for I've just asked him
if he had anything to add to this, and he said he would do so
if he had drawn more money last week.
Say, what do you
take this for, a subscription list?
"Over to you, Over."


"D"

Company

Shades of "Lords!" A cricket tournament such as the cue
we have just finished
has never been witnessed there, which is.
perhaps, just as well. A pair of shorts, socks and "gozos" was
the recognised dress. For the benefit of our comrades serving
overseas in Blighty. I should explain that "gozos" are local
pattern sandals. The grass, such as it was, was quite green
and there couldn't be any doubt about boundaries, because
if the ball rolled into the wire it" was four, and if it sailed
in it scored six. At the present moment 18 Platoon are re
gretting the transfer to "A" Coy. of two exDon Officers. They
beat one in the sdmifinal, only to lose to the other one in the
final.
Tough luck 18, but you have the consolation of know
ing that you lost to exD Coy. Wallahs. Some very fine
play
was seen in these matches. Ptes. Norman and Laming, our
two star bats, scored 104 and 106 respectively in the semifinal
against 9 Platoon, but a certain Officer's bodyline work pre
vented them from repeating the performance in the final
against 7 Platoon. Still, as soon as Rags, assisted by the
Sports Officer, finished
working out the averages for the
athletics, they will be able to claim their victory in that
branch of sport.
At the time of going to Press all discussions, etc., centre
round the coming Hockey Tournament.
Very convenient is
the fact that these competitions only last for cue month; but
our sports representative will have to rack his fertile brains
to devise some competitions to keep us busy during the winter
months. Incidentally, 18 Platoon put up a very gcod show in
the Athletics Tests. I expect the Locals muttered something
about "Mad Englishmen" when they saw us. running round

the track as fast" as we could go, but the Col.Sergt.'s effort
of 13 out of 15 points, top in the Battalion, made all our chaps
feel dizzy.
Various changes have occurred recently, so now we don't
know who is in what Platoon or why.
We have again lost
Major C
, and Capt. D
is once more in the chair. The
"Harem" lias had a slight alteration, losing Pte. Palmer,
Softley and Buckingham in exchange for Pte. Laming.
"Pedlar" was going to get married, but couldn't keep it a
secret, so now he will have to find
another girl.
Pte. Belsey had dreams cf the Tank Corps while riding his
cycle, but he is now well on the road to recovery, for which
the Coy. is thankful.
Cpl. Hedges was nearly sent to keep
him company, but "Mac" didn't bowl the ball hard enough.
I think the offering is one "Blue" for "pannjjjfg" him, two for
putting him in hospital, and three if you mark him for life.
An unofficial welcome is extended to 2nd Lt. M
, but
I think he will have to wait until we have a Coy. concert
before he is fully initiated, because that has always been the
custom in the past.
"Mick" and "Curly" have returned from their holiday with
the Tanks and are now ready to chase them again. It is not
true that they throw whiskies and sodas instead of "cook
tails" at the Tanks.
Cpl. Knight accidentally burnt a woodpile and then got
promoted, for which we congratulate him, but don't connect
the two incidents together.
16 and 17 Platoons were unlucky to lose their first cricket
matches, but are hoping for better luck in the hockey.
Here are the results of the Int?erPlatocn Cricket Tourna
ment: 16 PI. v. 20 PL, lost; 17 Pi. v. 15 PL. lost; 18 Pl. v.
10 PL. won by 9 wickets. Semifinal: 18 PI. v. 9 PL, won by
102 runs (Norman 104. Laming 106). Final: 18 Pl. v. 7 PL,
lost by four wickets.
In the InterCoy. Cricket Competition we have played
"B" Coy. and won by 104 runs, of which Pte. Reeves scored 61.
Having recorded all this, I can now go to sleep for another
month.
"Moo."

^

"E" Company
"In all affairs. Love, Religion, Business, or what—have
you. it's a healthy idea now and then to hang a question mark
on the things you have long taken for granted" (Bertrand
Russell). Hence the long stay of the famous scribe "S.F.G."
Hi.< typewriter crashing away merrily will be heard no more,
at least, not in our sphere. Words flowed
like the proverbial
water from the duck's back.
Positively gifted like the one
and only Walter Winchell of the N.B.C. Programme.
As
stated, we sadly relate that further fields
claim his time,
leaving us to scheme and worry how to write the inevitable
correspondence.
A truly downtoearth statement.
But we
all hope that one day he will write for the "widely diffused
paper" II Berka? 
As usual, current news and really interesting items are
few and far between; one month passes, two months pass,
without real notable difference. The Company, the last of the
line, are still doing their particular job with the outstanding
efficiency that they always did, whether on exercise, Platoon
or Company training. This particular month we haven't been
quite so busy. We hope that our new position will lead
to even happier times (Get that Very pistol ready, sir!).
Other changes that we record are: Lt. W
has now taken
over the command of the Conscripts. Much hard work lies
in his path, but we know that he'll ccme through with all
the colours flying,
and maybe come back to the only Platoon
worthy of such a leader. We often see him on the Norton,
head down, all cylinders "ticking."
Funnily enough the
"bike" always seems to be pointing north of the Island.
Probably the Bay.. . . ? And we didn't know until now that
it was possible to hide a tennis racquet behind one's cap
badge.
Yet another move to greater worlds, as already stated, is
the scribe "S.G.H.," who can now be fully exposed as Sergt.
(Sid) Hayward. Incidentally, one has to write under a
"plume," or some such word like that, otherwise one would
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lrave the habit of screaming through the air at incredible
speed and coming in contact with one's neck with an awful
resounding thud. And the remark "Don't dare write such
tripe again in the 'Mag.' " can be heard in a hushed whisper.
A quick scuffle in shoes (local pattern) leads one to believe
that the wouldbe assassin is one of those low fifth
form cads
again.
(They much prefer to be called "Slinger's Pie," A.B.
64 Pt. 9). So "S.G.H." can now breath freely once again. They
know who you are Sid, so duck your nut!
And we would
all like to take this opportunity of wishing you the very best
of farewells from the Company, especially as you were a
pioneer of the old days, also congrats. to the dizzy heights of
A/C.Q.M.S.
SPORT.

a

Between this, that and the other (that explains a lot) we
have had some very good games of cricket. The InterPlatoon
Cricket Competition saw No. 20 Platoon again in the semi
finals.
Much is .to be said for the thorough keenness shown
throughout the various matches, the basic foundation to all
games needless to state. The various styles in batting, bowl
ing. and especially fielding
were akin to those shown in many
Battalion matches. So say people who know.
Their un
deniably hard luck in the last games will not, we hope, deter
them from future contests within the "field" or in the field.
Luckily we secured the services of the C.S.M., who, without
any thought, gave up almost a day's leave to play on one
occasion. Resplendent in white he walked from the pavilion
to say his very few words to the positive cluster of micio
phones and battery of newsreel cameras that simply flooded
his path towards the wickets. Knowing well that all stars are
exceedingly temperaznental we had a fulltime job keeping the
inevitable autograph hunters (one C.S.M. from "C" Coy.) at
bay. "A piece of shirt is all I crave" could be heard above
the din that recorded his entry on to the field.
Such is fame.
(I can see the "IlBerka" in the distance).
''High Jinks on the Mi
Radio" ("Times").
Recently tlie Italian Propaganda News Agency ^ (Wops)
while on tlie "air" had cause to shout and rave at the "Ghost'
voice of radio who interrupts News and Propaganda frorn^ this
station by jamming the wave with noises. The "Voice' ap
parently had a sense of humour
Should the conversation
have been heard something like this ask "Walter Winchell.
Announcer: The Regis Aeronautics bombed harbour in
stalation, etc., etc."
Voice: "From S
"
Announcer: "Ninetynine Hurricane Fighters were shot
down over M
"

Voice: "Going to send you the other one, couldn t make
the grade."
Announcer: "Convoy successfully attacked.
Ten Britisli
merchant ships were torpedoed."
Voice: "I dreamt, that I dwelt in marble halls."
Announcer:
"Italian
reconnainance
aircraft,
heavily
escorted by fighters,
encountered little resistance over M
yesterday morning."
Voice: "And created a new high altitude record."
Announcer: "Hurricane fighters
and Beaus attempted to
machinegun shipping in the harbour at O
today, but
with no success. All were shot down."
Voice: "We now have a ship's mast in the R.A.F. Mess
as a souvenir. (Confirmed)."
6TOP PRESS.
We take this opportunity of congratulating 2nd Lieut.
W
on his recent promotion to full Lieut. We also wel
come to this Coy. 2nd Lieut. C. P. J
, who recently joined
us from E
. May his stay with xis be a long and happy
one.
GRAMMAR (Vocabulary Army).
Here is a text of a Platoon detail posted for information to
the Platoon in question.
Without propaganda this is the
truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, but "swop
me bob?
" "Everybody will draw their fags from the
Platoon Sergeant today without fail."
Dress for the A.W.C.T. commencing today. F.S.M.O., etc.,
etc. This will include "Snacking Irons" as food will be served.
All boats and shoes will be inspected after swimming.

THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Being the most intelligent Company, we don't wish to
know anything.
And so we bring to a close another memorable month.
Another month nearer the day of Victory and Civvy suits. By
this time next month we hope to record something a little
more interesting for our readers. The Band and Drummers
are already practising for the victory march through V
.
Thumbs up.... B
F
B
K——.
N.S.W.
A

4 th

BATTALION
BATTLE PATROL

"Carefree," having become finally
divorced from "Weary,"
finds himself responsible for notes for the Buster without a
gibe to prod him, but is pleased to find
that he has much
talent about him to help fill
the gap and cannot do better
than produce the notes supplied to him.
We feel we are now well established, and our training is
in full swing. Our methods do not always make us popular
with our opponents (A.C.P. please note) but we hope we shall
be even more unpopular with the Hun later on.
Our Commander and N.C.O.s have returned from their
recent Course in the North with much valuable knowledge,
and everybody's heart and soul is in the work—a fine start.
Our stay by the sea almost developed into a stay in the
sea, since our boat decided to adopt the Nazi technique of
scuttling itself. The defect was discovered in time for us to
change the address of our "Beautiful Betsy" to new quarters
—the local mill pond—a rather fortunate move for those
who are not yet able to do their width.
We were sorry to lose some of the original members of
the B.P., but feel sure they realise it was done for the good
of the Patrol and we .take the opportunity of welcoming the
new men who, we are glad to know, are good footballers and
swimmers. They soon quickly settled in.
We have come to realise now that the phrase "Steady
Double" does not apply to a whisky and soda.
While on the subject of "widths" we thought we had
discovered a new secret weapon in the shape of an amphibian
tank, but it was only Sgt. Brooks doing his stuff at the Baths,
after all.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
1. What happened to Swinden's Elephant, who packed
his trunk and went home?
2. Who were the three men drowned in India?
3. What member of the B.P. is too tough for P.T.? 
4. Why must we continually warn "Gilbey" to beware of
worm holes—is he the original Invisible man?
We are sorry that our notes for last month were written
in invisible ink, but if the A.C.P. realised what was in .them
they would be greatly relieved. "Carefree," being finally
di
vorced from "Weary," and with no spike to prod his thoughts
finds
himself with the terrible responsibility of compiling
Q.O.G. notes, and is glad to find
that there is much editorial
talent in the Patrol.
Our training goes on "swimmingly." Most of us can now
do a width and a large number are very good swimmers. It
is just as well, as our boats one day adopted the Nazi
technique and scuttled themselves.
Our methods are not
always popular, but we can only hope that when we meet
the Hun we shall be even more unpopular.
We were sorry to say goodbye to some of our originals
who will realise it was for the good of .the Patrol, and we
welcome other new men who seem to have settled down
exceedingly well.
Our greatest trouble has been that the Patrol Commander
was continually puzzled on first
parade as there was always
one man missing, until he was told that he was looking at
the wrong angle to see Davies. Is he the original invisible
man?
We realise we are tough, but failed to see the humorous
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side of the picture when, after eight hours continuous patrol
ing through "enemy" lines, we found we were expected to
proceed without our M.T., away from a fastmoving mobile
enemy.
"Carefree."
+

Headquarter Company
It's a busy life we lead! Here we are once again on the
move into winter quarters, which incidentally are good ones.
Looking at the rain and thinking of the mud. we've come to
the conclusion that it was only just in time, too.
For many weeks, like "All Gaul." we have been divided into
2 (two) not 3 (three) parts—(Translators of Caesars Gallic
Wars, please note)—and once again it has now been proved
that two into one will not only go quite easily, but prefers
it to any other division. Much, too, is being done in the
field of learning and sport. Educational training in the after
moons and vocational training in the evenings has begun,
with crosscountry runs, football, rugby and swimming on
three days a week. We are intending to win the Divisional
CrossCountry Cup which has been presented by the Battalion.
There are still three members of our old prewar Champion
Team which won the trophy year after year.
Courses, too, are in full swing and it's almost with a
seiise of shame that anyone will admit that he hasn't been
on one. Some stalwarts proudly state they've been on at
least three in the last week, and we are thinking of striking
a medal for long service in this respect with a greyhound's
head one side, and on the other "We've B.O.R. and Warrant
head." The whole to be struck in platinum with white rib
bon. That is quite enough of this and that (Editor), so we
wish the Company a happy winter quart, and close.
No. 1 PLATOON (SIGNALS).
We have been suddenly called upon to write a few lines
of our last month's activities, but all we can think of are
the constant changes within the Platoon and the classifica
tion. Of sport, alas, we have nothing to report.
We are sorry to lose three of our stalwarts, Collins, one
of our best athletes (we won't mention all his other suc
cesses): Eaton, who was so goodnatured that he would give
up his leaves for his work (or would he?), and Snowden, who
has joined the R.A.F.; our best wishes go with them and we
regret their departure.
These regrets, in no way diminished, are balanced by our
pleasure (mingled in certain quarters with relief) that seven
of our small class classified at the recent classification. They
deserve every credit for a very good report. (Hurry up with
those flags,
Q.M.)
>
We are now established in good quarters, and at last
have a Signal Office worthy of the name.
2ndLieut. B. W
has joined the Platoon, and has
already guided us through one or two exercises, when Lieut.
T
was "otherwise employed (!)."
No. 3 PLATOON (MORTARS)
What has happened! Is the end of the war approaching?
Tlie Mortar Platoon has for a day or two lost its proud
status as champion fatigue Platoon of H.Q. Company.
No, it is the threat of .this Brigade Mortar Competition
that has accomplished the virtually impossible. But we ex
pect that very shortly we will climb the ladder again to
regain our previous position.
We are now well settled into our winter quarters and
should be quite happy here in spite of crimson or bloodred
ribbons floating
around.
Well, the Johnnie has just arrived, so. so. cheerio—can't
stop—must get on with "Out 1" and "Take Post."
CURRENT QUERIES.
Who usually sits in the N.A.A.F.I, for three hours, writ
ing to his lady love?
Have the six Wigwammers recovered their spirits yet?
Who introduced the daily finger and toe nail inspections?
What is the Gigolo up to now?
Who had the best football team until the Mortars started
playing?
CARRIER PLATOON.
It is rather difficult to find
anything funny 10 write
about this month—Cpl. Kling has been very quiet lately.

He did, however, go on a Course and in spite of his very
obvious qualms, he obtained a really excellent report.
Congratulations.
We have done a little running and toyed with the idea
of "football, but. so far, nothing really fierce
has developed
and we are still looking forward to a renewal of Platoon
fixtures,
etc.
McDonald and Ransley are upholding our
honour in the boxing world and have been included in the
Battalion team for the Divisional Championships. Congratu
lations to L/Sgt. Ward on lis third stripe, and to Cpls., Gibbs.
Finch and Brook on their second one. The Platoon bristles
with N.C.O.s these days.
Two weeks ago we won the Brigade Carrier competition
and feel somewhat pleased about it. However, the success
has not set us at our ease but rather spurred us to a higher
standard. Even in victory there were a few creaking joints.
We are now in winter quarters and nave no complaints
The mud in our "summer" home was becoming rather monot
onous, and some hard standings and a roof over our heads
are very real benefits.
DID YOU KNOW?

'

1. That Putz is busy looking round the shops now
trying to find a table to fit his chair?
2. That Sgt. Culvers knees are cold. He is looking for
another table?
3. That everyone is trying to get 48 hours leave between
22nd and 27th November.
(What hopes.)?
Goodbye you lucky people—tomorrow I go on leave.
"Weary."

>

"A" Company
Training has been in full swing for the past two monvns
and it is general throughout the Battalion. It would make
other Companies very jealous and speechless to put in our
list of achievements, and I am sure the sympathy of every
one is out towards frozen meat as we have had the (dis)
pleasure of the experience of being in the same preserved
state ourselves in the past week, but with a cheerful fire
in
the grate we cannot moan.
The "A" Company members of the Rugby team are, shall
we say, not making themselves prominent features by walk
ing about in the multicoloured jerseys and stockings, but
are camouflaging their training efforts by posing as cross
country runners. The latest news is 96 points against, and 6
for, reading this for the first time gives one the Impression
that the R.A.F. had a good day.
Our collective efforts in the crosscountry running has
made us shine, and we hope that the Battalion Sports
Officer will not be shy in his choice when picking the Bat
talion team.
We sincerely hope that Pte. Worthington will be happy
in his new unit and we all join in wishing him success.
Readers can be assured that next month a special issue
of the "Buster" will have to be made as our correspondence
is under entirely new management.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Has a certain Sergeant a suit of denim yet?
"Pica."

"B" Company.
 This morning I was happy. I was happy because I was
riding my own bicycle in my own time, in my own area. The
sea was sparkling in the morning sun and the green grass
was waving on the sand dunes and the distant murmuring of
the breakers was the only sound which blended with tlie
sublime peacefulness—Yes the world was a good place to
live in. Then there was a roar and a screech as a truck
stopped by the side of me—my reverie was shattered and I
felt annoyed. "Will you write for the Q.O.G.?" a voice came
from the truck. This was the last straw and I heard myself
saying "Certainly not" and then the excuse "I've got to
hand myself in .to the ColourSergeant for checking." Then
came the dreadful reply "Failure to hand in your contribution
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to the Buster will mean that you will not be elected God
father of the Mess Kitten."
With this terrible threat the' ogre in the truck vanished,
the sun had vanished too, the sea was getting rough, there
was a cold wind. I discovered I was not riding my own 
bicycle and the world was a horrible place to live in.
My reverie was goaded into immediate action and I burst
into Company Office and poured out my troubles to the clerk.
"What has happened to B' Company during the past
month?" I pleaded.
The clerk looked up and there were
tears in his eyes. "Nothing" he said, slowly and painfully.
Then, gaining inspiration from a dirty pair of drawers, short
cellular, he added helpfully "We must welcome the new draft,
we must say that we have played football (and won), gone
crosscountry running and cooperated in the Brigade sports."
"Stop, that's enough" I said bitterly, "Or you will put too
many ideas into my head" and with this comment I went
back to my bedroom and sulked.
So here I am, faced with the prospect of either telling
you of the escapades of Beer Company and being a proud (
Godfather, or continue to chew my pencil and bring bitter
disappointment to myself.
Well, quite frankly there is very little news. We work
in the field, we fire on the ranges and we work in the cook
house. With pleasing regularity we meet our girl friends at
night and seek our pleasures in the town, which means a
"great deal" to us. We should like to welcome all those who
have made up our strength and hope that they will be happy
with us. We should also like to thank those Companies who
help us with our arduous duties from time to time
But I must return to the Kitten—it was presented to
us a fortnight ago by its proud mother—it has no father, so
that is why I have consented to write this story.
In finishing
we would like to congratulate Pte. Kingberg
on his success—he managed to get a two pound tin of elbow
grease from the ColourSergeant's G. 1098 Stores.
Our best wishes to L/Sgt. Williams and Cpl. Woollett on
their recent promotions. We also hope that Norman will find
married life as good as he thinks it is at present.

It appears that the barges that were. sunk last month
have now been salvaged and have been convoyed in. direct to
Company Office, in large numbers.
What price boiled bacon for breakfast?
Our last notes for the Buster have through some mis
chance gone astray, but hope that our labours will not be
in vain this time especially as paper is very scarce at the
moment. By the way, that brings to mind another query as
to why it is necessary to use up 16 sheets of foolscap paper,
for a recent Brigade exercise, per Company. Perhaps we may
be permitted to make a suggestion, as per recent A.C.I.. that
when the paper' is put to further use both sides must be
used.
We would like to take this opportunity of welcoming our
new Company Commander, Capt. J. W
, and wish him
every success for the future.
We welcome in our midst a number of N.C.O.s and men
from the Depot, and other Battalions, and hope that they
will be happy in their new abode.
We regret to record the death of Pte. J. T. Reeves, who
was killed as the result of an accident by stepping on to a
mine, and would like to make this opportunity of expressing
our deepest sympathy to his wife and relatives in the loss
they have sustained.
The following was read recently in some instructions to
Umpires on an exercise lately, "It is not clear which is West
and which is East Station. That station to the North is
Canterbury West, that station to the South is Canterbury
East." Perhaps someone in higher spheres can explain this
more fully; it certainly needs amplifying to make the in
structions a little more complicated.
The move to our winter quarters has been accomplished,
but only just and by the time these notes are published the
Educational programme should be in full swing, and the
poor overworked Education Officer laying back basking in his
hardearned glory (Seven men turned up for the first
lec
ture today).
"Busy Bee."
THINGS WE SHOULD LIKE TO KNOW.
What is the meaning of the word "Conference"?
Is Pte. Kingberg still trying to get a twopound tin of
elbow greese from the C/Sergeant's G. 1098 stores?
What Price boiled bacon for breakfast?
Who Is the Platoon Sergeant who counts ammunition in
his sleep, and has he salvaged the barges that were sunk
some time ago and now seem to be safely in convoy?
Who thinks that a cut off the old loaf is not missed
and why?

4
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C" Company.

A message just reached us warning us that notes must
be in by 18.00 hours today. so If these notes sound a bit
garbled don't complain. Bags of water has iiowed under the
bridge since we last wrote our notes.
If anyone is looking for trouble the best thing to do is
to use the password for'same, "Plucks Gutter." He will bo
lucky to be able to draw his pay on the following Friday.
We have had various schemes, and our efforts to do
right have not been appreciated always. The worst ol" them
are that realism is creeping in more and more. Prisoners
fight to get away and patrols are using pistol butts to
question the opposition.
This Company is now carrying the Battalion on its
shoulders as regards the most important duties, and one has
to be like a good chess player to be able to sort out the
next move.
Well, although this is not very long, we hope it lets our
readers know that "C" Company is still in being despite
being almost sent to Coventry after "Circe."

+
44 D"

Company

In contrast to August. September has been fine and calm,
so calm in fact one would not have been surprised if a covey
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(?) ol' swans had alighted on the s
. Cricket again ap
peared in the news. We had a good game—we hope not the
last of the season—against the W
A.F.S. on their own
ground. The game was a little slow but very level. They
beat us 69—59, both sides being all out. Otes. Scudamore
and Jenkinson took three wickets each. We have challenged
them to a return match next Saturday when we hope results
will be more favourable.
We started the football season with a match against "A"
Company, score 3—4, goals being scored by Ptes. Inch, Cox
and L/Cpl. Martin.
Brigade gave us the afternoon off to watch the Sports.
C.S.M's voice came in handy as a 'whip' assisted by Sgt.
Rowbottom and Cpl. Porter. Cpl. Burr distinguished himself
in the 880 yards and Lieut. S
of the Company, we believe,
brought back the bowler hat for winning the "Sgts. running
backwards race versus the Officers running sideways race," or
was it "the officers versus
Well we wouldn't know....
it's a darned illogical world. In fact we are not really sure
of anything these days. Eventually the whole thing
was
straightened out in a really grand obstacle race.
Training has been varied and interesting, such items as
salvaging steel, section stalks, P.A.D., blackberrying, P.T., blan
coing and films
have appeared in the programme. The best
of them all is the weekly cross country walk—march in
F.S.M.O. and denims, paced to five miles in the hour. The
Company usually gets bogged half way between "lone signal
box" and the range, but always arrives for the final
charge at
the bayonet dummies on the golf course. We then double
back to billets at the traditional pace of the "M.L.I." in time
for a wellearned bathe before tea. At this wc are supreme
and willing to take on any Company provided they supply tlie
lemons at half time.
All this goes to show the Company is fit and healthy as
ever.
Only yesterday "Fred" foxed us again. We were marched
to the Odeon—not to see Messrs. Gable and Tracey in "Boom
Town" but an excellent demonstration by the local A.R.P.
Bodies were lowered from top windows and many incendiaries
were put out.
Finally, arrivals
and departures.
We hope Lieut.
R. W. K. ~H
, 2ndLieut. B. B. B
, and Sgt. Acott are
enjoying their Courses. We welcome to the Company. Lieut.
V. R. s——. Sgt. Rowbottom and Sgt. Millward and nope
their stay will be long and enjoyable. Lastly, we are glad to
have, amongst us 2ndLieut. M. H. P
, 2ndLieut. T. N.
r—L. and c/Sgt. Cleggett and others from the 6th Battalion.
They say life is difficult here—food good! Whether we are
to treat them as guests or not we do not know. Anyway we
give them the benefit of the doubt. They send greetings to
their old friends in the 6th.
"Apiarist."
THINGS SOME MAY LIKE TO KNOW.
Who caught the rabbit?
Why are not the defaulters made to "beat"?
Who are the chaps who prefer "works" to work?

October has been quite a busy month—quite a lot has
been done. At any rate, one would have thought so from
the number of Conferences, "O" Groups and various other
huddles taking place all day and night—wonder what they
all talk about'?
"Circe" was the big event in the way of stunts, but
nothing to what they say we shall be having. In the words
of one of us. "Circe" was no lady, the old so and so.
We
are still looking for the lost gear, but are glad to report that
Gunga was found after a short search. A word of praise to
"Q" Branch—the food was good, hot and at the right time.
It seems that George Jenner uses a sort of radiolocator to
find the Company in the middle of the night. I think that
the only person who really enjoyed the exercise was Capt.
M. H. M
.
The Division break followed this route march—a very
good thing. For once the Company area was quiet and un
disturbed and even the 'phone had a few minutes off. A
good time was had by most.
Football hasn't been so good this month. We are sorry

x

to say that we underestimated "A" Company's strength and
fielded a weak team to play them. The score was reminis
cent of rugger—only 15 to nil (it may have been 16). We
had a good game with Charlie Company—no goals were
scored, although Mr. R. W. K. H
claims that he was
nearer to scoring than anybody. We assume a moral victory.
We have had some fast games against the Gunners, but on
both occasions they just beat us. Two very sore members of
the Company have had a game of Rugger—never again, say
they.
Boxing, crosscountry running, vocational training—all
these things have been the subject of much typewriter
thumping, but it seems that they have got started at last.
Several members of the Company walk about the place look
ing quite tough and smelling very strongly of Sloan's.
We have taken a page from Caesar's book and have
moved to winter quarters—very wintery to be sure—but
mainly due to the weather. Instead of walking 15 yards to
the nearest cinema or place of refreshment, we now have
ohly 2,000 to go. Still, we have decided to make our own
entertainment for the winter, when we are not doing guards.
So last Sunday, we held a grand meeting of the Company
under the chairmanship of Mr. J. C. M
to make plans.
We elected all sorts of committees to arrange fixtures for
darts, ping pong, billiards, to fix up concert parties, smoking
parties, musical evenings, whist drives, and a few others. In
fact we are working hard to put on a show in a fortnight's
time. Our Rest Room is getting to look like home from
home, and the furnishing is getting on quite well. Come up
and see us sometime.
Congrats, to those who have been promoted—for names,
see Part II Orders—saving paper.
'
THINGS WE MUST KNOW.
Why has the Company suddenly lost popularity in the eyes
of the Telephone Exchange at the G.P.O.? Ail of a suuacn
our civil 'phone won't work. There must have been a tech
nical hitch!
Is Arthur Coker out for a medal for devotion to duty
and sticking to his post? He likes night 'ops so much that
he arrives back in billets four hours after everybody else.
Will it be twins, Sam?
"Nellie Dean II."
4

5 th

BATTALION
"C" Company.

During the past month there have been two memorable
events which . have disturbed the otherwise even tenure of
our lives. The one wafe our move to winter quarters, and
the other a demonstration which the Company gave of a
determined attack before the Corps Commander.
Our move involved a great deal of handingover to "B"
Company, who, having recently attended a lecture by the
P.R.I, on the careful enumeration of barrack damages, proved
altogether too much for our unfortunate 2ndLicut. A. M
,
who was reduced to such a state of nervous debility by their
avid attention to detail, that for the past week he has been
muttering in his sleep: "Yes, yes, I see those holes in the
wall, those cracks in the window pane, and those chips in
the panelling. Out. out. damned spots ... I confess to it
all — only leave me in peace."
The big exercise before the Corps Commander went quite
well, and the attack was, if nothing else, at least spirited.
After the scheme the men were congratulated by the Divisional
Commander on the' enthusiasm they had displayed. I think
that we all went home tired, but happy — at any rate, a
great deal happier than we came out. However, enthusiasm
can take many forms, aiid not always the right ones. One
subaltern was observed dashing up a hill at the head of his
men, waving his pistol about in such a way that he was
more likely to lassoo the enemy with the lanyard than to
injure them with the weapon.
2ndLieut. T
, whose angling propensities have been
discussed in a previous issue, hit a new alllow when he
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baited a line containing 110 less than lifty hooks, and left it
in the sea overnight. The next morning, when he arrived
with the three tonner to carry away his catch, he was rewarded
with one very small and frightened pouting. He seldom fishes
these days: we hear that he is afraid to look the fish
In
the face after the tales he has told about them.
Still, what we lose on the fish,
we make up on the part
ridges. for Captain D
. "The Big Man with the Little
Gun." has raised the mortality rate among those birds to a
considerable degree.
The Company is in the midst of a great sport and
education hurricane blowing from on high.
No less than
four of the Company's Officers are to become temporary
schoolmasters. One of them, who has been selected to teach
English Grammar threatens to walk around Battalion H.Q.
dropping his aitches and exclaiming: "Cor, lumme, now I
been and gorn and done it!" If this doesn't get him out
of the job, says he, nothing will.
Our Sgt.Major, when asked in what subject he wished
to be "educated," replied that he knew all that he needed
to know, or wanted to learn — a point of logic which, at
the present juncture, seems quite unanswerable. A private
soldier, aged about forty, when asked a similar question,
responded unprlntably; this education business isn't as easy
as It looks.
The Company, after making an inauspicious start, by
going to the bottom of the Football League, has now pulled
up Its socks and drew last Saturday with H.Q. Company 1—1,
which is considered to be one of the crack soccer teams in
the Battalion. We hear that 13 Platoon rise up as one man
and gnash their teeth in fury, if anyone suggests even the
possibility that they might lose the cup which they won
last year. If their soccer is as good as their spirit, we think
somehow that they'll keep that cup.
In boxing, too, "C" Company is well represented.
We
have the largest number of potential boxers in the Battalion,
and the Company has also sent two men to box in the
Divisional boxing tournament: Cpl. Day and Pte. Marsh (the
latter being attached to H.Q. Company).
We wish them
both the very best of luck in their bouts.
"C" Company must now sign off; but here is a timely
warning. If, in next month's issue, you are regaled with
Einstein's Theory of Relativity in full, do not assume, dear
reader, that your scribe has become even madder than he is
already: he will merely have become better "educated."
"Stooge."
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Here beginnetli the Eleventh and Shortest Epistle that has
ever been written by St. William.
And it came to pass that their days were numbered in
the Village on the Hill, and Le Petit Corporal Issued an edict
and said: "To the Junior Girls' Department of the School
shall we go, and we shall leave behind our whitewashed walls
and our beds doublebunk, that we have learned to love so
much, and shall leave behind our morning cups of tea and
our early morning P.T. in the dew, that we have loved still
more." And straightway the last dance was held in the Village
Hall, and there was wailing and gnashing of teeth all round.
So oil" they went and settled in the big city. But hardly
had they got there, when one cold morning they rushed
back again to see that their weapon pits and miles of wire
were still where they had been, and they found in record
time that all was well, so they came back again.
Now it was noised abroad that they should be educated, .
and play football, and run, and box. and swim, and basket,
all at once, and those that see to these things tossed up to
see who should play what and do which, lest when the day
of reckoning should come it would be discovered that the
private soldier who swam the length of the football pitch in
boxing gloves was in fact the L.Cpl. who had thrown his
French book at the English Grammar Officer instead of into
the basket. And it was so! 

GAZETTE.

6th BATTALION
The last month has seen us settling down in our new
quarters, improving them somewhat, instituting our winter
training, gaining a closer acquaintance with the surround
ing countryside by means of exercise, and with the people
of the district by means of numerous excursions to the big
city. These matters have occupied our days and nights fairly
busily and quite pleasantly.
There have been one or two outstanding events in con
nection with Warships Week in the great city near which
we are now stationed. Our Band has given the distinction
of . marking
the
opening
of
this
week
by
playing
in the bandstand in the city's chief square, and later a still
greater mark of favour came our way. The Battalion made a
ceremonial parade through the streets of the city with fixed
bayonets. We are the only unit, apart from the city's own
Regiment, ever to be accorded this honour, so a piece of
Regimental history has been made. To mark the close of
Warships Week the Drums beat retreat in the main square
of the city and were watched by several thousand people.
FOOTBALL.
The following matches have been played:—
Rugby.—v. Rougliriders, 18th Oct.. won 15—G; v. Rough
riders. 1st Nov., lost 32—0.
Association.—v. 152 Fd. Ambulance, 22nd Oct., won 5—0;
v. No. 2 Holding Bn.. R.A.S.C., 30th Oct., won 5—0.
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M.T.
Since our last contribution to the Q.O.G. the Section
has got down to "brass tacks" and work is going in l'ull
swing.
We are finding
the proximity of a large town of great
help in our search for entertainment, also a severe tax to
our purse.
The football team is coming along nicely, and in our
first' match we managed to draw (3 all) with the "Unbeat
able Sigs."
Our rugby enthusiasts are contributing to the Battalion
team.
Nothing more of interest to report this time, will see
what we can do for the next issue.
D.S.
MORTAR PLATOON.
Since our regular contributor is on leave, I must apologise
for my obvious lack of literary experience.
We find
our new quarters exceedingly pleasant, and have
settled down to things in grand style.
A popular fallacy
regarding the people of this region has been exploded, and
although we haven't yet composed an anthem in their praise,
with so much musical talent in No. 3. I am expecting to
hear a new" classic at any minute. Nightingales may sing In
Berkeley Square, but to hear real music one must listen to
Nos. 2 and 8 Detachments. We have been likened to frogs
with sore throats, but when dealing with art. jealousy often
manifests itself.
We feel particularly proud of the Battalion march, and
are hoping that Hollywood scouts see the photographs of the
"Beaux" among our bright boys. We weren't actually pelted
with flowers,
but only the scarcity of same prevented us
from enjoying that pleasure. I'm not quite sure if someone
referred to us as "The Flower of Youth" or "A Shower . . .,"
but hope for the best!
Excuse brevity, but as a "Stunt" is rearing its ugly
head. I must prepare! Cheerio!
"Deputy Swede."
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
1. Who is our new Spit and Polish boy. and is it true
that he carried a certain blue eyed gentleman's pack to the
Paisley train?
2. Is it true that the Boys of No. 3 could aptly be called
the "Guardsmen"?
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Once again the Grenadiers bring you the latest news
from the Home Front. Although our Company Commander
is still unfortunately in dock, the Company continues to
flourish
under the leadership of 2ndLieut. R. L. C
, whom
we take this opportunity of welcoming to our midst. We
were very sorry to lose the owner of these now famous initials,
B.E.H. (complete with hunting horn) to "C" Company, but
I expect their need was greater than ours.
Our chief excitement this month came when the Battalion
was honoured by being allowed to march through a certain
city with lixed bayonets. Although, through 110 fault of our
own we did not take our rightful place at the right of tlie
line, the Company put 'up a very good show, and lived up
to their usual reputation for smartness.
Work this month has been rather boring — back to
the old T.O.E.Ts. again. Although 7 Platoon has been having
a rest on the pretence of showing the Junior N.C.Os. "how
to do it."
We congratulate Pte. Street 011 at last taking the plunge
into married life, and at the same time have to wish him
farewell, as lie goes to "B" Company to make himself
responsible for their water.
We also congratulate Ptes. West, Grist, Fulcher and
Preston on getting their first stripe for the first time, and
"Henry Albert" 011 getting his first
stripe for the second
time (or should it be twentysecond?).
Among the tilings we want to know about are:—
1. What is Gibby going to do now the cold weather
has come?
2. Who was tlie man who asked for seven days' C.B.
because his wife was coming up?
3. Who put in a piece ol" fourbytwo to make up six
articles?
4. Whose greasy cap was hanging in the hall?
5. Who was the extra man on parade, and who was the
bright boy who noticed it?
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Since our last contribution many incidents have occurred
which will, I hope, interest our readers.
I am trying to fill the bill, in the absence of the Company
scribe, whose efforts are, if mostly of the "Soap Box" variety,
always appreciated; by his colourful description and humorous
dialogue, one is put into the oioture of the daily joys and
sorrows of a soldier's life.
* Since leave was resumed, nearly all tlie Company has
had that privilege once again, and some more ambitious than
others, have got married, with life sentences; we offer our
hearty good wishes, or condolences, as the case may be, to
those concerned. For then information, the office is running
an information bureau on "Taming the Wild." with a summary
of T.O.E.Ts. attached; these can be obtained on application.
At the time of going to press we have run out of the
latest publication, which, for security reasons, we cannot
name, but this will be overcome in due course.
Everyone is getting more settled down to their new sur
roundings, and after work is done, there is plenty to do in
the way of amusements to suit all tastes, and many of
us have made new friends.
The Battalion had tlie great lionbur of being tlie first
English unit to march through the streets of "No mean
city" in their War Weapons Week on the last day, taken
by the Lord P
. Tlie March Past was very well done,
and I reckon our C.O. was proud of us and felt like Wellling
ton after the Battle of Waterloo. Of course we might be
kidding ourselves that lie did, but that's another story. We
all had a good dinner afterwards, with a pint of beer as
well, and then "Free" Pictures afterwards. The girl attend
ants blushingly showed us to our seats, which gave the pro
gramme that spice and oompli it needed — you know, every
man for himself.
At the moment we are doing T.O.E.Ts., with Brigade
Schemes fairly frequently worked in.
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We should like to state on behalf of all tlie Officers and
N.C.Os. of this Company how much wc did appreciate the
lecture given by the Brigadier last week. It was the "personal
touch," and command of the facts delivered, that commanded
everyone's interest. (Same again, please.)
The Q.M. is in great demand for new suits, etc., and is
a very harassed man. Is it true that he can play darts?
And is an expert poet? Truly the world is changing! Beer
is best, they say.
We in this Company are singing tlie
"Salvage Song," punctuated by tlie appropriate interludes.
Now that winter is upon us, football is the chief sport,
and the Company lias made a name for itself as being more
than proficient.
The Company Commander lias now got cramp in his
hand through signing the cigarette coupons of the Company
every week, and unfortunately there is no bonus attached to
this job, but I believe there is something coming to him in
a "lump" at Xmas.
Our 2ndinCommand is seen with a haunted look in liis
eyes, with a mysterious book under his arm, when walking,
and it is said that red ink literally flows
from this whenever
it is opened.
We know for certain that the Company Commander had
his ears tinted with bright red the other day, much to our
consternation.
Our C.S.M. has been leading a celibate existence of late,
and when he speaks or gives an order, the huts buckle side
ways, and the blackouts fall down. The musical chink of
money of a certain N.C.O. at Reveille, has been sadly missed
for a week. I think he lias been on leave. We count tlie
"strokes" as lie clinks and clinks, and we also know what
day of the week it is by this novel method.
We welcome 2ndLieut. K
to our hive, and hope liis
stay will be long and a happy one; it certainly will never be
dull.
Also congratulations to L.Cpls. Parrot and Philpott on
their recent promotion. Keep it up, "B," we are on top, the
others are underneath. Yours ever,
"Gin and It."
4

" C "

Company.

Once again it is my duty to record recent activities of
Shiny "C."
We are very happy to be able to record that
tlie spirit and cheerfulness of Shiny "C" refuses to succumb
to arduous and exhausting schemes. We recommend a short
course in "C" Company for anyone who is feeling "browned
off."
In our 'hail and farewell' section this month, we welcome
Lieut. H
, and can assure him that he has now arrived
in the correct Company. A hearty welcome also to Cpl. Staff.
In place of these two new acquaintances, we had to part with
Sgt. Brindley, whose stay with us, if short, proved very
pleasant to the Company and also we hope to himself. Our
chief loss of course, the departme of 2/Lieut. B. K. K
to "B" Company. We are always very sorry to lose anyone
who has been in the Company for any length of time, and
we know that they are very sorry to go. However, we wish
him the very best wishes in his new Company, and hope that
he will be as happy with them as he was with us.
The Winter Sporting season having now opened, the
sporting giants of "C" Company are girding their loins and
preparing to do battle with all comers.
Fortunately we
shall possess most of last season's "colours," and a few new
ones as well, so we sally forth this year with a combination
of prestige and ability which we believe, and at least hope,
will be hard to defeat.
So we bid you farewell till next month, and hope to be
able to tell you of the continued worth of this Company, and
their perpetual achievements.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Which C.S.M. went dancing after a two day exercise?
Who dived for a Mortar in 12 feet of water?
Has everyone passed their T.O.E.Ts? Mind my cap!
Who wrote "Ode to Dunkirk"?
Who has the voice that needs oiling?
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With customary efficiency, "D" Company lias organised
life in its new quarters and settled down. A piece of carpet
has made its appearance beneath the Company Commander's
table, paths have sprung up overnight in the trackless wastes,
T.O.E.Ts. have been organised on a competition basis, and
have proceeded at a rate hitherto unheard of in the British
Army.
We took part in the memorable march with fixed bayonets
through the great city nearby, about which fuller details
will be found elsewhere.
Our record at football is as satisfactory as evtfr. Against
the 152nd Fd. Ambulance we lost 5—2. but against "D"
Company. 5th Buffs, we won 5—1. and against "A" Company
of our own Battalion we won 5—1.
Boxing is getting under way, and we are preparing to
repeat our challenge to the rest of the Battalion, which
resulted in the great battle of our last station.
But despite all this activity, the Company lias not been
itself these last few days. There has been something lacking.
Our Sergt.Major has been whisked away to become R.Q.M.S.
Still, one man's loss is another man's gain, and so we con
gratulate R.Q.M.S. Landman on his appointment, and the
Q.M .on acquiring a first
rate assistant.
CORPS OF DRUMS.
Tlie observant reader may notice that we have contributed
little to the Q.O.G. during the past few months — we hasten
to add our excuse in tlie old cliche, "pressure of work."
Sad, but true, friends, for the pressure lias been great, and
the work completed enormous in quantity.
We should offer our congratulations to DrumMajor Snave
on his promotion to Sergt.Major. and wish him every success
in liis new activities — it is good to know that he will still
be able to lead the Drums on ceremonial parades.
We have all enjoyed (!) the numerous schemes in which
we have lately participated; strange to say, nobody has yet
developed webbedfeet, although such novelties would be most
useful at times. Or perhaps a couple of balloon tyres for
stretchers would be more satisfactory . . . .?
We have had several ceremonial parades in this Northern
habitation, chiefly in honour of the renowned Warships Week
scheme. No doubt other scribes in the Battalion will deal
with our March Past on a memorable October day, but it
falls to my lot to record that we were the first
Corps of
Drums to perform in a public bandstand in tlie centre of a
strange city as an opening event of Warships Week. We were
proud to have the honour, also, of Beating Retreat as a finale
to the same Warships Week before a crowd ol several thousand
people, who applauded us, and were most appreciative. The
local officials entertained us at tea. and provided us with
seats at a concert in the evening — for this hospitality we
are very grateful.
In concluding hastily for lack of space, we say "au revoir,"
and send best wishes to former comrades now elsewhere.

HISTORIES FOR SALE
THE REGIMENTAL WAR HISTORY.
Copies of "The Regimental War History." compiled by
Mr. C. T. Atkinson, may be obtained from The Adjutant,
Depot, Royal West Kent Regiment, The Barracks, Maidstone.
Price 7/ (by post 7/9).
THE 1st BATTALION WAR HISTORY.
Copies of "Invicta," compiled by Major C. V. Molony.
may be obtained from Tlie Adjutant, Depot, Royal West Kent
Regiment, The Barracks. Maidstone. Price 1/ (by post 1/6).
THE 8th BATTALION.
Copies of "The History of the 8th Battalion" may be
obtained from Lt.Col. II. S. Brown, 80, Woodside, London,
S.W.19, price 1/6, for those connected with the 8th Battalion.
11th BATTALION.
Copies of "The History of the 11th Battalion," written by
Capt. R. O. Russell, M.C., are now ready, and can be obtained
from the Hon. Secretary of the O.C.A., 6, Bramley Way, West
Wickham, Kent. Price 5/9 post free.
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This month, when we haven't been fighting
the Home
Guard and slaughtering imaginary Huns, we have enjoyed
some excellent sports meetings. Football, swimming, boxing,
running; all these have been represented.
Congratulations to "C" Company on holdng the inter
Company boxing cup for the second year in succession,
Everyone enjoyed an excellent evening of boxing, which re
sulted in H.Q. 1 team being two points behind "C" Company.
In the final
of the interPlatoon Football Knockout
Competition the Mortars played 18 Platoon.
An exciting
game resulted in a win for the former, the score being 2—1.

^

Headquarter Company
Here we are once again with the. proverbial saying—
winter draws on and long pants arc the vogue again. The
men of this Company do not mind if we are kept in this
station for the duration, and judging by the remarks of some
of the Company who returned from a local "feast," the
people of this town make you more than welcome.
The
Company has been well represented in the sporting world
and we offer our heartiest congratulations to the Mortar
Platoon on winning the interPlatoon ootball final
and so
bringing the cup home .to roost on the Company Com
mander's mantelpiece. We should also like to congratulate
those who represented the teams of H.Q. 1 and H.Q. 2 in the
boxing tournament.
We are not going to mention any
individual names, but all put up a fine
show and proved
that H.Q. Company is made of the right stuff. That's all
for now.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Has "Honest Bloss" given up carriers on being called to
the "bar"?
Has the storeman put his "resignation" in yet?
What time do teadances start in G
?
Has the C/Sergeant's "wisdom tooth" come through yet?
"Penpusher."
No. 1 PLATOON (SIGNALS).

*

It has been planned to start an entirely new series ol
articles in this month's mag., called "The Nocturnal Adven
tures of No. 1 Platoon," until it was pointed out that the
"Buster" was not printed on asbestos. But. "feet are drawn
from under the tables" to continue with our usual pro
gramme of.work. The Signal Course for the Company men
is still in progress, and despite difficulties, excellent progress
is being made, for they have reached the stage where they
guess the word after the first
two letters.
Boxing has taken up much time this month.
Little
Freddie was the only one to make a habit of swapping
punches. Where did it get him—sunny side tip on the can
vas. We all congratulate the winners—their names will be
found elsewhere in the Battalion correspondence. The R.S.O.
returned to the Platoon after a brief stay in hospital, and
we are wondering what attractions these places have, yet he
won't tell us, as he knows we are capable of developing ill
nesses to order. The last reports of Pte. Hill, our D.R. who
tumbled, was favourable, and though chances of his return
are small, we hope he will be up and riding again soon.
Most recent schemes have been very successful from our
point of view, as a perfect wireless set has been obtained
and maintained throughout. If things continue thus, some
of us will be writing to the B.B.C. telling them just how to
do their job. Some fondly imagine they are second R. E.
Jefferies or Leslie Mitchell.
Our very best wishes to all Regimental Signallers, and
if "snouts" and beer are in abundance at your various
stations let us know, giving names and addresses of the re
tailers of same.
Myself, I smoke anything or everything
that's offered now.

THE QUEEN'S OWN
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.

M.T. PLATOON.

Why should two confirmed bachelors suddenly become
interested in a Maternity Hospital?
Shall I cross you off the Late Pass Roll?
Jack, are you sure it is the motor cycle you are meeting?
Mac's intentions.
"Charlie Don."
N o . 2 ( A . A . ) PLATOON
We now have our Platoon Commander back after a long
absence and are glad to say .he is "fighting fit."
as he proved
in the Battalion Boxing Tournament.
Congratulations to
"K.O." Moys on his string of knockouts in the boxing com
petition. Our dreams of a final
with the Mortars in the
Football Cup were shattered and we shall have to wait for
the next competition.
"Watcher."
No. 3 PLATOON. MORTARS.
This month we have been filling
up a great deal of our
spare time with sport. First, we won the Battalion Football
Cup in a keen match against No. 18 Platoon. The weather
was not very good, but the excitement of the game (and
also of the spectators) made up for that. Tlie result was
2—1. Secondly, two of the Platoon represented the Battalion
ixi a swimming competition. Thirdly, we had several entries
in the interCompany boxing team, two of whom reached
the finals.
Well done, Scott and Gill.
Now. just in case you should be running away with the
idea that we haven't done any training at all this month.
I can assure you that "long carries" continue and that our
parade ground echos with "ons" and "fires."
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Why didn't the "Addick" Shine?
What are your teeth like?
Can you drown?
"Striker Stud."
No. 4 PLATOON.
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CARRIERS.

Signs of approaching winter—comes gauntlets and Car
rier Commanders retiring to the rear gunners' seats. Con
gratulations to Pte. Norris on winning the Battalion Heavy
weight Boxing Championship, and to Pte. Murphy and L/Cpl.
Vandenbosch as very gallant lesers—they all helped to make
H.Q. very close runnersup in the championship.
Our "Blossom" remains a "blackcoated worker, but I
understand that he is still with us "in spirit." There is no
truth in the rumour that our "Fury" is commencing sanitary
duties to make him a complete allrounder. Eric still smokes
his pipe and George still "natters." but we pretend not to
notice and carry on with maintenance. Happy tracking to
all Carrier blokes.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Has "Spud" a twin or a son?
Who put a smoke screen round the cave?
Where did "Dave" learn darts?
Which came first,
Brown or the chicken?
"Galloping Annie."
No. 5 PLATOON, PiONEERS.
Here we are again folks, but as usual with very little
time. Of course, we all realise that blackouts and pipes
are very important, but we haven't really decided yet
whether they are real or just 'a "ghost" from P
. Busy
or not though, we still have time to "bash" the Home Guard
defences occasionally. All the Platoon is much happier now
that they have finished
"jankers," but there is still a lot of
amateur detecting going on to find
out who gave the order.
We all wish to congratulate "C" Company on their success
in the boxing competition. Better luck next time, H.Q.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Who was leading the section that got lost in the P
?
What will a certain member of the Platoon do with his
seven jewels?
Why did a certain person go in tlie P.R.I's office before
going on leave?
"Snow White."

/

Well, up to date all rumours of another move have proved,
unfounded. We are hoping not to be disturbed for some time
to come because as our Sid would say. "lots of plates of meat''
are finding
their way under different "Cains and Abels." With
better facilites than we have enjoyed for many months our
usual high standard of maintenance is being still further
improved. Our "R.A.O.C. attached" are now able to spend a
pleasant morning looking for a job instead of having a load
of trouble thrust upon them before they are properly awake.
Our Sergeants leave the fold for odd days at quite frequent
intervals, and what they don't know about the duties of
Headquarter Guard Commander and B.O.S.—well, it would
take far too long to write.
We are glad to welcome Capt. V. A. T. B
, who has
once again taken charge of our Section and we hope his
stay with us will be lengthy and enjoyable.
Also, we con
gratulate "Darkie" Cushion upon his recent promotion.
In conclusion we offer very real sympathy to Pte. Dowle.
of the R.A.O.C., who has just had to enter hospital. We
trust he will quickly recover from his operation and return to
us in his usual high spirits.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Where do you get to each night Charlie?
 Could the Corporals tell us if "George" is an unlucky
name.
"Pyjamas."
4
4 'A"

Company.

The end of another month has come and the cry has
again gone forth. "Who is going to do the 'Buster' corres
pondence?" Round it goes from Captains to Lieutenants,
from Lieutenants to 2ndLieutenants and from 2ndLieuten
ants to the unmentionables who invariably find that they
have to do these things. And so once more we take advan
tage of the freedom of the Press to set forth the adventures
and doings of "The Grenadiers."
In the last issue the sad story was told of our sojourn
in exile whilst the other more fortunate Companies revelled
in the luxuries of billets. Now it is a different story and
we can once more indulge in the delights of "pukka" kit
layouts and barrack inspections.
Training is steadily progressing towards the peak which
will be necessary if we are. going to bring a certain Mr.
Schickelgruber to his just desserts.
Weekly lectures to
Officers and Senior N.C.O.s are proving very beneficial. As
all officers are being called upon to give one of these lectures.
a suggested subject for 2ndLieut. P. S
might be "The
use of the cosh on the H.G."
Congratulations to Cpl. Strudwick on receipt of his
second stripe although we feel that it is no excuse for his
getting married.
The party season is already in full swing. Hallowe'en is
the current excuse, and mass invitations by the local organ
isations have been accepted and very much appreciated.
All the Officers in the Company have now had their
leave and have come back full of beans and with even more
zest than usual. Our gallant 2ndinCharge is living up to
his normal reputation, and is to be seen every day seated at
the typewriter, tapping out baggage lists or Officers' Mess
Accounts, much to the disgust of the Company Clerk, who
feels that he is the only one permitted to put the typewriter
out of action.
SPORT.
Boxing is the main feature of our sporting programme
and at the moment a tournament is in full swing. The re
sults for this Company are, to date, very satisfactory. Per
haps the fact that the ring has been erected in our billet is
some help. Pte. Hardy, middleweight, put up a great fight
in the semifinals, in fact it was the best fight
of .the day.
The dark horse of the tournament is Pte. Kerr, who makes
up in punch what he lacks in size. He's got a wicked right.
STOP PRESS BOXING NEWS.
Since the above boxing information the finals
have been
fought off and although we have dropped down to fourth
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place out of the six teams It is no discredit to the members
of our team. Both Pte. Kerr and L/Cpl. Brown put up mag
nificent fights. Pte. Boyce, who had been trying all day to
get his weight down to the Bantam class, was unsuccessful
in knocking off the sufficient number of pounds. However,
he fought a nonscoring fight
with Pte. Medcraft, "H.Q.." and
won comfortably, providing our only win of the evening.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Do C.S.M.s get married?
Who is Oscar?
Can you swim?
How is it that ColourSergeants can afford to have a
wife in every Station?
Does the Humdinger still humding?
Can leave be spent in P
. and is it desirable?
"The Grenadier."
4

4 4B"

Company

Time marches on. and before we can look round another
"end of month" is upon us. and the scribe is confronted with
the arduous task of providing a further record of "B"
Companies varied activities. .
Leave is proceeding smoothly, much to the delight of
the fortunate individuals concerned; but it does not seem to
improve the Orderly Sergeant's perplexity as he wrestles with
the problem of trying to balance the number of fatigues and
the number of men available.
Perhaps Cpl. A. Smith is to be congratulated upon hav
ing survived a lengthy and hectic period as wearer of belt
and sidearms, with notebook and pencil at the alert.
Another Cadre Course has recently finished
and a large
batch of our N.C.O.s have returned to duty simply bursting
with knowledge. Cpl. Kneller is to be congratulated upon
obtaining such a good report and also upon attaining the
rank of LanceSergeant. Cpl. P. Smith has returned from
a month's weapon training at E
. while L/Cpl, Vickers
has been away on a Hardening Course with the S.S. He is
now finding the work here a bit strenuous after his rest.
However, despite Courses, leave, and duty days, training
is still continued under its subtitles, intensive, individual,
platoon and elementary (tests of). Dummy Pill Boxes and
weapon pits have added realistic touch, while the bayonet
assault Course provides an excellent outlet for the abundant
energy which everyone posseses (?) This Course is also proving
to be a very effective moral reformer if one can believe the
solemn vows which certain exhausted individuals are heard
to utter as they lie perspiring after a few hectic points,
parries, and withdraws.
It was Indeed a pleasant surprise to see our "Mouche"
again after we had given him up as missing, back in I
.
It was with true canine instinct that he found his way back
to the Company and now, scruffy as ever, he may be seen
on any route march trotting along contentedly with the
leading scouts. It is hard to say if he will ever reach the
high standard of training attained by Dover, but our
"Mouche" is certainly a trier.
The boxing competition has started again and although
we entered some really good men our efforts met with little
success. However, our team is to be congratulated on the
good clean display it gave and it is hoped that we will meet
with success later.
We notice that Lieut. E
. late of "B" Company, is well
portrayed in caricature in a recent Q.O.G. issue, and we send
him our heartiest greetings, and express the hope that his
present appointment as signals officer in the 10th Battalion
offers the same facilities for "khaki pressing" as he enjoyed
in this Company.
THINGS WE WOULD LIKE TO CONFIRM.
Has a certain officer taken to wearing fulllength under
wear with green stripes?
Are other ranks going to be issued with this type of
underwear?
Who was it said "But I only went on _guard the day
before yesterday?"

Does the B.O.R. require a return of excostermongers for
the newlyformed "bandcart transport" section.
"Psmithy."
4

44C"

Company.

This month marks the close of a very active period; not
in the way of exercises, route marches, or tlie usual trials and
tribulations that beset us. but mainly in the field
of sport.
However, it is only right to mention that a certain amount
of boot leather has been left on the highways of this de
lightful country, and often certain members of Shiny "C"
have longed for the "wings of a dove" because their
"Trotters" have reminded them that they have worked
enough for one day. In this respect the near future looks
very black. Rumours are current that within the next few
days we are to spend an enjoyable 48 hours roaming the
country side; and providing the glorious weather which pre
vails at the present, continues, "a good time will be had
by all" (?)
Crosscountry running is now in full swing and Shiny
"C" is again much in evidence. The first
interPlatoon run
was held in September, the teams from Nos. 13, 14 and 15
Platoons did extremely well taking second, third and fifth
places respectively. The result of the interCompany run.
held on 27th September, was even more gratifying with Shiny
"C" occupying first
place.
Congratulations to Ptes. Donan
and Biggs for coming second and third out of a field
of 180
runners.
The most outstanding achievement was that of
2ndLieut. Q
, who took part in the run on 18th October.
and who, by grit and stamina, came in first.
It may be
added here that all officials at the finish
were to say the
least surprised, if not amazed, when this weary and bedragled
figure
hove in sight. When asked for his comments on ine
race, he remarked that he was under the impression that
the other competitors had completed the course. However,
all great athletes are modest.
Since the race 2ndLieut.
Q
has written a short booklet entitled "How to Run."
This, no doubt, will be made available to the public in the
very near future.
We extend our hearty congratulations to 2ndLieut. E. G.
W
on his recent marriage, and wish him all the best
wishes for the future, and may he have more than fences
running round his garden.
The interCompany Novices' Boxing Competition has just
finished,
and again Shiny "C" has been triumphant and con
tinues to hold the "Cup."
We congratulate Cpl. Wood,
L/Cpls. Nayler and Russell and Ptes. Thomas, Black, Little
and Kaucher on an extremely good show, and the fact that
we again won the cup was mainly due to their efforts in
winning their fights to the semifinals.
One part of training that has not been mentioned,
should not be left out of this epistle.
Night operations
which are much in evidence just now and which disturb
the peaceful evenings of Shiny "C." However, up to date,
these operations have been highly successful and interesting,
especially a recent exercise against the local "Home Guard."
The actual result of this scheme is not known, but everyone
concerned agreed that they had spent an active and enjoy
able time. Plans of Shiny "C's" offensive have been entered
in the War Diary.
Well readers that is all the news from Shiny "C" this
month so "Here's to the next time."
"Shiny "C."
THINGS WE WANT TO
1. Who is Cockle's
2. When is the Q.
3. What is the W.

KNOW.
uncle?
Branch holding its Christmas Sales?
Plan?


44D"

Company

This month's bulletin finds
us—or rather, some of us.
for the W.T.O's Own have suffered the inevitable divorce from
warm water billets—still in our country seat and feeling very
much a(> home (in the best sense of the phrase so far as
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some O.R.s are concerned). Passersby are still justified in re
garding our domicile as what it is proclaimed .to be by the
boards appearing at the entrances to "chez nous," though less
casual observers will begin to wonder at the martial fervour
of the "guests" within.
Our interior economy is simply
breathtaking. Everything reflects the maximum of our oft
repeated scrupulous cleanliness.
Ceilings, walls and floors
retain their pristine purity, in the preservation of which, it is
rumoured, a wellintentioned body of men was dissuaded from
affixing a text in the entrance hall—"What is home without a
SergeantMajor?" It was a fine
gesture—the intention, not
the dissuasion—but a clean Wall is a clean wall, and after all.
if one of our Queens was able to have preR.A.F. Calais carved
on her heart, we're quite capable of tucking a little text inside
our blouse, B.D. Seriously though we cannot regard the depar
ture of our erstwhile C.S.M. as anything but a great loss to
the Company. Those among us, who came into contact with
him on happier occasions than Company Office times, will
readily understand the measure of the Company's loss. Many
a man and N.C.O. will acknowledge the sound counsel which
the C.S.M. delivered at all times, and which the Battalion as
a whole will now enjoy. In the meantime, we must rely
upon our Orderly Sergeants for inside information from the
new battle front (making out parade states by numbers).
Much could be written of our recent incredible schemes,
but the size of our Company's war effort would appear to be
eclipsed by the magnitude of a sisterCompany's proclaimed
victories in the field
of sport;' and to that Company we offer,
on behalf of some real footballers (18 Platoon), our heartfelt
sympathy upon the little matter of a match which would
have enabled the shiny ones to approach unto the finals
but for the result.
After having "added further laurels,"
achieved "smashing victories," and "ploughed their way
through," it was, perhaps, trying to have been deprived of
the spectacle of an all"C" Company final.
Never mind,
ladies, we'll be passing you on the next route march.
Lest it .be thought that Don Company, when not occu
pied with interior (and exterior) economy manoeuvres, indi
vidual training, manual scanning, guards, courses, fatigues
and a certain amount of routine, is resting in the celibate
seclusion of billets, we hasten to assure the rest of the
Battalion in general, and the Sergeants' Mess in particular,
that all O.R.S are taking advantage (tempered with a sense
of humour) of the—er—amenities of the neighbourhood. Need
more be said on this subject?
As a matter of fact, your
scribe must leave you now for one of our amenities.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
1. What is the connection between a spring, firing
pin.
mortar, and an N.GO.'s black eye? (The answer to this one
brooks no delay).
2. Who can interpret that surrealist Company Office
Chart?
3. What is Paddy's conception of light duties after
Tattoo?
4. When are they going to fit the engine to the gocart?
5. How do the W.T.O.'s grenades weather?
6. Any more volunteers for boxing?
7. May I be paid and go on leave now, please?
"Daring Don."
4

Sergeants' Mess.
Another month has passed quickly by and I am once
again racking my brain in order to give you a "ringside"
description of the activities in the Sergeants' Mess. The
Mess is now in full swing in its newlyacquired home, and
our Mess accommodation really warrants the pride members
take in showing it to their many friends. Before I really get
into the rhythm of writing this literary masterpiece, I should
like to convey our very good wishes to R.S.M. Case, who has.
unfortunately, had to leave us owing to a breakdown in
health. May his recovery be a speedy one and we all sin
cerely hope to see him back again in the Mess very shortly.
Congratulations are due to the Mess Committee in pro
ducing a series of Mess Socials that are thoroughly enjoyed
by everyone who is lucky enough to attend them. I am
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sure that many tales will be told in years to come at Bat
talion reunions of that "certain Sunday Mess Nigh.t at
J
" It does my old heart good to see the great response
the Mess members have made to the Government's "Keep
Fit" campaign. It is rumoured that some members, especi
ally C/Sergeants, walk as much as 15 miles a night to keep
fit.
Some have also taken up hill climbing or to use a well
worn expression, "see the braes and die happy." A great pro
gramme is being prepared for next month's activities, which
includes the usual dart tournament, and several other things,
to keep us interested during the long winter evenings—night
ops. permitting.
Congratulations and a hearty welcome to L/Sgt. Kneller.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Has a certain C.S.M. found a new "little gel?"
Is a "scrubber" a woman who takes in anybody's washing?
Is the Old Town Cafe the home of MissInformation?
A/C.S.M., Carrier Sergeant (one of the "Big Four"), Pro
vost Sergeant Cadre Course Instructor—oh! Leslie, what next.
FAMOUS SAYINGS OVERHEARD.
"If he isn't married then who the heck's the guy in the
photograph"?
"Pass me my pail, I'm going 'scrubbing.' "
"Honest Bloss."
4

9th BATTALION
By the end of October we were all in billets, and none loo
soon, for it became very cold, and beside our fires we found it
increased our feeling of wellbeing to think of "D" Coy., who
were the last .to move, and found canvas not a little chilly at
the end of the month. So now the Battalion is once more scat
tered over the countryside, which, of course, has many dis
advantages, but we believe gives Coy. Commanders a spurious
feeling of splendid isolation!
It is with great pleasure that we welcomed the I.T.C. Band,
which arrived soon after wc moved, and did much to cement
the friendship with our new neighbours, a thing which we
greatly value.
Training naturally became a little disjointed over the period
of our departure from summer location, but the beginning of
the month saw us on an exercise which lasted a week, and con
trary to our experience of exercises of that magnitude reached
a climax to which nearly every man in the Battalion had a
battle fright and a story to tell on return.
With increased time for recreational training at our dis
posal, we look forward to an interesting season cf sport, which
will include soccer, rugger and boxing., and if one Coy. Com
mander has his way we ought presently be making a name
for ourselves in field and track events. Good luck to the hard
working sports organisers.

4

Headquarter Company..
The past month has not rendered much in the way of
literary inspiration; long exercises and our move into winter
quarters have predominated.
Needless to say, there was much rejoicing in ""H.Q." Coy.
when it was learned that we were to be billeted in a small
town, for "H.Q." has never before been in a town, although M.T.
and Carriers are still some distance away.
We, of course, appreciate the amenities of a civilised com
munity—library—clubs—pubs and pictures.
"H.Q." seems to be going ecclesiastical with the Mortars
and Signals in the Mission Hall, and tlie Very Rev. R.Q.M.S.
(now a hot gospeller) in the local Gospel Hall. Intelligence are
the exception to the rule—with their billet in a pub.
B.H.Q. are at "Hysteria" House, and we understand that
since their entry the rats have evacuated to a safe area.
As for Coy. Office, one couldn't tell what it had been used
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for previously, though we have ideas, but it has been re
decorated and the Sergt.Major now sits in his boudoir of cream.
The Regimental Band has been with us for a week, and
has not only led the Battalion on a route march and Church
Parade, when the Brigadier took the salute, but has given
recitals for the public, which were very much appreciated.
Coy. employed want to know what this "48 hrs. Bed down"
means—Sammy adds "and where?"
SIGNAL PLATOON.
Since last penning these notes we have experienced a big
change in our Platoon. Twelve of our classified signallers have
left us for various Rifle Companies in exchange for 12 riflemen.
This change has been effected to obtain reserve signallers, and
it also serves the purpose of giving our men a "refresher" on
the rifleman's job. However, we shall not lose complete touch
with cur old friends, for our S.O. has arranged for them to
return at frequent intervals to keep them in trim. We wish
them good luck and a pleasant stay with Rifle Companies.
As for our new arrivals, there can be no doubt as to their
keenness. Having been instructed 6n the difference between
a dot and a dash, and to the strange noises emitted by a
D5, shrill whistles can be heard in our main street in the
evenings to the' tune of "Ve A.A." and "A.R.." We wish them
every success and trust that they will not be too disheartened
by our N.C.O.s comparing their flag
drill with "Monday
Morning's Washing."
Another change we have made is a move from under
canvas to warm winter billets, an event which was welcomed
at this time even by the "fresh air fiends" amongst us.
Sport has not been very prominent lately in view of the
above events, but we anticipate it figuring
largely in our
winter programme. We feel confident of retaining our repu"
tation of having a formidable football eleven with the help
of our new chaps.
In conclusion, we offer congratulations to Cpl. D
on
being promoted Signal Sergeant, to L/Cpl. C
on receiv
ing his second stripe and to our two new L/Cpls.
No. 4 PLATOON.

CARRIERS.

Since our last appearance in these columns we have had
our biggest invasion practice to date.
With our lockers
crammed full like a delicatessen shop, we ranged the country,
looking in vain for the pretty girls and bartenders we had
been promised. For nearly a week we went all panzer. (Note:
Panzer: German for Punch—no joke, as a rule).
There was a rumour that the umpires were not acting
on the level. Wc arc assured that .this referred to the Bed
ford Level.
We "Bumped" around country by no means unfamiliar
to us, as we made a much more prolonged and successful
invasion there earlier this year. Reports that the Platoon
withdrew under cover of darkness to the Saracen's Head are
entirely unfounded and misleading. Concerning the Carrier
which disappeared suddenly into enemy territory we prefer
to maintain ^.discreet silence.
At last, deciding that the camp was beginning to look
a bit desolate, we have retired to our monastic wnter billet.
The ghost which disturbed the guard so much on our first
night here has not been heard of again. Perhaps it was the
pig which has been taking such a close interest in our
arms drill.
THINGS WE WOULD LIKE TO KNOW.
1. Who was seen sewing in a sidecar?
2. Who was the Corporal in charge of the mobile
bedroomrefreshment car—cum motor cycle combination on
the big Exercise?
3. Who, when asked by the ^Orderly Officer if his dinner
was all right, answered. "Oui, tres bon"?
4. Who do the two stone figures
in front of Platoon
headquarters look like, of course, Tememberng tlicy arc
worth £250 each.
MORTAR PLATOON.
Sorry to be so late with the news, playmates, but what
with intensive and prolonged training, inspections, etc., we
haven't had a chance to give you any news. Even so, you're
lucky,
every
one
here
in
the
Morts.
has got
the
needle.

GAZETTE.

Since our last instalment to the "Buster," we've left our
canvas and are in the town ol' buns, beer, and last but
never least, females!
(Jealous?!)
We welcome to the Platoon three new Sergeants, namely,
Sgts. Ebbs, Freeman, and L/Sgt. Williams, and trust their
stay will be a long and happy one, and I'm sure it will be
if the tide "Ebbs"!
(The lads know what we mean).
We offer our congrats. to Sgt. Beckwith, L/Sgs. Dodson
and Kennett, also to Cpl. Mayers and L/Cpls. Millen and
Richardson. Stripes are numerous as "cans" (Get it?) around
these parts!
By the way, Mortarers, our Platoon is so good in the
9th that we've had a challenge from the R.A.s in a bout of
firing. We'll show 'em (we hope).
This being my first
"effort" .to the Q.O.G.. not too many
criticisms, please.
That's all for now. bipods, we'll still give anyone a base
plate start on "Charge, 2, 1,000, Action."
,
WHAT WE WANT TO KNOW.
How is "Dot" Fowler, and friends (?) of Sgt. Cross?
"The Don."
M.T. PLATOON.
Since our last publication, small as it was, we regret to
announce that we have lost the service of our worthy author.
"Big Boy." who had promised us a real "Bumper" writeup
for this issue.
Apparently, the powers that be. decided to make fuller
use of his capabilities in other spheres of the war, and wc
should like to take this opportunity of wishing him the very
best of luck in his new undertaking.
Now. alas! it falls to my lot to convey to our screaming
public some real hot news, so here she comes.
Firstly, of course, in case any of yon are not aware of
the fact, owing to Mr. Bluepencil's censor spies, we departed
from the great open spaces, which we knew as "Paradise
Camp." a few weeks ago, and arrived here in our winter
quarters complete with all spare parts, includng dear old
"Leaping Lena." But we have noticed that the Technical
Sergeant has had occasion to wander back to his beloved
camp, searching in vain for one "Platonic Spanner" to
tighten the romantic nut .reported missing on his last "7406.'
to be replaced on payment. Unfortunately, to date, it can
not be traced, and he has now retired to his "den" with a
notice hanging on the door, "not to be disturbed."
After moving, what the boys miss most of all is the
hospitality shewn for so long by .the "locals" at
, includ
ing Mrs. Brooks' tea, but to counteract this to a small
degree, we have taken by storm and moved right into the
"Village Inn." The small route march to it gives us a per
petual thirst to the delight of "Mine Host."
The "Locals" at the aforesaid "Inn" rather fancied their
luck at spear throwing until we arrived, but They are now
very silent on their "has beens" whenever the boys are about.
I hear that "Smiler" and Johnnie held the board against
all comers the other evening, and they do tell me that three
doubles will finish
any game. Ask "Smiler"!
Our first
week at "Hotel Splendour" was spent cleaning
windows, scrubbing floors,
and generally competing for the
"Housemaids' Knee." Of course, we have to find
the House
maid first,
but they say she walks the corridor in the dead
of night, as a number of the boys swear that they have
heard ghostly footsteps when all should have been "Hea'ds
Down." Perhaps, after all. it was only the Sergeants and
others creeping back on allfours under most difficult cover.
For the first
time we have the Carriers staying as our
guests, paying guests of course! We invited them to share
our "palace" when the "parleys" for billets were at then
highest, but since, I regret to report, they have moved in.
lock, stock and barrel, commandeered the "Bridal Suite,"
blue, and yellow rooms, etc., etc., and left us the kitchen
for an office, and a hut in the woods .to kip.
However, being on the friendliest terms with our "play
mates" we compromised and agreed that we should become
the guests and that they would do the servicing, so all's
quiet at present.
We can now boast of a real telephone, all to ourselves,
situated in that "hive of administration" amongst the
1033's, 825's, 3518's, etc., and at times, we wonder, whether
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we are the "Counties Taxi Service" or the local "Enquiry
Bureau." The only question we have not been askecl yet is.
what time does the leave train really go.
We send our heartiest congratulations to Johnnie, who,
whilst on his seven days' leave, did that unforgiveable thing
and got well and truly "Spliced" and he is now awaiting the
call for 48 hours passionate leave.
The M.T. Officer "Wallahs" greatly appreciate being
situated a few yards away from the cookhouse, but strongly
object to the smoke and nasty smells drifting into the office,
and the occasional burst of fire, as the skins of the "hot dogs"
blow. off.
' Space prevents us from giving you further description
and experiences of our first few weeks here, but we will find
something interesting to tell you in the next issue.
Before closing, we would like to take this opportunity
to congratulate G. W. N
, Esq., our M.T.O., on his pro
motion to the rank of Captain, and also to our Company
maintenance "wallahs," on being made up to Corporals.
THINGS
Who
Who
Who
Exercise?
Who
Saturday
Who
Who

WE WANT TO KNOW.
pinched the M.T. Sergeant's cap badge? Dirty Dog.''
said it was easy to Hitch Hike home?
swiped the petrol waggon and cook's trucks on the
barged into the "Hotel Bar," at the "New Inn." on
night?
hasn't signed for his "winter woollies" yet?
said "Tich" loved "H.Q." Company?
4

"A" Company.
This month has proved interesting in many ways, but
chiefly the "Move" has occupied our minds . Having by
now settled down in our new billets and made ourselves
very comfortable, we can now Took round the local village
and see what excitements are in store.
Our dance at the local hall was a huge success, the vil
lagers being astounded when we produced an 8piece I.T.C.
Dance Band, complete with "mike" and loudspeakers, all for
the humble sum of sixpence. Several concerts have followed
in quick succession, and, altogether. I think that the local
people are enjoying our stay with them as much as we are.
The business of settling down, however, was not such a
happy story. The SergeantMajor, surrounded by thick mud.
was far from daunted as he performed colossal engineering
feats using the same thick mud as a makeshift cement.
Slowly, there appeared a super drainage system, and magnifi
cent paved walks connecting the Nissen huts, whilst some
enthusiast even made a front garden. It wouldn't surprise
usin the least if a kitchen garden wasn't started somewhere,
for the members of the Company know a great deal about
the common potato—especially how to pick the blessed things
up!
Capt. B
has proved himself quite the "Handyman"
by constructing a "ClothModel." This is the nearest des
cription that can be given to it, because it is hardly ortho
dox with its variety of materials and ingenious ideas sucn
as "green sawdust grass" and "cotton wool bushes." It has
helped to put over many a lecture on tactics and is a
valuable asset to the Company.
Well, the weather is getting steadily colder, and so. we
leave you now and crawl along to bed; where we hope to
find at least a little warmth and charity to compensate for
the trials and tribulations of the day.
THINGS WE SHOULD LIKE TO KNOW.
1. Why does the storeman dread going home on his
next leave?
2. Does Pluto like the Highlanders as much as they
like him?
3. Does JoetheRed, still want to go to Russia?
4. What's all this talk about spooks?
5. Who let that "Scat" singer loose at the "hop," and
is he really "Nobody's Baby"?
"Ayco."

GAZETTE.
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Having left behind us our cold, clammy, camouflaged
canvas coverings, we are now installed in a Rectory and its
surrounding huts.
Our village consists of a church and
eight houses. We walk two miles for a drink; and dance
on Wednesdays and Saturdays. Many members of the Com
pany arrive at these dances, but only a daring few seem to
venture further than the chairs around the walls. What's
wrong with the nine blonde sisters, anyway?
The Regimental Band gave the village and ourselves an
excellent concert and dance recently. It was an excellent
show and much appreciated by everyone. Bandmaster McK—
was in great form...."And then there were eight".
As the "Kent Messenger" put it "Royal West Kents
invade Britain, but good thpugh they are, they find
it pretty
hot". You have it straight from "B" Company, however,
that it might well have been hotter at nights. Since the
exercise, individual training has been the order of the day.
Thoughts of Excruciating Trials.
As more than half the Company is "Down on the Farm"
daily, sporting with swedes, sugarbeet, and spuds, some of
our steadier brethren are fast becoming "Sons of the Soil"
rather than B
s with a bayonet.
We welcome 2ndLieut. W. C. H
to the Company.
but what can we do about that hat! We were sorry to lose
Lieut. L. H. G. B
. but are pleased to hear that Capt.
initials as before B
is happy in his new job. 2nd. Lieut.
L. F. O
has left us temporarily to take charge of the
cadre.
1

44

C" Company.

October has been quite an eventful month for the
Company.

.
The month started with a large and interesting exercise,
or. as they are more usually called, "scheme" or "stunt." This
resulted in the Company doing a dashing attack against
what turned out to be a Division. On discovering this, we
did not feel so upset when we were all put out of action.
This scheme also produced an excellent method of getting
the M.T. vehicles really clean—Padre, have you any more
cigarettes?
After this exercise came the much talked of move. We
duly arrived to take over our two country mansions. All
ranks are now getting settled in, and when the various holes
in the walls, ceilings, and windows are mended, should bo
very comfortable.
The change over of Headquarter personnel has recently
taken place. We are sad to lose those who have left us for
the perils of the drainpipe Platoon, etc., and wish them luck.
We welcome all those who have been posted to the Company
and hope they will enjoy their stay with us.
There are some indecently large bank balances in the
Company at the moment, due to the Battalion coming on to
a new war establishment of N.C.O.s. Congratulations to all
those who have received  promotion. We hope shortly to get
the bank balances converted into savings certificates.
Our entertainments Officer organised an excellent dance
at G
, when the I.T.C. Band visited us. Full marks to
the band for giving us an excellent concert, and for playing
at the dance after having completed a route march the same
afternoon.
We were very pleased to see Lt.Col. and Mrs.
M
at the dance.
Shortly after the dance came inoculations, or the
Doctors Delight. It was curious to note how many of the
Company—includng the O.O. Company—preferred bed down
to light duty.
We have several N.C.O.s away at the Battalion Cadre
Course.
We hope they are enjoying themselves and will
soon return, bursting with knowledge.
"D" Company recently held a sports meeting at which
our team were runnersup. Well done. We have now been
runnersup in all competitions in which we have competed,
namely, boxing, football, and the sports meeting. Apart from
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GAZETTE.

"A" Company.

one or two other questions, that is all for .this month.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
1.
2.
3.

How dicl Mussett get his black eye—was it a mistake?
Who marked his laundry with Quink?
Who is the military genius in the Company?
4

"D"

Company

When October came upon us our long hopes for winter
quarters seemed near to reaching a conclusion. But as the
month developed and saw the gradual departure of Com
panies one by one, we began to wonder whether this Company
would ever achieve a more substantial covering than canvas.
At long last, with October on the wane, the great call
came, and on a very cold, very wet day, we packed up the
Camp (just like that) and removed, minus one kitten of a
delicate white and orange hue. We feel very sore about that
animal, since in return for much cossetting and extra rations
—it did precisely what was not intended—it ran away. Much
search proved unavailing.
However, we expect that in some new home, amongst
new faces, it is still indifferently licking its paws and wash
ing its tail; undoubtedly settling in with considerably
greater ease and less fuss than ourselves. But that Is an
other story, which is perhaps best left till next month's
issue, when things (we hope) will have drawn themselves
into a clearer perspective.
4

ioth BATTALION
Well, it has been very pleasant to begin the winter under
rather more comfortable conditions than those to which we
have been accustomed. The only drawback really has been the
potato question.
No—it is not the question of messing; we
have never been so fed up with such lovely potatoes in all our
lives.
We do not lack entertainment of any sort. With our weekly
dances and fairly frequent concerts, organised by 2/Lieut. H.
F. A
. under whose, supervision a very good dance band has
come into being, we do quite well.
Our recent fourday outing was enjoyed by everybody, even
"D" Company, who must have caused a certain amount of
bewilderment 1
Congratulations to all those who have received promotion,
and especially Capt. G. O. C
and Lieut. C. A. M. M
.
ENTERTAINMENT NOTES.
Continuing their successful series of concerts and dances,
the "InviCta" Concert Party and dance band has been kept
fairly busy. We are especially pleased to welcome to our con
cert party such accomplished musicians as 2/Lieut. G
and
2/.Lieut. W
, whose brilliant solos on piano and violin
respectively have been much appreciated. The dance band, too,
has been fortunate to acquire the services of DrumMajor Phill
pott (trumpet) and Pte. Orsler (violin).
Making his debut in our concert party, Pte. Bond, with his
comedy cartoons, has met with instantaneous success. By the
way, we should like to mention the interest shown in our
entertainments by our Messing Officer, Captain W. E. W
and R.S.M. Baldocke; at the same time reference should be
made to Sergt. Dixon, R.A.O.C., who, in his own quiet way, dees
so much to help us, and to our new stage manager, Pte. Goring,
who also deserves our thanks.
We have had several more firstclass film
shows and E.N.S.A.
concerts, and a visit from the East Yorkshire Regiment mili
tary and dance band, which, under its celebrated and energetic
conductor, Bandmaster Purcell, gave us a grand show.
Despite the fact that so many of our number have gone
all "horticultural," we have continued with the weekly Friday
night dances with considerable success.
A grand variety con
cert has been arranged for when the "culturists" return.
We
can only hope that the ""sweedbashers" like it, we don't want
any potatoes thrown at us!
"Benny Furst,"

Once again we write from a new station, this time from
the nearest approach to a barracks we have seen since the
C
, and miraculous to state, we are only a short walk from
civilisation. We have a N.A.A.F.I. so spacious that the boys
are getting homesick for the Mansion House, and we have large
numbers of those refining influences known as N.A.A.F.I. girls.
In fact, we had settled down into a comfortable existence, but
Fate and the War Office obviously feared the softening influence
of civilisation, and so yet another scheme came along to carry
us scores of miles from comfort, to drag us through weary
days and nights in the wild and frozen North, and to remind
us that there is a war going on—Somewhere!
Scarcely had we escaped from the clutches of this scheme,
when someone thought of potatoes. Of course, we've all eaten
potatoes, and most of us have peeled them, but now that we
gather them from the fields
in their millions at temperature
unbelieveably low we're not so sure that: we rqally like them.
Or sugarbeet, as Cpl. Lilley will testify! Of course we have
luxurious accommodation for our leisure hours of dark and
chilly nights—the livestock that vacated these billets must
have been sorry to leave. "You want the Orderly Sergeant, Sir?
Third pigsty on the left, past the dungheap, Sir."
These activities have left us with little to report. In fact,
we have been so dull that our Storeman actually got
married and bought a gramophone.
One or the other was
surely unnecessary, Pte. R
? And we have five new Coipcrals
to congratulate on the acquisition of their second tape, while
Opls. O
and E
have put up their third. All this, how
ever, is overshadowed by the approach of winter—even as we
write the first snowfall is enfolding our huts in icy sheets, and
memories of last winter in the Sunny South are causing many
a premonitory shiver!
That was the Grenadiers' news, folks, and that was us writ
ing it.
"Funf."
WE HEARD THIS MONTH.
That
That
taken.
That
month.
That
That
That

"Killer" is now a daddy.
the W.O. is thinking out a course Capt. C

hasn't

Birkett is an old soldier—but we hear that every
Cpl. W
is lonely—but why tell the Model Laundry?
somebody's getting Christmas leave.
there's a girl named Becky—isn't there, "Shorty' ?
4

"B" Company.
It has fallen to my lot to quote a few episodes of the Com
pany this month. Being new to the Company this is going to
be rather a hard task, but I'll try.
At the time of going to Press wicked H
and his gang
have gone out on the Moors of Yorkshire digging for potatoes.
It is whispered that W. H
volunteered for his job. as he
contemplates taking up farming instead of darts on his re
turn to civilian life, possibly because he has been losing rather
heavily of late (Wine, Women and Darts don'tl mix). Better
luck next t'ime.
The Company are at present enjoying seven days' leave, and
they all return looking the worse for wear. This will soon
wear off after a round up on tlie Square by our efficient W.
H——r (Shewln).
Our "Percy" went off rather well, as the Officers found
very nice billets and were rather disappointed on leaving; it is
whispered that the C.S.M. and his staff also did well.
Still
I'm wondering who came off best, as the C.Q.M.S. has now a
second home in Middlesbrough owing to a headache.
(Good
show. Colours).
The Company are now enjoying free rides on the E.Y.M.S.
(buses to you), as someone in the Company has taken out
shares in tlie concern; ask tlie Storeman, he should know.
CONGRATULATIONS.
Cpl. Smith on his marriage; may his new life be a long
antf happy one. (Stout fellow).
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Also to L.Sgt. Hickson and L.Cpl. Waters on their recent
promotions. Wc also welcome Cpl. Parkinson to tlie l'old and
hope that he will keep out of W. H
's way at No. 13.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Who is a B
y Old Mum, and Why?
Who is Nora? Ask the Old Mum.
What attraction has the Laundry for our Storeman; is it
the Washing or the Packer?
Who is the Pl. Commander that is fed up with returns?
Who instituted the Filing System to the Company and
then could not find
liis own letters; lias this anything to do
with the B
y Old Mum?
Where does the Storeman keep liis Bottom Draw?
Cheerio.
"The Red Spider."
4

" C " Company.
Percy and Potatoes—that seems to be the theme scng for
our current contribution. The former we had been looking for
ward to for some time with keen anticipation (?) but the latter
was a surprise packet.
We might write much about the big exercise, but we will
confine ourselves to a few general comments. Long after wo
have forgotten everything else about the exercise, we shall re
member the kindness and generosity of the villagers and towns
iolk in the North. Time after time when our convoy halted
both on the outward and return journeys, food and drink was
brought out to our coaches, and one Platoon we noticed was
regaled with cigars. We wish that we could convey to all these
kind folk, and particularly to the villagers of Washington, our
thanks for all they did for us. Also, we must not forget our
friends in H.Q. Coy., who came to our rescue one night when
our own ration lorry had broken down.
On our return we had expected to get down to seine real
training as a Battalion, but first) Divisional Duties decimated
the Company and then the needs of the Agriculturists com
pleted the debacle and we found ourselves scattered on farms
throughout tliei country.
We hear that one or two were overcome with homesickness
on leaving the newly found comforts of B
y, but we under
stand that M
W
soon provided compensation in one
form or another! It is even rumoured that one Adonis was able
to renew acquaintance cf last June by some careful wangling
of the traffic routes. (Is it true that Sgt. G
has been recom
mended for a .transfer to "I" Section on account of his extensive
knowledge of the countryside?).
We congratulate L.Sgts. Chandler and Pellett and Cpls.
Standen, Lucas and Crcft on their recent promotions. We arc
sorry to part with Cpl. Lucas to "H.Q." Coy., but our loss is
their gain.
In the field
of sport I'm sorry to say there is nothing to
report. However, when our nomads return in the near future
maybe we shall then we supplied with sufficient material to
include in our next effort. Other Coys, beware!!
"Johnnie Charlie."
A BALLAD TO BRIAN.
Ycu arc late. Dr. Wilson, the Bugler said.
As "Sick" for the fourth time he sounded.
Is that what you're blowing the Doctor* replied.
Does my ignorance leave you dumbfounded?
You are late, Dr. Wilson, the Corporal said.
And the queue's growing longer and longer.
I have marked "M" and "D" and occasional lied,
But the protests get stronger and stronger.
Ycu are late Dr. Wilson, the Sergeant said too.
But the Doc. by this time wasn't happy.
Ho picked up his needle and punctured a few,
Look sharp now. he said, make it snappy.
You are late, Dr. Wilson, the whole crowd this time,
This parade is timed 0 Seven Hundred.
By the look on the face of the M.O. we knew
That tlie days of that private was numbered.
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In the Mess
The Doc's
As he asked
He issued
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that night as he lowered his beer,
thoughts went back to that morning.
the Padre confession to hear
this grave, solemn warning.

In my youth. Doctor Wilson recounted at last,
There's no doubt I was full of ambition.
But Hitler and Musso—a new die was cast
And I ceased to be family physician.
And now though three pips on each shoulder I wear
And after my name lots of letters,
I would that I could to my old life repair
And shake off R.A.M.C. letters.
Be that as it may we say this to you Doc,
As the news conies that you are to leave us.
We shall miss you each day from seven o'clock
And we ask you just once to believe us.
So here's to you. Doc, as you go on your way.
It's a wish from each one of us here.
'Tis our loss, that we know, whate'er you may say,
But here's wishing Good Luck and Good Cheer.
J.C.
4

"D"

Company

This month I intend to pen one or two things about cur
rent events and then insert a contribution given to me by
one of our Company. After reading it I think you will agree
chat lie is just about taking tlie job cut of my hands.
Our march into B
was uneventful, the band escorting
us out of L
and through B
, much to the delight cf
the children and a few Boy Scouts (Sorry, Jack).
Our quarters here in B
are a lot better than our last
station and everyone is far more happy.
Congratulations to those in the Company who have been
promoted this month.
On the 20th of this month the greater part of the Battalion
was called away to go "spud bashing" (I think that's the term).
The Yorkshire folk call it "Tatei serating," the spelling may be
incorrect, but it sounds like that.
ItJ's a backbreaking job, but the chaps all knew, and had
the consolation of knowing that the Col.Sergt. was sitting in
tlie office all day with their interest at heart. If only C.S.M.
Brewster knew where lie went after 1900 hours. I suppose tlifc
"Colours" would say "So what,"
I have mentioned nothing about the scheme as it is covered
fully by the following contribution.
I am sure I could add
nothing.
"Alark."
"D" COMPANY and "P

Y."

It may so happen that in the years to come, a Chronicler,
greater than I, may put upon record the doings of "D" in tlie
"P
y" exercise, but I doubt it. Rather than our fear of
Arms be lost, amongst some forgotten historical archives 1
propose to set them down here, so that some future generation
reading, may say "These were men
and how!"
Perhaps our first realisation that the exercise was imminent
was the untoward number of accidents that took place during
the preceding days.
Firstly there was Clifford, who. and I say
it advisedly, deliberately cast his rifle into the muddy waters of
the H
river and measured his length upon a Capok assault
bridge. His realistic groans and amazing limp made Sir Martin
Harvey look like an actor in an E.N.S.A. show, and lie certainly
deserved the award that histrionics subsequently earned him
Att. 'B," no marching.
Our C.S.M. retrieved the rifle at
great personal risk and Clifford's remarks, sotto voce, of course,
can only be dismissed as ungrateful. When the great "Killer"
Foad, that man of iron, who, after a long and arduous practice,
managed to fall base over apex and sustained a fractured ankle;
extent of injury not known, but I could hazard a guess; cer
tainly he had enough plaster round his leg to build an air raid
shelter. Yeo gets "highly commended" for a very good effort;
consistent limping is the art of success, Yeo, sporadic attempts
with alternate feet lead only to disaster, as you are well aware.
On behalf of the Urban District Council, Cecil. I award you the
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cake, but lor the C.S.M. you might well now be enjoying the
fruits of a well earned rest.
Tell me, somebody, why do we have to embus in 30 seconds.
Wc started at 8 a.m. on Sunday, and we only just did it by 2.45
a.m. (0245 hours. B.A.T.*). beg pardon, Monday morning. When
we regained consciousness wo were well on our way, although
I can't tell you where exactly, lack of sign posts made map
reading very difficult, and we were not helped by a small boy
who, on being asked "What's this place," "Where do you live?"
replied "High Street, in that Council house over there." Alas,
poor Saunders, having missed the immolation that our cooks
are pleased to call breakfast, he entrusted a bright looking
youth with sixpence to purchase a loaf. Harmon ("Why pick me
out") had the loaf, and the sixpence now graces the pocket of
some Durham Co. confectioner.
Then we reached Washington. England, although Heaven
knows, we had been in the coaches long enough for it to be
U.S.A. What a welcome? Every conceivable kind of comes
tible was thrust through the coach windows, including a lump
of cheese that was big enough for the Sergeant's Mess. It all .
disappeared so swiftly, which gave colour to Russell's story
that we had lived on turnips for a week.
When the populace found that we were to stop, they
seemed delighted. Having provided their very numerous pro
geny with badges and buttons to the point where braces
become superfluous, the natives, who were very friendly, started
to issue out pressing invitations to supper, and presently the
whole town was denuded of fish and chips. The sentries were
surrounded by blackness and hordes of admiring females, and
what those sentries did I cannot: possibly imagine; but after
all. the best sentries only hold a rifle with one hand.
Cer
tainly, I have never heard less protest at being put on guard.
Alas, all good things come but to pass, and at the witching
hour we left the hospitality of Washington and proceeded cn
our way. Arriving at a farmhouse, we prepared to make our
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selves comfortable for the night, but me moment, for which
the "West .Kent Walkers" awaited, had come. We marched to
another farmhouse.
Here we stood guard and awaited the
dawn for breakfast.
The dawn considerably preceded the
breakfast, but that came too eventually, and, having eaten, we
made ready for the attack.
This was brilliantly conceived and brilliantly executed
(medals will be distributed at some future date), and so well
did we move under cover that two rabbits joined No. 2 Section,
and nobody knew. We were among the enemy before they
knew anything about it, and we simply created havoc in their
midst. We captured so much that we locked like an Ordnance
factory, and we would have done credit to a German war com
munique. We had to forcibly persuade one enthusiast from
collecting a Corps Commander's car. The enemy showed fight,
and. so the story goes, our hairdresser pitched one Sergeant in
the ditch and an, Officer only escaped a like fate by making a
hole in the dim horizon. The umpires, however, did not appre
ciate our efforts at' collecting: it would seem that when the
10th R.W.K.'s start collecting they make Income Tax Collectors
look like blind beggars.. Anyway as usual, we were warned off,
and only the military strategy of our Company Commander
saved us being liquidated. We withdrew in gcod order,and, to
the surprise of the enemy's forward troops, whom wc collected
as well, and returned triumphant to a meal prepared by
Ginger, Bill and Bob, to which we did full justice. "Colours,"
who watched the fire like a Vestal Virgin, must take seme of
the credit. That night we spent mostly in the open field, and
despite the intense cold we managed to sleep. The morning
passed quietly enough, and just after Joe had scored a bril
liant touchdown with a sandbag, we had the blessed message
"Exercise finished," so, with our laurels fresh upon us, wc made
cur way to the coaches and in due course set off for home.
It is with shame that I record the fact that a Subaltern
suggested we should organise a breakdown near Washington.
"Siddy" liked the look of "StocktononSea," and wc all liked
the lcok of Newcastle, and although the occupants of 18
Platoon's coach were nearly decapitated gazing at the "Flora
and Fauna," we arrived home with no casualties. Everybody
had enjoyed themselves.
The number of letters I have seen
going out with Washington addresses on the envelope is truly
remarkable. The 10th R.W.K. can give Romeo and Lochinvar
two evenings' start and make them look like sellingplaters.
"B.A.T.—British Army Time.
"A.W.M."
WHY?
To lay a kit symmetrical
In lines neatly geometrical
Is taught that every soldier may
Step a German tank that way;
Or speedy "Messer" 109 .
Be, caught by blankets laid in line.
A "Pansie" Divi's shattered, quite.
By braces blancoed gleaming white
And manicured nails for guard
Will make a "pincer" movement hard.
Did not great Wellington, too,
Blanco up at Waterloo?
Tradition then must be preserved.
Exactitude of line observed,
I give it up, 'tis so obscure.
Lord, give me strength that I endure,
For if this queer game I play
Then do I most humbly pray
That I be worth tlie greatest name
That's written in the Halls of Fame:
Tommy Atkins!
"A.W.M."D" Coy.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Who is O.C. Spuds?
What is a fighting Battalion?
Is Lc.Cpl. Tomei in class "A." "B" or "C"?
Why was "D" Company's colours changed?
FOOD FOR THOUGHT.
Wink, blink and a nod!
Water bottle strings!
"C" Coy. relieved in 20 minutes!

There'll be no promotion!
Col.Sergt.'S song!
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70th BATTALION
Well, well, well — chase my Aunt Fannie round a stirrup
pump!
Amazing rumours are floating
around — Russians
with snow on their boots aren't in it. Most of them are
about
(sorry, folks, here comes that blue pencil) and
our signature tune is now "All over the place." Result of
these highly coloured rumours is that everyone is dreaming
of that future Elysian happiness which they hope will be
theirs.
One optimist was heard to murmur: "I hope Sergt. H
remembers to put sugar in my early morning tea, otherwise
I shall be forced to make him write out 'I must not forget
the sugar' a hundred times."
Many things have happened during the last month which
should be chronicled for the benefit of future generations,
but I'm afraid we have only space for the most important.
First let us have a decko at the soccer. Our meeting against
"C" Company was highly successful, and ended in a whacking
good win for us, the score at the final whistle being 12—3
in our favour. Encouraged by this wonderful display, we
challenged the R.A.F., but met with little success. Let us
leave the score out, as we don't want to reopen old wounds!
The match against "D" Company was played in a blizzard,
and eventually had to be abandoned.
Next on the list is boxing. Although a Battalion team
turned out against the 2/4 Hampsliires, I feel we are entitled
to comment on it. as it was fought on home ground. We
lost, but very gallantly. Pte. Bacon and Cpl. Cale deserve
special mention for their fine displays — and of the losei's.
all of whom fought well, Sergt. Boyle and Pte. Harrison were
outstanding. A vote of thanks is also due to the fatigue
party for the speed in which they cleared up the hall .after
the show was over.
Now let us leave sport and go on to the sterner occupa
tion — work (never 'eard of it!). We had an exercise not
long ago — oh, yes, indeed, we had an exercise all right!
The trouble was that no one got any exercise, and 'tis said
that one Platoon Commander, while on patrol, became frozen
to the ground, thus enabling the enemy to capture him. Tire
Company Commander and our A/C.S.M. fought a brilliant
action mounted on an elephant (shades of Poona!). However,
when it was all over, and we had got to work on our feet
with blow lamps, we didn't feel so badly about it.
Our inimitable A/C.S.M. now "shakes" us every morning
on the square. Complaints about his dulcet ton.es are pouring
In daily — even from as far as the North Pole — what a voice!
Finally, a warm welcome to 2ndLt. T
, who is not
a newcomer to the Battalion.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
(1) Where are the boys
Of our No. 2?
Are they in dock,
Are they all sick?
I think you'll find
They're all in the nick.
Where are the boys
Of our No. 2?
Are they in Dulwich,
Are they in Wigan?
I think you'll find
They're all on a big 'un.
(2) Who is Ali Baba, and where are the Forty Thieves?
(3) Now there are TWO Orderly Corporals, who carries
tlie Orderly Sergeant's hook?
(4) Do all scholars have sex appeal?
(5) What is the definition of "Storeman"?
THIS MONTH'S QUIET THOUGHT.
Do what we may. do what we will,
"Crap" always finds
something in the swill!
4

"B" Company.
Once more "digging for victory" has played a prominent
part in the activity of the Company. This time, however,
it has been digging with a difference!

GAZETTE.

For some time past we have been busily engaged in the
noble task of harvesting potatoes: we shall now be able to
take a more personal interest in our chips or "mash" when
they grace the table.
We are pleased to record the recent marriage of Pte.
Cushman, and hasten to offer our best wishes to the happy
couple. May their married life lie free from troubles — except
perhaps little ones.
If thrift is a virtue, this Company is indeed virtuous. The
sale of Savings Stamps reached a grand total of almost fifty
pounds during the month, completely eclipsing the efforts
of the other Companies in the Battalion. The Company is
proud of the achievement, and we trust that the good work
will continue with unabated vigour.
The miniature range has again been claiming our atten
tion, and a remarkably high average score has been obtained.
In particular the SergtMajor is to be congratulated on scoring
49 points out of a possible 50. Cpl. Stray and Cpl. Hasler also
distinguished themselves with 48 and 47 points, respectively.
Very good shooting!!!
Sport continues to play a prominent part in our activities.
A football match with "F" Company resulted in a 1—1 draw.
A match against a local R.A. team gave us a 9—1 victory,
and in our first
encounter with "E" Company this season,
we were leading by four goals when the match had to be
abandoned owing to the vagaries of the weather. Needless
to say. we are looking forward to an early renewal of the
encounter.
Crosscountry running has been very successful
and we defeated both "A" and "C" Companies quite
comfortably.
In the interCompany boxing tournament we shared
second place, and in this connection we must not omit to
mention the splendid performance put up by Pte. Evered.
The Company recognises the value of the "team spirit," and
everyone takes a personal pride in the common achievement.
Keep it up, boys!!
THINGS WE WOULD LIKE TO KNOW.
(1) Where has the renowned Company weightlifter
obtained his practice?
,
(2) How effective is a smoke bomb in a confined space?
Is further research on this question likely to he of an
"illuminating character?"
(3) Who is the President bf the "Salvage Committee"
— and why?
(4) Who was it who suggested that an extra.leaf should
be placed in the back spring of the Utility Van — and why?
H.S.B.

+

"C" Company.
Life in "C" Company has been continuing in its usual
way, cadres in, cadres out, but, due to a draft having been
posted from the I.T.C., No. 12 Platoon has again been, re
formed, and it is hoped that they will soon pass on to the
most interesting side of military life — field
training.
We have had to say goodbye to Lieut. F. H. G. P
,
who has once again gone to an aerodrome, and we extend
a hearty welcome to Lieut. D. H
. who has replaced him.
A crosscountry run was held 011 the lltli October over
a gruelling course of about three and a half miles. The
winner, Cpl. Smith, finished
. in the very good time of 28
minutes, closely followed by Pte. A. B. Miles. Third and
fourth places were filled
by Pte. D. Morris and Cpl. Newt.
It is hoped that all runners liked their swim.
There is not much to be said about the interCompany
boxing tournament, except that we had four competitors
left in the semifinals.
Although we did not produce a
winner, we produced the two best losers, Sgt. Smith and
Pte. Reay. Well done.

4

"D"

Company

The past month was but a few days old when the most
important event which we have to record took place. This
was a visit from Lieut.General B. C. T. P
, C.B., D.S.O..
MC., Commander. S
E
C
. which we looked upon
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as a great honour and privilege. His stay was a brief one,
but sufficient for us to earn his congratulations, which were
expressed in a personal letter addressed to the Commanding
Officer.
The Company has been busily engaged on training, but
we have borne in mind that "all work and no play makes
Jack a dull boy," hence our remaining items of news are of
a social and sporting nature.
The most important of the sporting events was the Bat
talion boxing tournament, which was won by "F" Company,
with 12 points. We tied with "B" Company for second place
with 11 points, and were very sorry to have to part with
the cup, but we congratulate "F" Company on their victory.
Here's hoping that we may win it back at the next opportunity.
The Sergeants' Mess was the scene of a battle royal when
the occupants thereof challenged the Officers to a dart match
and found "the visitors" too strong for them.
Among the social activities the most important was the
second Company dance, which was as complete a success
as the previous one. Our grateful thanks are due to Lieut.
D. H
and 2ndLieut. B. H. D
for their efficient organisa
tion, the all important factor on these occasions.
We are very lucky to have members of ENSA visiting us
with films and concerts, and their shows are thoroughly enjoyed
and appreciated by everybody.
We were very sorry to lose Lieut. Hells Bells H
to
"C" Company, and wish him very good luck. Soon after his
departure we suffered another loss, when our Company Com
mander, Capt. H. B. H. W
, left us to take over the duties
of Adjutant, upon which appointment we most heartily con
gratulate him.
It gives us great pleasure to welcome in his place Captain
H. B. J
from "F" Company.
—4

"F" Company
Hullo folks.
We are still "F" Company, weakened, but not beaten, as
may be seen from "E" and "D" Companies.
Wr

We welcome into our midst 2ndLieut. H(igh) E(xplosive)
. who has burst into our football team, and is he H.E.!

In the world of sport we have been able to more than
hold our own. in fact our Company boxing team carried off
the interCompany boxing cup with two points in the lead.
Who's the "tough guys" now? Congratulations to (Paddy)
S
. and one round P
. Although we had some losers,
we must specially mention Pte. Deadman. Pte. Waldock and
"LoCkieLookie." May their next fight
be a win! Our foot
ball and crosscountry teams are putting up a wonderful
performance. Congratulations.
The H
G
d are still pestering us. even after what
we told them last time, and will persist in watching us with
their ancient but hawklike eyes. They come to us with a very
rare collection of antiques, i.e., Ep Trumpets and bath chairs.
At last this Company has found some spare crowns and
laurels. Congratulations.
A great news item has appeared. "Gunga" has started
household removing. What were the "pictures" like, "Gunga"?
Congratulations to this Company for their progress with
the W.A.A.Fs. The lead is still held by the N.C.Os., but the
Boys are fast catching up.
The mystery of the "Air Raid Shelter" grows deeper and
deeper — ding, dong?
"Absent Minded."
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW?
The three "Musketeers" are still awaiting "transfer."
Will it be when the "Sands" of the desert grow "cold"?
Who are the "Bakelite" Boys?
Where is our Corporal's petrol lighter and indelible pencil?
Why do piano players mix with cooks?

GAZETTE.
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INFANTRY TRAINING
CENTRE
A GLOSSARY OF ARMY WORDS AND PHRASES:
RECRUITS. FOR THE USE OF.
Agony Bags.—Instruments peculiar to Scots and Irish
Regiments.
Barrackstag.—The duty which mounts at the Main Guard
Room.
Before you came up—An expression of contempt.
Blanco.—Green mud, used to clean equipment; from the
French: blanchir. to whiten.
Blank file.—The
space in a squad occupied by a man who
is otherwise employed.
B.O.C.—The duty. Battalion Orderly Corporal. A Corporal's
day off!
Bondook.—A rifle.
Brag.—A card game in which a player holding three threes
is considered extremely fortunate.
China.—A country where the mosquitoes are as large as
blackbirds, and where even a 2ndLieut. can afford to live.
Civvy Street.—Where one was happy?
Compassionate Leave.—Extra leave granted to a soldier to*
travel, when it is reported that his motherinlaw has been seen
in the town in which his barracks are situated.
Demand an interview.—To make a tentative appeal to a
Sergeant for permission to speak to an officer.
D.I.—Dental Inspection, or Dante's Inferno.
Digger (The).—A cell in the guardroom where presump
tuous Privates are sometimes temporarily lodged.
Dodge the. column.—To report sick with an imaginary ail
ment for the express purpose of absenting oneself from an
undesirable parade.
Dogs Legs.—Good conduct badges, worn on the left arm.
Dozysomething.—All soldiers have been called this at
some time.
DrumMajor's Horse.—A fictitious
animal which figures
often in jokes played on recruits.
Eighteenhundredhours.—Opening time.
Espritdecorps.—The spirit which causes soldiers to work
hard in the hope that other soldiers will be accused of slack
ing.
Fatigues.—The whispered word that sends old soldiers
tearing for cover!
Fifes.—Instruments which have no bags, but which emit
noises akin to bagpipe music.
Flagbasher.—A signaller.
Fourbytwo.—A material. So called because it has been
ascertained that a piece measuring 4in. x 2in. is the ideal
size for pulling through a .30.3 rifle. The official designation
we believe is: Flannel, Regulation; Rifles, Soldiers, for the
use of.
Gong.—A medal.
Gippo.—Gravy.
Get a die on (to).—To clean or polish to a great brilliance.
Glass House (The).—A building at Aldershot.
HankyPank.—The Boys' AntiTank Rifle.
Hitheroe.—Come here!
HousieHousie.—Loto. A game of patience in which the
following expressions are used for numbers:—
Kelly's eye: No. 1.
What the doctor ordered: No. 9.
Legs eleven; No. 11.
Unlucky for some: No. 13.
Ducks in the pawnee: No. 22.
ClickertyClick: No. 66.
Connaught Rangers: No. 88.
Top o' the Shop: No. 90.
Imperative.—The word used by all ranks above Private.
India,—A country over which we have never seen the
skies!
Jankers.—Punishment by confinement to barracks.
JankerWallah.—One so confined.
Karno.—The late Fred Karno's Army. The designation of
certain units by certain other units!
K.Rs.—King's Rules and Regulations. A book believed to>
be lodged in the Orderly Room.
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M. and D.—Medicine and Duty, i.e.. being given medicine
and allowed to continue one's normal duty whilst that medi
cine is functioning.
Moan.—To complain as: "Oo the 'ell pinched my perishin'
soap?"
Mucko.—A soldier employed in a cookhouse.
Naafi.—A name derived from the initials of tlie Navy.
Army and Air Force Institute, which firm
can supply all a
recruit's needs, with the exception of 'red bianco."
Never twist on 17.—To the soldier this is merely gibberish.
Officer's Servants.—Soldiers who are alleged to work in
the Officers' Quarters.
Old Soldier.—One who can continually borrow small articles
of kit without causing resentment in the breast of the
borrowee.
Pawnee.—Water, whether sea. river, pond or drinking.
Pigmusic.—The noise derived from Agonybags, see above.
Pooch.—Food (verb) to eat.
Posts.—The First and Last Posts are bugle calls sounded
at 21.30 hours and 22.00 hours respectively, and are not poles
which require whitewashing, or collections made by the G.P.O.
Peechi.—Soon; shortly.
Poulticewallah.—A Red Cross orderly.
Roll on.—An expression of impatience at army liie.
Route march.—A perambulation in force.
Rookie.—A recruit. A soldier with 22 years' service, as
compared to a soldier with 23.
Rootie Gong.—The Long Service and Gcod Conduct Medal,
awarded to soldiers who serve for 18 unblemished years.
Sahib.—White man; as distinct from atheists and third
class shots.
Sausage.—A rolling sausage gathers no gippo; old army
axiom.
Shake.—To get a shake on; to become apprehensive.
Stoppages.—Subscriptions to sports and other funds, de
ducted monthly (much to one's dislike) from one's credit.
Subs.—Subalterns. The only officers who will return a
salute even if you fail to give one.
Sweet Fanny Adams.—Absolutely nothing.
A soldier's
capital on Thursday.
Take the can back (to).—To feel the repercussions attend
ant on a badly executed order (N.C.Os. only).
Hee Hee.—To snigger. To pass the time of day with one
much senior in rank.
They're ours.—Famous lastwords.


<<C"

Company

Our lack of correspondence for the last two months has
been due to reorganisation of the I.T.C.. but we are pleased
to announce that we are still a genuine "Queens Own"
Company, and the White Horse is still rampant over our
battlements.
The Company has been reinforced by survivors of the
sadlv lamented "Grenadiers" and "Busv Bees." but remains
under the able command of Captain D. W
, assisted by
an old friend. C.S.M. "Nip" Nevard, and Colourful Jim Hales.
Production schedule has been mainly constant, with
Platoons ever coming and going, but the raw material has
been quite varied, including as it does, the fellows who were
born in '22, up to the "old age pensioners" who first
came
up in that vear. But youne or old they show nlentv of en
thusiasm. and we should like to congratulate the youngsters
on their keenness, also the old soldiers for not playing the
old soldier with their younger comrades.
With so many changes in the Permanant Staff, we regret
that we cannot name them all in this epistle, but we send
them our best greetings in their new hunting grounds. We
should, like, however, to name Lieut.Colonel A. A. E
our
late Commanding Officer, as a special recipient of our good
wishes, and trust that he will enjoy his stay with the army
of Amazons.
We also report, I write this with quivering pen. that the
Leave question has now been settled, and has been brought
right up to date; in fact Sergeants Fryer and Slinger have
placed a standing order for at least one week end leave per
week.

GAZETTE.

The Sports Department of the Company has been run
ning at full swing, under the direction of Sergeant "Dick"
Turpin. who, we hear, is about to claim extra pay for working
one afternoon last week. You, my hard working readers, will
not understand this, but the noble Dick has a motto; "six
afternoons off a week, and then Sunday to rest my weary
bones".
Results to date in the inter company league are fairly
satisfactory. We have found three useful players in Privates
Marteil, O'Keefe and Wise, and whilst issuing bouquets I
should not forget Pte Herrot who played a sterling game
against "E" Company. Scores are: v. "E" Company, Lost 2—1;
v. "D" Company, won 3—0; v. "E" Company, won 3 1. v.
"A" Company, lost 6—3.
CROSS COUNTRY RUNNING.
As the N.C.Os. were so keen on their
we felt sure that we should find
some
running.
Alas, disappointment!
But at
benefit of knowing that if we ever do run
and Brown will surely show them the
home.

early morning P.T.,
real champions at
least we have the
a team, Cpls. Jones
shortest shortcuts

TENNIS.*
One of the things the Company is asking, is, who will
use the tenuis court, when, and if, it is ever finished?
It is
reported that the Colour Bloke will use it as a cycle track
to get in training for his weekly spin to R
.
BOXING.
The Novice boxing competition has been held in the I.T.C.
Gymns. during the last month, with an entry from the Com
pany of about 120 young soldiers. The boxing, on the whole,
did not bring out any great stars, but had plenty of what
it takes, and the recruits' keenness easily made up for any
lack of skill. On the night of the finals,
the Commanding
Officer presented the prizes, whilst the show was, as usual,
very ably arranged by R.S.M. Chapman, A.P.T.S., to whom we
tend our grateful thanks.
Finals.—Bantam: Pte. Holdham beat Pte. Barbour on
points. A very close fight
for the first
two rounds, with two
rather old fashioned novices, each seeking openings. Holdham
discovered plenty in the last round, and won fairly comfortably.
Feather: Pte. Aston beat Pte. Whybrow on points. Not
very good boxing, and not much enthusiasm.
Both boxers
seemed reluctant to hit, although they each had a certain
amount of skill.
' Welter: Pte. O'Brien beat Pte. Pritchard on points. Great
keenness shown by both contestants, but slightly bigger,
O'Brien, with a much longer reach, was able to pile up a
heavy lead on points, although his punches did not have much
weight.
Middle; Pte. Brunt beat Pte. York on points. After a
very strenuous fight
in the semifinals, York fought a very
plucky losing battle against .a taller man. Not much skill,
but didn't they "get in"!
Light: Pte. Moss w/o Pte. Allen. Pte. Allen had to scratch
from this final
on medical grounds, which gave Moss a walk
over. We should have liked to have seen Moss in action,
because he is the son of that gallant old man, Sgt. "Bogey"
Moss, who was himself a real champion.
Open Lightweight: L.Cpl. Marks beat Pte. Dean on points.
The Company's only representative in the open finals.
Dean
is to be congratulated on his very plucky display against the
Corporal, who is a very experienced and hard hitting boxer.
An accidental slip though the ropes upset Dean in the second
round, but he recovered and went on fighting
back till the
gong sounded.
SCHOOL FOR SCANDAL.
Lobby Lud — we've found him. Any reward?
Scroungers' Cup — Sports Stafl. Turpin qualifies.
Laughing Cavalier — Nobby Stratford. Faux Pas.
Poor Jeff. Marriage Lines. Mutt and Jeff.
Aid to Russia — Red Tape. Three Bs.
GREETINGS.
In case we are too busy to supply correspondence in
December, we send our best wishes for Christmas and tlie
New Year to all Battalions, and especially to the 2nd Bat
talion at action stations.
Well, excuse me, blokes. I've got to bianco my tapes.
"Molineux."
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HOME COUNTIES AREA.

"Quo Fas et Gloria Ducunt
BATTLE HONOURS BORNE ON THE REGIMENTAL COLOUR 
The Sphinx, superscribed "Egypt "
"Vimiera," "Corunna." "Almaraz." "Vittoria," "Pyrenees,"
"Nive/" "Orthes,
"Peninsula,"
"Funniar," "Moodkee,'
Perozeshah," "Aliwal," "Sobraon," "Alma," "Inkerman,"
"Sevastopol," "Lucknow," "New Zealand," "Egypt, 1882.
"Nile, 188485," "South Africa, 190002," "Afghanistan, 1919."
BATTLE
'Mons,"

"Ypres.

1914,

'15.

'17,

HONOURS

BORNE

ON

THE

KING'S

COLOUR :

'18," "Hill 60." "Somme, 1916. '18," "Vimy, 1917," "Italy, 1917, '18." "Gallipoli. 1915.
"Gaza," "Defence of Kut A1 Amara," "Sharqat."

THE

GREAT

WAR

BATTLE

HONOURS—18

BATTALIONS :

'Mons," "Le Cateau," "Retreat from Mons." "Marne, 1914," "Aisne, 1914," "La Bassee, 1914," "Messines, 1914, '17,'
Ypres, 1914. '15, '17. '18," "Hill 60," "Gravenstafel," "St. Julien," "Frezenberg," "Loos," "Somme, 1916, '18.'
Albert. 1916. '18." "Bazentin," "Delville Wood." "Pozieres," "Guillemont," "FlersCourcelette." "Morval." "Thiepval.
Le
Transloy," "Ancre* Heights." "Ancre, 1916,
'18,"
"Arras, 1917, '18." "Vimy, 1917," "Scarpe, 1917," "Oppy,
Pilckem," "Langemarck, 1917," '.'Menin Road," "Polvgon Wood," "Broodseinde," "Passchendaele," "Cambrai, 1917, '18,
"St. Quentin." "Rosieres," "Avre." "Villers Bretonneux," "Lys," "Hazebrouck," "Kemmel," "Amiens," "Bapaume, 1918,
"Hindenburg
Line,"
"Epehy,"
"Canal
du
Nord." "St.
Quentin
Canal,"
"Courtrai,"
"Selle," "Sambre,
"France and Flanders, 191418." "Italy, 1917, *18," "Suvla," "Landing
at Suvla," "Scimitar Hill," "Gallipoli, 1915/
Rumani." "Egypt, 191516," "Gaza," "El Mughar," "Jerusalem," "Jericho,"
"Tell
'Asur," "Palestine, 1917, "18/
"Defence of Kut A1 Amara," "Sharqat," Mesopotamia, 191518."

TE/itorial
Jke £ditcGi takes tkts
Regiment a

tu laisk

CkTistmaS and

A copy of the 'Instructions to Editors' is being forwarded
to all Battalion Representatives. "If now you see through a
glass — or pages — darkly," may you more easily understand,
and success attend your future endeavours.

*

x

x

Major C. E. P. Craven has left for North East England,
and we offer him our very hearty congratulations. May you
always be a Pathfinder in 'Sunshine,' even now you are
promoted.
X-

-X-

X-

Majoi E. F. Moulton Barrett wrote a most interesting
letter some weeks ago, and many of the older soldiers will
be glad to know lie is well and keeping the flag flying,

x

x

x

Captain Joseph is busy writing a book, and all
know him will wish him a large measure of success,

x

x

x

H. Walter Style sends his salaams.
in a nice job of work.
X-

-X-

who

He is fit and happy

X

It was a great pleasure to have a letter from Sir James
O'Dowda and another from Harold Peploe.

x

*

*

Mrs. Keenlyside also wrote to say "Kip" was in Oflag
VI.B. Lieut.Colonel Nash is also in this Camp.

a

(Xli

JVlem&ete &£ tke

Successful

Tleui

\JeaY

We wore cheered by a visit from Mrs. Tim Kerr and her
husband during the month. They are somewhere in South
East England, and looked very fit.
Despite advancing age
they both retain their charm.
From Sir James we had news of
still in London.

x

x

Mrs. Maunsell. who is

x

The faithful Deptford Social Club is still rounded up by
Paddy Doyle.

x

x

x

Your Editor, being ordered to meet Rajah at the Star
for lunch, met many serving and retired Officers of the
Regiment and learned how to get a few cheques for the
Prisoners of War Fund. Tlie best story was, if your pal
was not a prisoner would you buy him a tankard of beer.
Then, as you are unable to spend your money on beer,
might not the cost go to the Prisoners of War Fund? Thank
you. Sir — seniority forbids, the mention of your name. We
hope the cheques continue to come in.
x
x
x
General Isacke wrote that he commanded here some 43
years ago. , That shook me — and I could read his writing
quite easily. If there is a mother, daughter, or widow of
the Regiment who can cook, and is in need of employment,
there is a job in Hants,
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PRISONERS OF WAR.

Payments.

A further list of names of those Officers and Other
Ranks who are Prisoners of War.
Will all those who know the whereabouts of Prisoners
please let me know, so that it can be published, in order that
their friends may communicate with them.
No. Rank and Name
.O w. No. and Address
P/93470 2Lt. Allen. R. H. D.
473 Oiling VH.C/H. Germany
124174 2Lt. Buckland. I. S.
499 Offlag VII.C. Germany
93718 Capt. Duff, H. E.
253 Offlag VII.C, Germany
6346567 Pte. Gardner. J. H.
16171 Stalag VIII.B. Germany
6344297 Pte. Hackney, A.
2305 Stolag XX.C/Z. Germany
6346726 A./Sgt. Ingram, L.
10964 Stalag XX.A, Germany
6018910 Pte. Jackaman. J.
9868 Stalag XX.A 176. Germany
2202905 L.Cpl. Kemp, E. W.
15460 Stalag VIII.B. Germany
6092355 Pte. Lacey. G. D.
Stalag XX.B. Germany
6108863 Pte. Mann. N. M.
3994 Stalag XX.A. Germany
6346739 Pte. McCarthy. D. T.
6125 Stalag XXI.B. Germany
Major Pilditch, I.
Offlag VII.C. Germany
PRISONERS OF WAR FUND.
Since our last issue of the Q.O.G. we have despatched
our November parcels to the boys. We know that readers
will like to learn that we have had several letters within the
last few days from Prisoners of War, and also from next of
kin, to say that the parcels are being received. This is what
we certainly like to hear.
Again this month our grateful thanks go out to the
Home Guard. This time to the 26th (Bus) Battalion who.
at their dance last month, auctioned a couple of "Princess
Mary" 1914 Cigarette Boxes for the very useful sum of £10.
and which they handed over to us for the Fund.
As this will be our last contribution to the Q.O.G. this
year we would like to again take this opportunity of ex
pressing our sincere gratitude to all those who have helped
us with donations, gifts in kind, etc.. etc.—all of which have
enabled us to give of the best in our parcels to the boys.
We held our monthly P.O.W. Dance at the Barracks on
the 28th, and £5 17s. l jd. was added to the Fund.
R.L.
PRISONERS OF WAR FUND

ACCOUNT.

Receipts.
£ s." d.
1.718 17 2\

Balance from last Account
September Subcriptions—
4th Battalion
October Subscriptions—
4th Battalion
7th Battalion
9th Battalion
Depot—Other

Ranks

Donations—
Col. R. G. Woulfe Flanagan,
D.S.O.
Mrs. A. Laurie
O.C. 15 Platoon, 56th Kent
Battalion, Home Guard ....
Mrs. Waring
Maidstone Police. Control Room
Miss N. Hicks
Capt. E. C. Spun
P.R.I., 8th Battalion. R.W.K.
H. J. Vann, Esq
A. R. Kelsey, Esq
Miss M. Amos
26th
Bus
Battalion,
Home
Guard
Col. H. W. Styles
J. Tasker Henson, Esq
W. W. Couchman, Esq
Proceeds of Dance
Personal Parcel Donations

8

4 10

£ s. d.
811 4
11 9 0
y 2 0
511 6
34 13 10

5

0
5

0
0

1 11
1 0
3 3
10
3 3
8 9
5 0
5 0
1 3

6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2

10

0

4
1

0

1
5

0
0
0
0
51 10
5 17
4 6
£1.823

9

6
1£
0
6

£ s. d.
15 4 4
51 2 6
46 11 6
1,710 11 2

Post and Stationery
Toilet Kit. etc.. for Personal Parcels
Games, etc., for Christmas Parcels
Balance on Hand

£1,823

Tke Rxsii

9

6

JtcnouY

NONCOMMISSIONED OFFICERS AND MEN
Pte. W Allder.
Pte. R A. Bridges
Pte C G Ha nee
Pte S Briggs.
Cpl S W. Curd.
Pie J R 'f. Hole.

KILLED
Pte. D. D. Black.
Pte. A. H. T. Dunning.
A/Sgt W. A. Sherratt.
DIED.
Pte. W. A. Jeffery.
Pte. P. J. Reynolds.
Pte. R. A. J Webb.

DIARY OF WAR

EVENTS

October 19th.—State of siege proclaimed in Moscow.
3
enemy supply ships sunk in Mediterranean.
October 20th.—Russian Government established at Kuibishcv.
German attack on Moscow continues. German General
assassinated at Nantes.
October 21st.—Two U.S. merchant ships sunk in Atlantic.
Heavy R.A.F. raid on Bremen. 50 French hostages shot
in reprisal for Nantes assassination.
October 22nd.—Russians admit evacuation of Taganrog on
Sea of Azov. Pause in German offensive in Moscow area.
Heavy R.A.F. attack on Naples. German officer killed in
Bordeaux.
October 23rd.—New German attack in Moscow sector re
pulsed; fighting on Crimean Isthmus and round Stalino
continues. R.A.F. raid Naples for second time.
October 24th.—50 French hostages shot in Bordeaux as re
prisal for assassination of German officer. H.M.S. des
troyer "Broadwater" sunk in Atlantic. Italian merchant
cruiser sunk in Mediterranean.
R.A.F. raid Naples for
third time.
October 25th.—Germans launch new attacks in Moscow and
Ukraine areas. Fourth R.A.F. raid 011 Naples.
October 26tli.—Russians evacuate Kharkov and Stalino in
Ukraine.
October 27th.—R.A.F. raid Hamburg and attack enemy
convoys.
October 28th.—Germans launch new attack northwest of
Moscow.
October 3.9th.—Germans claim to have forced entrance into
the Crimean peninsula.
October 30th.—Successful R.A.F. attack on Norwegian har
bour of Aolesund; many ships sunk or hit.
German
attack on Moscow continues.
October 31st.—U.S. destroyer "Reuben James" torpedoed and
sunk in north Atlantic.
Fighting on Moscow and
Ukraine fronts continues.
November 1st.—Germans launch new attack at Tula, south
of Moscow.
November 2nd.—R.A.F. sink 13 enemy ships in North Sea.
6 hostile aircraft shot down in night raids 011 Britain.
Germans continue advance in Crimea and capture
Simferopol.
November 3rd.—6 enemy ships damaged in R.A.F. attacks.
U.S.A. warns Finland against further participation in
war against Russia.
November 4th.—Convoy of Vichy ships carrying contraband
intercepted off South African coast and sent into port
for search.
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Once again the time has come round to write about the
goings on of the Battalion. At present our home is in a dark
and dank wood, and the mud churned up by the many
busy feet of men going about their various duties, doesn't
improve matters. However, this is a state of existence which
I have every reason to believe will not last much longer,
at any rate for us.
Recently a Battalion concert party was organised by
2ndLieut R. D
. It was a great success and the amount
of talent that was permitted to perform was quite an eye
opener.
A good time was had by all, including the land
army. I think also the producer enjoyed himself, one way
and another!
The other day I was given some genuine correspondence
which only shews what orderly rooms can do. Here it is: —
Subject :
bombing.

Equipment

for

protection

against

enemy

In order to complete equipment lor the protection ol
Headquarter's Stall officers against enemy bombing, may the
following be supplied forthwith, please :
(1)
(2)

Ear plugs (large ears);
Rubber suitings (to minimise chances of
heart
failure from shock);
(3) Periscopes (to facilitate observation to the rear
when walking forwards or vice versa).
Signed —V
The reply to this letter read as follows: —
Reference your letter dated 7.10.40.
Subject : Enemy
Bombing. It is regretted that the equipment demanded by
you is not available. I can, however, arrange to supply the
following :
(1) Corks, bung, large, in lieu ol plugs, ear.
(2) Suits, diving, deep sea, in lieu of suits, rubber, anti
heart failure.
It should be noted that these are lilted with connecting
pipe for oxygen cylinders, but laughing gas (No. 3) can be
provided in lieu, having regard to the necessity for main
taining morale.
(3) Periscopes
A new type ol revolving
shortly to be issued, the Mark VIII +.

periscope is

By this means the enemy is kept uncertain ol our in
tentions and by causing him to walk in even increasing
circles he eventually. collapses from exhaustion.
Signed —V

+

Headquarter Company
INTELLIGENCE SECTION
Every other member of the Section lie prone—heads
down against a withering crosslire of ink. Blots are splash
ing against the walls—the intelligence special correspondent
has got down to it. Everybody is recommended to visit our
information room where you'll find everything you want to
know of importance; what's on at the local cinemas; where
one may shake an elegant ammobooted hoof; the time the
Naffy opens; time the trains run; where to get (forged
passes; and the dispositions and relative strengths of red
Caps, twixt here and London. For an intelligent guide no
praise is too strong for Pte. Richard R. Timlett who, leading
a Safari, "this way, it cuts a lot oft"—through the woods

had them clambering oter fences, wriggling under bushes,
and leaping streams for one whole puffing, grunting, and
sweating hour before he brought them out—at exactly the
same spot as they started!
We were represented at a recent Battalion concert by
"GoldenVoiced" Reavell, who had all the little mongrels
for miles around wagging their tails at his rendering of
trees, though the general feeling among the audience was
one of regret that the egg shortage, particularly the bad
egg shortage, persisted, when we had our firstclass shots so
favourably placed. There is another menace stirring uncom
fortably within our midst. Since our goahead Commander
found laundry girls so knowledgeable he's urging their in
clusion in this stronghold of celebracy. I think mebbe they
could do our present work capably. For in this billet—a
decaying marbled mansion—there are fifty odd rooms—of
which I personally have scrubbed 49. while the rest of the
Section have scrubbed a mere nine miles of passageway.
Quite easy to get lost in this place. Anyway I set out, mug
in hand, for breakfast the other morning and got to the
dining hall only in time for tea—Well, Merry Christmas
Codges.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Who was the Corporal in the A.A. Platoon who saluted
the R.S.M.?
SIGNAL PLATOON.
Wordpictures of some of our leading lights.
(The characters indicated in this article are not fictiti
ous, and every intention is meant to represent living
persons).
"A"—is variously known as "Spindly," "Hairpin," and
"Pipecleailer."
Was once mistaken lor a pair of braces.
Likes riding in carriers. Cannot obtain wireless communi
cation under any circumstances. Quite a nice chap, really,
'though 'tis best never to let him know you think so.
"B"—likes N.A.A.F.I, girls.
(Some think lie makes love
in order to obtain extra cigarettes, but this is a fact not yet
established). Rides a motorcycle in his spare time. Favour
ite literature—"Film Fun," and "Chips."
"C"—measures more round the waist than round the
chest.
Rather proud of the fact.
Likes having his leave
stopped to go on Courses. Lives in Liverpool but lias no
objection to being billeted near W.A.A.F. camps in the
South of England. Was once known to buy his own tea at
the canteen.
"D"—is the Platoon bore. Knows more about wireless
than any man living—at the North Pole. A great inventor.
At present working on an ointment that will ease the pain
from the necks of his listeners.
"E"—is permanently tired.
Abhors work ol any des
cription. It is suspected that he was recently crossed in
love. Hobbies—toy trains and "conkers." Favourite funny
paper—"Daily Mirror."
"F"—is a semiliighbrow. Starts talking at "lightsout"
and carries on far into the night. Is an absolute authority *
on matters historical, geographical and scientific. Favourite
literature—Oxford Dictionary, and Gibbons' "Decline and
Fall.'"
"G"—is tall, dark, and handsome. Known as the Great
Lover. Breaks hearts right and left. Likes watching mixed
bathing. Postal address—c/o Hammersmith Palace.
"H"—speaks a language all his own.
Always gets up
before reveille. Doesn't understand these newfangled wire
less sets. Prefers signalling with flags.
Very fond of sweets,
especially toffeeapples.
"I"—talks too much. Has a genius lor telling uncou
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vincing stories convincingly.
Achieved distinction by send
ing a message back to Battalion Headquarters saying that
his Company had been surrounded by enemy, followed by a
correction which said that he was very sorry "but we've
surrounded them."
"J"—stands for Joe, truly a great philosopher and
comedian. Joe once took the blame for the throwing of a
beer bottle at a Very Important Personage. Although the
beer bottle' was thrown goodhumouredly, the V.I.P. misun
stood the gesture, and had "something to say" to Joe after
wards. Joe bore his unwarranted punishment like a hero,
and has since devoted his energies to becoming a good
Mucko.
"K"—is a great trades unionist.
Hopes one day to
become President of the T.U.C.
Would do better as a
housebreaker. Has red hair and pink politics.
"L"—used to be a sailor.
(His penny trips round the
island were the delight of thousands of London children).
Is renowned for the slow tempo of his speech. Speaks at
the rate of ten words per minute, and reads buzzer at .some
thing less. Drinks rum excessively. Quite the most expen
sive man in the Platoon to go out with.
"M"—writes these notes each month. Is going to ask
to be taken into protective custody after this month's
publication.
Amp.

+

/ " A " Company
"No. 6350404 Pte. Shakespeare, Willy. Sir." I stood there,
stiffly, waiting. Long John, silent as a marble Buddha, sat
there, not on the floor of course, although it was as clean as
a dirty rifle barrel, with his head on one side, as is his wont
when trouble rises. His calm, silky voice apologetically en
tered my ears. "Er, actually Shakespeare, you will write the
Q.O.G. Notes for November. They will be here by 23.59 hours
today—Shakespeare."
This last word issued sarcastically,
cyncally.
Ah,
come
cursed
C.B.
Haversack
rations
stamped with the spice of the "News of the World;" choke
me. but spare me this, my soul silently sighed: unuttered.
I left his presence. I still believe I did see a flicker ot
malice in his sidelong glance as Knobbly Gobbly told me to
"get going." This latter, benevolent gentleman, and shep
herd to our flock
entire, really said something quite aston
ishingly different.
Being a lowly Private and not mixing with the higher
strata of batmen, and Platoon storemen—the untouchables—
I can't write about real Army matters like strategical stalks,
etc.. much as I should love to.
Although I did attend
Freddies' MapReading Class but then that was like the
mud we have now shaken from our necks. Yes, we are no
longer mudlarks. We have returned to our town residence
for the season. If only "that man" could see the luxury
we lounge in lazily, after endless cleaning parades, he would
chew completely the magic carpet of the East.
Nice as it
is. you can see there is a thistle to every rose : this sounds
wrong but it is quite definitely right—so the batmen have
been heard to say.
Now for the news of our celebrities and socialites. We
still have Ginger with us. Ginger the kitten I mean. The
other lesser one. you might say. is here too. He sticks like
well, you can guess. Russo, alas, is gone. No longer
arc we adorned with those Hollywood haircuts, the mane
bane of the "Subs." These latter, never even up to the
week in fashions, query whether mice have replaced the
irreplacable Russo. But it really isn't true.
The chief sporting event was 9 Platoon v. 7 Platoon, the
latter losing easily by 2 to 4 goals. This despite Herr von
W
's maniacal gibberish on the touch line. Excitement
was roused by Kent's fine
play and by Cornelius (and he.
now an untouchable too) scoring a smasher against his own
comrades; with the irate Platoon Commander threatening
him with an eternity of C.B.
But I don't think he could
do that, even actually. 9 Platoon are ready to take on all.
so they say.
There are many things I would like to know, so here's
my chance :
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Why arc Pizzie's lovely legs so temperamental : one day.
play football, next day, no go M.O.?
Is Joe really going to deputise for the Padre?
Where does the lean on bacon go to in winter time?
And is Pease Pudding really given us for training in
running?
That's all Sir. your obedient Willy Shakespeare, Private.



"B" Company.
We no sooner seem to get settled in. than it is time for
us to be on the move once more.
At any rate the incoming unit will certainly find
a
much cleaner and tidier camp than we did on our arrival.
The past month has been spent in furnishing working
parties, making paths, and generally assisting in making the
camp reasonably respectable.
In spite of this, however, we have found time to carry
out Platoon training exercises and an occasional night op
eration. A very popular item 111 the programme of work is
the weekly discussions, and a lot of knowledge has been
gained from them.
We are very sorry to lose our Company Commander,
Capt. H. P. B
, who now .takes over 2ndinCommand. Wc
welcome in his place, Capt. L. F. W. J
. We are also glad
to have 2ndLieut. D. C
back with us once more.
We
offer our congratulations to C.S.M. Byrne on the recent ad
dition to his family; also to Cpl. Plenty and Pte. Moore on
their marriages.
L/Cpls. Field, O'Callaghau, Sullivan and Relstone are
to be congratulated on obtaining their first
stripes.
In
the entertainment
line, L/Sgt. Burton.
L/Cp:.
O'Callaghau and Pte. Jones '16, contributed to the local
talent at a recent concert held in the N.A.A.F.I.
In the world of sport our football team drew with the
R.A.F. 5—5, and lost a very close game with "D" Company
by 3 goals to 2.



" C " Company.
Here are the Shiny "C's" once more, saying Hello to all
their pals of the Regiment, and hoping you arc all fighting
fit.
So much has happened since subscribing to our last
issue that I find it difficult to start at tlie beginning.
However, on behalf of all the Company, I would like to
take this opportunity of welcoming back to the Company,
Major R. H. M
, and we hope he .vill stay with us this
time.
As usual it has been nearly all training but the lads
have pulled their weight, and continue to smile through it.
At the time of writing these notes, everyone is looking
forward to a change of scenery, and enjoyments—if any.
There is nothing to write about as far as sport goes. Out
chief means of organised sport is crosscountry runs, but
these are more or less part of our daily life now.
However, we were entertained by the Battalion concert
party recently, and were given a really line show, which
reflected great credit on all concerned.
There is not much to write about at present, so will
try and enlighten everybody with more news next time.
I will close these short notes with the wish that wc
meet all of you soon under better conditions.
Cheerio, yours,
"Don Juan."
+

"D"

Company

Before we start, best congratulations to our Colour
Sergeant on being awarded his L.S. and G.C. medal.
Some time ago we tasted the pleasures of life in the
open air among tlie hazel copses green, as their greenness
began to wither we changed thorn for the fresher airs of the
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farmyard. Now we say goodbye to these, and who will not
look back on them with regret? The "cocks' shrill clarion"
which woke us daily from our lowly beds in the dim murk
of the early dawn. Pte. Gotliffes' echoing trumpet calling
the faithful to the cookhouse, and soothing their spirits
with sweet melodies in the evenings.
Then there are other memories to cherish—Night Ops.,
when 18 Platoon padded softly past 16 Platoon's ambush at
a sufficient distance to miss it, although their compass hear
ing should have led them through it. Night Ops. with the
Battle Patrol are another matter altogether: a resounding
succession of bangs fit to send the local inhabitants rapidly
indoors under the bedclothes, and bring out the Home
Guard in full cry.
Field Firing ranges with the O.O. 16 Platoon, as the
bullets covering the preliminary part of the assault whined
through the whins, anxiously looking over his shoulder and
exhorting 2 and 3 Sections to keep up.
We have acquired additions to our equipment as
follows :—
1. Detectors, Leaks, Huts Nissen m roofs of.
(Always
supposing you know where the roof of a Nissen hut begins).
There are two types of detector.
(a) Rain Mk. 1.
(Light, persistent or nonpersistent).
Most effective if used over a period of more than forty
minutes. Effective down to apertures, calibre ,22in.
(b) Rain Mk. II.
(Torrential).
Effective' within two
minutes for any class of aperture. Liable over long periods
to induce a pessimistic outlook on life in the most , san
guine of temperaments.
2. Mud G.S.
Common on country, tracks, farmyards,
etc.. even in peace time. Readily adaptable by the use ol
a small column of M.T. and frequent passage of army boots
into : —
3. Mud, Special Army. In depths of less than three
inches (rare) its fine adhesive qualities are modified.
In
small patches makes good ersatz effects, quite equal to the
genuine banana skin. In local drainage basins this rapidly
gives way to : —
4. Mud Wipers.
Only a serious danger when deep
enough to lap over gum boots. No deaths by drowning in
this have yet been reported.
All of which only goes to show.
J.II.B.
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The Officers had a fairly strong side, eight of them hav
ing played for the Battalion this season, and, therefore, it
was a nasty shock to them to be dismissed for 94 runs by
C/Sgt. Hayward and Sgt. Hedges, who lias been keeping
wicket all this season. They managed, however, to lead by
a dozen runs on the first innings and fared much better at
their second attempt, making 100 for 4 wickets in about
threequarters of an hour.
The Sergeants, left to make 113 in 65 minutes, were all
out for 32, thanks to the excellent bowling of the Command
ing Officer, Capt. B
. and Lieut. C
.
Full scores:—
' OFFICERS.
1st Innings.
Lieut. L
c Bushell b Hayward
12
Lieut. C
st Ellis b Hedges
5
Capt. S
c Lamb b Hedges
39
Lieut. M
st Ellis b Hedges
0
Lieut.Col. C
c Hedges b Hayward
8
Capt. R
c Silvester b Hedges
0
Capt. B
c Bassett b Hedges

3
Capt. T
b Hayward
2
Lieut. J
b Hayward
3
Major A
not out
6
Lieut. J—— c Bassett b Silvester
12
Extra's
4
Total

94

2nd Innings.
Lieut. L
c Bassett b Hedges
Lieut. C
lbw b Hayward
Capt. S
did not bat.
Lieut. M
not out
Lieut.Col. C
b Bassett
Capt. R
not out
Capt. B
did not bat.
Capt. T
run out
Lieut. J
did not bat
Major A
did not bat.
Lieut. J
did not bat.
Extras 

20
16
13
5
33

8

5

Total (for 4 wickets)

7/f
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The writing of this correspondence marks the end of
tlie cricket season, and we congratulate the Battalion team
on a very successful year. Full results are given below.. We
congratulate "Y" Group on winning the Company, and 18
Platoon the Platoon competition.
Except for a few casuals, the annual weapon Course
has been concluded. The results have been. satisfactory and
will be given next month.
The annual Officers' and Ser
geants' shoot has been held and was won by the Sergeants.
The scores were : Sergeants—648; Officers—475. The Officers
made up for this, however, by winning the cricket equally
easily.
The Grove Trust competition for shooting was keenly
contested, the best combined shot in each platoon competing.
The first three were : 1st, C.S.M. Dunmall—82; 2nd.
C.S.M. Hallet—80; 3rd. Cpl. Swatter—77.
Major W. II. G
has left us to command a local unit.
We congratulate him heartily on his promotion.
Major
J. M. D. B. T
has returned to us, and has taken over
command of a detachment of ours from Major H. D. C
,
who is now 2ndinCommand.
H.D.C.
CRICKET.
The cricket season has been brought to an end. appro
priately enough, with the final
of the interCompany Cricket
competition, an account of which appears in H.Q. Company
correspondence.
During the same week the Officers' and Sergeants
cricket match was played, and the Officers succeeded in win
ning the famous Dunce's Cap for the first time since 1933.

100

SERGEANTS.
1st Innings.
Sgt. Bassett c M
b A
Sgt. Field c A
b S
Sgt. Harden b A
C.S.M. Silvester b S
C/Sgt. Hayward run out
P.S.M. Bushell st R
b S——
Sgt. Hedges st R
b C
C.S.M. Spooner c C
b A
Sgt. Ellis b S
. . .
R.S.M. Swann not out
Sgt. Lamb c J
b C
Extras

7
3
6
0
5
18
22
2
8
8
0

3 .
Total

2nd Innings.
Sgt. Bassett c and b C
Sgt. Field c C
1) B
Sgt. Harden c C
b C
C.S.M. Silvester not out
C/Sgt. Hayward c B
b O
P.S.M. Bushell b C
Sgt. Hedges b C
C.S.M. Spooner b C—
Sgt. Ellis b B
R.S.M. Swann c J
b C
Sgt. Lamb b B
Extras

1

..
Total

Result:—Officers won by 80 runs.
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1
3
1
4
2
10
0
5
0
2
3
32
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RESULT OF BATTALION MATCHES. 1941.
Played 22; Won 17; Lost 4; Drawn 1.
AVERAGES.
Batting.
(Qualification—4 completed innings).
Times
Highest
Ins. not out. Runs.
score. Average.
Capt. S——
16
4
551
70®
45.91
Pte. Rea
7
3
95
55
23.75
Pte. Haysman ....
18
1
386
101"
22.70
Lieut. C
17
0
368
73
21.64
Bdm. Hunter ...
17
0
359
58
' 21.12
Pte. Hatcher
4
0
63
58
15.75
Pte. Elcombe
17
3
210
54
15.00
Pte. Cutter
16
4
180
36'
15.00
Capt. R
....
9
1
113
28
14.12
Pte. Reeves
13
0
172
46
13.23
Lieut. M
....
5
0
62
22
12.40
17
1
181
39
11.32
Capt. T
Lieut. L
7
0
75
53
10.70
Pte. Wilson
13
6
50
15"
7.14
Pte. Chilmaid ....
12
2
56
12
5.60
Also batted
Major A
4. 4*. 2*. 31*. Sgt. Hedges 0.
10*, 5 and 5*. Sgt. Copestake 23. L/Cpl. Bennett 12. Dmr.
Hunt 1. Pte. Eary 1*. Sgt. Bassett 17. Pte. Nash 4*. Pte.
Norman 14 and 6. Sgt. Harden 34. 6. 1* and 61*. Capt. B
4 and 25. Cpl. Hewlett 21. Pte. Halford 4. Bdm. Fisher 28.
* Denotes not out.
Bowling.
(Qualification—10 wickets).
Runs.
Wickets.
Average.
12
Pte. Reeves
48
Major A
107
14
7.64
Pte. Elcombe
277
28
9.8
Pte. Haysman
310
30
10.33
Pte. Wilson
510
49
10.<S0
Lieut. C
275
21
13.09
Pte Chilmaid
451
34
13.26
Capt. S
248
17
14.58
Also Bowled:—Pte. Rea 4 for 22; Lieut. M
1 for 19;
L/Opl. Bennett 2 for 4: Capt. T
1 for 40.
/

A

Headquarter Company
CRICKET.
Congratulations to "Y" Group on winning the inter
company cricket competition.
They defeated "E" Company in the first round by 9
wickets, "A" Company in the second round by 9 wickets, and
D" Company in the final
by 6 wickets.
Of the other Groups in the Company, "Z" Group suc
ceeded in defeating "C" Company by 1 wicket in a most
exciting match, but were beaten by "D" in the second round,
and "A" Group were defeated by "A" Company in the first
round. The scores in these matches were as follows: —
«Y» v. "E."
"E" Company 60.
(C/Sgt. Hayward 27).
S—— 4 for 22, Pte. Wilson 2 for 19. Bdm. Dyason
(Capt
3 for 4). "Y" Group 99 for 4. (Capt. S
27 retired, Sgt.
Bassett 19 retired).
«Y» V. "A." "A" Company 51. (Capt. S
9 for B, Pte.
Wilson 1 for 10)
"Y" Group 53 for 1. (Pte. Rea 26 not out.
Bdm. Dyason 16).
"Y" v. "D"—Final.
"D" Company 54.
(Capt. S
2 for 16. Pte. Chilmaid 1 for 17. Pte. Wilson 7 for 16) and 82.
(Pte. Norman 35). (Pte. Chilmaid 3 for 30. Pte. Wilson 6 for
48). "Y" Group 101. (Capt. S
40, Pte. Wilson 19 not out)
and 41 for 4. (Capt. S
21 not out).
"Z" v. "C."
"C" Company 85.
(Pte. Scott 25). Pte.
Haysman 6 for 46. Pte. Padwlck 4 for 14. "Z" Group 86. (Pte.
Padwick 22).
"Z" v. "D." "D" Company 103. (Pte. Reeves 49).
(Pte.
Padwick 6 for 35. Pte. Harris 3 for 25). ',Z" Group 57. (Pte.
Haysman 24).
"A" v. "X." Scores not available.
The Final. The bowlers definitely had the upper hand
in the final,
which was not surprising as most of the Bat
talion bowlers were in these two sides. In fact only three
scores of over 20 were made. Capt. S
making 40 and 21
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not out for "Y" Group, and Pte. Norman, who batted with
great resolution when "D" Company had lost 5 wickets for
34 runs in the second innings, made 35.
The dominating factor in the game was the bowling ol
Pte. Wilson, who finished
up a most successful season for
the Battalion and his Company, by taking 13 wickets for
64 runs.
Pte. Chilmaid bowled almost as well, but he was. like
Pte. McSweeriey of "D" Company, extremely unlucky.
"Y" Group would like to record here how pleasant it was
to meet "D" Company in the Final as the Company have
had so many excellent games with "D" during the past
season.
M.T. SECTION.
After my rather poor effort last month I should really
attempt to regale our readers  with a slightly better letter,
but, owing to the fact that my stock of yarns have been
rather badly 'Blue penciled," not by the censor though
(they didn't get quite as far as that gent.), I cannot find
a
single remnant to print.
Congratulations to L/Cpl. Spider on attaining his second
chevron: keep going Legs, you will be a "Guv. pechie." Also
to L/Cpl. Perritt on obtaining the extra falouse. Poor old
Proffess!
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
On the recent A.W.T. Course, who was it who obtained
4 (?) sticks and 1 outer?
Any person desiring to know,
apply to the Sherriff, alias "Shrub."
Was it the Incometax Johnny that caused such a rush
to the altar by members of the Sergeants' Mess? Lucky old
Cupid!
"Loftus."
No. 3 PLATOON, MORTARS.
Since our last appearance in this widely diffused medium
of regimental edification, the Mortar Platoon has undergone
many changes.
Having inserted expensive advertisements in local papers,
we have at last managed to sell Pte. Goodyear (alias Bomber)
at a comparatively reasonable price—at least to us it seemed
reasonable—but to the recipient the price seems staggering
in the extreme.
A heartbreaking episode was the departure of "Happy"
Branson, who, with his winning smile and delightful witi
cisms was the joy and entertainment of the Platoon.
"Winnie" Wiley has also gone to conquer pastures new.
He is reported to be in Hollywood, wrecking homes.
We
welcome Cpl. Green, and wonder when he will drop the
native disguise.
On the sports side our reputation was upheld (and his
owii lost) by Pte. Suter (Pluto), who steamed in yards ahead
of the remaining competitors in the mile, and the crowd
marvelled greatly.
We congratulate Cpl. Green on winning the Mortar com
petition shoot, and Sgt. Jones on teaching him the weapon
so swiftly. We congratulate the team also on understanding
the orders so speedily.
Cpl. Ford is given three cheers for his recent promotion.
Keep it up!
TETE A TETE.
Yaldy and Joyce.
Psychology, Morse, Socialism.
Hugh's Harem.

"Champ."

"A" Company.
This is the wondering Company calling again. Well you
fellows,, who thirst for news—good or bad—I have been tolcl
that once again you need appeasing.
Since last month's notes we have, of course, made our
usual midnight flit, this time back to one of our old haunts.
Rumour has it that this is the spot where we may beat our
own record for the time we spend in one place. Still, we
can never tell.
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We congratulate all those persons—too numerous to
name here—who have recently been promoted, and wish
them the best of luck. (We wonder if this has any connec
tion with the "V" for Victory campaign).
Sport in the guise of cricket, has been going strong, and
7 Platoon brought honour to the Company by winning the
Battalion interPlatoon cricket tournament. At the moment
of writing, "A" Company are still in the interCompany
cricket competition, and are very hopeful of success.
Sport, of course, is only a part of our activities, and
during the past few weeks, we have been busy firing out
A.W.T.C., and improving, if this is possible, our shooting
ability.
7 PLATOON
Hullo you lucky blokes, here we are again! All the news,
all the scandal from "Key Hole Peep:" so here goes. Listen,
you lucky blokes.
After our sojourn at the village of S
, we all moved
to "Blue Pencil" where we once more joined the Battalion,
the first
time for six months. Although our stay was rather
short and sweet (?) we were very pleased to renew our ac
quaintances. I soon renewed mine with the Ex. D/M., so
did our "Charlie." partners in crime you see. They are lucky
blokes down that way. they even play Tombola to music,
which the dance band very sportingly plays, even if they do
lose by it. Music swung by our "Nat 2nd" certainly goes
down well. Even "The Smiling Cavalier" has been seen to
stamp his feet, and a smile—wonder of wonders—breaks
through like the sun on a rainy day. I notice it does not
assist one to win a "House."
(I mean the music, not the
smile).
Whilst at "Blue Pencil" the Company took advantage to
put in some range work, and all the marksmen (?) were
heard to remark, "Never in all my six months' service have
I been a 'Dicky Bird.'" Anyway, now they know the red
flag sign.
Of course, all the "Bolshies" were picked for
"Flag flying."
Congratulations to the winning team on the
"Tile Shoot," better luck next time H.Q. Company.
The
better team won.
After our short sojourn at "Blue Pencil" we moved to
the place where men are men. and the "Glamour Boys" (no
offence), are glad of them. Anywhere, here we are back in
our old familiar spot. Having been here only a matter of
days, we have not much to mention, but we have learnt that
"Boxes, 500 lbs" have as much use empty, as they have when
full. Now. "Kit, Soldiers, personal." fill the "Boxes, 500 lbs."
Of course, we are the Company's pals, cheap friendship
though.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Do the "Jerries" postpone their invasion on Route March
days?
Has Mrs. Scmitt any relations?
We take the chance to welcome "Mac" and L/Cpl.
"Gunner," to the Platoon.
The Cookhouse's loss was our
gain, Mac.
One more question. Set the lads' minds at rest Sgt.
"Dinky." Are you going to be a ColourSergeant?
"Red Rufus."
8 PLATOON
For the past two hours I've sat down here trying to put
down the doings of the wellknown 8 Platoon. I could put a
great deal down, but you know that man with the "Blue
Pencil" is always about. I am sure we will all be glad when
his "Blue Pencil" is worn out.
Well, we are sadly depressed at leaving our wonderful
area once again, although this time our stay there was only
a short one. Perhaps we were too near the Battalion Cook
house. Once again we are back at one of our old places. I
say one because being the Company we are always on the
move, and once again one hears that loving voice (?) of our
C.S.M. "Calling all Posts."
Anyway, we have settled down
again, and all are having bets on how long we will stop.
Perhaps Pte. Parsons can tell us.
We have had one or two games of sport, just to let the „
other Companies know we are still fit,
although Capt E. .P.
F
does not think so.
We all take the opportunity of congratulating Cpls,

Gardner and Nichols on their' promotion to the rank ol
Sgt.; and L/Cpls. Caulton, Carter and West, to fullblown
Corporals; and last of all, the unpaid, unwanted Lance
Corporals to paid LanceCorporals.
We were all pleased to hear from one of the old boys,
Pte. Lindsay. Glad to hear you got home O.K. By the way
Bill, keep your hands in your pockets.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
What does Pte. Pearcey do now he nas no cycle?
Was Mincer Bob really glad to see "A" Company go. and
did 8 Platoon take his brush, hand scrubbing: and brooms,
bass 1?
Was Cpl. Caulton really brownedoff in hospital?
Last of all : did Sgt. P
really fall over the trip wire,
or were the "Blues" too strong that night?
Cheerio.
"Pte. P.P.. 1919."
1

"B" Company
There, lying sedately on the Company Office floor,
was
a muchdiscussed sack of Mail.
Beside letters, there were
parcels, big parcels, little ones, smelly ones, and runny ones;
all piled high and guarded by the "Lumberjack."
Every
kind of parcel you could, or could not. wish to see. was laid
out on the floor.
I looked for one bearing my name, and, after hours of
crawling around the floor,
espied a sticky mess adhering to
the aforesaid floor,
with my name and rank (Pip Toe Eddy)
on the dinkiest ol' labels. I fell upon it with a shovel, and
soon had it scooped up and all ready for examination. Yes
indeed it was a parcel once, but that was long, long ago.
Now it was simply a bundle of brown paper surrounded with
a faint aroma of apple juice, and clinging to the string was
the chocolate. "Clinging" really is the word. It reminded
me of Cleopatra having a reunion witii Anthony, while
brother Brutus was out on a night Op.
We turn the spot light on the world famous, and man
ahoutTown, "HandleBarCharlie." He's so very sad these
days, reason being : he has just become a widower, "Jungle"
having quietly passed away. An inquest was held, but no
thing questionable arose, and the verdict was : "Death due
to natural causes."
Certain N.C.O.s went on a night Compass march some
nights ago. with dire results, and loud and long were the
"Raspberries" which some received. 'Tis a delicate subject
though, and will no doubt necessitate the increase of noc
turnal expeditions. It is rumoured that a certain N.C.O..
when handing his oil compass into stores, remarked that it
seemed to send him in the wrong direction; strange, they've
never been known to go wrong before, and we can hardly
believe that the "West" was stamped on the righthand side.
Congratulations are due to the following apostles, who
follow the Green flag.
Sgt. Ingram, who has entered the
precincts of the Sergeants' Mess; thereby partaking of much
Wallop, soft armchairs, and will no doubt spend some con
siderable time filling
in his Income Tax forms. Next. Cpls.
Harrison and Marcliant on leaving the muchovercrowded
ranks of the "LanceJacks."
To all three we say, "Nice
work, well done," and to Ginger; "It won't be long now."
Some strange remarks are passed around these days
among our fellow sufferers.
Maybe you can translate the
following:—"Are you one of us?" "Sham Debono!" "Fey
Noo Pigman?" "Going Gonking?" "Dive Bomb meh!" etc.
All very mysterious, or perhaps the first sign of insanity
among the Bees.
Anyway, friends, "time rolls on" and we
are just getting our marching feet back again after cycling
to and from S
G
every day for two weeks.
I could write a book about Noel, or the return of Noel,
with the "Adventures of Little Wally" as a sequel; but will
be content with welcoming, for the umteenth time, Mr.
Hunt (Time Ex.), and his Boss (Ex.. Time Ex.), Jimmy Mer
rey, of the Signals. Welcome Cads!
So, we draw to a close, fare thee well until next month
dear readers, and herewith many thanks for all the Mail
received during the months of August and September, We
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arc, however, still awaiting the longdelayed photographs
from S
. Oomph girls. Wc are hoping though.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Who is the Lumberjack?
Who waltzed with Piggy in the Company Office to the
rhythm of Jimmmy Merrey's antiquated gramophone?
That's all.
"Satiric."

B" Echelon
There has been quite a lot of activity around this way
recently, and strange as it may seem, wc have something
to write about.
The. A.W.T.C. has been held this month
and it was just like old times to see so many "Squaddies"
in S— G
. The canteen at night was reminiscent ol
M
B
Reunion Day. Old friends whom we had not seen
since—well, for a long time, regaled us with stories of ad
venture and excitement, suffering and hardship which is the
lot of those in the wilds.
Of course. "B" Echelon, never
haVing visited the wilds had to sit back and take it all.
Still, what price "B" Echelon for "Snakeeyes" 011 the course.
Following upon the "White Horse Revellers'' last month,
wc had a visit from the "Raffians," and another enjoyable
evening was spent by the families here.
L.A.C. and Mrs.
Roche were as funiiy as ever in their inimitable style and
for days after the "B" Echelon battle cry was : "Now I'm
a driver!" We also have some budding artistes, and it is
hoped to. put 011 a show in the near future. Daisy lies on
his bed practising scales, Fritz and Froggy creep away look
ing very mysterious and even our. All' casts furtive looks
about him to make sure he is not being observed.
It is
whispered also, that "Beechnut" is taking part. How many
blues will that cost, Jack?
My brain is beginning to feci the strain now, so I think
it is time to say cheerio pals, and good hunting wherever
you go.
FOOD FOR THOUGHT.
1. Health and Beauty.
2. Bathing Belles.

R.M.M.

Company.
13 PLATOON
Bighearted thirteen they call us.
Bighearted thirteen that's us.
Clean if we're not very funny.
But only because we've got to be.
Which about sums up the quality of our Q.O.G. corres.
pondence this month.
(Yes. Yes C.S.M.. I know it's late
again). However, the quality of the Platoon is so high that
during the last few weeks wc have had other Companies, and
specialist Platoons, snooping around and pinching our men
wholesale. We suspect that when Clinker's dog was hit by
a shotgun recently, it was actually the Platoon defences fir
ing at a sneak raider from H.Q. Company,' coming in on a
night kidnapping attack. Now we are so small—and so select
—that we are thinking of putting up an entrance fee to
join 13 Platoon.
The rains have come—as usual—when we were out 011
route marches. Inspections have come—as usual—when we
weren't ready for them. Brigade Schemes were arranged as
usual after our twentyfour hours leave. And. lastly. Q.O.G.
correspondence was asked for—as usual— 011 the one detail
we forget to read.
However, bighearted thirteen, etc
"Rajah"
15 PLATOON.
15 Calling. 15 calling! Since last writing, lots of water
has passed under the bridges, also lots of sport has been
played, and football and hockey are in full swing. Trail
games are almost everyday occurrences and the best are being
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sorted out.
Pic. Kay and L/Cpl. Bowers being chosen for
a trial for the Battalion football team, which they are waiting
t.o form, so here's wishing them luck in getting their place.
Pte. Eighteen has returned to the fold and he did so
want to be a Pilot or was it an Air Gunner?
L/Cpl. Mitchell has also returned to us from his long
stay in "dock," and here's hoping he now stays put. Say,
did you hear the first
words he said to the C/Sgt. "lead me
to my credits, and when do I go on leave, and how long for ?
Please don't get the wrong impression.
Sure there's
plenty of work going 011 around these parts and every one
of us is getting stuck in with a will. (Those that aren't out
scrounging). Pte. Doscll has been selected for a selected Pri
vate's Course, and here's hoping wc see him heading the list.
Well gents, there's not much more to write about so
I'm about to bale out.
Someone said that there's nothing worse than gout. Well
what about having lumbago With St. Vitus Dance?
"A.E.J."

UD"

Company

Halfadozen pencils, any amount of paper, a large
packet of Craven "A" (thanks to our Navy) and away wc go
on this singing of praises and recording of events turnout.
In the way of sport we haven't much to offer .this month,
our time having been taken up chiefly with proving that
our rifles are still our "Best Friends" and partly with cycling
to the ranges.
Incidentally, the C.O. ruled that we will
dismount at the "Honeymoon Bar." which is halfway up
Savoy Hill, but due to our discipline or lack of funds it still
didn't get any extra business. Of course, if it had been
another "Honeymoon Bar" we know of then we would never
have reached the ranges. To return to the cycling. I think I
may say that the early morning rides were enjoyed by all.
The "Locals" got quite used to seeing the Company cycling
as though to work in the morning, and then hot. dusty, but
still cheerful, returning in the afternoon.
Company H.Q.
(the Harem) under the leadership of Cpl.. now L/Sgt. Hedges,
were as usual, last to start and. again as usual, first
in
nearly every time. There were only a couple of minor hits,
but many near misses 011 these rides, so 110 one was sent
to No. 90 G
H
for a rest cure. Pte. Buckingham.
thinking he was being overtaken by Cpl. Knight and Section,
yelled out "Form a roadblock" and. to illustrate, promptly
crashed into Pte. Hewett. much to Stan's consternation.
Still it's all in a day's work, and being the fittest
Company
in the fittest
Battalion in the Regiment we can take it.
The final
results of tlie.. shooting are not yet through
but we are fully confident that "D" will be No. 1 on the list.
Pte Gurr fired
with "A" Company and proved to be top
scorer to Capt. F
's dismay. He is now our Whitehope
for the Grove Trust competition, and we sincerely wish him
all the best. Of course, each Platoon has its own represent
ative in this competition, but so far the betting favours
him
Our O.C. has turned out to be a dark, horse though,
so certain S.M.s will have to make sure of that vicelike
grip, etc.. if he shoots for this prize. 18 Platoon secured 1st
and 2nd places in the Company interSection shoot, and the
P.R.I, distributed "Chits" in a grand manner to various
winners in the Company Rifle meeting.
The question is.
what can one buy from the Canteen lor ten shillings?
Don first
as usual, decided to inaugurate the hockey
season with a match played by two teams picked from the
Company, i.e.. The Impossibles v. Tlie Very Unprobablcs, but
it finally
dwindled down to Rags and Seven v. George (I11
visibleinablackout) and Seven.
Actually. Rags had eight
(Harmer. counting as two) but. as the referee disallowed one
of their goals, things were even. "Pash" Ward thought he
had to chase the ball all over the field
and swing his stick
round and about until he hit it for six. He was nearly
charged with attempted murder, or rather massacre, of tlie
rest of the players.
Pte. Wagg decided that Hockey and
Ward don't mix, so he reported sick, and went into hospital
out of the way, which was rather tough on him because we
have been unable to play since that disastrous match. Pte.
Harmer tried to cover the ball with a miniature duststorm
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but as he is. so fat, and would need a sandstorm to cover
himself, we just charged him and took the ball away.
18 Platoon has returned from its holiday at L
and
are once again residing at their town residences, "Joe and
Fancy." Don't get me wrong. This Is the name of then
house, not a charming couple they are living with.
Owing to the recent promotions it is a bit of a problem
to know who holds what rank and why at present, but we
still offer our heartiest congratulations to Sgt. Jones on
getting paid. L/Sgts. Hedges, Woods, Ovens and Baker on
getting their third.
Cpls. Lashmar, Ridden, Snellin and
Jenner on their jump to the effective rank. L/Cpls. Lynch
and Thomsett 011 their move from U/L/Cpl. to Paid, and to
L/Cpl. Brassell, who has gone to Unpaid from Provisional.
Ptes. Barham and Kimber have gone away to learn the
arts of the Iddyiddyumpty business; and Sgt. Jones and
Cpl. Keats are again trying to initiate a squad of M
recruits into the mysteries of "Sojering." Cpl. Creamer has
taken over command of the "Harem.' and "Rags" wishes
him all the best. I believe lie told Cpl. Creamer that he
might just as well go straight to the asylum before he is
driven mad, but I couldn't swear to that.
Pte. Greatrex
came back from five days leave disguised as a Chinaman but
the M.O. said that was jaundice and sent him to be rcdyed
white.
Well, as everybody else has interrupted me while I've
been writing this. I think I should be in the fashion and
interrupt myself while I go lor a drink.
"Moo."
4

"E" Company
FOREWORD.
From a perusal of the latest edition of the "Buster" to
arrive, I note that our former correspondence started off
with an apology. Well readers, as I have had to take this
over at short notice I really do not think this is necessary
as, if .anyone remembers the initials at the end of this
screed, they will realise that the writer himself is the
apology. However, having belittled myself to the stratus ac
corded to "Buster" scribes, and prepared you for the worst I
will attempt to place on record the doings of the Company
within the past month
The foremost event has been the firing of the annual
Weapon Training Course. This has now been completed and
the results, especially 011 rifle, were complimentary to the
Company; in fact, so complimentary that we are at the
moment considering instituting libel actions against the
Companies who doubt the accuracy of our results. We have
heard that one Company Commander, whose Company was
due to fire when we had completed, asked permission to use
our Buttmarkers. But to all this insidious propaganda we
turn a deaf ear, and state that the difference between our
results and those of other Companies cannot but reflect to
the credit of our Musketry Instructors.
Several amusing incidents occurred, as invariably they
do when firing,
but we really thought that one of our Pla
toon Commanders took the Battle practice a little too seri
ously, and want him to know that the best way of getting
down the Range is to run and not roll down. However, he
was recompensed by having sweet faces hovering round him
for a couple of weeks. Bad luck, Mr. J
, but we must
say we appreciate being shown how it really should be done.
Our "Colour Bloke," when told that he would have to
tire looked very glum, but after the first
day 011 the Range
looked much brighter, especially when he found that he did
not need R.E. assistance 011 the Firing Point after all.
Though it. is said that he asked for the bipod of the Bren to
be raised to the fullest extent.
At the conclusion of the A.W.T.C.. a small Company Rifle
meeting was held, the winners of
which are to be
congratulated.
As our friends the "Regia Aeronautica," seem to be quite
shy these days, we find time to do a considerable amount
of training, and many and various are the roles we are
called upon to perform. But 110 matter what the task, "E"
have acquitted themselves creditably.
One hears several

choice remarks 011 Training, but wo think that the O.C.'s
remarks about "Wigan Pier" were by far the choicest. How
ever. strange as it may seem, the majority of the Company
seem to enjoy these Schemes, and they certainly relieve the
boredom of everyday routine.
We 'are sorry to lose 2ndLleut. C
. who has left us
for the Mortar Platoon. We shall miss both him and "Ma '
chonochie Bob," but the latter should prove very useful with
the baseplate 011 "long carries."
We regret to say, that owing to more serious matters 01
soldiering taking precedence, we have little or nothing to
record in the realm of sport, but we have this matter in
hand now, and hope that our next contribution to tlie
"Buster" will include some glowing details of how wc beat
everyone who has the temerity to challenge us.
Nothing
like being confident, is there?
Several promotions have occurred recently, but as they
are rather numerous we take this opportunity of congratu
lating them collectively; and hope that they will not stop
half way up the ladder.
"C.R.H.'

+
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H
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BOXING.
On the 8th of November, 1941, in a certain gymnasium
somewhere in England, an enthusiastic crowd of soldiers
and civilians were watching with suspense the finals of the
Divisional
(Individual)
Championships,
in
which
we
had two entries, namely Pte. Smith and Pte. Burrage, but
let me start from the beginning.
In October I received a letter stating that entries were
required for the above championships. This, in turn, was
forwarded to all Companies, and the final
result was 24 men
turned up to commence training.
Now. readers, please try
to visualise the difficulties of training in our present circum
stances.
The first
and main one was that our .Military
training had priority over boxing training, and as it turned
out, the whole period of training was cut down to about
fourteen complete days. This is not an excuse, but a point
to bring out . the pluck and courage that these men had.
knowing full well that they were going to meet some of the
finest
boxers in the Division.
A team had to be definitely decided upon, and as it
only consisted of eight men, and I had 24. it was difficult
to choose without disappointing the remainder, but like
true Blues, they stood aside to let the following men represent
the Battalion: Cpl. Miles, heavyweight; Pte. Joyce, light
heavyweight; Pte. MacDonald, middleweight: L.Cpl. Curly,
welterweight; L.Cpl. Williams, lightweight
L.Cpl. Mathews,
featherweight; Pte. Smith, bantamweight;
Pte.
Burrage,
flyweight.
. As in all training, accidents will happen, and the follow
ing happened to us. L.Cpl. S/Iathews broke his nose and
was marked as medically unfit; he was supplemented by
Pie. Taylor, who, on the day of the fight
was marked unfit
through a strained muscle in the chest, so, unfortunately,
wc had no entry for the featherweight.
Now for the fights.
Cpl. Miles entered the ring confidently, and he knocked
his opponent out in the first
round, but during the round
lie received a bad cut under the right eye, and was not
allowed to fight, in the next bout, otherwise we should have
had one more finalist,
but his spirit and pluck Is shown by
the fact that he has already thrown a challenge to the winner,
and we hope that this will take place as a special contest
in our next boxing competition. I know that everyone will
join me in wishing him luck.
Pte. Joyce, giving a stone away, had a very good light,
but lost 011 points. It was a very close fight.
Pte. MacDonald, L.Cpl. Curly and Williams also fought
hard, but lost 011 points after very close fights.
Pte. Smith, in his preliminaries, fought hard and cleverly,
and really earned his final fight.,
which he lost 011 points
after a fine
performance.
Pte. Burrage also gave a fine performance in his pre
liminaries; in the finals
he met a very clever opponent who
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knocked him out in the second round; up to this time he
was well ahead on points, mainly through the use of a
good straight left.

We finish here with wishing them all the best of luck,
and congratulate them on giving an excellent performance,
and hope in the near future to see the boys in action again.
The whole team and other members would like to thank
the Officer Commanding the Battalion, and the P.R.I., for
their cooperation and kind consideration, which made it
possible for us to put up a fine show.
"Slash."
B.O.R.
For some time past it lias been felt that a contribution to
the "Queen's Own Gazette" from the staff of this establish
ment would, perhaps, add a dignified touch to the intellectual
wit and humour displayed by the other contributors of
this Unit; and so. the other night at about 2359 hrs., during
one of our rare and brief periods of respite from administering
unto the Battalion, we decided to write these few lines,
and managed to hand them to the P.R.I's. clerk on one
of tiiose equally rare and brief occasions when he was not
out on business.
Firstly, we should like to express our regrets at losing
Captain J. W
, who left us to command a Company, and
we wish him the very best of luck. How strange Part One
Orders seemed at first
without the familiar signature; and
how we missed that twirling keychain!
However, time
marches on. and we welcome to our fold captain P. M. KG
(instigator of A.I's.) and trust that he is now sleeping a
lot better.
Secondly, a word about our new abode, which, as a
whole, is not bad (no reference to tlie N.A.A.F.I. staff intended).
It is not often one is confronted by such luxurious apart
ments provided by the Military, and we are indeed indebted
to those responsible for providing us with at least a chair
each, and cupboards to store abnormal quantities of stationery
which Companies seem to think we hoard.
Thirdly, a word about bells — should any passersby hear
a series of vigorous blasts on a bell, it is not to be confused
with the local fire
alarm, but is merely the call to duty of
one of the members of our staff. Some say "Good old Signals"?
Finally, believe it or not, there are a few things we want
to know:—
What were, the remarks the Messing Officer got to hear
of the other day?
To what use does tlie Q.M. Staff put blotting paper?
Does anyone want anything "Roneod"?
What W.O. belonged to the 9tli?
What is half a 48 hours' leave?
Anything about?
"Bell Hop."

+

Headquarter Company
No. 1 PLATOON

(SIGNALS).

The job of writing these notes for the "Buster" has
been foisted upon me at the last moment, and having
accepted the job, I must do my best.
Since the last notes were written, we in No. 1 Platoon
have been kept fairly busy with other things besides exercises
(in which, of course, we played our important (!) parts);
sport has come to the fore witli a vengeance, and most after
noons have been employed in either football, crosscountry
runs, or basketball.
Another "binge" has come and gone — in fact, they are
becoming more of a habit than an exercise!!
A very surprising sight awaited H.Q. Company on its
return from the abovementioned "binge"; the Signals, in
particular, had a shock. Five members of the Platoon were
doing their "dooty" on B.H.Q. Guard!! This guard holds the
unique record of not having to "blancoup" until after
they had dismounted!! "B" Company please note.
We are very sorry indeed to record that one of our D.Rs.
had a nasty spill on his bike, and would like to take this
opportunity of wishing Jack Farley a speedy return to the.
fold. We hope lie will be none the worse for his stay in
hospital,

Members of the Platoon are still keenly interested in tlie
many dances thai are held in the town; in fact, the disease
is spreading, and we shall soon have the whole Platoon
"tripping the light fantastic."
In passing, we would like to add that we are ready to
accept challenges from "all and sundry" in the noble realm
of darts.
A new class has been started, and, having been through
it ourselves, we wish them all the best of luck — and don't
forget the "iddy ump'ty!"
Cheerio until next month — Happy Xmas.
"Flagbasher."
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
1.
2.
3.
Joan?
4.
5.

What do tlie D.Rs. do in their spare time?
Who is "Nora"?
What is the attraction at the hospital — Jack or
Who is the "Lady with the gloves"?
What is our signature tune? Ask "Stormy."
No. 2 (A.A.) PLATOON.

Well, here we are again, after quite an absence. Only
our head bloke (who, incidentally writes these notes) is so
often away on Courses, etc., that he only lodges with the
Battalion. Well, we are snug now in our winter quarters, ;Tnd
have no complaints, except perhaps we are too near the
Company Office and the Orderly Sergeant.
We are steaming away on Aircraft Recognition, and the
Platoon in future will only shoot at enemy planes (we hope).
Our part in the last scheme consisted (as usual) with
guarding the Battalion while it slept — a wellknown role
of ours, by ilie way. Unfortunately the Platoon Commander
was, through absence, unable to be Guard Commander, very
.much lamented by other N.C.Os. of B.H.Q.
Our sport has consisted of a couple of soccer matches,
which, in conjunction with the Med. Sec., we have won both
by a handsome margin.
Well, more of our doings next
month.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
1. When does Bristol want some more leave?
2. Who are the tough boys who tried to push a 3tonner
off the road?
3. Is the Platoon Commander really going to buy Pte.
Crittell a pair of gloves?
4. Where is the Locomotive. Did it make tlie proverb:
"Till we meet again"? Or is that crack too dingy?
"Chief of the Crouch Tribe."
No. 3 PLATOON (MORTARS).
The Brigade Mortar Competition has passed, and once
more the Mortar Platoon wears the crown of the Kingdom
of Fatigues
Their burden is lightened somewhat, however,
because the past month has brought an influx of new men
to swell our ranks.
There is one notable loss, the "Johnie" has gone —
no more will people say "take a pace to the left"; no more
will we lustily throw our leg to the rear to "make it tell."
At last tlie era of courses and modification seems to
be over, and there is every possibility that we shall be
able to work for several weeks without the haunting fear
of a loud voice crying — "Oh! that is all washed out now.
the new way is
."
An artist has sprung up in our midst, and now Mortar
Room 2 is decorated with cartoons in chalk, the splendour
of which amazes us. We know now why it was impossible
to get anything more into "Barneys" head, it was so full
of "Popeyes" and "James," etc.
Our congratulations are extended to our Platoon Com
mander on his promotion.
Of late our Platoon Sergeant has been more conspicuous
than ever before (true lie still disappears for most of the
morning and all the afternoon — but, then, he is probably
busy). But he does seem to have finished with Courses and
Company Offices.
It is common knowledge that as a result of betting on
the football match between the Battle Patrol and the Mortars,
the members of the Battle Pat/ol were broke for a week,
but probably they will lay their money on the Mortars on
the return match, and be certain of a good profit,
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THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
1.

Who is "Uncle Bert"?
2.
Who selects the Battalion football team?
3. Is it true that in future medical inspections are to be
held seven times each week?
N.B.—We really cannot believe that the Mortars "click"
all extra fatigues just because they are nearest to the Company
Office.



"A" Company.
Hello! Hello! This is "A" Company calling. Oh yes, we
keep popping up to let everybody know we are about.
We
are becoming distinctly highbrow now, witli Educational and
Vocational Training playing a big part in our lives.
Any
evening you may see the members of the "Bath Club" (or
Quiet Room) sunk in luxurious armchairs raising their eye
brows to anyone who dares to intrude on their sanctuary. We
take this opportunity of expressing our appreciation for the
hard work our Educational Officer has done, and is doing,
to help us improve our knowledge. Look out "Colour" lor a
sudden order of larger sized headdress for some of us. We
enjoy this sort of life very much, and the comfort derived
from the additions to our Recreation and Quiet Rooms.
We welcome into our midst members of other Battalions
who have joined us in recent months, and have noticed their
keenness. We're glad to have you, and long may you be with
us. The E.N.S.A. concert we had the other week was enjoyed
by all. there was much hearty laughter, and certainly reflects
credit on our Entertainments Party.
What with considerable activitytin the Boxing and Football
world, to mention nothing of mere five days schemes, we have
been on our toes most of the time, and can. therefore, give a
reasonable account of ourselves in this respect. The boxers did
exceedingly well, and several reached the finals,
under the
able coaching of Sergt. Ward, who is unfortunately in Hospital
at the moment (not from a left hook or anything like that),
but owing to illness, which recent strain lias not much
improved.
I was going to mention something else, but have forgotten
nearly everything of importance (I hope you interpret me as
being akin to the "'absent minded professor"). Oh yes. the
football. We have shone brilliantly here, and are runnersup
to "C" Company in the Battalion championships. Our foot
ball 'erbs will shortly be fit
to play any team anywhere. I
believe Arsenal have a spare date for the coming season, which
we may take, providing we do not have more important
matches to be played at the time. These matches are often
very amusing (it's surprising what those League teams miss),
and there is an ever increasing attendance. Anyway, when the
"Gates" are published, it might be possible to convince one
of our financial
status. Again, we are willing to show our
paces at crosscountry running, and on our last run we werfe
delighted to see Sergt. Copper again come in first
— not bad
for an old 'un. Yes, the Grenadiers are real tough, bxit what
preparations are made behind the scenes is nobody's business.
Now for our very recent Scheme, which lasted long enough
to be too long (for some of us) although it had its bright side.
In the first
instance, one of the "sides" became very rude to
the other side, and was accused of saying "rude things."
Whereupon, there were sharpening of flints and other expres
sions of real savagery on both sides, with obvious results —
a sally forth to battle. We managed to cross a Bridge which
wasn't blown up (but was supposed to have been), and there
was mention of a rocket at this stage of the proceedings, but
I saw none. There are other things I would like to mention
concerning this terrific battle, but Security, the Ministry of
Information, and being sworn to secrecy causes my tongue
to be tied.
The writer would like to point out before closing that to
convoy the above correspondence on an even keel to a safe
conclusion, it is necessary to go hard astarboard to evade
David Jones's Locker — if the contents of a vessel "sinks" the
Skipper usually goes with it.
The News from Berlin.—In a Naval Battle in the German
Sea, a German Raider sank 175 Battleships, 250 Destroyers and
£00 Aircraft Carriers, and bought flown
87 British Bombers.

Despite a scratch on the oifside front wing, the German raider
reached its base. England was reduced to ashes last night by
a Messerschmitt 109. The aircraft returned safely —naturally.
"A" Company calling, "A" Company calling; thank you for
your attention.
THINGS WE WOULD LIKE TO KNOW.
Who is the originator of No. 9's new crest?
What became of the Sergeants' Mess butter?
Was it
mice?
Will "Cock of the North" get his Pip?
Is there truth in the rumour that our Sergeants arc
knitting to cut the W.V.S. out?
And does the A.T.S.
require tuition on this lucrative pastime?
"Ack."
—_

4

"B" Company.
Once again we find
ourselves with approximately ten
minutes in which to compile our tripe for the Buster. This
time, nothing short of a catastrophe has occurred, as all
our literary kings are attending a conference on our latest
"Binge," and so we have the Sgt.Major tied in knots,
with a wet towel round his head.
(Here is a tip — just
mention Vocational Training to him. and the result is
worse than waving a red flag
in front of a hull).
As for sport — well, we made a good start in the
Battalion interCompany football league with a buckshee
two points (for a game we did not play), but failed to
keep it up, and only won a further two points in the
ensuing games. Our best wishes to our victors, and hope
that we have another opportunity to regain our prestige.
The Busy Bees can still show the rest of the Battalion
how to mount a ceremonial guard, and won the privilege
of a day off for our efforts during the preceding month.
Before closing, we must mention that we have lost
another pillar of wisdom from the Company Office.
This
time it is Colour Sergt. Smith who has gone to H.Q. Com
pany to revolutionise the customs of that Company. For
op.ee we have had a good bargain in exchange for him, and
thank H.Q. Company for sending us Sergt. Lock to take
up the duties of C.Sgt.
We all hope you get on well.
Jack, and also all the best to our departed Bill.
Finally our congratulations to Ptes. Reader and Taylor
on the additions to their families — is it true that Fred
is going to call his son and heir Winston Churchill or
Bulldog Drummond?
How is your brother Rosie?
Perhaps the C.Q. can tell
you; if not. take a walk to Ickham.
"Busy Bee."
f

U

C"

Company.

This month has seen great changes. After commanding
"C" Company for a number of years, Major T
has left
us to take an appointment elsewhere.
We would, like to
take this opportunity of thanking him for all he did for
us, wish him the best of luck in his new job. and assure
him that the old Company will always remember him. At
the same timewe have lost Captain S
and 2ndLt. B
.
to both of whom we wish every success in their new sphere
of life.
Another great loss has been C.S.M. Gilligan, who
has now joined the I.T.C.
All those in the Company who
have known him since T.A. days join in hoping that he
may be as happy at M
as he was with us.
We welcome Captain G. E. C. H
as our new Com
pany .Commander. We knew him well before,' when he was
in H.Q. Company, and are certain that we shall like him
very much, and only hope that he will not dislike us! His
keenness on sport will be greatly appreciated in the Company.
Our new C.S.M. is well known to many of us from
recruit days at the Depot, when our last memory of him
was making us do 140 on the Square. As he now has no
Square to play with, we have let bygones be bygones, and
are getting on with him very well, secretly admiring his
efficient administration,
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We have moved out. of the frying pan into the fire with
a vengeance — or more accurately — out of the slag
heap into the minefields. Spending our time doing guards,
starting Lyon Lights, breaking Lyon Lights, doing individual
training, making "model" billets, and firing
on the range.
In our spare time wc knit socks for Headquarter Company
and get frostbite on Corps Exercises.
The football team has covered itself with glory, and
came out top in the Battalion InterCompany League. Since
we have developed the technique of playing on grass knee
deep, our opponents never stood a chance and spent all
their time looking for the ball.
Unfortunately the match
against Brigade had to be played 011 the Town pitch, and
our peculiar methods were no use to us 011 the short grass.
Consequently we had to admit our first
defeat 4—0.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Why aren't we left alone?
Why did a certain Sergeant return from Greatbinge with
a cut lip?
How much ammunition does the Company Commander
need to shoot a moorhen?
Where does "Steamer" spend all his spare time, and
what, for?
4

' 'D''

Company

Wc open this month's correspondence on a sad note. We
have to record the departure of our Company Commander.
Captain M. H. M
. There are few men in the Company who
haven't a good reason to regret his going, and we all appreci
ate the many kindnesses, and the good fellowship he has
shown to us all. We should remember his good influence,
and wish him the very best of luck. He worked hard lor
the good of the Company, and didn't spare himself in
training us to fight,
or in an effort to satisfy our many
wants. Lieut. R, W. K. H
is carrying the flag,,, and we
hope that he will have a long and happy period of command*
of the best Company in the Division.
As last month's issue of the "Buster" lias not yet put
in an appearance, we cannot comment on any notes, but you
will see that we made a big thing of our newly formed Welfare
Club." We are glad to report that this is going quite well, in
spite'of the difficulty in finding the spare time to do all we
had planned to do. We have enjoyed some good darts matches
and are arrangng some more; billiards has been played with
some of the natives; and we are still working hard to produce
a stage show for Christmas. We all wait with baited breath to
see Arthur Coker, known as Teatime, hurl himself onto the
stage as the black hearted villian, with Little Nel Matthews
wilting in the corner.
Vocational training is growing by leaps and bounds—so
much so that Lieut. M. H. P
lias been appointed as Coy.
V/T Officer (unpaid). "Ou est la plume de ma tante?" has
been heard all over the billets, muttered in a strong Scotch
accent.
As regards other training, we have been spending a lot of
time on the ranges. We must also mention our latest pet—
the Company Battle Patrol lead by the local magician. They
beat up "A" Company's guard after a good brawl, and "A"
Company seem very loth to have a return match. We repeated
this performance against a Home Guard detachment, who
showed great keenness. However, we plunged the town into
mythical darkness. We are thinking of combining the B.P. with
lessons for cat burgling under the vocational training scheme.
We must hasten over our football news—we regret to have
to say that we came bottom in the Battalion tournament,
although we can field
a good team, given no guards or leave
etc, and all the chaps on loan to H.Q. Company. However we
are better at cross country running and gave H.Q. Company
a good beating 'the other afternoon.
And as usual the cat has kittens—this time all over the
pamphlets (B.O.R. note — no damage done). All are doing
well.
Greatbinge seemed to overshadow the month's activites
and most people made tremendous efforts to have their leave
over that period. But. we can truthfully say that it wasn't
too bad. 7 he Officers seemed very sorry to go, anyway. (In

this connection, the Officer Umpire established a record by
snoring one thousand and fiftysix times without a break.)
We are sorry our panzer sweep of a thousand or so miles didn't
come off—we spent most of the time sleeping, eating and
mucking about in the marshes, and as for marching, well,
even the employed didn't get any blisters. A new feature
of the stunt was the publication of a running commentary ol"
the local war and the various news broadcasts of the B.B.C.
It is thought that several men read these epistles, and one
chap at least found a good and urgent use for one sheet.
In passing, may we record a word of congratulation to an
old friend of the Company on gaining promotion to Lieut.
We refer, of course, to Lieut. H. C. S
who spent some
happy months in our midst.
We end up with an appeal — will somebody else please
take over these notes, and will Platoons and individuals please
send in entries and sketches, etc. for the monthly contribution
to the Gazette. It will make it much more of a Company
entry if more people share in compiling the notes.
By the way, Jacko. what's it like to do a guard now?
Merry Christmas, everybody!
Nellie Dean II."
4.

Ait
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Here beginneth—Oh ! sorry—Boh England keep butting
in and I don't seem to be able to make a start, perhaps
one day our office may turn into a Garden of Eden, provid
ing. of course, our worthy C.S.M. is not looking.
The past month has been a great period for our Com
pany. We braved the elements and went forth to battle on
the exercise "G
B
"—of course, the march from F
to II
, i.e.. .15 miles, was "enjoyed" by all ranks includ
ing the C/Sgt. and Company Storeman. Ginger Martin was
heard to say something about "Lucky Blighters" or words
to that effect, nevertheless we all came out with flying
colours and earned the compliments and thanks of our C.O.
and redoubtable Company Commander.
Our chief spot of
bother was not with the enemy. It was with an infuriated
farmer who happened to own a hitch to whom a nondescript
spaniel, "attached temporarily" to the Company, became
irresistably and irretrievably attached.
"C" Company en
joyed that fracas, and also crawling along railway lines in
the blackout for five miles or so with an occasional train to
break the monotony, was another form of sport indulged in
by the Company.
We are sorry to lose the services of three stalwarts,
2ndLieut. A. M
, 2ndLieut. A. R. M
and Lieut. E. T.
S
(What!)
We wish them all the best in their new
appointments, and sincerely hope they will take with them
many happy memories of the times spent in our Company.
To them we wish a very special Happy New Year from all
the ranks of "Charlie" Company.
We welcome to our midst a noble and upstanding per
sonality, 2ndLieut. V
.
To him we open our arms in
welcome, and we sincerely hope that he will open those
coffers, only known to those of his rank, to assist us in
replenishing the paper, etc., upon which we type—not to
mention "Vim."
(Fatty Page, please note).
Sport has played a great part in our training these last
few weeks. The keen competition that exists between Pla
toons in soccer is very encouraging, not to mention the
rugger fans who return from games with discolated muscles,
and very nearly their "Heads" tucked underneath their arms.
I should like to mention here that boxing is taken very
seriously in "C" Company, and we hope that other Com
panies will avail themselves more of this nice "parlour"
game. I happen to know that the M.O .has an excellent
cure for black eyes.
We understand that seeing how long one can leave a
Gas Mask off during the Corps' Gas period has now become
"an unpopular, sport"' in "C" Company.
Radio Location is a word with a new meaning for the
Company and the troops are not so keen on it as they were.
From the educational point of view some of the Com
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pany can now order "beer" in at least three languages
which shows what progress lias been made.
Finally, we wish all those unfortunate people in the
Battalion who are not in "C" Company, a Happy Christmas
and an Offensive New Year.
"Black Horse."
4

Headquarter Company.
The past month has been occupied largely with the
approach of. the fulfilment of, and the conclusion of, what
some misguided humorist has called a "Great Binge." Many
were the familar places visited, but all too briefly, sad to
relate. One scrap of knowledge we gleaned, interalia, and
that is that 2ndLieut. D
is a collector. "Brocks" will
have to look to their laurels. Conferences are now numerous,
but, unfortunately, the writer has not been invited to attend,
and must, therefore, ask his questions otherwise than "in
camera."
1. Who was the gentleman who said that "H.Q." Com
pany had had two breakfasts on a particular Wednesday
morning?
2. Will the C.S.M give a demonstration of the manner
in which he rides a phantom motorcycle?
3. When is an A.A. truck an A.A. truck?
4. Who said "I've told the R.A.P. to go back to the
Drums?"
5. When did the Orderly Room Staff last attach them
selves to "H.Q." Company for guidance?
We welcome to our midst 2ndLieuts. R
and C
.
and note that 2ndLieut. M
has decided that "H.Q."
Company cannot get along without him. Congratulations to
2ndLieut. T
on his appointment as 2ndinCommand of
the Company.
Rumour has it that we are shortly to lose Cpl. B
.
that fount of all wisdom.
His departure for the "upper
realm" is received by us with hearty and sincere congratu
lations, but may we plead with him not to lose the last
camel home?
On the one hand we congratulate 2ndLieut. B
on
his recovery, and on the other, commiserate with him on his
departure from us. We are also sorry to lose 2ndLieut. V
but, of course, custard powder is rather difficult to obtain
nowadays!
And so for the present. "Goodbye everyone," and may
each and everyone of you enjoy the heartiest of Christmas
fare.
4

"A" Company.
Great Scott, Great Binge.
While the Russian Army in the South were driving the
Boche from Rostov, and the British Army were doing their
stuff in the Western Desert, we donned our Scheme suits
and did a spot of fighting somewhere in England.
We were fighting mainly against the wet and cold,
against hunger, against the fear that we were once again
lost, and eventually, against friendly troops of whom we
thought otherwise. But bright moments were always present,
especially when one gets mixed up with a "Thunder Flash."
The "enemy" had plenty of these. No, not bright moments.
We did not give them piuch time, sticking to their tails
like grim death, until finally
after a nightmarch we cap
tured their Headquarters. Then back to billets, a bath, meal,
then Kippo.
Actually we had a quiet month, maintaining a ceaseless
watch over the channel. When not engaged on this job, so
vital to the security of our country, we spend our leisure
hours, blancoing and polishing in preparation' for ornament
ing the portals of B.O.R.
Before concluding this short survey we would like to
thank "D" Company for feeding us after the Scheme.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
How many tins of Blanco are being sent to Russia?

*'B" Company.
Ruddy "B." smelling of pink soap and sprat perfume,
stopped making sand castles and buried itself on the out
skirts of Britain's dullest community early this month.
Otherwise nothing much happened to wrinkle the brows
of Britain's fighting fishermen.
There was education of course, and that rather shook
some of the boys, but, aptly, it took place—and is probably
still taking place—at some evacuated schools labelled "Rest
Centres.".
The learning of languages and other studies was not as
bad as one thought it might be however, and, while Pte.
Hone learned how to speak to the Huns, as well as slosh 'em.
L/Cpl. Nash went all gagga and decided to get the lowdown
on how to say; "Madamoiselle. how about it kid?"
Debonair Pte. Galley decided not to attend the classes
but to attend the debate. Thought it was something to do
with fishing.
Anyhow, it was nearer Cpl. Barker's Joy Palace,
the cookhouse (all right Galley, perhaps it was someone else!)
Learning was not confined to Other Ranks however.
Capt. S
rose in the early hours, took a fairly deep breath
and, fighting
the natural desire to go back to bed and give
the matter allround consideration, sped through the country
side in a smashingly highpowered car,' in order to attend a
twoday cookery Course for "big shots."
He had to make his own bed and eat it, or .that's what
it probably tasted like, for, in the usual sadistic manner,
they made the big fellars eat what they had allegedly made.
And it wasn't any pineapple marmalade.
Not having had the advantage of a cooking Course, the
Company's bashful batman served up, now and again, in the
O.M., his favourite recipe. That was, until they serenaded
him with; "Do not serve tomato rice, we do not think it's
very nice!" Or was it; "tomato rice is not enough,, give us
something good and tough !"
Which reminds us of the words for a marching song of
our own, straight from the "woiks." Can any one give it
some music?
It goes like this : —
March along, march along, ruddy "B!"
You're a tough, mighty tough. Company.
Where the hills are the steepest.
And mud is the deepest
They'll send—who d'you think?—
Ruddy "B"!
March along, march along, ruddy "B"!
You're a tough, mighty tough, Company.
And if there's any wiring
Or extra perspiring.
You'll hear someone call:—
Ruddy "B"!
March along, march along, ruddy "B" r
You're a tough, mighty tough, Company,
Though your backs are near breaking.
There's nobody faking.
There's plenty of taking
In "B."
March along, march along, ruddy "B"!
You're a tough, mighty tough, Company.
Who's pinched all the benches
To winkle the wenches?
"It's just as I thought 1
Ruddy 'B'"!
HEADLINES.
BOREHAM REVEALED
AS CECIL HENRY !
COURSES BEFORE LEAVE?
ANY TIME SAYS WEBB.
COOKHOUSE KUTIES CHOOSE
GALLEY AS QUEEN.
IT'S ABOUT TIME! FISH SAY
AS "B" LEAVES.
PINEAPPLE JAM IS NATION'S NEED
CAPTAIN URGES.

F.l
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Last month we reported that we were settling down, and
this month we can claim to have settled fairly comfortably
in our no longer new quarters. Local hospitality is making
us feel very much at home, and invitations to dances, free
tickets for theatres, and social evenings, all help to the same
end, and augur well for Christmas. Not that life is all play,
far from it; there has been no slackening in the more serious
side of life here, nor, honestly, would we wish it. We have
been long enough getting lit and learning our job, and we
have no wish to be found wanting when the day comes l'or
us to fulfil our part, as we hope it soon may. Bo there are
still the usual round of exercises, large and small, and the
keenness in the Cadre Courses must be seen to be believed,
while the number now entitled to wear blue sidecaps speaks
for itself.
Some changes have taken place, and while these are
usually left to Company Notes, the following deserve special
mention. 2ndLieut. Bi,B. M
. long of "B" Company, lately of
"D," and claimed by both as Q.O.G. correspondent, educa
tion expert, and entertainments officer, has left the Battalion
for special service, and we soon hope to see his efforts attain
even wider publicity than these columns afford. 2ndLieut.
H. A. S
has left us through illhealth, and we wish him a
speedy recovery. We are also very sorry to report the depar
ture of R.Q.M.S. B
. now Lieut.Quartermaster B
.
though we feared that it was only a matter of time before
this merited advancement came his way, and so we send him
our congratulations and best wishes. We also wish to con
gratulate R.Q.M.S. Landman and C.S.M. Snare ("H.Q.") on tak
ing over their present positions, and we welcome C.S.M.
Stannard ("D") to the Battalion.
As will have been noticed in the last issue, rugby has
taken its rightful place in the Battalion sports, and although
players are few, enthusiasm is high.
Results this mouth
were : v. —tli Battalion R.W.K., won 20—nil: v. —th Buffs,
won 6—5; v. R.A.S.C.. lost 5—17. Soccer result: v. —th Buffs,
drawn 1—1.
To all our readers, and other Battalions, and especially
to former members of the —th. we wish a Happy Christmas,
and a happier New Year.
J.R.L.T.
4

Headquarter Company
MEDICAL SECTION.
Apologies in advance if our contribution this month is
so small as to be practically negligible—"quality not quantity"
is our motto. (Did someone say we have neither?)
Our successes on the football front are somewhat ob
scure, the results of our matches probably appear elsewhere,
we're sorry to say. (See Agony column—Ed.).
In matter of Schemes we might mention, en passanc,
that our burdens are now viewed with concern by civilian
haulage contractors; jealousy, that's all.
The observant will notice that the Drums have at last
learnt another tune, in spite of opposition from fatigues and
other novelties.
Our nonmusical friends will probably
think that it is the same old tune played differently, but
can we help their ignorance?
Finally, we offer our best wishes to Cyril Dorsett and
Pearl, on their marriage at H
: and to Cpl. and Mrs.
Prentice, we offer congratulations on the birth of a son. Poor
old Joe!
No. 3 PLATOON. MORTARS
Having taken a week's wellearned rest when the last
contribution to the Buster was due, my substitute evidently
acquitted himself far better than I am able to do. However,
here is my very poor best. Nothing of very great importance
has happened during the past month.
As usual wc have
been working very hard, and Cpl. Usher has been trying to fill
our minds and confuse our bodies with new signal ideas. We

have had several enjoyable games of football and done fairly
well, certainly improving our goal average when we defeated
the S.B.s and A.A. Platoon 12—3.
We often have our grouses and grumbles, and so in one
of my dark moments I produced the following :
In spite of hard knocks and continued abuse.
Not much has gone by this month to report.
Except a few Schemes, and they're not much sport—
That's barring the lucky ones riding about
In lorries and pickups, and they often shout
At tired, footsore Privates, who. doing their best.
Are seldom allowed even ten minute's rest.
Though when it is dark it's an Army tradition
To take off tinhats without asking permission;
For when they've been pushing a handcart all day,
It's pretty tough going for very small pay.
But aren't we entitled to moan or complain?
No!
Certainly not!
Our superiors exclaim !
For though "Mortars" lose a lot of enamel,
It don't stop them learning to be a good camel.
We tolerate much with barely a sigh,
Often hoping. I'm sure, to drop down and die.
< We've many a grievance I cannot put down
For fear of rebuke (This may cause a frown),
But I'd like all and sundry to take this to heart.
Despite all our grouses, we still play our part.
And here, as usual, are a few questions to finish off'.
1. Who is Sparrow, and why?
2. Who is Dolly's young man?
3. Who, or what is, the human Mortar pullthrough?
4. Who can't make up his mind between the A.T.S. and
a fair waitress?
No. 4 PLATOON. CARRIERS.
Sorry, readers, for not appearing in tlie last issue, but
it's the usual excuse—work! The word might seem strange
to some of you, but not to us.
In last month's issue everyone seemed to congratulate
themselves on taking part in the march, through "No mean
city," so I will take this chance of saying that ive also took
part. Of course, if it hadn't been for us it wouldn't have
been a success; "Self praise is no recommendation" is the
saying, but it doesn't apply in this case.
Sporting activities have not been much during the past
month, but we did beat the socalled "Mighty" Signal Platoon
by 3 goals to 1.
(Sorry, Mr. H
, but it just happened).
Wc hope to be able to publish in later issues of the downfall
of other socalled "Mighty" teams.
(Look out M.T. and
Mortars!)
We welcome back "Porky" Hogg and hope his stay will be
a lasting one.
Wc have been very busy running a Cadre, and thanks to
the organiser, Mr. R
, it proved a great success.
well, readers, time and space are limited, so we conclude
with : —
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
1. When do the teeth arrive? Soon, we hope.
2. How is Kathic? Which one?
3. Who said wc were a "shower"? Ask Sid!
4. When is "Pappa" going to M
? Ask his "son."
5. Which lock is it. right, left, or b
?
"Slim."



t(A"

Company.

It seems only a few days ago sincec we were drastically
applying the bluepencil to the draft of our last contribution.
This is a fair indication of how life swiftly passes in this far
flung outpost of the Empire.
It is not so farflung really, and in case this description
should reflect upon our kind hosts who are generous to the
extreme, let us hasten to add that it was during a recent
basinfull of the familiar "peasouper," when we wandered,
lost to the world.
There is nothing hectic (except getting this off in time)
to record, but the days are being put to good use. Our young
hopefuls acquitted themselves creditably on the recent Junior
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Leaders" .Cadre, and we arc already beginning to benefit from
their increased knowledge and powers of leadership.
The
opportunities which we have had for range practice have
hitherto been few. and far between, but now we are luckier,
and the rank and file are learning to make better use of each
round that goes up the spout.
Our domestic notes are restricted to the expressions of a
few congratulations and hopes.
Congratulations to Capt.
R. L. C
011 his double raise; to L/Cpl. Sewell on his
elevation to the selected band: and to our C.S.M.. on at last
facing up to the fact that liis neuralgia was due to a not
uncommon cause, which, as we go to Press, wc are glad to be
able to report has been removed by painless extraction.
Our hope is for the speedy, and this time, permanent
return of our Company Commander, and we hope that he
will come back without any lessening of the notability of his
Grecian facial appendage. We are also hoping fervently that
our 2ndiiiCommand is building up a large reserve of funds
to permit of our partaking of a right slapup do. during the
fast approaching festivities.
"Grenadier."
4

"B" Company
Greetings to all the "BeeS!" Sorry, but I have to deputise
again, as our "Soap Box" has left the Hive for the Melting
pot Company which rejoices greatly if it can engulf any ol
our Bright lights. We are all looking forward to Christmas,
and wonder at our luck at still being in the Old Country,
even if we are not at home. Last year wc had a good time,
and this year we hope for the same again. Pte. Higgins is
wondering if the rations will be sufficient, and so he has
squared tlie cooks to put aside a bucket of soup and some
solid fare, and I think all will agree that he could eat it too.
Heaven help any Jerry who falls into his hands; it would be
all meat to him. Schemes still go merrily on. and battle
dress suits have lost their glory. Some say "good old Q.M..'
The Company is still victorious on the football, field, and
has now a firstrate
team. Let 'em ail come and feci our
sting.
Keep it up "B." as the Western Bros, would say,
"Jolly good show, chaps, jolly good show."
As for internal economy, sorry, I mean gossip, it is re
ported that the C.S.M. has lately been seen with glittering
eyes, and rumour has it that he has solved a crossword
puzzle which he started 011 last Christmas, which offered
large lumps of food as prizes.
Congratulations to L/Cpls. Kdmeads and Newman on
their promotion.
Avis, of corset fame, has at long last
mastered his T.O.E.T.s, especially on the A/Tk. rifle (re
magazine filling),
and Sammy,.after the hundredth time has
also managed to do it. "Shaggy." our mascot, got lost in
the A/Tk. chest during the Armourer's inspection, but
emerged for Pay parade. The two Cherubs who clean up all
the week to go out for one evening, are giving a prize to
anyone who can solve the problem, how to clean boots with
dubbin and still .keep them shining?
Most of the N.C.O.s
were 011 the Junior Leaders' Cadre, and mostly did very well,
so the Hive is thriving.
In conclusion. I wish 011 behalf ol" the Hive tb say : "A
Merry Christmas to all our readers wherever you may be. and
a Happy New Yeal too. May it finish
Jerry and reunite us
all." Yours ever,
"Gin and It."

4.

"C" Company
Time seems to have been very speedy during these days
of November, and before your scribe had time to look around,
he found that the same old task confronted him again of
providing a further record of the activities of Shiny "C."
The most "sort out" question at time of writing is the
old one, Leave, and much to our delight it seems to be pro
gressing very favourably, as quite a number have already ob
tained their second leave almost within the three months.

Another Cadre has been completed, and as a result of
this we congratulate Pte. Regester on his recent promotion to
L/Cpl. Congratulations to Cpl. Dossett 011 his promotion to
L/Sgt. Other training went 011 as usual, and it appears that
most have passed their T.O.E.T.s and can now wear .their
Blue Caps. The weather has not been too kind, and we
meet with mud in most places, but despite this, the spirit
of Shiny "C" is never daunted, and it only goes to show that
the Company is as fit and healthy as ever.
Sport is in full swing, and football, the most popular,
much to the lore.
Congratulation^* to H.Q. Company 011
being the first
team to lower our colours in a League match.
Wc make 110 excuses for our defeat by four goals to two
(although the game was a "freak" game!). Well done, H.Q..
and now look out for the return when we hope to turn
the tables. It has since been learned that H.Q. has also
beaten our most serious rivals, "D" Company, so that will
add to the interest. Our second match of the month was
against the R
M
. which wc just managed to win by
four goals to three. We hope that the Committee will be
hard at work 011 their task of selecting the best for other
games. Congratulations to Pte. Cranwell, who was selected
for the Battalion team for the first
time, and wc feel sure
his inclusion was justified.
Everyone is becoming settled in our new surroundings,
and during the evenings there is plenty to do. amusements
for all tastes, and quite a number of acquaintances and
friends have been made, to tlie delight of those who want
to have their feet under the table at Christmas.
We still want to know things, so can the Brain's Trust
tell us :
1. What is "inflate" fire. Cpl. H
?
2. Did the Company Storeman wangle his leave?
3. Did the C/Sgt. know that there was to be a B. of S.
at the end of the month?
. 4. Where did "Beau" get his chicken from?

4

"D"

Company

A great blow has befallen "D" Company since last we
sent our contribution to the Q.O.G.—wc have lost C.S.M.
Landman. Promotion is bound to come sooner or later to
a man of his calibre, so his departure, to become R.Q.M.S..
came as an unpleasant shock, but not as a surprise. He has
been with us since the Battalion was reformed sixteen
months ago. Only those in "D" Company know how much
lie did in those early days to put the Company 011 its feet,
and to what extent he is responsible for the standard it lias
now reached.
We arc lucky in getting as his successor, a C.S.M. 01
great experience. C.S.M. Stannard. to whom we wish the very
best of luck.
Not content with pinching our C.S.M.. the Q.M. has now
tempted the Storeman, Pte. Scudds. into liis office with the
bribe of a stripe. Pte. Ould succeeds him.
The atrocities of this "foreign" climate have to a large
extent wrecked our efforts at Company football, but the
Battalion team in which "D" Company /has been generously
represented has had some good games. L/Cpl. Kenton, Ptes.
Ewing, Crowley. Law. Clews. Mitchell and Clarke, have all
played for the Battalion, side this year.
Tlie fact that all the officers; Sgt. Langdale, and Pte.
Soloman have been playing Rugger for the Battalion has
put ideas into our heads of a Company lugger team, about
which we hope to be able to report more in our next news.
With deep regret we said farewell to 2iulLieut. D. B.
M
. who has left us to join his "snapshooters" 011 one ot
the fronts. We wish him all the best.
In his place 2ndLieut. S. S
is heartily welcomed.
Congratulations are extended to: Capt. J. R. N
011
tlie birth of a daughter; Pte. Absolam 011 his marriage;
L/Cpls Anthony and Bryant 011 securing their first
stripes.
R.L.C.
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No. 2 PLATOON (A.A.).

iff

No prospectus having been issued with our last itineraries
the Railway Companies gave us a "surprise" tour, chargeable
to Normal," and landed us in that part cf our fair islei where
all contours seem to be concentric. On conclusion of a month'
of "calls." there is no doubt in our minds that we alone beiong
to the "Scrubbers and Manual Workers" Union."
We are
always ready to believe that dispersion is a good thing, but
why other Units have embryo coal dumps in all their billets is
beyond our comprehension. That ubiquitous animal the
Platoon truck has now taken on a new and terrifying form
and all commanders are eager to win their "spurs."
In the field of sport our combined crosscountry run and
wall games have revolutionised the mudsliding era and
former participants in the former games are covering them
selves in glory (or mud) in the latter.
We all congratulate Lieut. J. E. G
on receiving his
second pip."
1

Headquarter Company
Snatching a few moments from the absolute "orgy" of
work which surrounds us—no comments, please—we once again
bring you the most uptodate happenings in the Company.
First of all, congratulations to Col.Sergt. Bloom, who has
joined us officially now, and we trust that his stay will be
a long and happy one. We are just settling down in our new
station after a ccuple of moves, and from what we have seen
so far we should enjoy ourselves here. "Cherchez la femme"
seems to he the motto at the moment, with "getting your feet
under the table" as the natural consequence. Talking cf feet,
a new "disease" has arisen peculiar to "old sweats" known as
"C.S.M."s Foot." "Stop."
It has just been reported that our
two Company Office "Sheiks" have now become honorary mem
bers of tlie local "Scrubbers Club" and have developed "red
head rash."
It is only our Trained Soldiers' Hour that keeps
us as fit as we are! Well, we must put the kettle on now, so
cheerio until next month.
"Penpusher."
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Who sat the R.S.O on the "Fountain"?
No. 1 PLATOON (SIGNALS).
The job of outdoing the movement of a handsaw has been
temporarily abandoned and we have—er—settled.
The News
Agency—The Rumour—categorically denied yesterday the re
port circulated last week that we were on a Special Billet
Scrubbing Course. It will be remembered by regular readers
that we passed out. with "D" on such a course some time back,
although it is now known that No. 3 Platoon need a little
revision. To add weight to
its denial "The Rumour" adds
that a Unit with such a rally warcry as "We fight
to the last
block of Blanco" would hardly be chosen to perform such
menial tasks.
As you may have gathered, signalling has had little room
in the past month's labour and an event worthy of note is
that eight Company signallers who, kindhearted to the last,
carried four "tired" wireless sets for some 34 miles. Congratu
lations to LanceFather Bill Potter—now it is just a question
of whether Abe or Bill starts first about the "Nipper."
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Who travels 3 m.p.h. on his motorcycle when in a super
hurry?
.
'
Does Jack miss his fur coat?
Did Ernie get his socks back?
SUGGESTIONS FOR CHRISTMAS GIFTS.
Shock absorbers for Shakers.
Patches for the seat of the trouble.
Turncoats with colours to match your politics.
Wool synthetic for pulling over your eyes.
If tlie above is purchased from your Q.M. Stores you will
receive tree one balloon, filled
with hot air.
"Charlie Don,"

Since last month we have once again toured Britain look
ing for more tables under which to put our feet, and have
come to rest in a part of England that we thought we should
not see again. Leave is still proceeding merrily, and Ptes.
P
and E
returned looking very much the worse for
wear. Could they have missed us so much? Individual train
ing, Georgie?
Congratulations to the Mortars on winning the first
of a
series of interPlatoon crosscountry runs. Where does all
the mud come from?
Is that the "All clear" sounding in
my ears?
"Spotter."
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Are "Scrubbers" accommodation stores?
"Who is this bloke "Blenheim"?
No. 3 PLATOON (MORTARS).
Nothing much lias happened to us in the past month
except of course that we have been very much in demand for
luggage parties, fatigues and all the usual "donkey" work con
nected with our "moonlight! flits."
After leaving our "home
from home" at J
we had a short holiday by the sea in one
of the best exhotels with h. and c. in every room, to say
nothing of many other conveniences. Wc are now sorting our
selves out among mountains, which suggest to our wary eye
many hours of sweat and toil, but no doubt we shall survive.
We have not been able to add the crosscountry team cup to
our collection, but we were successful in the interPlatoon
run within the Company and hope to win the Battalion cup
yet.
Best wishes to all our fans.
"Bipod."
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
What does the C.S.M. mean when he says "Nurses know
ail the answers"?
No. 5 PLATOON, PIONEERS.
Pioneers calling again. It has been a very busy month
for us. and we often wonder when we move to a new station
if the previous occupiers ever black their billets out or scrub
them. We have got several housemaids' knees in the Platoon.
Fatigues have been so great of late that we have had our
N.C.O.S on their knees helping out, and have followed their
example.
However, we can practice route marching three times a
day now, as our present billet, although possessing all the
amenities, is a long way from the Cookhouse. All the Platoon
congratulate "Soxy" on his recent marriage and wish him
the best of luck.
"Scrubweary."
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Why Pte. Power thinks it necessary to camouflage his
shirt?
How Pinky makes his "conquests"?
Why the "West Ham Wonder" gets tough with lumps oil
his chest?
4

"A" Company.
Join the Army and see the world. There may be many
places that we have not yet visited, but we are certainly
getting around.
Cook's tours have nothing on us. in fact
we could probably show them a thing or two.
We left our home from home a couple of weeks ago in a
real "peasouper," with the prospects of a very long train
journey in front of vis. Weather conditions made it very un
likely that there would be a stop for tea en route, so orders
were given to "stoke up" at the local canteen beforehand.
Being one of those rare orders that meets with everyone's
approval, no delay was spent in complying with same. We did
stop for tea about fourteen hours after the start of the jour
ney. but as it had been made four hours before in anticipation
of our arrival on time, all that can be said for it was that it
was wet and we were very dry. However, it was appreciated.
On detraining at our final
destination we took up resi
dence in a very palatial hotel. Running water, h. and c: in
every room, is not to be sneezed at. At least one could get the
"H" if one arose at five in the morning.
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After a stay of a week or so we were once more on the
move. Not quite such a long journey this time and we very
soon found ourselves in our new station and another hotel
waiting to receive us through its imposing portals. Admittedly,
on taking over, the smells were a little overpowering, but
with a plentiful use of disinfectant they were all removed
with the exception of one of the landings, and that appears to
l)o impregnable.. Still, the local inhabitants seem to he quite
friendly and, taking this from one who has had experience,
I should not be surprised if
that wellknown expression
"downhomer" does not soon become a very applicable term
for many of our confreres.
There have been little or no changes in our Company
since the last time of writing.
Lieut. J. A. M
has been
away on a Carrier Course and since his return has been i./c.
that Platoon. We sincerely hope that we are not going to lose
him. Our Second in Command is at present away on a course
of a slightly different nature. We trust that he will win his
spurs. We are sorry to say that we had to leave C.S.M. Dodson
behind when we left J
.
He had to go into hospital.
nothing very serious, but if he is not careful he will be faced
by that grim bogey "Y" list. We hope that he will avoid it
and know that he would be the last person to want to go.
There has not been a great deal of opportunity for sports,
but there have been various football matches. A match with
"D" Company resulted in a very satisfactory manner for them—
that is a draw. 9 Platoon are doing very well in interPlatoon
matches. Rather too well, if one can judge from the remarks
of 7 Platoon commander after lie had played for his platoon in
a match with them.
That appears to he all for this month except for the usual
queries for the Brains Trust.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
How long has "Reveille" been at 22.00 hours? (Ask Pte. J.
Kerr).
Why should married men go home for Christmas?
(Ask
2/Lieut. P. R. S. S
).
"The Grenadier."
No. 6 PLATOON.
This Platoon's intermittent appearance as a contributor
to the "Buster" must give rise to grave suspicions in many
people's minds as to whether we still function as a vital
stimulating unit in the scheme of the Battalion. All doubts
should be set at rest, however, for we are still very much alive
and doing our bit whenever the opportunity presents itself.
With regard to sporting events of the past month, we
have still to record our failure to win the Boxing Cup—we
tried so hard, too.
Congratulations are due to "Honest Bloss" — we always
thought he deserved crowning.
To be in the fashion, there is just one thing we want to
know: Is Nobbie Clarkio to have an understudy soon, and
from the B.O.R. too?
4

4<B"

Company.

In recalling the events of the past month for the purpose
of recording another period of "B" Coy.'s career, the writer
speaks of a particularly confusing game of chess in which
perspiring O.Rs., laden with all the necessary impedimenta of
the lightly equipped soldier, take the place of the pawns. One
move follows another and rapidly the pieces assume positions
which baffle even the keenest and most able student of the
noble game.
However, facts have precedent over similarities, so let us
for a while look back and catch up the tangled threads which
we dropped in last month's issue.
We finally
managed to tear ourselves away from J
and
the surrounding district, so full of all those pleasures and
diversions which delight the eye and lighten the purse of the
brutal and licentious soldiery, and so it was that one foggy
night, with heavy hearts and heavier packs, we marched away
from J
, leaving behind us what we are proud to call "The
Most Scrubbed Billets in the Command." The fog was cer
tainly thick, in fact so thick that a certain private soldier
lead half of the Company three times round J
Square

before he realised that the man in front wasn't there! Part
ings were somewhat difficult owing to the visibility, but you
can be quite«sure that we made the best of it!
After a very long journey, during which the only thing we
lacked was the olive oil. we finally
arrived "Somewhere" which
we tock to be the right place, as we were greeted there by the
smiling faces of our advance party, who officially handed over
an inventory of tlie billets to the Company Commander, and
unofficially a summary and layout of pubs, picture palaces
and cafes.
The latter, of course, being to the O.Rs.
Finally
we were conducted through the swing doors into a most
palatial hotel, with "h. and c.," all modern conveniences, and
in some cases a view of the sea. After everybody had been
assured that these were our billets for once they weren't
dreaming, we soon got settled down, although at first
some
dissention was caused by heated arguments as to who was to
sleep in the bath; this was quickly dispelled by a kindhearted
N.C.O. (was it the Orderly Sergeant), who explained that baths
were a new and unfamiliar utensil in which one perfumed
one's ablutions and the Sanitary Corporal who'd "done a
course" would give a lesson of the "General Characteristics,
use and principles of" in the morning
After a day or so getting "dug in" everyone agreed that
P
wasn't such a bad place after all, although perhaps it
was a little too near scene cf former activities to be really
comfortable.
Although our stay was brief we managed to
cast relaxation, pleasure and amusement to one side for a
brief while and to indulge in our favourite pastimes: Those of
"I.E.," "Spit and Polish," and, above all, marches. Of course,
we were disappointed at not having much marching, but we
were readily assured that more would be forthcoming. So get
to work, Ben, and have us ready for "bigger and better
marches."
After a while though the players (see opening paragraph)
got cracking and once more had the pawns running around
in circles dressed as before until they finally
came to rest at
another P
("P" must be our letter of destiny), where
accommodation stores were immediately issued and once more
began the jolly old I.E.A. frantic appeal for charwomen was
broadcast, but it was of no avail and the only thing was to do
the job ourselves. So once more we have come to rest, and
unless something happens while this article goes to Press you
can take it that we're still at P
.
PERSONALITIES.
We notice that the "haggiswaffler" has abandoned the
AutiTank Rifle and has been seen on schemes hauling around
a truck load of barrels, bipods and baseplates. Good luck to
you, Jock, let's hope you won't regret the change.
To Johnny Dutton (the man with the moustache which
makes even Freddy Watts' sharpest cutthroat, look like a
mere butter knife) we extend a hearty welcome back to the
flock, and it is to be hoped that he will never fail to appre
ciate the lightness and mobility of the lead he has taken over.
Congratulations to Lieut. J. E. C
upon having ob
tained his second pip, and hope that he doesn't get too accus
tomed to his new environment.
(Congratulations to Darkie Lambert upon having fixed
up a scrap with George Barlow, and let's hope he comes out
top.
OVERHEARD AT
RIFLE RANGE.
The 'Buttmarker signals four flags
and an outer.
F.P.I, (to firer):
"Come on, me lad, you'll have to do
better than that?"
Firer: "It's no good, Sarge, I can't see the target; me eyes
is all misty."
F.P.I.: "Wei!, for Lord's sake, rest yer eyes." Has an in
spiration: '"Ere try looking at somethin' green." Brief pause.
"What the devil are yer starin' at me like that for?"
"Psmithy."
4

"C" Company.
We've had enough — we're fed up — we're browned off.
Oh, the monotony, the monotony, the monotony. We seem
to spend all our time entering our worst teams for Inter
Company Competitions and then collecting a cup. We ask
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ourselves. Are there any Companies in this Battalion worth
competing against?
If so, produce your men. We in "C"
Company take a. pale view of Athletic Competitions which
become mere "walkovers": how about it, Ack, Beer, Don.
and .H.Q.?
Now that we have got our sporting activities off our
chest, we think it necessary to give our readers some idea
of our adventures during the past month.
The old Army Recruiting slogan "Join the Army and
see the world" should be altered to read as follows: "Join
the Army and see . Great Britain." That, in a nutshell,
explains away our life for the past month. However, there
are certain incidents, which deserve special mention. Owing
to almost continual scrubbing, scouring, cleaning, sweeping,
and general charing, not a single member of this Battalion
can leave the Army without being confident of securing a
position in one of the oldest and best established professions.
(Not by the author, George C. Foster.)
We would like to
suggest, while on the subject, that a Special Proficiency
Pay be granted to any man who passes his T.O.E.Ts. in the
following: Care and cleaning of an old sandbag; the correct
handling of a broom, sweeping, 11 inch (this includes the
advanced handling.)
The correct application of "Stemfjers
dis" (sunshine shade Mark II. C. 1920 n.i.v. 4d. per packet).
We welcome back to the Company 2ndLt. E. G. W
and Sgt. Jackson from their respective courses, and congratu
late them on their results. We should like to mention that
Sgt. Jackson can now recognise any aircraft of any nationality
from any height. With this expert in the Company, Shiny
"C" should become very proficient in Aircraft Recognition.
We congratulate SjfndLieut. Q
 Sgt. Motion, Cpl.
Owen and Ptes. Black, Donan, Hollander, Flood, who were
among those who represented the Battalion on the cross
country run against the R.A.S.C. With 50 per cent, of the
team coming from Shiny "C," we are glad to say that the
Battalion had an' easy victory.
As we close, the shades of night are obscuring the
glorious view of the wonderful countryside clearly visible
from the Company Office. Oh to spend Christmas in this
delightful spot. We may — who knows?

amenities of our neighbourhood, when feet which were in
the process of being slid along to the edges of some interest
ing tables, had to be withdrawn hastily and set  in the
direction of yet another station. So here we are — nest
ling, by Platoons, among "them thar hills." and waiting
anxiously for the Platoon pigeons to bring news of the
Company to the editorial floorspace.
Rumour is, of course, rife, and the sight of some fellow
warriors in quaint headdress does nothing to allay our worst
apprehensions. Come what may, "D" Company will acquit
Itself with the customary credit and zeal — particularly if
some of those utility pouches are allowed to rest upon
broader and denser backs until their utilitarian purpose is
sought.
In the meantime, before we return "o our pails
and brooms, we have quite a few Company "amendments"
to record. We welcome the return to us of Lieut. D. B. M
.
and the arrival of 2ndLt. K. G. S
. hoping ardently that
the latter will impart his ideas upon the sore point ol
mobility into a rifle company. «To our erstwhile C.S.M. and
C.Sgt. we extend hearty congratulations upon their pro
motions to R.S.M. and C.S.M. respectively — a good show
indeed.
And now for the

THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
What is a 293. and how many brushes bristle make six?
Is it true that the P.R.I, is forming a new Company
to be known as the "Wives Ration Bag Corporation.
Unlimited"?
Who is Oscar? Is he a kind hearted chap who accom
panies members of the Battalion on Hunting Expeditions?
Does "H.E.S." stand for Hoping to get Engaged Sometime?
Can the W.T.O. tell us whether blind 2in. mortar bombs
go "bang," or merely "pop"?
"Shiny 'C'."

Greetings and salutations. I have set myself a difficult
task this month by undertaking the job of reporting on
the Mess activities, for to say that we have "roamed" is
putting it mildly. Mess members have, during the space of
one month, enjoyed a variety of comforts, including palatial
hotel suites (with bathroom attached, sir), barns, doubtful
semidetached property, and now what?
The first
half of
the month saw the usual Mess socials, which reached the
very peak of success, and congratulations are due to the
Mess Committee and to the Mess Caterers, who seem to
come and go so rapidly.
Congratulations to all those who received promotion
this month.
Crowns and Laurels are bearing heavily on
several arms. It is rumoured that when we challenged the
Officers to a game of football, no definite promise of a
game could be obtained. Conclusions drawn are that, either
they realise they are "too good," "too bad." "doubtful," or
Tour of Duty Officers permitting, but we live in hopes and

'D"

Company

And so, in the words, if not the accents, of the screen
voice, we have said farewell to joyous J
e, leaving our
scrupulously clean billets behind for preservation and adorn
ment by our fair successors, who, in theory, will know far
more about springcleaning than mere males can hope to
pick up in a couple of years or less.
(In this connection,
the lie must be given to a rumour that "D" Company is
going to put up a new flash
— crossed scrubbing brushes,
rampant. It's not true.)
The march from guest house to
station was not altogether uneventful, enshrouded as we
were in blackout and fog, but a compass march was
denied us, for our resourceful W.T.O. adopted the ingenious
dualcapacity role of directionfinder and decoy searchlight
unit. From station to journey's end was simply a matter
of a 500 mile nap for most of us, followed by a stimulating
little stroll along to the warehouse.
Eventually we disinterred the hereditament from its
blankets of grime, and lo and behold we found, for Instance,
that our archaeologists had unearthed shower baths, a cook
house. and even a few embryo beds. It was all very exciting,
but, as we anticipated, it did not last long — certainly
not long enough to find
more than one or two local lounges
beyond our reach. In fact, we hardly began to taste the

THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
1. Is one "browned off" or merely done to a "turn"
on a Company drill parade?
2. Why did Cpl. W
f whistle in Company Office?
3. What's our address?
4. Socks on draught — Captain?
5. May we take our Platoon weapons to meals, please?
3. Are farriers coming into their own?
7. What does 16 Platoon think of our runner (has)
beahs?
8. Will chinstraps be scrubbed or studded now?
"Scrubbing Don."

Sergeants' Mess.

ON THIS
NOTICE.
If you want your Evening Wear,
Sports Wear, or in fact anything
Laundered expertly, send to the

Maidstone & District Laundry Co.. Ltd
Loose Road, Maidstone.
Telephone :

Maidstone 3020
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look forward to the day when both teams will take the
field.
A tale could be told of a. party of brave men who
toured half of England over hills and moors, suffered cold,
hunger and thirst in a 30 cwt. lorry in order to prepare for
the comfort of the Battalion, but that will be told another
day. Cheerio for now.
"Honest Bloss."
4
j$

There are nosweeping changes to record this month;
instead we are consolidating our gains of last month in the
shape of new billets and new acquaintances. The Company
notes that follow will give an idea of some of the multifarious
activities that have been taking place since the move. We
may not have been in action on the battlefield, but there have
been many victories won in the beet and potatofields. In
fact the Battalion has actually put in more than 16,000 hours
of agricultural work!
Even these Herculean labours represent only a small
portion of our activities.
Everyone in the Battalion has
shot a complete rifle course on the open range. A five weeks'
Cadre Course for Officers and N.C.Os. has been held, and
an advanced W.T. Course for N.C.Os. is now in progress. In
addition to which, there has been a spot of normal training!
Education has also made its appearance on the programme,
in the form of lectures and language classes. Lecturers from
the outside world have penetrated into the remotest regions
to provide all our Companies with talks in a wide variety
of topical subjects, which have been much appre.ciated as
a pleasant interruption to the normal routine of training.
Meanwhile at H.Q. we are very pleased to welcome back
after his unfortunate operation, the Adjutant, whose voice
now adds sonority to the general buzz of animation in the
region of the B.O.R. Nevertheless, the hard work put in by
his Deputy for two months. 2ndLieut. R. S
has not been
without effect, and, indeed, he supplied the B.O.R. staff with
its stock word of approval: Good!
The new system of liaison officers has given us the pleasure
of entertaining Captain H. O
during the month of
November, and has afforded him a good insight into the
inner workings of the Battalion. We have made our contribu
tion in the tall shape of 2ndLieut. K. E. J
. who has
departed elsewhere on a similar mission.
Finally, we offer our congratulations to Captain A. J.
G
on his recent promotion.
4

44A"

Company.

You will be amazed to hear, no doubt, that "A" Company
has acquired a real ghost.
At least, that was the sworn
testimony of half a dozen worthies who professed to have
seen it. Poor old Busty was the first observer, and it seems
that he bolted into the cookhouse, and wouldn't come out
again until it got a hit lighter. Several interesting descrip
tions came to light, and the topics for conversation for several
days were distinctly supernatural.
One Corporal went so
far as to attend a spiritualist meeting! The ghost was finally
laid when somebody with courage spoke to it. and discovered
a lady in a light mack. What she was doing so early in
the morning is nobody's business, so it's no use your guessing.
Talking of things happening in the dark, it is to be
feared that much dirty work has been going on in the early
morning round Company Office way. It seems that, our pushful
storeman challenged Captain B
to a crosscountry run
before breakfast.
Your observer, intent on getting a scoop
for Q.O.G., accompanied the pair. Alas! he was sorely dis
appointed, for Jack B
only lasted threequarters of the
course, and finished
up panting and heaving and not even
having enough breath to swear. I am sure that the fourth
member of tlie little party wouldn't like to be mentioned
here, because he narrowly missed being posted to the "Y" List.
Just lately there have been many weird and wonderful
noises floating
round the camp, and a sort of cross between

Pidgin English and taxidrivers' backslang.
Yes,
you've
guessed it — the French Class is well and truly away, and
apart from a few snorts and grunts from the back, where
the "pushers" are sleeping, everyone seems to like it. That is,
of course, all except Captain B
, who is determined to
knock something in — even if it's with a sledgehammer.
Compliments of the season to everybody. Cheerio.
"Ayco."
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
1. Who lifted nine dolledup churchites over the mud for
5/? Was it really worth it, Joe?
2. Is it true that Farmer Giles is taking his ferret into
action with him in case grub's scarce?
3. How much has Mac made out of his colossal photo
graph racket?
4. Who's next behind the counter with Mrs. R
, and
who was the gallant fellow who lifted her up so that she
could see into the urn?
5.  A grateful Company gives hearty thanks to the Colours
for his presentation of the superb picture now 'hanging' in
Bluey's, but we should very much like to know where it
came from originally. They say that a Sheik gave it to him
in exchange for a couple of his wives.
4

44B"

Company.

In haste,'as the Don R. is' waiting, we pen these lew
lines from the Back of Beyond, in,other words, from "Cock
eyed Whatname." The past month hits' seen the end of swede
bashing and the beating of our plough—shares into swords,
and we feel sure that our experience in reaping corn will
be useful when we begin to reap our harvest of Huns.
The benefit of the intensive training of the past months
was shown in the vastly improved shooting of the whole
Company on the range recently, the results being better than
ever before, and giving promise of even better results with
further coaching.
In spite of this intensive training in the art of war. we
haven't neglected the other art. whose devotees find
ample
scope in the gaudy night life of W
h. The salvo of blonde
bombshells who burst on us when we arrived here are
threatened with opposition in the shape of "Ladies in
Uniform."
We. take this opportunity of congratulating "C" Company
on beating us at soccer recently. Whilst on the subject of
sport, we are quietly confident of retaining the Battalion
crosscountry championship, for which our training is well
in hand.
2ndLieut. P. H. S
shows signs of becoming prematurely
aged since 2ndLieut. B. J. R
went on a course and left
him the sinecure of P.M.C.!
"ENIGMA."
BY PTE. TURCK.
You know I loathe you; why. then, must you cling?
You have no pride; you will not go your way.
And yet your presence is a nauseous thing:
My hate for you increases day by day!
My Blanco!
They swear that Empires totter from your lack;
That aid from you alone can win the war.
Tis you who drive the mighty Panzers bacjc.
To make our Island safe for evermore!
My Blanco!
The vile Hun shivers at the very sight
Of aweinspiring majesty like yours.
And humbled by your fearful British might,
He dreams no more of troubling our shores.
My Blanco!
In history's pages shall your deeds be set.
Your tale to generations handed down.
Yet we. today, would willingly forget,
From us your mention gains you but a frown.
My Blanco!
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No Democrat are you; you force your will
On those whom you profess to serve the best.
Dictator that you are. and riddle still.
You rank with "That Man," as a public pest!
My Blanco!
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
'
Is the Colour Sergeant's motto: "Never give credit where
due?"
4
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November has passed quickly — if a little damply, and
"Aggers Way" has played an increasingly important part in
the life of the Company.  We have not yet seen Sergt.
Mannering ride his motor cycle over the path, but that is
a thrill to come. Towards the end of the month, the officers
and N.C.Os. on the Battalion Cadre returned to the fold,
eager to impart their knowledge in their own peculiar ways
The Company has had few games of football lately,
mainly because we have had difficulty In finding a ground.
The matches played, however, have given us great hopes for
the season — 14 and 15 Platoons have reached the third
round of the InterPlatoon Competition.
Christmas will soon be upon us. and next month we hope
to tell of revels that even surpass those of last year.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
What price leave?
Why is 2ndLieut. K. A. B
Christmas?

being interned

during
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members of the Company, but as these have never suffered
from any form of taciturnity (that means dumbness) it should
suffice.
The Company has suddenly transported from the com
forts of an I.T.C. to the wastes of
. where everyone got
down to a fortnight's "swedebashing."
(The "got down"
part was only too evident, as could be borne out by our
local nickname of "The Bent Half Hundred").
Those who
used to talk loudly about that "Dodger Hardy" (you kill me,
Chuckle) etc., when he was out on a farm, kept very quiet
after their introduction to potato picking.
On returning to the town of many hostelries (Boozers to
you. chum) the Company did some field training, rather
complicated by the number of men on courses and other
occupations (some legal).
We were not left in our abode of comfort and rest, and
so you find us now out at the "Backets of Beyond") guarding
an aerodrome to be. It is in a very embryonic stage at the
moment, but there seems to be little desire to stay until
the "Hanger Warning."' In fact I think most of us will be
glad to shake the dust (and mud, and clay) of the airfield
off our gumboots.
FAMOUS AND NEARLY LAST WORDS.
We'll walk In the road, Sergeant, these D.Rs. can see us
in tlie dark.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Why is he known as W
H
?
Better have a rehearsal, eh, George?
Where will you eat, rnon
Sergeants?
Is the "Black Bombard" as dangerous as its near name
sake?
Has the P.R.I.'s papprboy been called up9

4
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"D"
"A" Company.
We are sorry to announce the temporary loss of the services
of our monthly legpuller "Funf," whose contributions so
often amused us. only to incur the wrath of the unfortunate
few who could be seen breathing fire and slaughter. He is
now endeavouring to emerge from the depths of literature, to
lose the lines of Rip Van Winkle, and find the ever elusive
bar of soap, which is to him a treasure untold.
The Company once again finds
itself in England's wilds.
This time we awake to hear the roosters crowing, and the
ducks waddling up the stairs. These rural surroundings are
strange after the excitement of barrack life, where entertain
ments were so plentiful that it has needed the quiet sur
roundings to bring some of us back to A.I.
The whole of our time in these parts is spent in toughen
ing and strengthening. Siberian children are to be sent here
to acclimatise themselves to the cold and winds, and I still
hear our boys sighing for the sunny south.
We would like to see the smiling faces of our lucky
N.C.Os. now enrolled as Brylcreen Boys running a taxi service
for 48 hours. This is sour grapes, but how the sunny south
would ripen them.
Wo all congratulate C.S.M. Y
on his recent promotion.
confident, that under his guidance we shall refnain the premier
Company. Now a regretful thought. We pay tribute to an
officer who has left us for — he hopes — the burning sands
where the Nazis are nasty. I refer, of course, to 2ndLieut.
Y
.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
1. Who goes to bed with his hat on?
2. Who prefers his bread — wheaten?

CRE
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"B" Company.
Well, having just returned from a well earned rest. I
have had to rely for a lot of my information on other

Company

Strictly speaking these notes should commence with a
eulogy to the generosity of the farmers; I will however confine
myself to saying that any Scotch stories you may have heard
could be applied to our late employers, only more so. "D"
Company's contribution to the National Effort this month
has consisted of picking up potatoes and pulling sugar beet,
mostly at an idyllic spot for those who would study the
scenery at first
hand and the ubiquitous tuber with both
hands.
Nick and Salisbury will tell you that the correct
method of spud picking is not to use both hands simultaneously
out to lean with one hand on the basket and place the potato
therein with the other, stopping at frequent intervals to
discuss the prevailing topic of the day with the farmer and
thus avoiding a lot of totally unnecessary backbending. Nor
mind you that our stay there was all hard work, it had its
moments. There was a concert, the entrance fee for which
was only 3d. and for my part it was the cheapest entertainment
that I have had in a long time, certainly it was the funniest.
What of Charley, "The Leeds Singing Newsvendor", whose
biggest handicap was the pianist, a gentleman who competed
unsuccessfully with Charley in a race to the end of each bar.
Charley was game though, and he usually managed to lap
the pianist. It is I think, the first concert at which the village
Idiot has been allowed to perform. (What about. Cecil? George,
Keep Quiet) "D" Company were however the leading lights,
a habit they appear to have formulated, and without the efforts
of Cecil, George and Nuisance the "Go as you please" concert
might easily have developed into a "Go as you come." The
dances too were notable for the strong attendances, and from
the remarks that I have heard passed, the damsels appreciated
the West Kents and "D" Company in particular in no small
way. Whilst we were there we were all very pleased to hear
that our popular Company Commander had been promoted
to the rank of Captain; our sincere congratulations herewith.
We left with light hearts and lighter pockets, thanks to
the combined efforts of the farmers and their charming
daughters and employees (female gender), for the latter we
have only the highest praise.
Almost as soon as we returned to B
we were con
si rained to beat "C" 3—2 in a fiercely
contested game of
football. "C" say that many of their luminaries were missing
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but we were without the services of the greatest left back
the game has seen for a generation (modesty forbids that I
mention his name) so that makes us even, and anyway "C"
are darn good sportsmen
Unfortunately our Company jhas been providing the
labour for the local farms and for the last two weeks of
this month we have been very small, and a very distinguished
company indeed. Over our last move I will draw a discreet
veil. Time may heal the wound and wash away the mud.
anyway we hope so. A Merry Christmas to you all. and may
the New Year see "D" Company in the "Unter Der Linden".
A.W.M.
ODE TO A SPUD
(Written in dejection)
Oft my palate you have pleased.
Oft. too, the pain of hunger eased
Naught could my love you allay.
Naught until there came that awful day.
Some agricultural potentate no doubt
Suirering the aftermath of discovereed gout.
Saw fit to drag you from your earthly bed.
And saving trouble, thought of me Instead.
Carefully I plucked you thick with dirt.
Carefully so yoti took no hurt,
For two whole weeks you caused me pain and tears,
Two whole weeks like two whole blinkin years.
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This is the Battalion's first contribution to the Q.O.G., and
it has had to be produced at rather short notice. In future
months we shall be able to do more justice to ourselves.
Recently the Battalion has seen a change of Commanding
Officers. We were very sorry to lose our late C.O., and wish
him the very best of luck. At the same time we extend a
hearty welcome to his successor, and can say no more than
that we hope he likes us as much as we are getting to like
him.
The Battalion has had encouraging success at boxing,
producing two area champions, and two Corps runnersup.
All who came forward to "have a go" in the ring, and made
this possible, are very much to be congratulated, as also is,
Capt. Sefton, OfficerinCharge, Boxing.
Detailed results are as follows:—
BATTALION CHAMPIONSHIPS (31st Oct., 1941).
Winners : LightHeavy—Pte. Buttimer "D" Company; Ban
tam—Pte. Flaherty "C" Company; Feather—Pte. Cohen "A"
Company; Light—Pte. Keeley, W. "C" Company: Welter—Pte.
Thomas
"F"
Company;
Middle—Pte.
Quartermain
"F"
Company.
Runners-up : LightHeavy—L/Cpl. Bennick "C" Company;
Bantam—Pte. Thomas "A" Company; Feather—Pte. O'Connor
"C" Company; Light—Pte. Hawksworth "D" Company; Welter
—Pte. Blamires "F" Company; Middle—L/Cpl. Naylor "F"
Company.
AREA CHAMIONSHIPS (13th—15th Nov.. 1941).
Bantam Weight Winner—Pte. Flaherty "C" Company.
Light Heavyweight Winner—Pte. Buttimer "D" Company.
M—— Corps Championships, 3rd—5th December, 1941.
Flaherty and Buttimer went on to become Runnersup in
their respective weights.
1—4
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C '' Company.

It is with a certain amount of diffidence that we ap
proach this our latest task, and we regret to say that, up to
the time of writing, we have practically nothing to say.
Further to that we have not the remotest idea how one
should say it.
Recently rechristened the —th Battalion the whole Com
pany is naturally quite elated at having lost for ever (we

hope) the
parenthesis. We celebrated our chistening by
asquittlng ourselves well on two night exercises, so much so.
that our Officer i/c Training expressed his approval, and
praise from this very efficient gentleman is as rare as eggs in
the army.
As for sport wc would like to take the opportunity here,
to wag an admonitory linger at those who take the short cut
across the fields
in the course of the Company crosscountry
runs. It simply isn't cricket, chaps, and if the SergeantMajor
at his advanced age can do it, so can you! (Of course, we
entirely concur with your opinion, but that's off the record).
Football results in November showed a vast improvement
from October. Also congratulations to Pte. Flaherty on his
recent boxing successes.
Having exceeded the number of words alloted to us we
will now sit back and await the critics verdict. Before we
close, however, may we wish all readers of the Q.O.G., the
compliments of the season.
P.R.
4
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Our first
contribution to the Q.O.G. is written at short
notice, but wc hope in future to record a more comprehensive
account of our doings.
Everybody in the Company regrets the departure of Capt.
D
, our Company Commander, and wishes him luck in
his new sphere. We welcome Capt. D
g in his place.
Dan put up a great show In winning the Area Light
Heavyweight boxing championship; and a plucky, sporting
show, when he lost on points In the final
of the .Corps com
petition. The praise of the G.O.C. was welldeserved. Good
man, Dan. Wc were sorry that Sharp, the Company driver,
was transferred, and rumour has it that he isn't too pleased
either. They say he has to do guards.
The Padre has been' on a visit during the past fortnight,
and we hope everybody enjoyed his chats. We wonder if it's
true that he has introduced soft drinks into the Mess?
That's all for now.
"Sub."

4
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At long last we are in the news. We welcome to our
midst Lieut. B
and 2ndLieut. B
. But we are sorry to
announce the loss of Capt. D
. We wish him luck in his
new Company.
Wc were honoured by a visit from the Padre, whose
efforts in improving our morals, and forming a debating
society were much appreciated.
In matters of sport we are very keen, and our footballers
put up a promising show by beating the R.E.s by 6 goalsto
one. The sixaside competitions now being played arc pro
ducing footballers who will undoubtedly find
themselves in
the Regimental team in due course. The Darts competition Is
in full swing, the pairing of players has produced some un
expected results, and there is considerable speculation as to
who will play in the final
on Christmas Eve.
Our weekly
crosscountry runs have been very successful, and are bring
ing out talent which was unknown
before the runs
commenced.
Our first dance proved a big success, and we envied Capt.
E
and the Padre in their selection of the best pair ol
ladies' legs and ankles. After a prolonged conference, Capt.
E
decided that the selection should be made up to the
knee. We have also had a firstclass film
show and Ensa
concerts.
The Company are at present busily engaged in prepar
ing Christmas decorations, and judging by the amount ol
beer, "comforts," etc., installed in the Company "vaults," a
riotous spirit on Christmas day will be enjoyed by all. The
programme for Christmas is : —
Christmas Eve : Darts final;
Free beer; Company Sing
song. Christmas Day: A concert in the evening. Boxing Day:
Singsong.
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From what we have heard and seen, this Christmas is
going to be a real "blind." Capt. E
has ordered the sup
ply
of
stretchers and stretcherbearers to be
urgently
available.
4
$*

Much water has passed beneath the bridge since our last
contribution.
Although we left for a life of fewer guards, and more
nights in bed. our hearts were heavy, and our eyes dim with
tears. We had left behind so many friends—especially girl
friends.
At our new quarters we were up against General Mud.
and several of the Shortliouse family were nearly lost for
ever in the quagmire.
Pte. W
, one of our excellent
sanitary engineers, was almost overwhelmed owing to the
weight of a domestic utensil.
On the credit side are two successful dances enhanced
by our Maestro of the drums, Cpl. L
, who "only left
"Fuzzy" a few pounds out of pocket.
We have now left the mud behind us and are inhaling
large lumps of ozone to good effect. Having seen our brother
Companies for the first
time on the square, we are suffering
from a superiority complex.
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This contribution was in danger of not reaching the
Editor in time, owing to the fact that it was nearly over
looked in the rush of moving, as a result of which the Bat
talion is, for the first
time in its career, in one place.
Before leaving our last station, we enjoyed a very pleasant
month of training, interspersed with the usual quota of sport
ing and social activities.
Among the former, football and
crosscountry running were well to the fore and among the
latter, special mention must be made of the Company dance,
which was once more a great success, and enjoyed by all. We
were also very lucky in having a visit from an Ensa Concert
party, who put over a very good show indeed, and we are
extremely grateful to them.
The Company is saving hard, and our sales of National
Savings Certificates are rapidly approacihng astronomical
figures.
2ndLieut. G. N. R
has left us to join "C" Company.
and we wish him the very best of luck. We have also lost
Sgt. E
. who has taken over the duties of Provost Sergeant.
which duty we feel sure he will perform very ably.
In closing, we should like to take this opportunity of
wishing the rest of the Battalion, and in fact, all readers. A
Very Happy Christmas.
Heard on a Route march whilst passing a green painted
house: "I'll bet an old soldier lives there—look he's using
up his old bianco!"

THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
1.
2.
3.

4

Who's seen four dozen eggs?
Who 4s "Horace"?
Why do we only have one "Orderly Corporal now?
4

"H" Company
With rumours of a "seaside holiday" finally
becoming a
fact, "B" Company have at last forsaken the "happy hunting
grounds"! We. now find
ourselves enjoying sea—and other—
breezes, in company with the whole Battalion. May our new
surroundings prove beneficial and congenial.
Sport has earned its customary place in the monthly
bulletin. Pte. C. Clarke qualified as a finalist
in the Area
boxing tournament.
Our participation in interCompany
crosscountry running has been particularly successful. Foot
ball has also provided us with further victories in out
matches against "E" and "D" Companies: while we drew our
match against "A" Company.
Platoon demonstrations performed with much realism
provided the Company with considerable amusement—es
pecially when t'he "enemy" removed a certain Private into
thin air.
We rejoice that Capt. S
is now with us once more.
We also extend a hearty welcome to Sgt. Adams, who has
returned to "the fold" after a very long spell of absence. We
trust that his days of wandering in the wilderness are now
over.
The Savings movement in the Company goes from
strength to strength with the £100 mark long since passed.
We netted over £18 on a single day during the month—"B"
Company has the impression that it is actually paying for the
War! Our Savings record is a splendid one. and we intend
tjo maintain our high standards in this respect.
Congratulations this month go to Cpl. White, who has
forsaken the state of "single blessedness" for that of "con
jugal bliss." also to Pte. C. Barker, who celebrates a happy
event and thereby becomes a proud "pater families."

"F" Company
Hullo! fellow readers, "F" Company calling. Since our
last contribution many changes have taken place, the chief
one being that we have forsaken our old haunts, and found
new "hunting ground" "somewhere" near the coast. Route

Irium, Pepsodent's extraactive ingredient, not only puts a
good shine on teeth but dissolves away surface stains and
hidden food particles as well. If you want goodlooking teeth
Pepsodent's your answer. 7$d., 1/3, 2/2, including tax.

PEPSODENT

THINGS WE WOULD LIKE TO KNOW.
1. Who, in escorting,
to take the prisoners?

which

prisoners, where, omitted

2. Which Sergeant discovered in time that a night com
pass march involves unforseen obstacles?
3. Which member of the shorthand class now takes
notes in shorthand perfectly—except that they are unintel
ligible to him afterwards?

TOOTHPASTE AND TOOTH POWDER
Has everything — plus IRIUM
'
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marches, drill parades, and crosscountry runs are looming
well to the fore these days.
The accommodation here is excellent compared with our
previous quarters, hot and cold water, and all the luxuries
of a cosmopolitan.
We welcome to our fold. 2ndLieut. H
and Major
T
. We have lost one of the old stalwarts of the Com
pany. namely, 2ndLieut. H. B. J
, who has left us to
carry on the good work in some farflung outpost of the
Empire.
In the sporting world we are doing quite well.
Our
soccer team lost against "E" Company, the score being 4—3
when the final whistle blew. Pte. Standerwick gave an ex
cellent account of himself, and 2ndLieut. "Dynamite W,"
was well on form with his shooting boots.
In the crosscountry world we are doing well. Pte. Poore
has led the team home on the last two occasions.
News is scarce at present as we have a job of work to do,
but we hope to have more for the next issue.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW,
OR HEARD IN THE DARKNESS.
1. Anyone seen my Kitbag?
2. Who did the W.A.A.F.I. come down to see at D
?
3. Who are the "Rothchilds" in our Company?
4. Why did the C/Sgt. get grabbed for the R.S.M.s Drill
parade?
5. Who was it who called the C/Sgts. Office the "B
H
Tea Shop"?
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INFANTRY TRAINING
CENTRE
Time again for another Buster contribution, and, as we
never have the luck (?) to go on any big schemes or to
change our quarters, we have more or less to bluff our way
through. However, we have had quite a busy month. Talk
ing "shop" for a moment, we find that outdoor training has
been curtailed by the usual English weather. In fact, the
time we did start out on a fairly long route march, the rain
gave us a soaking send off. But, luckily, Nip "fixed it" to
stop training by 11.00 hours, and as his "dolly up" on St.
David prevailed, we finished
the march comparatively dry.
Other training has been mostly of the indoor type, and
although on the whole this was easy to arrange, we did hear
Cpl. Melsom had great difficulty in performng the assault
Course in his Barrack room. Sometimes we have stirred our
selves at night. There was the sad case of Sgt. Fryer, who
took his Platoon out to darkest B
. to teach them the art
of keeping contact with each other.
Unfortunately our
"Ginge" was the only casualty, and arrived back in the very,
very, deep of night.
The N.C.O.s have been keeping tip top fighting fit
by
regularly attending those voluntary compulsory P.T. parades.
They regret losing their chief coach, who always greeted
them with the delightful "Fall In! Sergeants in the front,
N.C.O.s in the rear."
Tire most popular event in the month was the "binge
up" at the Bull. Perhaps we should not have said popular,
because we were saying "goodbye" to our Company Com
mander, Capt. D. W
. His departure is a great loss to us.
and, although unable to compliment in picturesque prose,
we all know how well he did his job. and all wish him every
success in his new command. At the same time, and in the
same place, we welcomed an officer who is wellknown to most
of us, Lieut. J. W
. who has now taken over command ol'
the Company.
Sergeant "Bill" Ruder can
be seen every evening
anxiously reading I.T.C. Orders. He has just returned from
a Commando Course, and we congratulate him on his endur
ance. While on the subject of endurance we congratulate
Corporal Townsend on becoming the proud father of twins.
We wonder what Course he went on?
FOOTBALL.
The football team has not played up to our expectations.

but we like to think that this is due .to the, drafting away
of some of our stars. Both matches against Depot Company
were lost by 4 goals to 1. We have some useful footballers
but we do think that they would make better B.B.C. football
commentators. Special praise, 'however, for distinguished
play, is due to the goalkeeper, Pte. Nason.
The eternal struggle between Gentlemen of the other
ranks, and the autocrats known as Officers and N.C.O.s came
to a head in "C" Company, when teams representing both
species met on the football field.
The N.O.O.s, in spite of
recent celebrations in the Mess, showed great confidence in
easy victory, whilst the Privates thought they had a good
chance of doing something useful even if they did not win.
Inspired by the sight of their Platoon Commander in
goal, Martel settled down to some target practice, and kept
Sgt. (8goal) Davis busy, chiefly in retrieving the ball from
the back of the net. After gaining a lead early in the game,
the Privates shot goals with monotonous regularity.
Half
time came with the score at 6—I. and the losing team had
somehow mislaid the Company Commander. After a pep
talk by the C.S.M., the N.C.Os resumed with a much altered
team, but alas Sgt. Davies was still in goal. To strengthen
them, the Company Commander had returned to his indi
vidual stalk, up the right wing, and with the ColourSergeant
in full cry, the N.C.O.s began to score goals as regularly as
their opponents had done in the firsthalf.
L/Cpl. Brown,
confused rugger with soccer, and roused the crowd and
sometimes the referee, while Sgt. Egmore tackled both the
hall and the players with great energy. Lieut. B
, uphold
ing the traditions of the Officers Mess, kicked ground,
players, and sometimes the ball, with great enthusiasm, so
that by the end of the game the above, assisted by a chorus
of "Right Dick." "Up Skill," "Shoot Jeff," succeeded in forc
ing a draw at 8 all, which satisfied everybody. We hope!
SCHOOL FOR SCANDAL.
Stonewall Cert—Turpin calls "a risky miz."
Who selected the selector of the football team?
Any
comments?
Less aid for Russia—Blanco ship sunk—Stick Orderly
only survivor.
Is Sgt. Davies going on a Locksmiths' Course?
"Molyrieux."
1

BIRTHS, MARRIAGES AND DEATHS
BIRTHS.
LEGGE.—On 8th November. 1941. at Maidstone, to the wife of
L.Cpl. J. B. Legge. a son. Martin Edward Joseph.
MARRIAGES.
BROWN—KEMSLEY.—On 9.11.41. at Wrotham. Pte. P. Brown
to Dom Lillian Kemsley.
LINDSAY—MANSER.—On 8.11.41. at Banning. Pte. W. Lindsay
to Lilian Jessie Manser.
WICKS—SHOELRIDGE.—On 11.11.41. at Maidstone. Pte. P.
Wicks to Elsie Stark Shoelridge.
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hoped

that

all

be sent on, or as early as
members

will

become

Life

Members.

that date to: The Treasurer, The Barrack*,

r«l: RCOKNT 5914.

*L*%

'Grimi: ANNAN DAI.E, LONDON

J.B.JOHNSTONE,
/IDtlttars an& /Emfti XTaHoc
aixD JBrcecbes flDafter * *

J

34 SACKVILLE ST., LONDON
AND

32 MOLES WORTH ST., DUBLIN

and is extensively patronised by Officers In every branch
Majesty's Service,

both at

FARMERS BROWN ALES
KENTISH CYDER

Price List on Application. All goods delivered.

Also holds special appointments to many other Regiments,
His

^

Wines, Spirits & Mineral Waters of the
choicest brand.

Specially Appointed to the
1st and 2nd Battalions The
Qyeen s Own Royal West
Kent Regiment .

ol

NOTED

home and abroad.

'Phone Maidstone 3090

22, WEEK STREET,
MAIDSTONE

Maidstone 's Safest Milk ! !
PEDIGREE GUERNSEY
HERD

ALSO LONOON. ALDERSHOT. COLCHESTER . SMORNCLIFFE.
TIOWORTH. PORTSMOUTH. CATTERlCK AND 9ELFA5T.

(p'umToSe JZen 3Dai des

AGENTS

for

G I B R A L T A R , S a c c o n e & S p e e d L t d . , GIBRALTAR

Ltd.

Infants and Invalids
EGGS & CREAM

Phone 2610

MALTA,

Captain A. Caruana, Valetta,

CYPRUS,

Spinney's Ltd.,

PALESTINE,

MALTA
NICOSIA

Spinney's Ltd.,

EGYPT,

HAIFA

McEwanYounger Ltd.,

CAIRO

S U D A N , B u i l d m o r e C o . ( S u d a n ) L t d . , KHARTOUM
NTUTFBONI SbSB MAIDSTONE

BENNITTS LTD.
Wholesaleanb IKetatl Gobaccontgte

6 and 63a, HIGH STREET
AND

14. MARKET STREET,
MAIDSTONE
All Orders promptly executed-

ADEN,
INDIA

Pallonjee Dinshaw & Co.,
and

CEYLON,

Cutler

ADEN

Palmer

&

Co.,

CALCUTTA. MADRAS, LAHORE. BOMBAY, COLOMBO
Forbes Forbes Campbell & Co., Ltd., KARACHI

BURMA,

Barnes & Co. Ltd.,

RANGOON

F. M. S., W m . Jacks & Co. (Malaya) Ltd.,

SINGAPORE and PENANG

C H I N A , J a r d i n e M a t h e s o n & C o . L t d . , SHANGHAI
I
Dodwell & Co. Ltd.,
HONG KONG
MAURITIUS,
JAMAICA,
BERMUDA,

Scott & Co.,

Bryden &

Evelyn

Gosling

Bros.,

PORT LOUIS

Ltd.,

KINGSTON
HAMILTON

Printed by H. R. Pratt Boorman at tlie Offices of the ''Kent Messenger." Maidstone. Kent—December, T941.
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